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## PART I.

### MIRACLES OF SAINTS IN IMITATION OF SCRIPTURE MIRACLES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Miracle</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aaron's rod becomes a serpent</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abraham offers up his son Isaac</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--- promised a seed</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ahab covets Naboth's vineyard</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ananias and Saphira</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angel of death sheathes his sword</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--- visitant</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angels carry souls to paradise</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--- entertained unawares</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--- have charge of the saints</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--- sent to console</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angels' food given to man</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--- present</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anointing the sick with oil</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apparitions of angels and saints. (See also pt. III.)</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

--- to give directions about their dead bodies | 28 |

| Appearance soon after death | 33 |
| Army of martyrs | 34 |
| Aureole, glory, celestial lights, etc. | 39 |
| Basilica's infamous counsel | 41 |
| Balance of the sanctuary | 41 |
| Barren women the mothers of children | 42 |
| Bibliomancy, sooths, belomancy, etc. | 44 |
| Blindness miraculously cured | 44 |
| --- from birth cured | 48 |
| --- from demoniacal possession cured | 49 |
| Blood and water from a wound | 49 |
| Bone shall not be broken | 50 |
| Book written within and without | 51 |
| Bound by the devil | 51 |
| Bewed by infirmities | 51 |
| Brass serpent | 51 |
| Brought Him (Why know ye not) | 53 |
| Burning bush | 53 |
| Camel's hair raiment | 55 |
| Caiaphas'趋峭ons. (See Fire Immolous, and Breadace, etc.) | 56 |

--- Chains fall off | 57 |
--- Chasm filled up | 58 |
--- Christ accused of sorcery | 58 |
--- as a child | 59 |
--- consorting with sinners | 60 |
--- enters, the doors being shut | 60 |
--- identifies Himself with the poor | 61 |
--- Churlishness | 63 |
--- Cloaks used for rafts | 64 |
--- Cloudy pillar | 65 |
--- Cock crow | 65 |
--- Compacts with Satan | 65 |
--- Constantine and Asoka | 67 |
--- Consumed but not diminished | 67 |
--- Conversions in large numbers | 68 |
--- Cornelius the centurion | 69 |
--- Cripples, the halt and the maimed, cured | 69 |
--- Cross in the sky | 72 |
--- Cutting blocks with a razor | 73 |
--- Daniel accused of prayer | 74 |
--- David and the draught of water | 74 |
--- in the cave of Adullam | 75 |
--- Dead hearing, speaking, and moving | 75 |
--- raised to life again | 75 |
--- solution suggested | 87 |
--- Deaf made to hear | 89 |
--- Death forestalled | 89 |
--- Delilah | 89 |
--- Deliverance from prison | 90 |
--- Demoniac possessed with a spirit of truth | 92 |
--- Devil defeated | 93 |
--- full of mischief | 95 |
--- taking men up into the air | 98 |
--- Devils assume divers forms | 98 |
--- cast out | 100 |
--- recognising persons | 103 |
--- tell half-truths | 104 |
--- tormented before their time | 104 |
--- Diana of the Ephesians | 105 |
--- Dido and the bull's hide | 105 |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CONTENTS.</th>
<th>PAGE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Diseases of all sorts cured</td>
<td>105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doves and pigeons</td>
<td>107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dragons and serpents subjected</td>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dreams and prophetic</td>
<td>117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dry bones restored to life</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dumb made to speak</td>
<td>122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Election of bishops</td>
<td>124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elijah and the priests of Baal</td>
<td>124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— and the widow of Zarephah</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— eats angels' food</td>
<td>126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— fed by ravens</td>
<td>126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— -made to fall or cease</td>
<td>129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— spirited away</td>
<td>131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elijah's chariot</td>
<td>131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— translation</td>
<td>132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eliah and the axe</td>
<td>132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— and the Moabite</td>
<td>133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— called &quot;bald-pate&quot;</td>
<td>134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— hammers the water of Jericho</td>
<td>134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entychus restored to life</td>
<td>135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fasts of forty days</td>
<td>136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fig tree withered</td>
<td>136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fire innocuous</td>
<td>136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— quenched</td>
<td>136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fish miracles</td>
<td>142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flowers and fruits from paradise</td>
<td>145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food multiplied</td>
<td>145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garments touched or touching</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gates opening spontaneously</td>
<td>152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gehazi</td>
<td>152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gideon's stratagem</td>
<td>154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gift of tongues</td>
<td>154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glastonbury thorn</td>
<td>155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>God answering by fire</td>
<td>156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— fights for His saints</td>
<td>156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— talks with man</td>
<td>159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goben severed from the plagues</td>
<td>160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gravitation submissive to saints</td>
<td>160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guide</td>
<td>165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hair a tallisman</td>
<td>166</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harms he in his own net</td>
<td>166</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Head carried after circumcision. (Boethius may be added, see Gibbon, ch. xxxix.)</td>
<td>167</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Healed by stripes</td>
<td>170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Herd of swine</td>
<td>170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Herod and the innocents</td>
<td>171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— reproofed</td>
<td>175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Herodias and the Baptist's head</td>
<td>176</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honour God's saints</td>
<td>176</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hospitality enjoined</td>
<td>177</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idols shattered</td>
<td>177</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impostures</td>
<td>180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imputed merits. (See Vicarious Suffering.)</td>
<td>204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infants in the womb demonstrative</td>
<td>205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacob's ladder</td>
<td>205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— pillar</td>
<td>205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jephthah's rash vow</td>
<td>208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jericho besieged</td>
<td>208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeroboam's withered hand</td>
<td>209</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jewels</td>
<td>209</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jews converted</td>
<td>209</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jesseh devoted by dogs</td>
<td>209</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job, the story of</td>
<td>210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— - impeached by Satan</td>
<td>211</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jonah and the whale</td>
<td>212</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Judas, the death of</td>
<td>213</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Labour in vain</td>
<td>213</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lepus</td>
<td>214</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lifted up in prayer, etc.</td>
<td>215</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lions</td>
<td>219</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Locusts</td>
<td>223</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lot's wife</td>
<td>223</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lunatics and manicures</td>
<td>224</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malchus and Peter</td>
<td>224</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metamorphoses</td>
<td>224</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Micaiah and king Ahab</td>
<td>224</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miracles not classified</td>
<td>225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— of doubtful morality</td>
<td>223</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— of special saints</td>
<td>229</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moses and the rock</td>
<td>238</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— commissioned by God</td>
<td>238</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— sweetens the waters of Marah</td>
<td>239</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naaman the leper</td>
<td>239</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nathanael</td>
<td>241</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural marks ascribed to miracles</td>
<td>241</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nature disturbed at the crucifixion</td>
<td>242</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nazaretes</td>
<td>243</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obedience better than sacrifice</td>
<td>243</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oil</td>
<td>244</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— on troubled waters</td>
<td>244</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paralytics</td>
<td>246</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul and Elymas</td>
<td>247</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— and the jailer</td>
<td>247</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— and the viper</td>
<td>247</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— let down in a basket</td>
<td>248</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul's roes fixed by a vision</td>
<td>248</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— voyage</td>
<td>248</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penitent thief</td>
<td>249</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peter denies Christ</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pharisee and publican</td>
<td>251</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pinnacle of the temple</td>
<td>253</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plague stayed</td>
<td>253</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pool of Bethesda</td>
<td>253</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-prophetic intuition</td>
<td>254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prodigal son</td>
<td>255</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prophetic warnings</td>
<td>256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reconciliation before offerings</td>
<td>256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relics</td>
<td>257</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— curative</td>
<td>264</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— of the crucifixion</td>
<td>269</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rents garments</td>
<td>275</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retributive punishment</td>
<td>275</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rich fool</td>
<td>279</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— ruler</td>
<td>280</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ruler of Capernaum</td>
<td>280</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sabbatic rest</td>
<td>280</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samson and the jawbone</td>
<td>281</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saul's (Paul's) conversion</td>
<td>282</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saul's (the king) jealousy</td>
<td>283</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sea obeys saints</td>
<td>284</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seven candlesticks</td>
<td>286</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shadrach, Meshach, and Abednego</td>
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<td>Shibleoth</td>
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<td>Ship miraculously brought to land</td>
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<tr>
<td>Braying to death in a mortar</td>
<td>375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Broad and narrow way</td>
<td>375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burden of sin</td>
<td>375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cephas’s counsel to the Sanhedrim</td>
<td>376</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Candles and lamps</td>
<td>377</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Captives and prisoners set free</td>
<td>379</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carried and delivered</td>
<td>380</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Cast thy bread on the waters”</td>
<td>380</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charaglings</td>
<td>380</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charity its own reward</td>
<td>381</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christ before all</td>
<td>381</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christ’s sorrows</td>
<td>382</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coals of fire</td>
<td>383</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confidence</td>
<td>383</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Covetousness is idolatry</td>
<td>384</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cradily the Lord aresh</td>
<td>384</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Darkness turned to light</td>
<td>384</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Day for a year</td>
<td>384</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Death at the door</td>
<td>385</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Death-terrors</td>
<td>385</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Desert made fertile</td>
<td>386</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Destruction of the temple</td>
<td>386</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Devil a liar</td>
<td>387</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— man’s adversary</td>
<td>387</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dismemberment for Christ’s sake</td>
<td>388</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Divided kingdom</td>
<td>390</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dumb idiots</td>
<td>390</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enemies turned back or scattered</td>
<td>391</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engraved on the heart</td>
<td>391</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eunuchs innocent to saints</td>
<td>392</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fasts observed by infants</td>
<td>392</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fire a test</td>
<td>393</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fool. (See Rich Fool, pt. 1.)</td>
<td>394</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foolishness of preaching</td>
<td>394</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fountain becomes a river</td>
<td>394</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fruitful harvests</td>
<td>395</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frustration of wicked devices</td>
<td>395</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gifts from heaven, etc.</td>
<td>395</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Giving to the poor. (See Lending to the Lord.)</td>
<td>396</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glass and pottery miracles</td>
<td>396</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>God protects His saints</td>
<td>397</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— will provide</td>
<td>398</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hand sent from heaven</td>
<td>399</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Happy in suffering</td>
<td>401</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harm warded off</td>
<td>402</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heart and treasure go together</td>
<td>410</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heathen gods are devils</td>
<td>411</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heaven of heavens</td>
<td>411</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hell</td>
<td>412</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holiness better than rubies</td>
<td>415</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honi solet qui mal y pese</td>
<td>415</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Households set at variance by the gospel</td>
<td>416</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hundredfold returned</td>
<td>416</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idol-makers confounded</td>
<td>417</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Innocency protected by God</td>
<td>417</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inspiration promised to saints</td>
<td>417</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Justice justified in forgiveness</td>
<td>418</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lending to the Lord. (See Giving to the Poor.)</td>
<td>418</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liars frustrated</td>
<td>430</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Life more than food</td>
<td>429</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Light</td>
<td>420</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Love your enemies</td>
<td>421</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luke the evangelist an artist</td>
<td>422</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mammon of unrighteousness</td>
<td>422</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marks of the Lord Jesus</td>
<td>423</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Men like trees</td>
<td>427</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More than conquerors</td>
<td>427</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mortify the body</td>
<td>428</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Music heard at death</td>
<td>433</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nakedness of man</td>
<td>434</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nature subject to faith</td>
<td>434</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nothing that defileth shall enter in</td>
<td>435</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oil and wine as a medicament</td>
<td>436</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paper from heaven</td>
<td>436</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passing away</td>
<td>437</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plague</td>
<td>437</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poison innocuous to saints</td>
<td>438</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Politeness of saints when dead</td>
<td>439</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portions given</td>
<td>439</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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INTRODUCTION.

It is no part of this book either to maintain or to deny the historic truth of the miracles recorded, but simply to reproduce, in a compact and handy form, sufficient data to show a mode of religious thought. The truth or untruth of the statements has nothing to do with the subject, the only questions being, are the extracts here made fairly faithful, and do they represent the religious opinions of a large section of the family of man?

If a writer wished to show the religious opinions of the ancient Greeks and Romans, he would have nothing to do with the absurdity or wisdom of their myths, but only to collect them carefully, and reproduce them correctly. If, again, his object is to show the state of Assyrian art, his plain duty would be to reproduce, as faithfully as possible, the drawings to be found on Assyrian relics; but whether these drawings are in proportion or not, whether their perspective is correct or faulty, whether they are to be blamed or praised according to the rules of modern art, would be matters quite beside his business; and he would deserve the highest censure, if he omitted those specimens which seemed to him the most faulty, or attempted to improve others by correcting palpable errors. So, when a mode of religious thought is to be shown, the primary duty of the author must needs be to get together sufficient data, and leave those data to tell their own tale.

Obviously, it can matter very little whether the authors quoted from are good or bad historians, if the matter to be obtained from them is opinion and not history. An historian has to sift out facts, to pare down exaggerated statements, and discard obvious fables; but the interpreter of public opinion has no such task before him, and the very worst historian may be the best exponent of popular belief. Although, therefore, such a writer as Metaphrastes may be too credulous for sober history, he would be far more likely to give a faithful picture and presentation of the popular creed of his own period, than such a man as Alban Butler, who measures the saints of the primitive and middle ages by the standard of his own judgment, and produces a most distorted and garbled picture of the times. In fact, his Lives of the Saints is Macbeth without the dagger, the witches, and the ghost.

The study of legendary miracles opens a large and important field of inquiry, especially in this doubting age. How came the legends to be so exceedingly
numerous, and how came the belief in them to be so firmly rooted and widespread? No doubt there is truth in what Gibbon says, "If the eyes of the spectators have sometimes been deceived by fraud, the understanding of the readers has much more frequently been insulted by fiction," yet to attribute the legends of the saints one and all to lying craft and ocular deception is simply absurd.

It seems to be a universal law in the history of man, whether considered as individuals or nations, that the dawn of intelligence is the dayspring of imagination. We find it so in children and in all uneducated classes. Hence the general belief in sorcery and the black arts, evil spirits and malignant influences. Hence, too, all early history is full of fable. Even Livy believed in a personal Romulus and Remus, a Numa and all the seven kings of Rome. Our own history, till quite recent times, was based on the fables of the early chroniclers; and Milton himself believed in the tale of Brute, the colony from Troy, and encounters with giants and magicians. The legends were not the inventions of the chroniclers, but traditions; they were the superstitions of a highly imaginative age; and the false etymology of names, with the highly figurative language employed, corroborated the error. Superstition and fabulous tradition were further added to in the days of chivalry, when knights were called by the names of animals and flowers, when coat-armour became incorporated with family history, when sin, or what was deemed sin, was spoken of as a dragon, and a moated grange as an enchanted castle. With these and such-like elements of fable, it soon became impossible to disentangle fiction from fact, device from real achievement.

The language of the Church added no little to the same husbandry. Every sin, every heresy, every doubt, was believed to be the work of some demon. Sickness was produced by the indwelling of the same malignant spirits; so were storms and tempests, floods and fires, earthquakes and gales. Hence to cure a

* See IMPERTINENCE, p. 180.

† Thus, speaking of St. Angel, Mgr. Guérin says (vol. v. p. 343), "On vit, dit-on, tomber des roses et des lis de sa bouche, pendant qu'il parlait."

So, again, when Mons. Breton, in his *Instruction sur le Sacré Coeur de Jésus*, seeks to prove the antiquity of this very modern "devotion," he says, "St. Thomas speaks of the heart of Jesus, full of charity to man. St. Bonaventure speaks of the heart of Jesus, as the source of grace. St. Bernardin says, Jesus shows us His heart, a furnace of love. Others speak of the heart of Jesus, as a place of refuge." How such figures of speech can justify the concrete "Sacré Coeur de Jésus" of Margaret Mary Alacoque must be left to Mons. Breton and his disciples. When, in Prov. xxiii. 26, it is said, "My son, give me thy heart," we should think it idiotic or childish to take this literally.

Surius, speaking of the princess Hedwiges, says "her goodness was a fountain from which all could draw water to their healing." Mgr. Guérin, in his life of St. Eutychus, says, "Quatre moines furent mordus par le serpent de la jalousey."

N.B.—Once again it must be insisted on that it is no answer to say the Life quoted is spurious, provided it is accepted by such compilers as the Bollandists, Mgr. Guérin, and other hagiographers of the [Roman] Catholic Church. In the acts of canonization may be found statements quite as marvellous as those which historical purists call spurious; and after all, spurious history is really a better index of popular credulity than any unvarnished statement of simple facts, which, of course, show no popular belief at all.
sickness was, in many cases, synonymous with casting out a devil; to break down a heathen altar was to dislodge a demon; to drain a flood was to overcome the evil one; and to combat a storm was to wage war with Satan. It is no part of the present volume to examine into the question whether such language has the sanction of Scripture or not; suffice it to say it accounts for much of what now appears to Protestants at least, and still more to the minute exactitude demanded by modern history and science, as fabulous and false, but which was by no means so intended and so employed.

Far above all these sources of error was the dogma that God is glorified by miracles, and the more astounding the miracle, the more it exalted the power of the Almighty. Not only is God glorified by showing Himself the Master of nature, and unfettered by natural laws, but man is supposed to be honoured also, when delegated to be His fellow-worker. Hence the encouragement given by the religious world to those who avouched a share in such performances, and the eager willingness of all to believe every tale which magnified their faith and honoured its servants. When Placidus was dragged out of a river by Maurus, he told the abbot that he saw the hood of St. Benedict extended over him, as he was drawn from the water. Maurus modestly replied he had seen nothing of the kind; whereupon the abbot remarked, “It is plain, therefore, that the merits of Placidus exceed thine, my son; because he stands higher in God’s favour than thou dost.” This flattery paid to seers of visions and workers of wonders could not fail to have a very powerful influence on religious enthusiasts; they laid themselves open to delusion, and found ready hearers for every marvel.*

If, instead of this adulation, all claims to the supernatural had been frowned down and discredited, as in Protestant countries at the present day, the supply of miracles, without doubt, would soon have ceased.

In corroboration thereof we may refer to the recent visions and miracles of Ballyragget, in Ireland (1881). For a week or so the daily journals liked the novelty, and there were not lacking half-hour heroes who felt flattered to be paraded in print; but when the archbishop of Amiens set his foot on the whole affair, and frowned it down with unmistakable disapproval, the apparitions ceased, and a rumour got abroad that the visions were produced by reflecting-glasses. Whether this was true or not is of small moment, but it is quite certain that the apparitions ceased as suddenly as they rose. If, on the other hand, the authorities of the Church and the general public had encouraged the delusion, there can be little doubt it would have continued, and probably grown in intensity, to meet the craving of the public appetite. In this, as in everything else, the supply meets the demand: as long as wonders are required by the credulous, there will not fail those who are ready to supply them; but when the demand ceases, they become a drug not worth the trouble of production.

* They were also severely rebuked for doubting the truth of a miracle. Thus, when St. Hermeland professed to see events occurring eighty miles off, and some of the younger monks thought he was growing old and childish, they were brought to task for their want of faith, and severely punished.
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Of course these remarks will be met with the retort, How could such men as the Gregorys, St. Jerome, St. Francis, St. Benedict, and many others, the very salt of the earth, whose names are justly held in the highest veneration, be supposed to lend themselves to palpable delusions? The reply is simply this: It was not miracles that made these men great, though the greatness of their names gave currency to the belief in miracles. But admitting they were deluded, they were not the first who have been deceived, or have deceived themselves, by a popular belief.* Take, for example, the spiritualists of the present day, who number in their ranks men and women of high education, honour, rank, fortune, and talent, mathematicians and theologians, politicians and historians; yet the scientific world will not admit their dogmas, and the religious world is more than half afraid of them. Take a far better case, that of witchcraft in the Middle Ages. Even bishop Jewell believed in it. Granville, the ecclesiastical writer, and one of the founders of the Royal Society, wrote a book to prove, "philosophically, theologically, and historically," that it is a sterling fact. Montesquieu was a believer in it. Addison and Blackstone only half doubted, and thought that such a power might have existed at one time. Pope Innocent VIII. published, in 1484, a bull, charging all true Catholics to search out, and put to death, "those who practised magic, sorcery, witchcraft, and enchantment." Alexander VI. (in 1494), Leo X. (in 1521), and Adrian VI. (in 1522) supplemented the bull of pope Innocent; and to come nearer home, the Scotch Assembly, between 1640 and 1649, passed no less than five Acts against witches and wizards, each one more stringent than the former. In fact, history teems with delusions, and neither talent nor integrity, rank nor education, piety nor single-mindedness, religion nor law, nor all of them combined, have proved a safeguard against them.

That some of the miraculous records in the lives of the saints are pure inventions is beyond a doubt. It would be mere waste of time to try any of them at the tribunal of experience or probability, but in some cases they are mixed up with history, and the historical part may be critically examined. If this part fails, the miracles interwoven with the history must fall at the same time. Take an example: Aurelian is said to have subjected St. Savinian, in Gaul, to sundry barbaric tortures, and at last, on Jan. 29, A.D. 275, to have led forth a squadron of soldiers to seize him and behead him. How does this accord with plain history? In 275 Aurelian was not in Gaul at all, but somewhere between Byzantium and Heraclea; and on the very day named (Jan. 29) he was assassinated. Hence the persecution of this saint, and all the wonders connected with it, must be mythical. Other anachronisms are noticed in the body of this volume.†

* St. Gregory the Great (Dialogues, bk. ii.) gives a remarkable instance. While St. Benedict was building the monastery of Mount Cassino, the monks thought the kitchen was on fire, and ran to tell St. Benedict, but the saint soon proved to them that the fire was wholly in their own imaginations.

† Samuel Harsnet, afterwards archbishop of York, says (1604), "What people, but you [Roman Catholics] were ever so bewitched as to be borne in hand that a house was carried in the ayre from Palestina to Loreto; that a painted Image in a wall doth work as high miracles as wer ever per-
Another source of legendary myths was the habit of adaptation. It was customary in religious houses for some one to read aloud during meal-time, and a favourite amusement was to adapt some heathen tale and spiritualize it. Popular adaptations would be remembered, and handed down; and in time these traditions would be lifted into the national hagiography. Several of these adaptations appear in the body of this book.

Again, the dogma that the end sanctifies the means, could not fail to be productive of immense mischief. It would matter little or nothing what deception was practised, provided men were persuaded thereby to abandon their idols and be baptized. Origen lays it down as an axiom that a "falsehood is quite lawful, when told to promote the cause of Christianity."

After all, by far the most fruitful source of hypothetical miracles, especially those connected with names of undoubted honesty and holiness, is the unhealthy and abnormal lives led by the saints; their unwholesome and insufficient food; the concentration of all their thoughts on one subject, and that a peculiarly sensational one; and the limit of their reading to the "lives of saints," crowded with miracles. These combined could not fail to produce disordered vital action and visceral disturbance, which would, of course, act upon the imagination, and fatally handicap the discernment of the mind. It is common sense which first gives way; and far short of lunacy or idiocy the fancy may see things which are not. Macbeth was quite honest, when he told his wife he had seen a dagger in the air; and Hamlet, when he believed he had seen his father's spirit. This dagger and this spirit were realities to the scers, as much so as any of the ordinary phenomena of common life. Their troubled minds informed thus to their eyes, whereas in a healthy brain the eyes inform the mind. These visions are of such stuff as dreams are made of, but dreams are realities so long as the mental condition lasts which produced them. Without entering on the question of objective idealism, it is undoubtedly true in a very large sense that the mind formed by the eternal Son of God; that the prints of St. Francis stripes, the tayle of our Saviour's ass, and the milke of our blessed Lady, are this day to be seen?"

* There cannot be a doubt that some men, either by legerdemain like Maskelyne and Cooke, or by bodily training like the yogis and fakirs of India, acquire an apparent power over the laws of nature, which to the uninitiated seems miraculous. Probably there is not a single "miracle of the saints" in all this book which they would not be able to imitate. Such things as "raising the dead" (p. 88), "healing diseases instantaneously," "floating in the air" (p. 215), "weighting articles so as to make them immovable, and releasing them as suddenly" (p. 160), "being apprised of events occurring many miles away, and guessing with marvellous accuracy future events" (called by physicists), are household tricks among Brahmins and Buddhists. Many an Englishman has seen them throw a rope into the air, climb up it, and suddenly disappear. Many an Englishman has seen a Brahmin stand on the bank of a river, render a pail of water quite immovable, and as suddenly release it. With magnetic or galvanic apparatus there is no difficulty in such a trick, but the Indian operator apparently has none. Many an Englishman has been told by an Indian of some event occurring miles away, which has proved correct. The "inexhaustible bottle" might pass for the multiplication of food to those ignorant of its modern operation; and the common "mango trick" is every bit as amazing as any of the "tree and flower miracles" recorded of the saints. Photography, telegraphy, and chemistry have taught us to talk more modestly of the immutable laws of nature. They are immutable only till we know how to change them.
of every man creates its own creation. The child and the idiot see a crown of
gold in a tinsel cap, and a banquet of kings in a few fragments of broken food.
The savage sees a god in a block or stone. Bel was a vital deity to the wise
Cyrus till Daniel disillusioned him. Men and women need not be lunatics or
savages to see with the eyes of fancy or fashion. This sort of self-deception is
quite compatible with honesty of mind, undoubted piety, irreproachable conduct,
and intellect of the highest order; but it accounts for the singular fact that one
person may see or hear what fifty other bystanders fail in doing, although
the attention of all is equally directed to the same object. The brooding mind
can create a pain in any part of the body, or inform the brain of anything it
likes or loathes. This well-known pathological process will go far to account for
the three subjects of this volume, that so many of the legends of the saints are
IMITATIONS of Scripture stories; that so many are REALISTIC ILLUSTRATIONS of
striking texts; and not a few are put forth to prove the DOGMAS of the [Roman]
Catholic Church. Although, therefore, there may be some who will dislike to
see the subject so anatomized and laid bare, it cannot be disputed that the
subject is pathologically, theologically, socially, and morally one of the most
important and interesting that can be ventilated.

The word "Saint" appended to living characters is acknowledged to be an anachronism, as
canonization never took place till after death, sometimes after the lapse of a century or more; but
the appendage is convenient for identification, and indeed in many cases a name would not be
recognized without it. But St. Moses, St. Enoch, St. Abraham, St. David the sweet psalmist, St.
Isaiah, and so on, strike strangely on the Protestant ear, and in such cases the prefix has been
omitted.

It must be borne in mind that the fame now attached to authors was in the early and middle
ages chiefly engrossed by saints. The profession of sanctity was the high-road to notoriety, and
originality in this, as in authorship, was especially affected.

* * * It is to be hoped that the novel rendering of "Samson and the Jawbone," "Joshua and the
Sun," etc., will not be deemed out of place.
OBJECT OF THE BOOK.

Thus, suppose the text is "Elijah fed by ravens," the following are considered parallelisms:—Auxentius fed by a pigeon; prince Cadoc fed by a mouse; Catherine of Alexandria fed by a dove; St. Cuthbert fed by rooks; Dr. Moulin fed by a hen; an old hermit fed by a lion; Paul the hermit fed by a crow; St. Sorus fed by a stag; Wyat fed by a cat; and so on.

If the text is "Elisha's axe made to float on the surface of the water," the following miracles are cited as parallels:—St. Benedict makes an axe-head, which has fallen into a lake, rise to the surface, and fix itself firmly into its haft again; St. Wulfstan makes a silver paten, accidentally dropped into the sea, float on the surface till it is rescued.

The second part gives data illustrative of Scripture texts. Some text being taken, a number of miracles are set down to prove its literal truth. These are called in this volume "Realistic Miracles." For example: If the Bible says, "Thou hast hid these things from the wise and prudent, and revealed them unto babes," it must be shown that babes have been wise where wise men have failed. If the Bible says, "I will make a covenant with the beasts of the field," it must be shown by data that saints have actually entered into compacts with wild beasts.

If it is said, "Thou wilt not suffer Thy holy one to see corruption," it must be shown that the bodies of saints do not decay like other bodies. If it is said, "Nothing shall by any means hurt you," it must be shown by examples that saints have been subjected to every sort of torment, and yet have received no hurt.

The third part consists of miracles to prove Roman Catholic dogmas. The whole is arranged in double alphabetical order; that is, each head is in alphabetical order, and each item under the head is in alphabetical order likewise. As, however, no conceivable plan could have been adopted to range data under heads, and yet give each name and subject a place easy to be found by every one, constant cross references are made, and an index, by double entry, is added, in which the names and particulars are arranged in strict alphabetical order wholly irrespective of the subject matter. Thus, if we have "Paul the hermit fed miraculously by a crow," we shall find

* See APPEARANCES, pp. xiii., 25, 476.
this, and all its congeners, under the head of "Elijah fed by Ravens," but in the index under "Paul the Hermit," and under "Crow" also.

The arrangement under heads is valuable for two reasons; it shows at a glance what miracles are most frequently repeated, and also the shades of difference introduced; while the index facilitates references to any name or item which may be required, and adds to each head many fresh examples interlaced with other subjects.

A few passing observations have been occasionally introduced in small type; but as a rule comment has been avoided, and the data left to speak for themselves. It may appear like vanity to say that the reading required has been Gargantuan, but laborious as this has been, the arrangement has been far more difficult, especially in the second part. The book occupies entirely new ground, and however startling some of the examples may appear, they one and all go to make up an irresistible truth of enormous historical importance.

Without doubt, a book of this character must not be based on obscure writers, and authors out of date. The authorities here depended on are the highest possible: popes, archbishops, bishops, and abbots. First and foremost come the four series of the *Acta Sanctorum*, the first of which brings the lives down to 1753, the second to 1782, the third to 1826, and the fourth to 1855. This magnificent monument of industry and learning (of course in Latin) takes a very high position in the [Roman] Catholic Church; although certain Protestants doubt the judgment of some of the thirty-three collaborators. It is not, however, private judgment, like that exercised by Alban Butler, that is required in such a work, half so much as a fearless and faithful delineation of what Roman Catholics themselves now believe, and ever have believed; and this, no doubt, is broadly represented in the *Acta Sanctorum*. The next work relied on is the compilation of Mgr. Guérin, called *Les Petits Bollandistes* (in French). The first edition of this huge work was, I think, in 1864 or 1865; the one here used is the seventh edition, corrected, and dated 1880. The author is the chamberlain of pope Leo XIII., and the work is sanctioned and recommended by the two popes, Pius IX. and Leo XIII.; the three archbishops of Alby, Bordeaux, and Tours; and the nine bishops of Agen, Amiens, Angouleme, Langres, Mende, Nancy, Nantes, Poitiers, and Troyes (all between 1865 and 1879). The third staple work is called *The Lives of the Saints*, translated by Edward Kinesman in 1823. The original of these lives was issued *cum privilegio regius Majestatis* of Philip of Castile and Aragon; and Kinesman’s translation has the following approbatio appended to it:—"Horvm Sanctorum Vite, ex alijs linguis in Anglicam à D. Edouaro Kinesman versae, tutb. cum fructu edi possunt. Audo- marop. 27 Maij m. dc.xxiii. “(signed) Joan. Floydus Soc. Iesu Theologus. Numerous other writers are referred to, but the three works above named would have been all-sufficient except for one thing, and that is, to show that the statements of these writers are in perfect harmony with all other hagiographers who fairly photograph the pressure of the saints whose lives and acts they profess to delineate. We do not want to know how the saints fed and clothed themselves, retired from the world, and lived lives of seclusion, half so much as to know how their religious training and teaching affected their belief, their acts, their imagination, their status, their influence, their estimation in the eyes of the general public. What they thought about the gifts of the Spirit, the power of the Church, the gift of miracles, visions, angelic and Satanic agencies, deity, redemption, and the life to come,—we learn next to nothing of all this in such lives as those given by Alban Butler; but these are the points especially pronounced in the *Acta Sanctorum*, the *Petits Bollandistes*, and Kinesman; and this fidelity to the realities of life renders their works so exceedingly valuable as indices of modes of thought.

A few classical illustrations have been introduced, especially in connection with the *Gesta Romanorum*. It must be remembered that not only were heathen temples converted into Christian churches, but heathen customs adapted to Christian ways, and heathen festivals changed to Christian memorials, but not unfrequently heathen legends were spiritualized; and occasionally an historical isle, *mammis maestae*, has been made to do duty for an hypothetical saint.

Instead of quoting books by contractions, as *Not. Mon. de Sac. S. Greg.,* or *L. de S. Jer. Mart. 11, c. 101*, the titles have been written out in full, because many of the books referred to are not well known to the general public. A list also of those most frequently referred to will be found pp. xxiv., xxv., where all necessary information respecting them has been given. Writers referred to only once or twice, breviaries, offices, and proprae, have been omitted from this list, that it might not be pedantically swollen to a great length.

That the critic may refer to omissions it must be added that the volume contains exactly half the entire mass collected together; but this half will suffice for every useful purpose, and more can be furnished if more is required.
INFERENCES DRAWN FROM THE DATA CONTAINED IN THIS BOOK.

(As it must distinctly understood that the author neither endorses nor condemns any one of these inferences. He simply states what the data given seem to teach.)

Acts of Merit.

Almsgiving, confession, penance, vows, communion, are acts of merit.

Absolution by a priest is a positive absolution, and not the mere heraldic announcement or declaration of God's covenant of grace.

The viaticum is an unspeakable benefit to the dying.

To die under an anathema or interdict is to die without hope, unless the curse is removed by the pope.

No salvation out of the Church of Rome.

Baptism.

Baptism is regeneration, and by baptism "sin is washed away." (See under "Savinian," p. 165.)

Celibacy.

It is one of the highest possible merits to remain single.

Chastity is one of the crowns of glory.

It is meritorious in married life to live in Platonic love only. (See Thierry, p. 495.)

It is meritorious even to break off a marriage contract.

Charity.

Charity to the poor is certainly the most pronounced of all acts of merit.

When giving is indiscriminate it is always mischievous. "Not all that lust, and give unto the poor," does not mean give indiscriminately to all beggars, for many beggars are far from poor, and such giving is a great evil.

In the Lives of the Saints we are not told that the saints visited house to house, searched into the condition of the neighbouring hut, and helped the deserving poor; but that the doors of the monasteries, and the cells of recluse, were daily beset with crowds of beggars, and food or alms was distributed promiscuously and often literally among them. Discreet almsgiving, no doubt, is an admirable Christian work, beyond all praise; but the indiscriminate giving of money or alms to beggars is much to be reprehended.

Christ.

Christ not unfrequently visits the saints on earth, but generally in the form of an infant or little child. Sometimes in the guise of a beggar.

Crucifix.

The crucifix and the cross are not only remembrancers, but in some cases they act as spells. Occasionally they bleed, speak, move of themselves, and perform other acts of vitality.

Devils.

The world is divided into two unequal parts—the kingdom of God, and the kingdom of Satan. All that is not of the former belongs to the latter. The persecuted [Roman] Catholic Church is the kingdom of light; the persecuting world, the kingdom of darkness.

Every newly baptized person renounces the devil, and joins the army of Christ.

As Jews and Protestants, as well as Mahometans and heathens, belong to the kingdom of Satan, they are the natural enemies of the "Church of Christ" and to destroy them, by craft, war, persecution, or in any other way, is as glorious as to trap a foe by ambush, or kill him in open fight. On the other hand, to persecute a [Roman] Catholic is to persecute Christ Himself, and to wage war against the kingdom of God.

Dreams.

God sometimes reveals His will by dreams or visions. Most dreams are visions.

Apparitions of saints are common.

Deceased saints may be invoked, and can accomplish, either directly or indirectly, what is required of them. Their tombs and relics possess miraculous virtues.

Duty to Saints.

Any injury done to a saint, or disrespect shown to one, is done or shown to Christ, and is generally punished forthwith.

It is meritorious for saints to injure and dishonour those who see not eye to eye with themselves, as Arians, Lutherans, Calvinists, and other "heretics."

For a Jew or "heretic" to injure a [Roman] Catholic is a sin; but for a saint to injure a Jew or "heretic" is meritorious, although often it is a hazardous civil offence.
Inferences Deducible.

Harsnet tells us that Cottam, Brian, and Campian, executed at Tyburn for treason in 1582, were canonized; because Elizabeth, whom they sought to dethrone and assassinate, was a Protestant.—*Popish Impostures*, p. 118.

**Ecstatics.**

The fifteenth, sixteenth, and seventeenth centuries were remarkable for ecstatics and visions; the third, fourth, and fifth centuries were remarkable for astounding “miracles” and marvels.

The earlier centuries abound with encounters with dragons; the latter centuries are more aesthetic.

**Eucharist.**

The elements of the mass are *bona fide* transubstantiated.

They are food, possessed with miraculous sustaining power. Hence Nicholas of Flue lived for twenty years on the bread administered to him daily in the Eucharist. Silvinus lived forty years on the same food.

**God and Angels.**

Saints have personal intercourse with God, Christ, angels, and the Virgin Mary.

Whatever opposes our abnegation and entire submission to God is from the personal interference of Satan and his demons.

Sickness, storms at sea, land tempests, earthquakes, hurricanes, and other “natural disturbances,” are due to Satanic agency. Thus St. Genevieve is represented in Christian art with a devil [the wind] blowing out her candle, and an angel lighting it again.

All the laws of nature are wholly subservient to the will of God, and God can alter them locally without throwing the whole system of the world out of gear.

Health, fertility, good gifts, charity, benevolence, and all other Christian virtues, are due to the personal and active interference of good angels.

**Guardian Angels.**

Saints have one, two, or more guardian angels in constant attendance on them. Sometimes they become visible; sometimes they speak audibly; sometimes they hold sustained conversations. Rosana, afterwards called “Sister Humility,” had two attendant angels in constant waiting, and used to address them familiarly by their names.

**Hell.**

Hell is a place of material fire. The punishment is incessant and everlasting. Satan is the prince of hell, demons or devils are his angels, who can assume any form to do his bidding.

**Infants.**

The lives of very little children are glaringly told from the standpoint of monks who know nothing about childhood. Their fasting from the breast, their voluntary seclusion, their fondness for church and prayer, their abstinence from all childish amusements and mirth, their ridiculous modesty, their prudery and priggishness, are dwelt on with lingering praise. Indeed, everything said about little children is unchildlike, and very much is utterly repugnant. Stealing money to give to the poor, secreting part of their food for the same object, even deceit of more open character still, are actually praised and held forth for imitation by Mgr. Guérin in the life of St. Monica and others. Such acts are worthy only of censure, and are not, as the pope’s chamberlain expresses it, a “doux éclat de vertu naissante.”

**Light and Nimbus.**

Those to whom Christ gives light within, often show it by radiant looks, luminous bodies, nimbus and glory.

This “light of life” acts upon the material body in some cases by neutralizing its gravity, so that a saint is sometimes buoyed up into the air like a balloon, and floats there sustained by nothing, unless it be the invisible hands of angels. Generally this lercity is ascribed to personal sanctity, which either etherealizes the body, or fills it with “spirit” to make it lighter than the lower strata of air.

**Lives of Saints.**

Self-denial, mortifications of the flesh, self-torment, suffering, martyrdom, all swell the merits of saints.

Generally the lives of saints may be called the romantic ideals of perfection, from a [Roman] Catholic point of view.*

To most Protestants they will appear a sad waste of enormous force, and a total forgetfulness of that prayer of Christ, “I pray not that Thou shouldst take them

*See note, p. 113.
out of the world, but that Thou shouldest keep them from the evil." To live out of the world, cut off from all the society of man, hidden out of sight, seems to have been considered the highest perfection of human sanctity. Of course, such absolute seclusion is not now possible, at least in Europe.

Mr. Godwin says of St. Léonard, "Il n'était plus que de corps sur la terre" (vol. vi. p. 426).

**Merit.**

It is possible to be meritorious, and even to accumulate merit.

Saints can transfer any part of their merits to others. (See IMPUTED MERIT, p. 204.)

The demerits of a sinner may be transferred to a saint, and balanced off.

**Miracles.**

It is a proof of merit to work a miracle. It is meritorious in some measure to see miracles and believe in them. At any rate, it is a demerit not to see them, to doubt them, or disbelieve them.

Miracles can be performed by dead bodies, relics, and medals, as well as by living saints.

The miraculous power of saints seems to wax weaker as time rolls on. Many a saint whose dead body was honoured by hosts of miracles, passes out of mind in a few months, and all miraculous power ceases or is latent.

**Monks and Nuns.**

Monks and nuns, as a rule, are the elect and beloved children of God; certain of paradise, though not always without a term of purgatory.

The term of purgatory may be shortened by the prayers, gifts, and penances, either of one's self while living, or of some substitute, or by private help, or by Church offices after death.

Indulgences purchased by money help to shorten the term of purgatory, and in some cases to buy it off altogether.

To break a vow of monastic life, to forsake an "order," to return to secular life after having lived a "religious" one, is to be the child of the devil. Before such could be restored, they were sometimes, if not always, exercised.

**Mortification.**

It is meritorious to torment the body in all possible ways; by filth, by ligatures, by standing for many years, by not lying down to sleep, by insufficient food, by unwholesome food, by scourging, by wearing iron, by wearing hair shirts, by never changing one's linen, by wallowing amongst brambles or in the mire, by going without shoes and stockings, by washing the skin with soot and water, by producing sores, and so on.

Those who torment themselves the most are the most meritorious.

It is a demerit to live, eat, sleep, drink, dress, and act, like other folks. Eccentricity is much affected by saints. And that saint is lucky who can invent a self-mortification never thought of before.

**Natural Solutions.**

The constant repetition, with slight differences, of favourite "miracles" is proof positive against any natural solution. Thus, if one saint raises the dead, a hundred others do the same; if St. Antony makes a dead man speak, a score other saints do the same; if St. Denys carries off his head after death, so do many others; if the roasting pullets of the alcazár come to life, so did the fish and fowl of half a score more. Raising the dead, hanging clothes on sunbeams, turning water into wine, multiplying food, bringing water from dry ground, etc., are miracles of such constant repetition that the chief difficulty has been in selection. There can be no doubt that the miracles in medieval and modern times too have been looked on as historic facts by the "faithful," and not as allegories; although in some cases, as, for example, encounters with dragons, it is possible that allegorical language has been misleading.

**Obedience.**

Blind obedience to superiors is the first law of piety. No matter how absurd the order, how revolting, how difficult, it must be obeyed without a murmur, or look of disapproval. We read of monks and nuns sent to a great distance daily to water a dry dead stick, and of others sent to kiss an open sore. In monastic and conventual life, even vows to God had to give way to the vow of obedience.

**Odour of Sanctity.**

Sanctity exalts a material perfume of great sweetness, perceptible to the senses. This sweet odour increases at death; and long after death—it may be weeks, months, years, or even centuries—the fragrance remains.
On the other hand, sin emits an offensive smell, equally perceptible to the senses; so that when one dies in sin, the very stench of the body proclaims it to bystanders.

Harnet tells us that priests carried with them a divine odour quite recognizable. There may be some truth in this from their constant use of incense.

Perfection.
The perfection of a saint is when he has crushed out every natural affection, every earthly wish, every fleshly indulgence, every natural propensity, even love to father and mother. Nothing of earth, its loves, its hopes, its ambitions, its charms, must remain; the natural man must be clean swept out.

A saint should read no secular book, think no secular thought, hope no secular good. He should eat and drink the least possible quantity, and that of the most unpalatable sort. He should sleep as little as possible, and that on the most uncomfortable bed. He should wear as little as possible, and that of the most unbecoming and uncomfortable kind. He should wholly unfurnish the body, and empty it to receive the new or spiritual man.

Punishments.
It is wrong in civil magistrates to punish crimes by imprisonment, and a merit to release those who are imprisoned. The release of persons from prison is one of the most favourite "miracles" of saints.

All punishment should be left to God and His Church.

The Church, in the person of the pope, may issue anathemas, publish interdicts against whole nations for the offences of an individual, release subjects from allegiance, dethrone princes, organize wars against "heretics" and infidels, annul marriages, propagate new articles of faith, grant inducements, open heaven or shut out therefrom, canonize saints, authenticate relics and miracles, determine what is heresy and orthodoxy, and ex cathedra speak with an infallible voice.

Some of this power claimed may be restrained by the civil arm, but nevertheless the might and not the right of the civil arm is obeyed.

Purgatory.
Purgatory is for the remnant of sins not absolved or balanced off during life.
The term of purgatory can be shortened by the prayers of survivors, by masses for the dead, or even at the option of some saint in light. In the life of Benedict we are told that the Virgin Mary, at the prayer of Benedict, delivered "a thick cloud of souls" from purgatory, and took them up to paradise.

Relics.
Relics can be authenticated by any Church dignitary, such as pope, abbot, or bishop. They can even be multiplied or done in replica.
Relics possess miraculous virtues, and these virtues are transferable, either by touch or inoculation.
The size of a relic is of very small importance; a fragment, a little filing, a crumbling dust, is all-sufficient.
As a magnet can make a magnet, so a relic can make a relic.

Sacraments.
Eucharist is a bona fide sacrifice, and it is called "The Sacrifice of the Mass," The sacred wafer is called "The Creator," and partaking thereof "receiving thy Creator."—Vie des Saints, vol. vi. p. 623.

Saints.
Saints, after death, have the power of aiding their votaries—of interceding for them before the throne of grace, of curing diseases, and of visiting earth.
The Virgin Mary is the highest of all saints, the most powerful, and the most merciful.
The saints in paradise take an interest in the saints militant. They like to be invoked, like to be patronized, like to be honoured, like to be flattered, and even to be dressed up and decked with jewels.

Salvation.
Salvation is the reward of merit; hence the common termination of saintly biographies: "He was called to heaven to receive the reward of his merits" (see Les Petits Bollandistes, vol. vi. p. 90): "Godiniv fut appelé dans le ciel pour y recevoir la récompense de ses vertus." Hundreds of similar examples occur in the Acta Sanctorum and other lives of saints.

Satan.
Satan can assume any shape; and he
often appears in the guise of an angel, man, or one of the lower animals.

Angels can also assume any shape, but generally appear in angelic form, arrayed in white, or in the forms of human beings.

Christ, two or three times, is represented under the resemblance of a stag or hind.

Angels, at the death of a saint, often appear in the form of pigeons or butterflies, and probably the birds and beasts which have not unfrequently brought food to saints may be angels; still it is undoubtedly true that the general manifestations of angels are either angelic or human.

Scripture.

The words of Scripture are to be taken literally, and not in any case figuratively. Hundreds of examples are given in proof of this statement. If Christ said, "Faith can remove mountains," He did not only mean great moral difficulties, but material substances also. If the psalmist says, "The Lord is at my right hand, I shall not be moved," He must be understood to mean, not only that his faith and confidence could not be shaken, but that no human power should avail to move his body. If Jesus, speaking to His disciples, says of the bread He held in His hand, "This is My body," He meant what He said to be taken literally, though His body at the time was before them in perfect manhood.

Seven.

The reader will be struck by the perpetual recurrence of the number seven. Seven joys, seven sorrows, seven virtues, seven almost everything. (See, amongst other legends, that of St. Isuambras, p. 210.)

Sickness.

Sickness, as a rule, is the work of the devil, and exorcism cures the sick. Death, as a rule, does not seem to be attributed to Satan; though falls, shipwrecks, slips of the foot, tumbling downstairs, injury or death from falling chimneys, trees, and walls, are all ascribed to Satanic malice.

Sign of the Cross.

The signing the sign of the cross with the finger or otherwise acts as a charm or talisman to drive away or ward off devils, sickness, floods, storms, darkness, or other evils supernatural or natural. Eusebius is referred to for the antiquity of the custom (Ecclesiastical History, bk. iii. ch. 13), and in ch. i. of the same book he says that Julian (381-363), though an apostate, by making the sign of the cross in a fright, drove away the devils which his enchanters had evoked.

Soul.

The soul may become visible at death, and is often seen making its way out of the mouth of saints, either like a dove, a beam of light, or some other material object. It is carried by angels to heaven, or by devils to hell, unless it is doomed for a certain term to purgatory.

Virgin Mary.

The Virgin Mary is more honoured by the French than by any other nation.

She is made the hypothetical ideal of perfection: beauty, chastity, love, mercy, tenderness, sinlessness, and what not.

We say "hypothetical," because there is not one iota of history to support this extravagant idea; nevertheless, hagiographers vie with each other in painting the rose, and adding perfumes to the violet.

N.B.—In Mgr. Guérin’s Hagiography, we have one Christ, one Jesus Christ, and one Saviour; but 1911 Notre Dames or Virgin Marys.

LIVES OF SAINTS. A better example of the extravagant praises bestowed on saints need not be sought than that given to Antony of Padua; and that the reader may judge fairly, the extract shall be given in the identical words of his best biographer—

"On ne sait où s’arrêter dans cette longue suite de prodiges; il faudrait pour être complet, prendre la vie du saint jour par jour, depuis sa naissance jusqu’à sa mort. Tout ce qu’il y a au monde de plus grand et de plus admis des hommes, tout ce que Dieu ait jamais de favoris sur la tête de ses plus chers enfants, soit et tout des apôtres, peines des martyrs, sangs des docteurs, éloquence des prêtres de l’Eglise, courage des confesseurs, pureté des vierges, piété des âges, il a tout rassemblé en lui dans une magnifique harmonie. Ajoutez à cela les miracles les plus étonnants, les prodiges les plus éloquents accomplis en présence de milliers de spectateurs, les héritiques confondus et convertis, les pêcheurs ébranlés et repentsants, les tyrans domptés ou contenus, les démons expulsés, des ermites merveilleuses, des visions sublimes, des aventures de tous les instants avec les peines de ceil, la vie éternelle destinée et connue par avance, voilà quel fut Anthony, voilà ses titres à l’admiration et au respect des siècles."—L’Abbe Guérin, LIFE OF ST. ANTONY OF PADUA. (Appendix to p. 22, LIVES OF SAINTS.)
CHIEF AUTHORITIES CITED IN THIS BOOK.

It would be mere pedantry to make a catalogue of all the works consulted in the compilation of this book; but a brief account of some of the most important may be both acceptable and useful.

**ACTA SANCTORUM** (Latin, 57 vols., folio). This great storehouse of hagiography is based on the Acta Sincera of Héribert Rosweyde, on which he had laboured for twenty years; he died in 1629, before his work was printed. Father John Bolland (1596-1665) was entrusted with Rosweyde's collections, and associated with himself several others, the principal of whom were Henschel and Papebrüch; these, with ten others, brought the work down to 1753 in thirty-two folio volumes, and ended Series I. The abolition of the order of Jesuits in 1773 put an end to the work for a time, but in 1789 it was taken up again, and John Limpen, with six others who had assisted in the first series, carried the work down to 1782, when Series II was closed with the death of Ignatius Huben of Antwerp. A third series was begun after the dispersion of the Jesuits, and five new volumes were added by John Baptist Fonson and four others, bringing Series III down to 1826, and completing the fifty-third volume. In 1837 a new society of Bollandists was organized under the patronage of the Belgian government, when Joseph van der Møre and six others continued the lives to 1855. In 1864 this new society published the fifty-fourth volume in two parts, and three more have been published since, continuing the lives to 1855. Probably the fifty-seven volumes contain at least thirty thousand saints. The work is crammed with miracles may be readily admitted, but as an index of religious thought and belief it is wholly unrivalled, and its value beyond all price. It has been nearly five hundred years in hand; thirty-three collaborators have been employed upon it, and it runs to about fifty thousand folio pages. The market value is about £130.

January contains two vols., February three, March three, April three, May seven, June six, July seven, August six, September eight, October five, November and December the other seven.

**LES PETITS BOLLANDISTES** (in French, 17 vols., large octavo, average 700 pp. a volume; part in a larger type containing 64 lines to the page. The mere index of the names occupies 370 pp., so that it cannot contain less than nineteen or twenty thousand saints). This huge work is by Monseigneur Paul Guérin, chamberlain to pope Leo XIII. My edition, the seventh, was published in 1860, and contains letters of recommendation and unqualified praise from the three archbishops of Alby, Bourdeaux, and Tours, and the nine bishops of Agen, Amiens, Angoulême, Langres, Mende, Nancy, Nantes, Poitiers, and Troyes, all between the years 1865 and 1870. To these high authorities may be added the sanction of two popes, Pius IX. and Leo XIII. The authority of this work is, therefore, beyond all question. None can say it is obsolete and out of date, nor can any one insinuate that it does not represent the religious opinions of the most educated classes of the Roman Catholic Church of the present hour. Price 80 francs 50 cents each vol.

**LIVES OF THE SAINTS,** by Edward Kinesman. In one vol., quarto. My copy is defective, only going to Dec. 26, pp. 1036, to which is added a supplement of 80 pp., date 1623. This book, without doubt, is very rare, but was issued with this approbatio: "Horvm Sanctorum Vite, ex alijs linguis in Anglicam À D. Edouardo Kinesman versate, tutó & cum fructu edì possent. Audomarop. 27 Maij m.dcc.xxvii." (signed) Joan. Floydus Soc. Iesu Theologus. The privilege to publish the supplement is by patent from "Philippus par la grace de Dieu, Roy de Castille, d'Arragon, de Leon," etc., and signed De Groote, 1625. The lives are very excellent, far less crowded with the marvellous than either of the Bollandists, but as far as possible removed from the dishonest couleur de rose of Alban Butler.

**SAMUEL HARSNET** (afterwards archbishop of York). "A Declaration of Egregious Popish Impostures to withdraw the harts of his Majesties Subjects from their allegiance, and from the truth of Christian Religion professed in England under the pretence of casting out of deuils." London, 1604, small 8vo, pp. 284. This very rare old book was well known to Shakespeare, who often quotes from it. Its authority is beyond all question—the cases quoted being direct from the
ECCLESIASTICAL SYMBOLS EXPLAINED.

"Records of Her Majesty's Commissioners for Causes Ecclesiastical," and all still extant. This odd little volume cost me £3.

Golden Legend (The), by James of Voragine, or Varagine, archbishop of Genova (1230-1298), compiled from the Epitome of the Lives of the Saints by Bartholomew of Braganza, in 1270; the Speculum Historiale of Vincent of Beauvais, in 1264; the Legendary of Peter of Chiozza; the Bible of the Poor by James of Hanapes; and the Historical Summary of Antony of Florence. Father Bollandus says, "I cannot approve of all that is written in the Golden Legend, but much of it is undoubtedly derived from sources of unexceptionable authority; and it is most unjust to condemn the book wholesale." As this book is only cited to furnish parallel examples or to supply some striking allegory, its authority is only supplementary, and the extracts taken from it have been made for the purposes above stated. As the Apocrypha may serve to confirm when it runs parallel with canonical Scriptures, but has no authority of its own, so the Golden Legend is excellent in corroboration of standard Lives, but has no weight in deciding points sub judice.

The 101 other works consulted in Greek, Latin, French, and English, from Alban Butler to Baring-Gould, and from Gregory the Great to cardinal Wiseman, I forbear to mention. I had prepared a list, but have suppressed its publication at the last minute, fearing it might savour of vanity. This, however, I will dare to add: I have always gone to the best sources, and have endeavoured to represent every case honestly and without exaggeration. Without doubt I have much abbreviated, but I have never mutilated or misrepresented, to the best of my knowledge.

ECCLESIASTICAL SYMBOLS EXPLAINED.

(i.) Crosses on Tombs (seven crosses, five crosses, one cross). Seven crosses mark the tomb of a bishop, five of a priest, and one of an ordinary Christian. There are seven sacraments, each of which derives its value from the cross of Christ. Only a bishop can administer all the seven sacraments, and only a bishop can impart to the faithful the graces which proceed from the seven virtues of the cross. A priest can impart to the faithful five sacraments, and his tomb bears five crosses. An ordinary Christian has but one cross on his tomb, to indicate his faith and hope in the cross of Christ.

Ecclesiastical Crosses—
† The Latin cross.
+ The Greek cross.
§ The Maltese cross.
× St. Andrew's cross.
-important: The Lorrainese cross.
☑ The Tau or Egyptian cross. Tertullian says, "Hac est litera Gregorum, nostra autem τ, species crucis."
Constantine's cross: X P Chr[istos].
H.S. or I.H.S. The Church anagram.

Gk. Ἰησοῦς Χριστὸς Σωτήρ.
Lat. Jesus, Hominem Salvator.
Ger. Jesus, Heiland Seligmacher.

The sign of the cross is made by carrying the right hand to the forehead, the stomach, the left shoulder, and the right shoulder, thus forming a Latin cross, ☩.

(ii.) Crowns. Any virtue or merit of supereminent degree is supposed to be rewarded with a crown. Some saints have only one crown; others have two, three, or more. Two of the most exalted crowns are Martyrdom and Virginity; but Humility, Learning, Glory, etc., are also crowns. Thus we are told that St. Peter of Ravenna received at death the "triple crown of Virginity, Doctorate, and Martyrdom" (de la Virginité, du Doctorat, et du Martyre).—Les Petits Bollandistes, vol. v. p. 88. St. Cecilia, we are told, received the two crowns of Virginity and Martyrdom. Others received the three crowns of Martyrdom, Virginity, and Glory; or Virginity, Humility, and Glory. St. Angelus (1225) received the three crowns of Virginity, Preaching, and Martyrdom.—Les Petits Bollandistes, vol. v. p. 844.

(iii.) The Three Theological Virtues. Faith, hope, and charity.


(v.) The Four Cardinal Virtues. Fortitude, justice, prudence, and temperance.
The following seven have been also suggested:—Conscientiousness, courage, justice or justness, modesty, reverence, and sympathy. (See The Seven Virtues.)

(vi.) The Four Symbols. There are four symbols or formularies acknowledged in the [Roman] Catholic Church.

1. The Symbol of the Apostles, called by us “The Apostles’ Creed,” because each of the twelve clauses is attributed to one of the apostles.
2. The Symbol of Nice, called by us “The Nicene Creed,” because it was formulated in the famous Council of Nice, in A.D. 325. This creed was especially directed against Arianism.
3. The Symbol of Constantinople, so called because it was formulated at the Council of Constantinople, A.D. 381. It is the same as the Nicene Creed, with one exception, viz. the Holy Ghost “proceeding from the Father and the Son.” In the [Roman] Catholic Church this is the creed recited by the priest in mass.
4. The Symbol of St. Athanasius, called by us “The Athanasian Creed,” supposed to formulate the teaching of Athanasius against Arianism. It did not exist till A.D. 670, nearly three centuries after the death of Athanasius, who died A.D. 373.

(vii.) The Four Vows of the Order of St. Francis of Paula. Poverty, chastity, obedience, and the quadragesimal life [or Lenten fast].

(viii.) The Five Christian Verities.
1. The Child Jesus, conceived in the womb of the Virgin Mary, and called Jesus, was verily and indeed the Son of God, and the Second Person of the Trinity.
2. This Jesus is true God, one with the Father and the Holy Ghost.
3. The two perfect natures coexist in one only Person. The divine nature received from God the Father; the human nature from His mother Mary.
4. All that pertains to the Person of Christ as a substance is unique; but all that pertains to His nature is double.
5. The Virgin Mary is veritably and properly the mother of God.—Mgr. Guérin, Vie des Saints, vol. iii., pp. 625, 626.

(ix.) The Seven Corporal Works of Mercy. To bury the dead, clothe the naked, feed the hungry, give drink to the thirsty, to harbour the harbourless, visit the imprisoned, and administer to the sick.

(x.) The Seven Spiritual Works of Mercy. To admonish sinners, to bear wrongs patiently, to comfort the afflicted, to counsel the doubtful, to forgive offences, to instruct the ignorant, and to pray for the living and the dead.

(xi.) The Seven Deadly Sins. Anger, covetousness, envy, glutony, lust or luxury, pride, and sloth.

In God v. 19–21 St. Paul enumerates seventeen sins, and ends with “and such like.” Pride and sloth are omitted in St. Paul’s list. The small capitals given below are the synonymous words in the “seven deadly sins.”

Adultery (lust), drunkenness (glutony), emulations (covetousness), envyings (envy), fornication (lust), hatred, heresies, idolatry, lasciviousness (lust), murder, revellings (glutony), seditions, strife (anger), uncleanness (lust), variance, wrath (anger), witchcraft.

(xii.) The Seven Gifts of the Holy Ghost. Counsel, the fear of the Lord, fortitude, piety, understanding, wisdom, and knowledge.

The distinction between understanding, wisdom, and knowledge is not very plain, but they are three degrees: (1) understanding, (2) wisdom, and (3) knowledge. 

Philip said to the eunuch, “Understandest thou what thou readest?” The very first step in religious is to understand what it is that God has revealed.

The second step is wisdom. “The fear of the Lord is the beginning of wisdom.” This is an advance on understanding. The wise man not only understands what the Bible teaches, but honours that understanding by “fearing God and keeping His commandments.” Wisdom, therefore, is understanding carried into practice.

Knowledge is one step higher still. “I know whom I have believed, and am persuaded that He is able to keep that which I have committed unto Him.” A child may be wise unto salvation, but only the “man in Christ Jesus” can know the length and breadth, the height and depth, of God’s love, which is the fruit of long experience. Samuel could be taught by Eli to understand the priestly duties; when a mere child he was wise in his duties; but he was a prophet taught by experience before he knew the whole will of God.

(xiii.) The Seven Joys of Mary. The Annunciation, the Visitation, the Nativity, the adoration of the wise men, the presentation in the temple, finding Christ amongst the doctors, and the Assumption.

(xiv.) The Seven Sorrows of Mary. Simeon’s prophecy, the flight into Egypt, Christ missed, the betrayal, the crucifixion, the taking down from the cross, and the Ascension when she was left alone.

It will be observed that the “resurrection” is omitted from the “Joys of Mary,” to make room for the “assumption.”

(xv.) The Seven Orders of the Anglo-Saxon Church.
1. The Osiary, a kind of sexton, whose duty was to ring the bells and keep the church doors.
2. The Exorcist, whose office was by certain prayers to cast out devils.
3. The Lector or "Reader," who read the lessons at church.

4. The Acolyte or "Acolyist," who attended on the officiating priest, holding the candles while the Gospel was read and during the celebration of mass.

5. The Subdeacon, who prepared the holy vessels and attended the deacon at the altar.

6. The Deacon, who assisted the priest, laid the oblations on the altar, baptized children, and gave the Eucharist to the laity.

7. The Priest or "Presbyter," who preached, baptized, and consecrated the Eucharist. Bishops and archbishops were merely higher grades of priests.

(xvi.) The Seven Sacraments. Baptism, confirmation, the Eucharist or Lord's Supper, penitence or repentance, holy orders, marriage, and extreme unction. Of these, confirmation and holy orders are restricted to bishops. Baptism may be performed, in emergency, even by laymen and women.

(xvii.) The Seven Sorrows of Mary. (See under The Seven Joys of Mary.)

(xviii.) The Seven Spiritual Works of Mercy. (See The Seven Corporal Works of Mercy, p. xxvi. col. 1.)

(six.) The Seven Virtues. These are the contraries of the seven deadly sins, viz.: 1. Brotherly love (opposed to envy or hatred); 2. chastity (opposed to lust); 3. diligence (opposed to sloth); 4. humility (opposed to pride); 5. liberality (opposed to covetousness); 6. meekness (opposed to anger); and 7. temperance (opposed to gluttony and self-indulgence).

(See The Four Cardinal Virtues.)

(xx.) The Eight Canonical Hours. These consist of four great and four little ones (the great ones are in capitals).

Matins, about midnight. On festivals and Sundays they consist of three psalms, three anthems, and three lessons.

Laudes, sometimes immediately after matins, consist of five psalms, two or more capitules or Scripture extracts, prayers, and canticles.

Prime (the first hour of the day), i.e. six o'clock in the morning.

Ternus (the third hour of the day), i.e. nine in the morning.

Sexte, midday (the sixth hour of the day).

Nones (before vespers), three o'clock in the afternoon (the ninth hour of the day).

Vespers, about three p.m. They consist of five psalms, a capitule or Scripture extract, a hymn, the Magnificat, one or more anthems, and prayers.

Complins, after vespers, consist of confession, one lesson, three psalms, one anthem, one hymn, one capitule or Scripture extract, one short "response," the Nunc Dimittis, and prayers.

There are no complins in the Greek Church.

N.B.—Sometimes Matins and Laudes are joined together, and then the canonical hours may be called seven, instead of eight.

(xxii.) The Seven Virtues of the Virgin.

1. Chastity, because Mary is the queen of virgins.

2. Prudence, shown at the Annunciation.

3. Humility. Even when chosen for the mother of the Messiah, she called herself "the handmaid of the Lord."

4. Faith. Mary believed and doubted not what the angel announced.

5. Piety, shown by her retirement, silence, and submission.

6. Obedience, in submitting to the will of God.

7. Poverty, in despising all the grandeur and wealth of the world.

8. Patience, in bearing the pain of her travail.

9. Charity, in offering the sacrifice of her Son for the salvation of man.

10. Compassion, in that a sword pierced her own heart out of compassion to her Son.

(For this I am indebted to the kindness of the editors of the "Oracle," Aug. 25, 1883, p. 543.)

[I must take this opportunity of thanking the learned conductors of this excellent weekly for several acts of courtesy, and ever-ready help in this and some other of my books now in preparation. I would have written the name "Oracle" at the foot of some other articles, but I fear they would be hardly recognized.]

(xxii.) The Twelve Articles of the Symbol. (That is, the twelve articles of the Apostles' Creed. Said to have been suggested by them in a grotto of Mount Olivet before their final separation.)

Peter—1. I believe in God the Father Almighty, Maker of heaven and earth.

John—2. [And] in Jesus Christ, His only Son, our Lord.

James, Sen.—3. Who was conceived of the Holy Ghost, born of the Virgin Mary.

Andrew—4. Suffered under Pontius Pilate; was crucified, dead, and buried.

Philip—5. He descended into hell.

(From the Creed of Aquilla.)
ECCLESIASTICAL SYMBOLS EXPLAINED.

Thomas—6. The third day He rose again from the dead.

(James is the author. Ascribed to Thomas because he required sensible proof of the Resurrection.)

James, Jun.—7. He ascended into heaven, and sitteth on the right hand of God the Father Almighty. (See p. 252.)

Matthew—8. From thence He shall come to judge the quick and the dead.


Simon—10. The Holy Catholic Church; the communion of saints.

(Added in the sixth century.)

Matthias—11. The forgiveness of sins.

Jude—12. The resurrection of the body, and the life everlasting.

(The latter part of this symbol St. Augustine attributes to St. Cyprian's time, 200-258. The former part, he tells us, was written in his own time, 328-331.

"Was crucified, dead, and buried." The word dead does not stand in the early forms of the creed, nor in the Oriental. It is a comparatively modern introduction, and is certainly of very doubtful grammatical construction. "Mortuum est," he died, not was dead. We should hardly say, "Charles I. was beheaded, dead, and buried."

The creed is given substantially by Tertullian (150-248), and is referred to by Irenaeus (155-202), by Origen (185-254), by Gregory of Nazianzenes (325-380), and by Lucianus the martyr (+313). It was summarised by Irenaeus (7-110).

The twelve apostles were anciently delineated, each holding a Brandon, on which were inscribed the words of the symbols ascribed to them. Mr. Walcott, in his Sacred Archaeology (1858), does not in all points agree with Mr. Guérin, the chamberlain of pope Leo XIII., in his classifications of the several symbols. Thus Mr. Walcott gives Andrew, and Mr. Guérin gives James the Elder, for the third symbol. Mr. Walcott gives Thomas, and Mr. Guérin gives St. Philip, for the fifth symbol. Mr. Walcott gives Nathanael or Bartholomew, and Mr. Guérin, on the authority of St. Augustine, gives Thomas, for the fifth symbol. Mr. Walcott also divides the symbols somewhat differently.

* When St. Peter of Ravena was murdered, Mr. Guérin says, "Vidit media le presumier article du Symbols des Apôtres;" and, dipping his finger in his own blood, he wrote upon the ground, "Credo in Deum" (Vie des Saints, vol. v. p. 39). St. Catherine of Sienna, with her blood wrote the same words, and died (Ibid. p. 138).

(xxiii.) The Twelve Fruits of the Holy Ghost. Nine of these are given in Gal. v. 22, 23. The three in italics are not in St. Paul's list. (1) Chastity; (2) faith or fidelity; (3) gentleness; (4) goodness; (5) joy; (6) long-suffering; (7) love or charity; (8) meekness; (9) modesty; (10) patience; (11) peace; and (12) temperance or continence.

(xxiv.) The Twelve Numeric Remembrancers.

Come tell me, truly tell, what truth Abides in number one? In number one is unity, Which dwelleth all alone. What's brought to mind by number two? Say truly, if you can! The Hypostatic Union Of Christ, both God and man.

Come tell me, truly tell, what truth Abides in number three? The Father, Son, and Holy Ghost, That mystic Trinity.

Come tell me, truly tell, what truth Will number four afford? The great Evangelists, who wrote Of Jesus Christ the Lord.

Come tell me truly to what thought Should number five be guide? The Wounds of Christ in hands and feet, And in His pierced side.

And number six, what mystic truth Do wise men find therein? As six, six, six, is Satan's mark, Six is the badge of sin.

Seven tells us of the dying words Christ uttered on the cross; And of the Holy Spirit's gifts, To which all else is dress. Tell me to what the wise in heart Say number eight alludes? Those sacred maxims of the Lord, Called the Beatitudes. What truth when number nine we see Should we remember most? The orders it should call to mind Of all the Heavenly Host.

What should we call to mind when'er We think of number ten? The Ten Commandments of the Law By God to sinful men.

Number eleven, what event Does that recall, I pray? The true apostles of the Lord, When one had fallen away.

Now, last of all comes number twelve, And what should that recall? The Apostolic College when Completed by St. Paul.

E. Cobham Brewer.

Matthias was not called by Christ, as the college of the apostles were.

(xxiv.) The Fifteen Mysteries. There are fifteen mysteries: five joyous, five dolorous, and five glorious.

1. The Five Joyous Mysteries are these: (1) The annunciation and conception of the Word in the Virgin's womb; (2) The visitation and influence of grace on John the Baptist, who "leaped in the womb;" (3) the birth of Jesus at Bethlehem; (4) the purification and offering made by Mary in the temple; and (5) Christ's visit to the temple at the age of twelve years, when He was found by His mother among the doctors.

2. The Five Dolorous Mysteries are these: (1) The agony of Christ in the olive garden; (2) the scourging; (3) the crowning with thorns; (4) the burden of
the cross borne to Calvary; and (5) the crucifixion.

3. The Five Glorious Mysteries are these: (1) The Resurrection; (2) the Ascension; (3) the descent of the Holy Ghost on the day of Pentecost; (4) the assumption of the Virgin, body and soul, to heaven; (5) the consummation of her glory by her triple coronation of Grandeur, Power, and Goodness.

(xxv.) The Ladder which reaches to Paradise.

PARADISE

30 Faith, Hope, & Charity
29 The Peace of God
28 Prayer without ceasing
27 Solitude
26 The inner light
25 The death of the natural man
24 Single-mindedness, or only one affection: "thou of God"
23 Abandonment of false humility & the blasphemy of despair or doubt
22 Pride utterly crushed out
21 Self-glorification utterly abandoned
20 Conquest of fear
19 Watchfulness, the lamp alway burning
18 Purity
17 Death of the carnal mind
16 Poverty as opposed to the love of accumulating
15 Chastity
14 Temperance
13 Conquest of all unworthiness of mind & body.
12 Restraint of all exasperation & false representation
11 Silence
10 Stumbling stumbles & evil speaking
9 Forbearfulness of injures
8 Equanimity
7 Bear the seat of joy
6 The constant thought of death.
5 Penitence open every
4 Obedience
3 Giving up father & mother
2 Giving up all earthly goods & hopes
1 Reunishment of the world

THE WORLD

This ladder drawn by St. John, surnamed Climacus (A.D. 869), is very instructive, and sits in a flood of light.

(xxvi.) A Rosary. A rosary is either a sacred office in honour of the Virgin Mary; or a string of beads, fifteen of which are larger than the rest. The fifteen large beads are to tell off the Pater Nosters, and 150 other beads to tell off the Ave Marias.

The office called a rosary begins with making the sign of the cross thrice: (1) to ward off the devil; (2) to implore the help of the Holy Trinity; (3) to bring to mind the cross of man's salvation.

After crossing, "The Belief," called The Apostolic Symbol (or Symbol of the Apostles), is repeated.

Then follows the Lord's Prayer; and "Hail, Mary!" is thrice repeated: once because God is her Father [father-in-law], once because Christ is her Son, and once because the Holy Ghost is her Spouse.

These being done, the rosary proper begins. It consists of fifteen decades or dizains divided into threes: five recounting the Joyous mysteries, five the Dolorous mysteries, and five the Glorious mysteries (see xxiv.). These parts are called decades or dizains, because with each mystery "Hail, Mary!" is repeated ten times. That is, fifty times in the three Joyous Mysteries, fifty times in the Dolorous Mysteries, and sixty times in the three Glorious Mysteries; altogether 150 times.

As each mystery begins with a Pater Noster, it follows that in the fifteen mysteries the Lord's Prayer is repeated fifteen times.

For the proper recitation of the "Rosary" it is not enough to repeat the fifteen decades. There must be a meditation on the mystery in honour of which the recitation is about to be made; a prayer for the special grace appropriate to that particular mystery, and the doxology.

The Greater Rosary takes in all the fifteen mysteries.

The Lesser Rosary takes in one of the three decades.

St. Dominic is supposed to have introduced the Rosary Office.

(xxvii.) Tonsure.

St. Peter's tonsure. This tonsure was quite round the head; to resemble the Lord's crown of thorns. This is the tonsure adopted by the Roman Catholic clergy.

St. Paul's tonsure. In this tonsure the whole head is shaved. This is called also "the Oriental tonsure."

Simon Magus's tonsure. A semicircle
shaved from ear to ear above the forehead, but not reaching to the hinder part of the head, on which the hair was allowed to remain. This sort of tonsure is that of natural baldness.

Tonsures are mentioned by St. Dionysius the Areopagite, who died A.D. 95 (De Hierarchia, p. 2); by St. Anicet (A.D. 150–161), in a letter contained in Patrologia Graeca, vol. v. col. 1129. And they were general in the fourth and fifth centuries. —Bede, Church History, bk. v. ch. 22. See also Mabillon’s preface to his Acta Sanctorum St. Benedicti in Seculorum

**THAUMATURGISTS.**

The present number of saints is, at least, thirty thousand, three-fourths of whom were martyrs or ecclesiastics.

Of craftsmen, the most numerous have been whitesmiths.

Of the thaumaturgists, twenty-one are almost unknown.

Of saints, forty-nine have died a martyr’s death in infancy; but there are several infant martyrs not known even by name.

**Thaumaturgists (from B.C. 1567 to A.D. 1850).**

From the Old Testament the greatest wonder-workers are Moses, Jannes and Jambres, and Elijah.

Dositheus, who taught Simon Magus, was a great thaumaturgist; and Simon Magus is called in Acts viii. 10 the “Great Power of God.”

(A most graphic account of his imitative ascent of Elijah in the chariot of fire, is given by P. Francis in Notes and Queries, Dec. 3, 1853, pp. 446, 447. It was in the presence of Nero and an immense crowd. He applied to himself many of the words uttered by the Lord, such as, “Behold, I go to the Father...I will prepare a seat for you at the foot of my throne. Thence will I pour out upon my elect of my celestial treasure.” And again, “Verily, verily, I say unto you, whose beliefeth in me shall not see death; for in me is eternal life.” And again, “Remember that your eyes have seen the Word of God. I am the Beautiful One, the Nameleste, the Omnipotent, the great Pan, the Divine All.” The multitude accepted him as the “Great Power of God,” bowed themselves in awe before him, and kissed the hem of his garment.)

A.D.

3–98. **Apollonius of Tyana.**

(Life by Philostratos.)

205–270. **St. Plotinus, and several other philosophers of Alexandria.**

(Porphry, Vita Plotini, A.D. 301.)

---

**Classes Distributa; Fleury, Histoire Ecclesiastique (20 vols. in quarto), bk. xxxix. (xxviii.) Monumental Figures.**

Monumental figures in armour represent knights.

with crozier, mitre, and pontificals, bishops.

with hands on the breast and a chalice, priests.

built into the wall, founders.

east of the altar, and elevated, saints and martyrs.

east of the altars, and level with the pavement, holy men (not sainted).

---

A.D.


3rd cent. **St. Dents or Dionysius, patron saint of France...** 9 Oct.

283. **St. Quintus of Eolia, in Asia Minor...** 2 Mar.

303. **St. Romanus of Antioch, martyr...** 9 Feb.

311. **St. Asclepias the Sabine. Martyred at Antinoe, in Egypt...** 25 Jan.


310–395. **St. Macarius the Younger, of Alexandria. Also a solitary of Sceté...** 2 Jan.

316–397. **St. Martin of Tours, who divided his cloak with a beggar. (Life by N. Gervaise)...** 11 Nov.

410. **St. Titus, martyr, while Rome was under the Goths...** 16 Aug.

530–418. **Germanus, bishop of Auxerre (consecrator)...** 31 July


436–523. **St. Brigite of Ireland, the thaumaturgist. Her cell was called “Kill Dara”...** 1 Feb.
A.D. 570-577. St. Linus, pope and martyr ... 23 Sept.
668. St. Cuthbert, the British thaumaturgist 20 Mar.
8th cent. St. Hesychius, solitary of St. Andrew's, in Bithynia. Honoured by the Greek Church 6 Mar.
8th cent. St. John, bishop of Polybote, in Asia 5 Dec.
851. St. Isaac of Cordova, martyr 3 June
800-856. St. Aldegis, bishop of Mans 7 Jan.
1091-1158. St. Bernard of Clairvaux, thaumaturgist of the West 20 Aug.
1110-1170, St. Isidore of Madrid, farmer labourer. Honoured at Madrid. (Life by John of Damascus) 10 May
1195-1231. St. Anthony of Padua, apostle and thaumaturgist. He preached to the fishes 13 June
1347-1380. St. Catherine of Siena. (Not the one famous for the wheel) 30 April
1357-1419. St. Vincent Ferrer, a Spanish Dominican 5 April
1416-1507. St. Francis of Paula, founder of the Minims 2 April
1576-1669. St. Vincent de Paul, founder of the Lazarists and of the Sisters of Charity 19 July
1628-1662. Blaise Pascal, mathematician and philosopher.
1727-1779. Joseph Gassner of Bratz, in the Tyrol; who treated all diseases as demoniacal possessions, and therefore exercised the sick.

Neither the birth nor death date is known of the following thaumaturgists:—

St. Aninas, an Asiatic anchorite.

In Greek Menology 17 Feb.
St. Attalus the thaumaturgist.
Honoured by the Greeks 6 June
St. Eustratus of Nicomedia.
Honoured by the Greeks 6 June
St. Euthymius the thaumaturgist, bishop of Madayas, on the Hellepsont 2 and 18 April
St. Felix. Honoured at Spoleto 16 June
St. George the Young. Honoured at Constantinople 23 Mar.
St. Illyrius. Honoured by the Greek Church 3 April
St. Jasimus. Honoured by the Greek Church 4 Feb.
St. Maurus. (Not the great Maurus of Glanfeuil.)
Honoured at Spoleto 16 June
St. Memnon, the hegumen.
Honoured by the Greeks 28 April
St. Peter, bishop of Argos 3 May
St. Peter of Gallia Cisalpina.
St. Philotheus, founder of the monastery of Mermecium, on the Bosphorus 15 Sept.
St. Ritza of Coblenz 30 Aug.
St. Skastiana. Honoured by the Greek Church 7 June
St. Stephkn, the thaumaturgist, of the lura of St. Sabas, in Palestine 13 July
St. Tharsius of Lycaonia.
(Not the patriarch of Constantinople) 25 Feb.
St. Theocleta. Honoured by the Greek Church 21 Aug.
CHILDMARTYRS CANONIZED.

ST. ZANAIA, the thaumaturgist of Constantinople... 6 June

It will be seen that the great miracle-workers have continued uninterruptedly even to our own days. The miracles of prince ALEXANDER OF HOMERELO, bishop in parochy of Santinella, made a great noise in 1539-1541. He healed by prayer only, but it was essential for success that the sick person should pray simultaneously with him. Distance was of no consequence.

APOLLONIUS OF TRANA raised the dead; healed the sick; cast out devils; freed a young man from a lamia or vampire of which he was accused; prophecied; saw at Ephesus the manifestation of Domitian at Rome; and filled the world with his fame. He was a Pythagorean.

Philostorius wrote his life.

ST. FILIMENA was wholly unknown till 1902; but since then her ghost has told the story of her life. According to this authority, she was born at Rome, in the reign of Diocletian, and her father was a prince. Diocletian wanted to marry her, but she told him she was the spouse of Christ, and the tyrant murdered her. L'abbé Migne says, "Ces révélations particulières paraissent retirer tous les caractères d'une source divine." - Encyclopædia Theologica, vol. xii. p. 719.

N.B.—One thing is very striking, and seems to demonstrate the low opinion held of miracles, and that is, that so many thaumaturgists are almost unknown. Neither the place of their birth, the field of their operations, the nature of their miracles, nor even the dates of their birth and death, are known. It looks as if a thaumaturgist held a place no better than a religious conjuror.

Child-Martyrs canonized (49 in number).

ABUNDIUS of Aquileia, martyred under Diocletian... 23 Aug.

ACHAS, honoured at Thourot, in Flanders; martyred 1220... 11 June

AGAPIUS, FIDELIS, and THEOGONIUS, three brothers, all martyred at Edessa, under Maximian... 21 Aug.

(Their mother, St. Basma, saw her children murdered first, and, was then beheaded herself.)

ANDREW, crucified by Jews at Innsbruck... 12 July

ANDREW, martyred in Japan, 1622... 2 Oct.

ANTONY, THOMAS COZAKI (and 25 others), martyred in Japan, 1697... 5 Feb.

(Canonized by Urban VIII.)

ANTONIUS, martyred at Capua, A.D. 302... 3 Sept.

BRIXIUS, martyred at Esch, in Belgium... 12 Nov.

CANDIDUS (an infant), martyred at Rome... 1 June

CELSUS, martyred with his mother at Antinoe, in Egypt, A.D. 818... 9 Jan.

CLAUDIUS, DIONYSIUS, HIPPAIUS, and PAULUS, all martyred the same day at Byzantium, under Aurelian, A.D. 273. They were first cast into a furnace, which rain extinguished, and they were then beheaded... 3 June

CONCORD and THEODORE, martyred with their father, St. Zeno, at Nicomedia, in Bithynia, under Diocletian, 303... 2 Sept.

CRESCENS (an infant), son of St. Euthymius, martyred by Turpilius, under Diocletian, in the Via Salaria of Rome... 14 Sept.

CYRIACUS and THEODULUS, two brothers, sons of St. EXUPERIUS, martyred in Pamphylia, under Diocletian... 2 May

CYRII, martyred at Cassarea, in Cappadocia, under Decius... 29 May

HUGH OF LINCOLN (1244-1255), crucified by Jews... 27 Aug.

(Joppa and his accomplices were first torn limb from limb by horses, and then gibbeted.)

INNOCENT, martyred under Diocletian and Maximian... 23 Aug.

JOHN, PETER, and SERAPION, three brothers, sons of Marcellin, the military tribune, martyred at Tomes, in Pontus... 27 Aug.

JUSTUS of Auxerre, martyred at Beauvaisis by order of Riccius, prefect of Gaul, under Diocletian, A.D. 287... 18 Oct.

JUSTINIAN, son of St. Martial of Limoges... 16 July

LUDOVIC VON BRUCK, crucified by Jews... 30 April

LYCARION, a Greek child... 8 Feb.

MAJORIC, martyred in Africa, by Huneric, king of the Vandals, A.D. 484... 6 Dec.

MAXIMUS, martyred at Carthage... 17 and 28 Aug.

MERRINDIN, martyred under Diocletian and Maximian... 23 Aug.

MICHAEL of Hettengen, slain alive, at the age of three years, by Jews, 1540... 26 Mar.

PAULIUS, martyred in Africa, by Genseric, king of the Vandals... 13 Nov.

PRILIDIAN, martyred at Antioch, under Decius, A.D. 250... 24 Jan.

RICHARD, crucified by Jews at Pontoise, 1192, March 25... 5 and 30 Mar.

RUDOLF, martyred by Jews at Berne, Switzerland, 1287... 17 April

RUFINUS, SILVANUS, and VITALICUS, martyred at Ancyra, in Galatia... 4 Sept.

SIMEON NOV of Prague, martyred by his own father, a Jew, 1694. (Not canonized.)
SAINTS OF THE NINETEENTH CENTURY.

Simon, martyred at Trent, in the Tyrol, 1472 ... 24 Mar.

(The name stands in the Roman Martyrology.)

Théodore, a Greek child ... 28 Oct.
Urban, martyred at Antioch, under Decius, A.D. 250 ... 24 Jan.
Werner, martyred by Jews, at Oberwetzell ... 18 and 19 April
William of Norwich, crucified by Jews, 1137 ... 24 Mar.

(Richard's name stands in the Roman Martyrology.)

William of Norwich rests on legal authority. In Byrnes's 'Sudier' are several documents relating to Hugh of Lincoln, and eyewitness of the richest Jews of London were put to death for 'taking part' in this murder. The Priam's Tale of Chaucer, modernised by Wordsworth, has this for its subject.

Richard also marks an epoch in French history, as the alleged murder determined King Philippe to expel all Jews from his dominion the same year. Richard's body was preserved at St. Innocent's, Paris, and many miracles are accredited to it.

William. On the spot where this murder is said to have been committed, a church was erected, called 'William in the Wood.' And we are told that his body was signalised by many miracles. It was placed in the cathedral, and the name inserted in the English calendar. Robert was buried in Berne Cathedral, and his name is entered in several martyrologies.

Saints of the Nineteenth Century.

The following have been canonized during the present century:—

COLUMBA. The very existence of this saint was unknown till 1819, when his body was discovered in the cemetery of St. Calepode. Canonized by Gregory XVI.

FILUMENA. The existence of this person was wholly unknown till three tiles were discovered, in 1802, in the cemetery of St. Priscilla (see p. 22). Her ghost revealed her antecedents. Her body was removed to Naples in 1805, and was honoured by so many miracles that she was called "The Thaumaturgist of the Nineteenth Century." In 1852 Pius IX. granted great indulgences to those who honoured this new saint (p. 476).

GERARD MAJELLA of Naples, died 1755, and the miracles which honoured her tomb caused her canonization by Pius IX. in 1847.

HERENETA. Her body was recently found in the catacombs of Rome, and her canonization was authorized by Gregory XVI. in 1841.

Mary Clotilde de France, died 1802. Was beatified 1808.

URSIE. Her body was recently found in the cemetery of St. Calixtus, and her body was removed to Bordeaux in 1842,

when her canonization was authorized by Gregory XVI.

Canonization not yet fully consummated (1884) —

AGOLIN of Sommariva. Canonization not yet complete (1884).

Benedicta (1648-1718). Mgr. Barnadou, bishop of Gap, is still collecting materials for her canonization (1884).

Camille Gentili (18th century). Her "cult" was authorized by Gregory XVI. in 1841.

Francis Xavier Joseph Mary Bianchi, died at Naples in the "odour of sanctity" in 1815, aged 71. His beatification is still in process at Rome (1884).

Gaspar Del Buffalo, born at Rome, died 1887. Gregory XVI. introduced a decree for his beatification, but it is still sub judice (1884).

Joseph Mary Pignatelli of Saregosa, died in the "odour of sanctity" in 1811, aged 74. Several years ago the procedure of his beatification was introduced at Rome, but is not yet fully consummated (1884).

Mary Frances Des Plais de Notre Seigneur of Naples (1715-1791). Her beatification is still under consideration (1884).

Nicholas Molinari, bishop of Bovino, in Naples (1708-1792). The process of his canonization was commenced in 1881, but is not yet completed.

Paul de la Croix, founder of the Passionists, died at Rome in the "odour of sanctity" in 1775. Pius VI. introduced the cause of her beatification, but it is still incomplete (1884).

Pomfio Mary of St. Nicholas Pirotti of Benevento, died at Campo in 1755. Ferdinand II. of Naples interested himself in his canonization, which still goes slowly on at Rome (1884).

Theresa Margaret du Cœur de Jesus of Arezzo, died in the "odour of sanctity" in 1770. The cause of her beatification at Rome is nearly complete.

Vincent Mary Strambi of Civita Vecchia, died 1824. The process of her canonization is considerably advanced.

Vincent Morelli, archbishop of Otranto, died 1812, aged 71. The cause of his beatification is going on (1884).

Vincent Romanus of Naples, died 1831. The process of his beatification has commenced at Rome.

Torquem swarms with martyrs of the nineteenth century. They were especially numerous in the year 1828. There have been above fifty since 1828.
THE FATHERS OF THE CHURCH.


In alphabetic order: Ambrose, Athanasius, Athenagoras, Augustine, Basil, Chrysostom, Clement, Cyprian, two Cyprians, three Gregories, Hilary, Ireneaus, Jerome, Justin, Lactantius, Leo I., Origen, Tertullian, and Theodoret.

Chief works. AMBROSE: De Officiis Ministerorum; De Virginitate; Letter to Valentinian; the Ambrosian ritual, used in Milan. [The Te Deum is usually ascribed to him, but it was probably a century later.]

ATHANASIUS: Bible Commentaries; apology to the emperor Constantine; and a host of works against Arianism. [The Athanasian Creed embodies the anti-Arian dogmas of this Father.]

ATHENAGORAS: Logatio pro Christianis (addressed to the emperor Marcus Aurelius); Treatise on the Resurrection. ["The Romance of True and Perfect Love" has also been ascribed to him, but without sufficient authority.]

AUGUSTINE: De Civitate Dei, in 22 books (his great work); Retractiones, in two books; Confessions, in 13 books (containing an account of his conversion); A Treatise on Grace and Free Will; Soliloquies (with his own soul); Exposition of St. John's Gospel; Commentary on the Psalms; 363 Sermons; 270 Letters; etc.

This is not the St. Augustine sent to England by Gregory the Great to convert the Anglo-Saxons.

BASIL: The Hexameron, or six days of creation (his great work, in Greek); Lectures on secular authors; Homilies; Discourses; A Treatise on Asceticism; Scripture Commentaries; a vast number of Letters; etc.

CHRYSOSTOM: Homilies (his best work); Treatises on the Priesthood; Providence and Virginity; five Liturgies; Discourses, Commentaries, and Letters.

CLEMENT OF CLEMENS: Protrepticus (an exhortation to the Gentiles); Stromata (a recital of Christian and philosophic thoughts); Pedagogus (on Christian morals).

CYPRIAN: De Lapsis (in the Decian persecution); On the Unity of the Church; De Disciplina Virginum; De Gratia Dei; De Idolorum Vanitate; Orations; Letters; etc.

CYRIL of Alexandria: The Treasure (against the Arians); Commentaries on St. John; sixty Letters; etc.

Cyril of Jerusalem: Eighteen treatises addressed to catechumens on Scripture doctrines, and five addressed to the newly baptized on rituals, as baptism, chrism, and the Lord's Supper.

GREGORY Nazianzen: Fifty-three Sermons; a poem on the Vicissitudes of Life; 155 other poems; 242 Letters; etc. [The dramatic poem on "The Passion of Christ" has also been ascribed to him.]

GREGORY of Nyssa: Macrinus (a dialogue of the Soul and Resurrection in Greek, his chief work); Treatises on the Deity of the Holy Ghost, on Destiny, on Virginity, and on Christian Perfection; Homilies on Ecclesiastes and on Solomon's Song; Orations; Discourses; Panegyrics; Funeral Orations; Lives of Saints; Letters; etc.

GREGORY I. the Great: Exposition of Job (his great work); The Sacramentary; The Antiphonary (or Gregorian chants); Dialogues; Letters; etc.

HILARY: On the Trinity; Treatise on the Synods; Commentaries on St. Matthew, the Pauline Epistles, and the Psalms; Christian Poesy.

IRENAEUS: Against Heresies, in five books (Greek); etc.
DATES OF ECCLESIASTICAL MATTERS.

JEROME: Translation into Latin and a continuation of "Eusebius;" Translation of the Bible into Latin (his great work); etc.

JUSTIN: Two Apologies for the Christians; Dialogues with the Jew named Tryphon. [His "Monarchy of God" is lost.]

LACTANTIUS: Divine Institutions, in seven books (Latin, his chief work); The Work of God, the Wrath of God; The Death of Persecutors. [The poem in Latin verse called "The Phoenix" is also attributed to him.]

ORIGEN: Tetrapla and Hexapla (editions in Greek of the Old Testament, his chief works); Apology for Christianity, against Celsus, in eight books; On Martyrdom; On Prayer; On the Resurrection. The [Philosophoumena, a Refutation of Heresies, has been ascribed to him, but without sufficient foundation.]

TERTULLIAN: His Apology (is his great work); Against the Jews; Proscriptions against Heretics; On the Soul; Against Marcion, in five books; etc.

THEODORIT: A Church History, in five books, from 315 to 429; A Biography of Fifty Recluses; A Treatise on Providence; A History of Heresies; Erastites (a dialogue against Eutychianism, i.e. the dogma that the human nature of Christ was absorbed in His divine nature).

DATES OF ECCLESIASTICAL CUSTOMS, DOGMAS, TITLES, ETC.

In reading the lives of saints, I have met with the following dates, which cannot fail to be useful, as they are not to be found in any book with which I am acquainted, in a compact form suited for easy reference.

A.D. introduced in the eighth century. Legalized in the tenth century.

ADORATION OF THE HOST imposed by the Fourth Lateran Council, 1000.

ADVENT SUNDAY appointed 1000.

ALL SOULS' DAY appointed 998.

ALTARS in churches always made of wood in the first three centuries; early in the fourth century stone altars were occasionally introduced; and in December, 506, it was declared by the Council of Albon that stone is the only proper material for church altars. In England stone altars were exchanged for wooden communion tables (after the practice of the first three centuries) in 1550; and in Jan. 31, 1845, stone altars were declared by the Court of Arches to be illegal in the Church of England. This declaration was confirmed March 21, 1867, by the Privy Council.

ANASTASIA in use 887. The synod of Pavia, in 850, determined that all who refused to submit to "discipline" should be anathematized (see Rom. ix. 8; Gal. i. 8, 9).

ANGELUS, a prayer to the Virgin commencing with these words, Angelus Domini nuntiavit Maria, recited thrice a day at the sound of a bell. Instituted by Urban II. in the Council of Clermont, 1095. Reorganized by John XXII., and announced by a bell, in 1316. Ordered by Louis XI. to be repeated daily at noon in 1472.

ANNUNCIATION. First mention of the festival is by Gelasius in 492.

APOSTLES' CREDENDO received into the Latin Church in its present form in the eleventh century; but a formula somewhat like it existed in the second century; items were added in the fourth and fifth centuries, and verbal alterations were made even later.

(The notion that it was composed by the apostles is quite mythical.)

ASHES. (See HOLY ASHES.)

ASCENSION DAY first commemorated A.D. 68.

ATHANASIAN CREED received into the Western Church in 670.

(Applied in France 565; in Spain and Germany a century later; in England before 1050. Athanasius lived 296-373.)

AURICULAR CONFESSION imposed by the Fourth Lateran Council, 1215.

BELLS said to be introduced into churches by Paulinus, bishop of Nola, 400, but this probably is a century too early. Used in France 550. One brought from Italy by the abbot of Wearmouth in 680. Pope Sabrinian enjoined that every hour should be announced by sound of bell in 600, that due preparation might be made for the hora canonicum.
DATES OF ECCLESIASTICAL MATTERS.

Baptism of Bells introduced by John XIII. (965–972). They were first exorcised, and blessed with salt and water; then sprinkled within and without with the aspergii; then anointed seven times in the form of crosses (thrice outside with oil for the sick, and four times inside with the holy chrism); then named after some saint; and lastly incensed and marked with a cross.

Bells were known to the Chinese B.C. 2203. They were used in the monasteries of Tibet long, long before the Christian era. They were common among the Indians, Egyptians, Jews, Greeks, and Romans.

Bell, Book, and Candle; this mode of excommunication existed in the eighth century.

Bell. The Angelus first rung in Italy in 1816; in France May 1, 1472.

Breviary attributed to Gelasius I. in 494. Modified in 1080.

Candles were first used in places of public worship, because Christians had to celebrate their mysteries in caves, catacombs, and dark underground secret places, to escape persecution.

Canon of Scripture completed 494.

The Council of Laodicea (305–364) determined the canon of the New Testament Scriptures, but rejected the Apocalypse. The Apocalypse was admitted 694.

The Old Testament, as we have it, was not completed before B.C. 130, but there was a compilation in existence B.C. 229. The Apocryphal books were declared uncanonical in the fifth century. There was a Septuagint version B.C. 277.

Canonization. First instance by John XVI., who canonized Uldaric, bishop of Augsburg, Jan. 30, 998. Bishops and popes mutually canonized till 1160, when Alexander III. restricted the prerogative to the pope. The canonization made at Rouen, in 1158, was the last which was made by bishops without the pope.

Cardinals (The Sacred College of) instituted in 817; their right to elect the pope established by Nicholas II. 1059; red hat given by Innocent IV. at the Council of Lyons in 1245; title of Eminence accorded by Urban VIII. in 1680.

Celibacy of the Clergy. Marriage forbidden by the Council of Nice, 825; of Paris, 441; of Aries, 452; of Angers, 458; of Tours, 461; of Nantes, 465; of Rome, 721; of Worms, 868; of Augsburg, 952; of Poitiers, 1000; of Rome again, 1074; of Placentia, 1095; in London, 1125; in Denmark, 1180; finally, by the Council of Trent, in 1568.

Allowed by Jovinian in 400; by the archbishop of Seleucia, in 499; by Trulian Council in 692; by Council of Toledo, 701–710; maintained at Milan till 1080; in England, Normandy, and Brittany till after 1100; in Liege till 1220.

Christians. Name given in Antioch to the followers of Christ about A.D. 41.

Christmas Day (Dec. 25) introduced at Antioch 875.

Communion in one kind enjoined in 1263.

Confession once a year enjoined by the Lateran Council in 1215.

Cross (The sign of the), as a curative symbol, was common in the fourth century, as Eusebius tells us from his own personal knowledge; but from the monumental inscriptions of the Catacombs it may be inferred that it was rarely, if ever, used in the first two centuries. It is, however, well known that the cross itself is not exclusively a Christian symbol, as the Spaniards found it an object of religious veneration in both South and Central America. In the Middle Ages the sign of the cross was used as a charm or amulet, and even to the present is so used by many [Roman] Catholics.

Crucifix. Its general use enjoined in the Sixth Ecumenical Council, held in 680. Decreed by Benedict XIV. to be necessary to every altar in 1754.

Divinity of Christ strenuously insisted on in the fourth century.

Excommunication in the Christian Church is a continuation of the Jewish practice. The Jews had three degrees of excommunication, called Niddah, Cherem, and Anathema Maranaatha. The first was exclusion from the synagogue for thirty days. The second was exclusion from the synagogue and "boycotting" the offender for thirty days. The Anathema Maranaatha included the loss of civil rights, and was accompanied with terrible curses. Gregory VII., in 1077, assumed the right of excommunicating sovereigns, and releasing subjects from their allegiance.

Extremes Unction introduced by Felix IV. (625–580). The allusion to anointing with oil in Origen, Chrysostom, Cessarius of Aries, and Innocent I., etc., refer to theunctions of baptism and confirmation (James v. 14, 15).

Fasts. Montanus, who flourished 170–212 ("the Paraclete"), introduced fasting as an inhibition upon the faithful. Wednesdays to commemorate the day when Christ was betrayed and taken prisoner, and Fridays to commemorate His crucifixion. The Lenten fast was fixed at the

* Saturday and Sunday are non-fast days. The one in commemoration of the finished work of creation, the other in commemoration of the Resurrection. (Yet we fast Saturday frequently held as a fast-day by the saints, in memory of the entombment.)

**FESTIVALS**: John Baptist, Paul, Peter, Stephen, all introduced in the fourth century.

Filioque introduced into the Nicene Creed in 890. The Missa of Charlemagne pressed the pope to declare any one who rejected the new dogma “salvus esse non potest;” but Leo III. refused to do so.

Funeral Orations. The first was June 5, 882, pronounced over Andrea Contarin, the doge. The first in France was in 1389, over the constable Duguesclin.

**Holy Ashes.** Gregory the Great (590-604) introduced the practice of sprinkling the ashes on the first of the four days added to Lent by Felix III. in 487. The ceremony of distributing them was introduced March 28, 1091, by the Council of Benevento.

Holy Bread. Bread blessed by the priest and distributed on Sundays and other fete-days, was first introduced in 635 at the Council of Nantes.

**Holy Oil in extreme unction** is based on James v. 14; Mark vi. 13; but it was not formally ordained till the Council of Trent, 1545-1563.

Holy Oil in chrism was first used about 1541.

**Holy Water** introduced by Leo (682-683). First used in exorcisms by Alexander II., 1070. For this purpose it is still kept in Roman Catholic countries.

In exorcisms by the Indians, Persians, Tibetans, and Mexicans.

**Immaculate Conception** made a dogma of the Church by Pius IX. in 1854.

**Indulgences.** First bestowed in 1002 by Ponce, bishop of Arles, to those who sided him in building his monastery. In 1067 Victor III. promised indulgences to those who took up arms against the Saracens. The first plenary indulgence, extending over “this life and the life to come,” was given by the Council of Clermont in 1095, in favour of Crusaders.

**Infallibility of the Pope** first claimed in 750.

**Inquisition** established in 1232.

**Interdicts.** An ecclesiastical interdict was laid on a parish in his diocese by Hincmar, bishop of Laon, in 870. One was laid on France by Gregory V. in 998. Very rare till 1073, in the pontificate of Gregory VII.

**Kissing the Pope’s Toe** introduced in 708. Abolished by Clement XIV. in 1773.

**Lenten Fast** (a tithe of the year, or thirty-six days) introduced in the fourth century. Felix III., in 487, added four days. The number forty fixed by the Council of Orleans 547.

**Matthew.** The first two chapters do not occur in the Ebronite copies, said to be the “original Hebrew.”

**Mark.** The two oldest Greek MSS. terminate this Gospel with ver. 9, chap. xvi. See “New Version.” The last eleven verses were introduced subsequently.

**Monastic Orders.** The monastic system originated with Pachomius in Egypt (320-330). Introduced into Palestine by Hilarian in 328; at Rome by Athanasius in 340; into Gaul by Martin of Tours in 370. Paul the first hermit 251.

**Annunciadis**, an order for women, established by Joan, daughter of Louis XI. and wife of Louis XII., in 1501; in England in 1105.

**Augustines**, established by Alexander IV., in 1256; in France in 1598.

**Benedictines**, established in 529.

**Bernardines**, established in 1113.

**Brothers of Charity**, founded by Vincent de Paul in 1617. *Sisters of Charity* in 1634.

**Camaldules** (Reformed Benedictines), introduced by Romuald in 1010.

**Cappucines** (Reformed Franciscans), by Matthew Baschi in 1598.


**Carmes**, founded by Albert, patriarch of Jerusalem, in 1209. Con- firmed by Honorius III. in 1227. Bare-footed Carmes founded by St. Theresa in 1562.

**Carthusians** (Reformed Benedictines), by Bruno in 1057.

**Clarisses**, an order for women, founded by St. Francis in 1224.

**Cordeliers**, founded by St. Louis in 1215.

**Doctrinaires**, founded by Caesar de Bus in 1592.

**Dominicans**, founded by Dominic in the Albigensian war, 1215. First Dominican convent built in 1218. *Black Friars.*
DATES OF ECCLESIASTICAL MATTERS.

Feuillants (Reformed Benedictines), by John de la Barrière in 1580.
Franciscans, founded by Francis d'Assisi in 1209. Confirmed by Innocent III. in 1215. Grey Friars.
Récollèt in 1252; Flopes in 1530; Tierce Ordre de la Pénitence in 1568.

Geneviève (Monastery of St.), founded by Eugenius III. in 1148.
Canons Regular of St. Geneviève established in 1618.

Hospitallers, founded by St. John of Jerusalem in 1099.
Jesuits, founded at Rome by Ignatius Loyola of Spain in 1538. Confirmed by the Bull of Paul III. in 1540.
Lazarists, founded by St. Vincent de Paul in 1624. Confirmed by Urban VIII. in 1631.

Mercy (Order of), for the redemption of Christian captives, founded in 1218. Confirmed by Gregory IX. in 1228.


Mission (Priests of), same as Lazarists (q.v.).


Praemonstratensians (Canons Regular), introduced by Norbert into Laon in 1121; established in England in 1140. Reformed in 1573.

Templars (Knights), founded in 1128. Sussuppressed in 1312.

Teutonic Knights, or "Chevaliers of the Virgin Mary," founded by Frederick, duke of Swabia, in 1190. Confirmed by Celestine III. in 1192. Suppressed by Napoleon in 1808.


Trappists (Reformed Benedictines), founded in Normandy by Rotrou, count of Perche, in 1140. Refounded by L'abbé de Bouthillier de Rancé in 1683.

Victor (Canons Regular of St.), established in Paris by William de Champeaux in 1113.

Visitation (Congregation of the), founded by the baron of Chantal in 1610. Confirmed by Urban VIII. in 1626.

MONSIGNOREUR. At first applied to all saints and all knightho. Up to 1789 accor.- to the princes of the blood, princes of the Church, and high functionaries. In 1830 restricted to princes of the blood, archbishops, bishops, and cardinals. Bishops in England were barons in 1072, and all rector were knights, and had the title of "Sir."

Nicene Creed, up to the paragraph "I believe in the Holy Ghost," introduced in 825; the rest in 391 (except the word "dead").

Office of the Virgin, appointed to be read daily by the clergy, in the Council of Clermont in 1095.

(This was the council that determined on the first crusade.)

Paintings known in churches in 394, but not generally approved of.

Pilgrimages. Common to almost all nations. Herodotus speaks of a pilgrimage of virgins to make offerings in the temple of Delos. Kömpfer speaks of pilgrimages to the temple of Isis, in Japan, to obtain remission of sins and indulgences. In China they are common; in India, Arabia, and Tibet. The Saracens made pilgrimages. In the Christian Church they were known in the fourth century; and were common in the eleventh century (from 1050).

Pope. Title first given to all bishops. Adopted by Hyginus in 138. Restricted to the bishop of Rome in 400 by the Council of Toledo; again in the Council of Clermont in 1095. In 560 Ennodius established the dogma that every pope is ex officio "holy." Sergius II. was the first pope who changed his name, on his election, in 844. Stephen III., in 1161, was the first pope to enter St. John Lateran on a litter borne by men.

(Gregory the Great, in 604, was the first to subscribe himself "Servus Servorum.")

Prayers for the Dead. The Paresseous repeat prayers for the dead for three successive days, and that uninterrupted. This is the time when the soul of the deceased is supposed to be undergoing examination for its past life. The prayers are again renewed on the thirtieth day, and continue occasionally for a year. If the prayers are neglected on the fortieth night, the soul will remain unprotected till the resurrection. In Thibet a vast number of prayers are said for the dead. They are repeated every third day for a year.

In the Christian Church. Eusebius
DATES: PROCESSIONS—VIRGIN MARY.

informs us they were introduced about 190; but in medieval times the first sure instance is that for the doge Andrea Costarini, June 5, 1882.


*Prayers to the Virgin Mary and to Saints,* introduced by Gregory the Great in 593.

*Praying with the face to the East,* introduced by Boniface II. in 532.

*Prayers of the forty hours,* in memory of Christ in the tomb, established by Joseph of Ferne in 1556.

*Processions.* Religious processions common in Egypt, Indus, Thibet, Greece, Rome, etc.

In the Christian Church Sunday processions were instituted by Agapetus in 566.

Of St. Mark, by Gregory the Great, in 590.

Of the Purification, by pope Gelasius, in 494.

Of the Holy Sacrament, in 1320. Prohibited in Italy in 1866.

To make a list of all religious processions would require more space than can be here spared. The whole subject is treated fully in *Des Processions de l'Église, de leurs d'ujets,* etc., 1713.

*Purgatory.* Children, among the Jews, recite for a year a prayer, called Kaddis, for the soul of a deceased father. The Moslems teach there is a place called Araf, between paradise and hell. The dogma was suggested in 407 by St. Augustine. Inculcated by Gregory the Great in 593. Received in England in 690; but rejected in 1553.

*Relics (Veneration of)* introduced in the fourth century. Traffic in them forbidden by Theodoret in 386. Veneration of relics condemned by Vigilantius about 400-410. The Council of Saragossa in 592 enjoined that all relics should be tested by fire, to ascertain if they are genuine. Spurious relics manufactured before 600. Veneration of them enjoined by the Council of Trent, Dec. 25, 1563. Importation into England prohibited in 1566.


*Sacraments.*


Confirmation introduced in 190.

Eucharist, *Matt. xxvi.* 26, etc.

Penance introduced in 157.

Orders, no date known.

Marriage made a sacrament by Innocent III. in 1199.

Extreme Unction common in 550. Decreed to be a sacrament by Eugenius IV., at the Council of Florence, in 1439.

*Sacrament (Festival of the Holy)* introduced in 1246. Confirmed by Urban IV. in 1264.

*Sacred Heart of Jesus.* This festival was introduced in 1732.

*Servus Servorum,* style adopted by Gregory the Great (590-604).

*Sign of the Cross.* (See Cross.)

*Stations.* Either the spots where a procession stops to make certain prayers, or the time of its stopping. In the Way of the Cross there are fourteen stations. Also the weekly fasts of Wednesday and Friday are so called.

*Statues,* even of Christ, unknown till the fifth century.

Sunday appointed the Christian sabbath in 821.

(Sir William Domville says, "History does not furnish us with a single proof or indication that Sunday was at any time observed as the Lord's day previously to the subsestential edict of Constantine in 321.")

*Tiara.* Hildebrand (1073-1085) wore a royal crown with this legend, *Corona regni de manu Dei.* Boniface VIII. (1294-1303) added a second crown, with the legend, *Diadema imperii de manu PETRI.* John XXII., in 1314, added a third crown, to indicate that the pope is supreme: (1) in spiritual power; (2) in temporal power; (3) in ecclesiastical power both over the Church militant and the Church triumphant.

(Or, as some say, to indicate supremacy in the three parts of the world—Europe, Asia, and Africa.)

*Transubstantiation* declared to be a tenet of the Church in the Second Council of Nice, 787.

Denied by Babanan Maurus about 860; by Lanfranc about 1070. Made a dogma of the Church in the First Lateran Council, 1215; and confirmed by the Council of Trent, 1551.

*Virgin Mary,* first honoured in the fifth century. Prayers addressed to her in 533. Office of the Virgin enjoined by the Council of Clermont, in 1095, to be recited daily by the clergy.

(For festivals of the Virgin Mary, see pt. III, p. 517. Her perpetual virginity was wholly denied in 362.)
INSTRUMENTS OF TORTURE.

Armentarium. The only mention of this instrument of torture I have been able to discover is by Verinus and Armenius, priests of St. Stephen pope and martyr. Speaking of Christianus, they say, "He was hung on the armentarium, but the crotch broke asunder, his bonds were unloosed, and the torches which were lighted to burn his sides were quenched." Armentarius is a

"herdsman," and armentarium the peg, pin, or crotch, on which he hangs the collars, yokes, and heavy harness of the oxen used in ploughing. Christianus was drawn up by ropes, fastened round his legs and hands, till his feet were off the ground, and then his sides were singed with lighted torches. Primus was
INSTRUMENTS OF TORTURE.

"hoisted by pulleys" to some such projecting beams, and burned with torches also. After he had hung awhile, he was let down, and molten lead poured down his throat.

Probably, instead of torches, a fire would be sometimes lighted under the feet. This sort of torture is still resorted to by some of the Indian tribes.

BASTINADO. According to Baronius, the bastinado was performed thus by the Romans: The tribune first touched the victim with his baton, and if he was a free man, all the soldiers in the camp ran upon him with staves and stones, beating him, for the most part, till he fell dead. If the victim was a slave, the soldiers used leaded knouts or flagra (p. xlv.) instead of sticks. No one was suffered to live in Rome after being bastinadoed; so that if perchance he survived the punishment, he was outlawed.

Boots. This instrument of torture consisted of a pair of iron boots, into which the legs of the victim were thrust up to the knees. Iron wedges were loosely inserted between the legs and the walls of the boots. A question was then asked the victim; and if not answered satisfactorily, two inquisitors (one to each boot) drove home with a sledge-hammer one of the iron wedges. Again the question was put, and if the answer was still unsatisfactory, another wedge was driven into each boot; and this was repeated, till the legs of the victim were crushed to a pulp. Dr. John Fian of Saltcoats, near Edinburgh, was thus infamous ly tortured in the reign of James I. (See p. 342.) Bishop Burnet, in the History of his Own Times, and Sir Walter Scott, in his Old Mortality, speak of this instrument of torture. Sometimes the boots were made of wood instead of iron. Bishop Burnet speaks of a case (it was a lad in Orkney, 1596) in which fifty-seven wedges were struck home. In 1588 queen Elizabeth ordered Father Holt, a Jesuit, to be "put to the boots."

St. Sergius was tortured by boots studded with sharp spikes, and made to run in them beside the emperor's chariot.

BULL'S HIDE. In this torture the victim, being enclosed in a fresh bull's hide, was placed in the blazing sun, when the hide gradually shrank, stiffened, and squeezed the victim to death. (See St. CHRISANTUS, p. 408.)

BURNING METAL. Helmets of red-hot iron or brass were sometimes placed on the head of victims. This was a torture to which Savinian was subjected (p. 408). St. Thomas had plates of burning metal laid on his naked body (p. 408). Everyone will remember the lines at the close of Goldsmith's Traveller: "Luke's iron crown, and Dam'en's bed of steel." The former was Luke Dosas, the Hungarian traitor, who was forced into a chair of red-hot iron for a throne, and then crowned with a burning metal crown. The earl of Atholl, one of the murderers of James I. of Scotland, was also put to death with a red-hot iron crown. Franciscas says usurers in hell are stretched on tables of red-hot brass (p. 412).

It was not Luke, but his brother George, who was subjected to the punishment referred to by Goldsmith. Zecck the Hungarian was similarly tortured. For "bed of steel," see CATASTA.

CATATRA. The caltrop was an instrument with four iron points, three of them, disposed in a triangular form, being on the ground, the fourth pointed upwards. Used in war to lame the feet of an enemy's cavalry.

CATASTA, or IRON BED. The catasta was an iron bedstead, not of one sheet of metal, but with cross-bars like a gridiron. Under the bedstead fires in brassiers were placed, and the victim was roasted alive.

CHEVALET, or EQUULEUS. The chevalet was a kind of gibbet, furnished with screws and pulleys for racking the victim by stretching each individual limb. The victim was fastened by the hair to the uppermost beam, and the whole body tightly bound in a bent condition to the chevalet. He was thus raised on a sort of gibbet, and was wholly unable to move hand, foot, or head; and every limb was racked. In order still further to intensify the agony, a fire held in a brasier was set under each of the feet. St. Jerome speaks of this instrument of torture (Letter 49), "Crines leguntur ad stipitem, et toto corpore ad equuleum fortius alligatur, victinum pedibus ignisque appenditur, utrumque latus carnifex fodit." So that while the victim was thus tortured, "the executioner kept digging into the sides of the sufferer." Ammianus Marcellinus (bk. xviii.) says, "Quanquam incurvus sub equuleo staret, pertinaci negabat instantia." So that it appears the head was poked forward as it would be in the
piller, but was held in its position by
the hair.

COLUMBAR. Columbar, i.e. the pigeon-
holes, was a pillory with three holes, one
for the neck and two for the hands. The
Greek pillory had five holes, one for the
neck, two for the hands, and two for the
feet. It was called the Pentesuringos
(πεντεσύριγγος).

FIDICULA. The fidicula were prob-
able iron hooks, with which the body of
a victim suspended on a chevalet was
torn and lacerated.

FORK, OR PATIBULUM. The patibulum
was an instrument shaped
like a fork or placed
round the neck of slaves
and criminals of low
degree. The two hands
were bound fast to the
prongs, and the patibula-
tus was flogged through
the streets to the place of
execution. "Patibulum
apposos statim exami-
nat, crux autem suffixos
diu cruciat."—Isidore.

The Furca Ignomiosa was used for
small offences, and consisted simply in
carrying the furca, more or less weighted,
about the city.

The Furca Panalis was a much more
severe punishment, as in this case the
"patibulatus" or "furcatus" was whipped
round some stated place, while his hands
were bound to the fork.

The Furca Capitalis was having the
hands fastened to the fork, and being
scourged to death.

HURDLE (in Latin, "Crates"). The
hurdle was not unlike our hurdles. The
victim was laid on his back on the ground
under a hurdle, and stones were piled
thereon, till the sufferer was gradually
crushed to death.

IRON VIRGIN (The). A hollow wooden
figure, representing a woman of Bavaria.
It opened like a cupboard, and the front
of it was studded with long sharp spikes.
The victim was placed in the figure, and
then the front or lid was gradually closed
upon him. The spikes were so arranged
as to pierce the eyes and least vital parts;
but when quite closed the victim was
crushed, and lingered in horrible torture till
actual agony exhausted his vital powers.

KOBILA. Two boards, one above
the other; the head of the victim being bound
to the higher board, the feet to the lower
one, and the hands made to embrace the
kobila by bonds. The bare back of the
sufferer is thus hollowed, and in this state
the public scourger administered 101 lashes,
unless the victim died before the comple-
ment of blows had been given. (See St.
AUDALDUS, p. 403.)

NERVUS, the stocks, a wooden frame
in which the feet of slaves were thrust
and fastened. Like the compedes, it was
sometimes made to move so as to stretch
the legs further and further apart, till the
thighs were out of joint.
called "examination by the question;" and to put to "the question," means to be put to torture for the purpose of extracting evidence from an unwilling witness, of forcing a confession of guilt, or of compelling a person to say something.

**RACKS.** This instrument of torture was fastened to a beam, and had a sharp iron to go about a man's neck and throat, so that he could not move his head or lie, or sleep, without bearing the entire weight of the iron.

**Rack.** There were great varieties of racks, the most common being the horizontal rack, the vertical rack, and the roller rack.

(1) The first of these is the ordinary rack, made familiar to us by the Inquisition. It consisted of an oblong horizontal frame, on which the accused was stretched, while cords, attached to the legs and arms, were gradually strained by a lever or windlass. The wrists and ankles were generally dislocated, sometimes the shoulders and thighs.

(2) In the vertical rack the sufferer was raised to an upper beam, by a rope passed under his arms, bound behind his back. Being thus raised, heavy stones were attached to his feet, and then the hoisting rope being suddenly loosened, the victim fell with a jerk to within a few inches of the earth.

(3) The roller rack was a rack with a roller charged with spikes, over which the sufferer was drawn backwards and forwards.

**Spanish Donkey (in Italian, "Cavalletto").** This was a wooden machine of torture, which was a species of impalement. The victim was made to sit on a sharp-pointed conical box, and in order to give weight to his body, and force the point of the seat further in, heavy weights were attached to the hands and feet of the sufferer. Not infrequently fires were lighted under the feet to increase the agony, and sometimes the skin was lacerated with iron hooks or currycombs.

One of these implements is still shown in the old fortifications of Nuremberg castle.

**Straddles (in Latin, "Compedes").** Straddles were two blocks of wood set in a frame. Each block opened like stocks to admit one of the victim's feet, and when shut the feet were fast and astride. In some cases the blocks moved gradually further and further apart till the thighs were out of joint.

In hoc barathrum conjicit
Truculentus hostis martyrem,
Lignis que planitas inserit
Divaricatis erubuit.

That is, "In this dungeon the turbulent enemy cast the martyr, and set his feet in wooden straddles, the thighs being stretched aunder." (See NERVES.)

**Thumbscrew.** The thumbscrew was much used by the Inquisition in Spain.

The thumbs were placed in the parts marked A A, and the screw was turned.

**Wheel.** The trochos was a Greek instrument of torture. We read of Ixion, in hell, being chained hand and foot by Hermès to a wheel, which rolled incessantly in the air of the lower regions; but the ordinary torture-wheel had six spokes, into which the head, arms, and legs were interlaced and bound. The wheel was then whirled round with great rapidity, till the victim lost either consciousness or life.

The Catherine Wheel was a much more complex machine, devised by Maximinus II. for the torture of St. Catherine of Alexandria. The limbs were interlaced between the spokes as in the Greek trochos, but as the wheel revolved, it was met by several other wheels turning in different directions, some having keen sharp edges like razors, some teeth like saws, some fish-hooks or graters. These several wheels played on the body in turns, cutting it, sawing it, tearing it with hooks, grating the fresh wounds, and lacerating the flesh in every conceivable manner.
WHIPS AND SOURGES; SCORPION, etc.
No. 1 is a scourge called in Latin "Flagrum." It consisted of a short handle, to which was attached three or more short chains, having knots of metal at the end.

No. 2 is a whip composed of three or more long lashes of ox-hide, with bullets of lead fastened to them. Called in French "lanières plombées." The scorpion mentioned by Rehoboam (1 Kings xii. 11) was a whip with leather thongs set with sharp iron points or nails, called in Latin "horribulis."

Mgr. Guérin tells us this "lanière plombée" is the Russian knout, which A. de Lamothe, in his Martyrs of Siberia (ch. xii.), describes thus: "Le knout est une longue et étroite lanière, recuite dans une espèce d'essence, et fortement enduite de limaille métallique. Ainsi préparée, la lanière acquiert une dureté et une pesanteur extrêmes. Mais avant qu'elle ne se durcisse, on a le soin de replier sur eux-mêmes les bords, amincis à dessein, et qui forment de cette façon une rainure dans toute la longueur de la courroie, terminée par un petit crochet de fer. Si le bourreau sait son métier, le supplicié perd connaissance au troisième coup, et expire après le cinquième." The reader will instantly see that the knout is a modification of No. 2.

Respecting the scorpions, Mgr. Guérin says (vol. vi. p. 289), "Il étaient des balons chargés de noms, et armés par le bout de crochet de fer. Il rompient les os des patients, entraînaient bien avant dans leur chair, et en enlevaient des morceaux à chaque coup; ce qui leur occasionnait une douleur incroyable."
PART I.

MIRACLES OF THE SAINTS,

ANALOGOUS TO

SCRIPTURE MIRACLES OR SECULAR STORIES.
DICTIONARY OF MIRACLES.

Aaron's Rod becomes a Serpent.

Exod. vii. 10-12. Aaron cast down his rod before Pharaoh, and before his servants, and it became a serpent. The magicians of Egypt, they also cast down every man his rod, and they became serpents.

Exod. iv. 1-4. The Lord said unto Moses, What is that in thine hand? And Moses said, A rod. And the Lord said, Cast it on the ground. And he cast it on the ground, and it became a serpent; and Moses fled from before it. And the Lord said unto Moses, Put forth thine hand, and take it by the tail. And he put forth his hand, and caught it, and it became a rod in his hand.

The thong of a whip converted into a serpent (A.D. 308). St. Pelerin concealed himself near a fountain, where, being discovered by the Intarrianists, he was made a captive. As he did not go along fast enough for their liking, one of them lifted up his whip to strike him, but the thong of the whip instantly slipped from the handle, turned into a serpent, and fled to the fountain, where it was soon lost in sight in the fissures of a rock.

F. Meyniel, card of Bossuy, writing to Mgr. Cronier, vice-general of Noyon (Aug. 12, A.D. 1657), says, "Il est un fait constant et tard qui ne doit laisser aucun doute sur la vertu du fossé transformé en serpent." In proof of this the vice-general adds, There is a family in Entaines, descended from the very man whose whip was changed into a serpent, and all the members of this family, from that time to this (308-1657) "portent sur leur corps le signe du crime de leur ancêtre, c'est-à-dire un serpent qui les ensorce.

The name of this family is a living proof of the fact, or rather I should say of the miracle, stated above.

The case of Bossuy speaks very positively, but still it would have been more satisfactory if he had told us how became to know that all the descendants of this Intarrian for more than 1500 years were marked with a whip on their bodies, and that the name of his family (which he does not give) can possibly be "non preuve vivante de ce fait, en pivotte de ce miracle." 

Abraham promised a Seed.

Gen. xxv. 1-5. The word of the Lord came to Abram in a vision, saying, Fear not, Abram; I am thy shield, and thy exceeding great reward. . . . And [God] brought him forth abroad, and said, Look now towards heaven and tell the stars, if thou be able to number them; and He [the Lord] said, So shall thy seed be.

St. Eugendus, abbot of Condat (fifth century). At the age of six years God came in a vision to Eugendus, as he sat at the door of his house, facing the east. And the Lord, pointing to the sky, told the lad to count the stars if he was able, and then added, "So shall thy seed be." God then unrolled before the child the map of the future, and showed him a swarm of disciples. While Eugendus was still gazing with wonder on the innumerable crowd, the heavens opened, and a ladder like that which Jacob saw, was let down to earth, and angels appeared to be ascending and descending thereby, and ever as they moved they sang, "I am the way, the truth, and the life." This vision the child told to the very person who wrote his life, and who took down these words from the mouth of Eugendus himself. This is the disciple which testifies of these things, and wrote these things, and he knows that his testimony is true.

—Pragmacius, a disciple of St. Eugendus. See also Lives of the Saints of Franche-Comte, by the professors of the college of St. F. Xavier of Besançon.

This prophecy does not seem to have been very satisfactorily fulfilled. Eugendus died A.D. 810. A village grew up around the monastery, and in the following century received the name of St. Claude. The name of Eugendus does not appear to have survived, and a doubt exists whether it was Eugendus or Oyendus. The abbey was at one time famous, but now the inhabitants of St. Claude do not reach 7000. The chief industry of the people is the manufacture of clocks and toys.

Abraham offering up his Son Isaac.

Gen. xxii. Abraham, at the command of God, laid his only son, Isaac, upon the altar, which he had made, intending to offer him up in sacrifice to Jehovah, when his hand was stayed by a voice from heaven: Abraham, Abraham, lay not thy hand upon the lad,
neither do thou anything unto him, for now I know that thou fearest God. And Abraham saw a ram caught in a thicket by the horns, and he offered it up as a burnt-offering instead of his son.

Agamemnon offering up his daughter Iphigenia. When the Grecian fleet, on its way to Troy, was detained at Aulis by adverse winds, Agamemnon was commanded by the prophet Calchas to appease the wrath of Diana by offering to her in sacrifice his only daughter, Iphigenia. The damsel was bound to the altar, and Calchas had made ready the knife, when the damsel was spirited away by Diana herself; and Calchas, seeing a stag, took and offered it up in sacrifice, in lieu of the king's daughter.—Euripides, Iphigenia in Aulis.

Not unlike to him (Jephthah)
In folly, that great hero of the Greeks,—
Whence on the altar Iphigenia mourned
Her virgin beauty.
Daniel (Carlyle), Paradise Lost. (See JEPHTHAE.)

Ahab covets Naboth's Vineyard.

1 Kings xxii. Naboth the Jezreelite had a vineyard in Jezreel, hard by the palace of Ahab, king of Samaria. And Ahab said to Naboth, Give me thy vineyard, that I may have it for a garden of herbs, because it is near unto my house, and I will give thee for it a better vineyard, or will give thee the worth of it in money. But Naboth said to Ahab, The Lord forbid that I should give unto thee the inheritance of my fathers. Then Ahab went to his house, heavy and displeased, and laid him down upon his bed, and turned away his face, and would eat no bread. And when Jezebel discovered the cause of this ill-humour, she accused Naboth of treason, and he was stoned to death. Naboth being dead, Ahab took possession of the vineyard, but Elijah said to him, Hast thou killed, and also taken possession? Thus saith the Lord, In the place where dogs licked the blood of Naboth, shall dogs lick thy blood, even thine.

The empress Eudoxia covets and takes possession of the vineyard of a widow (about A.D. 400). There was a law in Constantinople that if the emperor or empress set foot on a plot of ground, and took a fancy to it, the owner must part with it at a valuation, provided the person who fancied it had partaken of its produce. The empress Eudoxia one day went into the vineyard belonging to the widow of Theognostes, greatly admired the site, plucked a few grapes, and demanded to have the vineyard, according to the law. St. Chrysostom interfered on the widow's behalf, and Eudoxia forbade the archbishop ever again to set foot in the royal palace. The fête of "The Exaltation of the Cross" was close at hand; and when it arrived, the emperor Arcadius and his nobles entered the cathedral as usual, and departed when the service was over. St. Chrysostom now ordered the doors to be closed and bolted; but scarcely was this done, when the empress Eudoxia, with her suite, came to the church and demanded admission. The doorkeepers replied, they had strict injunctions not to open the doors to any one; whereupon the empress ordered one of her soldiers to burst the doors open with his battle-axe. As the man raised his arm to give the blow, it became paralyzed, and the axe fell to the ground. The empress, greatly alarmed, returned home, and St. Chrysostom, coming out to the man, said, "Let be, suffer thus far;" then, making a short prayer, he healed the withered arm. St. Chrysostom was exiled for this offence. —Socrates, Ecclesiastical History, bk. vi. chap. 16.

Lucretius covets the vineyard of St. Beatrice (a.d. 800). Lucretius, deputy of Diocletian, coveted the vineyard of St. Beatrice, which he wanted to join to his own lands, and he contrived the matter thus:—He summoned St. Beatrice to appear before him, and accused her of being a Christian. Beatrice confessed the charge, and Lucretius ordered her to prison, where, during the night, she was secretly strangled. On the death of Beatrice, the deputy took possession of the vineyard, and solemnized the event by a great feast; but when the mirth was at the highest, a woman entered the banquet-hall, with a child in her arms. The suckling instantly said, with a loud voice, which was heard by all the guests, "Lucretius, thou hast put Beatrice to death, and taken possession of her vineyard sinfully; therefore, the devil shall take possession of thee." The words were no sooner uttered, than Lucretius began to roll his eyes, and contort his face most hideously. This continued for the space of three hours, and then he died.—Edward Kinesman (1628), Lives of the Saints (July 29).

Ananias and Sapphira.

Acts v. 1-10. Ananias and his wife sold a possession, and, keeping back a part of the purchase price, Ananias offered the rest to the apostles, pretending it was the whole. St. Peter said to him, Ananias, why hast Satan filled thine heart to lie to the Holy Ghost? While the possession remained, was it not thine own? and after it was sold, was it not in thine own power? Ananias, hearing these words, fell down, and gave up the ghost. About three hours after, Sapphira came in; and Peter asked her if they had sold the land for so
municg, and Sepphora said, Yea, for so much.
Peter then reproved her, and she also fell down
dead.

The archbishop of Ravenna is struck dead for lying (A.D. 1150). Hunfrid, archbishop of Ravenna, was a most
abandoned prelate, living a licentious life with harlots. He was anathematized
by the pope in the Council of Verceil. The emperor ordered him to appear at
Angersburg, to render up the preferments he had obtained by simony, and to make
confession of his sins that he might receive absolution. As Hunfrid lay at
the pope’s feet, Leo IX. said to him, “May God give you absolution according to
the measure of your sincerity.” The archbishop now rose to his feet, with a
smile of mockery; whereupon the pope, in tears, said to those standing by,
“Alas! this wretched man is on the brink of the grave.” The same day Hunfrid
was taken ill, and scarcely had he entered his palace at Ravenna, when he fell
down dead.—Wibert, Life of St. Leo IX., bk. ii. chap. 7.

The bishop of Sutri tried by false testi-
mony to justify himself of simony, and fell
dead at the feet of pope Leo IX. (A.D.
1049). The bishop of Sutri being ac-
cused of simony, was arraigned by pope Leo IX., when he denied the charge, and
brought up false witnesses to support his
defence; but at the very moment of the
lie, he fell down dead at the pope’s feet,
as Ananias fell at the feet of the apostle
Peter.—Wibert, Life of St. Leo IX., bk.
ii. chap. 3.

Another instance. In the same visitation,
pope Leo IX. went to Mayence, where
Sibichon, bishop of Spire, was chargéd with simony, and for having
broken his vow of celibacy. Sibichon
boldly denied the charges brought against
him, and volunteered to purge himself
by the ordeal of the body and blood of
Christ. In punishment of “this sacri-
lege,” his jaw was paralyzed, and re-
mained so till he died.—Migne, Dictionary

Angel of Death sheathing his
Sword.

1 Casew. xxii. 14–27. So the Lord sent
pestilence upon Israel.... And God sent an
angel to destroy the people.... And David
lifted up his eyes and saw the angel of the
Lord standing between earth and heaven, hav-
ing a drawn sword in his hand, stretched out
over Jerusalem.... And he said unto God....
Let Thy hand, I pray Thee, be on me, but not
on Thy people.... And the Lord commanded
the angel, and he put up his sword again into
its sheath.

St. Gregory the Great and the St.
Angelo. When Gregory the Great was
consecrated pope, a terrible pestilence
was devastating Rome. Gregory forth-
with organized a grand religious pro-
cession, in the forefront of which was
borne a painting of the “glorious Virgin,”
the work of St. Luke, still preserved in
the church of Santa Mari Maggiore. As
the procession moved on, a thick cloud of
corrugated air was seen to fly before the
painting, and angels were distinctly
heard, singing, Regina Caeli lætate;
Alleluial Pope Gregory, we are assured,
distinctly saw an angel above the castle
put up his bloody sword into its scabbard;
and the castle, which before was
called the “Moles Adriani,” has ever
since been call’d the “St. Angelo.”—
Edward Kinesman (1628), Lives of the
Saints, p. 185.

Angel Visitants.

gx. xix. 1–3. Lot entertains two angels.
There came two angels to Sodom at even;
and Lot sat in the gate of Sodom: and seeing
the angels, rose up to meet them, .... and
they turned in unto him, and entered his house,
and he made them a feast, and did bake unleavened
bread, and they did eat.
gx. xviii. 1–8. Abraham entertains three
angels. The Lord appeared unto Abraham in
the plains of Mamre, as he sat in the tent door
in the heat of the day. And Abraham lifted up
his eyes, and, lo, three men stood by him: and
when he saw them, he ran to meet them from
the tent door, and bowed himself toward the
ground, and said, My Lord, if now I have found
favour in thy sight, pass not away. .... Let a
little water .... be fetched, and wash thy feet,
and rest yourselves under the tree; and I will
fetch a morsel of bread, and comfort ye your
hearts. After that ye shall pass on. .... And
he hastened into the tent unto Sarah, and said,
Make ready quickly three measures of fine meal,
and knead it, and make cakes upon the hearth. And
he ran unto the herd, and fetched a calf tender
and good, and gave it unto [his] young man, who
hasted to dress it. And Abraham took butter,
and milk, and the calf dressed, and set them
before [the three angels], and stood by them
under the tree [while] they did eat.
jugo. xiii. 3–20. An angel appeared to
Manoah and his wife, and promised them a son.
And Manoah entreated the heavenly visitant
to wait while a kid was dressed; but the angel de-
clined to eat anything, so Manoah offered the
kid unto the Lord, and as the smoke of the
burnt offering ascended towards heaven, “the
angel ascended also in the flame of the fire.”

An angel teaches St. Anthony the Great
how to make mats from palms (A.D. 251–
556). Besides cultivating his garden, St.
Anthony used to make mats. One day,
being very low spirited, because his manual toils prevented him from passing more time in divine contemplation, an angel came to him, and showed him how to make mats from palm leaves. The heavenly visitant repeated his visit frequently, and said on leaving, "Do this, and thou shalt be saved." From that day St. Anthony did what the angel had taught him to do, and found it easy to keep his heart with God while his hands were well employed. So true is it that useful toil strengthens the body and invigorates the mind, but idleness ruins both.—Les Petits Bollandistes (1880), vol. 1. p. 429.

As whatever tempts man to evil was esteemed in the early and Middle Ages a devil, so whatever aided man in the right way was considered an angel. The angel that taught St. Anthony mat-making is an example; but St. Gregory the Great, in his Dialogues (bk. ii.), gives a still more striking example. He says, "Two angels, in the form of two young men, showed St. Benedict the way from Subiaco to Mont Cassino, a distance of eighteen leagues. Similarly two angels guided St. Aldegundis in her flight from home." (See Walking on the Sea.)

Angels chant to St. Ignatius (A.D. 107). Eusebius of Cesarea, Soctatès, and Baronius all say that St. Ignatius established the custom of chanting the Psalms antiphonally, and that the idea was suggested to him by two choirs of angels which appeared to him when he was bishop of Antioch, and in this manner chanted the praises of the Holy Trinity. Ignatius said the Church militant on earth ought to imitate the Church triumphant in heaven, and accordingly he introduced the singing in his church by alternate choirs in Christian art the saint is represented with a harp, listening to angels on each side of him, singing antiphonally.

Angels visit St. Martin. Angels used to visit St. Martin as guests, and hold familiar converse with him. One day two of his disciples heard conversation going on in St. Martin's cell, although they well knew no living being could possibly be there with him. When the monks met at night as usual, the two disciples begged their superior to inform them who it was he had been talking with, and he said he would do so, if they would promise on their part to tell no one what he was about to reveal. This they readily agreed to do, and St. Martin told them he had received a visit in his cell from the Mother of God, St. Agnes, and St. Thecla. He furthermore said that sometimes St. Peter and St. Paul vouchsafed to be his guests.—Sulpicius Severus, Life of St. Martin.

We are told in the Acta Sanctorum (Bollandists), vol. I. June 2, that Erasmus, the recluse of Mount Liban, used to entertain angels (A.D. 301).

Jesus Christ and His angels consecrate the monastery of Meinrad (Sept. 14, A.D. 948). The following is recounted in the bull of confirmation by Leo VIII., and has been corroborated by succeeding pontiffs from Leo VIII. to Leo XIII.; so that no [Roman] Catholic can doubt its exact "historic truth." Eberhard built a church and monastery on Mount Etzel, in honour of St. Meinrad, and dedicated it to the Virgin. On Sept. 14, A.D. 948, Conrad, bishop of Constance, came to consecrate it, accompanied by the bishop of Augsburg and a large number of pilgrims. At midnight preceding the 14th, as Conrad, the monks, and pilgrims were at prayer in the nocturne, all of a sudden the dead silence was broken by a sweet melody. On raising his eyes, the bishop of Constance saw a choir of angels, and noticed that they chanted the very psalms and hymns set down for the morrow. Jesus Christ, arrayed in violet, then appeared, and celebrated the Dedicatory office. Beside him were St. Peter, St. Gregory, St. Augustine, St. Stephen, and St. Laurentius. In front of the altar sat the "Queen of Heaven on a throne of light." The angel choir continued singing, but modified the Sanctus thus: "O God, whose holiness is revealed in the sanctuary of the glorious Virgin Mary, have mercy on us! Blessed be the Son of Mary, who has come down hither, and lives for ever and ever." In the Agnus Dei they thrice repeated: "O Lamb of God, who hast mercy on those who believe in Thee, have mercy upon us! O Lamb of God, who hast pity on sinners who believe and hope, have mercy upon us! O Lamb of God, who givest peace to the living and the dead, who reign with Thee everlastinglastingly, grant us Thy peace!" Jesus Christ then said, "Peace be with you," and the angels responded, "The Saviour is borne on the wings of the Seraphim; the Saviour descends to the depths of the abyss." Before this service was over, the time appointed for the consecration was fully come, and the crowd without became impatient, wondering why the doors were not thrown open. At length one went, and told them the reason. The church was soon filled, expecting the service to begin, but a mysterious voice repeated thrice these words: "Forbear, forbear! the church has been consecrated already." All fell to the ground on hearing these words, and felt assured that the church
had indeed been consecrated by Christ and his angels. Conrad, bishop of Constance, who himself witnessed this ceremony, recorded it in writing. The calendars of Einsiedeln, which go back to the remotest ages of the Christian Church, record the same on the 14th of September, called "The Miraculous Consecration;" and the service appointed for that day is annually performed with great solemnity and pomp. The people call the fête Engelwerk (the Angelic Consecration). Sixteen years afterwards, the bishop of Constance, the bishop of Augsburg, and a host of princes both lay and ecclesiastic, accompanying the emperor Otto and his empress Adelaide to Rome, were present while the above narrative was repeated to pope Leo VIII. They all gave their attestations in writing, and the pope issued a bull on the subject, beginning thus: "We, Leo ... make known to all the faithful, now and to come, that our venerable brother Conrad, bishop of Constance, has sworn to us in the presence of our dear son the emperor Otto and of the empress Adelaide, and many of the high princes of the land, that on the 14th of September, A.D. 948, he went to the hermitage of Meinrad, for the purpose of consecrating a church dedicated to the incomparable Mother of God, always a virgin." ... Then follows verbatim what has been already recited; and in conclusion, the pope forbids any bishop from that day forth for ever to consecrate the church, thus consecrated by Jesus Christ and his angels. The pilgrims and ecclesiastics present at the "miraculous consecration," spread abroad the news on their return to their respective abodes, and the fame of Meinrad's hermitage drew pilgrims to the spot from every part of the Christian world. It would far exceed the limits of this book to set down all the miracles said to have been performed at this hermitage, but it must not be omitted that the thousandth anniversary was celebrated on March 9th, 1861, when many miracles, attested by the best possible authority, were performed. (See BLINDNESS, A.D. 1843; PARALYSIS, 1850; HALT, 1861.) —R. P. Dom Charles Brandes, Life of St. Meinrad (copied by Mgr. Guérin in his Petits Bollandistes, vol. i. pp. 524-526).

This "Miraculous Consecration" of St. Meinrad's hermitage and church has the highest sanction that the Roman Catholic Church can give. It is no legend, but is set forth as an indestructible "fact." The dishonesty of Alban Butler cannot be better shown than by his entire omission of so all-important a fact as Meinrad; and his entire silence about the "Miraculous Consecration." Even Burtn-Guelph, who gives the life of Meinrad, and is far more exact than Butler, omits this important event altogether.

Angels carry Souls to Paradise. (See Soul of Man.)

Luke xvi. 22. It came to pass that the beggar died, and was carried by angels into Abraham's bosom.

The soul of St. Barbara carried by angels into heaven. St. Barbara was beheaded by her own father, and as her head fell to the ground her soul was carried by angels into Abraham's bosom.

—Peter Galesinus, Apostolic Protonotary.

St. Fructuoso and two others carried by angels to paradise (A.D. 259). St. Fructuoso and his two deacons, Augurius and Eulogius, were burnt to death by the command of Gallienus, in Tarragon. Babylas and Mygodion, domestics of the governor, and also the daughter of Emilian the governor, affirm that they distinctly saw the three martyrs ascending to heaven, escorted by a host of angels carrying crowns. Emilian could see nothing of the kind, although his attention was directed to the spot by his daughter. "Il ne vit rien, son infidélité l'en rendant indigné."—Les Petits Bollandistes (7th edit. 1880), vol. i. p. 505.

The soul of St. Paul the hermit carried by angels to paradise (A.D. 341). St. Antony left St. Paul the hermit to fetch a cloak; and on his return, saw amidst a host of angels, prophets, and apostles, the spirit of the hermit, shining like the sun and white as driven snow, buoyed upwards, till the clouds received it out of sight. St. Antony, who was over ninety years of age, used to tell how he ran the rest of the way, or "rather flew as a bird," and entering the hermit's cave saw there the lifeless body. He wrapped it in the cloak, and would have buried it, but had no spade. Man's extremity is God's opportunity, for while Antony was pondering the matter over in his mind, lo! two lions came running to the cave. Antony trembled with fear, but the wild beasts showed by unmistakable signs that they meant him no harm. They went to look at the dead body, and then retreated to a small distance, and proceeded to scratch a deep hole in the earth. When the hole was large enough and deep enough for a grave, the industrious beasts, twisting their tails around the dead body, carried it to the hole, and covered it with earth. Having finished their task, they went mournfully to St. Antony, licked his hands and feet, and lowered their
heads for a blessing. Antony gave them a blessing, and the lions slowly and mournfully returned to their forest lair.—St. Jerome, Vita S. Pauli, Eremita, A.D. 375.

The executioner saw the soul of Peter the exorcist carried up to heaven. When St. Peter the exorcist and St. Marcellinus were beheaded, the executioner declared he saw their souls, arrayed in white, borne up to heaven by the hands of angels.—Archbishop Ado, Martyrology.

The soul of St. Siviard carried to heaven by St. Peter and St. Paul (A.D. 687). À sa mort [i.e. St. Siviard], un des frères vit sa sainte âme, toute brillante de lumière, entre les princes des apôtres, St. Pierre et St. Paul, qui la conduisaient au ciel.—Les Petits Bollandistes, vol. iii. p. 89.

St. Titus carried at death by angels to paradise. When St. Titus died, Peter de Natalibus tells us "he saw angels descend from heaven in a glorious train to fetch home his immortal soul, and the face of the dead saint was radiant at their approach." The body of St. Titus was kept for a time in the cathedral of Gortyna, but is now among the "sacred treasures" of St. Mark’s, in Venice.—Baring-Gould, Lives of the Saints, vol. i. p. 56.

Angels, in the form of butterflies, carry the soul of St. Vincent Ferrer to paradise (A.D. 1419). At the moment of the decease of St. Vincent Ferrer, the windows of his chamber flew open of their own accord, and a crowd of winged creatures, no bigger than butterflies, very beautiful and purely white, filled the whole house. As the saint gave his last sign, these winged creatures suddenly disappeared, leaving behind them an exquisite perfume. Every one was convinced they were angels, who had come to carry in triumph the soul of the saint to the paradise of God.—Les Petits Bollandistes, vol. iv. p. 240.

Angels entertained unawares.

Hier. xiii. 2. Be not forgetful to entertain strangers: for thereby some have entertained angels unawares.

Gen. xxi. 2-33. Abraham in the plains of Mamre entertained three strangers, and discovered that his guests were three angels sent by God to overthrow the cities of the plain.

Gen. xix. 2, etc. Lot entertained two strangers, which proved to be two angels sent to deliver him from the destruction of Sodom.

St. Cuthbert, entertaining strangers, entertains an angel unawares (seventh century). Eatas, abbot of Mailros, being called to govern the new abbey of Rippon, took Cuthbert with him, and committed to him the very difficult task of entertaining strangers. Once at least, in the execution of this office, St. Cuthbert had the honour of entertaining an angel, who, in return of his hospitality, left on the table three loaves of bread, of such exquisite whiteness and taste, there could be no doubt of their being "bread from heaven."

This was not the only time, by many, that he enjoyed the good offices of angels, for he often saw them, often conversed with them, and was often fed by them. Before he entered the priory of Mailros, he was healed by an angel of an abscess in the knee, which prevented his walking; and on his return from Rippon to Mailros, he was, contrary to all expectation, cured by an angel of the plague.—Bede, Church History, bk. iv. chap. 27-32; Acta Sanctorum, March 20.

Angels have Charge of the Saints. (See Susanna and the Elders.)

Psalm xcii. 11. He shall give His angels charge over thee, to keep thee in all thy ways.

Psalm xxxiv. 7. The angel of the Lord encampeth round about them that fear Him, and delivereth them.

Gen. xix. 15. When God was about to destroy Sodom, His angels took Lot, and Lot’s wife, and their two daughters by the hand, and led them beyond the city that they might be safe from harm.

Dan. iii. 28. When Shadrach, Meschach, and Abednego were cast into the fiery furnace by order of Nebuchadnezzar, the Lord sent an angel "to deliver His servants who trusted in Him."

Dan. vi. 22. When Daniel was cast into the lions’ den, king Darius next morning went to the cave, and said, O Daniel, servant of the living God, is thy God . . . able to deliver thee from the lions? And Daniel replied, O king . . . my God hath sent His angel, and hath shut the lions’ mouths; [so that] they have not hurt me.

Matt. xviii. 10. Take heed that ye despise not one of these little ones; for I say unto you, that in heaven their angels do always behold the face of My Father which is in heaven.

St. Euphrasia protected by angels from the malignity of Satan (A.D. 412). St. Euphrasia was, on one occasion, pushed by the devil into a pond, but her good angel held her above water, till assistance came from the convent, and she was drawn out.

On another occasion the devil pushed her from a third-story window to the
ANGELS SENT TO CONSOLE SAINTS.

ground, but she was neither hurt nor bruised; for God gave His angels charge concerning her, to keep her in all her ways.—Surinam, Lives of the Saints, vol. ii.

Angels charged to keep St. Francis of Paula in all his ways (A.D. 1416-1507). While St. Francis of Paula offered himself a living sacrifice to God, holy and acceptable, the Almighty exempted him from the ills that flesh is heir to. He always went barefooted over burning sands, cold snow, sharp stones, rugged rocks, gnarled roots, prickly thorns, and defiling mud; but hundreds testify that burning sands distressed him not, the sharpest stones wounded him not, the roughest rocks bruised him not, ice and snow chilled him not, thorns and briars pricked him not, and defiling mud soiled him not, because God gave His angels charge concerning him, to keep him in all his ways. Though he was always handling tools to assist his workmen, his hands were as delicate as if he had confined himself to his books. Though he never changed his habit, night or day, it had no disagreeable smell, but exhaled, on the contrary, a delightful odour. Though he practised austerities almost incredible, his face was never pinched, but plump and rosy, his eyes brilliant, his countenance serene and benevolent, and even in old age he was neither wrinkled nor grey-headed. He was an Adam, and this earth was a paradise, where he talked and walked with God and His angels.—Antonio Staramella, Letter to Pope Leo X.

An angel had charge of St. Francisca, to keep her in all her ways (1384-1440). God had given St. Francisca a guardian angel not only to keep her from the power of evil spirits, but also to guide her in all her ways. The angel never left her for a single moment; and sometimes, by special favour, her eyes were opened to see him face to face. She says she was of incredible beauty, his countenance being whiter than snow and redder than the blush rose; his eyes were always uplifted towards heaven; his long curly hair was in colour like burnished gold; his robe, which extended to the ground, was sometimes white, sometimes blue, and at other times a shining red. From his face proceeded a radiance so luminous, she could see to read her matins thereby even at midnight. Her ghostly father commanded her to show him this angel, so she took the angel by the hand, and introduced him. Her father confessor, speaking thereof in the monastery, said, the proportions of the angel introduced to him by St. Francisca were those of a child five or six years old.—From the Acts of her Canonization, May 29, A.D. 1605.

St. Marcellinus, bishop of Embrun, being pushed down a steep rock, is borne in the arms of angels (A.D. 370). The Arians were especially embittered against St. Marcellinus, bishop of Embrun, because they knew him to be their most formidable opponent. One day, a number of these "heretics" seized him, and, carrying him to the top of a steep rock, pushed him down; but angels had charge of him, and bore him in their arms to the bottom, so that he received no sort of injury.—Mons. Depéry, Hagiographie de Gap.

Angels bear up in their hands the infant Marianne de Jesús (A.D. 1618-1645). The reader must be warned beforehand that the following "historic fact" is recorded, for the edification of the Church, by no less an authority than the chamberlain of pope Leo XIII., and the book it is extracted from is of the nineteenth century (7th edit. 1880). Dom Jerome of Quito died while his daughter Marianne was a babe in arms. The mother, to solace her grief, retired from Quito to a country house, and carried her baby in her arms, riding on a mule. A brook or rivulet had to be forded, and as the water was much swollen, the mule stumbled, and the child was jerked from the mother's arms. Of course, the mother thought the babe had fallen into the stream, and as it could not be seen there, she supposed it had been carried away by the rapid current. Judge, however, of her surprise when she discovered that her babe was suspended in the air by the invisible hands of angels, and had never touched the water.—Vies des Saints, vol. vi. p. 230.

The chamberlain gives us his authority—J. F. Godescard, who died in 1800, the translator of Alban Butler into French. The reader will not need to be told that the above is not taken from Butler; No; it is given as a continuation of Ribdenetre, who died in 1611, about seven years before this wonderful child was born.

Angels sent to give Consolation. (See Harm, etc.; and Happy in Suffering.)

Matt. iv. 11. After the temptations, we are told that the devil left Jesus, and angels came and ministered unto Him.

Luke xxii. 43. In His agony in the garden, Christ prayed, saying, Father, if Thou be willing, remove this cup from Me; nevertheless...
not My will, but Thine, be done. And there appeared an angel unto Him from heaven, strengthening Him.

Angels sent to console St. Andeol in his terrible tortures (A.D. 208). When the emperor Severus was on his way to Great Britain, he stopped at Bergoiate, and, observing a great concourse of people, asked the reason. He was informed they had assembled to hear St. Andeol preach about the crucified Jesus, and he ordered him to be sent for. After trying various means to make the saint renounce his faith, and finding all his efforts ineffectual, he handed him to the torturers, who at a given signal threw him on the ground, tied ropes to his hands and feet, and by means of pulleys stretched the tendons to their utmost, and then scourged him with rods charged with points of iron. This over, they tore his flesh from head to foot with red-hot iron hooks, and, while the body was bleeding, bound it on a wheel, beneath which was a fire fed with oil. Andeol betrayed no sign of pain, but said, as the wheel turned slowly round, "Blessed be the name of God, and my Saviour Jesus, who have thought me worthy to suffer thus. Leave me not, O my Saviour, nor suffer me for any pains of death to fall from Thee." Severus, who was present all this while, "despairing, but not vanquished," now ordered the martyr to be taken to prison, and reserved for other tortures on the morrow. At the suggestion of Cericius, tribune of the Roman legions, the suffering saint was thrust into the crypt of the temple of Mars, on the bank of the Rhone. At midnight, the guards were greatly alarmed by seeing this souterrain brilliantly illuminated, and hearing thousands of voices in mysterious colloquy with the prisoner, or singing celestial music. They heard these words amongst others—"Courage, dear brother; to-morrow thou shalt be with us in paradise." They then applied healing balm to his wounds; and, when he was brought the next day to the tribunal, the emperor was amazed to find him in perfect health and joyous spirits. "Off with his head," roared Severus in a fury, "or the magician will corrupt the whole city!" A soldier, armed with a sword made of some very hard wood, such as those used by gladiators in the arena, cleft the head of the martyr, "in the form of a cross;" and so he died.—Bollandists, Acta Sanctorum, vol. i. pp. 88, 89, May 1.

This extract has an antiquarian interest. It shows that the swords used by gladiators were not of metal, but some hard wood; and furthermore, that Roman soldiers, in some cases at least, were armed with these swords. We are told by antiquaries that in the early ages the Roman swords were made of brass (or a mixed metal), and in later times of iron, but neither Adams nor Rich mentioned the wooden sword.

St. Concord, in torture, consoled by an angel. St. Concord was condemned by Torquatus, governor of Umbria, to be beaten with clubs and then hung on "the little horse" (see Chevalet), a kind of rack. As he was led back to prison, heavily laden with chains on his hands and neck, he sang praises to God on the way. At night the angel of the Lord stood by him and said, "Fear not, beloved one, but play the man; for I am with thee. The God of Israel is thy strength; His rod and His staff shall comfort thee."—See Baring-Gould, Lives of the Saints (January, p. 8).

St. Euphemia in torture visited by an angel. St. Euphemia, in the reign of Diocletian, was martyred by Priscus, proconsul of Chalcedon. She was first impaled on the eculus, or euleus (q.v.), by which all her limbs were pulled out of joint; then she was lashed to the wheel; but God sent an angel to comfort her, and he not only broke the wheel, but also slew the officers who were torturing her. The friends of the officers, greatly enraged against Euphemia, now kindled a huge fire, and cast her into the midst of it; but again the angel interposed and quenched the fire, so that she received no harm. Being taken from the fire she was cast to the lions, which mercifully killed her, but neither devoured her body, nor so much as mangled it.—Ado (archbishop of Vienne), Martyrology.

St. George of Diospolis comforted in torture, by an angel. After St. George had been racked on the wheel, by order of the emperor Diocletian, it was thought by the tormentors that he was dead; and Diocletian, who was present, said scoffingly, "George, where is now thy God? Why does He not help thee?" So saying he left the dungeon, and went to the temple of Apollo to pay his adorations. Scarcely had he passed the prison gate, when a loud peal of thunder was heard, and a voice came from the cloud, saying, "Fear not, O man of God, for I am with thee. Stand fast in the faith, and many shall be brought to the knowledge of God by thy example." Then appeared to the martyr an angel, who loosed him from the wheel, healed his wounds, and bade him proceed without delay to the temple of Apollo and show himself to the emperor.
Diocletian was thunderstruck at seeing him, and could scarcely believe his eyes; but the empress Alexandra and the two chief captains of the imperial guard were converted to the faith, saying, "No other god can deliver after this sort."—Pascirates (an intimate friend of St. George, and an eye-witness of his sufferings).

St. Julian comforted by angels. In the great persecution of Diocletian, St. Julian was seized, and subjected to most cruel tortures. Between which the governor Marcian ordered him to be laden with chains and dragged about the city. In one of these parades the martyr was led past the school where the governor’s son, Celsus, was placed, and the boys were turned out to see him pass. As he came down the street, Celsus cried aloud, "I see angels comforting him, and holding out to him a crown of glory."

This vision had such an effect upon the lad, that he ran up to the martyr and kissed his feet. Marcian was furious, and ordered both Julian and Celsus to be thrust into a noisome dungeon; but the dungeon was instantly redolent of celestial odours, and illuminated with a divine light, so that the keepers marvelled greatly, and became converts to the new faith.—The Bollandists, Acta Sanctorum.

The writer says, "We saw down what we ourselves saw with our own eyes."

St. Lawrence, under torture, strengthened by an angel. St. Lawrence was racked on the catasta (g.v.), in which the limbs are drawn back and then pulled out of joint. Romanus, a Roman soldier, who witnessed the torture, went up to the martyr and said, "Lawrence, I see a most beautiful young man standing beside thee, and wiping off the blood and sweat as they fall from thee in thine agony. It is a blessed angel, Lawrence, sent from heaven to comfort and strengthen thee. There is no god like thy God, and I am resolved that thy God shall be my God, and Him only will I serve." When the martyr was taken from the rack, Romanus brought water, and was baptized by him.

—Edward Kinesman (1623), Life of St. Lawrence, p. 605.

Christ and seven angels come to console the brothers Mark and Marcellian (A.D. 285). Mark and Marcellian were twins, of noble family and great wealth. They were both married and had families. Being converts of Sebastian, they were kept prisoners in the house of Nicostratus, and condemned to death unless they recanted. Thirty days' respite was ac-
cletian as he was about to enter. "O emperor," he said, "your pontiffs deceive you. They invent many charges against us Christians; but know, O emperor, the Christians are your best subjects, who never cease praying for your conversion." Diocletian was thunderstruck at being thus addressed by a man he supposed to be dead; but, recovering from his surprise, he said, "What! is it you, Sebastian? I thought my archers had done their duty better." "Emperor," replied Sebastian, "Jesus Christ has spared my life a little while, that I may be a witness to the people of the true faith and of thy cruelty." "Off with the wretch," cried Diocletian in rage; "off with him to the hippodrome, and there scourge the life out of him." So he was scourged to death, and his body cast into the city sewer.—The abbot Corbit, Hagiography of Amiens.

An angel sent to console St. Meinrad tormented with devils (797–861). When St. Meinrad retired to his hermitage in Mount Etzel, he was beset by a band of black demons so thick and numberless that they shut from his sight the light of day. They roused in his ears the most terrible threats, whirled about him in the most frightful postures, assumed the most hideous forms conceivable, and made such an uproar it seemed as if all the trees of the forest were being blown down with a crash. St. Meinrad remained calm, intrepid, and prayerful. Suddenly an angel descended, its face radiant, its countenance benignant. Smiling on the hermit, it said to him, "Courage, Meinrad, and trust in God; those that set their love on Him, He will deliver. Those that call on Him, He will answer." So saying, he drove the devils into the abyss, and they never after returned to trouble the man of God.


St. Sergius in torture visited by an angel. Sergius was primicerius or chief secretary of the emperor Maximian; but when Maximian learnt that he was a Christian, he plucked from him his gold chain, and, stripping him of his robes, had him arrayed in woman's garments. After sundry other torments, his feet being thrust into shoes studded with sharp spikes, he was chained to the imperial chariot, and made to run nine miles. Blood gushed from his feet along the road, and the agony was indescribable; but at night an angel came to comfort him and heal his wounds. Next day he was again subjected to the same torture, and again the angel came to heal his wounds. The tyrant, seeing himself thus foiled, commanded his victim to be beheaded. As the martyr knelt before the headman, he heard a voice from heaven inviting him to paradise, and congratulating him on his victory; and saw a company of shining ones with golden crowns in their hands waiting to receive him, as soon as he had sealed a life of holiness with a death of glory.—Edward Kinesman (1623), Lives of the Saints, pp. 816–818.

Mention is made of St. Sergius in the Second Nicene Council, Act v.

St. Theodorus of Heraclea consoled in torture by an angel (A.D. 319). When Licinius was informed that his general Theodorus was a Christian, he sent for him, and invited him to accompany the court to a grand sacrifice. Theodorus begged to see the gods before he adored them; and the emperor, thinking he had won back his brave soldier, commanded the priests to take the idols to his house. No sooner were they left, than Theodorus broke them up, and distributed the gold and silver, of which they were made, to the poor. The emperor, of course, was mad with rage, and sent officers to punish him. They first laid him face downwards on the ground, and gave him five hundred lashes on his back, with whips made of bulls' hide; then, turning him round, administered fifty more. After this, they pummelled him with flags or leaden plummets (see Flagram), tore his flesh with hooks, and canterized the wounds with torches and hot irons. Being well-nigh dead, the martyr was sent to prison to be reserved for fresh tortures. Here he was kept five days without food or water, and was then fixed to a gibbet, while men employed for the purpose stuck him constantly in all the most sensitive parts of the body, stoned him, and insulted him in every imaginable way. When Licinius thought he was dead he left him, intending next morning to cast the body into the sea. At midnight an angel appeared to the martyr, healed his wounds, and said to him, "Rejoice, Theodorus, for Christ is with you, and will never leave you or forsake you. Fight the good fight and faint not, for great will be your reward in heaven." Next day the emperor sent two centurions to take down the body and cast it into the sea; but to their
amazement they found the gibbet empty, and Theodorus in perfect health. The miracle was without gainsaying, and both the centurions were converted, with eighty of the men under them. Licinius, being informed of the affair, sent Sextus, the praeposul, with three hundred soldiers to behold the centurions and their eighty converts; but no sooner did this new company reach the spot, than they also were converted. The whole populace now took the side of Theodorus against the emperor, and shouted, "Long live the God of the Christians! The Lord He is God, and there is none else!" They would have deposed Licinius, but Theodorus forbade them, saying, "Vengeance belongeth unto God, and the wrath of man worketh not the righteousness of God." Theodorus was now carried in triumph through the city, and as he passed the state prison the chains of the prisoners fell off, the gates flew open, and the prisoners were free. Licinius, fearing a sedition, sent men to beseech Theodorus; so he died, and his body was taken to Heraclea, and buried there.—Augard, Life of St. Theodorus of Heraclea.

After Burber gives a very exaggerated account of this saint, and says, "The Greek Acts of his martyrdom, under the name of Augusus, are of no authority;" but a far better authority than Allen Burber, viz. Mgr. Godein, chamberlain of pope Leo XIII., fully contradicts this assertion, and tells us, "Le martyre de saint Theodoro fut écrit par un auteur nommé Augard, qui s'y trouve présent, et qui fut prés par le saint même de l'écrit, et de faire porter ses reliques à Rechalze pour les ensevelir dans l'heritage de ses ancêtres: et d'ordonner que, quand lui-même mourrait, on le mit dans ses sépulcres à sa gauche."—Vie des Saints, Feb. 27.

"Angels sent to succour St. Venantius in his terrible tortures (A.D. 250). St. Venantius, having reproved Antiochus for worshipping false gods, was given over to the governor's soldiers, who were commanded "de lui faire endurer tous les supplices imaginables." They first tied the young man to a post, and scourged him with such savage cruelty, that he must have died, if an angel had not come from heaven, to loose him from his bonds, and drive away the butchers; but the soldiers, instead of being touched by this marvel, only returned to their task with greater ravinery. They hung the young martyr to a tree by his feet, and burned him all over with daining torches; then, forcing open his mouth, tried to suffocate him with the smoke of the stinking brands. Anastasius, the cornicular, who was present, saw an angel, robed in white, until the saint from the tree, and heal his wounds. This vision caused his conversion, and, being baptized by Porphyry, he died a martyr. Antiochus, supposing Venantius to be dead, was not a little surprised to hear the way he had been delivered. Still hoping to bend his "obstinacy," because he was so young, he commanded him to be brought before him again; but neither threats nor promises had the least effect, so the governor ordered him back to prison, and sent a soldier, named Attalus, to try and win him over by guile. Attalus pretended he had himself been a Christian, and had given up the substantial good things of this life, for the shadowy promises of the life to come; but it did not pay, and he had returned to his senses. The saint saw at once through the artifice, and told Attalus so. Antiochus, still more angry at this miscarriage, had Venantius again brought before him, broke all his teeth, tore his gums from the jaws, and then bade his soldiers cast him into the city sewer, expecting he would soon be suffocated. Here, however, an angel came to him, drew him out, and healed his wounds, that he might be prepared for still greater triumphs. The prefect, in the mean time, died suddenly, crying with his last breath, "Venantius's God is the only true God, and those of Rome are no gods." When Antiochus was told this, he exclaimed, "The fellow will corrupt half Camerino. Take him," he added to his soldiers, "and cast him to the lions." So he was cast into the amphitheatre; but when the lions saw him, they lay fawning at his feet like lambs, and he stood in the arena, preaching the gospel of grace to the spectators, and converting many. Nothing could exceed the fury of Antiochus when he heard this, and he commanded his officers to drag the incorrigible wretch over thorns and brambles. This was done with such barbarity for two days, that he was more than half-dead; but again an angel came and healed his wounds, and again he was taken before the governor. "Cast him from the rock," roared Antiochus, "and break every bone in his skin." This punishment, however, was equally futile as the others, for angels bore him in their hands, and not a hair of him was hurt. "Away with him! Away with him!" cried the governor; "let me see his face no more. Drag him a thousand paces beyond the gates over the rocks, and have done with him." The men were so exhausted with this task that they fainted with fatigue, whereupon Venantius, making the sign
of the cross upon a large rock, there issued from the ground a spring of
delicious water. This rock and this spring still exist to attest the truth of the
miracle, and in the church of Camerino there is a carving of the saint, com-
memorating the event. Hundreds were converted on seeing these things, and
many of them suffered for their faith with their lives. At length Venantius
died; but, as he gave up his spirit, the earth quaked, thunder and lightning
terrified the people, and Antiochus, fleeing from the city in affright, died miserably.
The body of Venantius was buried with great honour, and the money of Camerino
was stamped with his image and super-
scription.

This certainly is a most marvellous story, but Cardinal Baronius tells us all that is false or overstated in some account has been corrected from this account by the Church, and that what is here recorded may be depended
on as simple unvarnished truth. His words are, "Il est vrai, que les Actes de St. Venant, martyr, qu'il a vu a Camerino, sont remplis de choses apocryphes; mais l'histoire, en a retraçée les mensonges, et nous en a donné que ce qu'elle a jugé être conforme à la vérité."—Remarques.
He has not told us how the Church was inspired to know
better than the people of Camerino, among whom the
martyr lived, suffered, and died. As far as one can judge with private judgment, nothing in the original
history could possibly be too hard to be believed, if what remains
is indeed "retracted from all falsehood," and made
"conformable to simple truth."

Angels sent to comfort St. Vincent in his
torture (A.D. 804). After being put to the "question" (q.v.) St. Vincent was
carried back to his dungeon, and laid on broken potsherds; but God sent angels to
comfort him, and his cell was illuminated with light from heaven. Then his bonds
fell from him, and the broken potsherds seemed a bed of roses and other fragrant
flowers.—Metaphrastès (from the original
Acts by the Notaries of the Church).

Angels' Food given to Man.

Psalm lxxviii. 25. Man did eat angels' food.

Angels' food given by the Virgin Mary
to St. Avoya, or Adoisa (A.D. 234). St.
Avoya, being taken captive by the Huns,
was confined in prison, because she refused to marry her captor; but Christ, whom
she had chosen for her Spouse, illumined her prison with celestial light,
and sent an angel to tell her her martyr-
dom was deferred, that by suffering she might win a brighter crown of
glory. The Saviour also told her that
the Virgin Mary would be her foster-
mother as long as she remained in prison.
Accordingly, this Mother of God and Queen of Heaven sent to her every week
three loaves of bread, kneaded by the
hands of angels. The whiteness of this
bread exceeded infinitely that used in the
palace of her father Quintian, a petty
king of Sicily, and its sweetness exceeded in delicacy and favour any food made
by mortals. In Christian art, St. Avoya is represented as receiving angels' bread,
from the hand of the Virgin, through the iron grating of a prison cell.—Arthur du
Moustier, Martyrologe des Saintes Femmes.

St. Clara has angels' food given to her
(A.D. 1446). Meditating one day on the
Saviour's fast, St. Clara resolved to drink nothing for forty days. When brought
to the brink of the grave by this absten-
cience, a cup of gold, filled with a celestial
beverage, was brought to her from heaven,
and drinking therefrom her thirst was
totally assuaged. Jesus Christ Himself
brought her, at night, a sweet drink
which sufficed for the last twelve years of her life, during all which time she
drank nothing except the wine of the
Eucharist, accomplishing thus the words of
the prophet Jerémie, "Il y aura des per-
sonnes qui ne pourront plus boire de vin, ni d'eau; et qui n'auront soif que de l'Agnneau sans tache."—Les Petits Bollandistes, vol. ii. p. 440.

Melanchthon's story about angels' food.
Melanchthon used to assert that he "knew of a surety the following fact":—A woman of Cignea sent her son in midwinter to
fetch home her cattle feeding by the
woods. The boy did not return, and
due days afterwards was found sitting in an open place of the wood where there
was no snow. He did not know that
due days had well-nigh passed since he
left home, but said he was waiting for
the night to come. When asked if he had eaten anything, he replied, "There came a man to me who gave me bread and
cheese." Now follows the marvellous
inference of Melanchthon, who naively
remarks, "This man who gave the boy food was undoubtedly an angel, for no
human creature could have supplied him
with bread and cheese in such a place in
the middle of winter." It is a pity to be
so prosaic as to ask why it was im-
possible for some rustic to give the poor
boy food. The boy certainly thought his
good Samaritan was a man, and probably
you and I think so too. The story is
told in Turner's History of Remarkable
Providence (1697).

Annunciation. (See BARENN
WOMEN; MOTHERS; etc.)
ANointing the Sick—Apparitions.

Luke 1. 11-14. An angel appeared to Zacharias, and said to him, Fear not, Zacharias: for thy prayer is heard, and thy wife Elisabeth shall bear thee a son, and thou shalt call his name JOHN. And they shall be joyful and gladness, for thy voice shall be heard at thy birth. Judges xiii. 2-5. The angel of the Lord appeared to the wife of Manoah, and told her, Thou shalt conceive, and bear a son. No razor shall come upon his head, for the child shall be a Nazarite unto God, and he shall begin to deliver Israel out of the hands of the Philistines.

Annunciation of an angel to the mother of Eucher (A.D. 687). While the mother of Eucher was in the church at Orleans, where she had gone to spend the day in prayer, a venerable man, clothed in white, said to her, "God be with you, thou well-beloved of the Lord. Thou art carrying in thy womb a son, which God has elected from all eternity to be the bishop of this city Orleans." The woman knew it was an angel who had spoken to her, and prayed that God would bless the child about to be born.—Les Petitsollandistes, vol. ii. p. 603.

Anointing the Sick with Oil.

James v. 14, 15. Is any sick among you? let him call for the elders of the church; and let them pray over him, anointing him with oil in the name of the Lord,... and the Lord shall raise him up; and if he have committed sins, they shall be forgiven him.

Mark vi. 13. They cast out many devils, and anointed with oil many that were sick, and healed them.

St. Melanius anoints with oil king Eusebius and Aspasia (sixth century). Eusebius, king of Vannes, having made an incursion into Combloucaus, put out the eyes and cut off the hands of a large number of the inhabitants. The night following, he was tormented with intolerable pains, which his physicians were wholly unable to assuage. Soon afterwards his daughter, Aspasia, suffered convulsions so violent that they were ascribed to demonic possession. St. Melanius was sent for, and said, "O king, this affliction is not unto death, but is sent in chastisement, and to lead you to repentance." Then, anointing the king three times with holy oil, he was restored to perfect health. After which Melanius went to Aspasia, prayed over her, and she also was cured. In reward of these services, the king gave St. Melanius all the land of Combleux in support of his monastery of Platz.—Guia Alexis Lobineau, Histoire des Saints de Bretagne (1724).

Apparitions.

Matt. xxvii. 52, 53. The graves were opened; and many bodies of the saints which slept arose, and came out of [their] graves, and went into the holy city, and appeared to many. 1 Cor. xv. 3-8. Christ died for our sins,... was buried, and rose again the third day:... and was seen of Cephas, then of the twelve: after that, he was seen of above five hundred brethren at once;... of James; then of all the apostles. And last of all he was seen of me also.

Acts x. 30-32. Four days ago I was fasting until this hour; and at the ninth hour I prayed in my house, and, behold, a man stood before me in bright clothing, and said, Cornelius, thy prayer is heard.... Send therefore to Joppa, and call hither Simon, whose surname is Peter;... who, when he cometh, shall speak unto thee.

Acts i. 10, 11. While they looked steadfastly towards heaven, two men stood by them in white apparel, and said, Ye men of Galilee, why stand ye gazing up into heaven? This same Jesus, which is taken up from you into heaven, shall so come in like manner as ye have seen Him go into heaven.

Matt. xxviii. 2-6. Behold, there was a great earthquake: for the angel of the Lord descended from heaven and rolled back the stone from the door, and sat upon it. His countenance was like lightning, and his raiment white as snow; and he said to the women, Fear not: for I know that ye seek Jesus, which was crucified. He is not here: for He is risen, as He said.

Dan. x. (Too long to transcribe.)

Acts xvi. 9. A vision appeared to Paul at Troas in the night. There stood a man of Macedonia, and prayed him, saying, Come over into Macedonia, and help us.

Without passing any opinion on the Biblical apparitions, every one knows that either a defect of blood (anemia), or a superfluity thereof (hypersemia), will account for almost all visions of ghosts. The unhealthy diet of the saints would be amply sufficient to make the following apparitions veritable catalepsies of the sick, but simply the effects of diseased function, from anemia or hypersemia, in the eye of a skilful medical man. The ghosts seen by Hamalet were of the former character, those seen by Macbeth of the latter. The mind or thought of the seer for the most part determines the form assumed in apparitions. There cannot be the slightest doubt about the truth of ghosts and apparitions; but at the same time the cause is well known. They are not the dead revisiting the earth, but the natural exhibits of an over-excited brain; and remember it is so with women. The eyes act as a telegraphic clock to set force in motion, but that force can be set in motion without the clock in fifty ways.

The ghost of an abbot appears to St. Peter Celestine (1221-1296). St. Peter Celestine, being at Faifolans, had great qualms of conscience about his worthiness to administer the holy sacrament, and
had made up his mind to abandon the priestly office; but the abbot of Faifola, who had recently died, appeared to him, and told him it was God's will he should continue to say mass. "As to the scruple of merit," said the ghost, "who, I ask, is worthy to administer a service so august? The angels themselves are not. Sacrifice, sacrifice, my son, but always with fear and reverence." Celestine told his confessor what the ghost had said to him, and the confessor exhorted him to obey the heavenly vision, lest haply he should be found fighting against God.

Another instance. After this vision, in 1251, Celestine retired to Mount Majella with two disciples. Here, for three years, a mysterious dove, whiter than snow, used to light on his oratory; the sound of celestial bells was often heard, especially at the elevation of the host, and not unfrequently voices were heard singing in the air. When his new church was dedicated, St. Peter Celestine saw angels, clothed in white raiments, and heard them say, "Let us go to the dedication;" and while he was celebrating the office, one of the angels let fall upon his shoulders a garment like their own.—The Admirable Life of St. Peter Celestine, pope. (From the press of the Celestines, Bar le Duc.)

St. Agatha appears to St. Lucy, and heals Euticia. Euticia, the mother of St. Lucy, being afflicted with a bloody flux which no medical skill could cure, was induced by her daughter to visit the relics of St. Agatha in Catania. When Euticia and her daughter reached the tomb, Lucy prayed that the saint would vouchsafe to intercede for her mother, that she might be cured of her infirmity. While still in prayer, St. Agatha stood before her. She was accompanied with a heavenly host of angels, and said to the damsel, "Sister Lucy, why ask of me what you can yourself give unto your mother? Make your petition to God, for be assured if He loves me, He no less loves you also. If He will hearken to my prayers, so will He unto thine. If I am honoured as a saint here in Catania, you shall be honoured as a saint in Syracuse." When Lucy had seen the vision, she rose from her knees, and found her mother perfectly restored. They gave thanks to God and St. Agatha, and then returned, filled with joy, back to their home again.—Ado (archbishop of Vienne), Martyrology. (See also Bede.)

Apparition of St. Agnes to her mother (A.D. 304). St. Agnes was brutally murdered, at the age of thirteen, by a Roman prefect, because she refused to marry his son. Eight days after her death she appeared to her mother, encompassed by a band of angelic virgins. She was dressed in a robe of gold cloth, studded with precious stones; on her head she wore a garland of pearls and diamonds, and in her arms she carried a lamb whiter than snow. She went to her mother and said, "Weep not for me, dear mother, as for the dead; but rather rejoice with exceeding joy that I reign with Christ in the kingdom of heaven." So saying she vanished out of sight, accompanied by her attendant virgins.—Mgr. Guérin (chamberlain to pope Leo XIII.), Life of the Saints, vol. i. p. 511.

An angel appears to St. Eleutherius, and brings him a pardon for King Clovis. When Clovis won the great victory of Tolbiac he was guilty of many barbarities, and Eleutherius met him at the door of the church, as he was about to enter to return thanks to God. "Seigneur king," said the bishop, "I know why you have come hither." Clovis protested he had nothing in particular to say to the bishop. "Say not so, O king," replied Eleutherius. "You have sinned, and dare not avow it." Then the king, bursting into tears, implored the bishop to entreat God's pardon for him. Eleutherius spent the whole night in prayer, and next day, at the celebration of mass, just as the host was elevated, a brilliant light filled the church, and an angel came to the bishop and said, "Eleutherius, thou servant of the living God, thy prayers are heard." So saying he placed in his hands a writing, which was a pardon of the king's sins. Clovis, being thus absolved by God Himself, rendered humble and hearty thanks to the Almighty, and made many magnificent gifts to the church at Tournai.—Les Petits Bollandistes, vol. ii. p. 601.

Mgr. Guérin subjoins this excellent remark: "The solemn remonstrance of Eleutherius, the repentance of the king, the angel bringing a pardon from heaven, whether true or not, form an admirable picture of the popular mode of thought at the period."

Three angels appear to St. Nicholas de Flue (A.D. 1417-1487). While St. Nicholas de Flue, called by the Germans brother Klaus, was engaged on his house affairs (for he had a wife and ten children), three men of venerable mien addressed him: "Tell us, Nicholas," said one of them, "will you place both your body and soul under our charge?" "I can
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place them," he replied, "only under the charge of the Lord God Omnipotent. I have long wished to live to Him alone." The three strangers looked at each other and sighed. "If," said the first speaker, "you will give yourself body and soul to God, I will promise you, when you are seventy years old, you shall be taken from the troubles of this world; and as you have carried the cross with patience, you shall bear a banner in the army of God." So saying, the three men vanished from his sight.—Henry de Gundelfingen, Life of St. Nicholas de Flore (1488).

The apparition of St. Bacchus appears to Sergius. St. Bacchus was beaten to death by lashes made of ox sinews, but after death appeared to his companion Sergius to exhort him to remain steadfast in the faith, nothing doubting. He shone with celestial glory and brightness, and spoke of the joys unspreakable which God had prepared for him, in recompense of the light afflictions which he had endured for Christ's sake upon earth. He earnestly entreated Sergius to bear patiently the martyrdom which awaited him, looking forward to the recompense of reward.—B. Kinesman, Lives of the Saints (1628, Oct. 9).

St. Barbara brings the eucharist to Kostka (1550-1568). While Stanislaus Kostka was preparing for his admission into the Society of Jesus, he was prostrated by a violent and dangerous sickness, which reduced him to such extremity that his physicians gave him over. The young man was sore afflicted, not from any fear of death, but because he had no means of receiving the holy sacrament, as his hostess was a heretic. In this perplexity he earnestly commended himself to St. Barbara, praying with great fervour that he might not die without partaking of the blessed eucharist. As he lay awake upon his bed at midnight, St. Barbara came to him, with two angels bearing the holy elements of bread and wine. The sick man received "his Saviour" from the hands of St. Barbara, assisted by the angels, and from that moment began to amend.

A similar story is told of him somewhat later on. He happened one Sunday to enter a Protestant church in which the sacrament was administered. He had entered it by mistake, supposing it to be a Roman Catholic church; but when he perceived he was in communion with heretics, he prayed God to pardon him and assist him in his difficulty. His prayer was heard as before; and God sent an angel of surpassing beauty to administer to him the sacred elements.—Peter Ribadeneira, The Flower of the Lives of the Saints.

In reading the lives or acts of the saints one thing is very striking, and that is the constant repetition of the same miracles. Thus in Theodotus the Damascus his special miracle was the multiplication of food; in Stanislaus Kostka it is the eucharist; in St. Antony the Great it is contests with Satan; in others the multiplication of food; and so on.

This is exactly what might be expected, on the solution suggested p. 13, viz. that each saint's idiosyncrasy determined the special mode or fashion of the illusion, while the fact of some sort of illusion was due simply to anaemia or hyperemia.

St. Barnabas says where his dead body is to be found. Barnabas the apostle, after being stoned to death, was thrown into a fierce fire, that his body might be consumed; but the fire had no effect upon it, and St. Mark, carrying the dead body beyond the gates of the city wall of Cyprus, buried it. There it remained till A.D. 485 (that is, 438 years), when, Nicephorus Callistus assures us, the ghost appeared to Antemius, bishop of Cyprus, and told him where his body was to be found. The bishop went to the spot indicated, and found the body, with the original MS. of St. Matthew's Gospel, the very MS. written by the hand of the evangelist himself. Both relics were taken to Constantinople, according to the ghost's request; and a church was built in Cyprus on the site where these treasures were discovered.—Nicephorus Callistus (died 1850), Church History. (See also Metaphrastes, Lives, etc.; St. Isidore, Lives of the Holy Fathers, ch. lxxxii.; Sigisbert, De Viris Illustribus, ch. xvii.; Bede, Retractiones, at the end of the "Acts of the Apostles," ch. iv.; etc.)

This MS. ought to determine once for all the questions respecting St. Matthew's Gospel, such as (1) in what language was it written. Hebrew or Greek? (2) Is the Gospel which now goes by the evangelist's name the same as the "Original MS." or greatly interpolated? (3) Are any or all of the doubtful parts in the MS.? If so, which are there and which are not? If the MS. found is genuine, it should settle all these questions; if not, it is altogether a gross and egregious fraud.

St. Benedict appears to Bruno (Leo IX.) and cures him of a toad's venom (A.D. 1002-1054). Bruno, while at school, went to visit his parents, and while asleep, a toad jumped on his face, "sucked his breath," and injected its poison into his mouth. The boy woke with pain, jumped out of bed, and called for help. No one came to his call, and in the morning his face, throat, and breast were swollen to an extraordinary degree. Several remedies were tried, but for two months the boy hung on a thread between
life and death. At length the apparition of St. Benedict appeared to him. He held in his hand a crucifix, with which he touched the boy's mouth, and all the other parts affected by the poison. No sooner was this done than the swellings subsided, and the boy felt better. In a day or two the imposthumes behind the ears broke, discharged a large quantity of corrupt matter, and the restoration to health was then only a matter of time. Bruno always attributed his cure in this case to St. Benedict.—Wibert, Life of St. Leo IX.

One thing may be taken for granted, that the toad and St. Benedites had an equal share in this melody and cure.

The ghosts of St. Dominic and of Thomas Aquinas lift St. Andrew Avellin on his horse (A.D. 1608). Riding on a hired horse one day to visit the prince Stigliano, St. Andrew Avellin was thrown on the edge of a sharp stone and greatly hurt. His feet got entangled in the stirrups, and the horse, terrified, ran off, dragging the ecclesiastic along the stony road. In this predicament the ghosts of St. Dominic and Thomas Aquinas came to his help, extricated his feet, wiped the blood from his face, healed his wounds, and set him on his horse again.—Mgr. Guérin, Vies des Saints, vol. xiii. p. 805.

The ghost of Andreas Bobola requests to be made patron of the college of Pinsk (April 19, A.D. 1702). The Jesuit college of Pinsk was threatened with destruction by the Cossacks of the Ukraine. And while the superior was pondering under whose protection to place the college, the ghost of Andreas Bobola appeared to him. It was dressed in the costume of the college, and said, "You are in want of a patron and protector; why not choose me? I am Andreas Bobola, put to death by the Cossacks in 1657, and you will find my body buried in your college." The rector searched the crypt of the college, but could find no such name as "Bobola;" so a night or two afterwards the ghost appeared to him again, and told him to look on the right-hand side of the high altar; and there, sure enough, was found a coffin bearing the name of "Andreas Bobola." When the coffin was opened the grave-clothes fell to powder, but the body was entire, though "wounded with a thousand wounds." The blood from the wounds was still fresh, the skin was soft, the flesh flexible, and the odour sweet and agreeable. "Ce fut ainsi que Dieu, par les plus éclatants miracles, préserva lui-même à jamais de l'oubli la mémoire de son serviteur."—R. P. Ollivain, Notice Historique sur le Bienheureux André Bobola de la Compagnie de Jésus.

The murder of Bobola was so horrible that it must be given in the episteme serie of the biographer. "Les Osques l'attachent à un arbre, et l'acabent de coups. Il lui passent ensuite une corde au cou, et l'attachent derrière leurs chevaux, le conduisant à leur chef, à lanov. Les réponses calmes que le martyr fait à ces barbaries l'irritent et il reçoit pour punition un grand coup de sabre sur la tête. Le mal qu'il avait instinctivement levé en air fut presque détaché du bras, mais le prêtre d'une mort infaillible. Alors les soldats se mirant de la partie. L'un lui arrachait un oeil, les autres le conduisaient chez un boucher où ils allumèrent des torches, et lui brûlèrent différentes parties du corps en lui demandant de renoncer à sa foi. Sur son refus, on l'étrangla à demeure avec de jeunes branches vertes tordues à l'avance, on lui fit une tournure en lui enlevant la peau de la tête; on le frappa au visage de façon à lui causer les dents. Sous l'horrilble et dégoûtante prétentie de lui faire une charnelle, on lui arracha la peau du dos. On emma avec une torche de paille le sang qui coule à flots de cette pleine atrocité; et pour achever de faire un monstre de cet homme dont l'aspect épouvantable même ses bourreaux, on lui enfonce des roested sous les ongles, afin de leur donner l'apparence de griffes. Après lui avoir ensuite coupé les yeux et les lèvres, on le jette sur le haut du tas de fumier. Le liebreux mêlait plus qu'une masse de chair informe et repoussante. Deux heures après, le capitaine, passant par là, l'acheva d'un coup de sabre et le laissa le 16 mai, 1657." (Bobola was bestrided by Plus IX, in 1833.)

Jesus Christ appears in person to Augustine, and gives him the name of "The Great Father" (A.D. 354-430). Jesus Christ appeared in person to St. Augustine, afterwards bishop of Hippo, and addressed him as "The Great Father." The special occasion was while he was entertaining a number of poor folk as his guests. One of the guests said to the saint, "Magne Pater Augustinse, gaude, quia Filium Dei hodie in carne videre et tangere meruiisti." Having so spoken, he disappeared.—St. Augustine, Confessions.

Christ appears to St. Catherine of Siena, and gives her a betrothal ring (A.D. 1317-1380). One day, in the eve of Lent, when all the Christian world seemed mad with folly, Catherine was alone in her cell, and cried aloud in fervent prayer, "O Saviour, give me grace that nothing may separate me from Thy great love." A voice—it was that of her celestial Spouse—replied, "Be at peace, Catherine; I will never leave thee nor forsake thee." With these words the cell was filled with heavenly visitants. There was Mary, patroness of all virgins both in heaven and earth; John the evangelist, with the eyes of an eagle and the purity of a dove; St. Paul the victorious; the learned and angelic Dominic; and king David, the model of penitent love. The Virgin, placing the right hand of Catherine in that of her Son, asked Him to give her His mystic ring. The ring was of gold, with a large diamond, and four precious
stones around it. The Saviour placed the ring on the maiden's finger, saying, "I, thy Creator, with My Father which is in heaven—I, thy Redeemer and thy Sponsor—will preserve thee pure, till that day when I come to claim thee as My heavenly bride." The vision then vanished, but the ring remained on the saint's finger. She, however, alone could see it; to all others it was invisible.—Raymond of Capua (her confessor), Life of St. Catherine of Siena.

As the ring was wholly subjective, the creation of her own brain, and not objective, of course it was visible to herself alone, but to her it was as real as the dagger seen by Rambach in the air.

Christ appears to St. Catherine of Siena to comfort her (A.D. 1817-1838). St. Catherine of Siena was subject to fits of great despondency, followed by ecstasies. In one of these desponding fits the Saviour appeared to her, nailed to a cross, as He was on Calvary. "Where art Thou, Saviour," cried St. Catherine, lovingly, "while my spirit within me was so utterly cast down?" "In thy heart, beloved one," replied Jesus; "ravished by its fidelity. There was I to sustain thee in the battle, and to save thee in the great water-floods."—Raymond of Capua (her confessor), Life of St. Catherine of Siena.

Jesus Christ and His apostles showed themselves to St. Clara (A.D. 1846). Jesus Christ one night appeared to St. Clara. He was seated on His throne of glory, surrounded by John the Baptist and the apostles, and He showed St. Clara the wound in His side.

On another occasion, as she was praying before an image of the crucified Saviour, the image said to her, "I can refuse you nothing. Feel assured that those whom you love are written in the Lamb's Book of Life."—Les Petites Bollandistes, vol. ii. p. 449.

Christ, as a beggar, appears to the mother of Columba (A.D. 1493). When Columba left her home clandestinely, being persuaded to do so by the ghost of St. Dominic, her mother was greatly distressed, and her cries brought together the neighbours to console with her. On going over the house, they were amazed to find the door of Columba's chamber had not been opened. While this search was going on, a beggar presented himself, approached the disconsolate mother, and said, "Woman, I see your heart is very sorrowful." "How so?" she replied. "I can see it," said the stranger; "but, believe me, that which has occurred, has happened by the will of God. Your daughter has leaned on a staff that can never break. Be comforted, for you will soon see the hand of God in this affliction." "Après ces paroles," ajoute le Confesseur de Colomba, "cet homme disparut, et je souçonne qu'il n'était rien moins que le Seigneur Jésus, qui, dans sa compassion, avait voulu fortifier et consoler cette pauvre mère."—Father Sebastian of Perouse (Columba's confessor), Life of Columba of Rieti.

This anecdote is very suggestive, and shows how ready the confessor was to see a miracle, and deem it nothing extraordinary. There is no reason why this beggar should not have been a human being, but a thousand why it should not be Jesus Christ.

Christ appears to the forty martyrs in prison (A.D. 820). The forty martyrs were forty Christian soldiers of different countries in the "Thundering Legion." The command of the emperor Licinius sent to Agricola, governor of Lesser Armenia, for all his army to offer sacrifice, being communicated to the 12th or Thundering Legion, then lying in Sebastâ, the forty Christian soldiers firmly refused so to disgrace Christ; and, after being punished for insubordination, were sent to prison. Here, at night, Jesus Christ Himself came to them while they were at prayer, and said to them, "He that believeth in Me, though he die, yet shall he live; and whosoever liveth and believeth in Me shall never die. Fear not them that can torment the body only, but know this: to him that overcometh will I give to eat of the tree of life which is in the midst of the paradise of God."—Acta Sancrorum. (This memoir is by Metaphrastes. See the three Discourses of St. Gregory of Nyssa, vol. ii. p. 203; vol. iii. pp. 498, 504.)

Jesus Christ and the Virgin often appeared to St. Lutgardes (A.D. 1246). St. Lutgardes was brought up in the convent of St. Catherine, near St. Trond, in Brabant; but she had no true religious feeling till Jesus Christ appeared to her in person, and, opening His breast, said to her, "Look here, Lutgardes, how ought you not to love Me? Leave the vanities of the world, and you shall find in Me the delights of divine love." These words pierced the young maiden like an arrow, and wrought a total change in her. She now lived a life of such penitence and prayer, that the other inmates of the convent said her fervour must soon burn itself out. This made her very sad; but the Virgin Mary came to console her, and
said, "Feel assured, my daughter, that those whom my Son has once received will never fall from grace." From this hour Lutgarde grew daily in greater familiarity with Christ. One day Christ asked her what wish He should accomplish for her, and she replied, "Give me Your heart." "Nay," said Christ, "rather give Me thine. "Take it, Lord, and purify it with the fire of Thy love," said Lutgarde; and an exchange of hearts was made between them. "Il se fit une union si étroite et si parfaite de l'esprit créé avec l'esprit incorré, que Jesus était toujours dans Lutgarde, et que Lutgarde était toujours hors d'elle-même pour ne vivre qu'en Jesus et pour Jesus." —Thomas de Cantimpré, Vie de St. Lutgarde.

Christ Himself appears to St. Honore, and administers to him the eucharist (sixth century). St. Honore, on one occasion, went to St. Acheolus to assist in saying mass in the chapel of the Virgin, when Christ Himself appeared to him visibly, in human form, and administered to him the holy elements with His own hands, "lui accordant ainsi la même grâce qu'il avait faite aux Apôtres, le soir de sa Passion." In memory of this event, a divine hand is blazoned in the arms of the abbey of St. Acheolus. —Les Petits Hollandais, vol. v. p. 576.

Christ appears to a priest, and bids him take food to St. Benedict, afterwards patriarch of the Western monks (A.D. 454). A holy priest of Mount Preclaro, about four miles from Subiaco, was just about to eat his Easter dinner, when Christ stood before him and said, "A servant of Mine is dying of hunger in a cavern, while you are about to indulge yourself on these dainties." The priest, hearing these words, rose at once, and, taking with him the food prepared, was conducted by the hand of God to the rocks near Subiaco, some fifty miles from Rome, and came to the cavern occupied by St. Benedict, and subsequently called "The Holy Grot." He found the saint, told him "God had sent him with food," and reminded him that Easter Day was no fast-day in the Church. So the two prayed and ate together; and, after a day of devout communion, the priest returned to his parish and St. Benedict to his cavern. —St. Gregory the Great, Dialogues, bk. ii. ch. 1.

Christ crucified appears to St. Rosa of Viterbo (1235–1282). One day Jesus Christ appeared to St. Rosa, suspended on His cross, His hands and feet nailed, His head crowned with thorns, His face black and blue, His limbs dislocated, His teeth torn off to the bone, and His body covered with blood and sweat. St. Rosa screamed, shuddered, and fainted. When she came to herself she was still unable to speak for some time, and could only gaze on the victim before her. Her veins swelled, her nerves twitched, her heart beat high, and she seemed in a terrible agony. Instinctively she beat her arms against each other, tore her hair, and, seizing a stone, struck herself on the breast and shoulders; blood gushed from her mouth, and she cried aloud, "O my Jesus, why art Thou reduced to this pitiable state? What inhuman monsters could have used Thee thus? Why—oh, why art Thou so cruelly mangled, so cruelly nailed to the cursed tree?" "It's My love, My burning love for man," He answered. "Your love for man!" she exclaimed; "then Your love for me has brought You to this pass. My sins—ah, miserable me!—my sins have done all this." She shrieked, she stamped, she tore her hair, she struck herself, and broke one of her bones with the stone. —L'abbé Barascud, Life of St. Rosa of Viterbo.

Christ and many saints in glory appear to St. Vincent Ferrier. In 1396 St. Vincent Ferrier fell ill, and every one thought he would die. The crisis occurred on Oct. 3, the vigil of the fête of St. Francis. Then was fulfilled the saying that is written, "When thou thoughtest thyself on the point to die, then thou didst rise as the star of the morning." All of a sudden the sick-chamber was filled with light of celestial splendour, and the Saviour of the world, accompanied by a multitude of the heavenly host, and with the patriarchs St. Dominic and St. Francis, presented Himself to the sick man, and said to him, "Vincent, rise up safe and sound, and go forth to preach against sin. For this end have I chosen thee. Warn sinners to be converted, for the kingdom of heaven is at hand." The Saviour then told him three things: first, that He would confirm him in grace, that his preaching might have free course and abound; secondly, that he should come out unscathed from all persecutions; and thirdly, He gave him special directions how to exercise the apostleship committed to his charge. Then touching the saint's face with His right hand, He said, "O my Vincent, rise!" and with these words the vision vanished. The sick man felt that he was restored to health, and his heart
was full of heavenly consolations.—Peter Ranzano (bishop of Lucera), Life of St. Vincent Ferrer.

This apparition recounted by Father Ranzano, the most ancient of the biographers of St. Vincent Ferrer, is substantially repeated by the saint himself in a letter addressed to pope Benedict XIII., A.D. 1611.

Apparitions of Christ and of the Virgin Mary to St. John-Joseph of the Cross (A.D. 1654–1734). St. John-Joseph had frequent ecstasies, in which state he was dead to the outer world, neither seeing, hearing, nor feeling, but resting immovable as a statue, with his face burning bright as a live coal, and a nimbus surrounding his head. In one of these transports the Virgin appeared to him, and conversed with him. One Christmas Eve “l’enfant Jésus descendait dans ses bras, et y restait plusieurs heures de suite.” (See St. Cæstian, St. Coletta, pp. 25, 28.)—Cardinal Wiseman, contributed to Migne’s Demonstrations Evangeliques, vol. xvi.

Sunday apparitions to Philip of Neri (A.D. 1515–1595). One Christmas Eve Christ showed Himself to Philip of Neri, in the form of a little child upon the altar. The beauty of the vision was surpassing thought. Philip often saw in the host a multitude of angels, and all the glory of paradise. He twice saw the Virgin Mary; once when she held up the roof of the church at Vallicella, which threatened to fall upon the congregation; and once, about a year afterwards, when he was sick, and she came to cure him.—Bull of Canonization by Gregory XV.

There is a painting of the Virgin Mary holding up the roof of the church at Vallicella.

Apparitions of Christ to St. Theresa (A.D. 1515–1582).

(1) As the love of St. Theresa for God and Christ increased, the malignity of Satan to her increased also. She stated her case to five or six masters, who told her to take more food, to associate more with the sisterhood, and to shorten her religious exercises. She followed this advice for three years, but in this period the Saviour often came to console her; and one day said to her, “Fear not, my daughter; it is I who speak. I will never leave thee, nor forsake thee.” These comforting words banished her doubts; and, no longer fearing the devil, she defied him, saying, “Come on now, with all your legion. As Christ is with me, I care not who may be against me.” Though Christ sometimes showed Himself to her in a sensible form, He more frequently manifested Himself to her spiritual eyes. Her confessor and superior, still believing these visitations to be Satanic, told her, when they appeared again, to make the sign of the cross, to turn her back, to quit her oratory, and change her place. She did as she was told; but Christ, far from thinking her rude and unloving, only loved her the more, and said to her, “You have done well, my daughter, in obeying your directors; but be assured it is I Myself who appear to you, and honour you with My presence.”

For two years the Saviour never left her side, but was ever with her to instruct, console, and fortify her. After the two years were ended, the whole Trinity abided with her for fourteen years, in a visible form—at least, so far as the immortal can be visible to a mortal. She was also visited by the Virgin Mary, St. Joseph, St. Peter and St. Paul, St. Dominic, St. Francis, St. Catherine, St. Clara, ten thousand martyrs, and many other saints of both sexes.

(2) On one occasion God the Father appeared to her, and said, “My daughter, I have given to you My Son, the Holy Ghost, and the Blessed Virgin; what more can I give?” On another occasion, Jesus Christ appeared before her, and, putting His right hand, printed with the nail, into her hand, said, “See this nail-print. It is the sign of My marriage contract with you. Ere long you shall be My bride, and nothing shall separate you from the love of God your Saviour.”

So full was her heart that she cried aloud, “O God, enlarge my heart, or it will burst with love.”

(3) When St. Theresa founded the monastery of Seville, Jesus Christ came to visit her, and said, “Thou knowest, daughter, there is a marriage contract between thee and Me. Thou art Mine, and I am thine.”

(4) One day St. Theresa knelt in prayer before a picture of Christ, beseeching her heavenly Spouse to save her from ever offending Him, in thought, word, or deed. From this moment the Lord Jesus held fellowship with her; often talking with her face to face, speaking in human speech in her own mother tongue.

(5) Theresa being on one occasion at her devotions, the Lord appeared to her with St. Peter and St. Paul. He first showed her His hands, which shone with celestial splendour; He then revealed His face; and continued with her for the space of three days.

(6) Being at mass on St. Paul’s Day,
Christ manifested Himself to her in His human form, but His body was glorified. This intercourse continued for three years, when a seraph came with a flaming dart and pierced her to the heart. The pain of this wound never left her to the hour of her death.—John (of Jesus Maria), *Life of St. Theresa*. (She left her autobiography, which was carried to the year 1560, that is, within two years of her death.)

*St. Filumena, a nineteenth-century saint, asserts her identity.* St. Filumena was wholly unknown till A.D. 1802, and where she lived, when she lived, what she did, and how she died, are wholly unknown. Never mind. In 1802 a grave was found in the cemetery of St. Priscilla, and near it were three tiles, containing these “words,” in red letters—

By changing the position of the tiles we get *PAXTE CVMFI LUMENA*, and by separating the letters into words, we get *PAX TECUM FILUMENA*. That this is the correct rendering there can be no doubt, for the “virgin martyr” herself told a priest and a nun so in a dream. She told them she was called “Filumena” because she was “Fi[lia] Lumena,” the daughter of the “Light of the World.”

In confirmation of this revelation, when the bones were carried to Magnano, the saint repaired her own skeleton, made her hair grow, and performed so many other miracles, that those who doubt the statement of the “virgin martyr” would not be convinced even if they themselves had dreamt the dream.

The ghosts of St. Hilary, St. Martin, and St. Agnan appear to St. Leontius to announce his death (A.D. 650). St. Leontius lived in the town of Mentenay, and was abbot of the monastery there. While he was still far from old age, the ghosts of St. Hilary, St. Martin, and St. Agnan appeared before him, as he was lying on his wretched pallet in the baptistery, and said to him, “Yet within three days, and we will come to carry you to paradise.” On the third day they came again, and said, “All things are ready; hasten to the feast.” St. Leontius requested a reprieve of three days, that his dead body might be wrapped in a robe which had been promised him. The delay was accorded him, and he instantly sent his nephew to a noble dame to say, “Our father

Leontius is about to quit this world, and has sent me for the mortuary robe.” “Fool that I am,” said the dame, “it is not ready; but our good father is still hale, and has many days before him. Tell him I will send the robe in three days.” In three days the robe arrived. In three days the good abbot died. In three days the same three saints came, and carried his soul to paradise.—*Ancient Breviary of Troyes.*

The ghost of St. John of Beverley confirms the claim of Edward I. to the lordship of Scotland. Edward I. founded his claim to the lordship of Scotland on these four pleas: (1) Ancient chronicles, which state that the Scotch kings paid homage to the sovereigns of England from time immemorial. Extracts in proof are given from St. Alban, Marianus Scottus, Ralph of Diceto, Roger of Hoveden, and William of Malmesbury; (2) old charters of Scottish kings, as those of Edgar, son of Malcolm, William, and his son Alexander II.; (3) papal rescripts, as those of Honorius III., Gregory IX., and Clement IV.; (4) “The Life and Miracles of St. John of Beverley.” The extract referred to in the last plea runs thus: “In the reign of Adelstan, the Scots invaded England, and committed great devastation. Adelstan went to drive them back, and, on reaching the Tyne, found that the Scots had retreated. At midnight the ghost of St. John of Beverley appeared to Adelstan, and bade him cross the river at daybreak, for he should assuredly discomfit the foe. Adelstan obeyed the vision, and reduced the whole kingdom to subjection. On reaching Dunbar in his home march, Adelstan prayed that some lasting sign might be vouchsafed him to satisfy all ages that God, by the intercession of St. John of Beverley, had given to England the kingdom of Scotland. Then struck he with his sword the basaltic rock near the coast, and the blade sank into the solid stone “as if it had been butter,” cleaving it asunder an ell or more. As the cleft remains to the present hour, none can doubt or dispute the justice of the plea.—Rymer, *Foedera*, vol. i. pt. ii. p. 771.

The ghost of St. John Nepomuck pleads the cause of a woman unjustly condemned. A lady of noble birth was unjustly cast in a lawsuit, and memorialized the emperor Leopold. She put her memorial on the altar of St. John Nepomuck, while she attended mass; and, after the service was over, she found her document had
disappeared. Four days afterwards the lady put another memorial on the same altar; and, when she returned to take it up, discovered in its stead her original paper, signed with the emperor's name, reversing the sentence. This schedule had gone from Prague to Vienna and back again in four days, which was impossible, except by miracle. On further inquiry it was found that St. John Nepomuck, who had been some time dead, had pleaded her cause, and obtained the emperor's signature to the remonstrance.—Acta Sanctorum (Bollandists), vol. v. p. 600.

The ghost of St. Martin appears to Hervéus of Tours (A.D. 1021). Hervéus, having restored the grand basilica of Tours, prayed St. Martin to celebrate the day of opening with some great miracle. St. Martin appeared to him and said, "My very dear son, what you ask you shall receive, and more too; but as for miracles, those already wrought will suffice for the present. Now is the reaping time, and your prayer should not be for miracles to convert souls, but for converted souls, fit for God's garner. As for me, I will not cease to pray God on your behalf. Many are too much attached to the things of this world, and my prayers have obtained (with great difficulty) the salvation of some of these. In regard to yourself, my dear son, finish the work you have taken in hand; and believe me when I say, that it is a work most pleasing and acceptable to God." When the clergy were assembled for the dedication of the church, Hervéus repeated to them the words of the apparition.—L'abbé Rolland (honorary canon of Tours), Life of Hervéus.

The archangel Michael appears to St. Hubert of Brittany (A.D. 714). After the death of his parents, St. Hubert longed to join them in paradise; and one day while he was in his garden (since called St. Hubert's garden), he knelt on a stone, and prayed God to take him to Himself. The archangel Michael was instantly at his side, told him his prayer was heard, and that God would remove him from earth to heaven within three days. His joy was boundless, but, when he told his vision to the monks, sorrow filled their hearts.—Acta Sanctorum (Bollandists), vol. viii. May 30.

St. Michael appears to the bishop of Siponto, when he commanded him to build a church and dedicate it to St. Michael. The legend is this: In the pontificate of Gelasius I, there was a man named Gargano, very rich in cattle, who happened to lose a bullock. After long search, Gargano came to a cave, which the men with him refused to enter; but one of them shot an arrow into the cave, and the arrow, after penetrating the cave, returned back to the shooter. This seemed very strange; and the bishop of Siponto, who was one of the searchers, prayed and fasted for three days, that the mystery might be revealed to him. At the expiration of that time St. Michael appeared, and informed him that he (St. Michael) was himself in the cave when the arrow was discharged therein, and that it was he who had turned it back again by his own hand. He then commanded the bishop to build a church on the site of this miracle, and dedicate it to "St. Michael and all angels." The bishop then entered the cave, and found it fitted up like a beautiful chapel; so he celebrated mass in it, and many miracles made it noted. Subsequently a church was built on the site, called Mount Gargano, from Gargano, the farmer whose bullock was lost, but the name was changed to St. Angelo's Mount, from the "apparition of St. Michael." This mount is in the Capitanate, near Manfredonia, in the kingdom of Naples.—Edward Kinesman (1628), Lives of the Saints, p. 811.

St. Januarius appears to an old man according to a compact. A certain old man requested St. Januarius to leave him some memento of his martyrdom, which Januarius promised to do. After he was beheaded, the saint made his appearance to this old man, and gave him the napkin wet with blood, which had been bound over his eyes at execution. The old man showed the napkin to the officers, who recognized it, and vouched for its identity.

At the very hour of execution, the devil seized Timotheus, the governor of Beneventum, who had ordered Januarius to be put to death, and, after tormenting him, killed him, and cast him into the bottomless pit.

The mother of Januarius saw in a vision the death of her son, and thanked God that he was deemed worthy of a martyr's crown.—The Roman Brewery and Martyrology.

St. Peter appears to St. Amandus, and assigns him work in Gaul (A.D. 594–694). While St. Amandus was waiting for a
The ghost of St. Thomas of Canterbury appears to St. Catherine of Bologna (A.D. 1418–1463). One day St. Catherine, weary of work, fell asleep in her prayers, when St. Thomas of Canterbury appeared to her, clad in his pontifical robes, and told her that she was not to wear herself out, even with prayer and good works; that she was now to relax a little, that she might renew her strength, and return with more vigour to her duties. He then gave her his hand to kiss, and vanished from her sight.—Paletti (of the Order of St. Francis), Life of St. Catherine of Bologna.

The ghost of St. Vaast extinguishes a fire (sixth century). Some years after the death of St. Vaast, bishop of Arras and Cambrai, a fire broke out in the house where he used to dwell, and threatened to destroy the whole town of Arras. A woman named Abita invoked the name of the deceased prelate to assist in putting out the conflagration. Whereupon she saw St. Vaast in the midst of the flames, commanding them to cease their ravages. Wonderful to relate, not only the chamber once occupied by the bishop was wholly uninjured, but the very bed and bedclothes were untouched. This "miracle" increased the honour in which the name of the late prelate was held.—Surius, Lives of the Saints, vol. i. (1670).

The Virgin Mary appears to St. Agnes of Mount Pulciano (A.D. 1274–1317). When St. Agnes was only fourteen years old, the Virgin Mary appeared to her, and gave her three little stones of great beauty, saying to her, "My child, before you die, you will build a monastery in my honour. Take these little stones to remind you that this religious house must be founded on the faith and confession of the high and indivisible Trinity." *

Another instance. On Assumption Eve the Virgin Mary brought to Agnes the infant Jesus, and placed Him in her arms. Agnes, beside herself with joy, took from His neck a crucifix studded with pearls. In Christian art, the infant Jesus is represented giving her the cross, as He leaves her arms.

The Virgin Mary appears to St. Bonifacius (A.D. 628–710). On the eve of the As-

* Some time afterwards, an angel reminded Agnes of these three stones, and told her the time was fully come when she ought to begin the convent. He said she was to build it on the site where she was attacked by the bears (see Ven. Aug Cor., Advers. haereses, Hilary, etc.), that she was to dedicate it to "The Holy Trinity and the Incomparable Virgin," and that it was to be of the Order of St. Dominic.—Raymond of Capua, Life of St. Agnes.
assumption, St. Bont determined to pass the whole night in St. Michael's Church. While he was deep in prayer, the Virgin Mary appeared before him in great light, accompanied by a host of saints and spirits of the just made perfect. These heavenly visitants forthwith got all things ready for celebrating mass; and, when all was in order, the Virgin was asked who was to officiate. She replied, "St. Bont, who is already in the church." On hearing these words, St. Bont leaned against one of the church pillars to hide himself, whereupon the stone pillar became instantly plastic, and the impression of the saint's body was left in it as an intaglio, which may be seen by any who choose to look for it. The angels soon found the bishop, and led him to the Virgin, who commanded him most graciously to "offer up the divine sacrifice." St. Bont instantly arrayed himself in his episcopal robes, and went to the altar. The saints assisted, and the angels took part with them in chanting the service. When mass was finished, the Virgin gave St. Bont a chasuble, and told him to take care of it as a pledge of her favour. This chasuble, a fine delicate material, remained at Clermont till 1798, when it was destroyed accidentally by fire. — *Les Petits Bollandistes* (7th ed. 1880), vol. i. p. 361.

The Virgin Mary appears to St. Caietan of Thiena (A.D. 1547). One Christmas Eve, while St. Caietan was in the Basilica Liberienne, meditating on the Incarnation, the Virgin Mary appeared to him, and placed the infant Jesus between his arms. It is thus he is often represented in Christian art. (See St. John-Joseph, St. Coletta, pp. 21, 28.) — *Les Petits Bollandistes*, vol. ix. p. 893.

The Virgin Mary appears to St. Cyril, general of Mount Carmel (A.D. 1224). St. Cyril, afterwards general of Mount Carmel, greatly distressed at the heresies which had corrupted the Church, wished to withdraw himself entirely from the society of men, that he might have only God to do with. While revolving this matter in his mind, the Virgin Mary came to him, with a face majestic and brilliant as the sun, and said to him, "My son, if you would avoid the heresies of the Greeks, seek an asylum on Mount Carmel, and follow the course which shall be shown you there." In obedience to this vision, St. Cyril sold all his possessions, gave the money to the poor, and started for Syria. At Jerusalem he met St. Brocard, prior-general of Mount Carmel, who took him to his cell, and the Virgin Mary again came to him, and told him it was here he ought to dwell, if he would escape the perils of heretical doctrines; so next day he entered the brotherhood as a novitiate.

Another appearance. When St. Cyril was made general of Mount Carmel he found the place almost a desert, but the Virgin came to him for the third time, and said, "Ere long many persons of rank will join the order, and affiliated monasteries will arise in all directions, to the glory of God, and advantage of the Church." This prophetic promise was most amply redeemed. — *Les Petits Bollandistes*, vol. iii. pp. 200–202.

The Virgin Mary and St. Joseph appear to St. Theresa (A.D. 1515–1582). While St. Theresa was building a convent, the Virgin Mary and St. Joseph appeared to her, and promised assistance; by their aid she overcame every obstacle, and brought her work to a successful issue. By the same divine assistance she was enabled to build fifteen religious houses, all well known in Spain. — John (of Jesus Maria), *Life of St. Theresa*.

The Virgin Mary appears to St. Julian, bishop of Cuenca, on the day of his death (Jan. 28, 1207). St. Julian, being sick unto death, was laid in ashes on the floor of his cell. Presently the Virgin Mary, surrounded with angels and a company of virgins, entered the cell, singing these words: "Lo! here the man of God, who lived not unto himself, but to the Lord! Alleluia!" Then came the Virgin forward and said to him, "Beloved of my Son, take this lamp, the symbol of virginity, so well guarded by thee throughout all thy life, and enter into the joy of thy Lord." The words were scarcely uttered, when a palm branch proceeded from his mouth, whiter than snow. Up, up it shot, with marvellous rapidity, till it reached the sky, and its top was hidden out of sight. When it pierced the sky, celestial music was distinctly heard. So died St. Julian, bishop of Cuenca, Jan. 28, 1207. — *Acta Sanctorum* (Jan. 28). This life was abridged from the Bollandists by P. Giry. The chamberlain of pope Leo XII. repeats the above in his *Vies des Saints* (7th ed. 1880), vol. ii. p. 50.

One is tempted to believe that the incidents above recorded must be allegorical, but they are given by the authors referred to above as historic facts, and not the slightest blist is made to lead the reader to suppose otherwise.
The Virgin and Child appear to Stanislaus Kostka (sixteenth century). During sickness, and towards the close of his life, the Virgin Mary appeared to St. Stanislaus Kostka. She had her Child in her arms, and regarded the sick man with the sweetest graciousness. When she vanished, she placed the Child on Kostka’s bed, and left Him there. From this moment he began to amend, at which the physicians marvelled; but he went on gathering strength daily, till he was wholly convalescent.—Peter Ribadeneira, The Flower of the Lives of Saints.

The Virgin and Child appear to Jeanne Marie de Maillé (A.D. 1332-1414). When Jeanne Marie de Maillé was only eleven years old, the Virgin Mary, bearing the Infant Jesus on her left arm, appeared to her. In her right hand she carried a vessel filled with drops of the Saviour’s blood, and sprinkled some of it on the young girl, who from that moment was more vividly alive to the mysteries of the cross, and the atoning sufferings of Christ. From that day Jeanne Marie carried in her bosom a crucifix painted on parchment, which she often wept over.—L’abbé Rolland, Life of Jeanne Marie de Maillé.

Apparition of the Virgin to several children in Pontmain (Jan. 17, 1871). The last apparition of the Virgin Mary, if we except that of Ballyragget, in Ireland, in 1881, was at the close of the Franco-Prussian War, Jan. 17, 1871. This case is recorded at length by Mgr. Guérin in his Vies des Saints, vol. i. pp. 444-450, and is certified by M. Léon Guiller, secretary of the bishop of Laval, who writes this declaration:—(1) We decide “que l’Immaculée Vierge Marie, Mère de Dieu, a véritablement apparu, le 17 Janvier 1871, à Eugène Barbedette, Joseph Barbedette, François Richer, et Jeanne Marie Lebozé, dans le hameau de Pontmain.” (2) In consequence of this apparition he says, “Nous autorisons dans notre diocèse le culte de la bienheureuse Vierge Marie, sous le titre de Notre Dame d’Espérance de Pontmain.” (3) Nous avons formé le dessein d’élever un sanctuaire en l’honneur de Marie sur le terrain même duquel elle a daigné apparaître.” Mgr. Guérin’s narrative is “imprimé avec la permission de Mgr. l’évêque de Laval;” and Mgr. Guérin is himself “Camérier de sa Sainteté Léon XIII.” This, therefore, has the highest sanction which the Catholic Church can give. It was previously submitted to certain “Docteurs-Médecins appelés à émettre leur jugement sur les circonstances.” Also to a commission “de théologiens chargée d’étudier le fait précité au point de vue de la théologie.” It was demonstrated by them that the apparition could not be attributed “ni à la fraude ou à l’imposture, ni à une hallucination, ni à un état maladif des organes de la vue chez les enfants, ni à une illusion d’optique.” Who were the persons who saw the apparition? Let us see what the chamberlain says. Eugène Barbedette was the second son of a small farmer living in the village of Pontmain, in the diocese of Laval. He was twelve years old, and his brother Joseph was ten. The other two were children from neighbouring cottages, called in to witness the sight. The parents of the children, the pastor of the village, Sister Vitaline, the abbot Guérin, all present, could see nothing, nor could any of the neighbours of outlying villages who flocked to the place. Only the children mentioned, a sick child, and a babe in the arms of its grandmother, saw the apparition. Let us now see what it was these children saw. It was a bright starlight night, crisp and frosty, when Eugène Barbedette declared he could see, just above the roof of the opposite cottage, the Virgin Mary. She was very tall, robed in blue, and her robe studded with stars. Her shoes were also blue, but had red rosettes. Her face was covered with a black veil, which floated to her shoulders. A crown of gold was on her head, but a red line was observed to run round the crown, symbolical of the blood shed by Christ for the sins of the world. Beneath her feet was a scroll, on which was written these words: “Mais priez, mes enfants, Dieu vous exaucera, en peu de temps mon fils se laisse toucher.” The persons present sang a canticle, the Virgin beat time with her hand, and when the canticle was finished the vision vanished piece by piece. As we have already observed, only children saw the vision, the oldest being twelve years of age, and the youngest an infant in arms. Many men and women, from the abbot and pastor, the nuns and parents of the children, to the neighbours all around, looked in the direction indicated, but saw nothing unusual. Well, says the chamberlain in concluding his narrative, “pour se manifester aux hommes, la Sainte Vierge a choisi des yeux simples. Simples à

* The moon was full on the 6th.
des eaux troublées, les ames pécheresses eussent mal reflechi sa celeste image.

This is no legend of antiquity, no story from books, no learned incident; it occurred in 1871, was searched into by men of science and theologians, abbots and monks, past and present, and was chronicled by the chamberlains of princes, etc. The chronicler wrote the narrative, the bishop of the diocese was satisfied with the evidence, and even ordained an annual "commemoration in perpetuity; yet, I suppose, few Protestants will be satisfied with all this array of testimony, that any "miraculous vision" appeared at Fontenay. One thing is quite certain, the children did not all see alike; for while Eugène and others spoke of the vision as that of the Virgin, another child, three years old, called it Jesus, "un souverain de beau portrait que en aide nous avait fait du divin Enfant." Whether in fact or not matters little; the narrative so attested and so related proves to demonstration that the "mode of thought" so prevalent in the Middle Ages has not died out, and that all this book is concerned with.

The Virgin Mary espouses St. Robert of Champagne before he was born (A.D. 1017). St. Robert of Champagne was the founder of Molesmes and of Citeaux. The Virgin Mary, a little before his birth, appeared to his mother Ermengarde, and presented her with a gold ring, saying, "I wish the son which you now carry in your womb to be betrothed to me, with this ring, as my spouse." Hence St. Robert was always called the "Spouse of Mary." (See St. Hermann.) —Guy de Molesmes, Life of St. Robert (also Acta Sanctorum by the Bollandists, April 22).

The Virgin Mary appears to St. Henry Suco (A.D. 1865). One morning, as St. Henry Suco was singing Maria, stella maris, the Virgin Mary came to him and said, "The more you love me on earth, the more I shall love you in heaven; and the more your heart is joined to mine, the more unitedly shall you reign with me in the kingdom of my Son."

In the time of the carnival, angels descended into his cell, singing, "Surge, illuminare, Jerusalem, quia venit lumen tuum, et gloria Domini super te orta est."—Pustet of Ratisbonne, The Life and Writings of Henry Suco, surnamed "Amandus."

The Virgin Mary appears to St. Veronica, at Milan (A.D. 1497). Veronica wished greatly to become a nun, but was disqualified because she was unable to read. To remedy this obstacle, she toiled in her peasant's hut long into the night over her alphabet and spelling; but found her labour great, and her progress extremely slow. One night, when quite disheartened, the Virgin Mary appeared before her. She was arrayed in dazzling blue, the colour of a summer sky. "My child," she said, "trouble not yourself with scholarship. The disciples of Christ are not the great scholars, but the humble minded; not those who know most, but those who believe most. Know, child, that not many wise men after the flesh, not many mighty, not many noble, are called, that no flesh may glory in God's presence. Let me give you three words, and ponder them in your heart—Faith, Hope, Charity, the greatest of which is charity." So saying, the holy mother vanished from sight, and Veronica, not long after, was admitted a sister in the convent of St. Martha, in Milan.—Isidore of Isolani, Life of St. Veronica of Milan (1518).

The Virgin Mary takes St. Hermann for her spouse, and gives him the name "Joseph" (A.D. 1280). One night, while St. Hermann was in prayer, the Virgin Mary appeared to him, at the foot of the high altar. She was accompanied by two angels of extraordinary beauty, and, calling to St. Hermann to approach, she vowed at the altar to take him for her spouse. While on earth, he was to represent Joseph, the spouse which she had on earth; and in heaven, he was to reign with her as her equal. St. Hermann modestly resisted, but the two angels assured him that such was the will of God, and that he must no longer resist the high honour of accepting the name of "Joseph the spouse of Mary. He had no choice but to submit, and was everafter so called. Even his biographers from this point of his life call him "Joseph the spouse of Mary, the mother of the King of kings."—Life of St. Hermann of Steinsfeld (Bollandists), April 7.

Mgr. Guérin, referring to this episcopal in his Vie des Saints, vol. iv. p. 276, says, "Une si admirable prédication, que nous ne trouvons point ailleurs perdue."—L'abbé Eudes, 1710, p. 539. He forgot St. Robert. While he was still in the womb the Virgin said to his mother, "Volo illum quem gestas in utero ex isto mundo anullo desparsum" (Psal. l.) (I wish to take for my spouse the son about to be born, and here is the episcopal ring).

The Virgin Mary lifts young Hermann into the gallery of Cologne cathedral (A.D. 1230). One day when Hermann, still a boy, entered Cologne cathedral, he saw in the gallery which runs between the choir and the nave, the Virgin Mary, the four evangelists, and the infant Jesus, conversing together in a most charming group. He longed to join them, but there was no ladder, and the gallery was locked. Presently the Virgin said to him, "Hermann, come up hither!" He tried to do so, but was unable; whereupon the divine mother, stretching out her hand, lifted him into the gallery, and set him next to her Son. Here he had the honour
APPARITIONS TO GIVE DIRECTIONS. [Pr. i.

of passing several hours in this divine society, which filled his soul with grace and sweetness. That this was not a dream or vision, but an actual and material fact, is manifest by a wound which he received from a nail in the balustrade. At night the Virgin lifted the boy down again, and he returned home to his parents.—Acta Sanctorum (Bollandists), April 7.

The Virgin Mary places the infant Jesus in the arms of St. Catherine of Bologna (A.D. 1413-1463). The Saviour and His mother often appeared to St. Catherine of Bologna, and manifested towards her the most tender affection. One day the Virgin placed in the arms of the saint the infant Jesus. The sisters of the convent knew that God had vouchsafed to St. Catherine this favour, by her countenance, and the sweet odour which issued from her. She was also favoured by the three Persons of the Trinity, who explained to her this august mystery.—Paletti (of the Order of St. Francis), Life of St. Catherine of Bologna.

The Virgin Mary places the infant Christ in the arms of St. Coleta (A.D. 1380-1447). To recompense St. Coleta for her tender devotion to the sufferings of the Saviour, the Virgin Mary placed between her arms the body of Jesus, all bloody, as if just taken from the cross. From this moment she daily felt at midday the pangs of Calvary. (See St. Cajetan, p. 26.)—Acta Sanctorum, vol. i. March, p. 553.

Father Ignatius, in his Histoire des Merveilles de l'Abeille, p. 614, gives an engraved tablet from the church of St. Giles, Abbeville, with the following inscription:—

Sta. Coleta, Vierge,
Priez la tres-sainte Mère de Dieu d'intercéder pour
Les Pécheurs et sur son fil,
Elle luy apparut tenant le petit enfant Jésus.
Tout saint dans un plat, et luy dit:
Comment prierai-je, mon fils, pour ceux qui te
Dénomment par leurs offenses.

The Virgin Mary places the infant Jesus in the arms of St. Hermann (A.D. 1290). The Virgin Mary, having taken St. Hermann for her spouse, and changed his name to Joseph (p. 27), enacted with him the early scene of Christ's childhood, to give reality to this espousal. Thus, as Joseph her real spouse nursed the child Jesus, the Virgin gave to Hermann the infant Jesus to nurse. As Joseph carried the infant Jesus into Egypt, the Virgin gave the infant Jesus for Hermann, her second spouse, to carry. The biographer says, "We find no other saint enjoyed the prerogative of being the accepted spouse of the Mother of God."—Life of St. Hermann of Steinfeld (Bollandists), April 7.

The souls of the dead appear to Henry Suzo (A.D. 1865). The souls of the dead used to come to Henry Suzo in the form of angels, and talk to him about heaven and hell. Amongst others, the soul of Eckard visited him, and told him, saying, "I am in heaven, in joy unspeakable and full of glory, being transformed to the likeness of God Himself." Henry asked him what state on earth should be cultivated in order to arrive at such blessedness. The soul of Eckard replied, "Renounce self, and confide blindly on God. Count everything that happens as sent by God, and nothing as sent from man, except as the messenger of God. Be patient, be loving even, to those who spitefully use you and persecute you. Try to be perfect, as your Father in heaven is perfect." Henry asked another soul what state on earth is the most lamentable, and it answered, "To be abandoned by God, and to live to please one's self rather than to please God."—Pusset of Ratisbonne, The Life and Writings of Henry Suzo, surnamed "Amandus."

The above instances are not a hundredth part of those I have met with in my reading. But what is described in pt. iii. will amply suffice to show the prevalence of this especial hallucination; for I suppose no one who reads this book will consider these apparitions to be objective and not subjective.

There can be no doubt that the seers of the apparitions set down in this group actually saw what they described, as a traveller actually sees a lake in a desert when he looks only on a mirage. It is not the sight that is deceived in these cases; the whole fault lies in the judgment or mental inferences, which do not take into account all the facts involved. A right judgment which takes in the whole case forms a realistic inference, but a faulty judgment which has not exhaustively sifted the subject forms a derivative inference. The traveller who sees a lake in a mirage, and the saint who sees the apparition of Christ, the Virgin, or some saint, honestly sees the phenomena, but his mental inferences are incorrect, because they do not take into account all the facts involved. Let the traveller tell his vision to a natural philosopher, and the seers of apparitions tell their visions to a medical man, and the former would instantly be told his lake was a mirage, and the latter would be told their apparitions were abnormal functional action arising from diseased action.

Mr. Green, in his History of the English People, speaking of St. Dunstan, says, "A traveller coming in his white mantle over the hills to tend Gikibert, who had injured his knee, seemed to the lad to be an angel. The boy's shepherd life carried him to the bleak uplands, and here he saw a vision of the night; it became to him complete visions of angeic spirits carrying the soul of Aldan to heaven" (p. 24, 45).

Apparitions to give Directions about their Dead Bodies.

The ghost of Patrocles appears to Achille, to request that his body may be buried. Patrocles was killed in battle by Euphorbus and Hector. At night, while Achille slept, the ghost of his friend came to him and said, "What! can you sleep, while your best friend lies in death unburied?" Haste, and give me burial, that I may pass the gates of Hades.
Thou art thyself about to die under the walls of Troy, and refuse not my last request. Bury not my bones apart from thine, but let us both be laid in one common tomb." To this Achilles answered, "I will perform minutely all thou hast enjoined." Then, trying to embrace his friend, the ghost slipped from his touch, and vanished out of sight.—Homer, Iliad, bk. xxiii. vers. 65, etc.

To Protestants the extraordinary care taken by Christians to bury the dead, to collect the bones and ashes of martyrs for interment, and the frequent apparitions of the deceased to secure for themselves the honour due to their dead bodies, are matters of wonderment; but with (Roman) Catholics "the burial of the dead" is the highest "corporeal work of mercy" (see Intro.), and this will fully account for the numerous miraculous appearances in defence of this dogma. In Egypt not to be buried was infamy; the Greeks and Romans looked on the burial of a dead body as essential to its happiness in the world of shadows.

John the Baptist reveals the place where his head was buried. St. Jerome tells us that the disciples of John the Baptist buried the headless body in Sebaste, in Samaria, between Elias and Abdias. He adds that many miracles testified how highly God honoured the great forerunner of the gospel, for many who were sick were cured by the sacred relic, and many who were possessed were exercised by it.

Rufinus, in his Ecclesiastical History, informs us that Julian the Apostate, being annoyed by these constant miracles, had the body disinterred and burnt to ashes; but that certain Christians secreted some of the bones, and sent them to Philip, bishop of Jerusalem, and Philip sent them to the patriarch of Alexandria.

This is repeated in the Tripartite History.

The same historian (Rufinus) tells us that Herodias buried the head of the Baptist in the palace of Herod, and there it remained hidden, till John the Baptist himself told some religious men where to find it. These men went to the place indicated, and found the decapitated head wrapped in the same garment of camel's hair which the prophet was accustomed to wear in the wilderness.

Simian Metaphrastes and many others repeat this story, but some tell us how the camel-hair garment got there. It cannot be supposed that it was put on the charger when the head was handed to Belkome, nor can it be supposed that Hercules sent it out of any reverence or superstition regard for it. These "little" difficulties have no root or foundation in the history of the ancient world. However, John the Baptist himself told the "finders" that the head was his, and what better authority can be required? If he and tell us anything, should we not believe him?

The ghost of St. Angelus gives directions about his funeral to the archbishop of Palermo (A.D. 1225). St. Angelus was murdered by some assassins of count Berenger at Alicata, in Sicily, May 5, A.D. 1225, and his ghost appeared the same day to the archbishop of Palermo, informing him that he was gone to heaven, and requesting him to see that his dead body was properly interred in the very spot where he was murdered. The archbishop complied with this request, and made a funeral for the martyr consistent with his saintly reputation.—Mgr. Guérin, Vies des Saints, vol. v. p. 344 (7th edit. 1880).

St. Eleutherius appears to St. Thecla to give directions about his relics (nineth century). One night St. Thecla saw a venerable old man come to her; he was of majestic port and great gravity. His hair was quite grey, and his clothing shone like the sun. It was St. Eleutherius, bishop of Tournai three centuries ago. Calling St. Thecla by her name, he bade her call on Heidilon, the then bishop, and tell him to go to Blandain, and take his relics from the grave, which he would find close by the altar of St. Peter. The aged Thecla, thinking this vision might be only a dream, prayed that God would make known to her His will on the subject. St. Eleutherius appeared to her a second and a third time, when, no longer doubting the mission, she went to the bishop of Tournai, and told him what had passed. Heidilon received the communication with great joy, made it known to his principal clergy, and appointed a day to carry out the saint's request. Having called together many prelates, abbots, and other clergy men, they went in grand procession to Blandain, and raised from the earth the relics of the ancient bishop of Tournai, according to his bidding. Many miracles solemnized the event; amongst others, the venerable Thecla, whose sight was dim with age, recovered the quick vision of her younger days.—L'abbé Destombes, Vie des Saints de Cambria et d'Arras.

St. Fructuosus appears to his brethren to command them to restore his ashes. St. Fructuosus, bishop of Tarragona, in Spain, after his martyrdom appeared to his brethren, and requested them to restore his ashes, which they had taken away as relics, that all might be laid in one place.—Acta Sanctorum (Jan. 21).

Gamaliel tells Lucian the monk where to find the body of St. Stephen and others (A.D. 415). In the [Roman] Catholic Church, Aug. 3 is dedicated to the discovery of the bones of St. Stephen, the first martyr, 415 years after he was
stoned to death. It cannot but be interesting to know how these bones were identified, and as such high authorities as St. Augustine, Orosius, and a dozen others vouch for the truth of the following "facts," the mouth of gainsayers must be stopped. The subjoined account is epitomized from the Rev. Alban Butler's Lives of the Saints, vol. ii. pp. 183-186.

The place of the burial of St. Stephen, the first Christian martyr, was wholly unknown till the year A.D. 415, when it was revealed to a priest named Lucian, "while sleeping in his bed in the baptistery of Caphargamala, in the diocese of Jerusalem."

On Dec. 8, A.D. 415, at about nine o'clock at night, Lucian saw a tall, comely old man, with a long white beard, and a gold wand in his hand. He was clothed in a white robe edged with gold, and thickly covered with crosses. This venerable apparition having informed the monk that he was Gamaliel, who had instructed Paul the apostle in the law, bade him go without delay, and tell bishop John to open certain graves in the vicinity, and he would find the relics of Stephen the first martyr, Nicodemus who came to Jesus by night, himself, and his younger son Abibas.

As Lucian did not obey the order, the ghost repeated its visits on the two succeeding Fridays; and Lucian, no longer in doubt, went to the bishop and revealed to him the vision. The bishop ordered search to be made amongst a heap of stones in the neighbourhood, but a monk named Migetius said the "tombs" were at Debatia, and were those of an old man, a young man, and two others. Thither, therefore, the searchers went, and found the four bodies, as Migetius had said. The four bodies were deposited in four coffins, and the names on the coffins were Cheliel, Nasam, Appan, and Dardan. There could not be a shadow of doubt that these names stood for "Stephen, Nicodemus, Abibas, and Gamaliel." True, they are not much alike, but that is of small moment; there were the four bodies, and they must be the four which the vision spoke to Lucian about in the baptistery.

The bishop John had brought with him two other prelates, and on opening the coffin of Cheliel the "odour of sanctity" was quite perceptible; and the identity of Cheliel with Stephen was still further confirmed by the number of miracles performed by contact with the body. So Lucian and the three bishops were fully satisfied, and as they lived only 415 years after the death of Stephen, it is manifestly unreasonable for persons living 1500 years later to doubt such respectable authority.

But to continue. Bishop John claimed Cheliel's relics for the church of Jerusalem, and the three other coffins were left at Caphargamala. Now occurred another miracle to make assurance doubly sure. When Cheliel's (i.e. Stephen's) relics were taken from the "place of the four tombs" to Zion Church, at Jerusalem, "a heavy rain fell." This extraordinary "miracle" removed every vestige of doubt.

Butler tells us that this account is given by Lucian himself; that Lucian's letter was translated into Spanish by Avitus, a friend of St. Jerome, and was attested by Chrysippus, a priest of Jerusalem, the two chroniclers Idatius and Marcellinus, Basil bishop of Scleucia, St. Augustine in his City of God, and many others. The discovery was made Dec. 8, A.D. 415, and therefore the Invention of St. Stephen is held on Aug. 8. They must be hard indeed to convince who doubt such a logical sequence of evidence as this.

The whole tale occurs also in Kinsman's Lives of the Saints (1623), where the "letter" of Lucian is given in extenso. The names in the letter are those mentioned above, and, to remove all doubt, Kinsman's narrative is avouched by John Floyd, pp. 550-554.

Nicodemus and Gamaliel are respectable names, but no care seems to have been bestowed upon their relics. There was something ungrateful in this neglect, seeing it was Gamaliel who revealed the locality of the relics, although it must be confessed he was not quite exact; and had it not been for the monk Migetius the bodies would not have been found. Probably in these discriminable days some may be found who think a Migetius should have been asked if he knew anything about "the vision."

St. Hilary of Poitiers directs that a new tomb be made for him (A.D. 507). St. Hilary was deposited at death in a marble sepulchre between his wife and daughter, in the basilica of St. John and St. Paul, outside the city walls of Poitiers. This was A.D. 867. In the fifth century this church was entirely destroyed by the Goths and Vandals, and the sepulchre of St. Hilary was lost amidst the ruins. In 507 a ball of fire was observed to rise from the debris and move towards Clovis, who was encamped hard by. No further notice was then taken of the "meteor," for next morning was fought the great battle of Vougiã. Not long after the battle St. Hilary appeared to the abbot Fridolin, the head of a monas-
tery close by Poitiers, told him where his body was lying, and directed him to build a new tomb for it, with the assistance of Clovis and the bishop of Poitiers. The abbot obeyed, and when the tomb was ready, a grand ceremony was arranged for the interment. The body had been sought out previously and laid for the nonce in the crypt of the new church, but on the day appointed the crypt was brilliantly illuminated and filled with a most delightful odour, and lo! the dead body raised itself, and was carried "no doubt by invisible angels," and laid in the new tomb.—Pierre Damien, Sermon on St. Hilary of Poitiers.

St. Januarius tells his disciples to hunt up his missing finger (A.D. 808). When St. Januarius was executed, one of his fingers was cut off; and while the Christians were burying the body, his ghost appeared to them, and told them to go in search of the missing finger. By the guidance of the Holy Spirit they found it, and buried it with the rest of the body.—Edward Kinesman, Lives of the Saints, Sept. 19, p. 742 (1623).

St. Longinus gives instructions to a poor blind woman about his head (first century). Longinus, the Roman soldier who pierced the side of Jesus with his spear, afterwards became a disciple, and was beheaded in Jerusalem. The decapitated head was taken to Pilate, and Pilate had it exposed over the gates of the city, after which it was cast into a sewer. Now, there lived at the time in Cappadocia, a poor old blind woman who had an only son, and this son led her by the hand to Jerusalem, under the hope that she might there recover her sight; but no sooner had she set foot in the holy city than her son died. She now saw in a vision Longinus come to her. He commanded her to go in search of his head, which was covered with silt, and told her the moment she touched it she would recover her sight and see her son. Encouraged by this vision, she started on her search, found the head in a public sewer, and recovered her sight. The night following, Longinus appeared to her again, and showing to her her son in glory, said to her, "Weep not for one in glory; but now take my head and place it in a coffin with your son, and cease not to praise God in His saints." So the woman buried the head and body of her son together in the village of Sardial, where Longinus was born.—Acta Sanctorum (Bollandists), March 18. (This is the subject of the one hundred and twenty-first figure of the Greek Menology.)

St. Lucian the Syrian tells Glycerius where to find his body (A.D. 312). St. Lucian was cruelly martyred by the Emperor Maximinus. After death, a heavy stone was tied to the right hand, and the body tossed into the sea. Fourteen days later the ghost of St. Lucian appeared to Glycerius, and told him, if he went to such and such a place, he would find the martyred body. Glycerius went with several companions to the place indicated, and there found a dolphin bringing the dead body on its back. The dolphin landed it safely and then died. This "fact" is mentioned in the hymn of St. Lucian, at one time sung by the [Roman] Catholic Church on Jan. 7, St. Lucian's Day. Two of the lines run thus—

A dolphin brought to land the treasure, And died from its excess of pleasure.

No corruption had passed on the body, though it had been mutilated by torture, and afterwards tossed about in the deep sea for fourteen days: but the right hand had been wrenched off by the weight of the stone attached to it. This relic was, however, given up by the sea a few days later, and being laid near the corpse became miraculously united to it, so that the entire body, safe and sound, was restored to the disciples. Helena, the mother of Constantine, on her return from Jerusalem, built a city on the spot of sepulture, and called it Helenopolis. The place was previously called Drepan.—Bollandus, Acta Sanctorum, vol. i. Jan. 7.

St. Maura and St. Britta give directions about their dead bodies. One day a man observed a strange light burning on a spot where popular tradition gave out that two virgins were buried. On approaching the light, it was found to proceed from a wax candle of marvellous whiteness. After standing in admiration at the phenomenon for some time, the man went and spoke of it to others. Soon afterwards two ghosts appeared to him. They were two virgins, who told him they were buried in the very spot where he had seen the candle burning, bade him clear away the brambles and nettles therefrom, and afford their bodies a decent burial. The man went about his business next day, and thought no more of the apparition; but when night came on the two ghosts appeared to him again, and told him he should certainly die before the year was out, unless he obeyed their behests. Greatly alarmed at this threat, the man
chopped away the brambles from the spot, and, having dug a few feet in depth, found two graves on which were great drops of perfumed wax. He cleared the graves, and built a little oratory over them. When his oratory was finished, he asked Euphrasius, bishop of Tours, to come and consecrate it, but the bishop wrote word back, "I am very aged, and as the weather is cold and stormy I dare not venture out." At night, the two virgins appeared to Euphrasius, and said to him, "Bishop, wherein have we offended you, that you refuse to consecrate the oratory raised over our bodies? Go, in the name of God, and perform the service required of you." Next day the bishop started on his mission. The rain ceased, the sun shone bright, the weather was delightful, and the bishop enjoyed his trip. He often spoke about the two ghosts, and used to say one was large and the other small, both were whiter than snow, and they told him their names were Maura and Britta. They are still venerated in Tours, and their fête is held annually on Jan. 28. The place where this occurred was then called Arciscum, but is now called Sainte Maure.—Les Petits Bollandistes, vol. ii., pp. 78, 79.

St. Sebastian gives directions to a certain dame to bury his body in the catacombs. (A.D. 288). The emperor Diocletian ordered St. Sebastian to be beaten to death in the Roman hippodrome; and that his body might not fall into the hands of the Christians, he commanded it to be thrown into the common sewer. But St. Sebastian's apparition appeared to a holy dame, and told her that his body was not washed away, seeing it was caught on a hook. He then directed her to rescue it, and bury it in the catacombs, near the entrance, at the feet of the two apostles St. Peter and St. Paul. The dame did as the ghost enjoined her, and continued thirty days in prayers for the dead, after her work was done.—The abbot Corbiet, Hagiography of Amiens.

St. Vincent informs a widow where to find his body. St. Vincent was martyred A.D. 308. His relics are preserved in Lisbon to this day, and his "bloody stole" is still exhibited in the church of St. Vincent, in Paris. It cannot fail to be interesting to trace out these valued relics, especially as each adventure is set down with most marvellous minuteness, by [Roman] Catholic writers of undoubted repute. Well, we are told that after great tortures the saint was removed by Dacian, the Roman proconsul of Spain, from his bed of torture to a soft pallet, on which he died. This was not done in mercy to the victim, but with a view of prolonging his slow martyrdom; and Dacian, angry that his victim had escaped his grasp, had the dead body thrown "into a stinking ditch full of the off-scruffing of the city, not far from the gates." Here it was left unburied to be devoured by wild beasts and birds of prey; but God sent a raven to watch over it, and this raven kept off the wolves and all other creatures that attempted to molest it. Dacian, being told of this extraordinary "fact," had the body wrapped in an ox-hide, heavily weighted with stones, and cast into the sea. Eumorfus was employed to execute this order, and he carried the body several furlongs from shore, before he cast it overboard; when, however, he reached land, there was the body safe enough, lying on the sands. Metaphрастês tells us that the sea, more merciful than man, rolled sand over the body and buried it. Not long afterwards, the ghost of the saint appeared to a widow, and told her where he was buried; so the widow went to the spot indicated, found the body, and carried it to Valencia. Here a church dedicated to the saint was built, and the body magnificently enshrined. In 718, the Saracens destroyed the city, and Habbaragman, king of Cordova, ordered the relics to be burnt; but somehow the body of the saint escaped, and was carried to Cape St. Vincent, where those who carried it thither intended to form a colony. Here they built a little chapel, and interfered the body in a hole under the chapel floor. In the reign of Alonso Henriquez of Portugal, A.D. 1139, four kings made war on Portugal, and Alonso, having defeated them, adopted "the quo in his device." In this battle of the four kings, some Christian slaves were taken prisoners of war, amongst whom were some from the Cape St. Vincent, who told the king about the saint's body; so Alonso sent a ship to the cape to fetch it away. It was brought safely to Portugal, and in 1147 deposited in the great church at Lisbon.

Here we have the utmost minuteness of dates and names, although, it must be confessed, the adventures are most romantic. The body was cast into the city stew and guarded by a raven; it was then carried several furlongs from shore and cast into the deep sea, being first sewed in a sack and well weighted with stones;
being drifted ashore it was buried by the
action of the waves in the sand of the seashore. St. Vincent's ghost told a respectable
widow where to find the body, and
the widow carried it to Valencia. Some
four hundred years afterwards Valencia
was taken by the Moors, who burnt all the
Christian relics; but the body of St. Vin-
cent escaped, and was carried by some
refugees to Cape St. Vincent, where it was
buried beneath a chapel. Another
period of four hundred years rolled by,
when Alonso Henriquez, being told of
the body by some prisoners of war, removed
it to Lisbon. The Portuguese are satisfied
that the body they have is that of St. Vin-
cent, who died in 303, and Jan. 22 is set
apart in honour of this wonderful saint.—
Edward Kinesman (1623), Lives of the
Saints, pp. 76–83.

Kinesman tells us his authorities are St. Isidore, Prud-
entius, Beda, and Metaphrastes; but many others have
written the life of this favourite saint. Albain Bitter says
"that this account of St. Vincent is recorded by unex-
tinguishable vouchers in Bollandus, p. 406; and that Thomas
ab Incarnatione, in his Ecclesiastical History (1729), has
a full and particular account of the whole." This history
is comparatively modern, but Mgr. Guérin, in his Vies
des Saints (7th edit. 1850), is still more near our own times,
and he repeats the same (vol. i. p. 528, etc.). If great names,
minute dates, and historic facts suffice, I know no tale
better fortified than this of St. Vincent.

The following authors have written the
praises of St. Vincent:—St. Augustine, St.
Bernard, St. Isidore, St. Leo (pope), Meta-
phrastes, Prudentius, etc. All writers of
martyrologies; and many others.

Charles the Bald gave the bishop of
Besançon two of the vertebrae of St.
Vincent, A.D. 876.

St. Germain de Prés was built by king
Childebert in honour of St. Vincent, and
he gave to it an arm of the holy martyr.
The church of the Mans had the head of
the martyr till the revolution, when it was
lost.

The démes religieuses du Charme have
two bones of the saint, one of the arm
and another of the leg.
The heart was preserved in a silver
reliquary in Dun-le-Roi, Berry, till 1652,
when some Calvinists stole the reliquary
and burnt the heart.

Vitry le Français still possesses the
forearm, which was brought from Spain
by king Childebert.—Mgr. Guérin, Vies

Appearances soon after Death.
1 Cor. xv. 4–8. [Christ was dead, and
buried, and rose again the third day], and was
seen of Cephas; then of the twelve; after that,
He was seen of five hundred brethren at once;
then of James; then of all the apostles; and
last of all by me also.

Appearances of St. John-Joseph of the
Cross after death (A.D. 1734). Scarcely
had John-Joseph given back his soul into the hands of God than he began to
manifest himself in his spiritual state.
At the very hour of his death he appeared
to Diego Pignatelli, duke of Monte
Leone, while he was walking about his
private apartment. The duke had seen
him at Naples, a day or two before, sick
almost to death, but he now appeared in
perfect health, and was encircled in light.
Greatly astonished at the spectacle, the
duke said, "Father John-Joseph, is that
you? I am glad you have so quickly
recovered." The saint replied, "I am
both well and happy," and then vanished.
His grace then sent to Naples to make
inquiries, and was informed that John-
Joseph departed this life at the very
hour he manifested himself to the duke.

John-Joseph manifested himself in
a manner still more remarkable to
Innocent Valetta. While Innocent was
asleep, he felt his arm pulled, and heard
himself called aloud by name. He woke
in a fright, and perceived a cloud of glory,
in the midst of which stood a "religious"
of the Order of St. Peter of Alcantara,
considerably advanced in age. Valetta
could not recognize the face of the
apparition in consequence of the numerous
rays of light which dazzled his eyes.
The apparition asked Valetta if he rec-
ognized him, and Valetta answered,
"No." "I," said the apparition, "am
John-Joseph of the Cross, just this
moment delivered from the bondage of
the flesh, and now on my way to paradise,
where I will never cease to intercede for
the house of Innocent Valetta. If you
would like to see my mortal remains, you
will find my body in the infirmary of St.
Lucy of the Mount." So saying he
vanished away, leaving Valetta filled
with grief and great joy. Valetta hastened to St. Lucy of the Mount, and
there found a great crowd, who announced
the death of the saint, and were not a
little amazed on hearing that Valetta...
had just seen him. This account was
given to the council by Innocent Valetta
himself, some thirty years after the
decease of the saint, when the process of
his canonization was being drawn out.

Three days afterwards John-Joseph
appeared to Father Buono, a monk of his
own order, and bade him tell the superior
to have the Gloria Patri chanted before
the altar of the Saint-Sacrament, to
render thanks to the Holy Trinity for
the favours bestowed on him.

A few days later he appeared to
Mad. Mary Anne Boulei de Verne, who
greatly desired spiritual comfort.

After that, the baron Bassano, who was
confined to his bed with a mortal sick-
ness, was favourd with a visit from the
saint, and was not only cured of his
malady, but lived many years after-
wards; and when at last he died, it was
of a complaint far different from that
which St. John-Joseph had miraculously
cured. Sending for Father Buono, the
baron recounted to him how St. John-
Josef had formerly cured him.—Cardinal
Wiseman, communicated to Migne’s
Demonstrations Evangéliques, vol. xvi.

Army of Martyrs.

Rev. vi. 9. I saw under the altar the souls
of them that were slain for the Word of God,
and for the testimony which they held.

Rev. xx. 4. I saw the souls of them that
were beheaded for the witness of Jesus, and for
the Word of God, and which had not wor-
shipped the beast, neither his image.

The following articles are interesting because they are
martyrs in groups.

The four crowned (Nov. 8, A.D. 304).
In the reign of Diocletian four Roman
citizens were scourged to death with
whips loaded with plumments of lead,
and were buried on the Levan Way,
three miles from Rome. Pope Melchiades
put them in the catalogue of martyrs,
but, not knowing their names, called
them ‘The Four Crowned,’ and ap-
pointed Nov. 8 as their fête-day.
Afterwards (we are not told when) their
names were revealed to a holy man (we
are not informed how or to whom). They
were Carophorus, Severianus, Severus,
and Victorinus.—Ado (archbishop of
Trèves), Martyrology; Bosio, Subterranean
Rome (1632), bk. iii. 8.

* * * Other four martyrs were the
illustrious Roman knights, Basilidès,
Cyrinus, Nabor, and Nazarius, in the
reign of Diocletian. They were scourged
with scorpions (q.v.) by the prefect
Aurelian, and after eight days were
executed, June 12, A.D. 305.

The four image-makers, martyrs (Nov.
8, A.D. 304). During the persecution of
Diocletian five carvers were put to
death, for refusing to make idols. They
suffered on the same day as ‘‘The Four
Crowned’’ (q.v.), were buried in the
same cemetery, their remains were tran-
slated by Leo IV. into the same church,
and they are honoured on the same day.
Their names are: Castorius, Claudius,
Nicostratus, Simplicius, and Symphoria-
nus.—Bosio, Roma Sotterranea, bk. iii. 8
(1632).

The five Minorite friars, martyred Jan.
16, 1220. Five Minorites were sent by
St. Francis to preach to the Mahometans
of the West. They preached first to the
Moors of Seville, but were banished from
Spain. Passing into Morocco, they
preached there the doctrine of the cross,
and were again banished; but they re-
turned, were scourged, and burning oil
mixed with vinegar was poured on their
wounds. The king then caused them to
be brought before him, and clove their
heads asunder with his scimitar.—Alban
Butler, Lives of the Saints, Jan. 16.

These names, according to the Roman breviary, are:
Acacius, Adjutus, Berard, Peter, and Oto.

The seven martyrs of Persia (A.D. 341–
380). Sapor, king of Persia, was the
most bloody of all the persecutors of the
Christian Church. Sozomenès, in his
Church History, reckons the number of
martyrs in this reign at 16,000, but some
writers set it as high as 200,000. The
‘‘seven martyrs of Persia’’ were: Azadè,
Aecpsimas, Joseph, Aithala, Tarbula,
Milles, and Barsabias.

Azadè was the first to fall. He was
Sapor’s chief eunuch; and the king was
so distressed at his death, that he sent
an edict to all the provinces, to confine
the persecution to bishops, priests, and
monks.

Aecpsimas was an Assyrian bishop,
eighty years of age; Joseph, a priest
of Bethcatuba; Aithala, a deacon of
Bethnuhadra.

Aecpsimas being first scourged, his
joints were pulled the wrong way till he
died under the torture. Joseph was
treated in the same manner, but, being
younger and stronger, survived, and died
in prison six months afterwards. Aithala,
after the most atrocious tortures, was
executed.

Tarbula was the sister of St. Simeon,
archbishop of Seleucia. Being tied to
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one post by the neck, and to another by the feet, she was cut asunder with a saw.

Milles was once a soldier in the Persian army; but left the service, and was appointed bishop of a small Persian city. Being brought before Horsimda, he so provoked him by his plain speaking, that the judge leaped from his tribunal, and killed him on the spot.

BASARASIA was bishop of Susa. His legs were first broken off at the knees, then at the thighs. His arms were next lopped off, then his ribs broken, his ears cut off, and his eyes knocked out, after which he was beheaded.—Assemani, Acts of the Oriental Martyrs, p. 66.

The seven martyrs of Samosata (Dec. 8, A.D. 297). In A.D. 297 the emperor Maximian, returning victorious from Persia, celebrated the quinquennial games at Samosata, near the Euphrates; and commanded all the inhabitants to repair to the temple of Fortune, in the middle of the city, to assist in public supplications and sacrifices. Two of the chief magistrates, Hipparchus and Philothéus, had embraced the Christian faith for three years; and five intimate friends, James, Habibus, Lollianus, Paragrus, and Romanus, young nobles, and senators, had only just become Christians. The emperor, being informed that the two magistrates had absented themselves, sent for them, and asked why they had not obeyed his command; being told they were Christians, he ordered them to be beaten, and put in prison. In the mean time, the other five nobles were also apprehended, and put in chains till the end of the festival. At the close of the festival, they were all brought again before the emperor, and as they proved obstinate, cords were put across their mouths and they were led away to crucifixion. A reprieve for a few days was granted, that the two magistrates might make up their public accounts; after which they were suspended on seven crosses. Hipparchus, a very old man, soon died; James, Lollianus, and Romanus expired the next day; the other three, being still alive, were then taken down, and nails were driven into their heads. The emperor commanded their bodies to be thrown into the Euphrates, but one Bassus, a rich Christian, having bribed the guards to give them up, buried them in his own farm.

The acts of these seven martyrs were written by an eye-witness; and his narrative is contained in Stephen Assemani's Acts Martyrum, vol. ii. p. 123.

(There are also the seven virgin martyrs of Ancyra, capital of Galatia. Their names were: Alexandrina, Claudia, Euphrasia, Julietta, Matrona, Photina, and Thecina. May 18, A.D. 303.)

The ten martyrs of Crete (Dec. 23). In the persecution of Decius, Crete greatly suffered, but the ten martyrs of Crete were Agathodorus, Bassilidés, Cleomenes, Eunicianus, Euporius, Evarestus, Gelasius, Saturninus, Theodulus, and Zolicus. Being apprehended, they were dragged on the ground, beaten, stoned, and spit upon. Their trial took place on Dec. 23, and they were ordered to offer sacrifice to the Cretan god Jupiter, whose festival it was. They replied, "We are no strangers to Jupiter. We can show you his grave. He was a native of Crete, the tyrant of his country, and a man abandoned to every filthy lust. Those who worship Jupiter as a god, ought to follow his example." Then were they, some of them, racked and torn with iron nails, so that the ground beneath was covered with great gobbets of flesh. Others were punctured all over with sharp stones, reeds, and stakes. Others were beaten with heavy plummets of lead. The martyrs bore it all without a murmur, and the proconsul, tired out, ordered their heads to be cut off. The fathers who composed the Council of Crete in 558, writing to the Emperor Leo, say that, through the intercession of these martyrs, their island has hitherto been preserved from heresy.—Creta Sacra. (Their martyrdom is given by Metaphrastés, Surius, Lipoman, and others.)

The twelve brothers, martyrs (Sept. 2, A.D. 258). The twelve brothers were natives of Adrumetum, in Africa; after suffering grievous torments for the faith, they were sent to Benevento, in Italy, where they suffered martyrdom, in the persecution of Valerian.—Baronius, Roman Martyrology.

Their names were: Aronius, Donatus, Felix (two), Fortunatus, Honoratus, Januarus, Repodatus, Sabinianus, Saturius, Septimius, and Vitalis.

The eighteen martyrs of Saragossa (A.D. 303). Engracia was the daughter of a Portuguese princess, engaged in marriage to a duke of Gallia Narbonensis. Her father sent her with a companion named Julia, and sixteen nobles, to her betrothed, and the brilliant cortège stopped at Saragossa in the house of Lupercus, her uncle. While here, Engracia was witness to one of the Christian butcheries of Diocletian and Maximian; and, with heroic zeal, she went to Dacian to plead on behalf of her co-religionists. She told Dacian her name,
her rank, and her mission; but the
monster, instead of being moved to pity,
commanded the beautiful young princess
and all her suite to be cast into prison.
Engracia was first beaten with clubs;
then tied to the tail of a horse, and
dragged through the streets of the city;
next day her body was torn with iron
combs with such brutality, that some of
her bowels were torn out and a part of
her liver; her left breast was then cut off,
and the knife cut so deep that her heart
was laid bare; she was then taken back
to prison, and died. Her companions
were all beheaded.

The eighteen martyrs who suffered with Engracia were
Juila her friend, Lupercus her uncle, and the sixteen
nobles: Aperdenus, Cecilliana, Erodis, Felix, Fronto,
Martin, Opstasus, Primitivus, Publica, Quintillian, Saturni-
nus (four of the name), Successus, and Urban.
N. B.—In the procession which followed, the number
that fall is unknown. They are celebrated on Nov. 3,
under the title of "The Innumerable Martyrs of Saragoo-
sa."—Taynap-Balanz, Spanish Martyrology.

The nineteen martyrs of Goricum (July
9, 1572). Nineteen priests and religious
men were taken by the Calvinists in Goricum,
and, after suffering many insults,
were hanged at Bril on account of their
religion. Of these, eleven were Fran-
ciscan friars, called "Recollects,"
the convent of Goricum, one was a Norbertin,
two were Dominicans, one was a canon
regular of St. Austin, three were curates,
and one a secular priest.—William Estius
(Douay, 1608). See also Batavia Sacra,

Præsentes: Antony of Hornaire, near Goricum;
Antony of Werdens; Cornelius of Dornstoff (a lay brother);
Godfrey of Marvyle; Jerome of Werdens; Nicolas John
of Hesse; Peter of Asca (a lay brother); Nicholas Pick;
Francis Rhodes of Brussels; Théodore de l'Abreu-
see; and Witschel, a Dane.
The other eight: Godfrey Dune of Goricum, a
curate; John Halbeinheek, a Norbertin of Middle-
burgh; John, a Dominican of Cologne; James Lapot,
who was a Benedictine; John Dominicus; John Costarzinn;
Nicholas Poppel, a curate; Leonard Vechel, a curate; and Walter,
a secular priest of Helmont, near Dort.

The twenty-six martyrs of Japan (Feb.
5, 1597). St. Francis Xavier arrived in
Japan in 1549, and baptized many.
In 1587 they were in Japan above a
quarter of a million Christians; but in
1588 the emperor Cambacundo com-
menced all Jesuits to leave Japan within
six months; many, however, still re-
mained in the island. Tagcosama renewed
the persecution; and, in 1597, twenty-
three men and three boys who acted
as acolytes were martyred. They were
put to death at Nangassuqui, in the follow-
ing manner: Twenty-six crosses were
planted in a row, about four feet asunder;
the martyrs were fastened to these crosses
by cords and chains about their arms and
legs, and an iron collar about their necks.
The crosses were then lifted up, and
planted in holes prepared to receive them.
By each cross stood a spearman, who
thrust his spear into the left side of the
victim, immediately the cross stood up-
right; and the victim soon died.—Alban
Butler, Lives of the Saints, Feb. 5.

Besides these canonized martyrs there were many others
who suffered martyrdom in Japan, notably the twenty-
five who were fastened to stakes and burnt alive, Sept.
9, 1632. Of these, Spinola is the most noted. (For the
twenty martyrs of Nicomedes, see Index.)

The forty martyrs of Acquigny, in Nor-
mandy (fourth century). Not much is
known of this army of martyrs, but in
Acquigny is a black stone, kept in a glass
case, containing the following words:—
"HIC EST LOCUS MARTYRUM, ET RELIGIÆ
88. MARTYRUM MAXIMI ET VENERANDI,
ET SOCIIORUM EORUM TRIGINTA ET OCTO."
The tablet is not dated. Maximus and
Venerandus were natives of Italy, born
somewhere in the neighbourhood of Mola.
They went into Gaul to preach to the
barbarians there, and being seized at
Acquigny, near Evreux, were put to
death, it is supposed from the tablet,
with thirty-eight companions or con-
verts. Maximus and Venerandus, we are
told, were buried near the spot of their
execution, and in 960, some six hundred
years afterwards, their bodies were dis-
covered by Amalbert, and deposited in
a chapel built by Robert I. duke of Nor-
mandy.—L'abbé Lebeurier, Notice sur la
Commune d'Acquigny.

The time between the death and discovery would carry
us back to Edward I., or even to the grant of Magna
Charts, and no one knows who Amalbert is. Suppose a
certain Mr. Smith were to say he has found the bodies of
two of the barons who were present at the signing of
Magna Charta, or even two of the "rebels" who were
cut down by Richard II. in Wat Tyler's gang, we should
certainly demand very strong proof.

The forty martyrs of the Thundering
Legion (A.D. 320). Licinus gave an order
for all his army to offer sacrifice. The 12th
or Thundering Legion was at the time
lying at Sebastâ, in Lesser Armenia, and in
this legion were forty Christians. When
they heard of the imperial order, they
told the governor Agricolaus that their
religion forbade them to offer sacrifice
to idols. Being punished for insubordi-
nation they were imprisoned; and as they still
refused to obey the imperial edict, Agricola-
us condemned them to death. The cold
in Armenia is very severe, especially in
March; and towards the end of winter,
when the wind is north, the frost is almost
unbearable. Now, under the walls of
Sebastâ, there was a large pond, which at
the time was frozen over, and the judge ordered the insubordinate soldiers to be exposed naked on the ice of this pond; but, under the hope that their sufferings might induce them to change their minds, he commanded warm baths to be placed on the margin, to which any of them might go if they relented. When brought from prison, they went joyfully to the pond and stripped themselves without a murmur. Most writers say that the ice was broken, and they stood in the water; but St. Basil and St. Gregory of Nyssa affirm that they lay on the surface of the lake for three days, and all their limbs, one after another, were mortified by the frost. While thus exposed they made this prayer: "Lord, we are forty who have engaged in this combat; grant that we may be forty crowned, and that not one be wanting of that sacred number." One of the number, unable to bear the horrible suffering, ran to the baths; but, "as the devil always deceives his votaries, no sooner had he entered than he died." This apostasy greatly afflicted the martyrs; but they were quickly comforted by seeing his place filled up. The sentinel was warming himself near the bath at the time, and saw a number of spirits descend from heaven on the martyrs to comfort them. They had warm garments and crowns in their hands. He counted the crowns and found the number was only thirty-nine; so, throwing off his clothes, he ran to the pond, crying, "I also am now a Christian." Then was heard the prayer, "Grant there may be forty crowned, and that not one be wanting of that sacred number." St. Ephrem says, "Thus was heard the prayer, though not in the manner it was imagined, and we ought to adore the impenetrable secrets of the Almighty. As Matthias took the place of the reprobrate Judas, this sentinel was numbered with the thirty-nine in lieu of the apostate coward."—St. Ephrem, Oration on the Forty Martyrs, vol. ii. (The martyrdom of these forty will be found in all hagiographies.) See especially St. Basil, Homily 20, vol. i. p. 452; St. Gregory of Nyssa, Discourses, vol. ii. pp. 499-504; Callistus, Church History, bk. xiv. ch. 10; Téllement, Memoirs serving for the Ecclesiastical History of the First Six Centuries, vol. v. p. 518; Ruinart, Acts of the First Martyrs, p. 523.

The names of these forty martyrs are: Aracna, Arabus, Alexander, Angelus, Athanasius, Caius, Candidus, Cremidion, Crateran, Cyril, Dometian, Editha, Eunomus, Eusebius, Basil, Flavian, Gorgias, Helian, Holcus, Hieraxis, Hystichus, John, Leonas, Lymanus, Melton, Micalius, Nicholaus, Philoclimon, Priscus, Quintus, Baculius, Severian, Stilbas, Simonius, Theodorus, Theophilus, Valens, Valerius, Wibani, and Xanthus.

The forty-eight martyrs of Lyons (a.d. 177). Eusebius, in his Church History, gives an account of the martyrs of Lyons, and mentions some of their names. There is an inscription above a prison door in Lyons, running thus: "The church of Lyons has always venerated this cavern, as the prison where St. Pothin (its first bishop) was shut up with forty-eight Christians, and where he won the crown of martyrdom." Gregory of Tours and Ado, archbishop of Trèves, completed the list given by Eusebius. As the lists contain only forty-eight names, the bishop Pothin must be included in the words "fut enfermé avec quarante-huit chrétiens." There were twenty-seven men and twenty-onwomen. Of these, twenty-four were Roman citizens, and were beheaded; six were exposed to wild beasts; and eighteen died in the dungeon.

(1) Those who died in the dungeon were: Apollonius, Arescias, Cornelius, Gramnitus, Geminianus, Julius, Pothin (the bishop, aged ninety), Titus, Zolicus, Zoizimus; Æmilia, Alumina, two named Antonia, Julia, Justa, Pompeia, and Trophima.

(2) The twenty-four Roman citizens, beheaded, were: Alcibiades, Commius, Geminius, Macarius, October, Philippus, Primus, Silvius, Ulpius, Vettius Epagathus, Vitalis, Zachariah; Æmilia, Albina, Biblia or Bibliada, Grata, Helpis (also called Amnas), Julia, Materna, Pompeia, Posthumiana, Quinta, Rhodana, and Royala.

(8) The six exposed to wild beasts were: Alexander of Phrygia, Attalus of Pergamos, Maturus a neophyte, Ponticus a youth, Sanctus deacon of Vienne, and Blandina a female slave.

See Saint Pothin et ses compagnons martyrs. Also André Goulilhoud, Origines de l'Eglise de Lyon; and D. Meynié, Grands Souvenirs de l'Eglise de Lyon.

St. Simeon, archbishop of Seleucia, with a hundred other Christians put to a martyr's death by Sapor, king of Persia (April 17, a.d. 345). St. Simeon, archbishop of Seleucia, being seized by order of Sapor, was brought before the shah, who gave him the choice of offering adoration to the sun or being put to death. St. Simeon refused to worship the creature instead of the Creator. He was beheaded, and a hundred other Christians with him. Of these, five were bishops, several were priests or deacons, and the rest laymen.
ARMY OF MARTYRS.

A day or two before, Guhsciatazadès, chief of the eunuchs, and first noble of the kingdom, had been beheaded for avowing himself a Christian.—Assemani, Acts of the Martyrs of the East, vol. i. p. 1.

The 120 martyrs of Hadibens, in Persia (A.D. 844). In the fifth year of the persecutions in Persia, king Sapor being in Seleucia, 120 Christians were arrested; among which were nine virgins, several priests, and a large number of the inferior clergy. They remained six months in filthy dungeons, till the end of winter. Jazzundoca, a wealthy lady of Hadibens, supported them all the time. They were ultimately beheaded, and Jazzundoca employed men to embalm their bodies and bury them.—Assemani, Acts of the Martyrs, vol. i. p. 105.

The 275 martyrs of Persia (April 9, A.D. 862). The Persians took by siege the castle Bethzarbe, on the Tigris, massacred the garrison, and led away nine thousand captives, among which were three hundred Christians. When they arrived on the confines of Assyria, the option was given to these Christians either to adore the sun or suffer death. Twenty-five saved their lives by abjuring the Christian faith, but the remaining 275 witnessed by their blood a good confession.—Alban Butler, Lives of the Saints, April 9.

The 6666 martyrs of the Theban Legion. The emperor Maximian had a legion of 6666 Christians, commanded by St. Maurice. This legion was raised in the Thebais of Egypt, and had been baptized by Zabdeus, bishop of Jerusalem. When Maximian was on his march to Gaul to put down a rebellion, this legion formed part of his army. Halting at Agaunnm, the emperor ordered that the gods should be propitiated with sacrifice. St. Maurice and his Christian legion refused to be present at this heathen ceremony, and Maximian, considering their absence an act of mutiny, ordered the legion to pass under the yoke, and every tenth man to be cut down. The survivors still refused to be present at the sacrifice, and the emperor commanded them to be decimated again; and when the residue still remained persistent, Maximian sent the other legions to hem them all to pieces.

The 6666 martyrs were buried in pits; but three hundred years afterwards their ghosts appeared to bishop Theodore, and told him where they lay. Theodore commanded the bodies to be disinterred, and sent their relics to sundry countries, where shrines or churches were erected to their honour. Divers miracles, we are assured, have fully attested the favour with which God has regarded this army of martyrs. In the vestry of Toledo, in Spain, is shown the head of St. Maurice, colonel of the legion.—Usuard (died 1475), Martyrology; Metraphatès (tenth century), Lives, etc.; Antonius (died 1586), Chronicon; and many others.

St. Ursula and her eleven thousand virgin martyrs (A.D. 237). St. Ursula, the daughter of Dianotus, a British king, was sought in marriage by Holofernès, a heathen prince. Dianotus consented to the alliance, but Ursula made it imperative that the prince should be baptized, and that three years should elapse before the marriage was consummated. During these three years Ursula was to travel with her eleven maidens, each attended with a thousand companions. The conditions being accepted, St. Ursula, with her suite, set sail, reached Cologne, and proceeded thence to Rome. Having visited the tombs of the apostles, Ursula, with the eleven thousand virgins, returned to Cologne, and fell into the hands of Attila and the Huns, by whom all were put to the sword, except Ursula, who was reserved as a prize for Attila. Subsequently Ursula also was put to death. God heard the voice of the martyrs crying from the ground, and sent a host of angels to smite the Huns, as the angel of death once smote the army of Sennacherib. The inhabitants of Cologne, being thus miraculously delivered from its invaders, built a church in honour of the virgin martyrs, and called it St. Ursula's. The bones of the martyrs, piled together in the wall, are still shown to visitors through glass windows; but, undoubtedly, many of the bones shown are those of men and boys.

Another version makes the tale a Christian parallel to the "Rape of the Sabines" in Roman story. Thus Geoffrey of Monmouth, in his British History, bk. v. ch. 15, 16, tells us that Maximian, the British king, having conquered Armorica, now called Brittany; gave it to Conan Meriadoc, his nephew. Being almost depopulated by war, Conan wished to find wives for himself and his soldiers, and induced Dianotus, brother and successor of Caradoc, king of Cornwall, to assist him. Dianotus himself had a daughter, named Ursula, and her he promised to Conan for wife. He then
Aureola of Ælred, Antony.

No saints in the calendar have received more notice than St. Ursula and her virgins. The oldest account is given by Genrich, Bishop of St. Aschof [Ansbach], Cardinal Richomme, and William Lindan bishop of Hereford. They took accounts from the book of the Welsh bishop Gwladys, preserved in the Vatican library. St. Abo, archbishop of Trèves, in his Martyrology, gives the following names as the most noted of the virgins: Ursula, Cordula, who escaped but was afterwards captured and put to death, Britula, Clementia, Grata, Gregoria, Medila (or Martha), Pallada, Flannsa, Rabaca, Saturia (or Saturnia), Sutenissa, Suela, and Senula.

Walter, Abp. of York A.D. 950, gives an account of St. Ursula and her maidens; so does Sigebert in his Chronicon (tenth century); Rogerius Castriences, Erhardus Prunonestranus, Claudius de Rola, Bonfinius in his History of Burgundy, Petrus de Natalibus, Poldore Virgilius in his History of England, and Laurensius Surius (1574) in his Lives of the Saints, where the most detailed account is to be found.

Aureola or Glory. (See Light, pt. ii.)

Exod. xxxiv. 29-35. When Moses came down from the mount with the two tables of testimonies, the skin of his face shone... and the children of Israel were afraid to come nigh him... [so] he put a veil upon his face.

Matt. xvii. 2. When Jesus was transfigured, *his face did shine as the sun.*

Rev. x. 1. I saw another mighty angel come down from heaven... a rainbow was upon his head, and his face was as it were the sun.

Acts vi. 15. All that sat in the council, looking steadfastly on Stephen, saw his face as it had been the face of an angel.

Many of the following signs of glory and luminous phenomena may be satisfactorily ascribed to morbid action in the encephalic sensory ganglia connected with the optic nerves, arising from derangement, centric or eccentric, of the circulation of the blood within the brain, or from over-tension of the brain or eye nerve-chains.

Every one knows that in vertigo, for example, flashes of light before the eyes are as common as aerial sounds and buntings in the ear.

The face of St. Ælred in infancy cast a shadow (1109-1166). The following I give in the exact words of Mgr. Guérin, as I fear any translation would be considered apocryphal: *"Lorsqu'il repose, enfant, dans son berceau, son parent [Guillaume] s'approchait pour le considérer, fut tout à coup saisie de respect et d'admiration, car il vit la figure du petit enfant briller comme le soleil; elle rayonnait d'une telle lumière, que Guillaume en approchant sa main, elle faisait de l'ombre, et il se voyait dans ce visage comme dans un miroir."—Les Petitsollandistes (7th ed. 1880), vol. i. p. 286.

The expression "elle faisait de l'ombre" can only mean that William's hand threw a shadow on the child's face which shone like the sun; but here an opaque body can throw a shadow on a luminous one is certainly a new phenomenon in optics. Think of your hand, held before a burning lamp, throwing a shadow on the flame.

The aureola of St. Africlus, bishop of Combining (sixth century). One day when St. Africlus was celebrating mass, an aureola or crown of fire encircled his head, "quam qui sanctissimae synaxis digni erant, conspicient; indigni autem non spectabiliem" (only the holiest of the congregation could see it, to the rest it was not visible).—L'abbé Servières, Saints du Bourgery.

Agbarus and the painter. Agbarus, hearing of the fame of Jesus, sent an artist to take the likeness of the divine Redeemer. When the artist saw Jesus and looked on His face to draw it, he found it was so radiant with divine splendour, and so dazzling in brightness, that he could not bear to fix his eyes on it, and he told Agbarus that no art could depict such brightness any more than it could paint the glory of the sun.—Nicephorus Callistus, Ecclesiastical History.

The face of St. Antony of Padua seemed to Ancelinus like the face of an angel. When St. Antony of Padua reproved Ancelinus, tyrant of Padua, for his misdeeds, all expected that the tyrant would command his instant execution. What was their amazement when they beheld Ancelinus run towards the man of God, fall at his feet, and promise amendment! Ancelinus told his court that he saw a divine splendour come from the face of St. Antony, which he was afraid to look upon, and his heart within him lost its courage.—Edward Kinesman (1628), Lives of the Saints, p. 369.

The body of St. Arsenius seems to be on
fire (A.D. 450). A brother, to whom God had revealed some of His most chosen disciples, went to the cell of St. Arsenius, and looking through the window saw the saint, as it seemed, all on fire. "C'était l'ardeur dont son âme était saintement embrassée dans l'oraison, que Dieu voulait lui manifester par ce prodige."—Michael Ange Marin, Lives of the Fathers of the Eastern Deserts.

It is said of St. Basil (sixth century) "Après sa mort, son corps brilla d'un éclat extraordinaire."—Les Petits Bollandistes, vol. v. p. 518.

The face of St. Eleutherius encircled with a glory (A.D. 581). When St. Eleutherius returned to Tournai, after his miraculous release from prison, as he descended St. Andrew's Mount (then called the Sacred Mount), holding aloft the precious relics, two distinct circles of glory encompassed his head, and all the people shouted. On his march towards the church a number of sick folk were healed of their infirmities, the dumb spake, the deaf had hearing restored, and many a cripple leaped for joy.—Les Petits Bollandistes, vol. ii. p. 601.

The face of St. Epiphanius luminous in infancy (A.D. 489). Epiphanius was the son of Marus and Focaria of Pavia, and was so called because a luminous glory surrounded his face when he was first put into his cradle.—Ennodius, Life of St. Epiphanius of Pavia. (This life is inserted in the Acta Sanctorum by Bollandus.)

Mgr. Guérin, in his Vies des Saints, says of St. Epiphanius, "La lumière éclatante qui parut sur son corps, après son dèces, fut une marque de la gloire de son âme" (vol. i. p. 518).

The face of St. Francis Herimnus too dazzling to be looked on (A.D. 1642-1716). Cardinal Wiseman says that St. Francis Herimnus had frequent ecstasies; and one day, when he was exhorting the people to the communion, his face actually burned with light; in fact, like the face of Moses, "éblouissait les yeux de ceux qui le voyaient."

(St. Francis was canonized in 1889.)

St. Francis of Paula environed with an aureola in the form of three crowns (A.D. 1416-1507). One day, as St. Francis of Paula was praying at the foot of the high altar, while all the monks were present, two priests and a brother from another monastery saw him environed in light, and having on his head three crowns of glory, like the pope's tiara.

At another time, according to the memoirs of John de Milazza, one of his disciples, the archangel Michael appeared to him in great glory, and presented to him a cartouch environed with rays, "comme une gloire de saint sacrement," and containing the word Charity, in letters of celestial gold, on an azure field. St. Michael told him to adopt this device in his order.—Acta of Commination, etc. (Father Giry).

The face of St. Orinda shone at death with celestial light (A.D. 1810). St. Orinda was born at Santa Croce. Occasionally she fell into ecstasies, and saw into futurity. She died at the age of seventy, of paralysis, and "her face shone with a celestial light, as it had been the face of an angel."—Acta Sanctorum (reprinted from The Life of St. Orinda, by Silvainus Razzi).

Whenever St. Philip of Neri received the sacrament his face became luminous (A.D. 1515-1595). In the sacrament of the mass, when the hand of St. Philip of Neri touched the chalice, his face glowed with mysterious light. And at the elevation, his soul became so ravished that he could not lower his arms. Sometimes he was actually lifted off the ground in these ecstasies. So also in prayer, not only was his face luminous, but real sparks of fire flew from his eyes.—Father Antony Galonio, Life of St. Philip of Neri.

During the sacrifice of the mass the face of St. Samson seemed on fire (A.D. 966). While offering the sacrifice of the mass, after his consecration as bishop of Dol, near St. Malo, all the assistants remarked that the face of St. Samson was on fire; that flames of fire burst from his mouth, ears, and nostrils, and a luminous glory encircled his head with rays like those of the sun. His biographer adds, it was no unusual thing to see angels at his side, while he was serving at the altar.—Dom Lobineau, Lives of the Saints of Brittany.

The face of Francis Xavier flashed with brightness (A.D. 1506-1552). Cardinal de Monte told pope Gregory XV. that flashing flames of heavenly brightness were often seen in the face of St. Francis Xavier while in communion with God in prayer, showing not only the fire of his own devotion, but kindling a new fire of devotion in those who saw it.—Speech at the Canonization of Xavier, Jan. 19, A.D. 1622.

The face of St. Yves of Autueil encour-
passed with an aureola (A.D. 1040–1116). The love of God in the heart of St. Yves shed a divine light on his face; so that, many a time and oft, a luminous glory was seen round his head, especially when he was administering the divine mysteries.—L’abbé Sabatier, *Saints de Béouvertis.*

Milton says—

* A thousand buried angels lay nigh (the pure-minded),
Driving far off each thing of sin and guilt . . .
Tell oft converse with heavenly habitants—
Begin to cast a beam on the outward shape . . .
And turns it by degrees to the soul’s essence,
Till all be made immortal.

Comm. *

A celestial light surrounds the head of the venerable Antony Mary Zaccaria of Cremona (A.D. 1602–1589). When Antony Mary Zaccaria offered up mass for the first time, a celestial light encompassed him, and a multitude of angels formed a circle round him, assisting him in the august sacrifice. This was known to all in Cremona, and the young priest was called “The Man with the Angel,” or “The Angel of God.”—R. P. Teppa, *Life of the Venerable Zaccaria.*

The veiled prophet of Khorasan. This is only a tale, but the tale exhibits a very general belief. The story says that Mo-kanne imitated Moses by wearing a veil over his face when he appeared before his deluded followers. He gave out that he did so, because his face was so dazzling, that no one could look thereon and live. The real truth was this, his face was so hideous and so disfigured with scars, that he wore a veil to hide its repulsive ugliness. Thomas Moore has a poetical version of the legend in his *Lelia Book.*

**Balaam’s Counsel to Balak.**

**Num.** xxxi. 16, and v. 8. Balaam was sent for by Balak, king of Moab, to curse the people led by Moses in the wilderness; but the prophet told Balak that God would not curse the people as long as they remained faithful to Him. He added, however, if they should be seduced to idolatry, that then God’s anger would be roused, and the people would be destroyed. The question was, how could this infamous hint be carried out? Balaam was ready with an answer; the Moabithish women, he said, were to be used for the purpose of enticing the people to sin. Let them be sent amongst the Israelites to hold dalliance with them, and allure the people to worship the Moabithish god Baal-pegor.

Then (ch. xxv.) was God’s anger kindled against Israel; and Moses said to the judge, Slay ye every one that has joined in sacrifice to Balak, for they have spoken against the Lord, which calleth thee. Scarcely had he spoken, when Pabochas saw one of the Israelites with a Midianitish woman, and he slew both the man and woman with a javelin. So the plague was stayed.

**King Antiochus tries to entice the Hebrews to sin.** Antiochus, who succeeded Alexander the Great in Greece, made war on the Hebrews, took the city of Jerusalem, ransacked the temple, and laid the country waste. Following the example of Moab, he tried to entice the people from their allegiance to God, and commanded them, on pain of death, to eat swine’s flesh, and to sacrifice to the Greek idols. Mattathias, the Jewish priest, one day saw a Hebrew approaching an altar with the intention of offering sacrifice, and thrust him through with his sword, so that he died. Antiochus insisted that Mattathias should himself offer sacrifice to Zeus; but the priest threw down the altar, and then exhorted all who were on the Lord’s side to follow him to the mountain outside the city. Hither many resorted, and there they fortified themselves. Ultimately the numbers greatly increased, and they made themselves masters of Jerusalem.

—Maccabees.

**Balance of the Sanctuary.**

**Dan.** v. 27. Thou art weighed in the balance, and found wanting.

**Jos** xxxi. 6. Let me be weighed in an even balance, that God may know mine integrity.

**The Chapel of the Balances, in Brittany.**

The abbot of Soissons, in his *Annals of the Diocese of Brittany,* tells us there was in Brittany a “Chapel of the Balances,” in which persons who came to be cured miraculously were weighed, to ascertain whether their weight diminished, when prayer was made by the monks in their behalf. St. Quirinus and St. Arscius both speak of a man weighed in a scale against the bread and cheese which he gave in alms to the poor. At Kierzky Church there was a similar “balance.” In the life of St. Hubert of Brittany, the Bollandists tell us of a stranger who was making the foundation of a house, when the devil lifted him up and threw him into a deep pit. He was drawn out more than half dead, and had a black mark on his forehead. Being taken to the Chapel of the Balances, he was weighed, having been sentenced to give the monks as an offering as much wax to make into candles as would weigh down his own body. On p. 68 will be found the account of Peter the banker, who dreamed he was weighed against his
BARREN WOMEN MOTHERS. [Pr. 1.

ally wrought, and enriched with precious stones. The countess remained in the monastery till Easter, and then returned to Toulouse. The same year she brought forth her firstborn child, and called his name Raymond. Not long after she had a second son, which she called Henry. —Salvan, History of the Church of Toulouse.

St. Nicholas promises Amata of St. Angelo a son. Compagnone and Amata were wealthy Christians of St. Angelo, in the territory of Fermo, but they had no children. So they besought St. Nicholas to obtain for them this favour of the Lord, vowing, if he did so, that they would call the child after the name of the saint. While they were in the church of St. Nicholas, in the city of Bari, in Puglia, the saint appeared to them, and assured them they should have a son which should be a blessed servant of God. In due time the child was born, and they called its name Nicholas. —St. Antony (archbishop of Florence), Chronicon.

Paphnucius of Alexandria promised a son. In the reign of Theodosius II., son of Arcadius, there lived in Alexandria a rich nobleman named Paphnucius, who had no child. He and his wife gave largely to the religious houses to obtain their intercession with God that this reproach might be removed from them, and that a child might be given them. In time a daughter was born, whom they named Euphrosyné. The child grew up a rare beauty, and at the age of eighteen her father betrothed her to a young man of fortune and family; but, like Samuel, she was God’s child, and the Lord had said to her, “I betroth thee unto Myself for ever; yes, I betroth thee unto Myself in righteousness, in lovingkindness, and in mercy. I betroth thee in faithfulness; and thou shalt know the Lord.” * While the wedding was pending, Euphrosyné secretly left her father’s house, and, assuming male attire, entered a monastery under the name of “Brother Emerald.” She soon distinguished herself by her devotion, gentleness, and patience, so that her fame spread abroad. Having lived secluded for twenty years, her father went to the monastery to bespeak the prayers of “Brother Emerald” that he might find his daughter. She bade him remain where he was for three days, at the expiration of which time she revealed herself to him and died. Her death was greatly deplored, and the monastery ap-

Barren Women the Mothers of Children.

1 Sam. I. 10-28. Hannah, one of the wives of Elyah, had no child, and was very sorrowful. In the bitterness of her soul she went to the temple, and prayed. And she vowed a vow, and said, O Lord of hosts, if Thou wilt indeed look on the affliction of Thine handmaid, and give unto me a man child, then will I give him unto the Lord. Eli, supposing her to be drunk, said to her, How long wilt thou be drunken? Put away wine from thee. And Hannah answered, No, my lord. I have drunk neither wine nor strong drink, but have poured out my soul before the Lord. Then Eli said, Go in peace: and the God of Israel grant the thy petition that thou hast asked of Him. In due time a son was born, and after it was weaned, Hannah brought her offering to the temple.

Lukx. I. 1-13. Zacharias the priest had no child, and both he and his wife Elisabeth were well stricken in years. While he was burning incense in the temple, an angel appeared to him and said, Fear not, Zacharias: for thy prayer is heard; and thy wife Elisabeth shall bear thee a son, and thou shalt call his name John.

Gen. xvi. 1; xvii. 1, 15, 19; xviii. 9, 10. Sarai, Abram’s wife, bare no children. And when Abram was ninety-nine years old, God said to him, As for Sarai, thy wife, thou shalt [no longer] call her name Sarai, but Sarah. And I will bless her, and give thee a son of her, and thou shalt call his name Isaac.

The countess of Toulouse becomes a mother through the intercession of St. Foi (A.D. 1006). William Taillefer, count of Toulouse, married Arisinda of Anjou in 975, but, having no child by her, he lived in adultery with a married woman. Arisinda was very unhappy, and prayed earnestly that her reproach might be taken away; she also made a pilgrimage to St. Foi d’Agen. Here, at night, St. Foi appeared to her, and bade her consecrate on St. Saviour’s altar, in the monastery of Conques, the rich bracelets she was then wearing. “I will,” said the countess, “but obtain for me a son.” “I will intercede on your behalf with Jesus Christ,” said St. Foi, and vanished from her sight. Next morning the countess went to Conques with a grand cortège, and was greeted on her way by all the gentry of the neighbourhood. On reaching the monastery, she was directed to the altar of St. Saviour, and presented the bracelets; they were of gold tissue, artisti-
pointed the anniversary to be kept in perpetuity as the "Fête of St. Euphrosynē." In Christian art St. Euphrosynē is represented with the clothes of a man lying at her feet, because, like St. Hildegonda, St. Marina, St. Palagia-Margaret, St. Theodore, and others, she so disguised herself. "Acta Sanctorum." (Metaphrasteis wrote her life.)

Montanus assured Emilius and Celina, well stricken in years, of a son. Montanus went himself blind, bewailing the sins of the people of France, and ceased not day or night to importune God to visit the people and pardon their transgressions. At length his prayers were heard, and God assured him that a child should shortly be born, whose name would be Remigius, who should go forth in the power and spirit of Elijah, and should turn many of the disobedient to the wisdom of the just. Montanus went immediately to the house of Emilius, the person referred to by the angel, and told him that his wife Celina should bear a son. Emilius laughed and said, "Shall a child be born to him that is fourscore years old; and shall Celina, who is also well stricken in age, have a child, when it has ceased to be with her after the manner of women?" Montanus said to him, "Why dost thou laugh? Is anything too hard for the Lord? Verily, at the time appointed, Celina shall have a son. And when the child is born she shall anoint her eyes with her milk, and my sight shall be restored to me." It all fell out as Montanus had said. The child was born, and was named Remigius or Remi; and Celina having anointed the eyes of Montanus with her milk, his sight was restored. St. Remi grew up in the spirit and power of Elijah, as the angel of the Lord had said.—Flocoart, "Histoire de l'Eglise de Reims," bk. i.

St. Hilarion obtains a child for a woman barren fifteen years. One day a woman came to the young hermit Hilarion, who made signs for her to go away; but she said to him with many tears, "O servant of the living God, pardon my boldness, for my sorrow is very great. Shun me not, but take pity on my grief. Remember, a woman was thy mother, and a woman was the mother of our blessed Saviour." Hilarion could not withstand these words, and asked his petitioner what she wanted, and why she wept. "Thy servant," she replied, "has been married fifteen years, but has no child. And my husband threatens to divorce me unless I bear him children." Hilarion, moved to pity, prayed for the woman that God would grant to her what her heart desired, and she left the cell. After a year had passed, the woman returned with an infant son in her arms, and said to the young hermit, "Behold the child of thy prayers!" And Hilarion blessed the child, and the name of the Lord. This is the first miracle of this holy saint. The life of St. Hilarion is in the "Ecclesiastical History of Nicephorus Callistus" (died 1550).

St. Theodosius promises a son to a barren woman (A.D. 423-529). A woman who never had any but dead children, cast herself at the feet of St. Theodosius, and implored him to take pity on her, and said, if through his intercession she brought forth a living child, she would call him Theodosius, in honour of the saint. Theodosius prayed on her behalf, and the woman had the desire of her heart, and brought forth a son, and called his name Theodosius.—Les Petits Bollandistes (7th edit. 1880), vol. i. p. 274.

St. Peter Thomas obtains a child for a barren woman by prayer (died A.D. 1666). Par ces prières, St. Pierre Thomas obtint un fils à un des seigneurs de la province d'Arcadie.—Les Petits Bollandistes (7th edit. 1880), Jan. 6.

St. Simeon Styliites obtains children for two queens (fifth century). St. Simeon obtint un fils à la reine des Ismaélites qui était stérile; et une fille à la reine des Sarrasins qui était dans la même peine.—Les Petits Bollandistes, vol. i. p. 144.

St. Polyeuctus obtains a child for Paul and Denyza (A.D. 1376). Paul was a noble and rich Armenian living at Melitena. Their sole grievance was that they had no child. They had recourse to prayer, and, to make their prayers more efficacious, implored the intercession of Polyeuctus. Their prayers being now accepted, Polyeuctus said to them, "Courage, Paul; God will give you a son, and you shall call his name Euthymius, to mark the sweetness of his disposition. From the day of his birth, the persecutions of God's people on earth shall entirely cease." And so it was, for the child was born at the death of Valens, when the forty years' persecution of the Roman emperors ceased, and were never afterwards repeated.—Cyrillus, Life of Euthymius. (See Surius, and the annotations of Bollandus.)
Bibliomancy, Belomancy, etc.

NUM. xxvii. 21. Eleazar the priest shall ask counsel after the judgment of Urim before the Lord.

Ezek. xxvi. 21. The king of Babylon stood at the parting of the way, at the head of two ways, to use divination. He made his arrows bright.

Hosea iv. 12. My people ask counsel at their stocks, and their staff declareth unto them.

Bibliomancy is consulting the Bible or some other book to discover the issue of a future event. It is done by opening the book at random, and the first passage your eye or finger lights on is the response. If Virgil is the book employed, the consultation is called "Sortes Virgiliani"; if Homer, it is "Sortes Homericae." Bibliomancy is divination by arrows. A number of arrows containing responses are shot off, and the one which flies furthest is considered to be the true response. This method of divination was common with the Chaldeans, Arabs, and others.

Belomancy or divination by sticks. Three sticks, one inscribed "Yes," the other "No," and the third with no inscription, being put into a bag, were drawn by lot. If "Yes" was drawn, the answer was favourable; if "No," it was unfavourable; if the third stick was drawn, the answer was refused to give any answer. Another plan of consulting one of these sticks is explained by Rabbi Moses Samson, who says, a stick is stripped from top to bottom of half its length and then thrown into the air: if it falls the first time with the pointed side uppermost, and the second time with the bark side uppermost, it is a good sign; if the reverse, it is a bad omen; if both alike, it is a mixed omen, partly good and partly bad.

The Secharians and Alains employed willow and myrtle branches.

The Bantu, a tribe of South Africa, divide by sticks, and also by dice, which they carry on a strap about the neck. By the throw of these sticks or the dice they infer the future good or evil which awaits them.—Lichtenstein. Travels in South Africa.

The ancient Germans used to cut off the branch of some fruit tree, and then divide it into several pieces, each piece being marked with a separate character. The sticks were then tossed into the air, and the next Farms elsewhere read the fortunes of the consulter from their position, in much the same way as a fortune-teller reads a person's fortune by a pack of cards.

Mr. Berridge consulted the Bible to know if he should marry. Mr. Berridge, writing to the countess of Huntingdon, says, "Eight or nine years ago, having been grievously tormented by my housekeeper, I thought I would take a Jezebel to wife, but resolved to take advice of the Lord first. So, falling on my knees with the Bible in my hands, I prayed earnestly; then letting the Bible drop, the first verse I lighted on was (2 Esdras x. 1), 'When my son was entered into his wedding chamber he fell down and died.' Not quite satisfied, it occurred to me that this verse was in the Apocrypha; so I fell on my knees again, and prayed the Lord not to be angry with me if, like Gideon, I requested a second sign, and that from the canonical Scriptures. This time the verse lighted on was (Jer. xvi. 2), 'Thou shalt not take thee a wife, neither shalt thou have sons and daughters in this place.' I was now fully satisfied, and have remained single."

Life and Times of the Countess of Huntingdon.

Heraclius consulted the Bible lot in his Persian expedition. Heraclius, in his war with Chosroes, king of Persia, consulted the Bible Urim, to ascertain where he should take up his winter quarters; and his finger touched the word "Illiricum" (Rom. xv. 19).—M. Fleury.

While writing this last sentence, the fancy came into my mind to try what the "Sortes Sancatorum" would say respecting the publication of this book, and my finger lighted on these words, "Take heed now that ye fail not to do this" (Ezra iv. 22). The words are pertinent, at any rate.

The response given to Charles I. and lord Falkland by the "Sortes Virgiliana." Certainly the most remarkable instances of bibliomancy on record are those recorded of Charles I. and lord Falkland, mentioned by Dr. Wellwood. While at Oxford, lord Falkland, to amuse the king, proposed to try what Virgil would tell them of their future destinies. The king, of course, tried first, and set his finger on the Aeneid, bk. iv. vers. 881-898, the gist of which passage is, "Civil wars shall break out, whereby the king shall lose his life." Falkland tried to laugh the matter off, and said, "I will now show your majesty how ridiculously the 'lot' will foretell my fate;" and so saying he opened the book and laid his finger on the Aeneid, bk. xi. vers. 230-237, the lament of Evander for the untimely death of his son Pallas. In 1643 lord Falkland was shot through the body at the battle of Newbury, and Charles, like Evander, lamented his untimely death. Every one knows of the civil wars in the reign of Charles I., and how the king was brought to the scaffold, and was beheaded.

The emperor Gordianus tries his lot by the "Sortes Virgiliana." Gordianus, who reigned only a few days, wishing to see what Virgil would say respecting his future lot, opened the Aeneid and laid his finger on bk. vi. ver. 869, "Fate only showed him on the earth, but suffered him not to tarry."

The emperor Severus tries his fate by the "Sortes Virgiliana." Severus the Roman emperor, consulting the "Sortes Virgiliana" on his future destiny, lighted on the Aeneid, bk. vi. ver. 861, "Forget not, O Roman, to rule thy people like a king."

Blindness miraculously cured.

Matt. xx. 30. Behold, two blind men sitting by the wayside, when they heard that Jesus was passing by, cried out, saying, Have
BLINDNESS CURED.

mercy on us, O Lord, Thou Son of David... Jesus called them, and said, What will ye that I do for you? They say to Him, Lord, that our eyes may be opened. So Jesus had compassion on them, and touched their eyes; and immediately their eyes received sight, and they followed Him.

Mark viii. 22-23. At Bethsaida they bring to Jesus a blind man, and besought Him to touch him. And Jesus took the blind man by the hand, and led him out of the town; and when He had spit on His eyes and put His hands upon him, He asked the man if He saw anything. And the man answered, I see men as trees, walking. After that Jesus put His hands again on the man's eyes, and made him look up: and his sight was restored, so that he saw everything clearly.

Mark x. 46-52. This is the case of blind Bartimaeus.

Acts iv. 17, 18. Ananias, putting his hands on Saul, said to him, Brother Saul, the Lord that appeared to thee in the way hath sent me that thou mayest receive thy sight. And immediately there fell from his eyes as it had been scales, and he received sight forthwith.

A blind man cured by a pilgrimage to the tomb of Agricolaus (A.D. 580). A man named Salomon, a native of Touraine, who had been stone-blind for ten years, was told in a dream to go to Boulogne, to a place where he would find a monastery in honour of St. Marcellus. The voice told him, if he prostrated himself there at the tomb of St. Agricolaus, which was in the abbey, he would receive his sight. Salomon obeyed the voice, and had not made half the journey when his sight was in part recovered, and no sooner had he knelt at the tomb of the saint than he saw everything distinctly; and he returned home without needing the aid of a guide.—Baillot, Legendary of Autun; History of Chalon. St. Gregory of Tours calls this saint Areleg (3 syll.).

A blind man cured by bathing his eyes in water used by St. Amandus for washing his hands (A.D. 594-684). When St. Amandus was on the point of leaving Gesony, a blind man offered him water in a basin to wash his hands. The bishop gave directions for this water to be saved, and taken to the cathedral; then, sending for the blind man, he said to him, "My son, if you have faith moisten your eyes with this water in which Amandus the servant of God hath washed his hands. I am persuaded through his merits you will receive your sight." The blind man obeyed, and the moment he touched his eyes with the water his sight was restored. The report of this miracle spread like wildfire; but when search was made for the saint, he was nowhere to be found, being far on his way to the province of Bourbonnais, to a place where now stands Ville de St. Amand.—Menjoulet (vicar-general of Bayonne), Saint Amand Apôtre des Basques. (See St. Mayeul, p. 46.)

The same is said of St. Estadila, (seventh century) in the Propre de Bourges. A blind man, we are told, was cured by the water in which St. Pasmodius had washed his hands (Les Petits Bollandistes, vol. vi. p. 60). Several other cases might be cited.

St. Avenus cures the blind beggar of Angoulême (first and second centuries). A blind man, well known in Angoulême, where he lived on charity, was taken before St. Avenus; and, throwing himself at the saint's feet, he said to him, "Avenus, thou servant of the living God, I know that thy prayers will open mine eyes." "Be it unto you," said Avenus, "according to your faith;" and immediately his eyes received their sight. As he was very poor and almost naked, Avenus gave him alms also.—Acta Sanctorum (Bollandists), vol. v. May 22.

St. Barnard, abishop of Vienne, cures a blind man (A.D. 810). One day a blind man said he wanted to see St. Barnard. Those who heard him laughed at him, but he placed himself on the stairs of a chapel, saying, "If I can but touch him, I shall receive my sight and see him." At this moment a cry of joy announced the arrival of the saint, and the blind man threw himself at his feet. The archbishop, lifting his eyes to heaven, said to him, "Thy faith has given thee sight: give God thanks;" and immediately the blind man saw clearly.—Mgr. Depéry, Histoire Hagiologique du Diocèse de Belley.

St. Bridget and the blind girl (A.D. 436-523). A blind girl named Daria came to St. Bridget, and prayed her to give sight to her blind eyeballs. St. Bridget said a benediction, and Daria received her sight. By the preaching of the saint Daria was converted, and then entreated St. Bridget to restore her blindness again, saying "the light of the body impeded the light of the soul." So St. Bridget closed her eyes again in darkness, according to the request of the blind girl.—Les Petits Bollandistes, vol. ii. p. 184.

St. Frodbert gives sight to his mother. When Frodbert was a mere child he cured his mother's blindness, as, in the fulness of love and pity, he kissed her darkened eyes, and signed them with the sign of the cross. Not only was her sight restored, but the historian adds, "it was keener than ever."—Lupellius, Life of St. Frodbert (seventh century).
St. Geneviève restored sight to a woman struck blind (A.D. 422–512). One day a woman, out of curiosity, went to the cell of St. Geneviève to see how she passed her time there. No sooner did she peep through the window than she was struck with blindness. Her blindness lasted all Lent, when St. Geneviève took pity on her, made the sign of the cross upon her eyeballs, and immediately their sight was restored.—*Les Petits Bollandistes* (7th ed. 1880), vol. i. p. 96.

In the legend of Lady Godiva of Coventry, who rode naked through the town to mitigate certain imposts on the people, a tailor, named Tom, determined to take a peep at the lady as she rode past, but his curiosity was punished by loss of sight. It does not appear from the story that "Peeping Tom" ever recovered his sight again.

**St. John of Egypt cures a blind woman with holy oil (A.D. 305–394).** The wife of a senator of Egypt, having lost her sight, incessantly urged her husband to take her to St. John, the Egyptian hermit. The senator, who well knew that the saint never admitted a woman into his sight, went to St. John and told him his errand. The saint gave the senator a little holy oil, and directed that the eyes of the lady should be anointed therewith. This was done, and the cure was instantaneous and complete.—Rufinus, *Lives of the Fathers*, bk. ii.

**St. Lawrence cures a blind man.** St. Lawrence, being on Mount Celen, in the house of Narcissus, cured a blind man by making the sign of the cross. The house of Narcissus stood in the fish-market, and was a well-known place of resort with all Christians.

Another instance. When St. Lawrence was put in prison by Hippolitus, he found in the dungeon a fellow-prisoner, named Lucillus, who had lost his sight by continually weeping at the misery of his long confinement. St. Lawrence promised to restore his sight if he would become a Christian. Lucillus gladly made the promise, and St. Lawrence restored sight to the blind eyeballs by making on them the sign of the cross. When this miracle got noised abroad, many blind persons, both male and female, flocked to the prison, and St. Lawrence healed them. Hippolitus, seeing these miraculous cures, was himself converted, and he with all his house, to the number of nineteen, were baptized.—Edward Keynesman (1628), *Lives of the Saints*, pp. 599–608.

(St. Lawrence is put in the canon of the mass.)

The martyrdom of this saint (says Keynesman) is most certain, being written by the notaries of Rome, and accepted of many saints that do recount it, as St. Ambrose, St. Leo, St. Augustine, St. Isidore, Prudentius, and others, from whom this account has been collated, p. 999.

**St. Ludger cures Bernlef of his blindness (A.D. 809).** While St. Ludger was in Friesland, and was the guest of a noble lady, blind Bernlef was presented to him. He was greatly liked by the people, because he sang to them about the combats of kings, or told them about the times gone by. St. Ludger told Bernlef to meet him on the morrow in a place which he mentioned; and immediately the saint saw the blind man coming he dismounted from his horse, heard his confession, made the sign of the cross upon his eyes, and asked him if he could see. The blind man saw first the hands of the bishop, then the trees and roofs of the neighbouring cabins, then everything around him. Bernlef was afterwards baptized, and used to sing to the people the psalms of David.—*Les Petits Bollandistes*, vol. iv.

**St. Macarius gives sight to a blind hyena.** One of the strangest miracles connected with blindness is that ascribed to St. Macarius of Alexandria (A.D. 394). In Christian art this saint is portrayed with an hyena and its cub as his companions. The story is as follows:—One day an hyena brought her cub to St. Lawrence, and laid it at his feet. Macarius, astonished at the act, examined the whelp, and found that it was blind. He touched the eyes with his finger, and immediately the creature received its sight. Next day the grateful dam brought a sheepskin to the hermit's cell as a free-will offering, and Macarius wore it ever after till the day of his death, when he gave it to St. Melania.—Baring-Gould, *Lives of the Saints* (Jan., p. 33), 1877.

**St. Martin restores Paulinus's eyesight.** St. Martin cured Paulinus, over whose eyes was grown a thick film, which not only deprived him of sight, but also put him to great pain. St. Martin merely wiped the man's eyes with a napkin, and a perfect cure was instantly effected.—Sulpicius Severus, *Life of St. Martin*.

**St. Mayeul, abbot of Cluny, cures a blind man with the sign of the cross (A.D. 906–994).** One day as St. Mayeul was in Notre-dame du Puy-en-Velay, a blind man came and said, "I have received a revelation from St. Peter, that I shall recover my sight, if I bathe my eyes with the water in which your honour has washed your hands." The abbot severely reprimanded the man, and sent him away.
Finding on inquiry that the man had been beggaring his servants to give him some of this water, he strictly forbade their doing so. The blind man, not discouraged, waited patiently, watching on the road the abbot's return from Puy; and, when he came to Mont-Joie, took hold of the horse's bridle, and swore not to leave without obtaining his demand. So saying, he poured water into a basin which hung on his neck, and handed it to the saint. The abbot dismounted, blessed the water, and, dipping his fingers into the basin, made the sign of the cross on the sightless eyes, and prayed the "Mother of Mercy" to take pity on the man. "All right!" cried the man; "I can see plainly!" Then go," said the abbot, "and thank the Mother of Mercy who has vouch- safed to take pity on you."—Les Petits Bollandistes, vol. v. p. 463. (See p. 45.)

 Blindness (1449) cured by a visit to St. Meinrad's hermitage. The following is a faithful translation from the German of the abbot Ganeval:—"My father, Claud Alexis Ganeval, merchant of Levier, chief city of the canton in the 'Departement du Doubs,' having exhausted all the resources of science and art to effect the cure of Frances Caroline, his youngest daughter, aged three years, and stone-blind for above a year, was taken by her father to the hermitage of St. Meinrad, the last week of March, 1831. The father, as a pilgrim, entered the Chapel of the Virgin at five o'clock in the morning, and besought the Virgin to take pity on his child. Instantly the child received her sight, and her eyes were so beautiful as to attract a crowd of strangers. The child died in 1843. Thousands of persons who knew the merchant and his daughter can attest this miracle, but it will be sufficient to give one name only, that of Sa Grandeur Monseigneur Caverot, bishop of St. Die."—Les Petits Bollandistes, vol. i. p. 526.

 Blindness cured by kissing the feet of St. Melanius's dead body (A.D. 530). When the body of St. Melanius was carried in grand procession through Rennes, a woman who was stone-blind approached the bier, and falling to the earth kissed the feet of the dead saint. Immediately her sight was restored, and she gave to the Church, as a thank-offering, all her heritage.—Gui Alexis Lobineau (a contemporary), Histoire des Saints de Bretagne, 1794.

 Mondana, mother of St. Sacerdos, recovers her sight at the death of her son (A.D. 720). Mondana, the mother of St. Sacerdos, had been blind some years before her son's death, but being told that his dead body was on the river Dordogne on its way to Calviac, she went to meet the mournful procession; and God, wishing to testify His love for the deceased saint, restored her sight. Thus was it that St. Sacerdos raised his father to life to bestow on him the Vaticum; and his sainted name restored, at his funeral, sight to his blind mother: "Heureux le père, heureuse la mère d'un tel fils!"—Pergot, Life of St. Sacerdos, bishop of Limoges.

 St. Odilo restores a nobleman's eye which had been knocked out (A.D. 962-1049). A branch of a tree, having struck a nobleman, knocked out his right eye. St. Odilo, abbot of Cluny, being applied to, effected a perfect and instantaneous cure by signing the sign of the cross over the injured part.—Acta Sanctorum, vol. i. Jan. 1.

 St. Placidus cures a blind man. St. Placidus, being in Capua, healed a blind man by making the sign of the cross upon his sightless eyes.

 In Sicily he restored sight to one who had been blind for eight years.—Laurentius Surius, Lives of the Saints (1570).

 St. Thierry, the son of a peasant, cures king Thierry, the son of Clovis, of partial blindness (sixth century). The sanctity of St. Thierry reached the ears of the king, whose name was Thierry, one of the four sons of Clovis. The king, being nearly blind, sent for the abbot, received him with great honour, and told him his only hope was in the prayers of the saint, and if they failed him he must lose his eyesight. The abbot fell prostrate to the earth and prayed; then, rising to his feet, signed, in the form of a cross, the eyes of the king with holy oil, in the name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost; whereupon the king "reçut au même moment une parfaite guérison, et recouvra entièrement la vue."—Billy (almoner of the abbey of St. Thierry), Life of St. Thierry.

 St. Thuribius cures a blind dumb man (second century). Savina, the wife of Calanus, was a Christian, and disciple of St. Thuribius; but her husband, a devoted partisan of the national religion, which was idolatry, confined her in a sort of domestic prison, and used all his influence to drive St. Thuribius from Mans, where he was bishop. In punishment of this offence, God struck Calanus both blind and dumb. He now released his wife, and got her to intercede with the bishop. Savina implored St. Thuribius to cure
her husband, and the bishop, offering prayer on his behalf, obtained the petition he desired. When Caianus recovered his speech and sight, he requested to be received into the Christian Church, and was duly baptized.—Les Petits Bollandistes, vol. iv. p. 441.

Two blind men cured by St. Ubaldus (A.D. 1084-1160). A man who had been blind for four years, recovered his sight by merely kissing the hand of St. Ubaldus. Another, who had been blind for ten years, recovered his sight by simply invoking the saint’s name.—L’abbé Hunchler, Les Saints d’Alsace.

St. Valentine cures the blind daughter of judge Asterius (A.D. 268). St. Valentine was brought before Asterius, the Roman judge, to be examined and punished for heresy. When he entered the court he prayed aloud that Christ, the true Light, would give him light what to say. Said Asterius, “What is that you say? How can Jesus Christ, the malefactor, be the true Light?” “He is not only the true Light,” answered Valentine, “but the only Light that lighteth every one who cometh into the world.” “If so,” said the judge, “let me see the proof, and I will believe. I have a daughter who has been blind ever since she was two years old. If your Christ will give light to her eyes, I will believe Him to be what you say He is.” The damsel was brought to St. Valentine, who put his hands on her eyes, and said, “O Jesus Christ, who art the true Light, give light to this Thy handmaid.” While he still spake, the eyes of the damsel were opened, and she saw plainly. Asterius, his wife, and daughter threw themselves at the feet of the holy man, and entreated to be received into the society of the faithful. Whereupon St. Valentine instructed them what to do, and baptized Asterius and all his house, consisting of forty-six souls.—Les Petits Bollandistes, vol. ii. p. 511.

St. Virgil, bishop of Arles, cures a blind man (A.D. 610). A man who had been blind for fifteen years induced a subdeacon, named Fulgence, to conduct him to the porch of the basilica of St. Stephen’s. “There,” said he, “I shall be sure to find his reverence, when he comes from matins.” When St. Virgil left the church, the blind man threw himself on his knees, and implored the bishop to intercede for him in prayer. The bishop, touched by this naïve confidence, implored God to restore his sight, and, making the sign of the cross on the man’s eyes, their speculation returned, and he saw plainly. St. Virgil said to him, “See you tell no man;” but the man was too full of joy to remain silent, and ere the day was over the whole city knew of the miraculous cure.—Martyrology of France, Revised and Augmented.

Instances of the cure of blindness by saints or their relics are so numerous in the Acta Sanctorum, that they lose all interest.

Blindness from Birth miraculously cured.

John ix. 1-5. Jesus saw a man which was blind from his birth, and He spake on the ground, and made clay of the spittle, and anointed the eyes of the blind man with the clay, and said to him, Go, wash in the pool of Siloam. So he went and washed, and came (back to Jesus) seeing. The neighbours and they which had seen him (before), said to him, How were thine eyes opened? He answered, A man called Jesus made clay, and anointed mine eyes, and said to me, Go, to the pool of Siloam, and wash; so I went, and I received my sight. Then they brought to the Pharisees him that aforetime was blind, and the Pharisees asked him how he had received his sight. He said to them, He put clay upon mine eyes, and I washed, and do see. They said to the man again, What sayest thou of Him who opened thine eyes? The man said, He is a prophet. Then said they, Give God the praise. We know this man is a sinner. The man answered, Whether He be a sinner or not, I know not; one thing I do know, that whereas I was blind, now I see. Then said they to him again, What did He to thee? How opened He thine eyes? The man answered them, I have told you already, wherefore would ye ask it again? Will ye be His disciples? Then they reviled him and said, Thou art His disciple, but we are Mose’s disciples. We know that God spake unto Mose, but as for this fellow, we know not from whence He is. The man answered, Why, herein is a marvelous thing; ye know not whence He is, and yet He hath opened mine eyes. Since the world began it has not been heard that a man has opened the eyes of one born blind. If this man were not of God, He could do nothing of itself the kind. The Pharisees said, Thou wast altogether born in sins, and dost thou teach us? And they cast him out (or excommunicated him).

St. Pantaleon cures a man that was born blind. This miracle and the incidents connected with it closely resemble the case mentioned in the Gospel of St. John (ch. ix.). While St. Pantaleon was talking with his father, a man who had been blind from birth entered the house. He had already spent largely upon physicians, but had received no benefit from them. Pantaleon said to the blind man, “What will you give me if your sight is restored?” “All that I have left,” said the blind man. St. Pantaleon said in reply, “Give some of
your substance to the poor, and I will give you sight, in the name of the Lord." Then touched he the eyes of the blind man, calling on the name of Jesus; and forthwith his eyes were opened, and his sight was perfect. The physicians were greatly amazed, and asked the man who had given him sight. The man replied, "Pantaleon." Thereupon the physicians, out of malice, accused Pantaleon of treason, for giving sight to an enemy of the emperor. Maximianus arrested the man who had been born blind, and demanded of him how Pantaleon had cured him. The man replied, "He called on the name of Jesus, and touched mine eyes." "Who do you say cured you," demanded the emperor; "Escaulus or Christ?" The man made answer, "The physicians called on Escaulus, but my sight was not restored; St. Pantaleon called on the name of Jesus, and now I see." The emperor remarked, "If the fellow has received his bodily sight, he must be blind in understanding to say such things." The man answered boldly, "Surely they must be blind in understanding who can see this miracle and not confess that Christ is God." "Dost thou reprove us, fellow?" said the emperor, in great wrath. "Lictors, take him hence, and put him to instant death."—Simeon Metaphrastas (tenth century), Lives, etc.

St. Maur gives sight to Linus, who was born blind (A.D. 512-584). A man named Linus, who was born blind, lived twelve years in the porch of St. Maurice (Agnamum), in the Alps. When he heard that St. Maur was about to enter the church, he cried aloud, "Thou servant of the living God, have mercy on me!" St. Maur stopped, and asked the man what he wanted of him. "That I may receive my sight," said the blind man. St. Maur then touched the sightless orbs, making as he did so the sign of the cross, and immediately his eyes were opened. The man, overwhelmed with joy, followed St. Maur into the church, and chanted the holy service, which he had learned by heart from living so long in the porch. Faustus, who tells this story, assures us that he was told it by the man himself, and adds that the man, from the time he received his sight, consecrated himself to the service of the altar, and survived to a very advanced age.—Faustus (one of St. Maur's companions), Life of St. Maur.


Blindness from Demoniacal Possession cured.

Matt. xii. 22. There was brought to Jesus a man possessed with a devil, blind and dumb; and He healed him, insomuch that the blind-dumb man both spake and saw.

St. Remi exorcises a blind man (A.D. 449-545). St. Remi on one occasion was at Calmaciaccum, where was a man possessed with an evil spirit which made him blind. The saint prayed fervently, and, the evil spirit departing, the man received his sight.—Edward Kinesman, Lives of the Saints (Oct. 1).

It will be remembered that the disciples (John xiv. 21), when they brought a certain blind man to Jesus, asked this question: "Who did sin, this man or his parents, that he was born blind?" They ascribed blindness to sin, and all sin was supposed to be from the devil. Hence to cast out the devil, or to forgive sin, was an effectual cure of its fatal consequences.

Blood and Water from a Wound.

John xix. 34. When Jesus was on the cross, one of the soldiers with a spear pierced His side, and forthwith came there-out blood and water.

St. Cant, St. Cantian, and St. Cantianilla, martyrs (A.D. 290). Cant, Cantian, and Cantianilla were the two sons and daughter of the race of Anicius, and near relatives of the emperor Carin. They were put to death for being Christians by the command of Diocletian and Maximian. When their heads were cut off by the executioners, the blood which flowed from them was the colour of milk. Mgr. Guérin adds, "On en voit encore les traces de nos jours, sur la pierre placée au lieu de leur martyr." Their lives were written by John Chaunin; and Pierre le Gendre has composed an heroic poem in Latin, on their martyrdom, entitled "Cantias" (seventh century). The following is almost a literal translation of the opening verse:—

Champions by the headman murthered,
Over death and hell victorious,
God your names with saints hath written
Kings and priests, embroiled and glorious.
All your combats now are ended.
Low the tyrants laid, all their wrath expended.

A remarkable combination of initial letters. Cant, Cantian, Cantianilla; Carin's children; chronologer Chaunin; canticle "Cantias"; Christians.

Milk flowed from the neck of St. Catherine (Nov. 25, A.D. 810). St. Catherine was tied to a wheel, but the machine broke. She was then be-
headed; but instead of blood, milk flowed from the wound. After her head had fallen to the sword of the executioner, angels came and carried her body to Mount Sinai, where they buried it.—
Metaphrastae (died 911), Lives, etc.

Milk instead of blood flows from the wounds of Secundina (A.D. 257). When St. Secundina was accused of magic on account of her miracles, the voices from heaven which attested her acceptability with God, and the power of her prayers, her guards told her either to sacrifice to the gods of Rome, or to prepare herself for the vengeance of the law. She replied she would not sacrifice to gods which were no Gods, and as for preparation, her Saviour had already prepared everything for her. The guards roughly stripped her, tore her body in a most ghastly manner, and finally cut off her head. But what struck her persecutors was this: instead of blood gushing from her wounds, a liquor white as milk and of an enchanting odour oozed gently from her body, diffusing delicious coolness and medicinal balm. At length the loud voice of an angel, audible to all, exclaimed, “Come, beloved! The Spirit and the Bride say, Come! Receive the crown prepared for you from before the foundation of the world!” —Les Petits Bollandistes, vol. ii. p. 247.

Milk, instead of blood, flows from the wounds of seven holy women (A.D. 816). Seven women who followed St. Blaise after his cruel scourging, were seized by the order of Agricola, governor of Cappadocia, and, being tied to posts, were lacerated from head to foot with iron combs. “Mais, O puissance infinie du Dieu vivant!” instead of blood, milk flowed from their wounds, and angels came from heaven to console them and heal their wounds, saying, “Fear not, but bear thus much for Christ’s sake. To those who overcome will He give crowns of glory.” Agricola, seeing himself foiled, commanded the women to be cast into a fierce fire, “mais elles en furent retirées par la main du Tout-Puissant, sans en avoir été atteste.” The governor then ordered them to be beheaded, and they died praising God, who thought them worthy to suffer death for His sake. —Les Petits Bollandistes, vol. iii. p. 228.

A Bone of Him shall not be broken.

Psalm xxxiv. 19, 20. Mary are the afflictions of the righteous: but the Lord delivereth him out of them all. He keepeth all his bones: not one of them is broken.

John xix. 33-36. When the soldiers came to Jesus, and saw that His head was already bleeding from His legs; but one of the soldiers with a spear pierced His side, and forthwith came there-out blood and water. These things were done that the Scripture should be fulfilled, A bone of Him shall not be broken.

Dr. John Jahn, in his Archæologia Bibliica, p. 298, says, “When there was not a prospect that the victims crucified would die on the day of crucifixion, the executioners hastened the extinction of life by kindling fire under the cross as to suffocate them with the smoke; or by letting loose upon them wild beasts; or by breaking their bones upon the cross with a mallet; or by piercing them with a spear.”

In regard to the spear the doctor says, p. 298, “In order to ascertain whether Jesus was really dead, or had only fallen into a swoon, a soldier thrust his lance into His side (unquestionably His left side). If Christ had not been already dead, a wound of this kind would have put an end to His life, as has been shown both by the physician Eschenbach and by Gruner. The part pierced was the pericardium, where the lymph which accompanied the blood. Eschenbach, Gymnosophistes, or Reactor, says: ‘For the pericardium, or the place of the heart, was slightly moistened. Gruner, Dissertationi Iconic. Medice de Jesu Christi morte vera, non symphologiae (1800).”

The bones of the forty martyrs, though beaten by mallets, were not broken (A.D. 320). Agricola, governor of Lesser Armenia, having exposed the forty martyrs quite naked for three days and three nights on the ice of a frozen pond, during the severe frosts of March, commanded the victims to be beaten with mallets that their bones might be broken, and their death accelerated. They were still alive when the officers drew up the waggons to the edge of the pond, and when they saw the waggons they sang, in the words of the psalmist, “Our soul is escaped as a bird out of the snare of the fowlers: the snare is broken, and we are escaped, because our help is in the name of the Lord” (xxxvii. 7, 8). They were all placed in the waggons except Melito, the youngest of them, who was less exhausted than the rest. The mother of Melito was present, and when she observed that her son was left behind, she carried him herself to one of the waggons, saying, “Go, go, my son, with your companions, that you may present yourself with them before the throne of God.” Their bones being beaten with mallets, the victims were cast into a fierce fire and burnt to cinders, after which the ashes were collected together and thrown into the river. But “the Lord did wonderful things: though beaten with mallets, their bones were not broken; though their ashes were tossed into the river, they were not dispersed; but the faithful were enabled to collect them, and they are still preserved as sacred relics.” St. Gregory of Nyssa
BOOK—BOUND—BRAZEN SERPENT.

There are but few countries in the whole Christian universe that do not possess some of these precious ashes. In France, Paris, Lyons, Reims, Bourges, Vienne, etc., all possess some of them.—Vita Sanctorum. (The memoir is by Metaphrastes.)

Book written Within and Without.

Rev. v. 1-6. I saw in the right hand of Him that sat on the throne a book written within and without, ... and I saw a strong angel proclaiming with a loud voice, Who is worthy to open the book? ... And no man in heaven, nor in earth, ... was able to open the book, nor to look thereon. And I wept because no man was found worthy to open and to read the book. ... And one of the elders said to me, Weep not: behold, the Lion of the tribe of Juda ... hath prevailed to open the book.

A book written within and without handed to St. Ephrem (A.D. 378). An old man was in the spirit, and beheld a company of angels descending from heaven, holding a book written within and without; and they said among themselves, “To whom shall we present this book?” One suggested one person, and another another, as worthy to receive it. The angels, having examined into the merits of the persons named, said with one voice, “It is true they are all saints and servants of God, but none of them is worthy to receive the book.” Other names were then spoken of, but the angels cried with one accord, “The book must be given to Ephrem only, the humble of heart.” And to him they handed it. The old man then hastened to the church where Ephrem was about to preach, and when he heard him he said, “The words of his lips are those of the book, written by the hand of the Holy Ghost.”—St. Gregory of Nyssa, Panegyrics.

Bound by the Devil.

Luke xiii. 11-16. There was a woman which had a spirit of infirmity eighteen years, and was bowed together, and could in no wise lift up herself. When Jesus saw her, He called her to Him, and said unto her, Woman, thou art loosed from thine infirmity; ... and immediately she was made straight. (When the ruler of the synagogue expressed his indignation that this cure was effected on a sabbath day, Jesus said), Ought not this woman, whom Satan hath bound, lo, these eighteen years, be loosed from this bond on the sabbath day?

St. Donatus, bishop of Aresso, looses a governor’s son, bound by the devil. The governor of Apromilanus went to St. Donatus and St. Hilarian, and besought them to heal his son who was bound by the devil. The holy men commanded the devil to depart; and as he went out he yelled with a loud shriek, “Donatus turneth me out of house and home;” but immediately he was gone out the young man was loosed of his infirmity, and his father received him perfectly restored.—Bede, Church History (A.D. 734). The acts of St. Donatus are mentioned in almost all Roman martyrlogies.

St. Hilarion looses a charioteer, bound by the devil. There was at Gaza a charioteer bound by the devil, in such sort that only his tongue was left free. Being brought to St. Hilarion, he said to the man, “Believe in the Lord Jesus, and He will loose thee of thy bonds.” The man answered, “Sir, I believe that God has given thee power over unclean spirits, and to heal all manner of diseases.” Then said Hilarion, “My son, be it unto thee even as thou wilt;” and immediately he was made whole, both in mind and body.—St. Jerome, Vita Sancti Hilarionis (A.D. 390).

Bowed by Infirmities. (See Cripple.)

Luke xiii. 11-13. There was a woman which had a spirit of infirmity eighteen years, and was bowed together, so that she could in no wise lift up herself. When Jesus saw her, He said to her, Woman, thou art loosed from thine infirmity. And He laid His hands on her: and immediately she was made straight.

Blithmund, bowed by infirmity, cured by St. Valery (A.D. 614). Blithmund, the son of illustrious parents, was paralyzed from birth, so that he could not stand upright, but his body was bowed together. The parents, having exhausted all medical skill without receiving any benefit, carried the child to Leuconaus, in Picardy, where was a monastery presided over by St. Valery, and earnestly implored the saint to take pity on the child. St. Valery prayed, and then taking the child by the hand, and stroking it from head to foot, the body was made straight, and delivered to its mother.—St. Attalus (a contemporary), Acts of St. Valery.

Brazen Serpent.

Num. xxii. 4-11. When the children of Israel came to Edom, they began to weary of their wanderings, and said to Moses, Why have you brought us up out of Egypt to die here in the wilderness? God was angry at their murmuring, and sent fiery serpents among the people,
which bit many, and many died. So the people repented, and implored Moses to intercede for them. Moses did so, and God said to him, Make thee a brazen serpent, and raise it on a pole in the sight of all the people, and say unto them, Whosoever looketh upon the serpent shall live. Moses did as the Lord commanded; and it came to pass, if a man bitten by a serpent looked on the brazen serpent, the bite was cured, and the man lived.

Alexander the Great and the burning candle. Alexander the Great placed a burning candle in the hall of his palace, and made proclamation by heralds throughout Macedonia, that “any one guilty of treason should receive free pardon if he came into the hall boldly while the candle was burning, but those who feared to come, or neglected to do so, should suffer the extreme penalty of the law.” Many believed the proclamation, came, and went away free; they were courteously received, well treated, and went home penitent; but others feared or neglected to do so, and suffered ignominious deaths.—Gesta Romanorum, xcvi.

A Roman custom in sieges. The Romans had an ancient custom, when a city or castle was besieged, of burning a lighted candle, and as long as the candle lasted they were willing to receive overtures of peace; but immediately the candle was burnt out, the time of grace was over.—Gesta Romanorum, xcviii.

The modern custom is to fix a time for overtures, and to begin active operations at the expiration of the time fixed. Thus, in the recent Egyptian war (1881), Admiral Seymour gave Arabi the Egyptian rebel a stated time within which he would make terms with him; Arabi not only failed to make the time fixed, but the British admiral instantly opened fire.

MacIan of Glencoe (1692). William III. gave the Jacobites of Glencoe to the end of December, 1692, to make their submission, but those who failed to do so were to suffer the death of rebels and traitors. MacIan was prevented by a heavy fall of snow from arriving within the appointed time, and Sir John Dalrymple (the master of Stair) sent Captain Campbell to put the chief, with thirty glenmen, to death.

Sir John is generally blamed for this severity, but in rebellion, treason, and war, no margin must be given, no excuse for disobedience should be admitted. Suppose, in the case of the brazen serpent, one of the sufferers had said, “The brazen serpent exposed to the full sun is so dazzling that it would blind me to look at it,” his excuse would not have exempted him from the penalty of disobedience; nor would it be otherwise if he had said, “I was going to look, but night closed in and prevented my seeing it.” Many a case may appear hard, but the mischief would be enormous if excuses were accepted.

Brought Him.

John vii. 44-47. Some of them would have taken Jesus, but no man laid hands on Him.

Then came the officers to the chief priests and the Pharisees, who said, Why have ye not brought Him? The officers answered, Never man spake like this man. Then said the Pharisees, Are ye also deceived?

Pastor Jaenicke’s anecdote. The following is a marvellous parallel, and has the merit of being historical.

Pastor Jaenicke related the following fact to a company assembled in the house of Mr. Elsner. While Voltaire was in Berlin, a pious clergyman in one of the churches of that city protested strongly against “that viper, and enemy of all godliness.” Frederick the Great, thinking himself insulted by this language, sent one of his generals to arrest the clergyman, and lodge him in the state prison of Spandau. The general went accordingly, and said to the clergyman, “What is it you said in your sermon to affront his majesty?” Whereupon the good man spoke to the general with so much fervour and power, that the officer returned to the king without executing the order. When Frederick said, “Why, general, how is it you are back so soon?” the general replied, “I could not hurt a hair of that good man if it were to cost my life.” Whereupon the king replied, “Then go back, and tell him not to meddle with the subject again.” Next Sunday the clergyman again exhorted his congregation to beware of the leaven of unbelief, and the king sent another of his generals to take the contumacious orator to Spandau, adding he was not to enter into conversation with him. The roads being bad, travelling was slow work, and the general expressed his regret at the task imposed on him. On this hint the clergyman spoke earnestly of Christ crucified, and the great danger of indifference and infidelity. The general was melted, he had no heart left him to carry out his commission, and when half-way to Spandau ordered the driver to turn the horses and drive back to Berlin. Having set down his prisoner at his own door, the general went to the king and said, “Your majesty may order me on any other service, but I cannot fight against God. I would not, to save my life, hurt a hair of that good man. In fact, I could not if I would.”—Henderson, Memorials of John Venning.

The captain of the galleys, with a company of soldiers sent to arrest Francis of Paula, falls down before him in reverence (A.D. 1416-1507). Ferdinand I., king of Naples, so hated St. Francis of Paula,
that he sent one of his captains, with a company of soldiers, to arrest him. This news threw the whole city into consternation; and the chief citizens of Naples tried to dissuade the officer from laying hands on so holy a man. The captain paid no heed to this remonstrance, but proceeded to execute the king's order. St. Francis, in the mean time, entered the cathedral as usual, and placed himself on his knees before the high altar. The captain and his band entered the church, but failed to see the saint, because God had rendered him invisible. At length he came forward, and said to the captain, "Whom seek ye?" The captain, instead of arresting the saint, fell at his feet, and begged pardon for having undertaken his commission. St. Francis raised him from the ground, and said, "Go and tell the king that unless he, the queen, and the princes amend their lives, the vengeance of God will fall upon their house." The message being reported to the court, the king was alarmed, and ceased from all further persecution.—Father Giry, Acts of Canonization, etc.

Budding Rod.

_Necr. xvii._ When the election of a high priest was made, the twelve tribes took each a rod, and wrote "every man's name on his rod," and God said the man of His choice should be indicated by the budding of the rod which bore his name. When Aaron was chosen high priest the twelve tribes took twelve rods, and the tribe of Levi wrote on their rod the name of Aaron, and this was the rod which budded; so Aaron was appointed high priest.

The Virgin Mary given to Joseph by the lot of the budding rod. When Mary was of marriageable age, the young men of Judah, who were of the lineage of David, took each a rod, and deposited them in the temple, with the understanding that he was to have her to wife whose rod budded. The rod of Joseph budded, and Mary became his espoused wife.—Edward Kinesman (1823), _Lives of the Saints_, p. 191.

The stick of St. Desiderius throws out leaves (A.D. 253). The bishop of Langres being dead, the Church assembled in the oratory of St. John the Evangelist to select a successor, and God told them He had chosen Desiderius for that high office. No such person was known to any of them, and they sent to Rome for information. As the deputation were returning home, they saw near Geneva a labourer named Desiderius, driving a cart, and asked him to come and speak to them. When he dismounted, he stuck his stick into the ground; but judge of their amazement when they saw the stick shoot forth leaves and blossoms in great abundance. It was enough. The sign was indisputable, and Desiderius the labourer was elected bishop of Langres.

—L'abbé Mazelin, _Saints de la Haute Marne._

_St. Orens accepted the bishopric of Auch, because his stick budded_ (fifth century). _St. Orens_, a solitary living in the cleft of a rock, was chosen bishop of Auch. When the deputation waited on him he declined the honour, and, taking up his staff, was about to leave the cave, but his staff rooted itself in the solid rock, and threw out leaves and branches. _St. Orens_, considering this miracle an undeniable indication of the will of God, went with the deputation, and no sooner did he set foot in the city, than all the sick were instantly restored to health, no matter with what malady they were afflicted. His biographer remarks, "ce second miracle acheva de lui gagner les cœurs."—Montesun, _Histoire de Gascony._

Arnaud Colonies tells us that at death a voice from heaven said to him, "Orens, Je t'accorde tout ce que tu me demandes en faveur de ceux qui se recommanderont à toi, lesquels invoquent ton secours en toutes les infortunes, tribulations d'esprit, nécessités, et angoisses en seront délivrés, et ne manqueront jamais de bien temporels en leur besoin."—_Le Vie du Glorieux St. Orens, Besigue d'Andes._

_St. Paul chosen bishop of Trois-Châteaux by the budding of a dry stick_ (fifth century). _Paul of Reims_, in Champagne, was the son of poor Christian parents, and followed agricultural pursuits. As he was ploughing one day, a deputation from Trois-Châteaux presented themselves before him and asked his name. "I am called Paul," he replied. "Then you are the person we seek," said the deputation. "The Church at Trois-Châteaux has chosen you for their bishop." "Chosen me for a bishop?" exclaimed Paul. "Get away with you; I certainly am not the Paul you are seeking for. You see I am only a common labourer." "We see," said the deputation, "that you are a ploughman; but Amos of Tekoa, the prophet, was a herdsman, and St. Peter, the prince of the apostles, was but a fisherman. God is no respecter of persons, and you, Paul, are the person chosen to be our bishop." Paul could not be persuaded that some mistake had not been made, and, picking up a dry stick, thrust it into the ground, saying, "When this dry stick buds and brings forth flowers I will believe you,
and not till then." What, however, was his astonishment when he beheld the stick covered with leaves and flowers. The deputation was overjoyed. They saw at once that God Himself confirmed their choice, and Paul could no longer refuse to follow them.—L'abbé Nadal, Hagiographic History of Valence.

An annual festival is kept in Troy-Châteaux on Feb. 2. In commemoration of the budding stick of bishop Paul, the ploughman; when a stick, called aiglelêtre, decorated with ribbons, leaves, and almond flowers, is carried in procession. The reader, of course, will be reminded not only of Amos of Tekoa, the herdsman, but of Cincinnati, in Roman story, called from the plough to be dictator of Rome. The tale of Abdonolymus the gardener is not quite so familiar, but those who have read Quintus Curtius (iv. ch. 1) will remember that Alexander chose this poor man to be king of Sidon.

The oven peel of St. Honoré's nurse becomes a mulberry tree (seventh century). When the nurse of St. Honoré heard that he was made a bishop, she was putting bread into an oven, and stood stupefied with amazement. "I don't believe it—I don't believe it!" she exclaimed, and sticking the peel, which she held in her hand, into the ground, she added, "When that takes root, I will believe my boy is made a bishop." No sooner had she spoken, than the peel became a mulberry tree, full of leaves and fruit. In reference to this "miracle," St. Honoré is represented in Christian art with a peel, and hence the rhyme—

Saint Honoré
Dans sa chapelle
Avec sa poele
Bart honoré.

—L'abbé Corbiet, Origine du Patronage Liturgique des Boulangers.

An sixième, on montrait encore ce mélèr dans l'ancien logis paternel du saint érèque.—L'abbé Corbiet.

Pope Urban's budding staff and Tannhäuser. The following is only a tale, but it is of the nature of a legend. The ritter Tannhäuser was a German knight, who

and the burning bush. Meanwhile the pope's staff actually did bud, and Urban sent in all directions for the ritter, but to no purpose. He was nowhere to be found, and never again showed his face on this earth.—Tieck, Plantasus.

This tale is an allegory, designed to show the boundless mercy of God. — All manner of sin and blasphemy shall be forgiven unto men ; yea, even if they have lived to pleasure in the city of Venusborg. Tannhäuser is the penitent, whose better conviction is showed by the weeds which spring up with the good seed. He quits pleasure for a season, but finding his sudden repentance a matter of suspicion, falls back again into the world. Urban is a warning to ministers not to measure God's infinite love and mercy by the finite scope of their own judgments. Forbear to judge; leave that to God.

A dead elm, touched by the bier of St. Zanobi, bursts into full foliage (A.D. 407). The bier of St. Zanobi happened, in passing, to touch an elm tree, dead and withered to the roots from old age. The moment it did so the whole tree burst into leaf, and was covered with flowers. This tree was looked on by the people with such reverence, that every one coveted a piece as a charmed relic, and the tree ere long was wholly cut away. A marble pillar was then erected on the spot, with an inscription stating what has been said above. When the bier reached the doorway of St. Saviour's Cathedral, it (the bier) became immovable, and no power of man could force it further on, till bishop Andrew promised to find twelve chaplains to chant the praises of God in the chapel designed for the dead saint.—John Tortel (archpriest of Arezzo), Life of St. Zanobi (1439).

This weighting of coffins, pillars, beams, and so on, is so common, and apparently so senseless, that even Mr. Quirin, chaplain to pope Leo XIII., is struck with it; and in apologue says, "Notre intention n'est pas d'imposer une coutume arriée en faveur des morts en particulier, mais de renouer à l'histoire de la translation de saint Philibert la thurnanture de notre époque. Qu'on y verifie en plein xie. siècle, en 1700, et a presente, en presence de milliers de temoins, ce miracle de l'immutabilité." (This was in 1897.)

Burning Bush. Exod. iii. 1-6. Now Moses kept the flock of Jethro his father-in-law, priest of Midian: and he led the flock to the back of the desert, and came to the mountain of God, even to Horeb. And the angel of the Lord appeared to him in a flame of fire out of the midst of a bush: and he looked, and, behold, the bush burned with fire, and the bush was not consumed. And Moses said, I will now turn aside, and see this great sight, why the bush is not burnt. And when the Lord saw that he turned aside to see, God called unto him out of the midst of the bush, and said, Moses, Moses. And he said, Here am I. And the Lord said, Draw not nigh hither: put off thy shoes from off thy feet, for the place whereon thou standest is holy ground. And Moses hid his face: for he was afraid to look upon God.
A burning church not injured by the fire (A.D. 1280). A great fire broke out in Cologne, which burnt down many houses. St. Hermann went to render assistance, and saw a church, wholly enveloped in flames on every side, yet not injured in the least. While gazing at this strange spectacle, he observed the Lord Jesus suspended on His cross on the roof of the church; and immediately perceived that the flames had forborne to injure the sacred edifice, out of respect to the sacred passion and crucifixion of the Lord. In fact, the flames durst not touch the building which was thus protected. This conviction was confirmed, on noticing that the cross multiplied itself, in order to protect those parts of the church which the flames from time to time threatened most. This marvellous sight filled his soul with this sacred reflection: The best way of keeping the heart from being consumed by earthly passions is to impress on the memory the image of Christ crucified.—Life of St. Hermann (Bullandists), April 7.

The burning thorn-bush in the suburbs of Châlons (March 24, A.D. 1400). March 24, 1400, a shepherd on the farm of Sainte Marie, and another from Courciol, near Châlons-sous-Marne, while keeping sheep not far from the chapel of St. John the Baptist, observed, at a little distance from where they stood, a brilliant light in the midst of a great thorn-bush. The sheep in alarm ran away; the lambs only ventured to approach the bush! Curious to know the cause of this extraordinary light, the two shepherds were drawing near, when they were so dazzled by the light that they swooned, and were a long time before they came to themselves. When they did so, they found the cause of this brilliant light was an image of the Virgin Mary holding her Son in her arms!! The light grew stronger as the shepherds, and crowds ran to see it from all the neighbourhood, and as the place is elevated, the burning bush was seen for ten leagues round. When the phenomenon ceased, the bishop of Châlons, at the head of his whole chapter, the neighbouring clergy, and an enormous crowd of the inhabitants, went in procession to the bush, and found it covered with green leaves, notwithstanding the flames which had been seen in the midst of it. The image was still in the bush, and was carried with reverence to the chapel of St. John the Baptist.

The image is nineteen inches in height, of grey earth, tolerably modelled, and painted throughout. In the Revolution it was placed under the care of the curé of Étampes, and therefore escaped demolition. The bush was cut down to give place to the church, and no one knows the exact spot where it stood, but it is supposed to have been where the altar is placed.—Mgr. Guérin (chamberlain of Leo XIII.), Vies des Saints (5th edit. 1880), Extrait d'une notice sur Notre-Dame de l'Épinaie by the curé of the place.

Notre-Dame des Miracles at Mauriac (A.D. 507). One dark night Theodeschilde, daughter of Clotris, noticed in Montsels' forest a brilliant light, which shone among the trees, but injured them not. The night following it appeared again. Greatly astonished at this strange phenomenon, she went to the spot, and found, in the very centre of the light, a wooden image, as black as coal, representing the Madonna and her Infant. Theodeschilde at once commanded a chapel to be built on the spot, and there she deposited the image. So numerous were the miracles which proceeded therefrom, that a town, named Mauriac, sprang up in the vicinity, and the chapel was called "Notre-Dame des Miracles." The miracles were for the most part the ordinary ones, of sight to the blind, hearing to the deaf, speech to the dumb, casting out devils, and curing paralytics; but the following is less common. One morning two men, in strange costume, were found at the chapel doors, fast asleep. On waking, they were evidently puzzled to make out where they were, and how they got there. Their tale was that they were two slaves from Spain, who prayed to Notre-Dame des Miracles to deliver them, and while they slept, the Virgin must have carried them from their prison in Spain, and deposited them in Mauriac, where they were found. "Tel est le fait raconté dans l'office même (i.e. Prope de St. Flour), et que confirment les chaines subsistantes qu'on porte en procession devant la statue miraculeuse."—Mgr. Guérin, Vies des Saints (7th edit. 1880), vol. v. p. 424.

The "chains" carried in procession can be no confirmation of this strange tale, any more than the stone encased in the coronation chair is a proof of Jacob's dream in Bethel.

Camels' Hair Raiment.

Matt. iii. 4. John the Baptist was the son of Simeon. St. Luke says that Zacharias and his wife Elisabeth were both righteous before God, walking in all the commandments and ordinances of the Lord blameless; but they had no child, because Elisabeth was barren, and they were both very old in years. One day, as Zacharias was executing the office of a priest, an angel appeared to him and said, Fear not, Zacharias: for thy prayer is heard; and thy wife Elisabeth shall bear thee a son, and thou shalt...
CAULDRON INNOCUOUS.

[Pr. I.]

call his name John. And thou shalt have joy and gladness; and many shall rejoice at his birth, for he shall be great in the sight of the Lord.—This John came into the wilderness of Judea, and had his raiment of camel's hair, and a leather girdle about his loins, and his meat was locusts and wild honey.

Baron de Tott tells us that the Tartars to the present day cover their wooden huts with a coarse cloth made of camel's hair.—Memoirs, pt. ii. p. 80. Sir J. Chardin says that the mungo devishes wear garments made of camel's hair, girt about the loins with a leather girdle, and that sometimes they feed on locusts, which John the Baptist made his usual fare.—Note on 1 Sam. xxxvii. 4. *Probably the "cilice," or hair shirt worn by the saints, was more or less in imitation of the Baptist, but it must be borne in mind that raiments made of goats' or horses' hair were not uncommon among the Hebrews, and had no reference whatever to penance.

St. Genulph, like John the Baptist, was the son of prayer, and had his raiment of camel's hair (third century). Genitus and his wife Aclia were both pious Christians, who walked in all the commandments and ordinances of Christ blameless; but they had no child, because Aclia was barren, and they were both well stricken in years. One day, having prayed with more than usual earnestness that God would vouchsafe to give them a son, a voice said to them, "Fear not; for thy prayers are heard; and Aclia shall bear a son, and ye shall call his name Genulph. And ye shall have joy and gladness in him; yes, and many shall rejoice in his birth, for he shall be great in the sight of the Lord." In due time the child was born, and at the age of five years was given to St. Sixtus, to be brought up in the fear and admonition of the Lord. This same Genulph, like John the Baptist, had his raiment of camel's hair, which he wore always, except when he celebrated the "Holy Mysteries," on which solemn occasions he arrayed himself in the finest linen and most costly robes, brilliant with gold and precious stones. In the territory of Cadurci (Cahors) he preached the Word, and exhorted all men to repentance and faith. The fame of his sanctity drew many unto him, and he performed many miracles in the name of Jesus Christ.—Bollandus, Acta Sanctorum, vol. ii. p. 88, etc.

Cauldron Innocuous. (See Fire Innocuous.)

Hos. xi. 32-34. The time would fail me to tell of those who through faith stopped the mouths of lions, quenched the violence of fire, escaped the edge of the sword, and out of weakness were made strong.

Isa. lx. 3. When thou passest through water, I will be with thee; and through rivers, they shall not overflow thee. When thou walkest through fire, thou shalt not be burned; neither shall flame kindle upon thee.

The following are varieties of the tale told of Shadrach, Meshach, and Abednego (Dan. iii.), &c.

_St. Boniface, after numerous tortures, is ordered to be thrown into boiling pitch, but escapes unhurt (fourth century)._ The emperor Diocletian appointed Simplicius to stamp out Christianity in Cilicia. Amongst many others, St. Boniface was brought under his jurisdiction. He was first hung with his head downwards, and his flesh torn from his bones by iron hooks; in his horrible torture he uttered not a groan. He was then taken down, and, after an hour's respite, sharp spikes were driven up his nails; but still he suffered in silence. The governor, irritated beyond measure at this apparent insensibility, now ordered his myrmidons to force his mouth open, and pour into it hot molten lead. At this the crowd became so furious, that they took up stones to throw at the governor, who fled for his life. Next day Simplicius again took his seat on the tribunal, and commanded the saint to be thrown head foremost into a cauldron of boiling pitch. St. Boniface made the sign of the cross, the cauldron broke into fragments, and the boiling pitch burnt terribly the executioners, but never touched the saint at all. Simplicius, out of patience, then ordered the saint's head to be cut off. As this was done the earth quaked, and all present thought the world was come to an end.—Acta Sanctorum (Bollandists), vol. ii. May 14.

Archbishop Ado gives a different version of the last incident. He says that Simplicius caused the martyr's head to be held in a cauldron full of seething pitch, oil, and resin; but the martyr not only received no injury therefrom, but he did not even suffer the slightest pain.

_St. Cecilia exposed in a dry cauldron set over a huge fire, and yet unhurt._ After the martyrdom of her husband Valerian, the Roman governor Almachius commanded his officers to place St. Cecilia in a dry cauldron, and place the cauldron over a fierce fire, till his victim was dried to a cinder. St. Cecilia was in the cauldron a day and a night, yet "felt no woe;" yes, she declared afterwards, that she found her dry bath "delightfully refreshing." An executioner then came with orders to cut off her head. Three times he cut across her neck with his sword, but still left it dangling on her bosom by the skin. For three days the saint lived in this state. Many came to visit her, and she spoke to them words of consolation and good hope. Among
then was he taken up, and let down into the midst of the boiling mass. The flames were so fierce and high as wholly to conceal the martyr, but the crowd distinctly heard a voice singing in the cauldron. Every one was amazed, and waited impatiently to see the end. More and more fuel was piled on the fire, till the heat was unbearable for many yards' distance, and still the voice was heard singing hymns of praise. At length the fire burnt out, and the multitude crowded to the cauldron, when, lo! there sat the aged apostle in the midst, wholly uninjured. The oil, the resin, and the pitch had all boiled away, the cauldron was quite dry; but there sat the evangelist, not a hair of his head injured, but his face beaming like the sun, and his aged body actually invigorated. The officers lifted him out of the cauldron, and led him back to prison.

This tale is told by St. Jerome, who lived A.D. 345-419, in his Enchiridion, i. p. 14; by Tertullian, who lived 160-220, Prescriptions against Heretics, ch. xxvi.; by Eusebius, who lived 263-339; and has been repeated in almost all Lives of the Saints.

St. Lucy, being set in a cauldron of molten lead, received no harm therefrom. St. Lucy, by the order of Diocletian and Maximian, was plunged up to her neck in a cauldron full of boiling pitch and molten lead. Here she remained for many hours, but received no sort of harm. Being taken out, she was haled by the hair through the streets, laden with gyves and fetters. As she was dragged past the door of Germinianus, a noted image-maker, all the idols in his warehouse fell to the ground, and were broken to pieces. This was the cause of his conversion, and he was beheaded with St. Lucy the same day.—Simeon Metaphrastes (died 911), Lives of the Saints. (See also Zenanas and Evagrius.)

Chains falling off Prisoners.

Acts xvi. 25, 26. When Paul and Silas were at Philippi they were cast into prison, but at midnight they prayed, and suddenly there was a great earthquake, and immediately every man's bonds were loosed. Acts xii. 7. When Peter was cast into prison by Herod, an angel came to him, and "his chains fell off from his hands."

At a glance from St. Benedict of Mount Cassino, the bonds of a prisoner are broken (A.D. 480-548). A Gothic soldier cruelly tormented a peasant for money. The peasant said he had given all he possessed into the keeping of St. Benedict. Whereupon the Goth bound him with strong cords,
and made him walk in front of his horse, and conduct him to the abbey. They found the abbot alone, reading; and the Goth, in a bullying tone, cried aloud, "Up, up, I say! give this fellow the money he has left with you." The saint, quite imperturbable, went on reading, but in a few minutes glanced at the peasant. The instant his eye was fixed on the captive, the strong cords broke like tow, and left the man free. The Goth was frightened, and throwing himself at the feet of the man of God, implored his pardon. St. Benedict never spoke a word, but went on with his book. After a few minutes' silence, the saint very quietly said to one of the brothers, "Give them to eat, and let them go." The bully was thoroughly cowed, and the peasant's money remained in safe custody.—St. Gregory the Great, Dialogues, bk. ii.

Chains of St. Chrisantus crumble into dust. When St. Chrisantus was cast into prison by the Roman tribune, he was loaded with gryves and fetters, and the floor of the prison was covered with foul and stinking things; but, in the sight of the officers, the irons which they had used to bind him with turned to dust, and the stench which filled the cell was converted into a fragrant perfume.

Verinus and Armelaus, priests of St. Stephen, pope and martyr, wrote the Life of St. Chrisantus; and Metaphrastes expanded it. Chrisantus is mentioned in the Roman Martyrology; in the Martyrology of Usuardus; and in Saris, Lives of the Saints, vol. v.

St. Eleutherius released from prison by an angel (A.D. 581). A contagion having broken out in Tournai, the people ascribed it to St. Eleutherius, the despiser of their gods. A company of soldiers was sent, therefore, to apprehend him, and he was cast into prison. At night the angel of God came to him, his chains fell off, the prison doors opened of their own accord, and the angel conducted him to Blandain. The governor of Tournai, convinced by this miracle that the Christian's God is the one true God, prayed St. Eleutherius to return to the city. This he did, and the same day the saint received into the fold 11,000 souls by baptism.—Les Petits Bollandistes, vol. ii. p. 600.

Chasm filled up.

Mettius Curtius, b.c. 862. We are told in Roman story that a vast chasm, from some unknown cause, appeared in the Roman forum, and the soothsayers declared it would never be filled up, till Rome threw into it its best treasure. Mettius Curtius said, Rome's best treasure is a self-sacrificing devoted patriot; and mounting on his charger he leaped into the gulf, which immediately closed over him.—Valerius Maximus, De Factis Diotisius Memoriabilibus (in nine books).

A guilty and bog filled up by the body of St. Leo (third century). St. Leo, passing by the temple of Fortune, at Patara, in Lycia, saw it illuminated with lanterns, and broke as many as were within his reach. The governor ordered him to be brought before him, and asked why he had profaned the temple, and dishonoured the emperor. St. Leo replied that Fortune was no deity, and added, "There is but one God, the Creator of heaven and earth." The governor said, "You are not here to preach Christianity, but to answer your indictment." As Leo persisted in disavowing the gods, the governor ordered him to be scourged, and then to be dragged over rocks and stones till he was dead. After death, his body was thrown from a precipice into a deep chasm or gully, the bottom of which was a dangerous bog, and immediately the chasm closed upon it, and the bog became firm ground, over which persons could walk without the least danger.—Bollandus, Acta Sanctorum, vol. ii. February. (Alban Butler gives the life of St. Leo, with but little mutilation.)

Christ accused of Satanic Influence.

Matt. iii. 22-30. The scribes which came down from Jerusalem said of Christ, He hath Beelzebub, and by the prince of the devils casteth out devils.

St. Maur accused of sorcery (512-584). After St. Maur had done many wonderful works at Glanfeuil, the devil inspired three artisans to accuse him of sorcery, giving out that he had come there only to make his fortune by deluding the people with false miracles; but God signally punished these calumniators. The devil entered into them all, and tormented them with excruciating tortures, under which one of the three died. St. Maur, instead of rejoicing, prayed earnestly that God would pardon them. His prayer was heard, for God not only drove out the devil from the possessed, but also raised the dead man to life. St. Maur then bade them leave the neighbourhood, lest their presence should keep alive in memory the miracle which had been wrought.—Faustus (a companion of St. Maur), Life of St. Maur.
Christ as a Child.

[In the Lives of the Saints the favourite apparition of Christ is in the form of a little child. It was as a little child that He appeared to St. Alexander, St. Anthony, St. Augustine, St. Bernard, St. Ophorus, St. Peter of Alexandria, and hundreds of other saints.] 

Christ appears as a little child, to St. Alexander and Balbina (A.D. 118). Pope Alexander I., in the reign of Hadrian, converted Hermès the governor and all his house, to the number of 1500 souls. Complaint being made to the emperor Trajan that Alexander and Hermès were greatly pervading the people, he sent Aurelian to investigate the matter, with full power of acting at discretion. Aurelian committed Alexander to prison; but Hermès, being a man high in dignity and honour, he placed in the house of Quirinus the tribune, as a prisoner on his parole. The tribune tried to persuade Hermès to abandon a religion which only led to dishonour and death; but the governor replied, "I once thought like you, but pope Alexander made me wise unto salvation." Quirinus said, "I wonder if the man you refer to is the Alexander I have under me in the common jail?" "Yes," replied Hermès, "that is indeed the man; and if he liked he could, with the help of Jesus Christ, free himself from bondage, and either come to me or go elsewhere." Quirinus laughed outright at this, and said, "If Alexander can quit his cell, and come hither without my permission, I will believe that Christ is God indeed." "Be it so," said Hermès. Then Quirinus departed, and set double locks on the prison doors, and a double guard to keep watch over both his prisoners. Hermès, by the medium of prayer, communicated to Alexander this conversation with the tribune, and presently there appeared before him a little child about five years old, who said to him, "Alexander, arise, and follow me." "As the Lord liveth," replied Alexander, "I will not go with thee, except I first hear thee repeat the Pater Noster." The child repeated the prayer, and, taking the prisoner by the hand, led him to the room where Hermès was in custody. When the tribune returned, and found Alexander and Hermès together, he was dumfounded; but after his first astonishment was abated he said, "I am ready to be baptized, for none of our Roman gods can do after this sort." After more conversation he said, "I have a daughter, an only child, grievously afflicted with an incurable quinsy; heal her, and I will bestow on you half of all my goods." "Bring her to my cell," said St. Alexander, and the damsel was taken to his cell. "Now take this chain," said Alexander, "with which I was bound, and hang it about her neck." The father took the chain, and hung it round the neck of his daughter, and she was cured in a moment. In the mean time, the holy child, which had delivered Alexander from prison, appeared again in the cell, and said to the maiden, "Balbina, Christ hath made thee whole, and desires to have thee for His bride." When Quirinus saw the vision of the child Jesus, he fell at the feet of Alexander, and cried, "My lord, depart out of this place, lest I be consumed." Alexander then bade Quirinus to assemble before him all his prisoners, and when he had done so, the saint preached to them Christ and Him crucified. His words went home to their hearts with power of the Holy Ghost, and all were converted. Quirinus supplied all the prisoners with white robes, as was the custom with catechumens, and they were baptized. (See Peter the Holy Exorcist, p. 91.) — Life of Pope Alexander I. (from the public registers).

Christ, as a child, appears to St. Andrew Corsini (A.D. 1802-1878). When the clergy of Fiesolè chose St. Andrew Corsini for their bishop, he was nowhere to be found. Having been informed of the election, he had fled to Certosa, south of Florence, to compel the synod to make another choice. Another council being called, just as someother name was about to be proposed, a little child, apparently three years old, entered the assembly, and said, "Andrew Corsini is God's choice. You will find him at his orisons in Certosa." At the same moment a little boy in white appeared to St. Andrew, and said, "Fear not, Andrew, for I am with you, and Mary will be thy protector and helper." The call could not be resisted. As St. Andrew went on his way to Fiesolè, he met the deputation, and they entered the church together.—Surius, Lives of the Saints (5 vols. fol. 1570).

Christ, as a little child, often visited St. Antony of Padua (A.D. 1195-1281). Christ often went into the cell of St. Antony of Padua, in the form and likeness of a little child, and conversed freely with him.—Edward Kinesman (1623), Lives of the Saints.

Christ, as a child, appears to St. Cath.
Christ consorts with sinners.

Matt. v. 11. The Pharisees said to the disciples, Why esteth your Master with publicans and sinners? When Jesus heard that, He said to them. They that be whole need not a physician, but they that be sick.

St. Martin accused by the devil of consorting with sinners. The devil reproved St. Martin because he received, "upon penance," those who had committed very heinous sins, and even those who had denied the abounding mercy of God, saying that God would not pardon them.

St. Martin replied, "The physician visits the sick to heal them; and if thou, miserable wretch, didst not know thy sickness, wished for pardon, and would repent, I would pray the forgiving God to have mercy even on thee."—Sulpicius Severus, Life of St. Martin.

Christ enters, the Doors being Shut.

John xx. 19. The same day at evening, while the doors were shut where the disciples
CHRIST IDENTIFIED WITH HIS DISCIPLES.

were assembled, came Jesus, and stood in their midst.

St. Clara leaves her cell, the door being locked on her (A.D. 1846). The sisters one day locked St. Clara in her cell to prevent her returning to her retreat in the walls of the town, where she was accustomed to task herself beyond her strength by penances; but although there was no means of exit or entrance, she left her cell while the door was still locked.


St. Francis Hieronymus enters and leaves the chamber of Cataldo, when the doors are shut. When Cataldo was dying, St. Francis Hieronymus went in and out of the chamber while the doors remained shut. It is also said that he was often in the room, wholly invisible to any one but the dying man.—Cardinal Wiseman. (St. Francis was canonized in 1889.)

St. Paul of the Cross departs from a house where the doors are shut. St. Paul of the Cross came to Perugia, and being taken by the parish priest for a vagabond, was locked up in a secure place, the plate of the house being first well secured. Next morning the priest sent his sister to unlock the door and give the vagrant his breakfast; but what was her amazement, on opening the door, to find the room empty. The door certainly had been well locked, and the priest himself had kept the key. The window also was secured with iron bars, between which no human creature could possibly pass. There was no way of exit except by miracle. That alone could solve the mystery. As Christ entered the room where the disciples were assembled when the doors were shut, so St. Paul of the Cross had left the room in which he had been locked when the doors were shut.—Father Pius, Life of St. Paul of the Cross.

Christ identifies Himself with His Disciples and with Objects of Charity.

Matt. xxv. 40. Verily, I say unto you, Inasmuch as ye have done it unto one of the least of these My brethren, ye have done it unto Me.

Acts ix. 4. When Saul went to Damascus to persecute the Christians there, Christ said to him, Saul, Saul, why persecutest thou Me? (not, Why persecutest thou My disciples? but Me).

Christ restores to St. Catherine of Siena a crucifix which she had given in charity to a poor man (A.D. 1317-1380). One day a poor man asked alms of St. Catherine, who was greatly distressed, because he had nothing to give him. Happening to cast her eyes on her rosary, she saw there her silver crucifix, which she handed to the beggar. At night, while she was in prayer, the Saviour appeared to her, holding in His hand the crucifix, now beautifully studded with precious stones.

"Do you recognize this crucifix, My daughter?" asked Christ. "Yes," said Catherine; "but it is infinitely more beautiful than it was this morning.

"This morning, Catherine, you gave it Me, in pure love," said the Saviour; "at the day of judgment I will restore it to you as you now see it." So saying, He vanished from her sight.

Another instance. On one occasion St. Catherine gave to a beggar the only robe she had preserved; and next day the Saviour appeared to her, wearing this robe thickly sown with pearls and gold.—Raymond of Capua (her confessor), Life of St. Catherine of Siena.

Brother Giles, at the bidding of St. Francis of Assisi, gives his cloak to a beggar (A.D. 1272). Giles was the first disciple of St. Francis of Assisi. When he went to join the saint, he met him on the road, and implored that he might be admitted into his society. As they journeyed on together, they encountered a beggar, and St. Francis told Giles to give the beggar his cloak. Giles instantly obeyed, and the beggar rose to the clouds in the sight of them both. Then Giles felt deeply how blessed is blind obedience.—Acta Sanctorum (Bollandists), April 28.

We have another anecdote of a similar character told of Brother Giles, but without the sequel. Going on a pilgrimage, barefooted without food, he met a poor man in rags. Giles cut off half his own cloak and gave it to the beggar, and for twenty days went on his journey, exposed to all the changes of the weather, his only raincoat being half a cloak. (See St. Martin, p. 62.)

St. Hubert, a monk of Brittany, has Christ for his guest (A.D. 714). St. Hubert, the son of pious parents, entered the monastery of St. Peter, in Brittany, in 670, and was ordained priest when only twenty years old. Three pontiffs were told by angels to go to Brittany to assist in the ceremony. At dinner, a beggar sat himself at table with the high and honoured guests, and after Hubert had given him food he vanished. The nobles, prelates, and other guests looked at each other in wonder, and recognized at once that the beggar was Christ Himself who had honoured their table.—Acta Sanctorum (Bollandists), vol. vii. May 80.
We see in this the readiness of the "faithful" to believe in the miraculous. There is no shadow of proof that this beggar was anything more than a human being. Another thought suggests itself. Is it possible that the word "angels" is used in the same sense as in the Revelation, where the ministers of the Asiatic Churches are called "angels," or does the word mean simply messengers? That the word was generally considered to mean "spirits from heaven" there can be no doubt, but the original biographer may have simply adopted a term of Biblical authority, without the least intention of misleading.

St. Gregory the Great, feeding the poor, had Christ for his guest (A.D. 540-604). The charity of St. Gregory the Great was most exemplary. At every meal he had some beggars at his table. One day before the meal began he wished to give a beggar some water to wash in, but while he was absent the beggar vanished. During the night the Saviour came to him, and said, "Ordinarily you receive Me in the poor who assemble at your board, but to-day you received Me personally." [Membra prius quasi me suscepisti, sed hodie me."

Another instance. On another occasion St. Gregory commanded his almoner to bring twelve poor men to his table, but when he sat down he noticed there were thirteen guests. He called his almoner and told him he had exceeded the number; but the almoner replied, his holiness had commanded him to furnish twelve guests, and twelve only were assembled. St. Gregory saw at once there was some mystery, and kept his eye upon the thirteenth. He observed that the figure and countenance of this guest was constantly changing: at one time he looked like a child, then a young man, and last of all as a very old man. After the meal was over he called the mysterious stranger to him, and asked his name. "Why would you know my name?" said the stranger; "it is unutterable. I am an angel, sent by God, to tell you how highly He approves of these acts of charity." Gregory now fell at his feet with his face to the earth, and said, "If God approves of such small services, I can well conceive how He will approve of greater. And henceforth I will increase my charities a hundredfold." And so he did. (See St. Julian, next col.)—John the deacon, Life of St. Gregory the Great (twelfth century), written at the express command of pope Leo VIII.

St. John of St. Facond gives the best of his coats to a beggar (A.D. 1450-1478). St. John of St. Facond was a native of Sahsun or St. Facond, in Spain, and was a very great saint. One day a naked beggar met him, and asked alms in the name of God. John had on two garments, and gave the better of them to the beggar. At night he received a celestial visit so extraordinary, that his whole heart and soul seemed filled with ineffable delight. "God only knows what I felt," said John, "but such a fulness of joy I never felt before, and its remembrance will abide with me for ever."—Acta Sanctorum (Bollandists), vol. ii. p. 616, June 12.

St. Julian, bishop of Cuenca, entertains Christ amongst his pauper guests (A.D. 1207). St. Julian, bishop of Cuenca, was accustomed to give dinner to several paupers every day. On one occasion there appeared at his table one more meanly clad than the rest, but his face and bearing showed he was no mean person. St. Julian took him aside, after the meal, and inquired into his antecedents; when the pauper replied, "My dear Julian, I thank you for your hospitality to the poor, and promise you eternal life. Be well assured that whatever you do to the least of these My brethren, ye do unto Me." So saying, He vanished from human sight, and St. Julian knew it was the Lord. (See St. Gregory.)—Bollandus, Acta Sanctorum, Jan. 26, vol. ii.

St. Martin parts his cloak with a beggar. St. Martin, at the age of eighteen, while serving in the Roman army, was stationed at Amiens during a very severe winter. One bitterly cold day, when many perished with cold, marching through the city they came upon a poor naked beggar, shaking and pinched. Martin, like all the other soldiers, was in armour, but over his steel he had a large military cloak. As none of his companions took notice of the beggar, Martin cut his cloak in two with his sword, and gave half of it to the beggar, the other half he threw over his shoulders as a scarf. Some of his companions laughed at him, but others felt ashamed that with larger means they had not relieved the vagrant. At night, Christ showed Himself to Martin in a vision. He was dressed in the parted cloak, and asked Martin if he recognized the garment, adding, "What is done to the poor in My name is done unto Me." Martin now resolved to be baptized, to leave the army, and devote the rest of his life to the service of Christ.

Another example. This act was repeated, with modifications, when St. Martin was bishop of Tours. Being about to say mass, a poor naked man asked alms of him, and St. Martin bade his archdeacon go and buy a garment for the vagrant,
The archdeacon was so long gone, that Martin took off his own garment and gave it to the man. The archdeacon returned after a time, bringing a cheap, coarse, scant garment, which the bishop put on, and proceeded to say mass. As he elevated the host his arms were quite bare, but angels covered them with plates of gold. Hence arose the custom in some churches of putting maniples of silk or other delicate textures over the alb. (See Brother Giles, p. 61.)—Sulpicius Severus, Dialoques, ii.

Peter the banker and his dream (A.D. 619).

St. John, patriarch of Alexandria, used to tell the following anecdote as a veritable fact. Peter the banker was governor of all Africa. He was immensely rich, but so niggardly that he was nicknamed “Peter the Miser.” One day a poor man, watching his opportunity, applied to him for bread, at the very moment the baker was delivering bread at his gate. Peter was present, as usual, to see the tale of bread delivered, and the beggar craved a loaf, pleading hunger. The banker was very savage, but, unable to refuse the man, flung a loaf at his head, with an oath. The beggar picked up the loaf, and showed it to his companions as a curiosity. Two days afterwards the banker fell ill, and saw in a vision the Ethiopians collecting into a scale all his misdeeds and shortcomings, and into the other scale his one act of charity, the loaf flung at the beggar with a curse. It was a frightfully light weight, and Peter woke in alarm. He now resolved to increase his credit, and give largely to the poor. Accordingly, next day he gave his coat to a naked beggar, bidding him keep it for his use. The beggar, however, immediately sold the coat, and the banker felt greatly annoyed. On his way home, Jesus Christ Himself met Peter; He was clad in the very garment given to the beggar, and He said, “Peter, what you give to the poor in My name, you give unto Me. Seek neither gratitude nor glory in this world; your reward is in the world to come.” So saying, He vanished out of sight. The miser was now thoroughly converted, and not only gave all that he had to the poor, but himself also to the service of Christ.—Leontius (bishop of Naples), Life of St. John the Almoner.

St. Philip Berruyer, archbishop of Bourges, and his valet strip themselves to clothe two naked beggars (A.D. 1264). One day in midwinter, as Philip Berruyer, archbishop of Bourges, was visiting his diocese, a beggar more than half naked asked alms of him. The archbishop, retiring out of sight, stripped himself of his under garments, and gave them to the beggar. He had not gone far before another pauper accosted him, worse clad than the former. The primate, turning to his valet, asked him to assist in clothing this miserable creature; and the valet, desirous of imitating his master, stripped off his under garments, and gave them to the beggar. This occurred in the vicinity of Vierzon, in Berry.—Les Petits Bollandistes (A.D. 1880), vol. i. p. 243.

St. Zita lends her master’s cloak to a poor man, who proves to be Christ or an angel (A.D. 1218–1278). St. Zita was a servant-maid in the family of Signora Fatinelli. One Christmas night, when the cold was intense, and Zita was about to go to church, her master offered to lend her his cloak, but told her to take care of it, and not leave it behind. “Never fear, sir,” she replied; “I will take the greatest care of it.” At the church door, Zita saw a poor man more than half naked, shivering with cold. “What’s the matter, friend?” said Zita. The poor man touched the cloak, and looked wistfully into Zita’s face. It was too much; the poor girl took off the cloak, and, casting it round the beggar, said to him, “Here, take this cloak till the service is over, but be sure to give it me back, for it is not mine.” After the service, she went to look for the beggar, but he was nowhere to be found, and with fear and trembling Zita returned home. Her master was very angry; but in the midst of his scolding the beggar was seen coming up the steps. He gave Zita the cloak, thanked her for the loan of it, and vanished out of sight. Every one said the beggar was either Jesus Christ or an angel, and ever after the church door, where Zita encountered him, was called “The Angel’s Door.”—Acta Sanctorum (Papebroech, the Bollandist), April 27, p. 497.

Churlishness.

1 Sam. xxv. Nabai was a very rich man, and when David was a fugitive in Padan, he sent ten young men to Nadab to assist him with a gift, but Nadab replied churlishly, Who is David? and who is the son of Jesse? Shall I take my bread, and my water, and my flesh meat from my shearers, and give to men
whom I know not? So the young men returned and told David. And David was very angry, and would have fallen on the possessions of Nadab and taken them by force, but Abigall (Nadab’s wife) appeased his wrath with a timely present and soft words.

Isa. xxvii. 7, 8. The instruments also of the churl are evil. . . . But the liberal deviseth liberal things; and by liberal things shall he stand.

Matt. v. 42. Give to him that asketh thee, and from him that borrow of thee turn not thou away.

The governor of Bayeux punished for his churlishness (fifth century). When St. Germanus of Scotland was in France, he passed from La Hogue to Bayeux. Here he sent to the governor for a supply of food for himself and his companions, but the request was churlishly refused. Whereupon all the wine-tubs in the governor’s cellar “se trouvèrent épuisés jusqu’à la dernière goutte.” The contrary happened to another gentleman, named Gantius, who readily answered his appeal—“il reçut, pour sa récompense, une abondante bénédiction sur toute sa famille;” but the historian does not particularize the nature of this blessing.

—Corbilet, Hagiographie d’Amiens.

St. Antony punished for churlishly refusing Macarius a palm-branch (A.D. 306-383). One day St. Antony had collected some beautiful palm-branches, and Macarius asked him to give one to a woman not covet thy neighbour’s goods,” was the churlish reply, and immediately all the branches withered and dried up, as if they had been passed through the fire. St. Antony, amazed at this miracle, confessed that Macarius was beloved of God, and was a chosen vessel of His Anointed.—Les Petites Bollandistes (1880), Jan. 2.

A sister of Pharaldis refused to give alms of bread, and all her bread became stones. A woman begged bread for a hungry child of a sister of Pharaldis, but she replied, “I have none to give you; in fact, there is none in the house.” The poor woman became more urgent, but the sister persisted that there was none in the house. Then said the woman, “If there is any in the house, may St. Pharaldis change it into stone.” There were loaves in the house, and they were all converted into stones. In commemoration of this miracle, St. Pharaldis is represented in Christian art with loaves of bread.—Baring-Gould, Lives of the Saints, vol. i. pp. 60, 61.

Cloak-raft.

2 Kings ii. 8. Elijah took his mantle and, wrapping it together, smote the waters, and they were divided this way and that, so that they two went over Jordan on dry ground.

St. Bernardin makes a ferry-boat of his cloak (A.D. 1380-1444). St. Bernardin, having to pass a river in order to get to Mantua, where he was about to preach, could not induce the boatman to ferry him across, because he had no money. In this dilemma he threw his cloak on the surface of the river; and, without so much as wetting it in the least, sailed on it across the stream.—Barnaby of Siena (a contemporary), Life of St. Bernardin.

St. Francis of Paula saws his cloak over the straits of Messina (A.D. 1418-1507). When St. Francis of Paula was about to visit Sicily, he stopped a few minutes at the ferry opposite the pharos of Messina. The straits of Messina, every one knows, are famous for the Gulf of Charybdis and the rock called Scylla. The poets used to say, if a navigator was lucky enough to escape the dangers of the gulf, he was almost sure to run foul of the rock. Well, being on the spot, St. Francis asked a ferryman to take him and his companions across for nothing. The ferryman laughed at the request, and seemed inclined to strike the saint. St. Francis made no more ado, but simply threw his cloak in the sea, and, jumping on it, bade his six disciples follow his example; and all seven sailed on this cloak across the strait. The sea trembled, but the saint did not tremble; the waves respected and the winds obeyed him. Scylla and Charybdis, which threatened nobler barks with destruction, honoured this novel bark, “et l’on dit même que, depuis ce temps-là, la mer y a été plus calme.” The seven voyagers reached Messina in safety, where an enormous crowd was assembled, and received the saint as if he had been an angel sent from heaven.

This marvellous tale is attested in the acts of his canonization by many witnesses. The ferryman’s name was Peter Colossus. We are told he acknowledged his fault in refusing to ferry the saint over the strait, and used to go to the church at Messina every day to bewail his folly, which deprived him of the honour of giving passage to so great a man.

St. Isidore’s wife crossed the river Xanara on a cloak. St. Isidore’s wife was accused to him of infidelity, and said to her husband, “I perceive, my beloved, by your countenance that this slander
distresses you; but I am innocent. In proof whereof I am ready to pass over this river, the Xamara, trusting to God to clear me of this foul imputation.” So saying, in the presence of her husband, several ecclesiastics, and hundreds of her neighbours, she spread her cloak upon the river, sat down upon it, and crossed over and back again in perfect safety, without even being wetted.

This life of St. Isidore, in Spanish, is vouched for by the highest authority; and Philip of Castle and Amor grew letters-patent to John Heigham to print and publish it. The “letters” are signed by Da Groote, and the book was printed at Brussels, June 28, 1525. It seems to me that the incident would prove the woman’s “firmness,” if it proved anything.

St. Raymund of Penafort sailed some 160 miles on his cloak (A.D. 1275). King James was living in adultery with a lady of the court, and refused to dissolve the union, at the earnest entreaty of St. Raymund. The man of God declared that he would no longer abide in the court, a witness to such an open violation of God’s law; but the king strictly forbade any shipper, under pain of death, to convey Raymund across the water in his vessel. In this dilemma the holy man spread his cloak upon the water, and jumping thereon, held up on his staff one corner of the cloak for sail, and in this way was wafted to Barcelona, a distance of fifty-three leagues. On reaching shore he drew his cloak after him, found it was not even damp, and threw it across his shoulders. This “miracle” had so great an effect on the king, that he instantly dismissed his paramour, and lived a life more in accordance with Christian decency. (This incident is mentioned in the bull of his canonization, 1601.)—Leandre Alberti’s Life of St. Raymund. (The miracles of St. Raymund fill sixteen folio pages of the Bollandists.)

Cloudy Pillar.

Psalm cxii. 7. [God] spake to them in the cloudy pillar.

Exod. xxxiii. 9. It came to pass, when Moses entered into the tabernacle, the cloudy pillar descended, and stood at the door of the tabernacle, and the Lord talked with Moses.

Exod. xiv. 19, 20 When Moses and the children of Israel came to the Red Sea, the angel of the Lord, which went before them, removed and went behind them, and it was a cloud of darkness to Pharaoh and his host, but gave light by night to Moses and the Israelites.

St. Cadoc and the band of robbers (sixth century). When a band of robbers came to pillage Llan-carvon, in Wales, St. Cadoc went against them with his monks, harping and singing. As they drew nigh, St. Cadoc and his monks were bathed in celestial light, but the robbers were enveloped in such thick darkness that they turned back, and left the monastery unmolested.—Rees, Lives of the Cambro-British Saints.

God speaks to St. Basilissa out of the fiery pillar (A.D. 313). The emperor Maximinus II. renewed in the East the persecution set on foot by his predecessors Diocletian and Maximian, and the saints had a fearful looking forwards before them. It was at the beginning of this reign God told Basilissa that her husband Julian would pass through much tribulation before he entered into glory, but that she herself would be taken from the evils coming on the saints. Basilissa, who was the superior of a large convent, told her “daughters” what had been revealed to her, and exhorted them to purify themselves, and trim their lamps, that they might be ready to meet the Bridegroom at whatever hour He might come. As she thus spake the ground shook under her, and a pillar of fire appeared, from the midst of which the voice of the Almighty spoke, saying, “All these virgins, Basilissa, of which you are the superior, are beloved of Me. Come, ye blessed, and enjoy the kingdom prepared for you from the foundation of the world.” This warning was not in vain, for Basilissa and all her saintly daughters, to the number of a thousand or thereabouts, died within six months; and scarcely had they been gathered into God’s garner, when the fire of persecution broke out with great vehemence, and Julian, with most of his companions, witnessed the faith with their blood.—Les Petits Bollandistes (7th ed. 1880), vol. i. p. 235.

Cock Crow.

Matt. xxvi. 75. And Peter remembered the word of Jesus, which he said. Before the cock crow, thou shalt deny me thrice. And he went out, and wept bitterly. (Mark says, “Before the cock crow twice,” etc.)

Torello the hermit called to repentance by the crowing of a cock (A.D. 1282). Torello of Tuscany was brought up by pious parents in the fear of the Lord, and in youth was a model of piety; but his father dying when he was budding into manhood, he was led astray by evil companions, and lived a most dissolute life. One day while he was playing at bowls, a cock jumped on his shoulder and began to crow. It seemed to Torello to
COMPACTS WITH SATAN. [Pr. I.

say, "It is time to shake off the sleep of sin." This it did thrice, and Torello was so profoundly impressed, that he immediately quitted his companions, went straight to the abbey of St. Fido, and with tears in his eyes begged to be admitted as a lay brother. The request was granted, and Torello soon showed himself so exemplary in all Christian duties, that "sa vie sainte lui mérita les faveurs célestes."—_Les Petits Bollandistes_ (7th edit. 1880), vol. iii. p. 461.

Compacts with Satan. (See Devil Defeated.)

Matt. viii. 28-32. When Jesus was come to the country of the Gergesenes, there met him two possessed with devils, coming out of the tombs, exceeding fierce, so that no man could pass by that way. And, behold, they cried out, saying, What have we to do with Thee, Jesus, Thou Son of God? art Thou come to torment us before the time? Now there was a good way off from them a herd of swine feeding; so the devils besought Him, saying, If Thou cast us out, suffer us to go away into the herd of swine. And Jesus said, Go. And when they were come out, they went into the herd of swine; and, lo! the whole herd of swine ran violently down the steep into the sea, and perished in the waters.

Giles of Portugal makes a compact with the devil (A.D. 1180-1265). [We have all read about men making compacts with the devil, and the tale of Dr. Faustus has been repeated in prose, verse, and drama times out of mind; but this biography of Giles of Portugal is given in all good hagiographies, not as a tale, but a serious historic fact. It stands in the _Acta Sanctorum_ of the old Bollandists, and is repeated as authentic history by Mgr. Guérin, chamberlain of pope Leo XIII., in the _Petits Bollandistes_ (1880). Pope Benedict XIV. gives his sanction to the story, and the ancient journal of the kings of Portugal makes mention of this son of Vagliaditos, counsellor of his Majesty Sancho I. of Portugal.

These remarks are necessary to show that what follows is accepted, not as a mere tale or legend, but as a serious and undoubted historic fact.]

Egidius, or Giles, was the son of a Portuguese magnate, and, being the third son, was, according to Portuguese custom, destined for the Church, and in due time was admitted into the university of Coimbra. Here he greatly distinguished himself, and ultimately started for Paris to study medicine. On his road thither a person of tall stature and large bone accosted him. "Seignior," said the stranger, "good day. You have a long journey before you." "Yes," said Giles; "I am going to Paris." "Exactly so," said the stranger; "to study medicine, if I mistake not." Giles, greatly surprised that this stranger should know so much about him, expressed his astonishment; but the stranger remarked, "Oh, I know all the secrets of men's hearts, and can teach you to do the same, if you are willing to learn." The bait was too tempting to be rejected by a young student, and he at once closed with the offer; whereupon the devil took him up as easily as if he had been a straw, and carried him to a high mountain, which opened of its own accord, and admitted both into an enormous cavern. Here Satan presented Giles with a schedule containing the terms of the contract. Satan was to teach Giles all the sciences known to man, and give him wealth as much as he desired, and Giles was to consign his soul to Satan, both in this life and in that which is to come. Having agreed to the bond, he opened a vein and signed it with his blood. He remained in the cavern seven years, learning diabolic secrets, and was then set at liberty to enjoy amongst men his wonderful knowledge, and give full fling to his passions. Amidst all his carnal affections and diabolic pursuits, he never forgot the Virgin Mary, and was constantly repeating his _Ave Maria_; for, amidst all his wealth and honour and self-indulgence, he was far from happy. One day, when the devils were more pressing than usual, he cried aloud, "Mary, save me!" The devils fled in affright, and voices in the air cried, "Alleluia! thou art saved!" Egidius now burnt all his books, broke his alembics, and went to Valencia, where he entered a monastery of the Dominican order, and for seven years was distinguished for his fastings, long prayers, silence, tears, and penances, whereby he won the esteem of all the brothers; and one night, while he was at prayer, the Virgin Mary brought him back the compact which he had signed. From this moment he was noted for his ecstasies, his miracles, and his preaching. After being looked on as the first of men, the honour of his order, and the favourite of the Virgin, he died the death of the righteous, in A.D. 1265. (See St. Theophilus breaks his compact with Satan, p. 94.)

St. Gregory "Thaumaturgus" gives Satan a diploma. St. Gregory, surnamed
"Thauamuturgus," cleared the temple of Apollo of "a huge company of devils;" and when, next morning, the heathen priests were about to enter for their daily administration, they were met at the doors with the most hideous yells; the devils clamouring, "We cannot enter with you now, because Gregory has driven us out." They then told the priests which road the thaumaturgus had taken, and where they would find him. So the priests and devils started together, and soon overtook him. Like the image-makers of Ephesus, they heaped abuse on him for spoiling their craft, and taking away their gains. St. Gregory answered them mildly, and asked for a writing tablet. When it was handed to him, he wrote on it these words: "Gregory to Satanás, enter;" and, handing it to the priest of Apollo, told him to lay it on their altar, and with this diploma the devils returned into the temple, and the priests continued to give responses as before.—St. Gregory of Nyssa, Lives of Saints (A.D. 380–396).

This is one of the most marvellous stories in the legends of the saints, and it is most perplexing to understand in what the merit of the act consists. Certainly the harm given to the devil was not for the glory of God, and it looks very like a compromise with evil, to save personal inconvenience.

St. Wodacal suffers the devil to abide in the river Aisne (A.D. 700). St. Wodacal was a native of Ireland, who went to Gaul, where he was generally called St. Vouad. At the time when he lived the devil possessed great power at Soissons, and carried off a thirteenth part of all those who passed down the "rue du Mont-Revera." St. Wodacal, resolved to put an end to this frightful state of affairs, marshalled the people, and commanded them to pass him one by one. The first twelve passed, and nothing occurred; when the thirteenth came up, Satan put in his claim, but St. Wodacal cried aloud, "Avant thee, Satan! Off with thee to hell, thy own abode." Forced to obey, the devil besought the saint not to cast him into the pit, but to grant him a dwelling-place less wretched; so St. Wodacal told him he might betake himself to the river Aisne, below the Tower Lebelier. Ever after, a priest used to go every year to conjure the devil not to quit the tower. (Un prêtre alla tous les ans conjurer le démon dans cette tour, où il avait établi sa résidence.)—L'Abbé Pécaut, Annales des Diocèses de Soissons.

Constantine and Asoka (the parallleisms between them). (See Cross in the Sky.)

Asoka, king of Magadha, the prototype of Constantine. The resemblance between Buddha and Christ, Buddhism and Christianity, Asoka and Constantine, is so marvellous, that though history is proverbially known to repeat itself, yet no repetition of all history is more striking than this. Buddha, we are told, had an immaculate conception and miraculous incarnation. Buddha was said to be Omniscient. Buddha worked miracles. Buddha had to struggle with the power of evil in the jungle of Uvuvela. Buddha was visited in infancy by wise men. The number in the case of Christ is not given, but those that visited Buddha were five. Continuing this repetition: Constantine lived about three hundred years after Christ; Asoka lived about three hundred years after Buddha. Before the battle of Rubra, the Christian religion had been run down by frightful persecutions; but Constantine, after his conversion, became its nursing father, and the religion of Christ spread rapidly in all directions. So Asoka, king of Magadha, began by being a relentless persecutor of the Buddhists; but, being converted "by a miracle," he became the most zealous defender of the Buddhist faith. Like Constantine, he built religious houses, endowed viharas or monasteries; and, under his fostering care, Buddhism spread rapidly in all directions.

The life and gospel of Buddha may be seen in Mr. Rhys Davids' Buddhism. Eugene Burnouf and Professor Wilson fix the advent of Buddha B.C. 563.

Consumed but not diminished. (See Elijah and the Widow of Zarephath.)

1 Kings xvi. 14. Thus saith the Lord God of Israel. The barrel of meal shall not waste, neither shall the cress of oil fail, till the day that the Lord sendeth rain upon the earth.

The candles burnt on the tomb of Eucher diminished not (A.D. 738). The body of St. Eucher was deposited in the abbey church of Orleans, and it was observed that the candles which burnt on his tomb diminished not in burning, and that the oil of the lamps multiplied itself sensibly, and cured many afflicted with sundry diseases. —Les Petits Bollandistes, vol. ii. p. 605.

The candles set before the Lady at Arras never diminish. "The candles that burn before the blessed shrine of our Lady at Arras, doe burne without wasting or diminution, without receiving any addi-
tion of matter to feed and preserve the light."—S. Harsnet (afterwards arch-

The candles burnt by St. Grandé before the image of the Virgin wasted not (A.D. 1546-1600). John Grandé was a native of Carmona, in Andalusia. He was an acolyte in the parish church, whose duty was to light the candles on the Virgin's altar. He used in boyhood to prostrate himself so long before the image, that the sacristan scolded him for wasting the candles by his long prayers. "Blame me not," said the boy; "do you not see that the candles, though they burn, diminish not?" The sacristan took minute observation, found it was even so, called others to witness, and the boy was accounted a young saint.—*Les Petits Bollandistes*, vol. vi, p. 434.

The lamp of St. Genevieve in St. Denis burns perpetually, but the oil is not diminished. Mgr. Guérin, chamberlain of pope Leo XIII, tells us there is a lamp in St. Denis's Church before the shrine of St. Genevieve, the oil of which is always consumed but never diminished in quantity. This standing "miracle" is still more noteworthy, in that the priests constantly take of this oil for remedial purposes.—*Les Petits Bollandistes*, vol. i, p. 100.

The wax candles of St. Hermann, though consumed, diminished not (A.D. 1230). When St. Hermann said mass he was generally in an ecstasy, and remained in silent prayer long after others; sometimes for three hours or more. Complaints were made against him for needlessly wasting the wax candles; but it was proved beyond a doubt, that however long he remained ravished in communion with his God, the wax candles never burnt further than if they had been used for thirty minutes. Another thing was also proved beyond a doubt, viz. that although his infirmities were very great, they all left him the moment he ascended the altar.—*Life of St. Hermann* (Bollandists), April 7.

St. Lidwina gives divers gifts which were not diminished by being consumed (A.D. 1380-1438). St. Lidwina was very charitable, and her Spouse, Jesus Christ, wishing to show the world how greatly He approved of her liberality, made her gifts self-renewing. Thus, when she gave a fore-quarter of beef to thirty poor families, they fed daily on the meat, but the quantity never diminished. When she put a little wine in a bottle for a poor epileptic woman, the wine increased and filled the whole bottle.

One of her brothers, who had charge of the family, died in debt. Lidwina, having some money for alms, put it into a purse, and told one of her relatives, named Nicholas, to pay off the debts. The whole amount of money that Lidwina put into the purse was eight francs; but, after paying all the debts, the purse contained above forty francs, which was distributed to the poor. The family called the purse *La Bourse de Dieu*.—*Life of St. Lidwina*. (Her life was compiled by John Gerlac her cousin, and John Walter her confessor.) See *Acta Sanctorum* by the Bollandists, April 14, vol. ii, p. 287.

It is not according to our notions of honesty for Lidwina to pay off her brother's debts with alms-money. If secretaries of religious or charitable societies did so in England, I suspect our magistrates would be down upon them pretty severely.

Conversions in Large Numbers. (See in Index.)

After the three years' ministry of Christ, with twelve apostles and seventy disciples as fellow-workers, and the power of miracles possessed by all, we read (Acts i. 15), "The numbers of names together were about an hundred and twenty [converts]."

After the preaching of Peter and the apostles on the day of Pentecost, we read (Acts ii. 41), "And the same day there were added unto the disciples about three thousand souls."

 Isa. lx. 8. Who are these that fly as a cloud, and as doves to their windows?

Conversions by St. Vincent Ferrier (A.D. 1857-1419). Let no one feel astonished that the preaching of St. Vincent Ferrier was with such power of the Holy Ghost, that whole nations were born in a day. Thus we read of eighteen hundred Moors and Turks being converted by him; of twenty-five thousand heretics and schismatics being won by him to the true faith; of countless thousands of peasants, ignorant of true religion as the heathen, taught the way of salvation more perfectly; of idiots and children taught to make the sign of the cross, and to repeat the Lord's Prayer, the Creed, the Ave, and the Salve regina, and even to invoke the all-hallowed names of Jesus and of Mary. He won from their evil ways more than a hundred thousand evil lives; he made many and many women of shameless character sinless as the saints in light; finally, preaching at Tortosa against Benedict XIII., the schismatic pope, he
won over queen Margaret, widow of don Martin, king of Aragon, who entered into the convent of Barcelona, and there ended her days in the practice of true humility and repentance.—Mgr. Guérin (1880), Vie des Saints, vol. iv. p. 230.

Cornelius the Centurion.

Acts x. 1-6. There was a certain man in Cæsarea, called Cornelius, a centurion of the Italian band, a devout man, and one that feared God. He had seen in a vision evidently of God; and he was commanded to send for Titus, and Cornelius, thy prayers and thine alms are come up for a memorial before God. Now send men to Joppa, and call for one Simon, and he shall tell thee what thou oughtest to do.

An angel appears to St. Patrick. St. Patrick, in his Confession, says, "I was profoundly ignorant, and hated study from boyhood. A free and open life in the fields was my delight. But being made a captive, and sent to keep sheep, a desire of prayer came over me, and I passed whole days, and sometimes whole nights, in communion with God. Six years was I in captivity, yet was I happy. One night an angel of God appeared to me and said, 'Mann, thy prayers and thy fastings have come up for memorials before God. You shall return soon to your own land, for the days of your captivity are drawing to a close.' I now fled, and arrived at the coast, where I found a ship in which I embarked, and arrived in time at my native land."—Acts Sanctorum (Bollandists), vol. ii. March 17, pp. 533-536.

Cripples healed. (See Bowed with Infirmities.)

Acts xiv. 8-10. There sat a certain man at Lystra, impotent in his feet, being a cripple who never had walked. The same heard Paul speak. And Paul, steadfastly beholding him, and passing by, feared to send him, saying, 'Stand upright on thy feet. And the cripple leaped and walked.'

Acts iii. 3-8. A certain man lame from his mother's womb was sold daily at the gate called Beautiful, to ask alms of them that entered the temple. Seeing Peter and John go into the temple, he asked alms. Peter said, Silver and gold have I none, but such as I have give I thee. In the name of Jesus Christ of Nazareth rise up and walk. Immediately his ankle-bones received strength, and leaping up he stood, and walked, and entered with Peter and John into the temple, walking, and leaping, and praising God.

Matt. xv. 30, 31. Great multitudes came to Jesus, having with them those that were lame, maimed, and many others, and cast them down at the feet of Jesus; and He healed them: insomuch that the multitude wondered, when they saw the maimed whole, and the lame walk: and they glorified the God of Israel.

St. Ambrose of Siena, born a cripple, was an Adonis afterwards (A.D. 1220-1286). When St. Ambrose of Siena was born he was a fearful object; his arms were glued to his sides, his legs to his thighs, and his face was so dark and out of proportion that his mother was horri-fied. He was confided to a wet nurse, named Flora, who covered up the child's face when she took it abroad, to conceal the little deformity from public gaze. When a year old the child's delight was to be in St. Madeleine's, the neighbouring church, and to hear the monks chanting the different services. He would cry to be carried there, and was inconsolable when taken away. The monks and their assistants noticed this with curiosity and surprise. One day, as the child was in the chapel, he drew his arms, hitherto glued to his side, out of his swaddling-clothes, and lifted them towards heaven, saying quite distinctly three times, "Jesus, Jesus, Jesus." On hearing these exclamations many ran to the spot, drew off the swaddling-clothes, and found, not only the arms free, but the legs straightened, and the face so beautiful and fair that they deemed it the face of an angel. The nurse was overjoyed, and the mother gave large alms to the church. Till the age of seven his amusements were cutting out crosses, dressing oratories, singing hymns, and joining religious processions. He would never go to sleep without a Virgin to cuddle; and a book with the pictures of saints was an endless delight to him.—Le R. P. Jean Baptiste Feuillet, Années Dominicaines, vol. iii. March 26.

St. Anthony of Padua restores a man's leg which had been cut off (1195-1231). A man in the confessional told St. Anthony of Padua that he had kicked his mother; whereupon the saint said to him sharply, "The foot that could kick one's mother ought to be cut off." The man on his return home actually cut off his foot. When St. Anthony was told there-of, he ordered the maimed man to be brought to him, and, making the sign of the cross on the mutilated limb, the foot was restored again. (See St. Peter of Verona, p. 71.)—Edward Kinesman (1828), Lives of the Saints.

St. Augustine cures and restores the leg of Innocentius. While St. Augustine was in Carthage, he lived in the house of Innocentius, a deputy lieutenant, who was laid up of a sore leg. One part of
the limb had been cut off, and the surgeon was preparing to take off the whole leg to prevent the spread of the gangrene to vital parts. St. Augustine prayed, and the leg was not only instantly healed, but even the amputated part was restored.

—Possidius (bishop of Calamantia), Life of St. Augustine.

Catherine Vial, a cripple, healed miraculously in the chapel of Laos (A.D. 1665). Many miracles being reported to be wrought in the chapel of Laos (2 syl.), the vicar-general of the diocese, accompanied by several distinguished gentlemen, went to examine into the matter. While this examination was going on, Catherine Vial, a dreadful cripple, was brought to the church. Her limbs were entirely withered, and so folded back that they seemed stuck to her body. No sooner had she entered the chapel than she was completely cured; and when, in October, a month afterwards, a procession was formed to thank the Virgin, Catherine Vial, the late cripple, carried the banner. The vicar-general, who was a personal witness of the miracle, made the processional, and had it signed by eye-witnesses.—Mgr. Guérin (chamberlain of pope Leo XIII.), Vies des Saints, vol. v. p. 2922.

Giovanna Maronis, a cripple, was cured at the tomb of St. Charles Borromeo (July 19, A.D. 1604). Giovanna, daughter of Giovanni Baptista Maronis, citizen of Milan, had from her birth her legs and feet so paralysed that she could in no wise use them. The joints of her knees were out of place, and she could twirl her legs this way or that, like ropes, throw them over her shoulders, and turn them about as just as she pleased. When this sad cripple was four years old, her mother took her to the tomb of St. Charles Borromeo, and made her prayer to the saint. While she was still praying the child was cured; and she ran home leaping and skipping, like any other robust and healthy child, full of animal spirits.—The Bull of Canonization.

Margherita Montis, a cripple, cured by being laid on the tomb of St. Charles Borromeo (June 29, A.D. 1601). Margherita, daughter of Angello Montis, of Milan, was born a cripple. Her legs were twisted together, so that the soles of the feet were turned upwards, and the insteps were turned under. When this sad cripple was five years old, her mother carried her to the tomb of St. Charles Borromeo, and craved his help, offering at the same time a wax candle to the saint. When the sick child set light to the candle her right foot was set straight and put in its place. After a time she went a second time, and lighted another candle, whereupon her left leg was set straight also. Both were now of one length, both were quite sound and well-formed; but to the day of her death she carried a slight mark or scar to keep fresh in her memory the miracle by which she was made whole.—The Bull of Canonization.

Peronne Rault, a cripple, healed by the intercession of St. Francis of Paula, in 1661. Peronne Rault of Calais was a dreadful cripple who went on crutches, and also required the help of an attendant. Many of her bones were out of joint, and one of her legs was six inches shorter than the other. She got worse instead of better, and for the last three months could only be moved about in a wheelchair. This pitiful object resolved to keep a novena in the chapel of St. Francis of Paula, in order to obtain his intercession. The royal physician strongly dissuaded her, and assured her that nothing could be of the least service to her. However, so fixed and so resolved. On the fourth day of the novena, the octave of the saint’s feast, after mass, the girl was seized with a sudden pain and extraordinary weakness, during which she felt her bones moving about, her muscles stretching, and a humour spreading all over her limbs. She heard a cracking noise as the bones got fitted into their sockets and her limb lengthened. Presently she found herself entirely healed; and, after a second mass of gratitude, she left her crutches, walked home without assistance, and lived a fairly long life. Her crutches were long suspended in the chapel in remembrance of this miraculous cure. The bishop of Boulogne "fit faire une information juridique de ce grand événement, et, après avoir reconnu que c’était un véritable miracle, il en permit la publication, et une reconnaissance solennelle par un Te Deum."—Les Petits Bollandistes, vol. iv. 169, 170.

St. Guadula heals the cripple child of a poor woman (A.D. 712). One frosty morning St. Guadula, on leaving church, saw a poor mother carrying on her back a dumb child, who was also a cripple. The boy was bowed double, and could not even feed himself. St. Guadula, fastening her eyes upon the group, took
the cripple in her arms, and prayed God to have mercy on him. Immediately his stubborn joints became supple, his back straightened, and, his tongue being loosed, the child cried out aloud, "See, mother, see!" and he leaped, and ran and skipped, rejoicing in his new-found strength. St. Gudula begged the woman to tell no one, but she published it abroad, and all knew that it was St. Gudula who had wrought the miraculous cure.—Hubert (1047), Life of St. Gudula.

St. Leunard heals a cripple (sixth century). Par a virtu du sainct sacrifice de la messe, St. Leunard rendit l'usage parfait des jambes à un enfant qui était extrêmement boitieux.—Les Petits Bollandistes, vol. i. p. 472.

The cripple Pancrace Schafhausen cured by St. Meinrad (1661). The following is a letter, written March 9, 1661, from Brunscbofen, near Wyl, in the canton of St. Gall:—

"It gives me unspeakable pleasure, my dear uncle, to communicate to you the following news, which has filled the whole canton with joy. A child of the canton of St. Gall, eight years old, named Pancrace Schafhausen, was a cripple, wholly bedridden. His limbs were twisted the wrong way, and when he moved, he crawled about on all fours. Dr. W——, of Wyl, attended him, but pronounced the case hopeless. He was taken to Einsieden, and made his petition to the Virgin on the 6th March, at eight o'clock in the morning. The same hour the child rose up, and stretching forth his hands, exclaimed, 'Mother, see here; I can walk now!' Many saw him, and all cried with one voice, 'A miracle! a miracle!' Dr. W—— visited the child, and was astonished beyond measure when his patient ran to him and grasped his hands, saying, 'Doctor, doctor, I can walk now!' 'Incredible!' cried the doctor. 'I can scarcely believe my eyes!' But young Pancrace walks daily to school, and plays about like other children."—R. P. Dom Charles Brandes, Life of St. Meinrad.

St. Peter of Verona restores a man's foot which had been cut off (A.D. 1206-1222). One day a man came to St. Peter of Verona, and, in his confession, acknowledged he had kicked his mother. St. Peter reprehended him severely, and said, "The foot which could do that ought to be cut off." The penitent, on leaving the confessional, went and cut off his foot. When St. Peter heard what the man had done, he went to him, and, making the sign of the cross, restored the foot to its original state.—Acta Sanctorum (Bollandists), April 29.

The identical tale is told of St. Anthony of Padua (1195-1231), see p. 98. (See Index, St. RELIGIOS.)

St. Odilo, the cripple healed by the Virgin Mary. When a little boy, Odilo was a perfect cripple, destitute of all power in his limbs, so that he could not move without help. One day his nurse left him with her bundles on the porch of St. Mary's Church, while she went to buy food. By some means the child contrived to crawl into the church, and even to touch the altar vestments. The Virgin took pity on him, and descended to intercede on his behalf. His nurse was greatly alarmed on her return, in not finding the child where she had laid him; and, entering the church, what was her astonishment at seeing him scampering about the aisles, hiding behind the pillars, and immeasurably joyous in his new-found strength! Jotisal tells us, "lest this incident should be thought incredible, I must inform you that I heard it from those to whom St. Odilo himself was wont to relate it."—Acta Sanctorum, vol. i. Jan. 1.

Cripples healed at the tomb of St. Bieu. St. Rieul, bishop of Arles and Senlis, died A.D. 180, and many miracles were performed at his tomb. A poor cripple from Auxerre, being carried to Senlis, and laid on the tomb of the saint, was instantly cured, and went into the church leaping and shouting for joy. So perfect was the cure, that the man walked back to Auxerre without fatigue.

A lame man from Gâtinais, and a poor girl from Senlis, so crippled in all her limbs that she moved about trailing her legs after her, were both completely healed in the same manner.—L'abbé Corbet, Hagiographie du Diocèse d'Ainiers.

All who have read Boccaccio's Decameron will remember that Novels I (Second Day) is the story of three mimics, who wanted to get into a crowded church at Triers to see the body of Arrigo the new saint. To accomplish this one of them, named Martellino, fain to be a helpless cripple, whom the other two had brought thither to be cured. Room was soon made for the party, and Martellino was laid on the dead body of Arrigo. Presently the mimic began to stretch his fingers, then his arms and legs, and at last jumped up as effectually cured. The crowd shouted, "A miracle! a miracle!" but it was only a well-played trick. The sole merit of this tale is to show that such tricks were sometimes played, for otherwise the story would be wholly without point. Of course, the obvious reply is, that the very existence of a mimic is a proof positive of a reality. This, however, is not correct. A counterfeit may be only an imitation of a popular belief, true or untrue, as one in the reign of James I. might pretend to be a witch, as witches were then a popular being.
CROSS IN THE SKY.

(See Saul's Conversion, article "Procopius.")

Matt. xxiv. 30. Then shall appear the sign of the Son of man.

Dan. vii. 13. I saw in the night visions, and behold, one like the Son of man came in the clouds of heaven.

Achaisius, king of the Scots, and Hungus, king of the Picts, see a cross in the sky. A St. Andrew's cross appeared in the clouds to Achaisius, king of the Scots, and Hungus, king of the Picts, the night before their engagement with Aethelstane. As they won the victory, they went barefoot to the kirk of St. Andrew, and vowed to adopt his cross as the national emblem. —J. Leslie, History of Scotland.

A cross in the sky appears to Alonso before the battle of Orkney (A.D. 1189). As Alonso was drawing up his men in battle array against the Moors, the figure of a cross appeared in the eastern sky; and Christ, suspended on the cross, promised the Christian king a complete victory over the infidels. After the battle, Alonso assumed for the royal device, on a field argent five escutcheons azure, charged with five bezants, in memory of the five wounds of Christ.

The emperor Constantine sees a cross in the skies. Constantine was on his march against Maxentius, who had declared war against him, and was at Rome with an army much superior in numbers. The emperor had marched from the Rhine, through Gaul, and was going to Rome by the way of Verona. He had passed the Alps, and was marching with part of his army towards Rome, when, a little before midday, he and those with him saw a bright cross of light in the clouds. In the night following, Christ appeared to him in his sleep. He had a cross in his hand, and commanded Constantine to have a standard made like it. Next morning the emperor gave orders for such a standard to be made, and called it the Labarum. It was a gilt pole with a cross-bar. The top of the pole was surmounted with a gold crown, set with precious stones, and in the midst of the crown were two Greek letters, Chi and Ro (X, P), arranged thus X. From the cross-bar hung a purple veil, spangled and dazzling. The emperor selected fifty of his best men to carry and guard this banner. The battle was fought in the Quintian fields, near the Milvian bridge. The foe was utterly defeated, and Maxentius drowned in the Tiber, Oct. 27, A.D. 312. Constantine now entered Rome in triumph, and always ascribed his victory to the cross. Philostorgius, describing the heavenly cross, says it contained in Greek words and letters this inscription: "By this conquerer" (Ex Taurw. Nera).—Gibbon, Decline and Fall, ch. xix., note 1; Alban Butler, Lives of the Saints, Sept. 14, note.

Respecting the "Labarum," the accounts given somewhat differ. The Roman vestitum, or cavalry flag, was a small square piece of cloth fixed on a cross shaft at the top of a pole. It is said that Constantine preserved this general arrangement, but on the little flag devised a cross from opposite corners, and added a Greek Chi and Ro (X, P), on an English R) at the centre, where the cross lines cut below the little flag he also attached a small cross-bar, which, with the pole, represented a Latin cross. The cross or X was the Greek letter Chi, which, with the centre letter R, would form the monogram Chr., = Christ.

A cross seen in the sky soon after the inauguration of St. Cyril (A.D. 856). St. Cyril wrote a description of this meteoric phenomenon to the emperor Constantine, and his letter is inserted in the works of Sozomenus, Theophanes, Eutychius, John of Nice, Gleysus, and others. On May 7, about nine in the morning, a vast luminous body, in the form of a cross, appeared in the heavens, just over the holy Golgotha, reaching as far as the holy Mount of Olivet (about two miles). This was seen not by one or two persons only, but by the whole city, and it continued for several hours, the light from it being more brilliant than that of the sun. "The whole city found in this phenomenon the truth of the Christian doctrine, to which the heavens bore visible witness."—Dr. Cave, Life of St. Cyril, vol. ii. p. 344.

Now this meteoric phenomenon should be a proof of the doctrine of the cross, I am at a loss to imagine. I myself saw a very unusual phenomenon in the sky, Nov. 17, 1846, and sent an account to the papers. "The sky overhead was filled with stars, and bands of various colours of great brilliancy rose from the horizon to the north star, forming a luminous arch. This magnificent appearance lasted in full splendour from seven till ten at night." If the cross in the sky was a proof of the Christian doctrine, this arch or crescent might be claimed as a proof of the Turkish religion.

A cross in the sky seen when Julian attempted to rebuild the temple. When Julian recalled the Jews, and employed them in rebuilding the temple, the work was arrested by fire from the ground, earthquakes, and lightnings. Then we are told that crosses were miraculously attached to the garments of the Jews.
engaged in the building, and a luminous cross, enclosed in a circle, appeared in the clouds.—St. Gregory of Nazianzen, Oration iv., against Julian.

(Theodoret tells us that the crosses miraculously attached to the cross of Christ were black; St. Gregory says they were luminous. The solution given by Mgr. Guérin is this: that the crosses were of a phosphoric nature, black in daylight, but luminous in the dark.)

A cross in the sky seen at Migné, in the diocese of Poitiers (Dec. 17, 1826). Dec. 17, 1826, at Migné, in the diocese of Poitiers, at the close of the jubilee, while a cross was being planted in the cemetery, a luminous cross was seen in the clouds by some three thousand persons. The sun had set about an hour and a half. The length of the heavenly cross was forty feet, and the cross-bar between three and four feet. The whole crowd was seized with admiration, and instantly fell on their knees; some wept, some raised exclamations of wonder or delight, and others lifted their hands to heaven, invoking the Saviour. Mgr. de Bouille, bishop of Poitiers, published an account of "this miraculous apparition," and received two briefs from pope Leo XII. upon the subject. He also sent to the church of Migné a gold cross enclosing a piece of the true cross, and accorded plenary indulgence to all those who visited the church. The bishop fixed the third Sunday of Advent for the annual celebration of the phenomenon.—Mgr. Guérin, Vies des Saints (1880), note, vol. iii. p. 487.

Surely there is no reason for supposing this vision miraculous. As I was travelling from London to Nottingham, May 23, 1880, I was for a long time pointed at during the air, some hundred feet or more from the train, what seemed to me a gigantic carriage moving with great rapidity. After a little reflection I thought of the spectra of the Brocken in the Harz mountains, and had no doubt that the spectre carriage was one I was raising in, greatly magnified. We are told they were planting a cross in the cemetery when the spectra cross appeared in the air.

St. Ouen sees a cross in the skies (A.D. 646). When St. Ouen, on his return journey from Spain, was in the midst of the country not far from Louviers, his mule stopped short and refused to move. Astonished at this unusual behaviour, St. Ouen lifted up his eyes to heaven, and there saw, above his head, a luminous cross very brilliant, the light of which shone all around. God told St. Ouen, at the same time, that He had destined the spot for His service, and wished to be honoured there. So St. Ouen traced a cross on the ground, and left some relics there. He then continued his journey, and the mule made no further resistance. All that night a pillar of fire, reaching from earth to heaven, and more brilliant than the sun, appeared on the sacred spot, and all the inhabitants saw it. It was here that St. Leufroi, about a century later, built a church and a monastery, but St. Ouen had erected a wooden cross on the spot, which went by the name of "La Croix St. Ouen."—L’abbé Pécheur, Annales du Diocèse de Soissons.

A cross in the sky seen by Waldemar II. of Denmark. Waldemar II. of Denmark is said to have seen a fiery cross in the sky, betokening his victory over the Estonians, A.D. 1219. The king, like Constantine, adopted the cross as a standard, which was called the Danebrog or Danish Cloth, and instituted the Order of Danebrog in commemoration of this vision.

This legend is differently told in some Scandinavian chronicles. It is said that the Danes lost their royal banner in the fight, but another dropped from the sky to supply its place. It was a red flag with a white cross. Immediately this banner fell into the hands of the standard-bearer the army rallied, and won a signal victory. Those who explain legends tell us that the Danebrog was a consecrated banner sent to the king by the pope. Whatever its origin, it was long used as the royal standard.—Dr. Chrichton and Wheaton, Scandinavia, vol. i. p. 257.

The emperor Augustus sees a Virgin and Child in the skies. Suidas tells us that, about the time of the Nativity, the famous oracle of Apollo of Delphos became mute, and gave no more responses. Augustus, demanding a reason for this silence, was told by a priest it was because a Hebrew child was born, who was the master of the gods, and he had commanded them to confine themselves to the infernal regions. Nicephorus adds, that Augustus, on his return to Rome, erected an altar in the Capitol with this inscription: "ARA PRIMOGENTITI DEI." Mgr. Guérin, chamberlain of pope Leo XIII., tells us (Vies des Saints, vol. xiv. p. 468), D’autres auteurs écrivent que le même empereur apercut dans les nues une vierge tenant un enfant entre ses bras.

Cutting a Whetstone with a Razor.

Tarquinius Priscus of Rome wished to double the number of tribes; but when he proposed his plan to the senate, it was resolutely opposed by Attus Navius, the augur, who said the number was fixed by
the gods to three, and that no human power could alter it. The king indignantly replied, "What! do you pretend to read the mind of the gods, who cannot so much as read the thoughts of a man? Tell me, if you are really so very wise, whether I can do the thing I am now thinking of." "Yes, O king," replied the augur, "thou canst." "Ha! ha!" rejoined Tarquin, "I have you there. I was thinking if I could cut in twain that whetstone with a razor." "Cut boldly, O king," said Navius, "and it is done." It is said that the king cut the whetstone, and had the good sense to give up his projected change in the constitution. A statue was erected in the comitium on the steps of the senate-house, the place where this "miracle" was wrought, and beside the statue the whetstone was preserved.

This need in no wise be a miracle. I have often dealt a block of wood, and scared a jam dish by touching the block with an ordinary sewing needle, and tapping the needle on the head with the handle of a penknife.

- Albert d'Ogna cuts through an anvil with a reap-hook (A.D. 1279). Albert d'Ogna was a farm labourer, and being one day employed as a supernumerary in the harvest-fields, the regular farm servants were jealous of him, because he worked faster than they did. In order to impede him, they placed an iron anvil in his walk; but when Albert came to the spot, he went on reaping, and cut the anvil in twain with his reap-hook, just as if it had been a wisps of straw. In allusion to this miracle, Albert d'Ogna is represented with a reap-hook in Christian art.

- Acta Sanctorum (Bollandists), May 18, vol. ii.

Daniel accused of Prayer.

DAN. vi. 4, 5. The presidents and princes sought to find occasion against Daniel concerning the kingdom; but they could find none occasion nor fault, so amass as he was faithful, neither was there any error or fault found in him. Then said these men, We shall not find any occasion against him, except we find it against him concerning the law of his God. [Then they accused him of praying three times a day to God, and he was cast into the den of lions.]

- St. Isidore accused of prayer. St. Isidore was a farm labourer, who roused the jealousy of his fellow-workmen by going to mass every morning before he began his daily labour; so they accused him to the farmer of coming late to work of a morning, and of wasting his time in prayer. The farmer resolved to watch him; and if he found him neglecting his duty, to rebuke him sharply or dismiss him. Early one morning, soon afterwards, the farmer went into the field which Isidore had been set to plough, but was amazed to find three ploughs at work instead of one; two were guided by angels, and the third by Isidore. Instead of less work being done than he expected, there was truly thrice as much done, and done admirably well. The farmer was delighted, and falling down at his servant's feet, craved his pardon for giving ear to false reports. Isidore replied, "Master, no time is ever lost by prayer, for those who pray are workers together with God." So the farmer departed, ashamed of his suspicion, and full of reverence to his holy labourer. As soon as the farmer was departed, the angels returned to their ploughs.-From the Spanish.

David and the Draught of Water.

1 Sam. xxviii. 16-17. David, fighting against the Philistines, became so parched with thirst, that he cried out, Oh that one would give me drink of the water of the well of Bethlehem, which is by the gate! And three mighty men broke through the host of the Philistines, and brought water to the king. Nevertheless David would not drink it, but he poured it out unto the Lord.

St. Thomas Aquinas and the fish (A.D. 1274). In his last illness Thomas Aquinas stopped at the castle of Maganza, the seat of his niece Franciscus. He had quite lost his appetite, but one day expressed a wish for a little piece of a certain fish which he named. This fish was not to be found in Italy; search, however, was made in all directions, and the dainty was procured. When cooked and brought to the dying man, he refused to eat it, but gave it as an offering to the Lord.—Alban Butler (1745), Lives of the Saints.

Sir Philip Sidney and the draught of water. In the battle of Zutphen, Sir Philip Sidney, being severely wounded, suffered greatly from thirst; whereupon one of the host went and fetched him a little water in a helmet, at the hazard of his life. Sir Philip took the helmet, and as he was raising it to his lips, noticed a private lying beside him, who eyed the helmet with greedy eyes. "Poor fellow," said Sir Philip, "thy necessity is greater than mine;" and he passed the helmet to the dying man.

A similar anecdote is told of Alexander the Great in the desert of Gedrosia. Quintus Curtius calls it "loci desertae Sestianorum."
David in the Cave of Adullam

(1 Sam. xxii. 1, 2.)

David saved by a cobweb. We are told in the Talmud, that when David, in his flight from Saul, took refuge in the cave of Adullam, a spider spun its web over the mouth of the cave. When Saul came up and saw the cobweb, he passed on, fully persuaded that no one had recently entered that cave, or else the web would have been broken.

St. Felix saved by a cobweb (third century). In the persecution which broke out again, soon after the death of Decius, St. Felix fled; and, being closely pursued by officers sent to apprehend him, he crept through a small hole in a ruin. The officers came to the spot, but seeing a cobweb spun over the hole, they passed on, assured in their own minds that Felix had not gone that way. St. Gregory says, "This was the Lord's doing. He sent a little spider to drop his lines, and lace them together with the utmost rapidity over the place through which his servant had escaped." Felix, finding among the ruins an old wall half dug, hid himself there for six months, and was fed daily by a devout Christian woman. In Christian art, St. Felix is sometimes represented with a spider spinning its web. — St. Gregory of Tours, De Gloria Martyrum, bk. i. ch. 104.

Mahomet saved by a cobweb. When Mahomet fled from Mecca, like David, he hid in a cave, and a spider wove its net over the entrance. When the Korishites came up and saw the cobweb, they passed on, feeling quite certain that no one could have recently entered the cave, or the cobweb would have been broken.

Dead hearing, speaking, and moving.

John v. 25. Verily, verily, I say unto you, the hour is coming when the dead shall hear the voice of the Son of God.

Hza. xi. 4. He [i.e. Abel] being dead yet speaketh.

John xii. 43, 44. Jesus cried with a loud voice, Lazarus, come forth. And he that was dead came forth, bound hand and foot with grave-cloth and a bandage about his head.

Luke viii. 54, 55. Jesus took her by the hand, saying, Maiden, arise. And her spirit came again, and she arose straightway.

Would St. Gregory extend this remark to Mahomet, "the false prophet," who was saved in precisely the same manner as the "true saint"?!

Luke vii. 14, 15. Jesus came and touched the bier. And he said, Young man, I say unto thee, Arise. And he that was dead sat up and began to speak.

Acts ix. 40. Peter, turning to the dead body, said, Tabitha, arise. And she opened her eyes; and when he saw Peter, she sat up.

1 Sam. xxviii. 11-20. The woman said, Whom shall I bring up [from the dead] unto thee? And Saul said, Bring me up Samuel. And Samuel said to Saul, Why hast thou disquieted me, to bring me up (from the grave)? And Saul answered, I am sore distressed, etc.

A dead man declares that St. Antony's father was not guilty of his death. While in Padua, it was revealed to St. Antony that his father was in danger of being put to death in Lisbon for manslaughter. An angel transported St. Antony from Padua to Lisbon, when his father's trial was on; and the saint ordered the dead man to be brought into court. He then asked the dead man, "Is it true that my father is guilty of thy death?" "Certainly not," said the dead body; "the accusation is false and malicious." The judges, on hearing this positive declaration from the dead man himself, discharged the prisoner at once, and St. Antony was retransported to Padua the same night by the same angel. (See St. Macarius, etc., p. 77.) — Edward Kinesman (1628), Lives of the Saints.

Basil, a monk, joins the singing after he was dead. St. Theodosius, the Cenobarch, having made a large sepulchre for the general use of the monastery, remarked, "The tomb is now finished, but who of us will be the first to occupy it?" Basil, falling on his knees, prayed earnestly that he might be allotted that honour, and within forty days he died, without pain or disease, as one taketh rest in sleep. For forty days afterwards St. Theodosius used to see the dead monk still occupying his usual place whenever the brethren joined together in singing praise to God. Only Theodosius saw the ghost, but Athus distinctly heard its voice. Theodosius prayed that others beside himself might see Basil's apparition, and God opened the eyes of all the brethren, and all saw it. Athus, in the fulness of his joy, ran to embrace the ghost, but it vanished, saying as it departed, "Stay, Athus. God be with you, my father and brethren. Me shall ye see and hear no more." — Roman Martyrology. (Cave tells us this life was written by Theodore, bishop of Pera.)

Two dead nuns rise from their graves and rush out of church. Two ladies of high
birth, inmates of a Benedictine convent, were accustomed to treat the rest of the sisters with extreme contempt, as being of inferior clay to themselves. St. Benedict admonished them of this unseemly pride, and, as they did not amend, threatened to excommunicate them. Soon after this they both died, and were buried in the church. When the deacon said to the ordinary, "Let those who are excommunicated depart hence," the nurse saw the two dead ladies leave their tombs, and fly out of the church. This occurred several times; and the nurse, calling to mind the threat of excommunication made by the abbot, told him what had occurred. Then St. Benedict took an offering, which he presented to God for the deceased; after which their souls were laid, and slept in peace.—St. Gregory the Great, Dialogues, bk. ii.

A woman named Catherine, being dead, told St. Francis Hieronimus she was in hell-fire (A.D. 1707). When St. Francis Hieronimus was preaching in Naples, a woman named Catherine made herself conspicuous by interrupting him. The preacher took no notice of her at the time, but a few days afterwards, passing her house, found it closed. Asking the neighbours the reason, he was told that Catherine had died suddenly that morning. "Dead?" cried the saint. "What! is she dead?" and he requested leave to see her. The permission was granted, and, going into the chamber, he found the body swathed and laid out in the usual manner. The room was full, but great silence was observed. "Catherine," said Hieronimus, "say, where are you?" Twice he asked the question, but there was no answer. At the third time the eyes of the corpse opened, the lips trembled, and a feeble voice, which seemed to proceed out of the ground, replied, "In hell—in hell." All present were horrified, and rushed out of the room. "In hell? in hell?" cried the saint. "Great God, how terrible! In hell? in hell?" This scene produced an immense impression, and many sinners were brought by it to repentance.—Cardinal Wiseman. (St. Francis was canonized in 1839.)

This may be very graphic and sensational, but a tolerable restrained writer could have made it appear that the four words came from under the floor; and one can hardly imagine that Cardinal Wiseman believed they proceeded from the dead soul in the bottomless pit.

St. Catherine of Bologna nineteen days after her death opens her eyes and speaks (A.D. 1468). Nineteen days after her burial, St. Catherine of Bologna was disinterred, and placed in a coffin. A crowd of persons came to look on the corpse, and were struck with the joy expressed in her face, and the saintly odour which came from the body. Amongst others, Leonora Poggi, a girl of eleven years old, came to look on the body, and forthwith the dead saint opened its eyes, and making a sign with its hand, said to the young girl, "Leonora, come hither." Leonora came up closer. Then St. Catherine added, "You will be a sister in this convent, where all will love you, and you shall be the guardian of my body." Eight years afterwards, Leonora refused the hand of a wealthy suitor, took the veil, was appointed guardian of St. Catherine's body, and lived in the convent fifty-five years.—D. Palosotti (of the order of St. Francis), Life of St. Catherine of Bologna.

Euphrosina answers from the grave the question of St. Donatus. Eustasius, receiver-general of the revenues of Tuscany in the reign of Julian, being called away on a journey, left the public money which he had collected in the hands of his wife Euphrosina, who, for better security, buried it in the earth. She died suddenly, and no one knew where she had hidden it. Eustasius was almost beside himself, fearing to be charged with embezzlement. In his perplexity he asked advice of St. Donatus, bishop of Arezzo; and the holy man, going to the grave of Euphrosina, said with a loud voice, in the hearing of many, "Euphrosina, let us know whither thou hast put the public money." The woman answered from the grave, and told the bishop where it was hidden. St. Donatus went with the receiver-general to the place indicated, and there found the money without difficulty.—Edward Kinesman (1628), Lives of the Saints, p. 591. (He tells us he compiled the life of St. Donatus from Bede and other martyrologies.)

Relics join St. Gregory of Langres in singing (A.D. 541). One night a deacon watched St. Gregory of Langres, and saw him rise from his bed, and leave his dormitory at midnight. The deacon followed him unobserved, and saw him enter the baptistry, the door of which opened to him of its own accord. For a time dead silence prevailed, and then St. Gregory began to chant. Presently a host of voices joined in, and the singing continued for three hours. "I
the All-merciful may not take pity on his soul and lead him to repentance?"—Mgr. Guérin, *Les Petits Bollandistes*, vol. i. Jan. 2.

This is related by the chamberlain of pope Leo XIII.

And his book, which has passed through seven editions, is scarce read by a host of curates, archbishops, and bishops, all between the years 1873 and 1890. A similar answer is given by a child just born, when asked if a certain deacon was his father. (See Baring-pit. 11.)

The dead body of Maria Madalena di Pazzi turns itself round (A.D. 1607). When Maria Madalena di Pazzi was dead, her body was wrapped in a tunic, a scapular, and a mantle of black taffeta. It was placed in the church, for the satisfaction of the seculars, with the face towards the sacristy; but the corpse turned its head the other way, because "en cet endroit il y avait un homme débauché dont elle ne put souffrir les regards, même après sa mort."—*Les Petits Bollandistes*, vol. vi. p. 178.

St. Melor, after his head was cut off, spoke to his murderer (A.D. 411). St. Melor was the son of Melian, duke of Cornwall; and his usurping uncle, Rainald, sent Cerialtan to cut off his head. While the murderer was carrying the head to his employer, he was so pained with thirst that he exclaimed, "Oh for a drop of water! I am dying with thirst." The head of the murdered prince, which was in his hand, made answer, "Cerialtan, strike the ground with your stick." This he did, and water immediately gushed forth to allay his thirst. Rainald received the boy's head with delight, but, dying within three days, the head was sent back to be buried with the trunk; and both were preserved at Amesbury, in Wiltshire, as holy relics.—Baring-Gould, *Lives of the Saints*, Jan., p. 44.

St. Patrick commanded that the dead should be asked if they deserved to have a cross raised over their graves (A.D. 379-464). St. Patrick commande à la mort de rendre ses victimes, afin que leur propre bouche proclame devant le peuple la vérité des doctrines qu'il leur annonç; ou bien il s'assure si son ordre de planter une croix sur la tombe des chrétiens, et non des infidèles, a été fidèlement exécuté, en interrogeant les morts eux-mêmes, et en apprenant de leur bouche s'ils ont mérité ce consolant hommage.—Mgr. Guérin (chamberlain of pope Leo XIII.), *Vies des Saints*, vol. iii. p. 476 (1890).

At the command of St. Paul, bishop of Trois-Château, his predecessor declared from his grave that a Jew was making a
false claim (fifth century). When Paul was inaugurated bishop of Trois-Château, as he was returning from the council, a Jew came up to him, and demanded payment of a sum of money lent, as he said, to Paul's predecessor, whose name was Torquat. In order to ascertain whether the claim was just or not, St. Paul, arrayed in full episcopal canonicals, went to the tomb of the late bishop, and, touching it with his pastoral staff, commanded Torquat to inform him whether the loan spoken of had been repaid or not. A voice from the grave immediately replied, "I repaid the Jew his loan, and he knows it." Many heard the reply, and could testify that these things are true, for they know that they are true.—L'abbé Nadal, Hagiological History of Valence.

St. Rheticus, when dead, speaks to his buried wife (A.D. 384). St. Rheticus died May 15, A.D. 384. After the corpse had been washed and shrouded, it was laid on the bier. Next morning, when the bearers attempted to lift the bier, they found it quite immovable. Not all their combined force was able even to stir it. All the mourners were stupefied, but an old man called to mind a promise which Rheticus had made to his wife, when she was dying, that he would rejoin her in the grave. Immediately this new arrangement was made the bier became quite light, and when it was set down at the grave of his deceased wife, the dead man sat up and said, "Do you remember, my dear wife, the request you made on your death-bed? Here I am to fulfil my promise. Make room for me whom you have so long expected." At these words the deceased wife, who had been so long dead, revived, and, breaking the swaths which bound her, stretched forth her hands, made signs of approval, and beckoned to her husband to come and lie beside her. (Depressa est lavam pretendens femina palam, invitans socium gestu vicentis amoris.) The corpse was lowered, the grave shook, the deceased woman manifested every sign of joy, and the two lay in peace, waiting the resurrection of the just.—L'abbé Migne, Appendix ad opera Juvenici, Patrologia, vol. xix. p. 881 (1850).

St. Severinus asks a dead priest if he would like to return to life. St. Severin watched all night by the bier of Silvinus the priest. And at early dawn he bequeath the dead man, in the name of God, speak to the brethren. Silvinus opened his eyes, and St. Severin asked him if he had any wish to return to life. The dead man answered trustfully, "Keep me no longer here, nor cheat me of that everlasting rest which those who sleep in the Lord enjoy." Then, closing his eyes, he slept again the sleep which knows no waking.—Eugippius, Life of St. Severin (A.D. 511).

At the command of St. Stanislaus, one Peter, who was dead, rose from his grave and went into the law-court to certify the sale of an estate. St. Stanislaus, bishop of Cracow, in Poland, bought an estate of one Peter for the Church, but took no acquaintance. Peter died three years afterwards, and his heirs claimed the inheritance. As St. Stanislaus had nothing to show in proof of his right, he was condemned to restore the estate to the plaintiffs. The saint now fasted and prayed God to defend his cause; then, going to the tomb of the dead man, he touched the body with his pastoral staff, and commanded it to rise. The dead man instantly obeyed the summons, and followed the bishop into the king's court. Stanislaus then said to the judge, "Here, my lord, is Peter himself, who sold me the estate. He has come from the grave to vindicate the truth." Peter confirmed the statement of the bishop in every particular, and judgment was reversed. St. Stanislaus now asked Peter if he would like to remain alive for a few years; but Peter replied he would rather return to his grave. He was in purgatory, he said, but had almost purged away his sins, and was in near prospect of paradise. So he returned to his tomb, where he decently composed himself, and yielded up his breath a second time.—Ribadeneyra, The Flowers of the Saints.

Dead raised to Life again (with an account of human hibernation, etc.)

(See ELISHA AND THE MOABITE.)

MARK v. 35-42. Jairus, ruler of the synagogue, besought Jesus to heal his daughter, but a messenger told Jairus he need not trouble the Master, as the damsel was dead. Jesus said to the ruler, Be not afraid, only believe; and going to the ruler's house, he took the damsel by the hand, and said, Talitha cumi; and straightway the maiden arose and walked, for she was of the age of twelve years.

LUKE vii. 11-15. When Jesus came to Nain, a dead man was being carried to his grave. It was an only son, and the mother was a widow. Jesus went to the bier and said, Young man, I say unto thee, Arise. And he that was dead sat up, and began to speak; and Jesus delivered him to his mother.
Amandus, Armengol, Attalus, Avitus.

St. Amandus restores to life a man executed for brigandage (A.D. 594-634). While St. Amandus was at Tournai, the governor, Dottton, sentenced a brigand to death; and so well was the sentence deserved, that the whole court exclaimed with one voice, "Away with him, away with him! he is not fit to live!" St. Amandus entered the court at this moment, and implored the governor to accord to him the life of the prisoner; but Dottton told him it could not be, and the executioners hung the criminal, and watched him till he was dead. Amandus, at night, cut the body down, and conveyed it to his cell, when he fell on his face and implored the Lord of life to give back to this wretch his departed spirit. All at once the brigand raised himself, opened his eyes as if from a deep sleep, and seemed bewildered to find himself in the cell of the travelling bishop. Next morning St. Amandus called for water, washed the wounds of the resuscitated man, and having healed them all, bade the man return home and sin no more. Soon the noise of this miracle spread in all directions, and crowds flocked to the saint for baptism. All Gaul was converted, and in an incredible short time two monasteries arose, one at Gand and the other on Mont Blandin. Truly a whole people was born in a day, and the name of the Lord was magnified. —Menjoulet (vicar-general of Bayonne), Saint Amand, Apôtre des Basques.

Peter Armengol was suspended six days on a gallows, and yet was taken down alive (A.D. 1804). Peter Armengol was a converted captain of a band of robbers, who spent his life in redeeming Christians made captives by the Moors. Hearing of the captivity of eighteen young men, he agreed with the Moors for their ransom, and gave himself up as a hostage till the money arrived. He had many opportunities of preaching Christ crucified during his captivity, and not a few were converted by him. This greatly annoyed the Moamens, who pretended that the time of payment had expired, and hung him on a gibbet. He had been suspended for six days, when William Florentin arrived with the ransom-money, and was extremely distressed to hear of the fate of his dear companion; but what was his amazement, as he stood under the gibbet, to hear himself addressed with these words: "Dear brother, weep not; I am alive; the Virgin Mary has kept me all these days." Florentin cut him down in the presence of many spectators, and the ransom-money was laid out in redeeming twenty-six more Christian slaves. —Acta Sanctorum (Bollandists), April 27.

St. Attalus raised two dead persons to life again (A.D. 627). Ariowald, king of Lombardy, was an Arian, and orthodox Christians were taught not to salute heretics. One day a monk of the Bobbio monastery, passing the king, neglected to salute him, and Ariowald employed an assassin to waylay the monk and murder him. This was done, but St. Attalus restored the dead man to life, and the devil, seizing the murderer, put him to horrible torments, from which Attalus alone was able to deliver him. Another monk, employed to root out the residue of paganism in Tortona, was seized by the natives, who threw him into the river, and piled huge stones over him. St. Attalus drew him from the water safe and sound, but his persecutors all met with violent deaths. —Jonas (a Scotchman and disciple of St. Attalus), Life of St. Attalus.

St. Avitus, abbot of St. Mesmin, raises one of his disciples from death (A.D. 580). St. Avitus was in the habit of retiring from time to time into a thick forest near his abbey. One day a religious, in his suite, died on the road, but besought his companion not to bury him till the abbot had seen him. One of the companions ran into the forest to announce the death to Avitus, and to tell him that the body had been carried into the church. Avitus instantly went to the church, and prostrated himself in prayer. Then rising to his feet, he commanded the dead man
to awake from the dead. The dead man could not resist, and giving his right hand to the abbot, he came from the bier, and immediately took part with the rest in chanting the service. This “miracle” made a great sensation; and St. Lubin, bishop of Chartres, assures us he was told it by the very man who was resuscitated.—*Les Petits Bollandistes*, vol. vii. p. 110.

This looks very like a case of epilepsy.

St. Benedict, abbot of Mount Cassino, restores to life a lad frightfully mangied by the fall of a wall (A.D. 480-543). While St. Benedict was building his monastery at Mount Cassino, he observed the devil busy at work also, and knew mischief was at hand. He accordingly called out aloud to the workmen, “Be on your guard, my brethren, for the devil is among you.” Then the fiend, out of pure malice, knocked down a part of the wall, which fell on a young novice, the son of a nobleman; and not only killed him, but crushed him most horribly. The monks were greatly grieved, and the abbot told them to carry the dead body into his cell. It was impossible to carry the body in their hands, because it was so mangied; so they put it in a sack, and picked up carefully all the pieces. When they were brought into the cell, St. Benedict locked the door, prayed fervently, and lying on the dead body, put his mouth to the child’s mouth. Presently the flesh of the young novice began to wax warm, the separate pieces drew together, the crushed parts assumed their normal condition, the young man sneezed, opened his eyes, stood upon his feet. The resuscitation was complete, as complete as if the accident had never happened; and St. Benedict, to prove his perfect triumph over Satan, bade the novice return to his work, and help to restore the wall which had fallen upon him.

—St. Gregory the Great, *Dialogues*, bk. ii.

St. Benedict of Mount Cassino resuscitates the child of a peasant (A.D. 480-543). A peasant, having lost his only son, brought the dead body to Mount Cassino, and requested St. Benedict to restore it to life. Turning to his monks, the patriarch said, “Let us retire; these peasants seek of us feeble creatures acts which pertain to apostles only. Let us retire, my brothers.” Still the parents of the child ceased not their entreaties, and said they would not leave till the saint granted their petition. St. Bene-

dict could resist no longer. So, placing himself beside the dead body, and lifting his hands to heaven, he said, “Lord, regard not my unworthiness, but behold the faith of this Thy servant, who implores the resuscitation of his child. If, Lord, it seems good in Thy sight, let the soul and the life return to this dead body.” Immediately the dead body began to stir; the abbot took the hand, life was restored, and the child was delivered to his father in perfect health. (See Sr. Skerin, p. 78.)—St. Gregory the Great, *Dialogues*, bk. ii.

St. Coletta, or Nicoletta, raised a large number of the dead (1380-1447). St. Coletta resuscitated many dead bodies. For example, four grandees, who survived for many years. Many hundreds of children, still-born. A child which had been buried. A nun of Poigny, which had died without absolution; this woman was called back to life to make her confession, and receive supreme unction, after which she was restored to the grave again.—*Douillet, Vie de St. Coletta*.

St. Cyril, general of Mount Carmel, restores to life a man recently cured of blindness (A.D. 1191). St. Cyril gave alms to a blind man, and as soon as the man knew who had given him the money, he laid the coin upon his eyes, and received his sight. What is still more remarkable is, that his soul was enlightened at the same instant, and he begged to be admitted into a religious house as an inmate. He was refused, because the prior was not at home, fell sick, and died within three days. Let Mgr. Guérin tell the rest:—On fit ses funérailles, et, quoiqu’il y eût longtemps qu’il fût étendu dans sa bière, et reconnu pour mort, étant tout près d’être mis en terre, il se releva, et dit à haute voix, “Que les prières de Cyril l’avaient ressuscité, de même que ses mérites lui avaient rendu la vue du corps aussi bien que de l’âme.”


St. Dominic restores to life the son of a Roman matron. The son of a Roman matron died while his mother was listening to a sermon by St. Dominic. The dead body was taken to the monk, and laid at his feet. The “blessed father,” moved with compassion, made on the lad the sign of the cross, and taking him by the hand, the dead child rose, stood on his feet, and returned home in perfect health.

St. Dominic restores to life a carpenter
bbled by a fall into a pit. A carpenter, working in the convent of St. Sistas, fell into a pit, and the earth falling on him crushed him to death. St. Dominic ordered him to be dug out, prayed over him, and he returned to life wholly unhurt.

St. Dominic restores to life Neapolion, biled by a fall from his horse. The nephew of cardinal Stephen, whose name was Neapolion, being thrown from his horse, had his neck broke, and was killed. St. Dominic, going to the spot of the accident, prayed thrice, saying the same words; then, taking the young man by the hand, he said with a loud voice, "Neapolion, I say unto you, in the name of Christ, Arise." Forthwith he arose, and St. Dominic led him to his uncle.—Edward Kinesman (A.D. 1628), Lives of the Saints, pp. 578, 574.

St. Eleutherius kills, and restores to life, the daughter of the governor of Tournai (A.D. 581). The daughter of the governor of Tournai, a pagan, conceived a violent affection for the young Eleutherius, and one day went to Blandain to make the avowal to him. "Unhappy woman!" said Eleutherius; "did you never hear how Satan tempted the Saviour, and He repelled Him in the name of the blessed Trinity I now command you to retire, and never again to come into my presence." On hearing these words the maiden fell dead, as if struck by a flash of lightning. The father was greatly distressed, and promised to become a Christian if his daughter was restored to life. Eleutherius fasted and prayed for many days; then, going to the maiden’s grave, he bade the bystanders roll away the stone, and cried thrice with a loud voice, "Damsel, I command you, in the name of Christ, Come forth;" and she came from the tomb in the sight of all, and was baptized.—Les Petits Hollandistes, vol. ii. p. 600.

St. Francis of Paula raises his nephew from the dead (A.D. 1416–1507). Nicholas d’Alesso, the nephew of St. Francis of Paula, often expressed an ardent desire to be a monk, but his parents would not give their consent. While still young, he fell ill and died; and his dead body was taken to his uncle’s church to be buried. The funeral service was finished, and the body was about to be lowered into the grave, when St. Francis, “qui avait en ses mains les clefs de la vie et de la mort,” stopped the bearers, and taking the dead body in his arms, carried it into his chamber; and the same night, after many prayers and tears, it was restored to life. The mother came next day to weep over her lost child, when St. Francis asked her if she felt resigned to the will of God, and if she would now consent to her son entering upon a religious life. “Alas!” cried the mother, “he is past my consent now, and is in the hands of God. It is too late, too late now; I shall never again see my Nicholas either a secular or a religious.” “You consent, then,” said St. Francis; and so saying, led the mother into his chamber, and showed her the young man living. Nicholas took the habit of the order, and lived in his uncle’s monastery for many years.—Authentic Relation made in Consistory upon the Acts of his Canonization (compiled by Father Giry).

We all remember the supposed death and burial of Juliet, who wanted to have her own way against her parents’ wishes.

The son and daughter of King Brendin restored to life by St. Furzy (A.D. 659). King Brendin of Ulotisia [Ulster] had a son and daughter, twins, who died the same day. Brendin was not able to bury them, because the Irish were cannibals, and would have disinterred the bodies to eat them; they were therefore thrown into the sea, but were washed ashore near the hermitage of their cousin, St. Furzy. The time when this occurred happened to coincide exactly with the hour that St. Furzy, according to his wont, was passing along the coast to church, and he saw his two cousins lying naked before him. He was greatly distressed, and said, “O merciful Lord, grant that the spirits of these my dear cousins may return into their bodies.” His prayer was granted, and the two cousins rose joyously to their feet; but, being naked, they were ashamed. St. Furzy had pity on their shame, and clothed them both in suitable raiments. He then threw a stick into the sea, and told his cousins to follow it, nothing doubting. The rest must be told in the words of Mgr. Guérin, or no English reader will believe what follows has been accurately stated. “Or, écoutez une chose,” says the chamberlain of pope Leo XIII., “écoutez une chose qui doit émerveiller, et qui doit être racontée pour la gloire de Notre Seigneur: le bâton s’en alla devant comme s’il eût eu de l’entendement. Les enfants marchèrent [on the surface of the sea] hardiment à sa suite dans le sillage qu’il traînait, jusqu’à ce qu’ils arrivèrent en leur pays,
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St. Francis Hieronymus raises a dead infant to life (a.d. 1642-1716). A poor woman lost her infant child, twelve months old; but not having money enough to bury it, she placed it near the confessional of Father Francis. When the saint entered the church, he knew by inspiration where the child was lying, and told Mary Cassier to go and take charge of it. Mary instantly obeyed; but, on lifting up the covering, she exclaimed, "My father, the child is dead." "No, no, Mary," he replied; "behold, it sleepeth." So saying, he made the sign of the cross on the child's forehead, and applied some holy water to its lips. Forthwith the child opened its eyes, and began to breathe. "Go, and call the mother," said St. Francis. The woman at first refused to come; and, when she saw a living child, would not believe it to be her own. Soon, however, the child recognized its mother, and her joy was complete.—Cardinal Wiseman. (St. Francis was canonized in 1889.)

St. Galla restores to life a maiden declared to be dead. One day a handmaid, who waited on St. Galla, going to fetch water, fell, and hurt herself so severely that all thought she was dead. Gallus ordered the maiden to be taken into her cell, and, kneeling in prayer, she cried aloud, "O Lord, heal her!" The words were hardly uttered when the handmaid rose; and all who saw it exclaimed, "See, what mighty power the Lord and Saviour hath committed to His saints!"—Les Petits Bollandistes, vol. ii. p. 199.

St. George of Cappadocia calls a dead man from his grave. Diocletian, by the advice of Athanasius, a magician, gave St. George a deadly poison, but it did the saint no harm. When the emperor expressed surprise, St. George said to him, "The God whom I adore can not only preserve life, He can also restore it." "This is it," rejoined the emperor; "if, now, one came from the dead, we should believe." St. George replied, "Then follow me," and led the way to a cemetery filled with graves. Standing before one of them, he prayed that God would show forth His power to confound gain-sayers. Immediately the cave where he stood opened, and one came forth with his grave-clothes; and, falling at the feet of St. George, returned him humble and hearty thanks. The emperor declared it was the work of necromancy, but Athanasius, the magician, replied, "Not so, my sovereign liege; none but the great God can do after this sort."—Pasinuates (an intimate friend of St. George, and eye-witness of his deeds).

St. Gildas the Wise restores to life Trifina, about to be a mother (494-570). Trifina, daughter of Guerech, was demanded in marriage by Conomor, who had been married often before, but always killed his wives as soon as they conceived. As he was a very powerful monarch, Guerech durst not refuse him, and so Trifina became his wife. When she was about to become a mother, Conomor murdered her, as he had murdered his other wives. St. Gildas heard of this brutal act, and raised the princess to life again. In time the child was born. It was a boy-child, and was named Trech-meur (Death-won).—Les Petits Bollandistes, vol. ii. p. 106.

At the invocation of St. Godard a procession of dead men walked through the cathedral of Hildesheim (a.d. 1038). This marvellous story must be given in the ipsissima verba of Mgr. Guerin, chamberlain of pope Leo XIII. He prefaced the anecdote with the words, Though many miracles are ascribed to St. Godard, bishop of Hildesheim, the following most strikes the imagination of the masses, and serves as a characteristic of our saint in Christian art. "It was excommunicated certain of his diocesans: or, a year when he prepared to celebrate the saints mysteries, he left the church in the church, in spite of the excommunication. Invoquing the power of God, he ordains to die of leprosy, and of donning the example of the obedience to the transgressors of his ordonnances. Ceux-ci, soulevant the couvercle de leurs sepulcres, organiserent une procession, et sortirent de l'église."—Vies des Saints, vol. v. p. 824 (7th edit. 1880).

St. Hilary restores to life the three sons of a nobleman. A noble lady, returning from a visit to St. Anthony with her three sons, came to Gaza, where all her sons sickened and died. The mother, beside herself with grief, went to the cell of St. Hilary, accompanied with two hand-
maids, and said to him, "O man of God, have pity on me for Christ's sake! O man of God, look on my misery and pity me! O man of God, come with me to Gaza, I implore you; come with me, and restore me my three sons who are lying dead. Come, O man of God, and God will be magnified in thee." St. Hilarion replied that he never left his cell. Whereupon the mother, frantic with grief, fell at his feet, weeping most bitterly. "O servant of the living God, give me back my sons!" she cried, "give me back my sons! O servant of the living God, give me back my sons!" Her two handmaids added their voices, and wept also. Hilarion was no stock or stone, and could resist no longer. He went to Gaza as the sun was setting, called on the name of the Lord, said to the mother, "The Lord killeth, and maketh alive; He bringeth down to the grave, and bringeth up." Then lifting up his eyes to heaven, uttered a short prayer, and the three sons who were dead arose, and were led to their mother.—St. Jerome, Vita St. Hilarionis Eremita (A.D. 390).

St. Hilary restores to life an unbaptized infant (fourth century). St. Hilary, after his return from exile into Phrygia, was received in Poitiers with unbounded joy, and commemorated his return with this miracle. An infant died before baptism, and St. Hilary, moved to compassion at the grief of the parents, restored the child to life; it was then baptized, and "newness of life was given to its soul." This miracle is memorialized by sculpture still extant in Poitiers cathedral.—Dom Constant, Vita Sancti Hilarii, Pictaviensis.

St. James of Tarentaise induces by his tears a dead man to return to life (fifth century). After one of his missionary tours, St. James of the county of Tarentaise went to visit the grave of a very dear friend who had died during his absence. The saint wept so bitterly over the grave, that the dead man could not resist the force of his deep, deep grief; and Lazarus came from the grave at the voice of Christ, so this friend returned to life at the tears of St. James.—Guilbert of Burgundy (afterwards Calixtus II.), Life of St. James of Tarentaise.

St. Julian restores to life the son of Anastasius (A.D. 117). When St. Julian went to Mans, what greatly contributed to the conversion of the people was the following "miracle." The son of Anastasius, one of the chief citizens, died, and the father said to Julian, "If, now, you could raise this lad from death, I would confess Jesus Christ, whom you preach, to be the true God, and would renounce at once the gods which I now worship." St. Julian went to the dead body, took it by the hand, and raising his eyes to heaven, implored Him who raised Lazarus from the dead to do the like in this case, to the end that this resurrection of the body might be the spiritual resurrection of a great multitude. Forthwith the lad who was dead arose, and his parents received him in their arms with unspeakable joy. Anastasius and all his house being then baptized, the name of the Lord was magnified.—D. Piolin, Histoire de l'Église du Mans (10 vols.).

St. Julian restores Jovian to life (A.D. 117). When St. Julian was in Champagne, he met a funeral procession conducted by the druids. The person who was carried to his grave was one Jovian, a young man of the chief family in the neighbourhood. St. Julian addressed himself to the father, and asked whether he would confess Jesus Christ to be the true God, if through His name the young man was restored to life. Then raising his eyes to heaven, he prayed, and as he prayed the young man revived, and cried with a loud voice, "The God of Julian is indeed the true God." Then, turning to his father, he said, "We have been worshipping demons all this while. I saw them with these eyes in hell, where they suffer ineffable tortments." The fame of this miracle soon got noise abroad, and multitudes were baptized into the new faith.—D. Piolin, Histoire de l'Église du Mans.

In this narrative we are forcibly struck with its want of harmony with historical facts. It breathes throughout of Roman Catholic times and dogmas, and if we omit the word druidic, would be far more in accordance with the twelfth or thirteenth century than with the second.

St. Julian, bishop of Mans, restores to life the son of Pruila Legulla of Gaul (A.D. 117). While St. Julian was in Gaul, he entered the house of Pruila Legulla, who was a pagan, and had asked him to be her guest. Just as he entered, the son of her hostess died. Never mind, he abode in the house notwithstanding. The saint passed the night in prayer, and next morning presented the young man alive and well to his mother. The whole house and many of the neighbours who witnessed the miracle were immediately baptized, confessing the God of Julian to be God indeed.—D. Piolin, Histoire de l'Église du Mans.

Laban returns to life to receive the Viati-
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St. Martin restores to life a man who had hanged himself. St. Martin restored to life a man who had hanged himself. The dead man not only received newness of life to his body by the prayers of the saint, but what is far better, his mind was delivered from that despondency which had driven him to commit this great crime, and he was restored to a sound mind in a sound body.

St. Martin restores to life the son of a poor widow. When St. Martin was bishop he restored to life the son of a poor widow of Chartres. He prayed, and the dead man lived again, to the great joy of his mother.—Severus Sulpicius, Dialogues.

St. Martin used to say to his disciples, “Before I was made a bishop I restored two dead men to life, but since my elevation only one. So God gave me a double measure of His grace when I was nothing, but when He bestowed on me honours, He diminished His gift of grace.

St. Melanarius restores to life the son of an old man. One day an old man of Vannes besought St. Melanarius to resuscitate his son, who had just died. The holy bishop, turning to the crowd and those carrying the bier, said, “Ye men of Vannes, what is the good of showing you the power of God by signs and wonders, unless ye believe?” Some of the followers replied, “Be assured, O man of God, if you raise this man from the dead, we will all believe that the God you preach is the Lord indeed.” Then Melanarius laid his crucifix on the dead man’s breast, and said, “In the name of Jesus Christ of Nazareth, young man, I say unto you, Arise.” And immediately he who was dead arose; and all the whole country received baptism, and professed the catholic apostolic faith.—Dom Lobineau, Life of St. Melanarius. (Lobineau was his contemporary.)

Martin, a monk of Pomposa, raised to life for three days. Martin, one of the brothers of the monastery of Pomposa, died some three or four leagues away from home, and his body was carried to Pomposa for interment. When the body was being lowered into the grave, signs of life were observed, and suddenly the dead man called aloud for St. Guido, the abbot. The abbot asked Martin whence he came, what he had seen, and what had caused his return to life. He replied, “I have seen hell, a place of indescribable horrors, where I saw many of my kinsmen and acquaintances. As I looked on them with consternation, St. Michael appeared to me, and gave me a little honey to taste. It was of extraordinary
nary sweetness; and he commanded me
to return to my body for three days.”
Brother Martin lived for three days, and
the taste of that honey never left him.
At the end of the three days the abbot
gave him his blessing, and he died in
peace.— *Acta Sanctorum* (Bollandists),
March 31.

St. Philip of Neri raised Paul Fabricius
from the dead. Paul Fabricius, of the
house of the Massimi, died without the
consolation of seeing Philip of Neri,
whom he had greatly desired to see.
When St. Philip arrived, he called Paul
Fabricius to life again. The resuscitated
man made his confession to the saint,
and then died a second time; preferring
to go to heaven and be with Christ, than
to remain on earth exposed to tempta-
tions, and in danger of falling from eternal
grace.—Father Antonio Galonio, *Life of
St. Philip di Neri*.

St. Poppo restores to life a shepherd
mangled by a wolf (A.D. 978–1048). While
St. Poppo was on his way to the emperor
Henry, he sat down to eat his breakfast;
but scarcely was he seated, when he saw
a wolf steal from a thicket with a sheep-
herd in its mouth. Rising on his feet,
St. Poppo vowed he would not touch
food till he had rescued the shepherd.
Guided by the blood, he tracked the wolf
to a swamp, and found the man horribly
mangled and quite dead. Falling on his
knees, St. Poppo prayed, and the dead
man came to life, and partook of the
saint’s breakfast. The shepherd carried
to the grave a scar on his neck of the
wolf’s teeth. Everheime informs us he
was told this anecdote by St. Poppo him-
self; and in memory of this “miracle,” the
town of Stavelot, of which he was abbot,
has a wolf in its arms.—*Bollandus*, vol.
iii. p. 251, etc. (This life was written by
Everheime.)

St. Servasius delivered from the Huns
(A.D. 384). As St. Servasius was
journeying from Liège to Rome, he fell
into the hands of the Huns, who were
raverying Italy. They threw him into a
deep ditch till they made up their minds
what to do with him. At midnight, the
Huns were much alarmed by seeing a
great light in the ditch, and resolved to
set their captive free; but greater still
was their amazement when they saw
that the light proceeded from the face
of their captive, and that an eagle hovered
over him, covering him with one wing
while he slept, and fanning him with the
other. Many of the Huns were converted
when they saw these marvels, and St.
Servasius was set at liberty at once.—
Father Giles Buchère, *Gestes des Évêques
de Tongres*, etc., ch. iv.

St. Severus restores a woman to life
(A.D. 482). A woman, having died after
a long illness, was laid at the door of
St. Severus’s cell. “What is it that
you want?” asked the saint; and the
people replied, “We have brought this
woman here that you may restore her
to her family.” “Who am I,” said the
saint, “that I should make alive whom
the Lord hath taken away?” “We
know,” rejoined the people, “that God
heareth you, and if you ask, He will
deny you nothing.” Then the saint
prayed, and the woman, being restored
to life, went about her daily work.
“Know ye,” said Severus, “this miracle
is not due to my merits, but to your
faith. Only believe, and nothing is
impossible with God.” (See *St. Bene-
dict*, p. 80.)—*Les Petits Bollandistes*,
vol. i. p. 219.

St. Severus raised to life a dead man, in
order to confess him and absolve him (sixth
century). While St. Severus was pruning
his vine, he was sent for to confer the
sacrament of penitence on a dying man.
He did not go immediately, and when he
reached the house the man was dead. St.
Severus was horrified; threw himself on
the earth; accused himself of mortal sin;
and said he was worse than a murderer,
as he had murdered the man’s soul. All
of a sudden the dead man began to
breathe again, he sat up, and received
the sacrament. St. Severus wept with
joy, and thanked God. The man lived
seven days, and then died again in a better
hope of a joyful resurrection. (See
*Laban*, p. 83.)—*Propre de Trèves*.

St. Valery raises to life a man who had
been hanged (A.D. 619). When St. Valery
of Luxeuil was at Gamaches, a nobleman
named Sigobard had just condemned
a man to death, and the sentence was
immediately executed. St. Valery saw the
man suspended by the cord, and hastened
to the gallows. The executioners drove
him back; but, paying no attention to
them, he cut the man down, and laying
himself on the body, face to face, and
hand to hand, he prayed God to restore
the man to life. His prayer was heard;
the man revived, and stood on his feet
full of strength and vitality. St. Valery
now supplicated Sigobard to let the man
go; but he refused, and ordered the
fellow to be hanged again. Valery ex-
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postulated, and said, "You have already punished him with death for his offences, and cannot in justice punish him twice for the same crimes. God has given him a new life, and in this new life he is yet innocent." Sigobard, seeing the force of the appeal, set the man free, and he lived many years. A chapel stands on the spot where this occurred.—Besançon (1864), Les Saints de Franche Comté.

St. Vincent Ferrier raised a dead man to life again (A.D. 1357–1419). St. Vincent Ferrier, preaching one day at Salamanca to many thousands of people, stopped short suddenly, and then, to the amazement of all, exclaimed, "I am the angel spoken of by St. John in the Apocalypse—the angel which was to preach to all nations and tongues, and to say unto them, Fear God and give Him honour, for the day of judgment is at hand." Then, seeing the vast assembly astonished, he said again, "I am the angel of the Apocalypse, and will prove it. Some of you go to St. Paul's gate, and you will find a dead man borne on men's shoulders to his grave. Bring him in hither, and you shall hear the proof of what I tell you." Some did as the saint commanded, and set the bier in a position to be seen by all. St. Vincent then bade the dead man return to life, and when he sat up, he asked him, "Who am I?" The man replied, "You, Father Vincent, are the angel of the Apocalypse, as you have already told this vast assembly." St. Vincent then asked if the man preferred to die or live. "To live," he replied. "Then be it so," said the saint, and the man lived for many years.—Mgr. Guérin (chamberlain of pope Leo XIII., 1880), Vies des Saints, vol. iv. p. 240.

St. Vincent Ferrier restores to life a Jew, who forthwith becomes a convert (A.D. 1357–1419). Abraham Ezija of Andalusia, a very rich Jew, went once out of curiosity to hear St. Vincent Ferrier preach; but not liking his discourse, he rose in anger to leave the church. The door at the door opposed his passage. "Let him go," cried St. Vincent; "come away all of you at once, and leave the passage free." Just as the Jew was leaving, the porch fell on him and crushed him to death. Then the saint, rising from his chair, knelt in prayer, and resuscitated the dead man, in the name of Jesus of Nazareth. The first words the Jew spoke when he came to life were these: "The religion of the Jews is not the true faith; the true faith is that of Christians." Being baptized, Ezija, in memory of this event, established a pious foundation in this church. (See Devils Recognizing, "That which Ambrose preaches is true.")—Peter Ranzano (bishop of Lucera), Life of St. Vincent Ferrier.

St. Wulfran restores to life a lad named Ovon, who had been sacrificed to the gods of the Frisons (A.D. 647–720). The Frisons offered human victims to their gods, and these victims were selected by lot. One day the lot fell on a lad named Ovon, and St. Wulfran entreated king Radbod to forbid the sacrifice. Radbod replied that he durst not interfere with the laws of the land, and accordingly, Ovon was hanged on a gibbet and strangled, in the presence of a great multitude. St. Wulfran now prayed the Lord to magnify His name in the midst of this crowd of idolaters, that the people might be turned from the error of their ways, to serve the living God. Two hours after the execution the rope broke, and Ovon fell to the ground. St. Wulfran, running up, said with a loud voice, "Ovon, I command you, in the name of Jesus Christ, stand up." The lad stood up. His life was restored, and, what is more, spiritual life was given him at the same moment, and many of the Frisons were converted.

—L'abbé Corblet, Hagiography of the Diocese of Amiens.

St. Zanobi, bishop of Florence, raises five persons from death to life (A.D. 407). (1) The first person was the son of a Gallic lady, passing through Florence to Rome. She left her sick son in the charge of Zanobi, hoping he would be well by the time she returned; but on the day of her return he died. As he was her only child, her grief was very great, and she implored Zanobi with many tears to restore him to life. Zanobi, by his prayer and the sign of the cross, restored him to life, and handed him to his mother. (See MARIANNE DE JESUS, p. 84.)

(2) The second instance was that of a young man whom Zanobi encountered in the faubourgs of Florence. He was being carried to his grave. The parents said to the saint, "You have had compassion on a stranger, and have given her son to her from the dead; you cannot refuse the same grace to one of your own people." Zanobi came up, touched the dead man, raised his eyes to heaven, and immediately life returned to the inanimate body.
SOLUTION SUGGESTED.

(8) The third case was that of Simplicius, an envoy of St. Ambrose, who fell from his horse down a precipice, and was frightfully mangled. Zanobi not only restored his life, but rehabilitated the body so entirely that no vestige of the accident was discernible.

(4) The fourth instance was the infant child of a noble family, who had been run over by a carriage, while playing before St. Saviour’s Cathedral. It so happened that St. Eugenius and St. Crescentius were present at the time, and joined Zanobi in prayer for the resurrection of the child. Their prayers were heard, and the child was restored to perfect health, as if the accident had never happened.

(5) The fifth case was the father of St. Eugenius, who had died in mortal sin without the sacraments. Zanobi, moved to pity at the grief of Eugenius, told him to sprinkle the dead body with holy water. This did he, and the dead man was restored to life.—John Tortel (archbishop of Arezzo), Life of St. Zanobi (1433).

Simon Magnus volunteered to be buried, and said he would rise again on the third day. Simon Magnus volunteered to be buried alive, and declared he would rise again on the third day. His disciples buried him in a deep trench, but to this day, says Hippolytus, "they await his resurrection."—Milman, History of Christianity, vol. ii. p. 51, note.

An attempt to explain this phenomenon in some cases.

No miracle in apothegmata is more common than that of resuscitating the dead. It is spoken of in so off-hand a manner in our apothegmata, that it presents a problem to the student. The examples given above stand out from the ordinary run by some peculiarity, or by some marked resemblance to Scripture. It is possible that I might have added to the nearly infinite amount. It would be childish to set down all these phenomena on the part of the operator or saint, but at the same time it cannot be denied that the resuscitation of the dead was at one time, and is still in the East, one of the commonest frauds of jugglers and charlatans! (See St. Gregory’s Homily.)

It is well known that one mode of extorting money in Hindustan is by feigning death. The imitator is laid out on a light native bed, and wands, scarfs, and brushes are neatly piled on the body. Confessors bring the apparently dead body where they bathing, first, to express sympathy, tell their tale of woe, and collect what money they are able for funeral expenses. Lieutenant Bacon assures us, if the trick is new to the beholders, "an ample shower of colts will be given," and the moment the money has been picked up the party decamps. He tells us he was once staying at a house where such a "dead man" was brought in. So well was the trick played, that although a wound was given by a spectator with a billiard cue, not an indication of pain was manifested. Lieutenant Bacon, being suspicious, poured scalding hot water on one of the feet, when the "dead man" started up, and made off with all possible speed. Probably some of the numerous instances of resurrection recorded may be referred to this category; and it can well be imagined how the trick would be vastly more dramatic, if the body was laid at the feet of the saint, who promises to raise him to heaven by making him the instrument of an apparent miracle.

Voluntary apophasis and death. Professor Huxley tells us a man may voluntarily produce apophasis and "death" with the help of the diaphragm, as follows:—"If the lungs being distended, the mouth and nose are closed, and a strong expiratory effort is then made, the breath will be stopped. And the same result occurs if, the lungs being partially emptied, and the mouth and nose closed, a strong inspiratory effort is made." (see p. 102, Lieutenant Bolton’s, in his Narrative of a Journey to Abyssinia (1835), tells us of men who by long practice acquired the power of "holding their breath in an agreeable time, first suspending it for a short period, and then by a slight effort of will to resume the act of breathing in secret, while a feeling of what he has done, and the effect on himself, is experienced, the breath is kept suspended for a great length of time, with no apparent difficulty of breathing."

One man he mentions possessed the power of abating his month, and stopping the interior opening of the nostrils with his tongue. He tells us that the West Indian slaves, when suffering under the heat, sometimes kill themselves thus.

A fourth means of suspending animation is by mesmerism. A fifth by anaesthetics, such as chloroform, ether, etc. A sixth by hypnagogic, or hypnotic, which produces sleep by acting on the nerves through the eyes. It differs from mesmerism, in that no "animal magnetism" is infused. Epilepsy may be added, and various forms of apophasis.

The following extract from Paullinus, the deacon and biographer of St. Ambrose, is to the same point. Speaking of the Arianae, that is, the sectarians, he says: "They can effect, on the instant, the resuscitation of the dead. For St. Ambrose, and stoutly maintained that he hired persons to feign themselves blind, and lame, and dead, that when they were brought to him he made them alive and miraculously healing them." The remark is suggestive, even if we acquit the archbishop of complicity. Most certainly, if the idea that "the end justifies the means" is admitted, even deception may be meritorious, and is not indeed so, when thereby the power of the Church and "the glory of God" are supposed to be magnified.

St. Servan’s wood bird. The following anecdote further elucidates the same point. St. Servan had a pet robin which was wont to feed out of his hand and perched on his shoulder, and when Servan ascended the pales, his little redbreast would flap its wings and chirp most lustily. The boys under him, jealous of one Kentigern, the favourite pupil of the old saint, one day wrung the robin’s neck, and laid the charge on Kentigern. Kentigern cried bitterly when he heard the bird was dead, and taking it up, signed it with the sign of the cross, praying earnestly that God would restore it to life. When St. Servan returned from church, the robin hopped to meet him as usual, flapping its wings and chirping joyously.

This is recorded as a "miracle," but it seems to me the deed is so. I myself once had a favourite canary very tame indeed; but one day, being frightened by the sudden entrance of strangers, it flew into a tall lime tree. Several neighbours came to me and helped me to recapture my little favourite, and one of them, without my knowledge, threw a small stick at it, knocked it on the head, and it fell down, and I thought the bird was dead, and a medical gentleman, who happened to be in the house at the time, pronounced it "undoubtedly dead." However, I laid it in wadding near the fire. For several hours no sign of life appeared, but next day the bird was alive, and lived many years afterwards.

Restoration of life by Semiramis. This legend is a manifest fraud, and yet may be typical of other legends. At the village of St. Gregory’s, in the district of Marcellus, the people inspire Semiramis, queen of Assyria, with a fatal passion, and is denied an alliance of marriage; so the queen was lured to Armenia, but after enjoining her soldiers on no account to follow, withstanding this injunction, the king was mortally wounded in the battle, and the queen obtained possession of the dead body, in order to bring it to life by magical incantations. It is needless to say that her incantations were powerless; but she induced one of her favourites to put his dead hand into hers, and then gently to say that she had restored him to life by her special favour of her gods, who "had licked his wounds and cured them." In corroborating this "miracle" the village where this happened was visited after death by Father Licchi, and the Christian Church, June 18, 1651.

Simulacrum datura. That most early herb crept in is not left to our discretion, but we have found evidence possible. Take, for example, the case of St.
Epiphanius (310–403). He is represented in Christian art as causing the actual death of an impostor who feigned himself dead, and his accomplice is represented as demanding of the saint his re-animation to life. This was in the fourth century, and without the possibility of a doubt the fraud was neither new nor unknown. In this case Epiphanius is represented as having detected and punished the fraud, but this appears to be exceptional, and it is no great demand on human vanity to believe that hundreds would be willingly or unwillingly imposed upon, laying the flattering notion to their souls that God is glorified by the miraculous gifts of His saints.

The following cases of voluntary hibernation are to the same point:—

**Human hibernation, or simulated death by a Hindu fakir.** The fakir Harodas had frequently exhibited his voluntary power of hibernation to the natives; but in the following instance, quoted by Dr. Braid, it was exhibited to European officers before the maharajah and his principal sirdars. Harodas previously prepared himself by "forcing his breath into his brain; whereupon the lungs collapsed, and the heart ceased to beat." Being ready, he was put into a linen bag sealed by the maharajah's private seal, and the bag containing the fakir was deposited in a deal box, which was locked, sealed, and buried in a deep grave. Earth was piled over the box several feet deep, and was well trodden down. Sentries were now set to watch the spot all day and night, and the man remained thus buried in the earth for six weeks. After the expiration of the forty days the box was disinterred, the eyes and mouth of the fakir were moistened, and the man revived. The case is related by captain W. G. Osborne in the book entitled The Court and Camp of Runjeet Singh (1840). It occurred at Lahore in 1837.

Dr. Braid mentions other instances, and Meric Casaubon, D.D., gives several examples in his Treatise concerning Enthusiasm, as an Effect of Nature, but mistaken by many for Divine Inspiration or Diabolical Possession.

The case of Harodas is well known, and rests on undoubted authority, such as that of sir Claude Martin Wode, acting political agent at the court of maharajah Runjeet Singh, at Lahore; and vouched for by sir C. E. Trevelyan, Dr. J. M. Homburger, formerly physician to Runjeet Singh, and by general Ventura.

**Human hibernation, or simulated death among the Hindus.** Colonel Fraser states that the following case of simulated death was officially reported to the Indian government by an engineer officer. He says it occurred in the presence of himself and another officer, at the court of Runjeet Singh, the Lion of Lahore. The faster was a Hindu fakir, who objected to "die and be buried" till commanded by Runjeet Singh. The fakir was a lean, middle-aged man. After bathing he was wrapped in a light warm cloth, his tongue was drawn back to the gullet, and he was laid on his back on a hard litter with a mat under him. Meanwhile slabs of stone were prepared and fitted together, and on them he was laid. He was then hermetically built in with solid masonry, for he was anxious no opening should be left, lest the ants should get at him. The tomb of masonry was bound round with tape, and sealed with the rupjut's signet, which was handed to the officers. Six weeks afterwards the seals were broken, and the tomb opened. The body was found in the same position, but was somewhat leaner. The man's tongue was then drawn forwards, and warm milk being poured in small quantities down his throat, he revived in about an hour. This is a more recent case than that of Harodas.

**Lieutenant Boileau's case of voluntary hibernation.** Lieutenant Boileau, in his Narrative of a Journey in Rajwarra (1835), tells us of a man, about thirty years of age, who travelled about the country to Ajmeer, Katab, etc., and allowed himself to be buried for weeks, or even months, by any person who paid him handsomely. For some days before his inhumation he abstained from all food except milk, that he might not be inconvenienced by the contents of his stomach. His powers of abstinence were wonderful, and it is said his hair ceased to grow. This man was put to the test at Pooshikur by an officer, who suspended him for thirteen days enclosed in a wooden box, open to inspection on all sides. The result proved that the man was not an impostor. The same man was buried in a walled grave covered with large stone slabs, and strictly guarded. He was exhumed after being interred for ten days, in the presence of credible witnesses. The appearance of the body was as follows:—"Eyes closed, hands cramped and powerless, stomach shrunken, teeth jammed together so fast it was needful to employ an iron instrument to open the mouth that a little water might be poured down the throat. He revived gradually, and spoke in a feeble voice, as if weak; but so far from being distressed in mind from his long interment, he said he was quite willing to be buried again, and that for a twelvemonth, if desired."

**A case of voluntary human hibernation recorded by Mr. Braid.** Mr. Braid men-
DEAF CURED—DEARTH—DELILAH.

DEATH forestalled.

Gen. xii. Joseph, having forewarned Pharaoh that seven years of plenty would be succeeded by seven years of dearth, laid up corn to provide against famine.

St. Remi in Reims follows the example of Joseph in Egypt, and forestalls a dearth (sixth century). When St. Remi was well stricken in age, it was revealed to him in a dream that certain years of plenty would be followed by a dearth; so he stored up corn in Celtum against the years of famine. The villagers, supposing he was going to make a market of his corn to their great loss, set fire to his granaries. While the fires were still blazing, the old primate made his appearance on the scene, and said to the people, "Be sure of this, that God will not forget to punish those who have done this mischief;" and immediately the peasants who had fired the granaries became humpy—a mark which God set on all their posterity also. Archbishop Hinemar naively remarks, "I, the author of this Life of St. Remi, can vouch for the truth of this miracle, for I have often seen the peasants of Celtum, some of whom have certainly crooked backs."

—Hinemar (archbishop of Reims), Life of St. Remi.

The logic of the archbishop is not very strong. St. Remi died in 645, and Hinemar in 682. He does not tell us who kept the genealogy of the peasants for the three centuries intervening between St. Remi and himself, nor does he so much as say that the villagers told him that the fathers and grandfathers of those deformed peasants were humpy, but simply, "I have often seen deformed persons in Celtum, and God, three hundred years ago, punished some of the natives of this place with deformity, so the deformed persons I have seen must be the descendants of those whom God punished, and hence the corn collected by St. Remi was really destroyed, and the workers of the mischief were really punished." Q.R.D.

DELIILAH.

Judges xvi. 4–20. Samson fell in love with Deliliah, who was enticed by the Philistines to betray him. So Deliliah said to Samson, Tell me, I pray thee, the secret of thy strength, and whereby thou mayest be bound to afflict thee. Samson replied, if he was bound with seven green withs, he would be no stronger than another man. Delilah procured the withs, bound him, and called forth the Philistines, who were lying in wait to take him prisoner; but Samson broke the withs as tow, and the Philistines did not dare to molest him. Delilah chid the strong man for his deception, and coax ed him again to tell his secret. Said Samson, If I were bound with new ropes, I should be powerless as other men. So Deliliah procured new ropes and bound him; but when the Philistines entered, he broke the ropes and escaped the withs, and the Philistines laid no hands on him. Again Deliliah asked him wherein his
Delivered from Prison. (See Paul and the Jailer.)

Acts xii. 3–10. Herod, having seized Peter, put him in prison, and delivered him to four quaternions of soldiers to keep him; intending after Easter to bring him forth to the people. Peter therefore was kept in prison: but prayer was made without ceasing of the Church unto God for him. And when Herod would have brought him forth, the same night Peter was asleep between two soldiers, bound with two chains: and the keepers before the door kept the prison. And behold! the angel of the Lord came upon him, and a light shined in the prison: and the angel smote Peter on the side, and raised him up, saying, Arise up quickly. And his bands fell off off him. And the doors were opened unto him, and he was bound through one street; and forthwith the angel depart-ed from him. Peter then went to the house of Mary, the mother of John Mark, where many disciples were gathered together.

St. Apollo and others delivered from prison by an angel (A.D. 395). St. Apollo went with his monks to visit his brother, who was imprisoned for conscience' sake in Upper Egypt, in the days of Julian the Apostate. The tribune happened to enter the prison while these monks were there, and ordered the gates to be shut upon them, vowing he would enlist the
whole lot in the imperial army. At night, while engaged in prayer, an angel came to them, bearing a lamp, opened the prison doors, and led them forth, bidding them flee into the desert. They obeyed the voice of their divine deliverer, and all of them escaped from further molestation.—Palladius, Historia Lausiacca. (Palladius was a personal friend.)

St. Felix delivered from prison by an angel (third century). St. Felix, being seized, was heavily laden with iron chains, and cast into a dungeon strewed with broken crockery, into which no ray of light could enter. At midnight an angel entered the dungeon, and bade Felix depart, and search for Maximus, bishop of Nola, who was dying of cold and hunger in the mountains. Immediately his chains fell off his neck, hands, and feet; the doors opened of their own accord; and, guided by the angel, Felix was brought to the hiding-place of the aged bishop, whom he found utterly exhausted, speechless, and apparently dying. St. Felix moistened the lips of the old prelate with wine, forced a little food down his throat, and chafed his frozen limbs. By slow degrees Maximus revived, and then Felix carried him home on his shoulders, and put him under the charge of a good old woman to take care of him. In A.D. 251 the Church had rest for a while by the death of Decius. In Christian art, St. Felix is represented with an angel striking off his chains; and sometimes as bearing Maximus, the aged bishop, either on his shoulder or in his arms.—St. Gregory of Tours, De Gloria Martyrum, bk. 1. ch. 104.

St. Germanus of Scotland obtains the release of twenty-four prisoners (fifth century). When St. Germanus was at Bayeux he asked the governor to release his prisoners, and was refused. So he left the town in anger, and striking his feet against the city wall to shake off the dust of his shoes, he kicked down a large part of the rampart into the foss. However, his anger being over, he returned to the city, and raised a dead man to life. These miracles induced the magistrates to relent, and they gave him the prisoners he demanded, to the number of twenty-four.—Corbelot, Hagiographie d'Amiens.

St. Joseph of Arimathea delivered from prison by an angel (A.D. 33). Gregory of Tours and Bonitus, in his Annals, vol. 1., tells us that the high priest was so angry with Joseph of Arimathea for entombing Jesus, that he arrested him and put him in prison. On the day of the resurrection, an angel released Joseph from prison; and when the Jews reproached the guard for allowing the body of Jesus to be stolen from the tomb, they replied, “Do you deliver into our hands Joseph, and we will deliver into yours Christ; but as you cannot give into our hands the friend of Christ, we cannot give into yours the Son of God.”—Baronius, Annals, vol. 1.

St. Julian of Antioch released from prison by an angel (A.D. 813). The governor Marcian had confined St. Julian and his own son Celeins in a noisome dungeon; but at midnight, one Antony, with seven of his scholars, entered the prison. Presently an angel made its appearance, and bade all of them follow him. He led them through the prison, and they came to the great iron gates, which opened to them of their own accord, and they passed through.—Acta Sanctorum (Bollandus), vol. i. Jan. 9.

Peter the Holy Exorcist and Marcellinus delivered from prison by an angel. In the reign of Diocletian, Peter the Holy Exorcist was apprehended in Rome by judge Serenus, laden with fetters, and locked in a dark dungeon with bolts of iron. Artemius, the prison-keeper, had a daughter possessed with an evil spirit, and Peter said to him, “If you would believe on Jesus Christ the Son of God, your daughter would be made whole, Artemius.” The prison-keeper laughed at the remark, and replied, “If your God cannot deliver you from prison, Peter, how should He be able to deliver my daughter from the power of Satan?” Peter said, “The God I serve can do both one and the other.” “I will put Him to the test this very night,” said Artemius. “So be it,” replied Peter. “This night, then,” continued the keeper, “I will put you into the inner dungeon, lock and bolt the door myself, double the chains that hold you, and double the watch also; then, if your God can deliver you, I will believe in Him.” “Be it so, Artemius,” said Peter. At midnight, lo! Peter, notwithstanding the precautions employed, left his dungeon, and presented himself before the jailer and his wife Candida. He was clad in white, and carried in his hand a cross. When Artemius and his wife saw Peter, they fell at his feet and exclaimed, “Truly there is but one God who can do after this sort, and that is the Lord Jesus Christ whom you serve.” Peter
then commanded the devil to come out of Paulina, the jailer's daughter, and forthwith she was made whole. Above three hundred persons witnessed these miracles, and all of them received baptism, and continued steadfast in the faith to their lives' end. Then Artemius delivered Peter from his chains, and took him into his own house. When the knowledge of these things came to the ears of the judge, he commanded that Peter should be sent again to the dungeon, and his feet made fast in the stocks. A priest, named Marcellinus, was also a prisoner in the same cell. At night an angel came into the dungeon while they were praying, and delivered them both. Being set free by the angel, Peter and Marcellinus went to the house of Artemius the jailer, where the new converts were met together, and tarried there certain days, instructing them more fully in the way of Christ. Ultimately, Peter and Marcellinus, Artemius and his wife Candida, were all beheaded. The executioner declared, when he cut off the heads of Peter and Marcellinus, that he distinctly saw their souls, arrayed in white, borne up to heaven by the hands of angels. (See Alexander and Hermes, p. 59, almost identical.)—Ado (archbishop of Trèves), Martyrology. (Bede has written the lives of these two martyrs. See also L'abbé Daras, Vies des Saints.)

St. Peter II., archbishop of Tarentaise, miraculously delivers three prisoners (A.D. 1108-1174). While St. Peter, the archbishop of Tarentaise, was at St. Claude, a crowd pressed upon him to obtain some of the graces which he so freely bestowed. Amongst others appeared three strangers, who came to thank him for delivering them from prison. “We were shut up in prison,” they said, “in Lausanne. Here the recital of your virtues and miracles arrested our attention, and led us to repentance. We invoked your name, as one would invoke a saint in heaven. You appeared to us in our cell, broke our chains, gave us your hand, and led us out of prison without being seen by any one, or disturbing the guard on watch.”—Geoffrey (abbot of Hautecomb), Life of St. Peter II., etc. (written nine years after his death by order of pope Lucius III.).

St. Peter does not seem to have known what the prisoners told him. It appears that, being invoked, his “double” went to Lausanne, just as the duplicate of St. Wenceslaus went to Mussey to deliver a child from a house on fire.

Robert de Sillé delivered from prison by the Virgin Mary (A.D. 1550). When Jean le Bon, king of France, fell a captive into the hands of the Black Prince, the sieur Robert de Sillé was also taken prisoner, and the English demanded three thousand florins for ransom-money. As his wife, Jeanne Marie de Maillé, could not raise this sum, she prayed earnestly to the Virgin to come and help her. Her prayer was heard, and the Virgin Mary, entering the cell of Robert, broke off his chains and set him free.—Père de Boisgautier (her confessor), Life of Jeanne Marie de Maillé.

Ordinary history says simply that he broke from prison and made his escape.

The prison walls of Rennes fall down when the dead body of St. Melanius passes by (A.D. 530). When the dead body of St. Melanius was carried in grand procession through Rennes, the chanting was heard in the prison, where twelve thieves were confined. The thieves joined in the chant, and the prison walls, though built of stone and very stout, were rent from the top to the bottom. The thieves being thus released invoked the mercy of God, and were numbered with the elect.—Dom Lobineau (a contemporary), Life of St. Melanius (or Melaine).

Demoniacs possessed with Spirits of Truth.

Mark iii. 11, 12. Unclean spirits, when they saw Jesus, fell down before Him, and cried, saying, Thou art the Son of God. And Jesus strictly charged them that they should not make Him known.

Mark v. 9-13. When Jesus came to the country of the Gadarenes there met Him a man with an unclean spirit, who had been dwelling among the tombs; and when he saw Jesus afar off, he ran and worshipped Him, and cried with a loud voice, What have I to do with Thee, Jesus, Thou Son of the most high God?

Luke iv. 33–35. In the synagogue there was a man which had a spirit of an unclean devil, and he cried with a loud voice, Let us alone. Thou art Jesus of Nazareth, I know Thee who Thou art; the Holy One of God.

The devil tells Mme. de Bermond why he hates her. Mme. de Bermond was especially obnoxious to the devil. On one occasion she found herself unconsciously in the presence of a demoniac, and the demon tried to leap on her, crying with a loud yell, “Off, off! you burn me!” Mme. de Bermond, quite fearless, went up to the demoniac, and spat in his face, to show her contempt. The demon, furious, said to her, “I will
DEVIL DEFEATED.

Preserved in St. Mary's of Blois, till the time of the revolution. Even to the present day September 25 is observed as the anniversary of the saint's death. — Dupré, Notices sur les Saintes de Blois.

Possessed by a cat. The following is taken from the North China Herald, Nov. 1, 1881. It is very generally believed in China that if any person kills an animal from wantonness or cruelty, the soul of the dead animal will take possession of the murderer's body till the guilt has been expiated. An instance of this is said to have occurred recently at Yangchow. It is as follows: — "A man and his wife had a favourite cat, and this cat gave birth to three kittens. Like most other domestic animals, this feline family had its thievish propensities, and was constantly stealing sundry titbits which the servant girl had put aside for her own private eating. At last the girl got so exasperated that she killed both cat and kittens, one after another, in different ways. In a short time the girl was taken violently ill, mewing and scratching like a cat, and displaying all the symptoms of rabies. Her mistress, suspecting the true cause of the girl's attack, apostrophized the dead mother-cat, demanding why it had come to haunt the body of the girl. The cat, speaking through the girl's mouth, then recounted the ill treatment it had received, and said how its little ones had been killed. One had been drowned, another worried by a dog, and a third burnt to death. All this was said by the girl herself, in the character of the cat. At last the girl died in convulsions, at the feet of her mistress." Stories of this description are firmly believed in by the Chinese. — Notes and Queries, July 29, 1882.

Devil defeated. (See Compacts with Satan.)

Eph. vi. 11-13. Put on the whole armour of God, that ye may be able to stand against the wiles of the devil. For we wrestle . . . against principalities, against powers, against the rulers of the darkness of this world, against spiritual wickedness in high places. Wherefore take unto you the whole armour of God, that ye may be able to withstand in the evil day, and having done all, to stand.

Rom. v. 20. Where sin abounded, grace did much more abound.

Mark iii. 38. Verily I say unto you, All sins shall be forgiven unto the sons of men, and [all] blasphemies wherewithsoever they shall blaspheme.

Peter denied Christ, even with cursing and swearing, but Peter was a chosen vessel unto honour.
DEVI L DEFEATED. [Pr. I.

Saul was called to be the apostle Paul while in the very act of breathing out threatenings and slaughter against the disciples of the Lord.

Luke x. 18. "I beheld Satan as lightning fall from heaven.

John xii. 31. Now shall the prince of this world be cast out. (See also xvi. 11.)

Rev. xii. 9. The great dragon was cast out, that old serpent, called the devil, and Satan, which deceiveth the whole world, was cast out, and his angels with him.

The devil put to flight by St. Benedict with a whip (A.D. 480-548). A certain monk felt an irresistible aversion to the long mental prayers of the Benedictine monks, so when the psalmody and office were finished, he used to steal out of the oratory and go to active work. The superior had often admonished him, but all to no purpose, so at last he took him before St. Benedict. The refractory brother promised amendment, but his resolution lasted only two days, and the superior again complained to the abbot. St. Benedict appointed Maur to be his companion, and when prayer-time arrived, the brothers said to the superior, "Look there; do you see that little black imp which keeps pulling at the cloak of Maur's companion?" "No," said the superior. "Then we will pray that God will open your eyes." In two days the superior saw the imp pulling the monk by the sleeve. St. Benedict followed with a whip, and flogged the monk till he scourged the offending Adam out of him. The cure was quite effectual, for never more did the imp return to tempt the monk, and the monk no longer shirked his religious duties.—St. Gregory the Great, Dialogues, bk. ii.

St. Dunstan and the devil (A.D. 925-988). St. Dunstan was not only a theologian and statesman, he was also a good painter, architect, and musician, a founder of metals, and skilled workman in gold and silver. One day, while he was occupied on some work in silver, the lyre suspended on the walls of his cell began to play spontaneously, as if struck by the hands of angels. The tune it played was the Magnificat.*

On another occasion, while working at his forge, the devil, that enemy of all good men, kept wandering round the anvil, hindering Dunstan in his work. Dunstan, greatly annoyed, took his tongs, red hot out of the furnace, and seized the intruder by the nose. Father Cahier tells us of "une vieille chappe conservée en Angleterre, où ce fait est représenté."—Mgr. Guérin (chamberlain of pope Leo XIII.), Vies des Saints, vol. vi. p. 20.

Dr. Freeman probably refers to this legend, when he says (Old English History, p. 164), "Many strange stories are told of [St. Dunstan], especially one very silly one. To this I cannot agree. Those who search the lives of the saints will know, that whatever impeded good work was called a devil, whether dog or horse, wind or accident, man or what not. A leader boasting about the smiting would, in the language of the times, be called a devil, and it is quite in character with St. Dunstan to turn him out with his red-hot forges or tongs.

St. Patrick drives away the demons that tried to oppose his landing in Ireland. When St. Patrick went to Ireland, the devils, knowing he would be a formidable adversary, formed a ring round the island to keep him off; but the saint raised his right hand on high, made the sign of the cross, and they fled. We are told that he alone could see the infernal cohort.—Jocelin (twelfth century), Life of St. Patrick.

St. Theophilus breaks his compact with the devil (sixth century). Mgr. Guérin, from whom the following narrative is abridged, introduces the life of St. Theophilus with these words: "Nous l'avons, ce sera avec plaisir que nous écrirons ici l'histoire de St. Théophile, pénitent, puisqu'elle fera parfaitement connaître un lecteur combien la sainte Vierge est miséricordieuse envers les pécheurs, et combien elle a de pouvoir pour les retirer des abîmes de l'enfer, où ils seraient précipités par leurs vices, et par la violence des tentations." From these words we infer that, in the opinion of the chamberlain of pope Leo XIII., the narrative which ensues is strictly historical. And as his work is highly commended by the chief dignitaries of the [Roman] Catholic Church, we may conclude that there is nothing in the narrative out of harmony with their faith. And, thirdly, as the seventh edition bears the date of 1880, no charge of obscenity can be laid against it.

In A.D. 538 Theophilus was treasurer of the Church of Adna, in Cilicia, and discharged his duties so honourably that he was elected bishop, but declined to accept the office.

Now came a great change. He was slanderously accused to the new bishop, deprived of his office as treasurer, and retired into private life, boiling with anger and longing for vengeance. A certain Jew, who lived by sorcery, happened to reside in the neighbourhood, and, working on the evil spirit of the man, induced him to make a compact

* Probably this lyre resembled in its mechanism a musical snuff-box.
with the devil. To this end he had to abjure the Christian faith, deny Christ and the Virgin, and sign the compact with his blood.

In the mean time, the new bishop having discovered that the charge against the late treasurer was false, reinstated Theophilus, declared him innocent of every charge brought against him, and heaped honour upon honour on him. Theophilus now bitterly repented of his compact with the devil, and prayed for forgiveness. The "Holy Spirit advised him to apply to Mary, the fountain of mercy," and to Mary he cried for mercy. Forty days he made his supplication, with fasting and penance, when "the mother of God" vouchsafed to appear to him, robed like a queen, full of majesty, but with displeasure plainly marked upon her face.

"Why, wretch," she said, "do you address yourself to me? Would it not have been bad enough if you had insulted me, but must you blaspheme my Son also? I can well pardon offences, but blasphemy against my Son is far more heinous." Theophilus pleaded hard for mercy, spoke of the Ninevites who obtained mercy, of Rahab and David, of Peter and Paul, of Cyprian too, who practised the black art, and was yet a martyr and a saint. The holy Virgin, touched with his contrition, bade him confess his sins, and then promised to bring back word what Christ said on the subject. Next night she returned, told Theophilus that his prayers and tears were accepted, and if he continued faithful to the end her Son would give him eternal life. Theophilus now implored that the contract he had signed might be restored to him; and in three days he found it on his breast, as he was getting out of bed. It was Sunday; he went to early prayers, and gave the document to the bishop, telling him the whole story. The bishop heard him, absolved him, and made the confession the subject of his sermon. The peroration of this discourse was a masterpiece of eloquence, setting forth the boundless mercy of God, the resistless intercession of the Virgin Mary, and ever-abiding hope of the true penitent that all sins shall be forgiven unto the sons of men, and all the blasphemies wherewithsoever they shall have blasphemed, for where sin hath abounded, grace hath much more abounded. The bishop then bade Theophilus approach the altar, and receive his God; but Theophilus would not rise from the ground till the bishop had burnt the contract.

"Qui n’admirerait ici les merveilles de la divine Providence; et qui ne craindrait, voyant jusqu’en quel abime peut tomber un homme accablé de tristesse, et emporté par la tentation? Mais qui ne bénirait à jamais la bonté de Dieu de nous avoir donné une très-puissante médatrice en la sainte Vierge, Mère de Miséricorde, et asile assuré de tous les pécheurs qui l’invoquent avec un désir sincère de se convertir!" (See GILES OF PORTUGAL, p. 66.)

This story is told in a "Vitraux de Leon," in a "verrière de Beaune," and in a "petit tympan" of Notre Dame de Paris. "On voit (at Notre Dame) à la linge inférieure le désespéré qui s’abouche avec un mage pour avoir un démon. Près de là il se prosternera devant une image de Marie, et obtient que le diable soit forcé de se damner au bûcher signé par lui. Au sommet de même fait l’aveu de son crime, et prise l’éponge de l’eau devant tout le monde la clôture ascensionnelle. (Le Père Chevalier a reproduit ce tympan, A.D. 1564.)" — Vies des Saints, vol. II. pp. 333-335.

Devil full of All Mischief.

In the first chapter of the Book of Job, Satan is represented as the Instrument of all his evils, the loss of his flocks and herds, the death of his children, the destruction of his houses and barns, and the frightful boils and blains with which his body was afflicted.

MARK ix. 22. "Ofttimes the evil spirit hath cast him into the fire, and into the waters, to destroy him. (See also 1 Chron. xxii. 1.)"

St. Euphrasia ill treated by the devil (A.D. 412). The devil, being unable to attack the soul of St. Euphrasia, tried to disqualify her body from performing her daily tasks. With this object in view, one day, as the young maiden went to draw water from a pond, the devil pushed her in, and she would certainly have been drowned, if her good angel had not held her above the water till assistance came from the convent. Hearing her cry, several of the sisters ran to the pond, and drew her out. "O Satan," said she with a smile, when safely landed, "I pray the Lord Jesus Christ that you may never triumph over me."

Another time, in cutting wood, she cut her foot with the bill-hook, and the pain was so great that she fainted. Some of the sisters came, and carried her into the convent. When she came round, she returned to her task, being resolved to fight with her great adversary as long as life remained to her.

Another time, Satan pushed her from a third-story window to the ground; but by the guardian care of her good angel, she was picked up safe and sound.

On one occasion, while cooking vegetables, the evil spirit overturned on her
the boiler full of boiling water. The sisters fully expected she would be scalded most terribly; but Euphrasia protested to them that the water felt quite cold, and had not hurt her in the least.

"* * Mgr. Guérin remarks, "L'epoux celeste permettait que le demon eprouvait ainsi la personne de sa bien-aimee, afin de la rendre plus illustre, et de nous donner a connaître que le demon ne peut rien contre ceux qui sont secourus et fortifies de sa main toute-puissante."— Les Petitsollandistes (7th edit. 1880), vol. iii. p. 391.

These are good examples of the "mode of religious thought" at the time. We should call these "accidents," others "results of carelessness, clumsiness, or want of skill." Euphrasia tells them "the works of the devil."

As St. Germanus of Scotland was crossing the Channel, the devil tried to drown him (fifth century). When St. Germanus crossed over to France the second time, the devil mounted the poop while the saint was asleep, and so overpowered the vessel that it nearly heeled over. Germanus, being roused from his sleep, saw the cause of the mischief in a moment, made the sign of the cross, the vessel righted, and the devil was tipped "dans les abimes de l'enfer."—Corblet, Hagiographie d'Amiens.

Devil taking Men up into the Air.

Matt. iv. 5, 8. The devil taketh Jesus up into the air, and seteth Him on a pinnacle of the temple.

Again, the devil taketh Jesus up into an exceeding high mountain. (When the devil left, angels came and ministered to Jesus.)

Satan carries up Sister Benedicta to inaccessible rocks, church spires, and other lofty eminences (A.D. 1643-1718). Sometimes the devil would set Sister Benedicta on the top of an inaccessible rock, and leave her there; but her guardian angel always helped her down again, and carried her safely home. More than twenty times, the foul fiend left her on the roof of the chapel of Notre Dame de l'Erbale, but her angel not only lifted her down, but also opened the chapel doors, that she might there recite her rosary with him. Once she was left for two whole days "sur le roc, oü l'aigle niche, oü Satan l'avait rudement laissée tomber."—Mgr. Guérin (chamberlain of pope Leo XIII.), Vies des Saints, vol. v. pp. 226, 227.

(Mgr. Barnedon, bishop of Gap, is collecting such data as these to effect the canonisation of Sister Benedicta, 1893.)

The devil carries St. Gertrude von Oosten up into the air (A.D. 1858). The devil was not likely to witness the extraordinary virtues of St. Gertrude von Oosten without jealousy, but being wholly unable to trouble her thoughts with vile suggestions, he carried her up into the air, and then left hold of her, so that she fell violently through the air to the ground. No doubt she would have been dashed to pieces, if God had not given His angels charge concerning her, to bear her in their hands.—Vita S. Gertrudis, Jan. 6.

Devils assume Diverse Forms.

Gen. iii. The devil assumes the form of a serpent, or entering into the body of a serpent employs an animal as his agent. In Rev. xii. 9 he is called "that old serpent, the devil, which deceiveth the whole world.

1 Pet. v. 8. He is likened to a lion. The apostle says of this wicked spirit, "As a roaring lion he walketh about, seeking whom he may devour."

Rev. xii. 7. He is represented as a dragon. "There was war in heaven: Michael and his angels fought against the dragon."

Isa. xxi. 1. He is called leviathan. "In that day the Lord shall punish leviathan, that crooked serpent."

Lukv. 18. The Lord says, "I beheld Satan, as lightning, fall from heaven."

He hides himself in manacles, epileptics, and other diseased folks. Sometimes assumes the semblance of an angel of light. Sometimes enters into the bodies of prophets to make them prophecy falsely. Whatever tempts to sin is called his work, whether lying, covetousness, anger, or any other evil; nay, more, whatever opposes or prevents religious duties is ascribed to diabolic agency. Thus we read: "Quelqufois il excita des tempestaie, et fait parfois en l'air des ongues noirs et epuis, prête à se resoudre en plaie et en grele, afin que le monde qui estoit au sermon, en pleine campagn, se retrêit promptement, et allait chercher un abri dans le satin. Il y a pris aussi la figure de chevaux fous qui semblaient venir fondre sur l'auditoire, pour en troubler l'attention et interrompre le sermon, et se tirer de son discours."—Guérin (chamberlain of pope Leo XIII.), Vies des Saints, vol. iv. p. 224.

The devil, disguised as an anchorite, tempts St. Vincent Ferrer (A.D. 1357-1419). On one occasion the devil, disguised as an anchorite, accosted St. Vincent Ferrer, and said to him, "I am an old anchorite living in the deserts of the Thebaid. When young I lived a merry life, but that did not hinder my arriving at great purity as I grew older. Let me advise you not to enfeebles your strength, which will be required for preaching. Remember that discretion is the mother of all virtues. Take an old man's advice, and remember that a fire which burns too fiercely soon burns itself out."

The temptation was doubtlessly plausible, but St. Vincent saw through it, and said to the tempter, "Avaunt, Satan! I wish to give my youth, as well as my old age, to God. Remember thy Creator in the days of thy youth, while the evil days
come not, nor say, I have no pleasure in them." And so the tempter left him.

Another instance. Not long afterwards, the tempter appeared before St. Vincent again. This time he had taken the guise of an Ethiopian, and threatened him with war to the death. St. Vincent merely replied, "Satan, He who has commenced a good work in me will give me courage to proceed. In Him is my trust."—L'abbé A. Bayle, Life of St. Vincent Ferrier (1855).

The devil, in the guise of a blackbird, appears to St. Benedict (A.D. 480-543). When St. Benedict, afterwards abbot of Mount Cassino, first retired to the cavern in Subiaco, some fifty miles west of Rome, Satan resolved to stamp out at once one who would otherwise prove a great enemy to his kingdom upon earth. With this object in view he transformed himself into a blackbird, and began to flutter round the hermit; sometimes approaching so near, that Benedict might have caught it easily if he had put out his hand. The young solitary, however, being suspicious, made the sign of the cross, and this showed him that his suspicion was well founded, for the bird instantly disappeared.—Acta Sanctorum (Bollandists), March 21.

The devil assumes the guise of a black horse to disturb the congregation assembled to hear St. Peter of Verona preach (A.D. 1206-1259). The devil was very angry because such vast crowds gathered together to hear St. Peter of Verona preach. One day, when the crowd was greater than usual, the devil, in the form of a black horse, rushed into the midst, stamping upon many, and frightening more. The saint simply made the sign of the cross, when the phantom vanished, and all the people saw it permeate the air like smoke.—Acta Sanctorum (Bollandists), April 29.

A devil, which assumes the part of a brawler, cast out by St. Giles. One Sunday at church, a man possessed with a devil made such a bawling noise that the voice of the preacher could not be heard. St. Giles prayed, and, the devil going forth, the man remained to the end of the service peaceable and devout.—Gilbertus (bishop of Carnotum), Life of St. Giles (abbot).

The devil, in the guise of a bull, tries to kill Catherine of Sweden (fourteenth century). St. Catherine of Sweden was the daughter of prince Ulpho, and was sent in early childhood to be brought up in the nunnery of Risburgh. One night, while the abbess was at matins, the devil, assuming the form of a bull, tossed the child out of its cradle, and left her half dead in the middle of the chamber. The abbess, on her return, picked up the child, and the bull said to her, "Oh that I had accomplished my work, which I assuredly should have done, if God had permitted me."—Ulpho (a Brigitine friar), Life of St. Catherine of Sweden (written thirty years after her death, A.D. 1411).

Dativus, running away from the abbey of Lauconne, is accosted by the devil in the guise of a demoniac (A.D. 480). Dativus, one of the monks of Lauconne, in the Jura, being seduced by the devil, determined to quit the abbey and return to the world. With all his worldly goods packed in a bundle, and thrown over his shoulder, he started for Tours. He came to the basilica of St. Martin with the intention of offering there a morning prayer, but was accosted at the door by a demoniac, who said to him, "Dativus? Why, it is our monk of the Jura, I declare! Good day, my good fellow; I am very glad you are now one of us." Dativus trembled to find himself thus recognized, and thinking himself mocked by the demon, sighed bitterly; and, after having prayed for a few minutes, hastened back to the monastery, imploring to be admitted again.—St. Gregory of Tours, Lives of the Fathers, ch. i.

I think the "devil" in this story is simply the personification of the monk's own thoughts.

The devil in the guise of a dog, attacks St. Peter the apostle. Samuel Harsnet, afterwards archbishop of York, says: "Thyraeus doth tel it out of one Martinus a saint, that Simon Magus the sorcerer sent unto Peter the apostle certaine devils in the likenes of dogges, to devoure him. The apostle being taken on a suddaine, not looking for such curriash guests, conacreates for the nonce some morseles of bread, and throwes them to the dogge-devils, and by the power of that bread, they were all put to flight."—Popish Impostures, pp. 97, 98.

The devil, in the form of a dog, visits St. Stanislaus Kostka. When St. Stanislaus Kostka was preparing himself for admission into the society of Jesus, he was visited with a dangerous sickness; at the beginning of which the devil appeared to him in the guise of a great black dog, horrible and fearful to behold. The foul fiend took the sick man thrice by the
throat, trying to throttle him; but Stanislaus, with the sign of the cross, not only resisted him manfully, but even drove him away, and he never again disturbed this faithful soldier of Christ Jesus.—Peter Ribadenexa, The Flower of the Lives of the Saints (2 vols., fol.).

The devil, in the form of a dragon, tries to destroy St. Martinian’s cell (A.D. 830). St. Martinian, at the early age of eighteen, became a hermit, and lived in the vicinity of Cesarea. The devil, jealous of his virtue, sought to frighten him with visions, noises, and apparitions. On one occasion, this enemy of all righteousness assumed the form of a dragon, and began scratching at the foundations of St. Martinian’s cell, in order to destroy it and the hermit within. St. Martinian was at his orisons at the time, and said to the dragon-formed devil, “Your labour is in vain. You cannot frighten me while I have Christ at my side.” At the word Christ, the devil fled in a whirlwind, crying, “Wait a bit, Martinian; I will make you submit yet, and drive you from this cell.” Martinian was not easily frightened, and remained in his hermitage, doing battle with the devil, for five and twenty years.—Metaphrastés (a personal friend of St. Martinian), Lives of Saints. (Also in Joseph Assemani, Universal Calendar, vol. vi. p. 146, etc.)

The devil, under the form of an Ethiopian, asks pardon of St. John of Egypt. Devils used to torment St. John of Egypt at night, and appear to him under divers sensible forms, and ask pardon for disturbing him. On one occasion, when the saint had fasted two whole days, the devil, disguised as an Ethiopian of hideous look, threw himself at his feet, and said with insulting mockery, “Pardon me, I pray, for having troubled you to carry me through this long fast.” St. John now saw that his fast was simply a temptation.—Cassian, Fathers of the Desert.

True or not, this certainly is a very sensible story. It is to be feared that many a fast has more of vanity than holiness to its support.

The devil, in the guise of a gentleman, visits St. Andrew Corsini (1802–1873). When St. Andrew Corsini entered the order of Carmelites, in Tuscany, he was made porter, or doorkeeper. One day, at dinner-time, a knocking was heard at the outer gate, and Andrew, opening the little wicket, saw a well-dressed gentleman with several attendants, who exclaimed imperiously, “Open the gate, catiff, and that immediately. Your father sent me to you with a message, and I have no time to waste on beggars.” Says Andrew, “I open to no strangers without permission. You say you come from my father, but I never set eyes on you before.” “Don’t stand prating there, but open the gate; I have something important to communicate, which the prior must not hear.” And now, on hearing this, the sign of the cross, and the tempter disappeared like a flash, leaving behind a filthy smell of fire and brimstone. Andrew thanked God, who had given him grace to resist the wiles of the devil, and felt the truth of that divine injunction, “Resist the devil, and he will flee from thee.”—Surius, Lives of the Saints (6 vols., fol.), 1570.

Devils assume the form of jonglets to frighten St. Catherine of Sweden in childhood (fourteenth century). When Catherine, daughter of prince Ulpho of Sweden, was seven years old, she had a game of jonglets (or knucklebones) with other girls of the same age. The children went on playing, to the neglect of their religious duties; but the Spouse of the Church, who intended to make Catherine a saint, left not this dereliction of duty without due correction. At night, certain devils, in the form of jonglets, appear to the child, and whip her so severely, to wean her from her childish sports, that she never afterwards would play jonglets with her companions.—Ulpho (a Brigitte monk), Life of St. Catherine of Sweden (A.D. 1411).

This seems a most marvellous story. Why should these devils wish to wean the child from her sports, and whip her so severely that not being a better Christian one would think they would have encouraged her to live more and more to the world and its vanities, and not have driven her to deny herself these pleasures. Devils, “in the form of jonglets,” look like a childish dream, and the “whipping” seems like the reproof of conscience for having neglected duty for play.

Devils, in the guise of rooks or crows, annoy St. Agnes of Mount Pulciano (A.D. 1274–1817). One day, in her ninth year, St. Agnes proposed to her companions a pilgrimage to Mount Pulciano. The proposal was joyfully accepted; but as the party approached the ramparts of the city, a number of rooks attacked St. Agnes furiously with their beaks, claws, and wings. The young girl, with great presence of mind, invoked the name of Jesus, and the whole flock flew away. The biographer says, “No doubt these rooks were an army of demons, lodging in the contiguous house, which was a
DEVI S IN DIVERS FORMS.

This extract throws a flood of light upon the Satanic legends of the early and middle ages. Every thought and wish of evil, every one who tempts to evil, everything that alluresthe lust of the eyes, the lust of the flesh, and the pride of life, being considered "a phase of Satan," helps to unravel many a tale which otherwise seems astounding. The words spoken by any tempter are to be accounted the words of the devil, and hence the explanations of idolatrous priests are called those of the devil. Some might call this personification a figure of speech, but to [Roman] Catholics it is a veritable reality, and an important element in their hagiography.

The devil assails St. Pascal Baylon under divers forms (A.D. 1540-1592). The celestial favours shown to St. Pascal made the devils mad with rage, and they beset him in divers ways. Sometimes they rushed upon him in the form of lions and tigers, seeking to devour him; sometimes they tried to scare him by assuming horrible shapes; sometimes they beat him till all his body was black and blue, and his shrieks were heard through the whole house; but the saint, well accustomed to these attacks, was never alarmed. Then, changing their tactics, the devils suggested to him sentiments of vanity, or appeared under the guise of celestial visitants or guardian angels, sometimes as St. Francis of Assisi, and sometimes even as the Virgin Mary, in order to stir up his vanity, in making him believe he was a great saint, honoured by the visit of angels. When Pascal discovered this artifice, the devils tried another tack, and offered to impress upon his body the marks of the divine wounds, and made crosses of blood all over his body; but Pascal, discovering this ruse also, said to the foul fiend, "You raving wolf, how dare you take on yourself the clothing of a lamb? Off with you!" And the fiend, terrified at these words, fled.—Acta Sanctorum (Bollandists), vol. iv. May 17.

A devil, which assumes the character of a ravenous young man, is cast out by St. Macarius (A.D. 804-894). One day an Egyptian woman brought to St. Macarius her son, and told him the young fellow was possessed of a ravenous devil. "He eats," she said, "every day a sack of corn made into bread,* and drinks proportionately! When I have no more food," she continued, "he seizes anything he can lay his hands on, and devours it. What, however, is very strange, whatever he eats so ravenous, qu'on voit sortir de son estomac."

The mother, in great distress, prayed Macarius to do something for her. The saint asked what quantity of food would she consider reasonable. The woman replied,

* A sack of flour = 250 lbs. will make 380 lbs. of bread; that is, thirty quarters or 150 two-pound loaves.
"Ten pounds a day." "That is too much," rejoined Macarius; and then, turning to the young man, he commanded him to fast for seven days, and ever after to limit himself to two pounds a day, which he was not to take from his mother, but to earn by the labour of his own hands.—Les Petits Bollandistes (1880), vol. i. Jan. 2. (This tale is told by Palladius as a fact.)

The devil assumes the form and takes the place of St. Leufredus. The monks of La Croix were extremely fervent, and most of them rose before matins, and passed an hour or more in private meditation. Generally St. Leufredus was the first at church, but one day affairs of the monastery detained him, and the devil took his place. As the fiend had assumed the dress and form of Leufredus, the monks saluted him. The devil took the abbot’s chair with great mock modesty, and seemed very devout. All went smoothly till one of the brothers, who had just left the saint in his room, was amazed to see his double in a chair at the altar. At this moment God told St. Leufredus what had happened, and he went with all haste to the church; but before he entered he marked the doors and windows with the sign of the cross. When he entered, the devil was furious with rage, and, being unable to make his escape either by the doors or windows, ran up the bell-ropes, and escaped through the belfry.—Mgr. Guérin (chamberlain of pope Leo XIII.), Vies des Saints (7th edit. 1880).

Devils cast out.

1 Sam. xvi. 23. And it came to pass, when the evil spirit from God was upon Saul, that David took a harp, and played with his hand: so Saul was refreshed, and was well, and the evil spirit departed from him.

Matt. viii. 16. When even was come, they brought unto Jesus many that were possessed with devils: and he cast out the spirits with his word.

Matt. viii. 28. When Jesus was come into the country of the Gergesenes, there met him two possessed with devils, coming out of the tombs, exceeding fierce, so that no man could pass that way. (Jesus delivered the man, but allowed the devils to enter into a herd of swine.)

Mark says of this man that he had often been bound with fetters and chains, but the chains were plucked asunder, and the fetters broken in pieces by him (ver. 4).

Matt. xvii. 14-18. There came to Jesus a certain man, kneeling down to him, and saying, Lord, have mercy on my son: for he is lunatick, and sore vexed: for ofttimes he fell into the fire, and oft into the water. Then Jesus rebuked the devil; and he departed out of him: and the child was cured from that very hour.

A child employed by a priest to exercise a devil (1600). "You must be enrobed of a farre greater syle sustaine by the devil at the hands of a young child, by the vertue of a holy candell holden in his hand. Heare the miraclists report in his owne gracious idiom: "Sara [Williams] being set on a chaire, shee raged more then ere shee did before, especially at the presence of an infant holding a holy candell, crying oft with terrible voyce and countenance, I will eate thee. But the childe nothing abashed thereat, was brought to hold the candell to her nose, in order to put the devil to silence."

To this Harset remarks, "O catholicam fidei! O fidei catholicam! that hast such a check and sovereignty over all the powers of hell, as that thy priests leade about devils after them, as men doe beares, and enduest thy young infants with such heroic magnanimitie, as that they dare play the devil, and cri alound, 'Jack devill! Ho devill! Blow out the candell, devill!" and the devill standes like a mure on a blacke sanctus, not daring to speake a word."—Samuel Harset (afterwards archbishop of York), Popish Impostures (1604), p. 107.

A devil, through fear of the priest Dibble, makes out of Trayford's ear. Samuel Harset, afterwards archbishop of York, says of Hilcho, the devil which possessed William Trayford, the manservant of Edmund Peckham, that when Dibble the priest drew near, "finding his corner too hot he [the devil] would fain have come out at Trayford's mouth; but peeping out, and finding the priest's mouth somewhat too near, he suddenly drew back again, and was fain to slip out closely at his right ear." Dibble the priest did not know this; but Sara, a maid servant in the same house, saw the attempt of the devil to come forth; saw his "bandie backe againe;" saw his going out at the man's ear, in the shape of a mouse; and discovered that the true cause why the fiend did not make his exit through the man's mouth was on account of the nearness of the priest's mouth to that of the possessed.—A Declaration of Popish Impostures, pp. 67, 68 (1604).

It was supposed that priests exhaled through their whole body the odour of sanctity; and as their bodies were the temples of the Holy Ghost, that their breath was imbued with the Divine Spirit within them.
St. Euphrasia casts out a devil from a nun in the same convent (A.D. 412). The abbess of a convent in the Thebaïd, having remarked the great power which St. Euphrasia had over devils, commanded her to pray for one of the sisters who was possessed. Euphrasia, of course, obeyed, and said to the demoniac, "May the Saviour Jesus Christ who made you heal you." At the word the impure spirit came out of the sister, making terrible bellowings, and foaming horribly at her mouth.—Surius, Lives of the Saints, vol. ii.

St. Gall, a native of Ireland, casts out the devils of Bregentz (A.D. 646). While St. Gall was at Bregentz, he heard the mountain demon cry out to the demon of the lake, "Come to my rescue, that we may chase this stranger hence; for he has broken my idols, driven me from my temple, and is weaning the people from my service." The demon of Lake Constance made answer, "I suffer the same as you, dear mountain spirit; for this stranger has devastated my dominions also, and I can do nothing against him, for he has always the name divine in his mouth, and laughs at my snares." St. Gall cried aloud, "In the name of Jesus Christ, I adjure you to quit this neighbourhood, and do no harm to any one." Then was heard on the mountains a great roaring and groaning; it was the expression of rage made by the demons on being evicted. When St. Gall heard it, he thanked God and took courage.—Vie des Saints de Franche-Comté, by the professors of St. Xavier's college at Besançon.

St. Gall casts out the devil from a man who had insulted her. The devil entered into a man who insulted St. Gall while visiting the sick and needy. On her way home she observed the insolent writhing in convulsions; and, stopping before him, she said, "O God, have mercy on him, for he is made in Thy likeness. O Lord, have mercy on him, for he knew not what he said. O Jesus, Saviour of sinners, have mercy on him, for Thou didst die for him." Then made she the sign of the cross, and cried with a loud voice, "Thou unclean spirit, I command thee, in the name of the Father, Son, and Holy Ghost, come out of him, and enter no more in." On hearing these words the demoniac wallowed in the dust, the devil came out of him, and left the man peaceful and in his right mind.—Les Petits Bollandistes, vol. ii. p. 200.

St. Gregory the Great evicts a devil from his horse (A.D. 540-604). St. Gregory excommunicated a Roman knight for adultery, and the knight in revenge applied to magicians to encompass the pontiff with enchantment. Hearing that St. Gregory was about to take a journey, these magicians sent an evil spirit into his horse, commanding the demon to throw the pontiff, and then trample him to death. When the pontiff mounted, his horse reared and started, and behaved in such an unusual manner, that St. Gregory discovered it was possessed. So, making the sign of the cross, he drove the devil out of the horse. The magicians being struck blind, repented, abandoned their magic, and received the sacrament of baptism. St. Gregory baptized them, but declined to restore their sight, lest they should return to their diabolical arts and lose their souls. John the deacon, Life of St. Gregory the Great (twelfth century). Written at the express command of pope John VIII.

St. Laumer evicts a devil by the sign of the cross (sixth century). St. Laumer, by the sign of the cross made with holy oil, delivered a man possessed with a devil, so furious that it was necessary to constrain him with chains.—Les Petits Bollandistes, vol. i. p. 472.

St. Marcellinus casts out a devil from a man who struck him with a whip (A.D. 374). The emperor Constantius was an Arian, and hearing that Marcellinus, bishop of Embrun, had opposed the doctrines of Arius in several councils, sent to arrest him. The myrmidons of the law came upon him unawares; and one of them, lifting his hand to strike the bishop about the face with a whip, found his arm paralyzed; and he rolled on the ground, gnashing his teeth. Marcellinus went up to the man, and the devil in him cried out, "Marcellinus, is it not enough that you have driven us from the coast of Africa, but you must come to Gaul also to trouble us?" "Silence!" cried the saint; "and come out of him, thou foul and unclean spirit." The demon burst not disobey, and the man, being restored to his right mind, lamented his crime, craved to be baptized, and bowed his heart to the yoke of Christ.—Mgr. Dépery, Hagiographie de Gap.

Marwood exorcised by the touch of Campion's halter (A.D. 1602). Campion, a Jesuit, was hanged at Tyburn for treason; but as queen Elizabeth was a Protestant, his death was called a
martyrdom by those of his own order. It so happened that one Marwood was pronounced by Father Edmunds to be possessed, and after sundry attempts had been made to exorcise him, one of the standers-by touched his mouth with the halter. Says Harsnet, the devil 'teares it with his mouth, bites it with his teeth, and spits upon it amaine.' Says Edmunds, 'Thou wicked fiend, tell true, what is the cause thou art so cruelly tormented with this rope, who dost not care for the potestest things that are in the world?' The devil in Marwood made answer, 'Jerusalem knowes whose halter it is. Tiburne (the place where Father Campion receaved his crown of martyrdom) is well acquainte with it.' On this Edmunds calls aloud to the standers-by, 'Beare witnes, my maisters, of Father Campion most glorious martyrdom, whose smallest cord hath cast the devil into such an heate.' To this Harsnet subjoyns, 'Se ye heere three most great and authentique witnesses of a Romish saint, viz. Jerusalem, Tyburne, and the devil.'—Popish Impostures, pp. 84, 85.

St. Paul the Simple exorcizes a demoniac (fourth century). One day a young man possessed of a devil very fierce and obstinate was brought to St. Paul the Simple. The young man uttered most horrible blasphemies, and tore every one who approached him. The saint prayed long and fervently, but in vain. Then calling to mind the words of Christ, "Howbeit this kind goeth not out but by prayer and fasting," he vowed to touch no food and drink no water till the man was made whole. "Et aussitôt, comme si Dieu eût craint de déplaire à une personne qui l’aimait avec tendresse, et qui lui était si chère, le possédé fut délivré."—Roman martyrology (March 7). See also Vies des Pères des Déserts d’Orient.

St. Sulpice the Pious exorcizes the devil from the Gour de l’Yèvre (seventh century). Near Vierzun is a river, called Yèvre, at one time noted for a very dangerous gulf. In heathen times it was held sacred; but at the introduction of Christianity the "devil made his abode there, and watched day and night to spite the obnoxious race of Christians, and drag all he could into the abyss." St. Sulpice went in grand pomp to the borders of the river, threw into the gulf a little holy oil and chrism, and ever after the gulf has been perfectly safe, insomuch that fishers are wont to fish there.

We are told many wonderful tales of this "Gour de l’Yèvre." One is that it has no bottom; another, that it boils and bubbles on all the fêtes of the Virgin; another, that the fish always swim about in it so as to describe a cross. We are further told that the sound of church-bells may be distinctly heard in the water; and that one day a diver, named Perlas, saw at the bottom of the river a beautiful church full of the most costly articles; that he heard there the tinkling of a little bell, and saw the image of the holy Virgin.—Raynal, Histoire du Berri, vol. i. p. 267.

"Hoc quoque praestandum non est, quod Virgiliiensium in territorio gurgitum quem olim pagani haurirent habitabant, quoniam ob hoc in christianis invidia utique insiditabilis demoniacus, utque eis co tradamus, suffocatum præcipitaret ac perderet. Inclito vir Dei chriamate, quod modica dilatata aqua, Riolis prophete uterque benedictiones, membertum esse reddidisseque piscabilis."—Nov. Maxim. L. 41.

St. Victor de Plancy exorcizes a thief (sixth century). One day St. Victor the hermit of Saturniac, in the diocese of Troyes, sent some labourers to saw wheat, when one of them purloined two bushels of the seed. Instantly he was possessed by a devil, who made smoke and fire issue from the mouth of the thief. St. Victor took pity on the man, and making on him the sign of the cross, the devil left him. The man, fully aware that the calamity had fallen on him because of the theft, confessed his sin with many tears, and made restitution.—St. Bernard, Sermon on the Fête-day of St. Victor (Feb. 26).

St. Zeno exorcises the daughter of the emperor Gallienus (third century). The daughter of the emperor Gallienus was most grievously tormented by the devil; and one day, when she was well-nigh suffocated, she cried aloud, "I can never be relieved of this torture but by Zeno." The devil added, "And I will never quit my abode here unless compelled to do so by Zeno." The emperor, touched by the sufferings of his daughter, sent for the saint, and immediately he entered the chamber, the devil cried out, "Zeno, you are come to drive me out, for here I cannot abide in the presence of thy holiness." "In the name of the Lord Jesus Christ," said the saint, "I command thee to quit the body of this young maiden." The devil came out, but said as he left the chamber, "Goodbye, Zeno; I am off to Verona, and
there you will find me on your return." The emperor, in gratitude, took the royal crown from his head, and put it on Zeno's, saying, "This crown cannot be set on a worthier brow." Zeno sold the crown, that he might distribute the money to the poor, and Gallienus ceased to persecute the Church of Christ. —Peter and Jerome Ballerini, Life of St. Zeno, Bishop of Verona (compiled from his own writings and other monuments).

Exorcism by burning a picture of the devil. The fifth canon given by Mengus in his Fustus is by drawing a picture of the devil and burning it. "Exorcista proijcetat imaginem pictam in ignem." This was tried on Sara Williams, and is thus reported by Harsnet: "The priest having placed Sara in a chayre, he commanded the devil to tell his name. The devil answered Bonjour, and began to make a shew of speaking French. The exorcist then reviling the devil, and calling him asne (in French), the devil exclaimed, 'I am no asse, and I will not be mocked.' Now, when Maho [the devil] trifled, and mocked the priest, and would by no dint of adjuration be brought to tel his name, the exorcist caused to be drawn upon a piece of paper the picture of Vice in a play, and the same he caused to be burned with halowed brimstone. Whereat, the devil cried out, as being grievously tormented." —S. Harsnet (afterwards archbishop of York), Popish Impostures (1604), p. 118.

Exorcism by nicknaming and blackguarding the devil (1600). Mengus wrote a book called A Club for Exorcising Demonicus. The way of blackguarding the devil is his fourth canon, and runs thus: "If after masse has been celebrated, and the possessed has been signed with the five crosses, sprinkled with holy water, and there have been invoked over her the name of the Father, sonne, and Holy Ghost, the devill sheweth himself refractarie, and will neither depart, nor tel his name, then you must come upon him with as many nicknames as you can possiblie devise, and thou shalt say: 'Heare thou senelesse, false, and lewd spirit, master of devils, miserable creature, tempter of men, deceaver of bad angels, defrauder of souls, captain of heretiques, father of lyes, bestial ninnie, drunkard, infernal thieve, wicked serpent, ravening wolfe, leane hunger-bitten sow, seely beast, truculent beast, cruell beast, bloody beast, beast of all beasts the most bestiall, Acherontall spirit, smokie spirit, Tartareous spirit, and so on, I command thee to tel me thy name, and to depart hence into thyne owne place.'" —S. Harsnet (afterwards archbishop of York), Popish Impostures (1604), pp. 112, 118.

Mengus's Fustus, or Devil-mastix, is in Latin, and that the reader may know the fidelity of Harsnet's translation, the original Latin is here subscribed: "Andi igitur insanante, false, reproube: daemonum magister, miserrima creatura, tentator hominum, deceptor malorum angelorum, fallas animarum, dum harrestic, pater mendaci, falsus, bestialis, insipiens, ebrius, praco infernalis, serpent iniqualissime, lus rapasime, sua macta, famelica, immundia, bestia scabiosa, bestia violentissima, bestia crudelis, bestia cruenta, bestia omnibus bestialissima, spiritus Acherontiae, spiritus fuliginosus, spiritus Tartaure . . ."

Devils recognizing Persons.

Mark 1:23—25. There was in the synagogue a man with an unclean spirit; and he cried out, saying, Let us alone; what have we to do with Thee, Thou Jesus of Nazareth? art Thou come to destroy us? I know Thee who Thou art, the Holy One of God. And Jesus rebuked him, saying, Hold thy peace, and come out of him. And when the unclean spirit had torn him, and cried with a loud voice, he came out of him.

A devil yells out, "That which Ambrose preaches is the truth." A man possessed of a devil was a great calumnier of St. Ambrose, but God caused him to retract his calumnies, and the man yelled out amidst a crowd of people, "That which Ambrose preaches is the truth, but that which Arius preaches is false." Some Arians, hearing these words, threw the man into a pond, and he was drowned. (See St. Julian restores Jovian to Life, p. 85; Vincent Ferrier restores a Jew to Life, p. 86.) —Paulinus, deacon and biographer of St. Ambrose.

If it is true that the "devil is a liar, and the father of lies" (John viii. 44), his testimony against Ariusism is not worth much.

St. Hilarion recognized by an evil spirit. When St. Hilarion passed from Africa to Cyplice, there met him in the mountain a man possessed with an evil spirit, who cried out, "Let us alone, Hilarion; art thou come hither to torment us? We know thee who thou art, the servant of God in Cyplice." Thus was made known the presence of this holy saint; and diseased persons from every part came to him to be healed of their infirmities. St. Hilarion, seeing he could not remain in that place unknown, went to Dalmatia. —St. Jerome (A.D. 390), Vita St. Hilariensis Eremita.

Devils recognize St. Marcuiph in the court of king Childebert (A.D. 558). While St. Marcuiph was living in his solitude,
God sent an angel to bid him go to Childdebert I., king of France, and demand of him, a place named Nanteuil for a monastery. Marcusphus went forthwith to Paris, and reached the city while the king and queen were attending mass. He entered the chapel, and retired out of sight, but some demoniacs, being present, cried with affrigh, "Marcusphus, thou servant of the living God, have pity on us, for thy presence is torture to us." These screams amazed the king and his court, and Childdebert sent to find out to whom the devils referred. Marcusphus being thus discovered, and brought before the king, told him the object of his coming, and who had sent him. Childdebert readily gave what was required, and promised to assist in building the monastery; but requested Marcusphus to exorcise the demoniacs. Making the sign of the cross, the saint commanded the evil spirits to come out. This they did, but left the men half-dead. However, in a few minutes they came to themselves, and arose in perfect health. — Acta Sanctorum (Papebroch the Bollandist), May 1.

*Devils tell half-truths.*

**Matt. iv. 6.** When the devil quoted Psalm xcl. 11, 12, to Jesus in the temptation, he omitted half verse 11. The whole verse runs thus: "He shall give His angels charge over thee, to keep thee in all thy ways."

The devil tells St. Antony truths which are half falsehoods (fourth century). St. Antony said one day to his disciples, "I heard lately a great knocking at my cell door, and going to see who was there, found a man so prodigiously tall that his head reached the skies. I demanded who he was; and he made answer, 'I am Satan, and am come to ask you why all Christians speak so ill of me.' I replied, 'With good reason, Satan, because it is by you they are tempted to sin.' Satan said, 'But I ought not to be charged with the sins of man, seeing every one is a free agent and can do as he likes. It is not I who should be blamed if simpletons bite at my bait. It is man who makes war with man; it is man who wrongs his neighbour; it is man who builds cities, and dwells in them without God in the world. Only in deserts can saints and hermits be found, who sacrifice themselves to serve the Lord.' I was delighted to hear the father of lies compelled for once to speak the truth, although I knew what he said was half a lie. When, at last, I made the sign of the cross, and pronounced the name of Jesus, the phantom vanished from my sight." — Les Petits Bollandistes (1880), vol. i. p. 427.

In order to see this fallacy, take a very simple case. A child, no doubt, is free to do what is told him, or to abstain from doing it; but if a stronger mind and older person tempts the child to do wrong, the tempter deserves the greater blame. The tempter practises on the child's ignorance, inexperience, and weakness; sometimes on his fears, his natural passions, and his hopes; but who would exonerate the tempter, because the child is, in a sense, a free agent, and does what it is told, and even likes to do it?

The devil tells St. Maur "a lie which is half a lie" (512-554). When, in his old age, St. Maur retired from the active duties of Glanfeuil, one night the devil came to him and said, "You have been a long time toiling to drive me and my fellows out of this country, but don't suppose you have trampled us in the dust. You will yet live to see your work come to naught. I tell you, of all these monks which you have gathered together, scarcely one will escape from our hands."

So saying, he left the man of God to meditate on what he had been told. St. Maur was greatly distressed, and prayed earnestly that God would avert so intense an evil. Whereupon, an angel came and said, "Fear not. Why art thou so cast down? Trust in God. The devil has spoken a truth which is half a truth, and a lie which is half a lie. The truth is that a plague shall desolate thy house; but thy brethren shall be gathered into the bosom of Abraham, and dwell for ever in paradise." St. Maur felt comforted, and warned his brethren of the impending evil. In due time the plague came, when one hundred and sixteen of the monks fell victims to the scourge, and not long after St. Maur also was gathered to his fathers, at the age of seventy-two. — Faustus (a companion of St. Maur), Life of St. Maur.

Devils tormented before their Time.

**Matt. xxviii. 23, 29.** When Jesus came to the country of the Gergesees, there met him two possessed with devils, who cried out, saying, Jesus, Thou Son of God, art Thou come hither to torment us before our time?

A devil speaks to St. Victor of Planay before he was born (sixth century). While St. Victor was still in his mother's womb, a devil publicly cried out to him, "Victor, thou holy one of God, why do you torment us even before you are born?" — Le sieur des Guerrois, Histoire Ecclesiastique.
Diana of Ephesus (the image which fell from Jupiter).

Acts ix. 35. When the town-clerk had appeased the people, he said, Ye men of Ephesus, what man is there that knoweth not how that the city of the Ephesians is a worshipper of the great goddess Diana, and of the image which fell down from Jupiter?

Many cities have boasted of statues of gods sent directly from heaven. The Falls of Troy was an image of Falla Minerva said to have fallen from heaven. Nuna's Arca of sacred shields descended from heaven. Herodias tells us that the Phoenician status of the sun was a large stone, circular below, and conical. It was quite black, and was said to have fallen from heaven. Without doubt it was a meteorite, like the Diana of Ephesus. The ancient Mexicans worshipped a similar meteorite.

An image of the Virgin in Avignonet sent down from heaven (A.D. 1283). In consequence of disputes between the "orthodox" party and the inhabitants of Avignonet, where the "heretics," called Albigenses, abounded, the parish, after most horrible slaughter, was laid under an interdict, and the church shut up for forty years. Alexander IV. removed the interdict, and the same day the church doors opened of their own accord, and the bells rang all day and night spontaneously. These "facts" are stated in a bull of Paul III., dated Rome, 1537, and still shown to any visitors who wish to see it. The unperdonable sin of the Albigenses was their denial that the Virgin Mary was the mother of God; so, when the interdict was removed from Avignonet, there was an especial significance in the following "miracle." The inhabitants rose one morning and discovered that an image from heaven of the Virgin Mary had been set up in the church porch. "Quel artiste avait conçu et exécuté cette belle œuvre? Quelle main l'avait déposée là? On était passé cent fois par jour, et pendant de longues années, sur la place occupée par la merveilleuse image. Cette apparition fut, comme un avertissement du ciel. Il était évident que Marie voulait être honorée là où l'on avait vomi contre elle les plus abominables blasphèmes, et rehausser par un miracle le mérite des défenseurs de son culte, et de sa divine maternité." The inhabitants of Avignonet were at once convinced that this image came from heaven, and demanded that a day should be consecrated as an annual memorial of the gift. The demand was approved of by the pope, and confirmed "par plusieurs souverains pontifes, enriche d'indulgences." The day is called "La solennité de Notre Dame des Miracles," and is held the first Tuesday of every new year.—Mgr. Guérin (chamberlain of pope Leo XIII.), Vies des Saints, vol. vi. p. 298.

If the chamberlain of pope Leo XIII. and several popes maintain that this sculptured image fell or was brought from heaven, can we be surprised that the Ephesians worshipped a meteoric stone as a goddess, which they dubbed Diana?

Dido and the Bull's Hide.

When Dido came to Africa she bought of the natives "as much land as could be encompassed with a bull's hide." The agreement being made, Dido cut the hide into thongs, so as to enclose sufficient space for a citadel, which she called "Byrsa," the hide.

Marcilhac solum factum de nomine Byrram,
Taurino quantum possunt circumdare tergo.
Virgil, Aenid, i. lines 567, 568.

The Yakutsk. The Yakutskis granted the Russian explorers as much land as they could encompass with a cow's hide; but the Russians, cutting the hide into thin strips, covered with it land enough for the town and fort which they called Yakutsk.

(Pepin d'Heristal gives Rigobert as much land as he could walk over in a given time (A.D. 650-749). Pepin d'Heristal, one day hunting, came to the cell of St. Rigobert, who received him courteously, and set before him the best repast his cell afforded. Pepin was so pleased with the hermit, that he offered to give him whatever he asked for. Rigobert asked Pepin to bestow on him as much land as he could walk over while his highness took his midday nap. The request was granted, and the footprints of the saint remained in the land unobliterated. The grass which grew on this plot of land never withered. The frost of winter pinched it not, the heat of summer parched it not, and no lightning ever seared it.—Bollandus, Acta Sanctorum, vol. i. Jan. 4.

Diseases of All Sorts cured.

Matt. iv. 33. Jesus went about Galilee . . . healing all manner of sickness and all manner of disease among the people.
St. Clare, abbot of St. Ferréol, cures divers diseases (seventh century). (1) The superior of Santa Blandina being, as was supposed, at the point of death, St. Clare entered the sick-room, touched the hand of the dying man, and in the presence of the whole house he sat up, restored to perfect health.

(2) At another time St. Clare cured the colic, from which one of the brothers was suffering, merely by signing the sufferer with holy oil.

(3) Once when the river Rhone was full to overflowing, one of the monks of St. Ferréol fell into the river, and was in imminent danger of being carried away by its current, which is exceedingly rapid. St. Clare made the sign of the cross, and the river lifted the man upon the bank, and he returned to the abbey wholly without injury. — Les Petits Bollandistes, vol. i. p. 31.

(See PRAYER, "Iadore buooyed up by the water of a well;" and WATER ORDIENCY.)

St. Clara heals all manner of diseases by the sign of the cross (A.D. 1193-1258). St. Francis d'Assisi once sent to St. Clara a sick man to heal. She made on him the sign of the cross, and he recovered forthwith. This happened not to this man only, but to many. In fact, all who had infirmities resorted to the convent of St. Clara, and she healed them with the sign of the cross. — Life of St. Clara (written by the express order of pope Alexander V.).

St. Lawrence, by laying his hand on her forehead, cures Cyriaca of headache. St. Lawrence lodged for a time on Mount Celius with a widow named Cyriaca, who entertained all Christians that wanted refuge. Cyriaca had a violent chronic headache, which greatly distressed her; but St. Lawrence, laying his hands on her forehead, and calling on the name of Jesus, completely cured her, and the pain never more returned. — From the Public Registers. (This saint is in the canon of the mass.)

St. Marcuphus cures the son of Genais, who had been bitten by a wolf (A.D. 688). A seigneur, named Genais, came to Nanteuil with his son, who had been frightfully bitten by a wolf. His whole body was lacerated, and his death expected every minute. St. Marcuphus, touched with pity, perfectly healed all the wounds simply by the sign of the cross. — Acta Sanctorum (Papebroch the Bollandist), May 1.

St. Marcuphus is very celebrated in France, because by him was accorded to the kings of France "the gift of healing scrofula;" hence called "the king's evil." (See Benedict XIV. On the Canonization of Saints, bk. IV. ch. iii. No. 21.) We are told that Henri IV. cured fifteen hundred in the year 1600; Louis XIV. cured two thousand in the garden of St. Remi's abbey in 1654; Charles X., as late as 1825, "touched" many. Edward the Confessor left the same "gift" to his successors in England, and Dr. Samuel Johnson was "touched" by queen Anne when he was only thirty months old. The Scottish kings also "touched;" and Shakespeare's Macbeth makes Malcolm say he had often seen the good king do this "miraculous work" on "strangely visited people, all swollen and ulcerous," and adds—

"'Tis spoken,
To the succeeding royalty he leaves
The healing benediction."

Carta, the historian, tells us of a young man named Lovel who was cured by the Pretender, who would be quite fatal to the theory that the virtue is communicated to kings with the anointing oil at their coronation.

St. Placidus, by laying his hand on Zoffa's head, cures his headache. Zoffa, chief secretary of the Church at Capua, was a martyr to headache, and entreated St. Placidus, then only twenty-five years old, to lay his hand on him and cure him. Placidus, out of diffidence, wished Zoffa to apply to St. Benedict, alleging that he was himself too young to work miracles. The bishop Germanus, who was present at the time, bade the young man do what was asked; accordingly, he laid his hand on Zoffa's forehead, and prayed that God would vouchsafe to restore His servant to health and ease. Immediately the headache went away, and never again returned. — Laurentius Surius (1870), Lives of the Saints.

St. Sebastian cures gout by baptism. Tranquillus was bowed together with gout, which had drawn one side of his body quite awry. When, however, St. Sebastian baptized him, he was instantly made whole. He came to the saint halting painfully on crutches, but quitted his presence leaping joyfully and needing no support.

Another example. When Cromatius, governor of Rome, who suffered from the some infirmity, saw the cure wrought on Tranquillus, he also went to St. Sebastian, and promised to become a Christian, if the saint would release him from the gout to which he had been a martyr for many years. While he was still speaking, an angel came, and said, "Cromatius, Jesus Christ hath sent me to thee, that all thy limbs may be restored to thee whole and sound." In a moment the governor, who before could scarcely put his feet to the ground, leaped up in perfect health. Then, falling at the feet of St. Sebastian, he entreated that both he and his son Tiburtius might be baptized. That very day, not
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only the governor and his son, but all his house, including slaves, to the number of fourteen hundred souls, were added to the Church. After his baptism the governor gave liberty to all his slaves, and half his goods he distributed to the poor.—Edward Kinesman (1623), Lives of the Saints.

DOVES. (See SOUL.)

Matt. iii. 16. Jesus, when He was baptized, went up straightway out of the water: and lo, the heavens were opened unto Him, and the Spirit of God descended like a dove, and lighted on Him.

A dove brings Albert d'Ogna the Vaticum (A.D. 1279). When Albert d'Ogna was at the point of death, as the monk delayed to bring him the Vaticum, a dove flew to him, holding it in its beak.—Acta Sanctorum (Bollandists), May 13.

A dove brings a veil to St. Aldegundis when she becomes a nun (630–689). St. Aldegundis, daughter of prince Walbert of Haintant, made a vow to be the spotless bride of Christ, and when prince Eudo pressed his suit of marriage, she fled to the monastery of Hautmont and told her tale. The reverend fathers highly commended her, and advised her at once to take the veil of virginity, which she readily consented to do. So they proceeded to the ceremony forthwith; but when they were about to present the veil, they found they had none at hand, for the veil with other vestments had been left on the altar of St. Vaast. It was a fatal mishap, and would have obliged them to defer the service; but, in the midst of their perplexity, they saw a dove bringing a veil in its beak. Carrying it to St. Aldegundis, the dove dropped it over her head. Nothing could be better. Every one was ravished at the spectacle, and all agreed that St. Aldegundis had sacrificed herself to perpetual virginity with the palpable approval of God.—L'abbé Delbos, Life of St. Aldegundis.

The Holy Ghost, like a dove, descends on St. Ambrose of Siena (A.D. 1220–1286). The Holy Ghost, in the form of a dove, was often seen to descend on the head of St. Ambrose of Siena, in Tuscany, while he was preaching. This gave his words such power, that not only were hardened sinners pricked to the heart, and the most obstinate softened, but even the wise ones whose wisdom was not seasoned with grace learned humility, and felt that, after all, the love of God is the beginning of true wisdom.—Le R. P. Jean Baptiste Fouillet, Année Dominicaire, vol. iii. March 26.

The Holy Ghost, like a dove, descends at birth on the head of St. Austrebertha (630–704). St. Austrebertha was the daughter of prayer, and her name was given her by the angel who announced to her parents that God had heard their prayer, and would give them a child "who would be the mother of many." At the moment of her birth the chamber was filled with a heavenly odour, and a white dove which hovered awhile above the house flew into the chamber, and settled on the head of the infant.

As Austrebertha grew to years of discretion, one day a veil fell from heaven on her head while she was looking in a fountain in her father's garden. She knew this was a call from God for her to take the veil, and dedicate herself to His service.—Surius, Lives of the Saints, vol. i.

A beam of fire and a dove appear when St. Basil is baptized. When St. Basil came to the river, he stripped, and went down straightway into the water, where Maximus, bishop of Jerusalem, baptized him. And there descended on him a beam of light from which flew a dove. The dove touched the water with its wings, and then flying upwards straight into the clouds, was lost to sight. This was seen by all those who were present at the time.—Edward Kinesman (1623), Lives of the Saints, p. 874.

The Holy Ghost, in the form of a dove, descends on St. Braulio (died 646). The Holy Ghost, wishing to sanction the doctrines propagated by St. Braulio, bishop of Saragossa, descended on his shoulder in the visible form of a dove, and seemed before all the people to whisper in his ears the words he uttered, according to that promise, "It shall be given you in that same hour what you ought to say."—St. Idefonsus, Book of Illustrious Men.

A dove rests on the head of St. Briocus (sixth century). While Briocus of Cardigan was receiving the communion for the first time, a dove white as snow settled on his head, and the abbot knew that the young boy was a chosen vessel of honour.—Dom Lobineau, Lives of the British Saints.

The Spirit of God sits, as a white dove, on the head of St. Catherine. As St. Catherine of Siena refused to wear fine clothes, and deck herself bravely accord-
ing to her station in society, her mother relegated her to the kitchen. One day her father, having occasion to go into the kitchen, saw his daughter at prayer, and on her head sat brooding a dove whiter than snow. Immediately he entered the dove flew away, and he asked Catherine what dove it was he saw sitting on her head. "I know of no dove," she replied. So the father knew it was the Holy Ghost.—Laurentius Surius (1570), *Lives of the Saints.*

Catherine of Racconigi receives celestial wine from a dove (A.D. 1486-1547). Catherine of Racconigi was the daughter of poor parents, but from infancy showed great veneration for the Virgin Mary. When she was only five years old, a dove, white as snow, flew into her chamber, and lighted on her shoulder. Thinking it might be the devil, she made the sign of the cross, and cried out, "Jesus, Jesus!" Then a ray of light came from the dove's beak and entered her mouth, and she heard these words: "Take, my little daughter, and drink this wine; by virtue of which you will never thirst again, but will feel thy hunger and thirst for the love of God grow daily stronger in thy soul." When she had tasted the wine, she found it of heavenly sweetness, and forthwith there appeared to her a lady clad in a white robe and black mantle. "Let the name of my Son be always in thy heart, my child," said the lady. "Who are you?" asked Catherine; "how came you here, seeing the door is shut?" "I am the mother of Jesus," she replied, "and I wish you to give yourself wholly to my Son," "Where is your Son?" inquired the child. "You shall see Him soon," said the lady; "but as delicate plants die from cold, so love in the heart dies without grace. Give thyself to my Son, and His grace shall abide with you for ever." "Poor as I am, what have I to give?" asked the child. "Thy heart, my daughter; give Him thy heart," said the lady, and vanished out of sight.—*Les Petites Hollandistes*, vol. x. p. 608.

A dove brings a phial of holy oil for the baptism of king Clovis. When Clovis was baptized, the church and all its approaches were so densely crowded it was impossible to move about; but when the king approached the font, it was discovered that the holy oil had been forgotten. It would have been most unseemly to have detained the king while one of the priests wormed his way through the crowd to the vestry and back again, so St. Remi besought the Lord to pardon the neglect, and to send help in this time of need, lest His holy servants became a byword, and His sacrament a jest of the scornful. While still he prayed, lo! a dove entered the church through an open window, carrying in its bill a phial of holy oil, which it placed in the hands of the officiating prelate, and then flew away. St. Remi gave hearty thanks to Almighty God for His timesome gift, and anointed the king with oil from paradise. When the phial was opened, and the body of the king was anointed, the perfume which filled the church was ravishing, and none could doubt that St. Remi's God was indeed the God of gods and King of kings.—Hincmar, archbishop of Reims (died 882), *Life of St. Remi.*

A dove lights on the head of St. Dunstan (A.D. 925-988). St. Dunstan poured out all the vials of his wrath on forgers and false moneyers, because the injury they did was immeasurable. One day, even on the feast of Pentecost, he made one of these forgers a public example; and "God showed, by a miracle, that He approved thereof;" for while Dunstan was saying mass, a dove lighted on his head, remained there till the sacrament was over, and then flew to the tomb of the late archbishop Odo.—Osbert of Canterbury, *Life of St. Dunstan.*

A dove lighting on the head of St. Fabian, he was chosen bishop (A.D. 236-250). Fabian, a Roman soldier, happened to enter the church at Rome the very moment the synod was met together for the election of a pope to succeed Anteros. No candidate had at present been nominated, and the electors were in doubt whom to choose. Suddenly a dove flew down through the louvre of the catacomb, and, fluttering about for a few moments, lighted on the head of Fabian. It was a repetition of the descent of the Holy Ghost on the head of Jesus at the river Jordan, and all the assembly cried at once, "He is worthy! he is worthy! he is the elect of God!" and he was accordingly led up to the episcopal chair, and seated thereon. A souvenir of this incident is preserved in the catacombs; and Bosio found at Aringhi a bas-relief in which the papal chair was surmounted with a dove. Fabian was the first layman ever elected pope, and his life certainly justified the choice, for no man more "worthy" ever ruled the church. (See St. Severus, p. 110.)—Eusebius, St. Jerome, Paul
Orosius, and Chrysostom in his *Annals of Alexandria*, all mention this incident.

"He is worthy!" were the words used at the election of bishops. In much the same way as "God save the king!" is shouted in regal elections.

*St. Georgia of Clermont, in Auvergne,* was honoured at death by a large flight of pigeons (sixth century). The one desire of St. Georgia's life was to mortify her body, "pour en faire un reliquaire de la virginité." When her body, "plus pur qu'un beau lis," was carried to the grave, a great flight of pigeons, "whiter than cygnets," followed the funeral procession and settled on a roof till the funeral service was over, when they flew upwards straight into heaven, and were lost to sight. "C'était, sans doute, une legion d'anges descendus du ciel pour honorer les obseques de cette epouse de Jesus Christ qui avait vécu dans une pureté semblable à la leur." —Jacques Branche, *Saints d'Auvergne*.

This is a suggestive example of an inference drawn according to a preconceived notion, and may help to explain some of the phenomena called miracles in the lives of the saints. Whether these pigeons were angels or not rests solely on the same dose of Maitre Branche.

A dove was seen whispering to St. Gregory the Great his inspired writings (A.D. 540-504). Sabinian, the successor of St. Gregory, said that the great pontiff had wasted shamefully the finances of the sees, and left an empty exchequer behind. This charge so irritated the people, that they collected together the writings of the saint to burn them. Many were thrown into the bonfire, but his *Dialogues*, and some other of his writings, were saved by Peter the deacon, who declared he saw a dove whisper in the ear of St. Gregory the words of his inspired writings, and that to burn his books would be to burn the inspired words of God. These words completely changed the mind of the people; and the pontiff who a little before was regarded as a prodigal, was now esteemed an inspired saint. In allusion to this story, painters in Christian art represent a white dove near the ear of St. Gregory the Great, to signify that the Holy Spirit inspired his writings.—John the deacon, *Life of St. Gregory the Great*. (Written in the twelfth century by order of pope John VIII.)

A dove sits on the head of St. Hilary to indicate that God had chosen him for the archbishopric of Arles (A.D. 401-449). St. Hilary attended the death-bed of St. Honorat, archbishop of Arles, and fearing lest he should be chosen his successor, fled and hid himself in a desert. Castus, the governor of the city, tracked him, and sent a troop of his militia to bring him back. When placed before the conviction he protested against being elected, but a dove, whiter than snow, descended and sat on his head. All the assembly considered this a direct indication of God's choice, and Hilary could no longer resist. He was only twenty-nine years old at the time, but his extreme youth only rendered his great virtues the more conspicuous.—Honorat (bishop of Marseille), *De Viris Illustribus*, ch. ix.

The soul of Julia, in the semblance of a dove, leaves her body (fifth century). St. Julia was crucified by Felix, governor of Corsica; and as she died, her soul, under the figure of a dove, ascended to heaven. In Christian art she is represented with a dove coming out of her mouth.—Dom Ruinart, *Acts of St. Julia*.

When Erasmus died (A.D. 301), his spirit flew from his body in the form of a dove of brilliant whiteness.—*Acta Sanctorum* (Bollandists), June 2.

When St. Medard died, two doves came from heaven (A.D. 545). When St. Medard died, just before he was placed in his tomb, two doves descended from heaven, and a third, whiter than snow, came out of the saint's mouth. The two doves were angels, and the third dove was the soul which they had come to accompany to heaven.—*Acta Sanctorum* (Bollandists), vol. ii. June 8.

There is something very noteworthy in this extract. St. Medard had been dead some days. He died at Noyon, and had been carried on men's shoulders to Soissons; so that the soul must have remained all this time in the dead body. It is quite certain, therefore, that life and soul are as independent as soul and body are. It is also certain that the soul does not always leave the body at the moment of death. Of course, I mean these inferences must follow from this story.

The Holy Spirit, in the likeness of a dove, descends on St. Maurilius (A.D. 426). While St. Martin was consecrating Maurilius bishop of Angers, a dove whiter than snow lighted on his head, and remained there till the service was over. St. Martin declared, to his personal knowledge, that not only did he see the Holy Ghost descend, as a dove, on the head of the new bishop, but he beheld a whole company of angels present at the ceremony.—*Acta Sanctorum* (Bollandists), Sept. 18.
Doves sent to point out a site for a new monastery, projected by Peter the hermit (A.D. 1098). Peter the hermit was promised, by the lords of the Apennines, the means of building a monastery. He laid the foundation, and raised the walls some six feet from the ground, when the Virgin, displeased that he had not first consulted her, overthrew the whole in one night. The hermit was stupefied, and instituted a religious procession to appease God and the saints. When the procession reached Vallombrosa, a flock of doves picked up some grains of wheat, and dropped them on the ground in advance of the procession, so as to form the words Ave, Maria. St. Peter, concluding that this was the spot which the Virgin Mary had selected, built his monastery there.—Acta Sanctorum, vol. ii. April 12, pp. 101, 102.

A beam of light from heaven rested on the head of St. Remi when he was chosen bishop of Reims. When the people of Reims wished to make St. Remi their bishop he refused the office, because he was only twenty-two years old; but the people persisted in their choice. While the variance still continued, a great beam of light burst from heaven, and rested on St. Remi’s head, a holy dew bathed him with divine baptism, and an odour sweeter than any earthly fragrance filled the place of the assembly. The people could no longer doubt that God Himself had confirmed their choice, and even St. Remi durst no longer resist, lest haply he should seem to be fighting against God.—Hincmar (died 882), Life of St. Remi.

When St. Samson was elected bishop, a dove rested on his head (A.D. 565). When St. Samson was elected bishop of the ancient see of Dol, near St. Malo, immediately he was seated on the throne, a white dove, “luminous and visible to all the congregation,” settled on his head, and remained there till the close of the service, unscared even by the noise and movement of the crowd.—Dom Lobineau, Lives of the Saints of Brittany.

St. Severus of Ravenna and the dove (A.D. 889). On the death of Apollinaris, the Christian community of Ravenna fasted three days, and then assembled in the church to select a successor. A dove, whiter than snow, perched on the head of Severus, and the assembly said at once that Severus was the elect of God. A few, however, shocked at his rags and tatters, drove him out of the church.

The same prodigy occurred the next day, and again the day following. Resistance was no longer possible, and Severus was consecrated to the high and holy office. (See A DOVE LIGHTING ON ST. FABIAN, p. 108.)—Les Petits Bollandistes (1880), vol. lii. p. 205.

A dove lights on the head of St. Yves (A.D. 1253–1303). On one occasion, when St. Yves was saying mass, a dove, all shining, lighted on his head, then flew to the high altar, and almost immediately disappeared.

Another example. Another day, as he was dining with a large number of the poor, a dove entered the room, fluttered round him, and then lighted on his head; nor would it fly away till St. Yves had given it his blessing.—Dom Lobineau, Lives of the Saints of Great Britain.

Mahomet’s dove. A dove was taught by Mahomet to pick seed placed in his ear. The bird would perch upon the prophet’s shoulder, and thrust its beak into his ear to find the seed; but Mahomet gave out that it was the Holy Ghost, in the form of a dove, come to impart to him the counsels of God.—Dr. Prideaux (1697), Life of Mahomet (see also Raleigh’s History of the World, bk. i. chap. i. 6).

St. Peter Celestine, pope (1231–1266), had also a dove that pecked his ear, and was supposed to be whispering to him the inspirations of heaven. In Christian art he is often drawn with a dove whispering in his ear.—Mgr Guérin, Vies des Saints, vol. vi. p. 20.

Dragons subjected or subdued.

MARK xvi. 17, 18. These signs shall follow them that believe . . . they shall take up serpents.

LUKE x. 19. Behold, I give you power to tread on serpents and scorpions.

PSALM xcl. 13. Thou shalt tread upon the lion and adder: the young lion and the dragon shalt thou trample under feet. Because he hath set his love upon Me, therefore will I deliver him.

ACRAE xxviii. 1–8. When Paul was shipwrecked, and cast on the island of Melita, the people showed him and his companions no little kindness. As it was wet and cold, Paul assisted in gathering sticks for a fire, when a viper, warmed by the heat, fastened on his hand. The barbarians instantly said among themselves, No doubt this man is a murderer, whom, though he hath escaped the sea, yet vengeance suffereth not to live. Paul shook the viper into the fire, and when the people saw he suffered no harm from the venomous beast, they changed their minds concerning him, and said, He is a god.

REV. xii. 7, 8. And there was war in heaven: Michael and his angels fought against the
dragons; and the dragon and his angels fought, but prevailed not.

Isa. xli. 8, 9. The sucking child shall play on the hole of the ass, and the weaned child shall put his hand on the cockatrice' den.

Isa. xlii. 21, 22. Wild beasts of the desert shall be there; and their houses shall be full of doleful creatures [locain]: and . . . satyrs shall dance there; and the wild beasts of the islands shall cry in their desolate houses, and dragons in their pleasant places.

Bel and the dragon. There was a great dragon which they of Babylon worshipped; and king Cyrus said to Daniel, "Wilt thou say that this is of brass? Lo! he liveth, he eateth, and drinketh. Thou canst not say that this dragon is no god, therefore worship him." Then said Daniel to the king, "I will worship the Lord my God, for He is the living God. But give me leave, O king, and I will slay this dragon without either sword or staff." The king said, "I give thee leave." Then Daniel took pitch, and fat, and hair, and did seethe them together, and made lumps thereof. This he put into the dragon's mouth, and so the dragon burst asunder. And Daniel said, "Lo! these be the gods you worship."—Apocrypha: Bel and the Dragon, 23-27.

A hippocentaur and satyr are seen by St. Anthony the hermit (A.D. 342). St. Jerome gives the following, not as a poetical fancy, but as a sober historical fact. Antony, thinking he was the only hermit in the world, was told in a vision that he was neither the only nor yet the oldest anchorite, for one was living older and better than he, whom it was his bounden duty to hunt up. He was ninety years old at the time, and knew neither the name nor the whereabouts of this hermit; but at break of day he took his staff, and began his journey, fully believing that God who sent the vision would also guide him in the right path. Scarcely had he started when he saw a hippocentaur (half a man and half a horse), and crossing himself he cried aloud, "Ho, there! where dwells this man of God that I am to find out?" The monster muttered, "How should I know anything of the barbarian?" yet he pointed out the road, and flew on as if he had wings. St. Jerome naively adds, no doubt it was the devil who assumed this guise to frighten the saint.

St. Antony was astonished but not alarmed, and walked on till he met a satyr, a creature partly human, but not wholly so. He was very diminutive in size, but strong; his nose was hooked, and horns grew out of his forehead, as in a goat. Antony was amazed, but the creature tried to win his confidence by offering him dates. Antony fell into conversation with his strange companion; and the creature told Antony he was what men call a satyr, and was sent by his fellows to meet Antony, to entreat his prayers, and learn from him something about the Saviour of the world. After a little further discourse the satyr set off running, and fled out of sight swifter than a stag.

So passed the first day of his journey. The second dawned, but still he knew not whither he was to go. On, still on he trudged, weary, heavily, till nightfall, when he fell to the earth in prayer, and continued so till break of day. He now saw a she-wolf, panting with thirst, creeping down the slope of a high mountain. He followed the creature with his eye, and saw it enter a cavern in the side of the mountain. Thither went Antony; and, coming to the place, found a deep cavern, dark and intricate. Wholly without fear he entered; and, having penetrated about half-way, saw a distant light. To make a long story short, here dwelt the hermit he was in search of; he was called Paul the Eremita. They met, saluted, and conversed. Next day Paul prayed his brother hermit to go and fetch St. Athanasius's cloak to wrap round him, and while he was gone on this errand, Paul died.

The life of St. Paul, the first hermit, by St. Jerome, has never been doubted, and is certainly authentic.

St. Bernard of Menthon subdues the dragon of the Alps (A.D. 928-1008). Richard de la Val d'Isère, the successor of St. Bernard of Menthon, often called the "Great," says he was himself eye-witness of the following miracle. St. Bernard left at the bottom of the Alps the bishop, clergy, and procession, which had followed him thither; and with nine pilgrims ascended the mountain, where was the brigand Proclus, called the "Giant," and worshipped as a god. St. Bernard and his companions came up to the giant, and saw hard by a huge dragon ready to devour them. Bernard made the sign of the cross, and then threw his stole over the monster's neck. The stole instantly changed itself into an iron chain, except the two ends held in the saint's hands. "C'est ainsi qu'un zèle accompagné de la prière et de la confiance en Dieu désarme
l'enfer.” The nine pilgrims killed the dragon, and the two ends of the stole are preserved in the treasury of the abbey of St. Maurice-en-Valais. It is from this event that St. Bernard, in Christian art, is represented holding in hand a chained devil. The body of this monster was buried in a cave near the monastery, and not long since a stone was disinterred bearing this inscription: “CI-GIT UN MAGICIEN, APPELÉ PROCUS, MINISTRE DU DÉMON.”

St. Caluppa of Auvergne puts to fight two dragons (A.D. 576). St. Caluppa constructed for himself an oratory in Auvergne, where one day two enormous dragons encountered him. The larger of the two lifted up its head with open mouth against the face of the saint, as if it was going to say something, but Caluppa, horror-struck, was unable to move hand or foot, and stood stupefied. So the two remained for several minutes; at length the saint recovered himself sufficiently to make the sign of the cross, on his face, and, speech returning, he said to the dragon, “Are not you the serpent who appeared to Eve in the garden of Eden? Arvant! the cross of Jesus Christ is your destruction.” Then the dragon slunk away, and hid itself in the earth. In the mean time the other and smaller beast rolled itself round the legs of the saint, but Caluppa, taking courage by his victory, said, “Off, Satan! Touch me not; I am the servant of Jesus Christ.” At these words this dragon also rolled away, and never afterwards was the saint annoyed by dragon or serpent.—St. Gregory of Tours, History, bk. v. ch. 9.

St. Domitian delivers Huy from a formidable dragon (A.D. 580). St. Domitian was bishop of Maestricht, and is noted for having delivered the inhabitants of Huy from a formidable dragon, which caused most frightful ravages. In Christian art, St. Domitian is represented with a dragon at his feet; and a yearly procession is still made to the fountain where the dragon was slain.

This looks extremely like an allegory. Domitian killed the dragon of idolatry, by baptising the people in the fountain.

St. Eutychus exterminates the serpents of Castoria (A.D. 540). The neighbourhood of Castoria was greatly infested with serpents; but Eutychus prayed that God would exterminate them, and they were all destroyed by lightning. “They are well dead,” said St. Florent, “but who shall remove them out of our sight?” “I will send a cloud of birds to devour them,” said the Lord. And it was so.—Gregory the Great, Dialogues, bk. iii. ch. 15.

St. Fronton commands a dragon to die (A.D. 74). St. Fronton of Lycaonia, quitting Beauvais, came to Soissons, and here he was informed of a hideous dragon which committed great havoc, and spread terror through all the neighbourhood. The Christians of Soissons implored him to kill the monster, so he proceeded at once to Nogelliac, the dragon’s haunt. As St. Fronton approached, the dragon retreated, evidently afraid. On went the saint fearlessly; the dragon stopped, raised its head, uttered an indescribable but frightful hissing noise, and its whole attitude spoke mischief. “In the name of Jesus Christ,” said St. Fronton, “I command you to die.” The words fell like a thunderbolt, and the monster died on the spot. The people of the country, amazed at the “miracle,” demanded to be baptized, and numbers were added daily to the Church.—Pergot, Life of St. Front (or Fronton).

This is manifestly an allegory. The dragon dies at the words (or preaching) of St. Fronton, and when the dragon is dead, the people are baptismed. No further hint is required.

St. George of Lydda kills a dragon (A.D. 280-308). St. George, the patron saint of England, is not George of Cappadocia, the Arian bishop of Alexandria, as Gibbon says, but St. George of Lydda, the son of wealthy parents, his father being in the imperial service. At the age of seventeen St. George entered the army of Diocletian, and was raised to the rank of military chiliarch or tribune of the imperial guards; but when Diocletian began his persecutions against the Christians, St. George sold all his goods to give in alms to the poor, liberated his slaves, and boldly rebuked the emperor for his cruelty. This drew upon him the anger of the emperor, and he was beheaded, April 23, A.D. 303. St. George is the patron saint of soldiers, and is honoured in the Greek Church as a “Great Martyr.” He was the first patron saint of Genoa. In the crusades, he was a great favourite with our own kings; in 1822, it was determined by the National Council, held at Oxford, to keep April 23 in his honour; and in 1880, when Edward III. instituted the Order of the Garter, St. George was selected as its patron and protector. Jean Darche, in her History of St. George, published in 1866, has devoted above a
hundred pages to the Story of the Dragon, and considered it an historical fact.

The tale of the dragon given in Percy's Reliques, III. iii. 2, is not told of St. George of Lydda, the patron saint of England, but of St. George of Coventry, called the son of lord Albert. This St. George was stolen in infancy by the "weird lady of the woods," who brought him up to deeds of arms. His body had three marks, viz.: a dragon on the breast, a garter round one of the legs, and a blood-red cross on the right arm. When St. George of Coventry grew to manhood, he fought against the Saracens. In Libya he heard of a huge dragon to which a damsel was daily given for food; and it so happened that when he arrived, the victim was Saba, the king's daughter. She was already tied to the stake when St. George came up. On came the dragon; but the knight, thrusting his lance into the monster's mouth, killed it on the spot. Saba, being brought to England, became the wife of her deliverer, and they lived happily in Coventry till death.

This tale is comparatively modern; certainly not earlier than the second half of the fourteenth century. George of Lydda died in A.D. 360, and was at death under twenty-three years of age.

Many, like Gibbon, insist that our patron saint is George of Cappadocia, who died A.D. 361, and certainly was no saint. His father was a fuller, and, according to St. Gregory of Nazianzen, the son distinguished himself, in early age, as a parasite of a mean type that he would sell himself for a cake. By these arts he obtained the contract for supplying bacon to the troops; but he fulfilled its terms so ill, that he with difficulty escaped being torn to pieces by the soldiers. He then fled to Alexandria, where he entered the public service, embraced Christianity, and finally became Arian bishop of that city. On taking possession of his see, he joined the hue and cry against the Trinitarians, but was obliged to flee for his life. Ultimately, the people rose up against him, dragged him out of the prison to which he had fled for refuge, paraded him through the streets on the back of a camel, and, after tearing him to pieces, burnt his remains.

It must be remembered, first, that this account is drawn up by his enemies the Trinitarians, who thought nothing too bad to say against the Arians, and would not admit any good at all in them. Secondly, the persecutors who tore George of Cappadocia to pieces were set on by the Trinitarians, who were determined to justify themselves by vilifying the Arians, whom they hated almost as a battle between Christ and Arians and Trinitarians. It would be flattery to call it diabolical; it was infinitely worse. Of course, Papæbroch and Heylyn deny that this Arian bishop is St. George of England. (See Acta Sanctorum and History of St. George.)

It is very difficult to get the story of the dragon to fit on the young soldier; and if the Arian bishop is fathered with it, the dragon must mean the Trinitarians; but in that case the dragon slew St. George, and not St. George the dragon. The legend of George and the dragon comes like a crusader's tale tacked on the life of the crusaders' patron and protector. The reason why St. George took so high a place with the crusaders is this: When the Christian army was before Antioch, his ghost came to their aid, and the success of the siege was always ascribed to this saint by Geoffrey of Bouillon. Hence the European choice of the young military martyr. This devotion was confirmed by the apparition of St. George to Richard Lionheart, assuring him of victory. In Christian art, St. George is represented on horseback tilting at a great dragon. Jean Darce, in his Vie de St. George (published 1596), has given above a hundred pages to prove that this dragon was a real animal, but Alban Butler, in his Lives of the Saints, says: "The dragon is only an emblematical figure of the devil, which St. George overcame by his faith and fortitude." If so, there is no special property in the emblem; for all the thousands and tens of thousands of saints did the same, or they were no saints at all. Indeed, a very large part of hagiology is only a repetition of this conflict, described by Sibylla as a battle between Christ and Apollon. If St. George is simply meant for an emblem of a young Christian, the dragon may be an emblem of the temptations with which he was beset; but if he was a young soldier, who died at the early age of twenty-three, it is no less than ridiculous to make him the typical hero of the Christian athlete fighting the first of such. Hundreds of saints, such as St. Antony, St. Francis, St. Martin, St. Hilarion, and so on, would have been immeasurably preferable for such a purpose.

St. Germanus of Scotland leads a dragon to a deep pit, and throws it in (fifth century). When St. Germanus of Scotland reached Dieppe, he there saw a dragon of prodigious size ravaging the whole country. It had just killed a child, and was the terror of the neighbourhood. The saint first restored the child to life, and then, going to the dragon's lair, a deep cavern, threw his handkerchief about its neck, led it quietly to a deep pit, and pushed it in. This miracle so amazed the people, that five hundred of them were converted and baptized. (See note to St. Paul, etc., p. 115)—Corbiet, Histoire de l'Aniane.

St. Hilarion commands the dragon Boa to walk into a fire, and be burnt to death. Dalmatia was troubled with a dragon called Boa, which destroyed all the country round about, devoured the oxen and other beasts, and killed the husbandmen and shepherds. St. Hilarion looked on the people with compassion, and bade them pile up a huge stack of wood. This being done, he commanded the dragon to go into the stack, which was then set fire to. The monster could not resist, and was therefore burnt to death in the sight of all the people.—St. Jerome, Vita St. Hilaris et Eremen (A.D. 390). See also Nicephorus Callistus (died 3850), Ecclesiastical History.

Probably this would be, in plain prose, St. Hilarion persuaded the people of Dalmatia to burn their national idol.
St. Honoratus, bishop of Arles, clears the isle of Lerins of serpents. The isle of Lerins in the fourth century was a mere desert, rendered inaccessible by the number of serpents which swarmed there. In 410 St. Honoratus landed on the island, and the serpents soon yielded to him. Hence, in Christian art, he is represented as expelling serpents from the isle with his pastoral staff.—St. Hilary, Life of Honoratus.

St. Hilary says, the desert soon blossomed like the rose, the isle became peopled with angels, and grew into the city of God and colony of Jesus Christ. St. Honoratus changed the whole face of the island, and made what was once a wilderness a verdant paradise, rich in verdure, enameled with flowers, filled with perfumes, and alive with a race of God-loving and God-fearing people.

St. Hilary, bishop of Poitiers, clears Gallinaria of serpents (A.D. 367). When St. Hilary set foot on Gallinaria, he found the island uninhabitable, from its great abundance of deadly serpents; but they all retired before the saint, fleeing as he chased them in the name of Jesus Christ. He then planted his stick in a certain spot of the island, and commanded them never again to pass that boundary, and they obeyed him.—Dom Constant, Vita Sancti Hilarii Pictaviensis, etc.

No doubt this is an allegory; the serpents being the aborigines of the island, who were confined to certain fixed limits.

St. Ilerius destroys the dragon of the Turn (seventh century). St. Emnias, daughter of Clotaire II., king of France, being cured of leprosy by the waters of the Fontaine de Burle, constructed a monastery in the vicinity; but the devil, indignant at this new asylum for innocence and virtue, assumed the form of a dragon, and every Saturday night kicked down what had been constructed during the week. The princess told her grief to St. Ilerius, bishop of Mende, who promised his assistance. A few days afterwards the infernal dragon, more furious than ever, ran against the new building and utterly destroyed it; so the bishop went without further delay to encounter the demon. On his way he picked up two sticks, which he tied together in the form of a cross, and immediately the dragon saw this instrument of man’s redemption, it retreated to a deep gorge and was never seen again.—Proprè du Diocese de Mende (1819).

There can be little doubt that the above is an allegory. The dragon is the spirit of opposition in the men of the neighbourhood, who kicked down the walls of the monastery as fast as they were built up. At length the bishop of Mende interfered, and by the influence of the doctrine of the cross allayed this spirit of opposition, so that the work was no longer interrupted.

St. Lisard kills a huge dragon without touching it (sixth century). St. Lisard lived the life of a recluse in the ruins of an old chateau near the town of Meubran sur la Loire, a few miles from Orleans. Here was a dreadful dragon greatly feared by the inhabitants, but St. Lisard at once destroyed it. Urbitus had followed him to this retreat, and the saint told him to go and plant a stick near the mouth of the dragon’s lair. Urbitus was greatly afraid, but nevertheless went, in obedience to his master, and stuck the stick in the ground where the monster could not help seeing it. Scarcely had he left the spot when the dragon came from his lair, attacked the stick, and, trying to pull it down, it snapped in pieces, wounding the dragon so severely that it bled to death. The demons which had made their abode in the dragon, and used it as their instrument of mischief, fled with hideous howls, crying aloud, as they flew into the air, “Lisard! Lisard!” The inhabitants of the neighbourhood heard the cries, knew that they were delivered from the monster, and thanked the saint with tears of gratitude.—Acta Sanctorum (Bollandists), June 8.

St. Marcel banishes from Paris a vampire dragon (A.D. 386). There was in Paris a dame of high rank who had lived a very abandoned life, and died in her sins. Being a Christian and not excommunicated, she was buried in consecrated ground; but the same night that she was interred, a dragon of monstrous figure and size came from a desert to Paris, hollowed out a great hole for its retreat, and began to feed on the dead body. It did not devour the whole at once, but returned to the hateful banquet over and over again. As the breath of the monster infected the air, those dwelling near the churchyard were so greatly alarmed that they left their houses; and the saint was petitioned to come to the rescue. St. Marcel, armed with arrows and spears, went to the churchyard; and when the dragon drew nigh knocked it on the head three times with his cross; then, throwing his cloak round the creature’s neck, he led it four miles beyond the city gates, and said to it, “Either promise hereafter never to quit this wood, or I will cast you at once into the sea.” The dragon made the required promise, and was never after seen in Paris or its neighbourhood.—Gregory of Tours.

This is without doubt an allegory. The dragon was aroused by burying a notorious evil-liver in consecrated
ground, because she was of high rank. It was subdued by three blows of the cross, and commanded never again to enter Paris. Any one can apply the allegory and fill it up.

*Martha, the sister of Lazarus, subdues the dragon of Tarascon (A.D. 84).* Mgr. Guérin tells us that, after the Ascension, the Jews laid hands on Martha, the sister of Lazarus, and sent her adrift in a boat without sails, rudder, oars, or provisions; and that the boat carried her to Marseilles, where she landed, and introduced the gospel. About the same time a horrible dragon, half beast and half fish, caused dreadful havoc, for it used to hide under the waters of the Rhone, and upset the vessels, in order to prey upon the passengers and sailors. Sometimes it made incursions into the neighboring forests, and devoured every one it encountered. The inhabitants being told about Martha represented their case to her, and Martha went at once into the forest indicated and saw the dragon eating a man. She made the sign of the cross (!!), she sprinkled holy water on the beast (!!!), and the dragon became so submissive, that Martha led it like a lamb with her girdle, and gave it to the people, who forthwith killed it with lances and stones. "On dit que le nom de Tarascon" was given to the place, "à cause de ce dragon, parce que Tarasque, en provençal, signifie une chose horrible."—Les Petits Bollandistes, vol. ix. p. 96.

According to Greek mythology the place received its name from Tarsus, son of Neptune. As the river Rhone might be called "the son of the sea," there is just as much likelihood in this derivation as in the other, and no more. Holy water was unknown till A.D. 885, and the sign of the cross was probably not used in the first centuries as a curative symbol. However, it was so used in the fourth century to his own personal knowledge.

*St. Patrick expels the serpents from Ireland* (fifth century). St. Patrick drove all the serpents out of Ireland; and hence he is represented in Christian art with a serpent coiled round a pastoral staff.

This probably was only an allegorical way of expressing his triumph over paganism; subsequently interpreted more literally.

*Ireland exempt from venomous reptiles.* It is said that Ireland is exempt from serpents and other venomous reptiles, because of St. Patrick's staff, called "The Staff of Jesus," given by St. Patrick, and kept with great veneration in Dublin.—Ralph Higden (1360), Polychronicon (published by Gale).

The island of Malta is said to derive a like privilege from St. Paul, who was there bitten by a viper (Acts xxviii. 1-6).

*St. Patrick overcomes a cunning old serpent.* There is a current legend that when St. Patrick ordered the serpents of Ireland into the sea, one of the older reptiles refused to obey; but the saint overmastered it by stratagem. He made a box, and invited the serpent to enter in, pretending it would be a nice place for it to sleep in. The serpent said the box was too small, but St. Patrick maintained it was quite large enough. So high at length the contest rose, that the serpent got into the box to prove it was too small; whereupon St. Patrick clapped down the lid, and threw the box into the sea.

This story is only given as a legend, but it is marvelously like a story in the Arabian Nights' Entertainments. A fisherman, we are told, drew up in his net a box, and on opening it, an evil genius stepped forth, threatening the fisherman with death. Said the fisherman to the genius, "Where did you come from?" "Where did I come from?" said the genius; "why, out of that box, to be sure! where else should I come from?" "Nonsense," replied the fisherman; "you cannot command me, old fellow. You don't mean to tell me you came out of that box." "Yes, I did," rejoined the genius. "No, you didn't," protested the fisherman; and exclaimed the genius, waxing in a rage. "I say you couldn't," retorted the fisher: "it is too small to hold half of you." "But I say I did," said the genius; and, to prove his point, he turned himself into smoke, and, entering the box, said to the man, "Who now is right, you or I?" but the moment the genius was fairly in, the fisherman slammed down the lid, and threw the box back into the sea. —*The Fisherman.*

*St. Paul, bishop of Leon, commands a dragon to precipitate itself into the sea* (A.D. 492-573). While St. Paul was at Witur, the count asked him to free the island of a terrible dragon which committed great ravages, and devoured human beings. The saint undertook the adventure, and passed the night in prayer with the priests of the island. Then, after celebrating mass, arrayed in his episcopal robes, he went to the dragon's cave, and commanded the beast to come forth. The dragon obeyed, and Paul, placing his stole about its neck, led it to the coast on the north side of the island, and commanded the beast to precipitate itself at once into the sea. This did it, and in testimony thereof the place is called "The Dragon's Abyss" to this day, and the sea there always makes a terrible roaring noise like the howl of an angry dragon in agony. In reward of this great service, the count gave Paul his palace and its dependencies for a monastery; and there the saint lived with twelve priests and several laymen, who renounced the world and lived to God. —Mgr. Guérin (chamberlain of pope Leo XIII.), Vies des Saints, vol. iii. p. 589.

M. de Frémontville thinks this dragon was a crocodile or monstrous serpent. Dom Lobineau fancies the dragon means paganism, which the saint extirpated. But neither...
of these suggestions will wholly satisfy the particulars of the legend, although the latter is far more likely than the former. The human beings devoured by the dragon would be men and woman sacrificed to idols. (See Dr. Germaine, p. 118.)

St. Pacomius trod on serpents and dragons without injury (A.D. 292-348). St. Pacomius was able to tread on serpents without injury; to crush scorpions under his feet; and when he visited the monasteries along the Nile, crocodiles took him on their backs across the river. Though he lived to the age of fifty-six years, he scarcely ever ate anything, and never went to bed; the only sleep he allowed himself was taken sitting on a stone. In Christian art St. Pacomius is represented as being carried across the Nile on the back of a crocodile.—His life, by a monk of Tabenna, his disciple.

In 1889 the Mofhi, or False Prophet of the Soudan, who made war on the series of the Khabbe, was said to have been carried across the Nile on a crocodile’s back.

St. Pavaclius rides Cenomania of a monstrous dragon (époque unknown). A dragon of portentious size and prodigiously fierce appeared in Cenomania, and spread such terror in the neighbourhood, that the inhabitants fled, and sought safety in distant lands. This monster spared neither man nor beast, and its very breath was pestilential. The terror increased more and more every day, and none, not even the bravest of the brave, durst encounter it, or even show himself abroad. St. Pavaclius resolved to rid the country of this plague; so, going to the dragon’s lair, he terrified the beast by the sign of the cross, and entangled it in the folds of his garment; then he called together those who had followed him, but had hitherto remained far off, from fear. When they came up the look of the dragon curdled their blood; but the saint bade them take courage, and come forward to witness what would follow. He then knelt in prayer, the earth opened, and the dragon, falling into the chasm, never again made its appearance in Cenomania.—L’abbé Blin, Vie des Saints du Diocese de Sees.

The apostle Philip kills the dragon of Hierapolis. In Hierapolis, a city of Phrygia, was a temple in which was a terrible dragon. It was a natural living creature into which the devil had entered, as he entered into the serpent in paradise. The people used to adore this reptile, and offer sacrifice to it as to a god. It was, however, the death of many innocent people, for when malefactors failed, innocent people were given it by lots for food. St. Philip, moved to indignation at this cruel idolatry, went up to the venomous beast, prayed to God, and the creature dropped down dead. A great crowd witnessed the miracle, and all rejoiced that the city was freed from the dreaded monster.—Simeon Metaphrastes, Lives, etc.

St. Romanus destroys a horrible dragon (A.D. 639). What renders the name of St. Romanus especially memorable in all France, is his victory at Rouen over a horrible dragon, of a shape and size hitherto unknown. It was a man-eater, and also devoured much cattle, causing sad desolation. Romanus resolved to attack this monster in his lair; but as no one would assist him in such a dangerous enterprise, he took with him, as assistant, a murderer condemned to death, and a thief. The thief, being panic-struck, ran away; but the murderer proved true steel. Romanus went to the dragon’s den, and, making the sign of the cross, walked in, and threw a net over the beast’s neck. The murderer, then taking the net in his two hands, dragged the monster through the town into the market-place, where was a huge bonfire. Into this bonfire he led the beast, there was it burnt to death, and then thrown into the Seine. All the people thanked the saint for delivering them from this pest, the murderer was set at liberty, and Romanus appointed a day of public thanksgivings.—Propre de Rouen.

St. Sampson of Wales destroys a dragon of Brittany (A.D. 480–506). St. Sampson delivered a village in Brittany of a very venomous dragon which had taken up its abode in a great cave. Near the spot he afterwards built a monastery, which he called Dole. His biographer tells us he had seen a cross sculptured on a very hard stone by the saint. In Christian art, St. Sampson of Wales is represented chasing a dragon.—Lobineau, Lives of the Saints of Brittany.

St. Simon and St. Jude make serpents obey their word. When the apostles Simon and Jude were at Babylon, the royal enchanters, Zaroos and Arphazar, who had been driven by St. Matthew out of India, caused serpents to appear while they stood before the king. Their intention was to terrify the apostles, but the men of God commanded the serpents to fall on the enchanters. This they did, putting them to great torment. Zaroos and Arphazar, being thus shamed in the sight of the king, fled from Babylon,
as they had done from India.—Edward Kinesman (1623), Lives of the Saints, p. 882.

A boa-constrictor submissive to St. Thecla Haimant. The Abyssinians believe in saints and miracles. Their calendar, in fact, is crammed full of saints; and the days of the year by no means suffice to honour them all. Among their saints are Balaam and his ass, Pontius Pilate and his wife, and many local celebrities who have from time to time astounded the Abyssinians with their miracles, particularly Thecla Haimant, who converted the devil, and induced him to become a monk. The devil continued a monk for forty days, but what then became of him we are not told. Thecla, wishing to ascend a steep mountain with almost perpendicular sides, like the Guim, prayed for help, when a boa-constrictor took him on its back, and set him down safely on the summit.—Dufton, Journey through Abyssinia.

St. Theodorus of Heraclea slays a dragon (A.D. 319). St. Theodorus, general of the forces of Licinius, encountered a furious dragon in Thrace. This dragon lived in a cave, and used to issue forth every morning and devour any one it could find. Theodorus resolved to encounter the beast, trusting to the name of Jesus Christ and the power of the cross. Accordingly, he went boldly to the cave, and confronting the monster in the name of God, bade it come out from its lair. When the beast came forth, St. Theodorus pierced it with his sword, and laid it dead at his horse's feet. Many Thracians by this act were converted to the faith of Christ crucified. In Christian art, St. Theodorus of Heraclea is represented on horseback with a dragon at his feet, like St. George.—Augard, Life of St. Theodorus of Heraclea. (See also Surius, vol. i.)

A dragon threatens to devour a recalcitrant monk (fifth century). A monk of Mount Cassino demanded of St. Benedict permission to leave the society, that he might return and live in the world. The abbot refused for a long time this sinful demand, but as the monk persisted, and was determined to have his own way, he lived so scandalously in the monastery he was of necessity turned out. Scarcely had he passed the abbey gates when he saw a huge dragon with open mouth waiting to devour him. The monk in terror shrieked for help. The brothers, running out, declared they saw nothing; but the monk, trembling and shrieking, requested them to take him back. They took him into the monastery, soothed him, and he ever after remained a consistent brother, most grateful to the abbot who had opened his eyes to see the dragon.—St. Gregory the Great, Dialogues, bk. ii.

No doubt many tales about dragons are allegorical, and probably "figures of speech" would go far to reduce the number of "miracles" ascribed to the saints. Many a wonder known in an allegory and saddled in being received literally. Thus Msgr. Godin, by no means chary of the miraculous gifts of saints, says of St. Rie: "Il est censé avoir tué un dragon, image des efforts qu'il dut faire le christianisme pour déblayer le sol de la Bretagne de toutes les superstitions druidiques." (Vies des Saints, vol. ii, p. 480) and in his life of St. Anastasia (vol. v, p. 85) he uses language which, taken literally, would make 19th century a dragon-slayer: "Anastasia, ayant vu le monstre de l'erreur lever sa tête funeste, se hâta de lui porter un coup mortel; il fit tâche des affreux de l'erreur." All that is meant by this grandiloquence is that Anastasia opposed effectually the heresy of Oregen.

Dreams, Warning and Prophetic.

Gen. xii. 17-46 (Pharaoh warned of famine). Pharaoh dreamed that he was standing on the banks of the Nile, and suddenly there appeared before him seven kine, which seemed to come out of the river. They were fat fleshed and well favoured, and went to feed in Egypt. Afterwards came forth seven lean kine, as ill favoured as possible; and these lean beasts, falling foul of the fat ones, devoured them, yet remained as lean as they were before. That was the dream. Joseph, being asked the meaning of it, told the king it was an intimation from God that there would be in Egypt seven years of plenty, followed by seven years of famine. He told Pharaoh, therefore, to husband the corn of the seven years of plenty, to tide over those of scarcity. Pharaoh took the hint, and appointed Joseph to carry out the suggestion.

Gen. x. 1-19 (Pharaoh's butler and baker). Pharaoh's chief butler and baker having offended the king were committed to prison, and had each of them a dream, which they told to Joseph their fellow-prisoner. The chief butler dreamt he saw a vine with three branches full of fruit of a most luxuriant kind. Plucking off some of the rich clusters, he squeezed them into the royal tankard, and handed it to the king. Such was the dream, which Joseph interpreted thus:—The three branches are three days, and as the king took the cup, it signifies that within three days he will restore the royal butler to his office again. The chief baker now told what he had dreamed. He thought he was carrying on his his three baskets full of cakes for the king's table; but the birds came down on them devoured the contents of the uppermost basket. Joseph said this was an illomened dream, and that it foreboded the baker's death. "Within three days," said Joseph, "the king will hang you on a tree, and leave your dead body to the birds of prey." Both these interpretations proved true; the butler was restored to his office within the stated time, and the baker was hanged, as Joseph had said. Dan. ii. 31-45 (Nebuchadnezzar's dream).
Nebuchadnezzar, in the second year of his reign, dreamed that he saw a great image, brilliant to look at, but of terrible aspect. The head was of gold, the legs of iron, the feet of clay, the arms and breast of silver, and the rest of brass. A stone, cut without hands from a quarry, fell on the image, and broke it to pieces, and the fragments were blown away by a strong wind, so that no part of the image remained. The stone, on the other hand, grew and grew, till it first became a mountain, and then filled the whole earth. Such was the dream, which Daniel pronounced to be an historical allegory. "The image," he said, "represents different kingdoms. Chaldea is the golden head; the silver arms and breast represent the empire of the Medes and Persians; the brass part of the image represents the kingdom of Macedonia; the iron legs the Roman empire; and the feet, with ten toes, all of clay, are the ten parts into which the Roman empire, at its fall, will be subdivided: viz. (1) The Hungarian, (2) the Ostrogoths, (3) the Visigoths, (4) the Sueves and Alamains, (5) the Vandals in Africa, (6) the Franks, (7) the Burgundians, (8) the Heruli, (9) the Angles in England, and (10) the inhabitants of Britain." Not for the stone which broke in pieces the image. It was cut without hands out of a mountain. The prophet tells us this stone allegorized the "kingdom of Christ." It was no part of the image of earth's monarchies, but wholly independent. No hand of man cut it out, but it came from itself of the mount of God; and grew and grew in power and extent, till it filled the whole earth.

This certainly is a most marvellous allegory. Said to have been made some six hundred years before the birth of Christ. Philip I. was king of Macedonia at the time, and the empire lasted four hundred and fifty years afterwards. Rome was almost unknown; it was just struggling into toto under such kings. As for the ten kingdoms of clay, they were far remote, only looming, like the kingdom of the Messiah, in the dim obscurity of future history. Porphyry maintains that St. Jerome admits that this marvellous vision was post-historic, written in the days of Antichus Epiphanes: "Contra prophetam Danielem dixit propheta: , ..." (Epiphanes, 89). It seems that Jesus died B.C. 164, and, of course, by that time most of the "prophecy" was history. As for the "stone cut out of the mountains without hands," it must be borne in mind that the kingdom of the Messiah was a general belief among the Jews, and a similar belief has existed in many nations, as Germany, England, Scandinavia, France, etc., etc.,

GEN. xx. 2-18 (Abimelek's dream). When Abraham went to Egypt, he told his wife to say she was his sister, otherwise he might be slain in order that some Egyptian might marry her. Abimelek, king of Gerar, bearing that she was the sister of Abraham, sent for her, intended to make her his wife; but was warned in a dream not to do so, as the lady, though half-sister, was also the wife of Abraham. Abimelek now sent for Abraham, and reproved him for his equivocation; but gave him a royal present of sheep and oxen, menservants and maidservants, together with a thousand pieces of silver, and said to him, My land is before thee, dwell here it please thee.

GEN. xxxvii. 5-10 (Joseph's dream). Joseph dreamt that he and his brothers were in a field binding sheaves and that his own sheaf arose and stood upright; while his brothers' sheaves, which were round about, bowed to his sheaf, and made obeisance. When Joseph told his brothers of his dream, they were very indignant, and cried in scorn, What! are you to reign over us? are you, the younger to have dominion over us, who are your elders? And they hated him for his dream. Not long after he had another dream, which he told his brothers, saying, I dreamt that the sun, moon, and stars made obeisance to me. Two of his brothers now reported what Joseph had told them to their father; and Jacob rebuked the last, saying, Shall I and your mother, with all your brothers, bow down to you as our superior? But the time came when they did so, for Joseph rose to be viceroy of Egypt, and Jacob, with all his house, removed to Egypt, and gladly submitted to the rule of Pharaoh's favourite.

Matt. ii. 13-22 (the dreams of Joseph, husband of the Virgin Mary). Joseph had three dreams: one bidding him to flee from Judea with his wife and child, because Herod the king was seeking to take the life of the young child of the promise in Egypt, telling him that Herod was dead, and therefore he might return to his own country; and the third, which bade him not to take up his abode in Judea, but in Galilee.

There are several other warning or prophetic dreams in the Bible; but these will suffice for the present purpose.

Dreams, among the Greeks, supposed to be sent by the gods. There were three words for dreams among the ancient Greeks: Chriomatismos, Horama, and Onitos. In the first of these the gods themselves, or some departed spirit, or some living being, came and conversed with men in their sleep. In the second, the sleeper saw the event about to occur performed before his sleeping eyes. In the third he saw a type, figure, or allegory of what was about to come to pass.

Agamemnon (Ilia, ii.) dreamed that Nestor came to him and bade him give the Trojans battle, on the assurance of success. Findar dreamed that Proserpine appeared to him, and complained that, though he had written hymns to the other deities, he had written none in her honour (Pausanias). These are examples of the Chriomatismos (a business matter, from Chriema, a matter of business). Of this nature were the dreams of Joseph mentioned by St. Matthew (ii. 13-22), in which angels appeared to him, and told him directly what he was to do or to avoid doing.

Of the second sort, Horama (a vision, from horio, to see), was the dream of Alexander the Great (Valerius Maximus, i. 7), when he dreamed that he was murdered by Cassander. So was that of Crecus, king of Lydia, when he dreamed
that his son Atys would be slain by a spear (Herodotus, i. 34); and that of Penelope concerning her son Telemachus, when searching for his father (Odys. iv. 888).

The third sort was the Oniros, or dream-riddle (from Oniros, the god of dreams). These were typical dreams, allegories, and figures. Such was Hecuba’s dream, that the child about to be born was a fire-brand. Of this nature were Pharaoh’s dreams about the fat and lean kine; Joseph’s dream about the bowing wheat-sheaves, and the sun, moon, and stars; the dreams of Pharaoh’s butler and baker, which Joseph interpreted; the dreams of Nebuchadnezzar, etc.

The god of dreams, in Greek mythology, had three attendants, named Morphens, Phobetor, Phantasos. The first counterfeited human forms; the second, the likeness of brutes; and the last, the forms of inanimate objects.

There were, among the Greeks, professional interpreters of dreams and a large dream-literature. Geminus Pyrus wrote three books on the subject; Artemon the Milesian, twenty-two books. There were also the dream-books of Achinos son of Scyrimos, Alexander the Mydian, Antipho of Athens, Artemidorus, Astrampech, Demetrios the Phalerian, Niceforos, Nicostratos the Ephesian, Panayias of Halicarnassos, Philo Judaeus, Phebos of Antioch, and many more.

Bruno (Leo IX.), by a dream, is shown the ill condition of the Church, and its reform (A.D. 1002-1054). One day Bruno, bishop of Toul, saw in his dream a deformed old woman, who haunted him with great persistency, and treated him with great familiarity. She was hideously ugly, clothed in filthy rags, her hair dishevelled, and altogether one could scarcely recognize in her the human form. Disgusted with her general appearance, the bishop tried to avoid her; but the more he shrank from her, the more she clung to him. Annoyed by this importunity, Bruno made the sign of the cross; whereupon she fell to the earth as dead, and rose up again lovely as an angel. While pondering on the meaning of this vision, the abbot Odilo, lately dead, came before him, and said, “Happy man, you have delivered her soul from death.” Wibert, the biographer of our saint, and his contemporary, informs us that the old woman represented the Church, which at the time was in a most deplorable state, but Bruno in his pontificate was employed by God to restore it to its original beauty.—Wibert, Life of St. Leo IX., bk. i. chap. 1.

This was the time of the schism, when there were three concurrent popes: Benedict IX., Sylvester III., and Gregory VI.

Bruno (Leo IX.), bishop of Toul, has a dream which symbolized to him his elevation to the popedom (A.D. 1002-1054). One night Bruno, bishop of Toul, dreamt he was transported to the cathedral of Worms, where were assembled a host of persons clothed in white raiments. Bruno asked one of them who they were, and was told, “These are the saints who lived and died in the service of St. Peter.” Scarcely had the words been uttered, when the apostle Peter, and Stephen the first martyr, led him to the altar, while the heavenly visitants sang “an ineffable melody.” Bruno was ordered to administer the communion to all the assembly. This being done, St. Peter presented him with five gold chalices, “trois à un autre qui le suivait, et un seul à un troisième.” He now awoke, and found he had been elected pope in the cathedral of Worms.

—L’abbé Guillaume, Histoire de l’Eglise de Toul.

Constantine assured in a dream of the innocence of three men condemned. Three officers, named Nepotian, Ursus, and Herpilion, being falsely accused to Constantine, were condemned to death. At night, St. Nicholas appeared to the emperor and his judge Ablavius, and said to them, “Those three men are innocent; and, unless they are released in the morning, war shall desolate the land, and thou and all thine shall perish by the sword.” So saying, he vanished. When the emperor and judge met next morning, they conferred together of the vision, and caused the three officers to be brought before them. “Tell me,” said the emperor, “have any of you three any skill in necromancy?” They answered, “No.” The emperor then rehearsed to them the vision; and the three officers, kneeling down, kissed the ground, and yielded hearty thanks to God for their deliverance. The emperor then sent them to St. Nicholas with a present, consisting of the four Gospels in letters of gold, and a goldthurible; and charged them with this message, “The emperor begs St. Nicholas not to threaten him, but to pray for him.”—Metaphrastes, Lives, etc.

Sennadius’s dream to prove that man has two natures. The dream of Sennadius
DREAMS: THEIR RATIONALE.

was to prove that man consists of a material body and a something independent thereof, generally called a soul. The dream is told by St. Augustine to his friend Evadius, and is as follows:—

Sennadius was a physician, who disbelieved the duality of man's nature, and consequently a future life; but one night, in a dream, an angel appeared to him, and bade him follow. The angel took him to the confines of a city, where he was ravished with celestial music, which, the angel told him, proceeded from the voices of spirits made perfect. Sennadius thought no more about the dream, but some time afterwards the angel appeared to him again, recalled to his memory the former visit, and then asked him if the vision had occurred while he was awake or during sleep. Sennadius replied, "During sleep." "Just so," said the angel; "what you saw and heard was not by your bodily senses then, for your eyes and ears were closed in sleep." "True," said the physician. "Then," continued the angel, "with what eyes did you see, and with what ears did you hear?" Sennadius could not answer this question; and the angel said, "It must be evident, if you see when your bodily eyes are shut, and hear when your bodily ears are closed in sleep, that you must have other eyes and ears besides those of your material body. When, therefore, your body sleeps, that other something may be awake; and when your body dies, that other something may live on. Yes, Sennadius, there is indeed a something in man which sleep cannot lull into oblivion, and death can never touch. Think of these things."—St. Augustine, Epistles, 159.

This argument is in a measure plausible, but would scarcely touch the difficulty which modern Sennadines feel. The eye does not see, nor does the ear hear. They are the mere telegraphs of the brain, which convey messages thereto; but the brain can both see and hear without this machinery; and although the eyes and ears often inform the brain, the brain not unfrequently informs the eyes and ears. Thus Macbeth saw a dagger, the creation of his brain, and we often hear sounds which proceed from within, not from without. This does not prove the existence of a second self, independent of the body, but only that the brain can act without its organs of sense. To a sceptic, the tale would be an argument to prove the contrary of the duality of man.

An attempt explains prophetic dreams. That success of periods, called "time," is a part of mortality. With God there is no past or future, but all is known, all is visibly present. The history of man may be compared to a drama or vast panorama. The spectator sees each scene and act gradually and successively developed, but God knows the whole drama, even before it is put on the stage of the present, when the body is closed. To the spectator, who sees piece by piece, what he has seen or heard is past, what he now sees and hears is present, what he is about to see and hear is future; but to one who knows the whole drama or panorama there is no such
body to St. Michael's church, buried it.
Ten years afterwards it was removed to
Cracow, and interred in the castle church
with great solemnity (A.D. 1079).—
Ribadeneira (died 1611), Flower of the
Lives of Saints.

A child cut up and fried or roasted re-
stored by St. Vincent Ferrer (A.D. 1357-
1419). One of the most astounding
miracles on record is that of St. Vincent
Ferrer, who restored a child which its
mother, in a fit of madness, had cut up
into small pieces and roasted or fried.
The father of the child lodged St. Vincent
in his missionary visit; and one day,
after attending the saint's sermon, re-
turned home and saw this horrible sight.
He was almost beside himself, but St.
Vincent comforted him, by the assurance
that God had suffered this frightful
tragedy for His own glorification. Then,
placing the pieces together, they united,
and by the sign of the cross the body
thus restored recovered life, and he
handed the living child to its father.
Father Ranzano, who relates this as a fact,
adds, "so singular a prodigy is scarcely
paralleled in Church history." The scene
of this "miracle" is laid in Gascony.

Ranzano (Life of St. Ferrer, Acta Sanctorum,
April 5, vol. I.) gives this marvelous tale as the eight
hundred and sixteth miracle brought forward at the
canonization of the saint. It is recorded, "da la quatrié-
tème antienne de Lanzede l'office de St. Vincent Ferrer dans
la Eglise Dominicalne." Mgr. Grévin (1880), chamble-
lein of pope Leo XIII., repeats it as an undoubted fact
in his Histoire des Saints, vol. iv. p. 293. There is not an
incident in Church history better attested, and its constant
repetition shows it to have been a favourite "miracle."

The cooked pullets of the alacayè of La
Calzada restored to life. Some pilgrims,
on their road to Compostella, stopped at
a hospice in La Calzada. The daughter
of the innkeeper solicited a young French-
man to pass the night with her, but he
refused; so she put in his wallet a silver
cup, and, when he was on the road,
accused him to the alacayè of theft. As
the property was found in his possession,
the alacayè ordered him to be hung. His
parents continued their pilgrimage, and,
after eight days, returned to La Calzada,
when, to their amazement, they found
their son still alive. The mother went
instantly to inform the alacayè, but he
replied, "Woman, you are mad! I would
as soon believe these pullets which I
am about to eat are alive, as that a
man who has been gibbeted for eight
days is not dead." No sooner had he
spoken, than the two pullets on the dish
before him actually rose up alive. The
alacayè was terribly frightened, and was
about to rush out of doors, when he was
met by the heads and feathers of the two
pulleys scampering in to complete the
reanunciation. The cock and hen thus
restored to life were taken in grand pro-
cession to St. James's church of Com-
postella, where they survived for seven
years, in which time the hen hatched
only two eggs, a cock and a hen. These
in turn lived also seven years, and did
the same. This has continued unint-
erruptedly to this day, and pilgrims to Com-
postella receive feathers from these birds
as holy relics; but no matter how many
feathers are thus disposed of, the full
plumage of the birds is never deficient.

This legend is seriously related by bishop Patrick, Paradis
of the Pilgrims, xxi. 290-294. Udal ap Rhys repeats it
in his Tour through Spain and Portugal, 38-38. It is
inserted by the Bollandists in the Acta Sanctorum, vol. vi.
p. 46, and by Pope Clement xi. mentions it among his
medallions of Santiago. Mgr. Guérin (1880) says, "Cette histoire a
été racontée par un grand nombre d'auteurs. Les peintes
verriers du moyen âge l'ont souvent reproduite. Le
frappe des médailles consacrées à l'Alacayè. Une de
ces médailles a été retrouvée, de nos jours, dans la
Seine, Paris" (vol. v. p. 504).

The subjoined is the Latin version:—"Gallus expilat et
gallina, et in ecclesiis transmoverat magnum solemnitatem.
Quae ibi clause res admirabiles et Dei potentiam testimonias
observaverint, ubi septem cucurrit; hunc suum terminum
Deus illis instituit; et in fine septemini antiquam mortan
puliam relinquuit et pullam suus coloris et manu
secutus; et hoc fit in ecclesia qualibet septemnio. Magno
 numero admirations est, quod omnes per hanc urbem
transvectae perspexerint, qui sunt innumerabilia, galli
buius et gallina plumam expilat, et nuncupam illis pluma defi
Christianus, RAE ERO TESUR, propterea VIDI et interfiur."—
Lucius Marinus Sculcius, Acta Sanctorum Scrip
ores, lib. ii. 505.

St. Dominic of Calzada (1109) is represented in Christian
art with a cock and hen, which he holds in one hand, and
a "corde de pendu" in the other. Of course, the
allusion is to this most extraordinary "histoire," as the
pope's chamberlain calls it.)

St. Aldebrand makes a roast partridge fly away (twelfth century). St. Alde-
brand, bishop of Fossombrone, abstained from meat all his life. Being greatly
reduced, and in failing health, a roast partridge was brought him for dinner.
Without saying a word to those who brought it, the saint blessed the bird,
and bade it fly away. So it flew from the dish through the window, and joined
its companions in the open air.—Acta Sanctorum (Bollandists), May 1, p. 162.

Andrew of Segni restores to life some
cooked birds (A.D. 1300). Andrew of
Segni was extremely compassionate and
kind-hearted. One day, being ill, some
roast birds, killed in a chase [à la chasse],
were brought for him to eat. "Poor
birds," said Andrew, "how I pity you,
who have been deprived of your life, in
order to give me pleasure!" Then, mak-
ing the sign of the cross over them, "les
oiseaux commencèrent à s'agiter, batirent
des ailes, et s'envolèrent."—Breviare
A dumb child found in an oven (A.D. 1463). At Toulouse, a child, out of fear of its mother, concealed itself in an oven, and the woman, not knowing it, filled the oven with fagots, and set fire to them in order to heat it. The child was asleep, but the flames woke it, and it screamed dreadfully. The woman, in her terror, ran to tell her neighbours; but St. Didacus passing by, no sooner heard the woman’s tale, than he went into the flaming oven, and carried the child in triumph to the church, where the canons in their surplices received it, and took it to the lady’s chapel, chanting and offering up thanks.

—R. P. Cahier, Caractéristiques des Saints.

Dumb made to Speak. (See also under Devils.)

MARK VII. 32-35. When Jesus was in Decapolis, the people brought to Him a man deaf,
who had also an impediment in his speech, and besought Him to cure him. Jesus took him aside, put His fingers into his ears, and He spit and touched his tongue, saying, Ephphatha [be opened]; and straightway his ears were opened, and the string of his tongue was loosed, and he spake plainly.

Mark ix. 17-27. One of the multitude said, Master, I have brought my son which hath a dumb spirit; and wheresoe'er he taketh him, he teareth him: and he foameth, and gnasheth his teeth, and he purcheth away. When brought to Jesus, the spirit tare the young man, and he fell to the ground, and waxed foaming. Then Jesus rebuked the foul spirit, saying to it, Thou dumb and deaf spirit, I charge thee to come out of him, and enter no more into him. And the spirit came out of him; and the young man was as one dead, insomuch that many said, He is dead. But Jesus took him by the hand, and lifted him up; and he arose.

Matt. ix. 32, 33. They brought unto Jesus a dumb man possessed with a devil; and when the devil was cast out, the dumb spake.

St. Galla cures a child both dumb and deaf. St. Galla went into a house full of sick folk. Amongst others was a child both deaf and dumb. St. Galla took a glass of water, blessed it, and gave it to the child; whereupon its ears were immediately opened, and the string of its tongue was loosed.—Les Petits Bollandistes, vol. ii. p. 200.

St. Maur gives speech to a child that was born dumb (A.D. 512-584). One day, while St. Benedict was absent, a child, dumb and lame, was brought to the abbey to be healed. The prior was referred to, but he rebuked the monks in anger, saying, “Am I God, to make alive, and to heal?” In this dilemma St. Maur, falling prostrate, said, “Thou God alone, it is true, can make alive and heal, bring down to the grave and bring up; I beseech thee, have pity on this child, and magnify Thy great name.” Then, rising from his knees, he placed the corner of his stole on the child’s head, and made the sign of the cross over the child’s limbs, saying as he did so, “In the name of the blessed Trinity, and through the merits of my master St. Benedict, I command you to rise up in perfect health.” The child obeyed, for it was cured, to the delight and wonder of the whole house.—Bollandus, Acta Sanctorum, Jan. 15.

St. Peter the martyr gives speech to a man who had been dumb for ten years. St. Peter of Gallia Cisalpina did many miracles. One day, preaching in Milan, some devout people brought to him a man who had been dumb for ten years. The holy man put his finger in the dumb man’s mouth, touched the tongue, and cried, “Be opened!” whereupon the man spake plainly.—Thomas Lentinus, Life of St. Peter the Martyr.

St. Remi casts a dumb and deaf spirit out of a young girl. In the church of St. John the Baptist, at Reims, a damsel possessed of the devil was brought to St. Remi, that he might drive the spirit out. The holy man said to it, “Thou dumb and deaf spirit, I command thee, in the name of Jesus Christ, whose I am and whom I serve, to come out of her, and enter no more in.” As the devil went out, he so tore and afflicted the damsel, that all present declared she was dead; but St. Remi, taking her by the hand, said to her, “Damsel, I say unto thee, in the name of Jesus Christ, arise, and go into thy house.” And immediately the damsel arose in the presence of all, and went to her house.—Hincmar (archbishop of Reims, who died A.D. 892), Life of St. Remi.

St. Sebastian restores speech to Zoe, whose tongue had been paralyzed for six years (A.D. 803). St. Sebastian, commander of the first Roman cohort, was a Christian, and ventured to enter the house of Nicostratus, a Roman magistrate, to exhort sixteen prisoners to hold fast to the end. Zoe, the wife of the magistrate, was present, and knelt before the Christian soldier, looking steadfastly in his face, but without uttering a word, for her tongue had been paralyzed for six years. Sebastian, raising his hand, signed her mouth with the sign of the cross, saying, “If I am a true servant and soldier of God, He will restore thy speech to you, even as He opened the mouth of His prophet Zachariah.” The words were hardly uttered before Zoe exclaimed, “Blessed art thou, and all who believe on the Lord Jesus!” When Nicostratus heard his wife speak, he fell at the saint’s feet, and gave the Christian prisoners under his charge the free range of his house. Claudius, the jailer, had two sons of infirm bodies, one being dropsical and the other a cripple. When he heard of the cure of Zoe, he took his two sons to the house of Nicostratus, and besought of Sebastian that he and his two boys might be admitted by baptism into the Christian communion. Polycarp, who was present, baptized them, together with Tranquillus, who suffered agony from gout. As the newly baptized rose from the water, all were healed of their several infirmities; and the prefect of Rome, whose name was Chromatius,
being informed of these miracles, was also converted, laid down his high office, and retired into private life.—Baring-Gould, Lives of the Saints, Jan., pp. 300-302.

A dumb woman wishes three things, of which St. Vincent Ferrier accords two (A.D. 1357-1419). At Valentin a woman infirm and dumb presented herself to St. Vincent Ferrier, who made the sign of the cross on her forehead and mouth, and then asked her what he should do for her. "Grant me," she said, "three things—health to my infirm body, daily bread, and the use of speech." The man of God replied, "Two of these requests I will grant, but the third is not for thy soul's good." The woman said Amen, and went away dumb as before.—Peter Ranzano, Life of St. Vincent Ferrier.

The proverb gives point to this grant: "Remplisses votre bouche d'eau, et il vous arrêra ou qu'a dit St. Vincent." (i.e. silence). The tale is that a woman with a very irritated tongue asked St. Vincent what she could do to keep her husband at home, and moderate his ill temper. He replied, "Order your servant to bring you a cup of cold water, and when your husband returns take a mouthful and hold it in your mouth without swallowing it."

**"The dumb woman speaking is rather odd, but perhaps the saint communicated this power for the nonce.**

An image of the Virgin Mary restores the voice of St. Peter Thomas (A.D. 1386). St. Peter Thomas reached the cathedral of Notre-dame du Puy, in Velay; but found himself so hoarse, that, when he rose to address the congregation, he was unable to utter a syllable that could be heard. Then, turning his eyes on the image of the Virgin, full of earnest entreaty, he immediately recovered his voice, and "never before was he so clear, so sonorous, and so eloquent."—Les Petits Bollandistes, vol. i. p. 167.

**Election of a Bishop.**

Acts i. 24. The apostles prayed, and said, Thou, Lord, which knowest the hearts of all, show whether of these two Thou hast chosen.

**Election of Nicholas as bishop of Myra.**

When Nicholas came to Myra, the bishops and clergy were assembled to choose a prelate for the see, and they made prayer to God to direct their choice aright. During the preceding night one of the aged bishops had a revelation, that the first person who entered the church would be the man sent by God. The convocation was in prayer, and the old prelate stood at the church door to see who would be the first to enter. St. Nicholas presented himself, and the old bishop, taking him by the hand, led him to the assembled clergy, and said to them,

"Men and brethren, this is the man sent by God to fill the vacant see of Myra." So they consecrated him then and there; and all rejoiced that God had sent so eminent a saint to live among them.—Metaphrastes, Lives, etc.

**Election of William to the archbishopric of Bourges (A.D. 1209).** On the death of Henry de Sully, archbishop of Bourges, the clergy could not agree upon a successor; so Eudo, bishop of Paris, resolved to commit the choice to God. To this end the clergy were requested to write on slips of paper any names they thought proper, and the bishop, celebrating mass, asked God to show which of the names He had chosen. When mass was over, the bishop put his hand beneath the corporal, and drew forth one of the slips of paper which had been placed there. Then, opening the billet, he read the name of William, abbot of Challis; so this abbot was elevated to the vacant throne.—Baring-Gould, Lives of the Saints, Jan., p. 139.

**Elijah and the Prophets of Baal.**

1 Kings xviii. 17-39. Elijah, being reproved by king Ahab for bringing a famine on Israel, replied that he did not bring the famine, but it was sent by God, because the king and the people had forsaken the Lord to worship Baal. In proof thereof he told the king to gather together on Mount Carmel the four hundred and fifty prophets of Baal and the four hundred prophets of the groves, and he would meet them there. So Ahab sent for the prophets, and Elijah said to the people, How long halt ye between two opinions? If the Lord is God, follow Him; but if Baal is God, follow Baal. He then proposed to prove experimentally which of the gods is true. Two is God incarne, the prophets of Baal were to offer a bullock to Baal, and Elijah would do the same to Jehovah, and the God which answered by sending fire to consume the sacrifice was to be received as the true God. The priests of Baal made their sacrifice, but no fire was sent from heaven to consume it. Elijah then offered a bullock to Jehovah, and fire was sent from the Lord to consume, not only the sacrifice, but the wood and the dust, and to lick up the water in the trench. When the people saw it they said, The Lord, He is God; the Lord, He is God.

**St. Alexander proves to Rabblus the truth of the story about Elijah and the prophets of Baal.** Rabblus often sent for St. Alexander; and one day, when Alexander was telling him the wondrous story of Elijah and the priests of Baal, Rabblus said to him, "If the God of whom you speak wrought these wonders in the reign of Ahab, He can do the same
now. Cry unto him as Elijah did, and bid Him send fire, that I may see and believe." At the word there fell fire from heaven, and consumed the mats that were in the room, but hurt nothing else. Then the governor bowed his head, and cried, "The Lord, He is God, and truly there is none beside Him." And he, with all his house, received baptism at the hands of St. Alexander.—Baring-Gould, Lives of the Saints, Jan., p. 229.

St. Pantaleon arraigns the priests of Rome. St. Pantaleon, being arraigned before the emperor Maximian, said, "My Lord, if it has been told you that I am a Christian, know you and all men that I worship Him who created heaven and earth, raiseth the dead, and cureth the leper. If you credit not what I say, cause a sick body, whose life is despaired of, to be brought into thy presence, and assemble hither the chief pontiff and all his priests. Let them call on their gods to restore the sick man, and I will call on the name of Jesus Christ; and let him that healeth the sick body be accepted as the true God." The proposal pleased the emperor; and a man sick of the palsy was brought forth. The priests called, some on Jupiter, some on Esculapius, and others on Diana; but all in vain. St. Pantaleon scoffed at them, and bade them call louder; but they retorted, saying, "Call you on your God Jesus." Then Pantaleon, lifting up his eyes to heaven, said, "O Lord, hear my prayer, and let my cry come unto Thee. Show this people that Thou art God, and there is none beside Thee." Having so said, he took the sick man by the hand, and said unto him, "In the name of Jesus Christ, stand on thy feet, and be ye whole." So the man arose, stood on his feet, and leaped, and went to his house joyfully, for he was made whole.—Metaphrastes, Lives, etc.

Elijah and the Widow of Zarephath. (See Food Multiplied.)

1 Kings xvii. 9-16. After Elijah left Cherith, where he was fed by ravens, he went to Zidon. When he came to the gate of Zarephath, he saw a woman gathering sticks, and said to her, Fetch me, I pray thee, a little water in a vessel, that I may drink. And as she was going to fetch it, he called to her, and said, Bring me, I pray thee, a morsel of bread in thine hand. The woman said, As the Lord thy God liveth, I have not a cake, but [only] a handful of meal in a barrel, and a little oil in a cruise: and, behold, I am going two (or three) sticks, that I may go and dress it for me and my son, that we may eat it, and die. Elijah said to her,

Fear not; go and do as thou hast said: but make me thereof a little cake first, and bring it unto me, and afterwards make for thyself and for thy son; for thus saith the Lord God of Israel, The barrel of meal shall not waste, neither shall the cruise of oil fall, until the day that the Lord sendeth rain upon the earth. So she went and did according to the saying of Elijah; and she, and he, and her house did eat many days. And the barrel of meal wasted not, neither did the cruise of oil fail, according to the word of the Lord, which He spake by Elijah.

St. Blaise and the poor woman's hog. A poor woman had a hog, which was all her earthly store, and a wolf stole it. The woman told her tale of sorrow to St. Blaise, and he said to her, "Woman, be of good comfort; the hog shall be brought to thee again." And so it was; for the wolf brought it back, and it had received no injury at all. When St. Blaise was in prison, the poor woman came to comfort him, and brought him a part of the hog, which had been killed for food. Blaise received it at her hands, and said to her, "Never from this day forth shall food fail thee;" and never from that day did she lack anything needful for her daily life.—Metaphrastes, Life of St. Blaise.

St. Isidore and the empty pot. St. Isidore was a farm labourer. One day, returning home after his day's work, he found a poor pilgrim at his cottage door, asking for food. Isidore told his wife to give the man something to eat, but the woman said sadly, "Alack, alack! there is nothing in the house." Isidore bade his wife look into the pot, but she replied, "It is quite empty; for I have just rinsed it, and set it by." "Go, wife, and fetch it," said the saint. So she went to fetch it, and found it very heavy. On taking off the lid, she was amazed at seeing the pot full to the very top of most excellent meat, cooked and hot, and fit for immediate use. So she gave liberally to the poor pilgrim, and set before her husband, but still the store was not diminished.—Edward Kinesman, The Miraculous Life, etc., of St. Isidore, patron of Madrid, lately canonised by pope Gregory XV. Abridged from the Spanish. Authorized by Philip, king of Castile, etc., and signed by his minister, De Groote.

St. Lupicin supplies the abbey of Lanconne with a sheaf of wheat which wasted not (A.D. 480). Sometimes the abbey grounds of Lanconne, in the Jura, always more or less sterile, would not supply
corn enough for the monastery over which St. Lupicin presided. At such times the holy abbot used to lay his case before God, and always found that He who remembered the sparrows forgot not His own children. One year the abbey was unusually crowded, for a large number of seculars had sought an asylum there, so that scarcity had set in. The steward told the abbot that the resources would be utterly exhausted in fifteen days, but that the harvest would not be gathered in for three months at least. The abbot heard the announcement undisturbed, and said to his monks, "Come, my children, let us enter the granary, where we have still some sheaves left. Have we not renounced the world to follow Christ?" Then, having entered the granary and fallen on their knees, St. Lupicin said, "O Jesu Christ, Thou hast said, No one shall quit for My sake house, or brothers, or sisters, or father, or mother, or children, or goods, but shall receive a hundredfold in this world. Now send us Thy help. O God, who made that the barrel of meal should not waste, nor the crust of oil fail, when Thy servant Elijah was with the widow of Zarephath, in Sidon, now look upon us Thy servants, who have placed ourselves under the protection of Thy Son, our Lord; and as Thou hast given us freely the bread of life, vouchsafe to give us also the bread whereby we live." All the brothers cried Amen. Then, turning to the steward, St. Lupicin said, "Place these sheaves in one bundle; for thus saith the Lord God of Israel. The sheaves shall supply food, and shall not waste, till the harvest be gathered in." So the sheaves were piled together, and wasted not, and all the brothers and strangers fed thereon for more than three months. Many have testified to this miracle, amongst others St. Oyend, then a novice in the monastery, but afterwards abbot of Condat, from whom the historian of Condat was told the details given above. — *Acta Sanctorum (Bollandists)*, March 21; Tillemont, vol. xvi. p. 142; St. Gregory of Tours, *De Vita Patrum*, ch. 1.; Gelley, *Hagiography; Longueval, History of the Gallican Church*, vol. ii. bk. 4; etc.

Two Christians fed by Rusticus on pork, and the pork diminished not. Two Christian pilgrims travelling in Poland came to the door of Rusticus, a heathen peasant who had just killed a fat hog, to celebrate the birth of his only son. The pilgrims, being invited to partake of the feast, pronounced a blessing on what was left, and this remainder of the hog never diminished in size or weight from that day forth, although all the family fed on it freely every day. — J. Brady, *Clavis Calendarii*, p. 183.

This reminds one of the hog Schrimmer, in Scandinavian mythology, on which the gods and goddesses of Valhall feed daily, yet the dish never decreases in quantity.

Elijah eats Angels' Food. (See *My Flesh is Meat Indeed*, pt. iii.)

1 Kings xxix. 5–8. As Elijah lay under a Juniper tree, behold, an angel touched him, and said unto him, Arise and eat... And he arose, and did eat and drink; and he went in the strength of that meat forty days and forty nights unto Horeb the mount of God.

St. Albert, fed by the Virgin Mary, receives a force which lasted all the rest of his life (A.D. 1060–1140). A great flood of water having encircled the cell of St. Albert, he was for many days deprived of food. Then the Virgin Mary came to him, and put in his mouth a morsel of bread of such extraordinary virtue, that it imparted to him a vigour which lasted all the rest of his life, that is, twenty-two years, during all which time he had never more need of bread to eat, but only a few herbs and roots; and for twenty years he drank nothing at all. — Robert (archdeacon of Ostreval), *Life of St. Albert*.

Elijah fed by Ravens.

1 Kings xvii. 6. While Elijah was at the brook Cherith, in concealment, ravens brought him bread and flesh in the morning, and bread and flesh in the evening.

Gen. xxii. 14. Jehovah-jireh, "the Lord will provide."

A pigeon brings food to St. Auxentius (A.D. 470). While St. Auxentius was in Sioge, near Chalcodon, the Christians, amazed at the tales told of his abstinence, determined to put him to the proof. With this intent, they placed in his cell baskets full of roots, dates, and other foods, lighted a candle, and set a child to watch him. After several days they found the candle still burning, and observed that it had not diminished. The food in the baskets had not been touched, and the child, being asked what the saint had lived on, replied, "A pigeon came daily and brought him food." — *Life of St. Auxentius*, by his disciple Vendimian. (There is an excellent MS. life of this saint in the Bibliothèque de la rue Richelieu, in Paris.)

Prince Cadoc and the rhetorician fed by
a mouse (sixth century.) Prince Cadoc went to finish his education under a famous rhetorician who had more pupils than money. Indeed, so poor was the learned scholar, that he often had no food in the house. One day, at the hour of breakfast, the prince observed a white mouse jump on the table, and deposit there a single grain of wheat. Cadoc watched the mouse, and followed it. He found that it ran into a cellar, one of those old Keltic subterranean granaries, remains of which are still to be seen in Wales. In this cellar Cadoc discovered a vast store of corn, which served to feed both master and pupils for many weeks. (See St. Gontan.)—Rees, Lives of the Cambro-British Saints.

St. Calais fed by a sparrow (A.D. 545). One day St. Calais was working in his vineyard, and being very warm, hung his cloak on a tree. At sunset he felt fatigued and hungry, but had nothing to eat. He went to the tree to take down his cloak, and found that a sparrow had laid in it an egg. The egg afforded him sufficient nourishment, and more joy, for he felt it was a gift sent from God.—Dom Paul Piolin, Histoire de l'Église du Mon.

St. Catherine of Alexandria fed by a dove. Maxentius the emperor ordered St. Catherine of Alexandria to be scoured, and then confined without food in a dark dungeon. Here she remained twelve days. Angels came to heal her wounds, and a dove provided her every day with needful food.—Metasthorées (died 911), Lives, etc.

St. Cuthbert, in the isle of Farne, fed by roots (seventh century). When St. Cuthbert first retired to Farne, the isle was absolutely without inhabitant, without a tree, and without water. It was wholly barren of food, and provided nothing which could be converted into sustenance. It will be asked, how then did he exist? The answer is this: by prayer he obtained a spring of most delicious water, and roots brought him food daily, till the barley he had sown was gathered in.—Les Petits Bollandistes, vol. iii. p. 550.

St. Cuthbert fed by an eagle. When St. Cuthbert was labouring to convert the Northumbrians, he was driven, on one occasion, by a severe snow-storm to the coast of Fife. "Never," said he to his despondent companions, "did man die of hunger who served God faithfully, for it is written, 'I will never leave thee, nor forsake thee.'" While he was still speaking, an eagle overhead dropped a large fish at his feet.—Green, A Short History of the English People, p. 25. (See p. 128.) Another instance. At another time, being overtaken at sea by a terrible storm which kept them out in the deep for several days, food failed, and both St. Cuthbert and those with him must have died, if God had not sent them three large morsels of a dolphin, which served them well with food for three entire days.—Les Petits Bollandistes, vol. iii. p. 550.

God fed St. Didacus miraculously on a journey (A.D. 1468). While St. Didacus was journeying from Cerraya to St. Luc de Barramede he was unable to procure any food on the road, and both he and his companion were so faint with hunger, they were unable to continue their journey. They prayed for succour, and as they rose they found close by a cloth spread on the grass with bread, fish, citrons, and a bottle of wine. They looked about to see if anyone was near; they waited awhile, but no one came; they felt certain that God had made them this feast in the wilderness; they ate, their strength was renewed, and they continued their journey, giving God thanks.—R. P. Cahier, Caracteristiques des Saints.

Brother Giles miraculously supplied with food (A.D. 1272). Brother Giles, making a pilgrimage to the Holy Land, was one day so overcome with hunger and fatigue, that he dropped on the ground and fell asleep. On waking, he found, close to his head, a mysterious loaf of bread. In fact, God had sent it him, as He sent bread and flesh to Elijah by His messengers, the ravens.—Acta Sanctorum (Bollandistes), April 23.

Four hermits supplied daily with bread by invisible hands (fourth century). St. Paphnucius, having buried Onuphrius, the old anchorite, wandered four days till he came to a hill, where an old hoary recluse met him, addressed him by name, and said he was glad to have the honour of greeting the saint who had buried Father Onuphrius. Three other hermits came up, and greeted him warmly. They told him they had been sixty years in the desert, and that he was the only human being, except themselves, they had seen in all those years. Being asked how they obtained food, they replied that God sent it them miraculously, they knew not how, but every day they found in their cell four loaves of bread, very delicate
and very white. They now fed Paphnucius to their cavern, and lo! five loaves were deposited there, but no one had seen the bringer.—Les Petits Bollandistes, vol. vi. p. 591.

St. Marinus fed by two bears (A.D. 781). St. Marinus was a monk in the monastery sacred to the Virgin, in Moriana, in Italy. He left the monastery, retired to a cell on the edge of a rock, and sanctified it by a three days’ fast. He would have continued his fast, but God sent two bears, each with a honeycomb full of honey, which they laid at his feet; then, crawling down, they proceeded to lick his feet, as if inviting him to taste the food they had brought him. This he did, and told the bears to come again another day. These bears ever after came daily to the cell, bringing to the hermit two little loaves of bread; and every day, for the space of four years, these wild beasts behaved like lambs, and showed the recluse every mark of reverence.—L’abbé Auber, Vie des Saints du Diocèse du Poitiers.

Dr. Moulins fed by a hen. During the dreadful Bartholomew slaughter, Dr. Moulins lay hid from the cut-throats for many weeks in a cave; but every day a hen came, and laid an egg there, by which means the doctor escaped starvation, and lived to record this marvellous interposition.

The old hermit of Sinai fed by a lion (fourth century). When St. Simeon went to Sinai, an old hermit told him that he and a brother hermit had come to live together in a cave on the mount. His companion having died, a lion had come daily ever since, bringing to the cave’s mouth a bunch of dates.—Theodore, Philotheus, c. 6.

St. Paul the hermit fed for sixty years by a crow (A.D. 341). When St. Antony was ninety years old he went to visit St. Paul the hermit, who was 118, and lived in the Lower Thebaid. While conversing together, a crow settled on a bough, and presently alighting, laid at the hermit’s feet a loaf of bread. “Ah!” said St. Paul, “the Lord is ever mindful and loving. For sixty years the bird has brought me daily only half a loaf, but now you are come God hath doubled the allowance.”—St. Jerome (A.D. 376), Life of Paul, the First Hermit of Egypt.

It is a pity we are not told how much the loaf was heavier than the bird, and how the crow carried it. In the case of Elijah the same difficulty does not occur, for it is not one raven that carried a loaf, but [several] ravens which carried bread and flesh. No doubt the supply in both cases was miraculous, but the want of consistency in the latter case is certainly striking.

We are told in the Acta Sanctorum (Bollandists), vol. I, June 2, that St. Eremias of Mount Iblan was fed by a crow.

St. Robert, abbot of Casa Dei, supplied with food by an eagle (A.D. 1067). While St. Robert, abbot of Casa Dei, was at Allanche, in the mountains of Auvergne, and was about to celebrate mass, the cook came to him to say there was nothing in the house for dinner. “Never mind,” replied St. Robert; “serve the mass, and God will provide our daily bread.” He had but just begun the “preface,” when an eagle, passing over the church, let fall an enormous fish, which supplied the abbot and all his suite with an ample meal.—Acta Sanctorum (Bollandists), April 24. (See St. Cuthbert, p. 127.)

St. Simon Stock fed daily by a dog (A.D. 1164–1265). St. Simon Stock lived in the trunk of a hollow tree in the vast forest of Touberville, in Kent. His food consisted of raw herbs, bitter roots, and wild fruits; his drink being water. God, ever watchful over His children, commissioned a dog to take him daily a piece of bread, as the ravens took bread and meat to the prophet Elijah.—Life of St. Simon Stock (by a contemporary, thirteenth century).

We are further told that St. Simon Stock lived for six years on Mount Carmel, as Moses lived on Mount Sinai. All these years he saw only angels, and his only food was manna, brought him from time to time by the Virgin Mary.

St. Stephen, third abbot of Citeaux, has a fish brought him by a bird (A.D. 1184). On one occasion, when St. Stephen, abbot of Citeaux, was very ill, and his stomach refused all food, a bird brought him a fish ready cooked, and fed him with it bit by bit, as it would have fed one of its own brood. In Christian art the abbot is represented being fed with a fish by a bird.—Acta Sanctorum (Bollandists), vol. ii. April 17.

St. Sorus and the stag (A.D. 520). Two young men, out of reverence to St. Sorus, attached themselves to him as servants. They loved their master dearly, and were in turn greatly beloved by him. The young men sought for him alms of food and raiment, and, of course, themselves partook thereof. One day the larder was quite empty, and the young men began to murmur. “My children,” said the hermit, “why are ye of so little faith? The hand of God is not straitened that it cannot help. If God could feed five thousand in the desert with five loaves and two fishes, can He not feed you two?
Be not faithless, my children, but believing. Jehovah-jireh, the Lord will provide." The two young men now left the cell, and found at the door a noble stag, which had fallen down before it and broken its neck. They ran back to tell the master; the stag supplied them with food for many days, and the hide made a garment for St. Sorus, which he wore, as the gift of God, to his dying day.—Les Petits Bollandistes, vol. ii. p. 192.

Wyat fed in prison by a cat. Henry Wyat was imprisoned by Richard III., and was so neglected that he was nearly starved to death. When reduced to the last extremity a cat appeared at his grating, and dropped into his hand a pigeon, which the warden cooked for him; and this was done daily till his release.

A weasel reveals to St. Gontran his treasures for his charity (A.D. 525-593). St. Gontran, king of Burgundy, was extremely charitable. One day a weasel attracted his attention, and revealed to him enormous treasures, whereby he was enabled to indulge his charity without in any wise taxing his subjects. He fell asleep after a hunting expedition; his equerry was with him, and saw a weasel run out of the king's mouth towards a rivulet. As the weasel could not cross the water, the equerry laid his sword across the stream. The weasel ran over this bridge into a cleft in a mountain, whence it soon returned, and re-entered the king's mouth. When Gontran awoke, he told his equerry he had been dreaming a strange dream; he thought he crossed over an iron bridge, and came to a mountain in which was such a mass of money that he was quite dazzed at the sight. The equerry then told the king what he had seen, and the coincidence induced Gontran to go to the fissure in the mountain and examine it, when he found treasures exceeding the wildest imagination. With a part of this hid treasure St. Gontran founded the celebrated abbey of Beaune les Dames. (See Prince Cadoe and the Mouse, p. 126.)—Annales Hagiographiques de France, vol. vi.

St. Vitus and his companions fed by eagles (A.D. 808). When Vitus, a lad only twelve years old, was threatened with death by Valerian, prefect of Sicily, and sent there by Diocletian to stamp out Christianity from the island, he fled, accompanied by his tutor Modestus and an attendant named Crescentius, to Naples; but, being wholly without provisions, they were fed by an eagle, till Diocletian sent for them to heal the prince his son, grievously afflicted with a devil.—Mgr. Guérin, Vies des Saints, vol. vii. p. 29, etc.

Elijah makes Rain to cease and to fall.

James v. 17, 18. Elias was a man subject to like passions as we are, and he prayed earnestly that it might not rain: and it rained not on the earth by the space of three years and six months. And he prayed again, and the heavens gave rain, and the earth brought forth her fruit. 1 Kings xvii. 1. And Elijah the Tishbite said unto Ahab, As the Lord God of Israel liveth, before whom I stand, there shall not be dew nor rain these years, but according to my word.

1 Kings xviii. 1. And it came to pass that the word of the Lord came to Elijah in the third year, saying, Go, show thyself unto Ahab; and I will send rain upon the earth. (See vv. 42-46.)

St. Basil relieves Verzy of a great drought (A.D. 628). As in the time of Elijah the heavens overhead were brass, so, in the time of St. Basil, God, justly irritated with the sins of the people, refused rain, till most of the rivers about Verzy were dried up, man languished, and the herbs and the flocks, the horses and other domesticated animals, were tormented with feverish thirst. In this necessity the inhabitants of Verzy had recourse to St. Basil; and the saint, touched with compassion, implored Jesus Christ to succour the people. At once there leaped from a rock a clear and plentiful spring of water, enough for both man and beast. This "miraculous" rock-fountain received the name of "Legit Ossa," because the waters were salutary. —Mgr. Guérin, Vies des Saints, vol. xiii. p. 603.

St. Bont, bishop of Clermont, intercedes for rain (A.D. 693-710). When all Auvergne was visited by a great drought, St. Bont ordered a fast and a religious procession for rain. Mass was scarcely finished, when rain fell in such great profusion that the congregation was unable to leave the church.—Bollandus, Acta Sanctorum, vol. i. Jan. 15.

St. Euthymius in a great drought intercedes for rain (A.D. 876-478). During a dreadful drought, when the "earth was iron and the heavens brass," the inhabitants of Melitena, in Armenia, went in procession, carrying the cross and chanting the Kyrie Eleison, to St. Euthymius, to
crave his intercession with God to “water the earth and make it fruitful.” St. Euthymius bade the procession fall with him on their knees, and pray to Him who says, “Ask, and ye shall receive.” While they prayed the heaven grew black with clouds, and the rain fell in torrents. The earth revived, the hills clapped their hands for joy, and plenty crowned the year with fatness.—Cyrillus, Life of Euthymius.

St. Hilarion prays for rain, and the heavens give rain. After the death of St. Antony, there was no rain in Upper Egypt for the space of three years, and the people said it was because the elements lamented for the death of that holy man. And it came to pass, at the end of three years, the people of Upper Egypt besought St. Hilarion to pray for them, that God would be pleased to send rain. Hilarion did so, and rain fell in such abundance, that the earth was refreshed, and brought forth its fruits in their seasons.—St. Jerome, Vita St. Hilarionis Eremita (A.D. 890). See also Nicephorus Callistus (died 1850), Ecclesiastical History.

St. John Climacus causes rain to fall (A.D. 526-605). Soon after St. John Climacus was chosen abbot of Mount Sinai, the people of Palestine and Arabia applied to him in the time of a great drought, begging him to intercede with God on their behalf. The saint failed not to lay their misery before the Father of all mercies, and his prayer was immediately answered by an abundance of rain.—Daniel (a contemporary and monk of Raithu), Life of St. John Climacus.

The same is said in the Propria de Bourges of St. Eustachio (seventh century).

St. Owen commands rain to fall in Spain (A.D. 644). When St. Owen passed into Spain, he found the country suffering greatly from a long drought. No rain had fallen for seven years! Vegetation was nearly parched up, few cattle survived, and the country was in a terrible state. St. Owen, by his prayers, delivered the country from this great plague, which threatened a universal famine, and inevitable ruin. The effect of his prayers was a rich harvest, not only of temporal fruits, but also of spiritual graces; for rain fell in abundance to render the land fecund; and the people, grateful for the rain, promised to renounce their sins, which had called down upon them this divine wrath.—L’abbé Pécheur, Annales du Diocese de Soissons.

St. Peter Thomas brings down rain from heaven (A.D. 1868). One day, while St. Peter Thomas was preaching, his voice pierced the clouds, causing them to open and supply the earth with abundance of rain, then greatly needed.—Les Petits Bollandistes, vol. i. p. 167.

St. Porphyry, at Gaza, prays for rains (A.D. 558-420). When St. Porphyry went to Gaza there was a very great drought, and no rain fell for two months after his arrival, the Gazeans went to the temple of Marnas, their rain-god, to supplicate him to remove the calamity. For seven days they repeated their supplications, but no rain fell. The Christian women and children, to the number of 280, now fasted and prayed for one day, and then went with St. Porphyry, their bishop, to St. Timothy’s church, singing hymns. On returning to Gaza, they found the gates shut against them, for the Gazeans insisted that their god Marnas was jealous of Jesus Christ. Here, before the gates, the bishop and the Christians with him prayed God in His mercy to send a gracious rain upon the land; and while they prayed the heavens were black with clouds, and the rain fell in great abundance. The gates were now thrown open, and the heathen cried aloud, “Christ, He is God; Christ, He is God!” 176 were baptized, and the Lord added to His Church daily such as should be saved.

—Mark (a companion), Life of St. Porphyry.

St. Sabas, in a great dearth, intercedes for rain. When St. Sabas was at Jerusalem, there was a great dearth. No water could be found even to drink, so that the people were ready to perish. St. Sabas prayed, and the rain fell so abundantly that the cisterns were filled, and all the people had an ample supply.

—Cyril (the monk), Life of St. Sabas.

St. Serenus brings down rain, and thus terminates a dearth and pest (seventh century). A great dearth prevailed in the vicinity of Mans, and a pestilence desolated the land. Men fell down dead while carrying the dead to their graves, and sextons were buried in the graves they were digging for others. In this dreadful calamity St. Berarius, bishop of Mans, went to consult Serenus, and Serenus advised a three days’ fast. On the third day, a monk assured the bishop it had been revealed to him, that the country would be delivered from these calamities only by the prayers of St. Serenus; the bishop, therefore, went at
once to the hermit’s cell, and told him what the monk had said. Serenus gave himself at once to prayer and fasting, and before sunset rain fell in torrents, purified the air, refreshed the ground, cleansed the drains, the plague ceased, and the earth yielded her produce most liberally.—R. P. dom Paul Piolin, Life of St. Serenus, etc. (1868).

The Thundering Legion. The twelfth legion of the Roman army under Marcus Aurelius, acting against the Quadi, A.D. 164, being shut up in a defile, was reduced to great straits for want of water, when a body of Christians, enrolled in the legion, prayed for relief. Not only was rain sent in abundance in answer to their prayer, but the thunder and lightning were so terrific that the foe was panic-struck; the legion then fell on them, and gained an easy but complete victory. The legion ever after was called the “Thundering Legion.” It is almost incredible, but we are assured that these very Christians were all martyred not long after for being Christians, and the 10th of March is set apart in honour of the forty martyrs.

—Dion Cassius, Roman History, bk. lxxxvii. 8; Eusebius, Ecclesiastical History, bk. v. 5; Metaphrastés, Lives, etc.

There may still be seen in Rome a record of this “miracle” on the bas-relief of the column of Antoninus. The Romans are represented with their arms in their hands, and the barbarians are stretched on the ground with their horses terrified at the thunder and lightning. Marcus Aurelius certainly wrote to the senate of Rome stating that his army, at the point of death, had been saved by the prayers of some Christian soldiers.

Elijah spirited away.

1 Kings xvii. 12. Obadiah was sent by king Ahab to apprehend Elijah, and the prophet told him to go and tell the king, Behold, Elijah is here. Then Obadiah remonstrated with the prophet, and said, As soon as I am gone, the Spirit of the Lord shall carry thee whither I know not; and when Ahab comes and cannot find thee, he will slay me.

Acre vii. 39. When Philip had baptized the eunuch, the Spirit of the Lord caught him away, and the eunuch saw him no more.

St. Antony carried from Padua to Lisbon and back again in one day. St. Antony wishing to attend the trial of his father, who was charged with murder, an angel carried him from Padua to Lisbon, where he was present at the trial, and then back again to Padua, in one day.—Edward Kinesman (1628), Lives of the Saints.

St. Maidoc of Ferns conveyed from Ireland to Rome and back again in one day (A.D. 632). On one occasion, St. Maidoc drove from Ireland to Rome and back again in one day. [We are not told what he drove, nor yet how he crossed the water. Probably “the Spirit of the Lord carried him.”] —Baring-Gould, Lives of the Saints, Jan. 81.

St. Restituta carried during sleep from Rome to Sora (third century). St. Restituta was the daughter of a Roman patrician named Ethel, and was a Christian. The devil said to her, “Restituta, you think to escape from my hands; but know this shall not be, at least without blood.” So saying, he drew a sword, and said, “This sword I shall entrust to one of my people, and I will bid him run you through with it, if you attempt to escape me.” Restituta, somewhat frightened, made the sign of the cross, saying, “Let God arise, and let His enemies be scattered; let them that hate Him flee before Him.” At these words the devil fled. Then said Restituta, “Arise, O Lord, and succour Thy servant who trusteth in Thee.” Whereupon Jesus Christ came to her visibly, and said to her, “Why art thou disquieted, Restituta? Hope in God. He is thy Succour and Defender. Know you not that the devil is a liar, and the father of lies? Hear me. To-morrow, at daybreak, go to Sora, and there unite the creature with the Creator.” Restituta replied, “I dare not venture alone from home, and know not where Sora is.” “I will be with thee,” said Christ, “and will send an angel for thy guide.” Next morning, accordingly, she went to the Leteran, and there saw the angel waiting for her. He saluted her, and bade her sleep awhile, as Sora was forty miles off. So she slept; and while she slept, the angel transported her to Sora.—Acta Sanctorum (Bollandists), vol. vi. May 29.

Elijah’s Chariot.

2 Kings ii. 11. It came to pass, as Elijah and Elisha went on talking, that there appeared a chariot of fire, and horses of fire, and parted them asunder; and Elijah went up by a whirlwind into heaven.

2 Kings vii. 15-18. The king of Syria sent horses, and chariots, and a great host, to encompass the city where Elisha was, in order to take him prisoner. Elisha’s servant said to him, Alas, my master! how shall we do? Elisha replied, Fear not. And presently the servant beheld that the mountain was full of horses and chariots of fire, round about Elisha.

St. Germanus of Scotland crosses the British Channel in a chariot (fifth century). St. Germanus of Scotland wished to go to France to see his namesake, bishop of
Auxerre. When he got to the coast, there was no vessel to carry him across, so he prayed God to send him the means of transit. As he was still praying, there appeared upon the sea a chariot and horses coming towards him. Having entered the chariot, he was lifted into the air, transported across the channel in a moment, and set down at Flammenville, close by Dieppe. The Dieppeoith thought it was either Neptune or a magician; but certain miracles which the saint wrought among them convinced them of their mistake, and five hundred were soon converted to the Christian faith.—Corbié, Hagiographie d'Amiens.

Elijah's Translation. (See ANGELS CARRY SOULS TO HEAVEN.)

2 Kings ii. 1-16. When Elijah was about to leave this earth Elijah was with him, and he tried to induce Elijah to tarry behind while he went forward to Bethel, Jericho, and the river Jordan. Elijah refused to quit the prophet, so they passed over the river together. Haying come to the other side, “behold, a chariot of fire and horses of fire” appeared and “parted the two armies, and Elijah went up by a whirlwind into heaven.” Then cried Elijah, My father, my father, the chariot of Israel, and the horsemen thereof. And he took up the mantle which fell from Elijah, and went back again across the Jordan.

The translation of St. Paul, the first hermit, seen by St. Antony (A.D. 342). Paul the hermit was 118 years old, and Antony, the other only hermit, was ninety. Antony was led up by the Spirit to visit Paul a little before his death. Paul, wishing to get rid of his visitor, or to save him the pain of witnessing his death, entertained him to go and fetch the mantle of Athanasius which was preserved in a neighbouring convent. Antony made all the haste possible, and returned with the mantle, but as he drew near the hermit's cave, he beheld a company of angels, prophets, and apostles bearing up to heaven the soul of the departed hermit. “Paul, Paul!” cried Antony, throwing dust over his head and weeping, “why have you left me thus? So lately met, and so soon parted!” Then, entering the cell, he found the body of the deceased kneeling on its knees, with its hands uplifted towards heaven. He thought at first it was living, and in prayer; but, hearing no sigh, he felt assured that it was dead. He wrapped it in the mantle he had brought, and wished to bury it, but had neither strength to lift it nor means of digging a grave. In this perplexity he knelt in prayer, asking aid of Christ, and presently two lions appeared in sight. They came direct to the dead body, and, twisting their tails round it, carried it out of the cave; they then set to work to scratch a deep hole in the earth, lovingly lifted the body into it, and covered it decently with the soil. The work of interment being accomplished, the two lions approached St. Antony with heads abased, wagging their tails and shaking their ears. They licked the hands and feet of the old hermit, asking, as plainly as they could do so, for his benediction. St. Antony understood them, and, holding his hands over their heads, said, “Saviour of the world, who allowest not a hair of the head to fall, nor sparing to die, without Thy bidding, give to these lions what in Thy wisdom Thou seest best for them.” Then, making in the air the sign of the cross, he dismissed them; and so they left him, roaring mournfully to express their grief. Antony returned to his cell, taking with him the raiment of leaves worn by the deceased, and this he continued to wear ever after till the day of his death.

This truly marvellous narrative is taken from St. Jerome, whose life of St. Paul the hermit has always been accepted as undoubtedly genuine. Paul died A.D. 342, and St. Jerome lived 340-420. The account may be read in almost any of the numerous compilations called “Lives of the Saints,” “ Acts of the Saints,” and so on. St. Jerome concludes the life with these words: “If God gave me the choice, I would infinitely prefer the vile habit of Paul the hermit, could I be endowed also with his merits, to the most lordly role of the greatest monarch of the earth.”

Elisha and the Axe. (See GRAVITATION, etc.)

2 Kings vi. 5-7. As one was felling a beam on the banks of the Jordan, the axe-head fell into the water; and the man cried, Alas, master! And the axeman of God said, Where fell it? And the man showed the prophet the place. Then Elisha cut down a stick, and cast it into the river, and the iron did swim. Then said he to the woodman, Take it up to thee. And he put forth his hand, and took it.

St. Benedict of Mount Cassino makes the head of an axe, which had fallen into a lake, float into its handle (A.D. 480-548). The monastery of St. Clement was situated on the bank of a lake. One day a novice, who was a Goth, was employed in clearing the banks of this lake, and used so much violence, that the head of his axe flew off into the water. St. Benedict went at once to the lake, and, holding the end of the haft in the water, the iron head rose to the surface, and
fitted itself firmly into the handle. St. Benedict gave the axe to the Goth, and bade him go on with his work.—St. Gregory the Great, Dialogues, bk. ii.

St. Gerard makes a reliquary, which had been dropped into a river, rise again to the surface (A.D. 994). The emperor Otto II. of Germany sent for St. Gerard, bishop of Toul, respecting the affairs of the Church. While on the Moselle, opposite Dommartin, his clerk, wishing to wash his hands, leaned over the boat, and the reliquary (which he put upon the seat) rolled into the river. St. Gerard saw the emperor, accomplished his mission satisfactorily, and on his return stopped the boat opposite Dommartin. After a short prayer, he put his hand into the river, the reliquary rose to the surface, and he drew it in. This miracle, which was seen by all who accompanied the bishop, not a little amazed them.—Father Benedict, Life of St. Gerard (1700).

St. Leufredus makes an axe float in the river Eure (A.D. 738). One of the monks of La Croix, having dropped his axe in the river Eure, told Leufredus of the accident. The saint went to the river, put the end of his stick into the water, and forthwith the iron axe coming to the surface, fixed itself securely on the end of the stick, and was drawn out.—Mgr. Guérin, Vies des Saints, vol. iii. p. 202 (1880).

St. Wulfram makes a silver paten float on the sea (A.D. 647-720). As St. Wulfram was sailing from Caudebec to Frisia, St. Vando while at mass dropped the paten into the sea, while wiping it. St. Wulfram told him to put his hand in the sea, and immediately the silver paten was buoyed up into his hand, and he drew it out of the water, to the astonishment of all those in the ship with him. This "miracle" is quite certain, for the very paten was carefully preserved in the monastery of St. Vandrille till 1621 (above a thousand years), when it was stolen.—L'abbé Corblet, Hagiography of the Diocese of Aamiens.

In Christian art, the parallel between Wulfram and Elisha is still more closely followed. Instead of St. Vando putting his hand into the sea, Wulfram is represented as casting a stick over the side of the vessel, and the paten floating. "Take it in, Vando," said the bishop, and then it was that Vando, like the woodman, put out his hand and took it in (2 Kings xi. 6, 7).

**Elisha and the Moabite. (See DEAD RAISED TO LIFE.**

2 Kings xiii. 20, 21. And Elisha died, and they buried him. And it came to pass as the Moabites who invaded the land at the coming in of the year, were burying a man, they spied a band of men, and cast the dead Moabite into the sepulchre of Elisha. And when he was let down and touched the bones of Elisha, he revived, and stood on his feet.

A young man, cast into the grave of St. Cyril (general of Mount Carmel), is restored to life (A.D. 1224). A young man who had come from Cyprus to the Holy Land, died aboard ship, and the pilot of the vessel gave the body to the monks of Mount Carmel to bury. Till the grave was ready, they laid the body on the tomb of St. Cyril, their late general; and immediately the dead body of the young man touched the saint's tomb it came to life, and cried with a loud voice, "Cyril has restored me to life, and reserved me for a better." The young man now joined the Carmelites, and lived with them for twelve years.—Mgr. Guérin, Vies des Saints, vol. iii. p. 202 (1880).

A blind man recovers his sight by touching the body of Edward the Martyr (A.D. 962-978). Edward, king of England, having reigned three years and a half, went out hunting in the forest near Wareham, in Dorsetshire; and, being somewhat weary, paid a visit to his stepmother, Elfrida, at Corfe Castle. Elfrida, pretending to be glad to see him, went out to meet him, and offered him a cup of wine; but while he drank, she stabbed him, and he died. Elfrida then dragged the body into the cottage of a blind man, thinking to hide her crime; but the moment the body came near the blind man his eyes were opened, and at midnight he saw a great light, which lightened the hut in which the body was. When Elfrida heard of this miracle, she threw the body into a swamp, but, as Alban Butler says, "it was discovered by a pillar of light, and honoured by many miracles" (March 18).—Baronius, Annals; Polydore Vergil, English History.

A boy who had been drowned restored to life by being placed on the tomb of St. Gertrude. A child fell into a well and was killed; but, being taken out, was laid on the tomb of St. Gertrude, late abbess of Nivelles. The mother did not believe that St. Gertrude could do anything for her, but a nun said, "O great saint, now make manifest the power of thy merits." No sooner were the words uttered, than the dead child recovered its life.—Surius, Lives of the Saints.

A dead girl reveals where the body of St. Fridian was buried (A.D. 810). St. Fridian died in the sixth century; but after a time the place of his interment
prayed God to send him the means of transit. As he was still praying, there appeared upon the sea a chariot and horses coming towards him. Having entered the chariot, he was lifted into the air, transported across the channel in a moment, and set down at Flammenville, close by Dieppe. The Dieppoise thought it was either Neptune or a magician; but certain miracles which the saint wrought among them convinced them of their mistake, and five hundred were soon converted to the Christian faith.—Corbiet, Histoire de l'Amiens.

**Elijah's Translation.** (See Angels carry Souls to Heaven.)

2 Kings ii. 1-16. When Elijah was about to leave this earth Elisha was with him, and he tried to induce Elisha to tarry behind while he went forward to Bethel, Jericho, and the river Jordan. Elisha refused to quit the prophet, so they passed over the river together. Having come to the other side, "behold, a chariot of fire and horses of fire" appeared and parted the two, and Elijah went up by a whirlwind into heaven." Then cried Elisha, My father, my father, the chariot of Israel, and the horsemen thereof. And he took up the mantle which fell from Elijah, and went back again across the Jordan.

The translation of St. Paul, the first hermit, seen by St. Antony (a.d. 342), Paul the hermit was 113 years old, and Antony, the only other hermit, was ninety. Antony was led up by the Spirit to visit Paul a little before his death. Paul, wishing to get rid of his visitor, or to save him the pain of witnessing his death, entrusted him to a monk who went to the hermitage and received him. Antony, being with Paul, made the sign of the cross, and Paul died at the sign of the cross.

**Elisha and the Axe. (Sect., etc.)**

2 Kings vi. 4-7. An evil spirit was upon the waters of the Jordan, and the man said, the axe is lost in the waters. The three men were ready to throw themselves into the Jordan, when Elisha said, drop down, and cast it into the water. The axe came up into the hand of the man. Two cords of flax, two bows, and an accuser. The man said, let it fall into the Jordan. The cords and the bows fell into the water. The accuser fell into the water. The man said, O Lord, let them be clean. The cords and the bows were cleansed.
of St. Maur say, "No doubt he was badly bruised, and more than half his arm was so injured that he was unable even to move his fingers, the arm having dropped into a rigor mortis. Benedict, however, took him on his knee and applied a salve which he had brought with him, and the arm was soon able to move. His companions unanimously declared that St. Benedict's arm, which was so injured, had been immediately cured, and that it was certain that he was given as a true cross to St. Benedict," the several physicians unanimously declared that his arm was perfectly cured. This was then got abroad, and so the crowd which assembled at St. Maur, that he was to withdraw from the monastery at Bertulf in Verceil with Odo of Glanseuil, 868).

restores to life a boy who had fallen from a scaffold (A.D. 512-584). After the death of the boy only eight years of age, the monk Plorus, viscount of Austrasia, was in high scaffolding on a heap of stones. Every one thought he was gone for blood poured from several wounds in a mangled body. St. Maur, beside the lad, prayed, and made the sign of the cross; whereupon the lad rose up, perfectly restored. St. Maur overjoyed exclaimed, "O all you art indeed a worthy disciple of St. Benedict. We have never before had anything like of this."—Odo of Glanseuil, 868.

St. Tiburtius restores to life a young man killed by a fall. St. Tiburtius saw a young man who had fallen from a great height, and was so mutilated that his father and mother were about to bury him. St. Tiburtius coming up, said to the parents, "Give me leave to speak a word or two to your son; it seems to me that all hope of his recovery must not be abandoned." Then, saying the Pater Noster and the Credo over the young man, he had the satisfaction of seeing him revive, stand on his feet, and go to his parents in perfect health.—Life of St. Sebastian (from the public registers).
was lost sight of. Some three hundred years afterwards a young girl died, and, being buried, cried out aloud, "Take me away, take me away; the body of St. Fridian lies here!" The girl was removed to another grave, and the bones of St. Fridian were thus miraculously discovered. — Ecclesiastical History of Lucca.

The dead body of St. Malachy restores a withered hand (1148). St. Malachy of Armagh died Nov. 2, 1148, at the age of fifty-four, and was buried next day. St. Bernard, who assisted in the ceremony, saw in the crowd a lad with a withered hand; and as the body of St. Malachy passed by, he touched the withered hand against the dead body, and forthwith it received its full vigour. Thus was it that the dead body of the saint gave life to a dead arm. St. Bernard himself has recorded this miracle; and he also mentioned it in his funeral sermon. — St. Bernard, Life of St. Malachy of Armagh.

A dead girl restored to life by touching the dead body of St. Virgilius (A.D. 610). When the funeral procession of St. Virgilius arrived at the grave, and the remains of the pontiff were about to be lifted therein, all of a sudden came persons carrying the body of one dead. It was that of a young girl, the only child of her mother, and she was a widow. The bearers, out of breath, implored the clergy to let the dead body touch that of the deceased prelate. The permission was granted, and at a given signal all the immense crowd fell on their knees, waiting to see what would happen. Fortu-

with the Kyrie Eleison was intoned; a thousand voices or more took up the chant, and at the seventh repetition, the young girl rose on her feet in the presence of the whole multitude. A shudder ran through the crowd, a silence ensued unbroken by a single sound, then a sudden reaction took place, a shout of joy burst forth, the funeral hymn was changed to a song of praise, the funeral procession to a march of triumph. The resuscitated damsel, pressed on all sides by the crowd, went homewards, crying as she went along, "O blessed bishop! O good and holy pastor! How am I thy debtor! How powerful thy merits! Well hast thou shown thy inheritance to eternal life in giving me back to life."

Dinet, Saint Symphorien d'Autun.

The paralytic daughter of the baron de Nismes healed by touching the shrine of St. Wulfran, archbishop of Sens (A.D. 1687). St. Wulfran died A.D. 720. For 967 years "miracles" had honoured his shrine, and have not yet ceased. Father Giry says, "All Picardy knows about the miraculous cure of the daughter of Monchy, baron of Nismes. This young lady had been paralyzed for several months, and was wholly unable to move or speak. In this state she was carried to the shrine of St. Wulfran to pay her devotions. While thus employed her limbs recovered their full strength, and her tongue its speech, so that she returned to the convent of Bertaucourt in perfect health." Father Giry saw her himself, and relates this miracle.

At St. Wulfran's, Abbeville, there was formerly a tapestry hanging in twenty-five compartments, each compartment perpetuating a miracle of this saint, with a doggerel explanation. The following is the twenty-fifth tableau, and a fair specimen of the verses attached:—

One who by headache lost her sight
Is by the saint restored to sight;
The paralytic, greatly marvelling,
Offers to St. Wulfran bring.

This piece of tapestry in the Fiji of the Revolution was used to decorate the casale de la Patrie. It was then torn into tatters, thrown into a cemetery, and no one cared to gather up the fragments.

Elisha called Bald-pate.

2 Kings ii. 23, 24. Elisha went to Bethel; and as he was going up by the way, there came forth little children out of the city, who said to him, Go up, thou bald head; go up, thou bald head. And Elisha turned back, and looked on them, and cursed them in the name of the Lord. And there came forth two she-bears out of the wood, and tare forty and two children of them.

St. Leufredus called bald-pate (A.D. 788). One day St. Leufredus was fishing in the Eure, which ran close by his monastery, when a woman muttered to herself, "This bald-pate will exhaust the river, so that there will be no more fishing." She never thought the saint would hear her, but God brought the words to the ears of the fisher, deeming every insult to His servants an insult to Himself. "Woman," said Leufredus, "why envy me a good common to all; and why mock me for baldness, which is no fault of mine, but a work of nature. Pray God that you and all your race be as bare of hair behind your head as I am on the pate." This curse immediately took effect: the woman was instantly bald on the hind part of her head, and the same disfigurement was hereditary. — Mgr. Guérin, Vies des Saints, vol. vii. p. 189.

Elisha heals the Water of Jericho.

2 Kings ii. 19-22. When Elisha was at Jericho, and was told the water was not fit to
Euthychus restored to Life.

Acts xx. 9-12. While Paul was at Troas, he preached to the disciples; and there sat in a window a certain young man, named Euthychus. As the sermon was very long, Euthychus fell asleep, and tumbled out of the window, which was in the third story, into the street. He was taken up dead, but Paul went to him, fell on him, and embracing him, said to the bystanders, Trouble not yourselves, for the life is in him. And the disciples brought the young man alive [into the house], and were not a little comforted.

St. Catherine of Sweden restores to life a coachman who had fallen from his box (fourteenth century). A man in the suite of St. Catherine of Sweden, overthrown with sleep, fell from his coach-box on his head, and the wheels of the carriage went over him. The princess, being told of the accident, went to the man, touched his hand, and he rose immediately, safe and sound.

At another time a workman fell from the roof of a house on the pavement, and was so maimed by the fall that he could not be removed. St. Catherine simply touched the body, and the man was perfectly restored, insomuch that he was able to return to his work the same day.—Ulphe (a Brigitine monk), Life of St. Catherine of Sweden (written 1411; thirty years after her death).

St. Maur restores a broken arm, shattered by a fall from a high tower (A.D. 512-584). St. Maur was sent by St. Benedict, abbot of Mount Cassino, to found the monastery of Glaneuil. When he reached Verceil, one of his companions, named Harderade, went to inspect a high tower, and fell from the top to the bottom. The biographers of St. Maur say, "No doubt he was pushed down by the malice of Satan." Dreadfully bruised, and more than half dead, he was taken to the town, and the physicians unanimously declared he must lose his arm, which was so fractured in several places as to be past all hope of remedy. St. Maur went to see his companion. He touched "with a morsel of the true cross, given him as a souvenir by St. Benedict," the several parts of his friend's arm and body which had received injury, and no sooner had he done so, than the wounds, bruises, and fractures were all healed, and Harderade rose to his feet perfectly cured. This miracle soon got blazed abroad, and so great was the crowd which assembled daily to see St. Maur, that he deemed it expedient to withdraw from Verceil without delay.—Odo of Glaneuil, Life of St. Maur (A.D. 868).

St. Maur restores to life a boy who had fallen from a scaffold (A.D. 512-584). While the monastery at Bertulfe was a building, a boy only eight years of age, the son of Florus, viscount of Austrasia, fell from a high scaffold on a heap of building stones. Every one thought he was killed, for blood poured from several parts of his mangled body. St. Maur, kneeling beside the lad, prayed, and made over him the sign of the cross; whereupon the lad rose up, perfectly restored. The father overjoyed, exclaimed, "O father, thou art indeed a worthy disciple of St. Benedict. We have never before seen the like of this."—Odo of Glaneuil, Life of St. Maur (A.D. 868).

The restoration of life to persons who had fallen from a height was the speciality of St. Maur; as the multiplication of food was the speciality of St. Theodosius the Camoburch; the restoration of the eucharist from the hands of angels was that of Stanslaus Kostka; and so on. Besides the examples given, was the restoration of Sergius, who fell from his horse while crossing the Alps; St. Maur restored him to health instantaneously, merely by making over him the sign of the cross.

St. Tiburtius restores to life a young man killed by a fall. St. Tiburtius saw a young man who had fallen from a great height, and was so maimed that his father and mother were about to bury him. St. Tiburtius coming up, said to the parents, "Give me leave to speak a word or two to your son; it seems to me that all hope of his recovery must not be abandoned." Then, saying the Pater Noster and the Credo over the young man, he had the satisfaction of seeing him revive, stand on his feet, and go to his parents in perfect health.—Life of St. Sebastian (from the public registers).
Fast of Forty Days or more.
(See My Flesh is Meat Indeed.)

Matt. iv. 1, 2. Jesus was led up of the Spirit into the wilderness to be tempted of the devil; and when He had fasted forty days and forty nights, He was afterwards an hungered.

Exod. xxxiv. 28. And Moses was there [on the mount] forty days and forty nights. He did neither eat bread, nor drink water.

Deut. ix. 18. After the tables of the law were broken, Moses says, I fell down before the Lord, as at the first, forty days and forty nights: I did neither eat bread, nor drink water.

The possibility of fasting forty days and forty nights without miraculous aid, was proved in 1899 by Dr. Tanner of New York, who undoubtedly took no food during all that time. After the fast he ate ravenously, and soon recovered his full strength. Of Moses it is said, he not only took no food, but also that "he drank no water." Dr. Tanner was allowed to drink water, but not to take food. It was a bet which he fairly won. The records of the Tower mention a Scotchman, imprisoned for felony, and strictly watched in that fortress for six weeks, who took no food whatever, and on this account obtained his pardon. The "fasting woman of Rome," described by Fennant, equals any of the saints in abstinence; and although Anne Moore, the "fasting woman of Tuitury," was detected by Dr. Alexander Henderson, yet the amount of nourishment she surreptitiously obtained was exceedingly small.

St. Francis of Paula fasts forty days and forty nights (A.D. 1416-1507). St. Francis of Paula always observed Lent with the prescribed rigour, but on one occasion at least he abstained wholly from food and drink for the whole forty days, in imitation of our Saviour, Moses, Elijah, and Simeon the pillar saint. The pope, in his bull of canonization, says of him, "he seems not to have had a body like other men, but to be only a pure spirit in human form."—Father Giry, Acts of Canonization.


After he was made priest he kept four Lents every year. In these 180 days he ate dry black bread once in three days.

Simeon Stylites fasts forty days and forty nights. Simeon, the pillar saint, retired to a hut in Telanassus, and tried to induce St. Blaise to close up the door, and leave him there for forty days and forty nights. St. Blaise warned him, that to die by one's own act is no virtue, but a crime. "Put, then, ten loaves and a crust of water in the room; and if I find myself sinking, I will partake of them." At the end of forty days, the hut was opened, but the bread and water were untouched. Simeon lay motionless, un-

able to move or speak; but Blaise moistened his lips, gave him the eucharist, and he revived.—Baring-Gould, Lives of the Saints, Jan., p. 74.

Fig Tree withered.

Matt. xxii. 19. Jesus said to the fig tree, Let no fruit grow on thee henceforth for ever. And presently the fig tree withered away.

St. Lebais curses an alder tree and all the alders die (A.D. 540). One day St. Lebais, wishing to cross a river, entered a ferry-boat made of alder-wood. While he was in the boat the sides gave way, and the saint was thrown into the river. He was much incommoded by the accident, and said, "Let no alder tree grow in this neighbourhood henceforth for ever." And presently all the alder trees of the whole commune withered away. The abbot Rolland says this is "une tradition populaire," but adds, "ce qui est certain, c'est qu'on n'y voit un seul arbre de cette espèce dans tout le territoire de la commune, et que tous ceux qu'on a essayé d'y planter sont morts."—L'abbé Rolland, Letter to Mgr. Guérin, March 18, 1879.

At St. Valery's bidding a young monk touches a huge oak, and it falls with a crash (A.D. 619). Not far from Bresle St. Valery observed an enormous oak, on which were cut a number of pagan images, which were held in adoration by the people in the vicinity. St. Valery told a young monk who was with him to go and push the tree down. The young disciple had daily witnessed so many miracles performed by his master, that he went at once, and, touching the tree with his finger, it fell with a tremendous crash. The people in the neighbourhood were stupefied; but after a while, arming themselves with hatchets and sticks, they ran to assail the two Christians. St. Valery moved not, but stood perfectly quiet and composed. The fury of the mob subsided, and the saint, availing himself of this change of temper, preached to them Christ and Him crucified. His preaching was with power, the whole mob was converted, and a Christian church was with great on the spot where the oak had stood.—Besançon (1854), Les Saints de Franche Comté.

Fire Innocuous. (See Shadrach.)

I. xiii. 2. When thou walkest through the fire, thou shalt not be burnt; neither shall the flame kindle upon thee.
Fire innocuous to St. Catherine of Siena (A.D. 1317-1380). Once, when St. Catherine was sitting before a large fire watching the roasting, she fell to the floor in an ecstasy. Her sister-in-law was by at the time, but, having often seen her in these fits, took no notice of her. In due time the meat was served in the refectory, and the sister-in-law, on coming back to the kitchen, saw Catherine sitting on the fire. She fully expected to find her dreadfully burnt; but, to her amazement, not only was Catherine uninjured, but even her clothes were not singed. Her biographer naively remarks, "The fire of holiness, which blazed in her heart, neutralized the heat of the burning fuel."
—Raymond of Capua (her confessor), Life of St. Catherine of Siena.

One is wholly at a loss to understand how such an immense act as this, presuming it to be true, can be justified, much less commended as a proof of holiness.

St. Catherine of Siena, pushed into the fire, receives no injury (A.D. 1317-1380). One day Satan, in his rage against St. Catherine, pushed her into a roaring fire. All who saw it screamed with fright, and ran to pull her out; but St. Catherine, with the utmost calmness, walked from the flames, and even her clothes were not injured.—Raymond of Capua (her confessor), Life of St. Catherine of Siena.

St. Francis of Paula, when a boy, carried about fire in his frock (A.D. 1429). One day the sacristan of St. Mark's sent St. Francis, then a boy of thirteen years old, to fetch fire for the censors, but gave him nothing to hold it in. Francis held out his frock, and carried it thus to the sacristan, and his frock received no sort of injury.—The Bull and Other Documents of the Canonization of St. Francis (compiled by Father Giry).

St. Nofletta carries about fire in her apron (A.D. 653). St. Longis was a young man living at his monastery in Boiselleire, and St. Nofletta or Agnellleta was a young woman who fled to him to escape being married to a young man selected by her parents as suitable. St. Longis took her in and heard her tale, "Il encouragea sa résolution, et comme elle n'avait point d'asile, il la reçut dans son monastère." This, of course, soon raised a scandal, and king Clotaire sent for them to hear their defence. It was midwinter when they went to present themselves before the king, and when they reached the palace Clotaire was out hunting. While waiting for his return, St. Longis complained bitterly of the cold, and St. Nofletta ran to a baker's shop, asking him to give her a few live coals. The baker said, "Here is fire, but you have nothing to carry it in." St. Nofletta told him to put it in her apron; and, wrapping it up, she took it to St. Longis, "et quand le froid qu'il ressentait fut soulagé, Nofletta reprit dans son manteau les charbons encore brûlants, et les reporta au four." When Clotaire returned from the chase, and heard of this miracle, he not only quashed the charge, but gave large presents to St. Longis. "Après cela nos deux saints quittèrent le palais, et revinrent à leur monastère," and the mouth of scandal was for ever silenced.—Vita Sancti Lenogisili, No. 7 (from dom Piolin's version Eglise du Mans).

St. Francis of Paula holds fire in his hands without injury (A.D. 1416-1507). The many cures effected miraculously by St. Francis of Paula stirred up against him the physicians of the neighbourhood, who found their clients leaving them in all directions. They employed Father Scozetta to preach against him, and charge him with charlatanism. After preaching for a time against the saint, Father Scozetta determined to go to the saint's cell, and there charge him face to face with imposture. St. Francis received the reverend father with great courtesy, but the preacher was very violent and abusive. When he had done, St. Francis very quietly took two handfuls of red-hot coals in his hands, and, taking them to his visitor, said, "Father Antony, warm yourself, for you have great need." Father Scozetta was amazed to see the saint hold fire in his hand without being burnt, and, casting himself at his feet, begged pardon. St. Francis gave him his hand, bade him rise to his feet, and kissed him, saying, "Brother Antony, man of himself is but a feeble creature indeed, but, God helping, he can do all things."

Another instance. In 1469 pope Paul II. sent one of his chamberlains to ascertain if the wonderful things told of St. Francis were true or not. The chamberlain addressed himself to the archbishop of Cosenza, and the archbishop sent Charles Pyrrho, a canon of Cosenza, to attend the chamberlain to Paula. The saint was at work, as usual, with his workmen when the strangers arrived; and when the chamberlain was about to salute him by kissing his hand, St. Francis cried out, "It would not be
seemly for the pope's chamberlain, who has said mass for thirty years, to kiss the hand of such a humble individual as I am." The chamberlain was amazed that St. Francis knew him, and accompanied the saint into his cell. Here the chamberlain spoke very learnedly of the illusions of miracles, and the danger of deluding one's self in such a matter. Then St. Francis, walking up to the fire, took two handfuls of hot burning coals to the chamberlain, and bade him warm himself. The chamberlain was wholly disconcerted at this; but St. Francis quietly remarked, "All creatures obey those who serve God with a perfect heart." Which golden words are inserted by Leo X. in the bull of canonization. The chamberlain returned to Rome, and told his holiness that the sanctity of St. Francis exceeded all that had been said of him, and that his gift of miracles could not be exaggerated.

—Acts of Canonization (compiled by Father Giry).

St. Francis of Paula enters a kiln to repair it, while it was enveloped with flames (A.D. 1416–1507). A lime-kiln which had been lighted twenty-four hours, being out of repair, the flames burst through the chinks, and threatened to destroy the kiln. This would have destroyed the lime, and done considerable damage to the workmen's huts. The masons, greatly distressed, raised a cry of alarm, which brought St. Francis de Paula to the spot. Seeing the imminent danger, and knowing how important the lime was for the monastery he was building, he instantly set to work to repair the kiln, but for this purpose it was necessary to enter the burning furnace, and stop the holes from the inside. When the workmen returned from dinner, they found the kiln in thorough repair, and the saint washing his hands. To all appearances he was as fresh and uninjured as if he had come from his study. The bull of his canonization mentions this miracle; and the disciple who wrote his life, and the sixth witness of the process conducted at Cosenza, in connection with the canonization, not only mention the incident, but add that this lime miraculously renewed itself as fast as it was used, and lasted till the work was finished.—Acts of Canonization (compiled by Father Giry).

St. Martina, bound to the stake, was unharmed by the fire (A.D. 226). St. Martina, after having been subjected to unheard-of cruelties for her steadfast faith in Christ, was, by the order of Alexander Severus, tied to a stake in the midst of a fierce fire; but God sent a torrent of rain to quench the fire, and a high wind to disperse the fuel. As the burning fuel flew about in all directions, many of the heathen spectators were burnt to death, but the saint herself received no injury. The emperor insisted that St. Martina was protected by magic, and, fancying that the charm was lodged in her hair, commanded that every atom of it should be shaved off. After a lapse of three days she was conducted again to the temple of Diana, where she was locked in for three days and nights without food of any kind. Still she remained firm, and the emperor, tired of the struggle, commanded her head to be cut off.—Bollandus, Acta Sanctorum, vol. i. Jan. 1. (Surius wrote a life of St. Martina.)

A hermit stands unhurt on live coals during vespers. One day a solitary came to the cell of St. Palemon, and asked permission to join his fraternity in vespers, and he proposed that they should all stand on live coals while at prayer. "Thou shalt not tempt the Lord thy God," said Palemon; but the stranger persisted, and stood unhurt on red-hot cinders during the whole office. The writer ascribes the miracle "to the craft of Satan," but it is a dangerous distinction to introduce. (See Peter Gonzalez.)—Baring-Gould, Lives of the Saints, Jan., p. 150.

St. Peter Gonzalez reproves a harlot by standing in a fire (A.D. 1190–1248). Some Spanish libertines hired a harlot to go and tempt St. Peter Gonzalez. She went to the saint, and begged to consult him on an affair of great moment; but when alone with him, she embraced his knees and pretended to weep; but all of a sudden threw off her mask, and employed all her artifices to seduce him. Gonzalez bade her follow him into an inner chamber. Here he lighted a fire, and placed himself in the midst thereof. The harlot screamed with terror—said he would burn himself to death; but the saint replied, "What is this to hell-fire, to which you would allure me?" The harlot, struck to the heart, was converted, and ever after remained a consistent Christian, who reverenced the very shadow of Gonzales. (See above, A Hermit Stands, etc.)—Acta Sanctorum (Bollandists), vol. ii. April 14.

Fire would not burn the body of Leonard
Keyser. Leonard Keyser of Bavaria was one of the Reformed Church in the time of Zwingli and Luther. He was an ardent propagandist of the new views, and, being arrested by the bishop of Passau, was condemned to the stake. When he came to the fields outside the town, he went over the cart, gathered a flower, and said to the judge, who rode on horseback beside the cart, “My lord, I have plucked this flower. If you can burn me and this flower in my hand, then believe you have condemned me righteously; but if you can burn neither me nor the flower, then reflect on what you are doing, and repent.” When the procession reached the appointed place, the judge and his three officials threw an extra number of fagots on the pile, in order to increase its heat, and reduce the victim to ashes; but when all the wood was consumed, the body of the martyr was taken from the stake wholly unburnt. The three principals and their menials then brought fresh wood, and made a much larger fire; but still the body remained unburnt, the hair only being slightly singed, and the nails somewhat darkened. The ashes being brushed from the body, the skin was found to be smooth and of its natural colour, and the flower in the martyr’s hand was unfaded, and wholly uninjured by the flames. The executioners then cut the body into pieces, and threw the gobbets into a fresh fire, but again the fire burnt out, and the pieces were not consumed. Lastly, they took the pieces and threw them into a running stream, called the Inn. The judge was so terrified, that he threw up his office, and the chief executioner joined the Moravian brethren. It was from the mouth of this convert that the narrative given above was taken down.—Van Braght, The Bloody Theatre, or Martyrs’ Mirror.

Sebastian Franck, in his Chronicle of the Roman Heresies (letter 2), gives substantially the same tale; and Martin Luther, who records the martyrdom of Keyser, seems more inclined to credit the story than not. At any rate he does not deny it.

St. Lucy stands in the midst of a fierce fire wholly uninjured (Dec. 13, 305). Paschasius, governor of Syracuse, commanded that fagots, steeped in resin, pitch, and oil, should be piled round St. Lucy, the holy virgin, and ignited; but she stood uninjured in the midst of the burning pile. Paschasius then caused a sword to be thrust down her throat, which wounded her mortally; but, before she died, she exhorted those spectateurs who were Christians to stand fast in the faith delivered to the saints, and those who were not, to flee from the wrath to come. —Ado (archbishop of Trèves), Martyrology. (The acts of St. Lucy find place in Bede, Sigisbert, the Roman Martyrology, etc.)

(One of the hands of St. Lucy is shown in the vestry of the church of Toledo; the rest of her body is said to be in Venice.)

Fire would not burn the body of St. Menas. Menas was a Roman soldier, in the army of Diocletian. Because he was a Christian he was put to death, and his body cast into a great fire to be consumed; but the fire refused to injure it; and some devout Christians obtained possession of it, and buried it.—Metaphræstès, Lives.

St. Polycarp stood unharmed at the stake (A.D. 167). In the sixth year of Marcus Aurelius, Polycarp, at the age of eighty-six, was seized by Herod, chief magistrate of Smyrna, and set in the midst of a pile of wood and other combustibles. The mass, being set alight, blazed up with great fury, but instead of attacking the body of the saint, formed a canopy “like the sails of a ship inflated by the wind.” There stood the aged disciple of St. John in his canopy of fire, bright as silver purified in a furnace, while from his body there issued a fragrance sweeter than incense. The executioners, greatly exasperated at this spectacle, pierced him with spears, and the blood which spouted from the wounds of the martyr quenched the fire in which he stood.—Roman Martyrology (written by the Church of Smyrna, at the time of the martyrdom). See also Nicephorus Callistus, Church History, bk. iii. ch. 30–34.

Fire would not burn the bodies of the wise Roman converts. When Maxentius summoned the wisest men of the empire to a disputation with St. Catherine of Alexandria, they not only acknowledged themselves beaten in argument, but confessed themselves to be converted. Whereupon the emperor ordered them all to be burnt alive. They died in the flames; but the fire did not consume their bodies; nay, we are told not a hair of their heads was singed.—Metaphræstès (died 911), Lives, etc.

St. Sabas enters an oven without injury, while the fagots are blazing. St. Sabas of Cappadocia did a kind act to a baker. The baker had put his clothes in his oven to dry, but forgetting he had done so, stuffed the oven with fagots, and set fire to them to heat it. He then remembered he had left his clothes in the oven, and
made great lamentation over his lose. St. Sebastian, being told of the mischance, went into the flaming oven, rescued the clothes, and returned wholly uninjured by the blazing fagots.—Cyril (the monk), Life of St. Sabas.

St. Silvester enters a blazing oven to rescue a baker's shovel (A.D. 1185). A similar legend to that of St. Sabas (p. 139) is told of St. Silvester. He entered a baker's furnace when fully heated "to scrape together the living embers"—for what?—because the baker had stupidly left his shovel in the furnace to be burnt up by the blazing fagots. It is to be presumed that the embers being "scraped together," the shovel was miraculously restored sound and whole, though Baring-Gould does not say so, but otherwise the incident would have no point at all.—Baring-Gould, Lives of the Saints, Jan., p. 87.

St. Thecla, set in the midst of a large fire, receives no hurt therefrom. St. Thecla, being converted by the preaching of Paul the apostle, refused to marry Tamarus, to whom she had been betrothed. So Tamarus told the procurator that a foreigner was perverting the minds of the people, and bringing in strange gods. Paul, upon this charge, was scourged, and banished from Iconium; and Thecla, who still adhered to the new persuasion, was condemned to be burnt to death. The fire was kindled, and Thecla set in the midst of the burning fagots, in the presence of an immense throng of spectators; but, to the utter amazement of all, the fire did her no harm; and from a cloudless sky there suddenly fell such torrents of rain, amidst thunder and lightning, that the fire was extinguished and the crowd dispersed. Whereupon St. Thecla deliberately walked from the smouldering pile to the house of Onesiphorus, where she found Paul and some other Christians.—Ado (archbishop of Trèves), Martyrology.

St. Thuribius of Astorga proves his innocence of a charge by holding fire in his hand (A.D. 490). St. Thuribius, bishop of Astorga, was charged with an enormous crime by a deacon; but the bishop, to prove his innocence, took burning coals into his hand, and, placing them on his rochet, carried them to the church, and showed them to the people. As neither he nor his rochet received injury from the fire, his innocence was established by the judgment of God.—Tamayus-Salazar, Spanish Martyrology.

St. Tiburtius walks barefoot over live coals, and receives no injury. Fabiana, the Roman governor, commanded to kindle a great fire of coals on the ground, and said to Tiburtius, "Choose now which you will do: put incense on these coals to the immortal gods, or walk over them barefoot." Tiburtius made the sign of the cross, and then walked over the red-hot coals, as if they had been a carpet of rose-leaves and other flowers.—Life of St. Sebastian (from the public registers).

Fire shows reverence to Sister Benedicta's bed (A.D. 1850). Mgr. Dépéry restored the cottage of Sister Benedicta; but on Jan. 28, A.D. 1850, a fire burnt down almost the whole village of St. Etienne. The flames attacked the cottage restored by Mgr. Dépéry, destroyed the thatch, but stopped, "as if pushed back by some invisible hand," when they reached the alcove containing the bed of Sister Benedicta. The debris which the fire respected was carefully collected as relics, and used in constructing a new cottage.—Les Petitsollandistes, vol. v. p. 228.

(Mgr. Barnabos, bishop of Gap, is collecting such data as these to affect the canonization of Benedicta, 1894.)

The bed of St. Cunegunda caught fire but no mischief was done (1040). One night, after long prayer, St. Cunegunda, wife of Henry II., emperor of Germany, fell asleep and was lifted into bed. Her reader fell asleep soon afterwards, and, dropping her candle, set fire to the pallium and bedclothes. The emperor and her reader were roused from sleep by the noise and heat of the fire, and, making the sign of the cross, the fire instantly dropped out. Although the empress was lying on a bed blazing with fire, and the flames burnt fiercely all around her, yet her night—clothes were not touched, nor did she suffer any injury whatever.—The Bull of Canonization by Innocent III., A.D. 1200.

Without going to miracles, allowing for a little exaggeration, the circumstance that Cunegonda's night—clothes did not catch fire may be accounted for. We are told she slept in a horse—haired gown, on a pallium covered with a horse—haired quilt; so some of the articles on the bed might catch fire, but would not be likely to set fire to the horse—haired very rapidly.

St. Drogo uninjured by a fire which burns down his cell (A.D. 1118–1189). St. Drogo lived for forty years against the church at Seburg, in Hainault. One day a fire broke out in the church, and burnt his cell to the ground, but though St. Drogo remained there all the time, he received no injury. Papebroch (p. 441) says,
"God repeated, in St. Drogo's favour, the miracle of the three children in the fiery furnace of Babylon."—*Acta Sanctorum* (Bollandists), April 16.

A fire respects the house of St. Galla, and injures it not. A fire broke out in the house next to that in which St. Galla lived. It was very fierce, and spread so rapidly that all thought the saint's house must inevitably be destroyed. St. Galla, without leaving her room, fell on her knees in prayer, and the flames, starting back, gathered themselves together, and dropped out suddenly. A vast concourse had collected to assist in extinguishing it; and when they saw "the miracle," they stood stupefied with amazement.—*Les Petits Bollandistes*, vol. ii. p. 199.

St. Melanius's cemeteries uninjured by fire. When the church of Rennes was consumed by fire, the cemeteries of St. Melanius, although especially combustible, were wholly uninjured. So says St. Gregory of Tours, who lived only a century after the event.

Fire refuses to touch the statue of Minerva of Illium. Many authors tell us that when the Phrygians burnt Illium, the statue of Pallas Minerva stood in the midst of a heap of ashes wholly uninjured. This prodigy was perpetrated on medals.

Fire quenched.

**NUM. xi. 1–3.** When the people complained, the Lord heard it, and His anger was kindled; and the fire of the Lord burnt among them, and consumed them that were in the uttermost parts of the camp. And Moses prayed unto the Lord, and the fire was quenched. And Moses called the name of the place Tabor, because the fire of the Lord burnt among them.

HRS. xi. 34. The time would fail me to tell of [those] who through faith quenched the violence of fire.

The ghost of St. Gertrude, abbess of Nivelles, quenches a fire in the monastery. Ten years after her death, the ghost of St. Gertrude "appeared visibly" in the refectory of the college of Nivelles, for the purpose of putting out a fire which threatened to destroy the whole pile of buildings.—Surius, *Lives of the Saints*.

**St. Godeberta quenches a fire by the sign of the cross (A.D. 676).** In A.D. 676 a violent fire threatened to burn down the whole city of Noyon. St. Godeberta was confined to her bed at the time. The fire spread rapidly, and reached the basilica of St. Mary, built by St. Medard. Godeberta caused herself to be carried in a chair into the very heart of the flames, and, making the sign of the cross, the fire instantly subsided, and the church was saved.—Radbod H. (bishop of Noyon, A.D. 1167), *Life of St. Godeberta*.

Fire extinguished by St. Lupus with the sign of the cross (A.D. 610). A horrible fire broke out in Chalons in the year 610, and destroyed half the city. No human means availed to arrest its progress, and the whole city must have been reduced to ashes, if the people had not sought the intercession of St. Lupus. Immediately the saint was solicited to interfere, he rose from his bed, and, placing himself right in front of the run of the fire, made the sign of the cross. The flames, as if by magic, stood upright and then sank into the earth, doing no more mischief; and thus the rest of the city was saved from destruction.—*Légendaire d'Autun*.

A fire walked out by St. Remi (A.D. 449–545). On one occasion, while St. Remi was at Reims, lodging in the house of the church of St. Nicasius, a great fire burst out, and destroyed a large part thereof, threatening the whole city with destruction. St. Remi made the sign of the cross against the conflagration, which approached toward him with rapid strides, but stopped suddenly, and then slowly retreated. The holy man followed it, and still it retreated. Thus did he till the fire came to the city gates, when it rolled itself into a ball, passed through the gates without injuring them, and rolling into the open fields was soon spent, to the amazement of the whole city which had assembled together, and were witnesses of this great miracle.—Hincmar (archbishop of Reims, 806–882), *Life of St. Remi*.

St. Wodoal's stick puts out a fire (A.D. 700). An angel gave St. Wodoal a staff, which was called his "crossillon," and which had the virtue of extinguishing fire. If, therefore, a fire broke out at Soissons or the neighbourhood, it was usual to hold up this rod and bid it cease to burn. Many and many a fire was put out in the monastery by this means. Mme. d'Harcourt, abbess of Soissons, tells us that a fire once broke out in the kitchen chimney with great violence, when she took up the crossillon, and made with it the sign of the cross on the chimney-place. Immediately the fire fell with a great thud upon the kitchen floor, and greatly alarmed those present; but, being dead, it was soon cast out into the yard. Ever after, it was customary on Feb. 6, after grand mass, for the
head sacristan with the crosillon, followed by the second sacristan with a wax taper, and then by all the inmates of the house singing, to march through the abbey, when the kitchen chimney-place was first marked with a cross by the magic rod, and then other parts of the buildings.

Fire extinguished by St. Wodoal’s hood.
One day, a fire having broke out in the abbey, one of the monks, who was sick of a fever at the time, ran and told St. Wodoal. St. Wodoal gave his hood to the man, and told him to follow the fire till it retreated from the premises. This he did, and no mischief occurred.—L’abbé Péchouer, Annales du Diocèse de Soissons.

The fire which fell down the chimney with a thud, looks very much like a fall of scot dislodged from a foul chimney by the tap of the stick.

Fish Miracles. (See also Jonah.)
Matt. xvii. 27. Peter, being asked to pay tribute, told Jesus of the demand; and Jesus said to him, Go to the sea, and cast a hook, and take up the fish that first cometh up; and when thou hast opened his mouth, thou shalt find a piece of money: that take, and give for Me and thee.

St. Cadoc of Wales finds his lost Virgil in a salmon (sixth century). St. Cadoc was passionately fond of the Latin poet Virgil. One day, walking with Gildas the historian, he put his Virgil under his arm, and began to weep at the thought that his beloved poet might perhaps, at that very moment, be with Satan and his angels. A sudden gust of wind caused him to lift his arm, and his book was blown into the sea. The loss was an unspeakable grief to him; but next morning a fisherman brought him a fine salmon as a present, and in the fish was the very Virgil he had lost the previous day, and what completed his joy was to find the book wholly uninjured.—Rees, Lives of the Cambro-British Saints.

A fish restores to St. Egwin of Worcester the key of his fetters (A.D. 720).
When St. Egwin of Worcester went on his pilgrimage to Rome, “to expiate his sins,” he loaded his ankles with iron fetters, and, having locked the irons, threw the key into the Avon. As he neared Italy, a large fish floundered upon the ship’s deck, and, being prepared for table, the key which Egwin had thrown into the Avon was found in its stomach. St. Egwin considered this as an intimation from God that he was to release himself of his fetters. Accordingly he unlocked them, and continued his pilgrimage foot free.—St. Brithwald (archbishop of Canterbury), Life of St. Egwin.

It would have been interesting to know what sort of fish this was to which the fresh water of the Avon and the salt water of the sea were equally congenial. It does not say a “salmon,” which certainly is a stranger in the Avon.

Miss Elton of Stratford recovers a ring by a codfish (1696). A knight passing by a cottage heard the cries of a woman in travail, and knew by his skill in the occult sciences that the infant was destined to be his future wife; but he determined to elude his destiny. When the child was of marriageable age, the knight took her to the seaside, intending to drown her, but relented; and, throwing his signet-ring into the sea, he commanded her never more to see his face, upon pain of death, till she brought back with her that ring. The damsels then went as cook to a noble family, and one day, as she was preparing a codfish for dinner, she found the ring in the fish, took it to the knight, and thus became the wife of Sir John Berry. The Berry arms show a fish, and in the dexter chief a ring, in record of this legend.

The arms of the city of Glasgow. The arms of the city of Glasgow show an oak tree with a bird above it, and a bell hanging from one of the branches. At the foot of the tree is a salmon with a ring in its mouth. The symbols are explained thus: St. Kentigern built the city, and hung a bell in the oak to summon the men to work. So much for the “oak and the bell.” Now for the “salmon and the ring.” We are told that a queen of Scotland formed an illicit attachment to a young soldier, and gave him the ring which her husband had presented to her as a betrothal or love gift. It coming to the knowledge of the king that the queen had parted with this ring, he contrived to abstract it from the soldier while he was asleep, threw it into the Clyde, and then asked the queen to show it him. The queen in consternation ran to St. Kentigern, and, confessing her crime, entreated his help. The father confessor went forthwith to the Clyde, and drew out a salmon with the ring in its mouth. He handed the ring to the queen, and by this means prevented a great scandal, saved the lives of two persons, and reformed the repentant lady. Jocelyn (bishop of Glasgow), in his Life of St. Kentigern (1126), mentions this; and in Christian art the saint is represented with a salmon and a ring in the foreground.
The keys of a reliquary discovered in a fish (A.D. 426). While St. Maurilius was bishop of Angers, a woman sent to him to come and baptize her child, who was dangerously ill. He was saying mass at the time, and no one dared interrupt him. When mass was over the child was dead, and not having been baptized, St. Maurilius accused himself of being the cause of the child’s perdition. This so preyed upon his mind that he resolved to throw up his office, and live the rest of his life in private and in penitence. So, starting from Angers, he journeyed to the coast; and, while he waited for a vessel bound for England, wrote on a rock these words: “Here Maurilius, bishop of Angers, embarked. Quasimodo, A.D. 412.” When he had got out of sight of land, he found he had taken with him the keys of the relics of the church, and as he held them in his hand, thinking how to send them back, the devil knocked them into the sea. The saint was greatly distressed, and vowed he would never more return to Angers till these keys were restored. On reaching England, he hired himself out as a gentleman’s gardener, and the crops he raised, his admirable industry, his modest behaviour, and saintly piety, made him a great favourite with his master and his family. When the people of Angers discovered that their bishop was gone, they were much grieved, and four of the monks were appointed to go in search of him. For seven years they searched without finding a trace, and then discovered the writing on the rock: “Here Maurilius, bishop of Angers, embarked. Quasimodo, A.D. 412.” Hope dawned; they embarked for England, and had a capital passage; but as they ran through the sea, a fish leaped on deck, was caught, and prepared for dinner. As it was opened, the keys of the relics, labelled, were found in it. The monks first thought the bishop had been drowned, but an angel told them in a vision he was alive, and they would find him when they came ashore. Immediately they alighted, the angel guided them to the gentleman’s garden, and there they discovered the lost bishop. Maurilius told them of his loss, and said he had made a vow never to return till he had found the lost keys. The monks then produced the keys, and informed the bishop how they had come by them. Maurilius, no longer doubting God’s will, acquiesced in their desire. When he had again embarked, an angel appeared to him, and said, “Maurilius, return to your people, and in reward of your virtues God will restore to life the infant that died seven years ago unbaptized.” The first thing the bishop did when he reached Angers was to go to the grave of this infant, and lo! it revived, and received the name of René (born again).—Acta Sanctorum (Bollandists), Sept. 13.

Fishes, called by St. Peter Gonzalez, came and gave themselves up to supply his table (A.D. 1190-1248). St. Peter Gonzalez built several religious houses, and was often at a loss to find food for the numerous workmen. On such occasions it was his wont to go to the nearest river, and tell the fishes, who immediately threw themselves on the banks in great numbers, and offered themselves voluntarily to death.—Acta Sanctorum (Bollandists), vol. ii. April 15.

A bell found in a fish given to St. Paul, bishop of Leon (A.D. 492-573). St. Paul, bishop of Leon, requested king Mark to give him a certain bell, but his demand was refused. Not long afterwards, being in the mansion of the count de Witur, a person made him a present of the head of a very fine fish. On preparing it for dinner, the very bell which the king had refused him was found in the fish, and is still preserved in the cathedral of Leon. It is quadrangular, but the sides are not all the same size, two being large, and two smaller. It is nine inches in height, and seems to have been beaten into shape by a hammer. The metal of which it is made is a mixture of copper and silver. Miraculous virtues are attributed to this bell.—Lobineau, Lives of the Saints of Brittany; and for description of the bell see Antiquités de la Bretagne, Finisterre, pt. i.

Polycratés, tyrant of Samos, recovers a ring from the sea. Polycratés was so prosperous in all things, that Amias advised him to part with some treasure dearly cherished in order to avert ill fortune. Accordingly, the king rowed into the open sea, and, pulling off a very valuable emerald signet-ring, threw it into the sea. The following week a fisherman presented the king with a fish of extraordinary size, and, on opening it, there was the signet-ring. Polycratés, thinking the circumstance of sufficient importance, and a memorable instance of divine interposition, wrote an account of it, and sent his narrative to Egypt. Herodotus, the Greek historian, was told
it in Egypt, and from him it has come down to our knowledge.—Herodotus, History, iii. 40.

A cooked fish reproves Theodoric for murder (A.D. 526). Theodoric, suspicious of treason, and "blinded by heresy," put to death Boethius and Symmachus, two illustrious senators. Then, seizing upon pope John, he shut him in prison, and starved him to death. He then made a Jew his chief minister, and filled all the churches with Arians. Scarcely was this done, when, like Arius, he was afflicted with a bloody flux, and Procopius, the historian, says the officers of Theodoric happened to serve him one day with a cod's head and shoulders. Theodoric was terribly frightened. Nothing would persuade him that the cod's head was not the head of the senator Symmachus. He thought he saw the fish bite its lip, and glare at him furiously. He shuddered with fright, and was carried up to bed, trembling from head to foot. His physician was sent for, and found him crying like a child for the death of Symmachus and Boethius.—See Liber Pontificalis.

A crab brings to Francis Xavier his crucifix. As Francis Xavier was sailing from Ambonum, a city of the Molucca islands, to Baranula, he was overtaken with a storm, which threatened to wreck the vessel in which he sailed. Xavier took from his neck his crucifix, and held it in the raging sea in order to still the billows, but as the vessel lurched suddenly, he dropped it in the water. The ship next day arrived safely at Baranula; and when Xavier went ashore, a great crab leaped out of the sea, carrying the crucifix "devoutly, and in an upright direction between its fins." The crab made its way direct to Xavier, delivered to him the crucifix, and returned to the sea. Xavier was unspeakably thankful, and crossing his arms, he fell prostrate on the ground, where he remained for half an hour in devout prayer.—Cardinal de Monte's speech before Gregory XV., on the canonization of Francis Xavier, Jan. 19, 1622.

Flowers and Fruits from Paradise. (See Celinacy.)

Gen. ii. 8, 9. And the Lord God planted a garden eastward in Eden, and there put He the man whom He had formed. And out of the ground made the Lord God to grow every tree that is pleasant to the sight and good for food.

Luke xix. 43. Jesus on the cross said to the penitent thief, This day shalt thou be with Me in paradise for the garden.

The Virgin Mary brings flowers from paradise to Sister Benedicta (A.D. 1648-1718). Some workmen volunteered to dress the vineyard of Sister Benedicta's mother, who was very poor. The Virgin Mary filled the apron of Benedicta with roses from paradise, to distribute to these workmen in reward of their neighbourly kindness. There can be no doubt that the roses came from paradise, inasmuch as it was only the middle of March, when there were no roses in the alpine climate of the Valley of the Lake (Laus, 2 syl.).—Les Petits Bollandistes, vol. v. p. 226.

(Mgr. Barnadou, bishop of Gap, is collecting such data as these to effect the canonization of Sister Benedicta, 1884.)

Theophilus the lawyer receives flowers and fruits from paradise (A.D. 304). As St. Dorothy of Cesarea, in Cappadocia, was led to execution, Theophilus, a lawyer, who had been present at her examination, and heard her say to the judge, "I thank thee, for this day shall I be with my spouse in paradise," cried in ridicule, "Going to paradise, Dorothy? Well, send me some of its fruits and flowers; good-bye." "Glady, Theophilus," said the martyr, "will I do what you request." She then knelt in prayer, and forthwith appeared a child, some four years old, who had in a cloth three different fruits, and three magnificent roses. "Take these," said Dorothy to the child, "to Theophilus, and say here are the fruits and flowers from paradise which you asked for." And so saying, her head fell to the sword of the executioner.

In the mean time Theophilus was telling his companions of his joke, and the maiden's answer. The laugh was loud, and the pleasantry applauded uproariously, when the child entered with the fruits and flowers. Going up straight to Theophilus, he said, "These are the fruits and flowers you asked the holy Dorothy to send you. I have brought them at her request from the garden of her divine spouse." So saying, the child vanished. Theophilus was amazed, and was at once convinced that the God of Dorothy is the only true God. The lawyer's boon companions tried to laugh him out of his conviction, but Theophilus replied, "It is midwinter. There are no fruits and flowers like these in February. Our gardens are barren, and our fruit trees leafless." The evidence was too strong to be gainsaid, and spoke irresist-
FOOD MULTIPLIED: AGNES—BRIGIT.

Food multiplied and reproduced. (See ELISHA AND THE WIDOW, etc.)

Matt. xiv. 16-21. When it was evening, the disciples said to Jesus, This is a desert place, and the time is now past; send the multitude away, that they may go into the villages, and buy themselves victuals. But Jesus said to the disciples, They need not depart; give ye them to eat. The disciples say unto Him, We have here but five loaves, and two fishes. Jesus said, Bring them hither to Me. And He commanded the multitude to sit down on the grass. And He took the five loaves and the two fishes, and blessed, and brake, and gave the loaves to His disciples, and His disciples to the multitude. And they did eat all, and were filled: and they took up of the fragments that remained twelve baskets full. And they that had eaten were about five thousand men, besides women and children.

(The total would not be less than fifteen thousand altogether.)

Matt. xv. 32-38. Jesus called His disciples unto Him, and said, I have compassion on the multitude, because they have been with Me three days, and have nothing to eat. His disciples say unto Him, Whence should we buy bread in the wilderness, to fill so great a multitude? Jesus saith to them, How many loaves have ye? And they said, Seven, and a few fishes. And Jesus commanded the multitude to sit down on the ground. And He took the seven loaves and the fishes, and gave thanks, and brake them, and gave to His disciples, and the disciples to the multitude. And all did eat, and were filled. And they took up of the broken meat that was left seven baskets full. And they that did eat were four thousand men, besides women and children.

(The total would not be less than twelve thousand altogether.)

2 Kings iv. 44-46. There came a man from Bealshahlah, and brought Elisha twenty loaves of barley; and Elisha said, Give unto the people, that they may eat. And the servant said, What! should I set this before a hundred men? Elisha said again, Give the people, that they may eat: for thus saith the Lord, They shall eat, and shall leave thereof. So the servant set the food before the people, and they did eat, and left thereof, according to the word of the Lord. (See St. CLAIRE, p. 146.)

2 Kings iv. 1-7. A widow, being in debt, told Elisha that her creditors had threatened to sell her and her children to satisfy their claims. Elisha asked the woman what she had in the house. Nothing, she replied, save a little oil in a pot. Go, said the prophet to her, and borrow vessels of all thy neighbours, empty vessels, not a few. And she did so. ... Four

off thy oil now into all these vessels till they are full. And she did so. Now, said the prophet, go, sell the oil; and when thou hast paid thy debts, live thou and thy children on the rest.

St. Agnes supplies bread, and causes it to multiply (A.D. 1274—1317). St. Agnes built a convent on Mount Pulciano, where twenty sisters lived. For three days the house was wholly without food, and Agnes said, "O blessed Saviour, O tender Father, O my everlasting Spouse, at Thy command have I built this house, and wilt Thou leave Thy servants to die here for want of bread? Good Master, give us food, or we perish. Send us five loaves of bread. Our wants are not great, but great is Thy power, and infinite Thy love." One of the sisters now entered the cell, and Agnes told her to go into the tower, and bring out the bread which Christ had just sent. When the bread was set on the table, it multiplied as fast as it was eaten, and supplied the whole convent for many days.—La Vierge de Sienne, Dialogue 149.

St. Austregisil, bishop of Bourges, multiplies wine (A.D. 551-624). One vintage St. Austregisil went into the cellar of the monastery of the Château à Bourges to examine the vats, and take a register of their contents. He found all the tubs full, except one which held twenty gallons; this tub had a pint or so in it, but not more. St. Austregisil, making on it the sign of the cross, passed on. Next day the cellarer, on going into the vault, observed that the aforesaid cask was full to overflowing, and informed Austregisil; but the saint told the cellarer not to talk about the matter, for it was God's doing.

Another instance. On another occasion St. Austregisil, being in Geneva, saw in the borders of the lake a chapel half in ruins. There was neither priest nor clerk, guardian nor any other person to say mass there. The doors of the chapel were wide open, but the sacristy was fast locked. Austregisil bade his reader go and fetch some water; but the reader, being unable to find any, returned to the chapel, when he beheld the sacristy door open, and the bishop saying mass. Two cups were on the altar table, one of water and the other of wine.—Legendes du Berry.

St. Brigit of Kildare causes a cow to give three pailsfuls of milk (A.D. 430-529). St. Brigit on one occasion was visited by several bishops, but had no food to give them. She sent to milk a cow which had been already milked twice that same day,
but now gave freely milk enough to fill three large pails. Pilgrimages are made to Hamay, in Belgium, by cowkeepers, in honour of this saint, that their cows may be prolific. The peasants of Fosses, in the diocese of Namur, are accustomed, on Feb. 1, every year, “beinir des baguettes avec lesquelles on touche les vaches malades pour les guérir.”—Mgr. Guérin, Vies des Saints, vol. ii. pp. 186, 187.

St. Clara feeds fifty nuns with half a loaf of bread. On one occasion there happened to be in the nunnery over which St. Clara presided only a single loaf of bread, and no other food whatever, for the fifty nuns. St. Clara ordered the loaf to be divided into two equal parts, one of which was given in alms to the begging friars. When dinner-time arrived, the fifty nuns took their seats, and St. Clara, holding the half-loaf in her hands, blessed and broke it. The broken bread was then handed to the nuns, and all ate thereof and were filled, declaring that they had never enjoyed so good a meal in all their lives.—Life of St. Clara (written by command of pope Alexander V.). See 2 Kings iv. 42-44.

St. Euthymius multiplies food to feed four hundred Armenians (A.D. 876-473). One day four hundred Armenians, who had lost their way, came to the monastery of St. Euthymius and craved food. There was not at the time food enough in the monastery to last the usual inmates a single day; but Euthymius ordered food to be set at once before the travellers. When the monks, in obedience to this order, opened the larder, it was literally piled up to the very ceiling with food; indeed, so full was it, they found it hard to open the door. The wine and oil were similarly multiplied, so that after the four hundred strangers had made a hearty meal, there was left a large store of provisions for the use of the monks.—Cyrillus, Life of St. Euthymius. (See also Surius, and the annotations of Bollandus.)

St. Francis of Paula feeds forty soldiers with two small loaves and one pint of wine. Ferdinand I., king of Naples, sent a captain with forty soldiers to arrest St. Francis of Paula. When the officer came into the presence of the saint, he was so awe-struck that he fell at his feet and craved pardon. St. Francis ordered a collation to be set before the captain and his band. There were but two small loaves and a single pint of wine at hand; but St. Francis blessed them, and there was not only enough to satisfy forty-one hearty soldiers, who ate and drank most liberally, but at the close there was more bread and wine left than there was before the meal began.—Father Giry, Acts of Canonization, etc.

St. Francis of Paula feeds nine men for three days with a morsel of bread (A.D. 1416-1507). When St. Francis of Paula was on his way to Sicily, he miraculously fed nine persons for three days with a little piece of bread left in the wallet of one of the travellers.—Father Giry, Acts of Canonization, etc.

St. Gerard reproduces the loaves he had given away (A.D. 994). St. Gerard retired to his cabinet just before dinner to pray, according to his usual custom. While there he heard the voice of beggars asking for bread; and, going into the refectory, took three loaves off the table, and handed them to the beggars through the window. When he came to dinner he saw the three loaves had been replaced, and asked the steward who had done it. The man protested that no one had touched the table since it was laid, and that no bread had been replaced at all. When Gerard told the steward he had given three of the loaves to some beggars, the steward replied, then God must have replaced them, for he was quite certain no one in the house had done so.—Father Benedict, Life of St. Gerard (1700).

The testimony of this steward is not worth much, for he evidently did not know that Gerard had taken three loaves off the table.

Wheat multiplied by St. John Francis Regis (A.D. 1597-1640). St. John Francis Regis, the Jesuit, kept a granary of wheat for distribution to the poor, and placed it under the charge of Margaret Band. One day Margaret announced that the granary was quite empty, but St. Regis, notwithstanding, sent a poor woman, who had a large family, with an order for wheat. Margaret, surprised at this, went and told St. Regis the chamber was quite empty, inasmuch that it would not be possible to scrape together so much as a handful of corn, much less a pottle.

“Go,” said Regis, “and fill the pottle which this poor woman has brought.” Margaret persisted; there was not a grain left. “Do as I bid you,” said
Regia. So she went to the granary, and, to her utter amazement, found it full of wheat even to the ceiling. This miracle was repeated several times afterwards.—Father Daubenton (Jesuit), Life of St. John Francis Regis.

Food placed by John Grandé before an image of the Virgin multiplied (A.D. 1546-1600). In 1679 a dreadful famine occurred in Spain; bread failed, and the distress was frightful. John Grandé was at Xerès, and exerted himself nobly in rendering assistance to the starving people; but so many presented themselves that all his resources were at length exhausted. Man’s extremity is God’s opportunity. John Grandé put a small piece of bread and meat before the image of the Virgin, and from that moment the more he gave the more he had to give. Neither bread nor meat failed him so long as the famine lasted.—Les Petitsollandistes, vol. vi. p. 437.

Guilbert, founder of the congregation of Vallombrosa, creates a splendid commission for the entertainment of Leo IX. (A.D. 1049). While pope Leo IX. was visiting the Churches, he told Guilbert, founder of the congregation of Vallombrosa, he should dine with him in his monastery of Passigno. Guilbert found there was no fish, so he told two of the novices to cast their lines in the neighbouring lake and get some. The novices replied, “There are no fish at all in the lake;” but the abbot rebuked them, saying it was not their place to remonstrate, but to obey. So they went to the lake, and presently returned, bringing with them two magnificent pike, which abundantly supplied the pope and all his retinue.—Wibert, Life of St. Leo IX., bk. ii.

St. Hermeland multiplies wine (A.D. 718). The count of Nantes et Rennes, doubting the miraculous powers of St. Hermeland, resolved to put them to the proof. So he called on the saint, and St. Hermeland, by his benediction only, multiplied a sip of wine presented to the count in a glass, and obliged him by this miracle to throw himself at the saint’s feet and beg his pardon. After that, the count listened with more attention to the ghostly instructions of the saint.

Another instance. While on a visit at Coutances, in Normandy, a rich inhabitant of the place, named Launé, received the saint under his roof. There was only one pint of wine in the house, but St. Hermeland gave of it to a large multitude of persons who had assembled on all sides to see him. Hundreds and hundreds drank of this wine, and still it failed not; yea, after all had drunk and were satisfied, there was more left in the vessel than at first.—Bulteau, History of the Monks of the East, bk. i. ch. 87.

St. Hermeland produces a lamprey which feeds a whole monastery (A.D. 719). While St. Hermeland was at Andrette on the Loire, a monk spoke to him of a little fish, called a lamprey, which he had seen in the bishop’s palace at Nantes. Says St. Hermeland, “Do you suppose that God cannot send such fish here?” And while he was speaking a lamprey jumped out of the Loire, and threw itself on the bank close by the monk. St. Hermeland divided it into three pieces; one he kept for himself, and the other two he sent to the monastery, and they sufficed to feed all the brothers there assembled.—Bulteau, History of the Monks of the East, bk. i. ch. 87.

St. Hilarion feeds three thousand with a hundred measures of grapes, and has three hundred measures left. St. Hilarion, visiting his monasteries, came to one which was occupied by a very miserly man. This vineyard was attached to a monastery, and the tenant had placed watchmen in it to keep out the crowd. St. Hilarion, passing by this vineyard, went into another, and the crowd followed him. The saint blessed the vineyard, and the multitude ate. This vineyard usually yielded a hundred measures of wine annually, but this year, when about three thousand persons had eaten of the grapes as much as they wished, it yielded, within twenty days, more than three hundred measures of wine. The other vineyard yielded much less than usual, and the fruit it bore did not ripen, so that the grapes thereof were sour.—St. Jerome (A.D. 399), Vita St. Hilarionis. See also Nicophorus Callistus (died 1350), Ecclesiastical History.

St. Isidore feeds a great crowd with the portion of food set aside for himself. One night St. Isidore returned home later than usual, because he had entered a church on his way to pray there. When he reached the homestead of farmer Vargas, for whom he worked, supper was over, but a small portion had been set aside for him. Isidore took it to the door, where a great crowd of poor people and pilgrims was assembled, distributed to each as much as he would, and all went away filled and fully satisfied, so greatly had the food been
multiplied.—From the Spanish Life of St. Isidore.

Another example. St. Isidore joined the confraternity of the Rosary of Our Blessed Lady, where, on certain days, a distribution of bread and wine was made to the "sodales." Isidore always gave his quota to the poor. On one occasion it was larger than usual, so he invited all the poor round about to come and receive his dole of bread and wine. Above three hundred assembled; and, as he distributed, the bread and wine kept multiplying, so that all the three hundred were filled; and as they returned home, they blessed God for His miraculous liberality.

The life of St. Isidore is vouched for by the highest possible authority, and the version used in these extracts is a translation printed at Bruges, June 18, 1626, by John Hougham, by letters of authorization from Philip, king of Castile and Aragon, countersigned by his minister, De Groot.

St. John Baptist de la Conception multiplies food (1561-1618). St. John Baptist de la Conception was head of the reformed Trinitarians in the new convent of Val de Pegnas. On one occasion, being wholly without food, a gift of twelve loaves was sent to the convent. Ten of these he gave to the poor, leaving only two for the convent, which contained some hundreds of inmates. He commanded the steward to break the two loaves into small pieces and hand round. All made a hearty repast, and there remained over and above sufficient for the evening meal.

On another occasion, being without food of any kind, the saint told the inmates they must perform observe the day as a veritable fast. As he spoke two young men knocked at the gate, and gave in food of divers kinds "truly appetizing." When the porter demanded from whom the gift came, the young men made answer, "Take, take, and give God thanks." So saying, they departed, and were no more seen.—Godescard; Vie des Saintes (continued by Darras).

St. Jordanus feeds some fifty persons with two small loaves (A.D. 1237). St. Jordanus of Saxony on one occasion went to the village of Ursace, in the Alps, in company with two brothers and a secular clerk. Hungry and tired, they entered the village inn, and asked for something to eat. Mine host informed them he had nothing in the house but two small loaves, which he required for his own family. St. Jordanus requested the man to bring what he had, and set before them. He then invited the poor of the neighbourhood to come to the inn, and soon thirty poor folks gathered before the door. The host remonstrated; said it would not be possible to get food in that place; and wanted to send the poor away. But St. Jordanus distributed the bread first to the thirty poor folks, till all were filled; then to his three companions, till they were satisfied; then to the host and all his house; and lastly to himself. Mine host was stupefied, and exclaimed, "This man is a saint."—Acta Sanctorum (Bollandus), vol. ii. Feb.

St. Julian, bishop of Cuenca, miraculously supplied with food (A.D. 1207). St. Julian, bishop of Cuenca, used daily to give dinner to a large number of paupers, and God used to multiply his food miraculously to enable him to continue his charities. Sometimes he would find the corn in his granaries multiplied, especially in times of scarcity. On one occasion, having exhausted his provisions, a long train of mules, without a single driver, stood at his gates. Each mule was laden with corn, and, after being unloaded, departed, no one knows whither. As there was no driver, there was no one to pay, and St. Julian felt persuaded that the gift came from God.—Acta Sanctorum (Bollandus), Jan. 28.

St. Maur multiplies wine to supply guests with it (A.D. 512-584). On one occasion St. Maur had to entertain unexpectedly the archdeacon of Angers and more than sixty strangers. He had no wine in the house, except a few drops in a bottle; but these few drops he multiplied so abundantly that all his guests had as much as they desired, and more was left than the original quantity. Faustus (a companion of St. Maur); Life of St. Maur.

St. Maidoc of Ferns reproduces six sheep, eaten by wolves (A.D. 632). On one occasion St. Maidoc fed six hungry wolves with six fat sheep, and then reproduced the sheep in their former state of life and fitness.—Baring-Gould, Lives of the Saints, Jan. 31.

Baring-Gould apologizes for the prodigies set down to St. Maidoc, saying "they are incredible;" but he ought to have told us where to draw the line between credible and incredible miracles.

St. Nicholas levies corn, and the levies are miraculously restored. During a great dearth in Lycia, St. Nicholas induced every ship laden with corn on its way to Constantinople to give him a
Food Multiplied: Odilo—Theodosius.

Hundred measures of the wheat (= four sacks), under promise that when the ship reached the docks the crew would find the gift replaced. With this voluntary levy, St. Nicholas kept the Lycians well supplied with food; for not only were the hundred measures miraculously restored to the various ships, but the quantity given was always miraculously increased according to the necessities of the people. There never was too little, and there never was too much. (See Exod. xvi. 17, 18.)—Metaphrastes (died 911), Lives, etc.

St. Odilo, bishop of Chesy, feeds a large number of visitors with a little fish (A.D. 962–1049). One day St. Odilo was in St. Martin’s monastery when an unusual number of visitors arrived, and there was nothing in the house to eat except a little fish. Odilo caused it to come to pass that this little fish supplied a bountiful meal to all the guests, all the inmates of the house, and all the poor who came for alms.

Another instance. On another occasion he ordered that a number of travellers, who unexpectedly arrived at the monastery of Orval, should be served with the wine and food provided for the inmates. This was done, and though the hungry and thirsty travellers ate and drank to their hearts’ content, yet the refection was not diminished, so that the wine-bottles and dishes seemed as if they had not been touched.—Acta Sanctorum (Bollandus), vol. i. Jan. 1.

St. Richard, bishop of Chichester, feeds three thousand poor folk with one loaf of bread (A.D. 1283). One day St. Richard, bishop of Chichester, distributing a single loaf of bread, all that he had, satisfied therewith three thousand hungry paupers, and after a hearty meal there was enough left to feed a hundred more. His biographer says he frequently multiplied food in a similar way.—J. Capgrave, Legends of England.

St. Sorus, from three ripe grapes, makes three barrels of wine (A.D. 500–580). Gontran, king of Burgundy, with a large following went to Aquitaine, in the province of Perigord, to be cured by St. Sorus of leprosy. After the cure was effected, the saint invited the king and all his suite to a repast, and told his steward to spread a table suitable to such honoured guests. The steward told St. Sorus there was no wine, and that none could be procured in time. “Well,” said he, “what of that? the hand of the Lord is not shortened. Go into the vineyard, and you will find three grapes plump and ripe; pluck them, and bring them to me.” The steward did as he was bidden, and brought to the hermit the three grapes. “Now,” said the saint, “bring hither three empty barrels, and squeeze the three grapes into the three barrels.” This did he, and the barrels overflowed with most excellent wine. When the table was laid, the king and his courtiers commended the wine, greatly enjoyed the food set before them, and praised the hospitality of the hermit.

King Gontran, to show his gratitude, built a monastery for poor travellers, which he endowed right royally, and placed under the charge of his saintly host. The monastery was built, endowed with immense revenues, and provided with everything necessary both within and without; for when kings acknowledge a benefit received, they acknowledge it like kings.—Les Petits Bollandistes, vol. ii. p. 194.

St. Theresa d’Avila multiplies food (A.D. 1515–1582). St. Theresa of Avila, founder of the barefooted Carmelites, found that the flour in her convent of Villeneuve would not last above a month longer, so she multiplied it into enough to last the whole community for six months, and at the end of that time there was more left than the original quantity.—Les Petits Bollandistes, vol. xiii. p. 375.

St. Theodosius the Cenobiaroh feeds thousands in a famine (A.D. 429–529). During a great famine the monastery over which Theodosius presided was so crowded, that the porters closed the doors, and refused any further admittance. Still throngs crowded round the doors, craving bread. St. Theodosius ordered food to be distributed daily to all who applied for it, and God provided that the food given was as rapidly replenished. On the feast of the Virgin, the number of applicants was many thousands, but food was given to them all, as much as they liked; and after all had eaten and were filled, each took away as much as could be carried. It was a veritable repetition of our Saviour’s miracle in the desert, when with five small loaves and two fishes He fed five thousand men besides women and children; or with seven loaves and a few fishes He fed four thousand men besides women and children.—The Roman Martyrology. (Cave tells us this life was written by Theodore, bishop of Pera.)
Another example. One day St. Theodo- dius and several of his disciples called on Marcius, a monk, and asked him to set food before them. Marcius brought forth a plate of lentils, and said he had no bread in the cell. St. Theodosius, observing a small crumb of bread on the monk's habit, said, "How say you, brother, is there no bread in the cell?" and handed him the crumb. The monk took it in his hand and carried it to the larder, whereupon it became bread sufficient to set before his guests; and next day it had so multiplied that it filled the larder and ran out through the door in great abundance.—Acta Sanctorum (Bollandus), vol. 1. Jan. 1.

Food multiplied by St. Vincent Ferrer (A.D. 1357-1419). Time would fail us if we told of the sick folk healed by St. Vincent Ferrer, the blind he gave sight to, the deaf he gave hearing to, the dumb he gave speech to, the women he relieved from the pangs of childbirth, the palsied he restored to strength, and the dead he raised to life; but we must not omit to mention that many a time and oft he multiplied bread and wine so prodigiously as to supply two thousand, four thousand, and even six thousand persons with a single loaf of bread and a single pint of wine; and after the multitude had eaten and drunk to satiety, the residue left was manifold more than the original quantity. This shows us that even our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ "n'opère pas de moindres miracles par ses serviteurs que ceux qu'il fait par lui-même."—R. P. Pradel, Vie du Saint Vincent Ferrer.

An incident mentioned by Raymond, the confessor of St. Catherine of Siena, on the life of that saint, will explain some of the "miracles" of the multiplication or supply of food. He says, "One day St. Catherine went to visit a poor widow woman confined to her bed, and moved to compassion by her extreme poverty determined to supply food without being seen or known. She filled her lap, loaded her shoulders, and her hands, with wine, corn, and oil, to the amount of a hundred pounds. On opening the cottage door one of the bags fell from her shoulder and woke the woman, who caught sight of Catherine's robe as she ran off, and recognized her." Had this not been the case, the food would have been put down for miraculous supply instead of a secret private charity.

Garment touched or touching.

Matt. ix. 20, 21. A woman which was diseased with an issue of blood twelve years came behind Jesus, and touched the hem of His garment; for she said within herself, If I may but touch His garment I shall be whole. (See Numb. xv. 38, 39.)

Matt. xiv. 36. All the country of Gennesaret went to see Jesus, and brought to him all that were diseased, and besought him that they might only touch the hem of His garment; and as many as touched were made perfectly whole.

A paralytic cured by kissing the hem of St. Ambrose's garment. When St. Ambrose, at his sister's request, went to visit a great lady, he saw, sitting on a chair, a palsied woman. His sister called his attention to her, and as he approached the chair the paralytic kissed the hem of his garment, and was instantly made whole.—Paul the deacon, Life of St. Ambrose.

The touch of St. Angelus's cope restores a child to life (A.D. 1226). St. Angelus, at the age of twenty-six, went to Jerusalem to take priest's orders, and while there, a woman brought her dead son to him, laid the body at his feet, and implored him to restore it to life. Angelus resisted for a time, saying he was too young and too unworthy to ask so great a favour of God; but the woman persisted, and the young priest yielded to her importunity. He threw his cope over the child, and as he prayed, the child returned to life, publishing abroad the glory of the Almighty and the merits of the young priest.—Les Petits Bollandistes, vol. v. pp. 842, 848.

A demoniac cured as soon as the garment of St. Antony of Padua touched him (A.D. 1196-1231). St. Antony of Padua was called to see a brother monk who was ill; he was screaming horribly, laughing, and tossing himself about. It occurred to St. Antony that the man was possessed, so he threw his mantle over him. Immediately the garment touched the demoniac, the devil left him, and he was cured.

Another instance. When St. Antony was in the abbey of Solignac, one of the inmates, tormented by the devil, prayed him to intercede on his behalf. St. Antony took off his cloak and put it on the shoulders of the demoniac; whereupon the impure spirit departed, and never returned again.—L'Abbé Guyard, Life of St. Antony of Padua.

A woman with a bloody flux healed by touching the hem of Aquinas's garment. William of Tocco tells us, that while Thomas Aquinas was coming out of St. Peter's church on Easter Sunday, a woman who was diseased of a bloody flux came behind, and touched the hem of his
garment. No sooner had she done so than she was entirely cured. Alban Butler repeats this tradition as not too extravagant even for his expurgated calendar of saints (March 7).

A woman healed by touching the garment of St. Bernardin (1389-1444). A woman, suffering from a sore which was pronounced by physicians incurable, touched the edge of the garment of St. Bernardin, and was instantly made whole.

Another instance. St. Bernardin gave a pair of his shoes to a poor leper, and immediately the leper put them on, his leprosy left him, and he became as well as if he had never been afflicted.—Barnaby of Siena (a contemporary), Life of St. Bernardin.

St. Charles Borromeo's cloak cures Sister Candida of a disease pronounced to be incurable (the day of St. Peter and St. Paul, 1601). Sister Candida, of the convent of the Capucinines, in Milan, had been sick for three years, and her disease was pronounced to be incurable. After receiving the "last sacrament," she made a vow to St. Charles Borromeo, and bade her attendants lay over her the deceased saint's gown, which he was accustomed to wear in his private cell. Immediately the gown touched the invalid she recovered, rose out of bed, and carried the gown in her own hands back to the church. This miracle is attested by all the sisters of the convent, and filled them with amazement.—Francis Penia, Abridgment of the Life of St. Charles Borromeo.

St. Giles's cloak cures a sick beggar. One day St. Giles saw in the street a sick man, who asked alms of him. St. Giles replied, "Silver and gold have I none; but such as I have, give I unto thee." So saying, he stripped off his outer garment and gave it to the beggar. No sooner had the beggar put on the cloak than he was entirely cured of his infirmity.—Gilbertus (bishop of Carnotum), Life of St. Giles.

St. Gregory's rochet kills a Jew (A.D. 261). Two Jews plotted together to overreach St. Gregory (Thanamaturgus), whom they saw approaching. One laid himself on the ground, pretending to be dead, and the other pretended to be bewailing the sudden death of his companion. When St. Gregory came up, the "live" man said to him, "O man of God, help me in my misery. This my companion has just fallen down dead, and I have nothing to wrap him in." St. Gregory, taking off his rochet, laid it over the man on the ground, and went his way. "Come along, old fellow," said the other Jew; "up with you; the man is gone, and we have not made a bad market;" but his companion stirred not. "Up, I say; no one is near, let us be off," persisted the "living" Jew. Still his companion answered not a word. In fact, he was dead. He died the moment the rochet touched him. Like Ananias and Sapphira, he consented to a lie, and the judgment of the Lord was upon him.—St. Gregory of Nyssa, Life of St. Gregory Thaumaturgus.

A leper healed by the touch of St. Hugh's cloak (A.D. 1024-1109). St. Hugh, abbot of Cluny, went one day to visit the monasteries of Gascony, and saw on the road a leper. This leper was once very rich and of excellent social standing, but he fled from society, and buried himself in solitude. Hugh entered his cabin, spoke kindly to him, and throwing his cloak over the man's shoulders, the leprosy left him.—Lorain, History of the Abbey of Cluny.

Two children cured by being touched with a ray cut from the garment of John Francis Regis, the Jesuit (A.D. 1597-1640). A woman of Marles, seeing the garment of St. Regis in holes, asked to be allowed to mend it; to which the saint readily assented. The woman had two sick children at the time; one was ill of dropsy, and the other of scarlet fever. She laid on each child a piece cut from the garment which she had repaired, and immediately both the children were restored to perfect health.—Father Daubenton (Jesuit), Life of St. John Francis Regis.

Touching the garment of St. John Joseph sanatius (A.D. 1654-1734). Cardinal Wiseman says many were healed by merely touching the garments of St. John Joseph of the Cross, and many by touching St. John Joseph. For example, the mother of a madman held his mantle before her son, and the madman instantly leaped out of the window into the street. Everyone expected he would have been crushed to death, for the window was in an upper story; but not only was he uninjured, he was actually restored to his right mind.

Again. Casimir Avellon healed his wife of spasms in the shoulders, which had resisted all the remedies hitherto tried, by simply placing on the part affected a small piece of one of the garments of St. John Joseph.
A lady suffering from neuralgia in the head was cured by touching the saint’s hands. Similarly a blind man was cured, and an infant of three years old who was a cripple.—Migne, *Demonstrations Evangeliques*, vol. xvi.

A demoniac cured by touching the hem of St. Lubin’s garment (A.D. 557). Among the many miracles wrought by St. Lubin, bishop of Chartres, we are told that a damsel, possessed of an evil spirit, was delivered by touching the hem of his garment.—Dupré, *Saints de Blois*.

A bloody flux staunched by touching the garment of St. Pacomius (A.D. 292–348). A woman, afflicted with a bloody flux, induced a monk to permit her to stand in the church where she could touch St. Pacomius when he went to the altar. As the abbot passed by the woman touched the hem of his garment, and was instantly made whole.—His life by one of the monks of Tabenna, a contemporary.

A woman with a cancer cured by touching the garment of St. Theodosius the Cenobiarch (A.D. 428–529). One day, when St. Theodosius the Cenobiarch was preaching in the church of Jerusalem, a woman with a horrible cancer waited for him outside the church; for she said within herself, “If I can but touch his garment I shall be made whole.” When St. Theodosius passed by the woman, she touched his garment, and straightway was made whole.—*The Roman Martyrology*. (Cave says the life of St. Theodosius in this martyrology was written by Theodore, bishop of Perp.)

A woman cured of ague by her beads, which had touched against the tomb of St. Alfonso Rodriguez (A.D. 1526–1617). Some four days after the death of St. Alfonso Rodriguez, a woman sick of an ague sent her son, a boy of seven years old, to touch the tomb of the saint with her beads. The boy having done so, took the beads to his mother; and the woman placing them round her neck, the fever left her. She lived many years afterwards, and enjoyed far better health than she had before.—Michael Julian, *Life of St. Alfonso Rodriguez*.

A piece of the cassock of St. Alfonso Rodriguez cures an issue of blood (A.D. 1526–1617). Two days after the death of St. Alfonso Rodriguez, there came a woman afflicted with an issue of blood, whose life was despaired of, insomuch that a father had been sent for to assist at her expected death. Before the father arrived, a piece of the cassock of Alfonso Rodriguez was laid on her, and the moment it touched her, she cried out with a loud voice, “Praise be to God, I am cured!” The flux was staunched, and the ague from which she was suffering left her. The woman lived after this miraculous cure for many years.—Michael Julian, *Life of St. Alfonso Rodriguez*.

A cancer cured by a piece of the cloak of St. Alfonso Rodriguez (1526–1617). A woman suffering from cancer in the breast laid a piece of the cloak of St. Alfonso Rodriguez on the part affected. The moment the cloth touched her, a stream of corrupt matter ran from the breast; the wound healed in two days; and on the third day she had an abundance of pure milk to give her young babe. This miracle was sworn to by an eyewitness.—Michael Julian, *Life of St. Alfonso Rodriguez*.

A holy father of the Society of Jesus tells us that daily at the tomb of this saint miracles were wrought, and if he attempted to particularize each one, he might adopt the language of John the Evangelist, “I suppose that even the world itself could not contain the books that should be written;” or, in other words, that the number of books which would be required for the purpose would exceed all the books then extant.

Gates opening of their Own Accord.

Acts xii. 10. When they were past the first and second ward, they came unto the iron gate that leadeth unto the city, which opened to them of its own accord.

Acts xvi. 25, 26. At midnight Paul and Silas prayed... and suddenly there was a great earthquake... and all the doors were opened.

The gates of Paris open of their own accord to St. Geneviève. King Childebert had great respect for St. Geneviève, and was unable to refuse her when she preferred a petition. On one occasion, when the king was about to put to death a number of captives taken in war, he commanded the city gates to be closed, lest St. Geneviève should come and intercede for their liberation. When the saint heard thereof, she hurried to the city, and, touching the gates, they instantly flew open to her, though they were both locked and bolted. Going at once to the king, she fell on her knees before him, and refused to rise till she obtained her petition. So the captives were released, and the deed of blood was stayed.—Baring-Gould, *Lives of the Saints*, Jan., p. 50.

For other examples consult the index.

Gehazi.

2 Kings v. 20–27. When Naaman was cured
of his leprosy, he wanted to reward Elisha with gold and other gifts; but the prophet refused to take anything. Gehazi, the servant of Elisha, resolved to profit by his master’s independence, and ran after the Syrian captain, saying, ‘My master hath sent me, saying, Behold, even now there be come to me from Mount Ephraim two young men of the sons of the prophets: give them, I pray thee, a talent of silver and two changes of raiment.’ Naaman said, ‘Be content, take two talents.’ So they bound for him two talents of silver in two bags, and sent two servants with him, bearing two changes of garments. Before they reached the tower, Gehazi took the garments himself, and sent the Syrian servants back again. When Gehazi showed himself to his master, Elisha said to him, ‘Whence comest thou, Gehazi?’ And Gehazi answered, ‘Thy servant has been no whither? Then said Elisha to him, Went not my heart with thee, when the man turned again from his house to meet thee? Is it a light thing to receive money, and to receive garments? The leprosy therefore of Naaman shall cleave unto thee and thy seed for ever.’ And Gehazi went out from the presence of Elisha a leper white as snow.

St. Benedict reproved one of his disciples for receiving a present from some nuns (A.D. 480-543). One day, when St. Benedict was engaged on a missionary tour, he sent one of his disciples to a nunnerie to deliver the exhortation for him. The nuns begged the monk to accept some handkerchiefs which they had made, and he hid them in his bosom. On his return to the monastery, the patriarch met him, and said to him severely, ‘How is this, my brother, that you have suffered iniquity to enter into your bosom?’ The monk was amazed at this reproof, and could not at once tell what the saint referred to. ‘Was I not with you when you received the handkerchiefs which you hid in your bosom? Is this the way you keep your vows of poverty and obedience?’ These words fell on the monk like a clap of thunder, and, falling at the feet of the abbot, he demanded penance, and threw away the handkerchiefs which had been given him.—St. Gregory the Great, Dialogues, bk. ii.

John, the successor of St. Macarius, appropriated to himself the revenues of the abbey, and became a leper (fourth century). John succeeded Macarius, abbot of Alexandria, A.D. 394. St. Macarius, knowing his great foible, had said to him, ‘Brother, your great temptation is avarice. Resist it, or be assured the lot of Gehazi will be yours also.’ Instead of profiting by this advice, as soon as Macarius was dead, and John succeeded to the abbacy, he appropriated to himself the revenues which belonged to the poor, and became a leper, covered with elephantiasis, ‘qu’on ne trouvait pas en tout son corps la largeur d’un doigt qui n’en fait gâte.’—Les Petits Bollandistes (1880), Jan. 2.

A stolen bottle of wine converted into a serpent. A man of high condition sent St. Benedict two flagons of wine, but the valet stole one, and hid it under a tree. When he delivered the other at the abbey of Mount Cassino, the saint received it courteously, but said to the manservant, ‘On your return home, my man, don’t forget the flagon under the tree; but before you put it into your mouth, look well into it. Adieu.’ When the man picked up the flagon which he had stolen, and looked into it, instead of wine, he found therein a deadly asp. This miracle had such an effect on the young valet, that he turned monk, and St. Benedict called him ‘Brother Exhilaratus.’—St. Gregory the Great, Dialogues, bk. ii. ch. 1.

This ‘miracle’ is repeated in the life of St. Dominick of Sora, about 540 years later. (See next two articles.)

Stolen fish converted by St. Dominick into a serpent (A.D. 1031). A certain person sent to St. Dominick of Sora some fish, but the man charged with the commission stole part, and hid it under a tree. When he delivered the residue at the monastery, St. Dominick said to the man, ‘Don’t forget the fish under the linden tree.’ When the man arrived at the spot, he found, instead of a fish, a nest of serpents, and fled in fear of his life.—Cardinal Alberic II., Life of St. Dominick of Sora; also Acta Sanctorum, vol. iii. p. 66.

(See the articles above and below.)

Stolen bread and wine converted into poison and a serpent by St. Valery (A.D. 619). A pious lady sent by her son some food and wine to St. Valery of Luxeuil, but the lad hid a part, intending on his return to feast thereon. When he delivered the present to the saint, St. Valery said to him, ‘We thank God for the bounties sent by your hand; but when you return home, my son, take care how you put to your mouth what you hid in coming, for the food is poisoned, and a serpent is in the flagon.’ When the lad reached the spot where he had secreted what he had purloined, the food was quite uneatable, and a snake had crept into the flagon. The boy in terror ran back to St. Valery, fell at his feet, and begged pardon for his offence. (See the two preceding legends.)—Besançon (1854), Les Saints de Franche Comté.
A thief, having stolen some milestone, was punished by St. Leufredus (A.D. 738). A thief, having stolen some milestone from Leufredus’s monastery, was taken by the saint before the magistrat of the district. Here he behaved like a man beside himself, and called Leufredus a liar and a slanderer. Leufredus simply answered, “May God judge between thee and me;” and at the same hour all the teeth of the thief broke in his two jaws. As the leprosy of Gehazi was entailed on his posterity for ever, so were broken teeth of this thief; for, as the chamberlain of pope Leo XIII says, “toute sa postérité n’a point eu de dents.”—Mgr. Guérin, *Vies des Saints*, vol. vii. p. 189.

One could well wish to know the chamberlain’s proof of this toothless entail. The occurrence “took place” in the diocese of Evreux, somewhere about A.D. 730, so eleven hundred years ago. Does Mgr. Guérin know any of these toothless creatures? and has he any proof whatever that the race has been so for eleven hundred years? If so, the “miracle” might be regarded as something better than an old wives’ tale.

**Gideon’s Stratagem.**

JUDG. vii. 16–32. When Gideon went against the allied Midianites and Amalekites, he selected three hundred men, which he divided into three companies, and told the men to conceal a lamp in a pitcher, and to take a trumpet. His scheme was to surprise the foe, and spread a panic among them. So Gideon with the three companies, at the beginning of the middle watch, stole towards the camp of the foe, and all of a sudden every man blew his trumpet, brake the pitcher which concealed his lamp, and shouted, The sword of the Lord, and of Gideon! The Midianites and their allies rose in terror and fled, and the Lord set every man’s sword against his fellow, so the overthrow was complete.

Michael, king of the Bulgarians, subdued an army of rebels by wax candles (A.D. 866). The Bulgarians revolted, because Michael their king had forsaken the national faith, and became a Christian. Marching against the rebels, the king obtained an easy victory, by availing himself of a panic. The rebels either saw, or thought they saw, seven clerks with wax candles setting fire to a house, and feared lest the burning house should fall upon them, and the king’s cavalry trample them to death. Too terrified to flee, they lay on the earth trembling, and, of course, there was no difficulty in reducing them to submission.—Henschienius, *Lives of St. Cyril and St. Methodius* (March 9).

**Gift of Tongues.**

*Acts* ii. 1–11. When the day of Pentecost was fully come... there were in Jerusalem devout men out of every nation under heaven... and they were confounded, because every man heard (the apostles) speak in his own language... Pannath, and Medea, and Elamites, and the dwellers in Mesopotamia, and in Judaea, and Cappadocia, in Pontus, and Asia, Phrygia, and Pamphylia, in Egypt, and in the parts of Libya about Cyrene, and strangers of Rome, Jews and proselytes, Cretes and Arabians, heard in their own tongues the apostles speak of the wonderful works of God.

1 Cor. xii. 4–11. There are diversities of gifts... to one is given the word of wisdom, to another the gift of healing, to another the working of miracles, to another divers kind of tongues. St. Antony of Padua had the gift of tongues. St. Antony of Padua had, together with his other endowments, the gift of tongues, clear, pleasant, and shrill. Though thousands of every nation under heaven came to hear him, yet all understood him. As it happened in Rome: when a crowd of foreigners stood around him, and he preached in Italian, all affirmed that they heard him speak in their own native language. The same thing happened when the apostles, on the day of Pentecost, spoke in Jerusalem to the men there gathered together out of every nation under heaven.—Edward Kinesman (1628), *Lives of the Saints*, p. 867.

St. Bernardin preached to the Greeks in Italian, and what they heard was Greek (A.D. 1380–1444). St. Bernardin on one occasion had to preach to Greeks, but not knowing the Greek language, he preached in his native Italian, and was understood as well as if he had spoken in Greek the wonderful works of God.—Barnaby of Siena (a contemporary), *Life of St. Bernardin*.

St. Pacomius inspired in a moment with the Greek and Latin languages (A.D. 292–348). St. Pacomius knew only one language, his native Egyptian; but one day a religious from Italy came to consult him on a case of conscience; and Pacomius, kneeling in prayer, said, “O God, if the knowledge of languages is essential, in order that I may make known Thy will to strangers, why hast Thou not given me this gift? If it seemeth good in Thy sight give me now the gift of tongues, that I may be useful to this stranger.” So saying, he rose from his knees, and found himself a perfect master of the Greek and Latin languages.—His *Life*, by a monk of Tabenna, one of his disciples.

When St. Vincent Ferrer preached, all
foreigners understood him (A.D. 1357-1419). St. Vincent Ferrier went about preaching. He was accompanied by fifty priests, a large number of Tertiaries of the order of St. Dominic, and a multitude of penitents. The audience of strangers amounted often to ten thousand, but though the crowd was so enormous, the persons furthest off heard him as distinctly as those near him; and although all nationalities were amongst the hearers, Frenchmen and Italians, Germans and English, Spaniards and Portuguese, all understood every word that was uttered, as if it had been spoken in their own tongue.—Peter Ranzano (bishop of Lucera), Life of St. Vincent Ferrier.

We are again told, in the same life, that St. Vincent went to Genoa in 1408, and though he preached in Spanish, the strangers of all nationalities, who had assembled at that important mart, understood him as well as if each had been addressed in his own native language.


St. Francis Xavier had the gift of tongues. As soon as Xavier came into any of those strange countries where he preached the gospel, he spoke the language of the people instinctively, were it ever so different from any other language of the globe. Not only so, but he spoke it as fluently and elegantly as if he had been a native brought up by the chiefs; so that every nation and tribe heard him in its own tongue; and if persons of divers languages hearkened to him at one and the same time, each one heard the sermon in his own mother tongue.—Cardinal de Monté’s speech before Gregory XV., at the canonization of Francis Xavier, Jan. 19, A.D. 1622.

Glastonbury Thorn.

The legend of the Glastonbury thorn is, that it sprang from the staff of Joseph of Arimathaea, who was sent by the apostle Philip to preach the gospel in Britain. On reaching Yniswitcin, afterwards called Glastonbury, he stuck his staff in the ground, to indicate that he meant to abide there, and the staff put forth leaves and branches; and every year, on Old Christmas, it blossoms. This thorn, till the reign of queen Elizabeth, had two trunks, but a Puritan attempted to cut it down. However, he was punished; for not only did he cut his leg severely, but also lost one of his eyes, by a chip of the thorn striking it. The mutilated trunk still flourished, and afterwards, when carted into a ditch, took root and bloomed. A year after it was cast into the ditch, half of it was carried off, but still the remaining part flourished, and the part stolen was carried into distant parts of the island and grew. In the reign of Charles I., the original tree was all cut down, but still there are several plants about Glastonbury reared from the old stock, and in mild winters, like that of 1881, they certainly flower.

The legend is told by William of Malmesbury, who died A.D. 1142.

In Withering’s British Plants, vol. iii. p. 596, article “Crataegus,” we read: “In a lane beyond the churchyard, on the opposite side of the street, near a pit, grows a very old tree [of the Glastonburiensis species]. A woman ninety years of age never remembers it otherwise than as it now appears.

“Another tree of the same kind may be seen two or three miles from Glastonbury. It has been reported to have no thorns, but that I found to be a mistake; it has thorns, like other hawthorns, but, as in other aged trees, they are few in number.

“There is also a full-sized tree of this kind in the garden at Piper’s Inn. This variety blossoms twice a year: the winter blossoms, which are about the size of a sixpence, appear about Christmas-time; it may occasionally happen on Christmas Day, but it is sometimes sooner. This variety produces no fruit. The berries contain only one seed, and there seems to be only one pistil, but it was late in the season when I examined it (Oct. 1792). I was informed that the berries when sown produce plants nowise differing from the common hawthorn.”

“Probably the tree which gave birth to the tradition of its having sprung from the staff of Joseph of Arimathaea grew within the abbey, and may have died from age, or been destroyed in the Reformation. However that may be, the existence of thislusus naturae is unquestionable, and is not, as Dr. Hunter asserts, ‘a sanctified deceit, sunk into discredit even with the meanest of the vulgar.’”—Sylvia, vol. i. p. 178.

The following is from the Rev. R. Warner, F.A.S. (History of the Abbey of Glaston, 4to, 1826): “The Holy Thorn has been introduced into many parts, and is now found in various gardens of Glastonbury and its vicinity. Pilgrimages continued to be made to this wonderful tree even in Mr. Eyston’s time (died 1721), and its scions were sought for with the greatest avidity both by the pious of the Romish Church, and the
superstitious of other systems of faith, till within these eighty years."

In the *Evening Post*, London, Jan. 1758, we read: "A vast concourse of people attended the noted thorn on Christmas Day (new style); but, to their great disappointment, there was no appearance of its blooming, which made them watch it narrowly till Jan. 5 (Christmas Day, old style), when it bloomed as usual."

Strype records that one of Henry VIII.'s "visitors" sent up, with various relics, "two flowers (wrapped in white and black sarcenet), which on Christmas-mass even, 1530, hora ipse qua Christus natus fuerit will spring, and burgen, and bare blossoms."

We are furthermore told that the spot on which St. Joseph planted his staff was on the south ridge of Weary-all-hill, now called Werrall Park. The *Avalonian Guide* states that "about the year 1740 the stump of the original thorn was seen, but that nothing now remains except grafts from it, growing in different places. The oldest of these grafts stands near St. John's churchyard at Glastonbury, and is a large tree, which still blossoms twice a year."

The Cadenham Oak, near Lyndhurst, in the New Forest. The Cadenham Oak has been known for more than two centuries to bud every year in the depth of winter, or, as the foresters insist, on Old Christmas Day, and then only. Dr. Withering, vol. ii. p. 508, says, "Many leaves do certainly appear on this oak about Christmas-time, but the progress of germination is soon checked in inclement weather, and in summer its foliage resembles that of other oak trees."

In the same forest, near Rufus's monument, is another tree remarkable for its winter vegetation, and Camden assures us that the very tree against which the arrow of Tyrrel glanced is noted for the same peculiarity.

A tree in the churchyard of Ham burst into flower when St. Gudula was buried. St. Gudula was buried Jan. 8, A.D. 710. When her body reached Ham, a tree standing in the churchyard burst into flower, although it was midwinter. The body of the saint was subsequently moved from Ham to St. Saviour's, Moorsele; whereupon the tree transplanted itself, all covered with flowers, and rooted itself firmly in the earth right opposite the church door.—Nicholas of Durham, *Life of St. Gudula*.

An olive tree planted by St. Torquatus blossoms every year on May 15. St. Torquatus, the apostle of Cadiz, lived in the first Christian century, and planted an olive tree before the church dedicated to him in Cadiz. This tree is always in full bloom on the feast-day of Torquatus, May 15.—*Propre d'Espagne*.

**God answering by Fire.**

Lev. ix. 24. Moses having prepared a bullock and a ram for a peace offering, there came a fire out from before the Lord, and consumed upon the altar the burnt offering and the fat; which, when the people saw, they shouted, and fell on their faces.

1 Kings xviii. 38, 39. When Elijah challenged the priests of Baal, and it was his turn to offer sacrifice, fire of the Lord fell, and consumed the burnt sacrifice; and all the people said, The Lord, He is God; the Lord, He is God!

Judg. vi. 19-21. When Gideon wanted a sign that it was God who bade him go against the Midianites, he made ready a kid, and unlighted cakes. The flesh he put in a basket, and the broth in a pot. Then the angel touched the flesh and the cakes with the staff that was in his hand; and there rose up fire out of the rock, and consumed the flesh and the cakes.

1 Chron. xxii. 26. When David bought the threshing-floor of Ornan the Jebusite, and built an altar to the Lord, because the plague was stayed, God showed his approval by sending fire from heaven upon the altar to consume the sacrifice.

2 Chron. vii. 1. When Solomon dedicated his temple, fire came down from heaven, and consumed his burnt offering and the sacrifice.

When St. Theodosius the Cenobiarch was seeking a site for a monastery, God indicated by fire the spot he had chosen. St. Theodosius the Cenobiarch wished to build a large monastery, but requested God to point out to him a suitable site. So, taking a censer filled with incense and charcoal not lighted, he prayed that when he came to the right spot, God would indicate it by setting fire to the charcoal. St. Theodosius walked from place to place, censer in hand, but there was no sign. After reaching Gutilla, on the shores of the Dead Sea, he turned homewards, and, as he approached his own cave, the smoke of the incense showed that the charcoal was kindled. Here, therefore, he built his monastery, and it was soon filled with inmates.—The *Roman Martyrology*. (Cave says this life of St. Theodosius the Cenobiarch was written by Theodore, bishop of Pera.)

**God fights for His Saints.**

Exod. xxiii. 20-28. Behold, I send an angel...
before thee, to keep thee in the way. . . .
If thou obey his voice . . . then I will be an
enemy to thine enemies, and an adversary to
thine adversaries; for Mine angel shall go before
thee.

Josh. v. 13, 14. When Joshua was by
Jericho. . . behold, there stood a man over
against him with a sword drawn in his hand.
Joshua said to him, Art thou for us, or for our
adversaries? And he said, As captain of the
hosts of the Lord am I now come. And Joshua
fell on his face to the earth, and did worship.

Dan. x. 13. The prince of the kingdom of
Persia withstood me one and twenty days; but,
lo! Michael came to help me.

Rev. vi. 2. I saw, and beheld! a white
horse; and He that sat on him had a bow; and
He went forth conquering, and to conquer.

Joem. x. 11. Five kings came up against
Joshua, but they fled before Israel, and the
Lord cast down great stones from heaven upon
them. They were more which died with hall-
stones than they whom the children of Israel
 slew with the sword.

2 Kings xviii. 13-37; xix. Sennacherib sent
a vast army to invade the kingdom of Judah
in that year; but the king prayed to the Lord,
and God sent His angel to destroy the Assyrian
army. In one night the angel slew a hundred
four thousand and five thousand (185,000). And
when the men of Judah rose next mor-
ning, behold, the whole Assyrian army lay dead
before them.

Castor and Pollux at the battle of lake
Regillus. In the battle at lake Regillus
between the allies, who wanted to restore
Tarquin, and the Romans (n.c. 499),
while victory was still doubtful, the
Romans beheld two white horses, and
they that sat on them went against the
allies, conquering and to conquer. It was
Castor and Pollux on their white chargers.
Their arms were so mighty in fight that
they broke the arrow and the bow, the
sword, the shield, and the battle.
The allies fled on all sides, and the victory
rested with the Romans. In gratitude
for this aid, the Romans reared a temple
to the honour of Castor and Pollux; and
there, ever after, gifts were made and
sacrifices offered, on the anniversary of
the battle, to the riders of those white
horses.—Roman Story.

St. Isidore's ghost shows don Alfonso a
path by means of which he could surprise
the Moors and conquer them (A.D. 1211).
In 1211, don Alfonso, king of Castile,
making war on the Moors, in the defile
of Navas de Tossa, searched in vain for a
path by which he could come upon them by surprise. The ghost of St.
Isidore showed him a path unknown to
his army; and the king, falling on the
foe unawares, gained a signal victory.
For this service, the kings of Spain
interested themselves in the canonization
of the saint, but a variety of circumstances
caused its delay till March 12, A.D. 1622,
when Gregory XV. added St. Isidore,
with four others, to the calendar.—Act
of Canonization.

Jesus Christ, St. Peter, and St. Paul,
with a host of angels, win the battle of
Lepanto over the Turks (Oct. 7, A.D. 1571).
Selim II., sultan of the Turks, met with
a most disastrous naval defeat near the
habour of Lepanto, Oct. 7, A.D. 1571.
This great victory is always ascribed to
pope Pius V., and is mentioned in his
 canonization, A.D. 1712. At the hour of
battle, the procession of the Rosary began
its march to the church of Minerva.
The pope was there, and all of a sudden
opened a window, stood for some time
listening, then, returning to the cardinals,
said to them, "It is now time to give
thanks to God for the great victory He
has granted to our arms." The time
when this was spoken was compared
afterwards with the official report of
the victory, and was found to accord
precisely. The prisoners avowed that they
saw in the air Jesus Christ, St. Peter,
and St. Paul, with a multitude of angels
sword in hand, fighting against the
Turks, and blinding them with the smoke
of their own cannons. This "miracle"
forms a conspicuous feature in the picture
descriptive of the battle in the Vatican.—
Père Giry, Histoire de Saint Pic V.

St. James the Elder, on his white horse,
assists king Fernando in the siege of
Coimbra (A.D. 1040-1089). When king
Fernando lay before Coimbra, there came
from Greece to Santiago a pilgrim named
Estiano, who was a bishop. As the
bishop was praying in the church, he
heard certain of the townsfolk telling the
pilgrims that St. James was wont to
appear in the Spanish battles in their
aid, and that he always appeared as a
knight on a white horse. The bishop,
on hearing this, said to them, "Friends,
call not St. James a knight, but a fisher-
man." When Estiano fell asleep, St.
James appeared to him, holding in his
hands a bunch of keys, and said to him,
"You think it a fable, bishop, that I
come to assist the Christians in their
battles against the Moors; but know I
am a knight in the army of Christ Jesus."
While he was speaking, a white horse
was brought him; and the apostle, clad
in bright armour, mounting thereon, said
to the bishop, "I am going to the help
of king Fernando, who has lain these
seven months before Coimbra; and to-
morrow, with these keys, will I open to
him the city gates, and deliver Coimbra
into his hands." Next morning the
bishop heard that the gates of Coimbra
had been opened to the king at the hour
of tierce (nine o’clock in the morning).
—Southey, Chronicles of the Civ, bk. i. 4.

St. James the Elder, on his white horse,
wins in Spain the battle of Logrono (tenth
century). The battle of Logrono was
fought in the reign of Ramiro II., king
of Asturias. It was in this battle that
St. James of Compostella, mounted on
his white horse, overthrew the Arabs
under Abderrahman II. In consequence
of this great victory numerous pilgrim-
ages were made to Compostella, and the
town became very celebrated.—Bouillet,
Dictionnaire d’Histoire, etc.

St. James the Elder, on his white horse,
in the battle of Mexico (A.D. 1521). In
the conquest of Mexico, a mysterious
rider on a white horse appeared amidst
the Castilian troops, and led them on to
victory. It was St. James of Com-
postella. Bernal Diaz, who was present
in the battle, saw the mysterious rider,
but calls the charger a "grey horse," and
fancies the rider was Francisco de Morla,
though he confesses it might be the
glorious apostle St. James for aught he
knew. Certainly many more believe the
victory was due to St. James than to
Francisco de Morla.

St. James the Elder, on his white horse,
wins the battle of Xérès. In 1237,
Alfonso, the "infant" of Ferdinand III.,
the saintly king of Leon and Castilla,
at the head of fifteen hundred men, won
the famous battle of Xérès over Aben-
hud, the formidable Moor, king of
Seville. The Moors were above seven
times more numerous than the Christians,
but the victory cost Alfonso only ten
men. The captive Moors being asked
how it came to pass that so great a victory
was won by so small a force, at so insigni-
ficant a loss, deposed that they saw the
apostle James on his white horse, and in
full armour, at the head of the Christian
army, and they could not fight against
God. Many of the Christian soldiers
asserted that they also saw the same
thing.—L’abbé Caillot, Vie des Saints.

Ferdinand II. wins the battle of Weis-
semburg by the good offices of St. John
Nepomuck (A.D. 1620). St. John Nepo-
muck was martyred by Wenceslaus, in
1383; and in 1618 the Thirty Years’ War
began, by a revolt in Bohemia. This
war was one between the "Protestants"
of Bohemia and the [Roman] Catholics
of Germany; and the first battle, generally
called "the Battle of Prague," was won
over the Bohemians by Maximilian, duke
of Bavaria. The night before the battle
the ghost of St. John Nepomuck appeared
in the cathedral of Prague. It radiated
light, like as it had been the sun, and
promised victory. Maximilian, a relent-
less enemy of the Bohemian "heretics,"
felt confident of success after this vision,
gained the battle, and recovered Bohemia.
—Acta Sanctorum (Bollandists), May 16.

This victory was no great matter after all, for the con-
test still continued. In 1620 Gustavus Adolphus joined
the Bohemians, and won battle after battle over the
Imperialists. In 1627 Ferdinand II. died; but the war
continued till 1648, when the peace of Westphalia put an
end to the war, and the holy Roman empire at the same
time. It required no ghost to give so prodigious and short-
lived a victory to so vile an emperor as Ferdinand II.;

Gabriel at the battle of Bedr, on his
white horse, fights for Mahomet (A.D. 624).
In the famous battle of Bedr, between
Mahomet and the Korishites, a white
horse was seen, and he who rode on
him was the angel Gabriel. He fought
with Mahomet’s three hundred against
the enemy’s thousand, and, as the Koran
says, "one army fought for God’s true
religion, but the other was an army of
infidels. The infidels thought their
adversaries to be twice as numerous as
themselves, for God had deceived them,
and He can strengthen with His help
whom He pleases, and whom He pleases
He can bring low" (ch. iii.). The state-
ment is not very logical, but no matter;
there was a "white horse" in the ranks,
no doubt, and the army of Mahomet was
victorious; and as none can give victory
but God, therefore the rider of the white
horse must have been a messenger sent
from God; and who could that mes-
senger be but the archangel Gabriel?
Q. E. D.

The Lombards driven from Valencia by
eagles dropping stones on them. About
A.D. 566, an army of Lombards invaded
Dauphiné in three armies, one of which
besieged Valencia. The invaders had
scaled the walls, the gates were opened,
the streets were filled with the foe. At
this moment St. Galla entered the
basilica; the inhabitants ran to her,
crying, "Save us! save us! Thou
servant of the living God, save us, or we
perish!" "Fear not," said the undaunted
saint; "man’s extremity is God’s op-
portunity. St. Peter will defend you." As
she so spoke, a flight of many hundred
eagles appeared over the city, and dropped stones on the besiegers. They were struck down by hundreds, by thousands, and ran for shelter. "Pursue after them," cried St. Galla; "pursue and stop not. Let each take back his spoils. Drive them from the city. Close the gates, but spare the fugitives; for God hath given you the victory, and vengeance belongeth unto God." The city was cleared of the invaders. The gates were shut. The people were delivered. And all, in a transport of joy, gave glory to God and to St. Galla. — Les Petits Rolandistes, vol. ii. p. 200.

St. Marcellinus puts the Goths to flight (A.D. 433). When the Goths, in 433, invaded Gaul, St. Albin was archbishop of Embrun. They committed great atrocities, and although Embrun was concealed amidst mountains, it escaped not their irruptions. They laid regular siege to the city, and the consternation of its inhabitants was unbounded. All hope of preserving the city, nay, all hope of life, was abandoned. The archbishop Albin went in procession to the relics of St. Marcellinus, the first prelate of Embrun, who had died about a century before; and all falling devoutly before these relics, besought the saint to save them. The enemy carried on the siege vigorously; they had already gained the ramparts, when Marcellinus appeared in mid-air. His countenance was menacing; he carried in his hand a flaming cross, and advanced against the besiegers. An invisible legion cast down the assailants from the wall, the missiles hurled by the Goths returned on themselves with deadly slaughter; a panic seized them; they fled on all sides; and the city was saved. — Mgr. Guérin, Vies des Saints (7th ed. 1880), vol. iii. p. 80.

St. Theodosius went forth with the army of Cericus against the Persians. Cericus, captain of the Roman army, before starting on his expedition against Persia, went to pay his respects to Theodosius the Cæsariarch, and to receive his benediction. The saint told him not to trust to the hand of man, but to God, who can give victory by many or by few. Cericus asked the abbot to give him the hair shirt which he wore, saying it would be a defence and a shield he should ever venerate as an inestimable treasure. Theodosius willingly gave him the ciborium, and Cericus wore it on the day of battle. When his army was arrayed, and the onset sounded, Cericus saw the saint at the head of the Roman army, pointing out where the attack was to be made. This continued till the rout was complete and the victory was won. — The Roman Martyrology. (Cave says the writer of this life was Theodore, bishop of Pera, but others ascribe it to Cyrilus.)

St. Hilary went forth with Clovis against Aleric. About 146 years after his death, St. Hilary still showed himself the relentless adversary of the Arians; for when Clovis marched against Aleric the Arian, king of the Goths, he observed a great light proceeding from the church of St. Hilary of Poitiers, and advancing towards him. It was the pontiff Hilary come to help him in the impending struggle. He had spent his life in opposing the Arians, and now came from his grave to give the heretics their gracesstroke. As the light drew nearer a voice proceeded from the midst, which cried aloud, "Up, Clovis, and delay not, for as captain of the Lord's hosts am I come to thee this day, and the God of battles will deliver the foes into thy hands."

Then Clovis advanced against the Arian Goths, fully assured of victory; and before the third hour of the day, contrary to the expectation of every man and all human probability, he had routed the foe, and won a victory second to none ever fought in this world. — Gregory of Tours, Historia Francorum, bk. ii. ch. 87.

The ghost of Don Pedro Pacchi leads the Spaniards to victory over the Dutch "heretics" (A.D. 1585). The Dutch were fighting for their homes, their liberty, and their religion; the Spaniards for conquest, domination, and the [Roman] Church. The former were bent on relieving Antwerp, but their entrenchments were reached by the foe, and the grim play of slaughter was most horrible. At this moment the ghost of the commander of the old Spanish legion was seen charging in front. He was clad in his well-known armour, used his well-known gestures, but had been dead for several months. The wavering Spaniards rallied at once; they felt certain of victory, and nothing could resist their charge. The entrenchments were carried. The patriots retreated. The ghost had secured the victory. — Motley, History of the United Netherlands, vol. i. p. 211.

God talking with Human Beings.

Gen. iii. 8-19. After Adam and Eve had
eaten of the forbidden fruit, the Lord God called Adam, and reproved him for his disobedience; to the serpent He said, Upon thy belly shalt thou go, and dust shalt thou eat all the days of thy life. Unto the woman He said, I will greatly multiply thy sorrow and thy conception. And to the man He said, Cursed is the ground for thy sake; in sorrow shalt thou eat of it all the days of thy life.

Gen. iv. 6-16. When Cain had murdered his brother, the Lord said to Cain, What hast thou done? the voice of thy brother’s blood crieth unto Me from the ground. Now art thou cursed from the earth. When thou tillest the ground, it shall not yield thee her strength. A fugitive and a vagabond shalt thou be in the earth.

Gen. vi. 13-21. God said to Noah, The end of all flesh is come before Me, for the earth is filled with violence through them [i.e. man], and behold I will destroy them with the earth. He then gives directions to Noah about the ark.

Gen. x. 1-17. After the flood God spake to Noah again, and said, I will establish My covenant with you; neither shall all flesh be cut off any more by the waters of a flood: neither shall there any more be a flood to destroy the earth.

Gen. xii. 1-3. The Lord said to Abram, Get thee out of thy country, and from thy kindred, unto a land that I will show thee.

A score of texts might be quoted in which God is said to talk with man.

God talks with St. Coletta or Nicoletta (A.D. 1390-1447). St. Coletta lamenting for the sins of the world, God said to her, "My daughter, what would you I should do? Every day the sins of man cry unto me from the earth. They blaspheme My name and despise My commandments." —Douillet, Vie de St. Colette.

Goshen severed from the Plagues.

Exod. viii. 22. When God brought the plagues on the land of Egypt, He severed the land of Goshen in which His people dwelt.

The land of a prayerless man severed from God’s protection. Eugiipius, in his Life of St. Severin (A.D. 611), relates that a poor man, who went to drive locusts from his patch of corn instead of going to church to worship God, found next morning that his was the only crop devoured by the locusts; all the other fields having been protected from them by the hand of the Almighty.

Gravitation increased or diminished. (See Elisha and the Ax.)

Zechar. v. 5-11. The angel that talked with me said, See what is this that goeth forth. And I said, What is it? And the angel said, This is an ephah. And, behold, there was lifted up a weighty piece of lead: and this is a woman that sitteth in the midst of the ephah. And the angel said, This is wickedness. And he cast it into the midst of the ephah, and the lead on the mouth thereof. And, behold, two women with wings like sparrows stood over the ephah between earth and heaven. Then said I to the angel, Whither do these women carry the ephah? And the angel said to me, To build a house in the land of Shinar.

St. Benedict exorcises a stone which a devil had made too heavy to lift (A.D. 448-454). The devil ceased not to annoy St. Benedict. It was not in visions or dreams that he showed himself, but face to face, besetting the saint persistently in all he did, and crying out, "Benedict! Benedict!" from time to time. If the saint pretended not to hear, this enemy of the soul would cry out, "Maledict not Benedict, cursed fool not saint, what is your business in these quarters? What right have you to interfere with me? What pleasure can it give you to annoy me?" When all these railings were without effect, his satanic majesty assailed the saint by obstructing the builders employed by St. Benedict in constructing his monasteries. One day the builders went to carry a stone prepared for a certain part, but when they attempted to lift it, they found all their united efforts wholly ineffectual. The stone could not be moved. No power of man could lift it. They went and told St. Benedict, who instantly knew that the devil was hanging on it; so he made on the stone the sign of the cross, and the stone which before was too heavy for six or eight men to stir, became so light that St. Benedict alone lifted it with ease, and carried it to the place required. This very stone is still shown at Mount Cassino, so there can be no doubt of the fact.—St. Gregory the Great, Dialogues, bk. ii.

All that the presence of this stone can prove is simply this, that the stone to which a certain tradition is attached is still at Mount Cassino, and that is all. It can no more prove any tradition attached to it, than our coronation chair can prove that Jacob saw a ladder reaching from earth to heaven, or that the Stone stone was the stone pillar on which he laid his head when the vision appeared to him.

Two pillars for a church in Constantinople become too heavy to be moved. A large church was being built at Constantinople in honour of the Virgin Mary. Two pillars intended for the church suddenly became so heavy that the workmen could not move them, to set them up in their places; but the Virgin Mary with two helpers came to assist the workmen, when
lo! the massive columns became as light as two straws, and of course were set up without the slightest difficulty. (See below.)—Marial Magno. (See Notes and Queries, June 25, 1881, p. 514.)

The devil makes two marble pillars too heavy to be moved (A.D. 610). While St. Virgile, bishop of Arles, was building his superb basilica, the workmen on one occasion found themselves unable to raise some magnificent marble pillars. In their perplexity they went as usual to the bishop, and the bishop at once perceived that the devil was in the pillars. So, going to the spot, he first offered up a short prayer, and then cried aloud, "Wretch! how dare you impede the work of God? Be off with you!" The workmen now lifted the pillars easily, and carried them to their respective places. (See above.)—Les Petites Bollandistes, vol. iii. p. 192.

The devil having seated himself on a stone to make it immovable, St. Francis of Paula compelled him to get off (A.D. 1416-1507). While St. Francis of Paula was building his monastery at Calabria, the devil seated himself on a stone designed for the main entrance of the church, and made it too heavy to be moved. St. Francis compelled the foul fiend to budge, and carry the stone himself to the required spot.

St. Christina suspends a heavy pillar in the air (third century). Christina was a Christian slave, who converted the king and queen of Iberia, who at once set about building a church. Three columns were to be placed in the façade. Two were erected, but the third was so heavy that neither men nor oxen were able to move it. St. Christina, the captive maiden, knelt beside it, and besought God's help; when, presently, the column rose up, of its own accord, on its base, and then into the air, wholly unsupported, within a foot of the place where it was to be fixed. This was at midnight, and when the builders went to work in the morning they saw the pillar waiting to be guided by their hands. At a touch it descended slowly, and placed itself erect in the required spot. The Iberians saw it, and were confirmed in the Christian faith.—Rufinus, History, bk. i.

St. Francis of Paula arrests a rock which threatened to roll down upon his monastery and destroy it (A.D. 1416-1507). While St. Francis of Paula was building his monastery at Calabria, a huge rock, detached from the neighbouring moun-

tain, came rolling down with prodigious velocity, threatening to destroy the building and crush the workmen employed. The danger was most imminent, and a cry of fright rose from the men; but the saint, quite calmly, arrested the rock with a word, then, going up to it, struck his staff in the ground before it, bidding it roll no further. There it stayed till hundreds had seen it, when it was split up and employed in the building.

St. Francis of Paula suspends a rock on a snail. St. Francis on another occasion, by the sign of the cross, suspended a huge rock on the projecting horn of a precipice. This rock is suspended in a situation and manner which seems a natural impossibility. It seems that it must fall, but there it hangs still.—Acts of Canonization (compiled by Father Giry).

St. Francis of Paula removes a rock which many men could neither stir nor split (A.D. 1416-1507). When St. Francis of Paula was building his great monastery, a huge rock stood in the spot designed for a dormitory. Many men together tried to push it out of the way, but could not stir it. They tried to cleave it that it might be moved piecemeal, but it resisted all their efforts. St. Francis himself took the task in hand, and carried the rock clean away.

He also carried into the spire a wrought stone which four strong men could not lift.

He drew, by his own unaided strength, trees from the forest where they had been cut down, and these trees were so large that many men, with their united efforts, could not move them.

He laid beams of enormous size on the backs of his workmen, and made it that the men were not even conscious of their weight. "It was as if angels had borne the weight, or at least had assisted in doing so."

He straightened trees which were twisted; shaped joists and fixed them in their proper places; hollowed ditches, dug foundations, "à sa seule parole, et sans y employer le travail des hommes, ni le secours des instrumenta."—Acts of Canonization (compiled by Father Giry).

A sarcophagus becomes light when employed for the body of St. Francis of Paula (A.D. 1507). St. Francis of Paula died at Plessis les Tours, and the duchesse de Bourbon gave a stone sarcophagus for his coffin. This sarcophagus was given to her by the commander of the com-
mandery of Balan, but had been left on the road from its great weight, eighteen oxen (dix-huit de bœufs) being unable to move it. Immediately the duchesse communicated her intention to give it as a coffin to St. Francis, the sarcophagus became so light that a single yoke of bullocks drew it easily (deux bœufs la trainèrent fort facilement).—Mgr. Guérin, Vies des Saints, vol. iv, p. 166.

St. Francis of Paula sets a man with neuralgia in the thigh to carry a beam which two strong oxen could not draw (A.D. 1416-1507). The sixteenth witness in the process of canonization at Cosenza asserted that he was suffering from a stiff thigh brought on by neuralgia, and applied to St. Francis of Paula for a cure. The saint set him to carry on his back a beam of wood which two oxen could not move. The witness says he expostulated with the saint, urging the physical impossibility of the task. “Even if in robust health,” he said, “with the aid of many men, I could not so much as lift the beam; how, then, can I be expected to do it alone, when my health is broken down?” “Do what I say,” was the reply; “God will give the power in the day of His grace.” Accordingly, he charged himself with the beam, carried it on his back to the place required, and his thigh was perfectly cured.—The Bull and other Documents of the Canonization (compiled by Father Giry).

We are told that “ce genre de miracle, de rendre les pierres et le bois légers, quelque pesants qu’ils fussent, et de les lever, ou de les faire lever sans difficulté, luî fut ordinaire dans tout le cours de cette construction [i.e. his church].”

St. Friedian lifts a stone which many men could not stir (sixth century). St. Friedian, bishop of Lucca, built twenty-eight churches. On one occasion, a large stone was required to be lifted on the wall of one of the churches he was building. Several men with their united strength tried to lift it, but were wholly unable to stir it in the least degree. The bishop then took it up without the least difficulty, and carried it with ease to the place required.—Ecclesiastical History of Lucca (1786).

The heavy slip of paper given to St. Gonsalvo. St. Gonsalvo, wishing to build a bridge over the Tamego, applied to a neighbouring count for a subscription. The nobleman, thinking the scheme visionary, in order to get rid of the importunate churchman, scribbled a couple of lines on a scrap of paper, and told Gonsalvo to take it to the countess, his wife. It was a long way he had to go, and when the lady opened the letter, she read aloud these words: “The poor fool, the bearer of this letter, wants to build a bridge. Let him have in cash the weight of this slip of paper.” “So be it,” cried Gonsalvo. Accordingly, the lady put the letter into a scale, but to her amazement found it balanced a very large sum of money, which she handed to Gonsalvo, and the bridge was built.—Didacus de Rosario, Life of St. Gonsalvo.

A small slip of paper weighs down a whole basketful of fruit (fifteenth century). An inhabitant of Florence presented St. Antonine, the archbishop, with a basket of fruit as a new year’s gift, under the hope of receiving, in return, some substantial spiritual gift; but the saint only said to the giver, “May God reward you,” and the man left, greatly and visibly disappointed. The archbishop, observing this, called him back, and putting the basket of fruit in one scale, and a slip of paper containing the words “May God reward you” in the other, found the slip of paper greatly outweighed the gift. The man, thoroughly ashamed, asked pardon, and was practically taught that it is not the present, but the mind and motive of the giver, which God considers and weighs in the balance of the sanctuary.—Surius, Lives of the Saints, vol. iii.

In Christian art, St. Antonine is represented holding a crozier in his left hand, and weighing the basket of fruit in the other.

A wooden statue of the Virgin Mary suddenly becomes too heavy to be moved (A.D. 1830). A merchant was transporting to Antwerp a wooden image of the Virgin Mary, but when he reached Schiedam the image made itself too heavy to be moved. All the inhabitants ran to see this “miracle,” and every one came to the conclusion that it was the Virgin’s wish to remain in Schiedam. The merchant was consulted, and sold the image to the people, who set it up in the church of St. John the Baptist.—Life of Lidwina, written by John Gerlac (cousin) and John Walter (confessor).

The dead body of St. Drogo makes itself too heavy to be moved from Seburg, in Hainault (A.D. 1189). St. Drogo died at Seburg, in Hainault, where he had lived six years as a shepherd, and forty years as a recluse. He was born at Epinoi, in Artois, and, at his death, his kinsmen living at Epinoi demanded his body. When the cart came to take it away, it
was found too heavy to be lifted from the ground. Not all the power of several strong men could move it; the relatives were therefore obliged to leave it at Seburg, where it was buried. St. Drogo’s tomb is shown in Seburg church to the present day. It is in the great nave, near the font. The place where the cart drew up to carry away the body is still called “Mount Joie St. Drogo.” * In the thirteenth century his relics were removed to Binche, and an annual procession is still made to the place on Trinity Sunday.—Acta Sanctorum (Papebroe), vol. ii. April 16.

At Seburg persons are shown the “Fountain of St. Drogo,” where the body shepherd watered his sheep; “St. Drogo’s Road,” where saint’s ashes are laid, and, close by the church, a spot called the “Cell or Cabin of St. Drogo.”

The body of St. Fritz becomes suddenly too heavy to be moved (eighth century). St. Fritz fell in the battle of Lupiac, and his body remained for a long time undiscovered; but one day a herdsman was struck at seeing a cow licking a stone in the midst of some brushwood. He observed that this was repeated daily, and the cow was better liking and gave more milk than any other in the dairy. This singular circumstance soon attracted general attention, and persons went to examine the stone. On lifting it up, they were induced to dig about the spot, and soon came upon a body; it was that of a warrior in full armour, and no sooner was it raised from the ground than a miraculous spring of water issued from the spot. This is certain, inasmuch as the spring remains to the present day, and is well known for its healing virtues. The body thus discovered was the body of St. Fritz, and the monks resolved to remove it into the neighbouring town. When, however, they attempted to carry it away, it was found to be so heavy that several yoke of oxen were unable to stir the bier on which it was laid. At length some one suggested to try the cow, and immediately the cow was yoked in, she drew the bier along with the utmost ease to the top of a high hill, but then refused to move another step. Nothing would induce her to stir a step further, and the monks concluded that the saint did not wish to be taken into the town; so a chapel was built on the hill-top, and there the body of the saint was deposited in a marble tomb. In regard to the fountain, although its waters have heal-

* A funny combination, as Mount Joie is a corruption of Mount Jovis, the Mount of Jupiter.

...ing virtues they can never be used for culinary purposes. Every one knows, says our authority, that “une femme d’André, qui avait voulu employer l’eau de cette fontaine pour faire du pain, l’avait vue se changer en sang.” (See Avrill, p. 167.)—L’abbé Guilméry, Histoire de Basses et de la Chapelle de St. Fritz, 1558. This brochure is sold on the spot to visitors for the benefit of the chapel.

The dead body of St. Gudula suddenly becomes too heavy to be moved (A.D. 710). When the dead body of St. Gudula was on its way to the village of Ham, a tree in the vicinity put forth leaves and flowers, although it was midwinter [Jan. 8]. It was the intention of the monks to convey the body to the college of Nivelle, but when the cortège reached Ham, it was found that no human power could bear the weight of the coffin. They then resolved to change their route, and instead of carrying the body to Nivelle, to deposit it in St. Saviour’s chapel at Moorsel. On attempting now to lift the coffin, it was found to be light as a feather, plainly indicating the wish of the deceased. On reaching Moorsel, what was the astonishment of all to find that the tree which had put forth its leaves and flowers in honour of the saint, had removed from Ham, and planted itself before St. Saviour’s chapel, right in front of the main entrance. It was completely covered with a rich green verdure, and full of beautiful flowers, the admiration of every one who saw it. This miracle was so “well attested” that Charlemagne built a religious house close by in honour of St. Gudula. To complete the “miracles,” it must be added, that one day the king was out hunting, when a bear of prodigious size took refuge in this religious house. No sooner, however, had it done so than its whole nature was completely changed. It was no longer fierce and wild, but lived with the nuns as meek and playful as a pet lamb.—Hubert (1047), Life of St. Gudula.


The coffin of St. Martin too heavy to be lifted (fifth century). The church built by St. Brice over the tomb of St. Martin...
being too small, St. Perpetuus, bishop of Tours (A.D. 461-494), built a much larger one. On the day of its consecration (A.D. 491) an attempt was made to remove the body of the saint into the new church; but it was found to be too heavy for men to lift. A young clerk suggested that two days later would be the anniversary of St. Martin’s consecration as bishop of Tours, and probably the saint would not choose to be moved till then. Acting on this suggestion, the ceremony was deferred for two days. Another attempt was then made to carry the body into the new basilica, but it was equally unsuccessful as the former one. An old man, dressed like an abbot, now came forward and said, “Do you not see that St. Martin himself is ready to help you?” So saying, he threw his cloak on the ground, and lifting up the coffin without the slightest difficulty, carried it from St. Brice’s church, and laid it solemnly and reverently in the place assigned for it in the new church, under the altar in theapse. The old liturgy of Tours adds, “Every one believes that the old man who carried the coffin from St. Brice’s church was an angel sent from heaven for the express purpose.” [It appears to me that the “old man” was St. Martin himself.] —L’abbé Rolland, Life of St. Perpet (bishop of Tours).

The bier of St. Medard refused to be moved till the king Clotaire promised to give the whole borough of Crouy to the new church (A.D. 545). When St. Medard died, the king (Clotaire I.) was one of the bearers, and promised to build a new church at Soissons as a suitable monument to the saint, who died at Noyon. When the procession reached Aisne & Attichy, on the skirts of Crouy (about two hundred paces from Soissons), the bier became wholly immovable; no one could lift it on one side or the other. The king then promised to give half the borough of Crouy to the new church. On trying again to lift the bier, it was found that the half facing the part given to the church was loose and could be moved, but the other half was as fast as ever. Clotaire now promised to bestow the whole borough on the church, and the bier instantly became so light that it could be lifted and carried about without the slightest difficulty.—Acta Sanctorum (Bollandists), vol. ii. June 8.

These mercenary rubrics are always suspicious. I was once supping with Mr. Guppy, a noted “spiritist,” and during supper he called my attention to a spirit rapping. After the usual formula was gone through, the message received was, “Give Mrs. Guppy a new gown.”

St. Patrick floats on a stone. St. Patrick, we are told, floated to Ireland on an altar-stone. Amongst other wonderful things he converted a marauder into a wolf, and lighted a fire with icicles.—James A. Froude, Reminiscences of the High Church Revival (Letter v.).

The dead bodies of Quirinus and Balbina too heavy to lift (second century). Pope Leo IX., at the earnest solicitation of his sister Pepa, abbess of Nuyas, gave her the bodies of Quirinus and Balbina (his daughter) to enrich her convent. When the mule bearing the dead bodies reached Dabo, it refused to stir another step, and the drivers were compelled to unload it. Next day they intended to continue their journey, but found the dead bodies so heavy that all their efforts could not raise them from the ground. Pepa, recognizing therein the hand of the Almighty, built a chapel on the spot, where she left the two bodies, but carried their heads to Nuyas.—Vagner (1847), Conversion and Martyrdom of St. Quirinus and his Daughter Balbina.

The dead body of St. Remi becomes too heavy to be lifted (A.D. 545). St. Remi died Jan. 13, 545, but his festival is kept on Oct. 1, for this reason: He was buried in the church of St. Christopher, in Reims; but as this church was small, and pilgrims to it very numerous, it was enlarged, and a costly shrine was provided for the saint. When all was completed, and the priests attempted to raise the body to deposit it in the new shrine, it was found to be so heavy that no human power could lift it; so the clergy and people besought themselves to pray, and prayed till they fell asleep. While they slept, angels came and lifted the body into the shrine. This occurred on Oct. 1, so the “day” of St. Remi was removed from Jan. 13, the day of his death, to Oct. 1, the day of his translation.—Hincmar (archbishop of Reims, who died 882), Life of St. Remi.

Of course, it will occur to everyone, if all were asleep, how could it be known that the body was lifted into its shrine by angels? It is the old question of the Roman guard and the stealing of the body of Jesus.

The dead bodies of three saints refuse to be moved from Amiens (sixth century). At the consecration of St. Honoré to the see of Amiens, Lupicin, a priest, gave out that he had been informed by revelation where the three martyrs Fuscin, Victorius, and Gentian were buried.
They had been dead above three hundred years, but Lupicin discovered the bodies in the place indicated; and the chant which was sung on the discovery was heard by St. Honor six miles off. King Childer II. sent commissioners to Amiens to remove the bodies to Paris, but they made themselves too heavy to be lifted, and were of necessity left at Amiens. The king, being told of this "miracle," sent rich presents to the cathedral of Amiens in honour of the new-found saints.—Morlière, Antiquités of Amiens.

St. Valery’s dead body too heavy to be lifted (seventh century). St. Valery was buried at Leuconatus, but Berchont, wishing to honour him, employed workmen to remove the body to Amiens. No strength of man could, however, lift the dead body from its grave. "Une puissance irrésistible paralyse tous les efforts; on ne put venir à bout de le soulever de terre." Thus was it that the saint showed he did not wish to be removed from the spot in which he was already interred.—Besaçon, Les Saints de Franche Comté.

St. Macarius of Egypt overworked (A.D. 304-394). St. Macarius of Egypt used to hire himself out as a porter. One day, being overworked, he sat on the roadside and cried, saying, "O Lord, Thou knowest all things; Thou knowest now that the spirit is willing, but the flesh is weak." No sooner had he uttered these words, than he found himself with his burden at the place to which he was bound.—Les Petits Bollandistes, vol. i. p. 62.

Guide.

Psalm cxviii. 14. This God is our God. He will be our Guide even unto death.

Matt. ii. 9. Lo! the star, which the wise men saw in the east, went before them, till it came and stood over where the young child was.

According to an ancient commentary on Matthew's Gospel, the star had the form of a radiant child bearing a sceptre and cross; and it is so depicted in some early Italian frescoes.

It was shaped, O wondrous sight! Like a radiant child of light.
Holding sign of kingling might.
With a cross combining.

Neh. ix. 12. Thou ledest them in the day by a cloudy pillar; and in the night by a pillar of fire, to give them light in the way wherein they should go (Exod. xlv. 19, 20).

St. William Firmatus of Tours guided by a crow (A.D. 1103). One day, St. William Firmatus having lost his way, God sent a crow to guide him into the right path. The bird went before, and by its voice and the clapping of its wings, induced the saint to follow.—Bollandus, Acta Sanctorum, Feb. 28.

Those seeking St. Gregory the Great guided by a pillar of fire. Naucleasmus tells us, when St. Gregory the Great heard he was likely to be appointed pope, he fled to a certain mountain, and lay perdu. Persons were sent to hunt him up, and saw a pillar of fire descend from heaven, which led them direct to the mountain, and then stood over the place where Gregory lay concealed; so they found him, and conducted him to Rome, as it were by violence.—Chronicles (1501).

A heavenly light went before Jeanne Marie de Maille to guide her in the dark. When Jeanne Marie de Maille lost her husband, she was turned out of house and home by her late husband's relatives, and went as an assistant to St. Anne's chapel. Whenever she went in the dark of night to the chapel, or returned from it, a heavenly light went before her as a lamp unto her feet and a light unto her path.—Père de Boisgaultier (her confessor), Life of Jeanne Marie de Maille.

St. Oringa guided by a hare (A.D. 1810). St. Oringa, having lost her parents, fell under the charge of her brothers, who tried to compel her to marry; as, however, she had vowed to be the bride of Christ, and her brothers would not relent, she fled from their roof. Ere long she came to a deep river; but, full of faith, she walked on, and the river, dividing, left her a dry path across. On, on she went, and came to a large meadow, when darkness overtook her, and she lay down to sleep. A timid hare came and cuddled beside her. Next morning she followed the guidance of her bedfellow, and came to Lucques, where she entered the service of a good man.

Another instance. St. Oringa remained in the service of her employer a certain time, when the devil disturbed the peace of the house, and again she took herself to flight, intending to go on pilgrimage to Mount Gargano. Having lost her way, the archangel Michael, under the form of a young deacon, put her in the right road, supplied her with food, and then left her.—Les Petits Bollandistes, vol. ii. p. 575.

In this second legend we have a characteristic example of the mode of thought in the Middle Ages. Although the guide was, to all appearances, a young deacon, he must be transposed into the archangel Michael, because he does a good or kind act, and perhaps to prevent scandal.
Hair a Talisman.

Judg. xvi. 17, etc. Samson said to Dllah, There hath not come a razor upon mine head, for I have been a Nazarite unto God from my mother’s womb. If I were to be shaven, then my strength would go from me and I should become weak, and be like any other man.

Ver. 22. Howbeit the hair of his head began to grow again after he was shaven [and with his growing hair his enormous strength returned].

Hence it is quite certain that the strength of Samson was in some mysterious way bound up with his hair, and not with his vow.

Hair supposed by the emperor Alexander Severus to be a talisman. St. Martin, being bound to the stake by order of the emperor Alexander Severus, was wholly uninjured by the fire, and the emperor, thinking this was due to magic, and that the charm was lodged in her hair, commanded every atom of it to be cut off. —Bollandus, Acta Sanctorum, vol. i. Jan. 1.

Many nations have supposed that some special virtue resides in the hair. The Nazarites vowed not to cut their hair (Num. vi. 5, 9). In Greece and Rome the hair was cut at adolescence, and offered to the gods. The Greeks, just before marriage, cut off their hair, and offered it to their favourite deity; the hair of the dead was also hung on the door of the deceased before interment, as an offering to the infernals. Both Greeks and Romans supposed that no person could die till a lock of hair had been cut off; but this act was supposed to be done by Iris, Mercury, Thanatos, or some other divine messenger (Virgil, Aeneid, iv. 604). The Syrians (we are told by Lucian) offered their hair to the gods. It was by no means unusual to make vows never to cut the hair until some stated object had been accomplished. Thus Cincinnatus vowed never to cut his hair till he had defeated the Roman legions (Tacitus, Histories, bk. iv.). Every one knows that three hairs of a dog which has bitten one will prevent any evil consequences from the bite.

Take the hair, it is well written, Of the dog by which you’re bitten.

Athenaeus.

Probably it was something more than a mere figure of speech when it was said that the strongest affirmation of Zeus or Jupiter was a shake of his abundant hair, and that the hair of Apollo gave light, heat, and pestilence.

Haman caught in his own Net.

Estn. iv., vi., vii. Haman, the high steward of king Ahasuerus, hated Mordecai, uncle of queen Esther, because he refused to fawn on him and flatter him. He carried his hatred so far as to plot the death of all the Jews in Persia. The plot was revealed to Esther, who contrived to break it up in the following manner. She made a great feast, to which she invited the king and Haman. The steward was greatly delighted; and feeling sure of his guest, he gave a galleries erected, fifty cubits high (seventy-five feet), to hang Mordecai on the day after the banquet. Now, it so happened that Mordecai some years previously had revealed to the king a plot by two eunuchs to assassinate him, and the affair was duly registered in the national records. The night before the feast, the king, feeling restless, had,

for amusement sake, the records of his own reign read to him; and when he came to Mordecai, he said, How was that man rewarded? Being told he had received no reward at all, the king demanded who was in the court; and was told Haman, the high steward, was at hand. At this very moment Haman entered, and the king said to him, Haman, what shall be done to the man that the king delighted in honour? Haman, feeling sure that he himself was the man the king desired, replied, Let him be arrayed in royal apparel, set on the king’s charger, and conducted through the city by the highest officers of the realm; while heralds proclaim from street to street, Thus is it done to the man whom the king delighteth to honour. The thing pleased the king, and he bade Haman on the morrow to honour Mordecai as he had said. This of course, was gall and wormwood to the jealous favourite, but he durst not disobey; so Mordecai was arrayed in royal robes, set on the king’s charger, and led through the city as the man whom the king delighted to honour. In the evening was the banquet, and Ahaseurus bade the queen ask of him what ever she liked, and it should be granted her. Esther modestly replied, Then I pray your highness that my life may be spared, that I may devote it to my lord and master. The king was thunderstruck. Life! spare your life! And who has threatened the queen’s life? The queen then told him of Haman’s plot to assassinate her husband and Mordecai, and all the Jews of the whole realm. The king was so incensed that he rose from table, and went into the palace gardens. While he was absent, Haman fell at the queen’s feet, beseeching her to spare his life. The king returned suddenly, saw Haman beseeching the queen, and exclaimed, The villain! What! will he force the queen also, before my very face? And, being directed to the gallows made for Mordecai, he commanded Haman to be hanged thereon. So Haman was hanged on his own gallows, and the king’s wrath was pacified.

In regard to the general massacre of a whole race, we have a modern example in Turkish history. In 1770, the grand signior, in full council, ordered the Greek race should be exterminated; but Haman Pasha interfered, and obtained for them a general amnesty. —M. de Peyronel, Voyages aux Levant. (See also Baron du Trott, p. 90.)

The steward of the emperor Martin caught in his own trap. The steward of the emperor Martin was jealous of Fulgentius, the emperor’s nephew and cup-bearer, and laid a plot for his destruction. He told the emperor that Fulgentius had spread abroad a scandalous report, that his majesty’s breath was so offensive it almost poisoned him; “but,” said the steward, “this is a most shameful falsehood, the pitiful slander of disaffection and dislike.” The emperor was certainly astonished at these remarks, but the steward said the truth of his observation was capable of very easy proof. “If, for example, your highness will be pleased to notice Fulgentius to-morrow, when he
hands the cup to your highness, you will see that he turns his head on one side." Martin said he would not fail to watch his nephew when he handed him the cup. The steward now went to Fulgentius, and pretending great friendship for him, told him he heard the emperor say the breath of his cupbearer was so offensive, he hardly knew how to bear it, and he wished some kind friend would hint to his nephew to turn his head aside when he handed him the cup. Fulgentius thanked the steward; and, when he handed the king the cup on the morrow, turned aside his head, as the steward had advised him to do. The emperor, greatly enraged at the supposed affront, kicked Fulgentius on the chest, and exclaimed, "Out, scoundrel! out of my sight; and let me never see you more!" When he was gone, the emperor asked the steward how he could contrive to make away with the slanderous valet without creating a scandal; and the steward replied, "Let your highness command him to go at daybreak to the brick-makers, and ask them if they have done my lord's bidding. The rest your highness may leave to me." So the steward sent a sealed order, bearing the royal siglum of the master of the brick-makers, commanding him to cast into the brick-kiln the person who first said to the brick-makers in the morning, "Have you done my lord's bidding?" Fulgentius was charged with the message, and rose up early to execute it. On his way to the brick-fields, he heard the church-bell calling to matins, and went to pay his devotions, saying to himself, "Nothing is ever lost by prayer;" and after matins he fell asleep, for in his distress he had not closed his eyes all night. Meanwhile, the steward, anxious to hear of the death of Fulgentius, made his way to the brick-fields, and said to the men, "Well, my friends, and have you done my lord's bidding?" No sooner were the words uttered, than they seized the speaker, and threw him into the kiln, where he was presently burnt to death. Not long afterwards Fulgentius presented himself, and said to the brick-burners, "His majesty has sent me to ask you, have you done my lord's bidding?" "Ay, ay," cried the man; "tell the emperor it is all right." When Fulgentius appeared at court, Martin was astounded, and asked if he had been to the brick-fields. "Yes, my lord," said Fulgentius, "and the brick-burners bade me say to your highness, 'Ay, ay, it is all right.'" He then informed his imperial uncle that the steward had gone to the fields first, and the men had cast him into the brick-kiln and burnt him to death. The emperor then asked his nephew if he had said what the steward had laid to his charge, and the whole truth came out. "The ways of the Lord," said the emperor, "are wonderful. The wickedness of the wicked hath come to an end. He made a pit, and digged it, and hath fallen into the ditch which he made. His mischief hath returned on his own head, and his violent dealing hath come down on his own pate. Praise the Lord for His righteousness; sing praises to the name of the Lord Most High."—Gesta Romana-rum, ch. xviii. (See also Scott's Tales from the Arabic and Persian, p. 53; and le Grand's Fabliaux, v. 74 (miracles of the Virgin).

Head carried after Death.

St. Aphrodarius, bishop of Bersiers, walks away with his head after it was cut off (April 28, A.D. 69). St. Aphrodarius, the first bishop of Bersiers, met with great success in his preaching, and converted many from idolatry to the Christian faith; but one day a number of pagans set upon him, and, after tossing him about from one to another, finished their sport by cutting off his head. St. Aphrodarius, raising himself up, took his head between his hands, and walking through the midst of the crowd, carried it to a certain chapel beyond the town, and buried it there.—Mgr. Guérin (chamberlain to pope Leo XIII.), Vies des Saints, vol. v. p. 61 (7th edit. 1880).

St. Aventine walks away with his head after it was cut off (A.D. 778-813). St. Aventine, apostle of Gascony, was beheaded by the Saracens. They had hunted him a long time, as one hunteth a partridge in the mountains, and were drunk with joy when they discovered him. They indulged all their rage upon him, and one of the barbarians drew his sabre, and cut off his head. The blood fell in pools upon the ground, and formed a long stream of blood; but what was their amazement when they beheld the saint, holding his head between his hands, walk off with it in the direction of the town. They were so scared that they ran away, telling the story to all they met. In the mean time, the martyred saint continued his journey till he came to a valley where he had often preached, when he laid himself down "and died." At night some
of his converts buried him, and subsequently a little monument, which remains to this day, was erected on the spot where he fell. Over the portal of the church of St. Aventina is a group of soldiers disputing with a man who holds his head in his hands. Mgr. Guérin, chamberlain of pope Leo XIII., evidently sees nothing improbable in this story, for he adds, "La tradition la plus constante nous a conservé le récit fidèle de cette mort miraculeuse, et la reconnaissance du peuple la grava au XIXe siècle sur la pierre et le marbre." — *Vie des Saints*, vol. vi. pp. 609, 610 (7th ed. 1880).

The discovery of the saint's body was also marvellous. Mgr. Guérin, the chamberlain of pope Leo XIII., says: "A bull was seen daily quitting the meadow, and withdrawing from its companions, in spite of the vigilance of the herdsman. It went always to the same spot, when it was about to rise, it would turn the head and look in the same way. It was difficult to drive him away, even at nightfall. At length this strange conduct excited attention, and the bull saw itself surrounded with a crowd of gazers, amongst whom were several priests. While everyone wondered what the bull meant, an angel cried aloud, 'In this spot lie the remains of Aventine of happy memory.' The crowd took up the cry of 'Aventine! Aventine!' The earth was removed, and the body and head of the martyr were both found. An unspeakable perfume filled the air—a perfume unlike any earthly fragrance—and the whole crowd was embalmed with it."

"Des procédés par les plus récents nous apprennent que la vérification des reliques fut faite par Olivier Gabriél, en 1737 (only 295 years after the death) ; this would bring us about 107 years before the Conquest ; "une autre se fit en 1707, par Mgr. d'Assesse ; une troisième en 1806 par M. Mangardus, curé de la paroisse ; la dernière en 1857, par Mgr. d'Astros, évêque de Toulouse, qui fit placer les reliques dans une belle châsse en ébonite que l'on porte aujourd'hui dans les procession solennelles." (Almost an identical tale is told of St. Fritz, p. 162.)

In so marvellous a narrative it is well to be fortified by good names, or "some" might doubt the possibility of walking off with one's head.

St. Desiderius, bishop of Langres, carries off his head after decapitation (A.D. 264). In the middle of the third century, a horde of Alamanns invaded Gaul, under a chief named Chrocus. They besieged Langres, and spared neither age nor sex. Desiderius, bishop of Langres, went to Chrocus, and prayed him to spare the people; but the chief told one of his officers to cut off the fellow's head. As the head fell, Desiderius caught it in his hands; and he is usually represented in Christian art carrying his head in his hands. The martyr, at the time of his decapitation, was holding a book, which, of course, was saturated with blood, but, strange to say, the letters remained quite legible; and Vincent de Beauvais informs us that when he saw it, a thousand years afterwards, the letters were wholly "in tact." The man who cut off the saint's head went mad, drove his head against the city gates, and dashed out his brains. The stains of this man's brains suffered to remain on the gates as a standing testimony against him. As for Chrocus, we are told by St. Gregory of Tours he was taken prisoner at Arles, carried about for a time in an iron cage, and then put to death. —L'abbé Mazelin, *Saints de la Haute Marne.*

Dionysius [St. Denis] the Areopagite carries off his head, and hands it to Catulla (A.D. 117). Dionysius the Areopagite did many great miracles, such as restoring sight to the blind, hearing to the deaf, speech to the dumb, and so on; but he is pre-eminently known for walking off with his head, after it had fallen to the sword of the executioner. The "historical" account is as follows:— Fessennius, governor of Gaul, having seized St. Dionysius and several other Christians, subjected them to many cruel torments in order to make them renounce the "Lord who bought them"; but, failing to shake their resolution, he ordered them to be executed on the Hill Mercury (now Montmartre). An immense crowd gathered together, for the victims were very numerous. Here St. Dionysius was decapitated; but immediately his head had fallen to the ground, he rose on his feet, picked up his head with his two hands, and walked off with it "in triumph." He carried it from Montmartre (near Paris) for about two leagues; then, giving it to a pious woman named Catulla, whom he met, fell to the earth at her feet. Catulla received the head with unspeakable joy, and hid it carefully in her house with those of St. Rusticus and St. Eleutherius. We are further told by the same writers that as Dionysius walked along with his head, angels hovered about him, some singing *Gloria tibi, Domine,* and others responding *Alleluia!* *Alleluia!* *Alleluia!*

This story is repeated as a fact in the Greek Menologies, and by Eusebius, Metaphraste, Methodius, Hilduin, Hugh de St. Victor, Naeophorus Callitrus, Celles Rhodicinus, Sulpici, Ussard, Michael Ringels, and others. Mgr. Guérin, in his *Vie des Saints* (1880), repeats it; and, indeed, no miracle of the saints has a greater crowd of attestators, nor any of higher authority.

The explanation sometimes offered that the legend arose from the device of some artist, who drew the body of the decapitated saint, and placed the head in front of the body between the martyr's hands, that his subject might be recognized, will not bear the slightest examination. Nothing can be more demonstrable than that the pictures represented the received opinions, and not that the legend sprang from any painting. Edward Kneisian (1632) writes thus, and his words, no doubt, will be in accordance with every faithful [Roman] Catholic who dares to be honest: "Although God permitted His servant to be put to death, it was not for Him; yes, because He would the more glorify him, and not suffer his body to be dishonoured. His will was to work a wonderful miracle by that power. The headless body of the saint arose on its feet, and took up in his hands his own head, and went, as
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It were, in man of triumph until it met a virtuous woman coming out of her own house, near what is now called St. Denis near Paris, and to her he delivered the head, which she received as a goodly jewel."

St. Chrysolius walks off with his cranium, which had been left from his skull by the sword of the executioner (A.D. 278). St. Chrysolius was a missionary in Belgium, and dwelt at Comines. He was unexpectedly seized by a company of soldiers, and ordered to lose his head for blaspheming the national deities. The man appointed to cut off his head missed his neck, and cut off the cranium from ear to ear. The body fell weltering in blood, and the soldiers marched off. No sooner was this the case than St. Chrysolius picked up his cranium, and returned to Comines, where he was seen by hundreds. On his way, feeling thirsty, he bade water spring from the ground, and forthwith a spring of delicious water welled up. This miracle cannot be gainsaid, inasmuch as the stream still flows to the healing of the nations.—J. Cousin, History of Tournay.

How the existence of a stream can prove its miraculous production must be left to the historian of Tournay. Some logicians would have us believe that the discovery of the word "Pharaoh" on some Egyptian ruins is a proof positive of the whole history recorded in the Book of Exodus; but all that such a coincidence can prove is that Pharaoh was a name or title known to the Egyptians, and connected with their history. Similarly, the discovery of the word "Cleopatra" on the Rosetta stone is no proof that she melted a pearl in drinking to the health of Antony.

St. Hilarian of Espalion carries his head to his mother, after it was cut off (eighth century). St. Hilarian of Espalion was Charlemagne's confessor, and used to cross the Lot every day to go to Levignac. One day his mother said to him, "My son, you will end by leaving your head behind you one of these days." "Well, mother," he replied, laughing, "if so, I will bring it to you." Not long after this he was seized by some of his persecutors, who cut off his head. The "valiant athlete of Christ" took it up in his hands, washed off the blood in a fountain, since called "Font-singe," and carried it to his mother, according to his promise. In the parish church of Espalion is a bas-relief representing this "fact."—L'abbé l'Servières, Saints du Rouergue.

St. Leo, archbishop of Rouen, walks off with his head after death (A.D. 900). St. Leo, having converted the people of Bayonne, greatly displeased the pirates, who plainly saw that Christianity and piracy could not exist in the same country; so they leagued together, waylaid the man of God, and cut off his head. Two miracles then ensued: (1) his blood, on touching the ground, caused a spring of water to well up; and (2) picking up his head, he carried it more than a mile, and buried it. A chapel was afterwards built to his honour on the spot.—Vita Sanctorum (Bollandists), vol. i. March.

St. Lucanus of Aquitaine, being beheaded, walks off with his head (fifth century). St. Lucanus raised up his voice in Aquitaine against idolatry. He was hunted from place to place, till at length he was apprehended at Orleans, and brought to Paris, where he was condemned to death. After various tortures, the judge ordered his officer to cut off the saint's head. As his head fell to the axe, Lucanus stooped, picked it up, and walked off with it. "Entre ses mains, et l'apporta comme en triomphe à une demi-lieu de l'endroit où il avait été exécuté." He then laid it carefully on a stone, which, in memory of this miracle, has ever since been called La Pierre de St. Lucain. The remains were buried by the faithful with great care. In 1666 they were inclosed in a coffre covered with plates of silver, and placed on the high altar of the cathedral of Paris. The reliquary is carried in procession, in times of national calamities, with those of St. Marcel and St. Geneviève. At the present day Notre-Dame de Paris no longer possesses this treasure. [I suppose it was lost or destroyed in the Revolution.]—Mgr. Guérin (chamberlain of pope Leo XIII.), Vies des Saints, vol. xiii, p. 49 (7th edit. 1880).

St. Lucian, being beheaded, walks off with his head (A.D. 67). After the head of St. Lucian had fallen to the sword of the executioner, the decimated body deliberately picked up the fallen head from the ground, and walked off with it towards the town of Beauvais. Crossing the river of Therain à Mauroy, the body stopped some four leagues from the town of Beauvais, to intimate the spot where he wished his body to be buried. Here it received honourable sepulture, angels assisting at the funeral, and filling the air with heavenly odours.—Bollandus, Acta Sanctorum, vol. i. Jan. 8. Also mentioned by Odo, Life of St. Lucian; Florus, Martyrology (ninth century); Louvet, History of the Antiquities of Beauvais; and many others.

It will be observed that this story is dated half a century earlier than the similar one about St. Denis or Dionysius (see preceding page).
St. Proba carries away her head after it had been cut off (fourth century). St. Proba was a native of Ireland, but to avoid a marriage arranged by her parents, she fled to Gaul. Her retreat being discovered, she was taken back to Ireland, and, as she persisted in leading a single life, her parents cut off her head. The saint, we are told, picked it up, and carried it on a stone to Old St. Peter's Church. The stone is still shown in proof of this "miracle."—Dom Robert Wyard, History of St. Vincent's Abbey of Laon (edition 1858, by the abbots Cardon and Mathieu).

The stone must have been a sort of pavement, which would serve the place of a dish or charger.

St. Solangia walks away with her head after it was cut off (A.D. 880). The shepherdess Solangia was very beautiful, and the count of Poitiers, Bourges, and Auvergne offered her marriage in honourable fashion. When, however, she declined the offer, he seized her, intending to carry her to his castle; but, as they approached a stream, Solangia contrived to throw herself to the ground. The count, greatly irritated, drew his sword and cut off her head; but Solangia caught it in her hands, and it thrice pronounced the name of Jesus. She carried her head from Villemont to St. Martin du Cros, where she was buried, and in 1281 a monument, in the form of an altar, was erected to her memory. In Christian art St. Solangia is represented walking off with her head in her hands.—Mgr. Guérin (chamberlain of pope Leo XIII.), Vie des Saints (1880).

(In the church of St. Solangia the life of this saint is represented in tapestry, in fire compartments; and in St. Etienne, Bourges, in the nave, are fine paintings of the same subject. Both represent her carrying off her head in her hands.)

* * *

Certainly the most strange legend under this group is that of St. Winifride, a Welsh woman. One day Cadrac, or Caradoc, the son of Aelno, king of North Wales, finding her alone in her father's house, offered her violence; she fled, and the prince, pursuing, cut off her head. Where the head fell, a fountain sprang from the ground, called "Winifride's Well" or the "Holy Well." In Flintshire, St. Beno, her spiritual instructor, now came up, set the head adrift on again, and St. Winifride returned home safe and sound.

Healed by Stripes.

ISA. liii. 5. With His stripes we are healed.

MAT. v. 30. It is profitable for thee that one of thy members perish, and not that thy whole body be cast into hell.

HEB. xii. 6. Whom the Lord loveth He chastenth, and scourgeth every son whom He receiveth.

2 KINGS xx. 13-19. Hezekiah, in a spirit of worldly vanity, showed the ambassadors of the king of Babylon all his precious things—the silver and the gold, etc. Then came Isaiah and said to him, The days come that all that is in thine house shall be carried to Babylon. And Hezekiah said, Good is the word of the Lord.

PSALM cxix. 11. It is good for me to have been afflicted, that I might learn Thy statutes.

The falcon. A certain Roman lady, in the days of Pompey the Great, was courted by a knight, whose joy of joys was to be near his lady-love. One day he craved of her a falcon which sat on her wrist, and she gave it him. He was so taken up with this bird that he discontinued his visits to the lady, and she sent for him. The knight came with the falcon on his wrist, and the lady said to him, "Let me touch my old favourite;" but no sooner was it in her hand than she wrasched its head off, and said to the knight, "Grieve not at what I have done. That falcon weaned thy love from me, and caused thee to offend: now I have killed it, I shall again enjoy thy presence." And it was so.—Gesta Romanorum, ixxxiv.

This, of course, is an allegory. The lady is God, the knight a worshipper of God, the falcon some idol which weans his heart from God. God takes it away, and he says with the psalmist, "It is good for me to have been afflicted, that I might learn Thy statutes."

Herd of Swine.

MATT. viii. 28-33. In the country of the Gergessenes two persons possessed with devils met Jesus, and cried out, saying, What have we to do with Thee, Jesus, Thou Son of God? Art Thou come hither to torment us before the time? And they besought Him, saying, If Thou cast us out, suffer us to go away into the herd of swine. And Jesus said unto them, Go. And the whole herd of swine ran violently down a steep place into the sea, and perished in the waters.

At the command of St. Regulus a devil came out of a man possessed, and went into an ass (A.D. 180). St. Regulus was bishop of Arles and Senlis. One day he saw at Senlis a man possessed with a devil, and the devil besought him, saying, "If you cast me out, suffer me to enter into the body of this ass;" and the bishop said, "Go." When the devil was about to enter into the ass, the beast, being apprised of his intention, made on the ground with his fore foot the sign of the cross, and the devil was obliged to pass on, and leave the ass unmolested. In Christian art, St. Regulus, in allusion to this "miracle," is represented with an ass crouching at his feet.—L'abbé Corblet, Hagiographie du Diocèse d'Amiens.
Herod and the Innocents.

Matt. ii. 16-18. Then Herod, when he saw that he was mocked of the wise men, was exceeding wroth, and sent forth, and slew all the children that were in Bethlehem, and in all the coasts thereof, from two years old and under.

... Then was fulfilled that which was spoken by Jeremy the prophet, saying, In Rama was there a voice heard, lamentation, and weeping, and great mourning; Rachel weeping for her children, and would not be comforted, because she were not.


Andrew, an orphan, crucified at Innspruck by Jews. Andrew lost his father when quite a babe, and was committed to the charge of his godfather. One day, while playing in the streets of Innspruck with his companions, some Jews who happened to be passing by, struck with his beauty, asked to be permitted to adopt him, and gave the child's godfather a good round sum of money in order to obtain his consent. Being in possession of the child, they conducted him to a forest, "et le circonscrirent en proférant les plus horribles blasphèmes contre Jesus Christ." The child screamed to attract attention; the kidnappers opened his veins, and, having hung him to a tree with his arms extended in the form of a cross, took to flight. Soon as the murdered body was discovered it was buried at Rinn. M. Migne adds, "Les guerisons miracles de qui s'opèrent à son tombeau y attirent bientôt un grand concours de pèlerins."

He was canonized, and July 12 was named as his day.—L'abbé Migne, Encyclopédie Théologique, vol. 40, p. 174 (1850).

No dates are given, and the whole tale seems most incredible.

St. Hugh of Lincoln, at the age of eleven, crucified by Jews (Aug. 27, A.D. 1255). Hugh was born at Lincoln in 1244, and in his eleventh year was seized by the Jews of that city, under the leadership of Joppin. These Jews, we are told, paraded on this child the whole tragedy of the sacred crucifixion of Christ. They spat in his face, they scourged him with rods, they slit his nose and cut open his upper lip, they knocked out his teeth, they crucified him; and, while he hung on the cross, they pierced his side with a spear. Joppin and seventeen others, all Jews of wealth and station, were arrested for this offence by order of Henry III., and brought before the parliament assembled at Reading. Being tied by the heels to young horses, they were dragged about till they were half-dead, and were then gibbeted.—L'abbé Migne, Encyclopédie Théologique, p. 1380, vol. 40.

There are several documents in Rymer's Fotherbur relative to this event, and there seems no reason to doubt that eight of the wealthiest Jews of Lincoln were condemned to death for the offences alleged against them, before the parliament at Reading. The story is told by Matthew Paris in his Chronica. It is the subject of the "Princes's Tale" in Chaucer. Wordsworth has a modernized version of the Canterbury Tale.

St. Janot, a schoolboy, crucified by the Jews at Cologne (March 24, A.D. 1475). The French martyrology mentions the crucifixion of Janot of Siegeberg by the Jews, who, we are told, kidnapped him on his way to school, and, after scourging him, crucified him, out of hatred to the Christian religion.

St. Michael of Sappendelf, an infant three and a half years old, crucified by Jews (April 13, 1840). Michael was the son of a peasant, named George, of the village of Sappendelf, near Naumburg. He was stolen, at the age of three years and six months, by some Jews, on the Sunday before Holy Thursday, and reserved for their paschal ceremony on the eve of Good Friday, April 13, A.D. 1840. They cut across with knives on his wrists, the soles of his feet, and all over the body, till the poor babe bled to death.—Raderus, Holy Bavaria.

It is marvellous to see the horror with which Roman Catholic writers speak of these eight or ten cases of infanticide; but they seem wholly to forget the horrors of their own inquisition, the sickening wholesale slaughter of St. Bartholomew, the Dragonades, the Albigenses, the Camisardes, the reign of Ferdinand II., emperor of Germany, Charles V., of Germany and Spain, Philip II. of Spain, and so on, when men, women, and children, all alike, fell in indiscriminate slaughter, not because they were Jews, but because they were Christians who differed from themselves on certain dogmas and practices. "O was some power the glible gle us, to see oursels as ither see us!"

*8 The tale of Michel d'Heitlingen, or Heltningen, is on the above that the authenticity of either is most doubtful. L'abbé Migne says this child also was three years and six months when it was murdered by Jews; he gives the date 1540 instead of 1840, and the date of the month March 25.—Encyclopédie Théologique, vol. 40, p. 502.

St. Richard of Pontoise, aged twelve years, crucified by the Jews (March 25, A.D. 1182). Richard of Pontoise was of good family, and was decoyed by the Jews, at the age of twelve years, to be offered up in sacrifice at their paschal feast. He was kept for several days beforehand in
a cave. The chief of the synagogue asked the boy what was his creed, and Richard replied, "I believe in God the Father Almighty; and in Jesus Christ, His only Son, our Lord; born of the Virgin Mary; suffered under Pontius Pilate; was crucified and buried; but the third day He rose again from the dead; and now sitteth on the right hand of God." The rabbi commanded the boy to be stripped and scourged; and, while this was going on, the spectators spat in his face, mocked him, and uttered horrible blasphemies against Jesus Christ. When this part of the martyrdom was over, they crucified the poor boy, and pierced his side. He died, praying for his tormentors. This horrible crime was one of the chief causes that determined Philippe Augustus, king of France, to banish all Jews from his dominions, in April, the same year. The dead body of Richard, the infant martyr, was transferred to Paris, and enclosed in a shrine in the church of the Holy Innocents. His head is still there, but the rest of his body was carried to England, in the reign of Charles VI., by the English, who were then masters of the chief parts of France.—Gaguin, History of St. Richard, the Infant Martyr. (He is mentioned by Benedict XIV. in his De Canonizatione, bk. i. chap. 14, p. 103.)

L'abbé Migne says, "Le chef se trouvait encore dans cette église au commencement de la révolution Française." Meaning it is there no longer.—Encyclopédie Théologique, vol. iv. p. 672.

St. Simon crucified in infancy by some Jews of Trent (A.D. 1475). Simon was the infant son of Andrew and Mary, poor [Roman] Catholics living in the outskirts of the city of Trent, called the Fossé. Some Jews, who had recently arrived, employed Tobias to kidnap a Christian child for their paschal ceremony, and he laid hold of Simon, a babe "lovely as an angel, and only twenty-nine months and three days old." Tobias carried the child to the house of Samuel, where all the Jews of the neighbourhood were assembled, it being the eve of Good Friday, March 24, A.D. 1475. Samuel delivered the babe to an old man, named Moses, who stripped it naked, and stuffed a handkerchief in its mouth to stifle its cries; then, holding it between his knees, he cut small pieces out of the right cheek, put them in a basin, and handed them round to the company, each being expected to eat a small piece with the blood. In this part of the ceremony was over, Moses lifted up the child by the right foot, Samuel held out its arms in the form of a cross, and those assembled pricked the body from head to foot with awls and bodkins, till not a spot the size of one's finger could be found which was not punctured. The child had now been under torture a full hour, and the whole assembly sang in unison with a loud voice this chant—

May all thy foes, O Lord, be crucified.
As Christ, the Christians' god, was slain and died.

The child feebly raised its eyes to heaven during the chant; then Moses, still holding the right foot, dashed its head against the floor, and it died. The body was stowed under a wine-tub in the cellar; but, the child being missed, an inquiry was set on foot, and, for fear of discovery, the body was thrown into a stream of water which ran hard by the synagogue. The murderers, in order to cover their guilt, went to the chief magistrate, and told him, with feigned innocence, that they had discovered a young child in the river. It was picked out of the water, the truth came to light, and the bishop of Trent, assisted by all the neighbouring clergy, buried the body in St. Peter's church. Many miracles, we are told, wrought at the child's tomb testified to the power of God. As for the Jews concerned in this cruel butchery, they were tried, condemned, and suffered the extreme penalty of the law.—Surius, Lives of the Saints, vol. ii. (Surius borrowed his narrative from John Matthias Tiberin, M.D., who examined the body by order of the bishop of Trent, and dedicated his book, by express authority, to the senate and people of Brescia. The Bollandists have given the tale in March 24 of the Acta Sanctorum, and reference is made to it by Benedict XIV. in his De Canonizatione, bk. i. chap. 14, p. 103. L'abbé Migne gives 1472 as the date.)

It is not part of this book to give the pros and cons of these tales, but only to show that the [Roman] Catholic Church believes them.

St. William of Norwich crucified, at the age of twelve, by Jews (A.D. 1187). William of Norwich was twelve years old, and was apprenticed to a tanner at Norwich, when he was crucified, Good Friday, April 9, A.D. 1187. The Jews had inveigled him into their hands some time before the paschal week, and gagged him. When the day of sacrifice was fully come, they tortured him in divers manners, crucified him, and pierced his
left side, in mockery of the spear-wound of Jesus Christ. After he was dead, they tied his body in a sack, and carried it through the city gates to Thorpe Wood, intending to burn it; but, being surprised, they left it hanging on a tree. A chapel was afterwards erected on the spot, dedicated to "St. William the Wood." In 1144 the body was removed to the churchyard of the cathedral of the Holy Trinity, and six years later was transferred to the choir.—Thomas de Monmouth, History of the Martyrdom of William of Norwich (a contemporary). See also Blomefield, History of Norwich. (Benedict XIV. refers to this "martyrdom" in his De Canonisatione, bk. i. chap. 14, p. 108.)

Two boys of tender age, those saints enmasse of Norwich, William was, of Lincoln Rue, Whose th' unbeliefing Jews (rebellious that abode), In mockery of our Christ, at Easter crucified. Drayton, Polyolbion, song xxiv. (A.D. 1282.)

The Jews who murder St. Verriers discovered by a burning bush (A.D. 1287). Verriers was born in the village of Mammurath, not far from Baccarat, in Lower Germany. He lost his father, who was a vinedresser, while still an infant, and his mother married again. The father-in-law treated the lad so harshly, that he ran away, and reached the town of Wesel, where some Jews hired him, and gave him a little easy work to dull suspicion. At Easter-time they crucified him, with his head downwards, for their paschal sacrifice; but as he did not die, they beat him with rods, and opened several of his veins. At night they cast the dead body into a boat, and, "as Jews never bury Christians," they rowed as far as Winsbach, and thrust the corpse under a thick bush. At night the bush seemed to be on fire, but was not consumed. This strange phenomenon could not fail to attract attention, and all the people round about went to see the strange sight. The body of the boy was soon discovered, the crime searched into, and the Jews who had committed it were put to death. —Vies des Saints de Franche Comté, vol. iv. p. 566. (These volumes were written by the professors of the college of St. Francis Xavier.)

St. Werner (or Garnier), aged thirteen, crucified by Jews (A.D. 1214-1227). Werner of Oberwezel, in the diocese of Trèves, the son of poor parents, was noted for his early piety. He lost his father, and his mother, who married a second husband, treated him so brutally, that he ran away, and hired himself to a Jew. On Holy Thursday he was seized by a band of Jews, who crucified him in mockery of Christ, out of hatred to the Christian religion. We are told that God honoured the tomb of this lad with numerous miracles.—L'abbé Migne, Encyclopédie Théologique, vol. 41, p. 1288.

Mr. Waever says, "The Jews in the principal cities of the British Isles did use to steal away, circumcise, crown with thorns, while scourging, and crucify their neighbourly male children in mockery and scorn of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ." This certainly requires proof; but one can understand how bitterly the Jews must have hated the [Roman] Catholics, who treated them with insufferable cruelty. Witnesses the scandalous persecution of these poor people in the reign of Richard II., when thousands were burnt or beheaded in London, York, Norwich, and Stamford, merely because they were Jews. Witness, again, the still more horrible persecution begun in Germany in the autumn of 1248. At Mainz alone twelve thousand Jews were torn to pieces, or burnt alive, or beheaded in the streets; at Strasbourg two thousand were burnt by the populace in their own burying-ground, and those who attempted to escape were driven back into the flames with pitchforks. At Speyer the Jews set fire to their own houses, and consumed themselves, rather than fall into the hands of the people; and at Edingen the entire Jewish population burnt themselves to death in their synagogue to escape the "tender mercies" of the Christian race. The wholesale butchery of the Jews is beyond a doubt; the retort of the Jews on Christian children is very doubtful indeed. The infamous persecution of the Jews in Russia in 1889-1891 aroused the indignation of all Europe.

A boy (name unknown) crucified in Bohemia by Jews (A.D. 1287). Albert Krantzke, in his History of Vandalia, gives an account of a boy crucified at Prague, on Good Friday, A.D. 1287. He says the Jews there seized by craft a young child, and "practised on him all the cruelties which their forefathers had shown to Jesus Christ our Saviour." This lad, he says, bore the agonies of crucifixion with admirable patience, and more than human courage. The butchery was discovered, and the crime punished with the utmost rigour. So certain is this, that two churches were erected in honour of this boy-martyr.

Hew of Mirryland stabbed, and cast into a well, by a Jewish damsel. This is a tale told in a ballad, inserted in Percy's Reliques, bk. i. 8, about a boy named Hew, whose mother was "lady Hew of Mirryland" (7 Milan). He was decoyed by an apple, given him by a Jewish maiden, who "stabbed him with a penknife, rolled him in lead, and cast him into a well." Percy says, "It is founded upon the supposed practice of the Jews in crucifying and otherwise murdering Christian children, out of hatred to the religion of their parents—a practice which hath always been alleged in excuse for the cruelties exercised upon that wretched
HEROD AND THE INNOCENTS.

people, but which probably never hap-
pended in a single instance."

The rain rings down through Mirrilyand town,
See doe it doune the Ps [Ps];
See doe the ladie of Mirrilyand town
Quhan they play at the ba’ [ba].

Than out and cam the Jewis doctar,
Said, "Will ye come in and dine?"
"I waa cum in, I cannae cum in,
"Without your playfears nine."

Scho [she] powd an apple red and white
To lincthe 2ong thong in;
Scho powd an apple white and red.
And that the sweet bairne did win.

And scho has taines out a little penknaile,
And low down by her gait.
Scho has twined the 2ong thong and his life,
A word he neir spak mair.

And out and cam the thick thick bluid,
And out and cam the thia;
And out and cam the bonny hert’s bluid.—
Thair was nae life left in.

Scho laid him on a dressing-borde,
And dreist him like a swine,
And laughing said, "Gae now and play
"With 2our sweet playfears nine."

Scho roved him in a cake of lead,
Bade him lie still and sleip;
Scho cast him in a delp drawwell,
Was fifty fadom deep.

Quhan belle we rung, and mass was sung.
And every lady went hame—
Than lika lady haid her 2ou; sounne,
But lady Helen had none.

Scho [i.e. lady Helen] rowd hir mantill hir about,
And sair gair gan she welp;
And she ran into the Jewis castel,
Quhan they weir all asleip.

"My bonny Sir Hew, my pretty Sir Hew
"I pray thee to me speik:"—
O lady, rinn to the delp drawwell,
Gin 2our sonne wad seek.

Lady Helen ran to the deep drawwell,
And kneett upon her kne;
"My bonny Sir Hew, an’ J be here,
"I thay thee spikk to me."

"The lead is wondrous heavy, mither,
"The well is wondrous delp,
"A keen penknife sticks in my hert,
"A word I dounae speik.

"Gae hame, gae hame, my mither doir,
"Fetch me my winding sheet,
"And at the bock o’ Mirrilyand town
"Its thair we twa shall meet." (Here the badly breaks off.)

A list of children given by the Bollandists
as Jewish victims:—

(1) At BRAN, in Hungary, 1522, the murder of Christian children caused the expulsion of the Jews from that country.

(2) At CRACOVIA, in 1407, an infant of four years old, bought by the Jews for four florins, was crucified for their paschal victim.

(3) At CASTILLES, in 1454, the ashes of an infant’s heart, plucked out and calcined, were sprinkled by Jews on their paschal bread. This charge, followed by several others of the same kind, brought about the expulsion of the Jews from Spain, in 1459.

(4) At DUSENHOF, in the canton of Turgovia, in 1401, an infant four years old, bought by the Jews of a peasant for three florins, was crucified.

(5) At MOTTO, in the Trevisan, in 1480, was a most savage butchery of an infant.

(6) At FRONZHELM, duchy of Baden, in 1261, a young girl of seven was sold to the Jews. Her blood was drawn from her body with awls, and the body then thrown into a tank of water, where it was discovered. The dead body being taken to the town-hall, before the duke of Baden, seemed to recover life, and held out its arms for justice and vengeance. The Jews being taken up and brought into the court, blood spouted from all her veins, which was considered to be proof positive of their guilt.

(7) At POLAND, in 1547, 1569, 1590, 1595, 1597, etc., children were crucified by Jews.

(8) At TURIN, in 1459, a Jew tried to assassinate a Christian child in the open street. Not being able to complete the crime, he cut off a part of the child’s calf, and fled.

(9) At TYRMAU, in 1494, three murderers of Christian children, about the same time, brought about the expulsion of the Jews from Hungary.

(10) At WALTKIRCH, in Alsacia, a father sold his child, of the age of four, for ten florins to some Jews. The condition was, that the Jews were to draw a certain quantity of the blood, and then return the child to its parent. The child was bled to death, and the father was executed.

** The Jews, we are told, after these horrible sacrifices, never buried their victims, because their law forbids a Jew to bury a Christian. Consequently, the crime came to light more frequently than it would otherwise have done.

Acta Sanctorum (Bollandists), April 20, after the name "Albert of Swinemew." Here will be found all the details connected with these several instances of alleged crucifixion. The only reason for giving this list is to show that the charge was very widely credited in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. Indeed, hatred to a Jew was almost as much enjoined as charity to the poor.

The Jews of Tissa-Eszlar, in Hungary, accused of murdering a Christian girl for a passover sacrifice in 1688. In 1682, certain Hungarian Jews were charged with murdering Esther Solymosi, a Christian girl, fourteen years of age, at Tissa-Eszlar, in Hungary, and then
throwing the dead body in the river. The priestess fell a victim to some whitewash, but never returned, and the rumour got abroad that the Jews could, if they chose, throw light on this mysterious disappearance. The boy Moritz Scharf, aged fourteen, and the son of a Jewish butcher, now came forward, and asserted that he saw through a keyhole his father and several other Jews cut the girl's throat in the forecourt of the synagogue after the morning service, and he observed that the blood trickled slowly from the cut. The accused Jews were thrown into prison, where they were confined for a year, and some of them subjected to torture. The trial took place in 1883, and in August all the accused were set at liberty, even the public prosecutor saying "he wished the whole story could be erased from Hungarian history." The body of the girl was found in the river, but no wound could be detected on it. Many of the witnesses confessed to have taken bribes, and the girl had been seen alive some considerable time after that stated by the boy Scharf. What is so disgraceful is this, the vice-notary M. Bary (the examining judge), the deputies, public officials, and magistrates were all violent against the Jews, and would no doubt have given judgment the other way, if they could; indeed, they both sought evidence against the Jews, and browbeat the witnesses on the other side. Dr. Eötvös, chief counsel for the defence, was nearly murdered by the mob; but, in spite of all this prejudice, the Jews were fully acquitted, and the accusation was shown to be baseless and contradictory in every particular.

The girl disappeared April 1, 1883. The trial began at Nyíregyháza, June 10, 1883, and the accused were acquitted Aug. 2, 1883. The object of the accusation was to drive the Jews out of the village.

HEROD REPROVED.

Matt. xiv. 8-11. John the Baptist reproved Herod for living in adultery with Herodias, his brother Philip's wife. One day Salome, daughter of Herodias, so pleased the king by her dancing, that he vowed he would give her whatever she chose to ask for, even to the half of his kingdom. Her mother told her to ask for the head of John the Baptist, their relentless enemy. The king was vexed at the request, but for his oath's sake he sent an executioner to cut off the prophet's head, which was brought on a charger to the maiden; and Salome handed it to her mother.

St. Angelus loses his life for reproving count Berenger for living in incestuous intercourse with his sister (A.D. 1225). When St. Angelus came to Sicily, he was greatly shocked to find the count de Berenger living with his sister, as man and wife. He at first expostulated in private with the count, but producing no effect, he denounced him in public, and threatened him with divine vengeance unless he repented. The sister repented, confessed, and received absolution; but the count vowed that the insolent priest should pay for his interference with his life, and sent assassins to murder him. They attacked him while offering up mass, gave him five wounds, and he died repeating the fifth verse of the thirty-first psalm, "Into Thy hand I commit my spirit." As he breathed his last, all the assistants saw a ray of light, proceeding from his mouth, shoot upwards towards heaven, and a dove flew in the midst of the ray till it was lost to sight.—Mgr. Guérin, Vies des Saints, vol. v. p. 344 (7th edit. 1880).

St. Desiderius, bishop of Vienne, murdered by Bruneau (A.D. 608). Thierry II., king of Burgundy, received into his palace his grandmother Bruneau when she was driven out of Austrasia, and she exercised over her grandson unbounded influence; but his court was a nest of all unclean birds. St. Desiderius boldly said to the young king, "Chase these wicked women from thy court, and take to thyself a lawful wife, worthy of the throne of Burgundy." When Bruneau heard thereof, she employed three assassins to waylay and murder the bishop. These ruffians fell upon him at Cormoranche, but he contrived to reach Prissignac, where he died from his wounds, May 23, A.D. 608, " comme un véritable imitateur de St. Jean Baptiste et du prophète Elie, dans la conduite qu'ils avaient tenue à l'égard d'Hérodiante et de Jézabel."—Mgr. Depéré, Histoire Hagiologique du Diocèse de Belleville.

In Christian art St. Desiderius is represented reproving Bruneau in the court of her grandson.

The duke Gosbert reproved by St. Kilian for living in adultery (A.D. 689). When St. Kilian carried the gospel tidings to Würzburg, he reproved the duke Gosbert for living in adultery with Geilana, his brother's wife; and Geilana persuaded the duke to put the missionary to death.—Canisius, Life of St. Kilian, vol. iv. p. 628.

A don of Salamanca reproved for adultery by St. John of St. Fiacre (A.D. 1430-1479). When St. John of Sahagon
was at Salamancce, he fearlessly reproved
one of the nobles for his licentious mode
of living. The don was so pricked by
the words of the saint, that he dismissed
his concubine; but the woman was
furious, and swore to be the death of
the meddlesome priest before the year
was out. She contrived, accordingly, to
give him a slow poison, which caused him
several months of pain, and ultimately
killed him, June 11, A.D. 1479. In
allusion to this, St. John of Sahagon is
represented in Christian art with a cup
surmounted with a serpent.—*Acta San-
torum* (Bollandists), vol. ii. June 12,
p. 616.

The wise and the unwise cock. The wife
of Gordian’s guard was an adulteress,
and one of her lady’s-maids professed
to be skilled in the language of birds.
While her gallant was with her, a cock
in the courtyard began to crow, and the
adulteress asked her maid what it had
said. “It exclaimed,” quoth the maid,
“‘You insult your husband shamefully.’”
“Wring its neck off this minute,” cried
her mistress. Presently another cock
crowed, which the maid declared said
this, “Hear and see, but always hold
your tongue.” “Run,” said her mistress,
“and give it a handful of corn.”—*Gesta
Romanorum*, Lxviii.

Ovid, in his *Metamorphoses* (bk. ii.), tells a tale with
the same moral. He says that ravens were once as large
and white as swans; but one day a raven told Apollo that
Corinna, a Thessalian nymph whom he passionately
loved, was faithless. The god shot the nymph; but, finding
the tell-tale bird, he blackened its plumage, and “made
him pray in swan-white plumes no more.”

Herodias and the Head of
John the Baptist.

According to tradition, when Salome
received from Herod the Baptist’s head,
she took it to her mother; and Herodias,
in her spite, pulled out the tongue, and
stabbed it through and through with her
bodkin.

Fulvia and the head of Cicero. When
the head of Cicero, the great Roman
ator, was delivered by Mark Antony,
his wife Fulvia seized hold of it, pulled
out the tongue, and stabbed it over and
over again with her bodkin.

Honour God’s Saints. (See
Violence Offered to God’s Ser-
vants.)

1 Tim. v. 17. Let the elders that rule well
be counted worthy of double honour, especially
they who labour in the word and doctrine.

Num. xvi. 1–35. Korah, Dathan, and Abiram
rose in rebellion against Moses and Aaron, the
servants of God, and said unto them, Ye take
too much upon you, seeing all the congregation
are holy, every one of them, and the Lord
is among them. Wherefore lift ye up yourselves
above the congregation of the Lord? And the
ground clave asunder under them, and the
earth opened her mouth, and swallowed them
up, and they perished from among the congre-
gation.

King Clotaire punished with cola for
making St. Germanus wait (A.D. 511).
When Clotaire I. succeeded his brother
Childebert on the throne of France, St.
Germanus, bishop of Paris, called to pay
his respects. Clotaire had been absent
from Paris a long time, and not knowing
anything about Germanus, made him
wait so long at the door, that he left the
place without seeing the young king.
The king was immediately seized with
a violent colic, which racked him all
night. He attributed his pain to his dis-
courtesy to St. Germanus, and sent for
him. When the bishop arrived, Clotaire
fell at his feet, acknowledged his offence,
and humbly kissed the bottom of the
prelate’s robe. St. Germanus touched
the part affected, and the king was re-
lieved of his pain.—Dom Ruinart, vol. i.
(1708).

Nixon, bishop of Freisingen, struck dead
for threatening Leo IX. (A.D. 1150). Leo
IX., in his visitation, came to Ravenna,
when Nixon, bishop of Freisingen, said,
“May this my throat be cut with a sword
from ear to ear, if I do not depose this
meddlesome pope from his apostolicate.”
No sooner had he uttered these words than
he felt an intolerable pain in his throat,
and died within three days.—Wibert, *Life
of Leo IX.*, bk. iii. ch. 7.

A horse, having carried St. John of
Tuscany once, refused to carry any one else
(A.D. 528). St. John of Tuscany having
to pass over the isthmus of Corinth, when
he was pope, borrowed a horse; and the
horse, which had been honoured by having
a saint on its back, would never allow
any other person to ride thereon.—*Acta
Sanctorum* (Bollandists), vol. v. p. 289.

A far better tale is told of Rudolph I., Kaiser and king
of Germany. One day a poor priest, taking the holy
elements to a dying man, was stopped by a brook, greatly
wetted by recent rains. Rudof, then a simple knight,
happened to be riding by at the time, and seeing the
difficulty, instantly dismounted, and placed his horse at
the disposal of the priest. When the man of God had
crossed the stream, and was about to return the steed to
its owner, Rudolf begged him to accept it as a gift. “Take
it, father,” said he; “I am not worthy to use it now,
seeing it has been consecrated to the service of God.”

A novice, neglecting to ask the blessing of
St. Benedict, died and was rejected from
her grave. A novice, longing to see her
mother, left the convent on leave, but neglected to ask the blessing of St. Benedict. This was so great a breach of reverence, that she died on the road, and was buried; but the very earth was so horrified at the offence, that it thrice tossed the body out of the grave. Her parents, in great distress, applied to the abbot, and he gave them a consecrated wafer to lay on the stomach of the deceased. This talisman was all-sufficient, for the earth could no longer refuse to receive a body so protected and sanctified.—St. Gregory the Great, Dialogues, bk. ii.

A team of horses kneel when St. Francis Hieronymus holds a crucifix before them (A.D. 1642–1716). St. Francis Hieronymus on one occasion took his position before a notorious brothel in Naples, and a great crowd gathered round him to hear him preach. While he was preaching, a carriage and pair tried to pass through the crowd, but was stopped. The gentlemen within called to the coachman to drive on, but the preacher, holding out a crucifix, cried aloud, “O holy Jesus, if these infidels have no respect for Thee, let their horses teach them better.” As he spoke, the horses fell on their knees, and continued so till the sermon was over.—Cardinal Wiseman. (St. Francis was canonized in 1886.)

The emperor Valentinian punished for neglecting to show respect to St. Martin. St. Martin had been greatly honoured by the emperor Maximus, whose empress used to wait on him, and hand him water for his hands. Valentinian II., the successor of Maximus, was an Arian, and therefore disliked the orthodox prelate. One day St. Martin came into the royal presence, but the emperor rose not from his seat to show him reverence. The bishop came nearer and nearer, but Valentinian remained seated. Presently the throne was found on fire, and burnt his majesty severely. Then rose he, went to the bishop, knelt humbly before him, and promised to grant him whatever he desired.—Severus Sulpicius, Dialogues.

Hospitality enjoined.

Hos. xiii. 2. Be not forgetful to entertain strangers, for thereby some have entertained angels unawares.

Matt. xxv. 35–40. I was an hungered, and ye gave me meat: I was thirsty, and ye gave me drink: I was a stranger, and ye took Me in . . . Verily I say unto you, Inasmuch as ye have done it unto one of the least of these My brethren, ye have done it unto Me. (See also ver. 48.)

Gen. xviii. 3, etc. Abraham entertained three strangers, who proved to be three angels or divine beings.

Gen. xix. Lot entertained two strangers, who proved to be angels, and these angels helped him to escape when the cities of the plain were overthrown by God. (See also Gen. xxiv. 31, etc.) Laban entertained a stranger, who proved to be Abraham’s servant, and this brought about the marriage of Isaac and Laban’s daughter.

Exod. ii. 20, 21. Jethro entertained a stranger, who proved to be Moses, his future son-in-law.

Jos xxxi. 32. The stranger did not lodge in the street: I opened my doors to the traveller.

St. Valery punishes a monk and a judge for refusing him hospitality (A.D. 619). One day, returning from Caldis (i.e. Cayeux), the cold was so intense that St. Valery asked a temporary asylum of a priest who dwelt on the road. As it happened, the judge of the district was there at the time. Instead of granting the hospitality asked for, these two “worthies” made the saint a subject of banter and obscene merriment. St. Valery sternly rebuked them, adding that for every idle word they would have to give an account in the day of judgment. This only increased the mirth of the two libertines. So, shaking off the dust of his feet, he left the house. On returning to their room, the priest discovered that he was blind, and the judge was stricken with a nameless malady. They now sent for the wanderer to come in and warm himself, but he refused to do so. The priest never after recovered his sight, and the judge died in agony from the “mal honteux qui l’avait atteint.”—Les Petits Hollandistes, vol. iv. pp. 107, 108.

Idols shattered.

1 Sam. v. 2–5. The Philistines took the ark of God to Ashdod, and placed it in the house of Dagon (the fish-god). When the people of Ashdod rose on the morrow, behold, Dagon was fallen on his face to the earth before the ark of the Lord; and they took up Dagon, and set him in his place again. The morning after it had fallen on its face to the ground again, and the head, with both the hands, were knocked off on the threshold of the temple; only the stump of the idol remained.

The idol of Apollo broken, at the sign of the cross, by St. Martina (A.D. 226). St. Martina was the daughter of very honourable parents at Rome. Her father had
been thrice consul, but was dead, when the emperor Alexander Severus set on foot his Christian persecution. The young maiden, being taken to the temple of Apollo to offer incense to the god, made the sign of the cross, and commended herself in prayer to Jesus Christ. Instantly the temple shook to its foundation, and the whole city felt the shock. A large part of the temple fell to the ground, and not only was the statue of Apollo broken to pieces, but all the priests and many of the idolaters present at the time were killed by the debris.

The sequel of this "legend" is worth attention. After being torn with iron hooks and scourged, St. Martina was conducted to the temple of Diana; but the moment she passed the door the devil rushed from the temple, bellowing horribly, and fire from heaven burned down a part of the magnificent building. The walls and roof, falling on the priests and the idolaters, crushed hundreds of them to death. The emperor Alexander Severus, thoroughly alarmed, left the precincts, bidding Justin, the president, to carry out his orders, and not suffer a mere girl to set the whole nation at defiance. Accordingly, Justin gave orders for the flesh of Martina to be torn to pieces with iron curricums. While this was being done, the president stood over the martyr, saying, "Call on thy God, infidel, and let Him deliver thee, if He can." So horribly was Martina mutilated by these combs, that on her breasts alone she received 118 wounds. Justin thought she was dead, and was going away, when he saw her move. "Martina, have you had enough?" he said. "Will you now offer sacrifice, or will you wait for the apple?" "Christ is my salvation," cried the damsel, "and I will offer no sacrifice to devils." "Unbind her," roared the president, "and off with her to prison!" Little did he expect to see her rise on her feet, and walk steadily away, wholly unassisted. When the emperor was told of this, he commanded that she should be exposed in the amphitheatre to the wild beasts. First came a furious lion rushing towards her, lashing his tail, bristling his mane, and roaring with anger. Every one expected he would tear her to pieces, and devour her; but when he came near her, he stopped short, and his whole nature seemed changed. He dropped his mane, wagged his tail, crouched at her feet like a dog, and licked her hands; but, as he was led back to his den, he rushed on Eumenus, the emperor's father, who had instigated his son to this cruelty, and tore him to pieces.—Bollandus, Acta Sanctorum, vol. i. (This is one of the lives of Surius.)

The Cretan idol of Diana broken to pieces at the prayer of St. Titus (died A.D. 94). At the death of the apostle Paul, Titus went to Crete; and one day, discoursing on the subject of faith in Christ, he found great opposition to the doctrine. He then prayed that God would witness his word with power; and, at the same moment, the idol of Diana, adored in Crete, fell from its pedestal, and was broken to pieces. By this one miracle five hundred Cretans were converted, and, being baptized, were enrolled among the disciples.

Another example. On another occasion, passing before the palace of Secundus the proconsul, Titus saw the temple of Jupiter had been lately rebuilt. He cursed the temple, and it fell with a crash to the ground. Secundus went to St. Titus, and implored him to indemnify him for this great loss, saying the emperor would hold him responsible. St. Titus bade the proconsul rebuild the temple, and dedicate it to Jesus Christ. This he did, and Secundus himself was the first to receive the sacrament of baptism in the new edifice.—L'abbé de Maistre, Lives of the Seventy-two Disciples.

The idol of Mars shattered by the breath of St. Leo, archbishop of Rouen (A.D. 900). St. Leo, at Bayonne, preached in the temple of Mars on the folly and sin of worshipping idols. A great clamour arose, as when Paul was at Ephesus, when Demetrius and the craftsmen clamoured against him, because he asserted they be no gods which are made with hands (Acts xix.). Seeing the people would no longer listen to him, St. Leo ceased speaking, and began secret prayer, asking God to vindicate His honour and have pity on the people. Then, going up to the idol, he blew on it, and immediately it fell, and was reduced to powder. This miracle was the means of the conversion of many priests and not a few of the people in every rank of life.—Acta Sanctorum (Bollandists), March, vol. i.

The idol of Mars falls, and is broken at the word of St. Xistus. When St. Xistus was come to the temple of Mars, he said to the idol of the war-god, "Christ, the Son of the living God, destroy thee;" and all the Christians present cried, "Amen." Forthwith the idol fell from its pedestal,
and did considerable injury to the temple in so doing.—Life of St. Lawrence.

The idols of Sabinus, a maker of idols, crushed by a peal of thunder. Sabinus was a maker of idols. On the loss of his second child, he said, "If it is Thou, the Almighty, who reignest indeed in heaven and earth, as Christians tell me, destroy these idols which my hands have made, and which, although I have besought them by prayer and sacrifice, have been unable or unwilling to save my children from death." As soon as these words were uttered, a peal of thunder shook the building, and all the idols, falling to the ground, were broken to pieces. Sabinus was converted, and many who witnessed the incident were baptized with him, confessing their sins. —Dexter, Hagiography.

St. Satyrus breathed on an idol and it was broken to pieces. St. Satyrus breathed on an idol, and, making the sign of the cross, the idol fell down and was broken to pieces. This is stated as a fact in most martyrologies, but some place the event in Achaia, and others in Antioch.

The idols of the great temple at Senlis shattered at the name of Jesus pronounced by St. Regulus (A.D. 180). St. Regulus entered the temple at Senlis. It was a magnificent edifice, most sumptuous, and full of idols. The moment he entered and uttered the word "Jesus," every idol fell to the ground and was broken to pieces. This disaster caused great consternation among the assembled worshippers; but the saint took advantage thereof to show that such fragile images could be no gods, and to direct the attention of the people to the one true God, invisible, omnipotent, the Creator of heaven and earth. The president and his wife were converted, hundreds presented themselves for baptism, and, what is more, even the idolatrous priests were unable to resist the force of truth. After three days' purification, the temple was converted to the Holy Virgin, and is still called "Notre Dame des Miracles."

Another instance. At Louvres, six leagues from Paris, St. Regulus entered the temple of Mercury, which was full of idolaters. He made the sign of the cross, touched with his staff the image, pronounced the name of Jesus, and the idol fell with a crash, and was reduced to powder. St. Regulus took occasion from this incident to teach the vanity of trusting to such creatures, which have neither eyes nor ears, nor hands to help, nor power even to save themselves. The word was with such power, that all who heard him were converted and baptized. —L'abbé Corbel, Hagiographie du Diocèse d'Amiens.

The idol of Serapis broken to powder when St. Felix spits on it. St. Felix was apprehended by order of the emperor Diocletian, and taken to the temple of Serapis to offer sacrifice. When he stood before the idol he spat on it, and the metal image, falling from its pedestal, was literally broken to powder. The same befell the idols of Mercury and Diana, when St. Felix was haled into the temples of these deities with the same object.—Archbishop Ado, Martyrology. (See also Bede.)

The idol of the sun turns to ashes before St. Faustinus and St. Jovitus (A.D. 121). The brothers Faustinus and Jovitus, of noble family, were Christians, and natives of Brescia, in Lombardy. The emperor Hadrian renewed the persecution begun by Trajan; and, being in Brescia, these two brothers were brought before him. He commanded them to be taken to the temple of the sun, where was a splendid idol of the sun-god, whose head was surrounded with golden rays. The two brothers, placed before the idol, invoked the name of Christ, and forthwith the face of the idol became black with soot, and the golden rays looked like expiring embers. Hadrian commanded the priests to clean the idol, but immediately they attempted to do so it crumbled to ashes. The emperor, furious with rage, ordered the two brothers to be thrown to the wild beasts in the amphitheatre, when four lions, with some leopards and bears, were let loose upon them; but the wild beasts lay downpeaceably beside them, licking their feet. Men were rent to enrage the beasts by burning their flanks; whereupon they turned on their tormentors, and devoured them.—Les Petits Bollandistes (7th edit. 1880), vol. ii. p. 581.

The idol of the sun broken to dust at the prayer of St. Thomas. The king of India commanded St. Thomas the apostle to be taken to the temple of the sun, to do honour to the statue of brass. The apostle fell on his knees, and besought God to break the idol in pieces, that the people might know that such gods are no gods. As he prayed, the brazen statue fell from its pedestal, and was broken into dust. The priests in their rage
rushed on the apostle, and killed him with their spears.—Metaphrastæ, Lives, etc. (See also St. Isidore, Gregory of Tours, and others.)

The statue of Venus falls, and is broken, when St. Porphyry passed in procession before the altar (A.D. 853-420). When St. Porphyry returned to Gaza from Constantinople, all the Christians went out to meet him, carrying crosses and singing hymns. At four-days-end was a marble altar surmounted by a statue of Venus; this was held in considerable favour by the young women of Gaza, because it was supposed to give them oracles respecting their future husbands. As the procession passed this altar, the idol fell down, and was shattered into fragments. Whereupon thirty-two men and seven women joined the Christians, and were baptised.—Mark (a companion), Life of St. Porphyry.

Imposture.

1. Kings xxii. 21-23. When God had determined on the death of king Ahab, He said to the spirit, Who will persuade Ahab to go to the war, that he may die there? One spirit suggested one expedient, and another spirit another. At length there came forth one and said, I will persuade him. And the Lord said, Wherewith? Then said the spirit, I will go forth, and will be a lying spirit in the mouth of the prophets. And God said, Thou shalt persuade him. Go, and do so. Accordingly, Ahab was persuaded, and fell dead by a random arrow.

Those who have read Homer's Iliad will readily call to mind the lying dream sent to Agamemnon, which assured him he would not lose Troy without further delay; but the object of this deception was to distress the Greeks and please Thetis. "Zeus woke from sleep, and mused how he could slay the Greeks at the ships. At length this counsel pleased him best; viz. to despatch a lying dream to Agamemnon, assuring him that all the gods had at length consented to deliver Troy into his hands. Accordingly orders were sent to deceive the king, and the Greeks at once arrayed themselves for battle; but instead of taking Troy, the Trojans everywhere distress the Greeks."—Bk. II.

Bel and the Dragon. The Babylonians had an idol called Bel, and there were spent upon him every day twelve great measures of fine flour, and forty sheep, and six vessels of wine. And the king worshipped it, and went daily to adore it; but Daniel worshipped God. And the king said to him, "Why dost thou not worship Bel?" And Daniel answered, "Because I may not worship idols made with [men's] hands." Then said the king to him, "Thinkest thou not that Bel is a living God? Seest thou not how much he eateth and drinketh every day?" Then Daniel smiled, and said, "O king, be not deceived; for this idol is but clay within and brass without, and did never eat or drink anything." [Then the king sent for the priests of Bel, and told them what Daniel had said.] And the priests said, "Lo! we will go out, O king. Set on the meat, and make ready the wine, and shut the door [of the temple] fast, and seal it with thine own signet. And to-morrow when thou comest in, if thou findest not that Bel hath eaten up all, we will suffer death." Next morning betimes the king arose, and Daniel with him; and the king said, "Daniel, are the seals whole?" "Yes, O king." And as soon as the door was opened, the king [saw the meat and the wine were gone], and cried with a loud voice, "Great art thou, O Bel, and with thee is no decet at all." Then laughed Daniel, and held the king that he should not go in, and said, "Behold the pavement, and mark well whose footsteps are these." And the king said, "I see the footsteps of men, women, and children." Then was the king angry, and took the priests with their wives and children, who showed him the privy doors [under the table] where they came in, and consumed such things as were upon the table. Therefore the king slew them, and delivered Bel into Daniel's power; and Daniel destroyed both Bel and his temple.

Etymology of the word "Aryc." With every desire to treat so important a subject with gravity, the reader of the Acta Sanctorum occasionally runs against a statement so astounding, so utterly deficient of even "miraculous" propriety, that the words of Gibbon seem the only ones appropriate: "If the eyes of the spectators have sometimes been deceived by fraud, the understanding of the readers has much more frequently been insulted by fiction." No doubt this is a hard thing to say, and, once admitting the possibility of miracles, it would be hard indeed to draw the line between the credible and the incredible; but the following statement is certainly a fiction "insulting the understanding." The body of St. Restituta remained at Sora till the middle of the ninth century; then the Saracens made an irruption into Italy, and this, with other relics, was carried to Rome. The pope applied to Lothaire for assistance, and the emperor sent an army which defeated the Saracens. The pope asked the general what reward would be most acceptable to him, and the general replied, "The body of St. Resti-
tuta." The request was readily acceded to, and the general intended to take the body to Moreuil, near Amiens. When he reached Florence, he lodged for a night in the house of a person whose son was just dead, and the body of St. Restituta was laid on the same bed; but immediately this was done, the dead man returned to life. The general made his way to France without needless delay, intending to go through Soissons to Moreuil; but when he reached Fere-en-Tardenois, a fountain of water burst from the ground in honour of the saint, and has never ceased to flow ever since. A dead infant was brought to touch the body of Restituta, and instantly gave signs of life; and when the body of the saint was taken up, to continue the journey, the resuscitated infant cried out in infant language, "Art-ci! Art-ci!" meaning arrêtes ci (stop here). At the same time, the body made itself too heavy to be lifted; so that the general had no choice left, and was obliged to leave his precious gift at Fere-en-Tardenois, where a church was erected over it. This church remains to this day, and is one of the most beautiful in the diocese of Soissons. The place has ever since been called Arcy from the infant cry "Art-ci" (stop here).

I will not insult the reader by suggesting that the etymology of Arcy is Art, so called from the Roman fortress. In the French Revolution the relics of St. Restituta were burnt, but we are told that a few bones escaped, were carefully collected by the faithful, and authenticated, after the consecration, by Mgr. Leblanc de Beauvais, Bishop of Soissons.

Concluded. The narrative given above is very circumstantial, but the inhabitants of Sora, in Naples, say it is all false, and that the body of St. Restituta never left Sora. They affirm that the body given to the general was not that of Restituta at all, but like the body given by pope Nicholas to the monks of St. Germain (p. 156), was one of the same class. The Bollandists (vol. vi. May 28, p. 656, &c.) devote a long chapter to this subject, and side with the pretensions of Sora against Arcy, notwithstanding the attending miracles in favour of the Soissons. Father Chalier, in his Characteristic, throws the weight of his authority on the same side. Strange that those learned disputants do not see how utterly they discredit the value of miracles, and the integrity of their popes and prelates, by such controversies.

Boethius claimed to be a Christian, and several Christian treatises fathered on him (A.D. 470-526). Boethius, the great Roman statesman in the reign of Theodore the Goth, was doubtless one of the greatest geniuses of old Rome—a philosopher, mathematician, poet, and ripe scholar. He incurred the jealousy of Theodoric, and was kept by him in prison, where he wrote, in the form of a dialogue, his famous work De Consolatione Philosophiae, in five books. The book, no doubt, is theistic, but affords no evidence whatever that the writer was a Christian, any more than Marcus Aurelius was. Boethius was called, in the Middle Ages, the "Augustine of Philosophy," but the Christian letters ascribed to him, on doctrinal points, are rejected by scholars as not authentic. Cassiodorus (A.D. 468-568), a contemporary, has given a list of the writings of Boethius, but says nothing about his theological works, and omits entirely the treatises entitled (1) The Unity of the Trinity; (2) Are the Father, Son, and Holy Ghost substantially God? (3) A Brief Profession of Faith; (4) The Personality and the Two Naturea; and (5) The Substances, so far as they are Substances, are Good." The first of these runs to nine pages, the second to two pages, the third to five pages, the fourth to sixteen pages, and the fifth to four pages. These are not treatises, but are said to be extracts from letters to Symmachus and John, afterwards pope; but Cassiodorus omits all mention of any such letters, and competent scholars deny that these five tracts are by Boethius at all. Most certainly his last work, De Consolatione, is not in harmony with these advanced dogmatical tracts. Well, not only does Cassiodorus, a contemporary, omit all mention of these theological tracts, but Isidore of Seville does so too. This Isidore died A.D. 636 (that is, sixty-eight years after Cassiodorus); he was the most profound scholar of his age, and carefully compiled a catalogue of "Ecclesiastical Writers." The first mention of any one of these tracts is by Honorius, bishop of Autun, in A.D. 1100 (that is, 574 years after the death of Boethius). Honorius says, "The consul Boethius wrote a book on The Trinity, and another on The Consolation of Philosophy." Now, The Consolation is a long work in five books, but no one pretends that the De Trinitate is a book at all. The utmost that is claimed for it is that it is part of a letter, and its whole extent is only nine pages. The insurmountable objection to these theological papers is this: that in the last and great work of Boethius, there is nowhere to be found the name of Christ, there is no mention direct or indirect of the incarnation and work of redemption, none of the existence of a Holy Ghost, nor the least hint of a Divine Trinity. So that, without doubt, the theological works of Boethius, like the decretales of Isidore, must be placed amongst the many "pious frauds" of the Middle Ages.
The twelve sibyls and their prophecies.

The medieval monks tell us there were twelve sibyls, and have given to each a distinct emblem and separate prophecy.

1. The Libyan sibyl: “The day shall come when men shall see the King of all living things.” Emblem, a lighted taper.


3. Sibylla Comana: “Jesus Christ shall come from heaven, and live and reign in poverty on earth.” Emblem, a crown.

4. Sibylla Cuma: “God shall be born of a pure virgin, and hold converse with sinners.” Emblem, a cradle.

5. Sibylla Erythraea: “Jesus Christ, the Son of God, the Saviour.” Emblem, a horn.

6. The Persian sibyl: “Satan shall be overcome by a true Prophet.” Emblem, a dragon under the sibyl’s feet, and a lantern.

7. The Tivertine sibyl: “The Highest shall descend from heaven, and a virgin shall be shown in the valleys of the deserts.” Emblem, a dove.

8. The Delphic sibyl: “The Prophet born of the virgin shall be crowned with thorns.” Emblem, a crown of thorns.


10. The European sibyl: “A virgin and her Son shall flee into Egypt.” Emblem, a sword.

11. Sibylla Agrippina: “Jesus Christ shall be outraged and scourged.” Emblem, a whip.

12. The Hellespontic sibyl: “Jesus Christ shall suffer shame upon the cross.” Emblem, a cross.

Blondel, a French Protestant, pronounced these writings to be clumsy forgeries, 1649. They are manifestly a mere monkish invention of the sixteenth century, and never could deceive any one capable of judging such a matter.

The pretended blood of Christ proved to be only honey and saffron. Joseph of Arimathea is said to have been the first to bring into Britain the blood of Christ, which he did in two silver vessels. King Henry III. had a glass vessel containing some of the blood of Christ, sent him by the master of the temple of Jerusalem; this treasure the king committed to St. Peter’s church, Westminster. The college of Bonhommes, Ashridge, and the abbey of Hales had some of the blood of Christ given by Richard, duke of Cornwall, king of the Romans. In 1513 this blood, being analyzed, was found to be only clarified honey coloured with saffron, and was exposed by the bishop of Rochester at St. Paul’s Cross. The like discovery was made of the “blood of Christ” found among the relics of the abbey of Feschamp, in Normandy; this “blood” was said to have been preserved by Nicodemus, when he took the body from the cross; it was given to William, duke of Normandy. This imposition was exposed by Speed, who gives a relation of it.

The devil shot. In 1824, in the village of Artes, near Hostabrech, about twelve miles from Barcelona, a constitutionalist sent to the parish priest to come and administer to him the last sacrament; but the priest refused, saying the man “is damned without hope of mercy.” The brother of the sick man asked the priest who told him so, and the priest replied, “Who told me? why, God, to be sure.” “What?” said the brother, “has God Himself come down from heaven to tell you this?” “Yes,” said the priest; “He spoke to me during the sacrifice of the mass, and told me your brother was past the pale of absolution.” The man died unabsolved, and when the brother requested the parish priest to bury him, he refused to do so, saying that God had told him devils would carry off the body that very night; “and in forty days,” he added, “they will come and fetch you also.” The Spaniard, armed with pistols, kept strict watch over his brother’s body, and at dead of night a knocking was heard at the door. Being opened, “three devils, with horns, claws, and tails, entered the room.” The Spaniard shot at them; one died immediately, another lingered a few minutes, and the third tried to escape. Being unmasked, the two men shot were found to be the priest and his curate, and the third man was the sacristan of the village church.—Bayley, Family Biblical Instructer.

Duprat and the sheriff’s wife. The sheriff of Orleans, having lost his wife, who was a Lutheran, wished to have her buried in the family vault; but the Franciscans induced a young man to enter the vaults, and, without speaking, to make all the uproar he was able. At the hour of the funeral ceremony, while the service was going on, a terrible uproar was heard in the vaults; and the
priests stopped short. An exorcist took his book and stole, and adjured the spirit to tell what troubled it. No answer. "Art thou a dumb spirit?" Three knocks; and the service was deferred. For three successive days this unseemly scene was repeated, and caused such a sensation that the church was crowded. On the third day the exorcist said, "Phantom or spirit, art thou the soul of [such and such a one]" naming one of the buried dead. No answer. "Of such a one?" naming another. No answer. All the persons buried in the vaults being successively named, the exorcist then asked, "Art thou, then, the spirit of Margaret, the sheriff's wife?" Three tremendous raps were heard. "Art thou a gcblin damned?" asked the priest. Three more loud raps with other noises. "Art thou doomed to everlasting fire, for having embraced the heresy of Luther?" Three knocks. "What is it you want?" No answer. "Do you wish the body of Margaret to be taken away, and cast out?" Three very loud knocks. The service was now broken off, the sacred vessels removed, and the host with them. Notice was given to the sheriff to remove his wife, as she was not in a condition to lie in consecrated ground. The sheriff now applied to the chancellor Duprat, and prevailed on him to appoint a commission to investigate this profane mockery. The young man, being apprehended, confessed the trick, and the two friars who employed him were sentenced to do public penance.—Paxton Hood, World of Moral and Religious Anecdote, p. 555.

The divine revelations made to St. Hildegarde (A.D. 1098-1179). Hildes- gards had several revelations, and was commanded by the Holy Ghost to write them in a book. The book was shown to pope Eugenius III., and he sent the bishop of Verdun, with others, to investigate the matter. The deputation gave a favourable report, and St. Bernard, abbot of Clairvaux, was selected to lay the report before his holiness. "L'abbé Trithème dit, que St. Bernard alla la voir lui-même pour avoir le bonheur de l'entretenir; qu'il en fut pleinement satisfait, confessa hautement que Hildegarde était inspirée de Dieu... et qu'il lui écrivit plusieurs lettres. Mais le Père Sütting, au tome v. de septembre des Acta Sanctorum a démontré que ce fait était tout à fait faux."—Mgr. Guérin, Vies des Saints (1880), vol. ix. p. 180.

The Isidorian decreals (A.D. 800). Decretals are the replies of popes en cathedra to questions of Church doctrine and discipline put to them by bishops and others. They take, in the [Roman] Catholic Church, the position that reports take in our law courts. A man named Mentz composed a volume of forty-nine forged decrees or responses upon questions such as these: the infallibility of the pope; the rite of the chiasm; the body and blood of Christ in the Eucharist; and other similar dogmas—always justifying the high "orthodox" party, exalting the clergy, and aggrandizing the Church. He pretended that these letters were all written between the first and fourth centuries, and signed them with the names of St. Anastasius (martyred A.D. 78); St. Alexander (martyred A.D. 109); St. Fabian (martyred A.D. 236), to whom he attributes the rite of the chiasm; Julius (A.D. 337), to whom he attributes a letter to the Eastern Church against Arius; St. Athanasius (296-373), whose name he sets to a synodical letter; and so on. In order to give weight to these forged documents, our Impostor Nequisius (who lived in the ninth century) palmed off his book as the compilation of the very learned and pious Isidore, bishop of Seville (570-636). It is positively certain that St. Isidore had no part nor lot in the matter, and probably never compiled a book of decreals at all. We say "probably," because André Marc Burriel, a Spanish Jesuit, professes to have found such a book in the archives of the Church of Toledo in 1749. Presuming, however, that Burriel's collection is genuine, it has nothing to do with the book in question, and seems to have been quite unknown; whereas the forged decreals of Mentz (made A.D. 800), according to Blondel (in his Pseudo-Isidorus), and Koch (in his Notice of the Code of the Bishop of Strasburg, Rachion), and many others, "have produced enormous changes in the Roman hierarchy, doctrine, and discipline, and have to an incalculable extent raised the authority of the pope." If this is so, it is a pity that the Church did not call to mind what the psalmist says (xl. 4), "Blessed is the man that maketh the Lord his trust, and respecteth not such as turn aside to lies."

"La réforme pseudo-Isidoriennne, adoptée par St. Nicholas, en 855, par le huitième concile œcuménique en 870, confirmée par le concile de Trent en 1564, est depuis noueul s'élève le droit commun dans l'Eglise catholique... ce qu'il est impossible de justifier et même d'excuser, c'est le moyen employé par le pseudo-
The liquefaction of the blood of St. Januarius. Edward Kinesman (in his Lives of the Saints, Sept. 19) says, "The most stupendous miracle is that seen to this day in the church of St. Gennaro, in Naples, viz. the blood of St. Januarius, kept in two glass vials. When either vial, held in the right hand, is presented to the head of the saint, the congealed blood first melts, and then goes on apparently to boil."

Alban Butler says, "The standing miracle is the liquefaction and boiling of the blood, when the vials containing it approach the martyr's head. In a rich chapel, in the great church at Naples, are preserved the blood in two very old glass vials, and the head of St. Januarius. The blood is congealed, and of a dark colour; but when brought in sight of the head, it melts, bubbles up, and flows down the sides of the vials."

Alban Butler says, "Certain jewels, sent by F. Bollandus, were allowed by Cardinal Philomarini to see this prodigy; and the minute description of the manner in which it occurred, is related to them in the acta Bollandus." The testimony of interested witnesses is quite worthless in such a matter. He furthermore informs us that "pope Pius II. mentions it, in 1456, Angelus Cato, a physician, and many others mention it in the same century;" but he does not say that Cato tasted it in the modern acceptation of the word, nor indeed was the knowledge of any physician, in 1456, sufficient to make such a test of this liquefaction as would satisfy any but those predisposed to believe it.

He adds, "At the time of pope Leo XIII., in 1890, thus describes the phenomenon: "On the feast on the altar of the Convent, and the two foci reheat the sang of the altar. On a few times, it was not melted. Lately, the two foci are visible to the deacon, the sang was liquefied, or in the moment of same, or in eight minutes. This liquefaction is contrary to the canons." The saint is not unclean. Some would not hold the sang, and that it is more in presence of the saint, it redating solid. Quoily, it is placed upon the altar, on touching the foci, that it is presently tanned. On the last beat of the people in certain occasions. Quoily that the sang is later in the hands of those who touch it, quoily that it is entered solid, of liquid that it is easy, as you touch it. The liquefaction of boiling usually after the foci are seen in presence of an osment, or of some other part of the corpse of St. Janvler. It is arrived quoy quoily that the liquefaction is not a test: that the process appears as a mark of the color's deceased. On the effects were perceived, the sang was liquefied in one and the other at the same time and in the same degree, quochily it is not in the same place," and it quarterer that was king of Naples not only but living by them."

Januarius was put to death Sept. 19, A.D. 303. The head was given in 1036 by Charles II., duke of Anjou. The liquefaction takes place Sept. 19, the first Sunday in May, and Dec. 16. We are told that King Robert I., in 1146 venerated the relics of St. Januarius.—Les des Saints, vol. x. p. 244. (See Acta Sanctorum, Sept. Vol. x.)

Mon. Neumann of Berlin performed the "miracle" of the liquefaction of dried blood, with all the circumstances of the experiment. Dr. Cumming did the same at Exeter Hall, London, and showed how the blood was made to flow. Dr. Cumming used ether, etc., to accomplish the liquefaction; but other agents will produce the same effect. Now, we are told that Januarius was put to death on Sept. 19, and this is the great anniversary of the "liquefaction." When Murat was king of Naples the blood would not liquefy; whereasupon the Frenchman planned two cannons opposite St. Gennaro, and told the bishop he would blow the church to pieces unless he performed the "miracle." The bishop protested it could not be done; but, seeing that Murat was in earnest, he produced the liquefaction as usual. There is something degrading in this playing with religion. The show may bring money to the church of St. Gennaro, but surely impos-ition is very short-sighted policy, especially in these days of free investigation, when "audax omnia perpetue gens humanae rutil per sectum sedes."
Adelphe [Alfo, Philadelphia, et Cyrin, ont eu la mauvaise fortune de servir de trame à des broderies. De là, la difficulté de distinguer le vrai du faux. Nous l'avons essayé, et nous pensons qu'on peut s'en tenir à notre récit abrégé." This surely is wholly unjustifiable. Why should the judgment of Mgr. Guérin (in 1890) be preferred to that of the Bollandists? The saints referred to all occur in May, and the May series consists of seven folio volumes. Bollandus and Henschenius edited the first five volumes (January and February). The next thirty-nine volumes were under the charge of Henschen, Papebroch, Janinck, Baerts, Sollier, Pien or Pinius, Cuypers, Bosch, Stiltinck, Suyskene, Perier, and Stycker, and some eighty-eight years were spent by them on the work. The lives consulted were those usually accepted by the [Roman] Catholic Church, and their correspondence, like that of Mgr. Guérin, was with the dignitaries of their Church. If these men tampered with their documents, who are to be trusted? And if Mgr. Guérin is permitted to call from their lives by private judgment, then hair by hair nothing will be left. The lives, such as they are, reflect the opinions of the times when they were written, and must be taken as they stand, for better or for worse. It is, however, not a little startling that Mgr. Guérin should call the third century the most untrustworthy of all. See *Vies des Saints*, vol. v. p. 443, note.

Cardinal Baronius adds, in his *Remarques*, that the acts of St. Venant, which he saw at Canino, "sont remplis de choses apocryphes;" but he says he has left out the "Les," "et nous en a donné que ce qu'elle a jugé être conforme à la vérité." (See St. Venant.)

The relics of Job. Mgr. Guérin says, "Les prétentions de ceux de l'Occident sur les reliques de Job ne paraissent pas avoir plus de fondement. Ceux qui veulent qu'elles fussent à Rome dès le vii. siècle, ont négligé de nous dire quand et comment elles y étaient venues." The pope’s chamberlain can see clearly enough the weak points when speaking of the Eastern Church, but admits relics of the Western Church utterly regardless of "the when and how they were procured." Let any one look over the few specimens here referred to (under the head of "Relics"), and say whether the evidence is one jot stronger than that of the Eastern Church for the bones of the patriarch Job. When and how
were St. Peter's chains obtained, and how is it they are adorned with precious stones? How and when was the head of John the Baptist procured? How and when was the Virgin's milk obtained, so reverently shown at Souillac? How and when was one of the stones cast at St. Stephen picked up? The same may be asked respecting St. Paul's tooth, St. Peter's tooth, the girdle of Joseph the espoused husband of Mary, St. Luke's likeness of the Virgin, to say nothing of those marvellous relics mentioned by Brady, such as a lock of Mary Magdalen's hair, a ray of the star which appeared to the wise men, a rib of the Verbum caro factum, the rod of Moses, the sword and shield of St. Michael, the tear shed by Jesus over Jerusalem, and so on. Mgr. Guérin charges the Eastern Church with imposture in its relics; it would be well, however, if the Western Church had been able to show a clearer title, and some better apology for the two heads of the Baptist, the five legs of the ass ridden by our Lord, the multitude of nails employed in the crucifixion, and the quantity of wood said to be remnants of the true cross, than that very lame one, "He who fed five thousand men with five loaves, can multiply relics also." The tale about Job's bones is, that Rotharius, king of the Lombards, who reigned from A.D. 588 to 663, caused them, together with the bones of the two Tobies, the young Sara, and many others, to be transported from Rome to Pavia. They were deposited in the church of John the Baptist, and exposed to veneration in the chapel of St. Raphael, but suddenly disappeared; it is said that they were stolen. Mgr. Guérin adds that the thief was equally inexcusable, "sans que l'on eût pu savoir dans la suite ce qu'en firent les voleurs. Leur intention était de dérober de véritables reliques et de nuire à ceux qui les croyaient telles, et que les honoraient de bonne foi. De sorte que ce ne serait rien diminuer de l'éternité de leur sacrilège de nous apprendre que c'étaient toutes fausses reliques, que jamais on ne vit à Rome les os ni de Job ni des deux Tobies; et que de plus, il est faux que le roi Rotharius ait jamais rapporté des reliques de Rome." —Vies des Saints, vol. v. p. 441.

St. Secundel works miracles by the aid of the devil (A.D. 559). Secundel fancied he was called upon to preach the gospel, and saw, as he supposed, Jesus Christ Himself, who said to him, "Secundel, you have now lived long enough in solitude; go into the high-roads, and compel men to come into my vineyard, that they may sit down at the feast which I have prepared." So he left his hermitage, went forth to preach, and did many wonderful things, so as to win the praise and glory of man. Success puffed him up more and more, and in his vain-glory he went to visit St. Friard, expecting great honour; but St. Friard said to him, "Alas! alas! my brother; the devil has deceived you. Go to your cell, humble yourself in the dust, and pray for forgiveness." These words struck Secundel to the heart. He felt he had been deceived, and prayed St. Friard to intercede for him at the throne of grace. "Let us pray," said the saint, "and God, who is infinite in mercy, will hear us." While they prayed, the devil stood before them in the likeness of Christ, but the two praying ones said to him, "If thou art Christ, make the sign of the cross, and we will believe thee." So saying, they both crossed themselves, and the devil fled howling and crestfallen.—Gregory of Tours, Lives of the Fathers.

Touching for the king's evil. The touched impostors. The Hon. Daines Barrington mentions the case of an old man he was examining as a witness, who stated that when queen Anne was at Oxford she "touched" him for the evil. Barrington asked him if he was really cured; upon which the old man waggishly replied, he did not believe he ever had the evil, but his parents were poor, and did not object to the bit of gold.—Observations on the Statutes, p. 107.

There cannot be a doubt that any number of similar miracles could be worked at the present day on the same terms, or even for a little local notoriety.

Relics of St. Urban I. not genuine. That relics are not "always" genuine is indisputable, at least in regard to the relics of St. Urban I. (A.D. 222-230). Pope Nicholas I., in A.D. 862, gave the body of St. Urban to the monks of St. Germain d'Auxerre; and the translation was attested by numerous miracles. Three years afterwards (A.D. 865) the monks of St. Germain gave the sacred deposit to the bishop of Chalon-sur-Marne, who placed it in his monastery in the diocese of Langres, and changed the name of his monastery from "The Holy Trinity" to "St. Urban." This seems very precise. Here is an infallible pope who gives the body, and numerous miracles to vouch for its genuineness. A better case does not
exist in all the ten thousand relics of the Roman Church. Judge now of our amazement when we read, this was all a blunder from beginning to end. The body given by pope Nicholas to the monks of St. Germain was not the body of St. Urban I., pope of Rome, but of some one else. And the miracles, attesting the genuineness of the gift, were all deceptive. Paprock has demonstrated this fact in his notes on the “Life of St. Urban” (Acta Sanctorum, vol. v. May 25). In 1599 the body of St. Urban I. was found entire in the church of St. Cecilia, and Clement VIII. separated its head from the body, and gave it to the church of “Our Lady of Ara Coeli;” other parts he sent to other churches, and the rest he deposited under the altar of St. Cecilia. Bailliet says, “Pope Nicholas I., no doubt, thought the body he gave to the monks of St. Germain was the body of pope Urban I., and never knew that pope Paschal I. had removed the body forty years before to the church of St. Cecilia.” Strange, that pope Nicholas, and all his cardinals, deacons, and notaries, should not know what had occurred in their own lifetime, only forty years ago! Stranger still, that numerous miracles should have attested the genuineness of the gifts! Strangest of all, that the mistake was never suspected till the seventeenth century, when a Flemish lawyer discovered it, and pope Clement VIII. ratified the truth of Paprock’s acuteness! There is not a shadow of doubt that the parish church of St. Urban, in the diocese of Langres, still believes that the body given to it by the monks of St. Germain, in 865, is that of pope Urban I., for in its archives is a “History of St. Urban I., pope,” tracing the connection. In 1866 a procès-verbal was drawn up, attesting its genuineness. And on the coffin is a particular account of each of the eight bones contained in the reliquary, so that there can be no mistake there. If miracles often repeated are not to be relied on, if popes and all their notaries and court are ignorant of important matters in their own lifetime, we may well ask with Pilate, “Truth! What is truth?” nor care to wait for an answer.—Mgr. Guérin (chamberlain of Leo XIII.), Vies des Saints, vol. vi. p. 25.

The ghost of the royal palace of Woodstock (A.D. 1649). The commissioners of the Long Parliament took possession of the royal palace of Woodstock, and tried to efface from it every emblem of royalty, pulling down the insignia of royal state, turning the beautiful bedrooms into kitchens and sculleries, the council-hall into a brew-house, and the dining-room into a wood-house. They treated all persons connected with Charles Stewart about the palace with indignity, and one Giles Sharp apparently aided them. The first two days strange noises were heard by the commissioners in the house; then a “supernatural” dog howled, and gnawed the bed-clothes; the next day the “fun grew fast and furious”—the furniture began to dance, the bells to ring, the plates and dishes to roll about; the pillows were replaced by logs of wood, and bricks came rattling down the chimneys. On the eleventh night the clothes of the commissioners disappeared; on the twelfth night their beds were filled with pewter plates; on the thirteenth the glass windows were all smashed; and the annoyances increased till the commissioners were obliged to leave. At the Restoration the whole was explained; Giles Sharp was the primus mobile. He knew all the secret passages, trap-doors, and blind doors about the place; and, with the aid of a few concealed cavaliers, produced the annoyances which the commissioners attributed to spirits.—Dr. II. More, Continuation of Gianviti’s Collection of Relations in Proof of Witchcraft.

The devils confess there are four scourges which they cannot abide. In the examination of Sara Williams in 1602, before her Majesty’s Commissioners for Causes Ecclesiastical, this extract was read to her out of Barnes’s book, and she was ordered to declare if it was true or not. Barnes wrote that the devil in the examinee had declared, “There were foure scourges which the devils hated: holy water, halowed candles, frankensence, and the booke of exorcisms.” To this Sara Williams replied, “that she said no such thing, and that the priests themselves, for the better gracing of those four scourges, did proclaim them in her name, or rather in the name of the devil said to be in her, and did put it downe in theyr Miracle-booke as the devils owne words.”—Samuel Harsnet (afterwards archbishop of York), Popish Impostures (1604), p. 108.

Confession of Richard Mainy, gentleman, sworn upon oath, June 6, 1602. Richard Mainy was a young gentleman of fortune, about seventeen years old, who had been sent, at the age of thirteen, to the English seminary of Reims, to prepare him for the priesthood. He remained there for
two years, and entered, "out of boyish curiosities," the *fratres minimi* or *bonhommes*, as a probationer. Here he continued for three months, and then left for Paris. He quitted the *bonhommes* "because he found their rules too strict, and their diet confined to fish only." About this time the duke of Guise was preparing with the king of Spain to invade England, and all the English were commanded to leave France; so Richard went to Dieppe, and embarked for England. He landed at Lyme, and after a few days joined his brother John in London. Being invited to dine with Lord Vaux at Hackney, he heard about the possessions of Marwood, who (he was told) "roared like a bull." Soon afterwards he visited Sir George Peckham of Denham, where the whole talk turned upon Edmunds [Weston] the Jesuit, and the persons possessed in the house of Mr. Edmund Peckham. He soon became known to the priests who frequented Denham, and they did their utmost to bring him back to join the priesthood. He was a merry, high-spirited boy, and partly from curiosity and partly from love of enterprise, he pretended to be possessed, and allowed the priests to take him in hand. Finding the part he played made him an object of notoriety, he increased his eccentricities, and drew crowds to see him. Barnes set down in his *Book of Miracles* all the lad did, and pretended to see in visions, as veritable facts; so he was arraigned, and examined in the ecclesiastical court by the royal commissioners, and was allowed to write down his deposition, which he afterwards ratified by oath. The whole of his "confession" is too long to reproduce here in extenso, but the following extracts bear upon the examinations of Sara and Friswood Williams, Anne Smith, and Antony Tyrrell:—

(i.) Richard Mainy suffered from *vertigo capitidis*, accompanied with flatulence, and these gave the cue for the priests to pronounce him possessed. He willingly lent himself, at first, to their schemes, but says in his *Confessions*, "If I could have suspected they would have dealt with me as they did, I would certainly have avoyded them." He goes on to say, "At my first coming to Denham I was kindly used, and my brothers cooke told mee there was in the house great walking of spirits, at which divers had been affrighted. I was, at the time, somewhat evil at ease, and this report made me worse, so that my old complaint did take hold of me again. Maister Dibdale and Maister Cornelius came to me, and after sundry questions, they fell to be of opinion that I was possessed, (but I am fully perswaded they knew well enough that neither I, nor any of the rest were indecely possessed). When they told me I was possessed, I answereded that they were deceaved, and acquainted them with the nature of my complaint. They said I was mistaken, put me in minde of my leaving the *fratres minimi*, of my wild pranks, and youthfull follies, to prove that I was possessed, and finally perswaded me to submit myselpse to theyr triall, that I and they might know of a surety whether I was possessed or no. Soe I did yeeld myself to their perswasion, and then they told me about Sara Williams and her fits, and in what manner shee did behaue, and how others who were possessed did behaue. Being in one of my fits, Maister Dibdale came to me, and, when I recovered, hee told me, it was because hee had applied a holy relique to my bodie; and a day or two after, he with other priests told me it was necessary for me to be exercisde. Having submitted so farre, it was too late to draw backe, so I was bound fast in a chayre, and fell to their exercisements with much solemnity. They gave me a holy potion to drink, which I found vastly unpleasant, and I told them to untye me, and let me lye down upon my bed; but they payd no heed to my words, and only answered, 'See, how the devill troubles him!' At other times when I was in the chayre, besides the drinke, they did burne brimstone under my nose. What I did and spake at such times I cannot remember. No doubt when I found myselpse soe entangled, that I could not rid myselpse from them, I spake many things which I should be ashamed of now. I was never left in peace all the time I was at Denham: eyther I was in the chayre, or I was called to witness what Sara Williams and her sister were doing, or I was confined to my chamber, or was otherwise tossed and turmoyle by them; at last I was informed that they had succeeded in casting out one of the devils, leaving me to infer that there were others left behind. By this time Christmas drew neere, and they gave me over for awhile, and sent me to Windsor to a maister Frittons were I remained till the end of the holy dayes, free from their vexations. I did much solace myselpse while I was there with merrie com-
IMPOSTURE: RICHARD MAINY'S CONFESSIONS.

company, which, when the priests heard of, they gave out that I was possessed with a 'Marry Devil.' Others said, if I was possessed at all, it certainly was not with a melancholy spirit.

(ii.) "On Monday, Jan. 10, Sara Williams was said to have had a merveilous great fit at Hackney. The priest said to her, 'There is one here who hath the vertigo, what sayest thou of him?' Sara or her devill made answer, 'The vertigo in deede, that is all nonsense.' The priest sayd, 'Was any devill cast out of him?' And Sara or her devill answered, 'A very little one.' Then the priests tooke confidence, and told me I was certeinlie dispossessed of one devill while I was at Denham. Saras devill furthermore told them there was still in mee Modu the prince of devils. The priests asked her how this devill came into mee, and Saras deville answered, 'It was when he left the fratres minimi.'

(iii.) "When the priests had finished their busines at Hackney, they returned to mee, to cast out prince Modu. It fel out thus. I went to daunce, and daunced all night, which cast me in so great a sweat that I had a return of my old complaint. Som of the priests hearing of my attack, said it was no merveil, as I had the prince of devils in me. Wel, the priests came and wrought upon me as before, but when they said they had cast the devill out, I found myselfe neither better nor worse than I was before, and this causd mee to thinke the whole thing an imposition. The priests now sent for one doctor Griffith who gave mee som physicke, but as it did mee no good, they declared I must needs be possessed. I was then caried back to Denham, and maister Edmunds [Weston] the chief of the priests was thought to be the meetest man to tackle so great a devill. There was a great resort to the place where we were, and expectation was on tiptoe thinking to see som strange sight. The course which maister Edmunds held with me was much more rigorous then that of the other priests. When I did not frame myselfe to his liking, hee gave me the most loathsome drinks, and filthy confecions; and sometimes burnt under my nose the most stinking drugges; which heats and smels, together with their sack and oyle, made me talke and rage as if I had beene mad. Being thus dealt with, I became weake and sicklie, and to gain a little respite I resolved to frame myselfe to their liking; I omitted no occasion of going to confession; I pretended to see lights on the fingers of the priests; I shewed the utmost zeal at masse time; at the elevation I pretended to see extraordinary lights, and sometimes fell backwards as if I could not abide the glare. I protest before God this was all a sham, but maister Edmunds would make long discourses about mee, and prove the real presence from these feints and words of mine, which were altogether untrue.

(iv.) "I furthermore found it did wel content the priests if I rayled against them sometimes, and praised the protestants, the ministers, the magistrates, and those in chief authority. So I set myselfe to fool them to their bent, and the catholiques present tooke great contentment at my speeches. By this means I did escape sometyme their loathsome drinks, and intolerable fumes. [He was now between sixteen and seventeen years of age.]

(v.) "I was next taken to the earle of Lincolnes house in Channon-row, and it soon got abroad that maister Edmunds was about to deale with mee. Soe I pretended to trances and visions, having been told of such things by the priests, and read of them in their bookes. The very first sunday I was in Channon-row I fained to be in a trance, and raved about purgatory, what I had seen and heard there. And I told maister Edmunds that these trances and visions would occur every sunday at the same hour till Good Friday, when I should die, and be carried up to heaven. I also pretended to prophocy; I foretold great afflictions and persecutions to the catholiques in England, and of comming wares and national troubles. I confess, however, that my prophecies and forebodings were always framed on leading questions put to me by maister Edmunds. In some of my trances I would make strange exclamations as if I saw Christ accompanied with angels, or the Virgin Mary attended with a tranye of virgins. At such times I would call on all present to fell downe upon their knees, and maister Edmunds with the rest would fall upon their [sic] knees, and lift up their hands as if Christ and the Virgin had beene there indeede. I avowe that I never saw any thing more than usual, but only did frame myselfe to doe so; and I verilie believe that maister Edmunds saw through it all, and acted as he did only to induce the rest to follow his example. I am told that
maister Edmunds [Weston] has filled a quire of paper with my trauences and visions, but if ever his booke doe come to light, I will not fail to give my answer to it. In the mean time I declare that all my trauences, and visions, and prophecies, and sufferings in purgatory, and all the rest, were entirely feigned by mee to please Father Edmunds, and gaine to myself a little notoriety; for I soon saw how eagerly the catholiques tooke it all in, and did seeme to wonder at me as a mervail.

(vi.) "The Good Friday when I was to die. When Good Friday came there was an immense crowd collected where I was; but I must let the priest tell what happened in his own words: 'Lying that day upon his bed, our brother Richard did make a most soleme exhortation, telling us that his houre was come. Hee exhorted all present to remaine constant in their profession, saying they had yet to beare the brunt of many persecutions, but hee who endureth to the end shall be saved. Then fel hee from exhortation unto prayer and desired all present to pray with him,—whereupon he began to recite the Litanie, all following the responses with great devotion. Hee then fell into a slumber, and after that into a trance which lasted for two hourse, when he awoke, fetched a great sigh, and said: 'My hour is not yet come. Our blessed Ladie hath appeared to mee, and told mee there is yet worke for mee to doe.' With that there began to be a muttering among the people, one asking another what hee could refer to. Whereupon, maister Edmunds said, 'It is not expedient to prolong the interview,' and so the crowde dispersed.' What moved me to give out that I was going to die on Good Friday I cannot tell; but sure I am the devise was both boyish and foolish. As far as I can gesse my whole drift was to make myself apparant. When maister Edmunds found out my trick, hee said it was all an illusion of Satan, and that this must be made manifest out of hand by an exorcisme, but from Good Friday to St. Georges day I was left in peace. My old complaint then returned, and this gave occasion for him to take mee in hand again.

(vii.) "The seven deadly sins. Mr. Edmunds and the rest did then deale very extremely with mee, and I confesse that I did bend myselfe to all, under the hope of gaining my libertie. After maister Edmunds had exorcised and perfumed me, the devill, it is said, began to make his appearance; but I must set downe all that was done on that occasion in theyr owne wordes: 'By the command of maister Edmunds the devill confessed that his name was Modu, and that he had beside himselfe, seaven other devills, all captains of great note, in the body of maister Mainy. Whereupon, Father Edmunds commanded that all the seaven should come and shew themselves one by one; and as each one rose, that hee should make known his name and quality. Then maister Mainy did set his hands to his side, curled his hair, and used gestures of greate self approval; whereupon Father Edmunds sayd alond, 'Lo! there the spirit of PRIDE.' Then did the evil spirit exclaim, 'I wil bide no longer with such rascal priests, but wil goe to Court, and brave it roundlie amongst the noble and mighty of the land.' After which there was dead quiet, till Father Edmunds began his exorcisms againe; when suddenly maister Mainy began to swell himselfe out, to stare with his eyes, and cry excitedly, 'Ten pounds per cent. Scrivener, make the bond, but harkye, I must have a pawn.' Maister Edmunds asked the devill if he were the same as spake before, and hee answered, 'Noe! but the former spirit is my deare companion.' As the devill could only talke of money, loans, and usury, all the company agreed it was the spirit of COVETOUNESSE. After awhile the exorcise recovering his fences, maister Edmunds began his exorcisms againe. He had not proceeded farre when a third spirit appeared. He manifested himselfe by singing filthy songs, and every worde he spake was ribaldry. Again the company cried with one voice, 'It is the spirit of Lust or LUXURY.' Maister Edmunds commanded the unclean spirit to be silent, and not to speak another word. Againe Father Edmunds did commence his exorcismes, and continued till one by one all the seaven devills had shown themselves. ENVY showed his qualitie by disdainfull lookes and contemptuous speeches. WRATH by furious gestures and doughty words. GLUTTONY by vomiting. STHN by gaping and snorting as if in sleepe. After all the seaven had shown themselves, Father Edmunds called up Modu himselfe. Whereupon this prince of darkness asked him how he liked his brethren? Then began hee to chafe, and declare hee would leave such scurvy
doggies to goe to his good friends the protestants, who, he well knew, would give him braver entertainment. On hearing this, Father Edmunds said aloud, "Feel assured, thou foul fiend, that I and all good catholiques are thy sworn enemies, and will never make league with thee or any of thy kindes. I now command you all, by the power of my priesthood, to depart hence, and never to come back againe." Whereupon Pride departed in the forme of a peacock; Sloth in the likeness of an asse; Envy under the similitude of a dogge; Gluttony as a wolf; and so with all the rest." I well remember using some such gestures on St. Georces day, but I am perswaded the writer has dressed my words farre fairer than I spoke them. In truth, the priests can make a faire tale out of anything. Of this be certain, whatever I said or did it was lead up to, or suggested, or else I had beene before told of something similar. For as I was under seventeen yeeres of age, I doe not believe that such things would have come into my head unless I had beene instructed. Wee were always being told what this one or that possessed one had done or sayd, or some tale of exorcisme was read to us, to teach us how we ought to behave ourselves. As to the forme in which the seaven spirits departed, I am sure that this part of the description is eyther false altogether; or else I was led to my answers by the questions put to me; as, for example, 'whether Pride did not depart from me like a peacock,' and so of all the rest; or it may be that some of the priests said in my hearing that such and such devils assumed such and such forms. Pray God forgive them for their bad dealings with mee, but I have this comfort left, I am quite certain I never was possessed, and that most of the things written or reported of mee are either highly coloured, or utterly untrue. Signed Richard Mainy."—Samuel Harsnet (afterwards archbishop of York). Popish Impostures (1604), Appendix, pp. 257-284.

Confession of Maister Anthony Tyrrell, a Roman Catholic priest, written by his own hand and avouched upon oath, June 15, 1602. Many interrogatories being propounded to Antony Tyrrell respecting the casting out of devils by maister Edmunds (alias Weston) the Jesuit, and other seminary priests in the years 1585 and 1586 at Hackney, Denham, and other places, he set down his answers in writing; and the following are the most important:

"About the invasion of England. In the yeere 1584 I and John Ballard, priest,* comming together from Rome, as we passed through Burgundy wee found there a great presse of soulidours, and were advertised that they were serving under the duc de Guise against England. Maister Crighton a Scotch Jesuit taken at sea the same year and brought to England, revealed the whole plot, and showed how far the pope and king of Spain were concerned therein. No doubt maister Edmunds (alias Weston), the chief of the Jesuits in England, was duly informed of the whole matter in which his owne societie was so deeply concerned. Soon after I reached England, in 1585, maister Martin Aray, a priest, met mee in Cheapside, and whispered in my ear, 'Be of good cheer, brother; for all is going on famously. The king of Spayne is almost ready with his forces, and wee shalbe sure of some good newes very shortly. Wherefore it standeth us now that be priests to further the catholic cause as much as lyeth in us.'

"Exorcisms of Weston. About the same time maister Edmunds (or Weston) was said to have cast out a devill from one Marwood, and Martin Aray said to me, 'The exorcisms of Father Edmunds will soon make the devils themselves confess that theyr kingdom is come to an end.' Upon the dispossesson of Marwood, many other priests, instigated to show their zeal in imitating him, did take in hand to cast out devils from Sara and Friwood Williams, William Trayford, Anne Smith, Richard Mainy, and Elizabeth Caulthrop. The nekke of this last named person was broken by a fall down some steyres. When I saw this course, it liked mee wel, and I became an actor therein. Our proceedings had for a time wonderfull success, and in the compasse of halfe a yeere the number reconcilied to our church was three or foure thousand. In maister Edmunds his treatise hee setts forth that God permitteth some to be possessed that atheists may learne to acknowledge there is both a God and a Devill; and that the faith of the true church may be confirmed by the manifestation of the power left to ker in casting out devills.' In the second part he says, 'Though protestants boast of being so neere the primitive church, yet can they not either discern or cast out devills.' In the third part, speaking of the power of reliques and holy, water,
he tells us that 'St. Macarius by these means cured a woman who had been turned by magic into a mare, and that St. Peter hallowed bread, which averted the assault of certain devils sent by St. Magnus against him in the likeness of doxies.' He furthermore tells us how St. Martin 'put his finger into the mouth of a demoniack, and bade him bite it, but the devil durst not do it.' This brought us into great favor, credit, and repute, so it was no marvel that some young gentlemen, like maister Babington, were allured to strange attempts which they took in hand.

"Of the depositions of Williams, Smith, and Many.

I have read carefully the examinations and confessions of Sara Williams, Friwood her sister, Anne Smith, and Richard Many gentleman, and I am fully persuaded that they have deposed the truth respecting their possessions and dispossessions (!!!). The effect whereof is—that they were allured by our cunning carriage of matters to seem as though they were possessed, whereas in truth they were not so (!!!). Nor were any of the priests ignorant of their own dissimulation in the matter (!!!).

"His opinion about exorcism.

After I had myself beene to one of their exorcisms, I chanced to sleep in the Spittle with maister Thomson a maine actor in those matters. Falling into conversation about it, I said to him, I much doubted if any of the party was really possessed. Maister Thomsons answer was, 'I, being your friend, doe most earnestlie intreat you to cast forth to others no such words, whatsoever you may thinke. For the matter is judged to be veritable by Father Edmunds and others. And though I, for my owne part will not make it an article of my creede, yet I thinke that godlie credulitie doth much good for the furtherance of the catholick cause (!!!), and tends to deface our common enemy the protestants, and their heretical proceedings.' St. Ambrose saith he never heard of any that could counterfeit to be a demoniack, but common experience hath taught us quite the contrarie (!!!). The artificial skil whereunto priests have attained, makes it a very easy thing to bring a young girl or a youth, to doe and speake those things which any exorcist can readily colour and interpret as if it were done or spoken by devils (!!!). I will give for a rule to all catholikes that doe not wil to be deluded, doe but mark diligently what the parties said to be possessed doe eyther act or speak, and you shall readily perceave there is nothing which may not be dissembled, or uttered under the influence of their loathsome potions, and violent fumigations (!!!). But let those who see through these things keepe their owne counsel, or they will be no welcome guests, I assure them. Let me recommend all curious in these matters to reade a French treatise by Martha Brossier on a counterfeit demoniack at Paris, and they will presently see how the exorcists would endure no question or doubt upon their work, and always pretended that idle curiosity did hinder them in their proceedings.

"The knife-blade extracted from Anne Smith.

A chiefe objection to what I say about counterfeits will be touching the piece of a knife, two and a halfe inches long, said to have come out of the bodie of Anne Smith, and to have been conveyed into her by the devil. To expaline this matter wee are tolde that the devill would say, 'I am by creation a spirit, and have lost no part of my knowledge in the secrets of nature. I can therefore dissolve iron at pleasure into a liquid, and pour it into a porridge, so that Anne Smith should eat it and swallow it with her food. After she had so done I can restore it again to its original forme, and make it come out where I list.' To this I reply, the pece of the knife came out of the girls mouth without hurting her, —but answer me this, did it really come out of her mouth at all and that without shift or legerdemaine? But if it came out of her mouth, was it not first put there by the exorcist himself? Woe know that exorcists were in the habit of thrusting bigge bones and pieces of reliques into the mouthes of the possessed; and Friewood Williams deposed that she verily believed they thrust a large rustie naile into her mouth, and then pretended that it came out of her stomach; and Anne Smith deposed that she was fully perswaded it has beene untruly reported that the priests did take out of her mouth a piece of a knife, howbeit, shee saith, though perswaded of the untruth, shee would not dare to contradict a priest. However, it is needless to argue on the matter, for it is so ridiculous that no man, I thinke, would be so mad as to take upon himself to defend the report. When wee that were actors in these matters thought we had won our spurrees, I wel remember that many older in yeares, as maisters
Heywood, Dolman, Redman, and others, did shake their heads, and shew their mislike of it. Likewise many of the graver sort said, that howsoever for a time wee might be admired, yet in the end wee should marre all, and bring discredit on ourselves, and on our calling. We thought this was said in envie, but I verily believe that they had seen these things done beyond the seas, and were truly grieved to see them introduced into England. Notwithstanding all that was said, maister Edmunds and the rest would needs proceede, and have proved to their shame, that their cautious elders were true prophets."

The Books of miracles by Maister Barnes.

"The examinates were questioned from the booke by the bynn of maister Barnes, in which I myselfe tooke part. It was I who layd together those things that Sara Williams was pretendted to have said and done. What I saw myself and what I heard from others I layd together with the best skill I had to make them seeme strange and wonderfull. For though I knew they were all false, yet forasmuch as we did gain great credit therefrom, and added thousands to the catholick church, besides heaping great discredit on the protestants, I held it lawfull and right so to doe, and soe did all those who acted with mee."

No faith to be kept with heretics. "It is a generall conceit with all priests that they may deny anything the confession of which would turne to the dishonour of their church or its administers. Besides, as the magistrates of England and the queen herselfe are all under excommunication, the examinations taken before them are idle and have no force to bind examinates. It is true that the apostle says 'we are not to doe evill that good may come of it,' but then we do not think it evill to deceive hereticks or to calumpniate protestants by any devise whatsoever; nor doe we make it any conscience to tell and to publish abroad any untruthes which we thinke will defend or advance any doctrine or dogmas or other matter which is for the honour of our church and for the dignitie of its priesthood."—Samuel Harsnet (afterwards archbishop of York), Popish Impositions (1604), Appendix, 246-256.

This letter, written by Antony Tyrrell, a Jesuit priest, is most astounding. Had it been written by any Anglican of the present century, it would be set down as a base calumny, but it so detailes with the examinations included in the same appendix, and the whole is so verbally copied from the public records, that the mind is quite bewildered as it reads, "Can such things be, and be thought to be religion?"

Examinations of Friswood Williams, March 2, 1598, and May 17, 1602. "Friswood Williams was the sister of Sara Williams, and about seventeen years of age. She was taken into the service of Mistrissee Peckham, of Denham, Buckinghamshire, (daughter of Sir Thomas Jarret, Lancashire, and wife of Mr. Edmund Peckham) because her sister Sara was in the hands of the priests, because she was possessed. Many priests resorted to Denham under pretence of casting out devils, the chief of them were Maister Edmunds a Jesuit, and next to him was Maister Dibdale; others who acted under these two were maisters Driland, Middleton, Yaxley, Sherwood, Stampe, Tyrrell, Thomson, Thulice, Corelius, Browne, Ballard, Blackman, Greene, Bruerton, and many others whose names she did not know or could not remember. Upon first coming to Denham, the examinee heard much of her sister's fits, and of those of William Trayford, Maister Peckham's man. Her own father was in the service of Sir George Peckham. Not long after her Mistris came from Fulmer, Marwood and Maister Richard Mainy were brought to Denham, both pretending they were possessed. Maister Balland the priest brought Marwood to Denham, and in his [Ballard's] companie were twelve or thirteen others, as Maisters Babington, Tichburne, Dun, Gage, Tilny, and so on. Friswood Williams always went to the [protestant] church before she came to Denham, but then the priests laboured to persuade her to become a catholique. The parties that first dealt with her were her master, and one Alexander the apothecarie, (since then a priest). In about five or six weekes the priests began to persuade her that shee was possessed. The first occasion was this: Shee was washing clothes in Denham kitchen, when Alexander came in, and clapping her on the shoulder, said her mistrisse wanted her. Shee answered shee would go when she had done, which would be in a minute or so. Presently one of her fellows servants filled a tub with water to rinse the clothes, and as shee [Friswood] lifted the tub, her foot slipped and shee fell. The fall was so shrewd that shee hurt her hip, and was compelled to keeps her bed for two or three days. Hereupon Maister Dibdale came and told her it was the devill who had
played her this jades trick, because shee had washed his [Dibdale's] shirt. The devill, hee said could not abide him, because hee was a priest; and spited any one who showed him any kindnes. Hee said the devill was specially spiteful, because the shirt shee had washed for him was fould with sweat, forced from him while exorcising different parties. Hee then most urgentlie exhorted her to become a catholique, and never ceased telling her that shee was possessed. All the other priests told her the same thing, and assured her shee would receive greate comfort if shee would doe as they told her. When maister Dibdale spoke to her about the ache in her hip, hee asked if ever before the fall shee had felt any sort of paine in her body. Shee confessed to him shee had sometimes a paine in the side; 'Ah!' quoth hee, I thought as much. Out of all question you are possessed, and have been soe for a long time. That paine in the side, you speak of, is undoubtedly from some evil spirit.' Being over perswaded that shee really was possessed, they next told her they could doe nothing for her unless shee became a catholick. That while shee remained as shee was, shee was in a state of damnation. They reminded her that shee herselfe said in her owne creed shee believed in the 'holy catholick church,' and not in the protestant church which was heretical; in short, they induced her to join the [Roman] catholicks, and have her baptisme amended. In amending her baptisme, they cast over her head a white cloth with a crosse on it, put salt into her mouth, and anointed her lippes, nose, eyes, and ears. They changed her name from Friswood to Francis, which they told her was common to both men and women. As the paine in her hip continued, and they never ceased telling her it was certainly the devill, shee came to believe that shee was really possessed, but the doctors told her the paine was only a griefe of the spleene. After shee became a catholique the priests told her they would try to cast the devill out of her, and they proceeded thus: At the close of her first masse, maister Dibdale told her, they were going to make tryall of her, and shee must sit downe in a chayre. Shee did as they told her. Then they bound her with towells, whereat shee was cast into a great feare, not knowing what they meant to doe with her. Maister Dibdale then read from his books of Exorcismes, and they forced on her their drinke, which was a pint of sack and sallet-oyle, mingled with spices. When shee had tasted their 'holy potion,' as they termed it, it did so much dislike her, that her stomache turned against it, and shee refused to drink it; but the priests told her it was the devill in her which caused this dislike, for nothing the devill loathed so much as the holy potion. They then held her, and forced her to swallow the whole draught. Heereupon, shee was very sickie and giddie, her head reeled, and shee fel all over into a cold sweate, so terrible had did shee feele, that shee really believed it was the devill in her as they said, which caused her to be in such case; but when shee came to herselfe, shee felt perswaded it was the drinke that had made her so sickie and bad. Between Christmas and Whitsunday this abuse was often repeated, and when shee proved restive, they did burne brimstone in a chafing-dish and hold her face downe over the fumes, in which cases, no doubt, shee spake many things which shee could not recall to memorie. Whenever shee complained of their harde usage, the priests told her, It was not shee who spake, but the devill in her. If shee referred to the matter when shee was wel, they told her shee would by that means merit heaven, and gain a crowne of glory. The priests, shee said, would often tell her about women possessed beyond the seas; how the devills in them never could abide the 'holy potion,' or hallowed brimstone, or the application of reliques, or the touch of a true priest, or holy water, holy candles, or the blessed sacrament,—they would always start at such times, say they burned, rage, rail against the priest, and praise all protestant practices. By this meanes shee learnt what to say, so as to please the priests; and accordingly, when they brought to her reliques, shee used to start, and sometimes shee pretended shee could not beare the presence of the sacrament; but after five or six weekes of this sort of thing shee got tired of it, and came to her sensese.

"Shee said on one occasion when shee was in the chayre, Maister Sherwood thrust a pinne into her shoulder, whereat shee screamed, but maister Sherwood only said 'Doe you not heare the devill?' 'It is not the devill,' exclaimed the examine, 'but myselfe who screamed.' Hee would not believe her, but persisted it was the devill in her which had cried out."
Imposture: Hunting the Devil Upwards.

Needles in the leg. "In one of my fits, into which I was cast by the 'holy potion' and hallowed brimstone, needels were thrust into my legge. On coming to myselfe I complained of it, and one of the priests got some holy reliques, and tyed them about my legge. I was then taken to the galerry, and Maister Dibdale bade me let down my hose. Hee then with others untiedy the reliques, looked upon the woundes, washed them with holy water, and gently closed the flesh. Then holding up the needles, he said to all present (the number was very great), 'see what the devil has done to our sister here.' The people were in a greate maze, but as soon as this was done I was taken out of the galerry, and my legge began to amend."

Relics thrust into the mouth. "The examinate further said, The priests have a custom of thrusting things into the mouthes of such as they say are possessed. I wel remember their thrusting a relique into my mouth. I cried out, 'Why doe you put this filthy thing into my mouth?' 'Ah,' quoth they, 'hark how the devil hates a holy relique.' I was then asked if I knew what relique it was, I told them it was a piece of Campion's thumbe; whereupon maister Dibdale said to the people, 'See, how the devil knows all holy reliques.' But the truth is these reliques which they employed were daily in our sight, and we were taught to know one from another, so that I knew in a moment every one of them, and could say readilie, 'This is a piece of Father Campion; this of Maister Sherwin; this of Maister Brian; this of Maister Cottam; this of mistria Clithero;' and so on through all the lot. At another time I remember, when they thrust a relique into my mouth, they introduced a bigge rustie naile; and when they pulled out the relique, and I was almost choked with the naile, they made me open my mouth, and taking out the naile, told the people it had been drawn out of my stomack by the vertue of the relique."

The knives and halter. "Alexander, an apothecarie, on one occasion, brought with him from London to Denham a new halter and two large knife-blades. These hee laid upon the galerry floor in my maister-his house. Next morning hee took occasion to goe with me into the galerry, when, espying the halter and blades, I asked him what they were for. Hee pretended not to see them, but I pointed them out to him, they were not a yarde of [off]. 'I cannot see them,' quoth the apothecarie. So I picked them up, and said, 'Look here.' 'Ah!' quoth hee, 'I see them now. No doubt the devill layd them there to worke some mischief.' Now, I know that Maister Alexander had brought them with him, for I noticed them in his pocket the night before, when hee drew out of it some wafer-cakes for masse. I told this to maister Dibdale, but hee replied, 'Ah! it is not you that speake, I know very well, but the devill in you, and the devill was a lyar from the beginning.' I was made to paye smarly for what I said, for they had me in the chayre, and exorciised me in somewhat a new manner. They bound me, sore against my will, in the chayre, forced down my throat the 'holy potion,' burnt brimstone under my nose, and pulling off my gowne, did whipphe mee upon my arms with St. Peter's girdle, pretending it was to hunt the devill out of mee. They gave mee five blows in remembrance of the five wounds, seven blows in honour of the seaven sacraments; and three in memory of the blessed Trinity. Being constrained to cry out, they all said, 'It is only the devill that is crying out, because hee cannot abide the vertue of the holy girdle.' Certes, if it was the devill in mee that cried out, I assuredly bore the smart, and my arms were blakke for a month after."

Hunting the devil upwards. "The examinate further said, The priests have another custome: At the end of every exorcisme, they would say, 'Ah! the devill is gone downe into the foote, or great toe.' Then in the presence of the congregation they would bring the partie againe to the chayre, and make the devill shew himselfe. I was once so hunted before a crowd of people. Being bound in the chayre, the exorcist, holding a relique in his hand, (such as a bone or some other hard substance) grasped my legge, and asked me if I felt any paine. I replied 'yes,' for the bone or other hard substance in his hand hurt me very much. 'Ah!' said the exorcist, 'so hee is beginning to stir, is hee?' Then hee went on pinching my legge two or three times; when hee came to my knee, he did wring it so hard that I screeched. Then all the priests exclaimed, 'Now then, wee have got the devill into her body, God be praised.' Then I was given the holy potion to abate the force of the evil spirit, lest it should teare mee a pieces."
Her complaint. "One day sitting at my worke, I complained to Maister Sherwood, who thrust the pinne into my shoulder, of the harms usages I was put to, and told him I mervailed greetlie how hee and the others durst so deal with mee; adding, if I were to complain before a magistrate, they would all be hanged. Maister Sherwood was feared [frightened], and was for dismissing mee from the house, but Maister Dibdale said that would not doe. They then both came to mee, and said, 'The devil is not yet gone out.' Whereupon, they forced mee into the chayre, drugged mee horribly with their holy potion, and plagued mee with brimstone till I swound."

Maister Richard Mainies seaven devils. "I wel remember Maister Richard Mainie being exercisised on St. Georges day before a hundred people at the least. Hee certainly was the most disguising hypocrite on Gods earth. The priests averted hee was possessed of the seaven deadly sins, and as hee was exercisised these seaven devils showed themselves thus: Maister Mainy being bound in the chayre, did first lift up his head, lokings contemptuously, and making gestures with his hands as if tricking himselfe with bravery, When this had beene played out sufficiently, the priests said, 'The devil nowe coming out of the possessed, is the spirit of Pride.' Hee next began to gape, and snort, and loll about, and the priests said, the devil now coming out is the spirit of Sloth. Then hee fell to vomiting, and the priests said, the devil now coming out of the possessed is the spirit of Gluttony. Again the said Maister Mainy began to prate of money, and about so much per hundred, of leases, and forfeyts, and the priests said the devil now coming out is the spirit of Covetousness. Thus hee and the priests went through all the seaven deadly sins. Then did Maister Mainy highly praise the protestants, especially the earle of Bedford (one that the priests greetlie abhorred), because they had all the seaven deadly sins; and hee railed soundlie on the catholiques because they would not tolerate any of these sins, but cut them all of [off] by the institution of confession. In conclusion hee said, 'This is a great daye at court. I will stay no longer amongst you raskall half-starved priests; but will hence away to my fellows. I am loved at court. They all are mine at court.'"—Harsnet, Papish Impostures, Appendix, pp. 207-208.

Her examination upon oath, March 2, 1598, before the bishop of London, the dean of Westminster, Dr. Stanhop, and Dr. Swales. (See above, p. 190.)

The examination of Anne Smith on oath, March 12, 1598 (age about eighteen). Anne Smith had a sister in the service of lady Stafford, and some three weeks before Christmas she heard from her about Sara Williams and William Trayford being possessed, in Mr. Peckham's house. Her sister said she went down to Denham and saw both persons, but noticed nothing strange about either of them. On Christmas Eve Anne Smith went to Denham to call on her sister, and saw William Trayford, but "hee did not make any shew, as though hee was possessed; hee waited quite orderly on his maister. Sara Williams had gone to lord Vaux's house, being taken thither by one Dibdale a priest. After I had beene at Denham about a moneth I attended upon Mistresses Peckham to a churching, and had a return of my disease called the mother (histeria), and one White, a priest that used much the house told mee I was possessed, and the next day Cornelius, Stamp, Thomson, Christopher Tuclice, and some other priests tooke upon themselves to exercise me, and I was under their hands from morning till towards night. As I did not recover my health, I was sent to Mistress Mainy in Channon Row, where I remained til the beginning of Lent. Here I became acquainted with Eliza Calthore who was said to be possessed, and was removed to Greenes Alley, where she was exercisised by maister Mainy. About three weekes after easter I consented to be exercisised hoping thereby to recover my health, but I always had a conceite in my selfe that I was not possessed. When, however, I told the priests so, they said it was the delusion of the devil within mee, who did not wish to be cast out. Maister Stamp carried mee to Denham, and wee were accompanied by one Harris, maister Mainyes man. I was under the hands of the exercists from Easter to Whitsontide. About a fortnight after Whitsontide pursuivants came and carried to prison maister Dryland the priest, Alexander the apothecary, Swayne Wells, James Stanbrowe (Maister Peckham's mar, and two women. Soon afterwards Dibdale, Lowe, and Adams, were apprehended, and I was arraigned to give evidence; because it got wind that I did pretend to be possessed, and that the priests had done with mee. I was examined especia
touching the devils which possessed mee, 
and touching a piece of knife which the 
priests averred came out of my body. 
When first I fell into the priests' hands 
I was about eighteen years old. The 
way I was exercised was as follows: 
Cornelius and the rest did set mee in a 
chaffrey, and bind mee fast with towells. 
Then putting on his albe and stole, hee 
began to reade his exorcismes. I did 
greatlie shiver and quake at his words, 
and was stroke with a terrible fear 
lest the devill should teare mee a pieces, 
while I was fast bound. I thought if I 
could but have gotten under the altar-
cloath, with a crosse in my mouth and 
a candel in my hand I should be safe, 
but I could not so much as move. They 
gave me some holy medicine which had 
rue and oyle in it to allay my fear. The 
drink was very ugly to behold, and they 
did burn brimstone under my nose, which 
did take away my senses. This was re-
peated some five or sixe times. My arms 
and body were so lamed by their holding, 
tying, and turmoyle of mee, that I was 
obliged to swathe my body for three 
yeares afterwards. I mervail how 
greatly the priests can affirm that I said 
anything in my fits, seeing they always 
insisted that the devill in mee was a 
dumbe spirit, named Modion. After 
Cornelius had exercised mee maister 
Edmunds the Jesuit [i.e. Weston] asked 
the devill in Mainyke if I was possessed, 
and Mainykes devill answered that I was. 
Then quoth maister Edmunds, how is it 
hee could not be brought to speake the 
other day when Cornelius exercised her? 
Mainykes devill replied because Modion 
was sullen and dumbe. Maister Edmunds 
thens asked the name of Mainykes devill, 
and the devill answered, his name was 
Soforce.

"Finally, I wel remember the morning 
when Alexander the apothecarie went to 
London to fetch more priests. The day 
before I was exercised, his horse prauuned, 
and flung him. On his return backe hee 
insisted that it was the devill in mee 
which had troubled his horse, out of 
spite. When I laught at his words, he 
said, 'Ah, Anne, it is the devill in you 
that laughes at mee.'"—Samuel Harsnet 
(afterwards archbishop of York), Popish 
Impostures, Appendix, pp. 237-245.

It appears from the narrative that Alexander was exe-
cuted at Holborn. Salisbury was also executed.

Examination of Sara Williams, said to 
be possessed with Maho and all the devils 
of hell, April 24, 1602. Sara Williams, 
aged about sixteen, in the service of 
Mistris Edmund Peckham of Denham, 
Buckinghamshire, was said to be pos-
sessed of the devil Maho. A number of 
priests, acting under Weston the Jesuit, 
undertook to exercize her. She after-
wards married William Trayford, Mr. 
Peckham's man, left the service of Mrs. 
Peckham, and returned to the protestant 
faith from which she had been converted, 
while she was in the service of Mrs. 
Peckham. She wholly denies that she 
ever was possessed, but Maister Dibdale, 
an exorcist, insisted that she was not 
only possessed, but that she lodged in 
her body all the devils of hell. The case 
was brought before her Majesty's Com-
missioners for Ecclesiastical Causes, and 
tried before the bishop of London, the 
deane of Westminster (Dr. Andrews), Dr. 
Stanhope, and Dr. Mountford, and the 
following items are copied from the 
records of the court. The person called 
the Examine is Sara Williams. The 
trial began by reading to the examine, 
from Barnes's Book of Miracles, the way 
it was said she first began to be possessed, 
and how she was exercised.

(i.) "It is stated in the book how Sara 
Williams had been diverse times scared 
with ugly visions: How sitting one night 
late by the fire three terrible cats spraul 
about her, one of which leapt over her 
head, another crept betweene her legs: 
How a strange cat as big as a mastiffe 
starde upon her with eyes as big as a 
saucer: And how afterward the same 
wicked spirit met her in the likenes of a 
cat, comming out of a hollow tree, as 
she was seeking for eggs."

Sara Williams's reply. "All these 
things thus written of mee are most false. 
From a child I could never endure the 
sight of a cat, and when in the service of 
Maister Maynis, at Denham, going 
one day into a wood, near the house, 
looking for some hennes, I espied a cat 
comming out of a hedge, which did fear 
frighten mee greatly, the more so as I 
was alone. I told this to my Mistris 
and to certaine priests. As for ugly 
visions I declare upon oath I never had 
any. It is wholly false that a cat ever 
did leape over my head, or runne betwixt 
my legges, or that I ever saw any cat 
as big as a mastiffe, with eyes as broad 
as a saucer."

(ii.) The next allegation in the book 
is as follows: "On Oct. 12, 1585, being 
at supper in the house of Mistris Peck-
harm, Sara Williams did perceive a puffe of wind comming in at the doore; and saw a dog of two colours, blacke and greene: That therewith a spaniell of the house bayed once: Shee was then pulled by the eyes; and the thing that pulled her by the eyes, went into her mouth, and, resting at her heart, burn't her intolerable: That therupon shee cast away her knife, and would eat no more."

*Sara Williams's reply.* "O Jesus, that anyone should report so of mee. What happened was as follows: Being at supper, there was a great storme of thunder and lightning; and at one great clap of thunder, the dogges ran out of the hall barking. I was greatly alarmed, left my supper, and felt sick. More then this I deny upon oath to bee true.

"Shee further deposed, that after coming to Mistris Peckham, diverse men did attempt to offer her some injury, and among the rest Maister Dibdale the priest; insomuch that when her Mistris would send her with water to his chamber, or upon any other busines, and shee shewed herself unwilling to go, they said her unwillingnes did proceed from a wicked spirit that was in her. Shee could never endure to be ever in Maister Dibdales company, or to goe into his chamber."

(iii.) The third allegation was this: "That shee could not abide Maister Dibdales presence for burning, especially when hee laid his hand upon her diseased place. That shee said, her master had commanded her not to bless herselfe with the signe of the crosse; and that shee could not indure a casket of reliques. That shee knew shee was possessed; and that the devil was in her maister."

*Sara Williams's reply.* "When I came to live with Mistris Peckham, shee taught me to bless myselfe in Latine, and at some words to make a crosse on my forehead, at others on my belly, at others on one of my shoulders, and with the last words upon my breast. Being dull to learne, it was a long time before I could doe these rightly. So that when my Mistris and Maister Dibdale wanted mee to bless myselfe, and to use the signes of the crosse, being very evil at ease that night after the lightning, I could not hit upon the right words. Also in saying the Creed, I stumbleted at the word 'Catholick Church.' Otherwise I declare that all the particulars just read to mee are most false.

(iv.) "It was alleged in the book that shee said, Her father and mother were in a damnable state for going to the [protestant] church; and that it was dangerous for little children to goe to the church."

*Sara Williams's reply.* "These charges are most false. On Oct. 17, the day stated, I was not then a recusant, nor disliked going to the church. It was about this time they began to give mee things to drink, which I could not endure, as they made mee sicke; Maister Dibdale told mee, 'it was not I who disliked the "holy water," but the devil within mee.' About a fortnight after, they prevailed on mee to become a [Roman] catholic, altho' at the time the devill was within mee, as they said. When I attended mass, the first time they told mee, I should see a blacke man standing at the doore, beckning mee to come away; and that at the elevation I should see nothing but priestes fingers. What I myselfe said I really do not know, for I often told them things which were untrue, after I saw that it pleased them. On Oct. 30 they bound mee in the chayre, and applied their reliques to mee; but whenever I came to the chayre, if I could have had my choice, I would rather have died than have gone into it."

[It will be here necessary to explain what she meant by "going into the chayre." Chap. 9, p. 30-45. At the end of the first mass that ever she saw, Mr. Dibdale said he would now make trial of her, and bade her sit down in the chair. Several priests bound her with towels, at which she was terribly frightned, not knowing what they meant to do with her. Mr. Dibdale then began to read his "Booke of Exorcismes," and handed to her a pint of sack and sallot oil, mingled with spices; but her stomach turned against the potion, and she declined to drink it. Then Dibdale told her, it was the devill in her which made her loathe the holy potion, for the devill hated nothing worse than this holy drink; so she was held, and made to drink it all up. Hereupon, she grew very sick, giddy in the head, and covered all over with a cold sweat. Dibdale assured her it was the devill that tormented her thus. This was the first part of the "chayre busines." The next was, while her stomach was full of the "holy drink" to make her take brimstone, burnt on a chafing dish. Her head was forcibly held over the furnes, and Richard Maynie says, when he looked
on her, her face was blacker than that of a chimney-sweep. [Here six lines are lost in my copy, the paper not having received the impression of the type.]

"The brimstone mixture is thus given in Flag. Demon. p. 173. Accipiatur sulphur, galbanum, etc. that is, 'Take brimstone, assafotida, galbanum, St. John's wort, and rue. All these things are to be hallowed, and cast on a chafing dish, and the fumes thereof are to be received through the nostrils of the possessed.' This potion and these fumes did so intoxicate the exominate, that although two needles were thrust into her legs by one of the priests, she was not aware of it till after she had recovered. When she complained of this inhuman usage, they 'had her to the chayre again, and she swound.' On coming to herself, she told the priests if she had the devil in her, for God's sake to cast him out, or else kill her outright, for she could not bear it any longer. She told the commissioners she had no clear idea of the number of times she was set on the chair, but she added, 'I would much sooner have died, then have gone into it.' And she furthermore said, 'they used their holy brimstone so much, that the smell never got out of her chamber; and the loathsomeness of their potions and fumes did so stick in her mind, that to this very day she cannot endure the taste of any of the things with which she was then tormented.'"

She continued, "Being at Oxford a few days ago, one of my neighbours offered me a glass of sack, upon which I fell sick, and was obliged to goe to bed. While my head was held over the brimstone fumes, one of the priests burnt feathers which made mee sneeze, and struggle to get away, till I fainted; no doubt, she added, I babbled many foolish things in my sufferings. Being unable to bear this persecution, I attempted to run away, but was captured while crossing a brook half-a-yard deep of water, and was taken back by my tormentors."

(v.) The next extract was this, p. 23. "Shee could not speake till Dibdale or some other of the priests had signed her throat with the signe of the crosse, and applied holy reliques to it." 

\textbf{Sara Williams's reply.} "I have no recollection whatever of any such thing, but I think it is altogether untrue. If, however, I was at any time unable to speake, it was by reason of the said waters and fumes which they forced upon mee. If again I was at any time silent, and did afterwards speake, it was not because the priests did signe my throat with the signe of the crosse, or did apply reliques unto it. Whenever I did speak anything, the priests always expounded my words according to their own liking, and either said they were the words of the devill, or that they were spoken by vertue of the holy potion."

(vi.) The next allegation read to her was this: "Shee did affirm that she saw the devill, in the form of a man, go out of her on Al Saints day; and when the devill left her, shee did use these words, 'Credo sanctam ecclesiam catholicam.'"

\textbf{Sara Williams's reply.} "God forgive them the falsehood! They well know it is all false; and this I would swear even if all the priests were here present."

(vii.) The next extract read to her ran thus: "Shee, Sara Williams, did declare to Maister Dibdale and others, that a bird came to her: A blacke man at one time tried to persuade her to break her necke downe a payre of staires, and at another time to cut her throat with a knife: That she affirmed shee saw, on one occasion, the forme of a rough dog upon the communion table: And that shee felt within her a grunting like of swynne, and a croaking like of a toade: That shee confessed to having receeved her sight by the touch of the priests fingers, or by their breathing upon her."

\textbf{Sara Williams's reply.} "It pittie my hart that anyone who pretends to have any conscience should so write of mee. I confess that on one occasion a bird came suddenly flying in where I was, and I was scared; but I stroke the bird, which was a robin redbreast, with my beades; and it escaped through a hole in the boords. All the other statements are fabrications."

(viii.) "It is set down in the book that shee said, Shee wel remembered how William Trayford [the manservant] seemed one night to be greatly troubled; and afterwards pretending to be sodainely wel, Maister Dibdale the priest having caught him in his armes: That shee saw the devill in the forme of a mouse offer to come out of Trayfords mouth, but, being hindered by the priests mouth, it made its way out at his right ear."

\textbf{Sara Williams's reply.} "These things are all fained and false. Shee furthermore added, I wel remember when I was with them, they spoke many things of mee,
which I knew to be false, but I durst not say so, for fear of offending them."

(ix.) "It is written of her in the book that shee said,—By crying upon God and the blessed Lady, and by casting holy water upon William Trayford, shee made the devill leave hold of him; it was in the likenes of a toad, and shee caught it by the leg."

Sara Williams's reply. "Jesus have mercy upon mee! God is my wittiness that all this is a shamefull untruth."

(x.) The following statement was then read to her: "The priests affirm that according to her own acknowledgment, they delivered her from these twenty-three devils, viz. Lustie Dick, Killico, Hob, Cornercup, Puffe, Purre, Frateretto, Fliberdigibet, Haberdicut, Cocobatto, Maho, Kelliscoam, Wilkin, Smolkin, Nur, Lustie, Jolly Jenkin, Porterichio, Pudding of Thame, Pourdieu, Bonjour, Motubizanto, Berron, and Delicate."

Sara Williams's reply. "There were very strange names, said to be those of spirits, written on the walls of Sir George Peckhames house. When the priests told me it was the devill who spoke in mee, and asked mee the name, in order to content them I devised none of these names as near as I could remember, for they were always running into my head; I think, however, the priests themselves must have amended my words. The name of Maho is very familiar to mee, from a tale in which the name occurs; the name of Lustie Dick is also mentioned in the same tale. As for the three capitaine devils, that the priests say went out of my ears, every one of the capitaines having three hundred devils under him, all lodged in different parts of my body, I declare upon oath it is an abominable untruth, and Iservil much what they can refer to."

(xi.) In regard to her running away from Mrs. Peckham's house, she said: "When I came to the brooke, meaning to run through it, I was caught and sent backe againe; I was very diligently watched, and never at any time allowed to goe out of sight. The pretence of this watchfullness was least I should make away with myselfe, which, thank God, never entered into my thoughts. Maister Peckham gave it out, after my returne home, that I did runne all the way aboue ground, and the priests insisted that devils carried mee through the air. This they make out to be a kind of miracle, but I know it is only a wicked lye. It is true I ranne home as fast as I could, but as to flying it is a mere fable."

(xii.) Concerning Captain Frateretto, with his three hundred evil spirits, as is set down in the booke, under date of Nov. 21, the examine deposed, It is the custom of the priests to talk of persons possessed beyond the seas, and to tell us the manner of theyr fits, and what they say in them; also what sights they see, sometimes ugly, and sometimes joyfull. They also tel us how, when reliques are applied to them, the persons would roare. Wee were often told that devills can never abide holy water, the sight of the sacrament, or an appointed priest of the true church, but that they love hereticks. They told us, whenever a priest touches a party possessed, the touch feels burning hot, and that devills know a priest by his smel. These things I heard so often that I learnt the way of pleasing the priests, and framed myselfe accordingly knowing well the reason why wee were told these things. At one time shee continued, the priests did thrust into my mouth a relique, which was a piece of one of Campiones bones. I loathed it, thinking it against nature to have a dead manes [man's] bone thrust into my mouth; but I could not help myselfe, as it was done by force."

(xiii.) To deposition p. 36, the examine said: "I wel remember walking in the garden with one of the priests, who led mee by the arm, because I was very weake. I began to complaine to himm of my hard usage, and told him I was no more possessed than hee was. Whereupon hee cast his head aside, and looking full into my face under my hatte, exclaimed, 'What! can this bee Sara, or is it the devill in her that speaketh thus? No, no! It cannot bee Sara, it must bee the devill.' I instantly saw I could expect no relief at his hands, and I fell sweeping. The priest said, 'Alas! these are the teares of the evil spirit in thee, Sara.' If I wept it was the devill, if I laught it was the devill. I was at my wits end."

(xiv.) "When I was at Denham, Maister Richard Maynie [a young gentleman seventeen years old] pretended to be possessed, and behavved himselfe in the presence of the priests, as though hee had been a sainte. It was mervailous to see his pretended devotion. One time, at masse, at the time of the elevation, hee fel downe secretly backwards, and laye
awhile as if in a trance. When hee came to himselfe againe, hee said it was the glory hee saw about the altar which had struck him into the trance. This young gentlelman tried to persuade mee to runn away with him in boyes clothing. At another time hee told mee to confess to him, and said hee had as good authority to hear confessions as the priests had. I told Maister Dibdale of these things, and said if hee did not take good heed, Maister Maynie would bring them into trouble. Whereupon, Maister Dibdale said hee was sorry hee ever had any dealings with the youth."

(xv.) "Thee times they pretended I had fits, were either when the mother fits were on mee, or when I had been constrained to drinke their holy potions, or else when I was ill at ease by reason of their bad usage. They would then say, the wicked spirits had gone downe into my legges, and beginning with my foot they would hunt the devil upwards with their hands, pinching every inch of my body from my toe to my head, to make the devil goe forth from my mouth, ears, or nose. As they ran their hands over mee I was put to much shame, especially when they desired to apply their reliques in a way no modest woman would allow. I perfectly loathe the memory of the way these priests treated mee [when only about sixteen years of age]."

(xvi.) "While I was at Denham one Haines was a sueter to mee, but Maister Dibdale commanded mee in no sort to entertain him. My sister brought mee a jet ring from Haines as a token. I put it on, but as it was too smal, it caused my finger to swel. Maister Dibdale said, as I had acted contrary to his command, the devil had got under the ring. Hee then wetted my finger with holy oque, and making crosses on it pulled the ring off by little by little, and told mee the devil had no power to keep it on, after those crosses had been made."

(xvii.) "One night when I was in bedde, there was a scratching in the seeling of my chamber. I thought it was a ratt, but Maister Cornelius, a priest, who occupied the next room, came into my chamber in his gowne, and declared it was an evil spirit. Hee then charged the devil, upon paine of many tortments, to depart. Hee flung holy water on the walls, and used much holy exercisme. Albeit the scratching continued, nor did it cease till Maister Cornelius knockt upon the seeling with a stick. I then thought, and doe still, that it was a ratt, though the priest insisted it was a devill."

(xviii.) "I was always obliged to tell the priests of a morning what I had dreamt about at night. They called the dreams visions, and interpreted them as they thought proper. Many were mere toyes, I am sure, which came into my head on waking, and I much mervailed how the priests could make such mightie matters of them."

(xix.) "It is reported in the booke, that the examinee said, shee saw on Christmas night, at twelve o'clock, just as masse did begin, great beams of light issue from the sacrament; That upon Newyeares day, shee saw fire flash in at the window; and a browne dogge, as big as a bullock: That on the Sunday after the sacrament, shee could not see the patten by reason of a greate brightness; and that the priest seemed to her to be clothed in silver."

Sara Williams's reply. "I am perswaded these bee all false reports of mee, or otherwise I must have a recollection of som of them. I remember such things were reported of Maister Richard Maynie; but as for my selfe, I feel sure I never saw any such things."

(xx.) "It is reported that this examinee did say, On the 3rd Jan. shee saw Christ in his proper forme, when shee was receiving the sacrament: That shee received relief of pain by the application of a holy relique. And that shee flung away her beades, saying to the priests, fie on you!"

Sara Williams's reply. "I wel remember on one occasion when a priest offended mee, I threw my beades at him. I deny that I ever was relieved of paine by any relique applied to the parte afflicted. I deny that I ever saw, or said I saw, Christ in the sacrament. I might have said to a priest, 'Fie on you,' knowing wel that they do not mislike such repremandes."

(xxii.) It is written of this examinee, that on Jan. 6 "shee said shee saw after consecration, a little head in the chalice; it was as it were the head of a child: That shee could tel a tale of a Mummerie which cam into herr chamber: That shee scoffed at the sacrament: That shee saw a propper man in a short blacke garment, girt about him, and having long turned-up haire, and great ruffes starched with blew starch: That shee complained the priests hand did burne her, and his breath tormented herr."

Sara Williams's reply. "I remember no
part of all these things. I do not believe I ever said that I saw a little childe's head in the chalice. As for the Mum-mery I believe it to bee a made-up tale of som of the priesites. If, however, I ever said anything of thee kind, I am persuaded it must have been either in a dreame or in a christmas tale; but I have wholly forgotten it, if indeed I ever said it."

(xxii.) "It is reported of the eximinate: That shee said shee knew a pece of the Holy Crosse by the smel. That a priest put his finger into her mouth, and bade the devil bite it if hee durst, and the devill answered, hee durst not bite the priest-his finger, because it had touched the Lord."

Sara Williams's reply. "I wel remem-ber hearing the priests talk about theyr having a piece of the true cross; and if I said I should know it by the smel, I meant it would be kept in such fragrant spices, that the very perfume would tel how precious it was held to bee. No doubt I refused to bite the priest-his finger, for I well knew if I had done so, Maister Dibdale would have boxed my ears. I may have said, 'I would not bite the finger, because it has touched the Lord,' for I had been taught such reverence, but I do not remember to have said soe.

"In conclusion, shee said shee had been often examined about these possessions, but would confess nothing, in consequence of which shee was much made-of. The priesites told her never to take an oath, and then shee might say anything, true or untrue. They warned her never to say a worde that would compromize a priest, or scandalize the true church. They told her of a woman that did dis-honour the priesites, and the devill entered her, and would never again leave herr, till hee had carried her into hell. Being married shee had got rid of her tyrants, and is very glad shee has now discharged her conscience, and unburdened her mind by telling the truth; and shee hoped that the devill will never draw her into such courses again."—Samuel Harsnet (afterwards archbishop of York), Appendix to Popish Impostures, pp. 178-206.

The report of Mengus, and the uncar-nished fact (1692). Mengus in his Fustus, or "Devil-mastix," speaking of Sara Williams, writes thus: "As shee sate by the fire somewhat late with another maid-servant of the same house, both ready for bed, they dozed over the fire, there approached them three cats, making a horrible noise, and sprawling about the young maid [Sara]. One of the cats leaped over her head, and another crept betwixt her legs. Whereat she looked suddenly behind her, and saw a strange huge catt as big as a mastiff, staring at her with eyes like fire, and of the bigness of a saucer." Such is the report, and the following is the fact. "I was looking one day for eggs in a bush, near masteres house, when a cat suddenly jumped out of the bush, and startled me, but it certainly was not big as a mastiff, nor had it eyes of the size of saucers." Harsnet shall tell the rest. "At supper," says Mengus, "the cat aforesaid was turned into a dogge of two colours, blacke and greene, and therewithall a spaniel bayed. At another time the devill came downe the chimney to her in a Winde, and blew the soote about the roome. Sometimes he appeared to her in the likenes of a man; sometimes in the likenes of an Irish boy with black curlie locks; sometimes as a great Blacke Dogge; sometimes he came flying like a Sparrowe with a woodcockes bill; sometimes like a Toade with the nose of a moale; sometimes like a Mouse; sometimes like a Minister; sometimes like an Ee without a head; sometimes like a Ruffian with curled haire; sometimes like an Old Man with a long beard; and sometimes he came in with a drumme and seaven motly vizards dauncing about the roome." This last was at the lord Vaux-his house at Hackney at the end of Christmases tide.—A Declaration of Popish Impostures (1694), pp. 138, 139.

When devils were cast out they were obliged to go in some visible form. Mengus, in his Devil-mastix, informs us, that when a devil is cast out, it is always obliged to depart in some visible form, and to leave some proof of its departure, such as a crack in a quarrie of a glass window, or the extinction of a candle. Harsnet remarks on this: "Breaking a square of glass and blowing out a candel beeing two such supernaturall actions, as by a consorted conspirator with the exorcist, without the helpe of a cherrystone, or a suddaine paffe of some wenches breath, cannot cleanly be conceived, it is no marvell they be made a demonstration that the devil is surely gone. In regard to the visible forms of devils in theyr exits, the first devill disseised was called Smolkin, it was Trayforde's spirit, which Sara espied to goe out at his right ear
in the forme of a mouse. The next devil dispossessed was Helicho at Uxbridge, who appeared at his going out, like a flame of fire, which lay glowing in the stove in Trayfords sight, till it had a new change. The third devil was Haberdidance [Hoberdendance], Saras dauncing devil, who appeared in the likenes of a whirlwind, and his voyce was heard by a cooke, as shee flew over the lader. Captaine Filpot [a devil] went his way in the likenes of smoke turning round up the chimney. Lusty Dicke, the devil, did slippe a button, and went out in a stench. The devils Delicate and Lusty Jolly Jenkin went out, one whirling like a snake and the other like a vapour. Lusty Huggecappc went out in the likenes of a cat. Killico, Hob, and Anonymus, all of them devils-captaines, went out in a gust of wind. Purre went out in a little whirlwind, Frateretto in smoke." (See MAINT, p. 187.)—Harsnet, A Declaration of Popish Impostures (1604), pp. 140, 141.

It must not be supposed that these devil-forms, such as snakes, flames, whirlwinds, and so on, were visible to spectators, for this was not the case. The person dispossessed alone saw the form assumed, and declared it, as Malmy did, when he described the forms of the seven deadly sins. The person exorcised was asked by the priest in what form the devil made his exit, and he declared it openly, but no form appeared or disturbance took place cognotable by others (p. 196).

Effects of Popish impostures according to Samuel Harsnet. Samuel Harsnet, afterwards archbishop of York, writing at the close of the sixteenth century, gives a terrible description of the evil moral influence of the [Roman] Catholic teaching respecting apparitions, demoniacal possession, exorcisms, and devilry. He writes of his own times, as one who lived and moved and had his being among the very persons he describes. He wrote not, as we should now, of what he had read in books, but of scenes passing before his eyes; and though it must be admitted he was a Protestant writing about Roman Catholics when the animosity between them was at fever heat, yet, all allowances being made, there is doubtless a broad basis of solid truth in his statements. In all the extracts I have made from him, I have carefully omitted his remarks of bitterness and irony, and have confined myself to his statements as an eye-witness or at least contemporary. "Here in England," he says, in the early years of Elizabeth's reign, "what time the popish mists befogged the eyes of the people, how were our children, old women, and maidens afraid to crosse a churchceard, or a three-way leet, or to goe for spoones into the kitchin without a candie? And no marveile: first because the devill comes from a smakie house, and either he or some lewd frier was at hand, with ougly hornes on his head, fire in his mouth, a cowes tayle, eyes like a bason, fange like a dogge, skinne like a neger, and a voyce roaring like a lyon,—then both in the dark was enough to make theyr hair stand upright. If a Pester-penny or houzel-egg were behind, or a patch of tyth unpaid to the churche, then, Jesu Maria! were where you walke for feare of bull-beggars, spirite, witches, urchine, elves, nagge, faeries, satyrs, pans, faunes, sylvans, Kit-with-a-candlesticke, Tritons, centaurs, dwarfes, giants, impes, calcars, conjurers, nymphs, changlings, scruchowels, the mare, the man in the oak, helwayne, the firdrake, the puckle, Tomthumbe, hobgoblin, Tom-tumbler, Boneles, and the rest. And what girle, boye, or olde wisard, would be so hardy [as] to step over the threshold in the night for a halfpenny worth of mustard amongst this frightful crue, without a dozen Ave Maries, two dozen crosses surely signed, and half a dozen Pater noster; and without commending himself to the tuition of St. Uncumber, or els our blessed ladie?"—Samuel Harsnet, Popish Impostures (1604), pp. 134, 135.

For there as went to walken was an elf,
There walketh now the Limitor himself;
In every bush, and under every tree,
There nis none other incubus but he.

Chancer.

Phya personates in Athens the goddess of wisdom (B.C. 558). Pisistratos, being banished from Athens, remained in exile for six years, when Megacles brought him back; and, to obtain the consent of the Athenians to his return, devised a plan to make it appear that the goddess Athéné or Wisdom was in favour of his restoration. His plan was this. He induced a woman of extraordinary stature and of handsome person, named Phya, to personate Athené, the goddess of wisdom and patron goddess of Athens. Having well drilled her, she was arrayed in armour, placed in a chariot, and paraded through the streets, preceded by heralds, who cried aloud from time to time, "O Athenians, receive with favour Pisistratos, whom Athéné herself has vouchsafed to bring back to the Acropolis." The news flew abroad throughout all Attica that the goddess Athené had brought back Pisistratos. Divine honours were paid to Phya; and Pisistratos, as the protectof the goddess,
was received with acclamations.—Herodotos, History, bk. i. 60.

**Imputed Merit.** (See **Vicarious Suffering**.)

Acts xxvii. 20-44. Neither sun nor stars for many days appeared, and no small tempest lay on us, so that all hope that we should be saved was taken away. But after long abstinence Paul stood forth, and said, Be of good cheer, for there shall be no loss of life, but of the ship only; for there stood by me this night the angel of God, saying, Fear not, Paul, for lo! God hath given thee all them that sail with thee. There were in all in the ship two hundred threescore and sixteen souls. The ship was wrecked and broken to pieces, but all in it escaped safe to land.

Gen. xviii. Three angels informed Abraham that they had come to destroy the cities of the plain, and Abraham entreated them to spare the cities out of consideration for the righteous ones that were therein; and one of the angels said to Abraham, If I find only ten righteous ones therein I will not destroy the cities for the ten’s sake.

The merits of Brother Giles redeem many souls from purgatory (A.D. 1272). A Dominican promised a brother of the same order, if he died first, to come and tell him what his lot was. He happened to die April 23, A.D. 1272, the very day that Brother Giles died. God allowed the man to fulfill his promise, and when he made his appearance, his friend said, "Well, and what lot has befallen you?" "I am quite happy," replied the Dominican, "because I died the same day that Brother Giles died; and Christ, to recompense Brother Giles for his great sanctity, gave him leave to introduce into paradise all the souls he found in purgatory (11). I was one of these souls, but have been delivered through the merits of Brother Giles."—Acta Sanctorum (Bollandists), April 23.

A crowd given to St. John of Thérouanne, when a bridge fell in (A.D. 1180). Near the church of Merckem was a parvis, or fortified château, separated from the town by a deep foss, over which a bridge was thrown. St. John was in the château with his suite, for a grand ceremony had been arranged, and a vast crowd assembled in the church and parvis to witness it. The ceremony concluded with the consecration of the cemetery. As St. John went from the parvis, and was now in the middle of the bridge, some thirty-five or forty feet from the ground, he stopped a moment. The bridge was so crowded, it was difficult to move. All of a sudden it gave way with a terrible crash, and the whole of those on it were thrown into the foss below; bishops and priests, nobles and commoners, old and young, were all precipitated into the ditch, and with them fell the fragments of the broken bridge. Fortunately St. John was among the fallen; for as God gave to St. Paul the 270 souls that sailed in the ship with him, when it was wrecked off the coast of Malta, so God gave to St. John of Thérouanne the crowd which fell with him into the foss, when the bridge of Merckem fell in; so that not one of all the vast crowd was even bruised, although the fall was some thirty-five or forty feet, amidst falling posts and rafters, masonry, and iron-work. St. John with a smile got on his feet again, shook off the debris, and thanked God for himself and those whom God had given him.—J. Colmieu (a contemporary), Life of St. John, Bishop of Thérouanne.

St. Lidwina gives all her merits to her mother, and begins afresh (A.D. 1380-1488). The strongest example of the transference of merit which I have met with, is in the life of St. Lidwina of Schiedam. At the age of fifteen she fell on the ice while skating, and broke a rib. An inward bruise developed into a great imposthume in the womb. Soon ulcers consumed her lungs, and her whole body was covered with acerbatic sores. Besides these numerous ills, she suffered for nineteen years from dropsy, and was wholly unable to move in her bed; when others moved her, it was necessary to bind her with cloths to keep her together. For thirty years she lived thus, scarcely touching any food at all. During this period a horrible leprosy broke out in Schiedam. Her mother was laid low by the disease, and like to die. Lidwina, not content with praying for her mother, "elle lui céda aussi le mérite de toutes ses plaies, de toutes ses douleurs, de tous ses tourments, de toutes ses veilles, et de tous les autres exercices de vertu qu’elle avait pratiqués depuis qu’elle était sur la terre. Ainsi la mère, enrichie des trésors de sa fille, fit une tres-belle fin ; mais la sainte elle même, voyant qu’après avoir cédé son trésor [i.e. de merit] à sa mère, elle était obligée de travailler de nouveau, ajouta la mortification à la maladie, et s’entoura d’une grosse ceinture de crin rude et piquant qu’elle ne quitta point jusqu’à la mort."—Mgr. Guérin (chamberlain of pope Leo X III.), Vies des Saints, vol. iv. p. 403.
We read again, p. 404, "Elle avait un sentiment particulier de dévotion pour les âmes du purgatoire; elle en a délivré plusieurs qui s'étaient recommandées à ses prières, et qui l'ont remerciée depuis. Elle a souffert pour cela des tourments horribles."

"The merits of St. Patrick transferred to those who honour his memory." "Comme Dieu a promis à St. Patrice que ceux qui seraient dévots à sa mémoire, et qui feraient quelques œuvres de piété en son honneur au jour de sa fête, obtiendraient miséricorde à l'heure de la mort et ne périraient pas éternellement, il est extrêmement avantageux de se mettre sous sa protection." — Mgr. Guérin (chamberlain of pope Leo XIII.), Vies des Saints (1880), vol. iii. p. 475.

Edward III. and his queen Philippa of Hainault (A.D. 1347). After the siege of Calais, Edward granted mercy to the garrison on condition that six of the free citizens, with halters on their necks, would voluntarily surrender themselves to death. Six devoted men were found, and came to the king's camp. Then queen Philippa fell at the king's feet, and implored him to spare the lives of the six patriots. "Lady," said the king, "you pray so tenderly, I cannot refuse you; and though much against my will, I give these men to you." So saying, he took the six citizens to the queen by the halters, and released them all for the love of her. The good queen ordered them to be well fed and clothed, and then set to go their way, just as they might list.

Infants in the Womb demonstrative.

Luke i. 41. It came to pass that, when Elisabeth heard the salutation of Mary, the babe leaped in her womb.

St. Fursy, while in the womb, reproves his grandfather Ædfind (A.D. 650). Gelgès was the daughter of Ædfind, a king of Ireland, then divided into six kingdoms; and married clandestinely prince Fintan, son of Finloga, king of Momonia, one of the six kingdoms. From this union sprang Fursy, afterwards canonized. Ædfind, perceiving that his daughter was about to give birth to a child, and learning by inquiry that his father was a Christian, was so enraged that he ordered Gelgès at once to be burnt to death, and went himself to see the sentence carried out. As Gelgès was led away to execution, the child in her womb reproved its cruel grandfather with a loud voice and intelligible words. Mgr. Guérin adds naïvely, "Au moins, entendit-on des paroles extraordinaires qui veniaient du côté de la princesse, et l'on ne sait pas si ce fut un ange ou l'enfant même qui les prononça. Ce qui est plus certain, c'est que Gelgès fut délivrée des flammes par une pluie soudaine, et des sources miraculeuses qui les éteignirent." — Les Petits Bollandistes (7th edit. 1880), vol. i. p. 400.

The anti-climax in this paragraph is delicious. If it was not the child in the womb that cried out, it was some angel; but be this as it may, it is quite certain that a shower of rain fell, and put out the fire.

Jacob's Ladder.

Gen. xxvii. 10-20. Jacob, fleeing from the wrath of Esau, came to Haran, where he dreamt that he saw a ladder set on the earth, and the top reached to heaven. On this ladder he saw the angels of God ascending and descending. And Jacob rose up early in the morning, and took the stone that he had put for his pillow, and set it up for a pillar, poured oil upon it, and called the name of the place Beth-el (the house of God).

St. Maur sees a pathway from earth to heaven by which St. Benedict ascended. On the day St. Benedict died, which was a Good Friday, St. Maur, at the hour of nine in the morning, was carried in spirit from Auxerre, in France, to Mount Cassino, and there saw a bright path carpeted, and bordered with innumerable torches. The path began from the cell of St. Benedict and terminated in heaven. While St. Maur looked on this vision, a venerable old man, all glorious, said to him, "By this pathway St. Benedict, the servant of the living God, is gone to heaven." Two companions who were with St. Maur also saw the vision. — St. Gregory the Great, Dialogues, bk. ii.

St. Perpetua sees a golden "Jacob's ladder." While St. Perpetua was in prison, she saw in a vision a ladder of gold reaching from earth to heaven. It was so narrow that only one person at a time could ascend its steps, and from top to bottom the sides were full of swords, lances, and hooks, ready to pierce and tear the flesh of those who ventured up it without due caution. At the foot lay a great dragon to deter those who wished to ascend from coming near the ladder. St. Perpetua saw her fellow-prisoners ascend this ladder; and, having reached the top, she saw them beckon to her to follow. By pronouncing the name of Christ she quelled the dragon; and when she had set her foot on the first rung of the ladder she trod on the
monster's head. Above, she found herself in a spacious garden, where she saw a shepherd, with white hair, milking his ewes, and thousands of angels, arrayed in white, were around him. The shepherd welcomed her, and gave her some curds, which she received with joined hands and ate, the white-robed angels saying "Amen." At the word "Amen" she woke, and the sweet savour of the curds still remained on her palate. The vision indicated that Perpetua and her companions were about to enter into glory by martyrdom.—J. C. Robertson, History of the Christian Church (1875), vol. i. p. 94. (This narrative was written by St. Perpetua herself.)

St. Romuald saw a "Jacob's ladder" on which monks ascended to heaven. When St. Romuald was 102 years old, he wished to pass the rest of his life in solitude, and accordingly retired to the Apennines. Here he had a dream, in which he saw a ladder that touched heaven and earth; and on this ladder the monks of his several convents, all arrayed in white, ascended to heaven. Next day he went to count Maldul to crave the site for a convent, a request which was instantly granted, the count assuring the saint that he also had seen the same vision. The convent, being built, was called Ca-malduli (camp Malduli), from the name of the count; and the society was called the Order of the Camaldulians (A.D. 1009).—Ribadei- neira, The Flower of the Lives of the Saints (died 1611).

St. Sadoth, bishop of Seleucia, sees a "Jacob's ladder" (A.D. 442). In the persecution raised by Sapor II., St. Sadoth with several of his clergy lay hid awhile, and during this retreat he had a vision which seemed to him prophetic of his death. "I saw," said he, "a ladder environed with light, and reaching from earth to heaven. St. Simeon my predecessor was at the top of it, in great glory. He looked on me as I stood at the bottom of the ladder, and said to me with a smiling countenance, 'Mount up, Sadoth, and fear not. I mounted yesterday, and it is your turn now.' This means," continued Sadoth, "that St. Simeon was martyred last year and ascended to heaven, and that I shall be martyred this year, and shall mount the ladder of life."—Alban Butler, Lives of the Saints (Feb. 20).

Jacob's Pillar.

Gen. xxviii. 18, 19. Jacob had fraudulently obtained his father's blessing, and fled out of fear of his brother's vengeance. When he reached Luz he slept on the ground, and took one of the stones for his pillow. In his sleep he imagined he saw a ladder extending from earth to heaven, and angels seemed to him to be constantly ascending and descending this ladder. The dream made a strong impression on him, and he felt persuaded it was a divine vision of deep meaning. When he rose next morning he took the stone he had made his pillow, and, setting it up for a pillar, poured oil on it. He also changed the name of the place from Luz (separation) to Bethel (God's house).

Arthur's Round Table. There is a table shown at Winchester, as "Arthur's Round Table," but it agrees in no respect with the table made by Merlin, at Carduel, for Uther the pendragon. Merlin's table would seat 150 knights; was given by Uther to Leodegrance of Camelard; and passed to Arthur as a wedding gift, when he married Guinever, daughter of Leodegrance. Round tables, however, were not uncommon. Thus, in the reign of Edward I., Roger de Mortimer established at Kenilworth a Round Table "for the encouragement of military pastimes." Some seventy years later, Edward III. had his Round Table at Windsor; it was two hundred feet in diameter. So enormous a table could only have been used in the open fields.

A table of two hundred feet in diameter would seat four hundred guests. Besides the military tables, we are told of John o' Groats's Round Table, made to accommodate his nine sons, to prevent their constant wrangling about precedence.

The Scone stone and coronation chair. A relic like Jacob's stone pillar was not likely to be overlooked in the early days of Christianity, when the fever for relics ran high; but it is passing strange that a fair traditional pedigree should connect this pillow-stone with our own coronation chair, and that actual history can trace the stone of our coronation chair up to A.D. 840, more than a thousand years. First, as to the traditional part, between Jacob and A.D. 840. According to tradition, Jacob's pillow and pillar-stone was carried into Egypt when Jacob went to reside there under the viceroyalty of his son Joseph; but Gethelus, son of Cercops, who had married Scotia, Pharaoh's daughter, carried it to Brigantia, in Spain, when he fled from Egypt out of fear of the man Moses. Here it remained, till Simon Brach, the favourite son of Milo the Scot, removed
it to Ireland.* During a violent storm it was thrown into the sea to appease its rage; and, after the storm lulled, it was placed on the sacred hill of Tara, the capital of Bregia, and called the Lia Fail, or "Stone of Destiny." It was now used as the coronation chair of the Irish kings; and, it is said, a groan, like thunder, was always heard, if the person seated on it was only a pretender, who had no legal right to the crown, otherwise it was silent and uttered no sound. Fergus, the founder of the Scottish monarchy, removed the stone, as a palladium, to Dunstonsnage; and, when the Scots migrated eastwards, the stone was carried with them by Kenneth II., and set up at Scone, A.D. 840. From this point actual history takes up the tale. A stone called the "Fatale Marmor," on which the Scottish kings were crowned, was incased in a chair of wood, and set on the east side of the monastic cemetery; and at coronations it was the privilege of the earls of Fife to lead the new king up to the palladium-chair, and seat him thereon. Scone now became the sedes principalis of Scotland, insomuch that the kingdom of Scotland was called the kingdom of Scone, and Perth (not Edinburgh) was the metropolis. Edward I., by the battle of Dunbar, in 1296, conquered Scotland, and removed the stone to London. It is still in Westminster Abbey, and has been used, from the time of Edward I., as our coronation chair. All agree that the stone is the "Fatale Marmor" of Scotland, but it is by no means certain that this "Fatale Marmor" of Scotland is the "Lia Fail" of Ireland. And as for the wooden chair set over it, while some insist that it is the original chair brought from Scone by Edward together with the stone, others protest that it is the chair used by Edward the Confessor at his coronation. Whether it was the Scone chair or the Confessor's, it is quite certain it was decorated by Walter, the painter employed in beautifying the "Painted Chamber." A stone so venerable of course has also a prophetic virtue attached to it; this is incorporated in the Latin distich—

N automobiles facies, Scoti, quaemque locum
Inventam lapidem, regnum tenentur ibi enim.
[Where'er this stone may be, such is the fate's decree,
The sovereigns of that place shall be of Scottish race.]

Whether the accession of the Stuarts

* Instead of a "favourite son of Milo the Scot," many read "a favourite son of Milo, head of the Scot," an ancient Cattle tribe. This occurred before the time of the founding of Rome.

after Elizabeth satisfies this prediction must be left an open question, which every one must decide according to individual fancy. One thing is certain: Ireland once had the "Lia Fail," and had kings; Scotland once had the "Fatale Marmor," and had kings; both lost their palladium, and lost their kings. England has the Scotch stone now, and is the dominant power of both Ireland and Scotland.

The Celts erected a monolith, called a Tantal Stone or Heir-apparent Stone, at a coronation, as other early nations did. Thus we read in Judges (ix. 6) of Abimelech, that "a pillar was erected in Shechem" when he was made king. Again in 3 Kings (xi. 14) it is said that a pillar was raised when Josiah was made king, "as the manner was." Besides these, there is the "Fatal Stone" or Artimus of the Parsees, mentioned by Pilpay; the "Black Stone" of the Seid; the "Fetal Stone," described as a large mass of very rich gray silver ore, of an Indian South American tribe, removed from place to place, as the tribe fled before the Spanish invaders; the "Casba" of the Musulmans, which Mahomet removed to Mecca. Probably the idol of Diana at Ephesus was a meteoric stone and looked on as a palladium.

Another version. Mrs. G. A. Rogers tells a good story of the pillar of Bethel in her book entitled The Coronation Stone. The points of divergence are these:—

(1) Mrs. Rogers says, as the pillow-stone was Jacob's title-deed, he took it with him wherever he went, and erected another as a memorial of his dream. The title or pillow stone was carried from Egypt, with Joseph's bones, to the promised land. David intended to use it in the temple, but it was "rejected by the builders," and became a type of Christ. At the Captivity it was left behind, as Nebuchadnezzar saw "no beauty in it, that he should desire it;" but on the return from captivity, the princess Tephi, as princess royal of Judah, had a right to the title-stone, and carried it with her, under the leadership of Jeremiah and Baruch, to Ulster, in Ireland, where she married Eochaidh, king of that part of Ireland, and was crowned on the stone, called by the Irish Lia Fail, or "Stone of Destiny."

Here we see a great divergence. The other tradition tells us it was not Tephi, the princess royal of Judah, who took it to Ireland, and married Eochaidh; but that Gatherus, son of Oecropa, who married Scots, Pharaoh's daughter, carried the stone to Spain, where he fled from Moses, and that Simon Broch, son of Milo the Scot, removed it to Ireland.

(2) Mrs. Rogers fills up the story thus: At the beginning of the sixth century, Fergus I., king of Ireland, sailed to Scotland, and conquered Argyleshire. He slew king Coilus, and the kingdom of the Scots was established on Fergus and his posterity. Fergus now sent to
JEPHTHAH'S RASH VOW—JERICHO BESIEGED.

When Jephthah went against the Ammonites, he vowed, If I return victorious, to sacrifice, as a burnt offering, whatever first met him on his entrance into his native city. He gained the victory, and, at the news thereof, his only daughter came forth dancing to give him welcome. The miserable father rent his clothes in the fullness of grief, but the noble daughter would not listen to a violation of the vow. She crave a short respite to bewail her blighted hopes, and then submitted to her sad lot.

Idomeneus's rash vow. Idomeneus, king of Crete, on his return from Troy, made a vow in a temple, if he escaped shipwreck and reached home safely, to offer to the sea-god the first living thing that met his eye on the Cretan shore. His own son was there to give him welcome, and he did unto him according to his vow.—Fenelon, Telemaque, bk. v. (This is a post-Homeric legend.)

King Oswi's rash vow. Oswi, king of Northumbria, in A.D. 655, met the pagan host in the field of Winwoord, by Leeds. The pagans were commanded by Penda, and costly gifts were offered him to avert his attack. Penda refused to accept the gifts. "Let us, then," cried Oswi, "offer them to One who will accept them;" and he vowed, if his arms were successful against Penda, to dedicate his daughter to God. Victory declared for Oswi. Penda's army fled. The river, swollen by rains, swept away the fugitives. And Oswi did unto his daughter according to his vow.—Green, A Short History of the English People, p. 24.

Jericho besieged.

Josh. vi. 1-21. When Joshua besieged Jericho, according to the command of God, seven priests with trumpets went about the city before the ark of the covenant. Armed men went before as the advanced guard, and the rearguard went after the seven trumpeters with the ark of the Lord. The procession marched thus round the city for seven days, and on the seventh day at dawn they marched round the city seven times, and at the seventh time, when the priests blew the trumpets, Joshua said to the army, Shout; for the Lord hath given you the city. So the army shouted, when the priests blew the trumpets, and the wall of the city fell down flat, so that the people went up into the city, and they took the city, and utterly destroyed all that were therein, both man and woman, old and young, and ox, and sheep, and ass, with the edge of the sword.

Judg. vii. 15-23. Gideon overcame the Midianites by surprising them in the middle night-watch. His three hundred men were furnished with pitchers which concealed lighted lamps, and at a given signal they all broke their pitchers and shouted. The sword of the Lord and of Gideon! The Midianites were panic-struck, and fled.

Avallon in Burgundy besieged, and its walls fall down as the "Agnus Dei" is chanted (A.D. 1022). King Robert besieged Avallon, in Burgundy, for three months without being able to take it. At the fête of St. Aignan he left the besiegers, and went to Orleans to keep the fête. While he was at the grand mass, dressed in a magnificent robe, and leading the choir, according to his custom, at the very moment the Agnus Dei was sung, the walls of Avallon fell down, and his army, marching into the city, took it. The king, in gratitude, made to the church of Saint-Croix, in Orleans, a present of a gold paten and chalice. He also rebuilt the church of St. Aignan, and greatly augmented its revenues.—Hergaud, Life of King Robert; and also S. Guyon, History of the Church of Orleans. The Hallelujah Victory, or Victoria Alleluaticca (March 30, A.D. 430). This is given by several ecclesiastical historians as a fact. St. Germanus, bishop of Auxerre, and Lupus, bishop of Troyes, came to Britain to advise the British bishops how to act in respect to the Pelagian heresy which was greatly spreading. While in the island they headed a British army against the allied Picts and Saxons. They marched into Flintshire, saw the foe encamped at Mold, and rushed upon them so tumultuously, shout-
ing "Hallelujah!" that the foe was panic-struck, and fled in the utmost disorder.

Jerooboam's Withered Hand.

1 Kings xiii. 1-6. There came a man of God out of Judah unto Beth-el; and Jerooboam stood by the altar to burn incense. And the prophet cried against the altar. And when the king hez,-Y, he put forth his hand from the altar, saying, Lay hold on him. And his hand dried up so that he could not pull it in again. The altar also was rent, and the ashes poured out. Then said the king to the prophet, Intreat now the Lord thy God that my hand may be restored me again. And the man of God besought the Lord, and the king's hand was restored him again, and became as it was before.

Aurelian's hand withered and restored by St. Vitus. St. Vitus, at the age of twelve years, was condemned by the emperor Aurelian to be scourged for worshipping Christ the crucified. The lictors appointed for the purpose no sooner began to scourge the child than their arms dried up; Aurelian also felt his arms and legs to be withered. Then said he to the father of St. Vitus, "Thy son is a magician, for he has taken from me the use of my limbs." The child made answer, "I am no magician, but a servant of the living God; and it is the God I serve who has chastened thee for thy sins." Said Aurelian, "If God will restore me the use of my limbs, I will own Him to be a great God, and Him only will I serve." Then Vitus made a prayer, and forthwith Aurelian was made whole, and would have no more to do with that just child, but released him and let him go.—Edward Kinesman (1623), Lives of the Saints, p. 881.

Timoteus blinded and restored by St. Januarius. When Timoteus, governor of Benevento, ordered St. Januarius and his companions to be beheaded, he suddenly lost the sight of both his eyes. He therefore sent for St. Januarius and implored him to deliver him from this state of misery. The saint restored him his sight; and the pagans being convinced of the power of God by this double miracle, five thousand of them were converted and baptized.—Edward Kinesman (1623), Lives of the Saints, p. 748.

Jewels.

One day a lady from Campania called upon Cornelia, the mother of Tiberius and Caius Gracchus, and, after showing her jewels, requested in return to see those of the famous daughter of the elder Scipio. Cornelia sent for her two sons, and, presenting them to the visitor, said, "These, madam, are my jewels."—Roman Story.

The treasures of the Christian Church. St. Lawrence was treasurer of the Christian Church in Rome, and the emperor Decius insisted on knowing where he had concealed the treasures. St. Lawrence begged three days' grace, and at the expiration of that time appeared before the emperor with all the Christians he could muster. Being asked if he had brought the treasures of the Church with him, he replied that he had; then, turning to the Christian throng, he said aloud, "These, Decius, are the treasures of the Church."—Life of St. Lawrence (from the public registers).

Jews converted.

John xii. 11. Many of the Jews went away, and believed on Jesus.

Acts xxv. 21. Thou teachest all the Jews to forsake Moses.

St. Vincent Ferrier converts a whole synagogue of Jews (A.D. 1357-1419). One day St. Vincent Ferrier, at the invitation of a Jew, went into the synagogue of Salamanca. He entered, crucifix in hand, which greatly troubled the assistants. The saint, however, soon tranquillized them, by saying he was going to speak to the congregation on a matter of great importance. They thought he meant some matter of public interest, so when he began to speak they were all ear. Using soothing and gentle words, he spoke of the Christian faith, and dwelt especially on the passion and death of the Messiah. As he spoke of the cross of Christ, a number of crosses appeared miraculously, and one attached itself to the dress of each one present, women as well as men; and, what is infinitely more important, every heart was converted to the Christian faith. St. Vincent, ravished at this outpouring of the Holy Spirit, baptized all present, and the synagogue became a Christian church, which went by the name of "The True Cross."—Les Petits Bollandistes, vol. iv. p. 241.

Jezebel devoured by Dogs.

1 Kings xxii. 23; 2 Kings ix. 30-36. Of Jezebel the Lord said, Dogs shall eat Jezebel by the wall of Jezreel. When Jehu was come to Jezreel, Jezebel heard of it, and looked out of a window to see him pass. She taunted him for treason, and Jehu told some eunuchs to throw her out of the window into the street, where she was trampled to death. Later in the
day, Jehu said, Go, see now this cursed woman, and bury her: for she was a king's daughter. So they buried her, but found only her skull, feet, and palms of the hands. And Jehu said, This is the word of the Lord. In the portion of Jeshreel shall dogs eat the flesh of Jezabel.

Bolislaus, king of Poland, eaten by dogs (A.D. 1079). Bolislaus, king of Poland, was a very wicked man, who greatly persecuted the Church of Christ, and killed St. Stanislaus, king of Cracow, while serving at the altar, by cleaving his head in two with his sword. St. Gregory VII. excommunicated him for this atrocious crime; and, as he fled towards Hungary, he was thrown from his horse, and eaten up by dogs.—Ribadeneira, The Flower of the Lives of Saints (died 1611).

Job, the Story of.

Job xiii. 10-16. The Lord gave, and the Lord hath taken away; blessed be the name of the Lord (Job i. 21). These were the words of Job, the man of Uz, when messenger after messenger announced to him some fresh calamity which had befallen him. One told him, The sheep were devoured by the lions; another, a wolf destroyed them, while he was feeding beside them; when the Sabeans fell upon them, stole them, and slew the servants with the edge of the sword. Another followed, and said, Fare of God has fallen from heaven, and hath burnt up the sheep and the servants, and consumed them. While he was still speaking, a third said, The Chaldeans have fallen on the camels, and have carried them away, and slain thy servants with the edge of the sword. A fourth said, Thy sons and thy daughters were eating in their elder brother's house, and lo! there came a great wind, and smote the four corners of the house, and it fell on them, and they are all dead. Oxen and ass, camels, and servants, and all that he had, were taken from him; and Job fell to the ground and worshipped, saying, Naked came I into the world, and naked shall I return; blessed be the name of the Lord. And when the Lord saw that Job stilled not in his great sorrow, He gave him twice as much as he had before. For he had had fourteen thousand sheep, and six thousand camels, and a thousand yoke of oxen, and a thousand she-asses. He had also seven sons and three daughters, and in all the land were no women so fair as the daughters of Job. And Job lived after this a hundred and forty years, and saw his sons, and his sons' sons to the fourth generation.

Sir Isumbras tried like Job. Sir Isumbras was informed by some of his household that his horses and oxen had been suddenly struck dead by lightning, and all his poultry killed by a swarm of adders. He received the sad intelligence with humble resignation, and commanded those who told him to bless the God of heaven, who bestows all good things, and in chastisement remembers mercy. Scarcely had he done speaking, when a page told him his castle was burnt to the ground, and many of its inmates had lost their lives, but that his wife and children had fortunately escaped. Sir Isumbras blessed the name of the Lord, who had thus tempered the wind to the shorn lamb, and bestowed on the page a purse of gold. When he came to his wife and children, he proposed to them a pilgrimage to Jerusalem, and cutting with his knife the sign of the cross upon his shoulder, he started at once for the Holy Land, resolving to beg his way. After they had passed through seven nations, they were stopped by a river. Sir Isumbras, taking up his elder son in his arms, carried him across, and set him under the shadow of a bush of broom, bidding him amuse himself with the flowers, while he went to fetch his younger brother. When half-way through the river, a lion pounced on the elder child and carried it off, while at the same moment a leopard ran away with the younger one. The mother was frantic; but sir Isumbras said, "The Lord gave, and the Lord hath taken away; blessed be the name of the Lord." It was now seven days since either of them had tasted food, and seeing a fleet at anchor not far off, they hastened thither to crave for something to eat. It was the soldier's fleet, and the two strangers were instantly seized as spies; but the soldier, after a time, convinced of his mistake, and struck with the beauty of the woman, offered sir Isumbras great riches if he would join his fleet, and give him his wife for a concubine. Sir Isumbras answered respectfully but firmly that he was the servant of the living God, and Him only would he serve; and as for selling his wife, the laws of Christ forbade it. However, while this parley was going on, the soldiers of the soldier contrived to carry the woman off, while others seized sir Isumbras and beat him till he was unable to move. Thus was he deprived of every earthly possession; but in all this the Christian knight sinned not.—Caxton's Golden Legend. (See also The Metrical Lives of the Saints.)

(We want the sequel to this story, which greatly resembles the legend of St. Ruchin, p. 811.)

Grisilda afflicted and restored. One of the best imitations of the story of Job is that of Grisilda, in Boccaccio's Decameron (last tale). This very striking story has
been copied by poets and novelists in all nations. Thus, Petrarch has left a Latin version, entitled De Obedientia et Fide Ursoria Mythologia. There is also a sixteenth-century ballad called Patient Grissel. Chaucer made it the subject of the Clerk's Story, in his Canterbury Tales. There is a medieval prose version; and Miss Edgeworth's domestic novel, called The Modern Griselda. The general scope of the story is this:—

Grisilda was the daughter of a coal-burner, who became the wife of Walter, marquis of Saluzzo. [Grisilda is to take the place of Job, and her husband that of the Lord of Hosts. As God tried Job, and he exclaimed, "The Lord gave, and the Lord hath taken away; blessed be the name of the Lord;" so Walter, marquis of Saluzzo, tried the coal-burner's daughter, and she submitted without a murmur, saying, "Shall I receive good at the hand of my lord, and shall I not receive evil?""] Her lord put her to three trials. First he took her infant daughter from her, and conveyed it secretly to the queen of Pavia to be brought up, while the mother was made to believe that the child was murdered. Four years afterwards she had a son, which was also taken from her, and sent to be brought up with his sister. Eight years later Grisilda was divorced, and sent back to her native cottage, because her husband, as she was told, was going to marry another, younger and more beautiful than herself. When, in all this, lord Walter saw no mark of murmuring or jealousy, he bade Grisilda prepare to become the tiring-maid of his new wife. Without a frown, without a word of complaint, she went to her lord's castle, was introduced to the supposed bride, and was then informed that the beautiful maiden was her own daughter, and the youth, her brother, was her own son. Her heart was full, her cup of joy ran over, and she might have adopted the words of the psalmist. "Heaviness may endure for a night, but joy cometh in the morning."

St. Placidus, the Roman general, tried like Job. Placidus was very rich, and high in the favour of Trajan, the Roman emperor; but after his miraculous conversion (vide Index) he was tried like Job. A pestilence carried off all his messervants and maiteservants, and all his sheep, horses, and cattle. Robbers despoiled him of his goods, and, for fear of the plague, he, with his wife and two sons, fled towards the sea. Here they found a vessel in which they intended to embark, but the captain, struck with the beauty of the woman, determined to make her his mistress; so, beckoning to his crew, they seized her, carried her aboard, and set sail, leaving Placidus and the boys behind. The general, finding all hopeless, took the boys, and wandered about till they came to a river. One he carried across, and as he was going back to fetch the other, he saw a wolf snatch up one child, and a lion the other. Having now lost everything, he hired himself to a farmer as a keeper of sheep, in which servile capacity he continued for fifteen years. In the mean time Rome was beset with foes, and the emperor sent messengers in all directions to hunt up Placidus. Two of the messengers arrived at the village where he lived as a hired labourer, recognized him, and told him the emperor desired him to lead his army to battle. So the shepherd was arrayed in the robes of a Roman general, returned to Rome, and once more headed the Roman legions.

His two sons were not devoured by the wild beasts, for certain husbandmen, who saw them, so alarmed the beasts that they dropped their prey to secure their flight, and the boys were brought up by the men who rescued them.

Placidus, finding the army under his command too small, had a new levy made, and his own two sons were amongst the recruits. After routing the foe, Placidus halted for three days in a town where his wife was living. She had been carried off by the sea captain, but, as she resolutely resisted all his advances, he put her ashore, and she earned her living as a poor peasant woman. The two young men happened to be billeted in her cottage. Here a sort of good fellowship sprang up between the two young soldiers, who were entire strangers to each other, and the elder told the younger the story of his life. When he came to the adventure at the river, the younger instantly discovered they were brothers. The woman, their mother, overheard the tale, went to the general, revealed herself, and introduced to him his two sons, who were thus marvellously lost, and as marvellously found. — Gesta Romanorum, cx. (See Reader's Handbook, Comedy of Errors.

Job impleaded by the Devil.

Job i. 6–12; ii. 1–6. Satan said to God that
Job served Him from interested motives, and if God afflicted him, he would curse Him to His face. God gave Satan liberty to try what he could do by afflicting Job; but Job sinned not, and God restored him to health and prosperity.

When an Egyptian died he was tried before he was buried. A public accuser urged all that could be said against him, and another advocate defended the deceased. Judgment was then passed by the three judges, and the body was disgraced or honoured accordingly. The judges sat on the further side of a lake, which had to be crossed in a boat. Here we see the classic myths of Charon and his boat, the three judges of hell, and the river Styx. — Pindarus Scius, i. 99. In the process of canonisation the Adversus Dei supports the motion, and the Adversus Diabol opposit it.

St. Bernard impaled by the devil. Just before his death, St. Bernard was rapt in a trance, and presented before the Redeemer. The devil came among the sons of God, and accused him, saying he was unworthy to be admitted among the saints of light. St. Bernard fell on his knees before the throne of grace, and said, "I acknowledge, O most merciful Saviour, my unworthiness to receive any blessing at Thy hand. I plead not my merits, but Thy most precious blood-shedding which cleanseth from all sin. Washed in the blood of the Lamb, though my sins be as scarlet, they would be white as snow; though they be like crimson, they would be as wool." When the devil heard these words he left the lect, and angels carried the saint back into his cell. — William (abbot of Theodore), Life of St. Bernard.

The devil and the dying man. It is said that the devil came once to a dying man. He held in his hand a long parchment roll, in which was set down all the man's sins from birth to the passing hour; all the idle words he had spoken, all the falsehoods he had told, all the impure and profane words he had uttered, all his angry words, all his wanton words, all his vain and vaunting words, all his ungodly words, all his scandals, all his omissions. Next came his thoughts; and then his acts of sin, arrayed under the ten commandments. It was a frightful schedule indeed; and Satan said, "What have you as a set-off against this list of sins?" The sick man replied, "Put down this first: 'The blood of Christ cleanseth from all sin'; and underneath add this: 'Whosoever believeth in Me shall not perish, but have everlasting life.'" Whereupon the devil vanished; and the sick man died with these words on his lips, "Who shall lay anything to the charge of God's elect? It is God that justifieth. Who is he that condemneth?"

Jonah and the Whale.

Jonah 1, 2. Jonah, the prophet, was commanded by God to go to Nineveh, and cry against it for its wickedness; but instead of obeying this command, he fled to Tarshish. While on his voyage to Tarshish a great storm arose, and the ship being almost wrecked, the mariners cast lots to ascertain which of the crew had provoked the gods to send this death upon them. The lot fell on Jonah; and when the sailors hesitated what to do, Jonah said to them, Take me up, and cast me into the sea, and so shall the waves be calm. The men were unwilling to do so, and rowed hard for land, but the storm was against them; so at length they cast the prophet into the sea, and the storm abated. Jonah was not drowned, for a great fish, called a "whale," swallowed him, and for three days and three nights he remained in the whale's belly, at the expiration of which time he was vomited alive on dry land.

Fish large enough to swallow a man have doubtless been found occasionally in the Mediterranean sea. The white shark swallows what it takes into its mouth whole. It is physically unable to divide its food piecemeal. Otto Fabricius tells us: "Its wound is to swallow down dead or living men at a gulp." In 1768 a sailor fell overboard in the Mediterranean, when a shark took him in its wide throat; but the captain shot the shark, and the sailor was rescued from his perilous condition without injury. The captain gave the man the fish, which was exhibited throughout Europe. It was twenty feet long, with fins nine feet wide, and it weighed 2504 lbs. Blumenbach makes mention of a white shark which weighed 10,000 lbs.; and he tells us that hares have been found whole in the stomach of these monsters of the deep. A writer of the seventeenth century, On the Fish of Marsilia, says the men of Nice assured him they once took a fish of the Cassius species family, 4000 lbs. in weight, in the belly of which a man whole was found. — Dr. Pusey, Minor Prophets.

Arion, being cast into the sea, was swallowed by a dolphin. Arion of Lesbos was very rich, and greatly beloved by Periander, king of Corinth. One day being out at sea, the mariners agreed to drown him, and take possession of his money; so they cast him overboard. But a dolphin, allured by the music of his lute, had followed the ship, and when the poet was cast into the waves, swallowed him up, and cast him forth alive on Tenaros, a town of Laconia. — Herodotus, History, i. 23, 24.

Hercules, being shipwrecked, was swallowed by a fish. Lycophron the Greek poet relates that Hercules, in his home voyage, after the adventure of the Golden Fleece, was shipwrecked; and, being swallowed by a monstrous fish, was digorged alive on shore, after the space of three days.

Lycophron lived in the second century before Christ.

The daughter of king Amply, being shipwrecked, was swallowed by a whale. Anselm, emperor of Rome, had a son, and king Amply a daughter. This son and daughter being betrothed to each other,
the princess was sent to Rome for her espousals. On the voyage a great storm arose; the ship was driven on a rock, and all hands except the bride were drowned. About three o'clock the storm lulled, and the lady, clinging to part of the wreck, was followed by a whale, which swallowed her. When she found out where she was, she took a knife, and wounded the whale so severely that “according to its instinct” it made at once for land, and the spot it reached belonged to the earl Pirris, who happened to be walking at the time along the coast. Seeing the whale, the earl called together his men, and harpooned it; but a voice from the belly of the whale cried to them, “Have mercy, friends; I am a king’s daughter.” The earl was amazed, and, opening the whale carefully, found inside it the princess. He took her out, and she related to him her wonderful tale. The earl entertained her hospitably, sent to inform the two kings of the strange adventure, and after a few days the emperor sent an escort to conduct her to Rome. —Gesta Romanorum, cix. MS.

The dead body of St. Lucian, being cast into the sea, was brought to land by a dolphin. The body of St. Lucian, after his martyrdom, was cast into the sea, to the great grief of his disciples, who wished to bury it. But fifteen days afterwards a dolphin brought it ashore; and hence, in Christian art, this saint is often represented with a dolphin at his side. —Metaphræsēs (died A.D. 911), Lives, etc.

St. Martinian saved by a dolphin (A.D. 830). St. Martinian, the hermit, first took up his abode in Cesarea; but a woman named Zoe came one night to his cell, clothed in rags and drenched with rain, imploring shelter from the storm. St. Martinian took her in, but next day quitted his solitude, to find one more inaccessible. A mariner told him of a rock in the sea without inhabitant, and there he made his abode for six years, seeing no one, save only this mariner, who called thrice a year. One day a ship struck on the rock, and all the crew perished, except one young woman, who clung to a plank. Seeing St. Martinian on the rock, she cried out, “Help, help, or I perish!” The hermit gave help, and drew the woman on the rock. He took her to his cell, and said, “Here you may live, and here I leave you such food as I have; but I myself must quit this rock without delay. Farewell!” Then, going to the sea, he made the sign of the cross, commended himself to God, and threw himself into the waves. God sent a dolphin to bear him on its back to the nearest shore, and there he landed in safety. Martinian now saw that no place is free from temptation, so he lived the rest of his life as a wanderer, begging his daily food. After the space of two years, he reached Athens, where he died. —Metaphræsēs (a personal friend), Lives of Saints. (Also Joseph Assemani, Universal Calendar, vol. vi. p. 140, etc.)

Judas, the Death of.

Acre i. 18. This man [Judas] purchased a field with the reward of iniquity; and, falling headlong, he burst asunder; he was girded, and all his bowels gushed out. (See 2 Chron. xxvi. 15.)

Death of Aries, the heresarch (A.D. 836). Constantine ordered bishop Alexander to receive Aries into the Church, and appointed the day following for the ceremony. Alexander prayed fervently that God would take his life before sunrise, if Aries was right; if not, that Aries himself might receive the reward of his iniquity before the Church was prostituted by receiving him into its bosom. The morrow came, and it seemed to promise a grand triumph to the Arians. Aries himself paraded about the city on horseback, with a large number of flowers. On coming, however, to Constantine’s forum, a sudden disorder of the bowels seized him, and being compelled to dismount, he retired for relief behind the forum. Here he burst asunder, and all his bowels gushed out. —Athenasius, De Morte Arij, 8; Rufinus, Ecclesiastical History, i. 12, 13 (died 410); Socrates, Ecclesiastical History, bk. i. ch. 39 (died 439).

“Cum vanis festis juxta forum, quod dicitur Constantinum, quia in loco status porphyretica posita est, terror quidam ex conscientiis seuereur siti abortus est; et cum terrae simul alius relaxa. Percontinentique nunc in proximo aeterno latinas, cum post Constantinum forum esse diceretur, ille perrexit. Mor animo defecrit coelum; et unum cum sacra, sancto animus ipsi delaturit; et quid modici vocant heroplogetas, decennis per annum dedicit. Subsecuta est aegritatis coelum; ac postremo tenus intestinum simul cum spiene ac secores effusus sunt. Et ille quidem continuo animam salviavit. Latinas autem ille Constantinopolis post forum Constantinum, scit ante diale, et post mactum, quod est in portico, etiamnum monstratur; et sunti pratercentibus digitum ad se intendentibus, genus mortis Anir perpetuo meminisse postemis reddunt.” —Socrates, Ecclesiastical History, bk. i. ch. 35 (turned into Latin by Henry Valesius. Edition 1577).

Labour in Vain.

Lukä v. 5. Master, we have toiled all the night, and have taken nothing.
Prov. x. 2. Treasures of wickedness profit nothing.
Job v. 12. He disappointeth the devices of the crafty, so that their hands cannot perform their enterprise.

A thief stole St. Eman’s horse, but the horse moved not (A.D. 560). St. Eman, being invited to visit Bladiste, a grand seigneur of Chartres, was obliged to pass the night on the road, because the distance was too great for a single day’s journey. He found entertainment for himself in a house on the road, but none for his horse. So, making on it the sign of a cross, he turned it adrift, bidding it not to stray. A fellow named Abbon mounted the horse, with intent of stealing it; but next morning, the horse and thief stood at the door of the house where the saint slept. St. Eman politely thanked the thief for bringing the horse to the door, and gave him a piece of money, that if he was in distress, the temptation to steal might be taken away. (See ODILE, below.)—Acta Sanctorum (Bollandists), vol. ii. May 16, p. 595.

The robbers who stole St. Hermeland’s eggs (A.D. 718). Some villagers stole a lot of eggs from St. Hermeland’s abbey, and walked with them all night long, expecting to find themselves many miles away; but what was their surprise, at sunrise, to find themselves still in the hen-house. Though they had walked all night, they had not stirred a single step, and, being found next morning, they were obliged to give back their plunder.—BULTEAU, History of the Monks of the East, bk. i ch. 37.

The robbers who stole St. Laumer’s ox, after driving it all night, found at daybreak they were still in the ox-stall (sixth century). One day some robbers stole an ox from St. Laumer’s monastery; but after driving it all night, found, at daybreak next day, they had never quitted the ox-yard. As the servants and monks were all astir, they then decamped, leaving the ox behind in the shed.—Les Petits Bollandistes, vol. i. p. 472.

A robber who stole St. Odilo’s horse remained immovable all night. One night a robber stole St. Odilo’s horse, but no sooner had he reached the outer gates of the monastery of Orval than both he and the horse became powerless to move. There they stood, like living statues, all the night through. At daybreak St. Odilo saw them, and, going up to the robber, said to him quizzically, “Friend, you have put yourself to a vast deal of trouble to stand guard here all night.” Then, casting towards him a small coin, he led the horse back into the stable. (See EMAN, col. 1.)—Bollandus, Acta Sanctorum, vol. i. Jan. 1.

The groom of Payen du Teil, having stolen his master’s horse, travelled all night, and next morning found he had not left the yard (eleventh century). St. Bernard of Abbeville, with two companions, travelling from Nogent to Mortagne, met a chevalier named Payen du Teil, who invited them to sleep in his mansion. During the night, the groom stole his master’s horse and rode off with it towards Bellesme, a town in the county of Perche, then at war with Mortagne. St. Bernard, who knew what was done, had recourse to prayer, and God led the groom a fool’s chase; for after riding all night, and expecting to find himself at Bellesme, at daybreak he discovered he was still in his master’s stables; and recognized at once that this was due to St. Bernard’s prayers.—Corbet, Hagiographie d’Amiens. (The life of St. Bernard was written 1187–1148 by Geoffroy la Gros, one of his disciples.)

St. Vincent Ferrer journeyed eastwards from Vannes all night, and found next morning he had not moved (A.D. 1419). When St. Vincent Ferrer was about to die, the people of Valentiæ entreated that he would return thither, and lay his bones among them. He was then at Vannes, and started with his five companions, at sunset, to go to Spain. All night they travelled, taking a direction eastwards; but, at sunrise next morning, they found, after twelve hours’ walking, they were still on the spot from which they started. St. Vincent understood by this “miracle” that God intended he should die at Vannes; and said to his companions, “You see, my brothers, God does not wish Valentiæ to have my bones, because that stiffnecked people rejected the word of truth which I preached to them.” When the inhabitants of Vannes heard of this, the churches rang out their joy-peals, and ten days afterwards the saint died, at the age of sixty years.—PETER RANZANO (bishop of Lucera), Life of St. Vincent Ferrer.

Legion.

Lukx viii. 27–38. When Jesus arrived at the country of the Gadarenes, there met Him a certain man who had a devil, and wore no clothes, and abode in the tombs. When he saw Jesus, he cried out, What have I to do
with Thee, Jesus, Son of God! I beseech Thee torment me not. Jesus asked him, saying: What is thy name? And he said, Legion. And they besought Jesus that He would not command them to go into the deep. Now, there was there a herd of many swine feeding on the mountain, and the devils besought Him that He would suffer them to enter into the swine; and He suffered it. Then went the devils out of the man, and entered into the swine; and the whole herd ran violently down a steep place into the lake, and there perished. 

Orion, possessed of a legion, is delivered by St. Hilarion. Orion was a very rich man, but he was possessed of a legion. While St. Hilariun was preaching, Orion, slipping from his keepers, ran up to him, and, seizing him in his arms, hoisted him up into the air. All the congregation were terrified; but Hilarion said, “Let be! I will deal with this man.” Then, taking him by the hair, he threw him on the ground, and set his foot upon him. The man howled and yelled; but the hermit said, “Ah! Lord, deliver this wretch, unloose him, for it is as easy for Thee to vanquish a legion as one.” So saying, Orion opened his mouth, and there issued from it sordid noises, like the stir of a moving crowd. Presently the noise ceased, and the man was cured. Next day, Orion brought rich presents to the monastery; but Hilarion said to him, “Didst thou never hear what befell Gehazi and Simon Magus? One sold the gift of the Holy Ghost, and the other thought to buy it; but both were severely punished. Go home, and do what you will with the gifts, for I will in no wise touch them.” Orion then besought the saint to take them in trust, as alms for the poor; but Hilarion declined to do so, for “many,” he said, “under the guise of alms, indulge their own greed. We are not only to do no evil, Orion; we are not to let our good be evil spoken of, lest the name of Christ be blasphemed.” Orion was vexed, but Hilarion said to him, “My son, grieve not at my words. Were I to accept thy bounty, I should be doing wrong, and devils would no longer be obedient to me. Then would they return to thee, fiercer and more numerous than before, and thy last state would be worse than thy first. Go to thy house rather, and give to the poor, even as thy heart bids thee; for whose giveth to the Lord, lendeth to the Lord.” (See LUNATICS, etc., p. 228.)—St. Jerome, Vita St. Hilarioccus Eremitae (A.D. 890). See also Callistus (who died 1850), Ecclesiastical History.

**Lifted up.**

EXK. VIII. 3. He put forth the form of a hand, and took me by a lock of my head; and the Spirit lifted me up between the earth and the heaven.

JAMES IV. 10. Humble yourselves in the sight of the Lord, and He will lift you up.

PSALM CXLVI. 6. The Lord lifteth up the meek: He casteth the wicked down to the ground.

1 SAM. II. 7. The Lord... bringeth low and lifteth up.

St. Agnes was often lifted from the ground in the ecstasy of prayer (A.D. 1274-1817). Even at the early age of fifteen, we are told, St. Agnes was often lifted five feet or more from the ground, in the ecstasy of prayer, and that “in the presence of all the inmates of the Convent del Sacco.”—Raymond of Capua, Life of St. Agnes.

St. Angela of Brescia, founder of the Ursulines, lifted up (A.D. 1474-1564). On her return to Brescia, after the treaty of Cambrai, in 1529, St. Angela was at the “holy sacrifice,” when she was suddenly and publicly entranced. Her body was lifted from the earth, in the sight of all the congregation, and remained suspended in the air a long time. “Ce prodige fut apres d’un nombre infini de personnes. Elle eut souvent des ravissements semblables.”—Les Petits Bollandistes, vol. vii. pp. 531, 532.

St. Antoinette of Florence often lifted up in prayer (A.D. 1400-1472). “Plusieurs fois ou vit un globe de feu suspendu au-dessus de la tete de la Bienheureuse Antoinette, qui, dans l’obscurite, remplissait le saint temple de lumiere; plusieurs fois aussi on la vit suspendue entre le ciel et la terre pendant qu’elle priait.”—Les Petits Bollandistes, vol. iii. p. 71.

St. Arey, bishop of Gap, often lifted up in prayer (A.D. 536-604). Probus, a contemporary, tells us that St. Arey got a false key of the church, whereby he let himself in during the hours of sleep, and passed the time in prayer on the pavement of the church. Often and often, says Probus, during these vigils, the saint was ravished in spirit and carried before the throne of the Almighty, or lifted high into the air by the ministry of angels. At such times the whole church was a blaze of celestial light.—Histoire Hagiologique du Diocese de Gap.

The spirits of St. Berard and his companions lifted up (A.D. 804). St. Berard and his companions tried to convert the Moors of Spain, but were cast into a
dark dungeon. This dungeon was instantly illuminated with light from heaven, and the guards saw the spirits of St. Bernard and his companions lifted into the air, "comme si elles eussent déjà monté au ciel." Fortwith they were miraculously set free, and again preached to the followers of the false prophet. Being again seized, they were scourged, dragged over broken glass and crockery till all their bodies were one vast wound. The wounds, being covered with salt and sprinkled with vinegar to irritate them, had boiling oil poured over them, but "au milieu de tous ces outrages, les saints montrèrent tant de constance qu'ils ne paraissaient pas être sensibles aux douleurs." — Les Petits Bollandistes (1880), vol. i. p. 881.

Jamblichus lifted up in prayer (fourth century). Jamblichus, the Neo-platonist, when he prayed, was raised ten cubits from the ground, and his body and dress too assumed the appearance of gold. — Eunapius, Jamblichus.

St. Peter Celestine, saying mass, was lifted high into the air, and remained so through the whole service (A.D. 1274). When St. Peter Celestine went to Rome to obtain the pope's approval of the "Order of Celestines," he was ordered to say mass. The officers who waited on the priests handed him the gorgeous robes and ornaments, but Peter requested he might retain his hermit's cloak. He did so, but angels came and covered his cloak with precious ornaments; and, when he began mass, he was lifted by angels high in the air, where he remained suspended till the service was over. The pope, who was present, could not, after this, hesitate to confirm the new order, and accordingly granted the required bulls.

Another example. Celestine V., after his abdication, was imprisoned by his successor, Boniface VIII., in the castle of Fumone, and starved to death. No one was allowed access to him, and a strong guard was set over him. One day Boniface, being conscience-struck, sent three cardinals to console his prisoner. They found him saying mass for the dead; and were not a little astonished to see him surrounded with light, and suspended in the air. When the cardinals asked him why he was saying mass for the dead, he replied, "It is for the king of Hungary, who died this morning; by the mass just said, his soul has been delivered from purgatory." — The Admirable Life of St. Peter Celestine, Pope, etc. (from the press of the Celestines, Bar le Duc).

St. Clara of Rimini goes from Assisi to the church "de la Portioncule" without touching the ground (A.D. 1346). One day, as St. Clara went from Assisi to the church "de la Portioncule" about a mile off, her companions noticed that her feet never once touched the ground; in fact, "angels carried her to the church of their queen." — Les Petits Bollandistes, vol. ii. p. 439. See p. 200, xi.

St. Coletta or Nicoletta often lifted up by the Spirit (A.D. 1380-1447). One day, as St. Coletta was seated on the ground in the midst of her sisterhood, the twelve apostles, as twelve old men arrayed in white robes, stood round for some time, then rose into the air. St. Coletta rose with them, till she wholly disappeared from the sight of her companions. Often during her prayers was she lifted by the Spirit from the earth, sometimes so high as to be quite out of sight. At one time, "une flamme merveilleuse s'échappant de sa bouche illuminait son oratoire." — Douillet, Vie de St. Colette.

St. Francis of Paula lifted from the earth in prayer (A.D. 1416-1507). Louis XI. sent for St. Francis of Paula, and the pope (Sixtus IV.) commanded him to go. When he reached Naples, on his way to Tours, the whole city turned out to pay him honour, and the king (Ferdinand I.) entertained him in his palace. At night, his majesty, peeping through the crevices of the chamber door, saw the saint in prayer. He was encompassed with a great light, and was elevated many feet from the floor of the room. The king was greatly astonished, the more so as he thought the fatigues of the day would have overcome him; but he knew not the man, or he would have known that in the multitude of his thoughts he would say unto God, "Thy comforts refresh my soul." — Father Giry, Acts of his Canonization, etc.

St. Francis of Posadas often lifted from the earth in the sacrifice of the mass (A.D. 1644-1713). St. Francis of Posadas wept without ceasing during mass, and thought himself unworthy to touch his God. At the elevation of the host, his whole body trembled, and he could not restrain his sighs. One day he saw Christ Himself in the host, and his agitation was so great that his assistants were afraid he would break the host in his hands. Often he would fall into an ecstasy, and be caught
up from the ground. When he came to himself he would say, "I cannot tell whether I left the earth or the earth withdrew from me." On one occasion, while pronouncing the words of consecration, his spirit left his body, and his body rose in the air, and remained suspended there. When he came down again, all the congregation saw he was encompassed with a great light, the wrinkles of his face disappeared, his skin looked transparent as crystal, and his cheeks were red as fire. On another occasion, while reading the Gospel of the day, rays of light issued from his mouth so as to lighten the missal he held in his hand. Twice, during Pentecost, such a brilliant light issued from his body that the whole altar was illuminated.—L'abbé Daras, *The Saints, etc.*, of the Eighteenth Century.

St. John-Joseph of the Cross often lifted from the earth in his ecstasies (A.D. 1654–1784). St. John-Joseph of the Cross in his ecstasies was frequently lifted by the Spirit into the air, where he remained suspended. "Ses ravissements étaient parfaitement connus; plusieurs personnes qui assistaient à sa messe en furent témoins. La même chose arriva aussi d’une façon fort extraordinaire, dans le cours d’une procession."

Another instance. While St. John-Joseph was building his monastery, he used to assist in carrying materials, such as bricks, mortar, or timber. On one occasion he was missed, and searchers, going into the chapel, found him there in an ecstasy. He was entirely lifted off the ground; indeed, so high was he suspended upon nothing, that his head touched the ceiling.—Cardinal Wiseman, contributed to Migne’s *Dévotions Evangéliques*, vol. xvi.

St. Margaret of Hungary often lifted up by the Spirit (A.D. 1243–1271). One Good Friday, St. Margaret of Hungary was seen several times lifted by the Spirit more than a cubit’s height from the ground. This has also occurred on several other occasions, especially on All Saints’ days, and the days of the Assumption of the Virgin.—Bollandus, *Acta Sanctorum*, vol. iii. (Also Surius, *Lives, etc.*, vol. i.)

St. Mary of Egypt was lifted from the earth in prayer (A.D. 421). St. Mary of Egypt, in early womanhood, lived a most licentious life; but, being called to repentance, she retired to a desert in Palestine, where she lived on such herbs as she could find, and went about wholly without clothing. Father Zozimus one day came upon her accidentally, and after giving her his outer garment, learnt her history from her own mouth. He tells us she saw her retire a little distance, and turning to the east in prayer, she was lifted from the earth more than five feet. Father Zozimus tells us he was more than half afraid, and thought what he saw must be a ghost.—*Les Petits Bollandistes*, vol. iv. p. 123.

St. Monica lifted up from the ground in prayer. St. Monica, being confessed on the day of Pentecost, remained in a trance all that day. At another time she was seen in prayer lifted up by the Spirit at least three feet from the ground, and remained so, as if suspended in the air.—St. Augustine (A.D. 387), *Confessions*.

Philip of Neri lifted by the Spirit into the air (A.D. 1515–1595). Philip of Neri was ofttimes so rapt in spirit that he has been raised two feet or more above the ground, and has remained thus in the air for a considerable time, enveloped with light.—Antony Gollonius, *Life of Philip of Neri*.

St. Joseph Oriol often raised into the air in ecstasy (A.D. 1650–1702). While St. Joseph Oriol was sailing from Marseilles to Barcelona, the sailors declare they often saw him in an ecstasy lifted many feet above the deck, and supported in the air upon nothing.—*Les Petits Bollandistes*, vol. iv. p. 615.

St. Stephen, king of Hungary, lifted into the air in prayer (979, 997–1088). The spirit of St. Stephen, king of Hungary, was often lifted up in communion with God, and sometimes his body followed, being buoyed into the air. One day, while praying in his tent, he was lifted into the air by the hands of angels, and so remained till his prayer was ended.—Chartru (bishop of Hungary), *Life of St. Stephen, King of Hungary*.

St. Theresa lifted by the Spirit into the air (A.D. 1515–1582). The body of St. Theresa has been seen many times elevated from the ground into the air; and there it has remained, "suspended on nothing," till she has desired of the Lord her Saviour the cessation of this miraculous favour. This occurred on one occasion in the presence of Dom Alvarès de Mondosa, bishop of Avila, who had come to converse with her on spiritual matters. He found her elevated above the window through which the sisters usually received the host. During the sacrifice of the
mass, not only was her whole body radiant with light, it was not unfrequently raised from the earth, and suspended in the air.—Her autobiography and life, by Father Bouix.

Francis Xavier lifted up into the air in prayer (A.D. 1506-1552). Francis Xavier, many and many a time, with his face on fire, was miraculously lifted above the earth, and raised by the Spirit into the air during prayer. On these occasions, wholly unable to contain his fulness of joy, he would exclaim, “Satis est, Domine! Satis est!” (“It is enough, O Lord; it is enough!”—Cardinal deMonte’s speech before Gregory XV., at the canonization of Francis Xavier, Jan. 19, 1623.

Miscellaneous examples. The Princess Hedwiges (A.D. 1248) was often seen by her maidens elevated into the air during prayer, and encircled with light. —Surius, Life of St. Hedwiges.

St. Mary Frances of the Five Wounds (1715-1791), on her dying bed, saw a cross lifted from the floor to the ceiling of her chamber. When she told this to her confessor, he said it was a warning sent from God that the days of her pilgrimage were drawing to an end.—R. P. Bernard Laviossa, Life of Mary Frances.

St. John of St. Facond (1430-1479). St. John of St. Facond, in Spain, was often suspended in the air many feet above the ground, sometimes for a whole night.—Acta Sanctorum, June 12.

Simon Magus ascended into the air and was cast down. St. Isidore says that Simon Magus died in the reign of Nero, and adds this tradition: He had proposed a disputition with the apostles Peter and Paul, and had, in accordance with his promise, risen high into the air; but, at the prayers of the two apostles, he was thrown down at noontime by the evil spirits who had carried him up.—Finnock, Analysis of Ecclesiastical History, p. 47.

The Brahmin who sat on the air. In the Asiatic Monthly Journal (March, 1829) is an account of a Brahmin who apparently sat upon air. He could also remain under water for several hours. In the former case, when the fakir regained the terra firma, he looked like a sitting corpse, except that there was a swelling over the entire scalp. Hot water and cake being applied to this swelling, it subsided. It seemed as if “his whole life had been collected on the top of his skull.”

If, as Milton says, the contemplation of divine things and the converse with angelic spirits rationalizes the body, and “turns it by degrees to the soul’s essence,” we have a solution of the lassitude of those holy bodies which in prayer rise into the air as if buoyed upwards. In Scripture we have the case of Enoch, Elijah, and our Saviour, whose bodies had lost their earthly gravitation, and, though material still, were spiritualized and lighter than the air through which they rose.

Levitation of Mr. D. Home. Lord Lindsay describes the levitation of Mr. D. Home, and his floating in and out of a window seventy feet from the ground. I will give the account in Lord Lindsay’s own words. “I was sitting with Mr. Home, and lord Adare, and a cousin of his. During the sitting, Mr. Home went into a trance, and in that state was carried out of the window in the room next to where we were, and was brought in at our window. The distance between the windows was about seven and a half feet, and there was not the slightest foothold between them, nor was there more than a twelve-inch projection to each window, which served as a ledge to put flowers on. We heard the window in the next room lifted up, and almost immediately after, we saw Home floating in the air outside our window. The moon was shining full into the room; my back was to the light, and I saw the shadow on the wall of the window-sill, and Home’s feet about six inches above it. He remained in this position for a few minutes, then raised the window, and glided into the room feet foremost, and sat down. Lord Adare then went into the next room to look at the window from which Home had been carried. It was raised about eighteen inches, and he expressed his wonder how Mr. Home had been taken through so narrow an aperture. Home said, still entranced, ‘I will show you;’ and then, with his back to the window, he leaned back, and was shot out of the aperture, head foremost, with the body rigid; and then, quite quietly, he returned. The window is seventy feet from the ground, and I very much doubt whether the most skilful tightrope-dancer would like to attempt a feat of this description, where the only means of crossing would be by a perilous leap, or by being borne across in such a manner as I have described.”

(John 14, 1871, signed “Lindsay.”)
LIONS: CHRIST; ANDROCLES—BASILIDES.

but ye see Me, and know Me not.—

Apocryphal Gospel (pseudo Matthew).

"The lion will not touch the true prince" (I Hen. IV.,
Act ii. sc. 4) was a very common religious superstition in
the Middle Ages. The "true prince" meant the Messiah,
who is called "the lion of the tribe of Judah." Loosely,
however, it applied to any prince of the blood royal, and
in this sense Falstaff applies the proverb to prince Henry.
Similarly Beaumont and Fletcher say—

Fetch the Numidian lion I brought over;
If she be sprung from royal blood, the lion
Will do her reverence; else she'll hear her.

The Hist. Lover.

No one pretends that the "Omnipresence" referred to is
inspired; but it embodies a prevailing notion, no matter
by whom written, and as such belongs to the data of the
"Modes of Thought."

Androcles and the lion. Androcles, a
Roman slave, was condemned to encounter a
lion in the amphitheatre; but when the
lion was let loose, it crouched at his feet
and began licking them. The circumstance
naturally excited the curiosity of the consul, and the slave, being brought
before him, told him the following tale:—

"I was compelled by cruel treatment to run away from your service, while in
Africa; and one day I took refuge in a cave from the heat of the sun. While
I was in the cave a lion entered, limping, and evidently in great pain. Seeing me
he held up his paw, from which I extracted a large thorn, and the beast was
soon able to use his paw again. We lived together for some time in the cave, the
lion catering for both of us. At length, tired of this savage life, I left the cave,
was apprehended, brought to Rome, and condemned to be torn to pieces by a lion.
My enemy was my old friend, and he recognized me instantly." The consul,
hearing the tale, pardoned the slave, and presented him to the lion, which
followed him about the city like a dog.

—Aulus Gellius, Noctes Atticae, v. 15.

The extraction of a thorn from the paw of a wild beast is a common incident in the lives of the saints. (See GERARUS AND THE LION, p. 239; JEROME AND THE LION, p. 259; also, under BEASTS CONFIDING IN SAINTS, p. 11.)

St. Archelaas, being exposed to lions, is not injured by them (third century). St. Archelaas was exposed to lions, but was wholly unhurt by them. Boiling pitch was then poured over her body, but when she cried to God in her agony, a voice from heaven said to her, "Maiden, be not afraid, for I am with thee, and will give thee a crown of life."—Baring-Gould, Lives of the Saints, vol. 1. p. 278.

St. Basilides, St. Cirinus, St. Nabor, and St. Nazarius, were first beheaded, and then thrown to hungry lions, but the lions touched not the dead bodies. St. Basilides, St. Cirinus, St. Nabor, and St. Nazarius,
four Roman nobles, were put to death in the reign of Diocletian for being Christians. After being beheaded, their bodies were thrown to lions, bears, and other wild beasts; but the beasts, instead of devouring them, crouched reverently before them. Then some Christians came and buried the bodies in a place out of Rome, called Catatumbo.

Almost all general martyrologies contain this account. (See amongst others Bede's Church History.)

St. Faustinus and St. Jovita, being cast to four lions, received no harm. Claudius II. of Rome sentenced St. Faustinus and St. Jovita to be cast to four savage lions, for loving Jehovah more than Jove; but the beasts lay at their feet, like favourite dogs, and did them no sort of harm. Then leopards and bears, irritated with torches, were sent against them, but instead of attacking the saints, turned on their irritators, and tore them to pieces. Surius (1570), Lives of the Saints.

St. Geraminus and the lion (A.D. 475). St. Geraminus, being one day on the banks of the Jordan, saw a lion coming to him, limping on three feet. When it reached the saint, it held up to him its right fore paw, from which the saint extracted a large thorn, and the lion soon recovered the use of its paw. The grateful beast now attached itself to the saint, and lived with him in his monastery, following him about like a dog, without molesting any one. (See Androclus, p. 219; Jerome, below.) — Vies des Pères des Déserts d'Orient.

Sir Iwain de Galles. Sir Iwain de Galles was attended by a lion, which, in gratitude to the knight who had delivered it from a serpent, became ever after his faithful follower. The lion used to play with the knight like a dog, and would often rise on his hind feet and lick his face.

St. Jerome and the lion (A.D. 345-420). One day, as St. Jerome was reading with his disciples, a lion entered the room. Though lame and limping, the scholars were frightened and ran away. Not so the learned doctor: he waited quietly till the lion came near. As soon as this was done the beast lifted one of its fore paws into the doctor's hand, and showed him how it was bleeding from the wound of a thorn. The holy man extracted the thorn, washed the paw, and dressed it. When the lion was able to use its paw again, St. Jerome gave it his blessing, intending it to go into its wild haunts; but it refused to leave its benefactor, and lived in the monastery, following the doctor about like a dog, and offering violence to no one. In Christian art St. Jerome is often represented blessing a lion. (See Androclus, p. 219.) — Edward Kinesman, Lives of the Saints, p. 784.

St. John the Silent protected by a lion (A.D. 454-558). St. John the Silent, being obliged to quit his monastery in consequence of a sedition amongst the monks, betook himself to the desert of Rube, where he lived nine years in perfect silence, never in all that time speaking a word to any human being. Nothing would induce him to return to his monastery. A lion which prowled round his cavern effectually kept off the approach of strangers.—Cyrille, Histoires des Évêques Illustres.

St. Marciana was uninjured by a lion, but not by a bull and leopard (A.D. 800). St. Marciana was exposed in the amphitheatre in Mauritania to a lion, which did her no harm; but a bull gored her, and a leopard despatched her. — Baring-Gould, Lives of the Saints (Jan.), p. 120.

This is a valuable paragraph. The lion never injures a Christian, because it is the type of the Messiah, called "The Lion of the tribe of Judah." The bull of Satan and the spotted leopard are emblems of the devil, whose very nature is animosity against God's people. Death, like sickness, being considered the work of the devil, the saint was killed at all, it is quite in accordance with medieval belief to kill her by some beast typical of sin and Satan. (N.B. Sometimes bulls and leopards are represented as doing Christians no harm, in which case another idea is embodied, viz. that God makes every living thing subject to His saints.)

A fierce lioness sent against St. Myron does him no harm (A.D. 260). Antipater, having received the government of Achaea, determined to root out the Christians. St. Myron, priest of the Church of Achaea, was accordingly seized, and brought before the proconsul. He was first suspended on a beam, and his whole body cut with a scarifier, till the ground was one pool of blood. The savage governor then ordered a furnace to be lighted with pitch, oil, and dung, and when these were seething, the martyr was cut down and thrown thereon; but instead of receiving any injury, he walked about the furnace, singing hymns, as if it had been a bed of roses, while hundreds, who stood near the furnace, fainted from the heat or died. Antipater was stupefied with amazement, and ordered the saint back to prison. Next day, being brought forth again, he was flayed from shoulder to foot; but as a sheep before its shearers is dumb, so he uttered not a word. In the midst of his torture, he threw a piece of his skin to the proconsul, crying out, "There, dog,
eat that." This so exasperated the governor, that he ordered the skinless body to be raked with iron hooks, till every morsel of flesh was torn from the bones. "Help me, O Christ," cried the saint, "to bear all, and make me a sharer of Thy glory." "A place of peace is prepared for you," said a voice from heaven; "because you have fought a good fight, and remained faithful unto death." Antipater heard the voice, and ascended it to sorcery. "Cursed wizard!" said the governor, "sacrifice! sacrifice, I say, or you shall be cast to the wild beasts." "Never," said Myron. He was then ordered back to prison, while the stadium was prepared. Next day he was brought out again, and the proconsul was amazed to see the saint's body was not only sound and vigorous, without a single trace of all he had undergone, but his face was like an angel's, and he stood in the fulness of manly beauty. "Thy magic, Myron, I own, is marvellous," said Antipater, "and I should be well content if you would renounce your art, and sacrifice to God Bacchus." The martyr answered not. So he was cast into the arena, and a fierce lioness let upon him. The beast ran up, but suddenly her whole nature was changed. She licked his feet with her tongue, as if wishing to kiss him; and having so done, she bit in twain the cords that bound him, and set him free. "The God of Myron is truly a great God!" shouted the spectators. "There is no god in all the earth but Myron's God, which can do after this sort!" Antipater, fearing an insurrection among the people, had the saint secretly sent to Cyzicus, with private orders to the governor to cut off his head.—*Actes des Martyrs*, by the Bénédictins de la Congrégation de France.

**St. Paul of Ptolemais and his sister Juliana unharmed by serpents (A.D. 274).**

The emperor Aurelian, having tried various torments on Paul of Ptolemais and his sister Juliana to turn them from the Christian faith, which he regarded as mere sorcery, ordered them to be cast into a dungeon with serpents, adders, asps, vipers, dragons, and other venomous reptiles. Here they were shut up for three nights and three days. The creatures crawled and glided to the two martyrs, but did them no harm. They looked at the two saints fixedly, and then lay quietly at their feet, while Paul and his sister sang together psalms and hymns and spiritual songs. On the morn-

ing of the third day, Aurelian went to see if the martyrs were devoured, and, looking through the dungeon window, heard singing, and saw three persons seated amidst the venomous beasts, the face of the third being that of an angel. He immediately commanded his magicians to take away the serpents and set the prisoners free. When, however, the magicians opened the prison door to execute the emperor's bidding, the reptiles sprang on them with fury, killed them, and escaped to the deserts.—*Actes des Martyrs*, by the Bénédictins de la Congrégation de France.

This is not a tale about lions, but it is so obviously like the story of Daniel and the lions that it is not out of place in this group.

**St. Primus and St. Felicianus, after sundry tortures, were cast to two lions, but were delivered, and God was glorified.**

St. Primus and St. Felicianus, two Roman senators, seem to have been subjected to all the martyrdoms of the martyrology, in the reign of Diocletian, and by the command of judge Promotus. For example: Felicianus was nailed hand and foot to a post, which was then hoisted by pulleys. There was he left three days; but his constant song was, "In God put I my trust. I will not fear what man may do unto me." No, and he had no need of fear, for an angel was with him all the time to cheer and comfort him. After the third day he was taken down, scourged, and cast into prison.

It was now Primus's turn. He was first beaten with knotty clubs, then two lighted torches were applied to his sides. While thus tortured he sang, "Thou dost try me by fire as silver is tried, and thus shalt Thou purify me." Being then thrown on his back, molten lead was poured down his throat; but God converted the liquid metal to a refreshing draught.

Felicianus was brought out to see the torment inflicted on his brother, and both being taken to the theatre in the street Numentana, two hungry lions were let loose upon them; but the lions approached them like lambs, licked their wounds, and crouched lovingly at their feet. Then two terrible bears were sent against them, but they also fell at their feet, and offered them no violence. When the spectators saw these things, multitudes were converted to the Christian faith. Ultimately their heads were cut off, and their bodies, torn piecemeal, were thrown to wild dogs; but the dogs refused to touch what God had consecrated to Himself, and at
night the Christians picked up the pieces, anointed them, wrapped them in fine white linen, and buried them in the arsenal near the Numantian arches. A church was subsequently built on the spot, and June 9 was set apart by the Church in honour of these martyred saints.—Edward Kinesman (1628), Lives of the Saints, pp. 250, etc. (Kinesman informs us he took the account from an ancient MS., but the Venerable Bede and other authors sufficiently confirm the narrative.)

St. Placidus, the Roman general, was cast to a lion, but received no harm. Placidus, the Roman general, having obtained a great victory, the emperor Trajan appointed a day of thanksgiving, when he and all the army were to offer sacrifice to the gods. Placidus said he could take no part in the ceremony, as he was a Christian; and Trajan, interpreting this refusal as an act of rebellion or treason, commanded him with his whole family to be cast into the arena, and a ferocious lion to be let loose upon them. To the amazement of all the spectators, the lion did them no harm, but played with them, fawned on them, and held down his head to be patted by them.—Gesta Romanorum, cx. (See also Antonius, Chronicon; Metaphrastes, Lives, etc.)

St. Priscus, exposed to a lion, is not injured by it (A.D. 50). Claudius, the emperor of Rome, ordered Priscus, a maiden of consular birth, to be beaten by the hands of his lictors, for refusing to sacrifice to the gods of Rome. On the morrow she was again brought up, and, as she remained obdurate, was beaten with rods. The third day she was exposed to a lion, but the beast only crouched at her feet, doing her no harm.—The Roman Martyrology. (Alban Butler erroneously places this incident under Claudius II., A.D. 275.)

St. Sabas makes a covenant with a lion (A.D. 489–501). St. Sabas, having abandoned his monastery, retired to Scythopolis, in a desert, on the borders of the Gadara. Here he found a cavern, and resolved to make it his home. This cave happened to be the lair of a prodigious lion, and, while the saint slept, the lion returned, saw the stranger, and, taking him up by his clothes, carried him out of the cave. When St. Sabas awoke, he saw this terrible creature standing over him, and, without the slightest symptom of fear, began his matins. The lion retreated to a distance while the saint was at prayer, but when he rose and entered the cave, the lion entered also. “Dear lion,” said the saint, “this cave is quite big enough for you and me; but if you prefer to live alone, look out for another lair, for it would not be seemly for one made in the likeness of God to yield to you who are not so formed.” At these words the lion quietly walked away, leaving the cavern to the abbot. Here St. Sabas lived in peace for some time, but his reputation as a saint spread abroad, and many came to him as disciples.—Les Petits Bollandistes, vol. xiv. p. 71.

Two lions submissive to St. Simeon (fourth century). One day some travellers arrived at St. Simeon’s cell, and begged to be directed to a certain fort which they named. The old hermit called two lions out of the desert, and bade them conduct the travellers to the fort; and they did so. This incident was told to Theodoret by one of the travellers.—Theodoret, Philo- thecus, c. 6.

Every one will call to mind the attendant lion of Una, in Spenser (Faerie Queene, bk. 1); but in this allegory Una is “Protestantism,” and the lion “England.” In the case of Simeon, the writer evidently believes the two lions were wild beasts submissive to the hermit.

St. Tropetius “of Cesar’s household” exposed to a lion and a leopard (first century). St. Tropetius is said to be one of Cesar’s household, referred to by St. Paul in his Epistle to the Philippians. Nero committed him to the tender mercies of Sattalicus to be put to death for daring to believe in the divinity of Christ. Sattalicus thrust him in prison for two days without food, then bound him to a pillar, where he was scourged so inhumanly, that his whole body was cut to shreds. The pillar to which he was bound suddenly staggered and fell, crushing the judge and fifty others in its fall. Sylvin, the son of Sattalicus, now took his father’s place, and condemned the martyr to the wheel, then to the wild beasts. A lion was first let out upon him, but died at his feet. A leopard was then sent against him, but fawned on him and caressed him. Evellius, one of Nero’s counsellors, seeing these things, was made a convert, and died a martyr. Sylvin, mad with rage, being thus foiled in his impotent power, commanded the executioners to take the victim beyond the city gates, and cut off his head. This was done on the third calends of May. In Christian art St. Tropes has for his attributes a lion and a leopard.—

St. Vitus charms a savage lion by the sign of the cross. When the emperor Diocletian saw that the fiery furnace had no effect upon St. Vitus, he ordered him to be exposed to a savage lion, saying, “Here incantation will avail thee nothing.” As the lion came rushing towards him, St. Vitus made the sign of the cross, and the lion lay at the martyr’s feet as quiet and playful as a lamb. St. Vitus called aloud to the emperor, “Behold, Diocletian! the beasts of the forest acknowledge the Lord, but thou art blind in folly than the beasts.” The emperor rose like a fury at this rebuke, and commanded his lictors to put the insolent to the catasta (vide Index), and in this terrible torture he died.—Edward Kinesman (1629), Lives of the Saints, p. 388.

Locusts.

Exod. viii. 22. I will sever in that day the land of Goshen, in which My people dwell, that no swarm of flies shall be there.

Exod. ix. 20, 21. He that feared the word of the Lord among the servants of Pharaoh made his cattle flee into the house; but he that regarded not the word of the Lord left his cattle in the field. (The former was saved, the latter was destroyed by the plague sent.)

St. Severin and the locusts (A.D. 482). When the country about Vienna was devastated by locusts, the people implored St. Severin to intercede on their behalf. He commanded them to keep at home for the whole of the next day, and to pass the time in humiliation, fasting, and prayer. All obeyed except one poor husbandman, who spent the time in trying to drive off the locusts from his crops. The day following, when the people visited their fields, what was their astonishment to find all the locusts gone, and not a blade of corn or single tree-leaf injured, with one great exception, viz. the poor husbandman who would not obey the saint. Not a blade of grass remained in all his land; not a leaf on any of his trees. His whole produce was devoured. Weeping, and wringing his hands, he went about saying he was ruined, quite ruined. St. Severin had compassion on him, and commanded all the others to contribute to his support, till his fields had time to recover. The saint was obeyed willingly; and he said to the poor man, “I learn from the locusts this lesson: It is the Lord that maketh poor and maketh rich. He will keep the feet of His saints; but the wicked shall be silent in darkness; for by strength shall no man prevail.”—Les Petits Bollandistes, vol. i. p. 218.

Lot’s Wife.

Gen. xix. 26. Lot’s wife looked back from behind him, and she became a pillar of salt.

Two worldlings converted by St. Vincent Ferrier into two marble statues (A.D. 1857–1419). One day, as St. Vincent Ferrier was preaching at Pampeluna, he suddenly stopped, seized with a trance. On coming to himself he said, “God bids me leave off, and go without delay into the city, to a house which He will show me.” He instantly started forth, followed by an immense crowd, and came to a splendid mansion. He touched the doors, and they instantly flew open of their own accord. The voices of two persons were now distinctly heard in licentious conversation. St. Vincent, without entering the room, rebuked them, and threatened them with the vengeance of God unless they desisted and repented. The young libertines laughed at him, and bade him go about his business. Whereupon they were both changed into two marble statues. When St. Vincent entered the room, he saw the two statues, and, moved with compassion, breathed into their mouths, and they returned to life, confessed their faults, received absolution, and fell down dead at the feet of the saint.—Les Petits Bollandistes, vol. iv. p. 288.

Lunatics and Maniacs.

Matt. xvii. 15, etc. Lord, have mercy on my son, for he is a lunatic. And Jesus rebuked the devil, and he departed out of him, and the child was cured from that very hour.

John x. 20. He hath a devil, and is mad.

St. Hilarius cures Marsitas, a maniac. Marsitas, the maniac, was so strong, he could carry on his back fifteen bushels of corn (!) into this man the devil entered, and made him so fierce that he did much harm. It was in vain to bind him, for he broke his bonds asunder if they had been pack-thread. One while he assailed this man, at another time he set upon that man. Sometimes he bit

* Fifteen bushels of corn would be the produce of half an acre, or an acre and a quarter in America. It would be 5½ sacks of four bushels each. Taking 60 lbs. as the average weight of a bushel, 6 bushels would equal 360 lbs. The greatest average load a strong man can support on his shoulders is 280 lbs. We are told, in fable, that Milo could carry a bull calf. A Milo’s bull calf would probably weigh about 400 lbs., giving about 840 lbs. of butcher’s meat.
off a finger, sometimes a nose or ear. St. Hilarioum commanded the keepers to unbind him, and then with a very gentle voice he said to the maniax: "Marsitas, Marsitas, come hither to me." The man trembled from head to foot, hung down his head, fell on the ground, and licked the feet of the man of God, like a spaniel. Hilarioum kept him with him for seven days, making constant prayer on his behalf, and then dismissed him, perfectly cured, and gentle as a lamb. (See Legioin, p. 214.)—St. Jerome, Vita St. Hilarioumi Eremita (A.D. 890). See also Nicephorus Callistus (who died 1350), Ecclesiastical History.

Malchus and Peter.

Luke xxii. 50, 51. One of the disciples [Peter] smote [Malchus] the servant of the high priest, and cut off his right ear. And Jesus said [to Malchus], Suffer ye thus far. And He touched his ear, and healed him.

St. Julian heals the eye of the governor's officer by a touch (A.D. 813). Marian, governor of Antioch, having summoned Julian to his tribunal, commanded his lictors to scourge him, because he refused to offer incense to Jupiter. As they were scourging him, the lash struck one of the officers and knocked out his eye. Julian stepped up to the officer and said, "Suffer me, I pray you." So saying, he touched the part affected, signing on it the sign of the cross, and immediately the eye was restored to perfect soundness. The officer was so affected by this miraculous cure, that he openly confessed the God of Julian to be the only God, for none of the idols could do such a thing. Marian, greatly enraged, ordered his officer to be at once beheaded. Thus was he "baptized in his own blood;" and thus in a moment, like the dying thief, was he converted and taken to paradise.


Hands cut off joined on again. The following is told by John Damascene, Simeon Metaphraestes, Nicephorus, and others. When the Virgin Mary was conveyed to the grave, a Jewish priest had the temerity to push the bier, in order to throw off the body, but his hands were instantly cut off at the wrists. The priest confessed his great fault, begged pardon, and St. Peter bade him put his stumps near the lopped-off hands. On so doing, the parts came together again, and the priest became a convert to the Christian faith.—See Assumption of the Virgin Mary, Aug. 15.

Metamorphoses.

Lucian tells us that he anointed himself all over with enchanted oil from Thessaly, and was turned into an ass, in which capacity he served for six or seven years under cruel masters who sorely ill treated him; he served, for example, under a "gardener, a tyle man, a corrier, and such like." Ultimately he was restored into his proper shape by eating roses, and wrote his adventures.

St. Macarius, we are told, encountered an old woman that had been turned into a horse, and by sprinkling her with holy water he restored her to her proper shape.

—See Harson, A Declaration of Popish Impositions (1604), p. 102.

Of course every reader will call to mind the tale of Circe, who changed the companions of Ulysses into pigs; Spencer's story of Arscada, who turned her lovers into all sorts of monsters; and many others.

John Bodin, a Frenchman (1530-1596), in his De Démocriti, maintains that devils can transform themselves into any shape they like; that witches can, at will, assume the form of birds, beasts, or fish; fly in the air, transfer growing corn from one field to another, and bring down hail, rain, wind, and lightning as they list. He defends Lycaonius; believes in the objective reality of Circe's transformation of Ulysses' men into swine; and tells us, as a fact, of a woman who sold an Englishman an egg, and thereby transformed him into an ass, and made him her market-beast for three years, on which she rode to buy butter. This author was no fool, for he wrote a sufficiently learned work entitled De la République, "A Commentary on Oppluen, and Méthodes pour Étudier l'Histoire."

Micaiah and King Ahab.

I Kings xxii. 1-38. Ahab king of Israel allied himself with Jehoshaphat king of Judah to war against Ramoth-Gilead. Before starting on the expedition, the king of Judah asked Ahab to consult his prophets, and the prophets all declared that the kings of Israel and Judah would be victorious. Not quite satisfied with this unanimous declaration, Jehoshaphat asked Ahab if he had convened all the prophets. Ahab showed him a hundred and one, named Micaiah, replied Ahab; but him I hate, for he is a croaking prophet, always foreboding evil. However, at the request of Jehoshaphat, Micaiah was sent for, and told the kings plainly that they would be utterly defeated, and that Ahab would be slain. Ahab was exceedingly angry at this plain speaking, and ordered Micaiah to be thrust into prison, and fed on the bread and water of affliction till after the battle. The king of Syria proved victorious, as Micaiah had predicted, and Ahab was slain by a man "who drew his bow at a mere venture."

St. Isaac warns Valens not to wage war with the Goths, assuring him it would not be to his honour; and he was utterly routed by them at Hadrianople. St. Isaac, hearing that the Goths were ravaging Thrace, said to the emperor Valens, "Open, O emperor, the Christian churches which you have closed and God will prosper
your expedition against the Goths." The king treated these words as the raving of a fool, and took no notice of them. A day or two afterwards, Isaac again encountered the emperor, and said to him, "Open, O emperor, the Christian churches you have closed, and God will give you victory over the Goths." Valens, struck with this repetition, consulted his council, who laughed at the words; and the emperor paid no further heed to them. A few days later, Isaac again said to the emperor the same thing, but Valens told his followers to throw the fellow into a thicket, and continued his way. Isaac, being extricated therefrom, again stood before the emperor, and said, "You thought to stifle my voice, O emperor, but the Lord has delivered me, and has commanded me to say in His name, 'Open the churches which you have closed, and He will deliver the Goths into thy hands.'" Valens now committed the prophet into the hands of two senators to keep till after the battle. Whereupon St. Isaac cried aloud, in the words of the prophet Micahah, "If ever, O emperor, you return in peace, then the Lord hath not spoken by my mouth; but be assured of this, you will give battle, be put to flight, and be burnt to death." And so it fell out. He gave battle, was routed, fled, hid himself in a hut which the Goths set fire to, and was burnt to a cinder. — Acta Sanctorum (Bollandists), March 27.

Miracles not classified.

The walls of a church open that St. Antony of Padua may see the elevation of the host (1196–1251). One day St. Antony, who was born at Lisbon, was occupied on some humble work not far from the church, when he heard the bell ring to announce the elevation of the host. Instantly he fell on his knees; and at the same moment the stone walls of the church opened, and showed him the officiating priest standing on the steps of the altar, accomplishing the holy sacrifice. — L'abbé Guyard, Life of St. Antony of Padua. (See Sanctæs of URBINO, p. 227.)

St. Baudin's head leaps up three times, and makes three fountains (second and third centuries). St. Baudin, the apostle of Nismes, was set on by a furious mob, and assassinated, praying with his last breath that his blood might prove the seed of the Church. It is said, when the head of the martyr fell, it leaped thrice from the ground, and at every bound a fountain of water sprung up. ["La tête du Martyr, abattue par la hache des sacrificateurs rebondit trois fois sur le sol, et chacun de ses bonds fit jaillir une source."] St. Baudin's spring still remains in testimony of this miracle, and a healing virtue has been always attributed to it; but the three fountains are now united, because the rock has been levelled, and a chapel been built on the spot, so that the three springs run underground till they emerge united into a single stream. — Mgr. Guérin (chamberlain of pope Leo XIII.), Vies des Saints, vol. vi. pp. 42, 43.

[St.] Peter Celestine, sent to cut green wheat, brings it home quite ripe (A.D. 1221–1296). When Peter Celestine was a lad he was visited by angels and the Virgin Mary. His mother, being told of these visits, in order to test the truth, sent the boy into a field of green corn, and bade him harvest it. Peter obeyed, and brought home the wheat not only fully ripe, but of the best quality. — The Adimorable Life of St. Peter Celestine, Pope, etc. (from the press of the Celestines, Bar le Duc).

Two children, seven years old, harnessed to a full-sized cart, draw it up Mont des Cygnes. A dispute having arisen between the count of Leon and one Erchenoald respecting the relics of St. Fursy (seventh century), it was agreed between them to refer the matter to God. So two children, only seven years old, were harnessed to a cart; the relics of the saint were placed therein, and the children were told to drag the cart wherever they liked. This cart was no plaything, inasmuch as two strong oxen were unyoked from it to give place to the two boys. The children drew the cart to Mont des Cygnes, in Péronne; so the relics fell to the lot of Erchenoald.

There is some slight difficulty in this miracle, and that is how two children, only seven years old, could be harnessed to a great cart usually drawn by two full-sized oxen. The needful strength may be accounted for by "miraculous interposition," but the size of the children must have puzzled the disputants. However, as Mgr. Guérin, the chamberlain of Leo XIII., vouches for the fact, and his boldness allows it, of course one says "sine din.

St. Dunstan pushes a church round with his shoulder (A.D. 925–988). St. Dunstan, having observed that a church had been built not due east and west, pushed it with his shoulder into the true direction. By this and other miracles he acquired such high reputation in England, that the
king, the prelates, and the peers called him the "Father" of the country.—Osbert of Canterbury, Life of St. Dunstan.

St. Francis of Assisi restores to its place the gable of a house which had started (A.D. 1182-1226). Two years before his death, St. Francis of Assisi was quite blind; he went to Rome, and the pope sent his own private physician to attend him. One day, in conversation, the doctor happened to say that the gable of his house had started, and he feared his house would fall. St. Francis told the doctor to cut off a lock of his hair, and put it into the chink. This he did, and the gable was restored to its place.—Chavin de Malin, Life of St. Francis of Assisi.

St. Gerard enlarges a silver casket without mechanical force (A.D. 994). Theodoric, bishop of Metz, having restored Epinal monastery, invited St. Gerard, bishop of Toul, to perform the ceremony of the translation of St. Goëric, the previous bishop of Metz. Theodoric had ordered a double casket for the occasion, one of iron and one of silver, the former to fit in the latter. When they were sent in, it was found that the workman had made both of the same size. Theodoric thought it would be necessary to defer the ceremony, which would have been very objectionable, as many of the nobles and gentry around had been invited to attend. St. Gerard came to the rescue. He prayed that God would honour his faithful servant Goëric, and not permit the ceremony to be put off for the carelessness of a workman; then, taking the two caskets in his hand, he found that one fitted into the other exactly. The outer one enlarged itself so as to contain the other, as Theodoric had designed it should.—Father Benedict, Life of St. Gerard (1700).

St. James of Tarentaise lengthens a water-pipe miraculously (fifth century). While St. James of Tarentaise was building a church, a gutter for carrying water from the roof was found to be five feet too short. This was very inconvenient, so St. James sprinkled holy water on it, and the gutter instantly stretched itself out to the required length.—Gui de Burgundy (afterwards pope Calixtus II.), Life of St. James of Tarentaise.

St. Germana carries water in a sieve without losing a drop (A.D. 451). St. Germana was carrying her pitcher to fetch water from a fountain, when some rough peasants took it into their heads to break the pitcher, and gave her an old sieve instead. Germana, without one word of reproof, took the sieve to the fountain, filled it with water, and brought it to the peasants without losing a drop. In allusion to this miracle, St. Germana is represented in Christian art with a pitcher, and a sieve lying at her feet.—L'abbé Blamontigny, Vie de St. German.

Travellers are still shown the road taken by St. Germana, and are told that no grass grows so rich and green, and no corn so vigorous, as there. (St. Germana was more lucky than the daughters of Daulius, in classic story, who were compelled eternally to pour water into a sieve, ****nymphae dolium fundo perpetuo.)—Horace, Odes, bk. iii. ode 11, ver. 28.)

The ring of St. Hemeterius and handkerchief of Caledon fly up to heaven. St. Hemeterius and St. Caledon were two Spaniards in the Roman army, but being Christians were dreadfully handled. After undergoing divers torments, they were condemned to be beheaded. When taken to the place of execution, Hemeterius tossed his ring into the air, and Caledon his orarium (i.e., a handkerchief for wiping the face). A wind wafted the two objects into the clouds in the sight of a crowd of spectators, and the executioner, amazed at the spectacle, delayed for a time his office; but when the ring and orarium were shut from sight, he finished the triumph of the two martyrs.—Acta Sanctorum (Bollandists), March 3.

The lamp before the shrine of St. Isidore fed with water. The following "miracle,"—the biographers of St. Isidore assure us—"has been tested by thousands; and hundreds of thousands can bear witness to the fact: The lamp which hangs before his shrine has been over and over again lighted from heaven without fire. Nay, more; when oil fails, water will do as well. Hundreds of curious or incredulous persons have tried it, and have always found that the wick burns as brightly with water as with oil."—Ribadeniera and D. A. Villegas, Extravagants.

By means of burning glasses the Romains lighted the fire in the temple of Vesta when it went out. By the same means Archimedes burnt the Roman fleet. In regard to water instead of oil, there is not the slightest difficulty in obtaining a brilliant flame. If a small quantity of the oil of turpentine was left in the lamp, the hydrogen of water (decomposed) would generate a brilliant light. This is Dr. Hare's famous light. A company was organized in 1889 for lighting Paris and London with water, and failed solely because, the speculation was not likely to prove a commercial success.

St. Ives multiplies oak trees (1221-1503). The seigneur of Rostermen gave St. Ives permission to fell some oak trees in a forest for building the cathedral of Tre-
guier. The steward complained that St. Ives had made too great havoc with the trees; but when the seigneur was taken to see the devastation, he found two fine oaks growing for every one that had been felled. He severely reprimanded his steward, and told St. Ives he might have all the timber he required.—Dom Lobineau, Lives of the British Saints.

St. Lucian's vestments discovered. St. Lucian was beheaded in the first century. Eight hundred years afterwards, a few days before the feast of Pentecost, a brilliant light was observed to burst suddenly in the abbatical church of Beauvais; and some priests, on going to see the cause, found a part of the vestments of St. Lucian deposited under the altar.—Delettre, History of the Diocese of Beauvais, vol. i. p. 481.

(A disbeliever in miracles might suggest that the "light" proceeded from a lantern, and the clothes were deposited by some man who had access to the church. If so, probably they had not been laid there for eight hundred years, and certainly the proof that they belonged to St. Lucian is sadly required.)

St. Opportuna, the abbey ass, and the salted meadow (A.D. 770). One day St. Opportuna sent one of her servants with an ass to pick up wood in a neighbouring forest. The forester pounded the ass, and when the abess demanded its release, the man replied he would release the ass when a meadow, which he pointed to with his finger, was covered with salt (meaning never). Next day, however, when the forester rose, he found the meadow was so covered. It was ever after called "The Salt Meadow," and at one time two processes were made to it every year. This tale has been represented in painting.—L'abbé Gosset (curé de Ste. Opportuna), Life of St. Opportuna.

St. Paul of the Cross taught by miracle not to dance (A.D. 1694-1775). During carnival, Paul of the Cross was invited by a gentleman to lead off a dance, and accordingly selected a partner. But, just as he led his partner out, all the strings of the instruments snapped, and a stop was put to the dancing.—Father Pius, Life of St. Paul of the Cross, Founder of the Passionists.

The walls of a church open, to show St. Sanctés of Urbino the host (A.D. 1390). St. Sanctés had a special devotion for the sacrifice of the altar. One day, being prevented by his duties from attending mass, he fell on his knees, when he heard the bell announce the elevation of the host; and immediately the four walls of the church opened, so that he might see the altar and the host, which were radiant with light. When the office was over the walls closed again without leaving a trace of their miraculous disjunction.—Annales Franciscaines. The same tale is told in the Palmier Sériaphique. (See Antony of Padua, p. 225.)

Why was it that "quatre murailles s'entrouvrirent"? It only one of the walls had unfolded it would have answered the purpose.

A woman struck dead for intruding into the close of the hermitage of Simeon Stylites (fifth century). Simeon, the pillar-saint, would not suffer any woman to enter within the precincts of his hermitage. One day a woman dared to set foot within this forbidden spot, but the very moment her foot touched the ground she fell down dead, in the presence of a large concourse of people. "Leaving a terrible example of the wrath of God against those who dared to violate the close of a religious sanctuary."—Metaphrastes, Lives, etc.

Miracles performed by the image of Mary and Child in Deols (twelfth century). In the parish church of Deols, in France, was an image of the Virgin and Child, of which Father Labbe says, "Astruent miraculum veritatem reges, et principes, et occidentalis Europae fere universa multitude." The following is given in the ipsissima verb of Anselm of Brabançon, a famous highwayman:—"Four years ago, in an expedition under count Richard, I was wounded in the upper jaw by an arrow. The doctors could not remove it, and the pain I felt was horrible. On June 21, A.D. 1187, suffering like those in hell, I made my prayer to Our Lady of Deols, and said to the image, 'If you will heal me, and extract this cursed arrow, you shall be my queen, and I will give you every year a bit of silver.' Scarcely had I uttered this vow, when the arrowhead began to move; it then fell out of my jaw into my mouth without producing the least pain. I called for my horse, and with a little help, for I was weak, I got into the saddle and went to fetch my tribute. The monks requested me to deposit the arrowhead with them as a memorial of the 'miracle,' which, of course, I did willingly. Mounting the steps by the help of two comrades, I made my offering, and instantly my full strength was restored. I attended the next service, and told the people assembled this story, showed them the arrowhead, and handed it to the priests. I have renounced the
high-road, and mean to take Mary for my suzerain."—Father Labbe, *Bibliotheca Nova.*

Father Labbe informs us that he has read in an ancient MS. of more than two hundred miracles performed by this image.

When St. Simplician was executed, his head made a great hole in the earth (second century). Simplician of Poitiers was the son of Justin, a man of high rank, and governor of Poitiers under the Romans. Much to the horror of his father, his son became a Christian, and was brought to the block. When his head fell to the axe, it made a great hole in the ground, which remained "jusque dans ces derniers temps," and numerous pilgrimages have been made to it. The faithful used to place their head over the hole, and were instantly cured of any malady they were afflicted with. More than twelve hundred cures are registered. The church built over the hole was destroyed in the Revolution.—*L'Abbé Auber, Vie des Saints de l'Église de Poitiers.*

St. Wodoaldus assists two nuns to repair a cope (A.D. 700). One day, when St. Wodoaldus was about to celebrate mass in a convent, he met two nuns in great distress, because "elles avaient manqué la coupe d'une robe de grand prix qu'un seigneur de la cour avait prêé l'abbesse de lui faire confectionner dans le convent." St. Wodoaldus made the sign of the cross upon the material, which immediately "repris sa première forme, et put être taillée de nouveau avec de plus de précision."—*L'Abbé Pecheur, Annales du Diocèse de Soissons.*

How Eligius shod a restive horse. St. Eligius was shoeing a restive horse, and as the horse would not stand still, he quietly took off the animal's leg, put the shoe on the foot at his leisure, restored the limb, and the horse was none the worse for the proceeding.—*Baring-Gould, Lives of the Saints.*

If for "took off" we were to read "took up," or "took off (the ground)," the miracle would disappear, but probably the truth would not be less.

**Miracles of Doubtful Morality.**

St. Antony of Padua by his prayers restores a woman's long hair (A.D. 1156–1231). A woman employed upon some commissions for the Minorites, got home later than she was expected. Her husband was extremely angry, beat her, and cut off her long hair, on which she greatly prided herself. Next day, St. Antony was miraculously told thereof by the Saviour; so he went to see the woman, whom he found weeping for the loss of her hair. He spoke comfort to her, exhorted her to resignation, and promised to intercede on her behalf. On returning to the convent, he assembled all the brothers in the chapel, and prayed. "Au même instant les cheveux de la femme Renaissaient aussi beaux, et aussi longs que jamais."—*L'Abbé Guyard, Life of St. Antony of Padua.*

This probably is the most frivolous miracle on record, and yet the actors are the Saviour, St. Antony, and a whole convent of friars. Prayer and miracle are added, and the object to lengthen a woman's hair and gratify personal vanity.

St. Hilary, by prayer, murders his daughter and wife (died 867). St. Hilary, bishop of Poitiers, had a daughter named Abra; and, when she was grown to marriageable age, he prayed that she might die, lest she should be corrupted by longer contact with this world. His prayer was heard, and his child died peaceably without pain. His wife, "jealous of her daughter's happiness," asked her husband to pray that she might join her daughter. This he did, and the wife died also. These two deaths, Mgr. Guérin, the pope's chamberlain, calls "miracles more extraordinary than raising the dead to life."—*Les Petits Bollandistes,* vol. i. p. 304.

St. Hilary ought to have remembered the Saviour's prayer: "I pray not that Thou shouldest take them out of the world, but that Thou shouldest keep them from the evil of the world." It must be presumed that St. Hilary believed his prayers would be efficacious to procure the deaths of his daughter and wife; if so, he might have poisoned them or cut their throats with equal right. In fact, he deliberately murdered both his victims.

St. Isidore gives away his master's corn to feed the birds (A.D. 1170). One day, in winter, when the earth was covered with snow, his master sent Isidore to the mill with a sack of wheat to be ground. On the road he saw a flock of birds perched in the trees; so, untying his sack, he gave the corn to the birds. Some neighbours coming up, bound also to the mill, laughed at him for what he had done, and all went to the mill together. On reaching the mill, Isidore set down his empty sack, but when the miller came up he found it full. All the corn of the different sacks was duly ground, but Isidore's flour required two large sacks to hold it.—*John (the deacon), Life of St. Isidore, the Farm Labourer* (1261).

Certainly this labourer had no right to give away his master's corn without leave. There is no charity in giving away what does not belong to you. Suppose a merchant sends his clerk with £1000 to the bank, and as he goes he gives the money to the poor; would this not be felony, and worthy severe punishment? Why are birds better than
St. Nicholas and the pagan usurer. An army of Vandals, passing from Africa to Calabria, ravaged the country, and carried away great spoils. Amongst other things that fell into their hands, was an image of St. Nicholas. The Vandal to whom this image fell was a usurer, and on one occasion, being called suddenly from home, he said to the image, "Remember, Nicholas, to look well after the money-chests while I am away." When the usurer was gone, some thieves broke into the house, and stole his money; and, on his return, he rated the image soundly for not protecting his master's goods better; and told the image it should assuredly be burnt, if the money were not restored within three days. At sunset St. Nicholas abjured himself to the thieves, and threatened to punish them unless they restored the money; so they took it back to the usurer, even to the uttermost farthing. When the man found his money restored, he was converted to the Christian faith, and baptized.

(All the ancient authors who have written the life of St. Nicholas mention this story; and this was the reason why St. Nicholas was chosen the patron saint of thieves.)

There are many moral objections against this tale. (1) Usury was itself illegal, and ought not to have been countenanced; (2) bribery and corruption are no instruments of God's grace; (3) St. Nicholas had no power to compound with thieves; (4) it is no part of God (represented by the image) to protect unlawful gains.

St. Zita gives away her master's goods in charity (A.D. 1218-1278). St. Zita was a servant in the house of Pagano, seigneur of Fatinelli. Once, when there was a famine, Zita, touched with pity for the half-starved wretches who applied at the house for food, gave them the beans from her master's granary, without asking his permission. Not long afterwards, the seigneur, taking stock, went to measure his beans. Zita was terribly alarmed, and hid herself behind her mistress. Pagano found the measure all right, and Zita thanked God for restoring what she had taken for charity. - Stolz, Hagiography.

I once heard an English clergyman, at a Church missionary meeting, extol his little daughter, a child of about seven years of age, for taking a shilling, which did not belong to her, to put into the Church missionary box. The charity of Zita, mentioned above, is of precisely the same character; but the miraculous reposing of the beans, to conceal the theft, is making God an accessory after the deed.

St. Zita neglects her work to attend matins (A.D. 1218-1278). It was the duty of Zita, who was servant in the house of Pagano, seigneur of Fatinelli, to make the bread and prepare breakfast. One day she stopped so long at church, there was no time to make the bread and cook it for breakfast. Zita hastened home, and found, to her inexpressible joy, that an angel had done her work for her; and the bread was both made and baked ready for use. - Vita Sanctorum (Papebroch the Bollandist), April 27, p. 497.

Prayer and attendance at church, no doubt, are duties which should be duty and diligently observed; but a servant has no more right to neglect her duties to her master than the man pays for certain services, than she has to neglect prayer and public worship. If Zita neglected her duty, this angel taught her a very good lesson of having up the consequences. There are two tables of the law, and those who break either are equally guilty. It is passing strange that the words Laborare est orare are set at nought by the consequences. There were so often in the month of Zita that they are called "Zita's Proverb." It seems from the above that the proverb would be more correctly written in Zita's case Orae est labora.

Miracles of Special Saints.

It would be impossible in so many hundreds of pages of this book to give even a list of the names of the workers of miracles in the Roman calendar. As Mgr. Godin says, "Tous les grands événements, l'infinité d'actions, la houle émotive du monde, du passé et de l'avenir, du ciel et de la terre, du créateur et de ses créations, tout y entraîne, tout y entraîne le miracle."

It is certain that many of these miracles are not recorded in the Church, and that many of them are not even known to the faithful. But it is certain that many of them are recorded in the Church, and that many of them are known to the faithful. It is certain that many of these miracles are not recorded in the Church, and that many of them are not even known to the faithful. But it is certain that many of them are recorded in the Church, and that many of them are known to the faithful.

Summary of the miracles of St. Aldric, bishop of Mons (A.D. 800-856). The contemporaneous historians and disciples of St. Aldric say that three quires of paper would not suffice for a mere catalogue of his miracles; and the prodigies which proceeded from his tomb indicated the glory to which he was advanced in heaven.
Our fathers have themselves seen a miraculous oil of healing virtues ooze from his marble statue, and run down in streams.—Les Petits Bollandistes, vol. i. pp. 192, 193.

Summary of the miracles of St. Bernard of Abbeville (A.D. 1046-1117). Robert des Moteis, a near neighbour of St. Bernard's abbey of Tiron, was a chevalier, but very poor. St. Bernard went to visit him, and "par sa seule presence, fit affluer dans le modeste castel une incopuisable richeesse."

Passing through St. Lubin de Chassant, he healed, with the sign of the cross, an infant born blind; and, with the same sign, delivered two of his own monks from malignant spirits.

One harvest-time a young novice was knocked down by a cart drawn by ten bullocks, and was terribly crushed by the wheels, which ran over her. She was carried to the infirmary, as it was supposed, quite dead; but St. Bernard, laying his hands on her, bade her arise; and she arose without the slightest trace of the late accident.

Louis le Gros, king of France, for being cured by St. Bernard of a dangerous malady, gave to the abbey of Tiron the territory of Contry.

At St. Bernard's death, all the monks of Tiron (except one) who had died since its foundation appeared round his bed, with glories ready to conduct his soul to paradise. The one exception was a monk who received the order of priesthood without passing regularly through the lower degrees first. For this offence the devil caused his soul to the bottomless pit.

St. Bernard's death was known the same day to the allied monks in England and to those on the banks of the Rhine. This, of course, was by divine revelation.

God, says his biographer, wishing to show by some signal prodigy His pleasure at the virtues of His servant, sent on him one day, when he was blessing the people, a shower of roses, "qui l'enveloppaient de ses parfums." At another time, while he was celebrating mass, a white dew filled the air with a celestial odour. On another occasion, the saint, merely by a word, quenched a fierce fire, which had threatened to burn down all the cell.—Corbey, Hagiographis d'Amiens. (The life of St. Bernard of Abbeville was written in 1187-1146 by Geoffroy le Gros, one of his disciples.)

Summary of the miracles of St. Brigit, thaumaturge (A.D. 436-523). St. Brigit, or St. Bride, like St. Patrick, is patron saint of Ireland. She was the natural daughter of Duptac and a slave, and was a marvel of beauty. St. Brigit was a thaumaturge, and Baronius tells us he read a record of her miracles which ran through twenty-five chapters, folio. Alban Butler says, "There are five modern lives of her, which are little else than enumerations of her wonderful miracles." Some account is contained in Bollandus, Acta Sanctorum, Feb., vol. i. p. 95, etc.; and in St. Jerome's Martyrology.

A reference to the index of this volume will give the reader a few specimens of her miracles.

Summary of the miracles of Charles Borromeo (A.D. 1538-1584).

(The miracles wrought by the intercession and merits of St. Charles Borromeo are far too numerous to be given in detail; several are dispersed in the volumes under the different heads. The following are also sanctioned and directly allowed by the bull of canonization.)

(1) He healed, by the virtue of prayer, John Pietro Stopano, archbishop of Matia, in the Valley of Telino, of a deadly disease, after being given up by his physicians.

(2) He preserved, by the sign of the cross, the abbot Bernardino Tarusi and Joseph Cavallerio from being drowned in the Ticino.

(3) He saved, by the force of prayer, Julio Homatto from being killed, when thrown from his horse over a steep precipice.

(4) He drove away, by the benediction of his hands, divers devils which had possessed a young man for a long time.

(5) He healed, by his benediction, Margaret Vertua of a double tertian ague, which had afflicted her for eight months. This miracle was instantaneous, though Margaret had been brought so low by the ague that she was unable to move.

(6) By his blessing, he healed a noble lady from a disease brought on her by witchcraft. After his death. (1) Dami Paula Justina Casata, a nun in the great monastery of Milan, had been paralyzed for eight and a half years. Being given up by her medical attendants, she invoked the aid of St. Charles Borromeo, and was cured in an instant. This occurred on the day of St. John the Baptist, A.D. 1601.

(2) Philip Nava, of Milan, had a son born blind, and two strange tumours, as big as half-eggs, had sprung up under his eyes, so as wholly to bury those organs. The swellings increased daily;
and his mother, Lucina, implored the aid of St. Charles, especially as the child was the saint's namesake. Instantly the ghost of St. Charles himself appeared in the chamber, and no sooner had he given his benediction, than the two tumours disappeared, sight was given to the child, and the boy was restored to perfect health (Oct. 1604).

(3) Martha Vighia, of Milan, had been afflicted in her eyes for six years. Her pain had been great, and her sight had wholly perished. She prayed to St. Charles for help, and the saint came to her in her sleep, told her to visit his tomb, and he would answer her there. Next morning, which was Friday, Martha was led by the hand to the tomb of the saint, and, after making her prayer, she kissed the stone which covered his sepulchre. As her lips touched the stone her sight was entirely restored, and she rose up in perfect health (Nov. 4, A.D. 1604).

(4) John Jacques Lomati, a gentleman of Milan, had his legs eaten full of holes by scrofula. He was wholly unable to stand; and the doctors said he could not possibly live the year out. One day the pain was so severe he begged to be taken to the tomb of Charles Borromeo, and there he earnestly implored the saint to send him some respite. As he made his invocation, he found himself completely healed, and all his sores were converted into sound flesh (Sept. 24, A.D. 1587).

(5) John Baptista Tiron, a child five years old, fell into the Ticino; but calling to mind the name of Charles Borromeo, to whose portrait he daily said his prayers, the saint came to his aid in a visible form, drew him out of the river, led him over its surface more than a hundred cubits, and set him safely on the bank. This was done in the sight of many who saw the accident.—Edward Kimesman, Lives of the Saints (1628), pp. 876-878.

(He says that the life given has been taken from the Italian abridgment set forth by the Very Rev. Prelate Francis Perini, translated into French by Charles de Candé, prior of Dorm Martin.)

N.B.—The life of Charles Borromeo has been often written. For example, by Ninio (1685); Nagnano (1837); Amatin Valerio (1828); Possentino (1821); Saccardi (1820); Sica (1811); Guizmané (1810); Whittius (1611); Mutius (1604); Godeau (1848); Touron (1761); Bodla (1751); Oseca (1817); Allan Butler (1830); Chamberlins (1840); Dragoni (1844); Dietinger (1840); Alexander Martin (1847); Mgr. Geyelin (7th ed., 1850); and many others.

St. Cuthbert, called the British Thumaturge (seventh century). By the force of prayer only, St. Cuthbert quenched a fire which threatened to commit very serious damage. He also dissipated a fire in the air, which the devil had con-

jured up to deter the people from going to hear him preach. By prayer he quelled tempests and storms. By prayer he turned water into wine.

By his mere presence he caused an unchaste devil to quit the body of a woman which it had taken possession of.

With water, oil, or hallowed bread, he healed divers sick folk given over by the doctors, some of whom were plague-stricken. By water which he had blessed he cured the wife of a noble thane, who lay speechless and senseless.

By sending the girdle of a holy abbess, called Elfleda, he healed a contraction of the muscles, and performed many other remarkable cures.

When he retired to the Farne islands, never before inhabited by man, because they were so infested by serpents, and so many demons had made it their retreat, he found the island he selected afforded him neither corn, fruit, nor water. He first drove the serpents into the sea, and evicted the demons; then by prayer obtained a well of fresh water; and by sowing barley, though wholly out of season, he obtained an abundant crop.

During a plague at Lindisfarne he visited a poor woman who had just lost one of her sons, while another was on the point of death. St. Cuthbert took the child in his arms, kissed it, and said to the mother, "Be comforted; the child shall live." And so it did, for it recovered from the plague from that very hour.—Bede, Church History, bk. iv. ch. 27-32; Acta Sanctorum, March 20.

Summary of miracles attributed to St. Dominic (A.D. 1170-1221). One day, preaching before a church against the heresies of the day, St. Dominic found himself, with a brother from the Cistercian convent, suddenly transported into the church, without any one having opened the doors. At another time his valise and books fell into a river, and when, after several days, they were "fished up again," they were not even wetted. Often while travelling the rain fell in torrents, without one single drop falling on him, that he might reach his journey's end quite dry. As he never took money about with him, he had to ask free passage across ferries. On one occasion the boatman refused to ferry him across without his fare; so he lifted his eyes to heaven, and found at his feet the required money. In the convent of St. Vincent of Castres, the crucifix spoke to him, and told him to persevere in
well-doing, and to remember that saints were made perfect by suffering. In the same place, while at mass, his fervour was so great that he was lifted into the air full five feet from the ground, of which fact the prior himself and the canons were personal witnesses. He saved miraculously from drowning forty English pilgrims going to St. James's, who had entered a boat too weak and had been thrown into the Garonne.—Les Petits Bollandistes, vol. ix. p. 284.

Summary of miracles of St. Francis d'Assisi (A.D. 1182-1226). The astounding miracles wrought by St. Francis d'Assisi would fill a large volume. He cast out devils, healed the sick, raised the dead, and commanded the elements. Many of his wonderful works are set forth in the bull of canonization, demonstrating that all true [Roman] Catholics believe them to be authentic and genuine.

—Life, by Arrighetti, Peter d'Alva, St. Bonaventure, Chavin de Malan, etc.

St. Francis of Paula, thomaturge (A.D. 1416-1607). Of all the saints, none but Vincent Ferrier have exceeded St. Francis of Paula in prophetic inspiration and miraculous gifts. In the acts of canonization we have this marvellous summary:—"He [Francis of Paula] made huge beams of timber and enormous stones light, that his workmen might carry on their works at Paterna more easily; he entered burning furnaces without himself or his clothes being burned; he stopped falling rocks, while rolling down the sides of mountains with impetuosity, or stayed them in mid-air from falling; he caused springs of water to well up from dry ground; he found brick earth in parts where there was none; he burnt lime and bricks instantaneously, without the aid of fire; he often fed all his workmen and disciples with food insufficient for the meal of one man; he commanded devils, and even made them work for him; he put seven chestnuts in the ground, and they instantly became seven large trees. This was done to appease the anger of a man who complained that St. Francis had cut down one of his chestnut trees without permission. The fact is, the man's wife had given the tree to the saint for his monastery. The fruit of these chestnut trees is satirical, and thousands have been cured of divers complaints by eating it. He made wild bulls draw his ploughs, and they were as docile as oxen which had been used to the yokes for ten years.

An enormous tree, which stood in the middle of the road leading to his church, greatly incommoded the public; so he split the tree in two by his word alone, and caused each moiety to retire right and left for several feet, leaving a clear wide road between. These two half-trees stood on each side of the road, as two perfect trees, and neither lost their verdure nor showed any sign of injury. They stood for many years, but the branches being much used for crucifixes and rosaries, only the bare trunks now remain.

Then as for the healing of diseases. One of the witnesses examined in the consistory, at the canonization, affirmed that, to his own personal knowledge, St. Francis healed one hundred persons in one day. Other witnesses testified that he was always healing; and the numbers of persons so benefited could not be counted; they said, undoubtedly the saint held in his hands the keys of life and death. He brought down to the grave, and brought up therefrom.

One day a child was born without eyes and mouth, but St. Francis marked with his spittle the places where these features ought to have been, and then, making the sign of the cross, the infant became possessed of two brilliant eyes and a model mouth. He gave eyes to the blind, hearing to the deaf, speech to the dumb; he made the halt to walk, the cripple to have the use of his limbs; and recalled six dead persons to life again. Thomas d’Yvre of Paterna he twice restored to life; once when he was crushed to death by a tree falling on him, and again when he fell from a steeple. This is the only instance on record of a person being raised from the dead twice. When he went to Messina on his cloak-raft (see p. 64), the first thing he did was to restore to life a man who had been hanged for three days on the public gibbet. Persons are shown at Milan, above the main entrance of his church, two huge stones which, we are told, the saint lifted without aid, and placed where they are now seen. They are also shown a pit, which once contained salt water, but which St. Francis made fresh till the cistern was completed.—Father Giry, Bull of Leo X. and Acts of Canonization.

Mgr. Godin, chamberlain of pope Leo XIII, after recounting the great miracles of St. Francis of Paula, concludes thus:—Comme en de fois a-t-il produit ou multiplié du pain, du vin, des épices, et d’autres aliments semblables, que la faim leur faisait demander ? Comme en de fois a-t-il fait cuire sublimement, pour eux et pour d’autres personnes,
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des léguemes que l'on avait oublié ou négligé de faire cuire! Combien de fois s-t-il remis en état de travailler ceux que des chutes et des blessures considérables avaient rendus incapables de faire la moindre chose! ... II rendit la vue aux aveugles, l'ouïe aux sourds, la parole aux muets, l'usage des pieds et des mains aux estropiés, la vie aux agonisants et aux morts; et, ce qui est encore plus considérable, la raison aux insensés et aux frémétriques. Les lépreux, les hydropeziques, les paralytiques, les personnes affligées de la pierre, des cicatrices, de la colique, de la migraine, et de tout autre genre de douleur, de plaies, et d'ulcères, trouvèrent en sa charité un remède instantané. Il n'eut jamais de mal, quelque grand et incurable qu'il parlât, qui pût résister en sa voix ou à son attachement. —Vies des Saints, vol. iv, p. 143.

The miracles ascribed to his relics after death are no less astounding. Mgr. Guérin says: Everything which belonged to St. Francis of Paula, and everything he had touched, received a miraculous virtue, as the handkerchiefs and aprons which had touched the body of St. Paul. A pair of spectacles that passed through his hands cured Angus Serra, an ecclesiastic, of blindness; his "discipline de fer," stained with his blood, healed a woman of heart complaint; a cord which he wore, being presented to a demoniac, constrained the soul spirit to quit the body of the possessed; a piece of his gown, subdivided into twenty parts, and given to twenty noblemen, multiplied into eighty parts, under the hands of seigneur Jean, comte des Arènes, and still seven parts were left for the count himself. These fragments were sources of countless miracles in France, Naples, and Calabria. The cap which St. Francis wore, and many which were placed on his head after death, became endowed with miraculous virtues, and cured many sufferers. "Il y en a de tous côtés des exemples fort authentiques, que je me dispense néanmoins de rapporter." If any one doubts, let him call to mind that water, chrysan, and oil are the substances of three of the sacraments, and that God chooses the weak things of the world to confound the things which are mighty, and base things of the world, and things which are despised, hath God chosen ... that no flesh should glory. Thus also St. Gregory the Great gave to certain ambassadors, who expected to receive from him some mighty relic of great value, a linen cloth which had touched the bones of martyrs, and when they complained of being deceived, he pricked the cloth, and blood fell from it.—Father Giry (1655), Acts of Canonization, etc.

Miracles of St. Francisca (A.D. 1384-1440). Amongst the miracles of St. Francisca, this summary is taken from her biographer and father confessor, John Mattiotti. She cured an infant, five years old, of the falling sickness, merely by laying her hand on its head. By the same means she healed another child of a rupture. A woman named Angela, who was a cripple from gout, happened to meet St. Francisca in the street, implored her succour, and was instantly restored to perfect health. One day she fed fifteen nuns with fragments of bread barely sufficient for three, and a basketful was left afterwards. On another occasion, when some nuns were shopping sticks, they felt extremely thirsty, but there was no water at hand; so Francisca bade some vines supply them with grapes, and this they did although the month was January. These are only a few of her numerous miracles; but these will suffice to show how greatly God honoured her.—John Mattiotti (her father confessor), Life of St. Francisca.

Her biographer adds: "Those many miracles were brought to the notice of several pontiffs, as Eugenius IV., Nicholas V., and Clement VIII.; at length, in 1395, Paul V. canonized her; and Clement X. commanded her fête to be celebrated with a double office."

Summary of miracles ascribed to St. Geneviève (A.D. 428-512). A mere catalogue of the miracles of St. Geneviève would fill several pages of this book. She gave hearing to the deaf, speech to the dumb, and sight to the blind. She healed the sick, and comunicated sickness at her will. She raised the dead, commanded the sunshine and the rain, multiplied food and drink, and indeed did pretty well as she pleased with the laws of nature. Mgr. Guérin gives the following summary of the miracles ascribed to her relics:—"On y [at the church of St. Denis] une lampe, dont l'huile ne se consumait point, quoiqu'elle brillât toujours, et qu'on prit continuellement de cette huile pour servir à la guérison des malades. Des aveugles y reçurent la vue; des muets, l'usage de la langue; des possédés, leur délivrance; des personnes tourmentées par la fièvre, une prompte et parfaite santé. Une femme, reprise de ce qu'elle travaillait le jour de la nativité de Notre Dame avait répondu impudemment que la Vierge était une pauvre femme comme elle, en punition de ce blasphème, ses doigts s'étaient si fort attachés au peigne avec lequel elle cardait la laine, qu'on ne pouvait les en séparer, —elle fut guérie en priant auprès de ce
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rows, that they might be healed. The inhabitants of Meudon, being afflicted with a contagious disease, were healed by some bread which he blessed. A monk of Tours, who had been ill for two years, was cured by simply kissing a letter written by the saint. Gertrude, the wife of Monsolis, who was blind, had her sight restored by invoking his name. A priest, paralyzed for doing some secular work on a Sunday, was cured by a little oil which St. Germanus had blessed. Attila, a favourite of king Childerich, having broken his arm, was bled and died; but St. Germanus sprinkled on him a little holy water, and he revived. (Query: for died read fainted?) The daughter of a nobleman of Touraine, being at the point of death, was cured by him, and she became a nun. Two women, possessed of devils, were exercised by rubbing them with oil and spittle. Queen Radegonde had retired from the world and taken the veil; but some evil counsellors advised the king to violate her vow. Radegonde wrote to St. Germanus, who dissuaded the king from his wicked intention, and "all his evil counsellors died horribly the death of Aries." When Germanus went to celebrate the fête of St. Martin, all the devils and demoniacs in alarm ran crying with loud and bitter lamentations, "O man of God, if you will not suffer us to dwell in human bodies, suffer us to dwell in these forests and mountain solitudes." One day, being at Avallon, he heard that many prisoners were confined for not paying the taxes. He asked count Nicaise to set them free; and, as the count refused, he appealed to God in prayer. Whereupon God sent an angel to open the prison doors, to break off the chains of the defaulters, and set the prisoners free. Being at Cervon he was told of a widow whose fields were infested by bears. St. Germanus went to the widow, made on her the sign of the cross, and all the bears died the same night (!). One of them, trying to escape, was impaled on a hedge-stake. If St. Germanus went to any church, and found the doors locked, he had only to make the sign of the cross, and the doors flew open at once of their own accord.—Fortunat, Lives of Saints.

Chilperic's inscription on the tomb of Germanus was this: "St. Germanus, an homme apostolique, le prie, le medecin, le pasteur, et l'amour de son peuple."

The following miracles of St. Isidore of Madrid cannot be classed under any of the...
subjective heads of this book (1180–1170).
(1) Women in childbirth, who applied to St. Isidore, never found him deaf to their prayers. Hundreds will bear witness that he has sustained them, when their medical attendants have pronounced their case hopeless.

(2) Once a man wanted to fich a relic of St. Isidore, and to this end secreted himself in the church where the saint was buried. When all was quiet, he broke open the shrine and cut off a finger. No sooner, however, had he done so, than he became transfixed, like a statue of stone, wholly unable to move either hand or foot. Fearing discovery, he put the finger back again, and it instantly adhered to the hand without leaving the slightest mark. The man, being released, fell on his knees, and thanked St. Isidore that no worse thing had befallen him.

The power of returning the finger came, I suppose, with the wish to do so; as the man with the withered hand was able to stretch it forth when bidden to do so by the firavol.

(3) In times of drought the people of Spain are wont to carry the body of St. Isidore in solemn procession. When this is done rain never fails to come, the drought ceases, and the fields rejoice. Hence husbandsman take St. Isidore for their patron, if they hope for good harvests, and those who do so are seldom disappointed.

(4) On one occasion, some Spanish nobles were travelling down a steep hill, when their horses became unmanageable, fell down, and dragged the coach to a precipice. The danger was imminent, and the noblemen called on St. Isidore for help. Instantly the coach and horses stayed, hanging in the air, on the side of the rock, till all who were in the coach, to the number of eighteen, had got out, and saved themselves from further danger. This done, the coach was righted; and the horses, being drawn up, were found to have received no injury.

(5) The biographers of St. Isidore mention twenty instances of blind men cured of their blindness by his intercession; numerous instances of deaf and dumb persons who by his means recovered hearing and speech; many halt, lame, crooked, and deformed, made straight and comely; many paralytics healed, and a long list of promiscuous diseases cured by this favourite Spanish saint.

(6) Celestial music, we are told, is often heard at his tomb. And an angel tolled the church bell during his funeral march.

—Ribadeneira and Villegas, Extravagants.

The history of St. Isidore is so marvellous that I subjoin the letter-patent for its publication. It is entitled "Le Privilege," and runs thus: "Philippus, par la grace de Dieu roy de Castille, d'Arragon, de Leon, etc. Akons accordé grace, octroy et privilege speciales à Jean Heigham, demeurant à R. Omor, luy seul et à l'exclusion de tous autres, qui imprimer ou faire imprimer, ou distribuer par tous les pays de notre obeissance, en la vie des Saincte [Isidora, Ignatius, Xavenerius, Philip Nairius, B. Francion, B. Tertio, B. Lewis Gougnae, D. Stanislaus Kostka, et Alphonsoes Rodrigues] en la langue Angioles, et ce pour l'espace de dix ans; defendant à tous im- primer et autres nos sujets quels qu'ils soient, d'im- primer, contrefaire, ou fautre autre part imprimer, amener es nos pays, à peine de trois florins d'amende pour chaque copie, et autre punition arbitraire mentionné en légit privilege. failt & Bruxelles le 16 de Juin 1625, Signé De Groote."

(it is from this rare old book, in my possession, that every extract of the saint above mentioned has been taken.)

Summary of the miracles of St. Jeanne de Valois (died A.D. 1505).

André Frémot, archbishop of Bourges, has reduced the number of miracles ascribed to St. Jeanne de Valois, the divorced queen of France, to 180, which are all set down in his book, printed A.D. 1618.—André Frémot (1575–1641).

Summary of the miracles of Jeanne Marie de Maillé (A.D. 1382–1414). Jeanne Marie de Maillé performed thirty-nine miracles during her life, and thirteen after her death. She healed lepers, gave hearing to the deaf, speech to the dumb, sight to the blind, the use of their limbs to the halt, and cured many diseases of other kinds; but she was never canonized.—L'abbé Rolland, Life of Jeanne Marie de Maillé.

We are told that Jeanne Marie died in 1414. In 1645 they opened her grave, but found only a stray bone or two. However, the bonnet which she was in the habit of wearing was recovered, "quelqu'ill' arrepa deux siecles entoù dans la terre. Les fidèles avoient une grande dévotion a cette relique, et ils se la saisissent placer sur la tête pour obtenir la rémission des peines d'amour.

(An old hat which had been buried in the earth two hundred years and more would certainly be a curiosity, but its genuineness would be hard to prove.)

Olivier Clarracq, in his history in verse of the archbishops of Tours, asserts that he was himself miraculously cured of a violent headache from which he had suffered for forty years, by placing this bonnet on his head.

Summary of the miracles of St. Julian, bishop of Mans (A.D. 117). It would be quite impossible to give the miracles ascribed to St. Julian, first bishop of Mans, in a few pages. They would fill a volume. This one short paragraph will, however, suffice. After raising to life the son of Anastasius, the son of Priula-Leguilla, and Jovian, the biographer goes on thus: "Wherever he went crowds thronged around him. Many of the infirm and sick did not dare to ask him to heal them, but were content to follow in the crowd. The disciples spoke
to him about these sick folk, and Julian, without uttering a word, turned round, and immediately all were cured of whatever infirmity they suffered from. To perpetuate the memory of this miracle, a chapter of canons was afterwards established on this spot. At Ruillé sur Loir, the only daughter of a man of great influence in the vicinity was presented to Julian. She was cruelly possessed of a devil, and the saint exercised her. A church was afterwards founded on the spot where this occurred. A blind man being brought to him, he washed the sightless balls with a little water, and immediately they received sight."— Piolin, History of the Church of Mans.

Summary of miracles ascribed to St. Mathia or Mastidia (A.D. 1007). This is the off-hand way in which the miracles of St. Mathia are recorded in the Propre de Troyes: "Voici quelques-uns des miracles opérés par la sainte, en l'an 1007: Elle guérit une femme de la ville de Tonnerre, dont la main gauche était desséchée; elle guérit un enfant de trois ans, de la ville de Sens, malade et débile des jambes. Elle rendit la lumière à un aveugle. Elle redressa une femme qui était cal-d-jatte; elle rendit sait et dispos un paralytique, malade depuis déjà trente ans; elle rendit l'ouïe à une femme de Sens, et la vue à une autre femme. Elle fit marcher droit un enfant qui se traînait à la manière des bêtes; elle guérit deux petites filles âgées de cinq ans; un homme de Toul, d'une contraction du visage; un jeune homme dont le côté gauche du corps était paralysé." These miracles were the work of only one year.

Summary of the miracles of St. Maurelius (A.D. 426). The sanctity of St. Maurelius shone forth in the following miracles:

1. An inhabitant of Possomière, paralyzed in both hands, was told in a dream to go to St. Maurelius to be healed. Maurelius prayed, made the sign of the cross, and the paralytic instantly received the use of both his hands.

2. A blind woman was brought to him; she was chained hand and foot, because she was possessed of a furious devil, which caused her blindness. Maurelius, fixing his eye on the woman, commanded the devil to come out of her. This it did immediately. Then the saint, going up to the woman, made on her eyes the sign of the cross, and she at once received her sight.

3. A shepherd was bitten by a deadly viper; but, by the sign of the cross, St. Maurelius saved the man, so that the bite did him no harm.

4. A woman of Angers was childless, and was of an age past the time of maternity; but St. Maurelius, by prayer, brought it to pass that she became the joyful mother of children.

5. At Chalonne was an abominable temple, called Prisciacus, where were many idols. Maurelius resolved to destroy it. As he passed the doors, the devils cried out, "Why, Maurelius, do you persecute us thus? You leave us no place where we may abide in peace." The saint, paying no heed to these words, made the sign of the cross, and the devils fled. Then he burnt the temple to the ground, and built on the site the priory of St. Peter of Chalonne.

6. A female captive, having escaped from a slave-merchant, implored Maurelius to save her. The saint offered to pay her ransom, but the merchant refused to part with her. Whereupon Maurelius prayed that Christ, who died to give liberty to the captive, would interfere, and immediately the merchant dropped down dead. The employés of the merchant, being terribly alarmed at this awful judgment, came to Maurelius in tears, and prayed him to take pity on them. He bade them release the whole of their slaves, which they did willingly, and also gave the saint handsome presents for his monastery.

— Acta Sanctorum (Bollandists), Sept. 13.

Summary of the miracles of St. Odilo (A.D. 962-1049). St. Odilo, abbot of Cluny, gave sight to the son of one of his tenants born blind. He cured a nobleman whose eye had been knocked out by the branch of a tree; this cure was effected simply by making the sign of the cross. He healed a novice of Patermala, eaten up with scrofula. He cured Gerard of epilepsy, by giving him to drink some water which had been poured into St. Mayeul's chalice. He cured, by the sign of the cross, an eclesiastic of Tours, who suffered grievously from a tumour, called in French le charbon au bras, a gangrenous carbuncle. He gave intelligence to a gentleman born an idiot, who used to break away from home, and run about the country naked, yelling most hideously. He often multiplied food. Twice he walked over a river which had overflowed its banks; the second time he did so without even wetting the soles of his shoes. On one occasion he dropped his sac de nué into the river, but when he picked it out, he
found its contents perfectly dry. (See Domino, p. 281.)—Mgr. Guérin, "Vies des Saints" (1880), Jan. 1, p. 82, etc.

St. Patrick's miracles (A.D. 873-464).
On the day of his baptism, he gave sight to a man born blind; the blind man took hold of the babe's hand, and with it made on the ground a sign of the cross. He made a spring of water leap from dry ground, and with this water he restored sight to several blind persons. He raised nine persons from the dead. On one occasion he performed a triple miracle: (1) he gave sight to one born blind; (2) he enabled the man, who had never seen a letter of the alphabet, to read fluently in a moment; and (3) he opened the eyes of the man's heart to receive the gospel. When he baptized a king of Ireland, he placed by accident his cross on the king's foot. Like a pastoral staff, the cross terminated in a sharp point, and as St. Patrick leaned heavily upon it, the point ran into the king's foot, and made it bleed. The king neither flinched nor stirred a muscle; in fact, he thought it a part of the baptismal service. When St. Patrick observed the wound, he miraculously healed it.—Messingham, Florilegium Insulae Sanctorum; Jocelin, Life of St. Patrick. (J. H. Todd published a life of St. Patrick in 1863.)

Of course, the above epitome does not include all the miracles ascribed to St. Patrick; many are ranged under the different headings, and may be referred to in the index under the word PATRICK. In regard to the last, a very similar story is told of St. Aedan, who went to show the king of Ayrshire a musical instrument which he had invented. His majesty rested the head of his spear on the saint's foot, and leaned with both hands on the spear while he listened to the music. St. Aedan, though his great toe was severely injured, showed no sign of pain, but went on playing as if nothing was the matter.

Summary of miracles ascribed to St. Peter of Gallia Cisalpina. St. Peter of Gallia Cisalpina commanded a prater, who annoyed him with his tongue, to be dumb for a season, and the man lost the use of his speech. At Veronica he healed a girl that was on the point of death, by laying his scapular upon her. At Milan, when a deputation was held in the open air, he caused a thick cloud to keep off the sun, and temper the great heat. Being sick, and his physician being wholly at a loss to understand the nature of his disease, St. Peter laid on himself his own scapular, and he instantly vomited a hairy worm with two heads, and was presently quite well again. At Milan he cured Acerbus of the palsy, though he had kept his bed for five years. He healed Carasia, a woman of Caratru, of the same infirmity with which she had been afflicted for seven years. In Mantua he "healed a woman that would not make confession," and obtained health both of body and soul.—Thomas Lentinus, Life of St. Peter of Gallia Cisalpina, Martyr.

Summary of miracles ascribed to St. Placidus. Among the host of miracles ascribed to St. Placidus are the following:—He raised to life a child in the article of death. He cured a paralytic; a quartan ague; a man that could stir no part of his body, except his eyes; one afflicted with gout; a blind girl; a deaf woman; one blind, deaf, and dumb; restored sight to one who had been blind for eight years; and cast out many devils. In Sicily he cast out the devil from a man very sorely tormented; and in Africa thongs of sick folk were brought to him daily, and he healed them all. He was martyred at the age of twenty-six, and many miracles were performed by his relics.—Surius (1570), Lives of the Saints.

Summary of the miracles of St. Vincent Ferrer (A.D. 1357-1419). The number of miracles ascribed to St. Vincent Ferrer is incalculable. More than 800 are related of him in an inquest held at Avignon, Toulouse, Nantes, and Nancy. The same at Salamanca. Every morning, at the ringing of the miracle bell, crowds of impotent folk used to assemble, and he healed them. "N'est-il fait dans le cours de ces vingt ans que huit miracles par jour, on arriverait au chiffre de 60,400. Mais ce calcul est évidemment trop faible!! puisque, c'est un fait constant, notre saint en opérait non seulement dans les assemblées publiques et en chair, mais encore en marchant, en demeurant au logis, à tout instant, pour ainsi dire; d'où cette parole commune parmi les historiens de sa vie, 'C'était un miracle quand il ne faisait pas de miracles, et le plus grand miracle qu'il fit était de n'en point faire.'"—Mgr. Guérin, Vies des Saints, vol. iv. p. 227.

St. Louis Bertrand (Teloli, bk. ii. tratt. i, c. 21) confirms this statement. "God," says he, "set His seal to the teaching of St. Vincent Ferrer by so many miracles, that from the time of the apostles to our own days no saint has operated so many. God only knows their number, as He alone knows the number of the stars."

We are further told that St. Vincent employed miracle apprentices or assistants to carry on the work, when he himself
was tired out. At such times he would turn to one of his assistants, and say, "To-day I have done miracles enough, and am wearied with fatigue. Go now, and do for me what is required. God who has bestowed this power on me will transfer it for the nonce to you."

Four hundred sick people recovered their health merely by placing themselves on the bed where St. Vincent died.

St. Cyprian's way of accounting for miracles. "The Holy Spirit," says St. Cyprian, "is poured forth without measure. As much of capacious faith as we bring, so much of abounding grace do we draw therefrom. Hence an ability is given to heal the sick, to neutralize the force of poison, to cleanse the filth of dis-tempered minds, and to compel wandering spirits to quit their hold of men." Dr. Milner, who quotes these words, adds, "The testimony here given to the ejection of evil spirits, as a common thing among Christians, is a proof that miracles had not ceased in the Church in the third century. Indeed, the testimony of the Fathers in these times is so general and concurrent, that the fact itself cannot be denied without impeaching their veracity."

Of course, the following difficulties will strike every one: (1) Why should the age of miracles be limited to the first three centuries? (2) Are all the miracles vouched for by the Fathers in these times to be accepted? If so, some of the most incredible must be taken for granted, as a very cursory glance of this book will plainly show. (3) Is it not equally an impeachment of the "veracity of holy men" to doubt the miracles ascribed to saints since the first three centuries, as, for example, those of St. Bernard (1046-1153), Charles Borromeo (1538-1584). St. Francis of Assisi (1182-1226), St. Francis of Paula (1416-1507), St. Isidore (1130-1170), St. Vincent Ferrier (1367-1419), and many others? What further corroboration can the miracles of the first three centuries lay claim to than those of the saints referred to above, or indeed for those of the nineteenth century? The question is not one of veracity at all, but of sagacity, prudence, education and preconceptions. If anything the whole force should be in favor of more modern miracles, because more scientific investigation could be applied than in earlier ages, and deception would be more difficult.

Hindu method of acquiring complete command over elementary matter. The Yoga or Panjantala school of philosophy maintains the possibility and practicability of acquiring the entire command over elementary matter by ascetic privations. Yoga means, effecting a perfect union between the vital spirit in man and that which pervades all nature. When this union is effected, the Yogi is liberated from his body. He can then make himself lighter or heavier, larger or smaller, as he likes; he can traverse all space; animate dead bodies by transferring his own spirit into it; can render himself invisible; can become familiar with the past or future; and know all that is being done in any part of the earth. The way to acquire this power is by long-continued suppression of respiration; by inhaling and exhaling the breath in a particular manner; sitting in certain attitudes with the eyes fixed on the tip of the nose. H. H. Wilson, in the Ayem Ahibri (vol. ii. p. 445), tells us he has seen many practising "assum," that is, sitting with the eyes fixed on the nose, and he says it is perfectly astounding what command they acquire over their muscles, nerves, and bones. He names four who could hold their breath for an incredible length of time.

Whether the saints by asceticism and constant contemplation acquired this union of their own spirit with the anima mundi, I cannot say, but certainly Milton believed it possible. He says angels speak to the [saints] in dream or vision—

Till oft converses with heavenly habitants
Begin to cast a beam on the outward shape
(The unpolluted temple of the mind)
And turns it by degrees to the soul's essence,
Till all be made immortal.—But when last
By onomatous looks, loose gestures, and foul talk
Lose in delusion to the inward parts,
The soul grows cloyed, by contagion,
Infibbles and imbrutes, till she quite lose
The divine property of her first being.

Moses and the Rock.

Num. xx. 11. And Moses lifted up his hand and smote the rock twice, and water came out abundantly; and the congregation drank, and their beasts also.

St. Francis of Paula brings water from a rock (A.D. 1416-1507). The third great miracle of St. Francis of Paula was to bring water from a rock in Calabria, simply by striking it with a rod. This miracle was performed to supply the workmen with water, which they much needed. Before this, the men had to go a considerable way to fetch water from the torrent. What renders the miracle still more striking is this: the saint caused the water to fall into a natural basin in the rock. This fountain has been examined, and no one has been able to discover any fissure in the rock, or whence the water proceeds; but one thing is certain, it never fails, summer or winter. If the reservoir is emptied from any cause, such as washing, in about five hours it is full again. Any one who goes to Paula may see the reservoir, the water of which is sanative. Thus, on one occasion, St. Francis threw into it a dead trout, and the fish instantly recovered its life; since then, cures without number have been effected by washing in it, or drinking it.

Every year, on April 1, an enormous
MOSES SWEETENS WATER—NAAMAN THE LEPER.

If the waters of Marah contained albuminous matter from decaying vegetables, an impure, slimy drift would conglutinate it, and purify the water.

Naaman the Leper

2 Kings v. The story of Naaman the leper. Matt. viii. 2, 3. There came a leper to Jesus, and worshipped him, saying, Lord, if Thou wilt, Thou canst make me clean. And Jesus put forth His hand, and touched him, saying, I will; be thou clean. And immediately the leprosy was cleansed.

Luke xiv. 2-14. As Jesus was entered into a certain village, there met Him ten men that were lepers, which stood afar off, and said, Jesus, Master, have mercy on us. And when He saw them He said unto them, Go, show yourselves unto the priests. And it came to pass that, as they went, they were cleansed.

St. Ausonius cures Calphagius of a bloody flux (first and second centuries). Calphagius, a rich Gallo-Roman living in a sumptuous mansion in the suburbs of Aquinére, had been afflicted from boyhood with a bloody flux, which greatly reduced his strength and took away his energy. Medicines seemed powerless, although he was attended by the most skilful physicians of the day. Being told of St. Ausonius, he went to him in his chariot, taking a large sum of money with him. One of his servants, named Arcadius, tried to dissuade him from going, saying, "You have spent enormous sums of money already on physicians, and it is mere wasting of good money to squander it on this priest, who cannot possibly know anything of medicine." Sarcasm had he spoken, when he himself became afflicted with his master's disease. Calphagius drove off immediately to the saint, and, throwing himself at his feet, said to him, "Ausonius, I crave baptism at thy hand, thou servant of the living God." Ausonius replied, "If you believe, Christ will hear your request." "I believe," said Calphagius, "that God is the Creator of the world, and that Jesus Christ, His Son, was crucified by Pontius Pilate, and rose again the third day." A profession so concise and exact was highly satisfactory, so water was brought, and Calphagius was baptized; and, as Naaman the Syrian was cured of his leprosy by the waters of the Jordan, so this rich young nobleman was cured of his bloody flux by the water of baptism. Just at this moment Arcadius came up, with a train of servants, and was led to the saint. "O man of God," said Calphagius, "I humbly beseech you to heal Arcadius also. He is my intending." Then said Ausonius to the intendant, "In the name

Moses sweetens Water.

Exod. xv. 22-25. Moses having brought the children of Israel to the wilderness of Shur, they went three days' march, and found no water. When they came to Marah there was water indeed, but they could not drink it, because it was bitter. The people murmured, but the Lord showed Moses a tree, which being cast into the water made it sweet.

It is well known that many waters unfit to drink may be purified by wood.

Water in sandy districts corrupted by vegetable matters has an offensive taste and smell, but may be purified by chips of oak wood thrown into it. The foul matter in this case is of an albuminous nature, which the tannin of the oak chips neutralizes, and the coagulate falling to the bottom, the water becomes not only sweet but clear.

In Egypt the muddy Nile water is clarified by rubbing the sides of the vessel with bitter almonds. The Lands of Bordeaux are unfit to drink till purified by oak chips, which coagulate the albuminous matter, and carry all its impurities to the bottom as a sediment.
of Jesus Christ of Nazareth, be healed of thine infirmity." At these words he was cured, and, at a sign given by Calfagius, he laid great treasures at the feet of the saint. "These," said Ausonius, "I accept as an offering to the poor;" and he handed them to his archdeacon.—Acta Sanctorum (Bollandists), vol. v. May 22.

St. Brigit and the two lepers (A.D. 496–523). Two lepers came to St. Brigit to be healed of their leprosy. The saint made the sign of the cross over a basin of water, and told each of the lepers to wash the other therewith. When the first was washed by his companion, and found his leprosy gone, he refused to render the like service to his companion; but instantly his leprosy returned, and, at the same moment, his companion was cured.—Cardinal Baronius, Roman Martyrology.

St. Claris bids a beggar bathe in a neighbouring brook. He did so, and was clean (seventh century). St. Clare one day encountered a poor beggar completely covered with leprous sores. The saint bade him go and bathe in the neighbouring brook. No sooner had he done so, than his sores were healed, and his flesh came to him again, as fresh and healthy as that of a little child.—Les Petits Bollandistes, vol. i. p. 31.

St. Francis of Paula healed Marcellus Cardilla of leprosy (A.D. 1416–1507). Marcellus Cardilla of Cosenza was not only a leper, but a cripple in hands and feet, and his whole body was distorted. He had lost his speech, was black in the face, and indeed could scarcely be recognized as a human being. Being brought to St. Francis of Paula, the saint merely took him by the hand, and this terrible object stood on his feet, recovered his speech, became straight, and was made whole.—Father Giry, Life of St. Francis of Paula (chiefly taken from the bull of canonization and the original documents then brought forward).

St. Martin cures a leper by kissing him. When St. Martin, bishop of Tours, was in Paris, he observed at the city gates a leper full of sores. Going up to him, he kissed him, and immediately the leprosy was healed. This leper was well known to the whole city, and next day he entered the city to return thanks to God for his miraculous recovery.—Sulpicius Severus, Dialogues.

A leper healed with a kiss (tenth century). On his journey to Rome, one of his suite confessed to St. Mayeul that he had been guilty of a grave offence, and demanded absolution, with penance. "Are you in earnest," said the saint, "in your desire of penance?" "Doubtless," replied the erring brother. "Then," rejoined the abbot, "look on that leper there, who is seeking alms. Go to him, and give him the kiss of peace." The brother instantly went to the leper, and kissed him, and no sooner had he so done than the leper was healed.—Les Petits Bollandistes, vol. v. p. 463.

St. Romanus heals two lepers who had shown him hospitality (A.D. 460). St. Romanus, going to visit the tomb of St. Maurice, was overtaken by night near Geneva, and retired into a cabin occupied by two lepers, who showed him hospitality. Next morning, the lepers found themselves entirely cured, and proceeded towards Geneva, under the hope of finding their benefactor. This they failed to do; but, being well known in those parts, their miraculous cure caused a great sensation. When St. Romanus returned from the tomb of St. Maurice, and reached Geneva, all the magistrates, clergy, and people of the place went to meet him, and brought him into the city in triumph. The two lepers followed, as if they had been captives taken in war.—St. Gregory of Tours, the Bollandists, Mgr. Depéry (Hagiography of Belley), and many others, have written the Life of St. Romanus, but are indebted to a life written by a contemporary monk.

St. Soros heals king Gontran of leprosy (A.D. 500–580). Gontran, king of Burgundy, was a great man, but a leper. He prayed to God earnestly to heal him of his dreadful malady, and God sent an angel to say to him, "Rise, Gontran, and go at once to the blessed hermit who dwells in Aquitaine, in the province of Périgord, whose name is Soros. Lo! God has given him charge to cure you of your leprosy." So the king rose, and departed at once, and came to the hermit's cell, where he prostrated himself to the earth, saying, "My soul is bowed down to the dust, and my body cleaveth to the earth. Arise to my help, and save me, O Lord, according to Thy word." St. Soros, coming out of his cell, saw the king with his face to the earth, and said, "Arise; wherfore art thou come?" "An angel of heaven told me," said the king. "You see before you, O man of God, one grievously afflicted with leprosy, and he has no need to tell you what he desires at your hands." Then St. Soros bade him fetch some water, which the
saint blessed, and told the king to wash and be clean. Gontran obeyed the word of the man of God, and every part of his body which the water touched became fresh and healthy as the skin of a child. The king, overjoyed, blessed God and the saint who had shown him this grace, and returned to his own land.—Les Petits Bollandistes, vol. ii. p. 193 (7th edit. 1880).

A little maid said to Hermês, "Would God you had taken your son to St. Alexander, vicar of St. Peter's, for he would have cured him." Hermês, governor of Caput Tauri, had a son at the gates of death; and he carried the child to the temple of Jupiter, where he offered sacrifice; but his son died. A little maiden, nurse of the child, said to her mistress, "Would God my master had taken his son to St. Peter's vicar, for he would have recovered him." Those words were told to the governor, who severely reproved the nurse; but so confident was she in her persuasion, that she herself took the dead child to St. Alexander, who prayed over it; and, before he had ended his prayer, the boy revived. Then Hermês fell at the feet of the man of God, and himself was baptized, with his whole house.—Edward Kinesman (1628), Lives of the Saints, p. 285.

Nathanael.

John i. 47. Jesus saw Nathanael coming to him, and saith of him, Behold an Israelite indeed, in whom is no guile!

The prior Boisil's address to St. Cuthbert (seventh century). After St. Cuthbert had seen the soul of Aidan, bishop of Durham, carried by angels up to heaven, he resolved to quit the shepherd's life, and devote himself wholly to the service of God and his Christ. Accordingly, next morning, he went to the prior Boisil at Mailros, near Lindisfarne. When the prior saw the young man approaching, he exclaimed, "Behold an Israelite indeed, in whom is no guile!" Cuthbert told the reason of his coming, and Boisil admitted him at once into the priory. He received the monastic habit at the hands of Etas, the abbot, and, on the death of Boisil, in A.D. 664, was appointed prior or provost in his place.—Bede, Church History, bk. iv. ch. 37-82.

Natural Marks ascribed to Miracles.

Josh. iv. 9. When Joshua crossed the Jordan, he set up twelve stones in the midst of Jordan, in the place where the feet of the priests which bare the ark of the covenant stood; and they are there unto this day.

The sacred writer does not appeal to the pile of stones in proof of the stated fact, but simply says such is the fact, and the stones set up in memorial remain still. This is a very different thing from saying that Humber was certainly drowned near Hull, because the river is still called the Humber; or that Gog Magog was certainly brought in chains to London, because a statue of the giant stood at Guildhall till the great fire, and even still there is a stone effigy of him.

St. Antony's cross in Our Lady's Church, Portugal (A.D. 1195-1281). In Our Lady's Church, Portugal, is still preserved with religious care, a stone which served as one of the steps to the cathedral choir. It bears the mark of a cross, and we are told that St. Antony of Padua made this mark with his finger one day when the devil appeared to him in a formidable shape. This cross is as perfect now as it was in the twelfth century.—L'abbé Guyard, Life of St. Antony of Padua.

A footprint on the mount of Olives said to be that of Jesus Christ when He ascended into heaven. East of Jerusalem, on the flank of the mount of Olives, near the spot "where Jesus ascended into heaven," there is, on the ground, an impression of a footstep, which may still be seen. Here also in a grot, cut out of the rock, is shown where a dozen fishermen, by joining hands, formed a cross, "the immutable symbol of that faith which was to subdue the world."—Les Petits Bollandistes (1880), vol. v. p. 166.

The impression of St. Julian's footstep still shown in France. St. Julian died A.D. 117. When he was in Gaul his foot made a "miraculous impression on a stone in Champagne." As the footprint is still shown, of course cela va sans dire.—D. Piolin, History of the Church of Mans (10 vols.).

The foot-mark of St. Medard impressed on a boundary stone (A.D. 545). The farmers of Picardy, having quarrelled about the boundaries of their respective lands, applied to St. Medard to settle the dispute. Medard, having adjudicated the matter, had a large stone brought to mark the boundary; and, to give greater authority to his judgment, set his foot on the stone, and the impression remained as durable as if the stone had been soft wax.—Acta Sanctorum (Bollandists), vol. ii. June 8.

The Rats' Run in the Seine, a proof that St. Valentine cleared the peninsula of Jumieges of rats (A.D. 278). In the twelfth century, the peninsula of Jumieges was overrun with rats. The people invoked St. Valentine (once bishop of Terni), and the saint drove the whole of
the vermin into the river Seine. Visitors are still shown the spot where the rats ran into the river. The "run" is called the "Rats' Run" (chemin), and the spot shown is called the "Rats' Hole" (trou).


This is not St. Valentine the letter-carrier's plague. The post-office St. Valentine was a Roman priest, and generally called "The Martyr." Both saints, however, are honoured on the same day, Feb. 14.

A fissure in a Scotch rock proves that Scotland was a fief of England. When Edward I. laid claim to Scotland, as the fief of England, his chief plea was a fissure in a basaltic rock, attributed to a sword-cut. The tale runs thus, and is taken from the Life and Miracles of St. John of Beverley. Adealan went to drive back the Scots, who had crossed the border. St. John of Beverley appeared to him, and bade him cross the Tyne at daybreak. Adealan obeyed the saint, and reduced the whole kingdom to submission. On reaching Dunbar, in the return march, he prayed that some permanent sign might be vouchsafed to him, to testify to all ages that God had Himself delivered the nation into his hands; whereupon the saint bade him strike the rock with his sword. Adealan struck the rock, and his sword sank into it "as if it had been butter," cleaving it asunder "an ell or more." As the cleft remains to the present day, why, of course, no more can be said; and the wise council, consisting of the king, English and Scotch judges, prelates, noblemen, and lawyers, adjudged that Scotland was undoubtedly a fief of the English crown.—Rymer, Foedera, vol. ii. p. 771.

The Devil's Dyke, Brighton. The following story will serve to show the tendency of man to ascribe natural marks to some known event, and raise them into importance by making them the basis of a tale. Near Brighton there is a gorge, called the "Devil's Dyke," the story of which runs thus: As St. Cuthman was walking over the South Downs one day, thinking to himself how completely he had rescued the whole country from paganism, he was accosted by his sable majesty in person. "Ha, ha!" said the prince of darkness; "so you think by these churches and convents to put me and mine to your ban, do you? Poor fool! why, this very night will I swamp the whole land with the sea." Forewarned is forearmed, thought Cuthman, and forthwith hies him to Sister Cecilia, superior of a convent which then stood on the site of the present Dyke House. "Sister," said the saint, "I love you well. This night, for the grace of God, keep lights burning at the convent windows from midnight to daybreak, and let masses be said by the holy sisterhood." At sundown came the devil with pickaxe and spade, mattock and shovel, and set to work in right good earnest to dig a dyke which should let the waters of the sea into the downs. "Fire and brimstone!" he exclaimed, as a sound of voices rose and fell in sacred song. "Fire and brimstone! What can be the matter with me?" Shoulders, feet, wrists, loins, all seemed paralyzed. Down went mattock and spade, pickaxe and shovel; and just at that moment the lights at the convent windows burst forth, and the cock, mistaking the blaze for daybreak, began to crow most lustily. Off flew the devil, and never again returned to complete his work. The small digging he effected still remains in witness of the truth of this legend of the "Devil's Dyke."

It would be an easy matter to fill a volume with such legends, but stories of this kind are no data of medieval thought, but simply inventions to amuse. They are parodies to saintly legends, and therefore stand on very different ground. They bear about the same relation to legend and tradition proper, as historical romance to history. They would never have been invented if current thought had not favoured the invention; but no one believes them to be anything else than idle tales.

Nature disturbed at the Crucifixion.

Matt. xxvi. 50-53. Jesus, when He had cried again... yielded up the ghost; and behold! the veil of the temple was rent in twain... and the earth did quake, and the rocks were split... and the graves were opened; and many bodies of the saints which slept arose.

Earthquake at the death of St. Apian (A.D. 806). St. Apian, after being buffeted on the face, beaten and kicked, wounded on every part of the body, and cuffed on the mouth, had his sides torn open till his entrails were exposed. The executioners were then ordered to apply to his feet lighted flax dipped in oil; after which he was cast into the sea. What follows, Eusebius tell us, was seen by the inhabitants of Cesarea. "The body was no sooner thrown into the sea, than the whole city was shaken with an earthquake, and the sea, unable to endure the martyr's corpse, cast it up at the gates of the city. All Cesarea went to see the body, so that the prodigy cannot be gainsaid."—Eusebius (an eye-witness), De Martyribus Palestinae, ch. iv.

Earthquake at the martyrdom of St.
Bosnia. When Simplicius beheaded Boniface in Tarsus, "there was a great earthquake in all the city, and every one said it was a judgment of God for the cruelty shown to Boniface, the stranger who had been put to death by Simplicius. The earthquake, however, was the voice of the Holy Ghost to many, who turned from their idols to serve the living God."—Ado (archbishop of Trèves), Martyrology.

Thunder and lightning disturbed the earth when the twenty martyrs fell. In the reign of Maximian, twenty Christians of Nicomedia (a city of Bithynia) were condemned to be burnt alive at the same time (Sept. 8, A.D. 306). When their bodies were bound to the stakes and the fagots were set on fire, the sky was suddenly overcast with thick darkness, thunder crashed dreadfully, lightning blazed, and thunderbolts killed many pagans buried in burning the martyrs. Many fled to save their lives; but the Christians, observing that the fire was extinguished by the heavy rain, took courage to rescue the relics of the martyrs, and convey them to Byzantium.—Ado (archbishop of Trèves), Martyrology.

Earthquake at the martyrdom of St. Philip the apostle. They took Philip the apostle, imprisoned, beat, wounded, and crucified him. They who committed this cruelty scoffed at him, wagging their heads, and rejoicing to see him suffer. But lo! on a sudden, the earth began to quake and open in divers places, swallowing up houses, public buildings, and inhabitants together, especially those who had been concerned in putting the martyr to death. The Christians crowded to the spot where the cross stood, and entreated the apostle to save them from this danger and death; so he prayed to God, and the earthquake ceased. His body, after death, was taken from Phrygia to Rome.—Edward Kinesman (1629), Lives of the Saints, p. 263. (See also Isidore, Book of the Fathers, ch. 75; St. Jerome, De Vitis Illustribus, ch. 6; Eusebius, Ecclesiastical History, bk. iii. ch. 60, 61; Dorotheus (bishop of Tyre); Metaphrastes; Usanand; etc.)

Earthquake, lightning, and thick darkness at the death of St. Vitus. St. Vitus was put to death in the catastra (q.v.), a machine of torture in which the victim is laid flat on the ground, and then every limb stretched till it is pulled from the socket. When the saint was put to this machine the sky was quite cloudless, but it was suddenly overcast, and a thick darkness came over the city, with thunder, lightning, and earthquake. The idols in the temples were overthrown, and many pagans perished.—Edward Kinesman (1629), Lives of the Saints, p. 883.

Nazarites.

JUD. x. 17. A Nazarite was a person who vowed to abstain from wine; to let his hair grow without ever cutting it; to enter no house containing a dead body; nor ever to be present at a funeral. The best-known example is that of Samson.

James the Less was a Nazarite from birth. Eusebius Cesariensis, quoting from Egesippus, as an author close upon the times of the apostles, says of James the Less, "He was sanctified in his mother's womb. In all his life he drank neither wine nor other strong drink; he never ate the flesh of any animal, never cut his hair, nor was he ever anointed with any ointment. He was always clad in linen only, and always went to the temple crawling on his knees. Egesippus adds, that the knees of the Nazarite had become as hard as those of a camel. James the Less was so holy a man that he was allowed by the high priest to enter into the holy of holies, and was universally called 'The Just.'"

Obedience better than Sacrifice.

1 SAM. xv. 1-22. God told king Saul to go and destroy the Amalekites. Instead of doing so, he destroyed the refuse and mean, but saved alive the king Agag, and brought away with him the best of the cattle. When Samuel the prophet went to meet him on his return, Saul said boastingly, Blessed be thou of the Lord: I have performed the commandment of the Lord. But Samuel made answer, What then is this bleating of sheep and lowing of oxen which I hear? Saul said they were for sacrifice; and Samuel exclaimed, Behold, to obey is better than sacrifice, and to hearken than the fat of rams.

EZEK. v. 22. Wives, submit yourselves unto your own husbands, as unto the Lord.

Cæsar bade Pharnaces return to obedience before he made offerings. Pharnaces, king of Pontus, was called "the friend and ally of the Roman people," but when the civil war between Cæsar and Pompey broke out, he seized the opportunity of reinstating himself, and made himself master of Colchis and Armenia. Pompey being defeated in the battle of Pharsalia, Pharnaces sent Cæsar a golden crown, hoping thereby to conciliate him, and indicating that he acknowledged him the king of Rome. Cæsar sent back the gift, with this mes-
sage: "Return first to obedience, and then come and offer thy gifts." No gift from a rebel could have any meaning but one, that of bribery to avoid punishment; but gifts from the obedient are marks of love and gratitude.

Francisca miraculously taught the merit of wifey obedience (A.D. 1884-1440). It pleased the Lord, one day, to show, by an especial miracle, how acceptable to Him is wifey obedience. In saying the "Office of our Blessed Virgin," Francisca was called away four times by her husband, and four times she broke off the office at precisely the same verse. On returning to her chamber the fourth time, she found that her good angel had written out the verse, which was in common print before, in letters of gold; and St. Paul himself declared to her that God deemed obedience to superiors better than sacrifice, or any service to Himself.——John Mattiotti (her confessor), Life of St. Francisca (recited by Julius Urduinus, May 29, 1606, in the process of canonization).

Rita de Cascia set to water daily a dry stick (A.D. 1456). Rita is an abbreviation of Margarita. She was the daughter of respectable parents, and lived eighteen years in married life, when she craved to be admitted in the convent of St. Mary Magdalene, but was refused, because it was contrary to the rules of the convent to take in widows. However, the apparitions of St. Augustine (died 430), St. Nicholas de Tolentino (died 1306), and John the Baptist, came at night, opened the convent doors, and introduced her; after which, of course, she was admitted. To try her obedience she was sent to water, with great fatigue, a bit of dry stick in the convent garden. This she had to do daily, and did without a murmur.—Acta Sanctorum (Bollandists), vol. v. May 22.

Oil.

Mark vi. 13. The disciples anointed with oil many that were sick, and healed them. (James v. 14.)

1 Kings xvii. 16. The barrel of meal [of the widow of Zarephath] wasted not, neither did the crust of oil fail, according to the word of the Lord, which He spake by Elijah.

An empty mud or tun filled with oil by St. Benedict (A.D. 480-648). During a time of famine, Agapitus, a subdeacon of Mount Cassino, applied to St. Benedict for oil. It so happened that the monastery was out of oil at the time, there being only a few drags at the bottom of a bottle. The patriarch commanded the cellarer to give what there was to the subdeacon; but the cellarer, fearing to be wholly without oil, neglected to obey the order. When St. Benedict heard thereof, he threw the bottle out of the window upon the rocks; but the bottle was not broken, nor was the oil spilled. He then assembled the whole house in full chapter, and reproved the cellarer severely for disobedience. When the chapter broke up, St. Benedict found a mud or hoghead quite full of oil of the best quality, and told the cellarer in future to remember that God's hand is not shortened; but, he added, "those who would receive liberally from Him must trust Him fully."——Gregory the Great, Dialogues, bk. ii.

The miraculous self-multiplying oil of St. Eugendus of Condat (fifth century). St. Gregory of Tours assures us that an oil of miraculous potency flows from the tomb of St. Martin. St. Eugendus, abbot of Condat, had a flask of this oil, which he miraculously multiplied according to exigencies; as, for example, when the lamps required filling, when he anointed the sick, or when it was required for any other purpose. On one occasion, his abbey caught fire at midnight, and was entirely consumed, with all its furniture, all its instruments, and all its relics; but, thanks to this huile de saint Martin, next morning everything was restored intact. This miracle so operated on the neighbours, that they subscribed freely to replace the wooden edifice, "not made with hands," by one of more substantial materials, and to furnish it throughout with richer vestments and many more conveniences.—Pragmacius (a disciple), Life of St. Eugendus. (This life is inserted in the Lives of the Saints of Franca Comte, by the professors of St. F. Xavier.)

Respecting this self-multiplying oil of the abbot of Condat, it may be worth hinting that Condat is a great exporter of oil, and contains mines of natural oil. It would not require miraculous powers to supply the abbey from these mines.

Oil on Troubled Waters.

The notion that oil will smooth troubled water is very old indeed. The Syrian fishermen have been wont, time out of mind, to pour oil on the sea, when caught in a storm far from land. The boatmen of the Persian Gulf have always been in the habit of towing, astern their frail crafts, bladders filled with oil; these
bladders are pricked so as to permit a gentle leakage of oil in the wake of their boats. Pliny tells us that, in his day, the Mediterranean sponge-divers used oil to obtain a smooth surface when they rose from the bottom of the sea.* And ever since whale-hunting has been followed, it has been noticed that when a whale is "being made off," that is, "the blubber fleshes," the oily sea is smooth, no matter how rough the waters beyond the range of the oil. Professor Hornford, by emptying a vial of oil upon the sea in a stiff breeze, stillled the surface; and commodore Wilkes, of the United States, saw the same effect produced in a violent storm off the Cape of Good Hope, by oil leaking from a whale-ship. Among the herring-fishers of Shetland, the pilchard-catchers of Cornwall, in Northern Africa, in Samoa, and, indeed, all over the world, oil is used, more or less systematically, for soothing the sea. Sometimes a mop steeped in oil is hung in the water, sometimes pricked bladders. Mr. Shields laid perforated pipes under the dangerous bar across the mouth of Peterhead Harbour, and then pumped oil into them; the effect was that huge billows from ten to twelve feet high were reduced to petty waves, which any vessel could ride over in perfect safety.

Two Italians crossing the Atlantic from Buenos Ayres, in 1881, were caught in a rough sea, but, by the use of oil, rode through the waves without shipping a bucketful. We are told of a captain who declared his steamer would have been lost in the Bay of Biscay had he not grated the waves by pouring oil on them. Another case is on record of a schooner off Sable Island, which was seen tearing her way through a sea lashed into white foam by a violent storm, simply by ladling out oil; though otherwise she must have gone to the bottom. Once more, a vessel was caught in a hurricane, the breakers threatened to engulf the ship every minute, but oil was poured on the sea, and the vessel rode in safety. There seems to be no doubt of the fact, that oil does smooth the surface of troubled waters; let us now see what use hagiographers have made of this fact.

* A stormy sea allayed by a cruse of oil.

The devil, as prince of the powers of the air, is the evil principle that works mischief by storms and tempests, earthquakes and destructive gales. The devils hated St. Nicholas for throwing down the temple of Diana, in Lycia; and, when he was dead, used all their endeavours to prevent pilgrims from visiting his tomb. On one occasion a large number of pilgrims took ship for Myra; and Satan, in the guise of an old woman, coming on board, said to the pilgrims, "I also wish to go to the tomb of St. Nicholas, but cannot do so now. Oblige me, therefore, by taking this cruse of oil, and burning it in the lamps on the saint's sepulchre." This the pilgrims readily promised to do. When the ship was now in the middle of the sea, on the second day, a furious storm arose, and the crew expected the ship would be broken to pieces by the violence of the waves. Just at this juncture the spirit of St. Nicholas made its appearance, and said to the pilgrims, "Fear not, for none here shall be lost; but cast overboard the cruse of oil, for the 'old woman' who gave it you was the devil." As soon as the oil was thrown over into the deep, it blazed into a great flame, and sent forth an odious stench of sulphur and sin, proving to demonstration that it came from hell. The wind dropped, the sky cleared, the sea lulled, and the ship ran merrily into the Lycian port. — Metaphrastés (died 911), Lives, etc.

St. Germanus, bishop of Auxerre, hulls a storm at sea by some holy oil (fifteenth century). As Germanus, bishop of Auxerre, was sailing to Britain, a horrible tempest was raised by the devil, to drown the saint. He was fast asleep in the ship; but, being aroused by the shrieks of the perishing crew, he rebuked the storm. Then sprinkling, in the name of the Holy Trinity, a few drops of holy oil on the raging billows, immediately there was a great calm. — Dr. Jostin, Dissertations, ii. p. 78.

Vitta calmed a rough sea by pouring some holy oil on it. Before Vitta, a holy man, went to fetch the bride of king Oswin, he called on bishop Aida, who told him he foresaw a tempest, and gave him a cruse of holy oil for stilling the waves. All fell out as the bishop said. The winds arose, lashed the waves into fury, and the ship would have been wrecked, had not Vitta poured on them the holy oil, and bade them subside into a calm. — Bede, Ecclesiastical History. (Bede tells us he heard this story from Cymmund,
“a very creditable man,” who was told it by Vita himself.)

Paralytics healed.

Matt. iv. 24. His fame went throughout all Syria; and they brought unto him all sick people that were taken with divers diseases and torments, and those which were possessed with devils, and those which were lunatic, and those which had the palsy, and He healed them.

Acts vii. 57. Then Philip went down to the city of Samaria, and preached Christ unto them . . . (and) unclean spirits, crying with a loud voice, came out of many that were possessed with them; and many taken with palsy, and (many) that were lame, were healed.

Acts ix. 32, 33. As Peter passed throughout all quarters, he came to Lydda, and there found a certain man named Eneas, which had kept his bed eight years, being sick of the palsy. And Peter said to him, Eneas, Jesus Christ maketh thee whole: arise, and make thy bed. And he arose immediately.

St. Ausonius heals Caligia of general paralysis (first century). Caligia was the sister of Garrulus, count and prefect of Angoulême. One day, walking with her companions along the Charente, she caught cold, which brought on a general paralysis of all her limbs. The count applied to Ausonius, and said to him, "Thou man of God, my sister is grievously sick; come, I pray thee, and heal her." Ausonius went to the sick chamber, and saw that Caligia was at the point of death. Taking her by the hand, he said to her, "In the name of the Lord Jesus, damsel, I say unto thee arise." In an instant she arose in sound health, and Ausonius led her to her brother.—L’abbé Duchassaing (canon of Angoulême), Life of St. Ausonius.

St. Euthymius cures a paralytic (A.D. 376-478). Terebon, son of an Armenian chief, was paralyzed all down one side of his body; and neither medicine nor magic had availed to cure him. One night, in a dream, he was told, if he went to the cavern of Euthymius, he would be shown what he must do to be healed. Next day he started with his father to find the hermit, who made the sign of the cross upon the paralytic, and thus restored him to robust and perfect health. This miracle effected the conversion of the chief and all his tribe, who, being baptized, were one and all called Peter.—Cyrillus, Life of Euthymius. (See Surius and the annotations ofollandus.)

St. Germanus of Scotland heals Petronilla of the palsy (fifteenth century). When St. Germanus of Scotland was in Lower Normandy, the daughter of the governor of Montebourg, a paralytic, blind from her birth, was brought to him. She entreated St. Germanus to baptize her. This he did, calling her Petronilla, in honour of St. Peter. Immediately the “water of regeneration” touched her, her eyes were opened, and her limbs received their natural strength. This miracle, wrought on one so considerable, was the cause of the conversion of the entire province.—Corbeyt, Hagiographie d’Ainiers.

St. Laumer cures a paralytic (575). St. Laumer, by the sign of the cross and a little holy oil, restored to perfect health a nobleman whose whole body was paralyzed. He did the same also for Ulphrade, who in recompense gave him two farms for the use of his monastery.—Les Petits Bollandistes (7th edit. 1890), vol. i. p. 472.

Mary F. Pétitot cured of paralysis by St. Meinrad (1850). Mary Francis Pétitot of Neuchâtel, at the age of eleven, was paralyzed by sudden fright. His legs seemed glued together, and nothing that was tried would separate them or restore circulation. Dr. Marcon drove a pin up to its head in the flesh, but the child felt it not, and instead of blood there issued from the wound water slightly reddened. The paralysis resisted all medical skill. Thirty-two years after the stroke, the paralytic was taken in a pilgrim band to the hermitage of St. Meinrad, and arrived there May 11, 1850. Next day he was carried to the church, and immediately the host was elevated he felt his legs were free, that he could stand and walk, and, in short, that he was perfectly cured. The miracle could not but call to mind that performed by Peter and John on the cripple who was laid daily at the gate “Beautiful,” in Jerusalem (Acts iii. 1-11). Francis Pétitot has now been eleven years enjoying the full free use of his limbs, and every year has repeated his pilgrimage to Einsiedeln on the anniversary of his miraculous cure.—R. P. Dom Charles Brandes, Life of St. Meinrad.

St. Thecla cured of the palsy, and St. Justina of blindness, by the sign of the cross (A.D. 250). St. Thecla was a paralytic for six years, and St. Justina by accident lost the use of her eyes. One day Alfo, Philadephus, and Cyrrin came to Lentini to visit the two virgins. They prayed, and, making the sign of the cross, Thecla recovered the use of her limbs, and Justina received her eyesight.—Les Petits Bollandistes, vol. v. p. 448.
Paul and Elymas.

Acts xiii. 7-12. Sergius Paulus, deputy of Cyprus, sent for Paul, desirous to hear the Word of God. But there was in the governor's suite a Jew named Bar-Jesus or Elymas, who withstood Paul, and sought to turn away the governor from the faith. Then the apostle, filled with the Holy Ghost, set his eyes on the sorcerer, and said, O full of all subtlety and mischief, thou child of the devil, thou enemy of all righteousness, wilt thou not cease to pervert the right ways of the Lord? Behold, now, the hand of the Lord is upon thee, and thou shalt be blind for a season. Immediately there fell on him a mist and a darkness; and he went about seeking some one to lead him by the hand. Then the deputy, when he saw what was done, believed, being astonished at the doctrine of the Lord.

A mountebank struck dead for withstanding St. Amandus (A.D. 665). When seventy years of age, St. Amandus, preaching to the Basques, was mocked by a buffoon, who imitated his voice and manner, turning all he said into ridicule. Amandus took no notice of the fellow, but went on with his discourse. Not so God. To ridicule God's ministers is to mock God, and the hand of the Almighty was instantly stretched upon the buffoon. As he went on grimacing, suddenly his whole body was contorted. He writhed in agony, shrieking with pain; rolled to the earth; and, after most excruciating sufferings, died. The crowd was horror-struck, and many who had hitherto stood aloof were baptized.—Menjoulet (vicar-general of Bayonne), Saint Amand, Apôtre des Basques.

Paul and the Jailer.

Acts xxvi. 23-34. When Paul and Silas were at Philippi, they were assaulted by the people, and the magistrates sent them to prison for creating a street riot, and charged the jailer to keep them safe. The jailer, having this charge, thrust them into the inner prison, and made their feet fast in the stocks. At midnight there was a great earthquake, so that the foundations of the prison were shaken, all the doors of the prison flew open, and the bands of the prisoners were all loosed. The keeper, supposing the prisoners to have fled, drew his sword with intent to kill himself; but Paul cried aloud, Do thyself no harm; we are all here. Then the jailer called for a light, sprang in, fell down before Paul and Silas, brought them out, and said, Sirs, what must I do to be saved? On this, Paul and Silas spoke to him the Word of the Lord, and to all that were in his house. The jailer then washed their stripes, and both he and all his were straightway baptized.

St. Valerian and Maximus his jailer. Almachius, having apprehended Valerian and Tiburtius, his brother, for being Christians, caused them to be beaten with staves, and then delivered them to Maximus to be put to death. Now Maximus, being a mild man, felt pity for his noble prisoners, and tried to induce them to abjure the obnoxious faith; but they answered, 'He who to save his life abjures the faith of Christ, the same shall lose it.' Maximus, in admiration of this fidelity to Christ, took them to his house; and there Valerian opened up to him the Word of the Lord, and to all that were in the house. The result was that Maximus and all his house were converted and baptized.—Metaphrástés, Lives, etc.

Paul and the Viper.

Acts xxviii. 1-6. Paul escaped from the wreck and came to Malita, where the barbarous people showed him no little kindness, for they studied a fire, because of the cold. And when Paul had gathered a bundle of sticks and laid them on the fire, there came a viper out of the heat, and fastened on his hand. When the barbarians saw the venomous creature fasten on his hand, they said among themselves, 'No doubt this man is a murderer, whom, though he hath escaped the sea, yet vengeance suffereth not to live.' Paul, however, shook the viper into the fire, and felt no harm. Now, the barbarians looked when he should have swollen, or fallen dead suddenly; but when they saw no harm come to him, they changed their minds, and said he was a god.

Mark xvi. 17, 18. These signs shall follow them that believe: In My name shall they cast out devils; they shall take up serpents; and if they drink any deadly thing, it shall not hurt them; they shall lay hands on the sick, and the sick shall recover.

St. Hospitius supposed by the Lombards to be a murderer, then a god. In 575 the Lombards, a cruel and insolent race, invaded France, and put all to fire and sword. Having advanced to the tower of St. Hospitius, they were struck with the chains which were hung about the saint, and took him for a malefactor, either a parricide or other great criminal, cut off from the society of man. Questioning the saint, he avowed that he was indeed a wretched sinner, unfit to live; whereupon one of the barbarians raised his sword, intending to cleave his head asunder; but his arm became paralyzed, and he was wholly unable to move it. The barbarians, struck with terror, now thought the hermit was a god, and fell at his feet, imploring him to succour their companion. St. Hospitius, with the sign of the cross, restored the man's arm, and the man forthwith cut off his long hair,
and became a faithful disciple of the saint. Gregory of Tours, who relates this story, says the man was alive when he wrote it, and was an excellent and most religious man.—*Historia Francorum*, bk. vi, ch. 6.

**St. Julian and the serpent (A.D. 117).** When St. Julian was at Artin, a crowd of idolaters gathered round him, with intent to kill him. Far from trembling at their rage, he walked deliberately into their temple, and, by simply naming the name of Jesus, the great idol fell from its pedestal, and was smashed into powder. Forthwith a serpent, falling on several of the idolaters, bit them severely, insomuch that they died. Then the barbarians changed their minds, and instead of threatening the apostle with death, implored his succour; whereupon St. Julian made in their sight the sign of the cross, and, commanding the reptile to do no further harm, it fled, in obedience to the word of the man of God. At this miracle all the people of Artin were converted and baptized, calling on the name of Jesus as the only Saviour.

As the barbarians gathered round St. Julian to be baptized of him, a serpent twined itself on a child, and all fled with horror; but St. Julian prayed, and forthwith the reptile burst asunder, and fell dead upon the ground.—D. Piolin, *History of the Church of Mans*.

**Paul's Route assigned and changed by a Vision.**

Acts xvi. 6-9. When they had gone throughout Phrygia . . . and were forbidden of the Holy Ghost to preach the Word in Asia . . . they assayed to go into Bithynia; but the Spirit suffered them not . . . So, passing by Mysia, they came to Tros, when a vision appeared to Paul in the night; There stood a man of Macedonia, and prayed him, saying, Come over into Macedonia, and help us.

**St. Cyril is commanded by the apparition of St. Basil to go into Armenia (A.D. 1181).** While St. Cyril, afterwards general of Mount Carmel, was living as an obscure monk on the mount, St. Basil, bishop of Cæsarea (who had been dead more than eight hundred years), appeared to him one night, and commanded him, on the part of Jesus, to go into Armenia to preach the gospel, and rekindle the fire of faith which was nearly gone out. St. Cyril communicated the vision to his superior, who instantly recognized it was from God, and not only gave Cyril permission to go, but also assigned to him Eusebius as a companion. So successful were the labours of these two missionaries, that all the Armenian nation, including the king, was converted, and submitted to pope Lucius III. in entire obedience.—*Les Petitsollandistes*, vol. iii. p. 200.

**Paul's Voyage.**

Acts xxvii. 13-44. When St. Paul was on his voyage to Rome, as the ship drew near Crete, a tempestuous wind, called Euroclydon, arose, caught the ship, and nearly wrecked it. And when neither sun nor stars appeared for many days, all hope of safety was abandoned. Paul then told the crew to be of good courage, for an angel had told him, saying, God hath given thee, Paul, all that sail with thee. On the fourteenth night, the seamen, thinking they were near land, let down the boat, intending to escape; but Paul said to the centurion, Except these abide in the ship, ye cannot be saved. So the soldiers cut the ropes of the boat, and let her fall off. At daybreak, Paul besought all on the ship to take food, and when they had eaten enough they lightened the ship by casting the wheat into the sea. The pilot then tried to run the ship into a creek; but she ran aground, and the hinder part was broken by the violence of the wind. The centurion then gave orders that all should save themselves who could; and some swam to shore, others were drifted there on boards or other parts of the ship. In fine, of the 276 souls on board, all escaped safe to land, and not one was lost.

*The voyage of St. Amandus from Rome to France (A.D. 594-684).* St. Amandus
embarked at Rome for Gaul, but as the vessel drew near Civita Vecchia, then called Centumcella, a great storm arose. The skies were covered with heavy banks of clouds, the sea surged, the waves rose in mountains, and the winds blew frightfully. The ship was blown about, and every moment it was thought it would be wrecked. In this terrible state the crew threw themselves at the feet of St. Amandus, imploring him to ask God to save them, for vain was the help of man. St. Amandus bade them be of good courage, assuring them that not one of them should be lost. “Now rest yourselves from your fatigue,” he continued, “and take food.” So they took food and retired to their hammocks, for it was night. St. Amandus took his place next the pilot, and when all was quiet St. Peter came to him, and said, “Amandus, God hath given thee all those who sail with thee.” Then, turning to the sea, he said, “Peace; be still!” and immediately there was a great calm. At daybreak the sailors found the ship floating peacefully over the sea; she soon reached shore, and blessed God who had saved them in such imminent danger. As for St. Amandus, he went to the monastery of Elnon, preaching the Word and teaching in all the countries round about. — Menjoulet (vicar-general of Bayonne), Saint Amand, Apôtre des Basques.

Penitent Thief.

Luke xxiii. 38-43. One of the malefactors which were hanged railed on Him, saying, If Thou be the Christ, save Thyself and us. But the other answering rebuked him, saying, Dost thou not fear God? And he said to Jesus, Lord, remember me when Thou comest into Thy kingdom. And Jesus said to him, Verily I say unto thee, To-day shalt thou be with Me in paradise.

Dismas, the penitent thief (A.D. 38). The tale about the two thieves, in Longfellow’s Golden Legend, is taken from St. Anselm, Meditations, xv., only he has changed the names from Dismas and Gestas into Titus and Dumachus. St. Anselm says, “Dismas lived in the forests of Egypt, and when the holy family fled to Egypt to escape from Herod, Dismas, with his band of robbers, started upon them from ambuscade; but seeing only an old man, a young woman, and an infant in arms, the brigand forbore to rob or molest them, and, being struck with the divine beauty of the infant Jesus, he conducted the three fugitives into his cave, and set before them water to wash in and food to eat. Mary assured Dismas that he should receive a recompense for his kindness before he died. This promise was realized on the cross, when Jesus said to him, ‘This day shalt thou be with Me in paradise.’” Longfellow does not follow St. Anselm throughout. He says the holy family was set on by a band of robbers, one of whom, named Titus, said, “Let these good people go in peace;” but Dumachus, another of the band, insisted on being paid for their ransom. Whereupon Titus handed him the money, and the infant Jesus said to the good thief—

When thirty years shall have gone by,
I at Jerusalem shall die.

On the accursed tree,
Then on my right and my left side,
These thieves shall be crucified,
And Titus thenceforth shall abide
In paradise with Me.

There was a mediæval charm, in Latin verse, which ran as follows:

Imperitus meritis pendentia tris corpora ramis;
Dymas, et Gestas, mediae sit Divina Potestas;
Alta petit Dymas, Ineffix Infima Gestas;
Nos et nos nostras conservat Summa Potestas.
Hos versus dicas me in futuro tui periculis.

Of differing merits from three trees incline,
Dismas, and Gestas, and the Power Divine;
Dismas seeks heaven, Gestas his own damnation,
The Mid-one seeks our ransom and salvation.

This charm your goods will save from spoliation.

Béziers, a great criminal, converted by St. Vincent Ferrer, and taken to paradise (A.D. 1357-1419). When St. Vincent Ferrer was in France, he met with one Béziers, a man who had committed many great crimes, amongst others that of incest, so that he utterly despairèd of God’s mercy. While the saint was preaching in the town, this great criminal went to hear him, and was so arrested by the fire of his words, that he went to him in great contrition, and, falling at his feet, cried in agony of spirit, “What must I do to be saved?” St. Vincent imposed on him a penitence of seven years. “What, my father,” he exclaimed, “only seven years of penitence for crimes so many and so great as mine?” “Yes, my son,” replied St. Vincent, “and I will reduce the seven years to three days on bread and water.” The penitent was heart-broken with gratitude, he was wholly unable to utter a word, and St. Vincent added, “Go in peace, my son; repeat thrice the Lord’s Prayer, and your sins, which are many, shall be all forgiven you.” Scarcely had Béziers completed this easy task, when he fell down dead at St. Vincent’s feet.
night, his glorified soul appeared to the saint, and said to him, "By the abounding mercy of God my contrition has been accepted, and I am admitted into paradise without passing through the flames of purgatory."—Father Teoli, bk. ii., trigg. 2, c. 4.

A courtesan, converted by St. Vincent Ferrier, dies suddenly, and is taken to paradise (A.D. 1367–1419). A woman, who led a most scandalous life, once went into a church where St. Vincent Ferrier was preaching. Her object was not to hear the preacher, but to show off herself, and attract the eyes of the audience; consequently, she was dressed in the height of fashion, and seated herself in the most conspicuous place of the church. St. Vincent took for his subject, "In like manner also I will that women adorn themselves in modest apparel, with shamefacedness and sobriety; not with broided hair, or gold, or pearls, or costly array; but (which becometh women professing godliness) with good works" (1 Tim. ii. 9, 10). He spoke strongly on the vanity of dress, and showed how dress bespoketh the mind. He called it "the silent language of the heart;" and showed how utterly impossible it is to be vain in dress and sincere in good works. He then went on to show what are good works, without which none could hope for salvation. He was fervid, earnest, eloquent; and his words, sharper than a two-edged sword, pierced the heart and marrow of the harlot. She wept most bitterly; her sobs suffocated her; she fell dead. All the congregation said it was a judgment of God; but St. Vincent, addressing the crowd, said, "My dear hearers, this is no doubt, an awful visitation, but not a visit of condemnation. I believe the contrition of our sister was so sincere and so bitter, that it broke her heart, and a broken heart God never can despise. Let us pray for her repose." At this moment a voice rang through the church, loud, clear, and awful, "It is not needful to pray for the repose of our sister's soul, for it is in paradise. Pray for your own souls, that your contrition for sins may be as sincere as hers."—L'abbe A. Bayle, Life of St. Vincent Ferrier (1855).

A dying infidel saved in spite of himself (fourteenth century). One day St. Vincent Ferrier stood beside a dying man whose blasphemies were shocking to hear. St. Vincent, confiding in the gavenanted mercies of God, turned to the dying man and said, "I will save you in spite of yourself." He then invited those present to invoke the Virgin and recite their rosary. Before the rosary was finished the "Mother of God" appeared, bearing in her arms the infant Jesus covered with His wounds, all bleeding. The dying man saw the vision, demanded pardon of God and man, and was numbered with the elect. This forms the subject of a painting.—Les Petits Hollandistes, vol. iv. p. 297.

Peter's Denial of Christ.

Mark xiv. 66–71. During the trial of Jesus, Peter crept into the judgment-hall to see now it would all end. And, as he stood beneath in the palace, one of the maids of the high priest said to him, And thou also wast with Jesus of Nazareth. But Peter denied, saying, I know not, neither understand I what thou sayest. Shifting his place, he went into the porch, and the cock crew. A maid saw him in the porch, and said to the bystanders, This is one of them. And he denied again. A little time after some of the bystanders said to him. Surely thou art one of them: for thou art a Galilean, and thy speech agreeth thereto. Then Peter began to curse and to swear, saying, I know not this man of whom ye speak.

Cranmer, the archbishop, denies and recants. At the death of Edward VI., his half-sister Mary ascended the throne, and, being a rigid [Roman] Catholic, many Protestants were, by her instigation, subjected to torture and death. Cranmer, Ridley, and Latimer, leaders of the Protestant party, were committed to the Tower, and afterwards removed to the Bocardo, a common jail in Oxford. They were all condemned as heretics, and their execution at the stake was resolved on. Cranmer was frightened at the sentence, and, to avoid it, recanted, not three times, like Peter, but six times. It has been well said, that "the tender mercies of the wicked are cruel." The recantation of the archbishop availed him nothing, for the sentence of death was not revoked, but formally fixed for May 21, 1556. It is said, when Cranmer came to the stake, he held his right hand in the flame till it was burnt off, saying, "That unworthy hand! that unworthy hand!" He certainly underwent his sentence with undaunted resolution. It is not for us to condemn the weakness of Peter, Marcellinus, Jerome, and Cranmer, but, from their examples, to "take heed lest we also fall."

Jerome of Prague anathematizes the articles of Wiclif, but afterwards recants
Pharisee and Publican.

Luke xviii. 10–14. Two men went up into the temple to pray, one a Pharisee, and the other a publican. The Pharisee stood and prayed thus with himself, saying, "God, I thank thee that I am not as other men are, extortioners, adulterers, or even as this publican: I fast twice in the week; I give tithes of all that I possess. " But the publican, standing afar off, was ashamed to lift up his eyes toward heaven, for he beat his breast and said, "God be merciful to me a sinner." I tell you, this man went down to his house justified rather than the other.

Juno and her suitors. There is a legend or fable, no matter which, that Juno, on a grand festival, promised a great reward to the suitor who should bring her the most acceptable present. Amongst those who presented themselves were a physician, a poet, a merchant, a philosopher, and a beggar. The physician presented her an elixir of life, whereby old age was restored to youth and beauty. The poet presented an ode on her favourite bird, the peacock. The merchant presented a rare and valuable jewel for an earring. The philosopher handed her a book, in which he had discovered certain secrets of nature hitherto unknown. The poor quaking beggar had nothing, literally nothing; and bending on his knees in abject humility, he cried with a broken voice, "Great queen, I have nothing,
nothing worthy of thy acceptance; but have mercy on me, O great queen, and accept me, as the humblest of thy slaves." Juno took the beggar by the hand, bade him stand upon his feet, put a crown upon his head, and said, "The gods delight to honour the lowly-minded, and he that humblish himself most shall be most exalted."

The anchorite and the minstrel. A certain anchorite had passed a long life in a cave of the Thebaids, remote from all communion with men. He fasted, and prayed, and performed many severe penances. Having thus lived for three-score and ten years, he was puffed up with the notion of his sanctity, and, like St. Antony, besought the Lord, if any saint on earth was holier than himself, to point him out, that he might emulate him. The same night an angel appeared to him, and said, "If thou wouldst be more perfect, seek out the minstrel who passes daily through the streets of Thebes begging, and learn of him." The anchorite, greatly amazed, nevertheless started, staff in hand, for Thebes, and soon found out the minstrel beggar. "Good brother," said the hermit, "what good works hast thou done, what time hast thou spent in prayer, and what penances have you performed, to make yourself so acceptable to God." The minstrel, amazed at these questions, hung down his head in great abasement. "I prithee do not mock me, thou man of God," he cried; "I have done no good works, miserable sinner that I am, but earn my bread with my viol and flute." "Nay, nay," rejoined the hermit, "but amidst this thy carnal life, no one has found time to do some good works, pleasant and acceptable to God." "Alas! alas!" said the minstrel, "I know nothing good that I have done." The hermit, wondering more and more, said to him, "You are a beggar. Have you spent your substance in riotous living, like most others of your class?" "No," said the minstrel. "It is true that I once had a little, but I spent it to redeem the children of a poor widow, who had been sold to slavery to pay a debt; but any one would have done that for a fellow-creature in distress." The hermit, hearing this, wept bitterly, and exclaimed, "I have not done one-tenth so much as this poor beggar, and yet men call me the holy anchorite."—St. Jerome.

St. Theodulus a pillar-saint (fifth century). About a century after Simeon the pillar-saint, rose, in Edessa, Theodulus, who retired to a pillar as his hermitage. After living on his pillar many years, he said to Christ in prayer, "O Lord, if I have merited anything at Thy hand, let me know if there lives any one in the world who has done more than I have to earn eternal life." A voice said to him, "Yes, Theodulus, Cornelius the jester has." Theodulus immediately descended to hunt up this rival, and having found him, wrung from him in time this story: "A lady of fortune married; and her husband, who was a great libertine, wasted her fortune in riotous living. He was imprisoned for debt, and the wife set herself to work to earn money to pay off his debts. One day I asked her how much she required. 'Four hundred ecus' (£5 sterling), was the reply; so I sold everything I had, and raised thereby three hundred ecus. To complete the sum I sold my clothes, the collar which I wore round my neck, and a ring; and, having amassed the four hundred ecus, gave them to the lady, saying, 'There, lady, accept this offering, and redeem your husband.'" Theodulus returned to his column a better and a humbler man, but died in a few days.—Acta Sanctorum (Bollandists), vol. vi. May 28.

This seems to be simply another version of the preceding tale, which in my opinion is the better of the two.

Pinnacle of the Temple.

Matt. iv. 5-7. The devil took Jesus into the holy city, and setting Him on a pinnacle of the temple, said to Him, If Thou be the Son of God, cast Thyself down: for it is written, He shall give His angels charge concerning Thee; and in their hands they shall bear Thee up, lest at any time Thou dash Thy foot against a stone.

St. James the Less or the Just set on a pinnacle of the temple. The Jews came to James the Just, and desired him to speak unto the people on the day of the Passover. So he said he would do what was fitting for him to do. The day being come, an infinite crowd was assembled; and the scribes and Pharisees led James to the pinnacle of the temple, where all might see and hear him. Being there set, they propounded to him the question, "What thinkest thou of Christ?" Then spake James with a loud voice, saying, "He is the Son of man who now sitteth on the right hand of God, and He shall come hereafter to judge both the quick and dead." His voice was now drowned in the uproar, and the priests went in a body to the pinnacle, and threw him headlong to the ground. He was not killed by the fall, so they took up stones
to cast at him; and St. James, getting on his knees, prayed God to pardon his murderers. His body was transferred to Rome, and laid beside the body of Philip, his fellow-apostle. His head, however, is in Ga latia, in Spain.—Edward Kinesman (1623), Lives of the Saints, pp. 267, 268.

(Although Epiphanius, Clemens Alexandrinus, Eusebius Caesariensis, and St. Jerome, all think that James, sur-
named "Justus," is not the same as James the Less, yet the authority of pope Anacletus is sufficient to prove it, for he was pope of Rome, and who shall gainsay him?)

Plague stayed.

2 Sam. xxiv. 25. So the Lord was intreated for the land, and the plague was stayed from Israel.

Jonah ii. 4-10. Jonah was commanded to announce to the people of Nineveh the utter destruction of the city within forty days; but the king of Nineveh ordained a general fast, and bade that man and beast should be covered with sackcloth, and cry mightily unto God. So God repented of the evil, and the city was saved.

St. Peter Thomas intreated the Lord, and a plague in Cyprus was stayed (A.D. 1858). St. Peter Thomas stayed a plague which desolated the whole island of Cyprus. He commanded the people to make a public procession. He himself headed it, clothed in sackcloth, with ashes on his head, a cord round his neck, and barefooted. When God saw the procession, He was intreated for the land, and the plague was stayed.

Similarly, St. Peter Thomas arrested the plague in the island of Paphos.—Philip Mazzeri, Life of St. Peter Thomas.

Pool of Bethesda.

John v. 2-9. There is at Jerusalem by the sheep-market a pool . . . called Bethesda, having five porches, in which is a great multitude of impotent folk, blind, halt, and wither ed, waiting for the moving of the water. For an angel went down at a certain season into the pool, and troubled the water; whoever then first stepped in was made whole of whatever disease he had. A certain man was there who had had an infirmity thirty-eight years. When Jesus saw him, He said, Wilt thou be made whole? . . . Rise, take up thy bed, and walk. And immediately the man was made whole, took up his bed, and walked.

Acts iii. 11-13. Peter and John went up together into the temple at the hour of prayer, and a certain man lame from his mother’s womb was carried and laid daily at the gate of the temple, called Beautiful, to ask alms of them that entered into the temple. Seeing Peter and John about to go into the temple, he asked alms. Peter, fastening his eyes upon him, said, Silver and gold have I none; but such as I have give I unto thee: In the name of Jesus Christ of Nazareth rise up and walk. And immediately his feet and ankle-bones received strength, and leaping up he stood, and walked, and entered the temple, walking, and leaping, and praising God.

St. Marcian’s porch. St. Marcian built a church dedicated to St. Isidor, which had a magnificent baptistry surrounded with five porches. This baptistry was more worthy of renown than the pool by the sheep-market in Jerusalem, in that greater miracles occurred there. To the pool in the sheep-market an angel descended, and that only once a year, and the water healed but one sick person at a time; but to St. Marcian’s baptistry, not an angel, but Christ Himself was wont to descend; not once a year, but every day; not to heal bodies only, but souls as well.—Simeon Metaphrastus (died A.D. 911), Lives, etc.

Post-prophetic Intuition and Second Sight.

(We have not the words Epiphetic and Epiphocy to express the knowledge by inspiration of events just past; but we want them. The Hindust word is sop-sidips.)

Isa. xii. 22. Show them the former things what they be, or declare us things for to come hereafter.

John xi. 1-17. Mary and Martha sent to tell Jesus that their brother Lazarus was sick; but, notwithstanding, He remained two days longer in the same place. After that He saith to His disciples, Our friend Lazarus sleepeth. Then said His disciples, Lord, if he sleep he will do well. Howbeit He spake of his death. When Jesus had come to Bethany he found that Lazarus had been buried four days.

St. Benedict in Mount Cassino sees the death of St. Germanus at Capua (sixth century). On the night of St. Germanus’s death, Servanthius, abbot of a monastery in Italy, went to Mount Cassino to confer with St. Benedict on spiritual matters. At night, Servanthius retired to a chamber above that of St. Benedict, in the tower of the building. St. Benedict opened his casement to look at the starry heavens, and while he gazed, he beheld a light so brilliant, that the darkness was wholly chased away. It was lighter than mid-day, and the light was perfectly serene. And still he looked, rapt in admiration; when lo! he beheld the soul of St. Germanus, bishop of Capua, borne by angels to heaven in a globe or sphere of fire. He called to Servanthius to come and see this marvel; but before he arrived, the vision was fading fast, and Servanthius only saw the end of it. Next day, a messenger was sent express from Capua to announce the death of their bishop;
and the hour of his decease exactly corresponded with the time of the vision seen by St. Benedict from his chamber window.—St. Gregory the Great, Dialogues, bk. ii.

St. Bernard of Abbeville sees the death of the abbot Gervais by post-prophetic vision (A.D. 1096). Gervais was one of the abbots appointed by pope Urban II. to take part in the crusade of 1096. Mounted on his ass, and accompanied by numerous crosses, he was directing his course towards Jerusalem, when a lion sprang on him, and devoured him in the sight of his terrified companions. The very same day St. Bernard was apprised of the fatal event by revelation, and had funeral obsequies observed in his monastery. At the close of the war, when the crusaders returned to their country, St. Bernard was officially informed that the abbot had been killed by a lion on the very day that his obsequies had been observed.—Corbet, Hagiographia d’Amiens. (The life of St. Bernard was written 1137–1148 by Geoffroy le Gros, one of his disciples.)

St. Cuthbert knows of the death of king Egfrid by post-prophetic intuition. St. Cuthbert informed the queen of the death of king Egfrid on the very day that he was slain, fighting against the Picts. This he could have known only by inspiration, as he made the communication long before the swiftest messenger could have arrived from the field of battle (A.D. 685).—Acta Sanctorum (Bollandists), March 20.

St. Francis Hieronymus knows by epiphanic inspiration of the murder of Francois Cassier (A.D. 1688). Francois Cassier was a Protestant, who married a [Roman] Catholic, and had two daughters. When these daughters were grown up, the mother died, and the father resolved to go to Geneva, but insisted on his two daughters travelling in male attire. On the road, the two daughters shot their father with pistols, buried the body, and enlisted in the army of Charles II. of Spain. In an expedition against some brigands, one of the sisters was slain, and, to prevent exposure, the survivor buried her, enlisted in the army under the name of Charles Pimental, and after the extirpation of the brigands returned with the army to Naples. Here St. Francis Hieronymus saw her on guard in Chateau-Neuf, and made a sign to her to come and speak to him. "What in the world can that fellow want with me?" said the assumed Charles Pimental; but as the saint still beckoned her, she went and asked what he wanted. "I want you to confess your great sins," said the man of God. "Me! to confess my great sins?" she cried in bravo. "I have none to confess, so prithee go about your business, and don’t trouble me." "No sin to confess?" said St. Francis. "Are you not a woman in soldier's attire? Is not your name Mary Cassier? Were you not born in Paris? Did you not, in conjunction with your sister, since dead, shoot your father Francois Cassier, and bury him? and did you not then assume the name of Charles Pimental, and join the army of Charles II. of Spain?" Seeing her secret so minutely known, she still tried to brazen it out, and cried, in seeming astonishment, "Who in the world can have told you so absurd a story? However, I will see you to-morrow." The saint waited the morrow, but no one came; he waited the next day, still "Charles Pimental" put in no appearance. On the third day he went, and said to her, "Is it thus you keep your word?" "Father," she replied, "believe me, I have not been able, and now we have marching orders for Tuscany." "No," said the saint, "you will not leave to-morrow; and if what I tell you is true, swear by the name of Christ you will call on me to-morrow without fail." Scarcely was the father gone, when the order for departure was revoked, and the "soldier" went to the church of Gesu Nuovo to fulfil his promise. Immediately the saint saw her he exclaimed, "So you thought to escape from the hands of God, did you? No bird can escape from that fowler." She then made her confession, received absolution, resumed her female attire, and was placed in a retreat by the marquis of Santo Stefano.—Cardinal Wiseman. (Mary Cassier gave these details "sous la foi du serment pour le proces de canonization de St. Francis Hieronymus," in 1839.)

St. Hermeland knows of the death of St. Maurontus, though it occurred sixty miles off (A.D. 718). While St. Hermeland was at prayers in St. Peter's church, he saw the soul of St. Maurontus, first abbot of St. Florent le Vieux, carried to heaven by angels, though his death had occurred sixty miles off. Hermeland told the monks of it, and they set down the exact moment. When messengers arrived to announce the saint's decease, the time stated by them exactly corresponded with what the monks had noted down.

Another instance. About the same time,
St. Hermeland saw the soul of one of his disciples, then in Aquitaine, eighty miles off, carried up to heaven by angels, and mentioned it to his monks. Some of the younger brothers thought the abbot was growing senile, but he opened their eyes to see the same vision, and reproved them severely for their want of faith.—*Acta Sanctorum* (Bollandists), March 25.

*St. Hilarion knew of the death of St. Antony by epiphetic inspiration*. A venerable matron came to visit St. Hilarion, and told him her intention of going to see St. Antony. St. Hilarion replied, "I also had the same intention, but it is too late; for two days ago the world was deprived of that shining light." A few days afterwards, a messenger came to announce to St. Hilarion that his friend St. Antony had been laid in the grave for four days.—*St. Jerome, Vita St. Hilarionis Eremitae* (A.D. 390). See also Nicephorus Callistus (died 1350), *Ecclesiastical History*.

The death of St. Gertrude known to the abbess Modesta (A.D. 659). At the very moment that St. Gertrude died in the abbey of Nivelles, Belgium, Modesta abbess of the monastery of Rombach, in the Voges, announced it to St. Cloud, bishop of Metz.—*Surius, Lives of the Saints*.

The murder of Kenhelm or Kenelm was known in Rome the same hour it was committed. When Kenelm was murdered by order of his sister Cnaphth, at "the very same hour a white dove flew on the altar of St. Peter's, at Rome, and deposited thereon a letter containing full particulars of the murder." So the pope sent men to investigate the matter, and a chapel was built over the dead body. This chapel is still called "St. Kenelm's Chapel" (Shropshire).

*St. Theresa, in Spain, announces the death of pope Pius V.*, at Rome, the very moment it occurs (May 1, A.D. 1572). Pius V. died at Rome May 1, A.D. 1572; and St. Theresa, in Spain, at the very moment of his decease, said to her Carmelites, "Be not astonished, sisters, at what I am about to announce, but weep with me; for the Church militant has just lost its holy pastor."—*Père Giry, Histoire de Saint Pie V*.

*St. Vincent Ferrer knows of the death of his father and mother by epiphetic intuition*. St. Vincent Ferrer knew by prophetic instinct what was going on in places far away. Thus, while he was preaching, he instinctively knew of the death of his father and mother, and commended their souls to the prayers of his audience.—*Peter Ranzano (bishop of Lucera), Life of St. Vincent Ferrer*.

With the telegraphic system in operation, this sort of knowledge, so common with the Brahmins, and called *pya-ridya*, ought to excite no astonishment. Probably the time is not far distant when we shall be able to dispense with the clumsy wires and cables.

**Prodigal Son.**

*Luke xv. 11-32*. A certain man had two sons, the younger of whom, having received his patrimony, went into a far country, and wasted it in riotous living. Being reduced to want, he became a swineherd, and was fed on by the offal to which the pigs were fed on. After a while he called to mind his father's wealth, his kindness, his affection, and resolved to return home and crave forgiveness. While still afar off the father saw him, ran to meet him, fell on his neck, and kissed him. Father, cried the young penitent, I have sinned against heaven, and in thy sight, and am no more worthy to be called thy son: make me one of thy hired servants. But the father clothed the penitent in the best of robes, put a ring on his finger and shoes on his feet, and set before him the fatted calf; for, said he, This my son was dead, and is alive again; was lost, and is found. While the feast was going on the elder brother returned, demanded of the servants the cause of this jubilee, and being told it was for the return of his younger brother, he was angry, and exclaimed in his wrath, Lo, these many years have I served thee, father, yet thou didst never give me so much as a kid wherewith to make merry with my friends; but as for this prodigal, who has wasted thy substance in harlotry, the moment he comes home, thou killest for him the fatted calf. The father made answer, Son, thou art ever with me, and all that I have is thine. It is meet that we should make merry for this thy brother: for he was dead, and is alive again; was lost, and is found.

The two sons of Diocletian's guardsman. One of the guardsmen of Diocletian had two sons, whom he loved most fondly. The younger married a harlot, and the infamy of his conduct was a sore grief to his father. In time a child was born, and the young prodigal sent it to his father to be brought up. Want weighed daily more heavily on the young scapegrace, and at last he was reduced to such abject distress, that starvation stared him in the face. He now sent to his father imploring alms, and the father bade him return home, and all should be forgiven. When the elder brother heard of the prodigal's return, he was extremely angry, and said his father must have lost his senses to take such a serpent into his bosom; but the father replied, "No, my son; this thy brother has craved forgiveness, and I have forgiven him; his heart is contrite, and I must heal it. It be-
hovest me to relent, and take him to my bosom. Surely it would become you, too, my son, to welcome thy brother home, and rejoice that he has abandoned his evil ways. My son, my son, to err is human; to forgive, divine."—Gesta Romanorum, vii.

**Prophetic Warnings.**

**Matt. xxiv. 1-28.** Jesus foretold the destruction of Jerusalem, and said, Nation shall rise up against nation, and kingdom against kingdom; and there shall be famines, and pestilences, and earthquakes in divers places. All these are the beginning of sorrows.

Matt. xxiii. 37, 38. O Jerusalem, Jerusalem, how often would I have gathered thy children together, even as a hen gathereth her chickens under her wings, and ye would not! Behold, your house is left unto you desolate.

*St. Benedict's prophetic warning to Totila.* Totila, king of the Goths, to try St. Benedict, sent one of his servants arrayed in royal robes, with a great train of attendants, to the man of God; but St. Benedict said to the man, "Give back thy finery to Totila, and be content with thy calling." After this, Totila himself came, and St. Benedict told him to repent of his sins, for within ten years he would be numbered with the dead. And so it was.—St. Gregory, Dialogues, bk. ii.

*St. Hilarion's prophetic warnings of Julian's future reign.* St. Hilarion resolved to flee into some other country; but, when this was known, above a thousand persons came and besought him not to leave them. St. Hilarion, striking the earth with his staff, exclaimed, "I cannot bear it! I cannot bear that God should be accounted a deceiver. I cannot bear to see His temples overthrown, His altars trodden underfoot, and His children slain with the edge of the sword." These words he spoke in the spirit of prophecy, foreseeing the evils which would come on the land in the reign of the apostate Julian.

*Another instance.* When St. Hilarion was at Alexandria, he abode with certain religious men, but left suddenly. Being asked the reason, he replied, "To avoid the troubles which I see at hand." Next day the officers of justice came to arrest him, and when told he had left the city, they declared he was a sorcerer who knew things before they came to pass.—St. Jerome (A.D. 390), Life of St. Hilarion the Hermit.

The death of Julian the Apostle forewarned. When the emperor Julian was about to start on his Parthian expedition, he threatened, on his return, to smite the Christians hip and thigh, so as to wipe them entirely from the face of the whole earth. Libanius, the orator, asked one of them scoffingly what the carpenter's Son was doing on their behalf. "Making a coffin," he replied, "for your master, the emperor." The event proved the answer to be prophetic; for the emperor was mortally wounded in a night skirmish; and, just before dying, tossed the blood, with which his hand was filled, into the air, saying, "Vicisti, O Galilee..." "Thou hast prevailed, O Galilee. Thy right hand hath the pre-eminence!"—Theodoret (A.D. 448-450), Ecclesiastical History.

Some say that Julian received his death-wound from an angel. Bowyer-de, the hagiographer (vol. i. p. 416), in his Life of Narcissus, asserts that Julian was slain by "Mercurius, the Christian martyr."

*Peden's prophetic warnings.* When Peden was a prisoner in the Bass, as he was engaged in public worship one Sunday, a young woman mocked him with loud laughter. Peden said to her, "Thou mockest at the service of God; but God hath said, 'I also will laugh at your calamity, and will mock when your fear cometh; when your fear cometh as desolation, and destruction cometh as a whirlwind.'" Soon afterwards this young woman was walking on the rock, and a sudden blast of wind swept her into the sea, and she was lost.

*Another instance.* One day, while walking on the rock, a soldier cried out to Peden, "The devil take you!" "Fie! fie!" said Peden, "you know not what you say, but will ere long repent it." At this reproof, the soldier went to the guard-room as one distraught, crying like a madman, "The devil! the devil!" Peden heard of the man's insanity, went to him, prayed over him, and he returned to his right mind.—Martyrs of the Bass Rock.

**Reconciliation before Offerings.**

**Matt. v. 23, 24.** If thou bring thy gift to the altar, and there rememberest that thy brother hath ought against thee; leave there thy gift before the altar, and go thy way; first be reconciled to thy brother, and then come and offer thy gift.

Jos. xiii. 7, 8. The Lord then said to Eliphaz the Temanite, My wrath is kindled against thee, and against thy two friends: for ye have not spoken of Me the thing that is right, as My servant Job hath. Therefore take unto you now seven bullocks and seven rams, and go to My servant Job, and offer up for yourselves a burnt offering; and My servant Job shall pray
for you; for him will I accept: lest I deal with you after your folly, in that ye have not spoken of Me the thing which is right, like My servant Job.

Now St. John, the patriarch of Alexandria, taught reconciliation (A.D. 619). It must be borne in mind that it was customary, at least in Alexandria, at the time when St. John the Almoner was patriarch, for the priest to invite a certain number of lay assistants to accompany him in the prayers and canticles which come after the elevation of the host. Now, at Alexandria there was a man of wealth and family who, for a long time, had a deadly feud with another. They would negotiate nothing together, would not speak to each other, and all the efforts of the patriarch to reconcile them proved nugatory. At last he hit upon the following device: he invited the nobleman to assist him in the service of the mass, and as this was thought a very great compliment, it was readily accepted.

The patriarch, however, had instructed all the other assistants beforehand what they were to do. Well, the assistants accompanied the patriarch as usual, and came to the Lord’s Prayer, “and forgive us our trespasses.” When the patriarch and those in the secret stopped suddenly, leaving the nobleman to say alone, “as we forgive those that trespass against us.” The nobleman was utterly confounded and thoroughly ashamed; and at the close of the service came to St. John and said, “I confess my sin; come with me, and reconcile me to my enemy.”

St. John merely answered, “O God, forgive us our offences, as we forgive those who offend us,” and went with the nobleman to witness his reconciliation.—

Leontius (bishop of Naples), Life of St. John the Almoner.

Relics.

2 Kings iv. 18-37. When the son of the Shunammite woman died, Elisha commanded Gehazi, saying, Get up thy loins, and take my staff in thine hand, and go thy way, and lay my staff upon the face of the child.

2 Kings xiii. 21. And Elisha died, and they buried him. And it came to pass, as the Moabites were burying a man, they spied a band of men, and cast the dead body into the sepulchre of Elisha; and when it touched the bones of Elisha, it revived, and stood on its feet.

Acts xix. 11, 12. And God wrought special miracles by the hands of Paul, so that from his body were brought unto the sick handkerchiefs or aprons, and the diseases departed from them, and the evil spirits went out of them.

Ecclesiastica!. He did wonders in his life, and at his death his body prophesied.

N.B.—The greatest collector of relics that ever lived was St. Boniface IV. On Nov. 1, A.D. 697, as many as twenty-eight wagon-loads of relics were brought to the church dedicated to the Virgin, which had been a heathen pantheon. It was then that “All-Saints’ Day” was first appointed.

The baton of St. Cajetan. When St. John-Joseph of the Cross was on his deathbed, the Theatins came to visit him, bringing with them the famous baton of St. Cajetan, with which they touched his head. The behaviour of this relic was so remarkable, that it must be told in the very words of Father Michel, by whom the experiment was made. “En vertu de l’amour réciproque qui existait entre le Père Jean-Joseph de la Croix et moi, et aussi mon profond respect et de mes obligations particulières envers lui, je n’eus pas plus tôt appris qu’il avait été frappé d’une attaque d’apoplexie, et que l’on craignait pour sa vie, que je lui portai le bâton de St. Cajétan. Comme je lui en touchais la tête, il arriva un prodige qui n’a point eu de pareil, avant ni depuis, quoique la relique ait été continuellement et soit encore portée chez un grand nombre de malades. Lorsque je fus entré dans la cellule du suredit serviteur de Dieu qui était mourant, et que je lui eus posé la susdite relique sur la tête, le bâton, à l’instant même, fit certains sauts et certains bonds correspondant à un son mélodieux qui fut entendu de toutes ceux qui étaient présents; et, malgré tous mes efforts, je ne pouvais l’empêcher de remuer dans mes mains, à mon grand étonnement et à ma grande satisfaction, qui furent partagés de tous ceux qui étaient avec moi témoins d’un prodige si inouï. Au moment même où ce prodige s’accomplissait, on vit le serviteur de Dieu lever lentement la main, et indiquer de l’index le ciel. Frappé d’étonnement de ce qui se passait, et qui plus est, voyant que le saint, par la violence de son mal, était hors de lui-même, je me disposais à approcher une seconde fois de lui la relique, lorsque le bâton se mit à sauter comme la première fois, et que le son mélodieux se fit de nouveau entendre; une seconde fois encore le serviteur de Dieu leva la main, et montrait le ciel de l’index,—ce qui me fit comprendre que St. Cajétan l’invitait au paradis. Tout cela nous fut, à tous ceux qui étaient présents et à moi, un grand sujet de consolation, et une surabondance de joie spirituelle. Le bruit de ce grand miracle venant à se répandre tout à coup dans tout le monastère, on vit arriver auprès du malade une foule de religieux et de personnes de distinction,
RELICS: PETER'S CHAINS.

St. Peter's chains. St. Peter's chains and the Saviour's cross are the two most notable relics in the [Roman] Catholic Church, in celebration of which special days are set apart every year. St. Peter, we are told, was twice imprisoned and bound, once in Jerusalem and once at Rome. The former case is related in the Book of the Acts (xii. 1-12), where we read that Herod Agrippa, to please the Jews, seized Peter, and delivered him to four quaternions of soldiers, to keep till after Easter. The night before he was to be brought forth, while he still slept between two soldiers, bound with two chains, an angel came, and, smiting him on the side, said to him, "Arise up quickly." So Peter arose, and his chains fell off. Then said the angel, "Gird thyself, and bind on thy sandals." And he did so. Again the angel said, "Cast thy garment about thee, and follow me." And Peter went from the prison, following the angel, thinking it must be a dream. We are told that the apostles got possession of these two chains, and kept them religiously in the treasury of the church at Jerusalem. One would like to know how the apostles contrived to obtain them, for certainly they were not in favour with the authorities at the time; and it is not clear how the jailers could part with them. One would also like to know what is meant by the treasury of the church at Jerusalem, for the only places of assembly were private houses, and in the siege of Jerusalem there could be no opportunity for looking after relics, nor even personal property. Our Lord Himself said, "Let him that is on the house-top not come down to take anything out of his house; neither let him which is in the field return back to take his clothes" (Matt. xxiv. 17, 18). This was not a time for looking after chains and relics. But let us turn to the second imprisonment, which is only traditional. It is supposed that St. Peter was at Rome in the reign of Nero, and that he was imprisoned there by that emperor during the Christian persecutions (A.D. 64). Probably he was also chained with two chains. We must now pass over fifty years, and come to the pontificate of St. Alexander I., who in the reign of Trajan (A.D. 118) was imprisoned in the house of Quirinus. While a prisoner in this house, he healed Balbina, his jailer's daughter, of the King's evil, by hanging his iron chains about her neck. The damsel being cured kissed the chains devoutly; but the pontiff said to her, "Daughter, kiss not my chains, but go and seek for the chains of the apostle Peter," meaning, we are told, the chains with which he was bound in Rome. Quirinus helped his daughter, the chains were found, and were carefully deposited in an oratory at Rome, which oratory was afterwards the famous church of St. Peter ad Vincula.

We must now pass over some 340 years, and come to A.D. 450, when Eudosia, wife of Theodosius the Younger, emperor of the East, went to visit the holy places, and Juvenal, patriarch of Jerusalem, made her a present of St. Peter's chains, which were richly adorned "with pearls, and gold, and precious stones." We are not told if Herod was at this expense, or if the Christians had the bad judgment to tamper with what they deemed a priceless relic. If the latter, they were certainly to blame for raising a suspicion in a matter which ought to be above suspicion. One of the chains the emperor of the East sent to Constantinople, and the other to her daughter Eudosia, wife of Valentinian III., emperor of the West. This empress sent it to pope Sixtus III., who
sent for the chains preserved in the oratory. Now follows a passage I cannot understand, and will quote the words of Mgr. Guérin (Vies des Saints, vol. ix. p. 188). "Le pape voulut lui [the empress] montrer les chaines [i.e. the two chains dont St. Pierre avait été lié à Rome. Il arriva alors un grand miracle: ces deux chaines ayant été approchées l'une de l'autre, s'unirent d'elles-mêmes si parfaitement ensemble qu'elles ne parurent plus qu'une même chaine forgée par un seul ouvrier." The difficulty I find is this. The pope’s chamberlain speaks of ces deux chaines; but there were three, the two chains from the oratory, and the one sent from Jerusalem. Nor does the following paragraph help the matter: "Eudoxia, amazed at this prodigy, did not demand back the chain her mother had sent to her, but left ‘toute cette longue chaîne à l'Église,’ and built a beautiful temple, afterwards called St. Peter ad Vincula, where the relic might be deposited, and shown to the faithful." Here evidently reference is made to one long chain, formed by the union of the Jerusalem chain with the Roman chain, and nothing is said of the second of the two Roman chains. On the next page (p. 189) the chamberlain returns to the subject, but only perplexes the reader more. He says, "On voit que les saintes chaines (plural) ne sont plus entières. L'une d'elles se compose de vingt-huit anneaux, dont le dernier, en forme de S, soutient l'entraire qui serait le cou de l'apôtre. L'autre chaîne, réunie à la première par le prodige que nous avons reconté, est formée de cinq anneaux" (so that the long chain is much the shorter now). Of the five links, he continues, "quatre plus petits que les autres, et le cinquième, en forme de S, auquel sont attachés un plus grand anneau rond, et une barre de fer qui réunissent les deux chaînes." Probably this iron bar went into the prison wall, and held the captive chained to the wall. Putting the two paragraphs together, the meaning seems to be this: The Jerusalem chain united miraculously with one of the Roman chains, leaving the number of chains two, as before; but at the present day the longer chain is the shorter, having only five links, while the other has twenty-eight; but nothing is said of the "pearls, the gold, and the precious stones" with which the Jerusalem chain was so richly studded.

St. Chrysostom, in his Homily on St. Peter’s Chains, tells us that in his time the other chain was at Constantinople, where was also the sword with which Peter cut off the ear of Malchus.

I have done my best to piece together the sundry accounts of these chains, but such difficulties meet us at every turn, and the accounts of different writers differ so widely, it is by no means easy to unravel them into a consistent narrative. Alban Butler greatly increases the difficulty by his dogma, "Such was the veneration of the faithful for the relics, that [even] the popes themselves durst not presume to give away any part of the precious remains." This he corroborates on the authority of Gregory the Great and pope Hormisdas, and yet we are told that the long double chain contained only five links, while the other short one contained twenty-eight.


A right hand sent from heaven (manus de caelo missa). St. William of Oulx was a peasant with only one arm; but an angel, "guéri l’infirmite de Guillaume, à qui il manquait la main droite, en lui donnant une main miraculeuse," appealed manus de caelo missa." When St. William died this hand refused to be buried, and persistently pushed itself through the coffin. The archbishop of Embrun then ordered it to be cut off, and stored amidst the holy relics. This was done; and certain days were set apart when it was to be shown to the people. The number of miracles ascribed to this "Angelic Hand" are referred to as "incontestable evidence of the truth of this legend." Even pope Pius IX., so late as 1852, acknowledged the genuineness of the famous manus de caelo missa."—Mgr. J. J. Depéry (bishop of Gap), Histoire Hagiologique du Diocèse de Gap.

(See Pelos’ Shoulder; St. Melon’s Silver Hand.)

The hood of St. Francis of Paula given
him by an angel (fifteenth century). The tradition in the monastery of Calabria is, that an angel brought St. Francis of Paula his chanpion; and we are still shown there a hood which the angel is said to have put on the saint's head. — Les Petits Dollandistes, vol. iv. p. 189.

Lac Beata Virgins in the Crypta Lactea, near Bethlehem. A few minutes' walk south of the convent of Bethlehem, is the Crypta Lactea, or Grotto of Milk. The local tradition is, that the Blessed Virgin, alarmed at the threats of Herod, lost her milk; and never recovered it, till she found refuge in this grot, which offered an asylum more secure and less exposed than the "stable of Bethlehem."

According to another tradition the Holy Virgin used often to carry her babe to this grot, and suckle it there. A drop from her breast, on one occasion, fell on a stone, turned it to the whiteness of alabaster, and endowed it with the secret virtue of restoring milk to nursing mothers. "Ce qui est certain, c'est que toutes les femmes des environs, Juives, Chrétiennes, et Mahométanes, ont une telle dévotion pour cette grotte, qu'il y en a toujours qui viennent y faire leur prière. La roche dans laquelle se trouve la grotte est une craie extrêmement blanche et friable; on la réduit facilement en poudre et on en fait de petits pains qu'on envoie dans tous les pays."

Mgr. Mislin.

Milk of the Virgin Mary at Souillac, in France. Catherine Emmerich, the visionary of Dulmen (1774-1824), says, "As soon as the Magi departed, the holy family, hounded by the emissaries of Herod, were obliged to quit the inn, and lie concealed in the tomb of Maraba. Here Joseph, fancying that his place of refuge was discovered, suddenly took to flight with the infant. Then saw I the Virgin, relieved of her disquietude, left alone in the cave for the space of half a day. When the time came for suckling the child, as the babe was gone, she pressed the milk which troubled her into a little hole of some stones lying by. She told this to one of the shepherds to whom the angels appeared; and he, going to the cave, found the milk as Mary had said, collected it with great care, and carried it to his wife, who happened to have an infant, but no milk. The woman took the sacred milk with reverence, and immediately her own breasts were abundantly supplied. I saw the stone," she continues, "which con-

tained the milk," adding that it "possessed the same virtue as the milk itself; and even Mussulmans to the present day make use of it for the like purpose, and for other cures also."

The ring and cross of St. Coletta or Nicoletta (A.D. 1380-1447). St. John the Evangelist was sent from heaven with a gold ring, which he himself placed on the finger of St. Coletta, in token that Christ had accepted her as His virgin bride. Many persons saw this ring and touched it; and sometimes St. Coletta lent it to a sister as an amulet, when confided with a mission of more than ordinary danger.

St. Coletta also received from heaven a gold crucifix, which contained, in a small locket, a part of the true cross. This crucifix is still preserved in the monastery of Poligny. The upright is 0,035 millimetres, the crossbar 0,008 millimetres. The arms of the Saviour are almost horizontally extended, and the feet are fastened near each other with two nails. On one side are five precious stones, four of which are blue, and one red. Between each stone is a pearl. The stones are let in, but the pearls are simply nailed on by gold pins. The piece of the true cross is contained in a little box or locket just below the feet. The subjoined will be interesting to many:

"St. Coletta aït envoyé du ciel une petite croixette de fin or, en laquelle était enchâssée une petite portion de la sancte Croix, laquelle celle garda moult dévotement. Et plusieurs la royaiet et la manifestèrent, et affirment, que la dite croixette n'avait ouques faite al forgée de mains humaines."—Le Père Guiller, Vie de St. Coletta (z vol.), 1883.

One of the stones cast at St. Stephen broken without mechanical force (A.D. 994). St. Gerard, bishop of Toul, asked Theodorie, bishop of Metz, to assist at the dedication of his cathedral. Theodoric not being able to attend, Gerard went to Metz, and asked him to give him a piece of the stone which had been cast at St. Stephen, for which the cathedral of Metz was celebrated. Gerard took up the stone, kissed it, and let his tears fall on it. As he did so, the part he touched separated of itself from the rest of the stone; and Theodoric, looking upon it as the work of God, in honour of His saint, could not do otherwise than allow St. Gerard to take it away with him. This relic was enclosed in an image of St. Stephen given by Nicholas de Sane, archdeacon of Toul, and enriched by Antoine, duke of Lorraine, in 1540. — Father Benedict, Life of St. Gerard (1700). (See Stone, p. 264.)
Tooth of St. Paul. The Rev. Thomas Harmer says in his Observations, vol. ii. p. 306, "A gentleman once showed me a prodigious tooth, which apparently belonged to one of the monsters of the deep. It was found by one of his ancestors among the treasures of a Roman Catholic who was fond of relics, and who had evidently taken great care of this tooth. It was wrapped in silk, with two or three outer covers of paper, on one of which was written, 'A tooth of the holy St. Paul.' The person who showed it to Mr. Harmer was a Protestant, and as he held the monster tooth in his hand, quizzically remarked, "Don't you think that St. Paul had a fine set of grinders?"

St. Longis finds a tooth of St. Peter six hundred years after his death (A.D. 668). St. Longis, having built a monastery at Boisselière, started for Rome to obtain some relics for his basilica. One night St. Peter himself appeared to him, and told him to go to his tomb at daybreak, and he would find there a precious relic. St. Longis went to the apostle's tomb, and found there a tooth, which he took to Boisselière. St. Harduin and a great crowd of people flocked to the monastery, "pour vénérer ce gage de la protection du Prince des Apôtres." —Vita Sancti Leogisii, No. 6.

If this is a specimen of the way relics are discovered, no wonder the supply is so abundant. We should like to know how this tooth came to be on the tomb of St. Peter. Had it been there some six hundred years and not noticed; or did St. Peter pull out one of his teeth to please St. Longis; or did the tooth somehow pass through the earth and tomb, and come to the surface at this exact juncture, when Longis was hunting for relics? After these difficulties are solved, it would be well to know how Longis knew the tooth to be one of St. Peter's, and whether he examined the dead body to see if this particular tooth was missing. Surely St. Longis and St. Harduin were easily satisfied.

Relics of Joseph the carpenter, the husband of Mary.

His GIRLIE. The Discalceati guard with great reverence St. Joseph's girdle in Notre Dame, Joinville sur Marne, diocese of Langres.

"Cette ceinture consiste en un tissu fin, de fil ou de soie, assez gros et de couleur grisâtre; elle est longue d'un mètre, et porte en largeur de 30 à 45 centimètres. Aux extrémités est attaché un fermoir en ivoire, jouant par le temps; une boutonnière se trouve soudé à l'un des bouts. Confectionnée, suivant la tradition, par les mains de la Ste. Vierge. On peut croire qu'elle lui resta, comme un souvenir bien cher, à la mort de son époux; et que plus tard elle fut remise à St. Jean ou à quelqu'un autre apôtre." It was removed from Palestine to the château de Joinville in the thirteenth century.

His Stick is preserved in the monastery of angels, Florence.

Another Stick and his Hammer are preserved in the church of St. Anastasia, Rome.

The Cloak which St. Joseph is said to have thrown over the babe Jesus in the manger of Bethlehem, is also preserved in the church of St. Anastasia, Rome.

Relics of St. Paul, bishop of Leon (A.D. 492-573). St. Paul, bishop of Leon, was buried at Oxismor cathedral, but when the Danes ravaged Brittany, the body of the saint was removed to the monastery of Fleury sur Loire. At the Reformation, "the Calvinists," having got this monastery into their hands, burnt to powder the "holy relics," and scattered the ashes to the wind. After this positive statement, we are rather surprised to read in the next paragraph, "Nevertheless, the church of Leon still (1882) possesses the skull of the saint, the entire bone of the right arm, and one of his fingers, kept in a silver coffer." One naturally asks, if the "relics were burnt to powder, and the ashes scattered to the winds," how could such material parts as these have escaped? Of this we are not informed; but we are told that Mgr. Dombidae de Crousailles, in 1809, "authenticated the relics."—Dom Lobineau, Life of St. Paul, bishop of Leon, edited, with notes, by Mons. Tresvaux.

As Paul died in 573, and his relics were burnt to ashes at the Reformation, how could these bones be authenticated in 1809? Probably the Calvinists, who burnt the relics, would not feel satisfied with the authentication of the bishop of Quimpé.

The relics of St. Trojencia strangely discovered and recognized. St. Trojencia was born at Poitiers, but no one knows when, and died at Ruthenes at a very advanced age. She was buried under a stone in St. Stephen's church, where she died. The troubles of the times made her quite forgotten, but in 1698 Philippe de Luzignan, bishop of Rodez, visiting St. Stephen's church, discovered, no one knows how, the body of this saint, the head being enclosed in an ivory casket. He ordered the relics to be removed to the cathedral with great pomp and ceremony, all the clergy of the diocese and an immense concourse of people being present.—L'abbé L. Servières, Les Saints du Rouergue.

Relics emit on St. Eloï a celestial balm (A.D. 659). St. Eloï, bishop of Noyon, kept in his chamber a number of relics, suspended from the ceiling in a bag. The bag hung over his head, and when he was abed he made his prayers under them. One night as he was so engaged, a man appeared before him and said, "Eloï, your prayers are heard, and you
shall have the assurance you request, that
God has accepted your penances and
pardon your sins." Forthwith a liquor
flowed from the bag above his head; it
fell on his head, it flowed along his robe,
it anointed his feet. The odour itself
was ravishing, surpassing all earthly
perfumes. He knew his sins were for-
given, and he was placed again in the
condition in which he was at baptism.—
St. Ouen (archbishop of Rouen), Life of
St. Eloi.

The relics of St. Briocus jump for joy
(A.D. 1210). St. Briocus of Great
Britain died A.D. 502. In 1210 the father
superior of Angers wished to obtain some
of his bones, and two ribs, an arm, and
a vertebra were given him. When these
bones entered the cathedral, they jumped
for joy at the honour conferred upon
them.—Dom Lobineau, Lives of the British
Saints.

Relics made to bleed by St. Gregory
the Great (A.D. 540-604). Certain am-
bassadors, on one occasion, besought
Gregory the Great to give them some
relics for their churches. The pontiff
took a fine linen napkin, and touched
with it the body of some deceased saints;
then placing the napkin in a box, he
sealed it, and handed it to the ambas-
sadors. Being curious to know what it
was that Gregory had given them, they
opened the box, took out the napkin, and
found nothing inside. Greatly astonished,
and thinking a practical joke had been
played upon them, they took the box
and its contents back to the pope. St.
Gregory laid the napkin on the altar,
and falling on his knees, prayed God to
open the eyes of the ambassadors that
they might see the value of the napkin
given as a relic. Then, holding the cloth
out before them, he pricked it with a
penknife; whereupon blood flowed from it
in great abundance. The ambassadors,
utterly confounded, took the napkin with
many thanks, and prized the gift as a
relic of inestimable value. (See Index,
BLEEDING.)—John the deacon (twelfth
century), Life of St. Gregory the Great
(written by him at the especial command
of pope John VIII.).

The custom of sending napkins and bandages which had
touched relics was not unusual with the Roman pontiffs.
The same Gregory told the empress Constance, when she
asked him to give her the head of St. Paul, that it was
not customary even to touch the relics except with great
terence, but in lieu of relics the church was accustomed
to send a napkin or bandage which had touched a relic,
and God operated miracles in virtue thereof.—See the
Epistles of St. Gregory.

Relics join St. Gregory of Langres in
psalmody (A.D. 541). One night a deacon
watched, and saw St. Gregory rise from
his bed, and leave his dormitory at mid-
night. The deacon followed unobserved,
and saw him enter the baptistery, the door
of which opened to him of its own accord.
For a time, all was dead silence; and
then St. Gregory began to chant. Pre-
sently a number of voices joined in, and
the singing continued for the space of
three hours. Gregory of Tours naively
remarks, "I think the voices proceeded
from the relics there preserved, which
revealed themselves to the saint, and
joined him in singing praises to God."—
p. 59.

Of course they had nothing to do with the "miracle."

Wonders due to the relics of St. Ignatius Loyola (A.D. 1491-1556). "At
Sena the devils durst not look up on his
picture, but hung their heads in their
bosom for very pure shame. His picture
in Malacay scared away a devil. His
picture in paper at Madena, pinned closely
upon a wall, scared away a whole troupe
of devils out of four women possessed.
The bare pronouncing [off] his name at
Rome, scared out two legions of devils.
A piece of his coife that hee wore, healed
a woman of the phrensis. A piece of
leather that he used at his stomach cured
the plague. A piece of his hayre-cloth
purged an holy nunne of a hundred
stones in one yeere. A piece of a relic
of his, close shut in a boxe, burnt a devill,
and made him to roare the breadth of a
chamber of [off]. A piece of a relic
cast into the sea, calmed the waves, and
stilled the winde. But the bare subscrip-
tion of his name in a morsel of paper
passeth all the rest: it healed the tooth-
ache, the cramp, the gowte, the sciatica,
the leprosie, the skurvy,—and being laid
upon ... a woman ... in travaile ... past all hope of life, tooke
away her paine, facilitated the birth, and
recovered her life."—S. Harcum (after-
wards archbishop of York), Popish
Impositions (1604), p. 56.

Relics preserved in the abbey church of
Savigny. At one time the abbey church
of Savigny was said to contain—

The head of St. Vital, and his chasuble.
Part of the wood of the true cross.

Relics of the prophet Daniel; of St.
Joseph, John the Baptist, St. Peter, St.
Matthew, St. Bartholomew, St. James,
St. Victor, St. Bernard, St. William Firma-
matus, and St. Thomas of Canterbury.
The chasuble of St. Peter (!!).
These were all contained in a costly casket, and carried in procession on Maunday Thursday. In 1786 the reliquaries were broken to pieces, and the relics thrown to the winds by the revolutionists.

Relics in Souillac church. Mgr. Doncy, bishop of Montauban, gives us a list of 111 relics of Souillac church, proved beyond a doubt to be genuine by the process-verbal of May 25, 1856. Amongst them we find—
De vestimentis Domini.
De spinis corone Domini.
De tabula et pane Cena Domini.
De terra ubi pes crucis [Domini] posuit erat, quando Christus fuit crucifixus.
De velo, cingulo, vestimentis, et lacte [!!] Beata Maria.
De sanguiine et vestimentis SS. Innocentium.
De vestimento S. Joannis, S. Petri.
De una uncia digitii S. Pauli, et duo dente ejusdem.


The relics are contained in a reliquary of copper, gilded and chased, evidently of the twelfth or thirteenth century.

That many of these relics may be traced back to the twelfth or thirteenth century may be readily admitted, but eleven hundred years is a long time from the Crucifixion; and such relics as the "milk of the Virgin Mary," "the bread of the Last Supper," "the moulde where the cross stood," and the several garments of the Lord, ought to show an unbroken and incontestable legal instrument, far far clearer than that offered by "miracles" attributed to them. We know that the two tables of stone, inserted by the finger of the Almighty, and religiously kept for seven centuries in the sacred ark, though reverenced by the Jews, were nevertheless lost, and the loss of such relics is certainly most astounding, far more so than such relics as the above would have been.

A list of famous relics, given by John Brady, 1889.

(This list of relics is given on the authority of John Brady, who must be held responsible. It is a pity he has not given the whereabouts of each relic, that the accuracy of his statements might be verified.)

Coal. One of the coals that broiled St. Lawrence.

Finger. A finger of St. Andrew; another of John the Baptist; one of the Holy Ghost; and the thumb of St. Thomas.

Handkerchiefs (Two), stamped with the face of Christ. One was sent by our Lord Himself as a present to Agbarsus, prince of Edessa; and the other was a cloth lent by Veronica to Jesus to wipe the sweat from His face on His way to Calvary. (See Veronica.)

Head. Two heads of John the Baptist (!!).

Hem. The hem of our Lord's garment touched by the woman who was healed of her bloody issue; the hem of Joseph's coat of many colours.

Lock of Hair. A lock of the hair with which Mary Magdalene wiped the Saviour's feet.

Nail. One of the nails used in the crucifixion was set in the "iron crown of Lombardy." [One nail is still preserved in the Santa Croce, at Rome; another at Siena; a third at Venice; a fourth in the church of the Carmelites, in Paris; a fifth in the Holy Chapel; a sixth at Draguignan; a seventh at Toulouse. One was thrown by the empress Helena into the gulf of Venice to allay a storm; another was inserted by Constantine in his helmet, as an amulet; one or two others were set in the emperor's horse's headstall.] (See Cross Discovered.)

Phial of Sweat. A phial of the sweat of St. Michael, when he contended with Satan (!!).

Rays of a Star. Some of the rays of the guiding star which appeared to the Wise Men of the East (!!).

Rib. A rib of the Verbum caro factum, or the "Word made Flesh" (!!).

Rod. Moses' rod.

Seamless Coat. The seamless coat of our Lord, for which lots were cast at the Crucifixion.

Slippers. A pair of slippers worn by Enoch before the Flood.

Spoon. The pap-spoon and dish used by the Virgin Mary for Jesus when an infant.

Sword and Shield. The short sword of St. Michael, and his square buckler lined with red velvet (!!).

Tear. The tear shed by Jesus over the grave of Lazarus. This relic was given by an angel to Mary Magdalene, and is preserved in a phial (!!).

Tooth. A tooth of our Lord Himself.

Waterpot. One of the water-pots used at the marriage of Cana, in Galilee.

—Clavis Calendria, p. 240.

Relics mentioned by Melanchthon.

Face. The face of a seraph without a nose (!!).

Flame. A flame of the bush which Moses beheld burning. The bishop of Metz asserted that he was in possession of this relic (!!).

Leo. A leg of the ass on which Jesus rode in triumph to Jerusalem.

Skull. The skull of St. Matthias,
said to have died A.D. 63. St. Helena (248-328) sent his body to Rome [John Eck says it was sent to Augsburg]. [Some bones of the head are at present in Santa Maria Maggiore; other parts of the skull were sent by the same empress to the archbishop of Trèves; and a part of the skull was preserved at Barbezieux, in Saintonge, till the Reformation, when it was burned.]

[Stone, In Soulac is preserved a bloody stone thrown at the martyr Stephen.—The Eclectic Review. (See p. 260.)

Miscellaneous relics of remarkable character. Gregory the Great sent to his friend St. Leander the famous image of the Virgin Mary made by St. Luke the evangelist. It is preserved at Guadalupe, in Spain.

In the crypt of the chapel of the Holy Sacrament are preserved not only some of the swaddling clothes of the infant Jesus, but also some of the hay on which He was laid in the manger of Bethlehem. Joseph's cloak, thrown over the child to keep it warm, is preserved in the church of St. Anastasia; and some of the hair of the infant in the basilica of the Holy Cross.

Harsnet says the following relics are jewelled up in the popes Propitiatory at Rome: viz. A sacred violl of our Ladies milke; a piece of St. Pauls breeches and chaire; the tyle of the asse whereon our Saviour rode to Jerusalem, and the rest.—Popish Impostures, p. 118.

Cardinal Wiseman defends all relics as “precious treasures of the Church,” and insists on their genuineness. How could he do otherwise and be consistent? Miracles and relics are bound up in the Roman Catholic Church.

The makeshift of a relic suggested by Agazarius (1600). “Agazarius the Jesuit tells us, that hee having brought from Rome certaine halowed graines, which he gave to his holy children for their severall necessities,—they by misfortune lost them, but [he] comforts his shrivelings by telling them in honest terms, that any little pretty peble taken up out of a gutter, will serve as well, if it be receaved and kept with humility and devotion.”—Harsnet (afterwards archbishop of York), Popish Impostures (1604), p. 104.

Bruno (Leo IX.) cures the plague by relics steeped in wine (A.D. 1002-1054). Bruno used to make a pilgrimage every year to the tomb of some apostle. On one occasion he was accompanied by five hundred persons, and all were smitten by the plague, from the foul air of the country they had to pass through. Bruno, then bishop of Toul; “had the happy thought of dipping the relics which he carried about with him in wine, and gave the plague-stricken some of the wine to drink.” Our biographer adds, “All those who drank in faith recovered,” but he does not state the number that did so.—Wibert, Life of St. Leo IX.

Candida Francisca cured of a mortal disease by a picture of St. Charles Borromeo (June 22, A.D. 1600). Candida Francisca, a religious of St. Agnes, Milan, had been confined to her bed twenty-two months. She was lame in the left leg, and so afflicted in her whole body, that the doctors pronounced her case hopeless. She now requested that a portrait of St. Charles Borromeo might be handed to her, and as she held it, she earnestly invoked the saint to come to her relief. Presently all her pains left her; her leg, which was shorter than the other, was not only healed but elongated; and she rose up cheerful in spirits, and in perfect health.—The Bull of Canonization.

The relics of St. Desiderius, bishop of Langres, cure a woman at the point of death (A.D. 1657). Desiderius was a peasant in the third century, living at Bavari, and was chosen bishop of Langres. He was beheaded by Chrocus, an Allemand chief, in 264. In 1816 his relics were transferred from the little chapel on the Marne to the cathedral. In 1657 Mgr. Sebastian Zemat opened the reliquary to give the relics to the church of Avignon. They rested at Rosoy in the house of a woman confined to her bed, and supposed to be in articulo mortis. The relics were taken to her room, and the moment they touched her, she was restored to perfect health. “Ce miracle, le chroniqueur Clément Machere, curé d’Hortes, dressa procès-verbal.”—L’abbé Mazelin, Saints de la Haute Marne.

Miraculous cures effected by the relics of St. Germana Cousin of Pibrac (A.D. 1579-1601). Germana Cousin was a poor shepherdess of Pibrac, near Toulouse. She was very sickly and scrofulous, but is an object of considerable interest, because she was canonized so recently as 1854 by pope Pius IX., amidst such a concourse of people as have rarely been collected together. At Pibrac the Holy Communion was given to eight thousand persons, and hundreds were dismissed. At least seventy thousand persons were assembled in the little village of Pibrac to do honour to the shepherdess, crowding to kiss her cemeteries, and to cast eyes on
her bones. Her elegy was made by Mgr. Pie, bishop of Poitiers, and R. P. Corail the Jesuit. On June 29, 1867, Pio IX., "après avoir approuvé de nouveaux miracles, l’inscrit vivre au livre des vierges."

The new miracles, all of the nineteenth century, are the following:—

1. A young man of Mauvesin, in the diocese of Auch, named Dominic Gauté, having lost his sight, consulted the best oculists, but received the doloeful assurance that nothing could be done for him, as the blindness arose from what is termed "the drop serene." His brother George advised him to apply to Germana Cousin (dead about two hundred years), and both went to Pibrac. Here the eyes of Dominic were bound with a cloth which had touched the dead body of the shepherdess, and on returning home he told his brother he could see the sails of the mill turning round.

We are not told whether Dominic Gauté ever recovered his full sight, or whether the miracle ceased with the incident mentioned above.

2. Elizabeth Gay, aged eighteen, had long been blind "par suite d’une humeur qui s’était portée à son visage, et sur ses yeux." This young woman was cured at Pibrac, and lived many years without any return of her malady.

3. Frances Ferrière, of Angoumer, was born blind, but received her sight simply by binding her eyes with a cloth, which had touched the body of Germana. This miracle is avouched by Mons. le Castex, curé of Angoumer at the time.

4. Aug. 1, 1839, an infant ten months old, born blind, the son of Antony Nous, "patron sur le canal du Languedoc," was entirely cured by the intercession of Germana Cousin. The abbot of Bourg, vicar-general, was appointed to investigate the case, and his deposition is preserved in the archives of Toulouse.

5. Antoinette Estellé of Pibrac attested that her son, aged two years and six months, was quite blind; but, being taken to the tomb of Germana, received his sight. "Il a maintenant quarante-trois ans, et il a conservé la vue, et le souvenir de la grâce qui Germaine a obtenue pour lui."

6. Francis Lafon was born with a fatty tumour over his eyes. When the lids were opened, neither pupil nor cornea could be seen, but only "une matière informe, comme un morceau de chair." This case was wholly cured by the intercession of Germana, and the child received his eyesight. The only remedy applied was to bind over the eyes a cloth which had touched the dead body of the shepherdess, when, "Bonté celeste! ce petit visage, appravant un moi ne, est animé de deux yeux vifs et brillants qui se fixent sur elle."

7. A paralytic, whose limbs were wholly powerless, was taken to Pibrac, April 29, 1840. This man was such a cripple that when held upright "ses jambes étaient flottantes comme celles d’un squelette." If set on his feet, his legs doubled under him. Well, he went to the parish church during mass, and at the moment of the elevation cried aloud, "Je suis guéri!" He knelt down, and remained kneeling to the end of the service, when he walked home, leaning gently on the arm of his grandmother, the baroness of Guilhermy. This was at nine o'clock in the morning; at five o'clock in the evening of the same day, "il parcourut a pied, sans être soutenu." He paid several visits, in which he walked upstairs and downstairs without the least difficulty.

8. In 1845 the nuns of Bon Pasteur at Bourg, 116 in number, were reduced to the last extremity. Sister Mary of the Sacred Heart, superior of the convent, resolved to seek the aid of Germana Cousin, and accordingly placed a medal of the shepherdess in the pantry, and two of the sisters were appointed to provide forty large loaves of bread daily; but instead of twenty-four pounds of flour, only sixteen were provided. The flour lasted three days, and only eight pounds were left; but these eight pounds made forty loaves, and the flour diminished not. This occurred over and over again. The small dolo of flour supplied the whole convent from day to day, and there was always more flour left when the bread was made than there was before. The miracle attracted great attention, and persons from all quarters ran to see "de leurs propres yeux le pain que Dieu leur avait donné. Le même prodige se renouvela deux autres fois."

9. Jacquette, daughter of John Catalàs, when eighteen months old caught measles, and became more and more feeble every day. This was in 1828. The ankles and knees swelled to an enormous size, while the legs and thighs shrank, "que la peau était collée aux os." All medicines were ineffective, and at last her mother determined to take the child to Pibrac. The following is her deposition:—"I started on foot with a friend, and we drove before us a donkey with two panniers. Jacquette
was in one, and another child three years old was in the other. We reached Pibrac
church on a Sunday, and attended the service with the children. Mass was
celebrated, and when the Sanctus was rung, Jacquette cried out aloud; and I
heard her bones crack. When I went to kneel, great God! judge of my surprise
to see Jacquette leave her brother, and come and kneel beside me. She came all
by herself, with no one to help her. I returned to my seat, and Jacquette fol-
lowed me. Her legs had recovered; my vow was accomplished. We reached
Toulouse at three o’clock; and when Jacquette saw her father she ran up to
him, crying with joy, ‘I am quite well now; take me in your arms, papa, and
kiss me. See how I can run about. See what Germana Cousin has done for me!’
Indeed, the cure was perfect.”

(10) Philip Luc of Cornebarrieu, aged
twelve, was suffering from a fistula, and
was sent to the hospital of St. James,
Toulouse, where he was two months, and
was then dismissed as incurable. Corne-
barrieu is about two miles from Pibrac,
and Philip, starting with his mother on
foot, arrived in time for mass. He went
to the tomb of the shepherdess, and re-
turned home without being cured. His
mother put him to bed, and wrapped him
in a cloth which had touched the dead
body of Germana. After a short sleep
he called his mother, who looked at the
fistula, found it was quite dry, and the
wound healed. M. Laurent Stevenet, one
of the physicians of St. James’s Hospital,
came to see the cure. He expressed him-
self astounded, made a most careful ex-
amination, and pronounced the cure per-
fect. “Je dois indiquer le caractère de
cette guérison: c’est la mobilité de la
peau, et la reprise du tissu fibreux qui
forme la cicatrice intérieure de la cavité
fistuleuse.”

Mme. L. Veuillot says of the above, “Nous avons sig-
naillé quelques miracles qui, après min examen, ont reçu
l’approbation de la Congrégation des Rites, et ont été con-
firmés comme tels par le souverain pontife,” and “Le souverain pontife Pie IX., après avoir approuvé de miracles,
inscrit St. Germana au livre des Vierges.”

A bone of St. Ignatius cures Drusilla
Turcellina of a fever. Drusilla Turcellina,
a Roman lady, being sick of a fever, was
cured in a moment by laying one of the
bones of St. Ignatius on her forehead.

Another example. Sir Francis Blasius
of Nola was afflicted with ague and colic,
so that his life was despaired of; but his
mother Zenobia laid a bone of St. Ignatius
upon his head, and he forthwith recovered.

A third example. The infant son of
the baron of Belliboni of Lecha, when
three years old, fell from the nurse’s arms,
and injured the right knee. A swelling
ensued, which threatened to be fatal; but
the baron took the child to the Jesuits’
college of Lecha, and one of the monks
touched the knee with a bone of St.
Ignatius. The surgeons came next day
to cut the swelling, and were not a little
astonished to see it had subsided; and in
a day or two the child was perfectly well.
—Authentic Relation made in the Con-
sistory before Gregory XV. by cardinal de
Monte, March 12, 1622.

Writing of St. Ignatius cures Bartholo-
meow Contesti of headache. Bartholomew
Contesti of Majorca was a surgeon by pro-
fession. He suffered severely from
headache and disease in one of his eyes.
A slip of paper containing some writing
of Ignatius being brought to him, he was
instantly cured of his headache, and the
eye, which before was stone blind, re-
covered its speculation. In order to prove
that his recovery was due to the relic, it
was removed two or three times, and
immediately it was taken away the pain
returned, and the eye lost its sight; but
the remedy of both returned when the
relic was brought back. So Bartholomew
kept the paper about him, and his health
and sight were permanently restored.

Another example. Olimpia Norina lost
her sight for three months from acute
pain; but, like Bartholomew Contesti,
she was cured merely by laying on her
forehead a slip of paper containing some
writing of St. Ignatius.

A third example. The child of a noble-
man, seven years old, named Geronimo
Gabrielli, being sick, and like to die of black
ague, called by the Spaniards taberdillo,
was, in 1697, cured instantaneously by
the same slip of paper.—Authentic Rela-
tion made in the Consistory before Gregory
XV. by cardinal de Monte, March 12, 1622.

Donna of Aragon, etc., cured of a glandular
swelling by a portrait of St. Ignatius (A.D.
1599). The Donna of Aragon, who was
also princess of Beltran and duchess of
Terranova, suffered for four months with
a swelling in her right breast. At length
she laid a portrait of Ignatius upon the
swelling, which instantly began to sub-
side, and before sunset she was perfectly
cured. So certain is this, that the prin-
cess went to Rome next year, and set
up over the tomb of St. Ignatius a sil-
ver tablet as a thank-offering.—Authentic
Relation made in the Consistory before
Gregory XV. by cardinal de Monte, March 12, 1622.

An image of St. Ignatius cures Ferdinand Pretel of ague (1603). Ferdinand Pretel of Mendoza fell ill, on Sept. 19, of a tertian ague, which developed into black ague, and his life was despaired of. On Dec. 8, an image of St. Ignatius was placed in his hands, when all of a sudden he became quite well; and was enabled, by Dec. 13, to make a nine days' journey in rain and snow, wind and frost, from Valladolid to Valencia.—A statement made by cardinal de Monte, March 12, 1622, before Gregory XV., in claim of the canonization of St. Ignatius. The pope was satisfied of the truth of the statement, and Ignatius was added to the catalogue of the saints.

The relics of St. Isidore cure Philip III. of a fever (A.D. 1619). Philip III. had been to Portugal in royal pomp; but, on his return to Madrid, was seized with taberdillo, a pestilential fever, and was given over by his physicians. His death was expected every hour, but in extremis he requested that the relics of St. Isidore might be brought him. No sooner was this done, than his highness began to amend, and in a day or two was restored to his usual health. The king greatly exerted himself to bring about the canonization of Isidore, but the death of the pope caused a delay. In the reign of Philip IV., however, the ceremony was performed by Gregory XV., March 12, A.D. 1622, in St. Peter's church, Rome, with a splendour wholly unequalled.—Acts of Canonization.

Diseases cured by the medal of the Immaculate Conception (eighteenth century). Crispino, the son of humble parents, entered the monastery of Paranzana, where he was employed as cook, and rose high in favour as a saintly man. A lady living at Tolfa requested that Brother Crispino might be allowed to visit her, as she was sick of an epidemic which then prevailed. When he entered the chamber, the lady said to him, "Brother Crispino, make on my head the sign of the cross with thy medal of the Immaculate Conception." This did he, and the lady was instantly cured. The experiment was subsequently tried on several others, and always with the same success.—Vita del V. Servo di Dio Fr. Crispino da Viterbo, etc. (1761).

St. John Francis Regis cures a woman with a medal (A.D. 1597-1640). St. John Francis Regis went to confess a woman given over by the physicians, and supposed by them to be at the point of death. The friends asked St. Regis to cure her, and the saint, putting the medal of his order into a cup, blessed the water, and gave it the woman to drink. No sooner had she tasted it, than the fever left her, "et elle se trouva dans une sainté aussi parfaite que si elle n'eût point été malade."—Father Daubenton (Jesuit), Life of St. John Francis Regis.


The pieces of his garments, seized eagerly by the throng on the day of his funeral, healed numbers of persons; amongst others, Anne di Matia and Pascal Christiano. The former of a violent stitch in her side which had obstinately resisted all sorts of remedies; and the latter of frightful colics from which he had suffered for six years.

During the funeral, Michel de San-Pasquale, trying to keep back the crowd, received a severe wound in the head from a halbert. The blood flowed abundantly, but, on touching the place with a piece of the saint's habit, the wound was instantly healed.

Charles Carafalo, an epileptic, vowed, during the funeral, if the saint would cure him of his fits, to which he had been subject for twenty-five years, he would publish the miracle throughout the world. He was cured; but not keeping his vow, his fits returned within a year. Then, repenting of his neglect, he begged pardon of the saint, repaired his fault, and was thoroughly cured.

Margaret di Fraja obtained, during the funeral of the saint, the cure of her nephew, who was dying of injuries received in a fall.

Vincenza Aldava was healed at the same time of a contraction in the knee, which prevented his walking. This cure was effected by simply sitting on the bier which had carried the saint to his grave.

After the inhumation, numberless miracles "attested the virtues of the saint." Fevers, spasms, attacks of apoplexy and epilepsy, and sundry maladies pronounced to be incurable, were cured by his relics. These "miracles" induced Pius VI. to inscribe him in the catalogue, May 15, 1789. Pius VII. recognized two new miracles, April 27, 1824. Leo XII.
decreed, Sept. 29, 1824, that the church might proceed with his canonization; and Gregory XVI. canonized him, May 26, 1839.—Migne, Démonstrations Évangéliques, vol. xvi.

The shroud of St. Landry quenches a fire (seventh century). St. Landry, bishop of Paris, died A.D. 650. Not long after his death a fire broke out in Paris in the Porte Royale, and the wind spread the flames in all directions, so that many houses caught fire, and a large part of the city was threatened with destruction. Dean Hervé bethought him of the late bishop; and, hoisting his shroud on a pole, he went with it where the flames were thickest and most violent. "Aussi-tôt le feu commença à se retirer, et à diminuer, et s'étéignit peu à peu, sans faire un plus dommage."—Breviaire de Paris, etc.

Archbishop Volmar cured of a malady in his eyes by St. Maurin’s tooth (tenth century). Volmar was elected archbishop of Paris in 906; he soon afterwards suffered from a "malady in his eyes," and it was much feared that he would be unable to take part in the great Easter festival at Cologne. A sudden inspiration occurred to him—to try whether the recently discovered relics of St. Maurin of Cologne would do him any good. He sent a priest to go and fetch them. A tooth of the martyr was brought to his chamber; he touched his eyes with it, and the remedy was instantaneous. On Easter Day, at mass, he announced this "miracle" to the congregation.—Propre de Cologne.

If the "malady of the eye" was what is called a sty or stye, we all know the common "remedy" of rubbing it with a gold ring. There is no reason why a smooth tooth should not do as well. Whether the gentle pressure breaks the pustule or disperses the pus is beside the scope of this book. Suffice it to say, it was at one time generally believed that rubbing the eye with a gold ring would prove an effectual cure.

The chasuble of St. Peter cures a paralytic (eleventh century). When St. Hugh, abbot of Cluny, went to celebrate mass in St. Genevieve, a paralytic, named Robert, was brought to him. St. Hugh laid on him the chasuble of St. Peter, a relic most religiously preserved, and said to the man, "The Lord Jesus Christ has made thee whole; rise, Robert, and make thy bed." As he spoke the man was healed, and returned thanks to St. Peter and the abbot. Then follows this observation: "Il [i.e. St. Hugh] avait acquis une telle estime auprès de Dieu, que des pêlerins furent avertis, au sépulcre des Apôtres, par une vision céleste, d’aller à Cluny dont ils n’avaient jamais entendu parler."—Lorain, Histoire de l’Abbaye de Cluny.

St. Walbert’s cup of miraculous virtues (seventh century). There was nothing which pertained to St. Walbert to which God did not attach miraculous virtues. Of this we have proofs which have come down almost to the present day. Thus Dom Grappin, in 1770, writes, "Un vase, de simple racine, qui a lui appartenu, a été l’instrument d’une infinité de guérisons: les fribactitants s’empressent encore d’y boire, et d’imiter à ce sujet la piéne antiquité, et comme elle, ils y éprouvent le pouvoir du saint abbé de Luxeuil. J’en ai vu des effets qui tiennent du prodige dont rendre ici témoignage solennel. C’est ainsi que les amis de Dieu sont honorés et glorifiés."—Mémoire Adressé à l’Académie de Besançon (en 1770).

One of the bones of St. Walbert (who died 665, i.e. four hundred years before William the Conqueror), was authenticated Feb. 17, 1803, by his eminence Mgr. le Cardinal Mathein. One would like to know how this was done. Similarly, a thigh-bone of St. Beat (who died in the third century) was authenticated recently by Mgr. de Simony, bishop of Soissons and Laon. Probably, all the medical men of Great Britain would hesitate to touch that bone submitted to their inspection once formed part of the skeleton of Alfred the Great or William the Conqueror. May 4, A.D. 1884, Mgr. Croulier, vicar-general of Nevers, verified the relics of St. Perelin, who died in 303.

All sorts of diseases cured by a medal of St. Francis Xavier. Pilgrims to the church where St. Francis Xavier is buried receive no small benefits. The blind receive their sight, the lepers are cleansed, and all other diseases are cured; yes, the very dead are restored to life. A greater wonder still remains to be told. A woman, called Lucy de Villanzen, above 120 years old, who had been baptized by Xavier, had a medal of the saint struck at Coccinum. For twelve years together, she touched with this medal all sorts of sick and diseased folk, and as many as she touched were instantly made whole. Ulcers and cancers, blains and boils, wounds and sores, were cured merely by washing them with water in which the medal had been immersed. Many other marvellous things were done by the virtue of this medal.—Cardinal de Monte’s speech before Gregory XV., at the Act of the Canonization of Francis Xavier, Jan. 19, 1622.

This is no idle tale, but a relation made in full consistory by cardinal de Monte. The whole speech is well extant, and has been translated into French and English. Joan Haigham of St. Omer received the "privilege" of printing the French translation June 18, 1828, and every copy was signed and authenticated by the archbishop. Edward Kinneman was authorized to publish the English
RELICS OF THE CRUCIFIXION: BLOOD—CROSS.

The bandage with which Christ was blindfolded (Mark xiv. 65). The bandage with which Christ was blindfolded by the soldiers was given by Charlemagne to St. Namphasus, who built the abbey of Marcillac, where he deposited the relic. It is now kept in a little country church called St. Julian of Lunegarde. It is a linen bandage, stained in many places with blood. The historian Dominiy writes, "Asservatur in ecclesia St. Juli-anii de Lunegarde (cujus presentatio ad abbatem Marciliacensem pertinet) tenue velum ex lino Aegypto; idemque illud esse dicunt quo Christi faciemi milites obduxere, dum per ludibrium colophis caderetur. Est et in eadem ecclesia, frustum arundinis, ei in signum regni affectati, pro sceptro traditae."—Sudario Capiis Christi, p. 47.

One would have thought that the face of Christ was covered with a sudarium or pocket-handkerchief belonging to one of the soldiers or servants, and after the mockery was over that the cloth would be reclaimed by the owner. It is not the least likely that the Christians would buy up such relics, or even venture to pick them up at such a time of peril. There is no proof whatever that relics of such articles were diligently sought and preserved by the apostles and primitive Christians. The mania for relics set in during the reign of Constantine, when his mother Helena gave it an enormous impulse.

The blood of Jesus Christ. We are assured that some of the blood of Christ is preserved at Mantua. It is said to have been preserved by Longinus, when he pierced the side of Jesus with his spear; but it is more generally thought that this blood did not proceed from the body of the Saviour, but from crucifixes pierced in derision by Jews and other unbelievers. Alban Butler, in his Lives of the Saints (May 8), endorses this statement, and the chamberlain of pope Leo XIII. (1880) says, "Ces miracles" (that is, bleeding crucifixes) "si touchants sont racontés et établis d'une manière perpétue dans des histoires fort authentiques."—See St. Thomas, bk. iii. p. 54, a. 2—5; and bk. v. 5.

The holy blood of Bilom, in France. This relic consists of a spoonful of blood, said to be brought from Syria, in the first crusade, by two canons, named Durand Albanelli and Peter Barbasta. The blood had preserved its colour and fluidity. Several vouchers accompanied the vessel containing the blood, one dated in the reign of Tiberius, and another in that of Valens. A bull of Eugenius IV. (A.D. 1444) established a confraternity in honour of the blood of Bilom. Paul VI., Calixtus III., Leo X., and Clement VII., all attest that a great number of miracles were performed by virtue of this blood, which, we are told, was a specific for dysentery, hemorrhage, sore eyes, etc. It was lost in the Revolution.—Discours historique sur le sang précieux que l'on révère dans l'église collégiale et royale de St. Cerneuf de la ville de Bilom, en Auvergne, 1751.

The cross on which Christ was crucified discovered (A.D. 826). The cross of Christ is the great relic of the [Roman] Catholic Church, and ought to be authenticated by the most unimpeachable authority even from the day of the crucifixion to the present hour; but we hear nothing of it till the fourth century. And as it was made of deal, and buried in the earth, considerable decay must have taken place in three hundred years. The epoch of its discovery was as far from the time of the crucifixion as we are from Queen Elizabeth. But to the legend:

We are told that it was found by the empress Helena, mother of Constantine the Great, May 8, A.D. 326. She was nearly eighty years of age at the time. Ancient authors do not agree upon the way she was led to the discovery. Thus Nicephorus Callistus and Cassiodorus assert that she was directed to the spot by revelation, but the Roman breviary and most other authorities maintain that one Judas betrayed to her the place where this and other relics connected with it were buried. Alban Butler tells us it was customary for the Jews to bury whatever was used in an execution in a hole near the place of execution; if so, it seems strange that the place was not generally known, and still more strange that the apostles and early Christians, who are represented to us by [Roman] Catholic Christians as great venerated of all relics relating to Christ, should have known this fact and not disinterred such inestimable treasures. The place of concealment was wrung from Judas involuntarily, but he told the empress to dig under a temple of Venus which stood close by the holy sepulchre. So the temple was knocked down, and men were employed to dig about the spot, and there were found three crosses, some nails, and a slab of wood which had been used for a title of accusation. St. Andrew of Crete, who died A.D. 722, in his De Exaltatione Crucis, adds, the spear also. The sponge, the crown of thorns, the cloth with which Christ was blindfolded, the whip, the
reed, and the pillar at which He was scourged, were not buried in the hole under the temple of Venus, but have all come to light no one knows how, and no one knows when. The next question is obviously, what became of these relics? According to the same authorities there was a great difficulty in knowing which of the three crosses was the true cross. This perplexity was removed by Macarius, patriarch of Jerusalem, who advised the empress to test them by touching with them a body on the point of death. Writers differ as to the way this test was applied. Some say a sick woman was brought to the spot, and touched with the three crosses; when those of the two malefactors touched her no effect was produced, but immediately the true cross touched her, she was restored to perfect health. Others, amongst whom is Alban Butler, tell us the three crosses were carried to the house of a sick lady of high rank, and the test applied at her house. All agree that the miracle revealed which was the true cross. The right cross being thus determined on, the empress seems to have cut it into three unequal parts, one of which she enshrined in a rich silver casket, and gave to Macarius, the patriarch of Jerusalem, one she sent to Constantinople, and one to Rome, for the church built in that city by herself and Constantine, ever since called the Church of the Holy Cross; this part is now enclosed in one of the four huge pillars which support the dome of St. Peter's church. The part sent to Constantinople was given by Baldwin II., with other relics, to St. Louis of France, who had paid off a very large debt, and they are still preserved in Paris. It was given out, however, that Baldwin had sent these relics away, because it was no longer safe to keep them in a place so subject to spoliation as Constantinople. St. Paulinus (in his Epistle to Severus) tells us that chips were almost daily cut from the cross, and given to devout persons, and yet that "the wood suffered no diminution." Cyril of Jerusalem endorses this statement, and adds, that within twenty-five years of the "invention," pieces of the true cross were spread over the whole earth, "for its multiplication was like that of the loaves and fishes, when Jesus fed the multitude in the desert." Calvin says fifty men could not carry the wood of what is called "the true cross" scattered abroad. And Luther, a good authority, says there was wood enough to "build an immense house."

The following places are said to possess parts of the cross:


In 1868 the part sent to Jerusalem was divided into nineteen parts, four of which were kept at Jerusalem, three were sent to Constantinople (11), three to Antioch, two to Georgia, and one part to each of the five following places: Alexandria, Ascalon, Cæsarea, Cæsarea Philippi, and Thessalonica. Three were sent to Constantinople because the part sent there by the empress Helena had been transferred to France (see below tow of Thorn). Without doubt, the wood of the cross was sold at a good price, and this will account for its being cut up into so many pieces.

"Devaria." It was Urban V., who gave a part of the cross to Waldemar III. of Denmark, because he consented to assist in a crusade.

"Norway." The King Sigur of Norway had a part given him for his services at the siege of Skod. This part was deposited in the town of Kongehall.

Auburn, General Oration, p. 344; Caedmon, Tripartite History, bk. i. ch. 4; St. Chrysostom; St. Cyril of Jerusalem, Lectures to Catechumens, z.; Gregory of Tours; St. Isidore, Miscellanea, s. Prophetical History, bk. viii. ch. 36; Rufinus, Ecclesiastical History, ch. 30; St. Paulinus, Epistle to Severus, 7, 13; Sociniana, Ecclesiastical History; Common, sift; Sulphus, Sacred History; Theodorid; and scores of more modern authors.

Gresz says the column of the cross was fifteen feet, and the crosspiece to which the hands were nailed was between seven and eight feet. Lipsius says the slab containing the accusations was three feet eight inches. The writing was in red letters. M. Rocha is the author of the crucifixion of which Christ was scourged, the purple robe, the crown of thorns, the reed given for sceptre, the dress that Christ wore, the nails, and the linen nappier found in the tomb.

The crown of thorns. The crown of thorns was not found in the hole with the cross, and there is no record or tradition extant of its discovery. In the thirteenth century Baldwin I., we are told, sent it for greater security to St. Louis, who built the Holy Chapel for its depository. In this chapel was also kept that part of the true cross which the empress Helena had sent to Constantinople. Alban Butler says, "Some of the thorns have been distributed to other churches, and some have been made in imitation of the real ones, but the imitation thorns are usually very long."

In the Hotel de Cluny, Paris, is a ring containing a small part of one of the thorns. Other like rings are probably known. One would like to know something of this relic before Sidriva, in the twelfth century, sent it to Paris. How was it obtained? How was it preserved during the siege of Jerusalem? Where was it during
RELICS OF THE CRUCIFIXION: CUP—NAILS.

The cup or chalice of the Last Supper.
The "Sacro Catino" is sometimes identified with the "Holy Grail" of the poets of the Middle Ages, but most Englishmen think the Holy Grail was the paten, not the chalice. The cup at Genoa, taken to Paris in 1816, was broken by its removals. It is of green glass, cast and cut with considerable care; has two handles, and is of hexagonal form. Its diameter is 326 millimetres, and it will hold three litres of liquor. Quaresmius says this was the cup used by our Lord in the Last Supper; but most [Roman] Catholics think the cup which served the Last Supper was the silver chalice at Valencia, in Spain.

The grave-clothes. I have not had time to invoice anything like the clothes—anything found in the rock sepulchre after the resurrection of the Lord; but the following are the best known:

AIX-LA-CHAPELLE contains some of the grave-clothes.

Besançon. Here was, at one time, shown part of the grave-clothes, but the relic was cast away at the great Revolution. Cardinal Mathieu made great efforts to recover it or parts of it, but wholly without success.

CADOUX, in the diocese of Périgord, is said to possess "un saurez, de 2 m. 81, sur 1 m. 15. Il est l'objet d'une description détaillée, et nous offre un linge fort orné."

CAHORS is especially rich in the grave-clothes. It claims to possess the cloth which covered the head of Jesus. It is of fine Egyptian linen, "trois doubles superfusées." It was examined and verified (!!) by Champollion (1790–1832). It has many blood-stains; two in particular have penetrated through the folds.

CARCASSON, in Italy, contains some of the grave-clothes.

CHAMBÉRY. One of the cloths is deposited in a beautiful chapel at Chambéry; where there is also a glass window recording its history (sixteenth century).

MAYENCE contains some of the grave-clothes.

ROME. Several churches lay claim to grave-clothes of the Christ.

TOULOUSE contains some of the grave-clothes.

TURIN. Here is a saurez of linen, somewhat yellow, "et rayé comme du basin." It is four metres long. Has great spots of blood, some indicating blood from the head.

The nails of the cross. The number of nails employed in crucifixion is uncertain. Thus Gregory Nazianzen (329–389) asserts there were only three, one nail serving for both the feet, which were placed one above the other. St. Cyprian (200–258), who had been a personal witness to more than one crucifixion, says, in his De Passione, each foot was nailed with a separate spike, and that the number used was four. Of the nails found in the hole where the cross was buried, one of them, at least, was sent to Rome, and deposited in what was afterwards the Santa Croce; two were sent by the empress Helena to her son Constantine, one of which was welded, as an amulet, to his helmet, and the other was set in his horse's headstall; a fourth the empress Helena threw into the gulf of Venice to allay a storm. These were the four nails; but a nail, said to be one employed in the crucifixion, was set in the famous "iron crown of Lombardy," with which Charlemagne and Napoleon I., were crowned. Calvin enumerates fourteen or fifteen nails—one in the Santa Croce, at Rome; another in Siena; a third at Venice; a fourth in the church of the Carmelites, in Paris; a fifth in the Holy Chapel; a sixth at Draguignan; a seventh at Tennaill; an eighth at Trèves; a ninth at Monza, etc.; and so on. Alban Butler, to explain this, tells us that nails made like the true nails were consecrated either by filings or by touching the genuine article; and, in corroboration of this statement, he says that the nail in the Santa Croce of Rome has been evidently filed, and is without a point. He

* Some say more than one of the nails was sent to Rome.
† Gregory of Tours says that two of the nails were set in the headstalls of Constantine's horse.
further says that Charles de Borromeo had many nails made like that at Milan, and distributed, after touching the true nail. One nail so touched he gave to Philip II. Whether a nail made by a common blacksmith can be called a nail employed in the crucifixion of our Lord, merely because it has touched one of the nails so employed, must be left an open question. I very much fear neither Calvin nor Luther would be satisfied with Butler's explanation. (For authorities, see under The Cross, p. 270.)

Mons. Rahault de Fléury assures us that "le cercle de fer de Monza, où il y avait du vrai clou, le clou de Trèves complet par celui de Tolent, parait d'une authenticité incontestable;" but how can this possibly be, if one was thrown into the Adriatic, one was set in Constantine's helmet, one in his horse's headstall, and one was sent to Rome, the utmost number being only four? There can be no doubt that Magna Charta is a valuable relic, but I doubt very much if a copy of it could be called the original document because it was made to touch it. The seal of the Golden Bull is a valuable relic, but its whole value would be destroyed, if the seal could be multiplied many by many. Imitation relics, passed off as genuine articles, are neither more nor less than deceptions and impostures.

The reed placed in the hands of Christ for sceptre. We are told that the reed and sponge which was filled with vinegar, and offered to Christ on the cross, were sent to Constantinople in 614, when Jerusalem was taken by the Persians. St. Gregory of Tours (544-595) tells us they were objects of veneration in Jerusalem in his days; but their removal to Constantinople does not correspond with the statement of the Venerable Bede (672-735), who says he saw the sponge in Jerusalem, in a silver cup; unless, indeed, it had been sent back again. A part of the reed is said to be in Florence; a part in St. Julian's church of Lunegarde; a larger piece in the convent of Andechs, in Bavaria; and a still larger piece in the convent of Watoped, on Mount Athon. We are left wholly to conjecture respecting this very fragile and perishable article. The cross, the slab of wood, and the spear, we are told, were buried in a deep hole, and discovered in A.D. 826 by the empress Helena; but no mention is made of the reed or the sponge. One would naturally suppose that the soldiers would throw the reed away after they had finished their practical joke.

There were two reeds connected with the crucifixion: one the reed sceptre, and the other the long reed which lifted the sponge (Matt. xxvii. 50). The reed relic is called "le rosseau de la royauté daïsiaire de Jean Christ," so that no shadow of doubt is left as to which reed allusion is made. Of the long reed I can find no mention, and know of no church, chapel, or religious house which makes any claim to this important instrument of the crucifixion.

The robe of our Saviour (John xix. 23).

Two places lay claim to the seamless robe of Christ, Trèves and Argenteuil. The holy robe of Trèves is longer than that at Argenteuil, and we are told it was presented by the empress Helena to Ayvilius, then bishop of Trèves; but there is no document to show the authenticity of this tradition till the twelfth century. The archbishop John, in 1196, is said to have discovered the casket containing the holy robe. From 1512 to 1810 it saw many vicissitudes; but, at the latter date, it returned to Trèves. It is more delicate than the robe of Argenteuil, and intact. Its size is 1 m. 55 before, and 1 m. 62 behind. The width at the chest is 0 m. 78. At the lowest part, 1 m. 16.

The holy robe of Argenteuil has a far better register, which is given by St. Gregory of Tours, who tells us it was bought of the soldier to whose lot it fell; and was carried to a town in Galatia, where it was packed carefully in a wooden box. When Galatia was threatened by Persia, in 590, the relic was removed to Jaffa. In 594, it was taken in grand procession to Jerusalem. Twenty years later, it was carried by Chosroès to Persia; but, in 627, Heraclius recovered it, and took it, first to Constantinople, then back to Jerusalem, and then again to Constantinople. Irene, empress of Constantinople, sent it, with other rich presents, to Charlemagne; and Charlemagne sent it to his daughter Theodrada, abbess of Argenteuil, A.D. 800. A curé of Argenteuil cut the robe into several pieces, so that now it is not possible to piece the parts together into the original form. It is a tissue of goat's hair without seam, and was originally 1 m. 55 long, by 1 m. 15 wide.

The holy robe of Moscow. Moscow claims to have a robe of Christ; and numerous other places make a similar claim, as St. Prassedia, St. Roch, Rome, etc. Venice is said to possess a part of the white robe in which Christ was arrayed by Herod's soldiers; and St. Francis of Philip Anagni, St. John de Lateran, and Santa Maria Maggiore are said to possess parts of the purple robe in which He was arrayed by the soldiers of Pilate.

The spear with which the side of Christ was pierced. A spear without a head is preserved in the basilica of St. Peter's, at Rome, said to be the shaft of the spear used by the Roman soldier Longinus, who pierced the side of our Lord, after his expiration on the cross. The emperor Baldwin II. sent the head of the spear to
RELICS: SPONGE, STAIRCASE, TABLE, TITLE.

Venice, as a pledge for money; and St. Louis, having redeemed it, took it to Paris, where it was kept, till the Revolution, in the Holy Chapel. Benedict XIV., wishing to know if the two fitted, sent for the head, and tried it on the shaft, when the fit was pronounced to be sufficiently satisfactory. The spear was first taken to Jerusalem; but the Venerable Bede (672-735) tells us, in his days, it was enclosed in a wooden cross, and kept in the porch of the church called the Martyr, built in Constantinople by the emperor Constantine. Gregory of Tours (544-595) speaks of its removal from Jerusalem to Constantinople in the reign of Heraclius (610-641). In 1492, the sultan Bajazet sent the shaft of the spear, in a costly case, to pope Innocent VIII., who placed it, as a precious relic, in one of the four huge piers which support the dome of the basilica of St. Peter's, where it is still an object of great veneration. Authors are not agreed where this spear was found. St. Andrew of Crete, who died A.D. 722, affirms, in his De Exaltatione Crucis, that it was buried together with the cross; but though, as Alban Butler tells us, it might be customary with the Jews to bury what was used in an execution in a hole near the place of execution, there seems no reason why a Roman soldier should cast his spear in the hole;* and certainly the spear is not included in any of the early lists of the relics discovered by the empress Helena. From the sixth century to the present time the register of the sacred spear is pretty satisfactory; but, after all, the interval between the first and sixth century is far more important, and this is just the period when our information is the most meagre and unsatisfactory.

That frauds were sometimes practised by the Christians, even the most zealous of the [Roman] Catholic Church freely acknowledges. Thus the chamberlain of Leo XIII. (1889) tells us, “Mgr. Mairin a dénoncé une superstition des Grecs. Le cæsàde, qui est au sommet du croisier, n'est pas celle ou la croix fut plantée. Dans le boulversement arrivé dans l'incendie de 1808, ils enlevèrent la pierre dans laquelle avait été enfoncee la vraie croix, pour la transporter à Constantinople, et misrent une autre pierre à la place, et la véritable fut perdue dans un naufrage.”

The sponge. St. Gregory of Tours speaks of the holy sponge, as a relic publicly venerated at Jerusalem (together with the crown of thorns, the spear, and the reed), but he has omitted to state in what place they were preserved. The Venerable Bede assures us that he himself saw the holy sponge in a silver tankard, which he supposed was used by our Lord in the Last Supper. A part of this sponge is said to be preserved in France, with the other relics purchased by St. Louis. Other parts are shown at St. Jacques de Compiègne; at St. Sylvester, St. John de Lateran, St. Maria Maggiore, St. Mary in Transtevere, St. Mark, and St. Mary in Compitelli (all in Rome).

The staircase of Pilate’s judgment hall. The staircase of Pilate’s judgment hall was sent to Rome by the empress Helena in A.D. 326, and deposited in St. John Lateran. In 850 pope Leo IV. established the practice of mounting these stairs on one’s knees, but they got so worn that they were cased with wood. The staircase consists of twenty-eight stairs of white marble.

The table used by Christ at the Last Supper. At St. John Lateran is preserved a table, said to be the one used by Christ at the Last Supper. Nothing is known about it, and probably very few believe it to be what it professes to be.

The title of accusation nailed to the cross of Jesus. The title of accusation was not paper or parchment, but a board nailed to the top of the cross. This board, we are told, was sent to Rome, and deposited, like the nail, in the Santa Croce. Bozio (1548-1610), in his Tr. de Cruce, bk. i. ch. 2, tells us that the title sent by queen Helena to Rome, and found in the hole with the three crosses, was deposited on the top of an arch; and was discovered, in 1492, in a leaden case. It was in Hebrew, Greek, and Latin, written in red letters on a slab of white wood. In 1492, the colour was not at all faded [though it had been buried in the earth for nearly three hundred years], but when Bozio saw it, some sixty or seventy years afterwards, the colour was greatly faded, and the wood so worm-eaten, that the words Jesus and Judaeum were both gone. Lipsius (1547-1606), in his De Cruce, bk. iii. ch. 14, says the slab or board, when he saw it, was nine inches long, but must originally have been three feet longer.

Two other titles. We are told of two other slabs. Thus Father Durand (1232-1296), who lived in the reign of St. Louis, tells us that he saw in Paris the title of accusation, with the full inscription. The monk Antonine (1889-1459) asserts that he held in his own hands the slab bearing the accusation, when he visited

* A soldier’s sword, spear, and accouterments belong to the state, and no private could dispose of these articles at will; but if neither buried, nor sold, nor given away, how did the early Christians get it in possession? Galilean fisher men were not likely to stand high in favour with arrogant Roman soldiers.
the Holy Sepulchre, at Jerusalem. Perhaps the empress Helena divided the slab into three parts, as she did the cross, only Father Durand states that the Paris slab bore the full inscription. Or perhaps, like the nails, two of the slabs were imitations; or perhaps the slabs at Paris and Jerusalem were each a part of the real slab, and were supplemented, as we now restore churches.

The title at Rome is certainly not the whole "title." The word read from right to left, and the Latin words NAZARINVS REX (Nazarenus Rex) are quite legible in the lowest line. In the middle line we have NAZAPENOVY. And the uppermost line, which contained the Hebrew inscription, is quite faded. Of course the entire Latin inscription was [Jesus Nazarenus Rex], but the board being cut into three parts, Jesus and Judasorum were cut off, one being at Paris and one at Jerusalem.

Critics say that the little E in the Greek word is an anacronym, as well as the termination -ov for -or. Others say that to read Greek and Latin from right to left is an error, which Pilate or his Roman officials would not have made. Sarre, the English mechanic who first printed "Nazarenus, Nazarens," and it seems unlikely that a Roman soldier would do so. That Greuter and Montfaucon have discovered such examples of writing from right to left seems to justify the case, unless they can show that such was the usual custom in Pilate's time, for it may be taken for granted that the inscription was written in the ordinary manner of the time.

The most suspicious circumstance about these crucifixion reliefs is the astounding fact that they were all discovered by the empress Helena about three hundred years after the event. When a queen is known to be a relic-hunter, we all know that relics to any amount will be forthcoming, and an enthusiast of eighty is not exactly the same as a judge between truth and fraud, especially when all her sympathies are one way.

The whipping-post of Christ. The post at which Christ was scourged seems to have been on Mount Sion, in the Holy Land, as St. Gregory Nazianzen informs us (Oratio I, In Julian). It is now at Rome, and is shown through iron railings in a little chapel in the church of St. Praxedes. Over the chapel is inscribed this information, that cardinal John Colonna brought it to Rome in 1223; but the inscription does not state how the apostolic legate obtained it. The socle of the post is preserved in St. Mark's cathedral, at Venice. The post is of gray marble, one foot and a half long, by one foot in diameter at the bottom, and eight inches at the top, where there is an iron ring to which the victim was tied. The Jews scourged criminals first on their back, then on their belly, and then on each side. The post preserved at Rome, as the whipping-post of Christ, does not at all correspond with the description of St. Jerome.

The bed of St. Gertrude, abbess of Nivelles, multiplied. The abbess Agnes, who succeeded Wilfridwine, built a beautiful temple, in which she placed as a precious relic the little bed on which St. Gertrude, a former abbess, died. This bed was afterwards transported to another church, built by St. Beggha, her sister; but that the monastery of Nivelles might not be deprived of so valued a relic, God multiplied the bed, one for St. Beggha, and the other for the temple built by Wilfridwine.—Surius, Lives of the Saints.

The two heads of St. Agnes. The abbey of St. Ouen, at Rouen, glories in having the head of St. Agnes. The priory of St. Peter, at Abbeville, does the same.

John Brady, in his list of relics, mentions two heads of John the Baptist.

The church of St. Sylvester, at Rome, claims to have the "meilleure partie de son chef," says the chamberlain of pope Leo X., yet—

The cathedral of Amiens claims to have the part marked No. 1, containing all the face from the forehead to the upper lip, both inclusive. This, we are told, was brought from Constantinople in 1296.

The rest of the face, No. 2, from the upper lip to chin, both inclusive, is said to be in the chapel of the chateau of St. Chaumont, in the Lyonnais.

The scalp was said to St. Louis of France by Baldwin II. in 1247, and is deposited in St. Chapelle, Paris.

The brains are said to be in the abbey of Tyron. In 1319 they were placed in a skull borne by two angels.

Turin, Augusta, Venice, Lyon, Pamoa, Nola, Brescia, all claim to have parts of the head; but how all these claims can be satisfied, and yet St. Sylvester, at Rome, have "meilleure partie," is past understanding.

The five legs of the ass on which Christ rode. A Dutchman having received from a priest a "leg of the ass on which Jesus rode to Jerusalem," discovered that the priest had already sold four other legs. Father Fendel, being told of it, gravely assured the Dutchman it was all right, for God could multiply and reproduce as many legs as He thought proper for the edification of His chosen people. In fact, the more the legs the greater their value, as they must then be standing proofs of the productive power of the Almighty.—Eclectic Review (Melanchthon).

The wood of the cross multiplied. A priest being asked how it was that almost every church of note possessed a piece of the original cross, and yet the cross at Jerusalem was in no wise diminished, made answer that the cross was no ordinary relic. It was true, he allowed, that if all the fragments of the cross scattered over Christendom were collected together there would be wood enough to build a man-of-war, but that Jesus, who could feed a multitude with a few loaves, could multiply relics of His cross for the benefit and consolation of the faithful over the whole Christian world.—Merryweather, Glimmerings in the Dark.
In this anecdote are several inaccuracies. It was not a priest, but St. Cyril, bishop of Jerusalem, who made this answer (see p. 270). Again, the entire cross never was at Jerusalem as a relic, but only one of the arms, about four feet in length. The column was sent by St. Helena to Constantinople, and one of the arms to Rome. St. Cyril, of course, did not say one word about "a man-of-war," but Luther said there would be "wood enough for a large house" (see p. 270).

Relics taken from Constantinople when it fell into the hands of Dandolo and the Crusaders in 1204.

(1) A piece of the true cross.
(2) An arm either of St. Gregory or St. George. [Rather funny there should be any doubt, as St. Gregory was sixty-one, and St. George was half that age at death.] Part of the head of John the Baptist. [A part of the cranium is in the Ville du Pay, the larger part of his head (chef) is in St. Sylvester at Rome, but the cathedral of Amiens glories in having also a large portion (with the upper lip, nose, eyes, and forehead). Baldwin, emperor of Constantinople, in 1247 gave or rather sold the upper part of the head (la partie supérieur du même chef), and it was deposited in St. Chapelle, Paris.

The abbot of Tyron has the nape of the neck. A part of the jaws is preserved in the chapel of the chateau de St. Chamont, in Lyonnais. Other parts of this wonderful head are in Turin, Aosta, and Venice; other parts in Lyons and Nemours, in France. St. Paulin deposited a part in his church at Nola, and St. Gaudence in his church at Bresse. The finger with which the Baptist pointed out the Messiah is in Malta, and some of his ashes are in Genoa.]

(4) A vial containing the blood of Christ, which flowed from a statue pierced by the Jews at Berytus.

(5) A fragment of the pillar at which Christ was scourged.
(6) A nail of the cross.
(7) A prickel of the crown of thorns.
(8) The bodies of St. Lucia, St. Agatha, and St. Simeon.

Ramusio, Raccolta delle Navigazioni e Viaggi (1550-59), bk. iii. p. 181.

Rent Garments.

1 Kne 11. 50, 31. Jeroboam was clad in a new garment; and Ahijah caught the new garment, and, rending it into twelve pieces, said to him, Take thee [sic] ten pieces; for thus saith the Lord, the God of Israel, Behold, I will rend the kingdom out of the hand of Solomon, and will give ten tribes to thee. 2 Sam. xv. 27, 28. As Samuel turned about to go away, Saul laid hold upon the skirt of his mantle, and it rent. And Samuel said unto him, The Lord hath rent the kingdom of Israel from thee this day, and hath given it to a neighbour of thine, that is better than thou.

2 Kne ix. 23, 24. The coat [of Jesus] was without seam, woven from the top throughout. The soldiers said among themselves, Let us not rend it, but cast lots for it. [This may symbolize that there should be no schism in the Church (1 Cor. xii. 25).] Jesus Christ, in a torn garment, appears to St. Peter of Alexandria. Arian, the heresiarch, wished to succeed St. Peter, bishop of Alexandria, and schemed to this end. St. Peter says, touching this succession, "I was in prayer, as my custom is, when Jesus Christ, my Lord and God, appeared to me, in the likeness of a little child. The glory of His face could not be seen, by reason of its exceeding splendour. He was arrayed in a long garment reaching to the ground, but it was rent from the top to the bottom, and He held it together over the laps with His two hands. Then said I, 'Ah, Lord, what is this I see? How is Thy garment torn?' He answering, said to me, 'Peter, thou talkest much of My torn garment, the Church, but dost nothing to repair the rent. Know, Peter, it is Arian that hath done this; he it is that seeketh to rend My people from Me, even My people purchased with My blood. Go and tell Achillas and Alexander what thou hast seen, and say they, and not Arian, are to succeed thee; and when they have so done, bid them anathematize and excommunicate that foul heretic, as thou hast done, that their souls may be saved.' So saying, He vanished out of sight."—St. Gregory Nazianzen (A.D. 386), Orations against Julian. (See also Eusebius, Church History, bk. viii. ch. 14, and bk. ix. chap. 6; Callistus, Church History; The Tripartite History; Ursual; Bede; Ado; The Council of Ephesus, and Seventh General Synod.)

Retributive Punishment.

Psalm vii. 14-16. He made a pit and digged it, and is fallen into the ditch which he made. His mischief shall return upon his own head, and his violent dealing shall come down on his own pate.

Esth. vii. Haman, annoyed because Mordecai would not bow the knee to him, plotted the extirration of the whole Jewish race, and raised a gallows fifty cubits high, on which he intended to hang Mordecai. His plot being betrayed to the king, Haman himself was hanged on his own gallows.

Dan. iii. 22. When Shadrach and his companions were condemned to be cast into the furnace, it was heated seven times more than it was wont, so that its intense heat slew those
that took up the three servants of God, but those for whom it was heated walked about in the midst of the furnace, and received no harm.

 Дан. vi. 24. When Daniel was let down into the cave of lions for praying to God, the lions did him no injury; but when his accusers were cast into the same cave, the lions had the mastery of them, and brake all their bones in pieces or [were] ever they came to the bottom of the den.

 Instances of this retributive punishment in the lives of the saints are so numerous they would fill a large volume. Only a few are here presented.

 Abraham unharmed by a fire which consumed two thousand men. Nimrod commanded Abraham to be bound, and cast into a huge fire at Cutha; but he was preserved from all injury by the angel Gabriel, and only the cords which bound him were consumed. Yet so intense was the heat of the fire that above two thousand men were consumed by it.

 —Gospel of Barnabas, xxxviii. (See also Morgan's Mahometanism Explained, V. i. 4.)

 St. Agnes uninjured by fire, but many of her tormentors burnt to death (A.D. 304). The son of Sempronius the Roman governor wanted to marry St. Agnes, who was only thirteen years of age. St. Agnes declined his suit; and said she had vowed to live and die the virgin bride of Jesus Christ. The governor, after many fruitless endeavours to make her change her mind, resolved to punish her on the plea of being a Christian, and commanded Aspasius his lieutenant to commit her to the flames. She was accordingly cast into the midst of a fierce fire, but "the flames parting asunder, she stood in the midst and received no harm." Not so those who clamoured against her, many of whom were burnt to death by the great heat. As St. Agnes stood, a flame on this side and a flame on that, she cried aloud, "O Almighty Lord, I give Thee humble and hearty thanks for that I am delivered from the hands of the wicked, and that the fire kindled to consume me has done me no harm. They only, O Lord, who sought my life have felt the fury of the flames. So may all thine enemies perish, that men may know that Thou whose name is Jehovah art the most high over all the earth." As St. Agnes thus spoke the fire dropped out, and there remained no trace that it had ever been kindled on the spot; but Aspasius, beside himself with rage, struck the damsel with his sword, and she was added to the army of martyrs.—Edward Kinesman (1828),

 Lives of the Saints, p. 76. (See also St. Jerome's Epistle viii.; St. Austin's Sermon 274; St. Ambrose; etc., etc.)

 St. Barbara's father cut off her head, and was struck dead by a thunderbolt. Marrianus, governor of Nicomedia, commanded two lusty young fellows to tear the sides and breasts of St. Barbara with iron combs, then to set burning torches to both her sides, and beat her about the head with hammers. As these tortures did not shake her constancy to Christ, the governor bade his myrmidons cut off the nipples of her breast, and then lead her naked through the public streets, scourging her as she passed along. Still the beautiful but mutilated maiden remained unabashed, and the governor gave orders for her head to be cut off. Her father, who could not forgive her for being a Christian, begged that he might be commissioned to execute her, which request was readily granted. So she was led to the hill beyond the gates, the usual place of execution, and the father of the maiden cut off her head. No sooner had he done so, than he was struck dead by a thunderbolt. Angels came and carried the spirit of the martyr into paradise, but devils came and bore the spirit of the father into the bottomless abyss.—Peter Galesinus (apostolic protonotary); also archbishop Ado, Martyrology; Metaphrastes, Lives, etc.

 St. Catherine uninjured by the wheel, but many others killed by it. The emperor Maxentius, being unable to make St. Catherine sacrifice to idols, was advised by a machinist to try a "wheel" which he promised to produce in three days. This machine consisted in reality of four wheels, armed with saws, knives, and teeth. Each of the four wheels turned "one against the other, so that the saws, knives, and teeth met." It moved with a hideous noise, and the whole affair was truly diabolical. When the holy maid was bound on the machine, an angel loosed her, and she fell to the ground; then striking the machine, it fell to pieces, and killed the inventor, with all those employed to work it, and many who had assembled to witness the novel torture. Those not killed ran away in consternation, crying aloud, "Great is the God of Christians; He doeth wonderfully both in the heavens above and in the earth beneath!"—Metaphrastes (died 911), Lives, etc.

 St. Catherine was not killed by the wheel, as most persons suppose—indeed, she was in no wise injured by it.
Those who torment St. Faustinus and Jovita are themselves destroyed (A.D. 121). St. Faustinus and St. Jovita, brothers, were Christians of a noble family in Brescia, Lombardy. Hadrian commanded them to be thrown to the wild beasts in the amphitheatre; and when the lions, leopards, and bears lay down quietly beside them, men were sent to enrage them by burning their flanks with lighted torches; whereupon the beasts turned on their tormentors and devoured them. The martyrs were then taken to Milan. Here they were laid on their backs along the ground, and molten lead was poured through funnels into their mouths; but the lead, instead of rolling down the throats of the martyrs, rolled on the executioners and burnt them horribly. St. Faustinus and his brother were now conducted to Rome, and cast into the sea, but Jesus Christ Himself delivered them from this death. Ultimately they were sent back to Brescia, and beheaded.—Les Petits Bollandistes (7th edit. 1880), vol. ii, pp. 532, 533.

The forty martyrs, struck about the mouth with stones, receive no hurt, but the mouths of those who strike them lose their teeth. The emperor Licinius had in his army forty Christian soldiers of great valour; but while garrisoned in Capadocia, Agricolaus the governor, who hated all Christians, ordered them to be brought before him, that he might find matter of accusation against them. They defended themselves so boldly, that the governor commanded his officers to strike them on the mouth with stones. And now, we are told, "a strange thing happened: the forty martyrs who were struck received no hurt whatsoever, but the mouths of those who struck them became all bloody, and they spat out their teeth on the floor of the court." When the governor saw this, he took up a stone in a towering rage, and flung it at the martyrs; but the stone returned to Agricolaus, bruised his mouth grievously, and knocked out his teeth.—Metaphрастès, Lives, etc.

Certainly this is a very marvellous tale, and though there are no degrees in miracles, what Horace says of poets and painters may be applied to them:—

"Pictoribus atque poesis
Quidditie aestendi semper fuit aqua potestatis."

Simul, et hanc veniam petimus damaque vidis finam;
O et non ut placidae cuvant immundis, nos ul
Serpentis avibus gemituntur, tigribus agni . . .

Denique st quidvis simplex duntaxat et unum.

Ars Poetica, 11, etc.

St. Januarius unharmed by fire which consumes many pagans. Diocletian commanded that a furnace should be heated for three successive days with a continual fire, and that St. Januarius, bishop of Beneventum, should be cast down bound into the midst of the flames. It was done according to the emperor's command, but the man of God walked amidst the fire, and received no harm. He was not alone, for angels walked with him, singing divine melodies. The soldiers reported this marvel to the emperor, and Diocletian ordered the mouth of the furnace to be thrown open, that it might be seen if the report of the guard was true; but immediately this was done, huge flames burst through the mouth of the furnace and killed many pagans. As for St. Januarius, he was taken out uninjured, and reserved in prison for other torments.—Edward Kinesman (1628), Lives of the Saints, p. 742.

St. Pantaleon's cylinder does him no harm, but kills many others. The emperor Maximian caused a most cruel engine of torture to be made. It was a large cylinder full of spikes. On this cylinder was St. Pantaleon bound, and it was then trundled down a steep hill, that it might keep rolling over the martyr, and the spikes be driven into his body. But God loosed the martyr from his bonds, and the huge cylinder, bounding down the incline, rolled over hundreds of idolaters assembled to witness the spectacle, and killed them most miserably.—Metaphrastès, Lives, etc.

St. Patrickus of Prussia uninjured by scalding water, which kills his tormentors. St. Patrickus, bishop of Prussia, was arrested and brought before Julian, the proconsul, for denying that Esclapius gave to the thermal waters of the place their medicinal qualities. Said the proconsul to the saint, "Do you mean to tell me that the man crucified in Judea communicates their hygienic properties to these waters?" "I mean to say," replied St. Patrickus, "that the God I serve killeth and maketh alive; He bringeth down to the grave and bringeth up." "We will soon see as to the matter of that," said the proconsul, in a rage. Then, calling to his officers, he bade them cast Patrickus into a cauldron of boiling water. The moment the martyr was cast into the water it rose in a jet, and pouring down upon the officers burnt them dreadfully; but Patrickus, the man of God, enjoyed the bath, which he found of a delightful
temperature; and, when taken out, was greatly refreshed. The rage of Julian was now unbounded, and he sent soldiers to cut off the enchantor's head.—L'abbé Migne, Encyclopédie Theologique, vol. xli. p. 651 (1850).

Penda's men, who set the city of Bam- borough on fire, burnt to death. Penda, king of Mercia, was an irreconcilable enemy of all Christians. On one occasion he set fire to the royal city of Bam- borough. “See, Lord,” cried Aidan from his hermit's cell in the island of Farne, “what ill Penda is doing.” Forthwith an adverse wind arose, which drove the flames from the city towards Penda's army. So sudden the wind and so violent the flames, that the men employed to fire the city had no time to escape, and they were all burnt to death.

—Green, Short History of the English People, p. 23.

Salomè's head cut off by ice. Salomè, the daughter of Herodias, after pleasing Herod by her dancing, asked for reward the head of John the Baptist. The head was brought her in a dish, and she took it to her mother. Soon after this, Herod was dethroned, and Salomè, passing a river frozen over, fell through the ice up to her neck. Being unable to extricate herself, the ice gradually closed in, first throttling her, and ultimately parting her head from her body.—Nicephorus Callis- tus, Ecclesiastical History. (Metaphrastēs tells the same story.)

St. Thyrsus subjected to the most horrible tortures (A.D. 260). [Of all the lives of saints none can exceed in marvels that of St. Thyrsus. I assure the reader that I have in no wise exaggerated the narrative; indeed, it would be difficult to do so. What is here transcribed is taken from Les Petits Bollandistes, vol. 2, pp. 90-92. The book bears the name of Mgr. Guérin,camérier de Sa Sainteté Leon XIII. It is most highly recommended by the chief dignitaries of the Catholic Church, and has the merit of being quite a modern book on the subject. The edition I quote from is the seventh, in seventeen massive volumes, A.D. 1880. It is needful to be thus precise, as the narrative subjoined is so startling it requires the sanction of pope and cardinals, archbishops and bishops, abbots and priors, “to make it credible.”]

In the reign of the emperor Decius, one Leucius, who had committed the offence of being a Christian, was condemned to death. Thyrsus was one of the pagan officers employed to carry out the sentence; but, struck with the resignation and firmness of the martyr, he became a convert to the same faith, and dared boldly and publicly reproach the imperial proconsul for condemning Leucius to death; and now the words applied to Pharaoh (Exod. ix. 16) may be applied to the proconsul Combratus, “In very deed for this cause have I raised thee up, for to show in thee My power; and that My name may be declared throughout all the earth.”

Irritated at this insolence, Combratus delivered Thyrsus to the executioner. In vain he was scourged with whips charged with lead. In vain was he hung by his thumbs to a tree with a fine cord. In vain were his arms broken and his eyelashes plucked out. Thyrsus, the new convert, remained unshaken, and, what is most marvellous, he seemed to acquire new force from his very tortures.

Combratus would not be defied thus by one of his subordinate officers, and ordered the “rebel” to be stretched on an iron bed on his back; and lead, in a state of ebullition, to be poured down his throat; but the victim was invulnerable. The lead meant for Thyrsus rolled on his tormentors, and caused them excruciating agony. Mad with rage, the proconsul ordered the martyr to be cut to pieces; but the officer no sooner raised his sword to strike, than he was seized with vertigo, and the sword meant for Thyrsus stuck into the wall, where it remained fast; and at the same moment the place where the assembly was held shook so violently with earthquake, that the thongs with which Thyrsus was bound snapped asunder, and he was taken back to the public prison.

During the night an angel came to him, and having roused him from sleep, struck off his chains, and led him from his cell to the bishop Philius to be baptized. Having then administered to him the holy Eucharist, the angel conducted him back to prison, the gates and doors of which opened to them of their own accord.

In the morning the prisoner was again taken before the proconsul, who had summoned Silvanus to his assistance. They commanded the “traitor” to be taken to the temple of Apollo and made to offer sacrifice; but no sooner did he enter the temple, than the idol of the god fell to the ground and was smashed to pieces. This profanation was laid to the
RICH FOOL: BISHOP HALL'S EXAMPLE.

charge of Thyrsus, and the incorrigible Christian was ordered to be laden with the heaviest of chains; but no sooner did the chains touch him than they crumbled into dust. He was now scourged, and held head downwards in a butt full of wine; but the tub burst into a thousand pieces, and all the liquor was spilled. Not to be set at defiance, the two judges ordered their victim to be led to the brow of a steep cliff, and pushed down; but God gave His angels charge concerning him, and they bore him in their arms in safety; whereas Vitalicus, who pushed him from the rock, fell head foremost, and was dashed to pieces.

Combratius and Silvanus agreed that these things could not occur except by magic, and they ordered the supposed wizard to be laden with more chains of the strongest manufacture and greatest weight. But it was of no use; these chains fell to pieces and crumbled into dust. At the same moment the two judges were seized with a sudden fit, and taken to Apamea for medical aid; but nothing could be done. They both died, and their bodies were cast into a ditch. There they would have been left to the beasts and birds of prey, but Thyrsus prayed that they might be buried, and the earth of its own accord covered them.

It might be supposed that the vengeance of man was now exhausted; but Braudus, who succeeded Combratius, resolved to show that such conduct was not to be tolerated. Had not Thyrsus caused the death of Vitalicus, the proconsul Combratius, and his assistant Silvanus? Had he not caused the destruction of the god Apollo? Had he not by enchantment defied the strong arm of the law? Was he not a traitor to the emperor Decius, and must he not be made an example of? So thought Braudus, and accordingly commanded the rebel Christian to be sewn in a sack and cast into the deep sea. But God is God of the sea as well as of the land. Both land and sea obey Him. When thrown from the ship, angels caught him in their arms and brought him to land in safety. Here he was again seized by the new proconsul, and exposed in the amphitheatre to wild beasts; but the six bears and six leopards let out upon him walked gently towards him, licked his hands and his feet, fawned lovingly upon him, and crouched beside him as if they had been lambs.

Despairing of success by violence, the magistrate tried coaxing; and taking the martyr to the temple of Bacchus, entreated him to offer sacrifice. But the altar instantly fell down; the image of the god fell with it, and both were broken to pieces. The magistrates of Apamea, being thus foiled in every attempt, sent their prisoner to Apollonia, where he was whipped till the flesh fell from his bones. While this punishment was going on, Braudus was seized with racked pains, and the temples of the gods being shaken by earthquake, the idols were all broken. The inhabitants of Apollonia, panic-struck, confessed there were gods more mighty than their own; and the high priest, named Callinicus, renouncing paganism, reproved Braudus for his inhumanity. Nothing was able to shake the holy martyr, neither caresses, threats, nor tortures; so at last he was beheaded, with fifteen priests of Apollonia, who had been converted, like Callinicus, by his example, and resolved to imitate his unflinching firmness.—See Roman Martyrology, Jan. 28.

Rich Fool.

Luke xii. 20, 21. Thou fool, this night thy soul shall be required of thee: then shall those things be which thou hast provided? So is he that layeth up treasure for himself, and is not rich toward God.

Psalm lxxix. 16-19. Be not thou afraid when one is made rich, when the glory of his house is increased; for when he dieth he shall carry nothing away: his glory shall not descend after him. Though while he lived he blessed his soul, he shall go to the generation of his fathers, and shall never see light.

Bishop Hall's anecdote on his eightieth birthday. "There was a great lord who kept a fool in his house, as many great men did in those days, for their amusement and diversion. He presented his jester with a staff, and charged him to keep it till he met with a greater fool than himself. If such a one came across him, he was to deliver to him the bauble. Some few years afterwards his lord fell sick, and was indeed sick even unto death. His fool came to see him, and was told by the sick man that he must shortly leave him. 'And where are you going to?' asked the jester. 'Into another world, sirrah,' said the lord. 'And when will you come back again?' inquired the fool; 'within a week?' 'No,' said the lord. 'Within a month?' 'No.' 'Within a year?' 'No.' 'When, then?' asked the fool. 'Never,' said the lord. 'And what provision have you
made for your well-being in the new world to which you are going? 'None at all,' said the lord. 'What!' said the jester, 'none at all? Here, then, take my staff, for you are going away for ever, and hast laid up no store. Take my staff, I say. I may be a fool, but I am not such a fool as that.'" (See "Golden Apple to the Greatest Fool," pt. ii., Mammon of Unrighteousness.)

Rich Ruler.

Luke xviii. 18-23. A certain ruler asked Christ, saying, God Master, what shall I do to inherit eternal life? Jesus said unto him, Thou knowest the commandments? And the ruler said, All these things have I kept from my youth up. When Jesus heard this He said unto him, Yet lackest thou one thing: sell all that thou hast, and distribute to the poor, and thou shalt have treasure in heaven. When the ruler heard this, he was very sorrowful, for he was very rich.

The miser. (1) It is reported of a wretched rich man, when he heard that his sickness was fatal, that he sent for his money-bags, and hugging them in his arms, said, "Must I leave you? Oh, must I, must I leave you?" And so he died.

(2) Another on his death-bed called for his money-bags, and laid them next his heart. When any one attempted to remove them, he cried out, "It will not do! It will not do!"

(3) A third, being on the point of death, stole a guineas, and secreted it in his mouth, chuckling to himself, "I am wiser than some; I will take this with me; they will not see it; they will not take it from me." So saying, he swallowed the coin, it choked him, and he died.

Ruler of Capernaum.

John iv. 46-53. A certain nobleman, whose son was sick at Capernaum, besought Jesus to come and heal his son, who was at the point of death. Jesus said to him, Go thy way; thy son liveth. As the father was returning home, his servants met him, and said to him, Thy son liveth. Then inquired he of them the hour when he began to amend. And they said, Yesterday at the seventh hour the fever left him. The father knew it was the very hour that Jesus had said to him, Thy son liveth: and himself believed, and his whole house.

St. Bernard says to a noble lady, "Go thy way; thy husband liveth." A great lady came to the monastery to see St. Bernard; and when St. Bernard had heard her request, she presented to him a large sum of money, and implored him to come to the house of her sick husband before he died. Bernard bade her go in peace, and added, "For thy husband liveth." And so she found it.—William (abbot of St. Theodore), Life of St. Bernard.

St. George says to a farmer, "Go thy way; thy ox liveth." While St. George was in prison, a farmer, named Glicerius, came to him, and told him his ox had just died. St. George, willing to help the poor in small troubles as well as in great, said to the farmer, "Go thy way; thy ox liveth." Glicerius returned home, and found it was so; and himself believed, with his whole house.—Pascasités (an intimate friend, and witness of the miracles), Life of St. George of Cappadocia.

Sabbatic Rest.

Exod. xx. 10, 11. The seventh day is the sabbath of the Lord thy God: in it thou shalt do no work; for in six days the Lord made heaven and earth, and rested the seventh day. Wherefore the Lord blessed the sabbath day, and hallowed it.

Num. xv. 23-36. While the children of Israel were in the wilderness, they found a man that gathered sticks upon the sabbath day. And the Lord said unto Moses, The man shall be surely put to death. And all the congregation stoned him with stones, and he died.

The sabbath-breakers in the diocese of Evreux (A.D. 788). One Sunday, as Leufredus went to celebrate mass, he saw some peasants tilling their fields, without any respect to the Lord's day of rest. "O wretched sinners!" cried the saint; "how can ye be guilty of so great a crime?" Then, lifting his eyes to heaven, he said, "May this land be evermore sterile, and never again bear fruit from this day forth for ever." As the fig tree, cursed by Jesus, withered away, so the produce of these lands withered from that hour, and ever since then these fields have borne only thorns and thistles, "et on n'a pu même y faire croître des noyers ni d'autres arbres."—Mgr. Guérin (chamberlain of pope Leo XIII., 1880), Vies des Saints, vol. viii. p. 189.

This assertion is capable of proof. Is any part of the diocese of Evreux hopelessly barren? What I remember of Evreux are its botanical gardens, its vineyards, and its very pretty gardens. I always thought the valley of the Iton was fertile and pleasant; but, of course, Mgr. Guérin, being a Frenchman and the pope's chamberlain, does not write thus positively without good authority.

A miller paralyzed for grinding on a Sunday (A.D. 645). When St. Ouen was returning from Spain, and had reached Anjou, he saw a miller, who was paralyzed in one hand for working his mill.
on a Sunday, St. Ouen monsrtinated with the man on the sanctity of the Lord's day, and as he appeared penitent for his sin, the saint made the sign of the cross, and healed him.—L'abbé Pécher, Annales du Diocèse de Soissons.

(See Miracles of Special Saints, p. 284; a priest paralyzed for doing some secular work on a Sunday healed by St. Germain.)

The sabbatic river. The Jewish rabbis tell us of a sabbatic river in Palestine, which ceases to flow on the Jewish sabbath. Pliny refers to this river, but says the very contrary, viz. that it flows on the sabbath only, and ceases to flow the other six days. —Josephus says, "Titus, passing between Arca and Raphana, in the kingdom of Agrippa, came upon a river which flowed for six days in great abundance and a rapid course, but ceased to flow every seventh day. This it did incessantly, without ever deviating from the established order, and hence it was called the Sabbath River." Calmet wants to make out that Josephus means the same as Pliny—that the river flows only on the sabbath, and ceases to flow the other six days. He translates thus: "Once in seven days it flows with a full stream into the sea, and hence is called the Sabbath River." Mons. Arnaud d'Andili translates the passage: "Après avoir coulé six jours en grande abondance, elle sèche tout d'un coup, et recommence le lendemain à couler durant six autres jours comme auparavant, et à se sécher le 7e jour, sans jamais changer cet ordre."

Samson and the Jawbone.

(It is with the utmost deference that I venture to suggest the following reading, which is at any rate has the merit of conciseness, and is not without historic parallel. The reader must bear in mind the following Hebrew names and their meanings:—CHAMOR, an ass; LEHI, a jawbone.)

Judg. xv. 3-19. While Israel was in bondage to the Philistines, Samson set fire to their cornfields, and provoked them to war. So they pitched in Judah, and spread themselves in Lehi. The men of Judah, to prevent war, bound Samson, and brought him from the rock Eglon. When he came to Lehi, he broke the cords that bound him, and finding a moist "jawbone" of Chamor, he took it, and slew a thousand men therewith, and said, With the "jawbone" of Chamor have I slain a thousand. And it came to pass, when he felt thirsty, that God clave a hollow place in Lehi, and there came water thereout; and when Samson had drunk, he revived. The well thus made is in Lehi to this day.

All that is required is to translate Chamor and Lehi, but proper names, and the following paraphrases will not be far-fetched:—

The men of Judah bound Samson, and * "in Judaea rivus omnibus septem diebus siccatur."

brought him to Lehi, the summit of the hill called Chamor (the ass). Some thousands of the Philistines began to climb the hill with intent to take him captive; but Samson, seeing a great boulder moist, with his enormous and miraculous strength, straining every nerve, loosened the boulder, upheaved it from its bed, and rolled it on the ascending foe. Down it bounded, crushing the Philistines, who fell backwards, "heaps upon heaps, heaps upon heaps," till the hill Chamor was cleared of them, and Samson cried exultingly, "With the boulder of Lehi of Chamor have I heaped heaps upon heaps. With the boulder of Lehi of Chamor I have slain a thousand." Being thirsty with his Titanic effort, he sought for water, and going to the hollow whence he had torn up the boulder, he found water [it was moist before], and quenched his thirst. He called the hollow Ramath-Lehi (the place of the lifted-out jawbone or boulder), but it was subsequently called En-hakkore (the well of him that cried for water), and the well remains to the present day.

The battle of Morgarten (A.D. 1315). Leopold, duke of Austria, being resolved to avenge upon the Swiss the insult offered by Tall in slaying Gessler, the governor set over them, entered the Forest Cantons at the head of fifteen thousand men. The Swiss could only muster some thirteen hundred to oppose this army; but, nothing daunted, they took up their position on the mountain slopes of Morgarten. At daybreak the Austrians, gleaming in purple and gold, began to climb the hill, in order to dislodge the mountaineers; but fifty of the Swiss rolled down upon them huge boulders and fragments of rock. The horses were terrified, the foremost men were crushed to death, and falling on those behind, heaps upon heaps were heaped in slaughter. Confusion followed surprise, and before order could be restored, the Swiss poured down upon them like an avalanche. Counts, knights, nobles of all ranks, and the rank and file, the pride of Austrian manhood, fell in one common ruin. In one half-hour the thirteen thousand Austrians had been slain by a few hundred Swiss peasants.—History of Germany, Political, Social, and Literary, p. 120.

Manlius saves the Roman Capitol (B.C. 861). The brennus of Gaul having laid siege to Rome, wished, if possible, to
raise the siege with credit. At this crisis of affairs some of his soldiers informed him they had discovered footsteps which led to the rock, and they believed that these footsteps would guide them to the way of surprising the fort. Accordingly, a chosen body of men were told off for this dangerous night-attack. The Gauls, in single file, tracked the footsteps; the foremost actually reached the walls, and the watch-dogs gave no notice, but some sacred geese, hearing the footfalls, began to cackle, and alarmed the guard. Marcus Manlius was instantly on the alert, and, rushing to the rampart, thrust headlong two Gauls down the precipice, and these men, in their fall, bore down others to the bottom of the steep, so that the danger was averted, and the brennus was glad to arrange with the Romans terms of peace.—Guide to Roman History.

Saul's Conversion.

Acts ix. 1–22. Saul, breathing out threatenings and slaughter against the disciples of the Lord, went to the high priest, and desired of him letters to Damascus, that if he found any of Christ's disciples there, he might bring them bound to Jerusalem. As he journeyed, and came near the city, suddenly there shone round about him a light from heaven; and he fell to the earth. A voice then addressed him, saying, Saul, Saul, why persecutest thou Me? And Saul said, Who art Thou, Lord? And the voice made answer, I am Jesus, whom thou persecutest. It is hard for thee to kick against the goad. Saul, trembling and astonished, then demanded what he should do, and was told to go into the city [Damascus] and tarry there. In the mean time Ananias was told to go to Saul. So he went, laid his hands upon his eyes, which had lost their sight in the vision for three days, and their sight returned. He was then baptized, and became the most active of all the apostles.

Conversion of colonel Gardiner (July, 1719). Colonel Gardiner had been spending the day with some roistering companions, and had made an assignation with a married woman. The company broke up at eleven o'clock; and, having some half an hour to spare, the colonel took up a book called The Christian Soldier, to while away the time. Suddenly he thought he saw a strong light fall on the book, and, lifting up his eyes, he beheld before him the Lord Jesus, and a voice said to him, "Sinner, did I suffer the shame and agony on the cross for thee? and is this thy gratitude?" Amazed, the colonel sank from his chair to the ground, insensible. When he came to himself, he abandoned his assignation, suffered great agony of mind, and became a new man, leading ever after a life consistent with a Christian soldier.—Doddridge (1747), Life of Colonel Gardiner.

This conversion is very graphically sketched by Sir Walter Scott in Waverley. Dr. Hibbert, in his work On Apparitions, attributes the vision to concussion on the brain from a recent fall from his horse.

St. Hubert and the stag (A.D. 727). Hubert was the son of a nobleman of Aquitaine, and on one great Church festival, when all the faithful were gone to church, he went with his pack to hunt in the forest of Ardennes. Jesus Christ took this opportunity for his conversion. During the hunt a stag of great beauty showed herself to him, and as he looked at it, he was astonished to see a crucifix between the antlers. Presently a voice proceeded from the spot, saying, "Hubert, Hubert, how long will you spend your time chasing beasts in this forest, and neglecting the things which pertain unto your soul? Do you suppose that God sent you into the world to hunt wild beasts, and not rather to know and honour thy Creator?" Hubert was stupefied on hearing these words, dismounted from his horse, prostrated himself on the ground, worshipped the cross which the stag bore, and vowed henceforth to abandon the world, and give himself to God. Forthwith he went to St. Lambert, bishop of Maestricht, who received him kindly, and from this point his remarkable life as a Christian saint begins.—L'abbé Bertrand, Pèlerinage de St. Hu bert en Ardennes. (See PLACIDUS, next page.)

Sudden conversion of St. Norbert, archbishop of Magdeburg (A.D. 1080–1154). Norbert, son of the count of Genep, spent his youth like most other young German gentlemen of wealth, making the most of the pleasures and vanities of life, but at the age of thirty-three a change came over him like that which came over Saul of Tarsus in his journey to Damascus. Norbert was riding with his groom to Freten, in Westphalia, when all of a sudden the sky became overclouded, and a terrible tempest broke over them. The groom, greatly alarmed, entreated his master to return, as the hand of God was against him. At the same moment a voice in mid-air cried aloud, "Norbert, Norbert, why persecutest thou Me? I destined you to be a shining pillar in my Church, but your life is a scandal to the faithful." As these words were
spoke, a thunderbolt fell at his feet, and made a great hole in the ground. Norbert was speechless for an hour; then, coming somewhat to himself, he said, sighing, "Alas! Lord, what wouldst Thou have me to do?" The voice replied, "Cease to do evil, learn to do well. Seek peace, and ensue it." Norbert resolved to quit the court, and returned home. Conon, abbot of Seigburg, came to him, taught him the rudiments of a religious life, and he became a shining pillar in the tabernacle of the Lord.—John Chrysostom Vande-Sterre, *Life of St. Norbert*. (There is a life in verse of this saint.)

**Conversion of Placidus.** Placidus, fieldmarshal of the emperor Trajan, was one day following a stag which had separated itself from the herd, and run into a thicket. Placidus followed, and as he drew near, saw a cross upon its brow, which seemed to shine like fire. While he gazed in astonishment, a voice seemed to proceed from the cross, and said to him, "Placidus, why persecutest thou Me?" Placidus, filled with terror, alighted from his horse at these mysterious words, and, kneeling on the ground, said, "Who art Thou, Lord?" The voice replied, "I am Jesus, whom thou persecutest. Jesus the Son of God, crucified for the salvation of man, but now exalted to the right hand of the Majesty on high." Placidus said, "Lord, I believe. What wilt Thou have me to do?" And the voice answered, "Be baptized straightway, thou, thy wife, and all thy house, and take up thy cross patiently, and thou shalt receive a crown of glory." So saying, the hart ran swiftly away, and departed out of sight. Placidus wondered greatly; but God had converted him. His wife also had seen a vision, and she with her two sons were baptized with Placidus by the bishop of Rome, who changed the name Placidus into Eustachius.—Antoninus (bishop of Florence), *Chronicon*. (See also *Gesta Romanorum*, cx.) This is very similar to the story of Hubert (see preceding page).

The stag, in Christian art, is a symbol of Jesus Christ, from the notion that it draws serpents by its breath out of their holes, and then tramples them to death. Pliny mentions this superstition in his *Natural History*, bk. viii. 50.

**Conversion of St. Procopius of Jerusalem** (A.D. 303). The emperor Diocletian gave Procopius two companies of soldiers to extirpate the Christians of Antioch. With these bands he departed for Antioch, and took his route through Alexandria. As he drew near the city, and was marching by night on account of the great heat, he felt suddenly the earth shake under him, and amidst thunder and lightning a voice said to him, "Neanius, whither goest thou, and against whom art thou marching with such fury?" "I am going on a commission of the emperor to hate to death the Galileans," said Procopius, "unless they consent to renounce Jesus Christ." "Then it is against Me," said the voice, "thou art going to make war." "And who, I pray, are You?" said Procopius; "I have not the honour of knowing You." At this moment a cross like crystal appeared to the captain, and the voice from the midst of the cross replied, "I am Jesus Christ, the Son of the living God, who was crucified." Procopius was astounded, but still had the hardihood to say, "I have heard from the emperor that the God of Christians never had a wife; how then can You be His Son? And if You are really so mighty and so noble, how is it You were condemned, scourged, crowned with thorns, and crucified?" Christ instantly inspired the infidel with the mysteries of His generation, incarnation, and death to take away the sins of the world. He changed his heart, and made him a true Christian. The same night the new convert went to Scythopolis, and, entering a jeweller's shop, ordered him to make for him a cross of gold and silver, according to the drawing which he left. The goldsmith refused at first, because crosses were the symbol of the Christian sect, and the emperor had strictly forbidden it; but on receiving the captain's word of honour that he would never betray him, he consented to execute the order; who, upon "par un grand miracle, l'image de Notre Seigneur se trouva gravée en haut, avec le mot Enmanuel, et aux deux côtes, les images de St. Michel et de St. Gabriel, avec leurs noms."—Mgr. Guérin (chamberlain of pope Leo XIII.), *Vies des Saints* (7th edit. 1880), vol. viii. p. 165.

This exaggerated parody of Saul's conversion is given by Mgr. Guéri as a fact, and appears in the *Acta Sacrorum of the Bollandists*. It is quite impossible to read it and not pity the bad taste of the writer who concocted the story, for notwithstanding the historical and mythical names which vouch for it, no one can possibly believe it to be a fact. Alban Butler, with his usual want of fidelity, suppresses it, forgetting that his duty was to give the lives of the saints as he found them in books sanctioned by the pope and cardinals, and not to trim these biographies according to his own judgment, and, pander to Protestant "prejudices."
St. Audalbus arrested from relapsing into the world by meteoric marvels (A.D. 428). St. Audalbus lived as a solitary in the Pyrenees; but, being weary of a hermit's life, he resolved to abandon it, and return to the world. Going to bid his adieux to St. Pancras, while his hand was on the cell door, he heard the old man praying for him, that his faith might not fail him, and that he might have grace to finish his course with joy. Just at the same moment a brilliant light, like a star, settled on the head of St. Pancras, and a peal of thunder burst over him. Greatly terrified, the illusions of the young man were scattered to the winds, and, casting himself on the ground, he implored the pardon of God for the thoughts of his heart; retired farther into the desert, and disciplined himself with greater rigour.—L'abbé Authier, Études Historiques et Religieuses sur le Pays de la Haute Vallée de l'Ariège (1870).

The conversion of St. Francis d'Assisi (1182-1226). Francis d'Assisi, son of Pietro Bernadone, the rich merchant, was a gay worldling, who spent profusely, dressed fashionably, and fared sumptuously every day. He was fond of fun, lived in gay society, and was altogether a "rich man about town." When Walter de Brienne laid claim to the kingdom of Sicily, Francis d'Assisi took up arms, and with horse and suit of mail joined the war party. At Spoleto he had a fever, and while struck down with fever heard a voice which bade him go home. This he did, but only to return to his previous way of living. One day after a revel, while standing with his boon companions, he suddenly stood stock still, with his face turned to the sky, and his companions jestingly asked him if he was looking for a bride among the stars. "Yes," he said, "I am looking for a bride, but a bride past your imaginations even to conceive." And from this moment his whole course of life was changed. His father was extremely displeased, and Francis took refuge with a poor priest. Thither his father followed him, and Francis, pulling off the clothes he had on, threw them down at his father's feet, saying, "Thus I restore to Pietro Bernadone all that belongs to him. Up to this day I have called him father; henceforth I have only one father, God the Father Almighty." The bishop, who was present, threw his mantle over the young man, who was taken into the kitchen of the monastery, where he remained a short time, and then began a wandering life, barefooted, without staff or scrip, with a cord fastened round his waist. His preaching soon gathered round him a knot of followers, and his first abiding-place was the little church at the Portiuncula. Such was the early career, the conversion, and the first start in religious life of St. Francis d'Assisi, founder of the Franciscan Order, sometimes called Minorites or Gray Friars, and one of the most remarkable men that ever lived.—Mrs. Oliphant, Life of St. Francis.

Saul's Jealousy.

1 Sam. xviii. 6. After David had slain Goliath, and the army of the Philistines was routed, women came out of all cities of Israel, and cried, Saul hath slain his thousands, but David his ten thousands! Saul was very wroth, and the saying greatly displeased him. They have ascribed to David ten thousands, said he, and to me only thousands. And Saul was jealous of David.

Kaiser Leopold's jealousy of Sobieski. When the Turks laid siege to Vienna, and Sobieski overthrew them utterly, the Pole, writing to his mother, says, "Wherever I went the people shouted, 'Sobieski!' Mothers and children ran to touch me; old men covered my hands with kisses; and those who could not get through the crowd, waved their hats or handkerchiefs, shouting with one voice, 'God save thee, Sobieski! Welcome, Sobieski!'" But kaiser Leopold, who had taken no part in this great victory, greeted the conqueror with chilling politeness. He had deserted Vienna in the hour of danger, and felt humiliated that a minor king, Sobieski of Poland, should be more honoured than the kaiser of the Roman empire.—History of Germany, Political, Social, and Literary.

Sea obeys the Saints.

Matt. viii. 26, 27. Then Jesus arose and rebuked the wind and the sea, and there was a great calm; but the men marvelled, saying, What manner of man is this, that even the sea obeys Him?

Psalm lxxxi. 9. Thou rulest the raging of the sea: when the waves thereof arise, Thou stilllest them.

Psalm cvii. 9. He maketh the storm a calm, so that the waves thereof are still.

Neptune stills a stormy sea. It is somewhat beyond the immediate scope of this book to refer to classic authors, but every one who has read Virgil must call to mind the beautiful incident of Neptune
stillings the stormy waves, which had been
lashed into fury by contrary winds:—

In una magnis misertis terrena possitio
Emesamque lyssisam annis Neptune, et imis
Stagna rufa uaria. Gravitatis comunitas, et alto
Prosopica, summa placidum caput exultat unda.
Disjectam Rosam totidem sequas clausura
Fluctibus opprressa Troas, codisque ruina.

Hec sae se phrygurique vocat. Debile talla tatur:
“Gastans vos gentes tenetis fidius venti?
“Iam calum terraneus, moos sine numine, Venti,
“Misero, et taenias auditis tolleres molest?
“Eros ego—Et sed movis praestat composereuctus.
“Malum factum, uxor.

Sic eit, et dicto eis tumida sequor placat.
Collectaque fessis naves, Solanque reducti, etc.

This, of course, is poetry, but may not a highly poetical
imagination or diction help to account for some of the
marvellous stories referred to in this section? No stories
but those of the Bible demand implicit belief, and what-
ever helps to explain the rest is so much gain.

St. Castor saves from wreck a barge
laden with salt (A. D. 389). A barge
laden with salt, passing down the Moselle, came
close to Cardon, where St. Castor dwelt.
Castor asked the bargemen to give him a little salt, but they refused, whereupon a
high wind suddenly sprang up, and
every one expected the barge would be
cap-sized. The bargemen implored Castor
to help them, and the priest, making
the sign of the cross, stilled the wind, and
saved both the cargo and the crew.—Les

When St. Clement, pope and martyr,
was carried out to sea for three miles, and
thrown overboard, the sea retired three
miles for seven days (A. D. 102). Auidianus,
in the reign of Trajan, banished St.
Clement, the pope, to the Chersonese, and
afterwards commanded him to be
taken out to sea for three miles and
drowned. The Christians on the
Chersonese prayed that God would show them
the body of the saint; so the sea went
back for three miles, and left the passage
dry and firm. When the Christians went
over this passage, they saw that a chapel
had been raised, and in the chapel was
found the body of the saint, with an
anchor about his neck. The sea con-
tinued in this state for seven days, and
then returned to its strength. What adds
greatly to the marvel is this, that the
phenomenon was repeated annually, at the
same period, and showed the chapel with
the body of the saint. Simeon Metaphрастês
(who died seven hundred years
afterwards) assures us that this miracle
was seen annually even in his days.

No miracle is better attested than this most astounding
one. Besides Metaphрастês, it is seriously given by Ephere
bishop of the Chersonese, the Venerable Beda, Gregory
of Tours, bishop of Tours, and Nicephorus
Callistus in his Church History. But the wonder does not
end here, for we are furthermore assured by Ephere
bishop of the Chersonese, and Gregory of Tours, that—

A woman, going with an infant in arms
a pilgrimage to this chapel in the deep
sea, placed her child beside the body of
the dead saint. It so happened that this
was the last of the seven days, and the
sea coming in fast, the woman ran for
her life, leaving her infant child behind.
She was very sorry to abandon her child
thus, and next year, when the sea retired
as usual, she paid another visit to the
chapel, and found her son quietly sleeping
where she left him. She caught him up
frantically, and asked him what had
become of him all the past year, while
the deep sea waves were rolling over his
head. The child replied he could not
tell, for he had only that minute woke
up from sleep.

St. Gregory Nazianzen, being in danger
of shipwreck, makes a vow. While St.
Gregory Nazianzen was sailing to Athens,
a great storm arose, and the ship was on
the point of being wrecked; but Gregory
made earnest prayer to God, and vowed,
if the ship got safe to land, he would
spend his whole life in His service.
Forthwith "there came a fair season,"
and all the passengers confessed that the
God whom Gregory had invoked had
delivered them, and was far more powerful
than the gods of Olympus.—Edward
Kinesman (1628), Lives of the Saints,
p. 312.

St. Hilarion commands the sea and it
obeys him. While St. Hilarion was at
Ragusinum, the sea on one occasion swelled
and rose out of all measure, insomuch
that the people feared it would overwhelm
the whole country. St. Hilarion, having
made a cross in the sand, held up his
hands, and immediately the swell ceased
and the sea went back, to the utter amaze-
ment of the whole country. Fathers still
tell their children how the water and the
waves were obedient to St. Hilarion.—St.
Jerome (A. D. 890), Vita St. Hilarionis
Ermuita. (See also Nicephorus Callistus
(died 1856), Ecclesiastical History.)

St. Hyacintha Mariscott calms a troubled
sea (A. D. 1640). Some Italians, being
overtaken by a great storm, invoked the
aid of St. Hyacintha, saying, "Oh, Sister
Hyacintha, help us or we perish!"
Instantly one of the nuns of St. Clara,
dressed in spotless white, stilled the
waves, and guided the vessel safe to
shore. The men went in a body to the
convent to return thanks. The abbess sent for Hyacinthe, but was informed that the sister, who had saved the crew, was not to be found. "Elle s'enfuit, comme un coupable pourvuui par la justice, et s'en alla rouge de honte se cacher dans sa cellule."—Palmier Sera-phique (12 vols., 8vo).

St. Nicholas, bishop of Myra, commands the sea and it obeys him. St. Nicholas (afterwards bishop of Myra) embarked for the Holy Land, intending to visit the holy places. The sky was beautifully clear, and the sea as calm as possible; but St. Nicholas told the sailors to prepare for a great storm, as he had seen the devil, sword in hand, enter the ship. Soon after this warning the storm broke, and the crew implored Nicholas to save the ship from wreck. St. Nicholas prayed, the winds fell, the sea lulled, and there was a great calm. On the home voyage, the mariners wanted to drive the ship into Alexandria; but immediately St. Nicholas discovered this treachery he prayed, and, the wind shifting, the ship ran to Lycia, to which port St. Nicholas was bound, and where the master of the vessel had agreed to land him.—Edward Kinesman (1623), Lives of the Saints. (He tells us he has abridged the life of St. Nicholas from the lives given by John the Deacon and Leonard Justinian.)

St. Joseph Oriol stills a storm at sea by the sign of the cross (A.D. 1650-1702). The ship in which Joseph Oriol embarked at Marseilles for Barcelona was caught in a violent storm. The saint made on the sea the sign of the cross, and immediately the winds dropped, the waves abated, and there was a calm. (See Prayer, pt. ii.)—Les Petits Bollandistes, vol. iii. p. 615.

Seven Candlesticks (The).

Rev. 1.10-20. I was in the Spirit on the Lord’s day . . . and I turned to see the voice (sic) that spake to me. And being turned, I saw seven golden candlesticks; and in the midst of the seven golden candlesticks one like unto the Son of man. . . . The mystery of the seven stars which thou sawest in My right hand, and the seven candlesticks (is this): The seven stars are the angels of the seven Churches (of Asia); and the seven candlesticks are the seven Churches.

St. Francisca has a vision of seven candlesticks (A.D. 1884-1440). St. Francisca had ninety-three visions in twelve years. In the fifty-third vision she nursed Jesus, in the form of a little lamb, on her lap. Close by she saw an altar magnificently decorated, and on the altar was a lamb bearing the stigmata of the five wounds. At the foot of the altar were a number of golden candlesticks arranged in four tiers. That farthest off contained seven, symbolical of the seven cardinal virtues. The next tier contained twelve candlesticks, significant of the twelve articles of the symbol. The third range had seven, emblematic of the seven gifts of the Holy Ghost. And the fourth or nearest tier had seven candlesticks also, representing the seven sacraments of the Christian Church. (See Symbols.)—John Mattiosti, Life of St. Francisca.

Shadrach, Meshach, and Abednego. (See Cauldron Innocuous, p. 50; Fire Innocuous, p. 186; and Retributive Punishment, p. 275.)

Dan. iii. 22-27. When Shadrach, Meshach, and Abednego were cast by king Darius into the fiery furnace, the flame of the fire injured them not. The fire had no power upon their bodies, nor was a hair of their head singed, neither were their coats changed, nor had the smell of fire passed on them.

St. Alexander, Ecentius, and Theodulus, being cast bound into a furnace, receive no hurt. Aurelian, one of the magistrates of Adrian, commanded Alexander and Ecentius to be bound together, and cast into a great furnace, for being Christians. Pope Alexander was only thirty years old at the time, but Ecentius was above eighty. They fell down bound into the midst of the flames, but felt no hurt. Theodulus stood by, and Alexander cried to him aloud, “Come, brother, come to us; the angel that walked with the three Hebrews is with us, and has kept a place for you.” On hearing these words, Theodulus broke from his guards and ran into the furnace, where all three stood on their feet, singing praises unto God. Aurelian was mad with rage, and commanded Ecentius and Theodulus to be beheaded, but pope Alexander he slew “with the pricks of needles.”—The Roman Notaries, Life of Pope Alexander, May 3.

The blood of St. Blaise a talisman against fire. After St. Blaise had been carded with iron combs by order of Agricolatus, as he was led back to prison, his blood sprinkled the ground over which he walked. Seven Christian women gathered up his blood in napkins, and anointed their eyes therewith. Agricolatus, hearing thereof, commanded the women to be burnt to death. Accordingly, they were first beaten with clubs and then cast into a furnace; but the fire
did them no harm, nay, it was even quenched by the blood which fell from
their wounds. Agricolus, beside him-
self with rage, then ordered them to be
beheaded.—Metaphrastès, Lives, etc.
St. Faustinus and St. Jovita, being cast
into a furnace, were uninjured. Claudius
II. caused a great furnace to be heated
exceedingly hot, and had St. Faustinus
and St. Jovita cast into the midst thereof.
But the fire did them no harm, and they
sang hymns to God in the midst of the
furnace. When the emperor saw that
the fire did his victims no harm, he cried
out in a great rage that the men were
magicians, and must be put to death; so
they were both beheaded.—Surius (died
1570), Lives of the Saints.
A young Jewish lad, after partaking of
the Eucharist, was unharmed by a fiery
furnace. Menas, bishop of Constantin-
ople, in order to demonstrate the sacred
character of the Eucharist, mentions the
following "fact" from personal know-
ledge. A young Jew, the son of a glass-
founder, seeing some of his schoolfellows
going to church to take the sacrament,
according to Greek custom, went with
them and received the host. Being late
at school, his father asked the cause, and
the child innocently told him. The
father, mad with rage, thrust the boy
into his glass furnace, where he was shut
up for three days. In the mean time his
mother searched everywhere for the lad,
filling the house with her cries. The boy,
hearing them, answered from the furn-
ace, and the mother, entering, rescued
him. The boy told her that a beautiful
lady, clothed in purple, had come to him
in the furnace, quenched the flames, and
fed him with delicious food. This pro-
digy was known to all the city of Con-
stantinople. The mother and boy both
embraced the Christian faith; but the
father, who remained obstinate, was
crucified by the order of Justinian the
emperor.—Evagrius, Church History.
St. Mamas unharmed in the fiery furn-
ace (A.D. 375). St. Mamas is ranked
by the Greeks among their great martyrs.
His death is placed under the emperor
Aurelian and his minister Alexander,
governor of Cappadocia. As Mamas
refused to sacrifice to Apollo, Alexander
ordered him to be thrown into a fiery
furnace. Mamas made the sign of the
cross, and abode in the furnace three
days, not only without injury, but when,
at the end of this period, he walked forth,
he was more comely and lively than
before. The president declared him to
be a magician, and commanded him to
be cast to the wild beasts. A bear and
a leopard were let out against him. The
bear laid itself down at his feet, and the
leopard, putting its fore paws on his two
shoulders, licked his face lovingly. He
was now sent back to prison till a lion of
unusual size and fierceness could be pro-
cured from the forests. The news of this
capture brought to the amphitheatre an
immense crowd of spectators. The
famished lion was let loose, burst from
the arena to the spectators; a panic
spread on all sides, hundreds were
trampled to death, some were torn to
pieces by the lion. Men, women, chil-
dren, tried to escape. The doors of the
amphitheatre were shut, "et gardées par
l'ange du Seigneur." Blood flowed on
all sides. The arena was a pool of blood.
Suddenly the lion stood still, "j'i salue le
saint avec admiration et respect." Mamas
told the beast to do no more mischief.
It instantly obeyed, returned to its mountain
lair, and was no more seen.—L'abbé Tin-
celin, Vie de St. Mammès (or Mamas).
St. Placidus uninjured in the brazen
bull. St. Placidus having gained a great
victory, the emperor Trajan appointed a
day of thanksgiving, in which sacrifice
was to be offered to the gods. Placidus,
who was a Christian, said he could take
no part in such a ceremony; whereupon
Trajan commanded that he and all his
family should be shut up in the brazen
bull and baked alive. Three days were
they in the furnace, but not a hair of
their heads was injured, nor had the
smell of fire come on their clothes.—
Gesta Romanorum, cx.
St. Vitus uninjured in the midst of a
fiery furnace. St. Vitus being in prison,
a great light shone, and a voice bade him
be of good cheer, as God was with him.
The keepers told Diocletian, and the
emperor sent for the young man. After
the interview, Diocletian caused a great
fire to be made in a furnace, filled with
rosin, pitch, and lead; and when the
ingredients were seething, Vitus was cast
into the midst. "We shall see now,"
said Diocletian, "whether your boasted
God can deliver you." St. Vitus, as he
was let down into the furnace, made the
sign of the cross, and an angel descended
to drive back the seething mass, so that
St. Vitus received no hurt. There stood
the martyr in the midst of the furnace in
the sight of the whole multitude. His
face was cheerful, and he was singing.
praises to His God. At length he came forth as silver purified in the fire, not only uninjured, but ten times more beautiful than he was before.—Edward Kineseman (1828), Lives of the Saints, p. 888.

Dr. C. Wordsworth, bishop of Lincoln, on Dom. iii. 6, said that the ship "was known to the hands of Perseans, another mode of punishment [not the furnace] succeeded;" this, he says, is "evidence of the genuineness of the book." To this I cannot agree. Any one well-read in Persian history can cite many more examples of "casting men into a furnace," than of "casting them to lions," which was more a Roman than a Persian custom. It is hard to press to Christian evidence anything which history will not corroborate.

Shibboleth.

Judg. xii. 1-6. After Jephthah had defeated the Ammonites, the men of Ephraim, out of jealousy, complained that they had not been called to share in the enterprise. Jephthah answered with moderation; but the Ephraimites taunted the men of Gilead so insinuatingly, that a war ensued between the men of Gilead and the men of Ephraim. The latter were discomfited, and guards were set at all the passes of Jordan to intercept their flight. If any man came to one of these passes, he was requested to pronounce the password "Shibboleth." If he pronounced it skillfully, he was allowed to go his way, but if he pronounced it as an Ephraimite, he was put to the sword. By this test 42,000 were put to death.

(In Num. 1. 51, the entire number of the tribe, when that census was taken, was only 40,000.)

The Danish Shibboleth on St. Bryce's Day (Nov. 13, a.d. 1002). In the great slaughter of the Danes on St. Bryce's Day, 1002, the test words were "Chester Church." Those who pronounced the words in the ordinary way were allowed to pass; but the Danes betrayed themselves by pronouncing the words "Shib-shakes-ter Sherch," and were mercilessly put to death.

The French Shibboleth in the Sicilian Vespers. In the Sicilian Vespers, some dried peas (sicori) were shown to fugitives. He who called them che-cha-re was allowed to go his way, for he was a Sicilian; but he who called them sis-sa-re was cut down, for he was an undoubted Frenchman.

Ship miraculously brought to Land.

John vi. 18-21. The sea arose by reason of a great wind that blew. So when they had rowed about five and twenty or thirty furlongs, they see Jesus walking on the sea, and drawing nigh unto the ship; and they were afraid. But Jesus said unto them, It is I: be not afraid. Then they willingly received Him into the ship, and immediately the ship was at the land whither they were bound.

The ship in which St. Peter Thomas sailed transported by the Virgin from a stormy sea to a quiet lake (A.D. 888). One day the ship in which St. Peter Thomas was sailing was caught in a sudden squall, and all thought it must go to the bottom; but the saint prayed to the Virgin, and instantly the ship was transported into a neighbouring lake, where it remained in perfect safety till the tempest had blown over.—Les Petits Bollandistes, vol. i. p. 168.

(We are told that on another occasion some Turkish pirates were bearing down upon this ship, when suddenly a thick cloud intervened, and hid the vessel from the pirates. See also PRAYER, pt. 1.)

Show me Thy Glory.

Exod. xxxiii. 18-20. And Moses said, I beseech Thee, show me Thy glory. And God said, I will make all My goodness pass before thee; but thou canst not see My face, for no man shall see Me, and live.

The woman who nursed St. Clara said to her, "Show me the queen of heaven." When St. Clara was dying, the woman who waited on her implored to be shown the queen of angels and mother of God. The dying saint replied, "If it pleases the lady mother to show herself, I shall rejoice with exceeding great joy." At these words a number of virgins, arrayed in white, with crowns on their heads, entered the chamber, and with them the queen herself, from whose face proceeded such ineffable splendour, that daylight was eclipsed by it. The holy mother bowed courteously to St. Clara, and bade the virgins of her suite give her the rich mantle brought from paradise. St. Clara well knew that her hour was come; and, as she breathed out her soul, the virgin train carried it with them into paradise.—Life of St. Clara (written at the express command of pope Alexander V.).

Jamblichus showed spirits to his disciples (fourth century). Jamblichus, the Neoplatonist, while he was at Gadara, drew from two fountains the guardian spirits, and showed them to his disciples.—Eunapius, Jamblichus (fourth century).

Simeon and the Child Jesus.

Luke ii. 25-38. When Mary kept her purification, an old man, named Simeon, came by the Spirit into the temple at the same time, and taking the infant Jesus in his arms, blessed God (ltd), and said, Lord, now lettest Thou Thy servant depart in peace, for mine eyes have seen Thy salvation. He then prophesied that the Child would grow up to be "a light to lighten the Gentiles, and the glory of Thy people Israel;" but he told Mary that the Child would be "for a sign which shall be spoken against,"
When St. Dunstan's parents offered presents in Glastonbury church for the birth of their boy, an angel took the child, and prophesied that he would be a light in the world. When Dunstan was able to walk alone, his parents took him to Glastonbury church to offer presents for his birth. They passed the whole night in prayer; and an angel, taking the boy's hand, led him through the church, and said to the parents, "This child will grow up to lead many into the way everlasting, and will become a great saint; but he will also be a sign which shall be spoken against."—Osbert of Canterbury, *Life of St. Dunstan*.

Sodom and the Dead Sea.

Gen. xxxii. 24, 25. Sodom, Gomorrah, Zebaim, and Admah were destroyed by fire from heaven, on account of their great wickedness. Afterwards, the waters of the Jordan overflowed the site of these cities, and made the present Dead Sea, sometimes called the "Lake of Sodom." The prophet Jeremiah alludes to this lake (iv. 38, 40).

The knight's castle overflowed by a dead sea. A poor knight fell in love with a rich lady; and, being told that his poverty was a bar to his marriage, murdered a rich duke, got possession of his wealth, and wedded the lady. For nearly thirty years all went smoothly; but eight days before the completion of that period of time the knight made a great feast. During the banquet a bird flew into the hall, the knight shot it, and in a moment the castle sank into the earth, and the site thereof became a spacious lake, on which no substance will float, and in whose waters no living plant or creature can live.—*Gesta Romanorum*, ch. lxxviii.

Solomon's Choice.

2 Chron. i. 7-12. God gave Solomon the liberty of choosing what gift he liked best, whether wealth or wisdom, honour or dominion; and Solomon said, Give me wisdom and knowledge. And God replied, Because thou hast asked wisdom and not wealth, therefore wisdom and knowledge will I grant unto thee, besides riches and honour such as none of the kings have had before thee, neither shall there after thee have the like.

Ruod chooses wisdom in preference to wealth (eleventh century). Ruod lived in the court of the king of Egypt, and, in return for valuable services, was offered by the king a choice of gifts, wisdom or wealth. Ruod chose the former, and the Pharaoh appointed the twelve wisest men of the realm for his instructors. He also sent him, from time to time, valuable jewels concealed in manchetts; so that Ruod was not only the wisest but also the richest man in all Egypt.—The Ruodlieb (eleventh century).

An apprentice chooses wise advice in preference to wages. A loving couple at Cantire had one son; but, being very poor, the man came to England, and took service with a farmer. Years rolled on, and the man resolved to return to Cantire. His master asked him which he would have, three bits of advice or wages, and the man chose the former. Then said the master, (1) "Keep on the highway; (2) lodge in no house where there is an old man married to a young wife; and (3) do nothing rashly." On his way to Cantire, the man overtook a pedlar journeying the same road, and the pedlar told him he would show him a short cut which would considerably shorten the way; but the highlander, recalling his master's advice, resolved to keep to the high-road. The pedlar, therefore, parted company, fell among thieves, and was robbed of everything he possessed. They met again, and at nightfall the pedlar advised his companion to put up at a tavern well known to him; but when the Scotchman found the landlord was an old man who had recently married a young wife, he passed on. In the night, the old man was murdered, and the pedlar was charged with the crime. At length our traveller reached Cantire, and saw his wife caressing a sturdy young man. In his rage, he would have killed the young man; but, being determined to do nothing rashly, he went to some of the neighbours, inquired who the young man was, and discovered it was his own son, who supported his mother with his daily toil. The father was greatly rejoiced, made himself known, and, on cutting up a cake which his master had sent as a present to the man's wife, he found therein the entire amount of wages due. The wise master had chosen this way of payment, to prevent the money being spent on the road before the man reached home.—Cuthbert Bede, *The White Wife*, and other Stories.

A beggar chooses three bits of advice in preference to three scudi. A poor man, not long married, started for Maremma to earn a living, and, after the lapse of several years, returned homewards. On his way
he asked a publican for alms, and the publican said, "Which, now, shall I give you, three scudi, or three bits of advice?" The man thought awhile, and then chose the latter. "Well," said the publican, "my three bits of advice are these: (1) Never interfere in matters which don't concern you; (2) never quit the high-road for what is called a short cut; and (3) keep your wounded pride to cool till the sun has risen the next morning." On his way home, the poor man lodged for a night at a roadside house where a murder was committed; but, not interfering in the matter, he was suffered to depart. On he trudged till he overtook a traveller going the same way. The traveller recommended a short cut, but the man, recalling the second bit of advice, determined to keep to the high-road, and parted company. The traveller soon fell among thieves, who first robbed and then murdered him. At length the poor man reached home, and beheld his wife caressing a young priest. His anger was aroused, but he kept his wounded pride to cool till after sunrise next morning, and in the mean time ascertained that the young priest was his own son. The kind publican had given him a manchet for his wife, and, on opening it, three scudi were found concealed in the inside.

—Nerucci, Sessanta Novelle Popolar.

The emperor Domitian saves his life by three sentences of advice, bought of a merchant. The emperor bought of a merchant a talisman consisting of three sentences of advice, for which he paid the good round sum of a thousand florins. These three sentences thrice saved the emperor's life from the plots of conspirators to assassinate him. Thus, in one of the plots, a barber, hired to cut the emperor's throat, read on the towel this sentence, "Think of the consequences," and refused to run the risk of a regicide; by keeping the high-road, the emperor escaped an ambush laid to take away his life; and by refusing to stay in a house where there was a young wife married to an old man, he again evaded a conspiracy to cut him off.—Gesta Romanorum, ciii.

There is a Turkish tale, called The Sultan, the Spy, and the Barber, to the same effect. The sultan bought of an abdal a sentence of advice for which he paid a hundred dinars. The sentence was, "Think of the end;" and this sentence the sultan had inscribed on his doors, his linens, and even on his crockery and plate. One day a barber-surgeon, hired to assassinate the sultan, read these words on the imperial beaten, changed his mind, and putting back the poisoned lance, employed another. The sultan, taking notice of this, asked the reason, and the barber-surgeon, on a promise of pardon, revealed the conspiracy.

Solomon's Judgment.

1 Kings iii. 16-28. Two harlots came to Solomon for judgment. The case was this: The two women lived in one house, and both brought forth a male child within three days of each other, but one of the infants died. The mother of the dead child accused the other woman of stealing her living babe, and substituting the dead one. Solomon said, Bring me a sword. And they did so. Divide the living child, said the king, and give half to one, and half to the other. The mother of the dead child cried, Be it so. Let the child be neither mine nor hers. But the other woman cried, Not so, my lord; O give her the child, but in no wise slay it. Then answered the king, Hers is the child; give it to her. And all Israel approved the wise judgment of the king.

Scaramosa and the Elders. (See p. 399.)

Matt. xxii. 15-21. The Pharisees, wishing to entangle Jesus either with the Jews or the Roman government, artfully asked him whether in His judgment it was lawful for God's people to pay tribute to Caesar. He asked to look on the tribute-money, and demanded whose was the image struck upon it. Caesar's, said the Pharisees. Then Jesus said to them, Render to Cesar the things that are Cesar's, and to God the things that are God's.

Charles V. decides a dispute of precedence. Two Spanish ladies of high rank disputed about a seat in church, each claiming "the higher room." Charles V. sent for the two dames, and listened patiently while each explained her right of precedence. The case being stated, the emperor said, "Let the greater fool go first." It is needless to state that neither lady contended for the honour.

—Chevalier de Propeia, Dictionnaire d'Émulation, p. 280.

Rowland Hill, preaching a charity sermon, concluded thus: "Let no one who cannot pay his debts put anything in the plate."

St. Ives, the widow, and two swindlers. Two swindlers deposited a valise with a widow, which they asserted contained two hundred gold pistoles, and charged her not to give up the valise except they were both present. After the lapse of six days one of the men came for the bag, and carried it off, whereupon the other rogue brought the widow before the judge, and demanded either the bag or the two hundred gold pistoles. The case seemed straightforward, and sentence was just about to be pronounced for the plaintiff, when St. Ives interfered, and said his client could not produce the valise unless both the claimants were present. The plaintiff, therefore, must bring his fellow into court before the
valise could be given up. The judge saw at once the justice of this, and commanded the plaintiff to produce his companion. This, of course, he would not and could not do; and he was so taken aback at the unexpected turn of affairs, that he confessed the valise contained nothing except a few old nails and bits of iron. —Dom Lobineau, Lives of the Saints of Britain.

This is the St. Ives of whom it was written —

Sanctus Ivo erat Brito,
Advocatus, et non astro,
Eos miranda populo.

St. Ives was of the Land of Bees,
An advocate, and not a thief,
A stretch on popular belief.

The legitimate son of a king discovered by a wise judgment. A certain queen had four sons, three of whom were supposed to be illegitimate. When the king died, the question was, which of these four was the lawful successor. As they could not, of course, agree, they laid the case before a knight, in whose judgment they confided, and by whose award they swore to abide. The knight ordered the dead body of the late king to be disinterred, and bound to a tree; and then commanding each of the four sons to shoot at the body, promised to give his judgment. The first who discharged his arrow shot the right hand of the dead body; the second arrow pierced the mouth; the third, the heart. It was now the turn of the youngest to try his skill, but instead of shooting at the dead body, he burst into tears, and cried in agony, "Oh, father! Oh, my poor father, have I lived to see thee thus abused? Oh, my father, are we thy sons to make thee the butt of our ambition? Let who will take the kingdom, I can never consent so to insult the dead." "He is the son!" cried the knight; and all the people echoed the wise judgment, and him, with one voice, they elected to the throne. —Gesta Romanorum, xlv.

The judgment of the grand-vizier Cherluli. In the first quarter of the sixteenth century, a Turkish merchant lost a purse containing two hundred gold pieces, and sent the public crier to offer half the amount to any one who would restore it to him. A sailor brought the purse back, but the merchant, to elude his promise, affirmed that the purse also contained an emerald of great value, and insisted on its being restored. The case was brought before Cherluli, the grand-vizier, who said to the merchant, "You swear that the purse you lost contained two hundred gold pieces and an emerald of great value?" "Yes, I swear it," replied the merchant. "And you," said the grand-vizier to the sailor, "swear that the purse you found contained two hundred gold pieces, but no emerald?" "I swear it," said the finder. "Then," continued the judge to the merchant, "it is quite obvious that this purse is not the one you lost. —Take it back," continued he to the sailor, "and if within forty days it is not duly claimed, keep the money for your own use."

A similar judgment was made by Octai-khan, emperor of Tartary.

Portia and Shylock. Doubtless the judgment of Portia is one of the shrewdest evasions on record. The Jew bargained with Antonio for a "pound of flesh;" whereupon Portia remarked that the Jew, in the first place, must cut neither more nor less than a pound; and, in the second place, it must be all flesh without one drop of blood. There are several similar tales.

(1) Amurat I. and the Turk (1360–1389). A Turk lent a Christian a hundred ecus, on condition that if the loan was not returned at a stated time, the Turk should cut off two ounces of the defaulter's flesh. The time expired, the Christian could not repay the loan, and was haled before Amurat. The sultan tried at first to conciliate the claimant, but not succeeding in that, he told the Turk to take his bond, but reminded him that the terms were two ounces, neither more nor less, and if he cut either more or less than two ounces, he would himself be subject to the same penalty. The Mussulman, being brought to reason, extended the time of payment, and the Christian was enabled to return the loan.

(2) Secchi and Samson Ceneda the Jew. A merchant of Venice, having been informed by private letter that admiral Drake had taken and plundered St. Domingo, sent word of the capture to Samson Ceneda, a Jewish usurer. Samson would not believe it, and bet a pound of flesh the rumour was not true. When the report was confirmed by the pope, his holiness told Secchi he might lawfully claim his pound of flesh if he chose, but that he must take no blood, and must also cut exactly a pound of flesh, neither more nor less; if either of these provisions was broken, the pope added that Secchi would be instantly
hanged on the nearest tree.—Gregorio Leti, Life of Sixtus V. (1660).  

The forged transfer. In the reign of Maximian, a certain knight wanted to buy a piece of land contiguous to his estate, but the owner refused to sell it. Not long afterwards the owner died, and the knight drew up a forged instrument, purporting to be the transfer of the land for value received. The instrument was duly attested by three witnesses. The son and heir disputed the instrument, and the judge commanded the three witnesses to be kept apart, and examined separately. The first witness was called, but the questions put to him were of no importance. The second was then placed at the bar, and, taking it for granted that his companion had revealed the whole matter, made at once a clean breast of it. The third saw by the judge’s face and manner that he knew all about it, and confirmed the statement of the previous witness. So the judge condemned the knight to death, and gave his estate to the young man he had tried to defraud.—Gesta Romanorum, cxxviii.

The stolen horse. A Spaniard in his travels overtook an Indian in a desert. Both were mounted, but the Indian had the better horse. The Spaniard wanted him to change, and as he refused, set upon, mastered him, and took possession of the steed. The Indian rode peaceably to the next town, and then laid his complaint before the cadi. The Spaniard insisted the horse was his, and that the claim of the complainant was simply ridiculous. The Indian, throwing his scarf over the horse’s head, requested the cadi to demand of the defendant, which of the horse’s eyes was the blind one. “The right eye,” cried the Spaniard. “Neither,” shouted the Indian, and the cadi at once adjudged the horse to its rightful owner.

Speaking without a Tongue.

Isa. xxxv. 6. Then shall the lame man leap as a hart, and the tongue of the dumb slug.

2 Macc. vii. 1-19. Antiochus took seven sons of one mother and commanded them to eat swine’s flesh, and because they refused to disobey the law of Moses, they were scourged. Then one by one they were put to death. The first said to Antiochus, We are ready to die rather than to transgress the laws of our fathers. Then the king, being in a rage, commanded pangs and cauldrons to be made hot, and, having cut out the tongue of his victim and lopped off his extremities, he was fried in the pan. The brethren looking on, exhorted each other to die manfully. When the turn of the third son came, he put out his tongue when required, and holding forth his hands, he said, These had I from Heaven, and from God I hope to receive them again. In like manner all the seven died.

Certain Christians of Constantinople spoke plainly, though they had lost their tongues. Humeric ordered the tongues of certain Christians, opposed to his Arian bishops, to be plucked out, to prevent their confession of the Trinity; but though they had no tongues, they spoke as well as they did before. “If any one doubts this statement,” says Victor of Vita, “let him go to Constantinople, and he will there find the subdeacon Reparatus, who was so treated; but he speaks quite distinctly, and is much honoured by the emperor Zeno and the empress.” Æneas of Gaza, who was at the time at Constantinople, says, “I myself saw these persons, heard them speak, and was amazed at their perfect articulation. I searched for their organs of speech, caused several to open their mouths, and saw with my own eyes that their tongues were plucked out even to the roots.” Procopius, the historian, says, “When I was at Constantinople, I talked to many of those who were tongueless, but could detect no impediment of speech whatever, and they told me they felt no sort of inconvenience for the loss of their organ of speech.” Count Marcellinus, in his Chronicon, says, “I have seen some of these tongueless persons, and can testify that they speak without the slightest imperfection of utterance.” The emperor Justinian testifies the same thing in one of his constitutions.—Milner, History of the Church of Christ, vol. ii. pp. 287, 288.

Twenty Christians of Nicomedia speak after their tongues were plucked out. The emperor Maximian ordered a batch of twenty Christians of Nicomedia, a city of Bithynia, to be apprehended. They were first chained to wooden posts and beaten with raw sinews; and because they murmured not, but sang hymns in their torment, he had all their tongues plucked out by the roots, and their teeth knocked out with stones. Adrian was the name of the officer appointed to superintend this sentence. When he saw the resignation of these martyrs, he said to them, “I adjure you, by the God whom you adore, tell me for what reward you suffer thus.” The twenty martyrs, who
Apollo Valerianus for contempt of the Roman gods. Valerian said to the bishop, "You are charged with contempt of the gods, and with disobedience to the commands of the emperor. What have you to say for yourself?" The bishop made no reply. The emperor, who was present, said to Parmenius and the others, "Why is your prince silent? why does he not answer to the charge?" Parmenius replied, "Cast not pearls before swine, and give not that which is holy unto dogs, lest they trample them under their feet, and turn again and rend you." The emperor, feeling himself insulted at this answer, commanded the tongue of Parmenius to be plucked out; but after he had lost his tongue, he cried aloud, "Father Polychronus, pray for me." The other saints, being hoisted on chevalets (see Index), cried aloud to Parmenius to pray for them, and the tongueless priest said in the hearing of all, "O God, the Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, comfort these Thy servants with the comfort of the Holy Ghost;" and they all answered, "Amen." The emperor, looking on the men as sorcerers, commanded them all to be thrown into the fire, but the fire did them no hurt. Finally they were beheaded.—Surius, Lives of the Saints, vol. iv., Aug. 10.

St. Raymond Nonnat speaks when his lips are locked (A.D. 1204–1248). St. Raymond Nonnat, when Setim was pacha, went to Algiers to redeem captives and carry the gospel of salvation. Setim ordered him to be impaled, but the ransomed captives interceded for him, and the sentence was commuted for scourging. His zeal was by no means abated by this punishment, and he still continued to preach the gospel. The pacha ordered him to be whipped, naked, at the corner of every street in the city, and then to have a red-hot iron padlock fastened through his lips, the key to be kept by the cadi, and never unlocked except when he took his food. One day, when the Moors entered his prison with his food, they were thunderstruck on hearing him say, "Take not the Word of truth utterly out of my mouth; for I have hoped in Thy judgments" (Ps. cxix. 43); their amazement was still more increased when he said aloud, "Thy Word, O Lord, endureth for ever." They thought he was a sorcerer, kicked him with their feet, and left him without unlocking his lips or giving him his food.—Les Petitsollandistes, vol. x. p. 360.
Speech ascribed to Dumb Animals.

Num. xxvii. 21-30. Balaam was going to Moab, at the request of Balak son of Zipor, to curse Israel, that the Moabites might conquer them in battle. God’s anger was kindled, because Balaam, a prophet of God, took service under an idolatrous king, to curse and destroy the very people that God had chosen for His own. So God sent His angel to obstruct the prophet. Though Balaam could not see the obstructing angel, the ass saw him, and turned aside. This was done three times, when Balaam smote the beast in his anger. Then was the mouth of the ass opened, and it spake with the voice of a man, and said to Balaam, What have I done to thee, that thou hast smitten me these three times? And Balaam said to the ass, Because thou hast mocked me: I would there were a sword in my hand, for then would I kill thee. The ass said, Am I not thine ass, upon which thou hast ridden ever since I was thine; and am I wont to mock thee? Then the Lord opened the eyes of Balaam, and he saw the angel standing in the way with his sword drawn; and the humble prophet fell on his face to the ground.

The dog Katmir reproves the “Seven Sleepers.” Seven young noblemen of Ephesus, according to Gregory of Tours, fled in the Decian persecution to a cave in Mount Celion. According to other authorities, the number of noblemen was six, and the seventh man was the shepherd Keshetiouch, whom they converted, and who showed them the cave, which “no one but himself knew of.” The Korān tells us the shepherd had a dog, named Katmir, which persisted in following the seven to the cave. They threw a stone at it to drive it back, and broke its left leg; but the dog, limping, followed them still. They then threw another stone at the dog, and broke its right fore leg; but the dog now followed, walking on its two hind feet. A third stone broke one of these legs, and the poor beast could no longer stand. Then was the mouth of the dog opened, and it said in human speech, “I, too, am the creature of God, and love Him as my Creator; and, loving God, I love thee also who love God. Sleep, masters, and I will keep watch over you.” Hearing these words, the seven were astounded, and, taking the dog in their arms, they carried it with them into the cave, where they all survived for about three hundred years.—Al Korān, ch. xviii., entitled “The Cave revealed at Mecca.” (See also The Golden Legends of Jacques de Voragine; Gregory of Tours, De Gloria Martyrum, bk. i. 9; etc.)

The horse Xanthos reproves Achilles for false insinuations. When Achilles sent Patroclus to the battle, he lent him his chariot and horses. The horses’ names were Xanthos and Balios. Patroclus was slain, and the horses returned with the empty chariot to their master’s tent. When Achilles had made up his mind to avenge his friend’s death, he said to his horses, on mounting the car, “See that you leave not me, as you left my friend, dead on the battle-field.” Then Xanthos, hanging its head till its mane touched the ground, said in human speech (for Juno gave it the gift), “This day, at least, will I bring thee safe home; but thy day of doom is not far off, most stormy chief. Not from fault of mine, the Trojans slew Patroclus, seeing it was Laonis who slew him, in order to give thee glory. A far more inglorious fate is reserved for thee, O chief. He by a goddess fell, but human hand shall beat thee down.” “Why, Xanthos,” cried the hero, “art thou foretelling thy master’s death? It ill becometh thee, methinks, to speak thus unto thy lord. Perish or not, till Troy falls Achilles will never more cease from feats of arms.” He spoke, and, shouting loudly, drove into the very van of the foe.—Homer, Iliad, bk. xix. (the close of it).

Aries (the horse of Adrastos) was said to be endowed with human speech; so was Fortunio’s horse, named Comrade; Mahomet’s beast, Al Borak; Malik’s camel; the black pigeons of Dodona; Tembila, king of the serpents; the serpent which tempted Eve; the bird called Balbul-basar; the little green bird of princess Fairstar; the White Cat; and, indeed, in fable all animals, and all inanimate things also, are possessed of human speech. (See Cowper’s Bys.)

I shall not ask Jean Jacques Rousseau if birds confabulate or not; The clear that they were always able to hold discourse—least in fable. Patience-time anticipated.

In the Frithof Saga by Nögel, Eldila, Frithof’s ship, understood whatever its master said to it, and hence the son of Thorstein talks to it as to a companion.

Spider’s Web.

Dr. Moulins protected in the Bartholomew’s service by a spider’s web. In the dreadfoul massacre of the Huguenots in France on Bartholomew’s Eve and the day following, Dr. Moulins took refuge in a cold oven. A spider wove its web over the oven’s mouth, and when the cut-throats came up and saw the unbroken web, they passed on.

For Davit, Felix, and Mahomet, saved by cobwebs, see p. 78.

Spittle curative.

John ix. 6, 7. When He had thus spoken, He spat on the ground, and made clay of the
spittle, and He anointed the eyes of the blind man with the clay, and said to him, Go, wash in the pool of Siloam. The blind man went and was washed, and came seeing.

**Maxx vii.** 32-35. They bring to Jesus one that was deaf, and had an impediment in his speech. And Jesus took him aside from the multitude, and put His fingers into the man's ears, and He spit, and touched his tongue. And straightway his ears were opened, and the string of his tongue was loosed, and he spake plainly.

**Maxx viii.** 22-24. Jesus cometh to Bethsaida; and they bring to Him a blind man, and besought Him to touch him. And He took the blind man by the hand; and when he had spit on his eyes, and put His hands upon him, He asked him if he saw ought. And the man said, I see men as trees, walking. After that He put His hands again upon the man's eyes, and he saw clearly.

"Hæ de sicco lecum protulit vari fædor coloris silt intoxicata, servosque visuit manus; Most turbatum sputo pulveras, medicis sustulit digito, frontemque repugnante signavit. Hec percumera curnan, hic me Jesuse exposuit, torques lapidesque in stumnos appatit purpuræ purpuræ invocavisse... Petronius."

**Spittle used in baptism.** After exorcisms, the priest [in Roman Catholic baptisms] puts salt in the mouth of the catechumen, saying, "M. or N., receive the salt of wisdom, that it may lead you to eternal life." The catechumen is then introduced into the Church, and the priest touches the ears and nose of the infant with spittle, saying, "Ephphatha, be opened." That is, may your ears be open to hear and receive the words of eternal life, and your nose to smell the sweet odour of sanctity. The Church, says St. Charles, "demands that every one who is baptized should hear the voice of God and His commandments, and that the doctrines of Christ, entering through the ears, should go down into the heart, and smell as a sweet perfume." The nose is touched with spittle, ad discernendum bonum odorem a malo, sanam doctrinam a corrupta, that it may know to discern a good odour from a bad one, that is, a sound doctrine from an heretical one.—Mgr. Guérin, *Vies des Saints*, vol. xvi. p. 519.

**St. Attalus heals a cut thumb, and cures a child with saliva (A.D. 627).** A monk working in a field about half a league from the monastery of Bobbio, cut off the thumb of his left hand, and applied to the abbot to heal the wound. St. Attalus sent a man to search for the thumb, and anointing it with spittle, replaced it on the hand. It instantly attached itself, and the monk used it as if it had never been cut at all. St. Attalus in the same way cured an infant which had been given over by the doctors. Jonas, a Scotchman, mentions both these miracles, and adds that he knows they are true, as he was himself an eye-witness of both of them.—Jonas, a Scotchman, and disciple of St. Attalus, *Life of St. Attalus*.

**Spittle kills a dragon.** Sozomenus tells us of a saint named Donatus (not St. Donatus, bishop of Arezzo, but another of the same name) who slew a dragon by "signing the sign of the cross, and spitting into the dragon's mouth."

**St. Francis of Paula makes two eyes and a mouth with his spittle (A.D. 1416-1507).** One day a child which was born without eyes or mouth was taken to St. Francis of Paula. St. Francis marked with his spittle the spots where these features ought to have been, then making the sign of the cross, the infant became instantly possessed of two most brilliant eyes and a model mouth.

**St. Hilarion cures a blind woman with his spittle.** A woman who had been blind for ten years, and had spent all her substance on physicians without receiving any benefit from their prescriptions, was at last brought to St. Hilarion. "Woman," said the hermit to her, "if you had spent your substance on the poor, Jesus Christ would have cured you." He then anointed her eyes with spittle, and immediately her sight was restored.—St. Jerome, *Vita St. Hilarionis Eremita* (A.D. 890); Nicephorus Callistus (died 1650), *Ecclesiastical History*.

**St. Peter II., archbishop of Tarentaise, cures with his spittle a blind boy (A.D. 1108-1174).** When St. Peter II., archbishop of Tarentaise, was at Chaumont, on the confines of Normandy, he was met by Henry II. of England and Louis VII. of France. In the immense crowd was a woman, leading by the hand her son, who was quite blind. She tried in vain to force her way to the thaumaturgist; but, finding this impossible, she cried with a loud voice, beseeching him to heal her son. The saint bade the lad come forward; then, wetting his fingers with spittle, he rubbed them across the sightless eyes, making on them the sign of the cross. The kings and princes watched anxiously the result. All of a sudden the boy exclaimed. "Hurrah! hurrah! I see my mother, I see the trees, I see men and women, I see everything." All the crowd was ravished. The mother, beside herself with joy, fell
came to Jerusalem certain wise men who had seen His star in the east.

A star seen at the birth of St. Ambrose of Siena (A.D. 1220). The same day that St. Ambrose of Siena was brought into the world, two other saints were born of great note, viz. St. Thomas Aquinas and St. James of Menavie. The day was marked by three bright stars seen at midday, "qui renfermaient chacun un religieux de St. Dominique, pour montrer que ces trois hommes étaient destins du ciel à clarifier le monde par la lumière de leur doctrine."

Ambrose was born at Siena in Tuscany; Thomas Aquinas at Bologna in Calabria, according to Bonetus and at Aquino in Calabria, according to the Bollandists; and James of Menavie was born at Elstignano in Calabria, April 16, A.D. 1220.

A flame of fire seen on the house-roof when St. Francis of Paula was born (A.D. 1416). St. Francis of Paula was the child of prayer, being born, like Isaac, Samson, Samuel, and John Baptist, when the mother was past the age of childbearing. His parents invoked St. Francis of Assisi for this blessing, and when their prayer was answered they recognized the grant by calling his name Francis. At the moment of his birth a flame of fire, like a lamp, was seen burning on the roof of the house. And this house has since been converted into a chapel, where the Minims of Paula celebrate the "sacrifice of the mass."—The Bull and other Documents of the Canonization (collected by Père Giry).

Stars honour St. Theresa at death (sixteenth century). It pleased the Lord to show forth the holiness of St. Theresa by signs and wonders. For example: At the moment of her death, a certain religious woman saw two stars descend upon her cell. Another sister saw a bright star shining over the monastery, and one at the saint's chamber window. A religious woman of Valladolid saw the heavens open, and a glorious path prepared, reaching from earth to heaven, by which her soul ascended into paradise. A prioress of Segovia smelled at the same time an odour exceeding in sweetness any earthly perfume. Another sister saw a white dove issue from the mouth of the deceased, and fly upwards till lost to sight. All the convent saw a great light, and smelled a sweet odour.—John (of the Order of Jesus), Life of St. Theresa.

Star at Birth or Death; Guiding Star.

**Matt. ii. 1-11.** When Jesus was born, there at the saint's feet, kissing them, and bathing them with their tears. The king of France fell prostrate before the boy, adoring the power divine, kissed the boy on his forehead, eyes, and cheek, and then put into his hand a rich offering.—Geoffrey (abbot of Hautecome), Life of Peter II., etc. (written nine years after his death by order of pope Lucius III.).

St. Valericy cures many with his spittle (A.D. 619). "On ne finirait pas si on voulait raconter combien St. Valericy guérir de maladies en faisant sur eux le signe de la croix, on en les trottant de la salive."—Besançon (1864), Les Saints de Franche Comté.

Vespasian cures a blind man with spittle. Tacitus (Annals, bk. i. ch. 3) records many miracles done by the emperor Vespasian. "Many miracles," he says, "happened at Alexandria, manifesting the favour of the divine powers towards Vespasian. For example: a man of Alexandria, known to be blind, cast himself at the emperor's feet, begging him, with tears, to spit upon his eyes. Another, who was maimed, besought Vespasian to stamp upon his hand. Both these things being done, 'statim conversa ad usum manus, et caco reluxit dies,' the maimed man recovered the use of his hand, and the blind man the speculation of his eyes." Tacitus adds, "These things are testified to this day by eye-witnesses, to whom a falsehood could be of no advantage."—Tacitus, History, bk. iv. 81; Suetonius, Vespasian, viii.

There can be no doubt that spittle was considered a charm by Jews, Greeks, Romans, and many other ancient nations. We trace it among the Indians, Egyptians, Africans, etc., and find that it still exists among our own people. Probably the "eye-salve" referred to in Rev. iii. 17 is spittle. Tacitus says, "Truce on my breast I spilt to guard me safe from fascinating charms." Pliny tells us that spittle "averte witchcraft," and was "once deemed a specific for ophthalmia" (Hist. iv. 7). And Sir Thomas Browne mentions among "vulgar errors" the notion that "spitting spittle will kill snakes, and is an antidote to the poison of serpents." Periplus (Sartre li. 33) informs us that nurses were wont to spit on new-born infants for luck; when Mahomet was born, his grandfather Hassan "did spit in the child's mouth" (History of the Saracens, li. 84); and Park tells us that the priest, when a Mandingo child is born, "spits three times in its face for luck." We all know that boys spit on gift-money for luck; fishwives for the same reason, "spit on their hands," and boxers on the palms of their hands. Among the [Roman] Catholic ceremonies of baptism one of them is "to touch the nostrils and ears of the child with spittle.

Bale, in his Introd. (1563), makes Idolatry say—
I can work wiles by battle;
If I but once (once) do spittle,
I can make cornes and cattle
That they shall never thrive.

**Star at Birth or Death; Guiding Star.**
If the soul of St. Theresa flew out of her mouth in the form of a dove, and took its flight direct to heaven, what was the use of the path prepared, and reaching from earth to heaven? The light seen in the convent and the sweet odour may be accounted for by the custom of lighting candles and burning incense.

St. John the Silent sees and follows a guiding star (A.D. 454–558). St. John was bishop of Colonia, in Armenia, but, longing for retirement, his mind was greatly troubled between duty and inclination. One night while engaged in prayer, lifting his eyes to heaven, he saw a bright star in the form of a cross, and heard at the same time a voice in the air which said to him, “If you would be saved, follow this star.” He instantly rose, followed the star, and was conducted to the cells of St. Sabas, in Palestine, called “The Great Laura.” Here he was received, and employed at first in fetching water and carrying stones for the builders of a new hospital. Afterwards, he was promoted to the duties of receiving and entertaining strangers; and then he was allowed a separate hermitage.—Cyril (a monk), Life of St. John the Silent.

A fauza is a kind of village of separate cells. The difference between a monastery and laura is this: in a monastery the monks live under one roof, and meet together at meals and canonical prayers; but in a fauza they live separately, each in his own hut, cave, or cell.

St. Solangia had a star night and day which directed her in all things (A.D. 880). Every night and day a star appeared over the head of St. Solangia to guide her in all her ways, “a lamp unto her feet, and a light unto her path.” This star advertised her to the hour of orison or psalmody. In fact, it seemed “comme si la lumière, qui invitait autrefois les saints rois Mages à aller reconnaître et adorer Jésus-Christ, eût été reproduite pour favoriser cette sainte bergère, et lui indiquer les précieux moments auxquels le divin Epoux demandait ses adorations.” In Christian art St. Solangia is represented as a shepherd with a star above her head.—Alet, Vie de Ste. Solange, p. 18, etc.

Stephen’s Vision. (See VISIONS.)

Acts vii. 55, 56. When Stephen was about to be stoned, he looked steadfastly into heaven, and saw the glory of God, and Jesus standing on the right hand of God, and said, Behold, I see the heavens opened, and the Son of man standing on the right hand of God.

St. Attalus, at death, saw the heavens open (A.D. 627). When St. Attalus was dying, he cried out, “Behold, I see the heavens opened, and a seat prepared for me in the presence of the Majesty on high.”—Les Petits Bollandistes, vol. i. p. 106.

St. Wulsin, bishop of Sherborne, Dorsetshire, saw Jesus standing at God’s right hand (A.D. 988). When St. Wulsin was on the point of death, he exclaimed, saying, “I see the heavens open, and Jesus standing at the right hand of God.” This he uttered without faltering, and then gave up the ghost.—Matthew of Westminster, De Gestis Pontificum Anglorum, bk. ii.

Stones made Bread. (See “Bread made a Stone”—CHURLISHNESS.)

Matt. iv. 3. If Thou be the Son of God, command that these stones be made bread.

Psalm lxxviii. 25. Man did eat angels’ food.

A flower converted into bread. A nobleman of Maille, having lost his way in a chase, came to the cell of Jeanne Marie de Maille, and asked if she could give him a morsel of food. “Messire chevalier,” she replied, “of bread or other food I have none, but may it please you to accept this flower?” A flower, he thought, was but poor repast for a hungry man; nevertheless he took it graciously, stuck it in his bonnet, and rode on. He had not gone far when he was struck with the unusual weight of his cap, and, taking it off, perceived three small loaves of bread growing on the stem of the flower; they were very delicious in flavour, and on arriving at his château he recorded how Jeanne Marie had given him angels’ food.—Père de Boisgautier (her confessor), Life of Jeanne Marie de Maille.

(See ROSA, pt. ii., “Bread converted into Roses.”)

Sun Submissive to the Saints.

Josh. x. 12. The sun and moon stood still, at the bidding of Joshua, that he might complete his victory over the five allied kings who made war against the Gibeonites.

2 Kings xx. 3. The sun went back ten degrees to lengthen the days of the life of Hezekiah.

Psalm civ. 4. His ministers a flaming fire.

Joshua’s miracle of the sun and moon. I am well aware of the dangerous ground they tread who attempt to suggest any interpretation of Scripture different to what is usually received; but of late many inroads have been made, and though at first discredited, are now universally admitted: witness the movement of the earth, which brought Galileo into trouble, and the Mosaic cosmogony, which geology has compelled all men to
modify. I have ventured to suggest a rendering of "Samson and the Jawbone" (p. 281), and would now, with all diffidence, hint at a rendering of the sun and moon miracle in the Book of Joshua. These new renderings in no wise touch upon the subjects of inspiration and miracles, but simply upon that of translation or interpretation. I admit, at starting, that ver. 14 is a difficulty, but probably not insuperable, as I hope to show.

What I would suggest is this: That the incident recorded in 2 Kings xviii. 17-40, respecting Elijah and the prophets of Baal, gives the true key of interpretation. The five kings mentioned by Joshua (ver. 8), like most if not all the people amongst whom the Israelites were about to dwell, were worshippers of the sun and moon, under the names of Astaroth, Astarté, Baal, or some other name; and Joshua might wish to show the Israelites, on their first entrance into the land, how powerless are such false gods. If this was his purpose, his words (ver. 12) might be paraphrased thus: "These men against whom you are fighting put their trust in the sun and moon, but I will show you the impotence of such a trust. I, a man, will command these gods of theirs to stand still, and not come to the aid of their worshippers. "Sun and moon, stand still, I command you. Sun, stand thou still upon Gibeon. Moon, stand thou still upon Ajalon, while the children of Israel, the worshipers of the true God, pursue thy votaries to Beth-horon and Makkedah." So the sun stood still, and was not to the help of his worshippers, and the moon moved not to succour her devotees, and all Israel saw how powerless were such false deities as Astaroth and Astarté (sun and moon); and when they saw the idolaters struck down on all sides, they could not but exclaim, as the people cried in the days of Elijah, 'The Lord, He is God! the Lord, He is God!'" By this rendering, an enormous difficulty, far beyond that of a mere miracle, is got over; and the people would be taught a most useful lesson—not to forsake the God which Moses taught them to worship, for the false gods of the people amongst whom they were henceforth about to live.

"So Astaroth and Astarté stood still, and came not to the help of the five kings, while Israel avenged themselves upon their enemies, who trusted to these false deities. Is not this written in the Book of Jasher?" This last clause and ver. 14 were not, of course, written by Joshua, but, like the close of ver. 9, ch. iv., and ch. xxiv. 29-38, etc., were added by some subsequent editor or commentator. Of course, Joshua could not have written the words (ver. 14) "there was no day like that before it or after it," for it would have been nonsense for Joshua to have said so. This verse, therefore, does not belong to the original text, and need cause no difficulty.

(As I said at the beginning, I do not wish to dogmatize—far from it; I merely wish to hint what appears to be a not improbable solution of an enormous difficulty.)

St. Deicola, an Irish saint, hangs his cloak on a sunbeam (seventh century). Weishardt cruelly ill-treated St. Deicola, but soon afterwards fell sick; and his wife, thinking his sickness a punishment for his ill-treatment of the hermit, sent for him. Deicola, mindful of the Christian precept of returning good for evil, hastened to the sick man. The day was very sultry, and the hermit stripped off his mantle. When the servants of Weishardt offered to take it from him, Deicola said to them, "Menservants and maidservants serve men and women, but the servants of God are served by God's servants." So saying, he threw his mantle on a sunbeam, and there it remained securely hung till he had finished his interview, and was about to leave the house.—Baring-Gould, Lives of the Saints, vol. i. p. 282. (See the Roman Martyrology, Jan. 18.)

St. Goar, the hermit, hangs his cloak on a sunbeam (A.D. 675). St. Goar was sent for by Rusticus, bishop of Trèves, who had assembled a large number of his clergy in his palace, with intent of reproving the recluses for violating the rules laid down for the observance of hermits. The first thing the hermit did on his entry into Trèves was to enter the church, and commend himself to the care of the Almighty. He then went to the bishop's palace, "avec une gravité et une modestie angeliques." Taking off his outer garment, he hung it on a sunbeam, "qu'il prit pour une barre ou une corde." The bishop, far from being influenced by this prodigy, accused the hermit of magic, and reproved him sharply for being in league with the devil. St. Goar appealed to God to vindicate him from this charge. At this moment a clerk entered the palace,
pair of gloves on a sunbeam (A.D. 1667),
While St. Robert, abbot of Casa Dei, was
preaching at Avignon, two giddy young
men began tossing their gloves about as
a ball, and distracting the attention of
the audience. In one of the tossings,
St. Robert caused the gloves to catch on
a sunbeam, and hang there too high for
the young men to reach them, till the
service was over.—Acta Sanctorum
(Bollandists), April 24.

This is a very favourite miracle of the saints, and
recorded of the following, among others.—Airme of Altalde,
Amahile (whose day is Oct. 18), Bridget (Feb. 1), Cunegunda
(July 31), Outhman (Feb. 8), David abbot of Sweden
(July 14), Deols of Ireland (Jan. 16), Florence (Nov. 7),
Goar (July 6), Gudula (Jan. 6), Hildesbert of Maur (May
27), Leonora (July 1), Lucanac (Nov. 30), Odo of Urgel
(July 7), Robert of Casa Dei (April 31), Utho of Meven, etc.

In all these cases there must of necessity be a double
miracle. Not only the sunbeam sustains the cloak, but it
also stays in the same place. Any one with the slightest
observation must know that the sun shining through a
window soon moves beyond these cases the miracle of Joshua:
"Sun, stand thou still," was repeated,
not to discomfit an allied army, but to act the part of an
ordinary clock-keeper.

This very common "miracle" seems extraordinary to
us Europeans, but any one who has been in India must
have seen a man throw up a rope into the air, and then
climb up the rope, grasping it with his hand, and descend-
at last in blue space. This "rope trick" is as common
as the "mango trick" or "basket trick." It may be
astonishing, but it is only a trick and not a miracle.

Susanna and the Elders.

Susanna and the elders. Susanna, the
wife of Joachim, was very beautiful, and
two elders fell in love with her. One
day, as she went to bathe, they came
upon her, and swore, if she refused to
gratify their passion, they would accuse
her of adultery; and this, by the Jewish
law, would be death to her. However,
Susanna refused, and the two elders
raised a great clamour, which brought her
maidens to see what was the matter.
Then said the elders, "We saw a young
man enter the bath-room, and rushed
forward to seize him, but he contrived to
escape." When Susanna was taken before
the Sanhedrim, and the elders had stated
their charge, she was at once condemned
to death; but Daniel commanded to put
the two accusers apart, and one being
placed at the bar, Daniel said to him,
"Under what tree did you say you saw
the accused keeping company with a
young man?" "Under a mastic tree,"
was the ready lie. Being put aside, the
other elder was produced, and asked the
same question. "Under a holm tree,"
was his answer. Then cried the seventy
with a loud voice, rose from their seats
against the false accusers, and put them
both to death, for they had leagued together
to take away the life of a virtuous woman.

—Apocrypha (Susanna and the Elders),
St. Agnes protected by angels (A.D. 804). Procopius, the son of a Roman prefect, wanted to marry St. Agnes, a beautiful girl of thirteen, but Agnes told him she was Christ's bride, and could marry no other. Procopius fell sick, and the prefect, sending for Agnes, told her he would give her the choice of two things: to marry his son, or serve as a vestal virgin all the days of her life. Agnes replied she would do neither. As the bride of Christ she could not be given to another; and as the servant of the living God, she would not serve idols. The prefect then ordered her to be led naked through the streets, proclaimed as a strumpet, and left in a brothel to be abused by strangers. God sent His angel to avert all these evils. In the first place, He caused her hair to grow so long and thick that it covered her whole body like a mantle; and when she entered the brothel, an angel presented to her a white robe, whiter than any fuller could have whitened it; and the chamber was brilliantly illuminated with celestial light. Many entered the chamber with evil intent, but went away converts to the new faith. Last of all Procopius entered; and, walking up to St. Agnes, laid his hands on her; but instantly he fell down dead at her feet. When the prefect heard thereof, his heart was softened, and he implored Agnes to restore his son to life again. Agnes ordered all to withdraw, and then entreated God to resuscitate the young man. Her prayer was heard, and Procopius went home a chastened and a better man.

—St. Ambrose wrote her acts. (See his De Virginitate, bk. 1.)

A she-bear defends St. Columba from molestation (A.D. 274). Aurelian, finding that neither threats nor promises would induce Columba to forsake the religion of Christ, had her led in chains to the amphitheatre, to be confined there in a secret prison. Then, sending for a debauchee of a notoriously licentious character, he said, "Go to the secret prison of the amphitheatre, and there you will find a maiden whom I abandon to you." The young scapegrace went at once, and entered the prison. "Beware, young man," said Columba, "of the vengeance of God, and leave me, ere it is too late." Scarcely had she spoken, when a she-bear rushed into the prison, threw the young man to the ground, set its fore paw upon him, and looked towards Columba to know her will. Columba told it to do the man no harm; so, leaving him terribly frightened, it went and laid itself down at the door, to prevent any one from going out or coming in. Then said Columba to the young man, "Promise to become a Christian, or I will set the bear upon you." The young man promised to be baptized, and the bear allowed him to leave. (See St. Daria, below.)—L’abbé Brulé, Life of St. Columba.

This may be conversion in the eyes of the abbot Brulé, but I apprehend very few English readers will think so.

A lion defends St. Daria. The following is certainly one of the most romantic stories in the lives and martyrlogies of the [Roman] Catholic Church. Numerian, emperor of Rome, gave orders for Chrysanthus to be cast into the prison called "Tullianum," and his wife Daria to be sent to the common stews. God, however, changed the brothel into a holy chapel; and a lion, slapping his chain, broke from his den in the amphitheatre, entered the stews, and lay himself down at Daria’s feet, making to her signs that he would be her guardian and defender. Presently a young Roman entered, a bold, insolent fellow; but immediately he set foot in the room the lion knocked him down, and, setting one of its paws upon him, looked towards Daria to learn her will. Daria bade the beast do the gallant no harm, and then addressing the young man, she converted him to the Christian faith; and he, on leaving the chamber, went about Rome preaching the gospel, and telling the people there was no god but the God of Christians. When the keepers of the lion entered the stews with the intent of capturing the lion, it fell on them with fury, cast them to the ground, and held them there till it had received instructions from Daria. The holy woman preached to the terrified keepers Christ and Him crucified, and they also became converts, and faithful preachers of the Lord Jesus. Celerinus, the prefect, being informed of all this, caused a fire to be kindled about the house to consume the saint and the lion; but the lion, having received Daria’s permission and blessing, bowing down its head most reverently, passed through the flames, and walked peacefully through the crowded streets of Rome without molesting any one. [We are not told what ultimately became of this wonderful lion, nor how Daria escaped. That she did escape, however, is quite certain, as the biographer tells us she was at last buried alive under a pile of stones.] (See St. Columba, above.)—Verinus and Armenius (priests of St.
Stephen the pope) first wrote the lives of Chrisantus and Daria. Metaphrastés enlarged the biography, and both Usandus in his Martyrology and Surius in his Lives of the Saints (vol. v.) give full accounts of these favourite saints. They also stand in the Roman Martyrology.

St. Oringa delivered from evil men by St. Michael. St. Oringa, on her pilgrimage to Mount Gargano, was attacked at dusk by some men with a view of dishonouring her; but St. Michael flashed like lightning to her defence, and protected her till she arrived in safety at the place of her destination.—Acta Sanctorum (reprinted from the Life of St. Oringa by Silvianus Razzi).

Milton says—

So dear to Heaven is sainctly chastity,
That when a soul is found sincerely so,
A thousand liveried angels lackey her,
Driving far off each thing of sin and guilt.

Comus.

An angel protects St. Susanna from ravishers. Diocletian wanted Susanna to marry his adopted son Maximian; but she told him she had devoted herself to Christ, and could marry no man. Maximian, greatly disappointed, and determined to indulge his passion, introduced himself clandestinely into her chamber, intending to defile her; but an angel stood by her, and the chamber was lighted with such dazzling brightness that the prince fled aghast, and told the emperor. Diocletian treated the matter with ridicule, and sent Curtius to see into it; but Curtius returned more alarmed than the prince. The emperor declared the whole matter some devilish enchantment, and sent one of his lictors, named Macedonius, to put Susanna to death, if she refused to offer incense to Jupiter. Macedonius took an image of Jupiter with him, and commanded the damsel to offer incense to it; but the angel took the idol, and flung it out of the window into the street. So Macedonius, having scourged her as usual, cut off her head.—Acta Sanctorum.

It must be presumed, I suppose, that the lictor did not see the angel, but took it for granted that Susanna had thrown the idol into the street.

Temple a Den of Thieves.

Matt. xxi. 12, 13. Jesus went into the temple of God, and cast out all them that sold and bought in the temple, and overthrew the tables of the money-changers, and the seats of them that sold doves; and said unto them, It is written, My house shall be called the house of prayer; but ye have made it a den of thieves.

Old St. Paul's in the reign of Charles II, Besides booksellers, there were sempstresses, tobacco merchants, vendors of fruit and provisions, Jews and general dealers, all of whom had stalls within the cathedral, and all of whom were making preparations for the business of the day. Shortly afterwards, numbers who came for recreation and amusement made their appearance, and, before ten o'clock, Paul's Walk (as the cathedral nave was termed) was thronged with apprentices, rufflers, porters, water-bearers, higgilers with baskets on their heads or under their arms, fishwives, quack doctors, cutpurses, bona robas, merchants, lawyers, and serving-men who came to be hired, and who placed themselves near an oaken block attached to one of the pillars, called the "Serving-man's Log," from the use it was put to. Some of the crowd were smoking, some laughing, others gathering round a ballad-singer who was chanting licentious ditties. Some were buying nostrums; while others were paying court to damsels, many of whom were masked. Everything seemed to be got within the sacred edifice except devotion. Here, a man, mounted on the carved marble of a monument, bellowed forth the news of the Dutch war; while another, not far from him, announced from a bench the number of those who had died on the previous day of the pestilence. There, at the very font, was a usurer paying over a sum of money to a gallant, who was sealing the bond for thrice the amount of the loan. Elsewhere, a party of choristers, attended by a troop of boys, were pursuing one who had ventured into the cathedral booted and spurred, and were demanding spur-money. An admirable picture of this curious scene has been given by bishop Earle, in his Microcosmographia, published in 1629. "Paul's Walk," he writes, "is the land's epitome, or you may call it the lesser isle of Great Britain. It is more than this, it is the whole world's map, which you may here discern in its perfectest motion, jostling and turning. It is a heap of stones and men with a vast confusion of languages; and, were the steeple not sanctified, nothing could be liker Babel. The noise in it is like that of bees, a strange humming or buzzing, mixed of walking, tongues, and feet. It is a kind of still roar, or loud whisper. It is a great exchange of all discourse, and no business whatsoever but is here astir and afoot. It is the synod of all parts politic joined, and laid together in most serious posture; and
they in parliament are not half so busy with the affairs of the nation as the praters in Paul’s Walk. It is the general mint of all lies, which are here coined, stamped, and uttered. All inventions are emptied here, and not a few pockets. The best sign of the Temple in it is, that it is the thieves’ sanctuary, who rob more safely in a crowd than in a wilderness, while every pillar is a bush to hide them. It is the other expense of the day, after plays and taverns; and men have still oaths left to swear here. The principal inhabitants are stale knights and captains out of service, men of long rapiers and short purses, who, after all, turn merchants here, and traffic for news. St. Faith’s Chapel and the crypt, with many other secret chambers in the walls, are ordinary receptacles of stolen goods, and serve as brothels for the libertine.”


Temptations.

Matt. iii. Before Christ began His public ministry, He fasted forty days in the wilderness of Judaea, and was tempted by the devil. The temptations were: (1) to satisfy His hunger by turning stones into bread; (2) to establish His fame by casting himself down from a pinnacle of the temple in the sight of the people, who would at once acknowledge Him, if He received no injury by the fall; (3) to establish His kingdom by making a league with the devil as His overlord. Christ resisted all the temptations; whereupon Satan left Him, and angels came to minister to Him.

Eve was tempted: (1) By the “lust of the flesh;” she saw that the fruit was good for food; and to make stones good for food was Christ’s first temptation. (2) By the “pride of the flesh;” the devil said to her, “You are wise;” and the vain-glory of casting Himself down from the pinnacle of the temple was the second temptation of Jesus Christ. (3) By the “lust of the eyes;” Eve saw that the fruit was pleasant to the eyes; and Satan showed Christ the glory of the kingdoms of the world as His third temptation, and promised to give them to Him if He would fall down and worship him.

The three temptations of St. Antony the Great (fourth century). After Antony had sold all he possessed, and had given the proceeds to the poor, he retired into a wilderness, where he was tempted by the devil: (1) by the love of money; (2) by the lust of vain-glory; and (3) by carnal lust. In all these temptations he prevailed, as Christ had set him an example. In the first temptation Satan tried to impress upon the young recluse a vivid remembrance of the wealth he once enjoyed, and to stir up regret for its loss. In the second temptation the devil tried to arouse his self-conceit or self-complacency at the great sacrifice he had made for Christ. “I have left all to follow Thee.” In the third temptation Satan stirred up the young man’s blood, and tortured him with the lust of the flesh. Being foiled in all these temptations, the devil assumed the form of a black child, and said to Antony, “Young man, I have prevailed over many, but must confess myself discomfited by you.” “Who art thou?” demanded Antony. “The Spirit of Impurity,” was the reply. This was St. Antony’s first contest and first victory over the powers of darkness.

—St. Athanasius, Life of St. Antony the Great.

The three temptations of St. Julian, bishop of Cuenca (A.D. 1207). Eve was tempted by the lust of the flesh, the lust of the eyes, and the pride of life. Being tempted, she fell. Jesus Christ was tempted by the same allurements, and, being tempted, resisted to the last. St. Julian was also tempted by the same three tests: the lust of the appetite; the pride of life; and the lust of the flesh. Being hungry, the devil set before him a table of the most appetizing foods and drinks; but St. Julian would none of them. Being very charitable, and in need of money to support his charities, the devil offered him gold and silver galore, and flattered him by the suggestion that the money was not for himself but for others, especially the poor and needy; but Julian saw at once through the sophistry, and manfully refused the offer. Then came the last temptation, the lust of the eyes. He was quite alone, no one would see him, and a troop of naked women appeared in his cell; but the man of God was proof against the seduction, and, holding up the cross, the phantoms fled.—Bollandus, Acta Sanctorum, vol. ii. Jan. 26.

The tempter was not very skilful, or he would have known that your true sportsman infinitely prefers the hare that has given him a good run, to the one that yields itself a voluntary sacrifice. The bishop in his Choice of Hercules was far wiser, who describes the enchantress Pleasure thus:—

Her robe betrayed
Through the clear texture every tender limb,
Heightening the charms it only seemed to shade.

St. Macarius, tempted in his hunger, resists the temptation (A.D. 806–895). St. Macarius being in the desert, extremely enfeebled and faint from long abstinence, the tempter came to him and said, “Since you are the favoured servant of God, ask Him to send nourishment to recruit your strength, that you may be the better able to serve Him.” Macarius
replied, "God Himself is my strength and my glory; and it is written, 'Thou shalt not tempt the Lord thy God.'" The devil then left him, but only to transform himself into a camel laden with loaves of bread. Macarius, suspecting the deception, fell to the earth in prayer, and immediately the phantom camel and its load vanished into thin air. — Les Petitsollandistes (1880), vol. i. Jan. 2.

St. Waltruda tempted by the devil (A.D. 626-686). Waltruda was the wife of Madelgaire, count of Hainault, and the mother of four children. Two years after the death of her husband she retired from the world, and lived in a little cell at Castleplace, now Mons. Here the devil for a time greatly tormented her; sometimes setting before her eyes the luxuries and honours she enjoyed as countess of Hainault, and which she might still enjoy, if she would return to her proper home. At other times, he pictured to her the love of her children, the affection of her husband, the delights of social life, with plenty and rank, and all the domestic comforts she once enjoyed. Then again he would draw with exaggerated outline the horrors of solitude, its privations, its dangers, its temptations. Sometimes he would present himself before her as a man, and even touch her; but by prayer, by fasting, tears, macerations, and the sign of the cross, she firmly resisted, and finally overcame. — Molan, Abridged Lives of the Saints of Flanders.

James says (I. 14), "Every man is tempted, when he is drawn away of his own lust, and enticed. The devil, in this example, looks very like the lingering recollection of former times, mingled with regret. The human form seems to be some familiar acquaintance who tried to persuade Waltruda to return, perhaps even to marry again.

The Plague of Milan (A.D. 1630). A Milanese told Ripamonti, saying, "While I stood in front of the cathedral, I saw a chariot drawn by six white horses, and followed by a numerous attendance. In the chariot sat one of princely demeanour, though his dark, deep-burnt complexion, his long floating hair, the fire of his eyes, and the threatening expression of his lips gave such an air to the countenance as I never saw before on any mortal face. The stranger stopped his chariot and bade me mount. I could not but obey, and the chariot carried me to a house where I saw many strange and wonderful things. In one part thick flashing lightning dispelled the darkness, and I saw a spectral senate holding their meeting. There were vast empty chambers and extensive gardens. The charioteer, after showing me many sights which well excited my curiosity, took me to his treasury, and promised to give me all I saw, if I would bow the knee to him and do his bidding. I positively declined, and was suddenly transported back to the spot where I was taken up." — Ripamonti, De Peste Mediolani, p. 17.

In this plague 160,000 had died in three months.

Tobit buries the Dead.

Tomm l. 16-21; ii. 7.8. Tobit was wont to give alms to his brethren; and if he saw any of his nation dead, and cast behind the walls of Nineveh, he buried them. He also buried those slain by Sennacherib. On the Feast of Pentecost, his son told him of a Jew who had been strangled, and cast out in the marketplace. Then Tobit left the feast untasted to go and bury the dead, but his neighbours mocked him, and said, This man is not afraid to be put to death for this matter. He fled away, but lo! he buried the dead again.

Burrying the dead, in the Roman Catholic Church, is one of the "Seven Spiritual Works of Mercy" (see Index); and this will account for the extraordinary care taken by medieval Christians to bury martyrs. The ancient Egyptians made the want of interment a post-mortem punishment for crimes of unusual atrocity. The Jews treated dead bodies with marked respect, and Tobit evidently made it a special business and work of mercy. The ancient Greeks looked upon neglect to bury the dead as a crime of the deepest dye; and every one who has read Horace will call to mind the last two lines of his ode about the shipwrecked Archytas (bk. i. ode 25)—

Quasquam festinas, non est mora longa; lloebit
Incorrecter pulvere, curras.

See also Virgil, Aeneid, bk. vi. lines 563.

The lords Abdon and Sennen bury many dead. St. Abdon and St. Sennen were two Persian nobles, in the reign of Decius, emperor of Rome, and were Christians. Decius, having obtained a great victory, thought to show his gratitude to the gods by a sacrifice of their enemies, the Christians; so he put many of them to death, and forbade any one to bury them. The lords Abdon and Sennen, disregarding this prohibition, buried all who were put to death for the faith’s sake. When Decius heard thereof, he was exceedingly angry, and commanded the two noblemen to be brought before him. "Why have you dared to break our imperial edict?" said Decius. "I have strictly charged that none shall honour those who suffer death for dishonouring our immortal gods. Your disobedience of my proclamation shows me you are yourselves in the same vile ways." Abdon and Sennen answered with firmness and modesty: "True, O king, we have
A pillar of fire sits on the head of St. Bright (A.D. 456–523). St. Bright or Bride, the patron saint with St. Patrick of Ireland, was the natural daughter of Duplic and a slave. When she took the veil, the bishop Mel, who gave it her, declared that he saw a pillar of fire settle on her head. She had lost an eye, but when she fell prostrate and kissed the step of the altar, she recovered her eye, “et son visage reprit sa première beauté, à laquelle Notre Seigneur ajouta encore un nouvel éclat, ne voulant pas que celle qui avait désiré pour son amour perdre la beauté de son corps, afin de conserver la pureté de son âme, demeurât avec la moindre difformité corporelle.” —Les Petits Bollandistes (7th edit. 1880), vol. ii. p. 184.

What Mr. Guérin alludes to is this: St. Brigit was so very beautiful that she was solicited in marriage by many, but she had vowed herself the bride of Jesus Christ, and, to put a stop to these constant offers of marriage, she prayed God to make her ugly. Her prayer was heard, “et par la perte d’un ceil, la sainte fille demeura si difforme qu’il ne se trouva plus personne qui parât de l’épouser.”

The Holy Ghost as a globe of fire descends on St. Gertrude (A.D. 626–699). One day, as St. Gertrude was in prayer before the altar of St. Sixtus, a globe of fire appeared on her head. It was seen by all the sisters, and signified that the Holy Ghost filled her soul with heavenly light.—Usuard, Martyrology, Acta Sanctorum (by one who was present at her funeral), March 17.

Jeanne Marie de Maille was enveloped with a globe of fire (A.D. 1382–1414). When Jeanne Marie de Maille ministered in St. Anne’s chapel, she prayed that God would vouchsafe to bestow on her some small spark of that heavenly fire which was so freely poured on the apostles on the day of Pentecost. Her prayer was answered, and a globe of fire encompassed her whole body, “et elle fut comme embrassée d’un tel amour, qu’on s’aperçut extérieurement des merveilles qui s’opéraient dans son âme.”—Père de Boisgautier (her confessor), Life of Jeanne Marie de Maille.

A pillar of fire descends on St. John of Matha at his ordination (A.D. 1160–1218). When St. John of Matha was ordained by the bishop of Paris, as the words were pronounced, “Receive the Holy Ghost,” the Spirit of God was seen to descend on the young priest, and settle on his head, like a pillar of fire. And when the host was elevated, his face seemed on fire, his eyes fixed, and his head surrounded by an aureola most

Tongues of Fire. (See Aureola.)

Acts ii. 1–3. When the day of Pentecost was fully come, [the disciples] were all with one accord in one place; and suddenly there came a sound from heaven as of a rushing mighty wind, and it filled all the house where they were sitting; and there appeared unto them cloven tongues like as of fire, and it sat upon each of them.

A globe of fire sits on the head of St. Aldegundis (A.D. 689). Three days before her death, a globe of fire descended from heaven, and sat on the head of St. Aldegundis; Christ also, with a troop of angels, was seen around the dying saint. When the globe of fire vanished, an admirable luminosity took its place, playing round the bed on which the saint was lying. All present saw it, and were astonished. At last the light hovered like a bird up into the sky; the soul of the saint had left her body, and her soul had returned to Him who gave it.—L’abbé Delbos, Life of St. Aldegundis.

buried those Christians put to death by thy decree, and we well knew your highness had forbidden any one to bury them. But we fear God, and honour Him above all the kings of the earth. Know, too, O imperial Caesar, that we are Christians, and not ashamed to confess it.” Decius ordered the two lords to be reserved in chains till he made his triumphal entry, and then to be led in his train as state prisoners, to deter others from following their example. This was done, and on the day of triumph, when Decius entered the senate-house, he commanded his two noble captives to sit for their offences by offering sacrifice to an idol of Mars placed before them by Claudius, the chief pontiff. This they refused to do, and were, therefore, cast to two fierce lions in the amphitheatre; but the lions offered them no sort of violence. Then the sword-players were set upon them, and hewed them to pieces.—Edward Kimesman (1623), Lives of the Saints (July 30, A.D. 253).

St. Odilo covers two dead children with his cloak (A.D. 962–1049). St. Odilo, abbot of Cluny, going one day to St. Denis, near Paris, saw two children lying in the road, killed by the cold. Dismounting from his horse, he stripped off his serge cloak, and, wrapping it round the dead bodies, buried them decently with his own hands.—Bollandus, Acta Sanctorum, vol. i. Jan. 1.
luminous. At the close of the service, the bishops present asked the young priest if he had seen a vision, when he replied, "I saw the angel of the Saviour, sitting on a cloud of glory. His face was brighter than the sun, his robes were white as snow, and he bore on his breast a cross of two colours, red and azure. At his feet I beheld two slaves laden with chains; one was a Moor, and the other a Christian. The hands of the angel were crossed, the right hand towards the Christian, and the left towards the Moor. That, father, is what I saw."—R. P. Calixte de la Providence, *Life of St. John of Matha.*

Flames of fire played round the cradle of [St.] John Nepomuck at birth (A.D. 1330). When John Nepomuck was born, marvellous flames of light played round him as he lay in his cradle, "pressing the gift of the Holy Spirit which would be bestowed on him, and that in due time he would be a light in the world, full of grace and truth."

Again. When he was thrown into the Moldau, by order of king Wenceslaus, for refusing to reveal the confessions of the queen, a fire played on the river, and a thousand stars lighted it. A stream of light also issued from the water, reflecting the glory of the martyr’s soul. The body slowly drifted down the stream, throwing off rays of light in all directions. In fact, a "troop of light" went before and followed after the body, as a funeral procession. All the city ran to see the prodigy, and Wenceslaus, terrified almost to death, fled into the country, forbidding any one to follow him.—*Acta Sanctorum* (Bollandists), May 16.

St. Elmo’s fire. St. Adelelm, bishop of Bruges, also called St. Elmo or Elesem (1100, etc.), started one dark and stormy night to visit Ranco, bishop of Auvergne. To guide him on his way, he lighted a candle, which he handed to his companion to carry, and bade him lead on. The candle was wholly unprotected by lantern or other covering, but though the wind blew in gusts and the rain fell in torrents, it burnt with a bright and steady light, a lamp unto their feet and a lantern to their path. From this, the electric lights seen before and after storms about mastheads are called "fires of St. Elmo." It will be remembered that the Roman poets not unfrequently refer to these corporants or comazants; a single flame they called Helen, and said it foretold that the worst of the storm was yet to come; if more than one luminous flame appeared, they called them Castor and Pollux, and said they signified that the worst of the storm was over. Horace refers to the latter—

> But when the sons of Leda shed<br>Their star-lamps on our vessel’s head,<br>The storm-winds cease, the troubled spray<br>Falls from the rocks, clouds haste away.<br>And, on the bosom of the deep,<br>In peace the angry billows sleep.<br>*Odes,* bk. 1. 12.

Thomas Chalkley, Dec. 1781, says he saw several of these corporants in his voyage from Barbadoes to Philadelphia. —*Journal.*

In 1696 Mons. de Forbin saw more than thirty of them on the vessel in which he was sailing.

For the legend of St. Elmo, see St. Rudolf (who died 1130), *Life of St. Adelelm.*

St. Elmo’s fires seen on land. Comazants are not unfrequently seen on land, also at the extremities of sharp metallic bodies, such as the lances of soldiers, the points of bayonets, and sometimes on the extreme branches of trees, the hair of the head, the ferrules of umbrellas, the rims of hats; the clothes, the nose, ears, and fingers. Sometimes they assume the form of fiery jets, sometimes of globes of fire. Occasionally, a crackling or hissing noise accompanies the phenomenon. Pliny, in his *Natural History,* mentions it, but the most interesting example is that of Iulus, the son of Aneas, when about to flee from Troy—

> manus inter mostorumque ora parentum<br>Ero levia summo de vertice visus Iuli<br>Fundens humen aper, tractaque innotia moll<br>Lambres flammas coma, et circum temporas paeci.<br>Nos parvi trepidare muta, crinemque flagrantes<br>Excitare, et sanctos restigues foentibus ignes.<br>*Aeneid,* bk. vii. v. 691, etc.

Last night I saw St. Elmo’s stars. With their glimmering lanterns all at play, Opened breaking on their captured sight Appeared the splendour of St. Elmo’s light. Hoole, *Orlando Furioso,* bk. ix.

A flame of fire on the lance of Poppo led to his conversion (A.D. 1048). When Poppo, in his youthful days, went to visit his intended bride, as he was riding with several retainers, night drew on, and suddenly a dazzling flash of light illumined him in a blaze of glory. As it faded away, he spurred his horse to greater speed, and then noticed that a flame burnt on the point of his spear. It was as though he rode bearing a tall church taper in his hand. Astounded at this "miracle," he reined in his steed, and, turning to his companions, said, "God calls me to another light." (See *St. Elmo’s Fire,* above.)—Everhelm,
Toucheing for the King's Evil

When the plague of leprosy is in a man, then he shall be brought unto the priest.

Luke xii. 12, 13. When Jesus was in a certain city, behold a man full of leprosy: who seeing Jesus fell on his face, saying, Lord, if Thou wilt, make me clean. And Jesus put forth His hand, and touched him, saying, I will: be thou clean. And immediately the leprosy departed from him.

Leprosy, like scrofula, is a skin disease, which corrupts the blood. The Jews regarded it as a disease sent from God, and looked to the priest rather than to the physician for its cure. Probably the priestly character of kings gave rise to the notion that their touch would cure the malady, subsequently referred to the "king's evil," that is, the malady which kings cure, as a prerogative of their office.

Calquhoun, in his Iris Rewinda, 1586, attributes the cure to natural magnetism; but this is absurd, why should it be the prerogative of kings more than of any other men?

The French generally attribute the virtue to a miraculous gift of St. Marcel, abbots of Corbeny; but if so, how could our English monarchs have pretended to it?

Others attribute the grace to the holy churms with which the French kings were anointed at their consecration. But this, again, will not apply to the kings and queens of Great Britain.

The writer in the English Cyclopaedia, referred to below, ascribes the gift to the right divine of royal succession, and therefore excludes William III from the divine right. But surely William the Conqueror was not by right divine the successor of Edward who preceded him. His only right was that of stronger battalions, and not of blood succession.

It seems to me that scrofula takes the place of Jewish leprosy, and the priestly claim of the kings of France and England is the real solution of the question.

St. Benedict says, "There are many points of resemblance between the two maladies. Probably the priestly character of kings gave rise to the notion that their touch would cure the malady, subsequently referred to the "king's evil," that is, the malady which kings cure, as a prerogative of their office."

Colquhoun, in his Iris Rewinda, 1586, attributes the cure to natural magnetism; but this is absurd, why should it be the prerogative of kings more than of any other men?

The French generally attribute the virtue to a miraculous gift of St. Marcel, abbots of Corbeny; but if so, how could our English monarchs have pretended to it?

Others attribute the grace to the holy churms with which the French kings were anointed at their consecration. But this, again, will not apply to the kings and queens of Great Britain.

The writer in the English Cyclopaedia, referred to below, ascribes the gift to the right divine of royal succession, and therefore excludes William III from the divine right. But surely William the Conqueror was not by right divine the successor of Edward who preceded him. His only right was that of stronger battalions, and not of blood succession.

It seems to me that scrofula takes the place of Jewish leprosy, and the priestly claim of the kings of France and England is the real solution of the question.

St. Benedict says, "There are many points of resemblance between the two maladies. Probably the priestly character of kings gave rise to the notion that their touch would cure the malady, subsequently referred to the "king's evil," that is, the malady which kings cure, as a prerogative of their office."

However, this can hardly be admitted, as it was during the reigns of Louis XIV. The French kings were in the royal office, and quite irrespective of the merits or demerits of the sovereign. This, however, was not the case with the English.

The English history and statistics of the king's touch. Brompton (1198) is the first author to ascribe the gift of touching for the "king's evil" to Edward the Confessor (1042-1066). Stow, in hisAnnales, gives an account of the first "cure." It was that of a young woman who had a disease about the jaws and cheeks "like kernels which they termed Akornes." He tells us that the king sent for a basin of water, and, dipping his finger therein, he frequently touched the parts affected, every now and then forming with the tip of his finger the mark of a cross. The persons to be touched were selected by the king's surgeon, and the number went on increasing every year.

Edward I. (1272) introduced the practice of giving a gold or silver medal, called a touch-piece, to the persons he touched. This fact is distinctly stated in the Records of the Tower. It is an error, therefore, to suppose that this practice began with Henry VII., as most writers assert. Dr. Johnson, in 1714, was the last person to receive a touch-piece. (See Imposition, p. 186.)

Queen Elizabeth (1558-1603) touched, but discontinued, as superstitious, the sign of the cross.

Charles I., in 1660, by a pompous proclamation, invited all who stood in need of a cure to repair to him "for the heavenly gift."

Charles II., between 1667 and 1682, touched above four thousand persons yearly for the king's evil.

William III. (1694-1702) made some pretensions to this gift of the right divine, but met with no great success; probably he wanted faith in his sacred power.

Anne, on March 30, 1714, touched as many as two hundred persons, among whom was Samuel Johnson, the future lexicographer, then thirteen months old.

He was sent up by Sir John Floyer, of Lichfield. Being asked, many years afterwards, if he had any recollection of the event, he replied, "I have a confused, but somehow a sort of solemn recollection, of a lady in diamonds and long black hood."

George I., in 1714, had the good sense to discontinue this folly; but "The Office for Touching" remained in the book of "Common Prayer" till 1719, when it was quietly dropped out, without Act of Parliament.

It was still continued by the Pretenders. Thus Thomas Carte (1686-1754) tells us, in his History of England, that one Christopher Lowell went to the court of the Pretender, held at Avignon, and received a cure, in 1716; and that when prince Charles Edward was at Holyrood House, he touched a child for the king's evil, in Oct. 1746. This instance is somewhat remarkable, as Charles Edward was at the time only "prince of Wales," and not "king" even by pretence.

The writer of the article "Scrofula," in the English Cyclopaedia, tells us that the power did not reside in Mary, Williams, or Anne, because they did not reign by right divine; but of all our sovereigns, the name of Anne stands out the most conspicuous for this silly superstition; and as for "right divine," one would have thought the absurdity had been buried in the tomb of the Capet with the last Pretender, Charles Edward.

French history and statistics of the king's touch. The kings of France laid claim to the gift of touching for the
TOUCHING FOR THE KING'S EVIL IN FRANCE.

king's evil, and that many years before
the reign of Edward the Confessor.
Probably it was Edward's residence in
France which put this nonsense into his
head, and introduced it into England.
Respecting the origin of the prerogative,
there are five persons pointed to by
writers on the subject: Clovis, St. Mar-
coul [Marculphus], Robert the Pious,
Louis le Gros, and St. Louis or Louis IX.

Mézerny distinctly asserts the gift was
conferred on Clovis at his baptism, in
496, and adds that the first person he
cured was his favourite Laninet.

In regard to St. Louis, we have proof
positive that Louis le Gros (1108-1187),
more than a century before his saintly
namesake, touched for the distemper; for
Guibert of Nogent, who died in 1124, in
his Vows of the Saints, writes, "I myself
have seen our seigneur king Louis le
Gros perform the usual prodigy. Yea,
standing at his side, I have seen more
than once, with my own eyes, persons
suffering from scrofula in the neck, and
others with similar sores in other parts
of the body, come in crowds to be
touched. The king made on them the
sign of the cross, and that was all. His
father, Philippe I. (1060-1198), possessed
at one time the same gift, but was
deprived of it on account of his evil
living."

As Louis le Gros performed "the usual
prodigy," of course the custom dated
before his reign or that of his father, who
"was deprived of the divine grace."
The general opinion is that the gift was
bestowed miraculously by St. Marcoul
[Marculphus] in the sixth century. -See
Benedict XIV., De Canonizaciones San-
torums, bk. iv. ch. 3, No. 21.

It is quite certain that all the kings of
France, from Louis IX. to Louis XIII.,
both inclusive, made a pilgrimage to
Corbeny before they attempted to touch
any one for the malady. It was cus-
tomary, after consecration at the cathed-
al of St. Remi, at Reims, to go on
pilgrimage to the abbey of Corbeny,
where the king was met by the monks
bearing the head of St. Marcoul. This
they placed reverently in the hands of
the king, and the king, carrying it
devoutly to the abbey church, placed it
on the high altar. Next day, after mass,
the scrofulous candidates were brought
forward, and the king touched every one
of them, making the sign of the cross,
and saying, "Le roi te touche, Dieu te
guerit." The persons touched then made

a novena, during which time they fasted,
and in this manner "innumérables mal-
des ont été guéris par les rois de France."

St. Louis (1226-1270) certainly made
a pilgrimage to Corbeny, after his con-
secration at Reims; and Guillaume de
Nangis, a contemporary, in his Life of
Louis, tells us that the pious king,
whenever he touched for the evil, "pour
la guérison desquels Dieu a accordé aux
rois de France une grâce singulière,"
always used the sign of the cross as he
uttered the prescribed words; but, he
adds, some of his predecessors omitted
the wholesome sign.

Philippe IV., le Bel (1284-1314), on
his death-bed, called his son, Louis le
Hutin, to his side, and taught him how to
touch; telling him at the same time
that God would not hearken to him if
he was an evil liver.-Dutillet, Recueil
des Rois de France.

Philippe VI., le Valois (1288-1350),
"cured" fourteen thousand persons of
the king's evil.

Louis XI. (1461-1483), like Philippe
I., was deprived of the prerogative for
his evil living. A pithy anecdote is told
about this king. After his attack of
apoplexy, he sent for St. Francis of
Pauila, who was very celebrated for his
miraculous cures, but suffered himself
from scrofula. The bargain was that
St. Francis should cure the king of his
apoplexy, and the king should touch St.
Francis for his strumous disease. We
are told that God, by special revelation,
directed St. Francis to go to Plessis les
Tourc, but when he reached the royal
palace, neither could the saint cure the
king, nor the king the saint.

Louis XII. (1498-1516), who "reconcil-
ced himself to God seven times a year
by confession," was accustomed, after
confession, to touch those brought to
him.-Seyssel, Histoire de Louis XII.

Francois I., in 1515, touched for the
distemper at Bologna, in the presence
of the pope; and, in 1542, he gave this
royal ordinance: "On our return from
Reims, we went to Corbeny, where we
and our predecessors have been ac cus-
tomed to make oblations, and pay
reverence to the precious relics of St.
Marcoul for the admirable gift of healing
the king's evil, which he imparted
miraculously to the kings of France, at
the pleasure of the Creator. The grace
we exercised in the usual way by touch-
ing the parts affected, and signing them
with the sign of the cross."
Henri IV. (1589–1610) touched and healed above fifteen thousand persons a year (guenze mille)!! so, at least, says Andre Larent, the king's physician and counsellor, in his book on this royal prerogative, published in 1609.

Louis XV. (1643–1715) was the first king since St. Louis (1226) who discontinued the pilgrimage to Corbeny. In the year of his consecration (1664) there was war in Picardy, and it was thought inadvisable to risk the life of the young king by so hazardous a journey. The relics of St. Marcelin were, therefore, brought to the abbey of St. Remi, at Reims; and, after mass, the young king touched, in the abbey garden, those presented to him to the number of two thousand and more. In 1666 he touched sixteen hundred sufferers.

Louis XV. (1715–1774). On the consecration of Louis XV., the relics of St. Marcelin were again brought to the abbey of St. Remi, at Reims.

Louis XVI. (1774–1793) thus writes: "Dear and well-beloved friends, we hoped to make our pilgrimage to Corbeny, after our consecration at Reims, following the example of our predecessors, but the intendant of the province of Champagne reports that the state of the roads and the great floods have rendered the journey impracticable. Unwilling, however, to omit any of the devotions observed by our predecessors, we have directed that the censer containing the head of St. Marcelin be brought to the abbey of St. Remi; and we will be there, on the fourteenth day of the month, to fulfil all that piety and charity require of us."

Charles X. (1824–1830). Charles X. was consecrated in 1825, when the head of St. Marcelin was again brought to Reims; and, after the neuromine, the king touched for the evil. (See the proces-verbal in the Ami de la Religion, vol. xiv., where every particular of the "cures effected" are set down in detail, and attested by Desgenettes of Notre-Dame des Victoires.)

Every English work I have seen, on the subject of "touching for the King's Evil," states that the practice was discontinued in England in 1714, but continued to be observed in France up to 1778. This is an error, as Charles X., in 1825, most certainly exercised the divine prerogative.

Trance, Ecstasy, etc. (See Vision.)

2 Cor. xii. 2–4. I knew a man in Christ (whether in the body, or out of the body, I cannot tell); such a one caught up to the third heaven, and heard unspeakable words.

Rev. i. 10. John, the divine, was in the Spirit on the Lord's day. And then was revealed to him the Son of man. In His glory, and commanded him to write to the angels of the seven Churches of Asia what was told him.

Rev. iv. 2. I (John) was in the Spirit, and beheld there appeared the throne of God in heaven, with elders and the heavenly host in adoration. Then was opened the book with seven seals, and afterwards were sounded the seven trumpets.

The Greek ecstatics. The Greek ecstatici were diviners, who used to lie in trances; and, when they came to themselves, gave strange accounts of what they had seen while "out of the body." The Neoplatonist notion was, that men had a capacity of passing beyond the limits of their own persons; and, when so exorcised, that they could acquire knowledge of the infinite and absolute, even of absolute truth. Pilate refers to this belief, when he asked Jesus in the judgment hall, "What is truth?"—what is that absolute truth which is removed above and beyond the shades of human opinion and fallible doubt? Man thus carried out of the body was no longer himself, but a disembodied spirit, which could identify itself with the Eternal Spirit, and could then see and know things pertaining to the world of spirits. This ecstasy, however, was neither to be attained nor continued by the will of man; but was wholly a gift of inspiration, higher and holier than that of poet or prophet. Epimenides, the Cretan, is reported to have remained entranced for seventy-five years. Plato (Politics, bk. x.) speaks of one Pamphilus, a Pherean, who lay entranced for ten days among the carcasses of men, and on waking up related what places he had seen in heaven, earth, and hell, and what was being done at each while he was present. Plutarch (Socres' demon) tells us it was reported of Hermodoros, the Klazomenian, that his soul would leave his body for several days and nights, travel over divers countries, and return. On waking he would give a minute description of all he had seen, and even hold discourse with persons far away. Unhappily, the body of Hermodoros was at last burnt, while his spirit was on one of its ecstatic wanderings. Many other stories of the same sort are mentioned in history.

St. Angelus of Acri had frequent ecstasies (1669–1789). Angelus of Acri had frequent ecstasies, but towards the
end of his life they increased in frequency. Six months before his death he returned to the convent of the Capucins, and lost his sight. He recovered it when he celebrated mass, and lost it again immediately the service was over.—Life of Angelo of Acri (1826, Rome).

The ecstasy and vision of St. Barontius the hermit (A.D. 700). While Barontius was in the abbey of Lonrey he fell into an ecstasy, and for a time seemed terribly distressed. It seemed as if he was in great pain, and his respiration was very difficult. Afterwards he quieted down, and those about him thought he was dead. Next day he awoke and cried, "Glory be to Thee, O God!" He then recounted to those present what he had seen. He said two devils took him by the throat, and tried to strangle him. This lasted till the hour of tierce, when the archangel Raphael came to his help, and, taking his soul out of his body, carried it up to heaven. There he saw many of the happy ones which he knew, and was taken before St. Peter, patron of Lonrey. The devils came and accused him of sins, and claimed him as their subject; but St. Peter, in his defence, pleaded that he had expiated his sins by almsgiving, confession, and penance. The prince of the apostles then commanded the devils to leave his presence, and bade two white ones see that they were shut up in hell. After a few words of advice from the judge, Barontius was carried back to his cell, and woke from his trance.—Les Petits Bollandistes, vol. iii. p. 642.

The trance of Sister Benedicta (A.D. 1698). In the fifty-second year of her age, on the day of the Assumption, 1698, Sister Benedicta was carried up to heaven in a trance by the Virgin Mary, whether in the body or out of the body she never knew; but, buoyed upwards on waves of light, harmony, and perfume, she traversed the different phalanxes of the happy celestials. The transtist tells us: "The most elevated circle is that of martyrs, arrayed in red; then come the virgins, dressed all in blue; then the other happy ones of inferior rank, whose raiments vary in tint and tinge according to their respective merits." Benedicta recognized two directors who had been dead for several years, and her own mother. She was going to speak to her, but the Virgin Mary led her away to show her other visous. At the close, the same angelic host which had carried her up to heaven brought her back again to her own cell. She was quite intoxicated with what she had seen, and for fifteen days could neither eat, drink, nor sleep.—Mgr. Guérin (chamberlain of pope Leo XIII.), Vies des Saints (1880), vol. v. p. 226.

(Mgr. Barnadon, bishop of Gap, is collecting much data as these to effect the canonization of Sister Benedicta, 1883.)

St. Catherine of Siena was subject to frequent ecasies (A.D. 1347-1880). St. Catherine of Siena, in her ecasies, sometimes tumbled into water, and sometimes into fire, but escaped unhurt. When she was at Pisa she had an ecstasy, and all thought she was dead; but after lying in this state a whole day she returned to life, and the first words she uttered were, "O my soul, unhappy thou!" Catherine then told the sisters she had been shown all the mysteries of the life to come, the glories of the saints, and the confusion of the impenitent. She had seen the Deity; she had seen St. Peter, who told her that her hour was not yet come—she must still a little longer show God’s judgments to man, and convert sinners from their evil ways. Not long after this she had another ecstasy, when she received in her body the five wounds of the Redeemer. (See STIGMATA.)—Vita Sanctorum (Bollandists), vol. iii. April 30.

Columba of Rieti had frequent ecasies (A.D. 1477-1501). Columba scourged herself thrice every night: once for her own trespasses; the second time for the conversion of sinners; and the third time for souls in purgatory. She passed nearly the whole night in prayer, and God favoured her with constant ecasies. Father Sebastian of Perouse, her confessor, makes the following statement:—

"One day while in prayer, Jesus Christ went through all His passions in her sight. She saw Him in the olive garden; she saw Him before Anna and Caphas; she saw Him before Pilate. When, however, she saw the Redeemer’s hands tied to the whipping-post, heard the sound of the lashes, and saw the blood flow, her anguish was so great, that she began to scourge herself in a similar manner. Her mother, hearing her screams, ran to her, and cried, ‘My child, what is the matter? Why kill yourself thus?’ But Columba, still in her ecstasy, neither heard the words nor made any answer.”

At another time, during the sacramen
of the Eucharist, she saw Jesus above the chalice, nailed to the cross, pale and dead. His side was pierced with the spear, His head crowned with thorns. She fell fainting to the earth; and, on recovering, said to her confessor, "Pray for me, my father, that God will spare me these sad visions, or I shall die of grief."

Sometimes, in her ecstasies, her soul quitted her body. One day her mother entered her chamber, and saw her daughter sitting on her altar, like one asleep. She lifted her down, in order to lay her on her bed, when all her limbs and head fell as if the body was lifeless. The mother thought she was dead, and screamed. Some of her neighbours came, and they also thought she was dead. All blamed the confessor, and accused him of murdering his victim by enforced abstinence and austerities. No doubt, in their irritation, they would have committed some breach of the peace; but all of a sudden the damsel revived.

Greatly longing to see the holy places connected with the Saviour's history on earth, Columba had an ecstasy which lasted five days, during which she was "led by the Spirit" to Jerusalem, and Christ showed her all the places consecrated by His life and death. It was Christmas Day, and she saw the Babe in the manger between an ass and an ox; the Virgin was there, and Joseph, and many angels singing the Gloria in Excelsis. It was the Epiphany, and she saw the star guiding the wise men." Her confessor, seeing a globe of fire above the house, came to learn the cause, and Columba told him she had just been shown the star of the Magi; it had filled the chamber with its light, and left behind a most ravishing perfume.—Life of the Beatiied Columba of Ricti.

The ecstasies of St. Flora (A.D. 1309-1347). St. Flora had frequent ecstasies, which often lasted a considerable time. One All-Saints' Day her soul was caught up to heaven, and remained out of her body for twenty-two days, but we are not told what visions were shown her in this long trance.—L'abbé Cyprien Lacarrière, Life of St. Flora.

The ecstasies of St. Francis of Assisi (A.D. 1182-1226). For the two years which St. Francis survived, after receiving the stigmata or marks of the passion on his body, he was very ill and very depressed in spirits. He was quite blind, but his mental vision was keener than ever, and God favoured him with frequent ecstasies, in which his spirit was caught up to the third heaven. Christ often came to bid him good cheer, showed him heavenly visions, and opened his ears to hear celestial music.

Again. On one occasion St. Francis went to dine with Sister Clara, and "made discourse so lofty and mysterious that all present fell into an ecstacy." The room where they were assembled seemed to be on fire. So the repast was a spiritual, not a corporeal one.—Chavin de Malin, Life of St. Francis of Assisi.

This looks very much like as if St. Clara had made a good blazing fire, and she, with all her guests, fell drowsy, and fell asleep.

St. Frodibert was caught up into the third heaven (A.D. 678). God accorded to St. Frodamert more than once to be caught up into the third heaven. On one of these occasions he was in conference with the abbot Theudecarius, when suddenly he was caught up, and heard the heavenly choir singing, "Holy, holy, holy, Lord God Almighty, which was, and is, and is to come." Ravished by the unspeakable melody, St. Frodamert implored that his companion might be permitted to share his divine ravishment, and it was granted him. It was by Theudecarius that this favour shown by God to St. Frodamert became known.—Camuzat, Promptuarium Sacrarum Antiquitatum. (Lupellius also wrote a Life of St. Frodamert.)

St. Fursy, during sickness, saw and heard the angelic choir. While St. Fursy was building his monastery at Burgh Castle, in Suffolk, he fell into a trance, and "quitting the body from evening to cockcrow, beheld the angelic choir, and heard them singing the celestial anthems."—Bede, Ecclesiastical History, bk. iii. ch. 19.

This might have been the delirium of fever, for Bede tells us he was "sick" at the time.

St. Fursy, in a trance, is shown the Holy Trinity (A.D. 650). St. Fursy, in a trance, was shown a revelation, like the apostle John in the island of Patmos. First several angels came and told him that the "four cries which consume the world and lose the souls of men, are: (1) infidelity to the promises made at baptism; (2) thirst for riches; (3) schism and the spirit of contention; and (4) disregard of the life to come." He then heard the trisagion sung: "Holy, holy, holy, Lord God Almighty, which was, and is, and is to come. . . . Thou art worthy, O Lord,
to receive glory and honour and power. Amen.” Then saw be, amidst the angelic host, the great Triune. It was a three in one, and a one in three—distinctly three, but with no shade of difference either in form, or voice, or brightness. St. Beodon and St. Meldan told him what the vision meant, and showed him things to come. Then saw he the spirit of a sinner from the bottomless pit, which God allowed to cast itself at the feet of St. Fursy, and to leave on his shoulders and jaw marks of fire, in punishment of his having accepted a garment which this usurer had in pawn.—Bede, *Ecclesiastical History.* (Reproduced by Ribadeneira in his *Flower of the Saints*; and many others.)

St. Fursy, we are told, prayed God that these marks might never be effaced, and they remained on him as long as he lived. Whenever he spoke to the monks about hell, he trembled fearfully, and the sweat rolled from him in a shower.

Gertrude of Ostend often encountered for several weeks together (A.D. 1558). Gertrude of Ostend was the daughter of a peasant, and was so fond of singing the hymn which begins, “The day He rose,” that it is called by her name. Gertrude is famed for her ecstasies, in which she sometimes remained rapt for six weeks or more, during all which time “she was a stranger to this earth.” When her spirit was caught up on these occasions, a ravishing “odour of sanctity” filled her chamber.—Bollandus, *Acta Sanctorum,* vol. i. Jan. 6.

The ecstasies of Brother Giles, companion of St. Francis of Assisi (A.D. 1209–1272). The spirit of Brother Giles held such frequent communion with God, that though in the earth he was not of it. His ecstasies were long and frequent. Whenever any one spoke to him about the elect of God, he fell into an ecstasy which lasted for hours, and sometimes days, on which occasions he lost all consciousness, and neither heard what was said to him, nor returned any answer. Gregory X. once sent for him, but he had scarcely entered into the presence of his holiness, when he fell into an ecstasy, and remained motionless, with his eyes raised to heaven. One day he said to the pope, a saint should always keep both eyes open—his right to look at things celestial, and his left to keep in order things on earth.—*Acta Sanctorum* (Bollandists), April 23.

The great trances of Ignatius Loyola (A.D. 1491–1556). Of all the divine favours bestowed on Ignatius Loyola, none were more remarkable than his ecstasies, which lasted eight days, beginning on Saturday evening and continuing till eight o’clock at night the Saturday following, during all which time his body was perfectly insensible. He was thought to be dead, and arrangements were made for his funeral; only a slight motion of the heart caused it to be delayed. He would never say what he saw in this ecstasy, and would never speak of it, except to his most intimate friends. His reticence greatly increased his reputation, for he was thought to be the possessor of a secret of the life to come unknown to others, which only his great modesty forbade him to make known.—*Acta Sanctorum,* July 31.

The trances or ecstasies of Jeanne Marie de Maillé (A.D. 1332–1414). One holy Thursday, as Jeanne Marie de Maillé was reading the Passion of Christ, she was ravished in ecstasies till the following morning. God transported her to paradise, and taught her to understand the greatness and the fall of Adam. She saw his return to paradise, and God revealed to her a perfect and clear knowledge of every event in the Old and New Testaments up to the time of the Passion.—Père de Boisgalbert (her confessor), *Life of Jeanne Marie de Maillé.*

St. John-Joseph de la Croix had frequent ecstasies (A.D. 1654–1784). St. John de la Croix had frequent ecstasies, in some of which his body was buoyed up as high as the ceiling of his cell. In others he was favoured with heavenly visions. In these ecstasies he was dead to all that passed around him; he neither saw, nor heard, nor felt anything; he remained as motionless as a marble statue, and his face grew bright as burning coals. Sometimes a glory of light encircled his head, and sometimes he held communion with the Virgin Mary. One Christmas Day Jesus Himself came to him as an infant, and was nursed in his arms for several hours. What is even more remarkable in these ecstasies is, that he was sometimes in two or more places at the same time.—Cardinal Wiseman, *Evangeline Demonstrations,* vol. xvi., of Mons. Migne.

The ecstasies of St. Joseph of Copertino (A.D. 1603–1663). The acts of the process of canonization refer to the ecstasies of St. Joseph of Copertino. He was constantly entranced. On one occasion the superior commanded him to return to himself, to leave the supernatural world for the world of this workaday life, and he instantly obeyed. He seemed
amazed that any one should think it strange to pass from earth to heaven, and from life to death, or back again. His ecstasies were a veritable absence from the body, a living death. He remained throughout in the same posture, whether sitting, kneeling, standing, or walking—his hands crossed, his eyes uplifted. No physical force had any effect on him. Sometimes he was pricked with needles, sometimes he was branded with hot iron, sometimes a torch or candle was held to his sides; but he showed no sign of feeling. One day he said to the cardinal of Lauria, "My brothers mock me for my ecstasies. They burn my hands, they break my fingers." And he showed the cardinal his blisters and broken fingers, but the cardinal only laughed. The cardinal asking him what an ecstasy was like, St. Joseph answered, "They seem like transports into a gallery full of the new and the beautiful, where, as in a glass, one sees the wonders which it may please God to show."—Dominic Bernini, Life of St. Joseph of Copertino.

The ecstasies of Father Livier de Ripa Transona (A.D. 1556–1598). Father Livier de Ripa Transona would remain long hours in ecstasy, having foretastes of heaven. In these trances not infrequently Jesus as an infant would appear to him, and sometimes the holy mother also. Father Livier often conversed with both freely, and felt how true it is that to die would be gain.—Les Petits Bollandistes, vol. xv. p. 16.

The ecstasies of St. Mary Magdalene of Pazzi (A.D. 1566–1607). Mary Magdalene of Pazzi, canonized by Clement X. (1670–1676), was noted for her ecstasies. After her novitiate she fell dangerously ill, and was taken to the infirmary, where she fell into an ecstasy, and her face became luminous and radiant as the sun. She remained an hour in this state; and for four successive days, after every communion, she was favoured with similar ravishments. Sometimes her ecstasies lasted an entire day, and the superiors appointed two sisters, as secretaries, to take down in writing what she revealed in these trances. Her revelations form a thick volume, which has received the approval of the Ordinary. In one of these ecstasies she cried out, "Lord, what wilt Thou have me to do?" and Christ replied, "Fast all Lent, and on other days take no nourishment except bread and water. Go barefoot, wear only one garment and a scapular. Pray six hours on the eve of communion." If ever her superior commanded her to take any other sustenance, she could never keep it down; and if she ever put shoes on her feet, they slipped off spontaneously. This great abstinence never enfeebled her, but rather gave her more vigour and energy.—Vincent Puccini, Life of St. Mary Magdalene of Pazzi.

The directions ascribed to Christ in this extract can need no comment.

St. Odilia at her death was in an ecstasy (eighth century). When St. Odilia was dying, she sent her nieces, who stood around, to go and pray. On their return, they found her in an ecstasy, and thought she was dead. Soon she came to herself, and told those about her that God had transported her to heaven, with St. Lucy, to give her a foretaste of paradise. She now greatly desired to receive the Viaticum, and an angel of light came down, in the presence of all those assembled, and presented to her the chalice "renfermant le corps et le sang précieux de Jésus Christ." When Odilia had received it, the angel vanished. The chalice, however, was left in her hands, and was preserved at Hohenburg till 1546. It was "enchassé dans l'or et de l'argent." The convent of Hohenburg has a chalice in its arms, and in Christian art St. Odilia is represented holding the cup in her hands.—St. Francis Xavier of Besançon, Saints de Franche Comté.

The venerable Anna Maria Taigi noted for her ecstasies (A.D. 1769–1857). Anna Maria Taigi of Siena was a tradesman's wife, the mother of seven children, and noted for her charity, self-denial, and piety. Cardinal Pedićini says the fire of her soul could not be suppressed, and it was truly marvellous to find her in some ecstasy, broom in hand, in the act of cleaning the house,—there she would stand immovable, as if petrified. Sometimes at table she would remain immovable as a statue, eyes fixed, and apparently asleep. Her husband would try to rouse her, but she would show no consciousness, nor give any sign of life. When the ecstasy was over she would appear joyous and happy, and her husband would clidle her for sleeping at table, and sometimes he would prescribe her medicines.—L'abbé Richard, Memoirs of Cardinal Pedićini.

St. Theresa was caught up, in a trance, to the third heaven (A.D. 1515–1582). At one time St. Theresa was caught up to the third heaven, whether in the body,
or out of the body, she could not tell; but she informs us, in her autobiography, that she saw in heaven such mysteries, such fulness of glory, and such joy, as pass all human understanding. While in the heaven of heavens, our Lord said to her, "Consider, daughter, what great joys worldlings deprive themselves of." This vision was afterwards repeated often and often. St. Theresa says she beheld, on one occasion, not in spirit only, but with bodily eyes, the blessed Trinity, the exalted Christ, the immaculate Virgin, St. Peter, St. Paul, and the angels round the throne.

St. Theresa saw both the Trinity and the exalted Jesus with her "bodily eyes." One could wish that she had described the former, and told us how the Son was both incorporated in the unity and yet alone, sitting on the right hand of the Father. Of course, if she saw these things with her bodily eyes, the whole mystery could be explained to human understanding. [See St. Furey, p. 310.]

On another occasion, while St. Theresa was singing the hymn Veni Creator, she fell into a trance, and heard the voice of Christ at the bottom of her heart say to her, "I do not wish you, My daughter, to hold any longer fellowship with man, but let your conversation in future be with angels only." From this moment all her love for every human being ceased, and she had no love which was not wholly absorbed by God and Christ.—Autobiography (edited by John of Jesus Maria).

St. Thomas Aquinas had frequent ecstasies (A.D. 1224-1274). Towards the close of life, St. Thomas Aquinas was more and more disengaged from all earthly thoughts; his eye was fixed on other horizons, and "angels' wings unfolded in him to bear his spirit up to things immortal." His ecstasies were frequent, and at such times his soul left his body, which remained like inert matter till the spirit returned. And when his soul returned to its house of clay, he would sigh, in the words of St. Paul, "Oh, who will deliver me from this body of death?"—Les Petits Bollandistes, vol. iii. pp. 260, 261.

The ecstasies of St. Thomas of Villeneuve (A.D. 1488-1565). In preaching, the spirit of St. Thomas of Villeneuve was so rapt by the inspiration of his text, that he would not unfrequently fall into an ecstasy, and remain so for hours. Thus, on one holy Thursday, after giving out the text, "Lord, dost Thou wash my feet?" he remained stock-still, with no movement of life, except indeed that tears rolled in floods down his cheeks. Again, on the day of the Transfiguration, after giving out the text, "Lord, it is good for us to be here," he was rapt in an ecstasy. But the most notable instance was on Ascension Day, when he was archbishop of Valentia. After giving out the text, "He was parted from them, and carried up into heaven," he remained in an ecstasy for five hours, without showing any sign of life. Generally, in preaching, he was most fervid and eloquent. He was called a St. Paul for the profundity of his doctrine, the Elijah of the gospel dispensation for his zeal, and a seraph for his burning words of wisdom and grace. Charles V. admired him above all preachers, and when he went to hear him, always mingled with the general throng.—Acta Sanctorum, vol. v. Sept. 18.

St. Veronica of Binasco had frequent ecstasies (A.D. 1497). St. Veronica of Binasco, near Milan, was born in a very humble condition, but was rich in grace, and favoured with frequent ecstasies, in which were revealed to her both things past and things to come. Sometimes she saw Jesus Christ, sometimes the mother of God, sometimes the angels and the saints in light, and sometimes all together; and in these ecstasies were revealed to her the moral causes of events, and the secrets of God's providence. It is worth while to compare the visions of Veronica with those of Catherine Emmerich and Mary of Agreda.—Isidore of Isolano, Life of St. Veronica of Binasco (dedicated by authority to Francois I. and queen Claude).

St. Verulus leaves his body at Marceiny to go to Mussey to save a child from a fire (A.D. 591). Aganon, professor of Chartillon, in the ninth century, mentions the following incident in one of his homilies:—"King Gontran, having heard of the wonderful things done by St. Verulus, went to Marceiny to mass. While celebrating the communion, St. Verulus was taken in a trance, and remained silent and motionless for an hour, when he continued the service from the point at which he had broken off. When the service was over, the king asked Verulus why he had interrupted the sacrifice so long. Verulus replied, because he had seen a house on fire at Mussey, and went to rescue a child in danger of being burnt to death. The king instantly despatched a rider to inquire into the truth of this explanation, and the messenger brought word back that he found the people of Mussey all talking about the bravery of St. Verulus,
who, they say, risked his life to save a child, who was fast asleep in a house on fire.—L'abbé Duplus, Vie [sic] des Saints du Diocèse de Dijon.

In Christian art St. Varulu is sometimes represented holding a child by the hand, and sometimes as rescuing a child from a house on fire.

St. Peter II. of Tarentaise went in duplicate to Lumanne to deliver three prisoners who invoked him (see p. 82).

The beatific vision of St. Victor of Flancy (sixth century). The lord of Queudes asked St. Victor to his castle. It was a Sunday, and St. Victor went first to assist in divine service. All of a sudden he was in an ecstasy, saw the heavens open, heard the angelic harmonies, such as no human ear except St. Paul's had ever heard, and beheld the beatific vision which Isaiah saw in the year that king Uzziah died (ch. vi.). In consequence of this, the church of Queudes selected St. Victor for its patron, and ever held him in the highest veneration.

Another instance. On another occasion, during prayer, St. Victor saw the heavens open, and in the midst a cross of gold, enriched with numberless precious stones more brilliant than the stars. As he gazed, enchanted at the sight, a voice said to him, "These precious stones which you see set in the cross are the souls of saints, who for the love of Christ have washed their robes and made them white in the blood of the Lamb."—St. Bernard, Sermon on the Fête-day of St. Victor (Feb. 26).

Tree of Knowledge.

Gen. 1. 17; II. 3. In the middle of the garden of Eden was the tree of knowledge, good to make men wise; but Adam and Eve were forbidden to eat the fruit of this tree, lest they should be as gods, able to discern both good and evil.

Buddha's Bo tree, a tree of knowledge. Buddha thought ignorance the source of all human ills, and that its removal would bring to nought the ills that flesh is heir to. Buddha himself attained to this perfect consummation while sitting under the tree of knowledge, called "Bodhidruma," or the Bo tree; and the Buddhists assert that this tree marks the middle of the earth.

Twelve hundred years after the death of Buddha, Hsien-Thuang, the Chinese pilgrim, found the Bo tree; and in 1812 a peepul tree, planted on the spot of the original Bo tree, was in full vigour, and apparently about a hundred years old.

Unchaste and Unclean Spirits.

Luke viii. 2. Mary, called Magdalene, out of whom went seven devils.

Mark vii. 25-30. A woman, whose young daughter had an unclean spirit, came and fell at the feet of Jesus, and besought Him that He would cast forth the devil out of her daughter. And Jesus said, Go thy way; the devil is gone out of thy daughter. [And so it was.]

St. Antony the Great expels from a woman an unclean spirit (fourth century). When St. Antony came to the city gate, a woman called after him, saying, "Wait, thou man of God. My daughter is grievously vexed with an unclean spirit." St. Antony, hearing himself called after, stopped till the woman and her daughter came up to him, when the damsel dashed herself violently to the ground. St. Antony, moved with compassion, called on the name of Jesus, and said, "Thou foul and unclean spirit, come out of her, and enter no more therein." At the word the fiend came out, the maiden was made whole, and the mother blessed God that had given such power to His saints.—St. Athanasius, Life of St. Antony the Great.

St. Bernard casts out an unclean spirit from a woman of Pavia. When St. Bernard was in Pavia, a woman with an unclean spirit was brought to him. The devil cried insolently, "Thou muncher of leeks and onions, thou shalt not cast me out." St. Bernard ordered the woman to be taken to St. Syrus's church. Then the devil began to jest and to scoff, saying, "Ho, ho! Little Syrus could not cast me out, neither shall Bernard." St. Bernard replied, "Syrus cannot cast thee out, thou foul fiend, neither can Bernard; but Jesus Christ can, and in the name of Jesus Christ, I, Bernard, command thee to depart hence." Then the devil departed, and the woman was freed from her tormentor.—William (abbot of Theodore), Life of St. Bernard. St. Bernard delivers a woman from an incubus. St. Bernard delivers a woman from an unclean spirit, called an incubus, which had kept carnal company with her for six months. The saint gave his staff to the woman, and she placed it in her chamber; after which the devil molested her no more.—William (abbot of Theodore), Life of St. Bernard.

"Incubes. Les demonographes ont imaginé des demons incubes, qui tourmentaient, par des images obscènes, et même des plaisirs, les personnes qui avaient fait voix du chasteté." Unchaste dreams are called "Ephialtes."—Noël, Dictionnaire de la Fable.

St. Cyriacus chases an unclean spirit from a princess (fourth century). The daughter of the emperor Diocletian was grievously tormented by an unclean
spirit, and while her imperial father was one day lamenting her sad state, the devil cried out aloud, "Ah! and I will continue to torment her, and will never leave her, unless Cyriacus compels me."

The emperor then sent for the saint, and Cyriacus went to the royal palace, accompanied with Largus and Smeragdus. As Cyriacus approached the princess, he said, "Thou foul and unclean spirit, I command thee, in the name of Jesus Christ, to come out of her, and never more enter in." The devil answered, "If thou wilt have me leave this abode, assign me another where I may abide." Then said Cyriacus, "Enter into me, if you can." The devil answered, "You know very well I cannot, because you are a sealed vessel unto the Lord." Said Cyriacus, "Thou foul and unclean spirit, I now command thee a second time, in the name of my Lord Jesus Christ, to come out of this damsel, that she also may be a sealed vessel unto God." "O Cyriacus," cried the devil, "if you compel me to go out hence, I will compel you to go into Persia." Then said the saint a third time, "I tell thee, thou foul and unclean spirit, for the third time, come out, thou cursed devil, or suffer the penalty of your disobedience." The devil could parley no longer, and came out sullenly. The princess, being freed from her tormentor, fell on her knees at the saint's feet, and said to him, "Servant of the living God, I beseech you to baptize me, for my earnest desire is to be a Christian." St. Largus and St. Smeragdus lifted her up, and set her on her feet; and her father, the emperor, seeing his daughter perfectly recovered, rejoiced with exceeding great joy, and held in Rome a magnificent triumph in celebration of the event. The damsel was duly baptized, with the entire consent of her mother Serena, who was also numbered with the elect. Diocletian sent costly presents to Cyriacus, appointed him a commodious house, and gave him a suitable retinue.—Life of St. Marcellus the Pope (from the public registers).

St. Cyriacus chases an unclean spirit from the princess Jobia (fourth century). Baharan, king of Persia, being informed of the cure by Cyriacus of the daughter of Diocletian, emperor of Rome (see above), sent for him to come to Persia to heal the princess Jobia, who was also possessed of an unclean spirit, which tormented her greatly. The emperor Diocletian broke the subject to the saint, and Cyriacus professed himself willing to undertake this long journey. Accordingly, the emperor of Rome provided for him a ship, fully equipped, and furnished with all things necessary. Largus and Smeragdus still bore him company. When the saint reached the shah's palace, he was very honourably entertained, and, being brought into Jobia's private apartments, the devil cried out to him, "Good day, Cyriacus. Are you tired with your long journey? I told you I would drag you to Persia, you remember, when you drove me from house and home in Diocletian's daughter. Well, well, so you are here now; and pray, what can I do to serve you?" Cyriacus said sternly, "Thou foul and unclean spirit, forbear this insolence. And I command you, in the all-powerful name of Jesus Christ, come out of this damsel, and never enter into her again." "With pleasure," said the devil, "will I oblige so kind a friend; but, of course, you will assign me a body where I may abide unmolested for the future." "I will assign you nothing of the kind," said the saint sternly, "nor will I make any terms with you at all; but I command you, now a second time, in the name of Christ, the ever-living God, leave this damsel without another word." Then the devil came out of her, and flew howling into the air, and crying as he went, "Terrible, dreadful name, that hath such power over me, and will never leave me at peace!" When the devil was departed, Cyriacus made the princess a catechumen, and in due time baptized her, with 450 other converts.—Life of St. Marcellus the Pope (from the public registers).

St. Hilarion casts out from a young woman an unchaste spirit. A young man of Gaza was enamoured of a damsel of high family, but found no encouragement; so, going to Memphis, he obtained from the sorcerers of the temple of Escolapius a love-charm. It consisted of a brazen plate filled with cabalistic signs; and was to be laid, with certain words, under the threshold of the damsel's house, wholly hidden from sight. This was duly done, and the result was that the maiden became shamelessly in love with the young man. Her father, quite shocked at her immodesty, took her to St. Hilarion, and the devil, howling, cried out, "I pray you, torment me not,
for I was compelled by the priests of Memphis to take up my abode here." Hilarion commanded the unchaste and unclean spirit to depart, but the devil made answer, "I cannot, till the charm which binds me to obedience is removed from the threshold of the door." Hilarion demanded how the foul fiend had dared to enter into the body of a handmaid of the Lord; and the devil answered he did it to save the lady from evil. "Villain and liar!" roared Hilarion; "come out this instant, I say." When the devil again implored the saint that the charm on him might be removed first, Hilarion refused to interfere with it, to show that no charm or magic can resist the will of God. So, howling and yelling, the devil departed; and the damsel was restored to her right mind.—St. Jerome, Vita St. Hilarionis Eremita (A.D. 390). See also Nicophorus Callistus (who died 1350), Ecclesiastical History.

St. Vitus chases an unclean spirit from a princess (fourth century). The emperor Diocletian had a daughter possessed of an unclean spirit; and the devil said he would depart out of her, if Vitus commanded it. So the emperor sent for St. Vitus, and requested him to exorcise the princess, his daughter. The man of God laid his hands upon her head, and said, "I command thee, thou wicked spirit, in the name of the Lord Jesus Christ, come out of her, and enter no more in." Then the devil departed with terrible howlings, and hurt many pagans who had scoffed at the saint, not believing he had power over spirits of the other world. (See St. Cyriacus, p. 814.)—Edward Kinesman (1623), Lives of the Saints, p. 382. (See the collections of Papebroch, vol. ii. p. 1013.)

Edward Kinesman says, "This life of St. Vitus is taken out of an ancient MS. with which Venerable Bede accords, and other authors of martyrlogies."

**Urim and Thummim.**

Exod. xxviii. 30. The words Urim and Thummim mean "light and perfection." They were something in the breastplate of the high priest consulted by him on great national events. The high priest, when he consulted the Urim and Thummim, stood with his face to the curtain which divided the holy place from the holy of holies, and the king or his high officers stood at a distance, also facing the curtain, so the high priest, of course, stood with his back to the questioners. The question being put, the high priest consulted the Urim and Thummim, and gave his answer. Whether he obtained his response by drawing lots, or whether by some special spark of the precious stones in his breastplate, or whether by some other revelation, nobody knows.

The Urim and Thummim of Joseph Smith the Mormon. Joseph Smith, the Mormonite, called "Urim and Thummim" the spectacles which, he asserts, were given him by an angel, to enable him to decipher the "reformed Egyptian characters" of the plates containing God's revelation to him. These plates, we are told, were hidden at the foot of a mountain in Ontario. The Urim and Thummim spectacles are described as "two transparent stones set in the rim on a bow fastened to a breastplate." Not a very clear description, it must be confessed; however, Joseph Smith, by the aid of these spectacles, deciphered the plates, and Oliver Cowdery took down the words, "because Smith was no scholar."

There is literally no limit to the credulity of man on religious subjects. Wise men can be made to believe a black stone or one stone is a god; that a crazy woman is the Holy Ghost; that anything is anything, the more unlikely the better.

**Veronicas.**

A "veronica" is a cloth bearing a likeness. Gregory of Tours (Vit. Patr. c. 13) mentioned the word tevonion from the Greek tevnon, an image, and the Latin tenebrae (true). Veronicas, contracted into seraphica, is applied especially to a kerchief or cloth stamped "miraculously" with the face of Jesus covered with sweat and blood, as He was led to execution.

The usual tale is this: A woman of position, living in the Via Dolorosa, broke through the procession, when it stopped a few moments to make Simon of Cyrene assist in carrying the cross, and wiped the face of Jesus with a cloth. The name of the woman was Seraphica, but she is not unfrequently called Veronica, as much as to say, "The woman who had the veronica" or holy face of Jesus.

Some of the details of this story differ in different accounts. Thus some tell us Seraphica handed to Jesus the cloth, with which He wiped His own face and then returned the cloth to the woman with thanks. Some, again, say Seraphica did not live actually in the Via Dolorosa, but in the last house of a side street running into it. [From the Bollandists we find the "St. Veronica" was quite another person to the woman referred to above. Seraphica, we are told, died A.D. 74, and was a native of Jerusalem of good station; whereas St. Veronica was a villager of Milan, who died A.D. 1467. Mgr. Guérin tells us that the "proper name" is a Latin form of the Greek Beriniké, as sereno is from antaké (Greek, to go). He, however, passes over the difficulty of the accented syllable and the changed vowel in the middle of the word, Berenike, Veronica.]

St. Seraphica's veronica or holy face (A.D. 38). The following is a translation from The Dolorous Passion of Catherine Emmerich, a nun of the Augustine order in the convent of Dulmen (1774-1824). Of course, the tradition existed hundreds of years before the birth of this German visionary, and may be traced back to the sixth century, but the narrative of Catherine Emmerich is somewhat graphic, and has the merit of embodying the floating ideas of convent life upon the subject, presented under the form of a religious vision. How far the vision was a relea-
tion must be left to the reader's judgment to determine. Speaking of the Saviour's passage to the place of execution, she says, "The procession which formed at the judgment hall entered a long street bearing to the left, into which ran several side streets. Many well-dressed persons, when they saw the crowd, retired, lest they should be defiled; but there were some who pitied the bearer of the cross, fainting under a load too heavy for His strength. The cortège had not proceeded above two hundred steps, when a man of Cyrenæ, Simon by name, came up and assisted Jesus. As the procession stopped a few minutes to make this arrangement, a woman of tall stature and imposing aspect came from a large house on the left side of the street. She was closely veiled, had a cloth thrown over her shoulders, and led by the hand a little girl, not above nine years old. The child carried a small vase filled with aromatized wine, which the woman, whose name was Seraphia, had prepared. They made their way through the crowd, but were pushed back by the officers and archers. Nothing daunted, they persevered, passed through, and made their way straight to Jesus. Then, falling at His feet, Seraphia handed to the Man of Grief her cloth, saying, 'Suffer me to wipe my Saviour's face.' Jesus took the cloth, wiped His face covered with sweat and blood, and returned it with thanks. Seraphia, after kissing it, put it under her mantle, and rose to her feet. The little girl now timidly presented the wine. It was too late; the procession was ready to start again; the intruders were rudely pushed on one side, and Jesus, with a blow from the Pharisees, was commanded to move on. Seraphia hurried with her companion into the house, laid the cloth on the table, and fainted. While the child, terribly alarmed, bent over her, crying, a neighbour dropped in, saw the cloth on the table, and observed that it bore the impress of the face of Jesus. When Seraphia came to herself, and saw the likeness on the cloth, she wept bitterly, and, falling on her knees, exclaimed, 'Blessed be the name of God my Saviour, who has left me this memorial!'"

This probably is a pretty faithful picture of what is believed by "the faithful" of Seraphia and the veronica. Bernard de Breydenbach, dean of Mayence, went to Jerusalem in July 14, 1488, and passing down the Via Dolorosa, carefully measured the distances of the several "stations," and he informs us that the house of Seraphia, whom he calls Veronica, is a large house 550 paces* from the governor's palace. Adriomius of Cologne says it was not in the row, but occupied an angle of a side street, the door of the house being round the corner. From this point to the spot where Jesus fell fainting the second time, he tells us, was exactly eleven feet more than 336 paces.

Whatever credit or discredit may be placed on this story, it cannot but be interesting to know somewhat of the future history of this mysterious cloth, and happily different writers have furnished us with the minutest details. Thus Philip of Bergamo informs us how it came to Rome. He says that Tiberius Cesar, the emperor, sent his friend Volusian, a valiant soldier of the imperial guards, to escort Veronica to Rome. The emperor was ill at the time with a grievous malady, but the moment he set his eyes on the cloth he was completely cured. This miracle made a great impression on him, and he wanted to enrol Jesus among the Roman gods; but the senate would not listen to the proposal, so he was obliged to content himself with a statue of the Nazarene, which he placed in his palace.

Catherine Emmerich has described this interview between Tiberius Cesar and Seraphia also, and the reader no doubt will be glad to see what she calls her vision. She says, "Three years after the Ascension, I saw the Roman emperor send a messenger to Jerusalem to collect together all that he could learn about the death, resurrection, and ascension of Jesus. When the imperial messenger returned to Rome, he took with him Nicodemus, Seraphia, and Euphras, father of John Chuzas. I saw Veronica introduced to the emperor. He was sick at the time, and confined to his bed. His bed was elevated on a dais, approached by two steps. The chamber was a large square one, with no window, light being admitted through the ceiling. Seraphia, when she entered the chamber, had with her the veronica or holy face, and another cloth impressed with the stripes of the flagellation. I saw her open the former, and show the emperor the impressed likeness. It was larger than life, because the cloth was moved about the Saviour's face, and wherever it touched the face it received an impression. The emperor never touched the cloth, but only

* 1000 paces = a mile.
looked at it; and as the children of Israel were healed by looking on the brazen serpent, the emblem and type of Christ, so Caesar was cured by looking on the cloth impressed with the face of the Redeemer."

Calcatius, cited by Sandini, and reproduced by Pamelius, says, "The cloth bearing the likeness of Christ exists still, and is held in high veneration, not only on account of the miracles with which it is honoured, but more especially because there cannot be the slightest doubt of its genuineness." Bollandius informs us that it is the unanimous opinion of all sacred historians and the firm belief of all true Christians that the Veronica seu Vultus Domini, now at Rome, is the identical and veritable cloth offered to the Redeemer on his way to Calvary. It was placed in the Vatican by John VII. in A.D. 707; and is enshrined in one of the four huge piers which support the dome of St. Peter's church.

The veronica is mentioned in an ancient ceremony of St. Peter's of Rome, dedicated in 1143 to Celestin II., and published by Mabillot (Museums Ital., vol. ii. p. 183). In Matthew of Westminster's Flowers of History, mention is made of the same, under Innocent III., who died in 1216.

It is mentioned in a bull by Nicholas IV., dated 1290; in a bull by Pius IV., dated 1661; by Sixtus V., Benedict XIV., and Gregory XVI.

The sixth tableau of the Via Dolorosa is "Veronica" wiping the face of Jesus. Several festivals, ostensions, and processions have been appointed by different popes in honour of the holy face, from the time of Celestine II. to Gregory XIII.

A book called The Stations of the Churches of Rome was published by Sirmus V., in which we read, "At the extremity of St. Peter's church, near the sacred door, is a chapel and altar of the holy cloth, in beautiful mosaics. The chapel was consecrated by John VII. to the Blessed Virgin. In a marble ciborium, in the holy cloth, called the veronica, with which Seraphia wiped the face of Jesus as He was led to execution. It was transferred to the Vatican in 1440, and is now enshrined in one of the huge pillars which support the dome of St. Peter's church."

Benedict XIV. says, "In the basilica of the Vatican is preserved the lance which pierced the side of Jesus, and the tunic or cloth which still bears faint traces of the Saviour's face, bedewed with sweat and blood."

The words of the hymn sung at the ostension of the veronica run thus: "All hail, thou holy face of our Redeemer, on which shone the light of heavenly splendour. All fair, thou holy face, imprinted on a cloth whiter than snow, in token of love. O God, who at the request of Thy servant Veronica hath left us this memorial of Thy likeness, vouchsafe to us, who now adore this symbol of Thy love on earth, to enter into Thy joy with the saints in heaven."

To the present day cloths with a veronica are manufactured and sold, each cloth being authenticated by the signature and seal of a canon.

St. Brigit, who lived in the sixth century, reproved, we are told, any who doubted the genuineness of the holy face. Danta, who lived 1196-1211, mentions the holy face in his Paradisi. Jean Dorat (1597-1655) has a poem on the subject. And even to the present day the ostension of the veronica is one of the most popular of the sacred festivals.

It will be remembered that a statue of St. Veronica (Seraphica) stands in the basilica of St. Peter's, Rome. She is represented as holding the holy face. It was the work of Moebi, an Italian sculptor of the seventeenth century. Near it are St. Helena with a huge cross, St. Longinus with a spear, and St. Andrew. In the marble altars below the statues are pieces of the true cross, the head of the sacred spear, and the veronica.

A copy of the veronica was sent by Urban IV. to the Cistercian nunsery of Montreuil, where his sister was an inmate. The latter is dated 1269.

The Rev. J. C. Hare, in his Walks in Rome, says, "When I examined the head on the veronica handkerchief, it struck me as undoubtedly a work of early Byzantine art, perhaps of the seventh or eighth century, painted on linen."

During the republican domination in 1649, it was rumoured that, about Easter, the canons of St. Peter saw the Volto-Santo turn pale when they looked on it. It is exhibited for a few minutes to the people on Holy Thursday and Good Friday, but from such a height that nothing can be distinguished.

Acheropites. Acheropites are likenesses not made by the hands of man.

The East boasts of an acheropite, which, we are told, "is a face of Christ, which the Saviour Himself sent, photographed on a cloth, to Abgarus, king of Edessa. It is twice referred to in the Greek Menology, on Aug. 16 and Oct. 11. In the former the cloth is held by an angel with outspread wings, with this inscription: "In memory of the likeness of Christ not made by the hand of man." In the latter case the inscription is, "In memory of the seventh synod of Nice," A.D. 787. This council was convened against the Iconoclasts, and the acheropite was presented by two Fathers who attended the synod, in testimony of their veneration for pictures and images. This holy face, mentioned by Nicephorus, Evagrius Scholasticus, and Procopius, was transported from Constantinople to Rome, and according to Carletti is the one now in the church of St. Silvester. Constantine Porphyrogenetus says of this acheropite, "All persons agree that the face of the Saviour has been miraculously impressed on this cloth, although it must be confessed all do not agree as to the time and details. . . . but these are of very minor importance."

Emerich David, in his famous History of the Paintings of the Middle Age (1842), comparing the two "holy faces," says their traits are perfectly distinct, as well as their history. The acheropite he describes as "celle de toutes où la tête de Jesus a le plus de dignité." Raoul Rochette the archaeologist (1789-1854) thinks it belongs to the sixth century, and that it was placed by John VII. in the basilica of the Vatican.

The "holy face" of Jahan, in Spain, According to the History of Christ in
Persian, this face is not an acheropite, but a real veronica. We are told that Seraphia folded her napkin in three when she wiped the Saviour's face; and when the cloth was spread open, a veritable impression was found stamped on each of the three folds. One of the impressions is in the Vatican, and known as the veronica; another is at Milan; and the third at Jahen, in Spain.

The "holy face" of Lucca. Alban Butler speaks of the holy face of Lucca, which, he says, is a very ancient miraculous crucifix in the chapel of the Holy Cross, in the cathedral dedicated to St. Martin, at Lucca. This is all he says upon the subject.—*Lives of the Saints*, Jan. 13 (note to "St. Veronica of Milan").

The face of Charles I. impressed on a cerecloth. In 1813, while a passage was being constructed under the choir of St. George's chapel, Windsor, an aperture was accidentally made in one of the walls of Henry VIII.'s vault. Three coffins were seen, and it was supposed that one of them might hold the remains of Charles I. The vault was examined in the presence of George IV. and other distinguished persons, among whom was Sir Henry Halford, who published "An Account of the Opening of the Coffin of Charles I. 4to, 1813." On opening the aforesaid coffin, the body was found wrapped in cerecloth, and the dappled folds about the face adhered so closely, that, on being detached, the cloth was found to retain an impress of the royal countenance—a circumstance which to ardent loyalists would doubtless recall the legend of the Santa Veronica.—*Notes and Queries*, March 3, 1883, p. 161.

Vicarious Suffering. (See Imputed Merit, and Justice Justified, pt. ii.)

Rom. ix. 3. I could wish myself accursed from Christ for my brethren, my kinsmen according to the flesh. Exod. xxxii. 32. And Moses said, Oh, this people have sinned a great sin; yet now, if Thou wilt forgive them--; if not, blot me, I pray Thee, out of Thy book.

1 Pet. ii. 24. Who His own self bare our sins in His own body on the tree.

1 Pet. iii. 18. Christ hath once suffered, the just for the unjust, that He might bring us unto God.

St. Abraham the hermit and his niece Mary (A.D. 360). The tale of St. Abraham and his niece Mary is one of the most touching stories in all the lives of the saints, and is told by St. Ephrem, deacon of Edessa, a contemporary and friend, with such simplicity and feeling that the reader feels there is unexaggerated truth in the painful narrative. The tale itself is not to be reproduced in this volume, but only such a brief outline as may suffice to illustrate the dogma of vicarious punishment.

St. Abraham the hermit was born at Chidana, in Mesopotamia, of wealthy and noble parents; but he abandoned the world and became a hermit. His brother dying, left an only daughter, Mary, to his charge, and Abraham built a cell next to his own for her, and here he brought her up most carefully to a religious life. She grew up very beautiful, extremely attached to her uncle, and most devout; but a monk fell in love with her, visited Abraham under sundry pretences, and ultimately seduced his niece. Mary, who was twenty years of age, now gave way to despair, quitted her cell, and for two years led a most abandoned life, trying to drown remorse in revelry. Abraham was inconsolable. "A wolf," he cried, in his agony, "has taken away my lamb. O Christ, the Saviour of sinners, restore my Mary, my lamb; bring her back to the fold, and let not my grey hair go down in sorrow to the grave. O God of all mercy, rescue my child from the mouth of the dragon." Being informed, after the lapse of two years, where his niece was living, Abraham dressed himself as a cavalier, and gained admission to her. When left alone he threw off his disguise, and was at once recognized. Mary was struck dumb, and the hermit cried with a breaking heart. "O Mary, my daughter Mary, my poor pet lamb, why—oh, why do you not speak to me? I am come to lead you into the fold again, my dear lost lamb. I will charge myself with all your sins, O my daughter, my child. I will bear them when called to judgment. I will suffer for them. On me, on my Mary, shall be all thy misdeeds, all thy shortcomings, and thou shalt be presented spotless before the throne. O Mary, Mary, though your sins be as scarlet, they shall be as white as snow; though they be red like crimson, they shall be as wool." It is needless to add that Mary returned with her uncle, and, like another Magdalene, became a distinguished saint, highly honoured and revered.—St. Ephrem, deacon of Edessa, *Works*, vol. ii. p. 1.

St. Catherine of Bologna promised to
bear in purgatory the penalties due to the sins of a novice (A.D. 1413-1463). St. Catherine one day observed a novice greatly tormented by a devil, and said to her, "Sister, keep up your courage; I am ready to satisfy for your sins in purgatory. I will take on me to do penance for you, and will hand over to you a part of my merits, provided you remain in the order." The novice, fortified by this assurance, continued in her vocation, and ultimately became the abbess.—Paletotti (about fifty years afterwards), Life of St. Catherine of Bologna (inserted in the Ecclesiastical Annals, vol. xvii.).

St. Emilia takes on herself the infirmities of another (A.D. 1246). One day St. Emilia went to visit a sick boy, and said to him, "My child, think not of your sufferings, but think what Christ suffered for your sake." "Ah!" said the child, "but I cannot help thinking of the pain I feel." "Will you give me your pain?" asked Emilia. "Right willingly, if I knew how," replied the boy. Then said Emilia, "O God, if this sickness is sent in mercy for the child's salvation, Thy will be done; if not, transfer it to me, and glorify Thy name." She then returned home, fell sick, and was told that the boy had perfectly recovered. The sickness she suffered from was erysipelas.—A. Stolz, Acta Sanctorum, May 19.

There really is no miracle in catching erysipelas from another—it is often epidemic; nor is it miraculous that the fever, which not unfrequently accompanies erysipelas, should abate.

St. John-Joseph de la Croix takes on himself the ulcers of Father Michel (A.D. 1654-1784). Father Michel, afterwards archbishop of Cosenza, suffered greatly from two ulcers in his legs. A painful operation was determined on, and Father Michel commenced himself to the prayers of St. John-Joseph. John-Joseph prayed that the ulcers of Father Michel might be transferred to himself, and so it was; for Michel was at once delivered from his infirmity, and the ulcers broke out in the legs of John-Joseph. They were terrible sores, and caused much agony, but it was borne without a murmur.

Another example. One of the prince's household, who had led a very abandoned life, being struck with remorse, made his confession to St. John-Joseph. The confessor, moved at the penitence of the man, awarded him a very slight penance, and took on himself to work out the heavier penalty of the man's sins.—Migne, Demonstrations Evangeliques, vol. xvi. (Cardinal Wiseman is responsible for this life of John-Joseph, but a life of the saint had been already written by Father Diodato.)

Whipping-boys. Whipping-boys were boys kept in royal and princely houses to be whipped when a prince desired chastisement. Barnaby Fitzpatrick stood for Edward VI.; D'Ossat and Du Perron, afterwards cardinals, were whipped by Clement VIII. for Henri IV. of France; Mungo Murray stood for Charles I.; Raphael was flogged for the son of the marquis de Lagenez, but, not seeing the justice of this vicarious whipping, he ran away.

Violence offered to God's Servants punished. (See Honour God's Saints.)

1 Kings xiii. 1-6. There came a man of God out of Judah to Bethel, and Jeroboam stood by the altar of burnt incense. The man of God cried against the altar, and said, O altar, altar, behold, a child shall be born, Josiah by name, and upon thee shall he offer the priests of the high places that burn incense upon thee. When the king heard this, he put forth his hand, saying, Lay hold on him. And his hand dried up, so that he could not pull it in again; the altar also was rent, and the ashes poured out. Then said the king to the man of God, Entreat and pray for me that my hand may be restored me again. And the man of God besought the Lord, and the king's hand was restored him again. Then said the king to the man of God, Come home with me, and refresh thyself, and I will give thee a reward. But the man of God said to the king, If thou wilt give me half thy house, I will not go in with thee. So he went another way.

Barontus offered to strike the abbot Menelus, and his arm was paralyzed (seventh century). Barontus, a man of great wealth, wanted his daughter to marry Viance, the son of a serf; but when the day appointed for the nuptials drew near, the young lady fled to the abbey of Menat, and placed herself under the protection of Menelus. The father, in great anger, demanded that his daughter should be given up, and lifted his hand to strike the abbot, but it was instantly paralyzed. He would not ask Menelus to intercede for him, but he applied to Viance. So Viance prayed, and the palsied limb was restored to its former vigour. Barontus then gave to the abbey the dowry he had intended to bestow upon his daughter.—Herimbert, Life of St. Vicentian (written three months after the death of Vicentian, or Viance).
lyzed for attempting to lay hands on St. Viance (A.D. 620–674). St. Viance, the son of a serf, was Barontus's groom; but, being ill-used by the rich man, he quitting his service, and retired to a desert, where he intended to live a hermit's life. Barontus, whose temper was most overbearing, tracked the fugitive to his retreat, and one of his retainers, rushing into the cell, was about to seize Viance, when his arms became instantly paralyzed. Barontus entreated his groom to restore the paralytic, but St. Viance replied, "Not yet, not yet. My day of death is not far off, and then will I entreat the Lord to show mercy on thy servant." Not long afterwards God took St. Viance to paradise, and the servant of Barontus was made whole on the selfsame day. —Hermiart (written three months after the event), Life of St. Vicentian, or Viance.

Eldebed lifted up his arm to strike St. Maximus, and it was paralyzed (A.D. 583–625). When St. Maximus succeeded to the abbacy of Limours, Eldebed the intendant sent for him, but the abbot sent word back, "If the intendant wants me, he must come to me, for I cannot leave my duties to wait upon Eldebed." The intendant, furious at this answer, went to the abbey, and was about to strike Maximus, but his hand became paralyzed. When Eldebed reached home, his household were enraged beyond measure with the abbot, and proceeded in a body to the abbey to take vengeance on the insolent Churchman; but no sooner had they reached the abbey court, than the whole party was struck blind. St. Maximus, coming out to them, exhorted them to repentance, and on their humiliation restored their sight. One of them, however, named Gontram, ran the abbot through with his lance; but vengeance was swift, for Gontram's whole body instantly became one universal putrefying sore, and the man died within three days, like Herod, eaten up of worms.—Bollandus, Acta Sanctorum, vol. i. Jan. 2.

Géronce, mother of St. Geneviève, slapped her child's face for crying to go to church, and was struck blind (A.D. 422–512). One day Géronce, the mother of Geneviève, dressed herself for church, and her young daughter begged hard to go with her. This being refused, the child began to cry, and Géronce slapped her face. Immediately she had done so she became blind, and continued sightless for twenty-one months. The bishop of Nanterre then interfered, and told the child to go to the river, and fill a bottle with clean water. When the water was brought to the bishop, he told the child to mark on the bottle with her finger the sign of the cross, and then bathe her mother's eyes with the water. This being done, Géronce recovered her sight straightway.—L'abbé Saintyves (1846), Life of St. Geneviève.

Visions and Revelations. (See Stephen's Vision.)

Acts x. 9–16. Peter went up upon the house-top to pray about the sixth hour, and fell into a trance, in which he saw heaven open, and a certain vessel descending unto him, as it had been a great sheet let down to earth; in which sheet were all manner of four-footed beasts of the earth, and wild beasts, and creeping things, and fowls of the air. And there came a voice to him, Rise, Peter; kill, and eat. But Peter said, Not so, Lord; for I have never eaten anything common or unclean. And the voice spake unto him again in the second time, What God hath cleansed, that call not thou common. This was done thrice; and the vessel was received up again into heaven.

Jott. ii. 28. It shall come to pass afterwards, that I will pour My Spirit on all flesh; and your sons and daughters shall prophesy, your old men shall dream dreams, and your young men shall see visions.

Psalm lxixv. 19. Thou spakest in visions to Thy holy one.

Isa. i. 1; Dan. vii. 2; viii. 1; Nahum i. 1; Acts xvi. 9; and many other texts.

Rev. iv. 1. The voice which I heard was as it were a trumpet talking with me, which said, Come up hither, and I will show thee things which must be hereafter.

St. Aldegundis's vision of the devil (A.D. 689). God caused St. Aldegundis, towards the close of her life, to see the great adversary of man, under a most frightful form. St. Aldegundis demanded of him why he had appeared; and he replied, "My great vexation is to see daily so many of the human race going the strait and narrow road, while my broad and pleasant one is neglected." The truth of these words revealed the malignity of the evil spirit, and made Aldegundis long more and more to join the glorious company of saints and angels in the paradise of God. She prayed that God would come quickly and take her home. So He sent a cancer to her right breast, which she bore with patience for some time, and then changed her mortal for immortality, and her corruptible for incorruption. —L'abbé Delbos, Life of St. Aldegundis.

St. Anastasius sees in a vision the cup of
martyrdom (A.D. 628). One night St. Anastasius had a vision, in which he saw a man present to him a golden cup enriched with precious stones and full of red wine. The man, on presenting it, said to him, "Anastasius, take and drink." This did he, and his soul seemed filled with divine sweetness. The vision then left him, and he woke, feeling assured he had seen the cup of his martyrdom. — *Acta Sanctorum*, Jan. 22.

(Metaphрастés wrote the life of this saint.)

*Visions of Jeanne d'Arc, la Pucelle d'Orléans* (A.D. 1412–1431). This is the statement given by Jeanne d'Arc herself: "Tout ce que j'ai fait de bien pour la France, je l'ai fait par la grâce et d'après l'ordre de Dieu, le roi du ciel, comme il me l'a révélé par ses anges et ses saints; et tout ce que je sais, je le sais uniquement par les révélations divines. C'est sur l'ordre de Dieu que je me suis rendue auprès du roi Charles VII... J'aurais mieux aimé être écartelée par les chevaux que d'aller le trouver sans la permission de Dieu, dans la main duquel sont toutes mes actions. Sur Lui, et sur nul autre reposait tout mon espoir; tout ce que ses voix m'ont ordonné, je l'ai fait de mon mieux, selon mes forces et mon intelligence. Ces voix ne m'ont rien ordonné qu'avec la permission et le bon plaisir de Dieu, et tout ce que j'ai fait en leur obéissant, je crois l'avoir bien fait. Si je voulais dire tout ce que Dieu m'a ordonné, huit jours ne suffiraient pas. Il y a maintenant sept ans que les saints m'apparaissent pour la première fois. C'était un jour d'été, vers l'heure de midi. J'avais à peine treize ans, et j'étais dans le jardin de mon père. J'entendais la voix à droite, du côté de l'église; je vis en même temps une apparition entourée d'une grande clarté. Elle avait l'extérieur d'un homme très-bon et très-véritable; elle portait des ailes et était enveloppée de tous côtés de beaucoup de lumière, et accompagnée des anges du ciel. C'était l'archange Michel. Il me parut avoir une voix très respectable; mais j'étais encore une enfant; je ne grand peur de cette apparition, et je doutais fort que ce fût un ange. Ce fut seulement après avoir entendu cette voix trois fois que je la reconnus pour la sienne. Il m'enseigna, et me montra tant de choses qu'enfin je crus fermement que c'était lui. Je l'ai vu, lui et les anges, de mes propres yeux, aussi clairement que je vous vois, vous, mes juges; et je crois, d'une foi aussi ferme, ce qu'il a dit et fait, que je crois à la Passion et à la mort de Jesus Christ, notre Sauveur, et ce qui me porte à la croire, ce sont les bonnes doctrines, les bons avis, les secours avec lesquels il m'a toujours assistée. L'ange me disait qu'avant tout je devais être une bonne enfant, bien conduire; et aller souvent à l'église, et que Dieu me soutiendraient. Il me racontait la grande pitié qui était au royaume de France, et comment je devais me bater d'aller secourir mon roi. Il me disait aussi que sainte Catherine et sainte Marguerite viendraient vers moi, et que je devais faire tout ce qu'elles m'ordonnaient, parce qu'elles étaient envoyées de Dieu pour me conduire, et m'aider de leurs conseils dans tout ce que j'avais à exécuter; St. Catherine et St. Marguerite m'apparurent ensuite, comme l'ange m'avait prédit. Elles m'ordonnèrent d'aller trouver le sire Baudricourt, capitaine du roi à Vaucouleurs, lequel, à la vérité, me repousserait plusieurs fois, mais finirait par me donner des gens pour me conduire dans l'intérieur de la France auprès de Charles VII, après quoi je ferai lever le siège d'Orléans. Je leur répondis que je n'étais qu'une pauvre fille qui ne savait ni chevaucher, ni conduire la guerre; elles répliquèrent que je devais porter hardiment ma bannière, que Dieu m'assisterait, et que j'aurais mon roi à recouvrer malgré ses ennemis, tout son royaume. "Va en toute confiance," ajoutèrent-elles, "et, quand tu seras devant ton roi, il te fera un beau signe pour qu'il croire à ta mission et te fasse bon accueil." Elles m'ont dirigée pendant sept ans, et m'ont prêté leur appui dans tous mes embarass et mes travaux, et maintenant il ne se passe pas de jour qu'elles ne me visitent. Je ne leur ai rien demandé, si ce n'est pour mon expédition, et que Dieu voulût bien assister les Français, et protéger leur ville; pour moi, je ne leur ai pas demandé d'autre récompense que le saint de mon âme. Dès la première fois que j'entendis leurs voix, je promis librement à Dieu de rester une vierge pure de corps et d'amour, si cela lui était agréable, et elles me promirent, en retour, de me conduire dans le paradis, comme je les ai priées." Thus spoke la Pucelle when she stood before Cauchon, bishop of Beauvais, appointed to be her judge. We are told this infamous judge "mourut subitement entre les mains de son barbier." Of her other persecutors,
Jean le Maistre "disparut d'entre les hommes sans qu'on pût savoir ce qu'il était devenu;" Joseph d'Estivet "fut trouvé mort sur un filament devant Rouen;" Nicholas l'Oiselier, the villainous eclesiastic employed by Canchon to pretend friendship in order to induce the maid to confide in him and criminate herself, died suddenly in a church at Bâle; Nicholas Midy, "qui avait prêché avant l'exécution, fut emporté par la lèpre." "The duke of Bedford, regent of France, "mourut du chagrin et de honte dans ce même château de Rouen où Jeanne avait été enfermée;" Henry V. died suddenly at Rouen, whether he had gone to restore order, in the thirty-fourth year of his age, and the second of his marriage with Catherine the French princess; and Henry VI. his son, "au nom de qui la Pucelle fut immolée, se vit détrôné deux fois, passa la plus grande partie de sa vie en captivité, et péri massacré. Ainsi moururent ceux à qui Jeanne avait dit, 'Vous ne me ferez pas ce dont vous me menacer, sans en éprouver du dommage dans votre corps et dans votre âme.'"

—See Quicherat, Histoire de Jeanne d'Arc.

St. Catherine of Bologna sees a vision her own exaltation (A.D. 1418-1463). St. Catherine was chosen abbess of Bologna, but was unwilling to accept the honour, till the Saviour told her by revelation that it was His Father's good pleasure that she should do so. At the same time she saw the heavens open, and beheld two seats of resplendent glory, one of which was both larger and more resplendent than the other. As St. Catherine contemplated these things with admiration, and asked for whom they were reserved, a heavenly voice replied, "The larger and grander seat is reserved for Catherine of Bologna."—D. Paleotti (of the order of St. Francis), Life of St. Catherine of Bologna.

Vision of St. Catherine of Siena, aged six years (A.D. 1347-1380). One day, at the age of six, St. Catherine of Siena was sent with her brother Stephen, about a year older, to Sister Bonaventure. On their return, Catherine saw in the air, above the church of St. Dominic, a glorious throne, where sat the Lord Jesus, clothed in pontifical robes. St. Peter, St. Paul, and St. John the evangelist stood beside him. The Saviour fixed His eyes on Catherine, His face beaming with majesty and kindness. Stephen ran to his sister, asking her why she did not come on. Catherine replied, "If you had seen the beautiful things I have seen, you also would have been transfixed with ecstasy." When she raised her eyes again, the vision was gone; and she wept that she had ever taken her eyes off it,—Raymond of Capua (her confessor), Life of St. Catherine of Siena.

Revelation of St. Cyril, general of Mount Carmel (A.D. 1191). While celebrating mass in Armenia on St. Hilarius's Day (Oct. 21), an angel appeared to St. Cyril, holding in his hand a rod decorated with a lily, and two silver tablets inscribed with letters of gold in Greek characters. The writing was a revelation of things to come; it told of the ruin of the Greek empire, and of the faith in the Eastern provinces. History justified the revelation.—Les Petits Bollandistes, vol. iii. p. 201.

St. Dominic's vision about himself and St. Francis. St. Dominic had one night a vision in which he saw Jesus Christ. He was very angry for the sins of the world, and resolved to destroy it, as hopelessly bad. The virgin mother, kneeling before him to move His pity, presented to Him St. Dominic and St. Francis, saying to Him, "By these two instruments a great reformation will be made." At these words the Saviour relented. So distinctly did St. Dominic see St. Francis in this vision, that when he subsequently saw him in Rome, he recognized him instantly; and embracing him tenderly, recounted to him his vision.—St. Bonaventure, Life of St. Francis d'Assisi.

St. Felix de Valois sees the vision of a stag (A.D. 1127-1212). St. John de Matha was commanded to found an "Order for the Redemption of Captives," and to obtain the co-operation of St. Felix de Valois. Accordingly he went to confer with him. The night preceding, St. Felix had a vision, which he could not then understand. Near the spring of water which he went to daily for his refectory, he beheld a stag which came down to drink, and between its antlers was a red and blue cross. While Felix was pondering over this vision, John de Matha arrived, and imparted to Felix what God had told him about instituting an "Order for the Redemption of Captives." Felix, not doubting that his vision of the red and blue cross was connected with this foundation, instantly set to work with John de Matha to draw up rules for the new order. The two saints lived together for three years,
when they went to Rome, and laid their plan before the pope, who ratified the institution. Feb. 8.—R. P. Ignace Dillond, Vie des SS. Jean de Matha et Félix de Valois.

The arms of the order are fleurs-de-lis without number; a red and blue cross “en abyme;” two stars for supporters.

Visions of St. Hildegarde (A.D. 1098–1179). Hildegarde was the daughter of the count of Spanheim, and from her girlhood had revelations, which the Holy Ghost told her to write down in a book. She neglected to do so for some time, but, being greatly afflicted in body and mind, she consulted a religious, who spoke to the abbot, and she was advised to keep a record of her revelations. These revelations, called “Scivias,” fill three volumes; there is also a book of “Visions on Theological Dogmas” in three parts; a “Solution of Thirty-eight Knotty Points in Divinity;” an “Exposition of the Symbol [or creed] of St. Athanasius;” nine books of “Subtleties of Diverse Kind,” 145 letters, and some other works, all of which may be seen in Migne’s Patrologie Latina, vol. excvii. It would be plainly impossible to give even a summary of these books in this volume, but it must be stated that they received the express sanction of pope Eugenius III.; and no less a person than St. Bernard, abbot of Clairvaux, was commissioned, with others, to examine into the “revelations,” and they pronounced them to be undoubtedly genuine. Of course, they justify and corroborate the dogmas and practices of the Roman Catholic Church throughout. A selection from them, with the visions of Catherine Emmerich, and some others, would form a not unsuitable supplement to this volume. Although we cannot here produce the visions of St. Hildegard, we can give what she herself says of the way they were communicated to her. “From infancy,” she tells us, “to the present day, being now seventy years old, I have received without cessation visions and divine revelations. In these divine communications I seem to be carried through the air to regions far, far away, and I see in my mind’s eye the marvels shown to me. I do not see them with my bodily eye, nor hear what is said by my bodily ears, nor do I discover them by the agency of any of my bodily senses, nor do they come into my thoughts, nor are they dreams, or trances, or ecstasies; but I see them with my eyes open, while I am wide awake, sometimes in the night, and sometimes by day. What I see, I see in my soul; and what I hear, I hear in my inner self.” Her letters are addressed to Eugenius III., Anastasius IV., Adrian IV., Alexander III.; the emperors Conrad III. and Frederick I.; the bishops of Bamberg, Spire, Worms, Constance, Liège, Mâcon, Strasbourg, Prague, etc., the bishop of Jerusalem, all the bishops of Germany, and several prelates of other parts of Europe; to numerous abbots, to St. Elizabeth, and to all men of literary repute in Europe. These letters are full of the mysteries and secrets which the Holy Ghost revealed to her. The answers are also given by Mons. Migne, the originals being carefully preserved in the monastery of St. Rupert.—Acta Sanctorum (Bollandists), vol. v. Sept. 17; Thierry, Life of St. Hildegarde; Nicholas Serarius, History of Mayence, bk. ii. ch. 37, etc.

The visions of Ignatius Loyola (A.D. 1491–1556). Ignatius Loyola had frequent visits of angels, and frequent visions. On one occasion he was caught up by the Spirit, and saw a figure which represented to him quite clearly the mysterious Trinity. A little afterwards was shown him by revelation the design of Infinite Wisdom in the creation of the world, and in the special order of that great work, as recorded in Gen. i. In another vision he was shown the literal verity of transubstantiation, the Eucharist by consecration being verily and indeed changed into the body and blood of Jesus Christ. And in another vision, all the mysteries of the Christian faith were explained to him, especially those introduced since the times of the apostles, and therefore not mentioned in the New Testament Scriptures. All these were so clearly manifested to him, and received such certain vindication in these visions, that Ignatius declared he would lay down his life in defence of any one of them.—Acta Sanctorum, July 31.

Visions of Mary Magdalene of Pazzi (A.D. 1566–1607). (1) While Mary Magdalene of Pazzi was praying at the tomb of Mary Bagnesi, she saw a glorious throne covered with precious stones, and was told that this throne was the virginity which she had kept immaculate; and the precious stones thereon were the souls which had been brought to God by her means.

(2) She then saw a religious woman carried up to paradise, after having been fifteen days in purgatory. Her detention
in purgatory had been because she had done unnecessary work on festival days; had not informed the mother prioress of certain irregularities in the convent to which she had been privy; and had been too fond of her parents.

(3) Her next vision was a sister who had died with the reputation of sanctity. She appeared all luminous except in her hands, which were black. This was because she had accepted little presents from secular persons.

(4) Her fourth vision at the tomb was that of Lewis of Gonzaga, who shone in brilliant light. On seeing this vision, the saint cried aloud, "Oh, what glory, Lewis, son of Ignatius! I could not have conceived it possible, if I had not been shown it."—Acta Sanctorum (Bollandists), vol. v. May 23.

The vision of St. Patrick (A.D. 378-464). St. Patrick, in his Confessions, says, "One night I saw before me a celestial visitant, holding a book in his hand. He said to me, 'I am Victricius,' and he gave me the book, which was, in fact, a collection of letters. On the first page I read these words, 'A voice from Ireland.' As I read on, methought I heard the woodmen of Foclutam addressing me, and saying, 'We beseech you, O man of God, come back to us, and teach us about the Saviour.' I was moved to tears by this appeal, and the vision ceased. Next night I heard celestial voices singing the songs of heaven, but saw no one, nor can I at all tell where the voices came from. I fell to prayer, and heard a voice whisper in my ear, 'I am He who gave My life to redeem thine.' I felt as if some one had entered into me, and knew it was the Holy Ghost. Next day I told the vision to a friend, and he replied, 'One day you will be bishop of Ireland.' This remark threw me into a consternation, miserable sinner that I was; nevertheless, it came to pass."—Acta Sanctorum (Bollandists), vol. ii. March 17.

Alban Butler says that St. Patrick "saw all the children of Ireland from the wombs of their mothers stretching out their hands, and piteously crying to him for relief." But the account given above is a literal translation of the words of St. Patrick himself.

St. Porphyry's vision by which he was restored to sound health (A.D. 358-420). While St. Porphyry abode in his cave near the river Jordan, he fell sick with a complication of disorders, which obliged him to return to Jerusalem. There he visited daily the holy places, leaning on his staff, for he was too weak to stand without support. Mark, who afterwards wrote his life, here made his acquaintance; and one day, on offering him assistance, received for reply, "It is not right that I, who come hither in penance for my sins, should be relieved of the weight of that penance." Three months afterwards Mark saw him again. He was then quite well; and, on Mark's expressing surprise at his complete recovery, Porphyry said to him, "Forty days ago, being in extreme pain, I fainted away on reaching Calvary, and saw, in a kind of trance, the Saviour on the cross, and the penitent thief. I said to Christ, 'Lord, remember me when Thou comest into Thy kingdom.' Whereupon Christ ordered the thief to come to my assistance. He raised me from the ground, and bade me go to Christ; so I ran to Him, and He, coming down from the cross, said to me, 'Take up this wood [cross] into thy keeping.' Methought I laid it on my shoulders, and carried it some considerable way. When I came to myself, I found the pain had all left me, and I was as well as if I had never ailed anything."—Mark (a companion), Life of St. Porphyry.

Robert of Lyons is shown a vision of paradise (A.D. 1109). Robert, a student from Lyons, on a visit to Citeaux, asked God to show him the path of heaven. So God showed him a vast table-land on the top of an exceeding high mountain. In this table-land was a magnificent city. The student wanted to enter it, but found it impossible so to do, in consequence of a large river which flowed between him and the city. Looking for a way across the river, he observed on the opposite bank twelve or fourteen poor men washing their garments. One of them had a robe of dazzling whiteness, and this shining One helped the others in their work. "Who are you?" said the student to the shining One. "These poor ones," He replied, "are monks washing away their sins by repentance, and making their robes white in the river of tears. I am Jesus Christ, ever ready to help the truly penitent. The city that you see is paradise, where I reign with those who have washed their robes and made them white. Behold the road to heaven which you wanted to see."—Vincent de Beauvais, Speculum Majus, bk. xxv. ch. 106. (See BEULAH (LAND OF) in the Index of this book.)

A monk sees the Virgin Mary and three
companions of virgins. Two monks went to administer the last rites to Pemena, a shepherdess, who was sick of a fever. One of them, overcome by fatigue, fell into a trance, and saw in a vision three companies of virgins. The virgins of the first troop were magnificently dressed in gold brocade; those of the second company were arrayed in dazzling white; those of the third wore robes whiter than snow, trimmed with royal purple. The first company saluted him, and he returned the saluto. At the head of the third company was a virgin of surpassing beauty, whose robe was completely covered with white and red roses. He saluted the lady profoundly, and asked her name. "I am the queen of virgins," she graciously replied, "and accompany these troops of virgins from heaven. The first troop are those who debated in their minds whether they should marry or lead a virgin life, but decided upon the latter course. The next troop are those who vowed continence from the first, and kept themselves in chastity to the end. The third troop are those who have added the rose of martyrdom to the lily of chastity. We are now seeking the soul of a young shepherdess, which we are about to carry with us to heaven." The monk well knew the soul sought was Pemena's, and forthwith went with his brother monk to the cabin of the shepherdess. As they bent over the dying maiden, she said to them, "Oh, my fathers, that God would open your eyes to see the virgins from paradise which stand around me." The monks prayed that God would vouchsafe them this favour, and they saw the Virgin Mary place on Pemena's head a garland of flowers, which being done, the shepherdess breathed her last.—L'abbé Chapia, Une Vie de Sainte par Jour.

Voice from Heaven.

Matt. iii. 17. When Jesus was baptized, the Spirit of God was seen descending like a dove and lighting on Him; and lo! a voice from heaven, saying, This is My beloved Son, in whom I am well pleased.

John xii. 28, 29. Father, glorify Thy name. Then came a voice from heaven, saying, I have both glorified it, and will glorify it again. The people that stood by said it thundered; but others said, An angel spake to Him.

Acts ix. 4-7. When Saul (Paul) was on his way to Damascus, he heard a voice saying unto him, Saul, Saul, why persecutest thou Me? And Saul said, Who art Thou, Lord? And the Lord said, I am Jesus whom thou persecutest: it is hard for thee to kick against the pricks.

And Saul said, Lord, what wilt Thou have me to do? And the Lord said to him, Arise, and go into the city, and it shall be told thee what thou must do. And the men that journeyed with him stood speechless, hearing a voice, but seeing no man. (See Exod. iii., and I Sam. iii.)

Apronius hears a voice from heaven, and is converted. Apronius the judge, who in the reign of Diocletian committed Sisinius to prison, heard a voice from heaven which said to him, "Come unto Me, all ye that labour and are heavy laden, and I will refresh you," and was converted. The emperor, being informed of the conversion, commanded the judge to be at once beheaded.—Life of Marcellus the Pope (from the public registers).

Jesus Christ speaks to St. Benezet, and commands him to build a bridge across the Rhone (A.D. 1165-1184). Benezet was a poor shepherd, born at Hermillon, in Savoy, wholly uneducated, and wholly ignorant of the world. On Sept. 18, A.D. 1177, he was sent by his mother, who was a widow, to look after her sheep, and an eclipse of the sun occurred. All of a sudden, Benezet heard a voice say to him three times, "Benezet, My son, hearken to the words of Jesus Christ." "Who art Thou, Lord?" replied the boy (then only twelve years old). "I hear Your voice, but see no one." "I am Jesus Christ," said the voice, "who by a single word created the heavens and the earth, the sea, and all that therein is." "And what, Lord," said the boy, "wilt Thou have me do?" "Leave these few sheep," rejoined the voice, "and go, build a bridge across the Rhone." "But, Lord, I never heard of the Rhone, and know not where it is. And as for the sheep, they are my mother's; and I dare not leave them." "Trust in Me," said the voice in reply; "I will gather the sheep into their fold, and will send one to conduct you on the way." "But, Lord," the boy objected, "I have only three oboli (= fourpence) in the world, and one cannot build a bridge with that." "Obey, My son, and I will furnish the means."

The sequel of this strange story is no less marvellous than the beginning, and what is more strange still is this, there is certainly some thread of truth in the story that Benezet, the shepherd boy of Savoy, did build a bridge across the Rhone. This is attested by public monuments drawn up at the time, and still preserved at Avignon, where the story is known to every one. Benezet
died at the early age of nineteen, was buried on the bridge, and the body was twice disinterred. Once in 1669, when a large part of the bridge fell down; the body was then found entire, without any signs of corruption; “even the bowels being sound.” And again in 1674, when the body was translated with royal pomp into the church of the Celestines. A full description of this grand pageant is in the *Acta Sanctorum* of the Bollandists, vol. ii. April 14, pp. 958, 959. Now to continue the story.

The boy started on his journey, not knowing whither he was going; and was soon joined by an angel, in the guise of a pilgrim, who said to the boy, “Come with me, and I will show you where Jesus Christ wants you to build the bridge.” When the boy reached the river, he was aghast at its size, and cried in terror, “It is not possible to build a bridge across such a big river.” “Fear not,” said the angel; “but go to your ferryman, and get him to row you across the stream; then go to the bishop of Avignon, and tell him why you have come.” So saying, the angel left him. Benezet made his way to the ferryman, who happened to be a Jew, and asked him to row him across the river for nothing, out of love to Jesus Christ and the Virgin. The Jew replied he cared nothing for Jesus Christ or the Virgin, and certainly would not unmoor his boat without being paid three oboli. This was every farthing the boy had, but he was obliged to part with them, in order to cross the ferry. Being set on the other side, he went at once to the cathedral, where the bishop was preaching; and cried aloud, “Listen to me, and hear what I have got to say. Jesus Christ has sent me hither to build a bridge across the Rhone.” The bishop was most indignant at this unseemly interruption from a boy, evidently a rustic, and commanded the provost to punish him for his insolence. The provost was a hard man, named Berenger, who at once apprehended the boy; but the boy insisted that Jesus Christ had sent him to build a bridge across the Rhone.

“Nonsense!” cried the provost; “how is a boy like you to build a bridge across this river, which even Charlemagne would not undertake to do?” Still the boy insisted that Jesus Christ had sent him to build the bridge. The provost laughed at the absurdity, and said, “I will believe it when I see you carry off that stone,” pointing to a huge stone thirty feet long and seventeen broad. Benezet walked up to the stone, made the sign of the cross, lifted the stone on his shoulders, and carried it to the spot where the bridge was to spring from. The provost, the bishop, the whole people, were amazed. They no longer doubted the boy’s tale. Money came in on all sides, for everyone was anxious to be a fellow-worker with God, and the bridge was built.—L’abbé Truchet, *Histoire Hagiologique du Diocèse de Maurienne*.

This boy, who died at the age of nineteen, was a thaumaturgist, and wrought numerous miracles.

A voice from heaven addresses St. Catherine of Bologna (A.D. 1418-1463). A malefactor condemned to be burnt alive refused to confess, and rejected the services of the priest. St. Catherine of Bologna being informed thereof, prostrated herself before the Holy Sacrament for a whole day and night. After matins, she said in her orison, “O my God, I will not rise from my knees till You have granted me the soul of this malefactor, bought by Your precious blood.” Then a voice from heaven answered, “I cannot refuse you this soul, thanks to your prayers it shall be saved.” In the mean time, the malefactor sent for a priest to receive his confession; he was truly penitent, and though burnt to death, ceased not to invoke the name of Jesus.—Paleotti, *Life of St. Catherine of Bologna* (inserted in vol. xvii. of the Ecclesiastical Annals).

A voice from heaven speaks to St. Germanus, abbot of Granfel (A.D. 666). Ca-tile, duke of Alsace, greatly oppressed the monks and poor inhabitants of his dominion. St. Germanus reproved him, and as the duke was one day plundering the people, at the head of a troop of soldiers, the abbot implored him to desist. Some of the soldiers afterwards met the abbot on his road to Granfel, and stripped him of his clothes. “I thank Thee, Lord of heaven and earth,” said the saint, “that I am deemed worthy to suffer for Thy sake. Deign to admit me into the company of those who have washed their robes, and made them white in the blood of the lamb.” A voice from heaven replied, “Come, faithful shepherd of My fold, the heavens are open to you; enter into the joy of thy lord.” At this moment one of the soldiers pierced him with a lance, and he fell dead.—Bollandus, *Acta Sanctorum* (written by Babolen, a contemporary), vol. iii. Feb.
St. Henry of Northumberland strengthened in the right way by a voice from heaven (A.D. 1127). Henry of Northumberland resolved to serve God in solitude; so, leaving his home, he went to Coquet Island, off the coast of Northumberland. His parents went to fetch him back; but Henry, casting himself before his crucifix, implored God to direct him. Then came a voice from heaven, which said to him, "Stay here, Henry. Play the man; strengthen thy heart to resist, for I have called thee to My eternal purpose." So he remained in the island a solitary or hermit.—Capers, *Life of Henry of Northumberland*.

St. Hermillus of Belgrade hears in his martyrdom a voice from heaven (A.D. 315). St. Hermillus, being denounced to Licinius as a despiser of the gods of Rome, was arrested, and brought before the emperor. The emperor said to him, "Tell me, fellow, do you acknowledge yourself to be a Christian?" "I not only acknowledge myself to be a Christian," replied Hermillus, "but also a consecrated deacon in the service of Christ." Said the emperor, "Abandon this foolery, and save yourself from the penalties of the law." The deacon made answer, "It is no foolery to adore the Maker of heaven and earth, but it is indeed foolery to worship stocks and stones, the work of men's hands." "Not so glib with your tongue, fellow," said the emperor; "obey, or endure the reward of your obstinacy," "He that endureth to the end," said the deacon, "the same shall be saved." "Saved, i' faith!" laughed Licinius; "we'll soon see how your gods can save you." So saying, he ordered the lictors to scourge the rogue well, and teach him to reverence the gods of his country. Six men then stripped him, threw him on the ground, and scourged him soundly. "O Thou who didst endure before Pilate the mockery and the scourge," cried Hermillus, "strengthen me to endure, that I may finish my course with joy." Then was heard a voice from heaven, saying to him, "Verily, verily, Hermillus, in three days shall thou be with Me in paradise." Hearing these words, the deacon was filled with comfort; but Licinius and his myrmidons were filled with consternation.—*Metaphrastes, Lices*, etc. (compiled from the original acts).

St. Lucian in his martyrdom hears a voice from heaven (eleventh century). When St. Lucian was led to execution, a great light encompassed him, and as his head fell to the axe, the executioners heard a voice from heaven saying to him, "Well done, good and faithful servant; receive the crown of glory prepared for you from before the foundation of the world."—*Acta Sanctorum* (Life of St. Lucianus).

Voices from heaven frequently heard by St. Margaret of Cortona (A.D. 1297). One day, as St. Margaret was praying for two artisans, whose apparitions had appeared to her, and told her they had been murdered by robbers, without being allowed time to confess, although they grieved for their misdeeds, the Saviour said to her, "Tell the Minorites to remember the souls of the dead. They are so numerous as to pass man's understanding, yet very few are taken from purgatory through any prayers or gifts of their friends."

At another time a voice told her that her mother had been delivered from purgatory after being there ten years, and her father would also be delivered, but her term was not yet ended.

One day, as she was praying for her dead servant, her guardian angel said to her, "Thy servant must remain in purgatory for a month, but her pains will be light, and then she will be transported to the choir of the cherubim."

Christ said to her, on a day set apart for the purification of the Holy Virgin, "The three dead persons for whom you prayed this morning have been acquitted by their judges from everlasting perdition, but they must suffer for their sins, and so great will be their torments, that unless their good angels sustain them, they will believe themselves outcasts. As on earth," He continued, "so in purgatory, there are separate cells. Some are purged in thick darkness, some in rapid torrents, some in ice, and others in devouring fire."—*Bollandus, Acta Sanctorum*, vol. iii. Feb., p. 298.

St. Peter Nolasco is encouraged to persevere by a voice from heaven (A.D. 1189–1556). St. Peter Nolasco, founder of the Order of Mercy, one Saturday night, being greatly distressed that his work progressed so slowly, cried aloud, "O Lord, how is it Thou art so bountiful to others, and so niggardly to Thy mother? If my demerits are the cause, remove me out of the way, and supply my place with one more worthy of the work which I have taken in hand." Then was heard in the church a voice which said, "Fear not, little flock; it is My Father's good
pleasure to give you the kingdom." These words filled all who heard them with amazement; and Nolasco soon had the unspakeable consolation of seeing his order increase, and allied monasteries springing up in all directions.—R. P. F. Zumel, Life of St. Peter Nolasco.

St. Peter of Verona hears a voice from heaven (A.D. 1206-1252). While St. Peter of Verona was at Milan, he employed all his energies in the conversion of heretics. One day he found such obstinate resistance, that his heart failed him, and he resolved to abandon his work, which seemed quite hopeless. While praying, he heard a voice from heaven speak to him. It was the Virgin Mary, who said to him, "Peter, I have prayed for thee, that thy faith fail not. He who putteth his hand to the plough and looketh back, is not worthy of the kingdom of God." Then was his courage revived, and he resolved to continue the fight of faith even to his life's end.—T. Lentino, Life of St. Peter the Martyr.

St. Polycarp heard a voice from heaven, when led to execution (A.D. 167). As St. Polycarp was led to execution, a voice from heaven was heard by many, saying to him, "Polycarp, My faithful servant, be of good courage, and play the man."—Written by the Church of Smyrna at the time of the martyrdom.

St. Secundina hears at her execution a voice from heaven (A.D. 257). When St. Secundina of Anagni, in Italy, was led from her cell to martyrdom, she prayed for herself and her enemies. While she prayed, a resplendent light shone round about her, and the whole multitude heard a voice from heaven, saying, "Ye all were within a finger's length of hell, but the prayer of My servant Secundina has ascended to the ears of the Lord of hosts, and through her prayers your lives are saved. Daughter, be of good cheer, for I am thine, and thou art Mine, and all things are Mine." Eighteen of the guard and many of the crowd, on hearing these words, were baptized, confessing their sins.—Les Petits Hollandistes, vol. ii. p. 247.

A voice from heaven determines which bones are Peter's and which Paul's. In the reign of Heliogabalus (A.D. 218-222), the bones of Peter and Paul were deposited by Christian converts in one tomb in the catacombs of Rome. This was some 180 or 140 years after their deaths. Two hundred years later, the two bodies were transported to a gorgeous shrine beneath the church of the Vatican. When pope Sylvester, at the consecration of the great church of St. Peter, wished to place the sacred remains of St. Peter in an altar, it was found impossible to distinguish which of the bones were those of Peter, and which were those of Paul. After fasting and prayer, a divine voice revealed that the larger bones were those of the preacher, and the smaller ones those of the fisherman. This being deemed conclusive, the smaller bones were placed in St. Peter's church, and the larger ones in St. Paul's.—Dr. W. Smith, Dictionary of Christian Antiquities, vol. i. p. 109.

This account is not strictly correct. The two heads are in the basilica of St. John Lateran. Under St. Peter's altar, thirty-eight feet from the ground, "on volt une tente de velours cramoisi rehaussé d'or. Ce pavillon recouvre une arche ou citerne en marbre de Paros soutenu par quatre colonnes de marbre Egyptien avec des chapiteaux d'ordre Corinthis en bronze doré. Là sont renfermées des têtes des apôtres St. Pierre et St. Paul. Deux fois chaque année, le Samedi Saint et le Mardi des Rames, elles sont exposées solennellement à la vénération des fidèles."—Mgr. Guérin (chamberlain of pope Leo XIII.), Fleurs des Saints, vol. viii. p. 499.

Alban Butler says, "One half of the body of each apostle is deposited together in a rich vault in the great church of St. Paul, on the Ostian road, and the other half of both bodies in a more stately vault in the Vatican church."

Anne Askew. Two views of the same phenomenon (A.D. 1546). Anne Askew was a Protestant of Lincolnshire, in the reign of Henry VIII. She was taken before "the Quest," and committed to prison. After being confined there above a year, she was brought before the council, and set upon the rack. With a savagery disgraceful to human nature, chancellor Wriothesley stripped off his robes of state, grasped the handle of the rack, and worked the torture till all thought the victim was dead. She was taken off the rack, and carried back to her dungeon, only to be burnt to death at Smithfield. When the torch was applied to the fagots, a few drops of rain fell, and a low peal of thunder was heard. "She is damned to all eternity," said some of the spectators. "God knows whether I may truly call it thunder," said one who was present; "but, for my own part, it seemed that the angels in heaven were singing their joy-song over another soul taken into bliss."—Dr. Wylie, History of Protestantism, vol. iii. pp. 406, 407.

Walking on Water.

Matt. xiv. 24-33. Jesus, having fed five thousand men, besides women and children, with five barley loaves, bade His disciples to pass over the sea. And when the ship was in the midst of the sea, it was tossed with the
WALKING ON WATER: ALDEGUNDIS—MARY.

waves, for the winds were contrary. In the fourth watch of the night Jesus went unto them, walking on the sea. And when the disciples saw Him, they were troubled; but Jesus spake unto them, saying, Be of good cheer; it is I; be not afraid. Peter then got out of the boat to join him, but, his courage failing him, he began to sink, when Jesus caught him, saying, O thou of little faith, wherefore didst thou doubt?

St. Aldegundis walks across the river Sambre (A.D. 630-689). St. Aldegundis, daughter of prince Wabet, was solicited in marriage by Eudon, an English prince. Aldegundis told her father she could not accept the proposal, as she had already betrothed herself to Christ; but her father, unwilling to let slip so honourable an offer, promised the prince his daughter's hand. In this extremity Aldegundis had recourse to her celestial spouse, who told her to flee from her father's roof; so, in disguise, and covered by the shades of night, she made good her escape, and came to the river Sambre. There was no bridge, no boat, and the river was not fordable. Here, then, her flight was arrested; but she again appealed for help to Him whose ears are ever open to our prayers. Immediately two angels appeared, and bade her follow them; so she "ran over the surface of the river like a bird, without even wetting the soles of her shoes." Having crossed the Sambre, she continued her flight to the forest, where she built a little chapel, and resolved never to quit it, unless her parents promised not to force her into any marriage with man. Her father discovered her retreat, made the required promise, and the maiden returned home. (See St. Austrebertha, below.) —L'abbé Delbos, Life of St. Aldegundis.

Two angels, in the form of two young men, guided St. Benedict from Subasio to Mont Cassino, a distance of eighteen leagues. (See Angel Visitations, p. 2.)

St. Austrebertha walks across the river Canche (630-704). Austrebertha was the daughter of prince Badefroy and France-childe, both of royal blood. She vowed to make Christ her only spouse; and when she heard that her father had promised her in marriage to a young prince, she induced her brother to accompany her in her escape from her parents' house in Maronne to Thérouanne, where she hoped to hide herself till her father consented to the life she had chosen. When the brother and sister reached the river Canche, they found it so greatly swollen that it had swept away the bridge and no boat was at hand. Not to be deterred by this impediment, Austrebertha, taking her brother by the hand, walked on boldly, and they crossed over, walking on the water, and arrived safely at the monastery of Thérouanne, presided over by St. Omer. Austrebertha told her tale, and the bishop consented without delay to give her the veil. He then took her back to her parents, reconciled them to the choice which their daughter had made, and committed her to the care of Burgeo-sed, abbot of a monastery called Port.—Surius, Lives of the Saints.

All this is a repetition, with a change of names, of the story of Aldegundis; and it is not a little remarkable that the date of the birth of both is 630. The very locality is about the same, the river Canche being in the Pas de Calais, and the monastery of Thérouanne in the same department.

The horse and horse-oar bearing the body of St. Julian cross the river Sarthe (A.D. 117). St. Julian died at Mans. When the funeral cortège reached the river Sarthe, it was so swollen with recent rains that it was no longer fordable. Never mind. Man's extremity is God's opportunity. The horses continued their route, dragging the funeral car; the procession followed, and all went safely on the surface of the water across the river, and reached without accident the other side. —D. Piolin, History of the Church of Mans.

St. Juvenal, hearing that a ship was in danger, went walking on the sea to save it. St. Juvenal, bishop of Narnia, in Africa, hearing that a ship, containing three thousand souls, was in danger of being wrecked during a severe storm, went to its relief, walking on the sea. When he came to the ship the tempest ceased, and was followed by a great calm.—St. Gregory, Homily 37. (See also Usuard's Martyrology.)

St. Mary of Egypt passes and repasses the river Jordan, walking on its surface (A.D. 421). St. Mary of Egypt, the anchorite, in her interview with Father Zozimus, appointed to meet him at the river Jordan the first Thursday in Lent, to receive from his hands the holy sacrament. Father Zozimus went to the place appointed "with the instruments of our salvation," but not finding Mary there, began to be filled with fear lest she should not come. Lifting up his eyes, he saw her in the distance, and wondered how she would be able to cross the river to come to him. She came to the brink, made the sign of the cross, and stepping on the water with confidence walked across it. The father and the penitent prayed together; he administered to her
the holy communion, and she repeated the words of the aged Simeon, "Lord, now lettest Thou Thy servant depart in peace, according to Thy word, for mine eyes have seen Thy salvation." Mary then told Zozimus to come again next year to the same place, and bidding him farewell, she repassed the Jordan in the same way as she had crossed it, and returned into the desert. Next year, when Zozimus returned to the Jordan, he found the body dead, with an inscription in the sand, to this effect: "Abbot Zozimus, bury the body of poor Mary, who died the same day that she received the holy Eucharist at your hands." She had been dead a year, but no corruption had taken place, and no wild beast of the desert had touched her. Zozimus buried her, and related her sad tale to his disciples.—Les Petits Bollandistes, vol. iv. p. 128.

**St. Maurus runs on the surface of a river to save St. Placidus (A.D. 584).** St. Benedict sent Placidus to fetch water from a river; but as he dipped the bucket into the stream, his foot slipped, and he fell head foremost into the water. St. Benedict, who saw the accident by revelation, bade Maurus run to his assistance. Maurus, coming to the river, saw the body carried down the stream, and, without stopping to reflect, ran on the surface of the river to rescue his companion. On drifted the body of Placidus, and on ran Maurus over the water to overtake it. He came up, he clutched hold of his friend, he pulled him out of the river, and took him safely to the abbey. Though Maurus had run nearly a mile on the surface of the stream, yet he sank not, nor were the soles of his shoes wetted. When Placidus told the abbot of his rescue, he said, "As I was lifted out of the water, I saw distinctly the hoo of St. Benedict held over the head of my rescuer." Maurus modestly replied he had not himself seen it; whereupon the abbot replied, "Placidus, then, has won from God the greater grace, as his merits, in God's sight, are the more exalted."—St. Gregory, Dialogues. (See also Laurentius Surius, Livcs of the Saints.)

**St. Nazarius and St. Celus, being cast into the sea, walk to shore.** St. Nazarius was a very old man, and St. Celus was a child committed to his charge, as Samuel was committed to Eli by his mother. Nero commanded that they should both be put to death for being Christians; accordingly, they were taken to Ostia and put into a bark, and wher several leagues from shore were both cast into the sea. Forthwith a violent storm arose, and the crew saw the two saints walking on the waves, and were sore afraid. In their terror the seamen implored the saints to intreat their God to save them. This did they; the storm ceased, and the ship rode safe to shore. The saints followed, walking on the sea. All the crew became converts, and were numbered amongst the disciples.—Simeon Metaphrastes, Chronicon.

**St. Oringa, in flight, walks across a river (A.D. 1310).** St. Oringa of Tuscany, being an orphan, was under the charge of her brothers, who wanted her to marry; and when she told them she was the betrothed of Jesus Christ, they ill-treated her, so that she fled from home. Coming to a river, "pleine de confiance, la jeune fille avance quand même, et avec le secours de Dieu la traverse à pied sec." On she went, not knowing whither. When night came on, she lay herself down in a meadow to sleep till daylight. A timid hare came and nestled beside her, and all but said, "Poor little dove! trust yourself as I do to the care of God." Next day Oringa followed the hare as a guide, and came to Lucca, where she took service as a domestic. After a time she started on a pilgrimage to Mount Gargan, and lost her way, when St. Michael, "sous la forme d'un jeune diacre," put her in the right road, served her with food, and then left her.—Les Petits Bollandistes, vol. ii. p. 575.

**St. Wulfran walks on the water to save two children offered to idols (A.D. 647-720).** The Frisons used to offer human sacrifices to their gods. These sacrifices were made sometimes by strangulation, sometimes by the sword, sometimes by fire, sometimes by water. One day the lot fell upon the two children of one mother, the ages of the children being five and seven years. St. Wulfran implored king Radbod to prohibit such cruelty, but Radbod replied he could not violate the laws he had sworn to preserve. The children were taken to a spot where two rivers disembogued into the sea, and the rush of water was very violent. St. Wulfran, amidst a crowd of idolaters, prayed God to save the children and magnify His name among the heathen. Then the waters of the two rivers stood like a wall round the two children, and Wulfran, walking on the sea, entered the precincts, and, taking up the two children, delivered
them to their mother. All were amazed, and many "were regenerated by the water of baptism."—The abbé Corbier, *Hagiography of the Diocese of Amiens.*

One thing must strike every reader, and that is, the just horror of the [Roman] Catholic Church at these human sacrifices, and yet their more than wholesale slaughter in the Middle Ages of what they called "heretics." Here Wulflan very properly felt indignant that two children should be offered to the gods of the Franks, but Charles V. and his son Felice murdered ten times as many thousands, because they doubted, some of the dogmas which they themselves believed.

**Water supplied.** *(See Elijah makes rain, etc., p. 129.)*

**Gen.** xxii. 17–19. When Hagar and her son were driven out by Abraham, they went into the wilderness, and the bottle of water being exhausted, Hagar laid her boy under a shrub, and went herself a good way off, and wept. God had compassion, and opened the eyes of the child, and the child cried and she saw a well of water. And she went and filled the bottle, gave the child drink, and he revived.

**Exod.** xvii. 1–7. When the wanderers from Egypt reached Rephidim, the people were angry with Moses, because there was no water. And Moses cried unto the Lord. Then said the Lord to him, Go on before the people, and take with thee of the elders, and smite the rock Horeb with thy rod, and there shall come water out of the rock, that the people may drink.

**Jude.** xv. 18, 19. After the great slaughter of a thousand Philistines with a jawbone, Samson was athirst, and said, Now shall I die for thirst, and fall into the hands of the uncircumcised. But God clave a hollow place that was in the jaw, and there came water thereout. And when Samson drank thereof, his spirit came again, and he revived.

**Isa.** xii. 17, 18. When the poor and needy seek water, and there is none, and their tongue faileth for thirst, I the Lord will hear them, I the Lord will not forswear them. I will open rivers in high places, and fountains in the midst of valleys: I will make the wilderness a pool of water, and the dry land springs of water.

**Psalm.** cvii. 35. He turneth the wilderness into a standing water, and dry ground into water-springs.

**St. Antony the Great supplies water in the African desert** (fourth century). While St. Antony was dwelling in the desert, near the Red Sea, he was requested by some monks to visit their monastery. A camel was employed to carry bread and water for the journey, for there was no drinking-water between the saint's cell and the religious house to which they were going. On the journey the supply of water failed, and the consequences would have been disastrous if St. Antony had not interfered. Going about a stone's throw from the caravan, the man of God knelt down in prayer, and forthwith the Lord caused a spring of water to bubble from the ground; and all drank, and filled their vessels, and continued their route without further incident.—St. Athanasius, *Life of St. Antony the Great.*

**St. Benedict, in Subiaco, supplies a monastery with water.** Some of St. Benedict's monasteries were built on the tops of hills. The monks of a monastery in Subiaco, being much troubled for want of water, all of which had to be fetched from a river in the valley below, went to St. Benedict, and begged to be removed into some place where water could be supplied with less labour. St. Benedict bade them return to their monastery, for God would supply them with water. Next night St. Benedict went with St. Placidus to the top of the hill, and laid in order three stones, one above the other, and then returned to their cells. When the monks saw him next day, he said to them, "Go to the top of the hill, and you will find three stones piled one above the other. Dig a small basin at the foot of these stones, and the water therein shall never fail." The monks went to the top of the hill, as St. Benedict told them, and dug a basin at the foot of the three stones, and it was instantly full of water, even to overflowing. From this fountain a stream of clear water ran at all times to the very bottom of the hill.—Surius (1671), *Lives of the Saints.*

**St. Clement, pope and martyr, supplies two thousand Christians with water.** St. Clement, being banished by order of Trajan to the Chersonese, found there two thousand Christians condemned to work in the quarries. These Christians suffered much from want of water, for there was none within two miles. St. Clement prayed God to consider this necessity; and, lifting up his eyes, he saw, on a hillock close by, a lamb which held up its right foot, and pointed to a certain spot. St. Clement knew the lamb was Christ, the Lamb of God; and, going to the spot indicated, he made a little hole, and there sprang up straightway a vein of pure water, clear as crystal and very abundant.—Metaphrastas, *Lives, etc.*

**St. Donatus brings water from dry land.** Sozomenus tells us of a St. Donatus (not St. Donatus of Arezzo, but another) who was travelling with many others, when they suffered severely for want of water. Donatus prayed, and forthwith a fountain of clear water rose in a dry field which before had shown no indication of moisture.

**St. Dunstan, archbishop of Canterbury,**
raised a spring of water by knocking the earth (A.D. 925–988). St. Dunstan, by sapping the earth with his pastoral staff, caused a fountain of water to well up. This fountain was ever afterwards called St. Dunstan’s well or St. Dunstan’s fountain.—Osbert of Canterbury, Life of St. Dunstan.

St. Florus makes water spring from dry land (first century). St. Florus was contemporary with Jesus Christ, and a disciple of St. Peter. He went to preach the gospel in Aquitaine, and coming with his companions to the top of a hill, they were parched with thirst, but there was no water to be found. St. Florus, in this emergency, stuck in the ground the staff which was in his hand, and instantly a spring of water burst through, which has never failed from that day to this.—Propre de St. Flur et de Clermont.

St. Firmatus brings a spring of water out of dry ground (A.D. 1103). When St. Firmatus returned to France, after his liberation from prison, he went to Vitré, in Brittany, where he stopped for a few days. At Dordeny he produced a spring of water merely by putting his stick into the ground. The inhabitants, out of gratitude, have ever since called this spring “The Fountain of St. Firmatus.”

Another example. When St. Firmatus went in pilgrimage to Palestine, he was greatly distressed in a desert for want of water, so he prayed God to supply it, and forthwith a spring of delicious water bubbled from the dry sand.—Bollandus, Acta Sanctorum, May 11.

St. Fursy, with his abbatical staff, brings water from dry ground to supply his monastery (A.D. 650). St. Fursy, having built at Lagny-en-Brie a monastery and three chapels, wanted a supply of water. In order to procure this, he drove his abbatical staff into the earth, and instantly there bubbled up a fountain of water possessing healing powers. “This miracle is beyond dispute, inasmuch as the fountain still exists, and is more than sufficient to supply the whole town with most excellent water, and thither go hundreds to be healed of divers diseases. On Ascension Day, after the Magnificat, a procession is annually formed, and the relics of St. Fursy are carried to the fountain.”—Les Petits Bollandistes (7th edit. 1880), vol. i. p. 405.

We are told in Roman story that Romulus and Rome were placed in a cradle soon after birth, and exposed in the Tiber. The Tiber having overflowed, the cradle was drifted into the adjoining meadow, and when the water ebb’d, the cradle was left on dry land. A wolf, hearing the cry of the two babes, suckled them, and brought them up. Now, what would the pope’s chamberlain think, if any one were to say, “This story is beyond dispute, inasmuch as the river Tiber still exists, and is a river of considerable importance, being in some parts three hundred feet wide and eighteen foot deep; and that the very city, Rome (so called from Romulus), stands on its banks”? St. Gangulfus transports a fountain of water from Bassigny to Varennes (A.D. 760). This certainly is the most marvelous “miracle” recorded under this head. Returning to Burgundy, St. Gangulfus stopped at Chaumont, in Bassigny, to rest, and was much pleased with the water of a fountain, which he found clear and refreshing. He asked the owner if he would sell it, and the man, supposing it quite impossible to carry off a fountain, readily consented, and named his price. Gangulfus paid the money, and next day left Chaumont, and came to Varennes, some twenty-five miles south-east of that place. Sticking his staff in the ground, the fountain which he had bought immediately left the neighbourhood of Bassigny, and threw up a magnificent spring at Varenne, on the very spot where the saint had planted his staff.—Acta Sanctorum (Bollandist), May 11.

Water and wine fetched out of a rock by St. Gentius (twelfth century). St. Gentius retired to the desert of Baussat. One day, when the neighbours came to visit him, he had neither wine nor water to give them; but by touching a rock close by, there came from it both water and wine. This miracle cannot be gainsaid, for persons are shown the fountain even to this day. The water thereof is very abundant, and is an excellent specific in fevers.—Propre d’Avignon.

That there is a fountain of water at Baussat is doubtful, but this fact does not prove that Gentius created it by touching a rock with his finger, nor does it prove that wine flowed from it.

St. Gertrude of Vaux-en-Dieulet brings water from dry land (fifth century). St. Gertrude retired to the Bois de Noé (now called the “Bout de Noé), west of Dieulet. Here still flows the “Fountain of St. Gertrude,” the origin of which is thus accounted for. St. Gertrude, on arriving at the valley of Argonne, which terminates the territory of Vaux, could find no water in the neighbourhood. Having a stick in her hand, she touched with it the earth, and a fountain of clear water bubbled up, which still flows to perpetuate the saint’s name. In Vaux-en-Dieulet is a painting of St. Gertrude touching the earth, and the water rising through it in obedience to her touch.—Les Petits Bollandistes, vol. v. p. 222.
St. Honoré supplies his disciples with water from a rock. When St. Honoré landed on the Isle of Lerins, a large number of disciples followed him; but the island was deficient of water. Then St. Honoré repeated the miracle of Moses, and brought water from a stony rock."—St. Hilary, Life of St. Honoré.

St. Isidore brings water from dry ground with his ox-goad. One hot summer's day, Vargas the farmer, going into his fields, was overcome with heat and thirst. He asked [St.] Isidore, one of his farm labourers, if he knew of any spring in the vicinity. Isidore directed him to a corner of the field, but the farmer returned in great anger, thinking the man had befooled him. The saint said to his master, "Come with me, and I will show you the spring." So they went both of them together. When they reached the spot indicated, sure enough there was no water; but Isidore pricked the dry earth with his ox-goad, and forthwith there bubbled up a clear spring, not only refreshing, but of medicinal virtue. None can gainsay this miracle, inasmuch as the spring still flows near Madrid in a full stream, an infinite number of sick folk resort to it daily to be cured of their infirmities, and thousands of visitors have gone to see it.—From the Spanish. (This Life of St. Isidore is attested by the very highest authorities. Philip of Castile and Aragon, by letters patent, granted to John Heigham permission to print and publish it. The grant is signed by Da Groote, and the book was published June 18, 1625. I possess an original copy.)

Rhodeserea and D. A. Villegas tell us that "all persons in Madrid and its suburbs hold this fountain in reverence. In fact, you will not find a house which has not some of its water in a bottle in case of sudden sickness, especially ague, blue-spots, or plague. Every one knows there is no such remedy known for these complaints, as the water of St. Isidore's fountain." St. James brings water from the rock Puppim to supply the village (fifth century). St. James of Tarentaise built his episcopal palace on the rock Puppim, and a chapel to St. Peter was annexed. A village in time sprang up around, but there was no water in the vicinity. So, as Moses struck the rock in Horeb, and supplied the Israelites with water for themselves and their cattle, St. James struck the rock Puppim and brought forth water for the service of the village St. Jacquemoz.—Gui of Burgundy (afterwards Calixtus II.), Life of St. James of Tarentaise.

St. Julian, first bishop of Mans, brings water from dry ground with his pastoral staff (A.D. 117). St. Julian, who was born at Rome, came to Mans during a siege. The inhabitants, making a sortie, drove off the besiegers, but were greatly exhausted for want of water. In this emergency, St. Julian planted his pastoral staff in the midst of a large plain, and forthwith there bubbled up a spring of water most abundant and refreshing. "This is the more remarkable, in that the spot selected by the bishop was wholly destitute of natural springs." This fountain, called "St. Julian's Spring," still flows; and in ecclesiastical art St. Julian is represented in pontifical robes, planting his staff; and at his foot is a damsel, filling her pitcher with water.—D. Piolin, History of the Church of Mans.

St. Lupus, bishop of Chalons, brings water from dry land with his pastoral staff (seventh century). St. Lupus, bishop of Chalons, stood one day with his pastoral staff watching the haymakers. The sun was exceedingly fierce, and the men greatly exhausted. There was no water in the neighbourhood, so the bishop struck the dry ground with his staff, and forthwith there issued from the ground a spring of the clearest water, which continues to this day.—See Canon Bright's History of the Church (1863).

St. Ursus brings a fountain of water from a rock (sixth century). St. Ursus was a native of Ireland, but quitted his native land and was made archdeacon of Aosta. One hot summer he heard the rustics of Besseis complaining of thirst, and lamenting the want of water in the neighbourhood. He called to mind the text that "all things are possible to him who believeth," and forthwith struck with his staff the rock on which he was standing. Immediately there flowed from it a spring of delicious water, which runs in a liquid stream even to the present day, and is called "St. Bear's Fountain." Mention is made of it in the archives of the chapter under the title of 1290, where it is stated that "one Jacques gave to St. Bear's church a parcel of land situate in the locality of St. Ursus' Fountain."—Life of St. Ursus, Archdeacon of Aosta (1862).

In Christian art St. Ursus is sometimes represented striking the rock. Thus, in the cloister of the Chartreuse, he is represented on a marble column of the twelfth century, and below it is the inscription "Fons & Uss." St. Patrick and the triple miracle (fifth
century). A blind man, taking hold of St. Patrick’s right hand, guided it into making on the ground a cross, when instantly three miracles ensued: (1) A spring of water bubbled from the dry ground; (2) the blind man, bathing his eyes with this water, received his sight; and (3) the man, who before could neither write nor read, was instantly inspired with both these gifts.—Thomas Massingham, *Florilegium Insulae Sanctorum*.

St. Pharadallis brings water from dry land with her distaff (A.D. 710). St. Pharadallis produced a plentiful well-spring by striking the side of a hill with her distaff. This fountain had healing virtues, especially for children’s complaints; and every Friday crowds come to Bruay to avail themselves of it.—Bollandus, *Acta Sanctorum*, vol. i. p. 170.

Simeon Stylites brings water from dry ground (A.D. 459). Simeon, the pillar saint, made a fountain of water spring from dry ground to supply a certain locality where water was deficient.—Theodore, *History of the Holy Fathers* (fifth century).

St. Vinebald, herdsman, brings a spring of water from dry ground (seventh century). When St. Vinebald was driving his oxen from Villeneuve la Lorraine, he met a woman bringing water from the river, and asked her to give his beasts drink. She churlishly replied she had other duties in hand, and bade him look after his herd himself. A little further on he saw another woman who had been to the river to fetch water, and he asked her the same thing; whereupon she gave water to all the beasts. Vinebald then stuck his ox-goad into the ground, and said to the woman, “Henceforth this spring of water will save you the labour of going down to the river for water.” A spring then issued from the ground, not only pure and excellent, but sanative also. In 1798, this spring was profaned by the villagers washing their linen in it, and it nearly ceased flowing; whereupon the magistrates forbade any one to desecrate the water, and the spring recovered its full force. Now, a place for washing linen has been built lower down, “et l’eau est toujours très abondante.”—Les Petits Bollandistes, vol. iv. p. 120.

Water supplied to a Christian army by the fountain of Elijah (thirteenth century). The river sources of the Ptolemaid having been poisoned by the Saracens, the Christian army, as well as all the other dwellers in that district, were in danger of a cruel death. In this exigency, the chiefs of the Christian army sent a company of soldiers to protect the monks of Mount Carmel; for it was well known that the fountain of Elijah there never failed while the monks were on the mount, but the moment they were driven away by the infidel the fountain dried up. By protecting the monks on the mountain, the Christian army was abundantly supplied with wholesome water, and was thus in a condition at any time to meet the foe.—Les Petits Bollandistes, vol. v. p. 590.

Water turned into Wine.

John ii. 1-11. The first miracle that Jesus did was to turn water into wine. This was at a marriage banquet in Cana of Galilee, to which Jesus, with His mother and disciples, was invited.

St. Adelm turns water into wine (eleventh century). Among the many miracles ascribed to St. Adelm, the following summary is mentioned in an off-hand manner by Mgr. Guérin, chamberlain of pope Leo XIII.: “He caused a serpent, which had glided into a man sleeping on the ground with his mouth open, to come out again; he cured the queen of England of an incurable malady by sending to her a piece of bread which he had blessed; he healed many sick of fevers in a similar way; and he changed water into wine.”—Les Petits Bollandistes, vol. ii. p. 184.

St. Agnes converts a fountain of water into exquisite wine (A.D. 1274–1311). Amongst the many miracles of St. Agnes, one was to convert a fountain of water into exquisite wine.—Raymond of Capua, *Life of St. Agnes of Mount Pulciano*.

St. Albert turns water into wine of a healing virtue (A.D. 1060–1140). Count Arnoul, brother of Baldwin, count of Hainault, being attacked with a dangerous malady for which his physicians knew of no remedy, went to the hermitage of St. Alber. After confession, the count begged the saint to give him something to drink, as he was extremely parched with fever. St. Albert said there was nothing but water in the hermitage, and went to draw some from the well. He blessed it, and handed it to the count; but the saint’s benediction was so potent, that the water was converted by it into a most generous wine, more delicious than any in the country. The draught made such a change on the count, that
his fever left him, and he returned home in perfect health and spirits.—Robert (archdeacon of Ostrevand), Life of St. Albert.

Water served to St. Gerard turned into wine (A.D. 994). St. Gerard, with twelve companions, made a pilgrimage to Rome, to visit the tombs of the two apostles, Peter and Paul. Here he made the acquaintance of Mayeul, bishop of Cluny, and Adalbert, the future bishop of Prague. Their interview was followed by a repast, but as it was a fast day with St. Gerard, he whispered to the server to bring him water to drink. The server went to the fountain to fetch some water, but when he handed it to the prelate it was found to be most excellent wine. The saint told the server he had bid him bring water, and the server protested he had brought it from the fountain. St. Gerard now confessed that God had turned the water into wine to honour his servants Mayeul and Adalbert; but Mayeul and Adalbert returned the compliment, and said the water had been converted into wine in honour of their guest.—Father Benedict, Life of St. Gerard.

A "miracle" of this sort is quite worthless. Every one knows how quick servants are in discerning an honoured guest, and how skilfully they humour the vanity of such a person. St. Gerard was the guest of honour, and no flattery could be so pleasing as to make him the subject of a miracle.

St. Gerlac the penitent turns water into wine (died 1170). One Sunday in Passion Week, the priest who usually said mass in a certain chapel, having brought with him some water to drink, found it thrice changed into wine. This miracle was the work of St. Gerlac the penitent, and it occurred a little before his death.—Les Petits Bollandistes (7th edit. 1880), vol. i. p. 149.


Martha, failing in wine to supply her guests, saw repeated the miracle of Christ at the marriage feast (first century). Eutropius, one of the seventy disciples of Jesus, was a native of Egypt, but lived in Antioch, and after the ascension was sent with Trophimus and Maximin into Gaul. Eutropius fixed his home at Orange, Trophimus at Arles, and Maximin at Aix. One day they all met at Tarascon to convert the house inhabited by Martha into a basilica. Martha was the hostess, and as her guests were very numerous, her wine failed her. At her prayer the water of the waterpots was converted into wine, precisely as it had been done at the marriage feast at Cana of Galilee. —Faillon, Monuments inédits de l'Apostolat de Sainte Madeleine.

Some water given to St. Odilo, abbot of Cluny, turned into wine (eleventh century). St. Odilo, abbot of Cluny, greatly reduced by fasting, was served by one of the brothers of Orval with a cup of water; but when it was handed to him, "God had changed the water into wine." The saint emptied the cup into the piscina, and told the brother to bring him water, not wine. This was done thrice; and then Odilo, perceiving it was God's doing, drank the draught, giving God thanks.—Bollandus, Vita Sanctorum, vol. i. Jan. 1.


St. Peter the hermit turns water into wine (A.D. 1098). One day the lords of the Apennines being, on a hunting expedition, very hungry and thirsty, observed the roof of St. Peter's hermitage, and made towards it with all haste, in hope of obtaining something to eat and drink. "Hark ye, good hermit," said the huntsmen, "can you give us any refreshment?" Without answering a word, Peter brought forth what food he had, and, going to a fountain of clear water, he filled a large jug, which he changed to good wine, and set before the strangers. They ate and drank to their heart's content, and so pleased were they with the entertainment, that they gave the hermit all he required to build a monastery.—Acta Sanctorum (Bollandists), vol. ii. April 12, pp. 101, 102.

St. Vaast, bishop of Arras and Cambrai, turns water into wine (A.D. 540). St. Vaast performed many miracles, such as exercising demonsiacs, and turning water into wine. The usual drink of the people of the district was a kind of beer, called cervisia, very intoxicating, and drunk at festivals in large quantities. Sometimes the genial bishop would turn the water of a poor cottager into cervisia; but on
WATERS DIVIDED OR HEAPED UP.

one occasion he certainly set his face against the drinking habits of the people. Ocinus was one of the chief leaders of Arras; and one day, when King Clotaire was invited to dine with him, the seigneur asked St. Vaast to meet him. On entering the hospitable mansion, the bishop, as usual, made the sign of the cross; whereupon every hoghead of cervisia burst, and the liquor was all split. The king asked St. Vaast the reason of this waste, and the bishop replied, “The devil, sire, could never abide the sign of the cross.”—Surius (1570), Lives of the Saints, vol. 1.

St. Victor of Plancy turns water into wine (sixth century). St. Victor of Plancy lived as a hermit near Saturnine, in the diocese of Troyes. His reputation induced Chilperic, king of France, to pay him a visit. St. Victor received the king with a kiss of peace, and invited him to take some refreshment. Now, the hermit had only a little water in a vessel, but falling on his knees, he said, “O Lord, bless this water, and fill the vessel which holds it with heavenly dew.” Then he made on the vessel the sign of the cross, and lo! it was full to the brim of the most excellent wine. The king and all his suite drank thereof, and declared it to be of the very best quality.

—Le sieur des Guerrois, Histoire Ecclésiastique. (See also St. Bernard’s Sermon on the Fête-day of St. Victor, Feb. 26.)

The water, given by St. Zita to a pilgrim, turned into wine (A.D. 1218-1278). One day a Palmer, parched with heat and thirst, asked charity of St. Zita. She had absolutely nothing to give, but all of a sudden she said, “Stop a minute,” and ran to fill a vessel with water. When she handed the mug to the Palmer, she made the sign of the cross, and the Palmer, putting the mug to his mouth, drank the contents with great relish, for the water had been turned into most delicious wine.—Vita Sanctorum (Papebroch the Bollandist), April 27, p. 497.

A pot of virgin honey turned into gold (A.D. 616). Nicetas Patriicus, subprior of Africa, called one day on John, patriarch of Alexandria, when servants were bringing into the house some jars of virgin honey. “I wish,” said the subprior to the patriarch, “you would give me a taste of your honey.” “With all my heart,” replied John; and accordingly, when the subprior was at dinner, a pot of the honey was brought in. What, however, was his astonishment, on open-

ing the jar, to find it was full of gold.—Metaphrastes, Lives, etc. (John, patriarch of Alexandria).

Metaphrastes, who tells the story, says the “honey was miraculously converted into gold,” but Leontius insinuates that the jars were really full of gold, labelled “Virgin Honys,” to prevent theft. This suggestion labourers under a very serious difficulty, the difference of weight between honey and gold. No one could lift a jar filled with gold and believe it to be honey. The false label would only attract attention to the deceit, and could not possibly delude any one. However, every one will call to mind the stratagem of Hannibal, who hid his gold in the hollow statues which he carried about with him as domestic gods. This he did because he knew the Carthaginians were great thieves, and by leaving these gods exposed no suspicion arose that they were full of gold. This tale is told by Cornelius Nepos; and the same objection might be urged against its probability as that urged above against the jars of honey.

St. Benet the Moor finds several water-tanks filled with fish (A.D. 1589). St. Benet the Moor was cuisier in the convent of St. Mary, near Palermo. One day, being snowed up, he was unable to buy food. Assisted by his brother cooks, he filled several large vessels or tanks with water, and passed the night in prayer. In the morning, on going into the kitchen, all the vessels were found full of live fish, and so abundant was the supply there was enough for the whole house till the snow cleared away.

Another instance. One Christmas Day, St. Benet the Moor was so absorbed in prayer, that he forgot to make preparation for dinner, and the archbishop of Palermo was going to be a guest. At the time appointed the table was laid, and well furnished with food. “Miracles of this sort were often repeated in favour of St. Benet.”—Acts of his Beatification.

These acts of St. Benet the Moor differ from the “Multiplication of Food” (see p. 154), as the food in these cases is produced ex nihilo.

Waters divided or heaped up.

Psalm lxxvii. 16. The waters saw Thee, O God, the waters saw Thee, and were afraid.

Exod. xiv. 22. When Moses came to the Red Sea, the Lord caused the waters to divide. And the children of Israel went into the midst of the sea upon dry ground; and the waters were a wall unto them on their right hand, and on their left.

Josh. iii. 16. When Joshua crossed the river Jordan, which overflowed its banks all the time of harvest, the waters which came down from above stood and rose up in a heap; and those that ran into the sea failed, and were cut off, so that all the people passed over on dry ground.

2 Kings ii. 8. Elijah took his mantle, and, wrapping it together, smote the waters, and they divided hither and thither. So Elijah and Elisha went over on dry ground.

2 Kings ii. 14. Elisha did the same when he returned.

The Adige refuses to enter the church.
where the body of St. Zeno was buried. St. Gregory the Great and several other "historians" relate the following tale as an historic fact. One day, when the clergy and people of Verona were assembled to celebrate the fête of St. Zeno, the river Adige overflowed its banks, and the waters rolled in a flood to the church itself; but "though the doors of the church were wide open, the waters were afraid to enter" (!). They rolled up to the open doors, piled themselves to the windows, menaced the assembly with death, not by flood, but starvation; for as they formed a high wall round the church, no one could get out. Wonder followed wonder. This water-wall supplied needful drink for those shut up in the church; so that, adds St. Gregory, "it served as drink, but made no attempt to enter the sacred edifice" (!). It arrested itself at the doors and windows, to demonstrate to all ages the merits of the saint there buried (!). "It was a succour to the faithful, but reverenced the church, and did it no harm." St. Gregory then goes on to compare this flood of water to the fire mentioned by Daniel, which refused to injure Shadrach, Meshach, and Abednego.—St. Gregory, Dialogues, bk. iii. ch. 19. (See next column.)

Even Alban Butler is not afraid of repeating this story as a fact, and adds, "This prodigy had as many witnesses as there were inhabitants in Verona."

The Jordan divides to give a passage to St. Angelus (A.D. 1226). When Angelus was only twenty-six years old he was sent to Jerusalem to be ordained priest. He found the Jordan had so overflowed its banks that it was quite unfordable, but the duty of St. Angelus was to obey. To this end, he prayed to God that the river might not be allowed to prevent his keeping his vow, and commanded the waters, in the name of the Father, the Son, and the Holy Ghost, by the merits of Elijah and Elisha, and in consideration of his vow, to give him a passage. The river at once obeyed, by stopping the down current, and allowing the rest to flow on towards the sea. By this means a gap was made in the river, through which the saint and those with him crossed over to the other side, and continued their journey without further interruption to the city of Jerusalem, to which they were bound.—Baronius, Ecclesiastical Annals.

The Sarthe divides to give a passage to St. Serenicus (seventh century). St. Serenicus wished to cross the river Sarthe, but had no boat. However, he had recourse to prayer; and then making the sign of the cross on the surface of the river, the waters divided, leaving a dry passage. The lad Flavart, who was following his master, stupefied with astonishment, let fall into the river the book he was carrying, but so bewildered was he that he was not conscious of the accident for some time. When he discovered it, he threw himself at the feet of the saint, imploring his forgiveness. Serenicus raised him from the ground, and, speaking kindly, said to him, "Be assured, Flavart, we shall find the book again sooner or later." And so it was, for six years afterwards the book was taken from the river wholly uninjured. Two hundred years later, this manuscript volume, preserved in the basilica built by St. Serenicus, was examined by the author of his life, who assures us he could see no indication at all that the book had ever been even wetted.—Acta Sanctorum (Bollandists), vol. ii. May 7.

The waters of the Seine afraid to enter the monastery where St. Geneviève's bed stood (A.D. 422-512). One day the Seine overflowed its banks, and so deep was the inundation that the houses and churches were filled with water some ten feet deep. When the flood came to the monastery where St. Geneviève died, and where her bed was carefully preserved, "it was afraid;" and, instead of inundating the place, stood on heaps, so as to form a wall of defence round the house; and the monastery not only was not flooded, it was not even moistened. When the waters had seen the bed on which the saint died, they reverently retired, and returned to their channel again.—Mgr. Paul Guérin (chamberlain of pope Leo XIII.), Vies des Saints, vol. i. p. 100 (7th ed. 1880).

This tale is very like that told by Gregory the Great of St. Zeno, who lived in the third century (see preceding column).

St. Adelelum and a whole army pass over the Tagus, when swollen with rain (eleventh century). Alfonso VI. of Castile and Leon told his wife Constance to write to St. Adelelum, and implore him to come to Spain to assist in putting down the Moors, who were Mahomets. On arriving at the Tagus, St. Adelelum found the king there with his army; and, as the river was very deep, and greatly swollen with rains, the king knew not how to transport his army across. St. Adelelum said to Alfonso, "Some put
their trust in chariots, and some in horses, but we will remember the name of the Lord our God." (Ps. xx. 7). Then mounting his ass, he rode right into the river, and passed over, though the bed was deep and the current very strong. All the army followed, some on horses, some on foot, and all reached the opposite bank without accident of any kind. The king, ravished with admiration, fell at the feet of the holy man, kissed them, and implored him to take up his abode with them. This he consented to do, and Alfonso built for him, at Burgos, a monastery, which was dedicated to St. John.—Les Petits Bollandistes, vol. ii. pp. 134, 135.

(If does not, from the narrative, appear that the waters of the Ebro actually divided and left a dry passage, it seems rather to imply that the deep swollen river was miraculously rendered fordable so that an ass and men on foot could use it.)

The river Ubaye divides to give a passage to St. Marcellinus (a.d. 374). The people of Seynes asked St. Marcellinus, bishop of Embrun, to come over and consecrate a church. The bishop left Embrun with a great crowd of followers, but when they reached the river Ubaye they found it so swollen with the late rains, that it was not possible to ford it. Marcellinus told the people not to be disheartened, for God would find them a way. Then, making the sign of the cross, he bade the waters remember how they had given a passage to Moses, Joshua, and Elijah. Instantly the down current stopped, and the river was divided, leaving a dry passage for the bishop and his followers. This miracle, says the biographer, was attested by a large number of eyewitnesses, and made a vast sensation in the province.—Mgr. Depéry, Hagiographie de Gap.

The waters of a lake retreat to give St. Blaise a dry passage (a.d. 289). Agricolaus, governor of Cappadocia, told St. Blaise, if he persisted in his refusal to sacrifice to the Roman gods, he should be thrown into a deep lake. St. Blaise replied, he would walk into the lake of his own free will, and show the governor how God can deliver those who trust in Him. So, making the sign of the cross, he walked into the lake, and the waters, retreating hither and thither, stood as a wall on both sides of him. St. Blaise cried with a loud voice in the midst of the lake, "Let any who are jealous of their gods come to me in the lake, and see if they can deliver after this sort." Whereupon eighty of the idolaters ventured to join St. Blaise in the lake; but the walled-up waters fell upon them, and drowned them. St. Blaise, in the mean time, had walked through the lake, and his face shone so brightly that no man could look upon him.—Metaphrastès, Lives, etc.

Occasionally rivers will divide from natural causes, as the Thames did in March 6, 1922. A gale of extreme violence blew that day on the river. It came from the south-west, and the entrance of the tide was thus interrupted for several hours. By the protraction of the ebb and prevention of the tide, the water in the river at London Bridge sank so low that many persons walked across the river bed, between London Bridge and Gravesend. At twelve o'clock the tide returned suddenly and with great rapidity, but high water was delayed till 3 a.m.

St. Germanus Cousin walks across a deep river, which divides to give her passage (a.d. 1579-1601). Germanus Cousin of Pibrac, near Toulouse, was a shepherdess. One day, after a heavy rain, the river which she had to cross had greatly swollen, and some peasants who saw her from a distance wondered how she would manage to ford the torrent. Germanus walked along the meadow, came to the torrent, took no heed of it, but walked on, apparently without even noticing the obstacle. On she went, and when her foot approached the river the waters divided, leaving her a dry passage, as the Red Sea divided for the children of Israel. Even the hem of her garment and soles of her shoes were respected. "À la vue de ce prodige, que Dieu renouvela dans la suite très souvent, les paysans s'entret-regar- dèrent avec crainte, et les plus hardis commencèrent à respecter celle dont ils avaient voulu se rassurer."—M. L. Veuillot, Vie de la Bienheureuse Germaine.

An inundation divides to give a passage to St. Thoretta and her flock (twelfth century). One day the stream at the foot of Nouzillers, swollen by rain, formed a barrier to St. Thoretta, who was keeping a flock of sheep in the opposite meadow, so that she could not fold her sheep or reach her cottage-home. Thoretta called to mind how Christ had said faith can remove mountains; and if mountains, why not floods? She made the sign of the cross on the overflow with her crook, and immediately the waters divided right and left, leaving a dry path for the shepherdess and her sheep to pass over.—L'abbé Boudant, Légende de Sté, Thoretta.
Wise Men of the East.

Matt. ii. 1-12. St. Matthew tells us, that when Jesus was born, a star appeared in the east, which induced certain of the Magi to start from their country and follow it. The star led them to Judea; and, going at once to the king, they asked him where the royal infant was to be found. Herod did not know, but said he would make inquiries. As the wise men left the presence chamber they saw the star again, and were guided by it to a shed in Bethlehem, where Mary had taken up her temporary abode. The wise men entered the shed, saw the newborn babe, and made their offerings of gold, frankincense, and myrrh. This done, they returned home to their own country.

The Cologne tradition. In Cologne cathedral visitors are shown three heads, which they are assured are the heads of the three wise men. The names given to them are Gaspar, Melchior, and Baltazar, and they are generally called "the three kings of Cologne." The meanings attached to these three names are as follows: Gaspar, "The White One;" Melchior, "The King of Light;" and Baltazar, "The Lord of Treasures." The offerings, we are told, were symbolical: gold signified the kingly office of the Child; frankincense, His Godhead; and myrrh, that He would die.

Other names are given to the three men: as (1) Apollus, Aemus, and Damaerus; (2) Magaliath, Geiglath, and Saraiam; (3) Alor, Saith, and Periptons. Others say they were Shen, Ham, and Japheth, who had fallen asleep, and woke at the Nativity.  

Numbers differ. Kloptockst, in The Messiah, says there were six wise men, whom he calls Hadad, Selima, Zincri, Mirja, Beled, and Sunith.

James, bishop of Edessa, says there were twelve wise men, all royal princes. He adds furthermore, that they left seven thousand soldiers at the Euphrates, and came to Judea attended with only a thousand followers. Pope Leo spoke of them as three, and that is the orthodox number.

A Danish king receives three offerings from the three kings of Cologne. A Danish king, who had great reverence for the three kings of Cologne, used to invoke them in every trouble. One day he started for Cologne on a pilgrimage, intent on offering to the "kings" three golden crowns. He made his offering, and left besides six thousand marks for the poor. On his journey home, he saw the three kings; they were wearing their

* St. John Chrysostom tells us that St. Thomas baptised the three kings or wise men which came to Bethlehem to adore the Infant Jesus, after which he went to India to preach the gospel.
WITCHES AND FAMILIAR SPIRITS (BIBLE).

And the oldest of them presented a coffer filled with gold, saying, "This; it is the symbol of wisdom; and thy people with equity." The second gave him a coffer filled with writing, saying, "Take this; it is the symbol of prudence; and learn to master the art of divination." The third gave him a coffer filled with frankincense, saying, "Take this; it is the symbol of divine clemency; and to relieve the wretched." Then the three coffers at his feet, when the vision had passed away, Saul did reach his kingdom, and this people with equity, kept a guard over himself, and relieved the wretched and wretched in their afflictions.—Romanorum.

Witches and Familiar Spirits.

I Sam. xxii. 18. Thou shalt not suffer a witch to die.

I Sam. xxvii. 3, 9. After the death of Saul, Paul put away those that had familiar spirits, and those who were wizards out of the land. I say, to the death.

In v. 19-21. St. Paul says witchcraft, like idolatry and heresy, adultery and drunkenness, is a work of the flesh, and no one who practises it shall inherit the kingdom of God.

Bible witches and familiar spirits.

When the Philistines encamped against Saul in Shunem, he inquired of the Lord and His prophets what he should do; but receiving no answer, either by dreams, by Urim, or by prophets, he inquired of the witch who lived at Endor. She was very reluctant at first to answer him, because he had commanded all witches and wizards to be put to death; but when Saul swore not to punish her in any wise, she brought up Samuel from the grave to answer the king. The man thus called from the grave said to Saul, "Why hast thou disquieted me, to bring me up from the grave?" And the king replied, "I am sore distressed; for the Philistines make war against me, and I have called thee, that thou mayest make me know what I ought to do." Samuel replied, "The Lord hath rent the kingdom out of thy hand, and given it to David. Thou shalt deliver into the hand of the Philistines; to-morrow both thou and thy sons shall be with me." [among the dead].—I Sam. xxviii. 7-19.

The whole of this narrative is very marvellous, the last remark not the least so; "To-morrow thou and thy sons shall be with me." It is generally supposed that Samuel, at death, went direct to paradise; but it can hardly be supposed that he meant, "To-morrow Saul and his sons would be with him in paradise." It is not, then, how would they be with him? Comparing these words with those of our Lord to the penitent thief, involves the subject in great obscurity.

The account of the witch of Endor given in the Book of Chronicles (1 Chron. x. 13, 14) is not in accordance with that given in the Book of Samuel. The latter says, "Saul inquired first of the Lord, but the Lord would not answer him, either by dreams, by Urim, or by prophets. And when Samuel asked why he had been called from the grave, Saul distinctly told him he had applied to the Lord, and had not been vouchsafed an answer." In Chronicles, the historian says that Saul was punished by death for "seeking counsel of a witch instead of inquiring of the Lord." See p. 840, note.

Manasseh dealt with witches and wizards.

Manasseh, the son of Hezekiah, "did that which is evil in the sight of the Lord; for he used enchantments, and used witchcraft, and dealt with a familiar spirit, and with wizards."—2 Chron. xxxiii. 2, 6; 2 Kings xxii. 6.

Witches and familiar spirits in the New Testament. Elymas, the sorcerer, opposed Paul, and was struck blind for so doing.—Acts xii. 8-11.

Simon Magus "used sorcery, and bewitched the people of Samaria."—Acts viii. 9.

Witches and sorcerers in heathen nations.

The Thessalians were very famous for their sorceries. It is said they could draw down the moon to earth by their enchantments. The Egyptians, the Babylonians, the Chaldeans, the Hinds, the Greeks, the Romans, the Teutons, etc., all believed in witches and familiar spirits. Indeed, so common was the belief, it would be very hard to find a nation that did not believe in them.

English laws against witches and wizards.

The Scotch and English were for centuries, like other Christian nations, firm believers in witches and wizards. The Saxons of England, before the Conquest, punished them, sometimes by exile, but more often by burning them to death.—Leges Alveredi, folio 28; 2 Ethelstani, c. 7; Canuti, 4, 5.

Britton, in his Compendium of English Laws (before 1275), says, "Sorciers, sorciesses, etc., et miscreants, soint arses."

Margery Gudeman of Eye (Suffolk) was burnt to death for witchcraft, in October, anno 20 Henry VI.

Joan of Arc, usually called "The Maid of Orleans," was burnt to death for witchcraft, at Rouen, in 1431.

Mother Shipton, in the reign of Henry VIII., has immortalized her name by her witchcraft. Persons of all ranks and conditions consulted her. Her prediction of the downfall of cardinal Wolsey...
is one of the most notorious in traditional
text. 

Bishop Jewell believed in witches; in his sermon preached before Queen
Elizabith, in 1584, says, "It may please your grace to understand, that witches
and sorcerers, within these last four years, are marvellously increased within your
grace's realm. Your grace's subjects pine away even unto death. Their colour
faddeth, their flesh roteth, their speech is dumb, their senses are bereft."

In the Lambeth library is the "Examination and Confession of certain
witches at Chelmsford, Essex, before the Queen's Majesty's Judges, the 26th
day of July, 1566, at the assizes holden there; and an account of one of them, put
to death for the same offence, as their examination declareth more at large. Mother
Fraunces learnt her art of her grandmother Eve, at Hatfield Feveril; and trained a
whety spotted cat with her own blood to be her sathan. And mother Waterhouse
was hanged on her own confession of execrable sorcery, by her practised for
fifteen years."* 

James I. was a great believer in witches, and hunted them to death with relentless
vigour. This we are prepared to believe, for a more narrow-minded, conceited bigot
never filled a throne. He was far too wise in his own opinion to be a wise
man. Oh for the right divine to govern
wrong!

Glanville, the celebrated ecclesiastical writer in the reign of Charles II., and
one of the leading members of the formation of the Royal Society, published a
work entitled Considerations on the Being of Witches and Witchcraft. In this book
he gravely examines the subject "theologically, historically, and philosophically;"
and, with great array of argument, labours to remove all objections against
the existence of witches, sorcerers, and familiar spirits.

The learned bishop Hall mentions a
place where "there were more witches than houses;" and even the enlightened
judge, sir Matthew Hale, in 1644, condemned Amy Dunny and Rose Callender,
at Bury St. Edmund's, for bewitching children.

Montesquieu was a believer in witch-
craft, and in his Spirit of Laws devotes
a whole chapter to this special "crime."

Addison and Blackstone both

* We open our eyes with amazement in reading this,
and ask--Could these be English judges in the reign of
Elizabeth? We almost fancy it must be false.
head swollen and lacerated, and both his legs crushed to a pulp. Raving mad, he was left till next day. Would he confess? No, not even yet would he lie; so they wrenched the nails off his fingers with pincers, and stuck pins through the parts which the nails had covered. Still no confession. They put his thumbs into thumbscrews till the bones were crushed into splinters. Still no confession. So they strangled him, and burnt him at the stake on the Castle Hill of Edinburgh, on Saturday, Jan. 26, 1591.

It behoves one to be modest when such brutality as this was tolerated in Protestant Britain, in the reign of a Stuart not three hundred years ago. Four times my present age would land us exactly on the year of this transaction.

The three witches of Belvoir (seventeenth century). March 11, 1618, two women, named Margaret and Philippa Flower, were burnt at Lincoln on the absurd charge of witchcraft; and three other women, named Anne Baker of Bottesford, Joan Willimot of Goodby, and Ellen Greene of Stathorne (all in the county of Leicester), were condemned to death by Sir Henry Hobbert, Chief Justice of the Common Pleas, as accomplices. This was in the reign of that wretched bigot James I., the greatest blot in the royal scutcheon of England. The Flowers were discharged servants of the earl and countess of Rutland, at Belvoir Castle, who out of revenge annoyed the family. The mother of the two Flowers professed to have a familiar spirit in the form of a cat, called Rutterkin, and the witchcraft of the three consisted in burning some of the hair of the earl and countess, and in plunging a glove of their son, lord Ross, into boiling water, after having rubbed it on the cat's back. Lord Ross died about this time, and his death was ascribed to witchcraft. When the three Flowers were taken up on the charge, the mother put a piece of bread in her mouth, saying, "May this choke me if I am guilty of this death." The bread, however, did choke her, and she died. Her daughter Margaret acknowledged she had stolen lord Ross's glove and had rubbed it on the cat's back, before plunging it into scalding hot water; and her sister Philippa confessed that she had a familiar spirit, which sometimes sucked her flesh; so they were both condemned to be burnt alive.

In regard to the other three women, the accomplices of the Flowers, Joan Willimot had an owl, which she called Pretty; Ellen Greene a kitten and a tame rat; and Anne Baker confessed she had once heard a voice in the air, and it was proved by credible witnesses that she had a white dog. So sir Henry Hobbert felt no doubt of their guilt. What can old women have owls, cats, and dogs for, but to work mischief? So he gravely put on his black cap, and condemned the three to death.—Nichol, Leicestershire.

Ruth Osborne and her husband, above seventy years old, murdered at Tring, in Hertfordshire, for witchcraft (Aug. 1751). Let us come down to the Georges, Aug. 22, 1751. Ruth Osborne asked a man named Butterfield for a sup of milk, which he denied her; so the poor creature went away, muttering that she wished the Pretender's army would loot the old hunk's cattle. The man fell ill, and his cattle "vix ossibus hærent." No doubt Ruth Osborne's was the "eye which scorched them up like a burning-glass," so a white witch was fetched from Northamptonshire to Tring, in Hertfordshire, to remove the spell. The wise woman employed six farm labourers with pitchforks to guard the farmer's house both day and night from evil spirits; but Butterfield got no better, nor did his lean kine grow fatter. So the town-crier was sent round the neighbouring villages to proclaim that Ruth Osborne and her husband (both over seventy years of age) were to be ducked in a pond on the following Monday for witchcraft. The overseers, in the mean time, lodged the poor old couple in Tring workhouse, and on the Saturday preceding the fatal Monday took them, for greater security, to the vestry of the parish church. On the Monday announced by the crier, a mob of above five thousand persons proceeded to the workhouse, demanding that the two Osbornes should be delivered up to them; and when the master of the workhouse assured them they were not on the premises, the rioters broke into the house, and searched every drawer, box, and cranny, even pepper-boxes, pots, and pans, to find the fugitives. Disappointed in their search, they demolished the building, and, making a bonfire of the lumber, they threatened to burn the master unless he told them where the Osbornes were concealed. The man, terribly frightened, revealed the place of concealment, and the mob, yelling and howling, rushed to the church, seized the victims, and carried them to a neighbouring pond. The scene there enacted is too
horrible and too indecent to be described; suffice it to say, the woman died, and the man, tied to the dead body of his aged wife, expired soon afterwards. Twelve of the gentry were appointed on the jury, and they brought in a verdict of wilful murder against Thomas Colley and twenty-one others of the ringleaders, names unknown. Colley was hung in chains, and thus ended this disgraceful outrage.—The Universal Magazine, 1751.

Bulls, edicts, provisions, etc., against witches and witchcraft. Pope INNOCENT VIII., in his celebrated bull Summis Desiderantes, 1484, charges all inquisitors and others to search out, and put to death, those who practised diabolical arts, such as witchcraft, magic, sorcery, and enchantment. Two special inquisitors (Heinrich Institor and Jacob Sprenger) were appointed for the purpose in Germany, and, with the aid of John Gremer, an ecclesiastic, drew up the infamous document called The Witches' Hammer ("Malleus Maleficarum"), in which the whole subject is systematized, a regular form of trial laid down, and a set of questions digested for the discovery of guilt in those suspected of the diabolical art.

ALEXANDER VI., in 1494; Leo X., in 1519; and Adrian VI., in 1522, supplemented the bull of Innocent VIII.,* adding to its severity, and feeding the witch-mania that for four centuries had raged in Christendom. The results of this scandalous persecution were dreadful. A panic-fear of witchcraft set in. If any one felt unwell; if any one suffered from cramp, lumbago, or rheumatism; if misfortune or loss befell any one; if a storm at sea occurred, or lightning injured man, cattle, or tree, or a high wind blew down some chimney or stack; if some foot-and-mouth disease broke out among the cattle, some rinderpest, some pleuro-pneumonia ill understood, it was sure to be attributed to the evil eye of witchcraft ("Nescio quis tenceros oculus mihi fascinat agnos") and to be accused was to be convicted of the charge, for The Witches' Hammer was sure to supply evidence sufficient for condemnation. "If the accused pleaded "Not guilty," torture was applied, and the miserable wretch pleaded anything to escape the rack.

* Theoretically, popes speaking ex cathedra are infallible, but if any proof of their infallibility were needed, we need seek no further. I apprehend every (Roman) Catholic would wish that these bulls had never seen day-light. Protestants, no doubt, have been as great sinners, but then they never pretended to infallibility. Failure of laws may be repealed, but who shall reverse an infallible act?

In GERMANY, the prosecutions were indeed frightful. In the small bishopric of Bamberg six hundred were burnt to death for witchcraft in four years; in Würzburg, nine hundred; in Lindhem, one in twenty of the entire population, in the same space of time.

In GENEVA, 1515, within three months, five hundred persons were burnt at the stake under the character of "Protestant witches."

In LORRAINE, the learned inquisitor Remigius boasts that he put to death nine hundred persons for witchcraft in fifteen years; and as many were banished.

In COMO, 1524, as many as a thousand persons were burnt to death for witchcraft in a single year; and at least a hundred per annum for many subsequent years.

In FRANCE, 1520, fires blazed in every town for the extermination of witches; and for a century the provincial "parlements" were ceaselessly employed in witch-trials.

In ENGLAND, during the Long Parliament, three thousand persons are said to have perished on the accusation of witchcraft; and witch-executions continued long afterwards. The last cases were those of Mrs. Hicks, in 1716, and her daughter, a child nine years of age (!), who were hung at Huntingdon, for "selling their souls to the devil; and raising a storm, by pulling off their stockings and making a lather of soap" (!).*

When JAMES brought home his bride from Denmark, in 1590, thirty persons were put to death for trying to raise the sea into a storm to drown him, "as he was the devil's worst enemy"; and the Scotch Assembly, between 1640 and 1649, passed five acts against witches, each more rigid than the preceding one. As many as seventeen persons in Stirling were burnt to death for witchcraft in 1659 and the last execution in Scotland on this charge was at Dornoch, in 1722. The entire number of victims in Scotland for this "religious crime" certainly exceeded four thousand.

The last execution for sorcery in Würzburg was in 1749; in Switzerland in 1782; in Posen in 1793.

The laws against witchcraft were repealed in England in 1736; in Austria not till 1766.

The entire number of persons put to
death for witchcraft in Christendom, according to Dr. Sprenger, is not less than nine millions (!). The name of Matthew Hopkins of Manningtree, Essex, is infamously notorious, as the "Witch-finder" in the counties of Essex, Suffolk, and Norfolk. Dr. Z. Grey says that between three and four thousand persons suffered death through this villain between 1648 and 1661.

The following names stand out in honourable relief for resisting the prevailing credulity in witchcraft, and condemning its persecution:—

Wierius or Wier of Grars, in Brabant (1515–1588). He wrote De Prestigiis Daemonum, and Pseudo-monarchia Daemonum.

Reginald Scot (died in Kent, 1599) wrote The Discoverie of Witchcraft in 1584. This noble work, full of learning, humane feeling, and manly Christianity, was disgracefully burnt by the common hangman. James I., that contemptible prig, wrote his Daemonology "chiefly against Wierus and Scot, the latter of whom," says our British Solomon, "is not ashamed to deny there can be such a thing as witchcraft."

Harsnet, 1599; Thomasius, 1700; Hutchinson, 1720.

The following Acts of Parliament disgrace our statutes:—33 Henry VIII. c. 8 (1541), which declares witchcraft exercised against the life of any one to be felony. But 5 Eliz. c. 16 (1563) and 1 James I. c. 12 (1604) go further, and declare it to be felony without benefit of clergy. Punishment for death for witchcraft was abolished by 9 George II. c. 5 (1766).

The Act of Parliament in the first year of James I. runs thus: "If any person shall use any invocation or conjuration of any evil or wicked spirit, or shall entertain, employ, feed, or reward any evil or cursed spirit, or shall take up any dead body to employ in witchcraft, sorcery, or enchantment, or shall practise any sort of witchcraft, sorcery, or charm, whereby any person shall be killed, wasted, consumed, pined, or lamed . . . . [the penalty was death]. This statute was mere tactism, like the preface which still allows us to disgrace our English Bibles. . . . The belief in witchcraft is not yet wholly rooted out. Even in 1683 a man was drowned at Hodlingham in Essex, for being a wizard, his accusers and persecutors being village trialmen.

Witch of Endor. There is not a title of proof that the writers of the Bible believed in witchcraft. Let us examine the point. First, the law made by Moses against witches and sorcerers, and then the famous case known as the witch of Endor. Suppose the British Parliament were to pass a law that any one who practices "table-turning" shall be put in prison—that would not imply that persons exist who can do that feat without mechanical force; but only that the law was not sufficient to practice on the credulity of fools, nor to rob them of their money under false pretences. So when Moses forbade the practice of witchcraft and sorcery, it does not imply that he believed in the possibility of such arts; but simply that the people under his charge were not to practise heathen arts, and arrogate to themselves superhuman power. This prohibition was the more necessary, because the Egyptians among whom they had been brought up, and the Philistines among whom they were about to deal, both with magic. Moses virtually said, "The Egyptians and Philistines believe in magic, but it shall not be so with God's people, and if any of you pretend magic in his sight, he shall deal with as a traitor to God, and be put to death." The law should rather prove that Moses did not believe in such a power than that he did believe in it; as when Perkin Warbeck was condemned for "practising upon himself of them" Richard, Duke of York, his trial and execution proved that his claim was not believed, not that he was supposed really to be the son of Edward IV.'s brother.

The strong case is the "witch of Endor" (1 Sam, xxviii.). From ver. 12 it is certain that the woman did not know her visitor was Saul the king. From ver. 13 it is equally certain that the woman was terrified to see "gods ascending out of the earth;" and from ver. 14 it is certain that she did not know the form which appeared was that of Samuel, although she had been asked to call up Samuel. The whole incident, therefore, was to the woman alarming and unexpected; and the plain inference is that the woman knew she was a pretender, and did not for a moment suppose that her incantations had any efficacy. Why God permitted Samuel to appear to the king is quite another question. (For details see THE SUN AND MOON, p. 267; SAMSON AND THE JAWS-DOES, p. 261.)

A witch exercised by whipping a cat (A.D. 1600). Harnet says, "What man, judging according to wit, can imagine that a witch can transform herself into a cat, mouse, or hare; and that shee, being hunted with hounds, or pinched by the breech, or whipped with scourges, in those forms, the same marks that were made by hounds, scourge, and so on, will be found on the witch in human form; yet shall you see this senseless conceit verified in the practice of our conjuring priests. For example, in Fid Williams deposition before her Majesties Commissioners for Causes Ecclesiastical you will finde that twelve priests had a solemnne assembly at the whipping of a cat, and they did whip the cat in a parlor at Denham, till shee vanished out of their sight. Sending next day to Bushie, to see in what plight the witch was, whose spirit they had cat-hunted over night, the witch was found in childbed, and the childie was newly dead. Whereby it plainly appears, that the whipping of the cat is no jest, when it is done by catholique priests; and the hunting of a witch is no fabulous apprehension, but a good catholique sooth, agreeable to the gravitic and wisdome of that venerable church."—A Declaration of Papish Impostures (1604), pp. 111, 112.

World all seen at once.

Matt. iv. 8. The devil taketh [Jesus] up into an exceeding high mountain, and sheweth Him all the kingdoms of the world.

Alphonius Rodriguez saw in spirit the whole world (1526–1617). Alphonius
was very careful to pray daily for the conversion of the whole world. And once or twice God did do elevate him in spirit, that he saw all the men and women in the whole world. Then God assured him that, by his godly desires and daily prayers, he merited as much as if he had actually converted the whole human race.—Michael Julian, Life of Alphonsus Rodríguez.

Sospita sees all the world at once. Sospita possessed the omniscient power of seeing all that was done in every part of the whole globe.—Eunapius, Cedecus (fourth century).

The mirror given to Cambacan by the king of Arabay and Ind showed him all that was being done in any part of his dominion, so that he might know whom to trust and whom to avoid.—Chaucer, Canterbury Tales (The Squire’s Tale). Somewhat similar virtues were possessed by Dr. Dee’s Speculum, Merlin’s Magic Mirror, Presbyter John’s Mirror, Vulcan’s Mirror, and several other toys.

Zealous of the Law.

Act xxi. 20, etc. When Paul, after his third missionary tour, came to Jerusalem, the Jews could not conceal their animosity against him for not insisting on circumcision. Seest thou, brother, how many thousands of the Jews believe, but all of them are zealous of the law. A riot was soon organized against him, and the Jews fell on him, crying out, Help! men of Israel, help! This is the fellow that teacheth men to despise Moses and the temple. The rabble in their fury dragged Paul from the temple, and would have murdered him in the street, had not Claudius Lysias, the commanding officer of the Roman cohort, come to his rescue, and conducted him to the strong castle of Antonia. Having put him in chains, Lysias went forth into the street, and demanded of the people what offence the man had committed. Some cried one thing, and some another, so that the legion could make nothing out. As he returned to the fort, Paul accosted him, and Lysias asked him if he could speak Greek, for he supposed him to be an Alexandrian. Paul replied, I am no foreigner at all, but a Jew of Tarsus in Cilicia; and prayed to be allowed to address the mob. Lysias gave him the required permission, and Paul, standing on the staircase of the fort, recounted to the people the whole history of his life. When he came to that junction of the Lord, Depart, for I will send thee to the Gentiles, the whole rabble lifted up their voices and yelled forth, Away with him! away with him! away with such a fellow from the earth! Away with him! any with him; he is not fit to live! And so ungovernable was their fury, that they tore their clothes and threw dust into the air. Lysias, who did not understand Hebrew, the tongue in which Paul had been speaking, was unable to follow his discourse; but, seeing the mad fury of the mob, he very naturally supposed that the speaker had said something extremely flagrant and offensive. Under this impression, he ordered Paul to be taken into the fort and scourged. The soldiers were about to blind him, when Paul said to the centurion in attendance, Is it lawful for you to scourge a Roman citizen, and that too uncondemned? The centurion instantly went to the superior officer, and advised caution; for, said he, the man is a Roman. Whereupon Lysias went immediately and asked Paul if it were true; and, being assured of the fact, feared he had gone too far in putting him in chains. [It must not be forgotten that this rabble was led by “believers,” and their besetting sin was this, “they were zealous of the law.”]

The Jews of Alexandria, zealous of the Unity of God, create a riot, and almost destroy the city (A.D. 249). In the middle of the third century, some Jews of Alexandria, zealous of the law, inflamed the people against the Christians. St. Francis of Sales calls them “magicians,” but this simply means enemies of the Christians; and he tells us they were stirred up by the “powers of darkness” to provoke the people to riot, because the Christians worshipped the Trinity instead of the Unity, as Moses had commanded. The words of these Jews fell like sparks of fire on the mob; and the rioters rushed infuriated against the Christians, destroying their houses, pillaging their goods, and massacring all they encountered. The carnage was dreadful, the waste of property frightful. It seemed as if an invading army of barbarians had been let loose upon the city. Hundreds fled and hid themselves in the woods, abandoning all they possessed to the mad rioters. St. Apollonia refused to flee. This saintly virgin had no fear of losing her goods, for all her treasures were in heaven; she had no fear of death before her eyes, well knowing that to die would be her gain. What if she fell a martyr? To her would be granted “that she should be arrayed in fine linen, clean and white, which is the righteousness of saints.” What if she changed her corruptible and mortal? Would it not be for incorruption and immortality? Her death would be the swallowing up of death in victory. The mob seized her like famished tigers; they gluited on her all their vengeance; broke her jaws; knocked out all her teeth; and then dragging her out of the city, lighted a bonfire of the débris and threw her into the midst. Her body, as a holocaust, was soon consumed by the fierce flames, and her spirit was carried by angels to the paradise of God.—St. Francis of Sales, Treatise on Divine Love, bk. x. ch. 8.
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PART II.

Adulterers.

Hos. xiii. Adulterers God will judge.

The wife of St. Gangulfus punished for adultery (A.D. 760). The wife of St. Gangulfus was the daughter of a rich and noble family, but her conduct was so scandalous that her husband knew not how he ought to act. One day, walking together, they came to a rivulet of clear water, and Gangulfus said to his wife, "For a long time rumours have come to my ears derogatory to your honour, but I have hitherto said nothing; I would now remind you that a woman's honour is her most precious jewel, and she should guard it as the apple of her eye." The wife answered shamelessly, "Nothing can be more unjust than such a scandal. My honour I hold sacred, and ever will do so. It is a sad thing that virtuous women should be subjected to such calumnies." "Well," said the saint, "if so it is, plunge your arm in this water, and if you receive no harm I will firmly believe you innocent." "Right willingly," she replied, and plunged her arm up to the elbow in the stream; but, as she drew it out, the skin peeled off from her elbow to her finger tips. St. Gangulfus now separated from his wife, and sent her paramour to murder him; but she herself died soon afterwards "par une incommodité honteuse."—Les Petits Bollandistes, vol. v. pp. 458, 459.

It will be remembered that the Jews had a beverage called "The Water of Jealousy," which they affirmed no adulterer could drink of without bursting.—Mose Philosophical Questions answered (1653).

The legends about prince Arthur ascribe to him the possession of a drinking-horn, which no one unchaste or disloyal could drink out of.—Lai de Coru, and History of Prince Arthur, ii. 24.

Similar texts in ancient story were the Mantle of Matrimony, Abenam’s Mirror, Florimel’s Girdle, the Grotto of Ephesus.

(The cockolds’ drinking-horn, the corpse enchanted of Lefontaine, Aristot’s enchanted cup, and Arthur’s drinking-horn sent him by Morgan le Fay, are varieties of the same story.)

Afar off.

Gen. xxxii. 4. Then, on the third day, Abraham lifted up his eyes, and saw the place afar off.

St. Antony the Great sees a man dying afar off (fourth century). Two monks, coming to visit St. Antony in the desert, were greatly distressed for want of water. One of them died; and the other lay himself down, expecting every hour to be his last. As Antony sat on the mountain, he called two of his monks, and said to them, "Go, take a pitcher of water, and run with all speed towards Egypt, for I see two men afar off who were coming hither. One has fallen on the way, and the other will die also, unless water be given him, and that quickly." So the two monks filled a pitcher, and hastened towards Egypt, and found the two men. One was lying dead, and the other was gasping in the throes of death. To him they gave water, and he revived. So, after burying the dead body, they went all three together to St. Antony. Though the distance was a day's journey, the Lord had opened the eyes of His servant to see things so far off.—St. Athanasius, Life of St. Antony the Great.

St. Benedict sees a man drowning afar off (sixth century). Placidus, being sent to fetch water from a river, accidentally slipped in, and was carried down the current, which was very strong. St. Benedict, sitting in his cell, saw the accident "afar off," and sent Maurus with all speed to render help. The accident must have been wholly invisible, at such a distance, to human sight; the Lord "miraculously" showed it to His servant Benedict; and Placidus, being plucked from the water, returned with Maurus to the abbey.—Surius, Lives of the Saints.

Almighty.

Psalm lixix. 6. Who among the sons of the mighty can be likened unto the Lord?
St. Cyprian is resolved to serve the mightiest only. St. Cyprian, before his conversion, was a magician, and by his art conjured up the devil. He promised to serve his sable majesty for ever, if he would procure for him the love of Justina. The devil used his utmost to do so, but without success, and told Cyprian he had no power over Christians, so long as they abided in Christ, and Christ in them. When Cyprian heard the devil make this humiliating confession, he thought to himself what an impotent power he must be to be foiled by a mere girl; so he resolved to quit the service of Satan for a stronger arm. Consulting a bishop on the subject, he was directed to Jesus, the almighty; and, being baptized, became a consistent saint and died a martyr.—St. Gregory Nazianzen (A.D. 360), Orations, 18. (See also Bede.)

The giant Offerus resolves to serve the most mighty. Offerus was a soldier and a heathen, who lived in the land of Canaan. He had a body twelve ells long, and loved only to command. He cared not what harm he did to others, and lived a wild life, attacking and plundering all who came in his path. He was merely a subordinate, but he resolved to serve only the mightiest master he could find. He heard that the emperor, the head of all Christendom, was by far the mightiest of the sons of men; so he offered him his services, saying to him, "Lord emperor, I am strong; will you have me in your service? for I am resolved to sell my heart's blood only to the most mighty."

When the emperor looked on his huge stature and giant strength, his broad chest and mighty fists, he said to him, "Offerus, if thou wilt serve me faithfully, I will take thee into my service, and you shall serve me for ever."

"Nay, nay, my lord emperor," replied the giant, "to serve you for ever is not so easily promised; but this I will engage to do—as long as I do serve you, no man from north or south, east or west, shall trouble you." So the emperor took the giant into his service, and was delighted with his bargain. Now, the emperor had a harper in his train, who sang to him. And whenever he was weary, the minstrel soothed him with sweet music. Once, at eventide, the emperor, who had pitched his tent near a forest, having eaten and drunk heartily, called for his minstrel. The minstrel came with his harp, and sang of the power of the cross; but whenever he spoke of the evil one, the emperor signed on his forehead the sign of the cross. Said Offerus aloud to his comrades, "What does this mean? What jest is this?" "Jest!" cried the emperor; "it is no jest, Offerus. What I did was to keep off the foul fiend, who goeth about like a roaring lion, seeking whom he may devour." These words seemed wondrous strange to the giant, who said sneeringly to the emperor, "I love a good lion-hunt most dearly; let us go together against this foul fiend, and I warrant we will prevail against him."

"No, no, Offerus!" cried the emperor in a whisper. "No, no; that chase is better left alone, lest in battling with the foul fiend we lose our own souls." Then Offerus made a wry face, and said to the emperor, "Ah, ah! my lord emperor, I perceive the grapes are sour. If your highness is afraid of the devil, it is pretty plain he is the mightier of the two, and him will I serve." So saying, he coolly demanded his pay, quitied the emperor's service, and strode bravely into the forest to find this new master. The devil is never far to seek, though he is not always recognized. Offerus had not proceeded above a league, when he came to a wild clearing, and found there an altar built of coals; and on the altar, gleaming in the moonlight, lay bones, blanched and bare of flesh. Offerus was in no wise terrified, but quietly and deliberately examined the bones. Then, seating himself at the foot of the altar, he fell fast asleep. He thought, in his sleep, he saw the earth gape, and a coal-black horse come out of the chasm. The rider was as black as his horse; and, coming to Offerus, volunteered to take him into his service, if he would bind himself to him for ever.

"Softly, softly!" cried Offerus; "not so fast, I prithee. I will engage to serve you for ever, unless I find a master mightier than thou." So the bargain was struck, and Offerus entered into the service of the foul fiend. The devil took his new recruit through the kingdoms of the world, and Offerus found him more to his liking than the emperor; but one day as they went on together, laughing and jesting, they came upon three posts—for so they seemed to Offerus—and the prince of darkness would not pass them, but turned another way. "How now?" cried Offerus; "it seems to me your majesty is afraid of that gibbet. Ha, ha!" And, drawing his bow, the giant shot an arrow, which lodged in the wood.

"Gently!" said Satan. "You must not do so. Don't you know those three pieces
of wood form what is called a cross?" 
"Well, and what of that?" cried the giant. "Why," said Satan, "the cross is the symbol of One with whom I once did battle, and He was slain on a cross." 
"If He was slain," persisted the giant, "what is there to fear. The slain are dead, and there's an end of them." "No, no!" cried Satan. "He is not dead, I can assure you; but liveth, and will live, too, for ever and for evermore." "Oh, oh!" cried Offerus, "I see it all. He died, but is alive again; and is mightier than thou. I serve none but the mightiest; so farewell, master; here we part." Satan did not dare pass the cross, but tried to cover over his chagrin with a loud laugh; and Offerus journeyed on, asking every one he met if he could direct him where to find Him who was crucified and rose from the dead. He met, however, no one who could tell him exactly. Some had heard speak of Him, and some thought they knew Him; but none could tell the giant where to find Him. At length came Offerus to a hermit's cell; and the man of God showed him that "faith" was the path he must go to find Christ, that "prayer" would give him strength for the journey, and "grace" would come to his help in time of need. The hermit then set the giant to carry pilgrims across a deep river, and told him Christ would know of his works, and his labours, and his patience; and in His own good time would show Himself to him. Offerus replied, "He did not mind the work, if he could find Christ." So he built himself a hut on the brink of the river, and carried pilgrims across; and if any offered him money, he would say, "Nay, nay; I work not for money, but to win Christ." Many and many a year did he serve this ferry, till his hair grew grey, and his strength began to wane; when, one night, he heard a very tiny voice calling to him. "Offerus," it said, "dear Offerus, carry Me across the river." The giant took his pine-stick, huge as a weaver's beam, waded through the river, and came to the other side; but could see no one. He thought he must have been dreaming; so he returned to his hut, and went to bed again. Scarcely had he so done, when he heard the same voice again, very small and very plaintive, but he distinctly heard it say, "Offerus, good Offerus, carry Me across the river." Again the giant waded through the stream, but yet saw he no one; and again he returned to his hut, that he might sleep till dawn. No sooner was he settled in bed than the voice came to him a third time, and still it said the same words, "Offerus, dear Offerus, carry Me across the river." It was a very small voice, but clear as a bell, and so plaintive that the giant had no heart to refuse; so he rose a third time, and waded through the river to the other bank. There he found a fair little Child, with golden hair. In His left hand He held a toy—it was the standard of a lamb; and in His right hand He had another toy, a little globe. The Child looked on the rough brawny giant with eyes full of love and trustfulness; and Offerus lifted the little wayfarer on his huge shoulders with only three fingers. On went he to the river, but when he entered the water, the Child seemed to weigh on him like a burden too heavy to be borne. Heavier and heavier grew the weight, heavier and still heavier, till the water well-nigh reached his chin. Great drops of sweat stood on the giant's brow, and he almost sank in the stream under the ever-increasing weight of that little Child. However, he struggled bravely on, contrived with tottering steps to reach the home shore, set the Child gently down, and said, "My little Lord, prithee come not this way again, for scarcely now have I escaped with my life." The Child spoke very little, but taking a handful of water in its hand, sprinkled with it the giant's face, saying, "Fear not, Offerus; the Child thou hast so bravely carried across the stream is the Lord Christ, whom thou seest. Thy prayers are heard, and thy sins are forgiven thee. Plant now thy pine-staff in the earth, and it shall be a token unto thee. It shall no longer be dead and leafless, but shall send forth leaves and buds; and thou shalt be no longer called Offerus, but Christ-offerus shall thy name be;" and from that day he was called Christ-offerus, or Christopher. The Child left him; Christopher set his pine-staff in the earth, and on the morrow it had shot forth leaves and red blossoms like those of an almond tree. Three days afterwards the giant died, and angels came, and bore him up aloft into the bosom of good old Abraham, and there was joy in the presence of the angels of God.

This beautiful allegory has been taken mainly from The Robinson-cottis Family.

Angels differ in Glory.

1 Cor. xv. 41, 42. There is one glory of the sun, and another glory of the moon, and another
glory of the stars; for one star differeth from another star in glory. So also is the resurrection of the dead.

The orders of degrees among the angels of heaven. According to Dionysius the Areopagite, the angelic hierarchy of heaven is divided into nine orders—

1. Seraphim, 2. Cherubim, 3. Thrones, in the first circle;

Gregory the Great has a different arrangement in the third order—

Novem angelorum ordinum diciunt, quia videlicet esse, testante sacro elogio, sedem Angelos, Archangels, Virtutes, Potestates, Principates, Dominations, Thrones, Cherubim, etique Seraphim.—Homily 34.

By this arrangement we have—

Seraphim, Cherubim, and Thrones, in the first order; Dominions, Principalities, and Powers, in the second order; Virtues, Archangels, and Angels, in the third order.

The seven holy angels are Michael (the archangel), Gabriel, Raphael (these three are Scripture names), Uriel, Simiel, Oriphiel, and Zachariel. The council held in A.D. 745 mentions with reprobation the names of Uriel, Raguel, Simiel, and others.

Raphael tells Tobias (Tobit xii. 15) that he is one of the seven angels who attend in the presence of God; and John, in the Revelation (viii. 2, 3), saw seven angels standing before the Lord.

The rabbins say Michael presides over the east, Raphael over the west, Gabriel over the north, and Uriel over the south.

According to the Koran, the throne of the Almighty is supported by eight angels (ch. ixix.), but Sale tells us, in a footnote, that "the number of those who bear it at the present is generally supposed to be four, and that other four will be added at the judgment-day, for the grandeur of the occasion." In ch. xxxv. we are told that the angels are furnished with two, four, or six pairs of wings according to their different orders.

Michael (archangel), Azrael (archangel which shall blow the trumpet of the resurrection), Gabriel, and Raphael are the four angels which now support the throne of the Almighty.

The orders of degree among the fallen angels. In one of the ninety-three visions of St. Francisca, she was shown the fall of the rebellious angels. When cast out of heaven some remained in the air, some fell upon our earth, and the rest fell into hell. The different degrees of demerit decided the region to be occupied.

Lucifer, she tells us, is the monarch of all the hells, but he rules in chains of iron, and is supreme in misery as well as in power. Under him are three princes, each absolute in his own department. The first of these is Asmodæus, once a cherub, but now holding the "principality" of carnal sin. The next is Mammon, the demon of avarice, who holds the "throne" of this world. The third is Belzebub, who holds the "dominion" of idolaters. These three powers and Lucifer never leave their prisons, except under special permission from God; but they have regions and legions of subordinates on earth who are responsible to them. These subordinate demons have their ranks, like the angelic host; and so have the demons of the air and of the earth, but these last two are commonwealths, having no supreme head. The demons of the air cause storms, and injure men by diseases and breaking down their confidence in God. The demons of the earth ally themselves with all other demons to bring about the loss of souls. The best and surest safeguard against all demons is to pronounce the name of Jesus. When persons live in mortal sin, demons install themselves in the "temple of their body," which is otherwise the "temple of the Holy Ghost," and when a sinner receives absolution from the Church, the demons quit his body, but loiter about near enough to suggest temptations to sin. Confession is an excellent armour; and those who go to confession most frequently are with the most difficulty beguiled.

Limbo. Limbo is contiguous to hell, but has no communication with it. An angel keeps guard over the gate. The only punishment suffered there is the privation of light. In limbo will be found all infants that have died unbaptized. In the first of its three regions are the infants of Christian parents; in the second region, the infants of Jews and pagans; and in the third or lowest region, children born out of wedlock. The darkness of this region is thicker than that of the other two.

Purgatory. Like hell and limbo, purgatory has three regions. Over the gate is this inscription, "This is purgatory, the place of hope." In the uppermost region are the souls of those who had not worked out the expiation of their sins before death; and seven years is the term of punishment for each mortal sin unobiterated at death, or after death by
masses or other merits. The guardian angel of each soul collects carefully the masses said, the prayers offered, and the indulgences granted to each soul in purgatory. Pious legacies are accepted by God, whether executors pay the bequests or not. Prayers, masses, indulgences, and good works in behalf of those in bliss are scored to those who offer them on earth, and if there is any surplus it is placed to the credit of those in purgatory. The second region of purgatory is for the expiation of venial sins. The lowest region, which is the most burning, is for priests and nuns who have committed what are sins in the religious, but would not be accounted sins in seculars, such as indulging the appetite with food or wine beyond what is absolutely necessary to support life.—Acta Sanctorum (Bollandists), vol. ii. March. (See also Grimes, Esprit des Saints, vol. v., 3rd edit.)

St. Francisca sees in a vision the different orders of the heavenly host (A.D. 1384-1440). In one of her numerous visions, St. Francisca saw the orders of the saints in light, with their respective leaders. They all walked under their proper standards. First came the patriarchs, led by John the Baptist (Matt. xi. 11). Next came the apostles, led by St. Peter and St. Paul. The evangelists marched third, under St. John and St. Mark. Then the martyrs, under St. Laurentius and St. Stephen. The fifth company were the doctors of the Church, under St. Gregory and St. Jerome. The sixth were the monks, under St. Benedict, St. Bernard, St. Dominic, and St. Francis. The hermits, led by St. Paul the hermit and St. Antony, came next. Then the virgins, led by Mary Magdalene and St. Agnes. The ninth company was that of widows, under St. Anne and St. Sabina. And the tenth consisted of married women, led by St. Cecilia.—Acta Sanctorum (Bollandists); vol. ii. March. (See also Grimes, Esprit des Saints, vol. v., 3rd edit.)

St. Francisca sees her son in the second hierarchic choir of heaven (A.D. 1407). St. Francisca had a son John, who died of the plague at the age of nine, and was buried in St. Cecilia's church, beyond the Tiber. A year after his death, as St. Francisca was praying in her oratory, she saw her son John all brilliant in light, assisted by another angel more brilliant still. Her son showed her the different orders of the hierarchy of heaven, and their different degrees of glory. He himself was in the second range of the first hierarchy, and the other angel was more luminous because he was in a higher company.—John Mattiotti (her father-confessor), Life of St. Francisca.

Angels Ministering Spirits.

Heb. i. 14. [The angels are they not all ministering spirits, sent forth to minister for them who shall be heirs of salvation?]

Angels assist at the baptism of [St.] Eusebius. Before the pope baptized Eusebius, he had a revelation that the person he was about to baptize would be one day a great man. Angels, we are told, took Eusebius out of the baptismal font.—Surius (1570), Lives of the Saints.

Antediluvian Longevity.

Gen. v. And Adam lived 130 years. That was the age of Adam; but his offspring or dynasty, called his sons and daughters, continued ab initio 930 years (ver. 6).

Again. Seth lived 105 years. That was the term of Seth's own life; but Seth was the head of a tribe, and the sons and daughters of this tribe lasted 912 years altogether (ver. 8).

Enos lived 90 years. That was the span of this man's life; but Enos was a sheik, and his sons and daughters continued his sheikship 905 years (ver. 11).

Methuselah, the oldest man, lived 187 years. His sheikship was also the most enduring, extending to 969 years, when it died out (ver. 27).

This interpretation was suggested in the Expositor, December, 1878, and March, 1880. It is plausible, certainly, and preferable to the "lunar year" interpretation.

Similar examples in post-diluvian history. The most familiar example is that of Rome, where the first twelve emperors were all Caesar; in imitation of Bible language, it might be said. Caesar lived fifty-six, but all the days of Caesar were 179 years; that is, dating from the birth of Julius to the death of Vespasian.

Pharaoh of Egypt would be very much longer. Josephus tells us all the kings of Egypt from Menes to Solomon were called Pharaoh, 341 kings. Menes, according to Lepsius, died B.C. 8893, and Solomon reigned 1015-975. This would make all the days of Pharaoh very much longer than all the days of Methuselah.

Bunyan places the death of Menes in B.C. 3663.

Ptolemy of Egypt, after the death of Alexander the Great, would give another example. It might be said that Ptolemy lived eighty-four years and begat sons and daughters; and all the days of Ptolemy were 272 years.
similar examples familiar to Scripture readers are Abimelech, the common name of the Philistine kings; Agag, the common name of the Amalekite kings; Benhadad, the common name of the rulers of Damascus; and Candace of Ethiopia. Darius also seems to have been a dynastic name in ancient Persia.

Leaving Scripture, we have Abgarus, the common name of the kings of Edessa; Augustus in the Roman empire; Cyrus in the Persian empire; Vladika in Montenegro; and Louis in France; with many more.

Age of the saints. The saints, as a rule, were long-lived, like the wise men of Greece. Very many of them passed fourscore years, but only ten reached a hundred. They are—

Years at death.
102. Faust de Riez (391–493).
103. John the Silent (454–558).
108. Ortarius, abbot of Landelle (sixth century).
112. Grace of Valentina, who never had an illness (1494–1606).
114. Paul the Hermit; ninety of which he passed in the desert (229–843).
120. John de Rome; his eye was not dim, nor his strength abated (425–545).
120. Memmius, bishop of Châlons-sur-Marne (96–126).
120. Romuald, founder of the Camaldulensians (907–1027).

Ask, and ye shall receive.
Matt. vii. 7. Ask, and it shall be given you.
Matt. xxii. 22. All things whatsoever ye ask in prayer, believing, ye shall receive.
John xiv. 14. If ye shall ask anything in My name, I will do it.
1 John iv. 14, 15. This is the confidence that we have in Him: that if we ask anything according to His will, He heareth us; and if we know that He heareth us whatsoever we ask, we know that we have the petitions which we desired of Him.

St. Francisca asked God, in prayer, to give Vannosia a crab, and He gave it (A.D. 1384–1440). A gentlewoman, named Vannosia, a dear friend and kinsman of St. Francisca, being very sick, had an irresistible desire for some crab; but the season of crabs was over, and there were none to be got in all Rome. In this emergency Francisca “put herself in prayer, and desired one of God.” Forthwith, in the sight of the whole household, there fell from the ceiling of the room a fine fresh crab, alive, and to all appearance just taken from the sea. Francisca gave it to her friend, who ate thereof, and not only allayed heriolaotnd craving, but forthwith recovered her wonted health.—Mentioned in the Acts of the Canonization of St. Francisca, May 29, 1606.

St. John de Matha asked in prayer for money to redeem some slaves, and received the necessary sum (A.D. 1160–1213). St. John de Matha founded the “Holy Trinity for the Redemption of Christian Slaves.” At Tunis, on one occasion, he paid to the governor the ransom he required, but found that the subordinates demanded black-mail. Not having the wherewithal to satisfy their greed, he laid the image of the Virgin under his scapular, and “conjured the good mother of heaven to have mercy on these captives.” On lifting up his scapular he found the sum required, paid it, and brought home the captives.

The sequel. The Tunisians, greatly enraged, boarded the ship in which the captives had embarked, broke the rudder, cut down the masts, tore the sails, snapped in pieces the oars, and left the vessel a dead hulk. St. John de Matha was equal to the occasion. He stripped off his mantle and made a sail thereof, placed himself at the helm, crucifix in hand, and prayed God to grant a safe voyage. The vessel moved, it ran merrily over the calm sea, and in two days entered the Ostian port, amidst the loud acclamations of a vast crowd. The pope wept for joy, asked to see the captives, gave them his blessing, and sent them home to their respective countries.—R. P. Calixte de la Providence, Life of St. John of Matha.

A woman craved some peaches in February, and they grew on chestnut slips. In the month of February, about 1700, a Neapolitan merchant came to visit St. John-Joseph de la Croix, and on parting entertained his prayers in behalf of his wife, who was dangerously ill. On further inquiry, the merchant told him his wife had a craving for ripe peaches, but of course such things could not be obtained in winter. Being near a chestnut tree at the time, the man of God broke off three dry branches, and said to the merchant, “Plant these in three flower-pots, and ask St. Peter of Alcantara to give your wife her heart’s desire.” “What!” cried the merchant, “how
can peaches grow on dry chestnut slips?"
"All things are possible with God," said the saint. "Do as I bid you, and leave the result to God and St. Peter." The merchant planted the three dry chestnut sticks, made his prayer to St. Peter of Alcantara, and set the flower-pots on his window-seat. Next morning the sticks were covered with green leaves, and on each stick was a superb ripe peach. The sick woman had her heart's desire, and rapidly returned to perfect health.—Migne, *Démosthènes Évangéliques*, vol. xvi. (This life of St. John-Joseph of the Cross is from the pen of cardinal Wiseman. Father Diodato, in 1794, wrote the life of the same saint.)

**Babes.**

**Psalm viii. 2.** Out of the mouth of babes and sucklings hast Thou ordained strength . . . to still the enemy and the avenger.

**Matt. xi. 16.** Out of the mouth of babes and sucklings hast Thou perfected praise.

*St. Augustine taught by a little child.* While St. Augustine was composing his book *On the Trinity*, and was at Civita Vecchia, he saw a little child making a hole in the sea-shore, and asked him what he was doing. The child replied, "I am making a hole to contain the water of the sea." The doctor smiled, telling the child it would not be possible to do so; but the child made answer, "Not so, Augustine. It would be far easier to drain off the waters of the great deep, than for the finite to grasp the Infinite;" and so he vanished. Augustine then knew that the child was an angel of God, sent to warn him, and he diligently set to work to revise what he had written.—Possidionius (bishop of Cal cementia), *Life of St. Augustine*.

*An infant just born tells St. Brigit who was his father* (A.D. 436-523). An unmarried woman, who had just given birth to a child, was asked to confess who was its father, and she declared it was bishop Broon, a disciple of St. Patrick. St. Brigit could not credit this scandal, and, making the sign of the cross on the babe's mouth, she asked it if it were true. "No," said the infant, "my father is no bishop, but a poor labourer." So the "truth" was discovered, the honour of the Church vindicated, and God defended the right.—*Les Petits Bollandistes*, vol. ii. p. 185.

**A babe in arms picks out his father** (fourteenth century). A woman who had recently given birth to a son, was accused by her husband of infidelity. The woman, greatly distressed, applied to St. Vincent Ferrer, and the saint said to her, "Come this afternoon and hear my sermon; bring your babe with you. Induce your husband to come also; not with you, but let him mix with the crowd." When St. Vincent had finished his sermon, he told the mother to set her infant on the ground, and then bade it go through the crowd and pick out its father. The babe, only a few days old, threaded its way through the dense crowd till it came to the husband of the woman, and laying its hands on him, said distinctly, "This is my father." "Un miracle aussi extraordinaire ne pouvait que faire rentrer la paix dans le ménage."—*Les Petits Bollandistes*, vol. iv. p. 227.

*A child just born tells the apostles Simon and Jude that its mother told a lie.* While the apostles Simon and Jude were in Babylon, they consecrated Abbias bishop, and ordained both priests and deacons; but the devil sought to bring discredit on the Church. It fell out thus: The daughter of a nobleman in Babylon became mother of a child, but was not wed. Her parents urged her to tell them who was the father of her child, and she (to screen her lover) charged one of the deacons of the new Church with the crime. When the apostles heard thereof, they went to the king's court, and requested that the deacon, with the mother and infant, might be brought before the judge. This was done, and the apostles asked the parents when the child was born. "This very day," they replied. Then, fixing their eyes sternly on the infant, they said, "We adjure thee, by the living God, and in the name of Jesus Christ, tell us truly if this deacon is thy father or not?" The infant answered, "This deacon is good and chaste, and never in his life committed any carnal sin. He is not my father." The apostles then asked the babe who his father was, and the wise infant made answer, "It is meet for me to clear the innocent, but not to disclose the guilty." And all the court was amazed at the answers.—Edward Kinesman, *Lives of the Saints* (1623).

The same answer was given by the dead man summoned by Macarius (see p. 77), and by the dead man summoned by St. Antony (see p. 78).

*St. Vincent Ferrer speaks in infancy to*
his mother (A.D. 1537). While St. Vincent Ferrier was an infant, a dreadful
death desolated Valenta. The mother of the child was afflicted with the general
 calamity, and one day when she was lamenting the long drought, the infant
in swaddling-clothes said to her distinctly,
"Mother, if you wish for rain, carry me
in procession." The babe was carried
in procession, and the rain fell abund-
antly. ("Son enfant emmailloté pro-
noncer distinctement ces paroles: Si vous
voulez de la pluie, portez moi en pro-
cession.")—Mgr. Guérin (chamberlain
p. 226.

A newborn babe declares that Abend-
roux is not his father. The imám Aben-
derouz excited the envy of his confrater-
nity by his superior virtue and piety,
so they subdued a woman to father a
child on him. The imám prayed Mahomet
to clear him of this charge, and the new-
born babe declared in a loud distinct
voice, not only that the imám was inno-
cent of the charge alleged against him,
but it furthermore said that one of his
chief accusers was its father, and had
subordinated the woman to make this false
charge to screen himself, and bring the
imám into trouble.—T. S. Gueulette
(1723), Chinese Tales.

Mons. Gueulette’s story is profoundly a fiction; that of
the two apostles Simon and Jude, and that of St. Brigid
(see preceding pages), are given as facts; but the parallels
are striking enough to place them all in one category.

Infants at the breast announce the death
of St. Agnes (April 20, 1317). When St.
Agnes died, we are told by her biographer
she received the most perfect
favour this earth could afford, that
of infants at the breast. The tongue of
little infants was unloosed, "et ils se
mirent dans les lieux voisins à publier
la mort et les vertus d’Agnes; leurs
parents s’éveillèrent en entendant ces
voix."
p. 549.

It is not quite clear what the pope’s chamberlain means.
He tells us he is speaking of "des enfants à la maniere de
femmes." These "petits innocents se mirent à publier la mort
d’Agnes" (announced the death of Agnes), and their
parents woke on hearing their voices. Were these
infants in bed when they made the proclamation? If so,
does the chamberlain mean they spoke so loud as to
be heard "dans les lieux voisins"?

St. Robert, in infancy, declined to suck
the milk of any but religious wet-nurses
(A.D. 1067). Robert, son of Gerard,
baron of Aurillac, even from his birth
showed signs of his future holiness. His
mother, being for a time unable to give
him suck, employed wet-nurses, but the
babe positively refused to take the breast
of any irreligious woman, and would
only go to pious ones. When the mother
was able to nurse the child herself, she
dispensed with the services of strangers,
and the infant was relieved of all further
difficulty, for the baroness was an ex-
cellent Christian.—Acta Sanctorum (Boll-
landists), April 24.

St. Sigibert, king of Austrasia, and his
baptism (A.D. 636). When Sigibert, the
infant son of Dagobert I., was baptized,
the church was so full of kings, princes,
and nobles, there was no room for a
clerk. In this difficulty the infant
himself acted as clerk, and said "Amen"
in the proper places, "pronouncing
the word audibly and distinctly, to the
great admiration of the nobles assembled
on the occasion."—R. P. Vincent, History
of Saint Sigibert (taken from the Anti-
quités Austrasiennes).

The monk Sigibert, who first wrote the life of King
Sigibert, says that a large number of miracles testified
to the holiness of this favourite of God. He mentions
many, and tells us he knows they are true, for he himself
witnessed them with his own eyes.

John Stirling, the drunkard, reclaimed
by his boy baby. When the drinking fit
was on him, the will of John Stirling
seemed to be wholly in the grasp of his
master vice, which had well-nigh made
an utter wreck of his conscience, honour,
and affection; but help was at hand, and
a little child was the David employed by
God to slay the giant which held him
captive. His wife had always been in
the habit of observing family worship;
the rest must be told by John Stirling
himself. "I had been all day at the
public-house, and when at night I came
home my wife was reading from the
twenty-fifth chapter of St. Matthew’s
Gospel: 'When the Son of man shall
come in His glory ... before Him
shall be gathered all nations: and He
shall separate them one from another,
as a shepherd divideth his sheep from the
goats: and He shall set the sheep on His
right hand, but the goats on the left.'
Our youngest boy, then about four years
old, was sitting on a footstool, with his
head on his mother’s lap; and when he
heard these words read, he looked up
carefully into his mother’s face, and said,

* "Ce miracle (A.D. 68, Belgique, vol. iv. p. 258, note 19)
est rapporté par Badmond, auteur contemporain, et
repété par beaucoup d'autres.
A similar instance is recorded by Fleury, in his History
of the Church, bk. xxvi. n. 28, under date of Feb. 4,
1650, in the diocese of Strigoni, in Hungary. The case
was severely investigated, and the archbishop recognized
the undoubted fact.
"Will father be a goat then, mother?" This question cut me to the heart. It was a nail driven home. The earnestness of the child, the bewilderment of his mother, the home-thrust rankling in my heart, all told upon me. I spent a miserable night indeed. Next day was Sunday, but I was ashamed to go to church. While the family was at church, looking about for something to read, I laid my hand on Beecher's Six Sermons on Intemperance. I read, and read, and all I read seemed about myself. My future life was now determined. All the men on earth could not now have tempted me to drink. I loathed drink. The ale which yesterday was irresistible, was now gall and wormwood to me. I would have been cut to pieces rather than touch it. This was the turning-point of my life; and God, ever gracious, from that memorable moment led me in the way everlasting."—Wallace, The Gloaming of Life.

This is by far the best tale in this section. Monkish tales about babbles are in all cases revolting. The proverbs, the unwis wisdom, the immodest modesty of little children, is most unnatural, most preposterous and most repulsive. I know no single legend of a child at all attractive, or bearing the least semblance to the beautiful innocence of young childhood; they are mere monks and nunns in small-clothes.

Beast of Burden.

Psalm cxviii. 7-10. Praise the Lord from the earth, ye dragons and deeps, beasts and all cattle, creeping things and flying fowl.

St. Antony of Padua preaches to the fishes (A.D. 1195-1231). When St. Antony was preaching at Rimini, he found the eyes of many obstinately closed to the words of light; and said from his chair, "Let those who list follow me to the seashore." He went to Marecchia, and raising his voice, cried aloud: "Ye fishes of the sea, hear; for man, though the image of his Maker, is like the deaf adder, and refuses to hearken to his God. To you, therefore, I announce the gospel of salvation." Instantly from the depths of the sea shoals of both little and great fish thronged to the shore. From all sides they came in countless numbers, crowding thick upon each other, their heads above the water, their big eyes turned to the preacher, who spoke thus: "What acts of thankfulness, O fishes, ought you not to render to Him who has given you to live in this mighty ocean? It is to God you owe those deep retreats, which protect you from the raging storm. When the great flood destroyed the families of man, that God preserved you. It is you who saved the prophet Jonah. It is you who brought the sinner to St. Peter and the Lord of glory. You receive your life, your food, your protection, from God and God alone. Praise Him, seas and floods, bless ye the Lord; praise Him, and magnify Him for ever. Ye whales, and all that move in the waters, bless ye the Lord; praise Him, and magnify Him for ever." At these words the fishes seemed agitated, flapped their tails, opened their
mouths, and testified in a thousand ways their wish to pay homage to the Almighty, and the tribute of their mute praise. The crowd on the shore could not restrain their admiration, and cried with one voice, "Come, let us laud and magnify God the Maker, the Redeemer, and the Sanctifier." And Antony, turning round, exclaimed, "Praise Him, ye children of men; praise Him, and magnify Him for ever. Let the fishes of the sea teach man to praise the Lord. Shall man, the image of his Maker, alone be mute in His praise?" The "heretics" were confounded, fell at the preacher’s feet, and would not arise till he had given them absolution. The remembrance of this prodigy is perpetuated in Italy and France. Father Papebroch tells us he saw in 1660 an ancient chapel standing on the spot where St. Antony preached to the fishes. Many painters have represented it.—Guyard, Life of St. Antony of Padua.

I have myself seen the picture brought to Paris by marshal Soulis, said to be by Murillo, of St. Antony preaching to the fishes.

St. Francis of Assisi used to preach to the beasts and birds (A.D. 1182–1226). St. Francis of Assisi wished to retire into solitude, but the Holy Ghost made it known to him that it was God’s will he should continue to preach the gospel. "What, however, is very admirable in this: he often preached to the cattle of the field, and birds of the air, to the fishes of the sea, and even to the beasts of the forest, showing to them their obligations to God, and calling upon them to praise His holy name. These dumb creatures, without human reason, would listen attentively, and testify by their movements the joy they felt in his discourse, and after the sermon was over they would praise the Lord, each in his several way."—Chavin de Malan, Life of St. Francis of Assisi.

N.B.—St. Aventine, hearing that some fishes were coming to Vinami, in Tournaine, warned the fishes to be on their guard, A.D. 1238. This is strange, as the monks were always fishes.

St. Francis was a famous preacher, and nothing is more common than for preachers, who can find a spot sufficiently retired, to recite audibly their sermon in their walks. This might have been the practice of St. Francis, and accidental hearers might fancy he was preaching to the beasts and birds, instead of coming his sermon. All who have tried it will testify that sheep and oxen, birds and creeping things, are greatly charmed with the human voice, and will often run towards the speaker, and stand long listening to him, if his voice has any charm. I have myself seen it scores of times.

Birds accompany a monk of Mount Avernus to the tomb of St. Francis. The following beautiful legend is told by R. H. Busk in Notes and Queries, Oct. 20, 1883, p. 802, note. St. Francis of Assisi had received the stigmata in a retired and almost inaccessible spot which he had chosen for his meditations. After the death of the saint, the community adopted an annual procession to the spot where he was buried. It was a midnight procession, and not unfrequently the way was dark, cold, and stormy; but spite of dark, cold, and storm the procession went on, chanting solemn prayer and praise. After a time the attendance greatly diminished. The midnight hour, the darkness, the cold, the storm, told upon the monks, and at last the procession dwindled down to one single monk. Alone he stepped out into the midnight darkness. Alone he breathed the cold and storm. No sooner, however, had he left the monastery, than he saw before him a luminous road, and instead of cross-bearer, thurifer, acolytes with torches, and a choir of brown-habited monks, the road was filled with the birds of heaven. All the birds which made their dwellings in the shelving sides of the mountains had come forth to form a procession, and accompany the monk in his pious labour of love. On they went with slow and solemn wing. On with plaintive dirge and song. On with chirp as their "Amen." When the monk told his tale in the monastery next morning, the brothers were ashamed and mortified; but ever after, be the night as stormy as it may, be the wind biting and boisterous, be the cold nipping and eager, no matter how inclement the night, the monks in a body turn out to make their solemn procession to the grave of their holy founder.

"This I had from the lips of an enthusiastic son of St. Francis, whom I met when both of us were visiting Rome."

Beasts confiding in Saints.

Jon. v. 23. The beasts of the field shall be at peace with thee.

Hos. ii. 18. In that day will I make a covenant for them with the beasts of the field, and with the fowls of heaven, and with the creeping things of the ground.

Ezek. xxxiv. 25. They shall dwell safely in the wilderness, and sleep in the woods.

A bear with a wounded paw comes to St. Aventine (A.D. 778–813). One day, when St. Aventine was praying in a wood, he heard a bear growling plaintively; and, raising his eyes, he saw a monster animal coming slowly down the mountain towards him. He was not the least
alarmed, but waited patiently till the bear came up. It was docile as a lamb, and, holding up its fore paw, the saint saw it was swollen and bloody from a great thorn. Taking the wounded paw into his hands, he extracted the thorn, and washed the wound. The grateful bear licked the saint's hands, and showed in every possible way his thankfulness.—*Notice Historique sur St. Aventin d'Aquitaine* (Toulouse, 1850).

In St. Aventin's church is a sculpture of wood of the hermit dressing the bear's foot. (See *Androcles and the Lion*, p. 219; *Ceramimus and the Lion*, p. 220.)

A wild boar, chased by hunters, takes refuge under the cloak of St. Basil (A.D. 620). One day, when Attila, count of Champagne, was out hunting, he came to Verzy, where stood the monastery of St. Basil. A wild boar, chased by the dogs, ran for refuge to the saint, who was sitting in the sun outside his cell; and Basil covered the terrified beast with his cloak. The dogs came up, but were at a standstill, not knowing what to do. Presently the count came to the spot, and recognizing in this incident the finger of God, gave St. Basil a large part of the forest, a part of Bouzy, and the town of Sept-Saulx.—Mgr. Guérin, *Vies des Saints*, vol. xiii, p. 608.

St. Calais protects a buffalo from the royal hunters (A.D. 645). St. Calais retired to Casa Gaiani, in the canton of Lavardin, then a profound solitude. Here a buffalo used to visit him often, and allow the saint to pet it, and pass his fingers between its horns or among the thick hair of its neck. One day king Childebert and his court came to Matovill to hunt, and hearing that a fine buffalo had been seen in the neighbourhood, prepared to hunt it. The buffalo ran for protection to the saint's cell, and there found a safe asylum. Soon the hunting party came up, but seeing the buffalo in the cell and the saint in prayer, knew not how to proceed. Says the king in a fury to St. Calais, “Where do you come from? And how dare you, without my leave, plant yourself in a royal forest? It is not for such as you to spoil the sport of a king?” “Most excellent prince,” said Calais, suavely, “it was not to spoil your grace's sport that I came hither, but to commune more closely with God, both mine and yours.” “Off with you!” cried the king, “and take care I do not catch you trespassing again.” “Most excellent king, wilt it please your serenity, after your exertions, to take a draught of some excellent wine which I have made?” asked Calais. Childebert spurred his horse to run the saint down, but the horse started back, and remained immovable. One of the courtiers came up, and said to the king, “Sire, the man, doubtless, is a servant of God; let us not fight against God.” Childebert was pacified, and Calais handed him a cup of wine. The king drank heartily, and passed the cup to his courtiers, all of whom drank, but the wine was not diminished. The king then made Calais a present of as much land as he liked to build a monastery on, and promised to endow it and become its patron.—Dom Paul Piolin, *Histoire de l'Église du Mans. A hunted wild boar seeks safety under St. Deicola (A.D. 635). St. Deicola lived in a monastery at Lure. One day its peace and quiet was broken by a royal chase. King Clotaire II. was hunting a wild boar, and the poor beast took refuge in the cell of St. Deicola. The saint put his hand on the creature's head, saying, “As you confide in me, poor beast, I will defend you.” The king, hearing that the wild boar was in the hermit's cell, came up to see the prodigy, and when he learned that Deicola was a disciple of Columban, whom he greatly honoured, he inquired how he could serve the recluse. “It is written,” said the Irishman, “he who fears the Lord shall want no good thing. We are poor, but we serve God.” Clotaire gave large lands and endowments to the monastery, which hence became one of the wealthiest in the land.—Montalembert, *Monks of the East*, vol. ii. p. 608.

A goat, pursued by huntsmen, seeks the protection of St. Fructuosus (A.D. 605). One day, when Fructuosus, bishop of Braga, was wandering in a forest, a goat, pursued by some huntsmen, sought refuge under his cloak. The saint took the frightened creature, under his protection, to the monastery, and the goat, ever mindful of this kindness, never left him, but followed him everywhere like a dog, slept with him at night, walked with him by day, and ran to welcome him home whenever duty had called him away for a time. St. Fructuosus once and again took the goat to the forest, and offered it liberty; but it always returned to the cell. One day, when the saint was absent from home, some young man killed the goat, and Fructuosus was greatly grieved. Not long afterwards the young man was
taken dangerously ill, and the saint, with noble Christian charity, whereby we are instructed to love our enemies, and do good to them that spitefully use us, went to the bedside of the sick man, and healed him.—*Patrologia Latina*, vol. lxxxvii. col. 1087.

*St. Giles and the hind.* St. Giles, seeking a solitary place to live in, wandered towards the mouth of the river Rhone, when a hind made signs to him to abide in the spot where he stood. Here he found a cave, in which he took up his abode, and the hind spontaneously offered herself to be milked by him every day. On one occasion the king of France, in a hunting expedition, came upon this hind, which instantly fled to the cave for succour. St. Giles was at prayer, and when the dogs saw him on his knees, not one of them would enter the cave, for fear of disturbing him. One of the huntsmen, however, discharged his arrow into the cave, and pierced the saint. The king having come up, the party entered the cave, but what was their astonishment to find the hermit on his knees, near the mouth of the cave, with the arrow still sticking in his body. The king offered to send the royal physician to him, and wanted to give him money; but St. Giles made answer, "I need no physician but God; and as for money, give it not to me, but spend it in founding a monastery to the glory of the Lord." This the king did, and appointed St. Giles its first abbot.—*Gilbert* (bishop of Carnotum), *Life of St. Giles*.

*A hunt stag seeks refuge with St. Godrich of Norfolk* (A.D. 1170). One day a magnificent stag, hunted by the parents of the bishop of Ramulfe, came panting to the cabin of St. Godrich, the hermit of Whitby, seeking refuge. St. Godrich took it into his cell, and the noble animal, looking into his face, pleaded silently, but eloquently, for protection. Presently the huntsmen came up and demanded the stag, but Godrich replied, "God has saved it." The huntsmen, recognizing an angel or saint in the poor hermit, called off their dogs, and left both Godrich and the stag unmolested. Next day the poor beast left the cabin, but every year it came to visit its deliverer, and show its gratitude by caresses. Godrich, in fact, had made himself the protector of the beasts of the forest, insomuch that hares and partridges, stags and goats, when hunted or in need of help, confidently went to him, and always found him ready to defend them.—Nicholas of Durham, *Life of St. Godrich*.

*St. Gudula and the bear* (eighth century). One day, when Charlemagne was hunting bears, a prodigious monster, which was so closely pressed that escape was impossible, fled into the church at Moorse, where St. Gudula was buried. Here it found protection, and would never afterwards quit the church, but dwelt there "parmi ces sages vierges," not as a furious wild beast, but as a docile and playful lamb.—Hubert, *Life of St. Gudula*.

*A hunted hare seeks refuge with St. Marculfus* (A.D. 558). A hare, chased by hunters, ran to St. Marculfus for protection, and took refuge under his gown. The huntsmen commanded the saint to release the hare, which contrived to make good its escape, while Marculfus detained the huntsmen in angry conversation. When they discovered the trick, they were very angry, and one of them drew his sword to strike him, but, falling from his horse, was dangerously hurt. Marculfus, forgetful of injuries, and forgiving, approached the injured cavalier, made the sign of the cross, and cured him on the spot.—*Acta Sanctorum* (Bollandists, Papebroch), May 1.

**Beasts Submissive to Saints.**

*Hos* ii. 18. I will make a covenant for them with the beasts of the field, and with the fowls of heaven, and with the creeping things of the ground. And I will make them to live down safely.

*Job* v. 23. The beasts of the field shall be at peace with thee.

*Isa* xi. 9. They shall not hurt nor destroy in all My holy mountain.

*Exx* xvi. 25-28. I will make a covenant of peace, and they shall dwell safely in the wilderness, and sleep in the woods. The beasts of the land shall not devour them; and none shall make them afraid.

*St. Agapitus, being cast to wild beasts, was not harmed by them.* The emperor Aurelian commanded Agapitus to be cast to the wild beasts, after he had already been scourged, roasted with his head downwards, scarified, and drenched with boiling water. When the wild beasts were let out upon him, instead of tearing him to pieces, they went up to him, wagging their tails, and then lay down meekly at his feet. The emperor, seeing that the beasts would not attack his victim, sent his lictors to cut off his head.—*Ado* (archbishop of Vienne), *Martyrology*. 
St. Aldebrand forbade the rooks to make such a noise, and they obeyed him (twelfth century). One day, when St. Aldebrand was preaching, the rooks made such a noise that he could not be heard. The saint bade them be quiet, because they interrupted him; and they were instantly silent. (See Regulus, p. 365.)—Acta Sanctorum (Bollandists), May 1, p. 182.

Birds and beasts of prey respect the dead body of St. Andeloc (A.D. 165–208). St. Andeloc, first apostle of the Heliavins, was put to death by Severinus, and then his dead body, weighted with an enormous stone, was thrown into the Rhone; but Providence pushed it to the right bank, close to the spot where the saint wished to be buried. The chain which held the stone had snapped in two, so that the body was disencumbered. It lay for five days on the river bank, respected by the birds and beasts of prey, and without showing the slightest sign of corruption. Every night celestial sounds were heard about the spot, and a brilliant glory surrounded the body. A wealthy lady, being told of these wonders, went with her slaves and buried the body in her own private garden.—Acta Sanctorum (Bollandists), May 1, p. 89.

St. Antony the Great made the wild beasts submissive to him (fourth century). When St. Antony retired to the desert not far from the Red Sea, he made a garden of herbs, and at first the wild beasts, coming for water, greatly injured his crops; but one day, having caught one, he said to it gently, “Poor beast! why do you hurt my garden; I never disturb you? Now go in the name of the Lord, but don’t come here again.” And never afterwards did any of the wild beasts annoy him. Bollandus, Acta Sanctorum, vol. ii. (St. Athanasius was the first to write a life of his contemporary, Antony the Great. St. Jerome inserted a Latin version in his Lives of the Saints Fathers of the Desert.)

We are told in the Acta Sanctorum, vol. i. June 8, that beasts submitted to Eramusus, the recluse of Mount Liban, and did his bidding (A.D. 301). (See Firmatus, p. 362.)

A bear, having killed one of St. Arey’s oxen, bent its neck to the yoke (A.D. 535–604). When St. Arey was crossing the Apennines, in a car drawn by two oxen, a bear fell upon one of them, and devoured it. “As you have killed my ox,” said St. Arey to the bear, “you must take its place.” The bear instantly submitted, was harnessed to the car, and drew it bravely as far as Gap, then retired to the mountains of Orcieres, where it remained till the death of Arey. It then quitted its retreat, came to Gap, went to the church to attend the funeral, and placed itself next the coffin while the funeral service was going on. Every year, on the 1st of May, the anniversary of St. Arey’s death, this faithful beast, so long as Probus lived, never failed to come to Gap to be present at the fête, and he was such an immense favourite that all the people of Gap gave him something to eat. (See Gentius, p. 362; Sanctes, p. 365.)—Histoire Hagiologique du Diocese de Gap.

A wolf brings back to St. Bernard of Abbéville a stray calf (A.D. 1046–1117). While St. Bernard was living in his monastery at Tiron, his herdsman, through neglect, allowed one of the calves to stray in the forest; but two days afterwards a wolf brought it back, and placing it at the feet of St. Bernard, returned peacefully into the forest. In fact, God had said, “I will make a covenant for those who serve Me, with the beasts of the field, and with the fowls of heaven, and with creeping things of the ground;” and this was a result of that covenant of peace.—Corblet, Hagiographie d’Amiens. (The life of St. Bernard of Abbéville was written 1137–1148 by Geoffroy le Gros, one of his disciples.)

St. Blaise dwells safely in the forests of Cappadocia amongst wild beasts (A.D. 816). Agricola, governor of Cappadocia, persecuted Christians, in obedience to the orders of the emperor Licinius, and sent his officers into the forest to capture wild beasts. When they came to Mount Argea, they made their way to the cavern of St. Blaise; and found the saint surrounded by lions, tigers, bears, wolves, and other wild beasts, all in friendly communion with each other and the saint. Returning to the governor, they told him what they had seen, and Agricola sent a band of soldiers to arrest St. Blaise, and bring him bound before his tribunal. In allusion to this incident, St. Blaise, in Christian art, is often represented as a hermit surrounded by wild beasts bearing him company, and sitting before a cavern in deep meditation.—Les Petits Bollandistes, vol. ii. p. 227.

St. Blandina, being exposed to wild beasts, was not injured by them (A.D. 177). St. Blandina was one of the martyrs of Lyons, towards the close of the second century. She was first stripped and tied to a post in the amphitheatre, her arms
being extended in the form of a cross. Then hungry wild beasts were let loose upon her. She lifted up her eyes in prayer that her courage might not fail, but that she might be an example to others. It seemed like another Saviour crucified afresh, and the Christians who witnessed her heroism felt sure that those who suffered with Christ would hereafter reign with Him. The hungry beasts, lashing their tails, rushed into the arena with a roar; and, going straight to the victim, stopped short, bowed their heads, wagged their tails, and seemed more like lambs than wild beasts. It is no use. She is untied, and taken back to prison, reserved for new combats, "afin que, victorieuse de l’ennemi dans les attaques nombreuses qu’il lui livrait, elle rendit certaine la condamnation du dragon infernal."—P. André Gouilhoud, St. Potin et ses Compagnons, Martyrs.

A bear watched over the sheep of St. Eutychus, abbot of Florent (A.D. 540–548). St. Eutychus was a monk of Norcia, who lived the life of a hermit in a cave, which he never quitted except to preach and minister to the people. On the death of St. Spes, founder of the monastery of Castoria, Eutychus became his successor. Whenever he was absent, he left St. Florent in charge of the monastery, and if St. Florent was absent at the same time, a bear came from the neighbouring forest, lay down at the gate, and keep guard over the four sheep which constituted the whole flock of the monastery. Florent had perfect confidence in his bear-shepherd, and told him to fold the sheep at sunset. This bear used to come regularly to look after the sheep at their midday meal, and at three in the afternoon. Four monks, out of jealousy, killed the bear, but, being struck with leprosy, died. —Gregory the Great, Dialogues, bk. iii. ch. 15.

St. Firmatus reproves a wild boar for spoiling his garden (A.D. 1103). One day his clerk told St. Firmatus that a wild boar had broken into his garden and destroyed the vegetables. The saint went up to the savage beast, and taking it by the ear, led it into his cell, where it passed the night docile as a lamb. Next day he set the beast at liberty, but told it never again to trespass in his garden, or he should be obliged to punish it most severely. (See Antony, p. 361.)—Bollandus, Acta Sanctorum, Feb. 28.

St. Francis d’Assisi and the swallows (d. 1182–1226). One day, as St. Francis d’Assisi was preaching at Alviano, the twittering of the swallows was a considerable annoyance. So, breaking off suddenly, he said to the birds, "My sisters, the swallows, please keep peace while I am preaching." It need scarcely be added that they listened to his entreaty, and disturbed him no more. (See p. 861.)—Chavin de Malan, Life of St. Francis d’Assisi.

A swarm of wasps submissive to St. Friard (A.D. 511–557). St. Friard was a farm labourer, and one harvest-time, as he with his fellow-labourers were getting in the corn, a swarm of wasps proved very troublesome. Said his companions in mockery to him, "Friard, you are always making the cross on your eyes, ears, and mouth; why don’t you drive away these devils with the sign of the cross?" Friard, thinking that this would be a good opportunity of directing his fellow-workmen to the power of God, and turning their hearts, knelt down in the field, and prayed in silence that God would remove the plague of wasps. Then rising to his feet, he said to his companions, "Work on now; these insects will no more trouble you." The wasps flew away. St. Friard followed them, saying, Ajutorium nostrum in nomine Deum ("Our help is in the name of God"), and, after chasing them afar off, they entered a hole in the earth, and were no more seen. This miracle made such an impression on the farm labourers that they nevermore laughed at him, but regarded him with the utmost reverence. (See Leufredus, p. 364.)—St. Gregory of Tours, Lives of the Fathers.

A bear brings wood to replenish the fire of St. Gall (A.D. 646). Gall was born in Ireland, of noble parents, and brought up in the monastery of Bangor. He with two companions went to a desert place near the river Stemaha, and while the two companions slept, St. Gall spent the time in prayer. Presently came a bear from the mountain, and carefully gathered up the crumbs left at the evening meal of the three recluses. St. Gall said to the bear, "I beg of you, in the name of Christ, to put a few logs of wood upon our fire." This the bear did, and St. Gall gave it a loaf of bread from his pouch. "Now go back to the mountain," said St. Gall, "and be sure to hurt neither man nor beast;" and the bear did as it was told.—Mgr. Guérin (chamberlain of Leo XIII.), Vie des Saints, vol. xii. p. 416 (1880).

St. Gentius makes a wolf, which had eaten one of his oxen, assist in ploughing (twelfth
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century). A wolf, having eaten one of the oxen employed by St. Genulph in ploughing his land, was made to take the place of the missing ox, and was yoked with the surviving beast to the plough. Hence, in Christian art, this saint is represented as ploughing with an ox and a wolf. (See AREY, p. 361.)—Propre d’Avignon.

St. Genulph reproves a fox for attempting to steal a hen (third century). St. Genulph retired to Berri, and took up his residence in a haunted cell; but he sprinkled it with holy water, and was never troubled by evil spirits. He kept a large yard of poultry, but the wild beasts never touched them, for God had made a covenant with them, so that they were at peace with His holy servant. One day a fox came into his poultry-yard, and was about to carry off a hen, but St. Genulph, aroused by the cackling, went out, and seeing the fox, said, "Reynard, that hen is not thine, and God hath commanded, saying, Thou shalt not steal." No sooner did the fox hear these words, than he dropped the hen and ran off.—Bollandus, Acta Sanctorum, vol. ii. p. 88.

Wild beasts refuse to touch the dead body of St. Gregory of Spoleto (A.D. 303). Flaccus was appointed by Maximian to root out the Christian religion from Spoleto, and hearing that Gregory refused to worship Jupiter, Minerva, and Æsculapius, commanded him to be brought to his tribunal. "Will you sacrifice to the gods of Rome, I ask?" "No," said St. Gregory. "The gods of Rome are only devils." Flaccus, on hearing these words, commanded his minions to bring forth the "peignes de fer, et frappez-en ses genoux de toutes vos forces." "You serve devils, Flaccus, or you would tremble to provoke the wrath of God." "I serve devils, wretch?" roared Flaccus. "Bring hither the burning lamps, and burn his sides." "When my body," said Gregory, "is one vast wound, then Christ is my Physician, Flaccus, and will heal my wounds." "Tircan," cried Flaccus like a fury, "take this fellow, and fling him into the amphitheatre." "Blessed be the name of the Lord, who will take me this day to paradise!" said the saint. A voice from heaven answered, "Gregory, a crown awaits you. Your name is written in the Lamb's book of life." While the angel was speaking, Aquillinius struck off the martyr's head, and the body was thrown to the wild beasts; but instead of touching it, they adored it, and at night a Christian woman, named Abondantia, bought it for thirty pieces of silver, and buried it near the stone bridge of the Sanguinaire.—Les Petits Bollandistes, vol. xiv. p. 488.

St. Humbert makes a bear take the place of an ass which it had devoured (A.D. 682). While St. Humbert was on his voyage to Rome, a bear devoured the ass employed to carry the baggage; whereupon St. Humbert commanded the bear to carry his baggage in the ass's place. In Christian art St. Humbert is sometimes represented attended by a stag and a bear.—Les Petits Bollandistes, vol. iii. p. 641.

The stag is one pursued by hunters, which took refuge in St. Humbert's oratory, and was by him protected from its pursuers. (See AREY, p. 361; AVETRINUS, p. 305.)

Wild beasts respect the bones of the martyred Ignatius (Sept. 20, A.D. 107). St. Ignatius of Antioch suffered martyrdom under the emperor Trajan, who, in the ninth year of his reign, visited Antioch, and made it his first business to look after the religious concerns of that important city. He soon found that the Christians had a strong footing there, and he resolved to stamp out the dangerous heresy. Ignatius, as the ringleader, was brought before him, and Trajan said to him, "Who are you, you devil, who dare to set yourself up against my authority?" Ignatius replied, "I am no devil, Trajan, but carry God in my heart." "And do not we also care for the gods? Who else assist us in our battles?" "The gods you worship, Trajan, are no gods. There is but one God, the Creator, and Jesus Christ is His only Son." "Do you mean Christ the malefactor, put to death by the governor Pilate?" asked the emperor. "Yes," replied Ignatius. "Though dead He liveth, and those who believe in Him carry Him in their hearts." "The man is a fool," said Trajan, "to talk of carrying a malefactor put to death in his heart. Take him to the amphitheatre, and cast him to the wild beasts." When taken to the arena he said to the spectators, "Think not, Romans, I am here for any misdeeds. No, I am here only because I love God, and Jesus Christ whom He sent for our salvation." The beasts, being turned out, soon despatched the old man; but though they ate his flesh, they broke no bone. As the archbishop of Vienne says, "They tore his flesh and fed on it in their rage,
but touched not a single bone." — Ado (archbishop of Vienne), Martyrology.

St. James of Tarentaise makes a bear obey him (fifth century). While the monks of St. James were felling trees for the construction of a church, a bear killed one of the oxen employed in drawing the timber. The monks fled in terror, and told St. James; whereupon the man of God, going to the bear, said, "I, James, the servant of Jesus Christ, command thee, thou cruel beast, to bow thy neck to the yoke in place of the ox which thou hast slain." So said, so done. The bear was harnessed, and the work went on as before. (See Humbert, p. 368.)

Gui de Burgundy (afterwards pope Calixtus II.), Life of St. James of the Tarentaise.

St. Januarius and his companions unharmed by wild beasts. Timothaeus, governor of Benevento, commanded St. Januarius and his companions to be cast into the amphitheatre, and the wild bears to be let out upon them; but the bears, forgetting their savageness, were gentle as lambs, and lay down lovingly at the saints' feet.—edward kinesman, Lives of the Saints, pp. 742-744. ("The life of St. Januarius as it is gathered out of the catalogue of saints and the Roman breviary.")

St. Leufredus and the flies (A.D. 788). One day, returning from the law-courts, where he had gone to demand certain lands which pertained by inheritance to his monastery, St. Leufredus stopped at a house on the way to pass the night. The weather was very hot, and the saint found the flies so troublesome that he could get no sleep; but the moment he bent his head on his hands in prayer, all the flies flew away; and, the chamberlain of Leo XIII. adds, "depuis, l'on n'en a pas vu une seule en cette maison." (See friard, p. 362.)-Mgr. Guérin, Vies des Saints, vol. vii. p. 189 (7th edit. 1880).

It looks as if this house was still standing, but Leufredus died about eleven hundred years ago. Certainly this saint had the gift of curing. He cured a woman who called him "bad-pate," and she and all her posterity for ever were without hair on the back of the head. He cured a thief who called him a slanderer, and the thief and all his posterity were without teeth from that day forth. He cured some fields which some peasants were working in on a Sunday, and the land was ever after quite sterile. And now the flies felt the force of his terrible curse, and could nowhere enter the forbidden house.

A sea-cow, in submission to St. Maidoc, is yoked to a plough (A.D. 632). St. Maidoc, wanting to plough his fields, and having neither ox, horse, nor ass to help him, commanded a sea-cow to come out of the ocean, and yoke herself to his plough.

This she did in obedience to his command, and his fields were ploughed. After this work was done, the sea-monster carried the saint on her back from Ferne to St. David's, in Wales, and back again. — Baring-Gould, Lives of the Saints, Jan., p. 31.

A wolf, having killed St. Malo's ass, is made to take its place (A.D. 630). St. Malo settled down near Saintes, where he built a monastery, and the neighbours made him a present of an ass, to carry wood and render other services. One day a wolf fell upon the ass and devoured it; whereupon St. Malo said to the wolf, "Since you have killed my ass, you must serve me instead." The wolf made no objection, and faithfully performed all the offices of the ass, and served the saint for many years. (See preceding column, St. James.)—Les Petits Bollandistes, vol. xii. p. 416.

Dogs keep watch and ward over the dead bodies of Maximus and Olympia (A.D. 261). The emperor Decius, having made himself master of several of the provinces of Persia, determined to stamp out the Christian plague-spot therein. He laid his hands on Maximus and Olympia, men of high birth and great repute, and commanded them to be scourged till they renounced the new faith. This had no effect on them; and the emperor next resolved to confiscate all their goods. "Where is your wealth kept?" demanded the tyrant. "In our hearts, Decius," they replied. "Search, and you will find there the love of God." "Know you not, insolents," said the emperor, "that I have but to speak the word, and your lives are at my disposal?" "Do what you like, Decius," said the martyrs——break us, bruise us, hack us, cut us, roast us, if you choose; but you shall not shake our faith, or separate us from the love of God our Saviour." Decius ordered them to be beaten with the flaga (see index), and this was done till the scourgers fainted with fatigue. They were then set on the chevalet (see index), then laid on iron beds beneath which fires were lighted. All devices being unavailing, Vitellius Anius broke their heads with a crowbar, and flung their dead bodies into the fields. Here they were exposed for five days without being touched by bird or beast—for dogs kept watch and ward over them—till two noble Christians buried them honourably in their private garden.—Acta Sanctorum Orientalium.

St. Pantaleon, exposed to wild beasts, is
unharmed by them (A.D. 308). Maximian, greatly enraged against Pantaleon, not only for being a Christian, but more still for despising his threats, commanded that a number of wild beasts of all sorts should be collected together; then, showing them to Pantaleon, said to him, “Do you see these savage animals? I have commanded them to be brought hither. Having pity on your youth, I give you this warning; but be assured, if you remain obstinate, you shall be thrown into the midst of them, and where is the god who can deliver you?” Pantaleon made answer, “That God who quenched the fire you kindled upon me, that God who made innocuous the molten lead you poured upon me, that God who delivered me from the sea, will deliver me from the fury of these beasts, and in Him will I put my trust.” The martyr was, therefore, cast to the wild beasts, and all the city went to behold the spectacle. Firm stood the saint, and every line in his face showed resolution. Certainly there was no distrust, no sign of fear. “Loose the beasts,” said the emperor; and every one expected to see Pantaleon torn to pieces in a moment. But what says the psalmist? “Because thou hast made the Lord thy refuge, no evil shall befall thee; thou shalt tread upon the lion and the adder; the young lion and the dragon shalt thou trample under thy feet.” The beasts came up with a rush, stood stock-still before him, snuffed at him, then lay down peacefully at his feet. There lay they, nor would one of them stir, till the martyr laid his hands upon them and blessed them. The whole theatre was amazed. “The Lord, He is God! the Lord, He is God!” rang like thunder through the crowded benches. But the cry pierced the emperor like a sword; his anger was increased tenfold, and it was now a duel of strength between the emperor of Rome and a young doctor of Nicomedia.—Acta Sanctorum (Bollandists), July 27.

St. Regulus makes a covenant with the frogs of Senlis (A.D. 130). St. Regulus, bishop of Arles and Senlis, found the croaking of the frogs greatly interrupted his preaching, and he made a covenant with them, if they would croak only once at a time, he would not drive them out. This covenant is represented in Christian art, and the chapel of St. Regulus at Rully is decorated with frogs in allusion thereto. (See Thecla, p. 366.)—L’abbé Corblet, Hagiographie du Diocèse d’Amiens.

Two savage dogs, set on St. Ronan, tamed by the sign of the cross (sixth century). A woman, named Keban, accused St. Ronan to Grallo, king of Quimper, of being a vampire, and Grallo, horrified at such a monster, said he would soon prove if the charge was true. “I have two dogs,” he said, “extremely savage. Bring the man hither, and if he is guilty, these dogs will tear him to pieces; if not, God will protect His own.” St. Ronan was produced, and the dogs let loose. As they rushed towards him, the saint raised his right hand into the air, made the sign of the cross, and said to the dogs, “Stop, in the name of the Lord!” Immediately they stopped, fawned on the saint, and licked his hands. Grallo at once released his prisoner, and declared him to be a servant of the living God; but the woman Keban was denounced as a vile calumniator, and was burnt to death in the public marketplace.—Dom Lobineau, British Saints.

St. Sacerdos delivers Argentat from all birds of prey (A.D. 720). St. Sacerdos, bishop of Limoges, resigned his see, with intent of laying his bones in Calviac, the village of his birth. On reaching Argentat he was taken with his last illness, and one day expressed a wish for some eggs. Only one could be found in all the neighbourhood, because the hawks, kites, and other birds of prey were so numerous it was impossible to keep fowls. When told of this, the dying bishop said he would leave behind a benediction not to be forgotten, and pronounced these words, “Let no bird of prey henceforth touch the poultry of Argentat and its neighbourhood.” All the historians of his life add this: “Cet arret a été inviolable jusqu’a ce jour.”—Pergot, Life of St. Sacerdos, Bishop of Limoges.

In Christian art St. Sacerdos is represented banishing the kites, hawks, and other birds of prey from Argentat.

St. Samson drives off a flock of wild geese which troubled the monks of St. Illut’s monastery (A.D. 480–505). The monks of St. Illut’s monastery in Brittany were much disturbed by the noise of wild geese in the adjoining meadows of Dol. Their cries interfered with the quietude of the place, and spoiled the singing, so Samson purged the meadows of these noisy birds, and they never afterwards returned.—Dom Lobineau, Lives of the Saints of Brittany.

A wolf, having killed the ass of St. Sanctes of Urbino, takes its place (A.D. 1390). St. Sanctes, when he went to the forest
to fetch wood, used to take an ass with him to carry it home. One day he forgot to drive it home, and when next morning he went in search of it, he saw the ass lying dead, and a wolf about to devour it. St. Sanctes said to the wolf, "As you have robbed me of my beast of burden, you must take its place." To hear was to obey; and for many years the wolf served the saint obediently and faithfully. (See Arny, p. 361.)—Annales Franciscaines, and also Palmier Straphique.

Wild beasts obedient to St. Solangia (A.D. 880). St. Solangia was a shepherdess in Villermon. Her biographer says that by the mere act of volition she warded off both birds and beasts which devour or injure the fruits of the earth; and if any wild beast fell on a sheep or lamb, she had no need of dog or crook, but only to apply to her Divine Spouse to make the creature drop its prey, or bring it back so gently that no injury was inflicted.—Raynal, History of Berry, vol. i. p. 318.

St. Thecla was not harmed by the wild beasts turned out upon her. St. Thecla, having been first cast into a bonfire without receiving the slightest injury, was next exposed in the amphitheatre to the wild beasts. When the first lioness was let out, instead of tearing her to pieces, it crouched quietly at her feet without attempting to harm her. Other wild beasts, such as lions, bears, and wild bulls, followed the same example, as if they had made a league to do her no harm. St. Ambrose says, "The people were the savage beasts, and the wild animals, whose nature it was to be fierce, were humane. The people hungered and thirsted for blood, but the half-starved beasts could not be provoked to shed innocent blood." The judge, seeing that the wild beasts had made a covenant with the damsel, ordered her to be taken from the arena, and flung into the city sewer, where were serpents and other reptiles; but immediately St. Thecla fell into the ditch, fire came down from heaven to consume the reptiles and purify the foul air. So the holy virgin was delivered from this death also, as she had been delivered from the fire and the wild beasts; and she died many years afterwards, in the odour of sanctity, peacefully in her own bed.—Ado (archbishop of Vienne), Martyrology.

In the prayers said in the commendation of souls, occurs this sentence: "O Lord, deliver this soul as Thou dost deliver St. Thecla from the three most cruel torments." So that there cannot be a doubt that the narrative given by Ado, and referred to by St. Ambrose, is accepted as historically true.

St. Thecla of Moriana and the sparrows (sixth century). The oaks round the hermitage of St. Thecla of Moriana were so thickly crowded with sparrows, that their incessant clack disturbed the meditations of the saint; besides, they would fly round her in flocks, lighting upon her as she knelt in prayer, peeping, wrangling, and hopping about, distracting her contemplation. St. Thecla prayed God to deliver her from this annoyance, and forthwith they all left the neighbourhood. "Et, de fait, aujourd'hui encore, les moineaux ne vont pas à Sainte Thècle, bien que les environs de séminaire et toute la vallée en fourmillent." (See below, Ulpha.)—L'abbé Truchet, Hagiologie du Diocèse de Maurienne.

Two wolves act as dragons to St. Trivier (sixth century). Theodesibert, king of Austrasia, took Radegonde and Salsufur, two princes, prisoners; and their calamity moved St. Trivier to pity them, so that he paid their ransom and set them free. St. Trivier then asked them if they wished to return to their own country, and they promised to give him a third of their patrimony if he enabled them to do so. The journey from Burgundy to the banks of the Saone was long and difficult, but the saint procured suitable raiment and food, and the three set out on foot. Having come to a thick forest, they lost their way, and St. Trivier prayed that God would vouchsafe to direct them aright. Whereupon two wolves made their appearance. The travellers were greatly alarmed at first, but soon discovered that the beasts meant them no harm, inasmuch as they wagged their tails, and began to fawn on them. Being reassured by these marks of loving-kindness, the wolves walked on, and the travellers, following, arrived safely at Lyons; then they pursued their journey to Dombes, the home of the two princes. The princes now offered to St. Trivier the promised third of their patrimony; but the saint would only accept from them a small hermit's cell, and a plot of ground for a garden. In this cell he lived all the rest of his life.—Les Petitsollandistes (1880), vol. i. p. 410, etc.

St. Ulpha silences the frogs of the Paraclet (eighth century). St. Ulpha lived in a hermitage situate in the midst of a marsh called the Paraclet; one hot
night in summer the frogs in this marsh kept such incessant croaking, that Ulpha could not sleep till towards midnight. When Domicus called for her she was sound asleep, and, he, supposing she had already gone to the cathedral, hastened on, fearing he was late. When he reached the cathedral, he discovered that Ulpha was not there. This day she was absent from the early morning service, and prayed that Christ would impose silence on the frogs. "All the biographies of the saint agree that ever after the frogs were mute, and even to the present day no frog in the whole valley of the Paraclet is ever heard to croak." (See ALDEBRAND, p. 361.)—L’abbé Corbiet, Histoire du Diocèse d’Amiens.

St. Vaast makes a savage bear obey him (A.D. 450). While St. Vaast was at Arras, he grieved to see every trace of the Christian religion had entirely vanished from the neighbourhood. The people showed him a ruin beyond the gates which was once a Christian church, but this church was now the haunt of satyrs and wild beasts. While he stood mourning over the ruin and desolation, a savage bear emerged from the thick underwood. St. Vaast conjured the animal, in the name of Jesus Christ, to leave the holy place and to retreat without delay beyond the river Scarpe. The bear obeyed, and was never after seen. On further search, St. Vaast found a broken altar of the Virgin. There built he a new church, and Mary the mother of God vouchsafed to become the patron of the diocese of Arras and Cambrai.—L’abbé Van Drival, Trésor Sacré de la Cathédrale d’Arras.

"* The more general tradition is that St. Vaast ordered the bear to follow him, and that it became his constant companion and faithful friend. Hence in works of art St. Vaast is represented with a bear following him, like a faithful dog.

Insect pests respect the garden of St. Valery (A.D. 619). St. Colomba was surprised to see the cabbages and other vegetables of St. Valery wholly uninjured by insect pests which commit such ravages in general, especially in kitchen gardens. He attributed it to the humility, obedience, and devotion of the saint. Valery repudiated this praise, and ascribed it to the merits of his brotherhood. Colomba admired the modesty of St. Valery, but knew that his conjecture was right, and that God had taken care of His servant’s garden, because that servant had devoted his
time to the service of God.—The Saints of Franche Comté (Besançon, 1854).

St. Werburga of Chester makes geese submissive (seventh century). St. Werburga was the daughter of Wulfer, king of Mercia, and took the veil at Ely. She died at Trentham, and was burned at Hambury, but the body, in a.D. 835, was transported to Chester. Her attribute is a flock of geese, in allusion to the following legend. A flock of wild geese, which had committed great devastation in the neighbourhood, followed her to the perron of her mansion, when she turned round and bade them cease from their devastations and leave the country. This they did, and Chester was freed from further ravages.—Mgr. Guérin, Vies des Saints. (Alban Butler gives a long life of this saint, in Feb. 3; but, as usual, omits the legend.)

Beaten with Many Stripes.

LUC. xii. 47. That servant which knew his lord’s will, and prepared not himself, neither did according to his will, shall be beaten with many stripes.

Christ, armed with a whip, appears to St. Angela of Brescia (A.D. 1474–1540). When St. Angela was only twenty-two years of age, her heart was bent on establishing free schools for the education of girls, and on raising "l’étendard de la virginité si lâchement abandonné et trahi par Luther." A vision then appeared to her of virgins and angels ascending to heaven by a ladder, like that seen by Jacob. In 1535 (that is, forty-nine years afterwards) Christ appeared to her, while she was in prayer. His face was angry, His manner menacing, and He bore a whip in His hand, "prêt à la frapper." He asked, in manifest displeasure, how it was she had neglected the work He had set her to do for nearly fifty years. She craved pardon, and instantly calling together her companions, set about the work in good earnest. A society was organized, and called at first "Les Compagnes d’Angèle," its object being the gratuitous instruction of the young. The next question was the selection of a lady superior, and then the ghost of St. Ursula appeared to her, brilliant in glory, but frowning in anger. Ursula commanded Angela to take on herself the duties of lady superior, and not to arrogate to herself the name of founder by calling the society "Les Compagnes d’Angèle," but give to these companions the name of "Ursulines." So the name was changed,
and great success followed; but Angela died in 1540, soon after the society was organized.—_Life of St. Angela of Brescia_ (Montpellier, 1804).

St. Jerome beaten with many stripes for his love of "Cicero." St. Jerome, writing to Eustochium, says, "I, a wretched sinner, took pains in reading Tully's works, and his eloquence was a delight to me; but the prophets displeased me by their low and disordered style. About the middle of Lent, I was taken up and brought to the judgment-seat of God. Jesus Christ asked me of my quality, and I answered boldly, 'I am a Christian.' Then said Jesus, 'Nay, Jerome, thou seemest to Me to be a Ciceronian; for where thy treasure is, there is thy heart also.' At these words I was struck dumb, and the judge ordered me to be beaten with many stripes. 'Pardon me, O Lord; pardon me,' I cried, with many sighs and tears; nevertheless, my scourging went on. Many angels fell on their knees before the throne, imploring mercy, and pleading my youth. So at length Jesus ordered the scourgers to leave off, on my promise of amendment. Let none think this a vision or a dream!! The angels know it was no dream. Christ Himself is my witness it was no dream; yea, my whole body still bears the marks of that terrible flagellation." In his prologue to the Epistle of Paul to the Galatians, St. Jerome says, "It is now fifteen years since I took any book of secular learning in my hand." And, writing to pope Damascus, he reproves ecclesiastics for leaving Holy Writ for fables and other heathenish books. Such a deep impression was made on his memory by that celestial scourging.—Letter beginning "Audi filia."

**Beauty of Holiness.**

1 CRON. xvi. 29. The beauty of holiness.

PSALM cxlix. 4. The Lord will beautify the meek with salvation.

St. Vincent Ferrer beautifies a very plain woman (A.D. 1857–1419). One day in Valentia, as St. Vincent Ferrer was passing down one of the principal streets, he heard a voice, tremulous with anger, uttering profane imprecations. He immediately entered, and the master of the house, evidently in a towering passion, passed him. He found the lady of the house no less excited than her husband, and still uttering blasphemies. St. Vincent soothed her passion, and asked the reason of such imprecations. The lady replied, still sobbing, "Father, this is not the first time by many that my husband has used me thus. Every day in the week he beats me, pulls my hair out, and abuses me, merely because I am plain. It is not life, my father, but a daily death, a damnation on earth. My home is a hell." "My daughter," said the man of God, "moderate your speech. It is not right to talk thus; and if, as you say, want of beauty is your only fault, we can soon remedy that." Then, raising his right hand to the woman's face, he added, "There, my daughter, you are no longer without beauty, but remember there is no beauty like that of holiness. And the Lord will beautify the meek with salvation." This woman was henceforth the belle of Valentia; insomuch that when any one saw a very plain woman, it was customary to say, "She wants the hand of St. Vincent;" and this became a proverb.—_Les Petits Bollandistes_, vol. iv. p. 289.

**Bee-mouthed.**

CANT. iv. 11. Thy lips drop as honeycomb. Honey and milk are under thy tongue.

Prov. xxiv. 13, 14. My son, eat thou honey, because it is sweet... So shall the knowledge of wisdom be unto thy soul.

A flight of bees light on Plato while in his cradle. We are told that a flight of bees one day settled on the lips of Plato, the Greek philosopher, as he was sleeping in his cradle, to signify the eloquent and honeyed words which would drop from his mouth, and the knowledge of wisdom which would be unto his soul.

A swarm of bees lighted on Sophocles in his cradle. Sophocles, the Greek tragic poet, was called "The Attic Bee," from the great sweetness of his style. Sometimes the story told of Plato is told of him also, viz., that a swarm of bees lighted on his lips while he was sleeping in his cradle, a presage that words like honey would drop from him.

A swarm of bees lighted on St. Ambrose in his cradle. One day, while the infant Ambrose was in his cradle, there came upon him a swarm of bees, some of which entered the child's mouth. The nurse wanted to chase them off, but the father forbade her doing so. After a little time the bees took wing, and left the chamber, having done the little sleeper no injury whatever; whereupon the father said, "God shows us by this sign that this infant will be possessed of most admired
eloquence hereafter."—Paulinus (deacon of St. Ambrose), Life of St. Ambrose (written at the request of St. Augustine). Alban Butler admits this anecdote in his Lives of the Saints, April 4.

A swarm of bees lighted on St. Isidore’s mouth in infancy (A.D. 639). While St. Isidore was in swaddling-clothes, his nurse left him one day sleeping in the garden, when a swarm of bees lighted on him. Some entered his mouth and deposited their honey there. A presage this that his lips would drop eloquence as the honeycomb drops honey. In Christian art bees are his attribute.—Acta Sanctorum (Bollandists), April 4.

Bells and Clocks.

Epit ii. 2. The prince of the power of the air.

The bishop of Chalons christens a peal of bells. The bishop of Chalons not long ago christened a peal of bells, and said in his sermon, "The bells, placed like sentinels on the towers, watch over us, and turn away from us the temptations of the enemy of our salvation, as well as storms and tempests. They speak and pray for us in our troubles; they inform heaven of the necessity of earth." If this is anything more than "poetic fancy," there is more virtue in the clapper of a bell than in the tongue of the prelate.—Quarterly Review (Church Bells).

The bishop of Malta orders the bells to be rung in a tempest. In 1152, the bishop of Malta ordered all the church bells of the island to be rung for an hour, to frighten the powers of the air, and allay a heavy gale.—Quarterly Review (Church Bells).

In 1586, while I was living in Paris, I heard some of the church bells ringing during a thunderstorm. On inquiring of the head ringer the cause, he told me it was to exclude the air, for every one knew that evil spirits were the cause of tempests. The wife of this man, a well-educated woman, was my bosom, and I had a long talk with her on the subject.

At the death of any one the parish tenor bell first "tells" the parish of the decease by tolling three times three for a man, and three times two for a woman (children are sometimes ranked with men and women, and sometimes three times one is told for a child). This is to bespeak the prayers of the parish on behalf of the dead. The bell is then "raised," and "told" to frighten away the evil spirits, that the soul may not be obstructed in its passage to heaven.

Le pontifique Romain déclare que le bruit des cloches chasse les démons qui sont dans l’air, et q’ont leurs efforts pour empêcher les fidèles de prier et de chanter les louanges de Dieu. C’est un acte de piété d’aider à la somme.—Memorial de Chronologie, etc., 1829, Vol. I. p. 132.

The bells of Avignonet rang spontaneously a whole day (A.D. 1288). The "Protestants" or "Huguenots" of the thirteenth century in France were called Albigenses. They resisted the authority of the popes and the discipline of the Church of Rome. Peter of Castelnau, the papal legate, was sent to extirpate "the heretics" in the dominions of count Raymond VI. of Toulouse, and this led to the massacre of between twenty and forty thousand persons. Arnold, abbot of Citeaux, said to his satellites, "Kill all, whether Catholics or heretics, never mind; God will know His own." After hundreds of thousands had been slain on both sides, peace was concluded in 1229, but the "heretics" were put under the watchful eyes of the Inquisition. In May, 1242, the bailiff of Raymond VII. organized a band of a hundred men to murder the eleven inquisitors of Avignonet, and the persecution burst out afresh, the parish being laid under an interdict. This went on till 1288, when Alexander IV. removed the ban. The moment the pope did so, all the bells of the church of Avignonet set out ringing of their own accord, and continued pealing all night and all day, although they had not been heard to ring for forty years. This "fact" was attested by a declaration of the inhabitants of Avignonet, made in 1293. So certain is it, that mention is made thereof in a bull by Paul III., A.D. 1587, and in an acte notarie, Jan. 29, 1676.—L‘abbé Carrière, History of the Martyrs of Avignonet.

The bull of Paul III. is carefully preserved in the parish church of Avignonet, and shown to any one who wishes to see it. We are also told that the church doors, which had been locked, barred, bolted, and nailed up for forty years, "s'ouvrirent, s'elles mèmes allongées nombreuses serrures de fer dont elles étaient armées."

The bells of Madrid ring spontaneously when the body of St. Isidore is removed from the churchyard into the church. St. Isidore was only a day labourer, and when he died, he was buried in the churchyard. Forty years afterwards, the body was removed with great pageantry into Madrid cathedral. The moment his grave was opened, all the bells of the city began to ring of their own accord, and went on ringing till the ceremony was over.—Life of St. Isidore, by Ribadeniera and by D.A. Villegas, Extravagants.

The spontaneous ringing of bells may be accounted for thus: In some convents and churches the monks rang the bells, and in those cases a bell was attached to the tower, into which the bell-ropes were carried, or in some cases, "une corde attachée à une autre qui met en mouvement la cloche des offices." Persons hearing the bells, and seeing no ringers in the belfry, thought the bells rang spontaneously. It was a conclusion very natural in those who looked on miracles as a natural gift of the Church.

Bells of Fano refused to ring, but at Possombrone rang spontaneously (twelfth
Bells, Etc.—Birds Tell the Matter.

In the plague of Milan the bells of a Dominican convent rang spontaneously (A.D. 1680). Towards the end of September the plague began to abate. Now, attached to the Dominican convent in Milan was a church dedicated to the Virgin, and on the night of the 22nd, the monks being collected waiting for matins, the bells of the church began suddenly to ring of their own accord, "wholly without touch of mortal hand." Some were alarmed, some awe-struck, and presently a voice, far too awful to be human, was heard to say, "Mother, I will take pity upon My people." The Virgin had sought her Son and obtained from Him the remission of the plague. Next morning the oil which fed the lamp before the Virgin's image was found to possess a miraculous healing virtue, and was distributed drop by drop to high and low who crowded the church to receive it. The number of deaths continued to diminish, and by the close of the year the plague had ceased.—Ripamonte, De Peste Mediolani.

Birds telling the Matter.

Eccles. x. 20. A bird of the air shall carry the voice, and that which hath wings shall tell the matter.

Lord Byron aways himself of this figure in the following couplet—

I think I hear a little bird who sings
The people by-and-by will be the stronger.

Don Juan, viii. 56.
A little bird announces to the pope the murder of St. Kenhelm. When St. Kenhelm was murdered by order of his sister Kiventhrith, at the very same hour a white dove flew to the high altar of St. Peter’s, Rome, and deposited there a letter containing a full account of the murder. The pope sent to investigate the matter, and a chapel was built over the murdered body, called “St. Kenhelm’s Chapel” even to this day.—Shropshire.

Two ravens reveal the murderers of St. Meinrad (A.D. 797-861). St. Meinrad retired to Mount Etzel, where he built a cabin of branches, and lived a hermit’s life. He brought up two ravens, and these birds were his constant companions. On Jan. 21, A.D. 861, two villains, named Peter and Richard, determined to murder the recluse, expecting to find hid treasures in his hut. Knocking at the door, St. Meinrad bade them enter, and said to them, “Friends, I know your mission. When you have slain me, place these two candles, one at my head and one at my feet, and make haste to escape.” Unmoved by these words, the two villains knocked him on the head, and laid him dead at their feet. They then stripped the body and the hut, and made off to Wollerou, the two ravens following them. A carpenter recognizing the ravens, and struck with their angry looks, followed the two men to Zurich, and sent a companion to the hermitage to see if anything was amiss. Soon the murder was discovered, and the two ravens were observed flapping their wings, screaming, and pecking at the tavern window where the murderers had seated themselves. The alarm was given; the men were apprehended, confessed their crime, and were executed. After which, the two ravens flew back to the forest, and were no more seen.—R. P. Dom Charles Brandes, Life of St. Meinrad.

Three doves announce to St. Regulus the deaths of three martyrs (A.D. 130). St. Regulus was bishop of Arles, and one day, as he was celebrating mass, three doves flew on the altar, having the names of three martyrs, in letters of blood, on their white breasts. St. Regulus read the names, and when, in the office, he came to the names of St. Peter and St. Paul, he added, “and of the blessed martyrs Denis, Rusticus, and Eleutherius, who have just died at Paris;” and when the service was over he started for Paris to collect their relics.—L’abbé Corbiet, Hagiographic du Diocèse d’Amiens.

A Basque legend about a little bird telling the matter. A king, having been deceived by envious sisters respecting the offspring of his wife, was informed of the real truth by a little bird. The sisters had assured the king that the first-born of his queen was a cat, the next a dog, and the third a bear; but the little bird informed him that the first two were lovely daughters, and the third a son.

A little green bird tells the king about Chery and Fairstar. Queen Bondina had at one birth two sons and a daughter. On the same day her sister had a son called Chery (Deer-one). The queen-mother ordered Feintisa to strangle the four infants; but Feintisa, unwilling to go so far as this, set them adrift in a boat. The boat was discovered by a corsair, who took the four babes to his wife to bring up. In time, the four castaways get introduced to the king, and a little green bird tells him the whole truth.—Comtesse d’Aulnoy, Fairy Tales.

The best tale in the Arabian Nights Entertainments has a similar bird-story.

Blood-money.

Matt. xxvii. 3-8. When Judas saw that Jesus was condemned, he took the money he had received from the priests, and threw it down in the temple. And the chief priests took the silver pieces, and said, It is not lawful for to put them into the treasury, because it is the price of blood.

St. Francis of Paula refuses to accept the money of Ferdinand I., king of Naples, because it was the price of his subjects’ blood (A.D. 1416-1507). When St. Francis of Paula passed through Naples on his way to France, he was lodged in the royal palace. The king, Ferdinand I., presented to him a bag of gold, to aid, as he said, the treasury of the saint’s convents. St. Francis refused the gift, saying to the king, “It is not lawful to put them into the treasury, because they are the price of thy subjects’ blood.” To prove this, he took up one of the gold pieces and broke it in two, whereupon several drops of blood fell from the money. This terrible miracle, “qui est attesté par les plus anciens écrivains de sa vie,” greatly alarmed the king, who confessed his faults, and wept bitterly.—MGR. Guérin (chamberlain of pope Leo XIII.), Vie des Saints, vol. iv. p. 155 (1880).

Blood of Christ cleanseth from all Sin.

1 John i. 7. The blood of Jesus Christ cleanseth from all sin.
BODIES OF SAINTS INCORRUPTIBLE.

Longinus the Roman soldier converted by the blood of Jesus (first century). According to tradition, the soldier who pierced the side of Jesus with his spear was named Longinus. It is said that some of the blood which spurted from the wound fell on the soldier’s face; and as the blood of Christ cleanseth from sin, it purified the soldier’s heart, and opened his eyes to the beauty of holiness.—Acta Sanctorum (Bollandists). This life is from an ancient MS. in the Vatican library.

Bodies of Saints Incorruptible.

Psalm cvi. 10. Thou wilt not suffer Thy Holy One to see corruption.

Body of St. Bertha incorruptible (seventh century). St. Bertha was cruelly murdered by her nephew and cousin, but a hundred years after her death, her coffin being opened, the body was found to be “aussi beau et aussi entier, et ses plaisie aussi fraîches, que le jour de son martyr. Il en sortit même du sang, lorsque celui de St. Gombert [her husband] en fut approché.”—D. Morlot, Histoire du Diocèse de Reims.

The body of St. Cuthbert preserved from corruption. St. Cuthbert died, March 20, A.D. 687, in the isle of Farne, but was buried in the monastery of St. Peter, in Lindisfarne, on the right side of the high altar. Bede* says, eleven years afterwards his body was taken up, and instead of being turned to dust, was whole and fresh, the joints all pliable, and even the clothes uninjured. The whole being put into a new coffin was placed above the pavement, over the former grave. William of Malmaesbury† writes that 415 years later the body was again examined and found incorrupt. In the Danish invasions the monks carried the body from Lindisfarne to Durham, and the present cathedral was built in 1080. When the shrine of St. Cuthbert was plundered and demolished by order of Henry VIII., the body of the saint was still found entire, as Harpsfield testifies, and was not burnt like that of other British saints, but privately buried where the shrine stood.

St. Cuthbert’s ring, in which a sapphire is enchaired, was given to the bishop of Chaledon by the vicarount Montaigne.

The copy of St. John’s Gospel found in his tomb was given to Mr. Thomas Phillips, canon of Tongres, by the earl of Lindsey.

The body of St. Daniel, merchant, has never seen corruption (died 1411). St. Daniel, the merchant, died in 1411. Centuries afterwards it was exhumed, and not only found entire, but “exhaling an agreeable odour.” Hundreds saw it, and bore testimony that it showed no indication at all of corruption. It was removed into the church, and an altar was erected over it, where many miracles were performed. It was afterwards placed in a noble coffin, where it is still, and we are assured that it is this day as free from any taint of corruption as ever. Augustine Fortinius says he saw it recently, and can warrant this statement to be correct.—Augustine Fortinius, Histoire de l’Ordre des Camaldules.

No corruption had passed on St. Fursy in twenty-five days (seventh century). Twenty-five days after the death of St. Fursy, the new church of Péronne was to be consecrated. One Leuteinde, out of curiosity, stole into the church to look at the body of the saint, but was instantly struck blind. Having repented of his fault, the bishops, at the consecration, prayed that he might be forgiven, and his sight returned. He then looked with reverence on the dead body, and devoutly remarked that God had not suffered His holy one to see corruption.—L’abbé Corblet, Hagiography of the diocese of Amiens, vol. ii., from p. 260.

The bodies of St. Gervasius and St. Protasius, three hundred years after their martyrdom, were both sound and fresh. St. Gervasius and St. Protasius were martyred in the reign of Nero, A.D. 64. Some three hundred years afterwards, the ghost of St. Paul appeared to St. Ambrose, archbishop of Milan, and bade him go to a certain spot, and he would there find the bodies of the two martyrs, and a book containing their names and history. St. Ambrose says, “I then called together the bishops of the cities thereabouts, and told them what St. Paul had said to me, and we went together to the place indicated. I was the first,” he says, “to ply the mattock and throw up the earth, but the rest helped me, and at length we came on a stone chest (twelve feet underground), in which was found the bodies of the two martyrs whole and perfectly sound, as if they had been laid there only that very day. Their limbs were entire, their blood fresh,
and the bodies emitted a sweet odour, which spread through the whole city. At their heads was the book containing an account of their lives and martyrdom. St. Ambrose built a church on the site, which he dedicated to the two saints.—St. Ambrose, Epistle 22 (written to his sister Marcellina).

That two bodies and a book were found may be granted; but had the earth been recently disturbed, and was the character of the book critically investigated?

The body of St. Hilarion saw no corruption in ten months. Hilarion was buried on the day of his death on the top of a hill in Cyprus; but ten months afterwards his disciple Isichius, who had buried it, disinterred it secretly, and carried it into Syria, where he buried it in the presence of an immense concourse of people. The body was then as fresh as on the day of decease, and so were all the clothes. A very sweet odour also issued from both. St. Jerome tells us, even in his day there was a great dispute about the body of this saint; the Syriacs insisting that they have it, and the Cypriots as stoutly maintaining that it is with them. Miracles, we are told, proceed from it in both places, which St. Jerome accounts for thus: the body is in one place, and the spirit in the other. —St. Jerome (A.D. 390), Vita St. Hilarionis Eremita.

The spirit in this case does not mean the soul, which, of course, was in paradise, but the grace, which for the most part hides below till the resurrection of the body. The explanation of St. Jerome is ingenious, if not ingenious.

The body of St. Isidore, forty years after his death, showed no sign of decay. St. Isidore was a farm labourer who worked for Juan de Vargas, a farmer on the outskirts of Madrid. Being a mere peasant, he was buried, at death, in the churchyard; but forty years afterwards a matron of Madrid had a revelation from God that the Lord desired the saint to be honoured according to his transcendent merits; and, therefore, the body was disinterred, and removed into the church. The historian says, "When the body was taken from the grave, it was found to be as perfect as if it had but just died, although it had been lying in the earth for forty years. Not only no sign of decay was perceptible, but a sweet and ravishing odour proceeded from it, an odour which all extolled. The moment the grave was opened, all the bells of the church began to ring of their own accord, and kept on ringing in perfect time and tune till the body was laid in the modest shrine prepared for it. Furthermore, while the ceremony was going on, all the sick folk of Madrid were healed of their several infirmities."—The Life of St. Isidore, by F. P. Ribadeaneira and by D. A. Villegas, in their Extravagants.

Bells ringing. This spontaneous ringing of church bells is a famous scene of Waverley. Thus, at the death of St. Toreta, the abbot Boudant says, "Ris a entendu la voix du Bien-Aimé qui lui disait: Fiers du Liber, vos Cabales, vos épaisons, vos douces belles; viens, au nom couronnée. Ele n'a pu résister à une invitation si pressante, et ses liens se sont à l'instant brisés. En ce moment, il prodige toutes les cloches des églises environnantes, à Murci, à Villefranche, à Montevaus, s'ébranlent d'elles-mêmes pour annoncer qu'une créature privilégiée venait de quitter la terre."

Also see p. 336, note, col. 2, where this spontaneous ringing of bells is accounted for.

The body of St. Isidore, exhumed 450 years after his death, was sound and fresh as if he had just died (A.D. 1622). The body of St. Isidore, of Madrid, a day labourer, was exhumed for a second time in 1622, to be placed in a splendid tomb. He had been dead for 450 years, but no mark of decay was perceptible. Not only was the body sound and fresh, but there issued from it a heavenly odour quite ravishing. Many are now alive who were present at the canonization, and will bear willing testimony to the fact here stated.—History of the canonization of St. Isidore, printed and published by letters patent from Philip, king of Castile, etc., by John Heigham of St. Omer (signed by his minister, "De Groote," June 18, A.D. 1625).

The tongue of St. John Nepomuck knew no corruption. St. John Nepomuck was martyred by king Wenceslaus in 1383, because he refused to reveal the secrets of the confessional. In 1719 (i.e. 336 years afterwards) the coffin was opened, and the skeleton was quite fleshless, but the tongue, "which God wished specially to honour, for having so faithfully guarded the seal of confession," was as red and fresh and supple as that of a living man. It was placed in a rich reliquary, and is still venerated as a precious relic. In Christian art St. John Nepomuck is represented holding his tongue in his hand. [Qy. Allegory?]—Acta Sanctorum (Bollandists), May 16.

St. Orning. St. Orning, a villager of Tuscan, died in 1310, and 204 years afterwards (A.D. 1514), the body being disinterred was found perfect, and wholly exempt from corruption. It was then consumed in a fire which accidentally broke out in the church where she was buried.
BONDS BIND NOT THE WORD.


The body of St. Romuald was found whole and fresh 440 years after his death. St. Romuald, founder of the Camaldulensians, died A.D. 1027, in the 120th year of his age, and was buried in the monastery of the valley of Castro. Four hundred and forty years afterwards (A.D. 1467), the body was found "whole and entire, without the slightest trace of corruption. The countenance was pale and venerable, and the body arrayed in a hair shirt, over which was a white robe." It was moved to the church of St. Basil, where it now is.—Ribadeneira (died 1611), *Flower of the Lives of the Saints*.

The body of St. Stephen was not corrupted in four hundred years. More than four hundred years after his death the body of St. Stephen was discovered, with three others; it had not corrupted in the least, and the "sweet odour of sanctity" was quite perceptible when the coffin was opened.—Edward Kinesman (1623), *Lives of the Saints* ("Invention of St. Stephen").

Charles V. of Spain and Germany saw no corruption in eighty years. Charles V. of Spain and Germany certainly was no saint, and even though he abdicated his throne, and lived a sort of recluse for two years, his time was spent in writing useless despatches, and eating Estremadura sausages, sardines, omelettes, cel-pies, partridges, fat capon, intermixed with iced beer, figons of Rhenish, senna and rhubarb. A more unsaintly man it would be hard to find in the respectable classes. His bigotry was unbounded, his self-conceit intolerable, his slaughters sickening; yet in 1654 his coffin being opened, when the body was removed from the Escurial to the Pantheon, the corpse, says sir W. Stirling-Maxwell, in his *Cloister Life of Charles V.*, p. 279, "was quite entire, and even some sprigs of sweet thyme, folded in the winding-sheet, retained all their vernal fragrance, after the lapse of fourscore winters."—See *Notes and Queries*, March 8, 1883, p. 161.

Stirling-Maxwell and Mignet exhibit Charles V. in his cloister life very differently to the picture drawn of him by Sandorff and Strada; but Stirling-Maxwell and Mignet have dared to be true to fact, while Sandorff and Strada have made an ideal recluse, no more like Charles V. than David's picture of Napoleon on his cream-white charger is like the real Napoleon, with his greatcoat and comforter, tolling doggedly over the Alps on a patient mule.

The bodies of the eight hundred martyrs of Otranto remain uncorrupted and unviolated (A.D. 1480). Of all the tales under this head, none equal the marvels of the eight hundred martyrs of Otranto. We are told that when Mahomet II. took Otranto in 1480, he put to death eight hundred ecclesiastics. Francesco Maria di Asti, archbishop of the see, assures us in his *Annals* that a priest, named Stephen, was slain at the altar, and as his head fell from his body, a portrait of the Virgin, from the pencil of St. Luke, was snatched up to heaven and saved from desecration. The other ecclesiastics were taken without the walls and slain. The first one put to death was Antonio Primaldo, the abbot. His head rolled along the ground, but his body remained upright notwithstanding the many attempts of the Turks to overthrow it. All the eight hundred were now put to the sword, but their dead bodies, though left unburied for thirteen months, showed no signs of corruption, nor were they once violated by birds or beasts of prey. Afterwards they were interred at Naples; but when Solyman the Magnificent, in 1537, threatened Otranto with assault, the ghosts of these martyrs, with an innumerable company of angels, appeared on the walls, and saved the city. Again in 1644 the same ghostly army averted another Turkish assault. Some Christian galley-slaves who rowed the Ottoman galleys avouched their inability to see the ghosts, and were put to death for their short-sightedness.—*In Memorabilibus Hydruntina Ecol. Epitome*; Burmann, *Theaurus Antiq. Hist. Ital.* vol. ix. p. 8.

Bonds bind not the Word of God.

2 Tim. ii. 9. I suffer trouble as an evil-doer, even unto bonds; but the Word of God is not bound.

*St. Savinian was bound, but not the Word of God* (A.D. 275). St. Savinian was arrested in Champagne by order of the emperor Aurelian, and was placed under the guard of forty-eight soldiers. His crime was being a Christian, for which offence he suffered as an evil-doer, even unto bonds; but, as St. Paul said, "the Word of God was not bound," for the whole guard became converted by the preaching of the prisoner, were baptized, and sealed the confession of faith by their blood. All the forty-eight soldiers were beheaded in the presence of St. Savinian, under the hope of making him recant; but neither bonds, nor imprisonment, nor death could separate him from the love of God his Saviour,—
Braying to Death in a Mortar.

PROV. xxvii. 22. Though thou shouldest bray a fool in a mortar among wheat with a pestle, yet will not his foolishness depart from him.

A Turkish custom of braying to death in a mortar. Baron de Tott says, "Fannicism has enacted in Turkey that the goods of the ulemas or lawyers shall never be confiscated; nor shall any ulema be put to death, except by being pounded in a mortar."

The guards of the tower who suffered Prince Cosack to escape were some of them impaled, but others were pounded to death in great iron mortars used for braying rice.

Royal criminals, in Siam, brayed to death in a mortar. Mr. Hamilton, in his *Scripture Elucidations*, speaking of the king of Siam, who, in 1688, made war on Cambodia and Cochin China, says, "In the land army was a Siamese fruit-seller, who by his daring rose to be commander-in-chief, and soon brought the war to an end. Returning to Siam, he discovered that the king was wholly under the control of the Jesuits, and so he picked a quarrel with him; and, as the army was devoted to his service, he was soon enabled to seize the king, and put him to death. This he did after the custom observed in Siam towards royal criminals, viz. by putting him in a huge iron mortar, and braying him to pieces with wooden pestles. This was done, that none of the 'sacred blood' of the king might fall to the earth, and mix with it, calling for vengeance on the traitor who put the king to death."

Broad and Narrow Way.

MATT. vii. 13, 14. Wide is the gate, and broad is the way that leadeth to destruction; but strait is the gate, and narrow is the way that leadeth unto life.

The two knights. Two knights, one wise and one foolish, swore eternal friendship, and set off together on their adventures. They came in time to the crown of two roads, leading to two large cities. The path of the one which led to the imperial city was narrow, stony, and difficult. It was also well guarded by three men-at-arms, named the World, the Flesh, and the Devil, with all of whom every traveller that ventured that way had to do battle. If overcome, he lost his life; but if victorious, he was crowned with honour by the emperor, and dwelt in a paradise of delight for ever. The other road was broad and smooth, pleasant to the eye, and easy for travellers. The same men-at-arms had this road also under their charge, but instead of harassing travellers and doing battle with them, they befriended them, directed them on the way, and did what they could to flatter and please them. The way certainly was all that one could wish, but the city was detestable; it was, in fact, no better than a mass of dungeons of the foulest and worst character. The wise knight was for going to the imperial city; but the foolish knight objected, as the road was so bad. The wise knight, being overpersuaded, went with his companion along the smooth broad road, and both agreed that it was delightful. When they reached the city gates, they were both seized as felons, and taken before the seneschal. The wise knight pleaded that he had greatly wished to go the other road, but was over-persuaded by his companion. The foolish knight pleaded that he could not be blamed for following the steps of the wise, and that if his friend had insisted on going the other road he should certainly have given in to him. The seneschal replied, "Both stand self-condemned. The wise man gave up his wisdom to be the companion of a fool, and the foolish man refused to hearken to the words of wisdom. Both have gone in the way of folly, and must receive the reward of their foolishness. Those who sow the wind must reap the whirlwind; for what a man soweth that also must he reap."—*Gesta Romanorum*, lxvii.

(Why is the way of destruction broad, and that of salvation narrow? Not because God delighteth in the death of sinners, but even because God hath made it so; but simply because truth is one, and error manifold. There is but one path to life eternal, viz. faith in Jesus Christ, a narrow straight path from earth to heaven—narrow because it admits no widening, no addition. Faith is the one way to rich and poor, learned and unlearned, old and young, male and female, Greek and barbarian, bond and free. But the road of error is very broad, because every walk except the narrow one of faith belongs to it. Every road of sin, every road of error, every road of wrong doctrine, all the ten thousand ways of straying from God and His righteousness, are but parts and tracts of the wide, well-beaten highroad of destruction; and if all these tracts are added together, they would make a very wide road indeed.)

Burden of Sin.

PSALM xxxviii. 4. David weighed down with the burden of sin. David says, "Mine iniquities are gone over my head. As a heavy burden, they are too heavy for me."

Christ weighed down with the burden of sin. Christ was once offered to bear the sins of [the] many (Heb. ix. 28); but so
great was the burden, His agony in the
garden caused the sweat to pour from
Him, "as it were great drops of blood;"
and He prayed earnestly, "O My Father,
if it be possible, let this cup pass from
Me." But He was to be made a perfect
Atonement, and that could be done only
by suffering; and as He hung on the
cross, His cup ran over, and He cried aloud,
"My God, My God, why hast Thou for-
saken Me?" So great, so grievous, was
the burden of sin laid upon Him.

The burden of sin allegorised by a heavy
bundle on Christian's back. When Christ-
ian fled from the City of Destruction, he
was weighted with a heavy burden on
his back, which nearly dragged him under
the water of the Slough of Despond. This
bundle weighed heavily upon him, till he
had passed the little Wicket Gate, and
reached the rising ground where stood a
cross. Then, says Bunyan, "I saw in
my dream that just as Christian came up
to the cross, his burden loosed from off
his shoulders, and fell from off his back,
and began to tumble, and so continued to
do, till it came to the mouth of the
sepulchre, where it fell in, and I saw it
no more."—Bunyan, The Pilgrim's Pro-
gress, pt. i. (An allegorical dream.)

Christophorus weighed down with the
burden on his back. offerus was a ferry-
man, a giant in strength and stature, who
ferried wayfarers across a deep river.
One day a little Child presented Himself,
and begged the giant to carry Him across
the ford; so Offerus took the Child on
his back, and began to wade through the
river, according to his wont; but every
step he took was the more difficult,
because the Child seemed to grow heavier
and heavier, till at last it was well-nigh
more than he could bear. As the giant
sank beneath his load, the Child told him
He was Christ; and Offerus replied,
henceforth Christ should be his master,
and Him only would he serve. He now
received a new name, and was called
Christ-offerus, shortened into Christ-
opther.—James de Voragine, The Golden
Legend.

This is a similar allegory to that of Bunyan's pilgrim
(see above). Offerus knew not the burden of sin till Christ
came to him. He tried to "put on Christ," but then felt
the burden of sin, which grew heavier and heavier till
Christ revealed Himself to him. Being then "born
again," he had a new name given him, and was called
"The bearer of the Christian Cross," Christ-opher (the
Christ-bearer).

(We are told that the body of Christophorus is at Valen-
cia: one of his arms at Compostella; one of his jawbones
at Astorga; one of his shoulders at St. Peter's Rome; and
one of his teeth at Venice. We are not told where any of
the relics of Bunyan's "Christian" are preserved.)

Caiaphas's Counsel to the Sanhedrim.

John xviii. 14. Caiaphas was he who gave
counsel to the Jews, that it was expedient that
one man should die for the people (see xi. 50).

Without, in the remotest way, touching upon the
vicious death of our Redeemer, which cannot possibly
have a parallelism, there can be no doubt that history
supplies many noble examples of the expediency that
Caiaphas talked of. The following are examples of
voluntary self-sacrifice, for what is termed patriotism,
and no names in history can stand higher in honour,
or stir more deeply our love and reverence. They acted
out the counsel of Caiaphas. "It is expedient for us [the
nation] that one man should die for the people, and that
the whole nation perish not."

Codros the Athenian gives his life to save
his country. When the Dorians invaded
Attica, an oracle declared that they
would be victorious, "if the life of the
Attic king was spared." Codros, the
Attic king, on being told of this response,
went to the Dorian camp in disguise, pro-
voked a quarrel with the soldiers, and was
slain in the dispute. When the invaders
heard thereof, they drew off their forces
and returned home, being fully convinced
that it was vain to hope for victory.
The Athenians lost their king, and would
never after elect another; for "no one,"
they declared, "could be worthy to fill
the throne of Codros." (See Decius
Mus, below.)—Pausanias, History of
Greece, i. 19; vii. 25.

Metellus Curtius gives his life to fill up a
chasm in the Roman forum. The earth of
the Roman forum from some unknown
cause gave way, leaving a vast chasm,
which the soothsayers declared could
never be filled up till the Romans threw
into it their greatest treasure. On
hearing this, Metellus Curtius mounted
his charger in full armour, declaring that
Rome's greatest treasure is a brave
spirit; and so saying he leaped into the
chasm, which immediately closed upon
him. Of course, the truth of this story in
no wise affects the lesson taught by it.
The Romans thought with Caiaphas, "It
is expedient that one man should die for
the people, and not that the whole nation
should perish."—Valerius Maximus, Mem-
orable Acts and Sayings, v. 2.

Decius Mus gives his life for his country.
In the great Latin war, B.C. 340, each of
the consuls had a dream, that the general
of one side and the army of the other
were devoted to death. Decius Mus,
who had the command of the left wing
of the Roman army, rushing into the
thickest of the fight, devoted himself to
death, and thus fell the consul on one
side. The other side was to be the army.
CANDLES AND LAMPS.

of the Latins, which, according to the announcement of the vision, strewed the plain like broken glass. (See Codros, p. 876.)—Val rius Maximus, De Factis Dixisque Memorabilibus.

Leonidas and his three hundred Spartans give their lives for their country. When Greece, n.c. 480, was invaded by Xerxes, king Leonidas was sent to Thermopylae with a forlorn hope of five thousand men to make a stand against the Persian host. The Persians, finding it impossible to force the pass, entered Greece by another route. When Leonidas was informed thereof, he sent away all his army except three hundred, who were Spartans. This little band was cut down to a man, but no victory could have commanded more reverence and honour than the self-devoted Leonidas and his three hundred.

—Valerius Maximus, Memorable Acts and Sayings, i. 6.

Arnold von Winkelried gives his life to save his country. The Austrians, in 1386, wishing to stamp out the spirit of the Swiss and reduce them to bondage, sent a large army under duke Leopold to subdue them. The Austrians consisted of four thousand horse, and a mixed multitude of infantry; the Swiss had only fourteen hundred in all to oppose this force. The Swiss occupied the higher ground; and Leopold commanded the horsemen to dismount, and join the infantry in climbing the steep to dislodge the foe. On marched they with pikes advanced. It was a solid wall of brass, a chevaux de frise of pointed pikes with no opening. Arnold von Winkelried, seized with a noble inspiration, rushing forwards, caught in his arms all the pikes he could grasp, and flinging himself on the ground, bore with him the pikes sheathed in his own body. A gap was made in the iron wall, the Swiss rushed in, a dreadful havoc ensued, the result of which was a complete victory over the assailants. Arnold von Winkelried felt it was “expedient that one man should die for the people, and not that the whole nation should perish,” and thus with patriotic self-devotion did he effect his country’s safety.—Brewer, History of Germany, p. 132.

Candle and Lamp. (See Consumed but not Diminished, p. 67.)

Prov. xxii. 20. The candle of the wicked shall be put out (Job xxi. 17).

Prov. xiii. 9. The light of the righteous rejoiceth; but the lamp of the wicked shall be put out.

On the day of Cinedrita’s purification, her candle is lighted by a flame from heaven (A.D. 925). Cinedrita (or Cynethrith) was the mother of St. Dunstan, and she went to return thanks for the birth of the child on the day of the purification of the Virgin Mary. The ceremony was held in Glastonbury with great pomp and circumstance; many nobles and a numberless crowd of others carried wax tapers, and the church was a blaze of light. All of a sudden, without any known cause, every taper went out, and a minute afterwards a flame from heaven kindled Cinedrita’s candle, and from this all the rest were relighted. This was looked on as a sign that the child Dunstan would grow to be a great light in the world of darkness; and the future history of the saint proved that it was so.—Osbert of Canterbury, Life of St. Dunstan.

The candle of St. Genovefa [Geneviève] put out and rekindled (A.D. 423-512). As the sabbath drew towards Sunday morning, St. Genovefa [or Geneviève] left home to go as usual to the church of St. Denis with the virgins which were her fellows. The lantern which was carried before them was put out by a sudden puff of wind, and the maidens were alarmed at the pitchy darkness, the more so as there was a great storm. St. Genovefa took the lantern into her hand, and the candle instantly relighted of itself; and the saint holding the lantern on high, it gave a brilliant light to all till they had entered into the church.—Bollandus, Acta Sanctorum (Vita St. Genovefa).

In allusion to this “miracle,” St. Genovefa is represented in Christian art with a devil blowing out her candle, and an angel lighting it again.

A storm, accompanied with wind and rain, failed to extinguish lighted candles exposed to their violence (A.D. 994). St. Gerard maintained a large number of refugees from Ireland and Greece, who had come to Toul. One stormy night, after he had retired to rest, he was told that one of these strangers had just died. He immediately assembled the clergy, and had the body carried to the grave. The wind was high and gusty, rain fell in torrents, it was a most stormy night, but the lighted candles, though undefended and in the open air, burnt steadily; neither wind nor rain had any effect on them. (See St. Elmo, p. 305.)—Father Benedict, Life of St. Gerard (1700),
The candle of St. Gudula blown out and relighted (died A.D. 670). One wild night the prince of the power of the air blew out the lantern which a servant girl carried before St. Gudula, leaving them both in utter darkness in the midst of a barren heath. St. Gudula, falling on her knees, prayed God to lighten their darkness, and immediately the candle was rekindled, affording them a light to their feet, and showing them the way that they should go.—Hubert, Life of St. Gudula. (Hubert died A.D. 1047.)

St. Hermeland rekindles a lamp by making the sign of the cross (A.D. 718). One day St. Hermeland rekindled, by simply making the sign of the cross, a lamp which a gust of wind had blown out; and though the wind continued to blow fitfully with great violence, the lamp continued to burn with a steady flame till the monk who carried it arrived at his place of destination.—Bulteau, History of the Monks of the East, bk. i. ch. 87.

The candle of St. Laumer thrice blown out by the devil and relighted. One night, as St. Laumer was praying in his cell, the devil, hoping to frighten him by leaving him in the dark, thrice blew out his candle, and thrice was it miraculously relighted.—Gallican Martyrology.

Mgr. Guérin says, "Toutes les fois que la démon, ennemi de la lumière, lui éteignait sa lampe la nuit, elle se rallumait aussitôt."—Pies des Saints, vol. i. p. 471.

It is really amazing that such an ordinary incident as this should be thought wonderful. What so likely as the draught of an ill-built cell to blow out a candle? and if the wick is long and incandescent, another puff of wind would relight it. When candles were in common use it was a game of fun with children to blow out a candle, and by a sudden jerk upwards, or a puff of the breath, to relight it. I have done it many a time.

All the candles of John Liguillic of Dinan burst spontaneously into light (April 5, A.D. 1419). Every one of the many historians of St. Vincent Ferrier mention the following incident. John Liguillic of Dinan had in his keeping the candles which had been used at the mass of St. Vincent Ferrier. The 2nd of February being the festival of the purification of the Virgin Mary, he went to his store-room to fetch these candles, but they were all gone. He searched everywhere, but could find no trace of them. He asked all who could have had access to the store-room if they knew what had become of them; but no one could solve the mystery. What, then, was his astonishment, on April 5, at finding all the candles in his store-room, and all standing upright and burning! He asked the woman who kept the store if she could explain the mystery; but the only solution she could offer was this—the candles were those employed at the mass of St. Vincent, and April 5 was the day of his death.—Les Petits Bollandistes, vol. iv. April 5.

St. Severin's fire being wontonly put out relights itself. In olden times it was no easy matter to kindle fires; so it was usual to keep them burning all night and all day. In St. Servan's cell it was the duty of the boys to rise by turns at night to mind and mend the fire. Kentigern, the favourite of the old saint, was an object of jealousy with the other boys; and one night, when it was his turn to attend to the fire, he found the boys had mischievously put it out, and scattered the live brands about the floor. Kentigern carefully scraped together the ashes, laid the brands above them, and, invoking the Holy Trinity, blew upon the embers, when lo! they revived, a flame burst forth, and the fire was "miraculously" rekindled.—St. Asaph, Life of St. Kentigern. (Jocelyn, in 1125, wrote a longer and more detailed memoir.)

This tale is told by St. Asaph and bishop Jocelyn of Glasgow as a miracle; but those who have lived in Paris, as I have done, must be quite familiar with these kindlings. It is a daily practice, when the servants rise, to rake together the wood embers and top them with charred wood; if then the risers is drawn down, and a little puff of breath is applied, the fire soon revives. Even in our coal fires, who has not been amused occasionally at the recovery of a fire apparently quite dead, especially if light kindlers are carefully piled in cells above each other? Kentigern was an intelligent lad, and managed his fire skilfully, not trusting wholly to his invocation.

St. Severin causes the candles of Christians to light of themselves (died A.D. 482). One day St. Severin was in a town half-Christian and half-pagan. He told the people to enter the church on a given day, each holding an unlit candle. The saint appeared before the congregation and prayed; whereupon all the candles of the Christian party burst into flame, but those of the pagans remained unlit. This "miracle" carried conviction to the hearts of the idolaters, who forthwith abandoned their idols, and served the living God.—Les Petits Bollandistes, vol. i. p. 218.

At the death of St. William of Paris, God sent a torch from heaven to attest his sanctity (A.D. 1105-1202). God honoured the decease of St. William of Paris by sending from heaven a lighted torch, which came to the tomb of the saint through the roof of the church.—Surnus, Lives of the Saints, vol. iii. (The life, we
are told, was written by a disciple of St. William.)

The candle of St. Zita is not extinguished by wind or rain (A.D. 1218-1278). Every Friday St. Zita went to San Angelo in Monte, some four miles off. On the eve of St. Mary Magdalene, she wished to burn a candle before her altar. She arrived so late that the doors of the church were locked; nevertheless she lighted her candle, and fell asleep. The night was very stormy, the wind blew, and the rain fell in torrents; still St. Zita slept. When she woke next morning her candle was burning steadily; neither the wind nor the rain had put it out, and Zita herself was quite dry. In fact, when the cure came to unlock the doors, he found Zita in the church, though the doors had certainly not been opened.—Acta Sanctorum (Papebroch the Bollandist), April 27.

It does not seem quite clear what Papebroch means by the words "She was not touched by a drop of rain, and her candle burnt still," and a line or two afterwards, "The cure found her in the church, though the doors had not been opened." If Zita was in the church, how could she be wet with rain, and how could the wind and rain have any effect on her candle?

A woman with a bloody flux cured by presenting a candle to St. Rigobert (A.D. 743). St. Rigobert was buried at St. Peter's of Reims, and numerous miracles attested his sanctity. Three lame men were cured; a blind woman received her sight; a multitude of impotent folk were restored to health. But one of the most conspicuous of these prodigies was that of a woman with a bloody flux, who simply sent a candle to be burnt before the tomb of the saint, and immediately it was lighted, the flux was staunched.—Bollandus, Acta Sanctorum, vol. i. Jan. 4.

Captives and Prisoners set Free.

Isa. lx. 1. The Lord hath anointed me to proclaim liberty to the captives, and the opening of the prison to them that are bound.

Isa. xxx. 7. To the Lord have I called, to bring out the prisoners from the prison, and them that sit in darkness out of the prison-house.

The prisoners in the tower of Angers set free by the prayers of St. Aubin (A.D. 470-550). Many prisoners being confined in the tower of Angers, St. Aubin, bishop of the city, entreated the magistrates to set them free. This, of course, they refused to do, and the bishop said, "God is less inexorable than man." He now prayed God to have pity on the captives, and continued all night in prayer. In the mean time, a large part of the tower wall fell down, and the prisoners made their escape. They went immediately to St. Aubin to render thanks, and promised him to abandon their evil ways.—Fortunatus (bishop of Poitiers, a contemporary), Life of St. Aubin, Bishop of Angers.

St. Evermod, bishop of Ratzburg, releases the captive Prisons (A.D. 1168). Henry, count of Ratzburg, had taken some Prisons captive in war, and St. Evermod demanded their freedom, which the count refused. On Easter Sunday the prisoners were brought to church in their chains. The pontiff, taking the stoup in his hand, went to the captives and sprinkled holy water on them, saying, "Dominus solvit compeditos" (The Lord delivers you from your bonds); whereupon their chains were loosed and the captives free. The chains were preserved for a long time in the treasury of Ratzburg church "in proof of this miracle."—L'abbé Destombes.

It is not very clear how a number of chains kept in a church can prove anything more than that there are chains in the church. Registers carefully kept and well authenticated may go to prove that the chains have been in the church for a certain number of years, but the mere presence of chains can no more prove the miracle referred to, than the existence of the Severn proves the truth of the fable about Locrin's daughter, or the existence of the Humber proves that the king of the Huns was drowned in the river Abuz.

Chains fall from the prisoners when the body of St. Gregory of Langres passed the prison door. When the body of St. Gregory of Langres was carried to the sepulchre prepared for it, the bearers set down the bier for a little rest before the prison, and immediately the chains of every one of the prisoners fell off, and the prisoners were free.—Baring-Gould, Lives of the Saints, Jan., p. 69.

At the prayer of Jeanne Marie de Maille the prisoners of Tours are set free (A.D. 1332-1414). While the king was at Tours, Jeanne Marie de Maille solicited him to release the prisoners. He promised to do so, but amidst the gaieties of court life the promise was forgotten. "Put not your trust in princes, nor in the son of man, in whom there is no help." Having no help from the king, Jeanne Marie addressed the King of kings, and immediately the prison doors flew open, the chains fell to the ground, and the prisoners were free. One of the prisoners went back to his cell to fetch a book, called "Heures de Vierge," but was allowed to go out again without obstruction. When the king heard thereof, he
instantly called to mind his promise, and said no measures were to be set on foot to recapture the escaped prisoners.—Père de Boisgautier (her confessor), Life of Jeanne Marie de Maille.

St. Julian delivers from prison six malefactors (A.D. 117). Passing by the prison of Artin, where six malefactors were confined, St. Julian heard them cry to him for pity. Forthwith he went to the magistrates, and begged that they might be released; but the magistrates told him they were malefactors, and must abide the sentence of the law. St. Julian then vowed that he would not break bread till they were set free. The same night an angel broke off their chains, opened the prison doors, and bade the prisoners escape for their lives.—D. Piolin, History of the Church of Mans.

Chains fall from the prisoners when the body of St. Lupus of Châlons passed the prison door (seventh century). St. Lupus, on his death-bed, entreated the governor of Châlons to release the prisoners sentenced to death. This he refused to do; so St. Lupus ordered that, when his body was carried to the grave, the bearers should rest awhile before the city prison. This they did, and immediately the chains fell from the prisoners, the doors flew open, and all the prisoners made their escape.—Canon Bright, History of the Church (1863).

In the Légendaire d'Autun the tale is slightly varied. It says, "When the funeral procession came in front of the prison, the blé became so heavy that the bearers were obliged to rest, and while the blé thus rested, the chains fell off," etc. It is added, "This miracle is the origin of the privilege for a long time enjoyed by the bishops of Châlons, viz. a jail delivery on Feb. 19, the 'day of St. Lupus.'" This privilege was allowed up to the year 1844, and may have been since, for aught I know.

Carried and Delivered.

ISA. xiv. 4. Even to your old age I am He; and even to hoar hairs will I carry you. I have made, I will carry, and will deliver you.

A child carried and delivered by St. Nicholas from captivity. The young son of Cerrone and Euphrosina, two devout persons under the patronage of St. Nicholas, was stolen away by the Agarenes and carried to Babylon. One day, on the feast of St. Nicholas, the child was unusually sad, and the king asked him why his eyes were filled with tears. When the child told him, the king said jestingly, "If Nicholas is so mighty, bid him come thee away, and deliver thee." The child had the king’s cup in his hand at the time; but before he could set it down, he was carried by the hair of his head from the king’s palace, in Babylon, to the church of St. Nicholas, in Lycia. There were his father and mother, come to keep the feast of the saint, and mourn over their lost son. Great indeed was their joy when they saw him borne through the air, and set down at their feet.

This tale is told by all the authors I have seen who have written the Life of St. Nicholas.

Cast thy Bread on the Waters.

ECCLES. xi. 1, 6. Cast thy bread upon the waters. . . . In the morning sow thy seed, and in the evening withhold not thy hand: for thou knowest not whether shall prosper, either this or that, or whether they shall be alike good.

The travelling pedlar who sold a book to Baxter’s father. The visit of a travelling pedlar to the door of Richard Baxter’s father led to the purchase of a little book, and that book led to the conversion of Richard Baxter. This Richard Baxter wrote The Saint’s Rest, which was blessed to the conversion of Philip Doddridge. Doddridge wrote The Rise and Progress of Religion in the Soul, which led to the conversion of Wilberforce. Wilberforce wrote Practical Views, which was the instrument of the conversion both of Dr. Chalmers and of Leigh Richmond. Dr. Chalmers by his burning piety, and Leigh Richmond by his Dairyman’s Daughter, handed on the good seed, the leaven went on leavening, and who shall tell whether of the two has done the most good, this or that, or whether they have both alike prospered? Truly the bread cast by the street pedlar upon the water was found to spring up and bear fruit after many days.

Changelings.

JUDG. xx. 13. Deliver us the men, the children of Belial, that we may put them to death.

ACTS xiii. 10. Of full of all subtlety and all mischief, thou child of the devil.

[It is not evident upon what authority the prevailing notion of changelings is based, but it is quite certain that even to the present hour the superstition has not wholly died out. The general belief was, that children were liable to be changed till they were baptised, and hence they were most carefully watched till that rite had been performed.]

Luther believed the absurd superstition of changelings. In his Table Talk, Luther says, "Eight years ago I saw at Dessau a changeling twelve years old. This child did nothing but feed; it would eat as much as two farm labourers. It cried if any one touched it, and was never happy but when mischief was abroad,
I told the prince of Anhalt if I were in his place I would throw the child into the Moldau; and I exhorted the villagers to pray God to take away the cursed thing out of the land. They followed my advice, and their prayers were heard, for the creature died within two years."—

Colloquia Mensalis.

It is almost past credibility that a man like Luther should have written such horrible stuff as this; but we must bear in mind that the belief in witches prevailed amongst the wisest men and women long after the Reformation.

A changeling thrown into a river. In Saxon, near Halberstadt, was a man who had a killercrop, which required six women to satisfy it; so the man resolved to take it to Halberstadt "to be rocked by the Virgin." As he was crossing the river, a devil below the water called out, "Killercrop! Killercrop!" and the child, which had never spoken before, answered, "Ho! ho! ho!" "Whither away?" asked the devil. "To the Virgin Mary to be rocked," said the infant. The father, in alarm, then threw the babe into the river, and the two devils [that is, the river devil and the infant] floated down the stream, crying "Ho! ho! ho!" To this Luther adds, "The devil hath the power of changing children, and of laying imps in cradles in the place of human beings; but such changelings never survive above eighteen or nineteen years."—Luther, Colloquia Mensalis.

A changeling boiled to death. The following tale is more revolting still, and is given on the authority of R. G. Haliburton, 1875, who says he was told it by colonel Tydd of the 76th regiment, then stationed in Ireland. A man and woman named Mahoney were tried for the murder of their child, which they believed to have been a changeling. It was a delicate child; and the parents felt certain it had been substituted for their own healthy infant. They wanted to compel the real mother to come forward and save her child; so when it was between four and five years of age they put the poor wee thing into a pot of boiling water, and set the pot on the fire. The little fellow screamed in its agony, "I'm Johnny Mahoney! I'm Johnny Mahoney! Indeed, indeed, I am. I am no changeling." But there was none to hear, none to take pity. And the child was boiled to death. I know not, in all the history of man, a more pitiable story; but if Luther had been by, his heart would not have relented, for he would have thought it meritorious to kill a child of the devil. O religion, religion! how many sins are committed in thy name! Verily there is no habitation of cruelty equal to religion "falsely so called."

Charity brings its own Reward.

Matt. x. 42. Whosoever shall give to drink unto one of these little ones a cup of cold water only, in the name of a disciple, verily I say unto you, he shall in no wise lose his reward.

Matt. xxv. 40. Verily I say unto you, Inasmuch as ye have done it unto one of the least of these My brethren, ye have done it unto Me.

Took xli. 9. Aims both deliver from death, and shall purge away all sin.

St. Isidore's charity to a pilgrim rewarded. Isidore of Madrid, the farm labourer, returning from work, found at his door a poor pilgrim, who crave bread of him, which Isidore, with his usual liberality, freely bestowed. At night the pilgrim returned, and, putting on his benefactor a pilgrim's weeds, took him from Madrid to Jerusalem, and showed him all the places of note connected with the life and ministry of our Redeemer. He showed him Bethlehem, the place of birth; Nazareth, where He was brought up; Jordan, where He was baptized. He showed him the wilderness, where Christ was tempted; the mount of transfiguration; the spot where He was scourged; Calvary, where He was crucified; the tomb in which He was laid; and the hill from which He rose through the air. Having showed him all, he carried him back to Spain, and left him sleeping peacefully in bed.—John of Madrid (140 years after his death), Life of St. Isidore of Madrid. (See also cardinal Lambertini, De Canonisationes Sanctorum, vol. iii.)

Christ before All.

Matt. x. 37. He that loveth father or mother more than Me is not worthy of Me; and he that loveth son or daughter more than Me is not worthy of Me.

Luke xiv. 26. If any man come to Me, and hate not his father, and mother, and wife, and children, and brethren, and sisters, yea, and his own life also, he cannot be My disciple.

St. Soros refuses to see his mother (A.D. 500-580). The mother of St. Soros called at his hermitage to see him, but when told who was at the door he resolved to show the world an example of abnegation, and refused to see her. Neither her tears nor her words of grief moved him. "Why, why is this, my son, my son?"
exclaimed his mother. "Will no prayers touch thee? Will you not show this small courtesy even to your aged mother, who has come all this way to see you? O my son, my son!" But the saint spoke not; he only removed farther into his cell, saying, "O my God, Thou art my father and my mother." The grief of the aged woman having somewhat abated, she said, "Ah! my son, your faith has triumphed over your maternal love. Though you refuse to see me on earth, may we meet in heaven." "L'ange de Dieu eut à écrire ce jour-là dans le livre de vie, un sacrifice sublime à côté du nom de la mère et à côté du nom du fils." — *Les Petits Bollandistes*, vol. ii. p. 109.

**Christ’s Sorrows.**

**LAM. i. 12.** Behold, and see if there be any sorrow like unto My sorrow.

Christ describes to Camille Baptiste Varani his seven sorrows (A.D. 1458-1527). Camille Baptiste Varani is her own biographer, and writes in the first person singular. Her father, Julius Cesar Varani, built her a monastery, and she entered it with seven other religious women in January, 1494. Here she had many very remarkable revelations, of which the following is an example:—One day Jesus Christ came to her in person, and said to her, "Behold, My daughter, and see if any sorrow is like unto My sorrow," and He then goes on to explain to her the seven sources of His great grief: (1) As the head of the family of the whole family of man, He feels acutely that His grace is not as widespread as original sin; (2) As Head of the body, the Church, He feels that all who fall away from grace are members cut off from His own body; (3) He feels by sympathy the great disappointment His mother feels at the slow progress of His work; (4) He feels the repenting anguish of all true penitents; (5) He feels the sorrow of His disciples who grieve at the great sufferings He has endured for their redemption; (6) He feels the sorrow of ingratitude when any reject His free salvation; (7) He feels most acutely that the Jews, God’s chosen people and His own fellow-countrymen in the flesh, refuse to be grafted into the true olive, but persist in being castaways. It would occupy several pages to reproduce what Christ is said to have told Varani in illustration of these seven sorrows, but the following illustrations employed may be here repeated. *First Sorrow:* "Imagine the pain a felon feels when he is torn limb from limb; such suffering I feel when souls are torn from My hands. Only My pain is as much more acute, as spirit is more sensible than matter." Varani asks if He feels the torments of the damned. No, He replies; a man feels pain in losing a leg or arm, but after the limb is off, you may cut it, or burn it, or torment it in any other way without his feeling it. So the Son of man feels pain when a soul is plucked from Him, but when that soul is cast into hell He feels not its torment, because it is no longer of the body. *Second Sorrow:* "The falling away of the elect, like Judas, is even a worse grief, as the loss of a beloved child is felt more than the loss of a stranger. Judas was a chosen disciple, in whom was My hope; and when such a one lifts up his heel against Me, My love, My hope, My sympathies, are crushed. It is touching the apple of Mine eye, wounding the most sensitive part. Those who die and go to purgatory fill Me with suffering, as burning My hand or side would do. They are not cut off from the body, like those in hell, and all they suffer I suffer also." Passing over the next two sorrows, that of sympathy with His mother, and that of the penitence of the repentant, we come to the *Fifth Sorrow*, the grief of His disciples at the sorrows He Himself endured in His great passion. He says, "I felt the crown of thorns, the buffeting, the scourging, the crucifixion, as any other would have done; but over and above this, as My disciples are one with Me, their grief was My grief; and when afterwards Peter was crucified, Paul behended, Bartholomew was flayed alive, James cast down from the temple, or any other member of My mystical body is martyred, their suffering is My suffering, their sorrow My sorrow." *Sixth Sorrow:* The sorrow of ingratitude may be passed over, so come we to the last or *Seventh Sorrow*, the obduracy of the Jews, God’s own chosen people, Christ’s own countrymen; this He says is a standing grief. To be rejected by the heathen, by strangers, is bad enough, but to be rejected by one’s own people is far worse. A king who has done all that king can do to make his people happy, to be reviled by foreigners is a grief, but to be dethroned, insulted, misunderstood by his own subjects, is a far deeper sorrow.—L’abbé P.—, *Vie Spirituelle de la Bienheureuse Varani* (from her own autobiography).
Coals of Fire ("Overcome evil with good").

Rom. xii. 20. If thine enemy hunger, feed him; if he thirst, give him drink; for in so doing thou shalt heap coals of fire on his head.

The baron and the malefactor. A certain malefactor was sentenced to death by a baron, and heaped curses on his head. The baron reprieved the man, but he ceased not his invectives. Next leet-day, the same man was brought again before the baron, who asked him if his choler was expended; whereupon he renewed his raimings with even greater bitterness. The baron, still resolved to win him if possible, again dismissed him without punishment. Before the third leet-day, the baron sent for the man, and asked him if his temper had yet cooled down. But no; the man was obdurate and sullen with secret rancour. "God forgive thee, my man, as I do," said the baron; and so saying, he handed to him his pardon. The man was melted, burst into tears, and even fainted with emotion. On coming to himself, he refused to receive his pardon, unless the baron would take him into his service. This he did, and he proved the very best of servants, so diligent, so loving, so obedient, that the baron at death bequeathed him a large portion of his estate. He had indeed overcome evil with good.

This looks like an allegory of God and man. Man, the self-willed, wicked servant, melted into love and obedience by the unremitted goodness of God.

Contentment.

Phil. iv. 11. I have learned, in whatsoever state I am, therewith to be content.

Matt. v. 10. Thy will be done.

Matt. xxvi. 39. Nevertheless, not as I will, but as Thou wilt.

The contented beggar (fourteenth century). One day when St. Tauler had been preaching in Cologne, as he left the church he encountered a poor man covered with rags, and so full of sores as to be most revolting. One half of his head was a mass of ulcers; he had lost an arm and one of his legs, and his whole body was covered with blains. Tauler gave him a piece of silver, and as he did so, said to the man, "Good day, friend."

"Thank you, sir," replied the man, "but all my days are good days, sir." Tauler, thinking the man misunderstood him, rejoined, "I wished you good day. I wish you to be happy, friend." "Yes, I hear, sir," replied the man, "and thank you, but your wish has been long accomplished." Tauler, thinking the man either an idiot or deaf, said in a louder voice, "I fear you have not heard me; I wished you happiness." "Yes, yes, sir, I heard you; and I repeat, I am always happy, and every day with me is a good day."

Tauler, struck by the man's words and manner, asked the man to explain what he meant. "Sir," said the man, "from early childhood I knew that God is wise and just and good. From early childhood I have suffered from a disease which has preyed on my whole body. I was always poor. What then? Nothing happens to man without the will and permission of God. The Saviour, who died for me, must know better than I do what is good for me. So, though I suffer, I know I am being made more perfect by suffering. I have taught myself, through grace, to wish nothing but what my God and Saviour sees fit to give me. If He sends me sickness, I receive it with joy; as if it were my sister. If He gives me health, I accept it with thanks.

If He gives no food to eat, I am content to fast for my sins. If I am without raiment, I remember that Christ, my Saviour, gave up heaven itself, to become a naked infant in a manger. If I am houseless, I call to mind that the Son of man said, 'The foxes have holes, and the birds of the air have nests, but the Son of man hath not where to lay His head.' If I suffer on this earth as Lazarus, I remember that Lazarus, at death, was taken into Abraham's bosom. What shall I say more? I am content with my lot, and feel I have more than I deserve. If I weep with one eye, I laugh with the other, because I wish only what God wishes for me. Hence, sir, I said, each day is to me a good day, and I am always happy." Tauler wept in silence, and declared he had never heard such a sermon as that of the poor beggar.—History of the Illustrious Men of St. Dominic, vol. ii. pp. 384, etc.

All weathers pleased the shepherd of Salisbury plain. A gentleman, travelling on a misty morning over Salisbury plain, asked a shepherd what he thought of the weather. He replied, "I am sure the weather will please me, sir." Being asked if he meant the mist would lift by 'n'-by, and the sun break out, the shepherd made answer, "Well, sir, I give no heed to my own opinion; but I am sure of this, what pleaseth God will please me."

Pythagoras conforms himself to the will
Covetousness is Idolatry.

Col. iii. 5. Inordinate affection, evil concupiscence, and covetousness, which is idolatry.

Col. iii. 2. Set your affection on things above, not on things on the earth.

Matt. x. 37. He that loveth father or mother more than Me is not worthy of Me.

Eph. v. 5. A covetous man is an idolater.

Inordinate affection may prevail in a hermit's cell. A hermit asked God in prayer what recompense he would receive who had forsaken all for Christ. A voice said to him, "The same recompense as is due to the poverty of pope Gregory." "Strange," thought the hermit; "then all my poverty is nothing worth, if it weighs no more in the estimation of God than that of the pope, the greatest and richest potentate of all the earth." As he thus reflected, the voice addressed him again, saying, "Inordinate affection is idolatry, and not the possession of wealth. You love your cat more than pope Gregory, called the Great, loves all his wealth and all his honours. You in your poverty have set your heart on a cat, but Gregory in the midst of wealth despises it."—John the deacon, Life of St. Gregory the Great (written in the twelfth century, at the command of pope John Vili).

Crucify the Son of God afresh.

Heb. vi. 6. [Those who fall away from grace] crucify to themselves the Son of God afresh.

The Virgin Mary shows St. Coleta how the sins of the world had crucified the Son of God afresh (A.D. 1380–1447). One day, when St. Coleta was praying to the Virgin, and begging her to intercede with God in behalf of the poor, the Virgin appeared to her, bringing in her hand a beautiful platter full of little pieces of flesh, the body of Christ mutilated and broken. Showing it to St. Coleta, she said to her, "How can you ask me to intercede with my Son for those who live in daily sin, and crucify their Lord afresh, cutting up the body into little pieces such as you see on this platter?"—Father Ignatius, Histoire des Maitres d'Abbeville, p. 814.

Darkness turned to Light.

Isa. xlii. 5–7. I the Lord have called thee in righteousness, to open the blind eyes, and bring them that sit in darkness out of the prison-house.

Isa. xlix. 9. Say to them that are in darkness, Show yourselves.

Luke i. 76–79. Thou, Child, shalt be called the Prophet of the Highest: for Thou shalt give light to them that sit in darkness.

St. Valentine turns the darkness of Asterius's child into light (A.D. 268). St. Valentine almost persuaded the emperor Claudius II to become a Christian, but, fearing the people, he delivered the saint to the judge Asterius, to deal with as he thought proper. St. Valentine prayed that God would give light to them that sat in darkness and in the shadow of death; and he told the judge that Jesus Christ was the true Light, which lighteth every man that cometh into the world. "What is that you say?" demanded Asterius—"that Jesus Christ is the true Light?" "Even so," replied the saint. "He is more. He is not only the true Light, but the only light, which can give life and light to them that sit in darkness." "Say you so?" said the judge. "I will soon put your words to the proof. I have here, in the house, a little adopted daughter who has been blind ever since she was two years old. If you can turn her darkness into light, by restoring her eyesight, I will believe that Jesus Christ is indeed the true Light, that giveth light to them who sit in darkness." So saying, he went into the house to fetch the blind girl. St. Valentine, laying his hand upon her eyes, said in prayer, "O Thou who art the true Light, give light to this Thy servant." Instantly sight was restored to the blind child. Asterius and his wife, falling at the feet of Valentine, prayed that they might be admitted into the Christian fellowship; whereupon St. Valentine commanded them to break their idols, to fast for three days, to forgive their enemies, and to be baptized. Asterius and his wife did all the saint told them to do, and Valentine baptized them and all their household, to the number of forty-six in all.—Les Petits Bollandistes, vol. ii. pp. 510, 511.

Day for a Year.

Ezek. iv. 5. I have appointed Thee each day for a year.
It was revealed to St. William of Paris that in seven days he should die, but the seven days meant seven years (A.D. 1105-1202). Seven years before his death, a venerable old man appeared to St. William of Paris, and said to him, “Your life will be extended yet seven days.” The saint supposed that he would die in a week’s time, but seeing no indication of death at the close of seven days, he supposed the prophet meant seven weeks, then seven months, then seven years—a day for a year. And so it was. Just seven years after the announcement he died, aged ninety-seven.—Surius, Lives of the Saints, vol. ii.

Death at the Door.
1 Sam. xx. 3. There is but a step between me and death.

The citizen and the sailor. Said a mariner to a city burglar, “All my ancestors have been sailors, and all died at sea. My father, my father’s father, and my great-grandfather, and, for aught I know, his father and grandfather before him, they all died in their ships, and were buried at sea.” “Methinks,” said the citizen, “you can never embark, then, without thinking of the uncertainty of life, and committing your soul to God.” “Well,” says the seaman, “there is sense in what you say. And where, pray, did your father die?” “In bed,” said the burglar. “We are a peaceful race, that has followed trade from generation to generation; and all my ancestors, as far as I know, have died in their beds.” “Ah?” said the seaman; “it was so, was it? Then, methinks, you can never go to bed without thinking of the uncertainty of life, and committing your soul to God.”

Death-terrors.
Psalm cxvi. 3. The sorrows of death compassed me, and the pains of hell gat hold of me. I found trouble and sorrow.
Psalm iv. 4, 5. The terrors of death are fallen upon me; fearfulness and trembling are come upon me. The terrors of death are fallen upon me.
1 Cor. xv. 56. The sting of death is sin. Prov. 1. 24-29. Because I have called, and ye refused, I also will laugh at your calamity, and will mock when your fear cometh; when your fear cometh as desolation, and your destruction as a whirlwind; when distress and anguish cometh upon you. Then shall they call upon me, but I will not answer; they shall seek me, but they shall not find me.

Death-terrors of Charles IX. of France.
Charles IX. inaugurated with his mother, Catherine de Medicis, the slaughter of the Huguenots, begun on St. Bartholomew’s Eve, 1572, and even assisted in shooting down fugitives, as he watched, like a spider, from the windows of the Tuileries. In 1574 his health gave way. He was extremely restless. His complexion became flushed, his eyes fierce, and his slumbers disturbed by ugly dreams. He complained of internal heat and dreadful colics. A blood-stained foam rose frequently to his mouth, and a bloody sweat oozed from every pore of his body. His physicians thought that arsenic must have been given him; and strong suspicions rested on his mother. During his last night he moaned and wept without ceasing. “Ah! nurse, nurse, nurse! What blood! What murders! What evil counsels have I followed!” These were his dying words. He was but twenty-four years old, and had reigned fourteen of them.—Political, Social, and Literary History of France.

Death-terrors of the emperors Decius and Valerian. Decius and Valerian were great persecutors of the Christians, and, amongst other atrocities, roasted St. Lawrence alive on a gridiron, but soon met with their own deaths. The devil, we are told, seized on them while they were sitting in the amphitheatre. First Decius screamed aloud in agony, saying that Hippolitus, a Christian he had put to death, was binding him in chains of iron. Then Valerian exclaimed that St. Lawrence was burning him alive with fire. Valerian died in agony in the province of Decius, and Decius, after three days, ended his life in like misery. All the time of their death they kept incessantly calling on Hippolitus and Lawrence to take pity on them; but the fire within them ceased not to torment them. Distress and anguish came upon them, but the Lord laughed at their calamity. They called for succour, but there was none to help them.—Life of St. Lawrence (from the public registers).

It does not appear historically true that Decius and Valerian died within three days of each other. Decius died A.D. 251. It is not certainly known when Valerian died, but it is quite certain he was alive in A.D. 259.

Death-terror of sir John Guise. Several Quakers having met together in worship in Stoke Orchard, sir John Guise entered the place with a file of musketeers, and abused them roundly. John Roberts warned him; but sir John, regardless of the expostulation, sent twelve of them to
Gloucester Castle. Robarts said to him, "God will plead our cause, and with Him we are content to leave it." Next night but one, sir John went to bed in his usual health, but in the morning, as he did not ring his bell at the usual time, his housekeeper went to see the reason, and found him dying. "Pray, sir," she said, "what's the matter?" But all he answered was, "Oh, these Quakers, these Quakers! Would to God I had never had a hand against these terrible Quakers." And so he died.—Memoirs of John Robarts, the Quaker.

Death-terror of Giovanni Maretto. Savonarola was burnt alive at the stake, May 22, A.D. 1498. Giovanni Maretto, one of the chief persecutors, perished miserably soon afterwards, crying out in terrible anguish, "Oh, this hand! this hand! the friar is torturing it."—Eclectic Review (on Savonarola).

Death-terror of the priest who burnt St. Vitalis at the stake. St. Ambrose gives a death-scene very similar to that of Charles IX. of France (see p. 385). It is to be found in his Life of St. Vitalis of Ravenna, martyred in the reign of Nero. A priest, he says, mainly instrumental in the saint's death, was possessed of the devil immediately afterwards, and dreadfully tormented. In his agony, he howled, saying, "Vitalis, thou tormentest me! Vitalis, thou consumest me! I burn! I burn! I burn! Vitalis! Oh, Vitalis!" In this state he continued for seven days, and then, unable to bear the agony longer, he threw himself into a river, and was drowned.

Desert made Fertile.

Isa. xxxv. 1. The wilderness and the solitary place shall be glad, and the desert shall rejoice and blossom as the rose.

St. Clare restores a vineyard to fertility by prayer (seventh century.) The vineyard of the monastery of Vienne, in France, was one year so injured by hail, that all the fruit was cut off. St. Clare prayed, and passed the whole night in earnest supplication. Next morning the vines were crowded with rich clusters, and the produce of the vineyard far exceeded that of the average yield.—Les Petits Bollandistes, vol. i. p. 81.

St. Giles converts a wilderness into a garden by prayer. When St. Giles sojourned for a few days with Veredenus, the hermit, on the banks of the Rhone, he found the solitary place a barren wilderness; but by his prayers he converted it into a garden, which rejoiced in its fertility, and blossomed as the rose.—Gilbert (bishop of Carnotus), Life of St. Giles.

St. Honoré made the isle of Lerins a fertile garden (fifth century.) The isle of Lerins was filled with serpents; it was wholly uncultivated and without inhabitant, when St. Honoré landed there, and determined to make it his abiding-place. The serpents soon yielded to him, and ere long a multitude of disciples gathered round him. In an incredibly short time the whole face of the island was changed. Instead of the thorn, there came up the fir tree; and instead of the briar, there came up the myrtle tree. The desert became a paradise, and the solitary place was glad. The island was watered with streams of water, enamelled with flowers, rich in pasture, and abundantly fruitful.—St. Hilary, Life of St. Honoré (or Honoratus).

There needed no miracle to effect this change, nor indeed does the biographer affirm that the transformation was miraculous. A very similar change occurred in Brandenburg, during the wise rule of Frederick William, the great elector. Louis XIV. had driven from France the most industrious and peaceable of his subjects by his savage revocation of the Edict of Nantes. Twenty thousand of the fugitives went to Brandenburg, where the wise elector gave them allotments; and by their industry and frugality they soon converted the waste lands of Berlin into potherb gardens. It was no miracle, beyond that of steady industry, which made either of these places "blossom as the rose."

Destruction of the Temple.

Matt. xxiv. 1. 2. His disciples came to Jesus to show Him the buildings of the temple. And Jesus said unto them, See ye not all these things? Verily I say unto you, there shall not be left here one stone upon another that shall not be thrown down.

1 Kings ix. 7. Then will I cut off Israel out of the land which I have given them; and this house, which I have hallowed for My name, will I cast out of My sight.

(The temple referred to in the Book of Kings was Solomon's temple, that referred to in Matthew was Herod's temple.)

Julian's effort to rebuild the temple abortive. [Julian's abortive attempt to rebuild the temple is generally quoted by Christian writers as a most triumphant proof of the truth of prophecy; but our Lord does not say it shall never be restored, but that it shall be utterly destroyed. In the Book of Kings we read of Solomon's temple, "I will cast it out of My sight," not that it shall never be restored; and in the Gospels we read of Herod's temple, "One stone shall not be left upon another which shall not
be thrown down,” not that it shall never be built up again. Solomon’s temple was cast out of God’s sight, and rose again twice, once in the days of Nehemiah, and again in the days of Herod; analogy, therefore, would be better carried out if Herod’s temple, having been utterly destroyed, should, after a time, be rebuilt.—See Warburton’s Dissertation on the Project of Julian to rebuild the Temple; Ambrose, Letter xl., A.D. 388; Rufinus; Theodoret; Socrates, Ecclesiastical History; Sozomenus, ditto; Philostorgius; Chrysostom; etc., etc.]

We are told that “Julian, by a letter full of hypocritical flattery,” assembled the Jews at Jerusalem, stating that, from a careful examination of prophecy, the fulness of time was come, when the Jews should be gathered in. He put at their disposal a host of workmen, and immense sums of money, and appointed Alypius, his friend, to superintend the restoration of the city and temple. The Jews from all quarters flocked to the holy city, and ill-treated the Christians. For the foundations of the new temple, the materials of Herod’s temple were employed. Never work went on so merrily. The people worked both day and night. Some Jews actually used silver trowels and hods to show honour to the work in hand, and express their enthusiasm therein. Women the most delicate assisted by carrying materials for building in their robes, and gave freely of their ornaments, jewellery, and wealth. One mind and one spirit animated all. The foundations were laid, but while count Appius pressed on the work, flames burst out from the ground contiguous to the foundations, burning the workmen and rendering the place inaccessible. St. Chrysostom, Sozomenus, and Theodoret say the flames issued from the new foundations, and so persistent were they, that the workmen were obliged to abandon the work. These are the words of Ammianus Marcellinus, bk. ii. ch. 1. Marvellous as this statement is in itself, the ecclesiastical writers have embellished it with marvel upon marvel. They tell us that, besides the fire, there were earthquakes and storms; that thunderbolts fell; that crosses were miraculously impressed on the garments of those who laboured in the work; that a luminous cross, enclosed in a circle, appeared in the clouds; that many pursued by the flames would have taken refuge in neighbouring churches, but were repelled by invisible hands.

St. Gregory of Nazianzen says it was universally believed, and all the world acknowledged, that when the builders fled from the destructive elements, fire leaped from the ground, mutilating some and killing others (Against Julian, orat. iv.). These earthquakes, eruptions, and lightnings were repeated every time any attempt was made to continue the work, which was therefore of necessity abandoned. This tale is told by a host of writers, who agree in the general scope of the narrative, though they differ in details. Libanius, a pagan, devoted to the service of Julian, speaks of the earthquake, and Ammianus Marcellinus was also an idolater and admirer of Julian.

Devil a Liar.

John viii. 44. The devil is a liar, and the father of lies.

The devil, by a lie, tries to disturb St. Antony while preaching. Once when St. Antony was preaching, a messenger entered the place, and whispered to a noble lady that her son had just died. St. Antony said from the pulpit, “Woman, believe it not. Thy son is alive and well; but the devil is a liar from the beginning, and the father of lies.” The devil, seeing himself foiled in disturbing the congregation, “vanished away in the night of the whole assembly.”

—Edward Kinesman (1828), Lives of the Saints.

Devil Man’s Adversary.

Ecc. iv. 27. Neither give place to the devil.

Ecc. vi. 12. We wrestle not against flesh and blood, but against principalities, against powers, against the rulers of the darkness of this world, against spiritual wickedness in high places.

2 Tim. ii. 26. If God peradventure will give them repentance, and that they may recover themselves out of the snare of the devil, who are taken captive by him at his will.

James iv. 7. Resist the devil, and he will flee from you.

1 Pet. v. 8, 9. Your adversary the devil, as a roaring lion, walketh about, seeking whom he may devour; whom resist steadfast in the faith.

1 John ii. 13. I write unto you, young men, because ye have overcome the wicked one.

St. Francisca’s encounters with the devil (A.D. 1384–1440). The devil, who witnessed with regret the virtue of St. Francisca, resolved to go against her, and employ all his efforts to get her into his snare. For this purpose he presented himself to her in a thousand disguises, some horrible, others ridiculous, and
others, again, immodest. He was fond of attacking her at prayer-time, when he would roll her face along the ground, drag her by the hair, beat her, and whip her cruelly. One night, as she was taking a little repose, he carried into her chamber the body of a man who had been dead a long time, the stench of which never left her. It would not be possible to set down all her combats with this adversary of her soul, in all of which she came off more than conqueror through Him who loved her, and gave Himself for her. Even her ghostly confessor, being one day attacked by the devil, was delivered by her prayers, and many abandoned women were reclaimed by her, after she had driven the devil out of them.—John Mattiotti (her father confessor), Life of St. Francisca.

The devil, to ruin the monks of Mount Avenina, sends daily offerings to the convent. A certain rich man entertained no friendly feeling towards the monks of Mount Avenina; but one day the community was amazed at receiving from him a present of some dainty production of his garden. Their astonishment was increased when next day a fresh supply was received; and this continued for many days. At last some of the older monks began to feel suspicious, and called on the rich man. Being questioned about the matter, he replied he had acted on the urgent advice of his gardener, the best servant he ever had in his service, and one only lately engaged. The monks asked to see this paragon of a servant, but the servant positively refused to come forward. The monks, accordingly, went into the garden, fixed their eyes on the gardener, and instantly recognized him to be a spirit of evil, who, to corrupt the monks, had hit upon the device of alluring them to habits of luxury. Unable to endure the gaze of these holy men, the devil instantly vanished; but the rich man never after met with so good a servant.—R. H. Busk, Notes and Queries, Oct. 20, 1888, p. 302.

Disfigurement for Christ’s Sake.

Matt. v. 29, 30. If thy right eye offend thee, pluck it out, and cast it from thee; for it is profitable for thee that one of thy members should perish, and not that thy whole body should be cast into hell. If thy right hand offend thee, cut it off, and cast it from thee; for it is profitable for thee that one of thy members should perish, and not that thy whole body should be cast into hell.

St. Angadrema, to avoid marriage, prays to be made hideous (seventh century). Angadrema was the daughter of Robert de Renty, in the diocese of Arres, keeper of the seals in the reign of Clotaire III. She was very beautiful, well educated, and deeply religious. When of marriageable age her father promised her in marriage to Ansbert, son of Siwin, seigneur of Chaussy, near Mantes. Angadrema was greatly surprised to hear of this arrangement, and was placed in this dilemma: If she consented to the marriage, she would break her vow, for she had vowed her virginity to Christ; if she refused, she would disobey her father, whom she dearly loved. In this perplexity she threw the burden of the solution on God, and prayed that He would render her such an object of abhorrence that the marriage must be abandoned. During the night before the marriage she was struck with leprosy, and, of course, the marriage was broken off. She now told her father what she had done, and with his consent she took the veil, which she received from the hands of St. Ouen, archbishop of Rouen. The moment she received it the leprosy left her, and she was more beautiful than ever. The archbishop then placed her in a monastery, and in due time she became abbess of Oroir des Vierges, in the diocese of Beauvais.—L’abbé Sabatier, Vis des Saints de Beauvais.

St. Angela of Merici, that she might not be vain of her beautiful hair, washed it frequently with sooty water (A.D. 1474-1540). St. Angela was the youngest of five children, and was very pious even from her earliest childhood. This she showed by her disregard of finery, and all the appliances usually resorted to by the female sex to set off their personal advantages. She was a very beautiful child, with long curling blond hair, very glossy and extremely fine. As everybody admired and praised its gloss and colour, she used to wash it frequently with soot and water, even when she was a mere child, saying, “If thy right eye offend thee, cut it off, and cast it from thee; and if thy hair is a temptation to sin, mar its beauty, lest it should feed vanity, and wean the heart from God.”—Life of St. Angela di Merici (published at Montpellier, 1804).

I do not believe any child ever existed who was such a religious prig as this. And only a monk could see any merit in such abnormal childhood.

St. Ermis, to escape marriage, prays
that she may be despoiled of her beauty (seventh century). St. Enimia, daughter of Clotaire II., king of France, was full of grace and beauty. At the age of fifteen she vowed her virginity to Jesus Christ. One so nobly born and so richly endowed would be sure to have suitors, and at an early age her hand was solicited by a young nobleman, whose addresses were accepted readily by the king, her father. The day of espousals was duly fixed, and every preparation was made for the royal marriage. But Enimia felt that the force of her vows prevented her obedience to her father in this particular; so she prayed that God would so disfigure her, that she might escape the sin of marriage without the sin of disobedience; and that very night she was covered with a hideous leprosy. Of course, all thoughts of marriage were now abandoned, and physicians were sent for to cure the disease; but as it was sent by God, only God could remove it. After several years of suffering, an angel came and said to her, "God now wishes to restore you to health; you are therefore to go to Gevaudan, and wash in the fountain of Burle." Accordingly, next day, the king supplied her with a suitable escort and all things necessary, and she started for Gevaudan. Having reached Gevaudan, she made inquiries about the fountain of Burle, but no one had ever heard of it. An elderly lady said there was a fountain celebrated for its healing waters at a considerable distance from Gevaudan, but the name was "Bagnols les Bains." The princess felt certain that this could not be the fountain mentioned by the angel, and again prayed to be directed aright. The angel came and said to her, "No, the waters of Bagnols are not those which God has designed for your cure. The fountain of Burle is close by." After diligent search in the immediate vicinity, some shepherds were heard to speak of the Fontaine de Burle, and, being asked about it, they directed the princess to the place. Immediately she plunged into this fountain, the enormous rock which dominated opened its hundred chinks, and sent forth streams of water in great abundance, and immediately they reached the princess, her leprosy left her, and her skin became clean and fresh and wholesome as that of a little child. The princess now resolved to take up her abode in this neighbourhood; and here she built a monastery, which was duly dedicated to the Virgin Mary, and St. Enimia was its first abbess.—Propre du Diocèse de Mende, 1619.

St. Eusebia and her companions, called themartyrs of Marseilles (seventh century). Not far from Marseilles, on the borders of a little river called the Huveaune, once stood a monastery of St. Cassian, which has won immortal renown by the heroism of its abbes and her sisterhood. The lady referred to was St. Eusebia, who had been abbess for fifty years. The times were troublous times, for the Saracens had invaded Europe, and wherever they marched, they pillaged, they sacked, they devastated, they destroyed with fire and sword. The cross paled before the crescent. Spain had succumbed to them, and they had crossed the Pyrenees to ravage France. The monasteries were spoiled, devastated, burnt; massacre without pity was the order of march. The churches were thrown down, the priests put to the sword, disaster followed disaster, and all was hopeless despair, for there was none to help. The monastery of Eusebia stood isolated and alone, and one day a number of Saracen soldiers were observed upon the walls. No time was to be lost. Eusebia called her companions about her, and addressed them thus: "Courage, my companions! Courage, virgins! Still some little time is left us, and victory is in our hands. Death before dishonour be our word. Torments, suffering, a martyr's death, before shame. Pray God to give us a glorious death, but to protect our innocence. Pray Christ, whom we have chosen for our Spouse, may fly to our aid in the moment of our need. Christ sustain you! Christ fortify you! He speaks by me; hear Him, sisters. Sacrifice your beauty, sisters, but spare your souls. Imolate your charms, but save your innocence. Tear from your faces those graces which attract the ravisher, and where they seek for beauty, let them behold sights to affright their souls. Follow my example, sisters, and ere long, I promise you, we shall all join the chorus-song of the saints in light." So saying, she drew a knife across her face, and mutilated her nose and lips. Blood covered her face, blood reddened her garments. Her example inspired the other sisters; and when the soldiers entered, they were horrified to behold these bleeding saints. In their rage and disappointment they fell upon them without mercy, and put them all to the sword;
others, again, immodest. He was fond of attacking her at prayer-time, when she would roll her face along the floor with her hair by the hair, beating her cruelly. Once, taking a little revenge, he chambered the bed she had been dead and buried, which never did seem possible to survive this adversity. However, she came through it, as a lady should. Himself, fessor, devil, many, man.

1 Cor. xii. 2. Ye know that ye were Gentiles carried about unto these dumb idols (i.e. these idols now dumb, according to the subjoined quotations).

As soon as the apostles Simon and Jude entered a country, all the idols became dumb. The apostle Simon preached in Egypt, and Jude in Mesopotamia, and, as St. Isidore and St. Ado say, "as soon as they came into these countries, all the idols, which before gave lively oracles, became dumb." The two apostles went together into Persia, and there also the oracles ceased to give responses. When Baradach (called Arzess) went to consult an oracle respecting a great war which he had taken in hand, the priests told him he must look for no responses so long as Simon and Jude remained in the land. Baradach then sent for the apostles, and told them he acknowledged their God to be mightier than his, inasmuch as he had silenced the oracles. He then asked them what would be the issue of the war he had in hand. The apostles replied, "That you may see, O king, the impotency of your gods and the falsehoods of your oracles, we will give them leave to answer you." So Baradach sent for his priests, and they said to the king, "The war in hand, O king, will be both long and bloody." The two apostles laughed, and Baradach asking why they laughed, they answered, "Never fear, O king; to-morrow, at three o'clock, ambassador..."
will come from the Indian rebels with overtures of peace." Baradach said he would keep both apostles and priests in safe custody till sunset next day, and those who should then prove to have spoken falsely should be put to death. Next day, at three o'clock, the Indian ambassadors arrived, according to the words of the two apostles, and Baradach concluded peace with them. He would have put the priests to death, but the apostles interfered, and they were simply dismissed in disgrace. The king was then baptized, and the apostles were allowed to preach freely to the people; so they went through all Babylon, healing the sick, and bringing many to the knowledge of Christ. They also consecrated Abdias as bishop of Babylon, and ordained both priests and deacons.—Edward Kinesman (1623), Lives of the Saints, pp. 858, 884.

Enemies turned back or scattered.

Psalm lviii. 1-3. Let God arise, let His enemies be scattered; let them that hate Him flee before Him. But let the righteous be glad; let them rejoice before God; yea, let them exceedingly rejoice.

Psalm xxxv. 4. Let them be confounded and put to shame that seek after my soul: let them be turned back and brought to confusion that devise me hurt.

Psalm cxi. 3. Surely He shall deliver thee from the snare of the fowler.

Attila saw two angels standing beside St. Leo. When Attila threatened Rome, St. Leo, with his ecclesiastical dignitaries, went to him in all their bravery to plead for the city. To the amazement of every one, Attila forthwith removed his army; and being asked the reason why, replied, "While pope Leo was speaking, I distinctly saw two shining beings of venerable aspect, and manifestly not of this earth, standing by his side. They had flaming swords in their hands, and menaced me with death if I refused to withdraw my army." The writer continues, "The Church has ever held it for certain that the two beings alluded to were St. Peter and St. Paul."—Damusus, Lives of the Popes.

St. Genevieve delivers Paris from Attila (A.D. 450). Attila, king of the Huns, called "The Scourge of God," entered Gaul in 450, and spread desolation wherever he went. It was expected he would pass through Paris, and lay it waste. The people were in a terrible state of consternation, but St. Genevieve exerted herself to allay their terror, to persuade them to remain, and to place their trust in God. Her influence was very great, and many obeyed her words; but others doubted, and fled for safety elsewhere. Attila, instead of marching to Paris, went from Champagne to Orleans, and then turned suddenly back again. The people of Paris could hardly believe it possible, but they all ascribed their deliverance to the prayers of St. Genevieve. Next year (A.D. 451), a combined army of Romans, Franks, and Visigoths overthrew Attila at Chaolons-sur-Marne, and the victory was considered to be a miracle, also ascribed to the holy virgin of Nanterre.—Des Petits Bollandistes (Life of St. Genevieve), Jan. 8.

The Badagars, who were about to attack St. Francis Xavier, confounded and put to confusion. The Badagars, a very ferocious people, came in hot haste over the mountains, intent to kill Xavier, and destroy the Christians of Traunaco and Comorinum. Xavier was informed of their approach, and went forth all alone to confront them. No sooner did he show himself, than the army came to a sudden halt, wholly unable to advance. They were spellbound; and when their leaders bade them advance, they declared they durst not encounter the lightening of his eyes, nor face the terrible giant that stood beside him. When the leaders of the host observed these things, they also were confounded, and sounded a retreat; so that it was literally fulfilled that they who devised his hurt were put to shame, and they who sought after his soul were turned back and put to confusion.—Cardinal de Monte, Speech before Gregory XV. at the canonization of Francis Xavier (Jan. 19, 1622).

Engraved on the Heart.

Prov. iii. 3. Write them upon the table of thine heart.

Jes. xxxii. 33. I will put My law in their inward parts, and write it in their hearts.

2 Cor. iii. 2. Ye are our epistle written in our hearts, not with ink, but with [by] the Spirit of the living God.

The word CALAIS engraved on the heart of queen Mary (1516, 1553-1558). When Calais was lost, queen Mary was so vexed that she declared the word CALAIS would be found written on her heart at death.

The name FELIPE written on the heart of Montpensier. Montpensier said, if his body were opened at death, the name
FELIPE [II. of Spain] would be found imprinted on his heart.—Motley, Dutch Republic, pt. ii. 5.

The name JESUS engraved on the heart of St. Ignatius (A.D. 116). Ignatius was exposed to lions in the amphitheatre of Rome. Being asked why he had always the name of Jesus in his mouth, he replied, "Because it is graven on my heart," and so indeed it was; for after death, when his body was opened, the word JESUS was found written on his heart in letters of gold. Ribera, a Spanish painter, has a picture representing this. A lion is tearing open the martyr's heart with his claws, and exposes the letters of gold written thereon.—Antoninus; Metaphrastes, Lives, etc.

Margaret of Metola carried in her heart three intaglios of Christ (fourteenth century). Margaret of Metola was born blind, and forsaken of her parents. She was brought up by a poor cottager with a large family, and ultimately received into the sisterhood of the Tiers Ordre de St. Dominique. Her love for Christ was so great, that at death three little intaglios of Christ on small stones were found in her heart; and in Christian art she is so represented.—Father Marchese, The Dominican Year.

The name MARY written on the heart of St. Peter Thomas (died A.D. 1386.) St. Peter Thomas "could eat nothing, could drink nothing, could do nothing, without pronouncing or invoking the name of Mary," and we are assured that at his death the word MARY was found graven on his heart.—Philip Maxzeri, Life of St. Peter Thomas.

St. Henry Suso cuts on his breast the word JESUS (A.D. 1365.) One day St. Henry Suso took a knife, and "love guiding his hand," he punctured on his breast the five letters of the name Jesus, and said, "O Jesus, the only love of my soul, may the name I have written on my breast be engraved in my heart." The name thus punctured by the knife remained till death.—Pustet of Ratisbonne, The Life and Writings of Henry Suso, surnamed "Amandus."

The Virgin Mary shows the Cistercian Order written in her heart (A.D. 1109). One day a Cistercian monk saw heaven open. The angels were seated on shining thrones, amidst patriarchs, prophets, and apostles. With the heavenly host he recognized the monks of the several religious orders, and was told to discover any of his own kind. "How is this, O holy Virgin?" he cried in affright. "I cannot see a single Cistercian among all the celestial denizens. Can it be possible that the Cistercians, who honour thee above all other orders, are not admitted into paradise?" The queen of heaven, seeing her servant greatly troubled in spirit, replied, "No, no; the Cistercians are so dear to me that I carry them in my bosom." So saying, she opened her robe, and showed him how she carried about with her at all times these devoted brothers of the Cistercian Order. Transported with delight, the monk to whom this revelation was made recounted to his brothers of Citean what he had seen, and all the brotherhood gave thanks to God and the ever-blessed Virgin.—Acta Sanctorum (Bollandus), vol. iii. Jan. 26.

Falls inflict no Injury on Saints.

Matt. iv. 6. The devil, having set Jesus on a pinnacle of the temple, said to Him, If Thou be the Son of God, cast Thyself down; for it is written, He shall give His angels charge concerning Thee: and in their hands shall they bear Thee up, lest at any time Thou dash Thy foot against a stone.

St. Agatha Hildegardes, thrown from a dungeon-keep, receives no injury (A.D. 1024). Agatha Hildegardes was the wife of count-palatine Paul, who for some motive best known to himself chose to suspect her of infidelity, and locked her up in the castle donjon. After a long imprisonment, the count one day went to visit her, and pretending penitence, induced her to walk with him on the keep, and then pushed her from the top of the tower into the foss below. Supposing her dead, he began to wail, and cry for the servants, to whom he said their mistress had fallen over the tower. The servants ran to the foss, fully expecting to find a dead body horribly mangled, but to their amazement they found the countess wholly uninjured; and they thanked God that He had given His angels charge concerning her. The count made the best of the matter he could, confessed his crime, and expired it with a long penitence.—Bollandus, Acta Sanctorum.

Fasts observed by Infants.

Josh. ii. 15, 16. Sanctify a fast; gather the people; assemble the elders; gather the children, [even] those that suck the breast.

Marianne de Jesus fasted when an infant
in arms (A.D. 1618–1645). Mgr. Guérin, chamberlain of Leo XIII., assures us that Marianne de Paredes, who at the age of eight changed her name to Marianne de Jesus, practised fasting from the hour of her birth. She would take the breast only twice a day, at noon and midnight. On Wednesdays and Fridays, only once a day. Her mother thought that the milk was not to the child's liking, and got a wet-nurse. But no; the child would never change her hours—twice a day five times, and once a day twice in the week.—Vies des Saints, vol. vi. p. 230.

If this tale is credible, it will be easy to believe what Bechstein tells us about Christian Heinrich Heinecken. That a babe at the breast should know anything of the [Roman] Catholic fast-days, Wednesday and Friday, is rather too much to expect. The chickens of Compostella marked a child like this fasting babe. Marianne wrote her life, but with unusual good taste her confessor burnt the manuscript when she died. One can only regret that Godercard and Mgr. Guérin did not follow the same example. Some may say the same of this recital, but they will wholly mistake the difference of the two viewpoints.

[St.] Nicholas of Myrrha fasted when an infant. St. Nicholas of Myrrha, afterwards and confessor, knew "when to draw nourishment from the breast, and when to abstain." On Wednesdays and Fridays he would never take the breast more than once a day, and on the great fasts he abstained altogether, so that the Spirit was given to him even from his very birth.—John (the deacon), Chronicles of the bishops of Naples (sixteenth century). See also Methodius, Metropolitan, etc. He is also mentioned by St. Clement of Alexandria, Stromates vii. p. 877.

[St.] Simon Stock fasted when an infant (A.D. 1164). Simon Stock was the child of an English baron of Kent in the reign of Henry III. Even from birth he showed signs of his future holy life, for on Saturdays, and all the vigils of the Virgin Mary, he refused the breast, and kept unbroken fasts.—Life of Simon Stock (thirteenth century.)

Wednesday is a fast-day in remembrance that Christ was taken prisoner on that day; Friday as the day of His crucifixion; Saturday as the day of His entombment. Why Simon Stock fasted on Saturday and not on Friday is not explained. (For the twenty-six fast-days of the Virgin Mary, see pt. iii.) Seventy-two fast-days in a year for an infant may seem all very well to a monk, but to any one who knows about children practically the thing is utterly absurd.

Fire a Test.

1 Cor. iii. 12, 13. If any man build upon this foundation gold, silver, precious stones, wood, hay, stubble; every man's work shall be made manifest: for the day shall declare it, because it shall be revealed by fire; and the fire shall try every man's work of what sort it is.

St. Dominic tries the doctrines of the Albigenses by fire. St. Dominic bade the Albigenses write down their doctrines and religious opinions in one book, while he wrote in another the true Catholic doctrines. The two books were then thrown into a huge bonfire in the public market-place, which was crowded with spectators. The Albigensian book was consumed in a moment; but St. Dominic's book remained unhurt, and leaped three times out of the fire, having been thrice cast in. Although this "miracle" brought some to the truth, yet others remained obstinate in their errors.—John Gerzonius (orator of Bologna); confirmed by Theodore of Apoldia (of the Order of St. Dominic). They were not present, but they wrote the Life of St. Dominic.

Presuming the legend to be true, it is a pity that the book was not carefully preserved, that the material thereof might be tested. Every one knows how paper, muslin, etc., can be made fire-proof; and asbestos is fire-proof, thin lamina of which might pass for paper. The "miracle" is worth nothing unless the materials of the books were identical in every respect.

Ordeals by fire and water. "When thou passest through the waters, I will be with thee; and through the rivers, they shall not overflow thee: when thou walkest through the fire, thou shalt not be burnt; neither shall the flame kindle upon thee." Here, then, was a test of guilt and innocence: if water and fire did no harm to the accused, God was with him to assert his innocence; if not, God left him alone to reap the reward of his unrighteousness. In the Middle Ages, this class of vindication was very general, the fire ordeals being reserved for the free and well-to-do, the water ordeals being confined to serfs, slaves, and minions.

In the fire ordeals, the accused was required to hold a ball of red-hot iron in one hand, or both hands, for an allotted time; or he had to walk barefoot and blindfold among nine red-hot plough-shares. If innocent, he received no injury; but if guilty, the iron burnt him. As the priests had the management of the ordeals, and a certain length of time transpired before the accused was put to the test, those who paid well were taught how to escape injury, and the test was more a gauge of fees than of anything else.

In the water ordeals the accused were required to plunge one or both arms into boiling-hot water; or, being bound hand
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and foot, were cast into running water. If uninjured by the scalding water, or buoyed up on the river, like a cork, God testified to their innocence, by not permitting the water to harm them, and vice versa.

Oaths in legal transactions. Oaths, still exacted in many legal transactions, are a relic of the same custom. The person now kisses the New Testament; in former times he laid his right hand on some relics, saying, “So help me God.” Of course the idea is, that God will interfere to punish the swearer if he speaks falsely, and will protect him if he speaks the truth. The sooner this rag of the obsolete ordeals is done away with the better, for however such a ceremony may restrain the ignorant, it is false teaching and mischievous. If there is a shadow of truth in it, then by all means be consistent, and return to the ordeals at once.

Thanksgivings for victories. Thanks offered to God for a victory is another relic of the same notion. The very fact of a victory is thus supposed to prove the righteousness of the cause, just as the fact of passing through an ordeal unscathed proved innocence. No one believes that God intervenes in ordes or wagers by battle to defend the right, and no one can possibly believe that all victories have been on the side of right. It was blasphemy, after the massacre of the Poles by the Russians, to sing a Te Deum, as if the God of battles could possibly approve such treachery and wanton barbarity. Can any think that the victories of Alexander, Julius Caesar, Bonaparte, those of Montfort over the Albigneses, of Felipe II of Spain over the Netherlanders, or those of the Zulus over our own troops, were due to the intervention of God? The notion is preposterous in the extreme. Victories are no proofs of righteous cause. More than half are wholly unjustifiable, and not a few are a disgrace to the history of man.

Fool.

1 Cor. iii. 18. If any man among you seemeth to be wise in this world, let him become a fool, that he may be wise.

St. Isidora of Tabennes was accounted a fool. In a female convent at Tabennes, in Egypt, was a sister that all the rest of the convent treated as a fool, and was employed to wash up dishes, and for other menial works of the humblest kind. She wore a patched turban, and her dress was one of rags, patched with sundry bits of cloth. The house contained four hundred inmates, none of which ever saw the scullion eat, or drink, or sit at table. She was ill-treated by every one, but never complained; and she rarely uttered a word. Not far from this convent lived a holy man, named Pytorius, to whom an angel appeared, and bade him go to the convent of Tabennes, and look up a sister there whom he would know by her headgear, a kind of crown. “That sister,” said the angel, “is holier than thou art. Though always in tribulation, both night and day, she is always with God, and never troubled in mind; while you, though living alone, are troubled with a thousand distractions.” Pytorius went to the convent, and requested to see the sisters. They were all brought before him; but the old saint said, “One is still missing.” “My father,” said the lady superior, “all are here except a poor scullion, who is a fool.” “Let me see her,” said the hermit. Immediately Isidora entered, Pytorius fell at her feet, and cried, “Bless me, my sister, beloved of the Lord!” The four hundred were amazed, but Pytorius said to them, “Pray that you may find as much favour in the day of judgment as this despised one. I tell you, the Lord hath said, you think yourselves wise, but let those who think themselves wise become as this fool, that they may be wise.” So saying, he left the convent. A few days after this, St. Isidora, unable to endure the altered treatment which she received, left the convent, and was never heard of more.

—Rosweide, Vies des Pères. (This is told by St. Basil.)

Foolishness of Preaching.

1 Cor. i. 21. 29. It has pleased God by the foolishness of preaching to save them that believe. For God hath chosen the foolish of the world to confound the wise, that no flesh should glory in His presence.

Philetus, the rhetorician, vanquished by the foolishness of preaching. Philetus, a disciple of Hermogenes the rhetorician, coming to maintain a disputation with St. James the Elder, relied much on his casuistry and sophistry; but the apostle, with all simplicity and faithfulness, preached to his antagonist Christ and Him crucified. When Philetus returned to his master, he told him, saying, “I went a sophist, but have returned a Christian.”—Spencer, Things Old and New.

Fountain becomes a River.

Esth. x. 6. A little fountain became a river. Ecclesiasticus xxiv. 31. I said, I will water my best garden, and will water abundantly my garden-bed. And lo! my brook became a river, and my river became a sea.

St. Bertha makes a little fountain a river (seventh century). The town of Avenay was so badly supplied with water, that the monks of the abbey of Val d’Or implored their holy mother St. Bertha to help them by her prayers. While she was at her orison to this end, St. Peter, in the form of a venerable old man, came to her, holding in his hands two golden keys, and told her to buy a little spot of land near the abbey, where was a fountain of water, which she might utilize for the town. St. Bertha bought the piece of land for a livre of silver (£2 present value of money), but had now to
cause the water to flow in a perpetual stream to the town of Avenay. To this end, she traced on the earth with a stick from the fountain to the town the course which the water was to take; the water made a channel along this trace, and never after deviated from it. This river is still called the "Livre," from the price which St. Bertha paid for the purchase.

—L'abbé Floredo, History of the Church of Reims.

Fruitful Harvests.

Prov. iii. 9, 10. Honour the Lord with thy substance, so shall thy barns be filled with plenty.

Daur. xxviii. 1-8. If thou shalt hearken diligently unto the voice of the Lord thy God, to observe and do all His commandments... blessed shall be thy barns and thy store... The Lord shall command the blessing upon thee in thy storehouses.

Two farmers put the promise of God to the test (thirteenth century). St. Peter of Ravenna, preaching at Como on the text, "Honour the Lord with thy substance, so shall thy barns be filled with plenty," excited the attention of two farmers. One scoffed at the notion, and declared that whether he honoured the Lord or the devil, his harvest would depend on his own farming; the other commended his labours to God, and vowed to dedicate to Him a tenth of his gains, if He vouchsafed to bless his crops. The days of harvest came; the fields of the former did not produce "one single ear of corn," while those of his next neighbour produced a hundredfold. However, the failure of the former farmer brought about his complete conversion, and ever after he hearkened diligently to the voice of the Lord, and was blessed in his basket and his store.—Ambrose Tagio, Life of St. Peter the Martyr.

Frustration of Wicked Devices.

Psalm iii. 1-5. Why boastest thou thyself in mischief, O mighty man? the goodness of God endureth continually... God shall destroy thee for ever; He shall take thee away, and root thee out of the land of the living.

Psalm ii. 1-4. Why do the heathen rage, and the people imagine a vain thing?... He that sitteth in the heavens shall laugh: the Lord shall have them in derision.

St. Martin sees the devices of Alexander Severus frustrated (A.D. 226). The emperor Alexander Severus commanded St. Martin to be taken to the temple of Apollo to offer incense; but no sooner did she make the sign of the cross, than the image of Apollo fell to the ground, and was shattered to pieces. Alexander, greatly irritated, commanded his officers to box the maiden's face, and then ordered her to be stripped, and lacerated with iron hooks. Four men were appointed for the work; but the Lord held them in derision, and sent four angels to turn the instruments of torture from the damsel to her tormentors. The emperor, seeing this, sent eight other officers to take their places. They hoisted their victim in the air for the purpose of tearing her flesh with strong iron needles; but the tormentors were struck to the earth by an invisible power, and were, like Saul, converted to the new faith. Alexander, beside himself with rage, commanded them all to be beheaded, and their names were enrolled amongst the martyrs and confessors of Jesus Christ.—Baronius, Ecclesiastical Annals (1588-98).

St. Martina. Next day St. Martina was taken again to the temple of Apollo, and the emperor told her if she refused to offer sacrifice he would hack every inch of her flesh from her bones. Still she persisted, and was then stripped, laid with her face towards the earth, tied hands and feet to four posts, and scourged by seven strong men till they dropped with fatigue. The father of Alexander, named Eumenius, advised his son to send the damsel back to her dungeon and to pour scalding hot oil over her wounds; but immediately she entered her dungeon she found it lighted with light from heaven, and heard angels singing the praises of the Most High. At the same time, all her sufferings were assuaged, and all her wounds were healed.—Surius, and Bollandus, Acta Sanctorum, vol. i.

Gifts from Heaven and Miracles of Convenience.

1 Kings xv. 4. For David's sake did the Lord his God give him a lamp in Jerusalem.

Gen. xxxiii. 23. God hath given you treasure in your sacks.

Psalm lxxviii. 18. Thou hast received gifts for men.

Eccles. iii. 13. It is the gift of God.

1 Cor. i. 7. Every man hath his proper gift of God.

James i. 17. Every good gift and every perfect gift is from above.

An angel gives St. Fursy a clock (A.D. 650). St. Fursy, having built a monastery in Bury St. Edmund's, wanted a clock for the use of the monks, but could not afford to buy so expensive a luxury. Happily an angel brought him one from heaven;
and this clock remained in the abbey till the year 1468.—L’abbé Carbet, Hagio-

Jesus Christ sends St. Jane-Frances
Fremyot de Chantall a silver pyx (A.D.
1612–1641). Jane-Frances Fremyot was
baroness of Chantall, and founded “The
Religious House of the Visitation of St.
Mary.” At first the convent had only
a tin pyx; but Jane-Frances prayed
Christ to exchange it for a silver one,
and next day a stranger brought to the
house a silver pyx gilt, but left no mes-
 sage.

On one occasion the community was
wholly destitute of food as well as money.
Whereupon, St. Jane-Frances repeated
the Lord’s Prayer up to the words “Give
us this day our daily bread,” and there
stopped. At that moment a knocking
was heard at the door, and a stranger
delivered in a parcel for Madame de
Chantall. On opening it, the parcel was
found to contain twenty-four gold écus.
—L’abbé Bougaud, History of St. Chantall.

God gives St. Peter Nolasco a clock for
his church (A.D. 1189–1256). St. Peter
Nolasco built in Spain the church of St.
Mary del Puche. For four Saturdays seven
strange lights were seen at night over a
special spot, and looked like seven stars.
They were observed to drop from heaven
seven times, and disappear in the earth in
the same place. St. Peter Nolasco felt
certain that this strange phenomenon an-
nounced something; so he commanded
men to dig about the spot. They had not
gone far into the earth, when they came
upon a clock of prodigious size, bearing
a beautiful image of the Virgin Mary.
Nolasco took it up in his arms as a valuable
gift from heaven, and built an altar on
the spot where it was buried. This altar
became very celebrated for the number of
miracles performed there.—R. P. F.
Zumel, Life of St. Peter Nolasco.

In Christian art Nolasco is drawn with a clock at his
feet, and a beam of light from seven stars resting on the
image of the Virgin Mary. We are told that the Virgin
Mary herself gave him the scapular of the Order of Mercy,
and this incident is also seen portrayed in paintings.

St. Servasius receives a silver key from
St. Peter (A.D. 884). The prince of the
apostles gave St. Servasius, in proof of
his affection, a silver key made by the
hand of angels, and this key has worked
many miracles.—Father Gilles Buchère,
Gesta des Evêques de Tongres, etc., ch. iv.

Some authors have hinted that this key was given by
the pope, and was one of those many keys given to
pilgrims; their great value being that they had touched
the chains, or contained some of the stones of the chains
of St. Peter. This conjecture is, however, accounted by
most people, who say there is no proof; and certainly the
inscription “Se post ibi assis forte que in traditione
des églises de Malstricht et de Liége, qui porte que cette clef
est un présent de saint Pierre.” This key was found in
the coffin of St. Servasius when the body was disinterred
in A.D. 782 (nearly 550 years afterwards), and was taken to
Rome.

St. Gildas miraculously supplied with
windows for his oratory (A.D. 494–570).
St. Gildas made his home in a rock,
partly hollowed out by nature, but en-
larged by the hermit himself. When he
had hollowed out his oratory, God miracu-
lously supplied him with glass windows,
and also gave him a spring of water for
his daily use.—Les Petits Bollandistes,
(7th edit. 1880), vol. ii. p. 106.

Giving to the Poor. (See Lend-
ing to the Lord.

Matt. xxiv. 18. Give ye them to eat.
Matt. xiv. 31. If thou wilt be perfect, go
and sell all that thou hast, and give to the poor;
and thou shalt have treasure in heaven.
Luke xi. 31. Give alms of such things as ye
have.

2 Cor. ix. 7. Give not grudgingly, or of
necessity; for God loveth a cheerful giver.

St. Oswald, king of Northumberland, fed
the poor (A.D. 642). King Oswald,
sitting at table, was served on one
occasion with regal delicacies in a silver
dish. He was just about to begin his
repast, when his almoner whispered in
his ear that a crowd of mendicants were
at the gate clamouring for food. The
saintly king bade his steward take the
dish provided for himself, and distribute
it among the beggars, and, having so
done, to break the dish up and give them
each a piece.

Glass and Pottery Miracles.

Ezek. xxxiv. 16. I will bind up that which
is broken.

St. Benedict, abbot of Mount Cassino,
mends a broken jar by prayer (A.D. 480–
543). Cyrrilla, the nurse of St. Benedict,
first abbot of Mount Cassino, when fleeing
with him from Rome, came to Asidum,*
about thirty miles from Rome, where the
saint performed his first miracle. Cyrrilla
had borrowed of a villager an earthen
jar, and accidentally broke it. Benedict,
by the virtue of his prayers, re-joined the
broken pieces, and restored the jar so
perfectly mended that no eye could detect
the slightest crack or flaw in the vessel.
In memory of this miracle, the jar was
attached to the church door, where it

* Alban Butler calls this town Aslum.
remained till the irruption of the Lombards.—St. Gregory the Great, *Dialogues*, bk. ii. ch. 1. (St. Gregory assures us he received the several items of St. Benedict’s life from four abbots who were his disciples.)

*St. Donatus miraculously mends a glass chalice* (A.D. 365). One day, as St. Donatus was saying mass, a pigeon broke to pieces the glass chalice. Donatus had the fragments carefully gathered together, and laid on the altar. Then he prayed, and gradually piece came to piece, and fragment to fragment, till the chalice was restored whole as at the first.—Edward Kinesman (1523), *Lives of the Saints*, p. 590. (He tells us he compiled the life of St. Donatus from Bede and the Roman martyrology.)

*St. Marcellinus miraculously mends a glass goblet* (A.D. 374). St. Marcellinus, bishop of Embrun, met with such great success, that all the people of his diocese, except one man of high position, were converted and baptized. The bishop gave a great banquet, at which this man was present, and the bishop expressed to him his great desire to see him follow the example of his countrymen, and avouch himself on the Lord’s side. The man replied, “I have heard speak of your miracles, but have never witnessed one, nor have I seen anything yet to induce me to leave Apollo.” Just then the bishop’s cupbearer dropped a valuable glass goblet, which broke into a thousand pieces. “There,” said the man, “mend that goblet, and I will believe.” Marcellinus groaned in spirit, but conjured God to come to his assistance, and not confirm this doubter in his unbelief. Immediately the pieces of broken glass came together, and the goblet was perfectly restored. The man, struck with the miracle, confessed before all that he could no longer doubt, and begged to be baptized. That this cup was actually mended is quite certain, inasmuch as Marcellinus used it always to the end of his life.—Mgr. Depéry, *Hagiographie de Gap*.

That Marcellinus used a glass chalice may be readily allowed, but this would be no proof that it was broken and mended as the legend describes.

*St. Odilo miraculously mends a glass goblet* (A.D. 1049). On one occasion, says Albert bishop of Como, St. Odilo came to the court of the emperor Henry. A goblet of glass, being placed before the emperor, was handed to the saint, and after Odilo had inspected it, he passed it on to other guests. As it passed from hand to hand, one of the monks let it fall, and it was broken to pieces. St. Odilo was much vexed, and said to his monks, “Lest the innocent suffer for the carelessness of one, let us now all go and crave God’s mercy, that He may vouchsafe to repair this mischief.” This was done, and then Odilo commanded all the pieces of the goblet to be picked up carefully, and laid on the altar. The holy man looked at the pieces very earnestly, and the fragments glided gradually into their proper places. When all had come together, the saint took the goblet in his hand and examined it most minutely, but could find no scar or flaw at all. “My brothers,” said he to the monks, “behold the glass.” And they returned it to the emperor.

Baring-Gould, who mentions this miracle in his *Lives of the Saints* (Jan. 1, p. 30), says, “The story comes to us on good authority. But it would be hard indeed to assign any satisfactory reason for miracles to exonerate acts of mere carelessness, or to save a ‘monarch from the petty annoyance of injury to one of his curiosities. For the grandest of all effects miracles will always be a difficulty to many, but wanting miracles are an insult to man’s understanding.”

Several glass vessels roll from the top to the bottom of Mount Jura without receiving the slightest injury (eleventh century). On one occasion St. Odilo was crossing the Jura, and a man followed, bearing several glass vessels. The man having tripped let the glasses fall, and they rolled from the top to the bottom of the mountain. They were found at the foot of the Jura next day, wholly uninjured, neither cracked nor chipped. The historian is very precise, and adds, “St. Odilo les trouva le lendemain aussi entiers et aussi beaux que s’ils avaient été conservés soigneusement dans une chambre.”—*Les Petits Bottlandistes*, vol. 1, p. 89 (1880).

God protects His Saints.

**Psalm xcl. 3.** Surely He shall deliver thee from the snare of the fowler, and from the noisome pestilence.

**Psalm cxxiv. 7.** Our soul is escaped as a bird out of the snare of the fowlers. The snare is broken, and we are escaped.

**Matt. x. 30.** The very hairs of your head are all numbered.

The pyx placed by St. Clara on the nunnery wall saves it from the Moors. When the army of Frederick, kaiser of Germany, was passing through Assissium, some Moors scaled the nunnery wall with intent to rob the house, and dishonour the nuns. St. Clara placed the
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pyx on the outside wall; and when the Moors attempted to scale it, some of them fell headlong to the bottom, some were stricken with blindness, and the rest fled in terrible alarm. Thus by the sacred pyx was the nunnery preserved, and the nuns delivered from the snare of the fowler.—Life of St. Clara (written at the express command of pope Alexander V.).

God protects St. John of St. Facund from assassins (A.D. 1430–1479). St. John of St. Facund, in Spain, one day proclaimed loudly against the sin of stifling conscience. A Spanish don, thinking St. John referred to him, employed two assassins to murder the saint. They came upon him suddenly, but were panic-struck, and their horses, turning round, galloped with all speed home again. The don heard the story which the cut-throats had told, felt convinced it was God’s doing, repented, and became both a wiser and a better man.—Acta Sanctorum (Bollandists), vol. ii. June 12, p. 616.

St. Martin protected by God from assassins. Olympia was hired by the emperor Constans to murder pope Martin while saying mass. The assassin went, accordingly, to do his bidding; but when about to attack the holy father, he was suddenly struck blind, so that he could not see to do the deed of blood.—The Pontifical, or Lives of the Popes, kept by the notaries.

God will provide.

Matt. vi. 25–33. Take no thought for your life, what ye shall eat, and what ye shall drink; nor yet for the body, what ye shall put on. Is not life more than meat, and the body than raiment? Behold the fowls of the air: they sow not, neither do they reap, nor gather into barns; yet your heavenly Father feedeth them. Are ye not much better than they? Take no thought, saying, What shall we eat? or, What shall we drink? or, Wherewithal shall we be clothed? But seek ye first the kingdom of God, and His righteousness; and all these things shall be added unto you.

God helps St. Franchy to make bread (seventh century). St. Franchy was employed in making bread for the monastery of St. Martin de la Bretonnière, but some of the brothers, out of envy, wishing to bring him into disgrace, concealed the several articles which he used in bread-making. St. Franchy was not in the least disconcerted, but making the sign of the cross, began to knead nothing with nothing, and at the time required produced his batch of bread in perfect condition.—Hagiography of Nevers.

In answer to prayer, William Huntington is supplied with a new pair of breeches. By riding, William Huntington, S.S., tells us his breeches got worn out, but he had no money to buy new ones. "I often make very free in my prayers with my invaluable Master, and laid this want duly before Him. Well, calling on Mr. Croucher, a shoemaker in Shepherd’s Market, the same morning, he told me he had a parcel left for me. On opening the parcel, there I found the very things I wanted, with a note, as follows:—Sir, I have sent you a pair of breeches, and hope they will fit. I beg your acceptance of them.—I.S.' I tried them on, found the fit perfect, and wrote the following reply:—Sir, I thank you for your present. I was going to order a pair, for I did not know my Master had bespoken them of you. The fit is perfect, but no wonder, as God guided your hand, and He knows my measure exactly.—S.S.'"—The Quarterly Review, vol. xxiv. p. 483, Life of the Rev. W. Huntington.

In The Bank of Faith, written by W. Huntington, we have a large number of similar anecdotes. The gift, in this case, may seem to some below the dignity of prayer; but our Lord Himself gives sanction to it, when He warns His disciples against anxious care about food, drink, and wearing apparel, reminding them that God knows they want such things, and will duly provide them.

St. Mayeul, abbot of Cluny, finds a purse of money when reduced to great extremities (A.D. 906–994). St. Mayeul gave so largely to the poor, that he did not reserve enough to provide for his own daily wants. He was severely reproved for this imprudence, but quietly answered, "God will provide. Whoever saw the righteous forsaken, or their seed begging bread?" His faith was soon recompensed, for the same day he found near his chamber a purse containing seven silver pieces. He made every inquiry, and advertised throughout the town for the owner, but no one came forward to reclaim it. He then distributed the silver among the poor. Next day there came to his door a cart full of provisions, but no name of the sender could be ascertained.—Les Petits Bollandistes, vol. v. p. 460.

St. Theodosius the Cornobiarch, though neglected by man, was not forgotten by God (A.D. 428–529). One day a man of great wealth bequeathed his alms to a very large amount to the poor, but neglected to state what houses were to have the disposal.
of his bounty, or to what class of poor his alms were to be distributed. The executors sent no part thereof to the monastery presided over by Theodosius the Cænobiarch, and the monks advised him to apply for his share. "No," said the abbot; "God will provide. He never abandons those who trust in Him." About an hour afterwards, a man stopped before the abbey. He was on horseback, and was laden with provisions for the poor. His intention was to carry these alms to another house, but the horse refused to go any further; and the rider considered this as a hint from God that he was to bestow his alms on the religious house before him. So he stopped at the abbey, and deposited his alms with Theodosius. This gift was found to be much larger than the share which would have fallen from the "rich man's bequest," had the executors awarded a proportionate share to the monastery under him.

God provides food for Theodosius and his monks. One Easter Eve, no food of any kind was left in the monastery presided over by Theodosius the Cænobiarch. The monks complained to him, and he replied, "Take no thought for your life, what ye shall eat, or what ye shall drink. Is not life more than meat? Behold the fowls of the air: they sow not, neither do they reap and gather into barns; yet your heavenly Father feedeth them. Are ye not much better than they? Go, provide for the Holy Communion to-morrow, my brethren, attend to the altar, seek the kingdom of God and His righteousness, and He who feeds the sparrows will provide the rest." While he was still speaking, two mules, laden with provision, arrived at the monastery, and the drivers said others were on the road, and would come up soon. So abundantly had God provided, that there was enough to last till Pentecost; ay, and though all had their fill for those forty days, many a basketful remained when Pentecost was over.—Roman Martyrology. (Cave tells us the Life of St. Theodosius the Cænobiarch was written by Theodore, bishop of Pera.)

Hand sent from Heaven.

Ezek. ii. 9. And when I looked, behold a hand was sent me.

Pelops, lacking a shoulder, had one sent from heaven. The tale is that Pelops was served up by Tantalos, his father, in a banquet to the gods, and Ceres [or Demeter] ate his shoulder. Jupiter perceived that Tantalos had set before him a human being for food, and restored Pelops to life, but the restored body lacked the right shoulder; so either Jupiter or Ceres gave him an ivory one in its place. This ivory shoulder, like the manus de osio missa of St. William (see p. 400), had the power of working miracles, for every one who touched it was cured of whatever complaint he suffered from.—Pausanias, History of Greece, bk. v. 1.

Pythagoras had a golden thigh given him by the gods. Pythagoras had a golden thigh, and showed it to Abaris the Hyperborean priest during the celebration of the Olympic games.—Jamblicus, Life of Pythagoras, ch. xix.

St. John Damascene had a hand sent him from heaven (A.D. 780). The caliph cut off the right hand of John Damascene, and fastened it to a post in a public market. When in his oratory, John prayed thus to the Virgin Mary: "O pure and holy Virgin, mother of God, thou knowest why the caliph has cut off my right hand, and thou canst, if it pleases thee, restore it to me again. I pray thee grant me this grace, that I may employ it, as before, in celebrating the praises of thy Son and thee." During his sleep the Virgin came to him, and said, "Thy prayer is heard, and thy hand restored. Go on composing hymns and writing my praises, according to thy promise." Next morning he found his hand had been restored, and no indication was left of his ever having lost it, except a thin red line round his wrist. When the sultan heard of this, he felt assured that John was an innocent sufferer, and restored him to his honours and office.—Acta Sanctorum (Bollandists), vol. ii. May 6.

In Christian art St. John of Damascus is represented prostrate at the feet of the Virgin, who is restoring his hand.

St. Melor had a silver hand and brazen foot (A.D. 411). St. Melor was the son of Melian, duke of Cornwall. His uncle Rainald, having put the duke to death, cut off the right hand and left foot of Melor, to prevent his succession, because maimed princes were disqualified from becoming rulers. The mutilated boy was sent to a Cornish monastery, and was there miraculously supplied with a silver hand and brazen foot. One day, as the monks went out nutting, the abbot was amazed to see prince Melor using his silver hand as freely as if it were made of flesh and blood—clasping the boughs, plucking
off the nuts, and handling them like any other boy. Subsequently, he saw him throw a stone; and, where the stone fell, there instantly welled up a fountain of pure water.—Baring-Gould, Life of the Saints, Jan., p. 44.

(See above, "A right hand sent from heaven," p. 296.)

In medieval times, no one either maimed or blind was allowed to reign, because such a person would not be qualified to lead an army. Thus, in Moorish history, Witius blinded Theodred, heir to the Spanish throne, in order to cut off the succession. Witius was himself subsequently blinded by Roderick (son of Theodred). King John put out the eyes of prince Arthur with the same object. Medieval history teems with similar examples.

St. William of Oulx receives a hand from heaven (twelfth century). St. William was a poor shepherd, born with only one hand. As he was keeping his sheep, an angel one day appeared to him, and bade him go and tell the abbot of Notre Dame de Calme to quit his abbey, and fix his abode at the foot of Bouchet, now called Mont Dauphin. It so happened that the abbot was at the time contemplating the enlargement of his abbey, and paid no heed to the shepherd. The angel appeared a second time to William, and sent him with the same message; but the abbot was too busy to attend to him. The angel came a third time, and gave him a miraculous hand (manus de calo misya), which he was to show the abbot as his credential. William said to the abbot, "You know I had only one hand; now, behold! I have two. Art thou now convinced that God hath sent me?" The abbot could no longer resist, and proceeded at once to build a new monastery at the foot of the rock of Bouchet. Scarcely was the building finished, when the river Durance overflowed its banks, and swept away Notre Dame de Calme, and ever since the spot presents to the traveller the appearance of a vast plain, arid, stony, and sterile. The monastery was never rebuilt, but a wooden cross marks the spot where it once stood. Afterwards, William "with the angel's arm" was made prior of Oulx. When he died, the monks of Eygliers saw, the day after his funeral, a hand raised above his grave. It was the right hand brought by the angel from heaven. "Ils se contentèrent de la recueillir. Le jour suivant le même prodige eut lieu; ils recouvrirent la main comme la première fois. Le troisième jour le miracle se reproduisit. Alors, craignant de résister à la voix du ciel, ils consultèrent l'archevêque d'Embrun, qui leur ordonna de couper la main, de la conserver, et de la transmettre à leurs successeurs, comme une sainte et précieuse relique." This manus de calo misya operated numerous miracles, especially in the cure of fevers, in the peril of childbirth, and in gangrenous disorders; in 1653 the relic put out a fire which threatened to destroy the whole town of Eygliers. It is still carried in grand procession on Easter Monday and Quasimodo Sunday through the parishes of Guillestre, Eygliers, Risoul, Mont Dauphin, St. Clement, and Réotier. "Une statue fort ancienne qu'on voit dans la chapelle du saint Guillaume représente notre saint avec son seul bras gauche, comme il est peint dans deux tableaux de l'église d'Eygliers, ne laisse point de doute à cet égard." Mgr. Jean-Baptiste Depéry, bishop of Gap, in his pastoral visit in 1847, requested to be shown this manus de calo misya, and describes it in his process-verbal. He says the hand is entire, but it has only one nail, that on the little finger, the other nails "ont été enlevés par des personnes pieuses, et aussi par quelques archévêques d'Embrun." The skin has the discolouration of great age, and has been injured by the dampness of the sacristy in which it is kept. In his ordinance, dated Feb. 2, 1802, the archbishop writes, "Parfaitement renseigné sur l'authenticité de la relique, et voulant respecter une tradition aussi antique, après avoir lu tous les documents qui nous ont été diligentement fournis par M. Barthélemy, curé de la paroisse d'Eygliers, après avoir pris l'avis de notre conseil, et celui de plusieurs canonistes, permettons que la main de saint Guillaume, qui existe dans l'église d'Eygliers, soit rendue désormais à la vénération des fidèles de la paroisse d'Eygliers, et de ceux des paroisses voisines." The archbishop adds, "The hand shall not be exposed on the rock of Mont Dauphin till the chapel is rebuilt, and this is to mark his displeasure at the impiety of not restoring that chapel." Pope Pius IX., by a brief dated May 10, 1852, accords in perpetuity plenary indulgence to all who visit the angelic hand on Easter Monday and the following eight days. "Cette indulgence est applicable aux ames du purgatoire."—Mgr. J. J. Depéry (bishop of Gap), Histoire Hagiologique du Diocèse de Gap.

How the ancient statues and two paintings of St. William, with only one hand, can help to establish the fact that an angel brought him another hand from heaven, is by no means self-evident. If they prove anything it must surely be this, that he had only one hand and not two. The "pity" of the archbishops of Embrun in stait-
Happy in Suffering. (See Angels sent to console, p. 9.)

1 Petr. iii. 14. And if ye suffer for righteousness' sake, happy are ye; and be not afraid of their terror, neither be troubled.

Matt. v. 10-12. Blessed are they which are persecuted for righteousness' sake. Rejoice, and be exceeding glad: for great is your reward in heaven.

St. Mennas bore the most cruel tortures with equanimity (Nov. 11, A.D. 301). Mennas, a Roman soldier, was tortured most grievously for refusing to burn incense to idols, but was neither afraid of the tortures nor troubled by them. He was first laid flat on the ground, and beaten with the fresh sinews of beasts. He was then subjected to the "torture of the cord;" that is, he was suspended on high by cords. These are but light afflictions," said the Christian soldier—"light indeed to the eternal weight of glory prepared for those who serve God; and the God I serve hath sent His angels to cheer and comfort me." He was then scourged still more severely, and his gashed and bleeding body was rubbed with cloths of harsh horsehair. Still the martyr showed no signs of suffering, insomuch that Pyrrhus, who superintended the punishment, greatly marvelled, and said, "Why, Mennas, how is this? It seems that the body subjected to these tortures is not your own body, but one borrowed for the nonce." "Pyrrhus," replied the martyr, "I do not even feel your tortures; not because this body is not my own body, but because Christ gives me strength to bear all you choose to inflict, and His strength is sufficient for me." Then said Pyrrhus, "We will soon see how that is. —Bring the torches," he cried to the executioners, "and set them to his sides." This was done for the space of two hours, and still the martyr winced not. "Dost not feel that, Mennas?" cried Pyrrhus. "No," said the martyr, "I feel it not; and I now know what the prophet Isaiah meant, when he said, 'When thou walkest through the fire thou shalt not be burnt, neither shall the flame kindle on thee.'" "Well, well," cried Pyrrhus, "that is mere vain babbling, Mennas. Either offer sacrifice, or see if the fire I have in store will not burn." "Never, Pyrrhus, will I sacrifice to devils, come what may. I fear not them that can kill the body, but not the soul; Him I fear that can kill both body and soul in hell." Then Pyrrhus caused caltrops (see Index) to be set thick on the ground, and Mennas to be dragged backwards and forwards over them. "Try again, Pyrrhus," said the martyr; "this has not force enough to separate me from the love of God my Saviour." Pyrrhus, having exhausted all his resources and his patience also, roared aloud to the executioners, "Take the magician to Potemia, and off with his head." So he was beheaded, and slept in the Lord.—Metaphrastes, Lives, etc.

St. Perpetua, tossed and gored by an infuriated cow, was unconscious of being hurt. St. Perpetua and her companions were exposed in the amphitheatre to wild beasts; the men to lions, bears, and leopards, the women to infuriated cows. After Perpetua had been tossed and gored, she seemed to be in a celestial trance, and was so insensible of any pain, that she asked when the beasts would be let loose on her, and could hardly be persuaded that this part of her martyrdom was already over. A gladiator then came forward, and cut off the heads of all the victims which still survived.—J. C. Robertson, History of the Christian Church (1875), vol. i. p. 98.

St. Theodore rejoiced and was exceeding glad under torture. St. Theodore of Armenia was a soldier in the Roman army during the reign of Diocletian, but, being a Christian, he was apprehended, and subjected to most cruel tortures. St. Gregory of Nyssa, in his sermon preached on the anniversary of the saint's martyrdom in St. Saviour's church, Venice, where the body was buried, says, "They bound him to a post, and whipped him; then rent his flesh with iron hooks, and burnt his sides with torches; but the more diligent the executioners to increase his torments, the more cheerful seemed the sufferer. You would have thought, had you seen him, he had been in a pleasure-garden, and not under torture. Not a groan, not a sigh, escaped him; but he sang sweetly unto the Lord, 'I will always bless the name of the Lord; His praises shall be ever in my mouth.' When the officers took him back to his horrible dungeon, the voices of angels were heard there, and it was filled with celestial fragrance. Next day he was sentenced to be burnt alive, and he stood in the midst of the fire, praising..."
and glorifying God. No mark of pain was to be seen. True, God took his spirit into paradise, but the fire touched not his body, nor so much as scorched a hair of his head. Eusebia, a Christian woman, afterwards wrapped the body in linen and buried it; and we all know that miracles, almost daily done, show how greatly God doth honour him. By recourse to his intercession, out of this man devils are cast; another is loosed from his infirmities; here tempers are stilled by him; orphans find him a father, pilgrims a haven of rest; the afflicted find in him a comforter, and the needy a present help.” (The sermon concludes with a prayer and invocation to the saint.)

St. Triphon was happy in suffering (Nov. 10, A.D. 250). Quinlinus, a Roman governor, apprehended Triphon for being a Christian, and subjected him to the following tortures. He was first impaled on the equilium (see Index), and while thus tortured his flesh was torn from the bones by iron hooks; then burning torches were held to his raw sides, and he was beaten with sticks; this over, red-hot nails were driven through both his feet. In all this the martyr showed no marks of pain; his countenance remained cheerful, and his voice was steady and melodious. Respicius the tribune, seeing this, said to himself, “Flesh and blood could not endure such agony, and he who could undergo such torture with cheerfulness must be sustained by a power divine. Triphon must be in favour with his God, and his God must be a God indeed which can sustain after this sort.” These reflections brought forth fruit, and Respicius was added to such as believed. When this came to the ears of the governor, he ordered both Triphon and the tribune to be beaten with flagra or leaden plummeta (see Index) till they were dead.—Ruimart (A.D. 1689), Acta Primorun Martyrum.

Harm warded off.

Isa. xiii. 2. When thou passest through the waters, I will be with thee; and through the rivers, they shall not overflow thee: when thou walkest through the fire, thou shalt not be burned; neither shall the flame kindle on thee.

Isa. liv. 17. No weapon that is formed against thee shall prosper.

Luk. x. 19. Nothing shall by any means hurt you.

1 Pet. iii. 23. Who is he that shall harm you, if you be followers of that which is good?

St. Agatha, being frightfully tortured, was miraculously restored (A.D. 251). St. Agatha was horribly tortured by Quintianus, consul of Sicily. She was suspended on a chevalet (see Index), had her two breasts cut off, and was torn from head to foot by iron hooks. When conducted back to her dungeon an old man [St. Peter] and a little Child [Christ] visited her; and, when they left the dungeon, not only were all her wounds healed, but her breasts were restored. The prison cell being filled with an intense light, the jailers in alarm fled, leaving the prison doors open; but St. Agatha refused to escape, saying, as Christ had healed her wounds, He could take care of her life, if so it pleased Him. —Bollandus, Acta Sanctorum, vol. i. Feb. 5.

The tortures to which St. Anthimus was subjected (April 27, A.D. 303). St. Anthimus, being brought before the emperor Maximian, told him it was unreasonable to suppose that he would barter for the pleasures of this life those of heaven and eternity. Maximian, supposing that this was mere bravado, ordered his lictors to beat the man's head with stones. St. Anthimus said, “These blows kill not me, but will help to destroy thy false gods.” The tyrant now commanded his myrmidons to pierce the saint’s heels with long red-hot awls, and, having thrown him down on caltrops (see Index), to whip him without mercy. Being scourged, his feet were thrust into brazen boots made red hot; but God stood by him to console him in his tortures, and whisper promises of everlasting joy. Instead of succumbing, therefore, the martyr seemed to gain new strength, and his whole face was lighted up with joy. “It is pure folly,” he cried, “to suppose I shall be driven to acknowledge your false gods by torture. Fear not those who can kill and torture the body, but Him who can cast both body and soul into hell.” These words only exasperated Maximian the more, and he bade his officers bind the insolent on a wheel, and, while it turned slowly round, to burn with lighted torches each part of the body in succession. This was done; but when the executioners expected to reduce the body to a cinder, they were felled to the earth by an invisible hand; their torches went out, their wheel broke, and they themselves were paralyzed in every limb. Maximian scoffed at his myrmidons, threatened them, and declared they were trifling with
him; but the men replied, "We lack not courage, O great Caesar, to obey your orders, but there are three persons full of majesty, and of dazzling light, standing over Anthimus to protect him, so that all our efforts to injure him are in vain; our blows touch him not, our torches scorch him not, our boots of brass and burning awls are powerless to harm him." "Load him with chains, and off with him to prison," roared the tyrant; "we will soon see if Jupiter is to be defied by a man like this." As the officers attempted to bind him, the chains crumbled to powder, and fell like dust to the ground. The officers, terribly frightened, fell to the earth; but St. Anthimus went of his own accord to the prison. His fellow-prisoners were so delighted to see him, that they were all converted and baptized. Maximian, unable to endure this contest any longer, sent executioners to behead his victim.—

*Acta Sanctorum* (Bollandists, from a Greek MS.).

St. Audalus preserved from harm under most revolting cruelty (A.D. 450). The whip employed by the Goths was a kind of *kobila*, consisting of a long straight leather handle strengthened with metal wire, so as to make it both stiff and heavy. The lash was made of slips of leather braided with iron wire, and terminating in a little iron hook. The victim was bound to what was called the *kobila*, i.e. two boards one above the other; the head being bound to the higher board, the feet to the lower one, and the hands made to embrace the *kobila* by bonds. The bare back of the victim is thus hollowed, and in this state the public scourger administered 101 lashes, unless the sufferer died before the number was completed. Audalus went to preach the gospel to the army of Attila, and being seized by the Hun's brother Wuillielm, was ordered to be scourged or knout. The lash cut through his flesh like a knife, and being swept across the back horizontally, made long furrows by means of the iron hook, detaching huge goblets of flesh at each blow. Wuillielm himself was present, and thinking his victim dead, gave orders to cease the scourging. Being unbound from the *kobila*, the martyr was left for the nonce as a dead body, to be buried at some convenient leisure; but he had only fainted, and being miraculously healed, went and preached to the Ostrogoths. He was now seized by Valamir, who ordered him to be knout again, and blamed Wuillielm for not having given the pestilent fellow the full number of blows. Valamir made a public exhibition of his victim, and said, if he survived the scourging, he should drink to the health of the gods in a cup of liquid lead. The day of the "spectacle" arrived. St. Audalus was bound to the *kobila*, and received the 101 lashes; but life not being extinct, he was unbound, set on his feet, and handed the cup of molten lead to drink. He took the cup, made the sign of the cross, and (our author says) "l'avalas (i.e. the lead) comme une confortable liqueur." There was a sort of rough justice in these Goths. Audalus had received the awarded punishment, and was set free. The Goths scorned to follow the Roman fashion of cutting off the head of their victim who happened to survive. Being released, the sufferer was warned to leave the place, and never again attempt to corrupt the soldiers of Attila, lest a worse thing should befall him.—L'abbé Authier, Études Historiques et Religieuses sur le Pays de la Haute Vallées de l'Ariège (1870).

St. Peter Balsam, being tortured, felt no pain (A.D. 311). Peter Balsam, being brought before the emperor Severus, was commanded to sacrifice to the Roman gods, and as he refused to do so, he was gibbeted on the chevalet (see Index); and while he was thus racked, he was torn with iron combs. As his blood flowed in great profusion, the spectators implored him to offer sacrifice to put an end to such horrible torture. "How torture?" cried the martyr. "I protest that I feel none. I am persuaded that nothing which can be done unto me can in any wise harm me; for has not the prince of the apostles said, 'Who is he that shall harm you, if you be followers of that which is good?'" The martyr was then taken down from the chevalet, and crucified.—Dom Ruinart, *Life of St. Peter Balsam*.

St. Chrisantus found that no instrument of torture hurt him. St. Chrisantus was cast into a stinking dungeon, but immediately he entered it, the foul stench was converted into a delicious perfume. He was bound with gyves and fetters, but the chains crumbled into dust when they touched him. He was then packed in a fresh bull's hide, and laid in the hot sun; but the hide, instead of shrinking, and squeezing him to death, proved only a pleasant garment from the heat. Then
HARM AVERTED: EUGENIA, FELIX.

was he bound with heavier chains, but
they also fell into powder. The dungeon
in which they thrust him had no window,
and was usually pitch dark, but while
St. Chrisantus was there, it was beauti-
fully illuminated with celestial light.
The officers now bound him to a whipping-
post, but the iron bullets with which the
whip was laden became perfectly soft,
and instead of breaking through the skin,
relieved the force of the lashes. He was
next put upon the armentarium (see
Index), a cruel instrument of torture; but
the cords which bound him fell from him
like tow; the post snapped asunder;
and the torches which were to burn his
sides went out. The tribune Claudius
and all the officers of the prison, amazed
at these miracles, came to the saint, and
kneeling at his feet, prayed to be baptized.
So the saint embraced them; and that
day were added to the Church the
tribune Claudius, his wife Hilaria, their
two sons Iaso and Maurus, all the house-
hold slaves, the whole band of soldiers,
and all the prison officials. (See Acts
xvi. 25-84.)—Verinus and Armenius
(priests of St. Stephen, pope and martyr),
Life of St. Chrisantus. Metaphrastes
enlarged this life. See also the Roman
martyrology, Usuardus, and Surius,
vil. v.

St. Eugenia unharmed by fire, water, and
other tortures (A.D. 188-260). St. Eugenia
was the daughter of Philippus and
Claudia. Her father, as augustal pre-
flect of Egypt, when Eugenia was ten
years old, took up his abode in Alex-
andria; but ten years later suffered a
martyr’s death, after which Eugenia and
her mother returned to Rome. During
the reign of Decius, Nicetius the prefect
arrested Eugenia for being a Christian,
and his sentence was, that she should be
taken to the temple of Diana, and if she
refused to sacrifice to the goddess, to be
put to death by tortures. She was,
accordingly, dragged to the isle of
Lycaonia, when the lictor said, “Sacrifice,
Eugenia, and live.” “My God,” cried
Eugenia, “Thou knowest the secrets of
the heart, and hast promised to be a
present help to those who call upon Thee.
Now glorify Thy name, and cover with
confusion those who serve idols and put
their trust in graven images.” As she
thus spoke, the isle trembled as with an
earthquake, the temple was shaken to
the ground, and the image of Diana was
broken to pieces. The immense crowd
was divided in their opinion; some de-
clared Eugenia was innocent, but others
that she was a magician. The emperor,
being told of what had happened, gave
orders for the witch to be thrown into
the Tiber, with a large stone round her
neck. Now was God’s opportunity.
The stone loosed from the martyr’s neck,
and Eugenia seated herself on the surface
of the river, as if upborne by the hands
of angels. As the water had spared the
victim, the emperor ordered her to be
cast into a fiery furnaco. She was,
accordingly, taken to the Porta Capena,
where were the Thermes of Severus, and
was cast into the hypocaust; but the fire
instantly went out and lost its heat.
It was in vain that the attendants tried to
light it again; the wood piled on the
hypocaust smoked, but would not burn.
The martyr was now thrust into a dark
dungeon, and was to be allowed neither
drink nor food; but God lightened the
dungeon, and Christ Himself came to His
servant, holding bread in His hand of
dazzling whiteness. “I am thy Saviour,”
said He, “and will receive you this day
into paradise.” It was Christmas morn-
ing, and at daybreak the executioner
entered the dungeon, and cut off her
head.—L’abbé Tourmel (canon of Arms),
History of St. Eugenia.

St. Felix, St. Fortunatus, and St. Achei
lus miraculously protected under
torture (A.D. 212). Cornelius treated
the saints Felix, Fortunatus, and Achei-
lus with diabolical cruelty. They were first
scourged with ox sinews, and when the
scourging was over, the brute said to
them, “There, where were your gods, that
they could look on and not succour you?
The Christ of which you prate so bravely,
you see, could not rescue you.” “If you
were not bat-blind,” said St. Felix, “you
would see with your own eyes that all
your scourging has not left a mark upon
us.” “Off with the traitors to the
dungeon!” roared Cornelius; “we will
soon see who is to be master, Cornelius
or Christ.” At night an angel came,
delivered them from prison, and com-
manded them to go into the temples and
break with hammers the amber statue of
Jupiter, with the idols of Mercury and
Saturn. The rage of Cornelius was now
unbounded, and he ordered them to be
bound with their hands behind their backs,
their legs and ribs to be broken, and then,
being fastened to a wheel, to be enveloped
in stinking smoke; after that they were
to be impaled on the equilus (see Index)
for a day and night. Seeing all his
cruelty unavailing, in a spirit of desperation Cornelius ordered the licitors to cut off their heads.—L'abbé Nadal, *Histoire Hagiologique du Diocèse de Valence.*

The marvellous "history" of St. Julian under torture (Jan. 9, A.D. 318). Marcin was sent by Maximinus II., emperor of Rome, to extirpate the Christian religion in Antioch. One of his first acts was to summon St. Julian before him, and command him to offer incense to the gods. As Julian refused to do so, Marcin ordered the licitors to load him with chains, drag him through the streets, and at each turn to torture him with a different kind of punishment. Celsus, the only son of the governor, seeing the martyr pass, was touched with pity, and, running up to the man of God, prayed to be admitted one of his disciples. Marcin, out of all patience at this untimely sympathy, ordered his son to be thrust into Julian's dungeon; and as soon as the two entered it, the darkness of the horrible cell was dispelled by celestial light, and its foulness by odours from paradise; so that the twenty warders were all converted. Next day the emperor commanded the governor to put Julian and all his fellow-Christians to immediate death. Accordingly, Marcin ordered his officers to fill thirty large jars with burning oil, resin, and pitch, and thrust Julian and his companions therein. As the martyrs were led from the dungeon, the bearers of a dead man happened to pass by, and Marcin, in mockery, told Julian to restore the dead man to life. This he did; and the dead man, rising on his feet, cried with a loud voice, "Jesus Christ of Nazareth is the true God, and it is He who has given me life." Marcin, beside himself with rage, ordered his officers to seize the resuscitated man, and put him to death with Julian and his gang. So Julian, with thirty others, were all thrown into the burning oil. But God converted it into a refreshing bath, as saith the psalmist (Lxi. 12): "We went through fire and through water, but we found there only refreshment." Marcionella, the governor's wife, hearing of these things, went to see her son Celsus in the dungeon, hoping to turn him, but was herself converted and baptized. Marcin, in a paroxysm of rage, ordered the twenty warders to be put to instant death, but remanded back to prison Julian, Celsus, Marcionella, and Anastasius (the man resuscitated), till he could make up his mind what to do next. He was advised to proclaim a grand festival to be held in the temple of Jupiter, and to assemble there all the priests of the city to offer sacrifice. The four Christians were brought into the temple, and told to pit their god Christ against the god Jupiter. The four fell on their knees in prayer, when suddenly the earth opened, and swallowed up all the idols and all their priests. Metaphrastes adds, "Even to the present day, flames of fire issue from the earth where these slaves of Satan went down alive into the pit." The four Christians were taken back to their prison, when lo! the twenty warders who had been beheaded, Basilissa the wife of Julian, and a vast throng of the heavenly host, filled the dungeon. Basilissa told Julian he should join her on the morrow in heaven. Well, on the morrow a huge fire was kindled by the order of Marcin, and the four Christians were cast bound into the midst of it; but the fire only burnt their bonds, and did the saints no harm. They were then cast to the wild beasts; but the wild beasts only fawned on them, and licked them lovingly. Every device he could think of thus failing him, the governor ordered the four martyrs to be beheaded, with several felons, murderers, and other malefactors, that no one might be able to distinguish the bodies of the saints from those of the criminals; but even in this he was foiled, for at night the souls of the saints appeared visibly, each sitting on its own dead body, and the Christians, who came at night to bury them, were guided by an unerring sign to the bodies of the four martyrs. So they buried them honourably, and if any shadow of doubt remained respecting their identity, it was soon removed by the many miracles wrought by the holy relics. Amongst other miracles, ten lepers were healed by these relics in one day.—Mgr. Guérin (chamberlain to pope Leo XIII.), *Vies des Saints,* vol. 1, pp. 236, 237 (7th edit. 1880).

*St. Macra subjected to frightful tortures without harm* (third century). Rictiovarus was sent by the emperors Diocletian and Maximian to root out Christianity from Gaul. His first victim was St. Macra of Reims, and as she refused to renounce the hated religion and worship the "divine emperors," she was put to the torture. Rictiovarus now asked if she would repent. "Know, tyrant and child of the devil," she replied, "it is not in the power of man to shake my faith." The judge then ordered her to be burnt alive; so she was taken to
Famines, stripped of all her raiments, and tied to a stake. As she showed no sign of fear, the judge commanded his executioners to cut off both her breasts; this was done, and she was taken back to prison. Here God restored her breasts, and healed all her wounds, so that not even a scar could be seen. When brought next morning before Rictiovarus, he asked her who had cured her wounds. "Jesus Christ, my Lord," she replied. "Fool!" said the judge. "I ask if you will obey the divine emperors." "I obey God," said the maiden, "and Him only will I serve." She was now thrown on broken potsherds and fagots. The fagots were set on fire, and the victim rolled backwards and forwards over the potsherds; but God was with her, and she felt no pain. After a time, however, God sent His angel to bring her soul to paradise, and her body returned to the earth, earth to earth, and dust to dust.—Acta Sanctorum (Bollandists), vol. ii. June 11.

The marvellous story of St. Prisca under torture. St. Prisca was only thirteen years old, when she was taken before Claudius I., and accused of being a Christian. The emperor commanded her to be taken at once to the temple of Apollo, and compelled to worship the god of her fathers. Prisca said she would only worship the Maker of heaven and earth, and Jesus Christ whom He had sent to redeem sinners. The emperor hereupon commanded the malapert little minx to be stripped to the skin, and whipped, till she knew better than to insult the gods of ancient Rome. When the child was stripped naked, God clothed her body in a raiment of light, so dazzling as to blind those who ventured to look at her. Limenius advised the emperor to smear her body with oil to destroy the light which issued from it; but the oil, instead of dimming the light, only diffused a most ravishing odour through all the prison. Claudius, being thus thwarted, grew very angry, and bade the prefect tear the young witch's body to pieces with iron hooks; but the hooks never touched the delicate skin, nor dimmed its lustre. Prisca was next day cast naked into the amphitheatre, to a famished lion, but the lion crouched at her feet like a lamb. She was then impaled on the equeles (see Index), but received no hurt. Next day she was thrown into a brasier, but the fire scorched her not. Being foiled in every way, the emperor in desperation commanded the young sorceress to be conducted beyond the city walls, and there to be beheaded. This was done, Jan. 19, A.D. 54.—Roman Martyrology.

St. Restituta unharmed by tortures (third century). Restituta, the Christian daughter of a Roman patrician, was carried by an angel from Rome to Sora (about forty miles), and left in the house of a widow, whose son had been a leper for two years and eight months. The saint offered a prayer, and the young leper was instantly made clean. The miracle came to the ears of Agathius, the proconsul, who sent for Restituta. "Tell me, damsel," said the proconsul, "your name, parentage, religion, and what motive brought you to Sora." "My name," she replied, "is Restituta, my father is a Roman patrician, my religion is the Christian faith, and I was brought here by an angel to win souls to Christ." "My pretty maiden," said Agathius, "leave off this nonsense, obey the law, and you shall be my bride." "Judge," she replied, "I hate frivolity. I will never forsake Christ for dumb idols; and as I am the bride of the great Creator, neither will I nor can I be thy wife." The proconsul, angry at this answer, ordered the maiden to be laid on the ground and beaten with scorpions (see Index). She uttered no groan, but sang sweetly and softly, "Blessed be the Lord God of Israel, who has visited His servant. I rejoice in the parure of my Spouse. Alleluia." "What is that you say?" said the proconsul. "Do you call these stripes your parure?" "Yes," said the Christian maiden; "and I reckon the present sufferings as nothing to the glory which shall be revealed hereafter." The judge, more and more incensed, ordered the young damsel to be confined in the prison dungeon, to be heavily laden with chains, and to be kept seven days without food or drink. This order was strictly carried out; but an angel came into her dungeon, healed all her wounds, filled the prison with celestial light, broke the chains to powder, relieved her hunger and her thirst, and made her beautiful as a saint in light. The guards were terribly alarmed, ran into the dungeon, and, casting themselves at the maiden's feet, prayed to be admitted into the Christian communion. Restituta sent for a priest named Cyril, who baptized the new converts, to the number of nine souls. When Agathius heard thereof, he ordered his apparitors to bring Restituta, Cyril,
and the neophytes to his tribunal, and said to the converts, "Is it true, what I am told, that you have forsaken the immortal gods, whom all the princes of Rome adore, to worship a crucified malefactor?" "It is true, O judge, that we avouch ourselves to be the servants of Jesus Christ, the Creator of all things, the true God, and the Redeemer of man." "Take these fellows at once," cried the judge, "to the golden temple, and if they refuse to offer incense, off with their heads." They refused to offer incense, and were all beheaded. When the persecution ceased, this golden temple was razed to the ground, and a Christian Church was built on the site, in honour of the Mother of Christ, and St. Peter prince of the apostles. Cyril and Restituta were now condemned to have their bodies burnt with torches; but they felt no sort of pain, because the Holy Ghost lighted within them the flame of God's grace. Nay, more; the torches were extinguished as often as they were lighted, and the executioners, blinded with the smoke, fainted. When they came to themselves, they said to Cyril and Restituta that the God of Christians is the only true God, and they also become converts; but Agathius ordered both the men to be beheaded. Restituta was then again brought before the proconsul. "What are we to do with this sacrilegious enchanter?" said Agathius to his officers. "She melts iron by her witchcraft, sows light in darkness, quenches fire with a word, and corrupts the imperial soldiers. She first befuddled nine of the guard, then two; and is not afraid to blaspheme our immortal gods." Then, turning to the maiden, he said, "In virtue of the imperial edict, we condemn Restituta as a sorcerer, and order her to be taken to the river Caruellus, there to be beheaded, with Cyril and the two others, their heads to be flung into the river as food of fishes, and their bodies left a prey to dogs and wolves and the birds of heaven." After their execution, the four bodies were buried by some pious Christians. The end of this tale is not yet. What follows is in harmony with some marvellous antecedents. After a few days, the murdered Restituta, with her three companions, all resplendent in glory, and surrounded with angels innumerable, appeared to the venerable Amasius, bishop of Sora, and said to him, "Up, father, and go without delay to the spot of our martyrdom. There you will find our heads, thrown by the executioners into the Caruellus. The waters have now left them on the river bank. Go, pick them up, and place them with our truncated bodies." The bishop rose, went to the river bank, and found the four heads, as the apparition had said. He brought them to Sora, placed them with the bodies, and gave the martyrs a glorious sepulture.—Acta Sanctorum (Bollandists), vol. vii. May 29.

St. Sabas, the Goth, unharmed by divers tortures (A.D. 372). Athanaric, king of the Goths, in A.D. 370, raised a fierce persecution against the Christians, in which fifty-seven martyrs fell, the principal of which were Nicetas and Sabas. The persecution began by compelling all men to eat meat offered to idols, and was at its height about Easter, 372. It was then that Atharidus, son of Rostethus, entered unexpectedly into the chamber of Sabas, with an armed troop, and dragged him naked over thorns and brambles which had been set on fire, driving him on with whips and sticks. At daybreak, Sabas said to his persecutors, "You have dragged me naked over burning thorns and rough roads, but see! my body is unharmed, my feet unbruised. You have whipped me with all your might, but see! not a wale, not a mark, is to be found on my whole body." This, indeed, was quite true, but only enraged his persecutors the more; so they laid the axletree of a cart on his neck, and, stretching out his hands, fastened them to the end thereof; in a similar manner, they bound his feet to another axletree, drawing them asunder as far as possible; then, pushing him violently, they left him in this improvised rack for the night. When they were gone, the woman of the house where he lodged cut the thongs and bade him escape, but this he refused to do; and next morning, Atharidus, seeing him free, had him bound again, and hung by one finger to a baulk of the prison-cell. He then sent for some meat which had been offered to idols, and commanded the Christian athlete to eat thereof; but he stoutly refused, saying, "This meat is impure and profane, as Atharidus himself, who tempts me with it." One of the slaves of Atharidus now struck him against the breast with the head of his javelin, with such force that all present believed he was killed; but St. Sabas said to the slave, "Did you think you had slain me? Why, man, I no more felt your blow
than if you had flung a lock of wool at me." Atharidus, beside himself with rage, ordered the magician to be thrown into the Mussovo, now called the Mussovo. As Sabas came to the river-side, "I see," said he exultingly, "what you cannot see. Lo! there, on the other side, stand angels, waiting to carry my soul to paradise." The executioners again bound the axletree about his neck, and threw him into the river. Thus died he, "by water and by wood, symbols of baptism and the cross," say his acts, "at the early age of thirty-eight, April 12, A.D. 372." In Christian art he is represented suspended by one finger to a beam or a tree.—St. Ascholius (bishop of Thessalonica), A Letter written to the Church of Cappadocia by the Church of Gothia.

St. Savinian unharmed by a variety of tortures (A.D. 275). The martyrdom of St. Savinian by the emperor Aurelian, in Champagne, is one of those marvellous accumulations met with in the lives of the saints. Not quite so wonderful as that of St. Thyrsus (q.v.), but sufficiently so to merit a separate mention.

He was first scourged naked, with ropes' ends, till not a spot in his whole body could be found which had not its proper gash. While this scourging was going on, Aurelian stood by mocking his victim, and saying, "This flagellation is nothing to what I have in store for you, if you persist in your blasphemous obstinacy." The martyr seemed as if his body had been made of brass, and replied, "The earth, the more it is laboured, the more fertile it becomes; and the true Christian, like Christ, is made perfect by suffering." Aurelian, irritated by this answer, had a burning helmet forced on the martyr's head; but the red-hot metal did him no harm, and was the means of the conversion of three persons present at the spectacle. St. Savinian, rejoicing to see the blood of the servants of Christ made the seed of the Church, chid the emperor for the folly of his malice; and the emperor, more and more annoyed, commanded the rebel to be laid on a catasta or iron grating (see Index), under which fires in braziers were placed; but the God who preserved His three servants in the fiery furnace, preserved St. Savinian from injury in this case also. Aurelian, not to be foiled by the God of Christians, now commanded his soldiers to bind the traitor to a post, and every one "in his whole army" to discharge an arrow at him; but again Jochavah interposed, and turned aside the arrows. Not one reached the body of the saint; one, however, turning aside and wounding the emperor in the right eye. St. Savinian was then taken back to prison, while Aurelian racked his brain to find out some new torments. The emperor might have saved himself the trouble, for at night the chains which bound his victim snapped asunder, the prison doors flew open, and St. Savinian, passing the guards unchallenged, fled towards the Seine. In the morning, Aurelian was informed of the escape of his prisoner, and sent a squadron of soldiers after him, with orders to cut off his head. They followed the saint to the river, which had overflowed its banks. St. Savinian walked across the water, as Jesus walked on the sea, but the soldiers were unable to pursue. Now followed one of those strange marvels only to be met with in lives of the saints. No sooner had St. Savinian crossed the flood, than he prayed God to give a passage to the Roman soldiers also. His prayer was heard, for God intended to take the martyr to Himself. The squadron soon overtook the fugitive, and cut off his head as the emperor had commanded. This occurred Jan. 24, A.D. 275.—Bollandus, Acta Sanctorum, vol. iii. Jan. 29. (See also Nicolas des Guerrois, Sainteté Chrétienne de l'Eglise de Troyes.)

It would be absurd to subject the above to criticism, as professed miracles are beyond the pale of criticism; but one or two points of a purely historic character may be noticed. In the first place, the narrative seems to assume that Aurelian's army carried bows and arrows, which was not the case. Bows and arrows were not used in the Roman army at all, but only by hunters. Auxiliaries accustomed to the bow were allowed to be their national weapon, but the Roman soldier was never so armed. Again, no doubt Aurelian persecuted Christians, but the wanton barbarity here referred to him is quite out of character. The narrative does not say that one of his proconsuls or lieutenants was guilty of these diabolical acts, but the emperor himself in person. What is worst of all this: Aurelian was not in Gaul in 275. He left the year preceding, and was himself assassinated somewhere between Byzantium and Heraclea. Jan. 29, 274, the very day he is said to have sent his soldiers to behead Savinian. The "miracles" must stand on their own bases, but history is a fair subject of criticism.

St. Thomas was not hurt by burning iron or a fiery oren. St. Thomas went to the city of Calamine, in India, where the king held his court; but, although the apostle wrought many miracles in his presence, he would not believe. Being angry because Thomas denied the sun to be a god, the king ordered him to be tortured with sundry kinds of torments. Amongst others, he had red-hot iron plates laid on his naked body, but they harmed him not. He was also cast into a burning oven, but the oven burnt him
HARM AVERTED: VICTOR, VITUS.

St. Victor was subjected to all sorts of tortures, but received no harm (second century). St. Victor of Damascus was summoned to the tribunal of Sebastian for being a Christian, and as he refused to abjure his faith, his fingers were first broken, his skin flayed, and then was he cast into a fiery furnace. Having remained here for three days, he was taken out, having suffered literally nothing. He was then compelled to swallow poison, but the deadly draughts did him no harm. His nerves were then drawn from his body, his body drenched with boiling oil, flaming torches held to his sides, and chalk and vinegar poured down his throat. His eyes were plucked out, and he was hung to a tree head downwards; but in all this, which lasted three days, so far from suffering any pain, he did not even feel the tortures.

"He was well called Victor, for he was victorious over the feebleness of nature, the rage of demons, and the savagery of man."—Les Petits Bollandistes (1880), vol. v, p. 537.

St. Vitus of Sicily, amidst horrible tortures, preserved from harm (A.D. 308). Vitus was the son of an illustrious family in Sicily, and was but twelve years old, when Valerian arrived in the island, with a commission from Diocletian to stamp out the pestilential rebels called Christians, who never obeyed the emperor, nor reverenced the gods. One of the first persons apprehended was Vitus, and the governor sent for the child's father, bidding him correct the boy, and teach him his duty better. The father tried all in his power to induce the boy to abandon "the pestilential sect," but without avail; whereupon Valerian had him brought to his tribunal. "Boy," said the governor, "how dare you resist the authority of your father and the emperor?" "Sire," said the boy, "whether I ought to obey man rather than God, judge ye." The father, who was present, exclaimed, "Ah me! unhappy in such a son!" "Nay," said the boy, "happy you should call yourself to have a son which is also a son of God." The prefect, hearing these words, ordered the boy to be beaten; but the boy received the blows so quietly, that he seemed not to feel their force. The prefect cried out, "Why don't you scourge him harder, as he deserves to be?

Fools! your arms are like those of a girl." The officers, on hearing this, lifted up their arms to obey; but they were dried up like a stick, and lost all power. "The boy is a sorcerer," cried Valerian. "No," said the boy, "not so. Christ is my all, and in Him do I put my trust." Then, going up to the men, he touched their arms, and they returned to their strength. Valerian, touched with this miracle, delivered the boy to his father, with strict injunction to use his best endeavours to bring him to a better state of mind. The father, thinking the best plan would be to surround his son with every sort of pleasure and self-indulgence, fitted up a room for the purpose; but the boy rejected every allurement, and prayed with earnestness, "O Saviour, leave me not, nor forsake me." The chamber was forthwith filled with celestial light and a delicious perfume, and twelve precious stones of marvellous brilliancy appeared in the midst. The domestics set to wait on the boy saw the light, and confessed they had never seen the like in any of the temples of the gods. The father came to see it, when twelve angels of unearthly splendour and beauty met his view; but he was blinded by the excess of light. Being in great pain, he was led to the temple of Jupiter, and prayed the god to help him; but no help came. He then went to his son, and asked him to restore his sight; whereupon the boy put his hands on the blind eyeballs, saying, "O Saviour, the Light of the world, give light to these sightless orbs," and immediately sight was restored to them again. Valerian, being informed of these things, resolved to put the boy to death; but an angel appeared to Modestus, the boy's tutor, and ordered him to take the lad to Italy. Modestus, therefore, accompanied with Crescentius, took him to Naples. Here the three exiles were fed by an eagle, but the boy performed so many miracles that his whereabouts could not be hid. It so happened that the son of Diocletian was possessed of a demon which cruelly tormented him, and all sorts of superstitions were employed for his deliverance, without effect. The devil in every case cried out, "It is of no use; only Vitus shall dislodge me." The emperor, hearing this over and over again, sent for St. Vitus, and brought him, with Modestus and Crescentius, to Rome. Diocletian asked Vitus if he could cure the prince,
"No," replied Vitus; "but God can by my means." Diocletian implored the young saint to do something for the prince; so, putting his hands on the prince's head, he said with a loud voice, "Thou wicked spirit, I command you, in the name of Christ, come forth." This did he with a horrible noise, and "beaucoup d'idolâtres qui avaient insulté les saints, furent frappés de mort." Diocletian offered St. Vitus apartments in the palace, a seat at the imperial table, and even a share of the empire, if he would accept these proofs of his gratitude; but St. Vitus replied, "These offers, if accepted, would deprive me of far better. It would be bartering heaven for earth, the Lord of lords and King of kings for an earthly monarch, eternity and its glory for time and its uncertainty." The emperor replied, "You talk like a child; but if indeed you reject my favours, you shall feel my displeasure." "I neither accept your bribes, O emperor, nor regard your threats," said Vitus. At these words, Diocletian ordered St. Vitus, with Modestus and Crescentius, to be laden with chains of forty pounds weight, and to be cast into prison. While in prison angels, and even Jesus Christ, came to comfort them, and bade them be of good courage, for a crown of everlasting glory was prepared for them. Diocletian, being told that the prison had been converted into an earthly paradise, commanded Vitus to be cast into a cauldron filled with resin, pitch, and molten lead; but the saint made the sign of the cross, and invoking Him who delivered the three Hebrew youths, received no sort of harm, not even a hair of his head being singed—nay, more; the deadly bath seemed to give him new life and new beauty. Diocletian came to see him, and Vitus said to him, "Is it possible, miserable wretch, that you cannot see your own blindness, and that it is useless to fight against God?" But this new Pharaoh only hardened his heart, and commanded Vitus to be cast to a terrible lion, "doint le ruissement seul épouvantait toute l'assemblée." The lion, however, instead of tearing the martyr to pieces, crouched at his feet, licking them lovingly; "ce qui fut cause de la conversion d'un grand nombre d'idolâtres." The emperor looked on Vitus as a magician, and ordered him, together with Modestus and Crescentius, to the rack. By the violence of this engine, not only were all their joints

pulled from their sockets, but their bones were forced through the skin of their bodies, and their entrails came out. The weather at the time was brilliant and serene, but all of a sudden thick clouds came rolling on, thunder and lightning terrified the people, and thunderbolts falling on the temples crashed the idols to pieces. "L'empereur même s'enfuit plein de confusion, et de dépit de se voir vaincu par un jeune enfant." An angel now came and unbound the martyrs from the racks, healed their bodies, restored their strength, and carried them miraculously from Rome to Silo. Vitus prayed that God would take him, and a voice from heaven replied, saying, "This day shalt thou be with Me in paradise."—Mgr. Guérin (chamberlain of pope Leo XIII.), *Vies des Saints*, vol. vii. pp. 26-29 (7th edit. 1880).

This is the most outrageous life I know. In this led is accumulated all the wonders of all the martyrs. He is the quintessence of martydom. All children drawn by monks are frightful prizes.

**Heart and Treasure go together. (See IDOLS SHATTERED, pt. i.)**

**Matt. vi. 21. Where your treasure is, there will your heart be also.**

**St. Antony proves that a miser's heart is in his money-bags.** St. Antony of Padua, preaching a funeral sermon over a rich man of very penurious habits, took for his text, "Where your treasure is, there will your heart be also." He said, "This is obviously true, insomuch as the heart of the deceased would not be found in his dead body, but in his money-bags." Search being made, sure enough there was no heart in the dead body, but in one of the largest of the money-bags there was the dead man's heart, as fresh as if it had only that moment been removed from the carcase.—Edward Kinesman (A.D. 1623), *Lives of the Saints*, p. 368.

**Heathen Gods are Devils.**

**Lxxv. xvill. 7. They shall no more offer sacrifice unto devils.**

**Deut. xxxii. 17. They sacrificed unto devils, not to God.**

**Psalm cvi. 36, 37. They served their idols, which were a snare to them. Yes, they sacrificed their sons and their daughters unto devils.**

**1 Cor. x. 19, 20. What say I then? that the idol is anything, or that which is offered in sacrifice to idols is anything? I say, that the things which the Gentiles sacrifice, they sacrifice to devils.**

**Rev. ix. 20. The men repented not of the works of their hands, that they should not**
worship devils, even idols of gold, and silver, and brass, and stone, and wood, which neither can see, nor hear, nor talk.

Apollo confesses he is no god, but only a devil, to St. George of Lydda (A.D. 280–303). The emperor Diocletian had put St. George of Cappadocia to many great tortures for being a Christian, without being able to wean him from the new faith. He then tried to wheedle him back by smooth words and great promises. St. George promised to go with the emperor to the temple of Apollo, and Diocletian, supposing he had made a convert, commanded the senate and the court to be present in the temple, and witness St. George's renunciation. The Christian took his stand directly before the idol, and said with a loud voice, "Apollo, tell me, art thou a god?" The fiend in the statue answered, "No, George, I am not a god. There is but one God, and that is the Maker of heaven and earth." "Who are ye, then?" demanded St. George. "We are the angels who lost their first estate, and were cast out of heaven for rebellion." "If so," said St. George, "why do ye deceive men? and how dare ye remain in my presence, seeing I serve the living God?" So saying, he made the sign of the cross before the idol, and immediately was heard a tremendous uproar, the devils howling, and the idol of Apollo falling to the ground. Away flew the devils out of the temple, and the idol of Apollo, with many others, was ground to powder.—Baronius, Roman Martyrology; Acta Sanctorum; and Dr. Heylin, History of St. George.

Lipmannus tells us, in all the East the life of St. George is told in the Campania he has given. Postcards, who wrote the life of the great saint, informs us that he was an eye-witness of the scene above described; and Usuardus is very minute in his details, telling us where and when it occurred, A.D. 290. We are taught to look upon devils as false-tongued, but surely St. George himself could not have spoken more truthfully than these fiends are said to have done.

The devils driven out of the temple of Apollo by St. Gregory the thaumaturgist (A.D. 261). As St. Gregory was on his way to see, he got benighted, near a temple of Apollo, famous for its oracles. He entered the temple, intending to pass the night there; but, that he and his attendants might do so securely, he made the sign of the cross as he entered in. Forthwith "a huge throng of devils flew out of the temple," unable to abide the presence of the saint. These devils had taken upon their abode there, and were accustomed to give responses to those who consulted the oracle. Being driven out, the responses, of course, ceased. St. Gregory and his companions passed the night peacefully, and no mischief befell them.—St. Gregory of Nyssa, Life of St. Gregory Thaumaturgist.

St. Nicholas pulled down a temple of Myra, and ejected a nest of devils. In Myra was a notable temple of the great goddess Diana, which none durst lay hands on. St. Nicholas, however, having collected a band of lusty young fellows, pulled the temple to the ground, and, we are told, "devils were heard roaring and yelling, because they were thus forcibly evicted from their ancient and favourite haunt."—Simeon Metaphrastes, Limes, etc. (Methodus tells the same tale.)

Heaven of Heavens.

Deut. x. 14. Behold, the heaven and the heaven of heavens is the Lord's thy God.
1 Kings xii. 27. Behold, the heaven and the heaven of heavens cannot contain Thee.
Psalm cxx. 16. The heaven, even the heavens, are the Lord's.
Psalm cxlv. 4. Praise Him, ye heavens of heavens, and ye waters that be above the heavens.
2 Cor. xii. 2. I knew a man . . . caught up to the third heaven.

St. Francisca is shown in a vision the three heavens (A.D. 1384–1440). St. Francisca had ninety-three visions in twelve years. The fourteenth vision was heaven, which, she says, was divided into three. The firmament, or starry heaven, in which are the stars, called the host of heaven; the crystalline, a luminous heaven brighter than the firmament; and the empyrean, or heaven of heavens, the place of God's residence, and where the angels and spirits of the just made perfect dwell in everlast- ing joy. She says the "wounds of Jesus are the light of the empyrean."—John Mattiotti, Life of St. Francisca.

The Jews believed in three heavens, as we see by St. Paul, who was "caught up to the third heaven," but the three were these: the aerial, in which the birds fly, the winds blow, and the rain is housed in clouds; the starry heaven; and the heaven of heavens. In regard to the first heaven, read Gen. 1:6-8. Piolany taught the existence of three heavens, called the starry heaven, the crystalline, and the empyrean; but in his system the crystalline, which divided the empyrean from the starry heaven, was noted for its trepidation or shimmering. The idea that the "wounds of Christ produce the light of heaven" is based on Rev. xxi. 23, "The city had no need of the sun, neither of the moon, to shine in it; for the Lamb is the light thereof."

Dante's paradise and heaven of heavens. Dante divides heaven into ten spheres, each of which, he tells us, is appropriated
to its proper order. The first seven are the seven planets, viz. (1) the moon for angels; (2) Mercury for archangels; (3) Venus for virtues; (4) the sun for powers; (5) Mars for principalities; (6) Jupiter for dominions; (7) Saturn for thrones. The eighth sphere is that of the fixed stars for the cherubim; the ninth is the primium mobile for the seraphim; and the tenth is the empyrean of the queen of heaven and the triune Deity. The empyrean, he says, is a sphere of "unbodied light," or, as Milton expresses it, "bright effluence of bright essence, uncreate." This empyrean is what the Jews call the heaven of heavens.

The Mahometan's heaven, and heaven of heavens. Mahomet, in the Koran, ch. xxxiii., says, "We have created [one over another] seven heavens." Of these the first heaven is of pure silver, and here the stars are hung out like lamps on golden chains. Each star has its angel for warden. It was in this heaven the prophet found Adam and Eve. The second heaven is of polished steel, and dazzling in splendour. It was in this heaven the prophet saw Noah. The third heaven is studded with precious stones too brilliant for the eye of man. Here the angel of death (Azrael) is stationed, and, as Mahomet says, "is for ever writing in a large book, and erasing what he has written." What he writes is the birth of man, what he erases is the name at death. The fourth heaven, like the first, is of the finest silver; and here dwells the angel of tears, whose height is "five hundred days' journey," and he sheds ceaseless tears for the sins of man. The fifth heaven is of the purest gold; and here dwells the avenging angel, who presides over elemental fire. It is here the prophet saw Aaron. The sixth heaven is composed of hasala (a sort of carbuncle); and here dwells the guardian angel of heaven and earth, half snow, half fire. It is here the prophet saw Moses, who "wept with envy." The seventh heaven is formed of divine light. Each inhabitant of this sphere has seventy thousand heads, and all the tongues of all the heads are employed day and night in singing the praises of the Most High. It is here the prophet saw Abraham.

Hell. Isa. lxvi. 24. The righteous shall go forth, and look upon the carcases of the men that have transgressed against me; for their worm shall not die, neither shall their fire be quenched; and they shall be as burning unto all flesh. Ex. xxvi. 9. The fearful, and unbelieving, and the abominable, and murderers, and sorcerers, and idolaters, and all liars, shall have their part in the lake which burneth with fire and brimstone. Where their worm dieth not, and the fire is not quenched (Mark ix. 48). There shall be weeping, and gnashing of teeth (Matt. viii. 12).

St. Francisca's vision of hell (A.D. 1384-1440). One day St. Francisca, having shut herself in her cell, was in an ecstasy about four o'clock in the afternoon, and the archangel Raphael came to conduct her through hell. Having come to the gates, she read over them this inscription: "Hell, without hope, without cessation of torment, without repose." The gates opened of themselves, and St. Francisca saw an abyss so deep, so terrible, and from which came such shrieks of anguish, and such a stench, that she could never afterwards speak of it or think about it without her blood freezing in her veins. It was divided into three regions—upper, intermediate, and lower. In the lower region the torments were greatest, and in the upper the least. In the upper region she saw the Jews who rejected Christianity, but were not guilty of great moral offences; here, too, she saw those Christians who neglected confession, and who died without receiving the last offices of the Church. In the lowest region she saw the people of Sodom, and all others who had committed sins contrary to nature. These wretched demons were pierced incessantly with fiery darts. Here, too, she observed usurers stretched on tables of red-hot brass, while demons poured into their throats buckets of liquid metal. In this region were blasphemers, whose tongues were held by hooks. Traitors and hypocrites were here, and their hearts were being torn out of their bodies, but replaced again to endure for ever the same agony. Homicides were here, and women who made away with their own offspring; these wretches wander for ever in a bath of boiling blood to another of thick-ribbed ice, and back again. Apostates were being sown asunder. The incestuous lay imbedded in stinking ordure. Enchanters and sorcerers were pelted with burning quoads. The seven capital sins were punished here—violators of their vows, women who idolized their own beauty, calumniators, and licentious widows.

The whole is too long to transcribe, but those who copy
The Valley of Hinnom. Ge-hinnom was a gorge south and west of Jerusalem, with steep rocky sides, famous for idolatrous rites. Here Solomon built a "high place for Moloch" (1 Kings xi. 7). Here Ahaz and Manasseh made children pass through the fire, "according to the abomination of the heathen." The south-east extremity of the gorge was called Tophet (or the place of burning). King Josiah "defiled the valley" by making it the common cesspool of the city, into which its sewage and offal was conducted, to be carried off by the Kidron. And here all the solid filth of the city was cast. Hence it became a huge nest of insects, whose larvae or worms fattened on the corruption. Fires were kept constantly burning to consume the offal, the refuse of sacrifices, and the bodies of criminals which were thrown there, with the filth and offscouring. Among the latter Jews, this gorge was regarded as a symbol of hell, and the constantly burning fire, with the perpetual breed of worms, are referred to in the Gospels as symbolical of the state of outcasts from God in the life to come. As criminals were cast into the laystall of Tophet, where fire was for ever burning, and worms ceaselessly battened on corruption, so unbelievers shall be cast out as the offscouring of the human race, as the carcasses of criminals and the offal of the city are cast into the Valley of Hinnom.

De Croly's description of Ge-hinnom.

"The vapours that rose hot and sickly before me were the fumes from fires kindled in the Valley of Hinnom, where the refuse of animals, slaughtered for the use of the city, and the other pollutions and remnants of things abominable to the Jews were daily burned. The sudden and perpetual fires, the deadly fumes, and the aspects of the degraded and excluded beings, chiefly public criminals, employed in this hideous task, gave the idea of the place of final evil. Our prophets, in their threats against national betrayers, against the proud and the self-willed, the polluted with idols, and the polluted with that still darker and more incororable idolatry, the worship of the world, pointed to the Valley of Hinnom. The Pharisee, the Essenes, the Sadducees, in the haughty spirit that forgot the fallen state of Jerusalem, and the crimes that had lowered her—the hypocrite, the bigot, the sceptic, alike mad with hopeless revenge, when they saw the Roman cohorts triumphing with their idolatrous ensigns through paths once trod by the holy, or when driven aside by the torrents of cavalry and the gilded chariot in which sat some insolent proconsul fresh from Italy, and looking down on the noblest of our people as the beaten slaves of the stranger—pointed to the Valley of Hinnom. How often, as the days of Jerusalem hurried towards their end, and, by some fatality, the violence of the Roman governors became more frequent and intolerable, have I seen groups of my countrymen hunted into some byway of the city by the hoofs of the Roman horse, consuming with that inward wrath which was soon to flame out with such horrors, flinging up their wild hands as if to upbraid the tardy heavens, gnashing their teeth, and, with the strong contortions of the Oriental countenance, the stormy brow and flashing eye, and lips scarcely audible from the force of their own convulsion, muttering conspiracy. Then, in despair of shaking off that chain which had bound the whole earth, they would appeal to the vengeance of the endless future, and, shrouding their heads in their cloaks, stand like sorcerers summoning up demons, each with his quivering hand stretched out towards the accursed valley, and every tongue groaning 'Gehenna!'"—Salathiel.

Dante's Inferno. Dante divides his hell into nine regions. Of these, the seventh, called Dis, contains three circles; the eighth, called Malebolge, contains ten abysses; and the ninth contains four pits.

Region 1. Is a vast meadow, in which roam Electra, Hector, Æneas, and Julius Caesar; Camilla and Penthesilea; Latinus and Junius Brutus; Julia (Pompey's wife) and Cornelia; and here apart was Saladin. Linos and Orpheus were in this canton; Aristotle, Socrates, and Plato; Democritus, Diogenes, Heraclitus, Empedocles, Anaxagoras, Thales, Dioscorides, and Zeno; Cicero and Seneca; Euclid and Ptolemy; Hippocrates and Galen; Avicen and Averroes.

Region 2 (for sinful love). Here sits Minos in judgment on the ghosts brought before him, and here are heard groans and blasphemies. This canton is the hell of carnal and sinful love; and here the poet places Semiramis, Dido, Cleopatra, and Helen; Achilles and Paris, Tristan, Launcelot, and Francesca.
Region 5 (for gluttons). Here fall in ceaseless showers hail, black rain, and sleety flaw; the air is cold and dun, and a foul stench rises from the soil. Cerberus keeps watch over this canton, set apart for gluttons.

Region 4 (for misers). This canton, presided over by Plutus, “hems in all the woe of all the universe;” and here are gathered the souls of the avaricious, who made no good use of their wealth.

Region 5 (for unrestrained anger). This is the Stygian lake of inky blue. It is a miry bog, the abode of those who put no restraint on their anger.

Region 6. Here Phlegeton was the ferryman; and here was Filippo Argenti.

Region 7. “The city of Dis,” subdivided into three circles: one for those who by force and fraud have done violence to others; one for those who have done violence to themselves, as suicides; and one for those who have done violence to God, as heretics, atheists, and so on.

Region 8. “Malebolge,” subdivided in ten abysses. In the first he saw Jason; in the second was for harlots; in the third was Simon Magus; in the fourth was pope Nicholas III.; in the fifth the ghosts had their heads turned the wrong way—this abyss was for witches and sorcerers; in the sixth was Anna and Caiaphas; the seventh was for robbers of churches; in the eighth was Ulysses and Diomed; in the ninth was Mahomet and Ali, “horribly mangled;” the tenth was for alchemists, coiners, and forgers.

Region 9. “The lowest hell,” in which was the river Cocytus. Here Lucifer and Judas were confined in thick-ribbed ice.

The Tartaros of the Greeks. This is described by Homer and Hesiod as an underground region, vast, dark, and subdivided into four districts. One of them is terrible with its infected lake, its river of fire, its burning furnaces, and its furies, whose office is to torment the tormented. The other three are fields, of more or less enjoyment, for the dead of the better sort. Later poets placed hell proper under Teneros, and described it as a dark region, encompassed with thick forests, and with labyrinths of sewers. Here, they tell us, the souls of the wicked are held in bondage in lakes of ice, or wander in everlasting fire, or are taken from one to the other to aggravate their torment. Tartaros, strictly speaking, is not the hell of the Greeks, but a region beyond; the prison, in fact, of the infernal gods, where the offspring of the Cyclops, Uranus, Saturn, and the Titans, are confined.

The Roman Avernus. Of the Romans placed hell under the lake Avernus, and divided it into seven regions: (1) The paradise of those who knew no evil and have done no good; (2) the paradise of those who have been unjustly condemned to death; (3) the hell of suicides; (4) the “field of tears” for the perjured and faithless; (5) the hell of heroes stained with crimes; (6) the place of torment by fire and torture; and (7) the Elysian fields.

Hell according to the Koran. They who believe not shall have garments of fire fitted to their bodies. Boiling water shall be poured on their heads. Their bowls shall be dissolved thereby, and their skins also; and they shall be beaten with maces of iron. And as often as they shall attempt to get out of the place of torment, they shall be dragged back into it again (ch. x.).

(Dante seems to have borrowed from the Koran; but has still further piled up the agony with poetic licence.)

Ijfurin of Celtic mythology. The Celtic hell was not a place of everlasting heat, so much as of agonizing cold. The heat was said to be that internal heat which arises from fever, the effect of poison. The region is described as sombre, sunless, infected by venomous insects and reptiles, by roaring lions and ravening wolves, by which the tormented were for ever bitten and torn, without suffering death. Those who, like infants and idiots, died neither good nor bad, were said to be doomed to a mitigated hell of perpetual fog, above the other region.

The hell of the native Floridians. The natives of Florida think that criminals are transported at death to mountains in the far north, where they are exposed to wild bears and severe cold.

The hell of the people of Laos, in Asia. According to the teaching of the people of Laos, the wicked are punished in six regions, differing in suffering; but no punishment is for ever. After a certain term, varying according to the degree of wickedness, the souls pass into the bodies of other animals, more or less vile; and gradually mount upwards till they reach again the human state.

The hell of the Parsees. The Guebres believe that the wicked, after death, are tormented by fire, which burns but consumes not. One of the torments they
endure is the "stench of sin." This and the sweet "odour of righteousness" are [Roman] Catholic tenets. Some of the damned, according to the Parsees, are confined in dungeons, where they are for ever choked with thick smoke, and bitten by innumerable insects and reptiles. Others are plunged to the neck in thick ice, while demons tear their flesh with their teeth. Others, again, are hung by the heels, and constantly stabbed with daggers.

The hell of the Santos of Japan. The hell of the Santos is one of envy and disappointment, rather than of elemental fire and cold. The wicked are doomed to wander round and round paradise, that they may see the happy state of the heavenly host, and ever regret the blessings they have lost.

The hell of the Siamese. The Siamese, like Dante, subdivide their inferno into nine regions, but do not hold the doctrine of the eternity of hell-punishment.

The hell of the native Virginians. The Indians of Virginia believe in a hell somewhere in the west. It is a deep ditch filled with devouring flames, and called Popoguno.

_ haduma Hell _ is a most ingenious conception of horrors. The wicked are said to be "beaten with iron hammers, and boiled in iron pots in a mixture of blood and matter; they are fed on food resembling red-hot balls of iron, and plunged in the accursed river Veterani, difficult to cross, and flowing with streams of sharp-edged razors. The torments, though not eternal, are to endure 612,000,000,000 times as long as it would take to clear away a large heap of tiny sesamum-seed, at the rate of one seed in a hundred years."

Holiness better than Rubies.

Prov. iii. 15. Wisdom is more precious than rubies; and all the things thou canst desire are not to be compared to it.

Matt. xiii. 46, 48. The kingdom of heaven is like unto a merchantman seeking goodly pearls, who, when he had found one pearl of great price, sold all that he had and bought it.

Prov. xx. 15. The lips of knowledge are a precious jewel.

Job xxviii. 18. The price of wisdom is above rubies.

Simeon Stylites was so holy that a maggot which fell from him became a pearl (A.D. 459). The body of Simeon Stylites was full of sores covered with maggots. One day a maggot fell from the pillar-saint at the foot of Basilicas, king of the Sara-

cens, and the king, picking it up, laid it on his eye, whereupon it was instantly converted into a magnificent pearl, so large, so beautiful, and of such fine water, that Basilicas valued it more than his whole empire.—Theodoret (fifth century), Church History.

Honi soit qui mal y pense.

Très i. 15. Unto the pure all things are pure; but unto them that are defiled is nothing pure; but even their mind and conscience is defiled.

Rom. xi. 14. To him that esteemeth anything unclean, to him it is unclean.

1 Cor. xiii. 5. Charity thinketh no evil.

The pruient modesty of St. Angela of Brescia (A.D. 1472–1540). St. Angela of Brescia was between sixty-five and sixty-six years of age when she died; but even at that advanced age, the religious ceremony of washing her dead body was revolting to her modesty. "Elle imagina de se rendre à elle-même cet office, pour épargner à son corps virginal la honte d'être découvert, même lorsqu'il ne serait plus un tabernacle de son âme sainte."—Life of St. Angela of Brescia (Montpellier, 1604).

This appears to me a most pruient sort of modesty indeed. The dead body of an old woman of sixty-five could conjure up no immodest thoughts in waiting-women of a middle age, any more than the chickens, rabbits, hare, and game which a cook has to handle, clean, and dress. The very notion shows an immodest and perverted imagination, and not a mind pure as purity, chaste as the driven snow, purged of earthly thoughts and carnal imaginations. These examples of mock-modesty are quite revolting to read about.

The immodest modesty of St. Francisca in infancy (A.D. 1419). The modesty of St. Francisca was innate. Even from her cradle she had a horror of immodesty, insomuch that she would not allow either of her parents to nurse her till she was dressed, nor would she allow any of the other sex, not even her own father, to kiss or fondle her, although such a liberty is authorized by nature to all parents.—John Mattiotti (her ghostly father), Life of St. Francisca, recited at her canonization, May 29, 1606.

No one can for a moment doubt that this manifestation of prudery was the record of a monk. No father could ever have dreamt of such a thing. To a nunnery that Mattiotti did not call to mind that beautiful instance of real modesty recorded of Adam and Eve in paradise—they did not even "know that they were naked." The squeamishness of St. Francisca, instead of proving her innate modesty, can only prove that her impure thoughts were far above her age.

A fellow who insulted St. Galla fell to the earth in convulsions. One day when St. Galla, with her handmaids, entered a house of low reputation on a mission.
charity, a fellow cried out after her, saying, “You call yourself a saint, do you? A pretty saint indeed! I warrant you, no saints ever enter into a house like that.” No sooner had the fellow uttered these base insinuations than he fell to the earth in horrible convulsions. As to the pure all things are pure, so unto them that are defiled is nothing pure.—Les Petits Bollandistes, vol. ii. p. 199.

St. John the Silent would never bathe or wash his body (A.D. 454-558). St. John the Silent was a native of Armenia, of such wonderful “modesty” that he would never wash his body or bathe, “lest he should offend his modesty by looking on his naked body.”—Cyrille, Life of St. John the Silent.

The only inference one can draw from this is that St. John the Silent must have had a most depraved mind, if he could not even wash himself without calling up unchaste and impure thoughts. So far from this being a mark of modesty, it was the self-condemnation of a most immodest mind.

Households set at Variance by the Gospel.

Luke xii. 51, 63. Suppose ye I am come to give peace on earth? I tell you, Nay; but rather division... for the father shall be divided against the son, and the son against the father; the mother against the daughter, and the daughter against the mother; the mother-in-law against the daughter-in-law, and the daughter-in-law against the mother-in-law.

St. Barbara delivered up to torture by her own father. St. Barbara, daughter of Dioscorus, a wealthy noble of Nicomedia, was a Christian, but her father was an idolater. Dioscorus had ordered a bath of white marble to be made for his daughter’s use. When Barbara first entered it, she crossed it with her finger, and the mark she made remained enduringly on the marble. Hundreds saw the cross on the white marble, and many by kissing it were healed of their infirmities. When it caught the eye of Dioscorus it instantly flashed into his mind that his daughter must be a Christian, and so great was his anger, that he handed her over at once to Marrianus to be punished as the law directed. She was accordingly stripped and beaten with ox sinews, after which the raw flesh was irritated by being rubbed with a coarse hair-cloth. She was then led back to her dungeon under the hope that she would recant, but lo! her dungeon was brilliantly illuminated with celestial light, and Jesus Christ was waiting there to strengthen and comfort her. He healed her wounds, assuaged their pain, spoke to her of the reward in store for her, and having filled her heart with heavenly ravishment, left her with the promise that He would come again, and take her to dwell with him for ever in paradise.—Simeon Metaphrastes, Liber dictus Paradisus; and Adam’s Martyrology.

Hundredfold returned.

Matt. xix. 29. Every one that hath forsaken houses, or brethren, or sisters, or father, or mother, or wife, or children, or lands, for My name’s sake, shall receive a hundredfold now, in this life, and in the world to come life everlasting (Mark x. 29, 30).

St. Briocus gives his curse to a leper, and God rewards him (sixth century). While Briocus of Cardigan was a child only ten years old, and was going to fetch water from a fountain, he saw a leper, and having nothing to give him, gave the curse he was carrying in his hand. As this curse was not his own, God “miraculously sent him” another, a hundredfold more beautiful than the one he had given to the leper.—Dom Lobineau, Lives of the British Saints.

The custom of giving what is not one’s own, so frequently recorded in the lives of the saints, may be held up to imitation, is most commendable. It is no act of self-denial, it is undoubtedly dishonest, and if indulged in extensively would be the ruin of society. Let a journeyman give away his master’s goods, let a clerk give away his employer’s money, let children give away what is in the house, without permission, and no one would be trusted. It is perfectly amazing how any one can command and hold up to imitation such obvious dishonesty, yet is this practice most common, and most highly commended in hagiography. Robin Hood might save his conscience by saying he robbed the rich to give unto the poor; but Robin Hood was a “base, dishonest rober,” and not a saint.

St. John the almsgiver felt assured that the Lord returns all charities a hundredfold (A.D. 616). A nobleman having been reduced to the utmost poverty, John, patriarch of Alexandria, gave an order on his treasurer for fifteen pounds of gold. The treasurer, thinking the sum exorbitant, crossed off the “lens,” and gave the man five pounds. During the day, a wealthy lady sent St. John an order for five hundred pounds of gold, as a contribution towards his charities. The almsgiver begged the lady to call on him, and in conversation she remarked, “I wrote the order originally for fifteen hundred, but this morning I observed the ten of your order was erased, so I crossed off the ten of mine.” The patriarch now sent for his treasurer, and learnt what had been done. “I knew it, I felt sure of it,” cried he, “when I asked the lady to call on me. The Lord has assured
us. He returns all charities a hundredfold, and I felt sure that the Lord well knew that five hundred is not a hundredfold of fifteen."

Another instance. Going to matins one day, St. John the almsgiver saw a beggar in rags, and gave him his mantle. Scarcely had he so done, when a stranger put into his hands a purse containing a hundred pounds of gold.

Another instance. St. John, patriarch of Alexandria, finding himself short of money and corn, during a time of death, borrowed a large sum of money for distribution in alms. Soon afterwards two ships from Sicily, laden with wheat, arrived, for the almoner to distribute as he thought fit.

Another instance. At another time three barges laden with corn were wrecked by the fault of the seamen, who, greatly alarmed, took refuge in the church of Alexandria. St. John, the patriarch, spoke kindly to them, and gave them money. As he left the church, a messenger informed him that three barges, double the size of those lost, had just come into harbour for him.

Another instance. Nicetas, in the Persian war, under pretext of public necessity, took from Alexandria all its treasures, leaving only a small pittance for present necessities. The patriarch bore the loss without a murmur, merely saying, "God will provide." The very same hour, some men brought to the church two jars for the patriarch, one labelled "EXCELLENT HONEY FOR THE BISHOP," and the other "UNADULTERATED HONEY." These two large jars were, in reality, filled with gold for the almoner. St. John sent one of the jars to Nicetas, and Nicetas sent back to the patriarch everything he had taken from the Church, and added to this restitution a gift of a hundred pieces of gold, with a note, "Pray God to pardon my sacrilege."—Leontius, Life of the Patriarch John of Alexandria.

St. Helen of Troyes gives water to a beggar, and finds her earthen jug converted into silver. St. Helen of Troyes certainly strikes us as a very marvellous coincidence; and it becomes still more strange when we are informed that the king of Corinth was her father, but nothing is known about the year of her birth and death. She is, however, the patron saint of the diocese of Troyes. We are told this marvellous story about her, at the early age of twelve years. Going one day to a fountain to fetch water, a beggar asked her to give him drink. The damsel instantly handed him her jug, and when she received it back again, she was not a little surprised to find her earthen vessel had been converted into silver.—L'abbé Defer, Saints du Diocèse de Troyes.

Idol-makers confounded.

Isa. xiv. 16-18. They shall be ashamed, they shall go to confusion together, that are makers of idols. For thus saith the Lord, I am the Lord, and there is none else.

An idol-maker made ashamed and put to confusion by St. Lucy. St. Lucy, laden with chains, was dragged through the streets, but as she passed by the warehouse of Germinius, a noted image-maker, all his idols fell to the ground, and were broken to pieces. Germinius was confounded at the miracle; and, being convinced that it was God's doing, became a convert to the faith of Jesus, and was beheaded with St. Lucy the selfsame day.—Metaphrastès (died A.D. 911), Lives, etc.

Innocency protected by God.

Jon iv. 7. Remember, I pray thee, who ever perished, being innocent?

St. Cyriacus, being falsely accused, is defended by an angel (fourth century). St. Cyriacus, wishing to avoid vainglory, performed his religious exercises secretly, in the night, but was accused to St. Maximin of neglecting them. The bishop suspended judgment, and prayed that God would give him wisdom to judge righteous judgment. As he was preparing to celebrate mass, an angel appeared to him, and assured him that Cyriacus was wholly innocent of the charges brought against him. "Ces choses," says our author, "répondues par la voix puissante de la renommée chez tous les peuples anciens, et transmises jusqu'à nous, méritent de trouver place ici. Elles sont vraies. Les peintures des églises nous l'attestent."—Sigehard, Miracles of St. Maximin.

Inspiration promised to the Saints.

Matt. x. 19, 20. When men deliver you up, take no thought how or what ye shall speak; for it shall be given you in that same hour what ye shall speak. For it is not ye that speak, but the Spirit of your Father which speaketh in you.

St. Catherine of Alexandria before
wise men of the empire. St. Catherine, wishing to convert the emperor Maxentius, who had ordered a hecatomb to be offered to the gods of Rome, went to the imperial palace, and had an interview with him. Maxentius, being wholly unable to cope with her in argument, sent for all the wisest men in the empire to come and hold a disputition with the Christian maid, whom he called "the second Plato." On the eve of the disputition an angel appeared to St. Catherine, and said to her, "Fear not, thou beloved spouse of the Lamb of God, nor take thought how or what you shall say on the morrow; for it shall be given you at the time what you shall say. Be of good courage, for you shall surely prevail, seeing it is not you who speak, but the Spirit of God who speaketh by you."—Metaphrastes (died A.D. 911), Lives, etc.

Justice justified in Forgiveness.

PSALM LXXXV. 10. Mercy and truth are met together; righteousness and peace have kissed each other.

The adulteress forgiven. A certain king had a son and four daughters. The names of the daughters were Justice, Truth, Mercy, and Peace. The son married the daughter of the king of Jerusalem, who was guilty of adultery, repudiated, and reduced to abject poverty. The king, moved with pity, sent messengers to invite the fallen woman back; but she declined to return, unless the prince himself gave her the kiss of peace and forgiveness. When the king heard this, he consulted his family what should be done. The eldest daughter, Justice, said the adulteress could not be recalled without doing dishonour to the law. The second daughter, Truth, said that she was of her sister's opinion; for if the king said one thing and did another, his word would never be depended on, and sin would abound. The third sister, Mercy, pleaded for the wife, and said compassion is the brightest jewel in the crown. The youngest sister, Peace, terrified at the family jar, fled into the wilderness. The king's son was now appealed to, and he was asked to state what was his advice. The prince replied, "The woman is my spouse; I am willing to take her back. On my head be all her sins, and on me fall what punishment she deserves." Justice and Truth said they were satisfied, the law was honoured, and so be it. Mercy kissed her brother, and her tears fell fast. The wife returned, and Peace came with her. Mercy and Truth then embraced each other. Justice and Peace did the same, and all were reconciled.—Gesta Bonamortini, iv.

Zaleucus the Locrian loses an eye on behalf of his son. Zaleucus, the Locrian lawyer, enacted that any citizen of Locris proved guilty of adultery should be deprived of both his eyes. His own and only son was the first person convicted of the offence, and Zaleucus vindicated the law by giving his own right eye, and plucking out his son's left eye. The whole kingdom extolled the justice and wisdom of this act, and the law was more honoured in consequence of this vicarious punishment than if the whole weight of the law had fallen on the guilty son. If Zaleucus would not spare his own eye, there could be no hope that he would spare a stranger's.—Valerius Maximus, Memorable Acts and Sayings, bk. vi. ch. 5, 8.

Lending to the Lord. (See Giving to the Poor.)

PROV. xix. 17. He that hath pity upon the poor lendeth unto the Lord; and that which he giveth will He pay him again.

LUKES vi. 38. Give, and it shall be given unto you; good measure, pressed down, shaken together, and running over.

Putting the text to the test. A certain Jew, resolving to see if God would really return the money given to the poor, distributed in alms all that he possessed, except two pieces of silver, and then waited to see the result. Nothing occurred for several days, and the Jew, being disappointed, went to Jerusalem, resolving to lodge a complaint against Solomon for falsehood before the high priest. On the road he saw two men quarrelling over a stone which they had picked up; so he offered to give for it his two silver pieces. The offer was accepted, and each man took a piece. When the Jew reached the city, he showed the stone to a jeweller, and was told it was one of the precious stones dropped from the ephod of the high priest. He took it to the pontiff, and received in value many times the sum of money he had distributed in alms.—Cedrenus (1061), Chronicle from Adam to Isaac Connenus.

St. Elizabeth of Hungary gives her state robe to a beggar (A.D. 1207-1231). One day, when the landgrave was entertaining
at his table the grand-seigneur of his estate, Elizabeth, the landgravine, was importuned by a beggar for a morsel of bread, and having no money at hand, she gave her state mantle to the beggar. God set his seal of approval to this act, sending an angel to the landgravine with another robe, precisely like the one she had bestowed on the beggar, "et peut-être était-ce lui-même qui l'avait reçu." The count de Montalembert, History of Elizabeth of Hungary.

If "angel" means messenger in this extract, then the "miracle" turns out to be this—a messenger brought the robe back again. As indeed, one would expect: for what could a beggar do with a robe of state, as pawnbrokers were not yet known?

St. Francisca gives some corn sweepings to the poor, and the gift is restored (A.D. 1384–1440). St. Francisca, during a time of great dearth, gave to some poor people the corn swept from the rafters and beams of her husband's granary. Returning to the chamber to see if she could scrape together a little more, she found forty measures of fine wheat, in lieu of the sweepings she had given to the poor.—Process of Canonization, May 29, 1606.

St. Francisca gives the wine of Andreas to the poor, but the wine so given is spontaneously restored (A.D. 1384–1440). During a famine in Rome, Andreas, the father-in-law of St. Francisca, laid in a tun of wine. Francisca, being importuned by the poor, gave all who came some of this wine, till the tun was empty. When Andreas found all his wine gone, he was exceedingly angry, but his daughter-in-law said, "Have you never heard, that he who hath pity on the poor, lendeth unto the Lord; and that which he giveth, the Lord will pay back again? The wine given is still in the barrel." And so it was. Andreas found the tun quite full of the very best wine, and confessed that God is as good as His word.—Process of Canonization, May 29, 1606.

St. Francis Hieronymus steals bread for the poor, but the bread is miraculously restored (A.D. 1642–1716). One day, in boyhood, St. Francis Hieronymus was detected by his mother stealing bread to distribute to the poor. She reproved him for taking what was not his own, and forbade him to do so again. The boy blushed scarlet at the reproof, and said, "Mother, do you suppose we shall ever be the poorer for lending to the Lord? Look on the shelf, and see if any loaf is missing." The mother counted the loaves, and found they were all there. Then, throwing her arms round the boy's neck, she told him he was free to dispose of anything in the house in charity.—Cardinal Wiseman. (St. Francis was canonized in 1889.)

This is wretched teaching altogether. The boy steals the bread, and gives what is not his own; the mother is angry at the loss of her bread, and finding the loss restored, not only condones the offence, but is willing, on similar terms, to allow its repetition. If the theft was wrong, the "miraculous" restitution of the lost or loaves could not make it right. The mother was offended at her loss and not at the peculation.

St. Isidore gives his master's corn to feed some stray pigeons. John de Vergas, a farmer of Madrid, sent his man Isidore with a sack of wheat to the mill to be ground for family use. It was midwinter, and the ground was thickly covered with snow. On the way, Isidore was joined by other labourers bent on similar errands. So, on they trudged together, talking and toiling, till they came to a tree literally covered with pigeons. The poor birds were starving, for the snow was deep. Isidore removed the snow for a yard or so, and almost emptied the sack. Down flew the pigeons in a body, but before they touched the corn, they flew to the feet of the holy man, and lovingly caressed them with their bills. One of the companions reproved Isidore for wasting his master's goods, but he replied, "I am lending to the Lord, and that which I give He will surely repay me again." And so it was. He deposited his sack well-nigh empty in the mill; but the flour which it made was so multiplied between the millstones, that he took back twice as much as any of his companions whose sacks were full of grain.—John the deacon, Life of St. Isidore.

This is certainly very unsound morality. It was no charity in Isidore to give what was not his own, and the mere accident that the theft was miraculously restored does not alter the character of the deed. Too much is made of the following illustration: A merchant sends his clerk to the Bank of England with £500 cash. In going through some of the London slums, he sees a host of poor women and children crying for food, and men lounging about for want of work. The clerk distributes amongst them £500 of his master's money, and deposits only £500 in the bank. Stop there. What would be thought of this transaction? It really has not one redeeming feature. The clerk makes no personal sacrifice, and if such conduct were tolerated, honesty and confidence
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would be destroyed. If the banker’s clerk accidentally put down £400 instead of £100, so that the master never detected the robbery, so much the worse. No restitution of the money could possibly justify the theft, although it might save the clerk from its evil consequences. Such teaching is wretched indeed.

St. Medard gives one of his father’s horses to a poor man, and yet his father lacked not one of his horses (A.D. 545). St. Medard was of royal blood, both on his father’s and on his mother’s side. One day his father, returning from the country with a large cavalcade, charged his son Medard, then a boy, to conduct the horses to the meadow, and look after them, as the grooms were all fully occupied. As he went to the meadow, he saw a man carrying a bridle and saddle on his head, and asked him why he did so. The man replied, his horse had just died, and the loss was very great, as he had no money to buy another. On hearing this, Medard gave the man one of his father’s horses. As he returned home it began to rain heavily, and God, in reward of his gift, sent an eagle to ward off the rain from him with outstretched wings. Not only the grooms saw this, but his father, mother, all the guests, and all the domestics. When the groom saw one of the horses was missing, he complained of it to his master. Medard explained the matter, and his father went with him to the stables. What, however, was his amazement to find his whole tale of horses quite complete; not one was missing. The father now gave his son liberty to give in alms whatever he thought proper, feeling assured that whatever he gave would be given him again.—Acta Sanctorum (Bollandists), vol. ii. June 8.

It was a dishonest act, wholly without the merit of self-sacrifice, for young Medard to give what was not his own. And the principle on which his father permitted him in future to give alms was most reprehensible.

Peter Vellius gives Francis Xavier the key of his cash-box. Xavier takes from it three hundred crowns, but Vellius finds his cash in full tale. Francis Xavier went to Peter Vellius, a wealthy merchant of Machai, to ask for a subscription to some charity. As Vellius was absorbed at the time in a game of chess, he gave the key of his cash-box to Xavier, bidding him help himself; so, taking out three hundred crowns, he brought back the key, and went his way. When Vellius examined his cash-box to see what had been taken, he found all his money in full tale, just as he had left it. The next time he met Xavier, he told him about it, and Xavier replied, “Just so; he that giveth to the poor, lendeth to the Lord; and that which he giveth, the Lord will pay him again.” —Cardinal de Monte, Speech before Gregory XV. on the canonization of Francis Xavier, Jan. 19, 1622.

Liars frustrated.

Isa. xlv. 25. [God] frustrate the tokens of the liars.

St. Gregory the thumaturgist falsely accused (A.D. 212-270). The great chastity and moral life of Gregory when a young man stirred up the envy of some fellows of his own age, who suborned a woman to father a child on him in a public lecture-room. No sooner, however, had she done so, than the devil took possession of her, and so terribly tormented her that life was unendurable. St. Gregory, moved with compassion, exercised her, and she freely confessed that the young men had suborned her to utter the false slander.—St. Gregory of Nysa, Life of St. Gregory Thumaturgist.

Life more than Food.

Luke xii. 23. The life is more than meat, and the body than raiment.

Gen. xxv. 29-34. Esau sells his birthright for a mess of pottage.

Lysimachus bars his crown for a draught of water. Lysimachus, king of Thrace, being besieged by the Getes, was, with his soldiers, reduced to the greatest straits for want of water, and actually consented to give up his kingdom and crown to Dromichetes for a draught of water. No sooner, however, had he slaked his thirst than he repented of his folly, and cried in his grief, “Oh, that for a drop of water I should have sold my crown and kingdom, and be despoiled of the state of a king to that of a slave for a moment’s gratification! For a draught of water have I sold liberty and dignity, royalty and life.” Lysimachus, however, is not alone in this. How many are there, in this our own day, who sell their inheritance of eternal life and eternal glory, their golden harps and golden crowns, their kingship and priesthood in heaven, for the pleasures of sin for a season, no better than a mess of pottage and a draught of water!

Light. (See Aureola, pp. 39-41.)

Matt. v. 14. Ye are the light of the world.

John v. 35. John the Baptist was a burning and shining light.
ACTS xiii. 47. I have set thee to be a light to the Gentiles.
MATT. xvii. 43. Then shall the righteous shine forth as the sun.
EXOD. x. 22, 23. There was a thick darkness in all the land of Egypt for three days; but all the children of Israel had light in their dwellings.
PSALM xcvii. 11. Light is sown for the righteous.
PSALM cxii. 4. Unto the upright there ariseth light in darkness.

St. Fillan's hand shines forth as the sun.
St. Fillan was educated by Munna, an abbot, and as candles were forbidden in the cells after a certain hour, he used to hold up his left hand, which shone brilliantly, and yielded him quite sufficient light for him to go on with his writing after curfew time. Hence St. Fillan wrote with his right hand by the light shed from his left.—Baring-Gould, Lives of the Saints, Jan., p. 127.

St. Hilary's chamber, at his decease, filled with light (A.D. 368). St. Gregory of Tours assures us that, when St. Hilary died, a brilliant light filled all the chamber where the body was lying. Of course, these words leave it an open question whether the light was miraculous, or whether, according to [Roman] Catholic custom, the chamber was artificially illuminated. Those who know St. Gregory's writings cannot but feel assured he meant to intimate a miracle and not a custom.

At the death of St. Patrick the nights in Ireland were for twelve months less dark than usual (A.D. 464). At the death of St. Patrick there was no night and no cloud in Ireland for twelve successive days; and for a whole year the nights in the island were less dark than usual.

---Acta Sanctorum (Bollandists), vol. ii. March 17.

When St. Veronica was dying her chamber was illuminated (A.D. 1497). Sister Thaddeus assured Benedetta (from whose notes Isidore wrote the life of St. Veronica), that going to the cell of Veronica at the hour of none, she was amazed to see a brilliant light shining through the chinks of the cell door. Peeping through the crevices, she saw Veronica dying; but she was chanting the none, and a dazzling light shone round about her.

Of course Thaddeus believed the light to be miraculous, but a lamp would suffice to deceive one who only peeped through the chinks of the door.

Love your Enemies.

MATT. v. 43, 44. Ye have heard that it hath been said, Thou shalt love thy neighbour, and hate thine enemy. But I say unto you, Love your enemies; bless them that curse you; do good to them that hate you; and pray for them which despitefully use you, and persecute you.

PROV. xxv. 21, 22. If thine enemy be hungry, give him bread to eat; and if he be thirsty, give him water to drink; for thou shalt heap coals of fire upon his head, and the Lord will reward thee.

Exod. xxiii. 4, 5. If thou meet thine enemy's ox or his ass going astray, thou shalt surely bring it back to him again. And if thou see the ass of him that hateth thee lying under his burden, thou shalt surely help with him.

St. John the almoner's counsel to his nephew, who wanted to avenge himself.
George, the nephew of St. John, patriarch of Alexandria, fell out with a publican, who insulted him and even struck him. Boiling with rage, the lad laid his complaint before his uncle, fully expecting the patriarch would make the fellow an example. St. John replied, "Well, George, I must take this matter in hand, and will so avenge the insult, as even you shall be astonished." The young man fully expected his uncle would order the insolent publican to be publicly scourged, but the patriarch said, "You are proud, George, of your relationship to the patriarch of Alexandria, and near kinsmen should be like each other, not in feature only, but more especially in spirit and disposition. Now come with me to the man who insulted you." So saying, he went to the publican, who was also a farmer, greatly indebted to the patriarch. "Friend," he said, "Jesus Christ has told me to love my enemies, and to do good to those who hate me; you have offended and insulted my nephew, now bring me the agreement for your rent, due in a few days." The farmer brought the paper, and the patriarch, tearing it to pieces in the sight of his son, said to the publican, "There, I forgive you that debt; and as I forgive offences against me, may God forgive me." When the neighbours heard thereof, they were roused with admiration, and loved the patriarch more than ever.

Metaphrastés, Lives, etc.

St. John, patriarch of Alexandria, and the swindler (A.D. 619). A swindler, who knew the character of St. John, patriarch of Alexandria, borrowed of him a large sum of money, saying he had heard this scripture, "And from him who would borrow of thee, turn not thou away." The patriarch handed over the money, and the rascal, being asked to repay at the time due, stoutly maintained he had
never received it. The patriarch was advised to lay the matter before the judge. But St. John replied, “St. Paul said to the Corinthians, ‘Surely this is utterly a fault, that ye go to law one with another. Why do ye not rather take wrong? Why do ye not rather suffer yourselves to be defrauded?’” When his advisers remarked that the money thus swindled by a rascal might be distributed to the poor, the patriarch replied, “He maketh the sun to rise on the evil and on the good, and sendeth His rain on the just and on the unjust.”—Leontius (bishop of Naples), Life of St. John the Almoner.

Luke the Evangelist an Artist.

There can be no doubt that the [Roman] Catholics generally suppose that St. Luke the Evangelist was an artist of considerable note. There is no authority, direct or indirect, in the New Testament to confirm this notion, but in early ecclesiastical writers several allusions are made to it, and several pictures and images are ascribed to his handiwork. Theodorus lived about A.D. 518, and on his authority Nicephorus, in 980, states that St. Luke left several paintings of Christ and also of the Virgin. Nicephorus is followed by several modern Greeks, as may be seen in Gretzer’s dissertation on the subject. Theodorus states that Luke sent a portrait of the Virgin to the empress Pulcheria, who placed it in the church at Constantinople. In the “Via lata” of Rome, near St. Mary’s church, we are told that an ancient inscription was found on a portrait, in these words: “This is one of the seven paintings of St. Luke.” Of the portraits ascribed to St. Luke, now existing, the principal one was placed by Paul V. in the Borghesi chapel of St. Mary the Greater. The inhabitants of Lyons affirm that St. Pothen, who died A.D. 177, brought with him from the East “an image” of the Virgin Mary, attributed to St. Luke. Mgr. Guérin tells us the portraits ascribed to St. Luke are very numerous. His words are, “St. Pothen aurait apporté de l’orient une image de la Vierge. Peut-être était-ce un de ces nombreux portrait attribués à St. Luc.”

Mammon of Unrighteousness. (See Rich Fool, pt. i.)

Luke xvi. 9. Make to yourselves friends of the mammon of unrighteousness; that, when ye fall, they may receive you, etc.

Dionysius, the son of the king of Syracuse, made to himself friends of the mammon of unrighteousness. A marvellous illustration of this text occurs in the life of Dionysius, king of Syracuse. His son of the same name stored up such vast hoards of silver and gold that the father grew suspicious, and asked him with what object this was done. The son replied that he meant to make friends with it, that when the king, his father, died, the Syracusans might receive him into the inheritance.

The golden apple to be given to the greatest fool. A certain king, on his death-bed, gave a golden apple to his son, and told him to bestow it on the greatest fool. The son travelled through many regions, and although he found many foolish ones, he found no one that quite answered the condition of being the greatest of all fools. At length he came to a large province, and saw one conducted through the streets in royal apparel, with every demonstration of honour, and asked the cause. He was told that the man was a king for the year being, but as soon as his year of office was ended, he would be degraded and banished from the province. The young prince immediately drew near, and said, “My lord, the king my father commanded me on his death-bed to present your grace with this golden apple.” “How so?” said the magnate. “I never even knew your father.” “My lord,” rejoined the prince, “my father’s injunction to me was to give the apple to the greatest fool. I have travelled through many lands, and found many foolish men, but never till to-day found I one willing to endure a lifelong banishment for a twelvemonth’s splendour.” “Right,” said the receiver of the apple; “but I will labour in my year of splendour to make to myself friends, that when my year of office ends, I may be received with welcome in the land to which I
Marks of the Lord Jesus.

GAL. vi. 17. I bear in my body the marks of the Lord Jesus.

(This observation has given rise to what the Roman Catholics call stigmae; that is, prints in the hands, feet, side, and temples, of the wounds of Jesus Christ, sometimes complete, and sometimes only in part.)

The following persons claim to have been so marked:

I. MEN.

Angelo del Pazzi (all the marks).
Benedict of Reggio (the crown of thorns), 1602.
Carlo di Saeta (the lance-wound).
Dodo, a premonstratensian monk (all the marks), died 1231.
Francis d'Assisi (the five wounds), Sept. 15, 1224.
Leo (marked from birth with red crosses), 1002.
Nicholas of Ravenna.

II. WOMEN.

Blanca de Gazeran.
Catherine Emmerich of the Tyrol (crown of thorns, and marks on the hands and feet), 1774-1824.
Catherine of Raconigi (marks on the hands and feet), 1486-1547.
Catherine of Ricci (crown of thorns, 1347), 1522-1589.
Catherine of Sienna (the five wounds), 1346-1880.
Cecilia di Nobili of Nocera, 1655.
Clara di Pugny (marks of the spear), 1614.

Dominica Lazzari of the Tyrol (nineteenth century).
"Eccstasia" of Caldaro (all the marks), 1842.

Gabriella da Piezolo of Aquila (spear marks, which bled afresh every Friday).
Gertrude of Ostend (the five wounds), died 1658.
Joanna Maria of the Cross.

Lidwina (all the marks), 1380-1433.
Louise Lateau (all the marks), 1650-1868.

Maria Morl of the Tyrol (nineteenth century).

Maria Razzi of Chio (the crown of thorns).

Maria Villani (the crown of thorns).

Mary Magdalene de' Pazzi (all the marks), 1666-1607.

Mechtildis von Stanz.

Oxanna (the cross, crown of thorns, and spear), 1449-1505.

Petronilla (all the marks), died 1472.
Rita de Cascia (the crown of thorns), 1452.
Rose Tamisier (special marks. See Imprint, p. 184), 1850.
Sibyllina of Pavia (crown and thorns and whip-wales).
Ursula of Valencia.

Veronica Giuliani (all the marks), 1660-1727.

Vincenza Ferreri of Valencia, 804.

Pagan Stigmata. It was by no means unusual for the pagans to make incisions in their skin in honour of their gods. Sometimes the marks were burnt in with hot irons, and sometimes a black or violet pigment, rubbed into punctures made in the skin with some sharp instrument, like a needle, made abiding marks. Many Arabian women are so marked on the arms and legs; and probably tattooing is a similar sacred marking of the skin. Lucian tells us that all Syrian women were marked either on the hands or on the neck.

St. Catherine Emmerich of the Tyrol had all the marks (A.D. 1774-1824). St. Catherine Emmerich of the Tyrol, generally called the "nun of Dulmen," is a modern example of the same phenomenon. Catherine Emmerich had from early youth an intuitive faculty of discerning the qualities of plants, and also of interpreting people's thoughts. This sickly abnormal visionary was marked on her head with the wounds of the crown of thorns, in her side with the wound of the spear, and in her hands and feet with the impress of the nails. These wounds, we are told, were as plain as if they had been painted by an artist, and bled regularly every Friday. There was also a double cross on her breast. When the blood was wiped away, the marks looked like the punctures of needles. Catherine was a poor uneducated cow-keeper, but in her ecstasies talked like one inspired. She could see in the dark just as well as in daylight, and frequently made clothes for the poor at night without either lamp or candle.—Eccstacias of the Tyrol.

N.B.—Maria Morl and Dominica Lazzari are two other modern instances.

St. Catherine of Raconigi marked in the hands and feet (A.D. 1486-1547). Jesus one day came to St. Catherine of Raco-nigi, and said to her, "Thy great faith, daughter, merits a reward, and therefore will I make you participate in the pains
I myself endured in My hands and feet." So saying, He reached out His hands, placing His palms in those of St. Catherine. As He did so, there leaped from the wounds "a dart of blood," which pierced the hands of the maiden, and left there a perpetual stigma. A similar shooting pain darted through her feet, and there also was left the stigma of Christ. These stigmata on the hands and feet continued all through life, and when she was dead, hosts of persons came to see them, and bore witness of the fact which their own eyes had seen. In the convent of St. Margaret, at Chieri, St. Catherine of Raconigi is represented with the stigmata, a great cross on the left shoulder, a little one on the breast, a lily in her hands, and three rings on the ring-finger. — Mgr. Guérin, *Vies des Saints*, vol. x. p. 518 (7th edit. 1880).

St. Catherine of Ricci receives the marks of the Lord Jesus (A.D. 1522-1583). An extraordinary number of graces were vouchsafed to St. Catherine of Ricci in Florence. She vowed herself the virgin bride of Christ, and the Saviour Himself placed on her finger a betrothal ring, and marked her body with the sacred stigmata. She also experienced habitually "all the torments of the Redeemer, one after the other, in due order during Passion Week." In Christian art St. Catherine of Ricci is represented as receiving from Christ the engagement ring, and crowned with thorns. Sometimes she is represented "recevant dans la bouche un jet du lait de la Sainte Vierge." — Mgr. Guérin, *Vies des Saints*, vol. ii. p. 506.

St. Catherine of Siena had the five wounds (A.D. 1348-1890). St. Catherine of Siena called herself the virgin spouse of Christ. One day, meditating on the passion of Christ, she was stricken in the hands, feet, and side with the marks of the Lord Jesus; and, as St. Antony assures us, actually felt the wounds as acutely as if she had been really crucified. In fact, they were so painful to her, especially the wound in the side, that she declared she must have sunk under the agony, if God had not relieved the pain. — Suris, *Lives of the Saints* (A.D. 1570).

St. Francis d’Assisi had the five wounds impressed on him by a seraph with six wings (Sept. 15, 1224). St. Francis d’Assisi had all the marks of the Passion impressed on him. Not only many who conversed with him, as St. Clara, saw and touched the wounds, but St. Gregory IX., who canonized him, affirms that he himself saw them also. The marking fell out thus. Being in a solitary place during his "Michaelmas Lent," in An- vergne, two years before his death, early one morning, about the exaltation of the cross, he saw a seraph with six wings. His face burned with fire, and radiated light in every direction. Between the wings of the seraph was the figure of a man crucified. The uppermost wings were held above his head, the two middle ones were spread abroad so as to form a cross, and the other two were gathered up together so as to cover the whole body. When St. Francis saw the seraph, he fell into an ecstasy; and, during the trance, was transformed into the exact similitude of Christ crucified. There were the prints of the nails in his hands and feet, and the print of the spear-wound in his side. The heads of the nails appeared in his two palms; they were round and black, the points being long and bent. So also was it in the feet. The spear-wound was in the right side, and the mark was both wide and red.—St. Bonaventura, *Life of St. Francis of Assisi*.

The spear-wound in Veronica Giuliani was in the left side, but artists generally represent the soldier piercing the right side. (See p. 428.)

St. Gertrude of Ostend had the five wounds (A.D. 1588). On the evening of Tuesday in Holy Week, A.D. 1340, St. Gertrude of Ostend felt all of a sudden five punctures, two in the hands, two in the feet, and one in the side. From these wounds blood flowed abundantly. Next day, and for several following days, blood flowed from these stigmata seven times a day, at the seven canonical hours. Crowds went to witness the spectacle. St. Gertrude, "feeling she might grow vain," prayed that the flux of blood might cease, and her prayer was heard; but the marks of the Passion remained till death. — *Via Sancterum* (Bollandus), vol. i. Jan. 6.

Louise Lateau had all the five marks (born 1850-1868). Annie Louise Lateau was the daughter of Gregory Lateau, a workman of one of the foundries of Hainault. The father died in 1850, the year of his child's birth. Annie Louise became a sempstress, but when the cholera broke out in 1866 she distinguished herself greatly by nursing the sick in the village of Bois d'Haine. Next year she was taken ill, and received the last sacrament in September; but, taking a few drops of a miraculous fountain, contrary
to all expectation, she suddenly recovered. On April 24, 1868, she suffered from great pain in the localities of the five wounds, and an abscess appeared on her left side. Next day it wholly disappeared, but the following Friday blood flowed from the hands, feet, and side. In August, the same year, the archbishop of Mechlin appointed a committee to examine the marks, one of the gentlemen being Dr. Lefèvre, professor of medicine at the university at Louvain, and the next Friday "the crown of thorns" made its appearance on her head. In Aug. 29, 1878, The Times says that Anne Louise Lateau the stigmatic still works in the house, and has been visited by above a hundred doctors of all nationalities, none of whom have detected the slightest malady. The stigmata make their appearances on Fridays, between the hours of one and two, and four and five.—See The Lancet, April 22, 1871; The British Medical Journal, 1871, and Oct. 1875; Dr. Bourneville, Science and Medicine; etc.

St. Leo marked at birth with red crosses (A.D. 1002). Bruno (the baptismal name of St. Leo) was born in Alsace, and his body at birth was marked all over with red crosses, attributed to the intense meditation of his mother on the passion of Christ, and a token that the child himself would carry the cross to his life's end.—Wibert, In vita Leonis IX., bk. i.

Without doubt, the imagination of the mother sometimes impresses visible marks on the offspring. Jacob acted on this principle when he told Laban he would take the speckled and spotted sheep for his hire (Gen. xxx. 32-43). And he took rods of green poplar, hazel, and chestnut, and piled white stripes on them, and set the rods in the watering-troughs where the flocks came to drink; and the ewe brought forth cattle ring-straked, spotted, and speckled.

St. Lidwina had the marks of the Lord, but they were not visible (A.D. 1380-1433). Angels, in human forms, often appeared to St. Lidwina she conversed with them, and called them by their names. She was also granted interviews with her "celestial Spouse," who appeared to her personally, and on one occasion impressed on her body the sacred marks of His passion; but, to avoid vanity, St. Lidwina intreated the Saviour to render these stigmata invisible, a favour readily accorded to her.—Life of St. Lidwina (compiled by her cousin John Gerlac and her confessor John Walter). See Acta Sanctorum by the Bollandists, April 14, vol. ii. p. 287.

St. Mary Magdalene of Pazzi marked with all the stigmata (A.D. 1566-1607). Catherine, allied by blood to the Medici, changed her name to Mary Magdalene, on taking the veil. She was noted for her visions, and Christ Himself put on her head a crown of thorns, and marked her body with all the marks of His passion. In Christian art she is represented as receiving "the instruments of the Passion and the stigmata, as a safeguard against the temptations of the devil."—Vincent Puccini (of Florence), Life of St. Mary Magdalene of Pazzi.

St. Oxanna marked with the five wounds of Jesus (A.D. 1449-1505.) The signal favours of Jesus and Mary, shown to St. Oxanna from early childhood, continued as she grew in years and stature. Before she was fifteen years old she was honoured by the stigmata of the cross, the crown of thorns, and the spear. More than once she received the Eucharist from the hand of angels; and God often revealed to her the secrets of the future, and gave her the power of working miracles.—L'abbé Chapla, La Vie d'une Sante pour chaque Jour de l'Année (June 18).

Rita of Cascia marked with the crown of thorns (A.D. 1452). Rita of Cascia, after hearing a famous missionary preach on the passion of Christ, prayed that she might be a partaker of the Saviour's grief, and forthwith felt in her forehead the punctures of the crown of thorns. From these punctures proceeded a most offensive pus, and worms crawled from the sores. This lasted four years, and then she died, when rays of glory issued from the punctures. This we are told by an artist, who says he was a personal witness, and knew Rita from her first introduction to the convent to the hour of her death.—Acta Sanctorum (Bollandists), vol. v. May 22.

The pimpls on the forehead, the pus, the offensive smell, and the contagious nature of these "marks," look very much like smallpox or variola. The account is not stated with sufficient accuracy to know whether the pimpls were running sores for four years, or whether only "pock-marks" remained. We are distinctly told she was "separated from her companions for fifteen days, during which time she spoke to no one." This would be about the length of time that smallpox runs. The scale begins to fall off on the fourteenth or fifteenth day. In some cases smallpox is followed by sloughing sores and exfoliations of inflammation, and this may have been the case with Rita.

N.B.—Rita is a contraction of Margarita.

Sybillina of Pavia had the marks of the crown of thorns and the whips (fourteenth century). Sybillina of Pavia was blind from the age of twelve years, and was received into the sisterhood of the Tiers Ordre de St. Dominique. Her sufferance impressed upon her the crown of thorns and the marks of the scourging. "Aussi
St. Veronica Giuliani has all the marks (A.D. 1693, 1697). St. Veronica Giuliani, at the age of thirty-three, felt persuaded that the Saviour intended to make her an associate in His passion. In 1693 she felt in her forehead the pains of the crown of thorns, and any one might have seen the marks by a circle of pustules round her head. The physicians tried caustic, but only added to her suffering without removing the marks. Other remedies being also tried with no better success, the physicians abandoned all hope of removing the marks. In 1697, on Good Friday, while contemplating the crucifixion, the Saviour Himself appeared to her; He was nailed to the cross, and five rays darted from his five wounds, into the hands, feet, and side of Veronica. The pain of the wounds was very great, and she felt exactly as if she were crucified. She was obliged to reveal this "extraordinary favour" to her confessor, and the confessor informed the bishop of Citta di Castello, who, in turn, consulted the pope. The bishop received from the holy office of Rome a reply to take no further notice of the affair, and not to talk about it; but in the course of the year "the miracle" was repeated over and over again, and the stigmata were apparent to all the sisterhood. The bishop, to assure himself of the fact, selected four persons to accompany him to the church attached to the nunnery; and Veronica, being placed in the grille, was examined with care. There could be no doubt about the matter; the wounds were evident, and Veronica said sometimes they were wet with blood, and at other times scabbed. The wound of the spear was in the left side; it was between four and five inches long, by half an inch in breadth, and had all the appearance of a wound made by a spear. This wound never closed, and therefore the linen of the saint was always bloody. "Les incrédules regarderont ces prodiges comme imaginaires, et les témoins qui les ont rapportées, comme des gens simples, que l'on pouvait facilement tromper. Nous ne craignons pas d'assurer que toutes les précautions que la prudence humaine peut inspirer pour bien connaître la vérité furent prises par l'événue, guidé par les instructions qu'il avait reçues du tribunal du Saint-Office. Véronique elle-
même cherchait si peu à en imposer, que, dans toutes les circonstances, elle témoignait la crainte que ce qui se passait en elle ne fût une illusion du démon."

The marvel does not end here. Veronica asserted that the stigmata were not confined to her body, but were also marked on her heart. She drew a map of her heart, marking the spot of each instrument of torture, and also that in which the cross was fixed. At death a post-mortem was held in the presence of the bishop, the governor of the town, several doctors and surgeons, and seven other witnesses. All these testified to the wounds in the body and the marks on the heart corresponding with the map drawn by Veronica. — Mgr. Guérin (chamberlain of Leo XIII.), Vies des Saints, vol. viii. pp. 222-224 (7th ed. 1880).

N.B.—The spear-wound in Francis of Assisi was in the right side.
One would like to see the report of the medical men; but I cannot find it either in the original Italian or in the French translation of this life. Alban Butler does not even mention the name of this saint.

Thomas the apostle’s reply when the disciples said, "We have seen the Lord." In the life of St. Thomas the apostle, written by Gregory of Tours, Isidore, Metaphrastes, and others, the sentence, "We have seen the Lord," and the reply of Thomas are thus paraphrased: "O brother, whilst thou wert absent we saw the Lord; the same that was beaten and crowned with thorns; the same that was nailed to the cross and died; the same whose side was pierced with the spear; the same that was taken down from the cross and laid in the tomb. He is risen, brother, and we have seen Him. He showed us His hands and His feet, and there saw we the prints of the nails, not stained with blood, but wonderfully adorned, and blazing like diamonds and rubies set in gold. Even now He parted from us, brother." Thomas made answer, "It was a mere vision. For my own part, I tell you plainly, I will not believe it, till I not only see the prints in His hands, feet, and side, but actually put my fingers into the wounds to be assured that my eyes have not deceived me. Till this is the case, I say, I can neither believe that you have really seen the Master, nor yet that He is risen from the dead."

The bed tests and extravagance of this paraphrase is very valuable as a lesson in historiography. The supposed embellishment, but real them, about the "diamonds and
rubies set in gold" is in the worst possible taste, and when we read it, we can only feel thankful that these men were not the evangelists of the four Gospels.

Three children fell into a pit, but were unharmed, in answer to the prayers of St. Porphyry (A.D. 858-420). Three children of Gaza, between the ages of six and seven, fell into a deep pit. St. Porphyry, having heard of the accident, fell to the earth, and remained an hour in fervent prayer. In the mean time, a man descended into the pit, and found the children safe and sound, sitting on a stone. What is more wonderful still is this—they were all marked with a red cross, one on the forehead, another on the shoulder, and the third on the hand.

—Mark (a companion), Life of St. Porphyry.

An attempt to explain the phenomenon. The fact that certain bodies have been marked with strange impressions is beyond dispute, and without any wise attempt of the thinker to ascribe to miracle or superstition, they can be accounted for by the mystical action of thought upon the body. Every one knows that thought may produce a movement of the body; illness, and even death. Let any one, for example, fix his thoughts upon any part of the body, and imagine that he suffers pain there, and the pain will assuredly follow; so, if a person will strongly imagine that he will be ill, it will undoubtedly become so. All know that fright will produce birth-marks, and in some cases marks when the body is full-grown. Any very strong emotion will affect the body, while extremes of emotion are known to affect the skin; and by fixing the thought strongly upon any particular part of the skin, the vicious effect may be determined. In the case of one of Diocletian’s horse and extreme excitability is worked up by imagination to a state of morbid frenzy, her secretions will become vitiated, and her skin diseased. Suppose, now, how her whole soul is fixed on the crown of thorns—so firmly fixed that she believes her forehead to be scarred with the punctures; this centralised thought may determine the locus and character of the skin disease, and it may in extreme cases assume those pustules or pimples round the brow which are called “the crown of thorns.” The same diseased thought that made Macbeth see a dagger in the air, and Banquo’s ghost sitting on an empty chair, may make a religious visionary see an angel, and believe that the angel gave the marks to which reference has been made. Such an idea proves “from the heart- oppressed brain;” and vivid fancy, especially with the superstitions, will often “inform the mind.” It is known that mechanical means are sometimes employed to produce the mark. Thus Laurent of the Benedictine Order scared his forehead with hot iron to produce the semblance of a crown of thorns (pp. 430).

Self-deception is a common occurrence with hysterical women. Dr. Du Saile, physician to the Salpêtrière, Paris, has found many of his patients labouring under the delusion that they had been struck or stabbed, though they had inflicted the injuries on themselves. A wife was found lying on her bedroom floor, with her face covered with blood, and had been attacked by armed men; but the story proved to be a mere delusion. A girl wounded herself with a pestle, and then described an attempted assassination in the most minute detail. Another young woman was found in a railway carriage with a knife-wound in her side. This injury was proved to have been self-inflicted. A household, found behind a door, was not opened, and broke, and it was known she had been attacked by burglars, but was believed to have been her own burglar. Then comes the most striking case of all, which occurred in the whole narrative had been developed to have discovered. One night she was found in a state of the greatest mental perturbation at the door of her apartment. She could not talk; but stated, in writing, that she had been attacked outside her own house by a man, who had attempted to garotte her, at the same time striking her twice with a dagger. Only the lady’s clothing was injured, and the body of the said inner, since they were found to be cut through, but at different levels. She tried to make out that the attempt at strangulation had caused dementia. M. Turlieu remarked, in her hearing, that this infirmity rapidly appeared when produced under circumstances of this kind. She soon managed to regain her speech, and in a short time admitted that the whole narrative had been developed out of her inner consciousness. —British Medical Journal, 1883.

Men like Trees.

Mark viii. 24. I see men, as trees.

St. Gregory the thaumaturgist and his deacon mistaken for two trees. During a dreadful persecution, Gregory the thaumaturgist and his deacon retired to a mountain, where they lay perdue. The governor of Neocassareus, being informed of their whereabouts, sent officers to apprehend them. While these officers were on their way, St. Gregory said to his deacon, “You pray here while I go yonder and pray.” When the officers came to the mountain they could see no man, and returned to the governor, saying, “We found no one, but we saw two trees a little apart from each other.” The governor then went himself to the mountain, foll at the feet of St. Gregory, and begged to be baptized, saying, “Verily, none can deliver after this sort but the Lord thy God; the Lord thy God He is God, and there is none beside. Blessed be His name.” —Nicephorus Callistus, Ecclesiastical History, bk. vi. ch. 17.

More than Conquerors.

Rom. viii. 35-39. Who shall separate us from the love of Christ? Shall tribulation, or distress, or persecution, or famine, or nakedness, or peril, or sword? As in all these things we are more than conquerors through Him that loved us. For I am persuaded that neither death, nor life, nor angels, nor principalities, nor powers, nor things present, nor things to come, nor height, nor depth, nor any other creature, shall be able to separate us from the love of God which is in Christ Jesus our Lord.

2 Cor. xi. 24-27. Of the Jews five times received I forty stripes save one. Thrice was I beaten with rods, once was I stoned, thrice I suffered shipwreck, a night and a day have I been in the deep; in journeys often, in perils of waters, in perils of robbers, in perils by mine own countrymen, in perils by the heathen, in perils in the city, in perils in the wilderness, in perils in the sea, in perils among false brethren; in weariness and painfulness, in watchings often, in hunger and thirst, in fastings often, in cold and nakedness.

St. Juliana of Niconedia tortured by Eviliatus (A.D. 299). Eviliatus asked
Juliana of Nicomedia to be his wife, but she told him she had vowed to be the bride of Christ only. The young nobleman afterwards became prefect, and under Diocletian was commanded to extirpate the Christian heresy. Juliana was brought to his tribunal, and the torture he inflicted on her was almost unparalleled. She was first suspended in the air by four leather thongs, and beaten with whips made of the sinews and hide of a bullock; this beating went on till the officer employed could no longer continue from fatigue. When taken down, the prefect said, "This punishment is only the shadow of what will follow," but the damsel made answer, "As is thy day, so shall thy strength be." She was then hung by her hair to the branch of a tree so long that every hair of her head was rooted out, and straw was set on fire beneath her; her eyebrows and eyelashes were plucked out also, and her hands pierced with hot irons. Being sent back to prison, the devil came to her as an angel of light, and said, "God is satisfied with what you have endured. Your courage is proof of your enduring love, and you may now bow yourself in the house of Rimmon, and be free." St. Juliana felt convinced this could not be the counsel of God, and prayed earnestly that God would speak unto her soul. Immediately she heard a voice from heaven, which said, "Juliana, be of good courage; for I am with you, and will never leave you nor forsake you.

As these words were spoken, she not only felt comforted in spirit, but perceived that she was healed of her wounds, that her hair, eyebrows, and eyelashes were restored, that her strength was renewed like an eagle's, and that the devil lay at her feet chained and helpless. The maiden "le garrotta derechef, et le chargea de coups. Cet infâme monstre fit voir qu'il les sentait et se plaignit de ce que, aprs avoir triomph de tant de fidles, il se voyait maintenant vaincu par une fille." When Juliana was next taken before the prefect, he was amazed to see her in excellent health and more beautiful than ever. He now ordered her to be cast into a fiery furnace; but no sooner was this done than the fire was quenched and the furnace without heat. The people shouted, "There is no god like Juliana's God!" and more than five hundred were converted to the Christian faith. The prefect, finding himself foiled, became mad with rage, and ordered the sorceress to be cast into a cauldron of boiling oil; "mais elle y trouva du raframissement, et cette liqueur toute enflammée rejaillit sur les bourreaux et les ministres de l'injustice." The prefect now commanded that her head should be cut off. "Le démon la voyant aller au supplice, excitait les exécuteurs à la tuer vivement pour être délivré de ses mains; mais la sainte vierge, le regardant d'un visage sévère et terrible, le fit trembler de crainte et aussitôt il disparut; ce qui montre la puissance de la croix de Notre Seigneur Jésus Christ."

—Mgr. Guérin (chamberlain of Leo XIII.), *Vies des Saints* (7th ed. 1880), vol. ii., pp. 548, 549. (The life and martyrdom is given in Bollandus.) Brautius wrote her life in verse. The following four lines are quoted by the chamberlain:—

*Fusa viges plumbro; ludit suspensa capilli; Virgo, palem festinans damnos praestis gesti; Nec consiste victa triumphis bullit.*

The boiling cauldron but new strength supplies; Hung in the fire she laughs; fused head adorns; With the devil wages day and night. Nor cease till she joins the saints in light.

Alban Butler says, "Her acts in Bollandus deserve no notice;" but to this he means no more than that they were not credited by the general. Bollandus was a far better authority on what the people were taught to believe and what they did believe than Alban Butler; and Mgr. Guérin, the chamberlain of Pope Leo XIII., evidently believes the acts, and his book is dated (7th ed.) 1898. It is historically dishonest to look at the third century in the light of the nineteenth. Alban Butler does not dare to deny that some of the saints "performed miracles;" but this admitted, who is to draw the line between credible miracles and incredible? All an historian of modes of faith has any right to do is to collect painlessly from every available source evidence of what was believed. Comparative belief would form a most interesting subject; but writing the lives of saints and expurgating whatever is not in accordance with your own judgment and education is mere abortion, most misleading and dishonest. It is no portrait of times gone by, but simply a fancy portrait of yourself, and wholly worthless.

**Mortify the body.**

Col. iii. 5. Mortify your members which are upon the earth.

Gal. v. 24. They that are Christ's have crucified the flesh with the affections and lusts.

Rom. viii. 13. If ye live after the flesh, ye shall die; but if ye, through the Spirit, do mortify the deeds of the body, ye shall live.

1 Pet. ii. 11. Abstain from fleshly lusts, which war against the soul.

1 Cor. ix. 27. I keep under my body, and bring it into subjection.

Illustrations of these texts in the lives of the saints are so numerous that it would be easy to fill a volume with examples. In fact, every saint would furnish an example. All, therefore, that is attempted here is to bring together some few examples as specimens of the rest.

St. Albert mortifies his body (A.D. 1080–1140). St. Albert fed only once a day, and that on bread and water, with sometimes a few vegetables; never took he meat, fowls, fish, butter, cheese, or milk. He slept on a board; wore an old dress full of holes; never threw off his
hair shirt, and never changed it, either to cleanse it or repair it. He went through daily the 150 psalms before matins; said 150 Ave Marias, some on his knees, and some prostrate on the earth; chanted the vigils of the dead; made numerous genuflexions; and was the model of a true monk.—Robert (archdeacon of Ostrevand), Life of St. Albert.

However much one may admire the self-denial of such men as St. Albert, it is hard to see how dirty habits and ragged clothes, living on bread and water, and repeating daily before breakfast (the 150 psalms, can be the service which Christ enjoined upon His disciples. There may be as much rivalry and vanity in monkish rags as in the dandiesm of men about town. And as for gabbling through 3468 verses and 300 dogologies before matins, it is no better than a Ceylonese praying-mill, after all.

St. Benedict of Anian mortifies his body (A.D. 750-821). This one example is given at random to show the usual mortification practised by the saints; many hundreds of similar examples might be quoted, but ex pectore Heroum. St. Benedict of Anian mortified his body, crucifying the flesh with its affections and lusts. He lived solely on bread and water, and partook of these only in quantities sufficient to support life. He looked on wine as a veritable poison. His only bed was the bare ground, and he never indulged in sleep except after long vigilance. The whole night was for the most part passed in prayer, and often in mid-winter he sat with bare feet on the church pavement chanting the psalms, or reflecting on the mercies of God. He possessed in a remarkable degree the gift of tears, and they flowed in torrents at the thoughts of sin and the judgment to come. His occupations in the monastery were of the most menial kind—to clean the shoes of travellers, to sweep the rooms, to wash dishes, and light fires. The clothes he wore were of the poorest sort, full of patches of divers colours. In appearance he was like a skeleton, thin and dry. He preserved continual silence, and was looked on as a fool; but he thought the reproach of Christ greater glory than the honours of men.—Bollandus, Acta Sanctorum.

Self-mortifications of Benet-Joseph Labre of Artois (A.D. 1748-1783). Besides the usual methods of semi-starvation, exposition to cold, ragged clothes, and so on, we are told, "Il avait de plus, sur sa chair, comme un cilice vivant qui le chiffrait sans cesse, comme St. Thomas de Cantorbéry, chancelier d'Angleterre, dont l'historien dit: 'Après qu'il eut souffert la mort du martyr, on trouvait son cilice tellement plein d'insectes pédiculaires, que l'on jugea ce martyr antérieur, au milieu du luxe et de la mollesse d'une cour, bien plus insupportable que le dernier.' Not only did Benet-Joseph not seek to be delivered from these vermins, he, actually prized himself on this humiliating affliction. —R. P. Desmoysters, De Bienheureux Benet-Joseph Labre.

How such filthy ways can be called Christianity it would be hard to say. Sancho Panza might share, with Thomas of Canterbury and Benet-Joseph, such a "martyrdom." Most undoubtedly the Bible is no advocate of cleanliness. Even "when thou art fasting, anoint thine head and wash thy face" (Matt. vi. 17), were words which both Becket and Labre should have known and observed.

St. Clara's ingenious method of mortifying her body (A.D. 1346). St. Clara tried to imitate all the sufferings of Jesus Christ. With this view, on Good Friday she was accustomed to put a cord round her neck, get her hands tied behind her back, and then be dragged through the streets of Rimini, as Jesus was through those of Jerusalem. She could not nail herself to a cross, but she went as near to this degrading death as she durst; for she employed persons to bind her to a pillar and lash her with whips, amidst the jeers of the rabble. She tried to drink of the cup which Christ drank of, and repeated year after year "This scene, plus digne d'admiration du ciel, qu'imitable pour les enfan tes de la terre. En récompense, elle eut le bonheur de contempler, dans une vision qui dura quinze jours, tous les détails des souffrances de son époux, comme si elle eût assisté à cette sanglante tragédie."—Les Petits Bollandistes, vol. ii. p. 439.

Self-mortifications of St. Gregory of Armenia, bishop of Nicopolis (eleventh century). Gregory of Armenia constructed for himself a cell just the length and height of his own body, where he shut himself up, and seldom stirred abroad. He fasted entirely every Monday, Wednesday, Friday, and Saturday. On Tuesday and Thursday he ate three ounces of food after sunset. On Sunday he did not fast, but he ate very sparingly. He never ate meat or butter, but his chief food was lentils, steeped in water, and exposed to the heat of the sun. His rule was to eat as many as he could take up in his left hand. Sometimes he had barley bread, and sometimes raw roots found in the desert.—Acta Sanctorum (written by an anonymous contemporary).

Such examples as these, and the pillar-saints, seem a practical satire on the words of Christ: "Take My yoke upon you, and learn of Me; for My yoke is easy, and My burden light."

Self-mortifications of Jeanne Marie de
MORTIFY THE BODY: JULIAN—MARIANNE. [Pt. II.

Mauillé (A.D. 1382–1414). The austerities of Jeanne Marie de Mauillé are incredible. It is difficult to form an idea of her self-inflicted mortifications. If such is the yoke of Christianity, how are we to understand those memorable words of Micah, "Shall I give the fruit of my body for the sin of my soul"? Jeanne Marie always wore "un cercle de fer dentelé, et les pointes aiguës dont il était armé dessus et dessous, pénétraient fort avant dans sa chair. Un rude cilice en crin lui servait de chemise." She always fasted every Monday, Wednesday, Friday, and Saturday; her only food was a morsel of black bread, and a little cold water. Besides the fasts prescribed by the Church, she observed Advent, from St. Martin’s to Christmas Day. She fasted in honour of the Virgin Mary; she fasted in honour of St. Michael and all angels; she fasted thirty days before All Saints, and fifty-two days before Pentecost. Her whole life was one of extreme rigour. She slept on the bare ground, and gave herself very frequently "the discipline."—Père de Boisguilbert (her confessor), Life of Jeanne Marie de Mauillé.

Monsieur l’abbé tells us that "dans l’octave de la Pentecôte, elle s’enfonçait dans la forêt une longue et forte épine, qui y demeura jusqu’à la fin du carême suivant."

St. Julian of St. Augustine mortifies his body in divers ways (A.D. 1606). Every day St. Julian of St. Augustine devised some new torture wherewith to afflict his body. He lived in a little cabin. He covered his body with instruments of torture. Ate only once a day, and then only a little bread and a few herbs. He slept at no regular time, but passed the nights in church; and if sleep oppressed him, he tied himself to the wall, or to some confessional, and so slept for a few hours. He preached to the birds, which would gather round him, attentive to his words, and disperse singing, when he dismissed them. Sometimes he would preach to the beasts of the field also. He was beatified by Leo XII., and his reputation has spread throughout the whole length and breadth of Spain.—Les Petits Bollandistes, vol. iv. p. 295.

Self-mortifications of St. John-Joseph de la Croix (A.D. 1654–1734). The furniture of St. John-Joseph consisted of one stool, and one table of the most ordinary make; a bed made of two boards, with a sheepskin next the boards, and a sheepskin and woollen quilt for covering. As his legs were ulcered he had a foot-rest, and his library was his breviary. He wore the same garment for forty-six years, and had no other. For sixty years he never looked on the face of girl or woman; and if his vocation called him to visit any nun, he always took a companion with him, and never lifted his eyes from the ground. When dying, one of the monks was about to turn down his bedclothes to dress his ulcers, but his modesty was shocked, and he forbade the brother to do so. Though his legs were so ulcerated, yet his holiness spread a sweet and delicious odour over the room where he happened to be. He never wore any covering on his head. Next his skin he wore a hair shirt, and divers chains, which he changed according to the amount of penance he awarded himself. He gave himself frequent rough "disciplines." His sandals were covered inside with little nails; and over his shoulders he wore a cord about a foot long stuck full of needles; at his breast he wore a similar cord formed into a cross. He slept little; almost entirely abstained from drink; fasted often, and never ate but once a day, his food consisting chiefly of dry bread.—Cardinal Wiseman, contributed to Migne’s Démonstrations Évangéliques, vol. xvi.

Self-mortifications of Laurent of the order of St. Benedict (A.D. 1243). Laurent, a native of Naples, was noted for his austerities. He never ate more than once a day, and his food was bread and water, with a few herbs. Often he fasted entirely. He wore an iron cuirass, rings of metal on his arms, thighs, and legs, and carried on his head two iron rods in the form of a cross. In order to impress on himself the "marks of Jesus," every Friday he burnt his forehead to represent the crown of thorns. He seldom spoke, and never uttered a single word on a Monday, Wednesday, and Friday all Lent, and all days of fast.—Godescard, Monasticon Breviarium.

Self-mortifications of Marianne de Jesus, at the age of twelve years (A.D. 1618–1645). We are told by Mr. Guérin, chamberlain of pope Leo XIII., that Marianne, the daughter of don Jerome of Quito, fasted twice a week when a babe in arms. At the age of twelve years she wanted to live as a recluse, and was allowed to live in an empty chamber by herself. We are then told that this child never left her chamber except to go to church. That she allowed herself only three hours’ sleep, and that "sur des
Patrick had the walls "decorated" with the torments of the damned. Here he often retired to practise austerities, and to meditate on the judgments of God. Many others resorted to the same cave. On the verge of the isle were erected little huts for pilgrims. What were called "St. Patrick's pits" were six small round lodges, three feet in diameter, where those who wished to anticipate in this life the penalties of purgatory were shut in to practise austerities for nine days. They were allowed to come out three times a day to go to chapel. Their only food for eight days was bread and water, and on the ninth day they were allowed neither food nor drink. The popularity of this institution was extraordinary, and traces continued of it even to the middle of the seventeenth century (1645).—Messingham, Florilegium Insulae Sanctorum; Wright, St. Patrick's Purgatory (1844).

Peter Damian, cardinal, mortifies his body (A.D. 1072). Cardinal Damian retired to the monastery of Font Avallane, in a desert, where he occupied the worst of the cells. His only food was barley bread and water, and the water was always stale by long exposure to the air. The vessel he used for his food was the same as that in which he washed the feet of beggars. He slept on wood, and wore night and day rings of iron, whipped himself daily, and crucified his body with its affections and lusts by studied torments. Later in life he omitted the barley bread, and took a few herbs cooked in water. He fasted wholly for the three days preceding Lent, and in Passion Week inflicted on his body tortures in imitation of those endured by Christ.—John of Lodi (a disciple), Life of Peter Damian. (See also Henschenius, one of the Bollandists, Feb. 23, p. 406.)

One is puzzled to know what religion there can be in kneading bread in a foot-bath. We now vegetables on a muckheap, it is true, but not with a view of increasing our merit, but solely with a view of increasing our crops; but nastiness for nastiness' sake is not religion, but only nastiness.

St. Simeon Stylites (died A.D. 459). In order to mortify his body, Simeon Stylites elevated himself on a pillar, first of six cubits, then of twelve, then of twenty-two, and finally of forty cubits in height, and there stood he for thirty-seven years with a chain round his neck, a spectacle to men and angels. The pillar top on which he stood was surrounded with a balustrade, and had a diameter not exceeding three feet, so
that he could neither lie down nor even sit to rest. There was neither cell nor covering to ward off the weather; but he was exposed to the sun by day and the moon by night, the rigours of winter, the rain, the snow, and the tempest. Theodoret, an eye-witness, asserts that the pillar-saint took food only once in forty-one days, except indeed the Eucharist, which was administered to him every eighth day. His orison lasted from sunset to daybreak, during which time he made 1244 genuflexions or inclinations of the body. In prayer he lifted his eyes and hands towards heaven. Another eye-witness tells us he stood one whole year on one foot, and that this was done by way of penance. The fault was this: the devil came to him as an angel of light, and told him that God had sent him with a chariot of fire to take him, like Elijah, into glory. Simeon, believing the announcement without trying the speaker, raised his left leg to step into the chariot. As he did so he signed himself with the sign of the cross, and the devil, chariot, and horses all vanished. It was for this want of vigilance he condemned himself to stand on one foot for 360 days. St. Simeon used to preach from the pillar twice a day to immense crowds of people. Even before he hit upon the extraordinary device of standing day and night on a pillar, his mortifications were very extraordinary. He took food only once a week, and he bound his body with thongs, made of wild myrtle, so tightly, that the thongs pierced to the bones, so that from the loins upwards his body was one universal sore, covered with blood, worms, and maggots. The slough of the wounds was most offensive, and the abbot commanded him to leave off this discipline. It took three days to pull away the thongs and cleanse his body of the corrupt matter. Even before he took to the pillars he fasted all the forty days of Lent, and for nine years never once quitted his cell.—Theodoret (fifth century), Ecclesiastical History.

St. Valery's way of living (died A.D. 619). St. Valery slept on a hurdle; his only dress was a frock with a hood; he never wore linen. He never took any sort of nourishment except on Sundays. He never touched wine, beer, or any other fermented drink. He recited two offices complete every day, and all the rest of his time he employed in preaching, lectures, prayer, or work. His charity was unbounded. More than once he stripped himself of his frock to give it to a beggar.—Besançon, Les Saints de Franche Comté.

Mona. Besançon says of St. Valery, "Il n'avait point de vêtement qu'une grossière tunique, il s'interdisait l'eau du liz." He then goes on to say, "Puis d'une fois il est dépouillé de son propre vêtement, pour en revêtir quelques membre souffrant de Jéz Christ." Does he mean us to understand that St. Valery was about wholly naked occasionally?

St. Wulfilas, the only pillar-saint of the West (died A.D. 595). St. Wulfilas was a native of Lombardy, and the scene of his austerity was a mountain in the valley of Chiers, in Belgium. Gregory of Tours went to see him, and wrote down the following account from the saint's own mouth:—"I came to this mountain, because here was erected the gigantic statue of Diana, which the inhabitants worshipped as a divinity. Beside this idol I built a pillar, on the top of which I placed myself barefooted, and my sufferings defy description. In winter the cold froze my feet, and all the nails of my toes mortified, and the rain which saturated my beard turned to icicles, which glistened like candles [ut ... in barbis aqua gelu connexa, candelarum more, dependeret]. My only food was a little bread and a few vegetables, and my only drink was water. Though my sufferings were so great, I felt no little satisfaction in my austerities. When I saw the people come to my pillar I preached to them, and told them Diana was no goddess, and that the songs which they sang in her honour ought to be addressed to the Creator of heaven and earth. Often and often did I pray that God would overturn the idol, and snatch the people from the error of their ways. The people hearkened to my words, the Saviour lent an ear to my prayers, and the people were converted. I appealed to some of my converts to assist me in overthrowing the colossal of Diana. We broke away some of the medals at the base, but we were not able to overturn the idol. We tried to do so with ropes, but it resisted all our efforts. I now went to church, prostrated myself on the earth, prayed earnestly, wept, and groaned in spirit, imploring Christ to destroy by His almighty power that which
the power of man could not move. My prayer being ended, I went to rejoin my workmen. We seized the ropes, and with a vigorous pull succeeded in overthrowing the gigantic image. I broke it to pieces and reduced it to powder with a huge sledge-hammer. This done I was about to retire to rest, when I found my whole body completely covered with pustules, so thick and numberless one could not have laid a finger on a spot between them. Again I went to the church, and anointed myself from head to foot with some oil which I had brought from the tomb of St. Martin, and fell asleep. At midnight, when I woke to recite the sacred offices, I found my body sound, and without the slightest trace of an ulcer. I knew that the devil had sent me the pustules out of revenge for having destroyed the image of Diana; but stronger was He that was for me, than he who was against me. I now mounted my pillar again, but the bishop interfered, and told me I should never rival Simeon of Antioch as a pillar-saint, and that the climate of Belgium was wholly unsuited for such a life. He commanded me to enter a monastery and live with the brothers assembled there. Next day the bishop sent a number of workmen to knock down my pillar. I wept bitterly, but durst not disobey, and ever since I have lived where you now find me."

—Gregory of Tours, History of the Franks, bk. viii. n. 15.

This narrative is truly touching, from its simplicity and manifest truthfulness. There is no exaggeration, no astounding example. The column was overthrown by mechanical force, the people were converted by the force of moral suasion, and the saint having done his task retires to a monastery, in obedience to authority.

Music heard at Death.

Jer. xlviii. 36. Mine heart shall sound for Moab like pipes, and mine heart shall sound like pipes for the men of Kir-heres, because the riches that he hath gotten are perished.

Amos v. 16. Wailing shall be in all streets. They shall call the husbandman to mourning, and such as are skilful in lamentation to wailing.

Matt. ix. 23. When Jesus came into the ruler's house, He saw the minstrels, and the people making the noise (i.e. the wailing for the dead).

Rev. xiv. 2. I heard the voice of harpers harping on their lutes.

Nothing is more common than the sound of music in the air at the death of saints. Thousands and tens of thousands of examples might be easily given, and accounted for simply as the reverberation of the requiem sung at death. Thus, when St. Facundus died (A.D. 545), we are told by his biographer, "His disciples passed the whole night in singing, without intermission, psalms and hymns till the next morning, when the body was interred." In cases where several religious houses were under one head, and requiem were sung in each, these "airy sounds" of reverberations would be heard in places "far apart.

Sometimes the dying saint hears the music. This is the disease called hæmoptysis. I have myself been at death-beds where the person dying had heard these musical sounds, and even joined in them with feeble but musical voice.

Bunyan's pilgrims welcomed into heaven with the sound of music. There came to meet Pilgrim and Hopeful several of the king's trumpeters, clothed in white and shining raiment, who with melodious and loud noises made even the heavens echo with their sound. These trumpeters saluted Christian and his fellow with ten thousand welcomes, and this they did with shouting and sound of trumpet. This done, they compassed the newcomers round about on every side. Some went before, some behind, some on the right side and some on the left, continually sounding as they went with melodious noise in notes on high; so that the sight was as if heaven itself was come down to meet them. Thus Christian and Hopeful walked on together; and, as they walked, ever and anon these trumpeters, with joyful sound, signified to them how welcome they were. [As they approached nearer the celestial city] the two pilgrims thought they heard the bells of heaven ringing to welcome them. Thus came they to the gate.—Pilgrim's Progress, pt. i. (an allegory).

St. Martin welcomed to heaven with music (A.D. 897). When the agony of death came, St. Martin distinctly saw the devil, and said to him, "What dost thou here, thou cruel beast?" and, having so said, he rendered up his spirit to the Lord, being eighty-one years of age. His blessed soul was born to heaven by many angels, who made much joy, and sang melodiously. This heavenly music was heard by many in places far apart, as by Severinus archbishop of Cologne, and by St. Ambrose archbishop of Milan, who said, on hearing it, "Our brother Martin of Tours has fallen asleep, and his spirit is being carried to heaven with shouts, and a great noise of melody."—Severus Sulpicius (a contemporary), Epistle to Bassula. (The Life of St. Martin was also written by Paulinus, bishop of Nola; Fortunatus, a priest; Gregory of Tours; Odo, abbot of Cluny; Heber- nus, bishop of Turin, and many others.

Celestial music proceeds from the spot where St. Julian and his companions were burnt to death (A.D. 818). St. Julian was
Nakedness of Man—Nature Subjected.

at the head of a monastery of more than ten thousand religious men. When Maximinus II. was emperor, he sent Marcinus to extirpate the whole Christian population of Antioch. One of the first acts of the lieutenant was to summon Julian before him, and command him to abandon the Christian faith, and offer incense to the gods of Rome. St. Julian replied, "Neither I nor any of my disciples will forsake the God whom we adore, nor will we offer incense to stocks and stones, the work of men's hands." Marcinus, blind with rage, set fire to the four corners of Julian's monastery, and all were consumed. This holocaust was so pleasing to God, that for many and many a year persons who passed the spot where this monastery stood heard celestial music proceeding from the ground, whereby many that were sick were made whole.


(Does the pope's chamberlain mean that "plus de dieu mille religieux" "furent tous consumés"? Ten thousand is a large holocaust indeed.)

Ceséalpia music heard at the death of St. Servatius (A.D. 384). When Servatius died, an angel brought from heaven a silk pall to cover over him. Celestial music was heard in the air, celebrating the victories obtained over the powers of hell. All the sick in Maestricht and Tongres who attended the convey were cured of their infirmities whatever they were, and other miracles were wrought so as to spread his fame throughout all Gaul.—Gregory of Tours, Glory of the Confessors.

The body was disinterred in A.D. 732 (nearly 950 years afterwards), and not only had no corruption set in, but the face shone so brilliantly as to light up the whole vault. The silk pall was found in the coffin, and a silver key, the gift of St. Peter. Another marvel is told of his grave. No snow ever fell on it; it fell around in great abundance, but never on the tomb. So we are told in the Roman martyrology, and also by Gregory of Tours. This, however, need be no miracle, unless the tomb was covered with grass like the parts around. Even the air was liked by the requiem sung in the church; but these suggestions, like that of the key being the gift of the pope, take from the romance, and of course will be received with small favour by those who love to multiply miracles. (See p. 86.)

Nakedness of Man.

Jon. i. 28. Naked came I out of my mother's womb, and naked shall I return thither.

1 Tim. vi. 7. We brought nothing into this world, and it is certain we can carry nothing out.

Psalm xliv. 16, 17. Be not afraid when one is made rich, when the glory of his house is increased: for when he dieth he shall carry nothing away.

Alexander the Great and Diogenès the cynic. Alexander was much interested with the snarling wit of Diogenès the cynic, and on one occasion asked him what boon he could grant him which would be acceptable. Diogenès replied, "Well, grant me this—tis but a small thing—that I may carry my tub with me into the world of spirits." Alexander replied it was not in his power to grant such a request. "What!" cried the cynic, "cannot the great Alexander insure me so much as that? Then what, pray, will Alexander himself take with him, who has made himself master of the whole world?"

St. Chrysostom makes light of Eudoxia's persecutions of him (A.D. 347-407). St. Chrysostom was greatly persecuted by Eudoxia, the wife of Arcadius, emperor of the East. Cyrus, his friend, condescending with him on the subject, Chrysostom replied he had laid up his treasure where neither moth nor rust can corrupt, nor thieves break through and steal. "Be it the empress banishes me from the empire, there is the world before me. Be it she confiscates my goods, naked came I unto the world, and naked must I return. Be it she condemns me to be stoned to death, the martyr Stephen entered thus into everlasting glory. Be it she condemns me to the headman's axe, the Baptist joined the blessed company of martyrs when he was released from prison. Eudoxia can take from me only that which perishes in the using; she cannot even touch that better part which is the heart's true measure."

Nature subjected to Faith.

Matt. xvii. 20. If ye have faith, ye shall say to this mountain, Remove hence to yonder place; and it shall remove; and nothing shall be impossible unto you.

St. Gregory Thaumaturgus removes mountains. A priest of Apollo came to St. Gregory the wonder-worker, and asked to be instructed in the Christian religion. St. Gregory said the mysteries of the Christian religion, being past human understanding, are confirmed by miracles. The priest made answer, "Show me a miracle, that I may believe." And Gregory, pointing to a huge rock, as big as a mountain, said to him, "I will command this rock to remove hence to yonder place, that you may believe." He gave the command, and the rock obeyed. The priest, fully convinced, was at once baptized, with his wife, his children, his servants, and a number of his neighbours and acquaintances.

Another instance. When the thauma-
turgist came to Neocessare, he gave orders for the building of a church, but a mountain or huge hill stood in the way. So he prayed, and commanded the mountain to move elsewhere; and it removed at once to another place.

St. Gregory raises the bed of a lake. A father, at death, divided his estate between his two sons; each was to have an equal moiety. But a lake full of fish was on the estate, and the brothers could not agree about it, for both wanted to have it. St. Gregory, hearing of this dispute, caused the lake to dry up while men slept, and when the brothers rose next morning the bed of the lake was raised to the level of the land around. The cause of quarrel being thus removed, the brothers became friends.—St. Gregory of Nyssa, Life of St. Gregory Thaumaturgus.

A volcano stops its eruption in honour of St. Januarius. When Januarius was beheaded, his body was taken to Naples, and buried in the cathedral there. Just prior to this removal, Vesuvius was in such fierce eruption, that the Neapolitans feared the whole country would be destroyed; but no sooner had the body of Januarius entered into the city, than the volcano became utterly extinct,—"quenched," we are assured, "by the merits and patronage of the saint."—Edward Kimesian (1629), Lives of the Saints, p. 742.

Alban Butler places the removal of the body to Naples "about the year 400," and again in 1497, neither of which claims the same probability. The mention of a year of disturbance in 1703 is inaccurate; the years of disturbance were 1703, 472, 613, 652, 883, 1039 (very violent). 1246, 1118-20, 1260, 1269, 1261, 1290, etc. Most of the eruptions have been more frequent since 1497 than before. In 1631 the town of Torre del Greco, with four thousand persons, was destroyed. The eruption of 1707 is described in the Philosophical Transactions, No. 354. There was a violent eruption in 1767, and another in 1783, when five thousand acres of land were inundated with lava. Alban Butler does not go the length of Edward Kimesian in stating that "the volcano became extinct" after the removal of the body of Januarius to Naples, but he does say that the procession of the shrine of Januarius has caused eruptions, in the very torrent of their violence, suddenly to cease. He refers in proof to the eruptions of 1681 and 1707, as notable instances, and cites F. Petngano (vol. ii. p. 183; ii. p. 61) in confirmation of this statement. "In 1707, while cardinal Francis Pignatelli, with the clergy and people, devoutly followed the shrine of St. Januarius to the chapel at the foot of Mount Vesuvius, the fiery eruption ceased, the mist was scattered, and, at night, the stars appeared in the sky. Alban Butler further says, but does not give his authority, that in 1651 "the terrible eruption was extinguished by invoking the patronage of this martyr" (Sept. 19).

St. Launer removes a great oak tree (A.D. 575). "Par le seule force de l'oraison, St. Launer fit changer de place un gros chêne qui nuisait au plan de ses bâtiments."—Les Petits Bollandistes, vol. i. p. 471.

Nothing that defileth shall enter in.

R.V. xxii. 27. There shall In no wise enter into it anything that defileth, neither whatsoever worketh abomination, or maketh a lie. Is. xxxv. 8. A highway shall be there, called the way of holiness. The unclean shall not pass over it. Nahum i. 15. The wicked shall no more pass through thee.

Mary the Egyptian unable to pass through the church doors where the holy cross was shown to the people (A.D. 421). Mary the Egyptian told Father Zosimus her sad story. "At the age of twelve," she said, "I quit my father's roof, and went to Alexandria, where I abandoned myself to all sorts of licentiousness, having no fear of God or man. I lost my native modesty, and lived seventeen years in the basest impurity. One day, seeing a number of persons embark for Jerusalem to solemnize the fête of the exaltation of the cross, I went on board too, with the intention of luring to carnal crime some of these pilgrims, and succeeded by selling myself to pay my passage and living. Reaching Jerusalem, I revealed deeper in sin than even at Alexandria, and when the day of the exaltation arrived, I went with the crowd to see the holy tree. I intended to slip in unnoticed, but when at the door I was unable to pass through, 'il m'était impossible de passer plus avant, parce qu'une force secrète m'empêchait d'y entrer.' After using all my efforts over and over again to force my way through, I began to ask myself why it was that I alone should be unable to cross that threshold, and I called to mind the words, 'A highway shall be there, called the way of holiness. The unclean shall not pass over it.' Was I then too unclean to pass the way of holiness? My heart smote me, tears ran in torrents from my eyes. Seeing an image of the Virgin Mary, I fell before it in passionate humility, and cried with a broken heart, 'O glorious virgin, chaste and pure, pity me, pity me, base unworthy sinner that I am. Is there no balm in Gilead for such as me? Is there no physician for such as me? O glorious virgin, let me, let me see the cross of salvation; let me, let me look upon Him who died for sin, and suffered a Mary Magdalene to wash His feet with her tears.' I rose from the ground; I again went to the church. I could enter it now. I saw the holy cross. I shrank into myself with
shame. I ran back to the image of the Virgin, and vowed henceforth, with God’s help, to lead a new life. I heard a voice say to me, ‘Mary, pass the Jordan, and you will find peace for your soul.’ I instantly directed my feet to the river, I washed my face in the water sanctified by the baptism of Jesus, I confessed my sins, received in the monastery of St. John the Baptist the divine mysteries which give life, entered this desert, and here have lived for forty-seven years, hoping by penance to do away with the sins of my evil life.”—L’abbé Faillon, *Monuments inédits de l’Apostolat de Marie Magdeleine*.

Oil and Wine as a Medicament.

LUKE x. 30–35. A man going from Jerusalem to Jericho fell among thieves, which stripped him of his raiment, wounded him, and left him on the wayside half dead. A Samaritan, as he journeyed, came to the spot, and seeing the man, had compassion on him, went to him, bound up his wounds, pouring in oil and wine; and then, setting him on his own beast, he took him to an inn, and paid the innkeeper to take care of him.

A man wounded in the battle of Salamanka. Mr. Brackenbury says, a relation of his was wounded at the battle of Salamanka, and applied every recognized specific to the wound, without any beneficial result. A year and more passed, but the wound would not heal. The fact was incidentally mentioned to a Spanish nun, who immediately said to Mr. Brackenbury, “Why does not your brother try the Samaritan remedy?” “What is that?” asked Mr. Brackenbury. “Why, oil and wine, of course,” was the reply. “Mix olive oil and sherry to a proper consistency, and apply the mixture to the wound. It is a common remedy with us in Spain.” The mixture was tried, and the wound healed rapidly.—William Brackenbury.

I myself heard this anecdote told by Mr. Brackenbury at a Bible meeting, in 1838.

Paper.

EXOD. xxxii. 16. The writing was the writing of God graven upon the tables.

It is sometimes said that Elijah wrote a letter from heaven to king Jehoram. In 2 Chron. xxii. 12, it is said, “And there came a writing to him [i.e. to Jehoram king of Judah] from Elijah the prophet.” Now, Elijah was translated to heaven B.C. 886, and Jehoram king of Judah reigned B.C. 885–881. So that this letter came to the king fourteen years after the translation of the prophet, and “was therefore sent to him from heaven.” So say the Roman Catholics Lyran, Sanchez, Bellarmin, Salian, and A. Lapide.

No doubt there is great difficulty in this passage; and the difficulty is increased by ver. 2, where Jehoshaphat, the father of Jehoram, is called “king of Israel,” whereas he was king of Judah (i.e. 2 Kings xix. 21), and Ahab was king of Israel.

In the marginal Bible it is said that the letter of Elijah was written before his death, and was delivered to Jehoram fourteen or more years after it was written: but there is no text of Scripture to confirm this hypothesis, and “guese work” is much to be deprecated in elucidation of Scripture, and indeed of history in general. I frankly acknowledge that I know of no satisfactory solution of the difficulties, and think it far wiser to leave it as it is, than to try to accommodate the words to our own notions of what they ought to be.

St. Vincent Ferrer receives from Heaven a paper containing the writing of God (A.D. 1587–1419). One day, when St. Vincent Ferrer was preaching in Spain, he was called to attend the dying bed of a great sinner. All the exhortations, “de cet ardent chasseur des pêcheurs,” were unheeded by the dying man. “God will pardon you, if you ask Him,” said the saint; “yes,” he added, “I will myself take your sins on me, and if I have any merit in God’s sight I will transfer it to you.” “I will confess my sins,” said the dying man, “but you must first give me in writing an assurance of absolution.” St. Vincent wrote on a slip of paper the required assurance, put it in the hands of the dying man, who “dans une douce agonie” and a peaceful sigh gave up the ghost. Scarcely was he dead, when the slip of paper with the man’s spirit left this earth for the judgment seat of God. Some time after this, St. Vincent went to preach; some thirty thousand persons (plus de trente mille personnes) were assembled to hear him. In the midst of his sermon a piece of paper fell from the skies into his hands. He opened it. It was the slip he had given to the dying man. He explained the case to the congregation, and our author adds, “Qu’on juge de l’impression prodigue sur la foule par le récit de ce miracle surprenant.”—Mgr. Guérin (chamberlain of pope Leo XIII., 1880), *Vies des Saints*, vol. iv. p. 298.

St. Vincent Ferrer receives a letter from the Holy Trinity (A.D. 1587–1419). Perhaps it will be more satisfactory to give this narrative in the words of the pope’s chamberlain. “Appelé à Pamplune, près du lit de mort d’une pêcheresse
publique endurance, St. Vincent Ferrier lui dit ferait venir du ciel son absolut. si elle promettait de se confesser. 'S'il en est ainsi, je le veux bien,' répondit la courte limite. Alors il touça ces mots: 'Frère Vincent supplie la très-sainte Trinité de daigner accorder à sa présence pêchères l'absolution de ses péchés.' L'écrit s'envola au ciel, et revint quelques instants après, portant tracé d'or l'engagement suivant: 'Nous, très-sainte Trinité, à la demande de notre Vincent, nous accordons à la pêcheresse dont il nous a parlé, le pardon de ses fautes; nous la dispensons de toutes les peines qu'elle devait endurer, et si elle se confesse, elle sera dans une demi-heure portée dans le ciel.' —Mgr. Guérin, Vie des Saints, vol. iv. p. 238 (7th edit. 1880).

The pope's chamberlain gives us plenty of vouchers for this story, and the name of fourteen living prelates who approve and recommend his book.

Passing Away.

Job xxx. 15. My welfare passeth away as a cloud.

Luke xii. 16-20. The ground of a certain rich man brought forth plentifully; and he said, I will pull down my barns, and build greater; and will say to my soul, Take thine ease;... But God said to the rich man, This night thy soul shall be required of thee; then whose shall those things be which thou hast provided?"

A Ceylonese custom to teach the uncertainty of life. When the sultan of Serendib (i.e. Ceylon) went abroad in state, the vizier used to cry aloud from time to time, "This is the great monarch, the mighty sultan of the Indies; greater than Salima, or the grand Mihrang." An officer behind the monarch then exclaimed, "This monarch, though so great and powerful, must die, must die, must die."

—Arabian Nights (Sindbad, sixth voyage).

An Egyptian custom to show the fleetness of life. Plutarch tells us that, towards the close of an Egyptian feast, a servant was wont to bring into the banquet hall a skeleton, and, as he drew it through the room, to cry aloud to the guests, "Eat, drink, and be merry; for to-morrow you die." Herodotus refers to this custom, and says the skeleton was made of wood, about eighteen inches long.

Like skulls at Memphis banquets.

Roman customs teaching the transitory nature of mundane glory. (1) It was a Roman custom, when the emperor went in state through the streets of Rome, for an officer to burn flax before him, crying out as the flax burnt away, "Sic transit gloria mundi." This was done to remind the emperor that all his honours and grandeur would soon vanish, like the smoke of burning flax.

(2) When a Roman conqueror entered the city in public triumph, a slave was placed in the chariot to whisper from time to time in the conqueror's ear, "Remember, thou art but a man."

(3) Vespasian, the Roman emperor, employed a slave to say to him daily, as he left his chamber, "Caesar, bear in mind thou art a man."

Guericus converted by the reflection, "In the midst of life we are in death." Guericus was a man of the world who had heaped up many stores, and said to himself, "Soul, thou hast much goods laid up for many years; take thine ease; eat, drink, and be merry." At church he happened one day to hear Genesis xv. read: "And all the days Adam lived were 930 years, and he died. And all the days of Seth were 912 years, and he died. And all the days of Methuselah were 969 years, and he died," and so on. This invariable repetition of the words "and he died" so riveted his mind on the uncertainty of life, and the certainty of death, that he became a new man, most devout, charitable, and given to all good works, fully resolved to make to himself friends of the mammon of unrighteousness, that when flesh and life failed he might be received into everlasting habitations.

Plague.

Exod. xiii. 23. The Lord will pass through [Egypt] to smite the Egyptians. (See vers. 12, 13.)

I Chron. xxii. 15. And God sent an angel unto Jerusalem to destroy it.

Num. xi. 33. And while the [quails] were yet between their teeth... the Lord smote the people with a very great plague.

Smiting with plague. "Some I have talked with have ingeniously confess to me that, when first infected, they felt themselves distinctly stricken, being fully sensible of an actual blow suddenly given them either on the head or neck, back or side. Sometimes so violent was the blow they have been knocked down by it to the ground, remaining insensible for some time. In some cases the stricken have died instantly from the blow, and
in others they have died in a short time afterwards."—Richard Kephale, Medlea Pestilentia, p. 49.

Richard Kephale says, "There are two sorts of plague, the one simple and the other putrid. The simple plague arises from an angel’s working the victims in execution of the vengeance of God [as in the case of David, when he numbered the people]; the other kind arises from putrefaction of humour, the influence of stars, or dis-temper of the blood."

Plague described by Procopius. Procopius tells us of a great plague in the reign of Justinian, which ravaged nearly the whole known world. When Evagrius wrote his Ecclesiastical History, this plague had lasted fifty-two years, with alternate fits of relaxation and fierceness; but during all that long period the earth was never wholly free from its ravages. Procopius says, "No one could account for it, except by referring it to a stroke of God. For it fell on no particular portion of the earth or race of men, nor was it confined to any season of the year, but spread over all the earth, and ravaged all nations, no matter what their habits, their diet, their locality, or constitutions. Sometimes in summer, sometimes in winter, spring, or autumn. It began in Egypt, among the inhabitants of Pelusium, and, dividing there, passed to Alexandria on one side and Palestine on the other, and from these two centres spread over all the earth, missing no cave or island, no mountain summit or valley inhabited by man, and never quitted a spot till the tale of the dead had reached its full measure. It always began at the seaside, and spread thence into the interior. It reached Constantinople, where I then happened to be living, at midsummer in the second year of its devastation. The manner of its attack was this: Visions of spirits [φάσματα δαμόνων] in all sorts of human shapes were seen, and these spirits struck with a blow the victim, who was forthwith taken ill. At first men tried to turn away the demons by uttering holy names and hallowing themselves as best they could; but they gained nothing by so doing, and even those who fled into churches for protection perished at the very foot of the altar. Most persons shut themselves indoors for fear of being struck, and would not open their doors, lest the demon should enter and give the fatal blow. Not a few saw the phantom demon in their dreams at night; it stood over them, and struck them, and they were numbered with the dead. No one, however, fell sick from contact with the sick or dead. There was no danger of contagion. Those who suffered were struck, and those who were not so struck escaped. The plague lasted in Constantinople four months; at its height it carried off five thousand daily, went on to ten thousand, and even more, and then gradually declined."—Procopius, De Bello Persico, bk. ii. ch. 22, 23.

Plague of Florence (A.D. 1346). In the plague of Florence those who shut themselves up in solitary places where the air was healthy, where the inmates were furnished with every comfort, and where there could be no suspicion of infection, could not shut the door against God, who entered the privacy and struck down the inmates, just as He had done others who had taken no thought for themselves.—Matteo Villani, Istorie Fiorentine.

Pepys in the plague of London (June 17, 1665). "It struck me very deep this afternoon, going with a hackney coach down Holborn, from the Lord Treasurer's. The coachman I found to drive easily and easily, at last stood still . . . and told me he was suddenly struck very sick. So I lighted and went into another coach with a sad heart for the poor man, and for myself also, lest he should have been struck with the plague."—Diary.

Here the same language is used—"struck with the plague;" but Pepys does not probably mean anything more than that the attack was sudden and unexpected, without any premonitory symptoms.

Poison Innocuous.

Mark xvi. 17, 18. These signs shall follow them that believe . . . if they drink any deadly thing, it shall not hurt them.

St. Antony of Padua eats and drinks poison without injury (A.D. 1195–1231). St. Antony of Padua had many enemies, for he would make no league with sin. On one occasion they mixed poison both with his food and with his drink. Antony was warned of it by the Saviour. "Fear not," said the Lord; "remember I have said, if ye drink any deadly thing, it shall not harm you." The poisoners knew they were detected, and impudently exclaimed, "Eat and drink; for it is said, no deadly thing shall hurt those who love God." Antony made the sign of the cross, and cried in the hearing of the poisoners, "It is not, Lord, because Thou canst avert the evil of poison that I take this meat and drink, but to give a new occasion to manifest Thy love and power." So saying, he ate the soup and drank the wine, and felt no sort of pain or ill
effects. The poisoners were pricked to the heart, acknowledged their sin, and were received into the bosom of the Church.—L'abbé Guyard, Life of St. Antony of Padua. (See Matt. iv. 7.)

St. Austrebertha takes poisoned food without ill effects (A.D. 680-704). When Austrebertha was appointed abbess of Pavilly, she found the whole establishment in dreadful disorder, and set at once about restoring a stricter discipline. Her severe rule caused the greatest dissatisfaction, and some of the sisters combined to poison her food. When the food was set before her she knew that it was poisoned, but nevertheless partook of it, saying as she did so, "Christ hath promised His disciples, saying, if they take any poisoned thing, it shall not hurt them; but nevertheless, my daughters, I pray God to pardon the malice of your hearts, and lead you to repentance." This mild rebuke had no effect, and the devil resolved to make the best of it; so a few days afterwards, while the sisters were at matins, he so shook the convent that part of the dormitories were thrown down. The sisters, in alarm, were about to rush out of the church, when the stern abbess forbade them to move. One disobeyed, and part of the building, falling on her, crushed her to death. She was dug out, and taken to the infirmary. Austrebertha went to see the mangled corpse, took a little oil from the lamp, blessed it with the sign of the cross, anointed the dead body, and immediately it was restored to life and health.—St. Benedict, Lives of the Saints, vol. i.

St. Benedict has poisoned wine given him, but the poison is spilled. St. Benedict was chosen abbot of Vicovara, but his discipline was so rigid, that some of the monks resolved to poison him, and, accordingly, drugged his wine. When, however, St. Benedict made, as usual, the sign of the cross over the cup, the glass broke asunder, and the wine was poured out. "God forgive you, brethren," said the abbot; "you see plainly what I told you, that your manners and mine do not agree." So saying he left the abbey, and returned to his cave at Sublacum.—St. Gregory the Great, Dialogues, bk. ii.

Politeness of the Dead.

Bow. xii. 10. Be kindly affectioned one to another with brotherly love; in honour preferring one another.

Phil. ii. 3. Let each esteem other better than themselves.

Politeness of the three Magi, when in the grave (A.D. 54). The wise men who came from the East, and made offerings to the infant Jesus, were (according to the Catholic Church) Melchior king of Arabia, Balthazar king of Saba, and Gaspar king of Tarashish and the Isles (Ps. lixxii. 10). They all died in Jan., A.D. 54, at Servan. Melchior died first, Jan. 1, at the age of 116; Balthazar died next, Jan. 6, at the age of 112; and Gaspar died last, at the age of 109. They were all buried in the same vault. When the body of Balthazar was lowered into the grave, the dead body of Melchior budge on one side, to give the place of honour to him; and when Gaspar died, the two other bodies moved to the right and left, that the king of Tarashish and the Isles might occupy the middle place.—Les Petits Bollandistes (7th edit. 1880), vol. i. p. 159.

Two dead bishops make room for St. John the almsgiver (A.D. 619). St. John the almsgiver, patriarch of Alexandria, was buried in a vault containing the bodies of two other bishops. When the patriarch was lowered into the grave, the two bishops moved right and left to give the almsgiver the post of honour; not forgetting the apostolic precept, "Let each esteem other better than themselves."—Leontius (bishop of Naples), Life of St. John the Almsgiver.

The dead wife and daughter of St. Severus make room for the saint (A.D. 388). "St. Sévère sentant approcher la fin de sa vie, un peu après avoir achevé l'office de la sainte messe, il se mit en route pour le tombeau de sa femme et de sa fille, mortes avant lui. Arrivé là, il se fit ouvrir le tombeau, et commande qu'on lui fasse une place. À sa voix le sarcophage se meut de lui-même, et se déplace miraculeusement. Le saint évequé, descendu vivant dans ce tombeau, s'y endormit dans le Seigneur tout en priant."—Mgr. Guérin (chamberlain of pope Leo XIII.), Vies des Saints (7th edit. 1880), vol. ii. pp. 205, 206.

This extract is given in the exact words of the writer, and as his book is highly recommended to "all the faithful" by the chief dignitaries of the papal Church of the present day, it may be presumed that "votre retour à jouter fo à cette vérité" would be to strain at a gnat, while you swallow a camel.

Portions.

Eccles. xi. 2. Give a portion to seven, and also to eight; for thou knowest not what evil shall be upon the earth.

St. Nicholas, bishop of Myra, portions
PRAYER: ARMENTARIUS—DIFFICULTY OF.

off three damsels. There was in the city of Patara a decayed gentleman with three marriageable daughters. Not having the wherewithal for providing daily food, he implored his daughters to earn for him the wages of unrighteousness, but this they refused to do. The father of St. Nicholas was just dead, and his large inheritance came to his only son, who resolved to make this case his special care. So, filling a bag with gold, he went to the gentleman’s house at night, and slipped it through an open window. Next day the man found the money, thanked God, and provided for one of his daughters. When St. Nicholas heard how his device had succeeded, he repeated his gift, and the second daughter was married. The man now watched to find out who was his benefactor, and when St. Nicholas came with the third portion, ran after him, and falling at his feet, thanked him with many tears, for that he had raised the poor out of the mire and the needy from the dunghill. St. Nicholas bade him keep the matter secret, but the news soon spread, and the man ceased not as long as he lived to blaze abroad the praises of the saint.—Edward Kinesman (1628), Lives of the Saints, p. 976. (He tells us he has taken his life of St. Nicholas from John the Deacon and Leonard Justinian.)

Prayer.

Matt. xxi. 21, 22. Jesus said, If ye have faith, and doubt not, ye shall say unto this mountain, Be thou removed, and cast into the sea; and it shall be done. And all things, whatsoever ye ask in prayer, believing, ye shall receive.

St. Armentarius, bishop of Pavia, on the force of prayer (A.D. 780). “La prière éteint la violence du feu; ferme la bouche des lions; termine les guerres; chasse les démons, les maladies, et les orages; brise les liens de la mort; détourne de nous la colère de Dieu.”

Putting the God of Jacob to the test. A merchant of Leeds told the Rev. Edward Parsons this fact:—“I am a Scotchman, and went with my wife to London, where I soon found work as a skilled mechanic. In time work grew slack, and I was obliged to sell some of my furniture, and live in a cheaper house. Circumstances grew worse and worse. My health failed, more furniture was sold, and at length I was compelled to live with my wife and family in a wretched cellar in St. Giles’s. One day, after parting with my last article of furniture for bread, I resolved to drown myself. It was Sunday, and as I passed down Tottenham Court Road, on my way to the New River, a little before seven o'clock, I found myself moving on with a throng of persons who were bent to the Tabernacle. In a sullen mood I entered with the stream. Mr. Parsons was in the pulpit; and when he came to the sermon, he took for his text, ‘When the poor and needy seek water, and there is none, and their tongue faileth for thirst, the Lord will hear them, I the God of Jacob will not forsake them.’ It seemed so exactly to suit my case, that I stopped to the close, spellbound. Towards the conclusion of the sermon, the preacher paused, and then said, ‘Have you put the God of Jacob to the test?’ The question was repeated more than once; the nail was driven home, and I said to myself, ‘No, I have not put the God of Jacob to the test.’ I returned to my cellar, and found my wretched wife and starving children crying for food, but I had none to give. In a few minutes I said to my wife, ‘I think we will read a chapter.’ Poor woman! she burst into a flood of tears. No Bible was left. We had pawned our Bible for bread. An old bit of a Bible was, however, discovered, from which I read, and then said, ‘Wife, shall we pray, and put the God of Jacob to the test?’ We knelt down; I laid my case open, casting my cares upon Jesus. Next morning a letter was brought by the postman, stating that a large London firm had made extensive contracts, and was seeking skilled hands, and I was advised to apply for employment. It also contained a pound note, as a loan. I instantly purchased food, took my best coat out of pawn, applied to the firm, and obtained employment. I rose to be foreman, was taken in as under partner, and, when one of the brothers of the firm died, I took his place. In a few years the other brother retired, leaving the whole business to me. I have well thriven, and the God of Jacob has fulfilled the test with both hands open, and has supplied me amply with the nether and the upper springs, so that I can set to my seal that it is true to the very letter, ‘When the poor and needy seek water, and there is none, and their tongue faileth for thirst, the Lord will hear them, the God of Jacob will not forsake them.’”—Phillips, Remarkable Answers to Prayer.

Difficulty of fixing one’s thoughts on the words of prayer. A man scolding at the merit of prayer, St. Jerome said to him,
"I will give you my horse, if you can repeat even the short Lord's Prayer slowly, without allowing your thoughts to wander." The man laughed at the notion, and began: "Our Father, which art in heaven—but then breaking off exclaimed, "You did not say if the saddle was to be included in the bargain."

St. Apollo supplies an Easter feast by prayer. One Easter Day, the community over which St. Apollo presided, in Upper Egypt, being wholly without food, the abbot said, "Be of good cheer, brothers; let each one ask God for what he likes best, and be sure He will give liberally, and upbraid not." But the monks could not be induced to do so; whereupon St. Apollo prayed for them. As the monks shouted "Amen," a knocking was heard at the door, and there stood at the monastery several men, and asses laden with food: there were new loaves of the best white bread, there were citrons and pomegranates, honey and the honeycomb, nuts and dates, grapes and figs, with plenty of fresh milk.—Paladius (a personal acquaintance), Historia Lusacca.

It would have been more satisfactory if Palladius had informed us who paid for these provisions. If St. Apollo paid for them, the arrival was well timed, but there was no miracle.

St. Benedict, by prayer, coins money (A.D. 480–543). St. Gregory the Great assures us he heard the following story from some of the disciples of St. Benedict, who vouched for its truth. A poor man owed a considerable sum of money, but had not wherewithal to pay it. In great distress he applied to St. Benedict, abbot of Mount Cassino, for aid. St. Benedict said, "I have not so large a sum of money in the house, but come again in two days' time, and God will supply your want." The man returned at the time appointed, and the saint, having made his prayer, went to his coffers, and found not only all the money required to pay the man's debt, but a good deal more, although no human hand had put a single coin into the box. St. Benedict gave the whole to the man, some to pay his debt, and the rest for present wants.—St. Gregory the Great, Dialogues, bk. ii.

St. Benedict, by prayer, stops the devil from molesting his workmen. In the year of grace 529, St. Benedict, with two of his disciples, went to Aureola, near Hercularia, when it was revealed to him that God desired him to build a monastery in that spot, and another in Mount Cassino. These doings greatly annoyed the devil, who manifested himself to the saint in sundry shapes. The builders heard the roaring and howling of the foul fiend, but did not see his shape. However, the devil did all the mischief he could, by disturbing the work, making the stones heavy, throwing down the walls, and raising up false alarms of fire. St. Benedict suffered these obstructions for a time, but finding that they ceased not, had recourse to prayer, and so effectually delivered the workmen from any further annoyance.—Surius (1570), Lives of the Saints.

St. Bont stills a tempest by prayer (A.D. 705). When St. Bont was returning from the Holy Land to Rome, a terrible tempest arose, which wrecked one of the ships, and menaced that in which the saint was sailing; but he prayed, and the rage of the storm immediately lulled. —Bollandus, Acta Sanctorum, vol. i. Jan. 5.

The potency of the prayers of St. Catherine of Siena. The prayers of St. Catherine were of marvellous power. Thus, when her father died, she desired God to liberate him from the pains of purgatory, and to award her some pain instead. This was instantly done, for she suffered a grievous pain in her bowels, which continued till death—"a sure and certain token that her prayer was heard." A few days later, her mother died without confession, but St. Catherine, by fervent prayer, restored her to life, and she lived many years after. Again, Andrea Naddino of Siena, a man of most evil life, being sick and at the point of death, at the earnest prayer of St. Catherine confessed his sins, and obtained absolution. Two malefactors, while led to execution, were exhorited in vain by the monks who accompanied them, to repent and confess their sins; but they continued to blaspheme, till St. Catherine prayed for them, and then they became new creatures, confessed their sins with great contrition, received absolution, and died true penitents.—In 1374 a great pestilence ravaged Siena; but St. Catherine, by prayer, delivered many from death, amongst others Raymond, her confessor, and Stephen, a Carthusian. Those who were wicked she prayed over and turned from their evil ways.—Stephen (prior of Pavia), Life of St. Catherine of Siena.

St. Clare, when a boy, lays a furious tempest by prayer (seventh century). One day, in early childhood, [St.] Clare
went with his mother to the church of St. Ferreol, on the Rhone, and their hearts were so stirred within them they quite forgot how the day was passing, till the shades of evening warmed them to hasten home. They made all the haste they could, but had to cross the river in a boat. The night turned out very tempestuous, with thunder and lightning, wind and rain, so that the boatman despaired of getting them across. In this sad plight, the boy began to cry bitterly, and stretching out his hand towards the church, he said, "O God, in whose name the glorious martyr St. Ferreol suffered death, deliver us from this great danger." In a moment the tempest ceased, and the boat was on the bank, where Clare and his mother wanted to land._Les Petits Bollandistes, vol. i. p. 30.

St. Eusebius, bishop of Versailles, opens the cathedral doors by prayer. The Arians, knowing that Eusebius was named bishop of Versailles, endeavoured to hinder his entrance into the cathedral church, by shutting and barring the doors; but Eusebius kneeling at the porch, the doors flew open of their own accord, and Eusebius, entering in, took possession of the church._Surius, Lives of the Saints, vol. iv. (See also Vincent of Beauvais, Historical Mirror.)

St. Giles lays a storm at sea by prayer. While St. Giles was sailing from Greece to France, a great tempest arose, so that the sailors every moment expected the ship would be wrecked; but St. Giles prayed, and the storm ceased. So convinced were the sailors and passengers that they owed their lives to St. Giles, they came to him in a body to thank him for his intercession._Gilbert (bishop of Carnoul), Life of St. Giles.

Every one knows that the Mediterranean Sea is subject to what are termed "levanters," sudden winds which blow in all directions from N.E. round by E. to S.E. Probably the wind called (Acts xxvii.) Euroclydon, which means south-east wind meant, was a levantar.

When [St.] Isidore fell into a well, the water, in obedience to prayer, restored him (A.D. 1170). St. Isidore, when a little boy, fell into a well, but his parents made fervent prayer for his restoration. "Whatsoever ye ask in prayer, believing, ye shall receive;" and so it proved in this case, for the water heaved itself to the top of the well, bearing up the body of the child, not only uninjured, but in perfect health. In corroboration of this miracle, the very well is still shown in Madrid, and it was doubtless the property of St. Isidore's master, John de Vergas, for it has continued in the family even to the present day._John the Deacon, Life of St. Isidore (1261).

Of course the fact that a certain well has been in the family of de Vergas for seven hundred years or more, and that it is still pointed out as the well into which St. Isidore fell in boyhood, does not prove the truth of the legend, though it may prove the existence of such a story.


Fire quenched by the prayers of St. Mamertus (A.D. 477). On Easter Eve a fire broke out in Vienne, and threatened to destroy the whole city. St. Mamertus, the archbishop, threw himself before the altar in prayer, and the fire suddenly ceased. St. Avitus mentions this (490-570), and distinctly attributes the extinction of the fire to a miracle._Les Petits Bollandistes, vol. v. p. 455.

Marianne de Jesus, when a child, heals a sore finger by prayer (A.D. 1618-1645). One day, in childhood, Marianne, the daughter of don Jerome of Quito, hurt her finger. She said nothing about it, "afin de pouvoir souffrir davantage." A gangrene was the result, which threatened her life, and her cousins advised her to consult the family doctor. "Wait a bit," said Marianne; "you shall see how I cure myself." She then knelt before the image of the Virgin, and "lorsqu'elle se releva, toute trace du mal avait disparu." _Mgr. Guérin, Vies des Saints, vol. vi. p. 231 (1880).

We are told that Marianne was seven years old at the time, and "pau de temps aprés, elle dit le ros de châtiment perpétuel." In my opinion she ought to have been whipped for even knowing what "charity" meant.

St. Martin puts out a fire by prayer. One winter, when St. Martin went to visit his diocese, the priests prepared him a bed in the vestry, and lighted a fire. Being too warm, he threw the coverlet off, and it fell by accident into the fire; but Benedict, being drowsy with sleep, knew it not. Presently the whole vestry caught fire, and the flames, spreading to the roof, threatened to burn down the whole church. St. Martin, starting up, ran to the door, but could not open it. What was to be done? He fell on his knees in the midst of the flames, and prayed for help; when lo! the fire suddenly went out._Severus Sulpicius, Dialogues,
PREPARING THE WAY—RAIN OBEIDENT.

St. Patrick prays, and a herd of swine instantly appears to give food to a starving crew. When St. Patrick fled from captivity in Ireland at the age of twenty-two, he was taken on board a pirate’s ship, which ran to a desert place, where the crew was detained for twenty-seven days. St. Patrick, in his Confessions, says, “While here both food and water failed us, and the hunger of the men was frightful. The pilot said to me, ‘You tell us you are a Christian, and that your God can do anything. Ask Him to help us in this our necessity.’ ‘I will, if you will become Christians, and God will interpose and save us.’ Scarcely had I spoken, when a great herd of swine ran by. All praised the name of the Lord, and treated me with great reverence. But griefs, trials, and temptations were not ended here.”

St. Peter Thomas stills a tempest by prayer (A.D. 1358). St. Peter Thomas appeased the fury of a storm at sea by prayer. All the sailors expected the ship would be lost; but St. Peter Thomas laid his crucifix on the rough water and prayed, and in a moment there was a perfect calm.—Philip Mazzeri, Life of St. Peter Thomas.

Wesley, by prayer, lays a storm at sea. Wesley and Dr. Adam Clarke, coming from Guernsey, were overtaken by a storm at sea. Wesley was in the cabin reading; and, hearing the noise and bustle, put his head above deck to inquire what was amiss. Being told that the ship was in great danger, he quietly said, “Then let us pray:—Almighty and everlasting God, who hast sway everywhere, and holdest the winds in Thy fist, command these winds and waves, in obedience to Thy word, to take us safely into haven.” Then rose he from his knees; made no sort of remark; but, taking up his book again, went on with his reading. Dr. Clarke went on deck, and what was his surprise, when he found the vessel running smoothly in the right course, with a favourable breeze, which brought them safely near St. Michael’s Mount, in Penzance Bay. Mr. Wesley made no remark on this sudden change, so fully did he expect, and take for granted, that God would hear and answer prayer.—Life of Dr. Adam Clarke.

Any one who has crossed over to Guernsey or Jersey, or back therefrom, will remember the Caskets. Here prince William, the son of Henry I., and his suite, perished in 1119; and here H.M.S. Victory, of 110 guns, went down in 1744. I have seen the sea from Southampton calm and tranquil till the vessel has reached this dreadful spot, and then Booms seem to have let all the winds out of their prison-house to flourish red flags at sea. Immediately the Caskets are passed all goes merrily again.

Preparing the Way.

Isa. xi. 3, 4. The voice of him that crieth in the wilderness, Prepare ye the way of the Lord, make straight in the desert a highway for our God. Every valley shall be exalted, and every mountain and hill shall be made low. The crooked shall be made straight, and the rough places plain. (See Matt. iii. 3.)

March of Semiramis into Media and Persia. Marching towards Ecbatana, Semiramis came to the mountain Zarkeum, which extended many furlongs, and was full of craggy precipices and deep hollows. She ordered the precipices to be cut down, and the hollows to be filled up with earth; and thus made she a plain open road, which is to this day called the “Road of Semiramis.” Afterwards, she made a royal progress through Persia, and all her other dominions in Asia; but, wherever she went, she ordered the mountains and craggy rocks to be cut down, and made all the ways level and plain. On the other hand, in low valleys she raised mounds, on which she built monuments to her deceased generals.—Diodorus Siculus, The Historical Library, bk. ii. pp. 44, 47.

Rain, etc., obedient to the Saints. (See Sun Warded Off.)

Isa. iv. 6. There shall be a tabernacle for a shadow in the daytime from the heat, and for a covert from storm and rain.

Isa. v. 6. I will command the clouds that they rain no rain upon it.

St. Antony of Padua, preaching, commanded the rain not to molest his congregation. One summer’s day, as St. Antony of Padua was preaching at Bruges in the open field, the sky became suddenly overcast; but St. Antony told the people not to stir, for the rain should not fall on them to wet them. Down came the rain in torrents on the surrounding parts, but “not one single drop fell on the congregation, and not one of those who heard the words of the preacher were wetted by the shower.”—Edward Kinesman (1623), Lives of the Saints, p. 867.

Rain does not wet a woman sent by St. Antony of Padua to get vegetables (A.D. 1185-1281). St. Antony went to found the convent of Brives, and arrived at a time when there was no food. St. Antony sent to a woman in the neighbourhood to give him a few onions out of her garden. It rained in torrents, and
the garden was a considerable way from the house, yet the woman told one of her female servants to go and get the onions for the convent. The maid servant obeyed, and great was the astonishment of her mistress to find that not one drop of rain had fallen on her, though it had not ceased raining for a single moment, and the servant had been exposed to it for more than half an hour.—L’abbé Guyard, Life of St. Antony of Padua.

A heavy rain refused to touch St. Aubin (A.D. 470–550). One day the abbot of Cincillac, near Angers, sent St. Aubin with a message to the neighbouring town; and while he was in a house where a large number of people were assembled, a heavy rain fell, which penetrated through the roof and drenched all who were gathered together, except St. Aubin. Not one drop fell upon him. His clothes were as dry after the downfall as before. The historian says, “The rain had respect to the holiness of the saint, and no more attempted to annoy him, than did the flames of the furnace attempt to burn the three faithful ones in Babylon.”—Fortunatus (bishop of Poitiers, a contemporary), Life of St. Austin, Bishop of Angers.

St. Bernard, writing a letter in the open air, commands the rain not to fall on it to blot it. St. Bernard, on one occasion, was writing a letter to a monk who had quitted his order. He wrote in the open air, and not under shelter. Presently the sky was black with clouds, and the rain came pelting down both fast and furious. St. Bernard simply bade the rain not to fall where he was sitting, and went on writing. The rain obeyed the man of God, and not one single drop of the shower fell on him or on the letter he was writing. (See St. MAIDOC, next column.)—William (abbot of Theodore), Life of St. Bernard.

A heavy fall of snow respects the cottage of St. Eumachus of Perigord (sixth century). One rigorous winter day, while St. Eumachus was occupied in prayer for the clergy and people of Perigord, a heavy storm of snow fell on all the surrounding country; but not a single flake fell on the cottage or in the little garden plot of St. Eumachus. We are told that an eagle with outstretched wings brooded over the cottage and garden, and protected them.—Les Petits Bollandistes, vol. ii. p. 414 (1880).

One harvest-time, clouds black with rain threatened to inundate a field in which reapers were employed. St. Geneviève commanded the clouds not to drop their burden there, so as to spoil the fruits of God’s bounty; the clouds, accordingly, rolled away; and though rain fell is great abundance in the neighbourhood, not a drop fell on the corn or the reapers protected by the saint.—Bollandus, Acta Sanctorum (Vita St. Genovefræ).

The elements obedient to Hugh of Poitiers (A.D. 928). Hugh of Poitiers not only wrought the usual miracles ascribed to saints, such as giving hearing to the deaf, eyes to the blind, and speech to the dumb; he also gave fecundity to seed, and, with the sign of the cross, or the relics of saints, he dispelled clouds, averted storms, changed hail into dew, and had full command of Nature and all her works.—Mabillon, Acta Sanctorum, vol. vii. April 20.

The elements obedient to St. John-Joseph de la Croix (A.D. 1654–1734). The elements, says cardinal Wiseman, were obedient to St. John-Joseph de la Croix. The rain, at his command, ceased to fall. On one occasion, being on a journey into the country with a companion, an incessant rain fell all the time, but at their journey’s end they found their garments as dry as if they had been indoors. In fact, all nature was submissive to him, and did exactly what he desired. “L’air lui rapporta sur ses ailes son bâton qu’il avait laissé derrière lui, et les plantes poussaient surnaturellement pour secourir les vues de sa charité.”—Migne, Demonstrations Evangeliques, vol. xvi.

A heavy downfall of rain refuses to wet St. Maidoc’s book (A.D. 632). St. David once called his pupil Maidoc, while he was in the fields reading. The young man promptly obeyed, but left his book behind him. A heavy shower fell, but when Maidoc ran back to fetch his book, great was his joy to find that not a drop of rain had touched it. (See St. Bernard, preceding column, and UBALDUS, p. 445.)—Baring-Gould, Lives of the Saints, Jan. 31.

Queen Margaret’s book of the Gospels uninjured by the water of a river (A.D. 1046–1093). Queen Margaret of Scotland had a book of the four Gospels with intaglios of the four evangelists, and all the initial letters illuminated with much gold. One day she charged a page with this book, who let it fall into a river, and never knew it till he was about to hand the book to the queen. Search was instantly made for it, and it was ultimately seen at the
REPETITIONS VAIN.

Matt. vi. 7. When ye pray, use not vain repetitions, as the heathen do.

Luke xvi. 9. Because this widow troubleth me, I will avenge her, lest by her continual crying she weary me.

Luke xi. 8. Though he will not rise and give him, because he is his friend, yet because of his importunity he will rise and give him as much as he needeth.

The Jewish repetition of the word "Elijah." (1) At the close of the sabbath Elijah sits under the tree of life, and records the merits of those who have kept the day holy. Those Jews who reverence the day, and are very strict, write the words "ELIAH THE PROPHET" 130 times.—Talmudic Miscellany, p. 340.

(2) One of the most curious repetitions is the cabalistic transpositions of the letters in the word "Elijah." Of course, the English word, having six letters, can be transposed in 720 ways, as 720 changes can be rung on six bells; but in Hebrew the word contains only five letters, as in the Greek form "Elias," and five letters can be transposed only 120 different ways:

Elias, Elisa, Elisa, Essai, Saile,
Liase, Liase, Liess, Leaai, Essal,
Iasel, Iase, Iales, Iices, Lesai, etc.
(120 changes).

Elijah might run—
Elijah, Ehlija, Ejahli, Eijahli, Elhija,
Elahji, Eljahj, Elhajj, Elhijj, Ealhijj,
Eahlji, Eajhli, Eahijj, Elahijj, Ealhijj,
etc. (720 changes).

Repetitions in the [Roman] Catholic prayers. In a "Rosary," the Ave Maria is repeated 150 times, besides thrice in the preliminary prayers. The Pater Noster is repeated fifteen times, and once in the preparation. (See Introduction.)

The Church of England has not escaped this fault. The Lord's Prayer is much too often repeated, especially in the full morning service. And it is doubtful whether the Litany does not err in the same direction, even to weariness:

Desine facias... obfutundas...
Ut nihil erases intelligeres, ne idem dictum sit centum.

Tercenas, Self-censor.
A Mahometan prayer. The Rev. Thomas Harmer, in his Observations, says, "The following is the commencement of a Mahometan prayer now lying before me:—


The Triangia is repeated thrice in acknowledgment of the doctrine of the Trinity—at least, so it is said by Christians. Probably Mahomet's idea was a sort of double superlative, like "most highest," two repetitions being equivalent to a superlative. The Mahometans repeat four times, once to each quarter of the universe.

Resist the Devil.

James iv. 7. Resist the devil, and he will flee from you. (See Luke x. 17.)

St. Clare resisted the devil, and he fled (seventh century). St. Clare, going round the monastery of Santa Blandina, on one occasion encountered the devil in person. He was in human form, but of gigantic size and hideous aspect. St. Clare fixed his eyes on the monster, never flinched with fear, but boldly demanded the object of his coming. "To drive you hence," was the ready answer, "for without your interference I should be master here." "Aroint thee, Satan!" cried the saint. "The earth is the Lord's, and the fulness thereof." Then making the sign of the cross, the foul fiend fled howling, and vanished from his sight.—Les Petits Bollandistes, vol. i. p. 31.

St. Patrick resisted a legion of devils, and they fled from him (fifth century). When St. Patrick drew near the coast of Ireland, the devils, knowing what a formidable enemy he would prove to be, determined to resist his landing, and accordingly formed a cordon around the coast to bar his passage. "Off!" cried the man of God; and, raising his right hand, he made in the air the sign of the cross. Instantly the whole legion fled, leaving the coast clear. The men with him heard the noise of the howling fiends in their precipitate retreat, but only St. Patrick could see their forms.—Jocelinus the monk, De Farnesio apud Lancastrensis.

Returning not Evil for Evil.

1 Pet. iii. 9. Not rendering evil for evil, but contrariwise, blessing.

Matt. v. 39. Resist not evil; but whosoever shall smite thee on thy right cheek, turn to him the other also.

Isa. vi. 8. I gave My back to the smiters, and My cheeks to them that plucked off the hair.

St. Benet-Joseph Labre being insolently struck, rejoiced in the affront (A.D. 1748-1783). One night, going from Notre Dame des Monts, Benet-Joseph, in the dark, ran against a young man, who struck him with his stick, and then boxed his ears. Benet-Joseph spoke not one word of reproach. At another time, in the Corso, he was insulted by some peasants, but instead of quickening his pace, he walked along more slowly than before, rejoicing that he was thought worthy to be insulted and persecuted.—K. P. Desnoyers, Lives of Benet-Joseph Labre.

St. Gertrude of Ostend returned good for evil (died A.D. 1356). St. Gertrude of Ostend was affianced to a young man whom she dearly loved; but, shortly before the day of espousal, the lover jilted her for one with a better dowry. The new wife in due time had a son, and both mother and child were expected to die; but St. Gertrude by fervent prayer obtained their restoration to health, not rendering evil for evil, but contrariwise, blessing.—Vita Sanctorum (Bollandists).

Reveled and Persecuted.

Matt. v. 11, 12. Blessed are ye, when men shall revile you, and persecute you, and shall say all manner of evil against you falsely, for My sake. Rejoice, and be exceeding glad: for great is your reward in heaven.

St. Peter reviled and persecuted because St. Agnes, St. Catherine, and St. Cecilia appear to him in his cell (A.D. 1206-1252). While St. Peter of Verona was in the monastery of St John the Baptist, in Como, St. Catherine, St. Agnes, and St. Cecilia visited him in his cell, and conferred so familiarly with him, that a man passing by heard them, and laid an information against him for admitting women into his chamber. The case was heard before the whole chapter, and St. Peter was banished to Ancona, and forbidden to appear any more in public. The man of God grieved sore at this unjust sentence, and cried, "Why, oh why, my God, hast Thou suffered this? Thou knowest my innocence; remove, then, this great scandal, which is an offence to thy holy Church." Christ said to him, "And I, Peter, was I not innocent, when men said I was a drunkard, and in league with the devil? Learn of Me to suffer patiently, and remember what I said, 'Blessed are ye, when men shall revile you, and say all manner of evil against you falsely: for so persecuted they the prophets which were before
you.' Then was St. Peter comforted; and in due time, his innocence being established, he was recalled from banishment, and his fame stood higher than ever. — Acta Sanctorum (Bollandists), April 29.

Rivers dried up or diverted.

Psalm lxxiv. 15. Thou didst up mighty rivers.

Isa. xxxi. 15. I will make the rivers islands, and will dry up the pools.

Isa. xliv. 27. The Lord saith to the deep, Be dry, and I will dry up thy rivers.

Sinvaldus commands the river Bobbio to change its course (A.D. 627). When the mill of Bobbio monastery was in great danger of being swept away by the river Bobbio, which had overflowed its banks, St. Attalus sent his deacon Sinvaldus with his abbatial cross, and charged him to make the sign of the cross, and command the river to flow in another course. Sinvaldus did as he was directed, and the river obeyed. It not only drew back the water which threatened the mill, but made for itself a new channel further away. Sinvaldus, amazed at this obedience, told the abbot, and was commanded not to talk of the miracle during the lifetime of St. Attalus. — Acta Sanctorum (Bollandists), vol. ii. March. (See Bede, vol. iii.)

The life of St. Attalus was written by Jonas, a Scotchman, one of his disciples.

Roses from the Blood of Saints.

The Adonis flower. The flowers of the Adonis plant, especially before they are expanded, being globular and deep scarlet, resemble small drops of blood; hence French peasants call the plant the "Blood-drop" (Goutte de sang). The poetic Greeks, tracing the same resemblance, connected these blood-drops with young Adonis, who, they say, was gored by a wild boar. When Venus heard of this mishap she flew to the boy's succour, and her tears, mingling with the blood, converted the blood-drops into flowers, which still bear the name of the young huntsman. — Bion.

A few conceits about flowers springing from blood will show what a favourite the notion is with imaginative minds.

Anacreon's conceit respecting the origin of the red rose. The erotic poet Anacreon says, when the goddess of Love and Beauty first arose from the briny waves, and set foot on dry land, the earth produced the rose in commemoration of that happy event. — Anacreon, Ode 55.

Geisser's conceit of the origin of the blush rose. Geisser says that Bacchus was enamoured of a nymph, who fled at his approach, and hid herself among some bushes in which she became entangled. The wine-god approached, saying, "Fear not; I am Bacchus, god of wine, of joy, of youth." So saying, he seized the maid, who kissed the eyes of the amorous god, and blushed. Bacchus, in acknowledgment, touched the bush which had detained the fugitive, and commanded that it should ever after be covered with the flowers of love and beauty; accordingly it became the blush-rose bush.

Rapin's conceit of the origin of the rose and its suitors. Father Rapin, in his poem called The Garden, says, Rhodes, queen of Corinth, whose beauty exceeded that of the sea-nymphs, being distracted by her many suitors, shut herself up in the temple of Diana. Three of her lovers, more importunate than the rest, intruded into this sanctuary, and tried to force her thence. A scuffle ensued, when Apollo interfered, changed Rhodes into a rose, and her three suitors into a worm, a fly, and a butterfly.

A new suggestion of the origin of the rose and its thorn. The queen of Beauty one day strayed with Love till both were tired; when they stepped into Flora's bower to rest awhile. Here they found Adonis asleep; and while the queen stooped to kiss the boy, young Love drew his bow and pierced her to the heart. The ichor which flowed from Beauty's wound became a rose; and in order to perpetuate the story of its origin, the goddess decreed that the shaft which wounded her should grow for ever on its stem. — E. C. B.

(The author apologizes for introducing this conceit.)

Moslem tradition of the white and yellow rose. According to a Mussulman tradition the white and yellow roses are thus accounted for: When Mahomet took his journey to heaven, the sweat which fell on the earth from the prophet's forehead produced white roses, and that which fell from Alborak (the animal on which he rode) produced yellow ones.

The blood of Zillah the origin of white roses. Sir John Mandeville says that a Jewish maid of Bethlehem (whom Southey names Zillah) was beloved by Hamuel, a brutish sot. Zillah rejected
his suit; and Hamuel, in revenge, accused her of offences for which she was condemned to be burnt alive. When brought to the stake, the flames burned Hamuel to a cinder, but did no harm to Zillah. There she stood in a garden of roses; for "as the fyre began to brenne about hire, she made her preyere to ooure Lord, and anon was the fyre quenched and oute, and the brones that were brennynge become white roseres... These were the first roseres that ever ony man saughe."—Sir John Manedville, _Voyage and Travails._

The blood of St. Lucian engenders roses (first century). No one will for a moment suppose that the seven conceits of blood-flowers given above have any pretence beyond poetic fancy, but the legends which follow claim to be historic facts. The first shall be given in the _ipsissima verba_ of the "historian" himself: "C'est une chose véritable" (dit Mons. Louvet), "que les gouttes de sang du chef de notre martyr [St. Lucian] dont la terre fut empourprée, engendrèrent telle quantité de rosières garnis de roses vermeilles, qui ont paru jusqu'à présent, que le lieu du martyr s'appelle encore La Rosière, pour signifier, comme dit Tertullien, que le sang des martyrs est une graine et une semence des belles fleurs du paradis."—Louvet, _History and Antiquities of the Diocese of Bouvet_, vol. i. p. 887.

St. Francis, by the sign of the cross, converts thorns and brambles, covered with the blood of St. Benedict, into roses (sixth century). When St. Benedict, afterwards abbot of Mount Cassino, first retired to the cavern in Subiaco, he was not more than fifteen years of age, and was greatly harassed by the recollection of a young woman with whom he had been in love. He felt sometimes that he must perform return to the world; but when the heat on him was greatest, he would wallow naked for hours among thorns and brambles, till his whole body was one vast bleeding wound. It was thus by his blood that he quenched the heat of his carnal passion. When, at a future period, St. Francis went to visit the rocks of Subiaco, where Benedict had his cavern, he made the sign of the cross over these thorns and brambles, so often covered with the blood of the young solitary, and they were converted into roses, which have given health to many a pilgrim.—St. Gregory the Great, _Dialogues_, bk. ii.

St. Benedict is sometimes represented rolling in a bramble bush; and the monks of Subiaco show a thorny bush, the leaves of which are marked "d'un petit serpen noir," which they say is a souvenir of the triumph of St. Benedict when a youth over "that old serpent the devil."

Jesus Christ sends St. Agnes of Mount Pulciano a rose in midwinter (A.D. 1274-1317). One winter, two hermits, who had heard of the wonderful things told of St. Agnes, came to pay her a visit. After a long conversation on the spiritual life, Agnes invited them to dine with her. Before any food was brought in, all of a sudden there appeared a plate, in the middle of which was a beautiful rose. "Fathers," said St. Agnes, "Jesus Christ has been kind enough, in the very middle of winter, when the frost has cut off all earthly flowers, to send us this rose from the garden of paradise. This, fathers, is a symbol of how greatly your words have refreshed my soul." The hermits went away enchanted, each saying to the other that the words of the holy Agnes dropped like manna into their souls.—Raymond of Capua, _Life of St. Agnes._

The bread of Germana Cousin of Pibrac turned to flowers (A.D. 1579-1601). Germana Cousin of Pibrac was a poor shepherdess, but very charitable. She gave as much to the poor, that her mother-in-law felt certain she must rob the larder. One day, in the depth of winter, the mother-in-law fancied she saw Germana hide food in her apron, and ran after her with a stick, intent on chastising her severely. Two of the neighbours happened to see her, and followed to screen the shepherd girl from the angry woman, whose dislike to Germana was well known. They joined the woman just as she reached her daughter-in-law, and commanded her to show what she had in her apron. On doing so, the apron was full of nosegays tied in bunches. It was midwinter, but even in summer-time no such flowers grew in the neighbourhood of Pibrac. They all felt convinced the flowers were from paradise. The incident spread in all directions, and even the hard heart of the mother-in-law was softened. (See the next two articles.)—M. L. Veuillot, _Vie de la Bienheureuse Germaine._

_Bread turned to roses in the lap of St. Rosaline_ (A.D. 1263-1829). One day the poor, pressed by hunger, crowded round the door of the chateau of Villeneuve, begging bread. Rosaline, the daughter of the squire, heard them, but her father paid no attention to their importunity. Rosaline went secretly into the larder, and filled her apron full of food to dis-
tribute to them, but the squire came across her, and said sharply, "Rosaline, what have you got in your apron?"

"Only roses," said the girl; and opening her apron, it was full of the most magnificent roses. God, to show His approval of her charity, screened her from the anger of her father by a miracle. The squire, ravished by this testimony of God to Rosaline's sanctity, told his servants they were never more to oppose her wishes, but were to give her full liberty to do what she thought proper. (See the article before and after this.)—Count H. de Villeneuve-Flayosc, Life of St. Rosaline de Villeneuve. (See also Acta Sanctorum, vol. ii. June 11.)

This is a more repetition of the tale told of Elizabeth of Hungary (1207-1231) a few years previously. Both are open to the same grave objections. Rosaline knew she was doing wrong, because she told a lie to cover her wrong-doing. That the lie was covered by a "miracle" did not alter its character, though it induced the father to condone the offence.

Bread turned to roses in the lap of Elizabeth of Hungary (A.D. 1207-1231). Elizabeth of Hungary was very profuse in her alms to the poor; her husband thought her too lavish, and she knew it. One day, when the landgrave was out hunting, Elizabeth and a favourite domestic went to the larder, and filled the skirts of their gowns with bread, eggs, and other food, to distribute to the poor. Just as they came out of the house, the landgrave met them; and astonished to see them so heavily laden, said, "Hey-day, Elizabeth, what have you got here?"

"Only roses," said the landgravine; and opening her lap, behold, it was filled with the most exquisite red and white roses. This was the more surprising, seeing it was not the season for flowers. The landgrave was amazed, and went up to salute his wife, but stopped short on seeing a luminous cross upon her head. He told her to do what she thought proper, and continued his way to Wartenburg, taking one of the roses with him.—Count of Montalembert, History of St. Elizabeth of Hungary, etc.

Precisely the same tale is told of Rosaline of Villeneuve a few years later. (See The Schönberg-Cotta Family, below.)

(See the converse, flowers turned into bread—Stones made Bread, p. 567.)

Practical application of St. Elizabeth's example. In the Schönberg-Cotta Family Else tells us they had a picture of St. Elizabeth and the roses, of which all the children were very fond, because the landgravine was their neighbour. She lived in the old castle of Wartburg, "not above three hundred years ago," and often walked through the streets of Eisenach, where the Schönberg-Cotta family lived. She says, "There is one thing in St. Elizabeth's history which once brought Fritz and me into great trouble and perplexity. When we were little children, our grandmother told us about the holy landgravine emptying her husband's larder to feed the poor. Now, we thought what was right for the saint must certainly be right for us; so we resolved to imitate St. Elizabeth. There was in the next street a poor old woman, with a great many orphan grandchildren, and her we determined to help, like St. Elizabeth. Christmas Eve was close at hand, and for a rarity there were some meat and apple-pies in our store-room. We crept into the room in twilight, as St. Elizabeth did, and I filled my pinafore with the pies, meat, and cakes, and stole out to give our booty to the old woman. Next morning was Christmas Day, and the larder was empty. There was no Christmas dinner. The younger children cried, mother looked distressed, and father was very angry. He thought it was the cat or else rats, but our grandmother said very quietly, 'I never heard of cats and rats eating pies.' Fritz and I looked at each other, and began to fancy we had somehow done wrong, when little Christopher said, 'I saw Fritz and Else carry away the pies last night.' Else, Fritz,' said our father, 'what does this mean?' I would have confessed, but remembering the answer of St. Elizabeth, replied, 'No, Christopher, they were not pies, but roses.' 'Roses,' said mother very gravely, 'at Christmas?' I hoped the pies would reappear, but they did not, and everything went against us. 'Fritz,' said father, 'tell the truth, or I will flog you soundly.' This was different to the legend, but I instantly cried out, 'It is my fault, father; we took the things to the poor woman in the next street.' 'Then you are no better than thieves,' said father, 'and shall have no dinner for your pains. As for you, Else, go to your room at once, for telling a lie.' All this was very different to the history of St. Elizabeth. While I sat shivering in my room, aunt Ursula entered. She had divined in a moment the mistake, and said, laughing, 'My poor Else, you are too young yet awhile to imitate our patron saint. What may do for St. Elizabeth will not do for you, any more
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than it will do for me to wander to Rome with eleven thousand young ladies, like my namesake." Ever after I understood it was not for us to follow the example of the saints, but to try and keep the ten commandments. And yet to think that St. Elizabeth, a real canonized saint, whose picture is over the altar of our church, whose bones are laid up in reliquaries—I could not make it out, and concluded it must be because she had lived three hundred years ago, and that if I had lived in those times it would have been all right."—Else's Story, ch. i.

The rose-girl of Salency (sixth century). St. Medard, bishop of Noyon, established in the sixth century a beautiful institution for good conduct, which continues to the present day. It is known by the name of the "Fête de la Rosière," held every third year. The prize given is a chaplet of roses and a purse of £25 to the girl selected by the parish as the best deserving. The following rules are indispensable: the girl herself must be irreproachable; so must her father, mother, sisters, and other near kinsfolk to the fourth generation. A mere scandal will suffice to disqualify a competitor. Three girls are presented, a month in advance, to the seigneur of Salency, who has the choice of selecting one as the Rosière. The decision is publicly announced, and the two competitors with their friends are invited to investigate the choice, and either confirm it or dispute it. June 8 is the day of the fête, at two o'clock. The Rosière is dressed in white, powdered, her hair curled and falling on her shoulders; and accompanied by her parents, brothers, and sisters, and twelve girls all in white and blue ribbons and sashes, she goes in procession to the hall with a band of music. The seigneur or his son and heir, with his steward and a band of music, goes to meet her, and lead her to the parish church to attend vespers. The clergy then form a procession, and all follow to the chapel of St. Medard, when the curé places the chaplet on the girl's head, and gives her the purse of gold. This ceremony was interrupted at the Revolution, but was re instituted in 1812, and the corporation guarantees three hundred francs.—Godescard, Anno Lit logo, 1766, No. 19.

The lily of Quito (A.D. 1645). Marianne de Jesus, daughter of don Jerome of Quito, lived a life of almost unparalleled abstinence and self-denial. She allowed herself only three hours' sleep, and that on a hard triangular board, drank nothing at all, and took no food except the Eucharist. Mgr. Guérin says, "Le Seigneur, pour augmenter les merites de sa fidèle servante," caused her to suffer from dropsy, and goes on to say, " elle fut saignée cent cinquante fois en deux ans!" The blood drawn from her was thrown into a ditch, and after her death this blood was the bed of "d'un lis d'une beauté admirable," which was called "The lily of Quito."—Vies des Saints, vol. vi. p. 233.

Satan as an Angel of Light.

2 Cor. xi. 14. Satan himself is transformed into an angel of light.

The devil in the guise of Jesus Christ and also in that of the Virgin Mary appears to St. Catherine of Bologna (A.D. 1413-1468). One day, when St. Catherine of Bologna was rudely assaulted by the devil, she said to him, "You cannot deceive me." God, in order to humble her, resolved to show her that Satan was, after all, more habile than she was. He presented himself to her in the form of Jesus Christ, and not long after he appeared disguised as the Virgin Mary, and suggested to her thoughts of insubordination. The resentment she felt interfered with her prayers and reading. She grew less vigilant, and almost succumbed to the adversary, when God by His grace came to the rescue; for He would not suffer her to be tempted above what she could bear, but with the temptation made a way of escape. The Saviour showed her that the temptations she had suffered was the wife of the devil, permitted by God for a little time to teach her idleness, humility, and self-abasement.

St. Catherine afterwards wrote a book, in which she recounts her temptations, and the graces whereby she was enabled to overcome them. This book she afterwards burnt, but she then wrote The Seven Spiritual Arms, in which she speaks of herself under a pseudonym. The object of the book is to warn against self-confidence, and the wiles of the devil.—Paleotti, Life of St. Catherine of Bologna. (This life, written about fifty years after the death of St. Catherine, is inserted in the seventeenth volume of the Ecclesiastical Annals.)

Satan falling.

Luke x. 18. I beheld Satan, as lightning, fall from heaven.

St. Zeno saw a devil tumble into a ditch.
(third century). Between the age of thirteen and fourteen, Zeno one day accompanied the bishop of Verona, whose clerk he was, down the street of the city, and burst into an uncontrollable fit of laughter. The bishop rebuked the boy for his unseemly conduct, and demanded the reason. Zeno replied "qu'il venait de voir un diabotin dormant tranquillement sur la queue de la robe d'une dame qui marchait devant eux; mais que cette dame, ayant raméné sa jupe avec une prestesse toute féminine, le diable était tombé dans l'eau fanguse du ruisseau, ce dont il faisait pitoyable mine." In Christian art Zeno is drawn with a background representing a devil falling into a slough.—_Les Petits Bollandistes_, vol. iv. p. 851.

**Sea giving up the Dead.**

Rsv. xx. 13. The sea gave up the dead which were in it.

*The sea gives up the dead bodies of Peter, Gorgonius, and Dorotheus.* When Peter, Gorgonius, and Dorotheus were martyred, by order of the emperor Diocletian, their bodies were buried by some Christians; but when the emperor heard that certain devotees visited these bodies to offer up their prayers on the spot of their internment, he commanded them to be disinterred, and cast into the sea. God would not, however, suffer these holy relics to be lost, for the sea threw them up again, and the Christians again buried them. The body of Gorgonius was afterwards carried to Rome, and buried in the "Via Lavicana," between two bay trees.

—Eusebius (bishop of Cesarea, A.D. 630), _Ecclesiastical History._

(For other examples consult the Index.)

**Sell all thou hast.**

Matt. xix. 21. Jesus saith to him, If thou wilt be perfect, go and sell that thou hast, and give to the poor, and thou shalt have treasure in heaven: and come and follow me.

Roger Crab sold all he had and gave to the poor (A.D. 1680). Roger Crab served seven years in the parliamentary army, but was imprisoned two years for breach of discipline. At his discharge he set up in Chesham, Buckinghamshire, as a "haberdasher of hats," but having got together property, he resolved to follow the injunction given by Christ to the rich young man, and accordingly sold all he had, distributing the proceeds among the poor. He now retired to a shed or hut, situated on a rood of land (quarter of an acre), near Ickenham, Middlesex, where he limited his expenses to three farthings a day. He ate no meat, and drank only water. His quarter of an acre of land supplied him with all his food, which consisted of bread, bran, herbs, roots, dock-leaves, mallows, and grass. He dressed in a sackcloth frock, and wore nothing round his neck. This, he said, was consistent with the injunction of Christ, and in accordance with the habits of the Rechabites (Jer. xxxv.), highly commended by the Lord, because they "neither planted vineyards, nor built houses, nor drank wine." Roger Crab wrote a memoir of himself, and calls the _natural_ man the "old man," meaning his body. He says, "Instead of strong drinks I gave the old man a cup of water; and instead of roast mutton and rabbit, I gave him broth thickened with bran, or bran-pudding relished with chopped turnip-leaves. The law of my members had a shrewd skirmish with the law of my mind; but the wonderful love of God, well pleased with the battle, filled the new man full of love, peace, and content; and he has now become more humble, for he will eat dock-leaves, mallows, and grass, and yet give God more thanks for it than formerly for roast meat and wines." This "Old English Hermit" of the Commonwealth not only thus afflicted himself, but he was also greatly persecuted by his neighbours and others. Some thought him a wizard, some tore his few rags, some whipped him. If this "mad fellow" had been a Roman Catholic, living in a Roman Catholic country, he would probably have been canonized; but being a Protestant, living in a Protestant kingdom, he is ruthlessly rebuked as an insane old fool. He died Sept. 11, 1680, and was buried in Stepney churchyard.—See Chambers, _Book of Days_, and the Harleian Miscellaneous.

St. Serapion the Sondonite sold all he had, and himself too (died A.D. 888). St. Serapion, an Egyptian, not only sold all that he had, but himself too, several times for the benefit of the poor. This made St. John the almsgiver say, "Can we flatter ourselves on our gift to the poor, who have given to them of our abundance? Here is one who gave them not only all he had, but himself also; not once, but again and again." The first time he sold himself was to a comedian for twenty pieces of silver.
The comedian was an idolater, and Serapion became his slave that he might teach him the truth as it is in Jesus. Having converted his master and all his family, and having induced him to quit the stage, Serapion had his liberty given him. His master offered him the twenty pieces of silver he had bargained for, but Serapion refused to take it. He had not been long free when, wishing to relieve a distressed widow, he sold himself a second time, and gave the price to the widow. After having served this second master a term of years, he again obtained his liberty, and received from him a cloak, a tunic, an under-garment, and a book of the Gospels. He was scarce gone from the door, when he gave his cloak to one poor man, and his tunic to another. He was now reduced to a single garment, and that of linen. A stranger coming up asked him who had stripped him of his clothes, and left him thus. Serapion replied, "This book," showing the stranger the Gospels. Not long afterwards, he sold his book to relieve a man in distress. Scarcely had he so done when an old acquaintance asked him what had become of his book; and he replied, "It cried unto me so incessantly, ‘Sell all thou hast, and give unto the poor,’ that I sold it, and gave the money to Christ’s poor brethren." He then sold himself a third time. The fourth time he sold himself was to a Manichee, at Lacedemon, whom he served for two years. Him also and all his family he converted to the faith as it is in Jesus. Several other times he sold himself, and at length died in Egypt, in a desert, at the age of sixty years, March 2, A.D. 388.—Alban Butler, Lives of the Saints, March 21.

Examples of persons selling all they possessed and giving to the poor are extremely numerous, but the case of Serapion is the most striking, and that of Orab is a good practical example. If every one sold all he had and gave to the poor, no one would have anything to give; for the poor must give of their poverty as well as the rich of their abundance, and no one would have anything at all.

Separation from Christ Impossible.

Rom. viii. 35-39. Who shall separate us from the love of Christ? Shall tribulation, or distress, or persecution, or famine, or nakedness, or peril, or sword? . . . I am persuaded that neither death, nor life, nor angels, nor principalities, nor powers, . . . nor any other creature, shall be able to separate us from the love of God, which is in Christ Jesus our Lord.

Not all the malice of Satan could separate . . .
ness in high places.—St. Athanasius, Life of St. Antony the Great.

This is very like the combat of Christian in Pilgrim’s Progress.

Serpent Cursed.

GEN. iii. 14. The Lord said to the serpent, Because thou hast done this, thou art cursed above all cattle, and above every beast of the field. Upon thy belly shalt thou go, and dust shalt thou eat all the days of thy life.

Tradition. The punishment of the serpent was twofold: (1) Michael was commanded to cut off its legs; and (2) the serpent was doomed to feed on human excrements ever after.

"Y llamó [Dios] a la serpiente, y a Michael, aquel que tiene la espada de Dios, y le dijo; Aquesta serpiente es acelerada, echala la primera del paraje, y cortela las piernas, y que la cubra sus cuerpos entre por tu boca, porque en verdad ellos haran penitencia, y tu quedaras harto de inmundicia."—Gospel of Barnabas.

Sheep Obedient.

JOHN x. 3. The sheep hear his voice.

The sheep of Benedicta Rencurel hear her voice and obey it (A.D. 1647-1718). One day St. Benedicta was told of a woman who had lost all consciousness, and was on the verge of the grave. Without delay she ran to the church, collecting as she went all the children she met with on the way, and with these children she recited the rosary with great fervour. Before she started, however, she said to her sheep, "Be good while I am absent. You are not to touch that meadow, nor yet that one yonder, nor yet this one, remember." The sheep heard her voice, followed her directions, and remained browsing on the spot where she left them.—Les Petits Bollandistes, vol. v. p. 218. (See also Notre Dame de France.)

St. Thoretta’s model sheep (twelfth century). While St. Thoretta was engaged in her devotions, her guardian angel took care of her sheep. One day, seeking for better pasture, a severe storm gathered in the horizon, but a voice said to her, "Fear not, virtuous maiden; though the rain falls in torrents, and floods the whole country, the sky over thy head shall be ever calm, and the pasture of thy sheep shall be ever fresh. As Gideon’s fleece was dry when all around was wet, so shall it be with thee." The sheep recognized the sanctity of their shepherdess, and while she was occupied with divine meditations they would group around her, nibbling the grass close by; and if she went to confession or church, she had only to plant her staff amidst her flock, and the sheep would take care of themselves during her absence, and no wolf or other savage animal would attempt to molest them. One day the river overflowed so that the sheep could not go home, but St. Thoretta calling to mind that promise, "If ye had faith, even as much as a grain of mustard seed, you should be able to move mountains," made the sign of the cross, touched the water with her staff, and immediately a dry path was made for her and her sheep to pass over.—L’abbé Boudant, Legende de Saints Thorette.

Silence.

JAMES i. 26. If any man among you seem to be religious and bridle not his tongue, this man’s religion is vain.

JAMES iii. 2. If any man offend not in word, the same is a perfect man, able to bridle his whole body also.

ISA. lill. 7. He was oppressed, and He was afflicted, yet He opened not His mouth: He is brought as a lamb to the slaughter, and as a sheep before her shearers is dumb, so He openeth not His mouth.

MATT. xxvi. 63. When Jesus was brought as a malefactor before Caiaphas, and the false witnesses had stated their charges against Him, the high priest arose, and said to Him, Answerest Thou nothing? What is it which these witnesses against Thee? But Jesus held His peace.

MATT. xxvii. 13, 14. Again, when arraigned before the Roman proconsul, and accused by the chief priests and elders, He answered nothing. Then said Pilate to Him, Hearest Thou not how many things they witness against Thee? But he answered him to never a word, insomuch that the governor marvelled greatly.

PSALM xxxix. 1, 2. I said, I will take heed to my ways, that I sin not with my tongue: I will keep my mouth with a bridle, while the wicked is before me. I was dumb with silence, I held my peace, even from good words.

St. Andronicus and his wife Anastasia dwell together in speechless silence. St. Andronicus was a banker of Alexandria, and he married Anastasia, a banker’s daughter. They had two children, who died, and then Andronicus and his wife resolved to lead the life of recluse. After visiting the Holy Land, they retired to the laura of the Thebaid, and occupied two separate cells; but Anastasia assumed male attire, and called herself Athanasius. In this retirement they vowed to observe perpetual silence. After living separately for some years, "Athanasius" proposed to her husband to build a cell in which they
both might live together. This was done, and they lived together in absolute silence, neither speaking to the other to the day of their death. "Athanasius" died first, and not till then did the other solitaries of the laura know she was a woman, and the wife of Andronicus. The religious, not only of the laura, but of all Alexandria, attended the funeral, and gave great praise to God, that she had so triumphed over the world, the flesh, and the devil.—*Acta Sanctorum* (Bollandists), Oct. 9.

A laura is an assembly of huts or cells, each occupied by its own inmate; a monastery is a religious house with several cells under one roof. A laura resembles a block of almshouses, a monastery resembles a workhouse.

St. Arsenius asking God, "What he must do to be saved," was answered by a voice from heaven, "Flee the society of man, and preserve inviolable silence" (A.D. 450). St. Arsenius was a native of Rome, of an opulent and noble family, in the fifth Christian century. Praying to the Saviour to know what he must do to be saved, he was answered by a voice from heaven, "Arsenius, the foundation of the edifice of salvation consists in these two things: Flee from the world and the society of man, and keep thy tongue in inviolable silence." St. Theodore tells us that, having heard this direction, Arsenius observed it to the letter. He lived in a desert far from the haunts of man, and even when strangers came to visit him, observed the strictest silence. On one occasion several hermits from Alexandria came to see him, and being told of their visit by his disciples, Arsenius said, "Entertain them hospitably, but leave me to contemplate heavenly things." On another occasion a hermit took some brothers to see the famous solitary. Arsenius sent word by one of his disciples that the visitors were welcome to eat and drink, but that he saw no one. One of the strangers, thinking to force him to speak, intruded into his private cell; but Arsenius uttered not a single word.—Michel Ange Marin, *Lives of the Fathers of the Eastern Deserts*.

St. Benet-Joseph was surnamed the Silent (A.D. 1748–1788). It was a favourite maxim of Benet-Joseph, "Keep your mouth under doors and bolts," and his biographers tell us it was quite impossible to be more guarded than he was not to be taxed for speech. He was never the first to break silence, except from some motive of charity, and not unfrequently he answered by some motion of the head, in preference to open speech. For whole months he never uttered a word, so that he was usually called Benet-Joseph the Silent.—R. F. Desnoyers, *Life of St. Benet-Joseph*.

St. Catherine of Siena observed unbroken silence for three years (A.D. 1347–1380). When St. Catherine of Siena was admitted into the order called "The Sisters of Penitence," she imposed upon herself inviolable silence for three years, during all which time she never uttered a word except in confession to her father-confessor.—*Acta Sanctorum* (Bollandists), vol. iii. April 80.

Silence one of the vows of the abbey of Cluny. Odo, abbot of Cluny in the tenth century, observed almost absolute silence, and demanded the same of the religious under him. In fact, the chief conversation carried on by the brothers was by signs, and when two of the monks were taken prisoners by the Normands, who devastated Poitiers and Tours, they observed the same unbroken silence even when beaten and wounded, although their obstinate silence increased the irritation of the conquerors.—P. Giry, *History of the Abbey of Cluny*.

St. Emilianus of Florence kept annually the fast of the tongue (A.D. 1246). St. Emilianus was always careful to abetain from uttering a single unnecessary word; during Lent she kept absolute silence for forty days, and for the rest of the year observed the fast of silence three days a week. When on Saturdays she went to receive the communion, her companion had most strict orders not to speak to her a single word on any subject whatever. She used to say, "When God is speaking to the soul, it is unmanfully to interrupt Him."—A. Stolz, *Acta Sanctorum* (May 19).

St. Euthymius lives three years in speechless silence (A.D. 824–836). St. Euthymius retired to Mount Athos, as a solitary, with a monk named Theocertis; but Theocertis soon left him, not being able to endure the austerities of his companion. Euthymius then found another companion, named Joseph, and went to live on Hagion-Oros with the Athonites. Here he agreed with Joseph to live on herbs "to expiate their sins." Succeeding in this, Euthymius proposed that they should live three years without speaking a word. At the end of a year Joseph, tired of this absolute silence and diet of herbs, left his companion, but Euthymius persevered to the end. He then retired to a tower in Thessalonica,
"like a new Simeon Stylites," and having lived as a pillar-saint for some time, he returned to Mount Athos.—St. Basil (archbishop of Thessalonica), Life of St. Euthymius.

St. John the Silent lived four years in his cell without speaking a single word to anyone (A.D. 464-558). After John the Silent left the Grand Laura, and was allotted a hermitage, he lived four years in his cell without speaking a word to any one, except once, and that was to the patriarch when he dedicated the church of the Grand Laura (see p. 454, n.). In A.D. 503 the monks of the Grand Laura revolted, and John the Silent, that he might in no wise be dragged into this unhappy rebellion, withdrew into a neighbouring wilderness, where he lived six years in absolute silence. On one occasion a man named George, who seems to have ganged the idiosyncrasy of the hermit, brought his son, who was possessed of the devil, and, without speaking a word, laid the child at the door of the hermit's cell. St. John saw the child, and, without a single word, made on its forehead the sign of the cross. All was dumb-show, but the child was exorcised, and the father received it perfectly restored and in his right mind.—Cyril (the monk, a disciple), Life of St. John the Silent.

We are told that a lady, who had her finger severely bitten by a parrot, called on Abernethy, and knowing his idiosyncrasy, held out her finger without speaking a word. Said Abernethy, "Bite!" The lady replied, "Parrot." "Pouliche," said Abernethy, and the interview ended. When the finger was healed, and the lady offered Abernethy his fees, he put the money away from him, and said, "No, you are a sensible woman. Good morning."

Absolute silence was enjoined by John-Joseph de la Croix (A.D. 1654-1734). John-Joseph de la Croix not only gave to his monastery at Aifa a simple undecorated exterior, with rooms of small proportions, he also required of its inmates absolute silence, the most profound retirement, and an exact submission to orders without any right of private judgment.—Cardinal Wiseman, Evangelic Demonstrations, vol. xvi., of Mons. Migne.

St. Pacifius was noted for his restraint over his tongue (A.D. 1655-1721). St. Pacifius had well learnt that difficult task of bridling the tongue. His superior, wishing to put him to the proof, called him a hypocrite, who thought to break into heaven, like a Burglar. Pacifius made no reply; but thought of those words of the Lord Jesus, "Blessed are ye, when men shall revile you, and say all manner of evil against you falsely, for My sake. Rejoice, and be exceeding glad; for great is your reward in heaven." One day a man, who hated him, spouted a mouthful of wine in his face, and called him a drunkard. Pacifius wiped his face quietly, but spoke not a single word. So was it when the soldiery spat on the face of Jesus; as a lamb before its shearer is dumb, so He opened not His mouth.—L'abbé Daras, The Saints, etc., of the Eighteenth Century.

St. Peter of Alcantara lived for three years in speechless silence (A.D. 1499-1562). St. Peter of Alcantara was noted for his long silence. For three years he carried pebbles in his mouth to prevent his speaking; "for," said he, "life and death are in the power of the tongue."—Father Talon, Life of St. Peter of Alcantara.

St. Poma was noted for her silence (first century). St. Poma was contemporary with the apostles, her conversion being placed in the year A.D. 58, when Dionysius the Areopagite received the faith, and Paul preached on Mars' Hill. She was very beautiful and of an illustrious family, rich and held in great honour. After her conversion she renounced all the pomp and vanities of the world, and went clad in humility. She imposed on herself the law of silence, "the guard of virginity;" and made a compact with her tongue, regulating the hours when she might talk, and when to observe absolute silence. As a rule she never opened her lips except when obliged to speak, or when her heart overflowed with a sense of the love of God.—L'abbé Boitel, Beauties of the History of Champagne.

Silence enjoined, even at meals, among the Tabennites. The Tabennites were founded by St. Pacomius (A.D. 292-348). Every moment of the day was occupied, and silence most rigorously enjoined. If at any time one of the monks wanted anything, he indicated it by signs. When they moved from place to place, they were required to meditate on some passage of Scripture; and at meals every one drew his hood over his head that he might not even see his neighbour.—His life by a monk of Tabenna, one of his disciples.

St. Vincent de Paul was especially famous for the restraint he put upon his tongue (A.D. 1576-1660). St. Vincent de Paul was complete master of his tongue, which St. James calls indomitable: "Every kind of beasts, and of birds, and of serpents, and of things in the sea, is tamed,
and hath been tamed of mankind: but the tongue can no man tame; it is an unruly evil, full of deadly poison” (iii. 7, 8). Vincent de Paul never uttered a superfluous word; boasting, flattery, mockery, impatience, sallies of passion, were wholly unknown in him. He knew how to bridle his tongue, and to impose on himself the most rigorous silence. Being accused of injuries, being slandered and maltreated, when the heart of another man would burn with the sense of injustice, and would leap to justify itself, St. Vincent de Paul imitated his Divine Master, who, “being reviled, reviled not again,” and overcame the malice of evil speakers simply by his silence.—L’abbé Maynard, St. Vincent de Paul: his Life, his Times, his Works, and his Influence (1860).

Besides these, the following saints were noted for keeping fast the door of their mouths: Domitian, Edward the Confessor, Eugene, Felix, Friend, Giles of Portogal, John Baptiste de Salis, Kateri, and Ponsena.

Sins forgiven.

Luke vii. 47. Whereso I say unto thee, Her sins, which are many, are forgiven.

Sister Frances murdered her paramour and produced abortion, but was forgiven (fourteenth century). While St. Vincent Ferrier was celebrating mass at Valencia, a woman appeared to him on the altar, surrounded with flames, and holding a dead infant in her arms. It was Sister Frances, who had married a rich merchant, and had committed adultery with one of her servants, during the absence of her husband. Covered with shame, she poisoned her paramour, “et fit périr le fruit de ces entailles, avant qu’il vint au monde.” To add to her crimes, she feared to go to confession, but meeting by chance a stranger in priests’ orders, she told him everything, and died within three days. Some time after her decease, she appeared to her brother, and implored him to obtain for her an abridgment of her pains in purgatory. The brother referred the case to St. Vincent, and St. Vincent prayed on her behalf. At the expiration of three days Sister Frances appeared to the saint, crowned with flowers; and, surrounded by angels, she ascended up into heaven.—Les Petits Bollandistes, vol. iv. p. 289.

Sleepers in Death.

Acts vi. 60. [Stephen] kneeled down, and cried with a loud voice, Lord, lay not this sin to their charge. And when he had said this, he fell asleep.

1 Cor. xv. 6. The greater part remain to this day, but some are fallen asleep.

1 Cor. xv. 17, 18. If Christ be not raised, then which are fallen asleep in Christ are perished.

The Greeks thought it ill-omenous to mention the words death and die; hence they called death “sleep,” to die “to sleep,” and a graveyard a cemetery or sleeping-place. Thus Lyricus speaks of (Oamandrus, ver. 69) the sleeping-place of Sthenos’s daughter.

The seven sleepers. The seven sleepers were seven noble youths in the household of the emperor Decian, who fled from his court to a cave in Mount Celion. They were Christians, and the emperor had set on foot a Christian persecution. The mouth of the cave was blocked up, and they fell asleep. Some 290 years afterwards the cave was opened, and the youths awoke; but they died soon afterwards, and were taken in a large coffin to Marseilles. Visitors are still shown the stone coffin in St. Victor’s church.—Gregory of Tours, De Glor. Martyrum, i. 9 (died 590).

See the Korâ, “The Cave Revealed at Mecce,” ch. xvii. The difference is considerable in several particulars on minor points. Thus Al Seyd, a Jacobite Christian of Najrân, says the sleepers were three, others say five, but the most general account is that there were seven youths, a shepherd, and his dog. The number of years, according to the Korâ, was three hundred, and nine over. The names of the seven youths were, according to Gregory of Tours: Constantine, Donatus, John, Marinian, Matibus, Marcian or Martimian, and Scribon. The names are not given in the Korâ; but the dog is called “Krathine” in Salë’s notes. (See also Jacques de Veragine, The Golden Legends.)

(N.B.—If there is any truth at all in the legend, it amounts to this: in A.D. 250 some youths (three, five or seven) suffered martyrdom under the emperor Decian—fell asleep in the Lord—and were buried in a cave or vault in Mount Celion. In A.D. 479, during the reign of Theodosius, their bodies were discovered, and being consecrated as holy relics, were removed to Marseilles.)

Arthur not dead, but only asleep, till the fulness of time is come. King Arthur, we are told, is not dead, but sleeps in Avalon, till the fulness of time; when he will wake up, twice as fair, to rule over his people, and make Britain the head and front of all the kingdoms of the earth. Cervantes refers to this legend in his Don Quixote (pt. i. bk. ii. ch. 5), where he says, “According to tradition, Arthur never died, but only fell asleep; and he will, in the fulness of time, appear again, as a giant refreshed with wine, and recover his kingdom.” Another legend says he is metamorphosed for the nonce into a raven, and hence the people of Britain never kill a raven.

Barbarossa not dead, but only asleep. It is said that kaiser Frederick I., sur-

named Barbarossa or Red-beard, is not dead, but only asleep in Kyffhäuserberg, in Thuringia. There he sits at a stone table with his six knights, waiting the
fulness of time, when he will come from the cave to rescue Germany from bondage, and give it the foremost place in all the world. His red beard has already grown through the table slab, but must wind itself thrice round the table before the ravens will quit the mountain and the sleeper awake. A peasant declared he had actually seen the red-bearded king sitting at the table, leaning on his elbows. He looked up and asked, "Is it time?" "Not yet, not yet," was the mysterious answer of some unknown voice; and the venerable kaiser closed his eyes again, till the world requires his aid to set it right.—Political, Social, and Literary History of Germany, p. 81.

Bobadil et Chico is not dead, but only fallen asleep. Bobadil et Chico, last of the Moorish kings of Granada, lies asleep, spellbound, near the Alhambra; but the day appointed will come, when he will return to life, and restore the Spanish government in Spain.

Brian, king of Ireland, is not dead, but only fallen asleep. Brian, surnamed "Borombe," king of Ireland, who conquered the Danes in twenty pitched battles, and was supposed to have been slain in the battle of Clontarf, in 1014, was only stunned. He still sleeps in his castle of Kincora; and the day of Ireland's necessity will be Brian's opportunity.

Charlemagne not dead, but only fallen asleep. According to legend, Charlemagne is not dead, but has only fallen asleep; and waits, crowned and armed, in Odenberg or Untersberg, near Salzburg, till the advent of Antichrist, when he will wake up and deliver Christendom, that it may be prepared to receive the second advent and personal reign of Christ.

Charles V., kaiser, is not dead, but only fallen asleep. Kaiser Charles V. of Spain and Germany is not dead, but only asleep, waiting his time. When the fulness of the time is come, he will return to earth, resume the monarchy of Germany, Spain, Portugal, Belgium, the Netherlands, and Denmark, putting all enemies under his feet.

Elijah the prophet was taken up to heaven alive, and will come again. Elijah the prophet sleeps in Abraham's bosom till Antichrist appears, when he will return to Jerusalem, and restore all things.

Knez Lazar of Servia is not dead, but only fallen asleep. Knez Lazar of Servia, supposed to have been slain by the Turks, in 1889, is said to be not really dead, but to have put on sleep for awhile; and, at the allotted time, he will reappear in his full strength, leading captivity captive.

Elijah Mansur is not dead, but only fallen asleep. Elijah Mansur, warrior, prophet, and priest, in Asiatic Russia, tried to teach a more tolerant form of Islam, but was looked on as a heretic, and condemned to imprisonment in the bowels of a mountain. There he sleeps, waiting patiently the summons which will be given him; when he will awake, and wave his conquering sword to the terror of the Muscovite.—Milner, Gallery of Geography, p. 781.

Mahommeh Mohadi is not dead, but only fallen asleep. Mahommeh Mohadi, the twelfth imān, is, according to Arabian legend, only sleeping till Antichrist appears, when he will wake up in his strength, and overthrow the great enemy of all true believers.

Sebastian I. is not dead, but only fallen asleep. Sebastian I. of Brazil, who fell in the battle of Alcazarquebir, in 1578, is not dead, but sleeps, patiently abiding the full time, when he will return, and make Brazil the mistress of the whole earth.

Three of the family of Tell are asleep, waiting their country's call. Three of the family of Tell sleep a semi-death at Rüti, waiting for the hour of their country's necessity, when they will wake up and deliver it.

Olaf Tryggvason of Norway is not dead, but only fallen asleep. Olaf Tryggvason, king of Norway, who was baptized in London, and introduced Christianity into Norway, Iceland, and Greenland, being overthrown by Swoilde, king of Sweden, in A.D. 1000, threw himself into the sea, swam to the Holy Land, became an anchorite, and fell asleep at a greatly advanced age. He is not dead, but only sleeping, and waiting his opportunity, when he will sever Norway from Sweden, and raise it to a first-class power.

Miscellaneous examples. The tale of Rip van Winkle is based on the same general idea. Rip was a Dutch colonist of New York, who slept for twenty years in the Kaatskill mountains of North America.—Washington Irving.

Desmond of Kilmallock, in Limerick, supposed to have perished in the reign of queen Elizabeth, is only sleeping
under the waters of Lough Gur. Every seventh year he reappears in full armour, rides round the lake early in the morning, and will ultimately return to waking life, and restore the family estates.—Sir W. Scott, **Fortunes of Nigel**.

**Endymion**, a beautiful youth, sleeps profoundly in Latmos. Selena fell in love with him, kissed him, and still lies by his side. In the British Museum is a beautiful statue of Endymion asleep.

**Erimenes**, the Cretan poet, was sent in boyhood to search for a stray sheep. Being heated and weary, he stepped into a cave, and fell asleep for fifty-seven years.—Pliny, *History*, vii. 12.

**Gyneth** slept five hundred years by the enchantment of Merlin. She was the natural daughter of king Arthur and Guendolen; and was thus punished because she would not put an end to a combat in which twenty knights were mortally wounded, including Merlin’s son.—Sir W. Scott, **Bridal of Triermain**.

**Merlin**, the enchanter, is not dead, but sleeps and sighs in an old tree, spell-bound by Vivien.

**Nourjahad**, wife of Geangir the Mogul emperor, is only in a temporary sleep, waiting till her time of waking has fully come.

**St. David** was thrown into an enchanted sleep by Ormandine; but after sleeping for seven years, was roused from his sleep by Merlin.

The French slain in the Sicilian Vespers are not really dead, but only sleeping for the time being, waiting the day of retribution.

**Thomas of Erceldoune** sleeps beneath the Eildon hills, in Scotland. One day, an elfin lady led him into a cave in these hills, and he fell asleep for seven years; when he woke up and revisited the upper earth, under a bond that he would return immediately the elfin lady summoned him. One day, as he was making merry with his friends, he heard the summons, kept his word, and has never been seen since.—Sir W. Scott, *Minstrelsy of the Scottish Border*. (See *Castle Dangerous*.)

**Sores and Blains cured.**

*Jes. xxx. 17.* I will restore health unto thee, and will heal thee of thy wounds, saith the Lord.

**Constance**, daughter of the emperor Constantine, cured of her sore by **St. Agnes**. Constance, the daughter of Con-

stantine the Great, was covered with sores from head to toe, but, being told about St. Agnes, went to the tomb of the saint to crave her aid. While she knelt in prayer, St. Agnes appeared to her in a vision, and said, “Constance, forget not thy name, but embrace the faith of Jesus Christ, and remain constant therein. You must be baptised, and you shall be cured of your infirmities. No longer shall your sores be an offence, no longer shall they give you pain. Now arise, and do as I have told you.” Then she arose, and her body was as healthy as a child’s. In gratitude, she built a magnificent church to St. Agnes, at which many miracles were repeated every day. Constance was baptized, remained a virgin to the end of her life, and when she slept in Jesus was a shining light amongst the redeemed.—Mgr. Guefrin (chamberlain of Leo XIII.), *Lives of the Saints*, vol. i. p. 511.

**Soul of Man.** (See *Angels Carry*, etc. p. 7; *Doves*, p. 107.)

**Eccl.** xii. 7. Then shall the dust return to the earth, and the spirit shall return to Him who gave it.

**Luke** xvi. 22. And it came to pass that the beggar died, and was carried by angels into Abraham’s bosom.

**Matt.** x. 28. Fear not them which kill the body, but are not able to kill the soul.

1 *Timbs. v. 23.* I pray God your whole spirit and soul and body be preserved blameless unto the coming of our Lord Jesus Christ.

**Heb.** iv. 12. The Word of God is quick and powerful, piercing even to the dividing asunder of soul and spirit.

**St. Cuthbert sees the soul of bishop Aidan carried from Lindisfarne to heaven.** One night, as Cuthbert was watching his father’s sheep in the valley of Lauderdale, he saw the soul of St. Aidan, late bishop of Durham, carried up to heaven by a company of angels, at the very moment that the holy man departed this life. He woke his companions, and asked them to join him in singing praises to God.—Bede, *Life of St. Cuthbert* (*Church History*, bk. ix. ch. 27–32).

**The soul of Alcuin, in the form of a dove, conveyed to heaven** (*May 19, 804*). On the eve of Alcuin’s death a mysterious light enveloped the whole monastery, which many thought was a fire. Next day, at dawn, a globe of fire ascended up to heaven. An Italian recluse, who happened to be at Tours, asserts that he saw St. Stephen and St. Laurentius, with a crowd of angels, escort the spirit of Alcuin to heaven. Two young censibles,
pupils of Alcuin, walking together in the monastery close of Hirsau, distinctly saw a dove mount to heaven, and heard celestial music in the air. "There goes the soul of our dear master, to receive the crown of everlasting life," said one of the young men to the other. Two days afterwards the news was brought to Hirsau of the death of the great scholar, and the time of decease minutely corresponded with the flight of the dove.—

Corbié, Hagiographie du Diocèse d'Amiens.

The following suggestion is made with all possible deference. The frequent mention of the flight of doves at the death of great men, might it not be the dispatch of carrier pigeons to convey the intelligence to some associated monastery? The globe of fire, might it not be a rocket used as a telegraph? The fire or light was probably due to the candles lighted on such occasions, and the celestial music to the requiem sung by monks.

St. Antony of Padua sees the soul of a Franciscan like a white bird ascend to heaven (A.D. 1195–1231). On one occasion when St. Antony, who was born at Lisbon, was helping the priest at the altar, he distinctly saw the soul of a Franciscan lift out of purgatory. It was like a white bird. He saw it ascend to heaven, and enter the kingdom of the elect.—L'abbé Guyard, Life of St. Antony of Padua.

Marcan sees the soul of St. Briocus carried up to heaven (A.D. 502). When St. Briocus died, the chamber was filled with a delicious odour, and a religious, named Marcan, saw his soul, in the form of a dove, carried up to heaven. Another religious, named Sivian, saw the saint mounting to heaven by a luminous ladder, on which was a vast number of angels.—

Dom Lobineau, Lives of the British Saints.

It seems that the soul went first in the form of a dove, the saint afterwards by the ladder, and the body, of course, remained behind. The "saint" must mean the spirit, making man to consist of body, soul, and spirit, all independent of each other.

A dove issued from the mouth of St. Devota, at death (A.D. 300). St. Devota was a Christian handmaid in the service of Eutyches, a Roman senator, when Diocletian issued his edict for the extermination of the whole Christian sect. Eutyches was living at the time in Corsica, of which Barbarus was governor. Of course Devota was seized by the governor, and ordered either to sacrifice to the Roman gods or to suffer the penalty of her disobedience. The maiden stoutly refused to honour as gods idols made of wood, clay, and stone, the work of men's hands; and Barbarus commanded her to be dragged by her feet over the rocky ground, and hung on a chariot (see Index) till she was dead. As she breathed her last, a white dove was seen to issue from her mouth, and take its flight straight up into the deep blue sky, where it was lost to sight. Barbarus had ordered the body to be burned; but two Christians came by night, and embarked with it for Africa. Immediately the skiff loosed from shore the white dove again appeared to guide it on its way. It skimmed the water for a few yards, and then waited till the skiff came up, when it flew off again, skimming the water as before. In this way it guided the skiff to the port called Hercules Monoces (Monaco), when it flew away, and was no more seen. Here the two men debarked, and buried the body. In 1687 the Corsicans obtained from Monaco some relics of the Christian maiden; and these relics are still held in veneration in the island.—Acta Sanctorum, vol. ii. Jan. 27.

The soul of St. Engelbert appears to St. Hermann as a moon (A.D. 1230). One night, as St. Hermann was contemplating the starry heavens, he saw two moons—the natural moon, and one below it infinitely more beautiful. A voice told him this second moon was the soul of St. Engelbert, archbishop of Cologne. St. Hermann could not think this was true, because Engelbert was still alive; but the event showed the truth of the revelation, for Engelbert had been murdered by his own kinsmen; and, as a martyr, he enters into paradise without passing through purgatory. In punishment of his incredulity, St. Hermann was afflicted for a season with bad eyes, which were not healed till he sent an offering to the tomb of St. Engelbert.—Life of St. Hermann (Bollandists), April 7.

St. Eulalia of Barcelona being martyred, her spirit ascends to heaven as a dove (A.D. 304). St. Eulalia, a mere child, conceived the idea of reproving Dacian for persecuting the Christians of Spain. With this view she called on the governor, who said to her, "Well, child, what do you want with me?" "To reprove you," said the maiden, "for your cruelty to the Christians." "Heyday!" said Dacian, "and who are you that dare speak thus to me?" "I am a Christian," said Eulalia. "Don't be insolent, child," said the governor. But as the child continued, Dacian ordered her to be hoisted on the back of a soldier, and whipped with a birch rod like a naughty girl,
He soon found she was not to be silenced thus; and at last he commanded her to be cast into a bath of quicklime, to which boiling oil was added. She died in her horrible bath, and the assistants saw her spirit, in the form of a white dove, fly through her mouth straight up to heaven.—Les Petits Bollandistes, vol. ii. p. 473.

The soul of St. Germanus of Scotland ascends to heaven like a dove (May 2, A.D. 490). When St. Germanus reached Vieux Rouen, one Hubault, who heard of his arrival, rushed upon him, and cut off his head with his sword. His soul in a visible form, like a dove whiter than snow, left his body, and ascended to heaven. Next day, the dead saint told a young maiden to go to Senard, the seigneur of Senarpont, and bid him bury his body. Senard went to the spot indicated, but angels had carried the body further on. There the seigneur embalmed it, placed it in a beautiful sarcophagus, and buried it. This was the origin of the name St. Germain-sur-Bresle, given to a town which afterwards sprang up upon the site.—Corbelot, Hagiographie d'Amiens.

The soul of St. Norbert resembled a lily (A.D. 1134). When St. Norbert died, a religious saw his soul change in a moment into a lily, and saw angels come and carry it into heaven. Another religious saw the saint come down from heaven with an olive branch in his hand. The religious said to him, 'Whence comest thou, and whither goest thou?' The saint replied, 'I come from paradise, and am going to Fremontré to plant this olive slip, as a pledge of everlasting peace between God and my disciples.' Hugh, the abbot of the order, saw him in a most magnificent palace, filled with brilliant rays of light, and having asked him what had become of his soul since death, the saint replied, 'Venez, ma chère sœur, reposez vous.'—Mgr. Guérin, Vie des Saints, vol. vi. p. 498.

The reply of St. Norbert to the abbot is certainly noteworthy, and proves the duality of man, in the chamberlain's opinion, beyond all doubt. Norbert calls his soul 'his slave,' and bids her rest, so that Norbert himself was soulless at the time. Very strange!

The soul of St. Robert, abbot of Cassa Dei, ascends to heaven visibly (A.D. 1067). At the moment of death, a religious saw the 'Mother of God' come to console St. Robert, abbot of Cassa Dei; and immediately he had breathed his last, another religious distinctly saw the soul of the man of God leave his body, and ascend to heaven as a globe of fire.—Acta Sanctorum (Bollandists), April 24.

The soul of St. Scholastica ascends to heaven in the figure of a dove (A.D. 543). While St. Benedict was on Mount Cassino, he saw the soul of his sister Scholastica ascend to heaven in the shape of a dove. Filled with joy, he thanked God and announced the fact to his brethren. St. Scholastica died in the nunnery of Plombriols, in the neighbourhood of Mount Cassino.—Gregory the Great, Dialogues, bk. ii. ch. 84.

The soul of William Wallace and of Edward I. (A.D. 1305, 1307). Sir William Wallace was beheaded and quartered, in 1305, by Edward I.; but Bower tells us, in his continuation of Fordun, that on the testimony of many credible Englishmen, a holy hermit saw, at the moment of the patriot's death, a company of innumerable souls delivered from purgatory, and that of Wallace, marshalled by them, was borne by angels up to heaven.

Not long afterwards, in 1307, Edward I. died on his march to Scotland; and an English knight, named Bannister, saw the soul of the late king surrounded by a host of devils, who were mocking it with much laughter. Bannister distinctly remembers their saying—


Behold, Edwardurrrez O, once wont the Church to vax re. As raging leopard now, sir, to the infernal well, sir; Where devils fleer and titter, with us, dear friend, you'll flitter, And company for ever henceforth we will not sever.

While thus they sang in Leonine doggerel, they drove the ghostly king before them with whips and scorpions. Edward cast a piteous look upon the knight, so full of heart-broken sorrow, so helpless and woebegone, that Bannister says he can never forget it to his dying hour. The earth opened, and as the kingly ghost was about to enter the yawning gulf, he cried aloud—

Here, our pecce,! tollor quia non bene cavi. Here, our pecce! I part et nihil est quod amatur. Here, our pecce! I vide, quia non bene cavi, Cam endevo gravi milissent tormenta paravit.

Why did I sin indeed? And take of death no heed? Why did I sin indeed! Vile dross was my greed. Why did I sin indeed? The barren sand my seed. Now, in my hour of need, torment my only need.

There are no extant works of St. Robert of Cassa Dei; but Bower says that he wrote in Latin. In these doggerels I have endeavoured to imitate the Latin Leonine doggerel. Those who prefer trochaic rhythm to the latter quadrain may add "ah!" to each half-line.
Spider's Web.

Jos viii. 13, 14. Bildad the Shuhite tells Job that the trust of those who forget God shall fall; and the hope of the hypocrite shall perish. Their hope shall be cut off, and their trust shall be a spider's web.

The work of the spider. "It is a great deal of care and a great deal of pains that the spider takes in weaving her web. She runneth much and often up and down; she fetcheth a compass this way and that, and returneth continually to the same point. She spendeth herself in multitudes of fine threads, to make for herself a round cabinet. She disembowels herself to make an artificial and curiously wrought piece of work, which, when it is made, is apt to be blown away with every puff of wind. She hangeth it up aloft; she fasteneth it to the beam; she tries its strength; she increases it with many a thread, wheeling often round and round about, not sparing her own bowels, but freely spending them upon her work. And when she hath done all this, spun her fine threads, woven them one into another, wrought herself a fine canopy, hung it aloft, and thinks all sure, suddenly, in the twinkling of an eye, with a little sweep of a broom, all falls to the ground, and so her labour perisheth. But this is not all, poor spider! The weaver is killed in her own web, or taken in her own snare, or trodden underfoot. She wove diligently and painfully, but the web she wove was her own winding-sheet. She strengthened her cords and made them fast, but only to be her own death."—Spencer, Things Old and New.

Spoiling the Egyptians.

Exod. xii. 35, 36. The children of Israel did according to the word of Moses; and they borrowed of the Egyptians jewels of silver, and jewels of gold, and raiment; and the Lord gave the people favour in the sight of the Egyptians, so that the people lent unto them such things as they required; and they spoiled the Egyptians. (See Exod. iit. 22.)

St. Francis of Assisi spoils his own father (A.D. 1182-1226). The father of St. Francis d’Assisi was Pietro Bernadone, a wealthy merchant. When the young man, who had hitherto lived a very worldly life, declared for the cross, and determined to follow in all things "the example of Christ, and walk in His steps," he changed his fine clothes with a beggar, and then going to his father's warehouse carried off on a pack-horse several bales of cloth, which he sold, and presented the proceeds for the repairs of the church of St. Damian.—Mrs. Oliphant, Life of St. Francis.

It is passing strange that any right-minded man, let alone a religious man, cannot see this, that the living to give in charity is wholly without excuse. (1) It is the violation of a positive law, "Thou shalt not steal;" (2) it is no personal sacrifice to give away another man’s property; (3) such gifts are mere vanity or gross self-deception; (4) if once permitted, the whole fabric of commercial society would be hopelessly undermined. This is referred to in the Index, article "Theft for Gifts of Charity," will bring to notice a number of these strange delusions, such as stealing bread to feed the hungry, stealing corn to feed birds, lending what does not belong to one, stealing a horse to indulge the vanity of giving.

I know no religious delusion more mischievous and blameworthy, yet it is always set down in all biographies as a merit. A somewhat similar delusion is the constant practice of releasing prisoners utterly regardless of the offenses for which they are detained (see Index, "Prison"). It is true that Christ came "to preach deliverance to the captive" (Luke iv. 18), but we hear nothing about His delivering from prison the Barabbases, freely because they were prisoners. This is one of those wretched realistic interpretations which not only the Roman Catholic Church but our own Puritans mistook for godliness, and even to the present day there are not wanting Protestants led away by the same delusions.

Standing fast; Immovable.

Psalm xvi. 8. I have set the Lord always before me. Because He is at my right hand, I shall not be moved.

Rom. xiv. 4. God is able to make him stand.

Psalm x. 30. The righteous shall never be removed.

Psalm cxlvi. 1. They that trust in the Lord shall be as Mount Zion, which cannot be removed.

St. Brigit renders immovable a mounted escort, in pursuit of a young lady, in flight (A.D. 486-525). A young lady, on the eve of her marriage, stole secretly from her father’s house, and fled to the convent of St. Brigit. The father, with a large mounted escort, went in pursuit of the fugitive; but when St. Brigit saw it in the distance, she made the sign of the cross, and every horse and rider became instantly immovable as statues. After a certain interval, the father confessed he was wrong in pursuing his daughter, and allowed her to take the veil. Whereupon St. Brigit removed the ban, and the father with his escort returned home.—Les Petits Bollandistes, vol. ii. p. 185.

St. Lucy, who set the Lord always before her, could not be moved. St. Lucy, being brought before Paschadius, governor of Syracuse, for refusing to marry, was asked if she were a Christian. Said the governor, "How standeth this together, that a god should suffer an ignominious death?" Lucy replied, "Nay, rather, how standeth it together, that Jupiter, Apollo, and Venus should be gods and
STANDING FAST.  [Fr. II.

goddesses, and yet commit sins which it would be death in mortals to indulge in?" "You are pern," said Paschasius, "and talk like a child." Said Lucy, "It is not I who answer, but the Holy Ghost within me that tells me what to answer." "What!" exclaimed the governor, "does one of your gods live in your body?" Said Lucy, "Every one who leads a chaste and holy life is a temple of the Holy Ghost." "We'll soon drive this god out, then," said Paschasius; and so saying, he ordered one of his officers to conduct Lucy at once to a notorious brothel. When this got wind, many went thither to disannoy her; but she stood like a rock in the middle of the room, and no one could move her. All the servants of the house tried to pull or drag her from her moorings, but without effect. Ropes were thrown around her, and many hands haled at the ropes with all their might and main, but she stood fast. Several yoke of oxen were attached to chains and cables, but could not stir her. The governor declared it to be witchcraft, but St. Lucy replied, "I have set the Lord always before me; and because He is at my right hand, I shall not be moved."--Ado (archbishop of Trèves), Martyrology. (Bede, Sigibert, the Breuiary, the Roman martyrology, etc., have accounts of St. Lucy and her deeds.)

An Egyptian idol becomes quite immovable. St. Apollo, having heard that a grand idolatrous procession was about to take place in a village of Upper Egypt, prayed God to prevent it. Whereupon the idol became quite immovable, insomuch that neither the priests, nor yet the combined strength of all their attendants, availed to lift it from its pedestal. So the procession was performed abandoned.—Palladius (a personal friend of St. Apollo), Historia Lausiaca.

Some soldiers having looted Vermandois, are unable to make their pack-horses stir (sixteenth century). Some of the soldiers of Clotaire I., having made great ravages in Vermandois, piled their loot on baggage wagons; but, by the virtue of St. Medard, the horses refused to stir, and nothing could make them move even when the plunder was restored, till St. Medard came forward and gave his benediction.

Another instance. A thief broke into St. Medard's vineyard and made great spoil, but could not find his way out. He wandered about all night with the grapes on his arms and shoulders, till half-dead with fatigue and fright. Next morning he was caught with his spoil, and taken before St. Medard. St. Medard refused to commit him, cautioned him, dismissed him, and even allowed him to carry away the grapes.—Acta Sanctorum (Bollandists), vol. ii. June 8.

The sword of Utter, the pendragos, stuck fast in a steel anvil, immoveable except to Arthur. At the death of the pendragos, all the states and lords of the realm assembled, long ere it was day, in the great church of London. And when matins were over, there appeared in the churchyard, against the high altar, a huge stone, four square; and in the midst of the stone a steel anvil a foot in height, in which was a naked sword, bearing in letters of gold this legend, "Who can pull forth this sword from the anvil, he and he only is the rightful king of Britain." After mass all the states went to look at the sword, and one after another assayed to pull it out, but without avail. "The rightful man," said the archbishop, "is not here. This, then, is my counsel, that we let purvey ten knights of good report to keep the sword, till God shall make the right-born king appear." This advice was followed, and the crier cried in the streets that he who claimed the crown must win it by removing the sword. On New Year's Day the barons rode to joust and tourney, and it fell out that sir Ector was amongst the barons, with sir Kay and young Arthur. Now, sir Kay had left his sword at home, and asked young Arthur to go and fetch it for him. "That will I, with right good will," said Arthur, and hasted to fetch it; but no one being in the house, he could not open the doors. He was much vexed, but resolved to take instead the sword in the churchyard. Coming to the place, he tied his horse to the stile, and went to the knights' tent; but all the knights were gone to the jouste, so he took the sword by the handle, gently wrenched it from the anvil, and took it to his foster-brother. Soon as sir Kay saw it, he recognized it; and, riding up to his father, said, "Sir Ector, here is the sword of the churchyard, so I must be king of Britain." Then went sir Ector, with his son and Arthur, to the church; and sir Ector made his son take oath how he came by the sword. "Arthur brought it me," said sir Key. "Well," said sir Ector to Arthur, "put the sword back into the anvil, and let me see thee pull it out." "There is no mystery in that,"
replied Arthur, and instantly replaced the sword in the anvil. Then sir Ector and sir Key tried to pull it out, but were unable. "Come, Arthur," said sir Ector, "let us see you try." And Arthur pulled it forth right easily. Then did sir Ector and sir Key kneel before Arthur; but Arthur cried, "Alas! my father and my elder brother, it is not meet that you should kneel to me." "Nay, nay, my lord," said Ector, "no son of mine art thou. I wot well you are of higher blood than mine, but wist not you were of royal blood." Then all three went to the archbishop, and told him how the sword had been achieved, and the archbishop proclaimed on the feast of the Epiphany that the barons should again assemble and try to draw the sword; and so it was, but none was able to move it but only Arthur. So Arthur was acknowledged king by the judgment of the sword.—Sir Thomas Malory, *La Mort d’Arthur*, bk. i, ch. 3–6.

*St. Wulfstan’s pastoral staff fixed fast in solid stone.* William the Conqueror, wishing to fill all the seats of dignity with his own followers, ordered Wulfstan, bishop of Worcester, to yield up his staff and ring to Gundulf, because he could not speak Norman. Wulfstan had been appointed by Edward the Confessor, and when he heard that he was deposed, he went to the tomb of the deceased king, and said, "Thou knowest, O my master, how reluctantly I received this staff at thy bidding; but now we have a new king, a new law, and a new archbishop, who found new rights, and declare new sentences. They convict thee, O saintly king, of error, in appointing me to the see of Worcester, and me of presumption in accepting the dignity. Not to them, but to thee only, can I resign my staff; not to those who walk in darkness, but to thee who hast escaped from the region of ignorance and error." So saying, he stuck the pastoral staff into the sepulchral stone; and, laying aside his episcopal robes, seated himself among the monks. All were amazed to see the staff fixed firmly in the solid stone, and some ran to tell Lanfranc of the miracle. The archbishop would not believe the report, and sent Gundulf to go and fetch the staff; but Gundulf found it so embedded in the stone that he could not pull it out. Then the king and archbishop both went to the chapter-house to wrench out the staff, but were unable to move it. Lanfranc, convinced that this was God’s doing, went at once to Wulfstan, and said to him, "Verily, God resisteth the proud, but giveth grace to the humble and meek. Thy simplicity, brother, was scorned by us, but thy righteousness is exalted. Keep the bishopric over which God Himself hath made thee overseer, for God hath sealed thee by miracle to the holy office." Then Wulfstan put his hand on the staff, and lifted it from the stone without the slightest effort.—Roger de Wendover and Caprave.

Stones crying out.

*Luke* xix. 40. I tell you, that if these should hold their peace, the stones would immediately cry out.

*Hab. ii. 11.* The stone shall cry out of the wall, and the beam out of the timber shall answer it.

*Ex. xxvi. 36.* A new heart will I give you. I will take away the stony heart, and will give you a heart of flesh.

*Bede preached to a heap of stones* (A.D. 672–785). On one occasion, we are told, the Venerable Bede preached to a heap of stones, thinking himself in a church; and the stones were so affected by his eloquence, that they exclaimed, "Amen, Venerable Bede!"

Stones Obedient. (See Gravitation, etc., p. 159.)

*Job* v. 23. Thou shalt be in league with the stones of the field.

*St. Francis of Paula arrests a huge stone which threatened to knock down a monastery which was in construction* (A.D. 1416–1507). While the celebrated monastery of Calabria was under construction, a stone of prodigious size, detached from a neighbouring mountain, came rolling down with great impetuosity towards the new building, threatening great danger to the work, and to many of the workmen. A general cry of alarm rose on all sides, but St. Francis of Paula, with perfect calmness, lifting his hand, said "Stop!" and the stone stopped instantly in its course. Then, going to the rock, he planted his staff before it, and the rock remained immovable for many days. At last it was broken up and used in the walls of the building.—Le P. Giry, drawn chiefly from the witnesses in the process of canonization and the bull of Leo X.

*St. John Baptist de la Conception stays a man carrying a stone who overbalanced himself* (A.D. 1561–1618). While the convent of Cordova was a-building, one of the masons, carrying a huge stone, and climbing a ladder, lost his balance.
fell. St. John Baptist de la Conception happened to be on the spot, and, extending his hand, cried aloud, "In the name of the Holy Trinity, stop!" Instantly the stone ceased from falling, the workman adjusted himself, and both came slowly and deliberately to the ground. "A miracle! A miracle!" shouted the workmen; but the saint quietly withdrew, and returned to his cell.—Godescard, *Vie des Saints* (continued).

**Strength according to thy Day.**

*Isa. xi. 31.* They that wait upon the Lord shall renew their strength. They shall run, and not be weary; they shall walk, and not faint.

*1 Sam. ii. 4.* They that stumbled are girded with strength.

*Psalm xxix. 11.* The Lord will give strength to His people.

*Deut. xxxiii. 25.* As thy days, so shall thy strength be.

**St. Francis of Paula carries away a huge rock which many men were unable to stir** (A.D. 1452). While the monastery of Spezza was under construction, it was necessary for a huge rock to be removed, as it obstructed the approach. Many men tried by a united effort to loosen it, but without avail; they tried to break it, but with no better success. At length St. Francis took it up in his hands and carried it away without help of any kind.

A few days afterwards he carried on his shoulders to the top of the clock-tower a coping-stone which four strong men were unable by their united strength to lift.

About the same time he dragged from a wood by the river-side two pieces of timber which a number of workmen with their united strength were unable to move.

During the same building operation he carried on his own shoulders, and enabled his workmen to lift and carry about, heavy weights which no human beings could have lifted, "if God Himself had not girded them with strength, or sent His angels to assist them in supporting the loads."

Finally, crooked trees were made straight, rough joists were worked into shape and carried to their places, sawpits were sunk, and other work done by the mere word of command of the saint, without instrument or the aid of man.—All these instances are mentioned in the *Act of Canonization*.

**St. Francis of Paula commands a para-**

to carry a huge stone (A.D. 1452).

While St. Francis of Paula was building his monastery at Spezza, in the diocese of Cosenza, a woman from Cortona, who had been paralyzed for thirty years, was brought before him. St. Francis bade her get from the carriage and carry a great stone to the builders. The woman made the required effort. She that stumbled was girded with strength; she lifted the stone, carried it to the builders, and was perfectly cured of her disease.—Process made at Cosenza before Leo X., at the canonization of St. Francis of Paula.

**St. Francis of Paula gives strength to a lame man to carry a rafter** (A.D. 1452). While St. Francis de Paula was building his great monastery, the seventeenth witness of the process made at Cosenza stated that a lame man, suffering so severely from sciatica that he could not move, was brought to him. The patriarch told him to carry to the building a huge rafter, which two strong oxen could not lift. The man said, "How can you desire me to carry this huge rafter?" "They that wait on the Lord," said St. Francis, "shall renew their strength, and the Lord will give strength to His people." The man charged himself with the beam, carried it to the building, laid it in the place required, and was perfectly cured of his malady.—Le P. Giry, *Life of St. Francis of Paula*, drawn from the witnesses called in the process of his canonization.

**Sun warded off.** (See Rain Warded Off.)

*Psalm cxxi. 6.* The sun shall not smite thee by day.

*Rev. vii. 16.* Neither shall the sun light on them, nor any heat.

*Isa. iv. 6.* There shall be a tabernacle for a shadow in the daytime from the heat, and for a covert from storm and from rain.

**St. Peter of Verona wards off the sun from a public assembly** (A.D. 1206-1252). St. Peter of Verona had a disputation at Milan in the open air with certain heretical bishops. The assembly found the heat of the sun quite intolerable, and St. Peter prayed, saying, "O Lord, Thou hast promised that the sun shall not smite Thy servants by day, nor the moon by night; bring now the clouds to be unto us a tabernacle for a shadow from this great heat." No sooner had he spoken than a thick cloud formed a canopy over the heads of the assembly till the disputation was brought to a
close.—T. Lentinus, Life of St. Peter the Martyr.

Taught of God.

John vi. 45. It is written in the prophets, They shall be all taught of God.

Matt. x. 20. It is not ye that speak, but the Spirit of your Father which speaketh in you.

James i. 5. If any of you lack wisdom, let him ask of God, which giveth liberally, and upbraideth not.

2 Pet. i. 21. St. Peter says that prophecy came not in olden time by the will of man, but holy men of God spake as they were moved by the Holy Ghost.

2 Sam. xxiii. 2. David in his last address confesses that the psalms he sung were not his own words, but "that the Spirit of the Lord spake by me, and His word was in my tongue."

Acts iv. 8. When Peter was arraigned before the Jewish Sanhedrim, his answer was dictated to him by the Holy Ghost.

St. Aldegundis taught by St. Peter personally (A.D. 689). St. Aldegundis, the daughter of prince Walbert, was in the direct line of the kings of France, and was born in Hainaut, A.D. 690. God interposed in her childhood to lead her in the way everlasting, by sending the apostle Peter to teach her what to believe and how to live. She was often visited by other heavenly visitants, and sometimes by the King of angels, whom she had chosen to be her spouse.—L'abbé Delbos, Life of St. Aldegundis.

St. Ambrose told by an angel how to convict the Arians. When St. Ambrose, on one occasion, preached against the Arian heresy, one of the leading "heretics" was converted. Being asked why he had gone over to the other side, he answered, "Because I distinctly saw an angel whispering in the ear of St. Ambrose the words that he spoke, so that it was not Ambrose that convicted me of error, but the Spirit of God."—Paulinus, Life of St. Ambrose.

St. Bernard told the exact hour of Christ's birth by Christ Himself. St. Bernard, being in a church on Christmas Eve, had a great desire to know the precise hour of the Nativity. He prayed earnestly that the Holy Ghost would inform him. Whereupon Christ Himself stood by him in the form of a little child, and informed him minutely of the day and hour when He was born in Bethlehem.—Godfrey (St. Bernard's secretary), Life of St. Bernard.

St. Gregory the Theomagogist taught the mystery of the Trinity by the Virgin Mary (A.D. 270). St. Gregory wrote his Symbol of Faith, and received his inspiration direct from the Virgin Mary in the following manner:—One night, while the saint was meditating on the subject, an old man was sent by God to instruct him fully in the verities of the Christian faith. Beside the old man was a lady of celestial beauty, who addressed the old man as John the Evangelist, and told him to instruct the young Gregory in all the mysteries of the true faith. The old man expressed his pleasure in obeying the mother of God, and at once explained the whole subject to Gregory, who wrote down what St. John taught him; and when all was written, the old man vanished. St. Gregory has left this treatise for the benefit of the Church, and it has always preserved the Church from falling into heresy, especially that of the Arians and semi-Arians. The original was extant in the archives of the Church of Neocæsarea in the time of Gregory of Nyssa, and is cited by Gregory Nazianzen, Rufinus, and many others.—St. Gregory of Nyssa, Life of St. Gregory Thaumaturgist.

St. Leo's manuscript corrected by St. Peter himself. When St. Leo was writing his treatise against Nestorius, "the heretic," he left his manuscript one night on the relics of St. Peter, and prayed if anything in it needed amendment, that the holy apostle would make the necessary correction before the treatise was made public. When Leo rose next morning and examined his manuscript, he found several words had been blotted out and others substituted in their place. In fact, the whole manuscript had been carefully corrected throughout; and he gave God and St. Peter his hearty thanks.—Damasus, Lives of the Popes.

St. Savinian taught by an angel (A.D. 275). St. Savinian was a Greek, born in Samos, and brought up in the Greek mythological religion. But one day the psalms of David fell into his hands, and he was greatly struck with the verse, "Purge me with hyssop, and I shall be clean; wash me, and I shall be whiter than snow" (Ii. 7). He pondered over these words for many an hour and many a day, but could not make out what they meant. At length an angel was sent to him, and told him it was by baptism that man was cleansed from sin, and though those sins were as scarlet, yet by baptism the Christian in God's sight was whiter than snow. Leaving his native land, he wandered into Champagne, and
thoughts discerned—thus far.

Thus far and no further.

Matt. ix. 4. Jesus, knowing their thoughts, said, Wherefore think ye evil in your hearts? 1 Cor. iii. 20. The Lord knoweth the thoughts of the wise.

Hos. iv. 12. The Word of God is quick and powerful...a discerner of the thoughts and intents of the heart.

St. Vincent Ferrier could discern the thoughts and intents of the mind (A.D. 1857-1419). St. Vincent Ferrier knew what was in the mind even of a stranger, and would put searching questions touching the very quick of their secret sins, so that men said, “This man knows our thoughts, and the secret intents of our mind.” Suppose it was a usurer, a fornicator, a thief, an assassin, no matter what, the word addressed to him by St. Vincent went right home, and struck at the besetting sin. God gave such an insight to Ezekiel, that he might rebuke the people for their sins. So was it with St. Vincent Ferrier; wherever he went he knew by revelation the besetting sins of the people, and directed his words pointed thereto. Thus he convinced of sin, and thus was it he led men to repentance.

—Peter Ranzano (bishop of Lucera), Life of St. Vincent Ferrier.

Thus far and no further.

St. Gregory the thaumaturgist restrains the river Lycus. The river Lycus having overflowed its banks, threatened to destroy the village and flood the fields. St. Gregory, called the Thaumaturgist, planted his staff between the river and the village, saying to the torrent, “Thus far may be thy overflow, but no further.” Next morning the staff had become a green tree; and whenever the Lycus in its overflow came up to this boundary, it stopped, and did the villagers no harm.—St. Gregory of Nyssa, Life of St. Gregory Thaumaturgist.

St. Hilarion said “Thus far” to some pirates, and stopped pursuit. When St. Hilarion was sailing from Dalmatia, and the ship was well away from land, some pirates bore down upon them; and the sailors finally expected the whole crew would be either cut down, or sold to slavery. St. Hilarion, standing on deck, prayed; and then, stretching out his hands towards the pirates, cried with a loud voice, “Thus far, but no further.” Instantly the pirates’ vessel veered about, and sailed away as if driven by a strong gale.

—St. Jerome, Vita St. Hilarionis Eremitæ (A.D. 890). See also Nicephorus Callistus (died 1850), Ecclesiastical History.

St. Remi said to a fire at Reims, “Thus far, but no further.” A fire broke out in the church of St. Nicias, at Reims,
threatening to spread and destroy the whole city; but St. Remi, making the sign of the cross against the fire, cried with a loud voice, "Thus far, but no further." The fire instantly retreated, and St. Remi advanced, backing the element through the city gates into the open fields.

"There let thy proud waves be stayed," said the prelate, and the fire died out.—Hineman (archbishop of Reims, died A.D. 882), Life of St. Remi.

St. Sabinus restrains the overflow of the river Po (fourth century). The river Po, having overflowed its banks, was devastating the Church lands in the neighbourhood, when St. Sabinus told one of his deacons to say to the river, "The bishop commands thee to cease thy rage, and to return at once to thy proper channel;" but the deacon refused, thinking it would be a fool's errand. So St. Sabinus wrote on a tablet, "I, Sabinus, servant of the Lord Jesus Christ, command thee, O river, to return at once to thy proper bed, and do no more injury to the Church lands in thy vicinity." Then giving this tablet to the deacon, he bade him throw it into the stream. This being done, the river instantly drew back its waters, confined them to the channel, and acknowledged by its obedience that God was master of the floods, and that both rivers and seas obey Him.—St. Gregory the Great, bk. iii. ch. 10.

St. Severin sets a bound to the overflow of the Danube. Eugippius relates how the Danube durst never rise above the mark of the cross which St. Severin cut on the posts of a wooden church.—Eugippius (a disciple), Life of St. Severin, A.D. 511.

Tongue of Man.

JAMES III. 8, 9. The tongue is an unruly member. Therewith bless we God, and therewith curse we men. Out of the same mouth proceedeth blessing and cursing.

JAMES III. 8. The tongue can no man tame. It is an unruly evil, full of deadly poison.

PSALM XXXIX. 1. I said, I will take heed to my ways, that I sin not with my tongue.

Alured the philosopher called the tongue man's best and worst member. Alured, the Christian philosopher, being asked which is the best member of the body, replied, "The tongue, for it is the trumpet of God's glory." Being then asked which is the worst, he replied, "The tongue, for it is the firebrand of hell."

Pambo's first lesson in Christian ethics (about 400). Socrates, the ecclesiastical historian, tells us that one Pambo went to a Christian missionary, and asked him to teach him something from the Bible; whereupon the man of God opened the thirty-ninth psalm, and read the first verse: "I said, I will take heed to my ways, that I sin not with my tongue." "That will do for the present," said Pambo; and he took his leave, saying, "I will go, and learn that first." A month rolled past, but Pambo returned not; two months, three months, when the missionary happened to encounter him in the city, and asked him if he would go on with his Bible lessons. "Not yet," said Pambo; "I have not yet mastered my first lesson." Forty-nine years afterwards he gave the very same answer to one who asked him the like question. Hear what St. James saith, "If any man among you seems to be religious, but bridleth not his tongue, this man's religion is vain."

Tormented by Devils.

Christian's progress through the Valley of Humiliation and that of the Shadow of Death.

The points of resemblance between Bunyan's allegory of Christian in the Valley of Humiliation and that of the Shadow of Death, with the legends of some of the saints, are so striking that they may be profitably placed side by side, and may throw some light upon each other.

Early in his career Christian came to the palace Beautiful, where he was hospitably entertained, and before he left he was furnished with the whole armour of God. Discretion, Piety, Charity, and Prudence conduct him down the hill, and bid him farewell. Then Christian entered the Valley of Humiliation, but he had not gone far when Apolloon met him, and began to question him about his antecedents. He represented to the wayfarer the dangers of the way, and promised many delights if he would go back. As Christian stood firm to his purpose, the tempter told him he had no ground of hope that God would accept him, seeing he had already so often broken His laws, and wandered from His ways. Christian freely admitted his great unworthiness, but pleaded the abounding mercy of God, which (he said) had already pardoned him. Then Apolloon broke out into a grievous rage, and bade Christian prepare to die, for "I swear thou shalt go no further." So saying, the great adversary threw a flaming dart; but Christian caught it on his shield of faith, and drew his sword in self-defence. The encounter was long and dangerous. Christian fell, and his sword
flew out of his hand. "Now am I sure of you," cried Apollony, and pressed him almost to death; but as the foul fiend lifted up his hand to give the death-stroke, Christian contrived to regain his sword, and gave Apollony such a deadly thrust, that he flew off and was no more seen. "Rejoice not against me, O mine enemy; for when I fall, I shall arise. Nay, in all these things we are more than conquerors through Him that loved us." Bunyan says, "No man can imagine, unless he had seen and heard, as I did, what yelling and hideous roaring Apollony made all the time of the fight, and what sighs and groans burst from Christian's heart." When the battle was over there came to him a hand with some of the leaves of the tree of life, which Christian applied to his wounds, and immediately they were healed. Christian now addressed himself to his journey, but alas! the Valley of Humiliation only led to another valley, called that of the Shadow of Death, if possible more fearful and dangerous still. The path was very narrow, with a deep ditch on one side and a dangerous quag on the other. It was so dark within, that oftentimes when Christian raised his foot he knew not where to set it down next. In the midst of the valley was the mouth of hell, through which ever and anon burst flame and smoke. As the pilgrim journeyed on through the valley, with his weapon "All-prayer" in his hand, he was assailed by most hideous noises, doleful voices, and rushings to and fro, so that sometimes he expected to be torn to pieces or trodden down like mire. This continued for several miles, so that sometimes Christian thought he really must turn back; but, when the fiends came nearest and his case seemed most desperate, he cried with vehemence, "I will walk in the strength of the Lord God!" whereupon the fiends gave back, and he heard before him a voice which said, "Though I walk through the valley of the shadow of death, I will fear no evil: for Thou art with me; Thy rod and Thy staff they comfort me." So he knew that some one who trusted on the Saviour was in the valley besides himself, and hoped in good time to find a companion to keep him company.—Pt. i. ch. ix., x.

St. Antony of Padua tormented by the devil. One night the devil tried to throttle St. Antony of Padua; but the man of God commended himself to the "glorious Virgin," and the foul fiend flew away. (See Antony, p. 452.)—Edward Kingman, Lives of the Saints (1623).

St. Hilarion tormented by devils. St. Hilarion lived as a hermit, and one night, while at his prayers, he heard the cry of children, the mourning of women, the alarums of armies, the bleating of sheep, the bellowing of bulls, the roaring of lions, the hissing of serpents, and smoky other noises. Calling to mind the curse of the devil, he fell flat on the ground, and made the sign of the cross. Then, raising his eyes, he saw a chariot drawn by furious horses, which seemed to kick him and scamper over him. The holy youth called on Jesus with a loud voice, and in an instant the earth opened and swallowed up the chariot. The noise ceased at the same time, and Hilarion cried in rapture, "Sing unto the Lord a new song, for He hath triumphed gloriously; the horse and his rider hath He thrown into the abyss."—St. Jerome, Vita St. Hilarionis Eremitis (A.D. 390).

St. Nicholas of Tolentino tormented by the devil. St. Nicholas of Tolentino was much vexed and tormented by the devil, who used all his wiles to draw the man of God from his abstinence and penances by scoffs and threats; sometimes beating him, and otherwise ill-treating him in such sort that the friars, hearing the uproar, would run to his defence. They always found him on the floor of his cell utterly exhausted, like a dead man, and would gently lift him on his straw pallet.

—St. Antonius of Florence, Chronicon.

St. Romualdus in the Valley of Humiliation, etc. (A.D. 907-1027). Not long after St. Romualdus had entered on his monastic life, the spirit of darkness, which seems to have slept for awhile, rose in full strength to oppose his further progress in the way of holiness, and attacked him with terrible assaults. He set strongly before the pilgrim the pleasures he had abandoned, and the rugged ways of the new life he had chosen. The more Romualdus tried to lean upon God, the more his mind was troubled. When now he was well-nigh distracted, the malignant tempter assaulted his body with fiery darts; scared him at nights with horrible voices and unearthly noises, and seemed to threaten him under most frightful forms, troubling his imagination with revolting thoughts. This contest continued for five years. Sometimes the foul fiend, assuming the form of a hideous human being, would hurl the recluse to the earth, kneel on him with his knees,
kick him with his feet, and try to strangle him; but the saint would only mock his assailant, saying, "O my enemy, being chased out of heaven, resort you to this desert? Avaunt, I say, vile serpent!" Then would the devil flee, and Christ Himself come to the cell to bring comfort to His disciple. "Thy heart has been sore pained within thee, and the terrors of death have fallen upon thee; fearfulness and trembling have come upon thee, and horror hath overwhelmed thee; but cast thy burden upon the Lord, and He will sustain thee. He will never suffer the righteous to be moved."—Bollandus, Acta Sanctorum, Feb., vol. ii. (Jerome of Prague and Peter Damiani also wrote the life of this saint.)

Trees Symbolize Man.

DEUT. xx. 19. The tree of the field is man's life.

ISA. lxv. 22. As the days of a tree are the days of My people.

EZEK. xxxi. 3–12. The Assyrian was a cedar in Lebanon, with fair branches, and of high stature; fair in his greatness and in the length of his branches. But the terrible of the nations cut him off; his branches fell, and his boughs were broken off. Lebanon mourned for him, and all the trees of the field fainted for him.

St. Honoré symbolizes himself in a bay tree (thirteenth century). When St. Honoré told his mother he was about to take a journey to Thenezay, she tried to dissuade him from going, having a presentiment that she would never see him again. They were sitting together at the time under a bay tree, and Honoré said to his mother, "See this tree, planted by my father on the day of my birth. This tree will always represent me. If I am well, it will be vigorous; if I am ill, it will droop; if I die, it will wither." St. Honoré left Buzançais, taking two brothers, named Gabidier, with him. For a time the bay tree remained green and vigorous, but one morning it was found withered to its roots. The anxious mother felt persuaded her son was dead; and, giving the alarm, several of the neighbours went in search of their fellow-townsmen. They came to a spot smeared with blood, and soon found the body of the murdered man, whose head had been severed from the body, and thrust under some bushes. The brothers Gabidier had murdered him. They were both executed, and St. Honoré was buried with due honours.—J. Veilhat, Pious Legends of Berri.

Triads.

ST. PAUL. "Now abide these three, faith, hope, and charity; but the greatest of these is charity" (1 Cor. xiii. 13).

DANTE. Dante's regeneration triad is—light, grace, and mercy.

MATTHEW ARNOLD. Matthew Arnold's three regenerating virtues are—light, sweetness, and culture.

Two-edged Sword.

HEB. iv. 12. The Word of God is quick and powerful, and sharper than any two-edged sword... and is a discerner of the thoughts and intents of the heart.

REV. i. 16. Out of His mouth went a sharp two-edged sword.

PSALM calix. 5, 6. Let the saints be joyful
in glory. Let them sing aloud upon their beds. Let the high praises of God be in their mouth, and a two-edged sword in their hand.

St. Flora, greatly harassed by the devil, is given a two-edged sword (A.D. 1300–1847). St. Flora was greatly annoyed by the devil, who was no sooner resisted in one temptation than he tried another. God, who had sufficiently tried her fidelity, sent an angel to give her a two-edged sword. It was very sharp, and would pierce even to the dividing sunder of soul and spirit, and of the joints and marrow. The young virgin took this sword into her hand, and then felt herself armed against all the attacks of the devil.

—L’abbé Cyprien Lacarrière, Life of St. Flora.

There can be no doubt that this was originally more figure of speech, subsequently perverted into a realistic and miraculous incident.

Ubiquity.

1 Cor. v. 3. Absent in body, but present in spirit.

Col. ii. 5. Though I be absent in the flesh, yet am I with you in spirit, beholding your order.

1 Thess. ii. 17. We, brethren, being taken from you for a short time, [yet] present, not in heart, endeavoured to see your face with great desire.

St. Benet-Joseph, like St. Druon (see below), was often in two or more places at the same time (A.D. 1748–1783). The author of the life of Benet-Joseph says, “Benêt fut aussi l’objet d’une faveur que Dieu semble avoir réservée pour nous, afin de mieux confondre l’incrédulité par ce miracle le plus inexplicable de tous : On le vit souvent en plusieurs endroits différents, juste à la même heure.” Thus while he was confined in the “hospice des pauvres,” where he was all the last years of his life, and from which no inmate was on any account to absent himself, he was seen by many in adoration before the Holy Sacrament, at different hours of the night, and even after midnight. He was also seen on Christmas night, 1782, in Notre-Dame des Monts, both at matins and also at the night mass, kissing the feet of the infant Jesus.—R. P. Desncyers, Le Bienheureux Benêt-Joseph Labre.

Perhaps in the opinion of many this “miracle,” which seems to the biographer both more “imexplicable,” and more limited to these later days, is neither the one nor the other. The mind informing the eyes, as in dreams and illusions, is as old as man himself, and it is no more “imexplicable” that persons should see the sick man where he was not, than that Macheth should see Banquo on his own stool in the banquet-room.

Je ne puis pas être, comme St. Druon en deux lieux en même temps. St. Druon (A.D. 1118–1189) was born at Epincé, Artois, and hired himself out as a shepherd in Hainaut. In this occupation he greatly regretted that he could never leave his sheep to go and receive the Eucharist. This privation, however, was removed by an angel, who assumed the form of the shepherd, and kept watch over his flock, whenever he went to the sacrifice of the mass. Hence arose the proverb, “I cannot be in two places at the same time, like St. Druon.”—L’abbé Destombes, Saints d’Arras.

St. John-Joseph de la Croix was often in two places at the same moment (A.D. 1654–1734). Cardinal Wiseman says, God refused not to St. John-Joseph the singular prerogative sometimes accorded to the saints of being present in two or more places at the same moment, or at least of going from one place to another with the rapidity of thought. Thus, while he was confined in his cell grievously ill, “une dame l’envoya chercher pour venir l’entendre à l’église.” “You see,” said the saint to a lackey, “in what a state I now am. I cannot stir.” But when the lackey reported these words to his mistress, she would not believe him; “for,” said she, “I have just seen him, and conversed with him.”

Again: Francisco Viveros, the domestic of a duchess, went to the cell of St. John-Joseph, and asked him to accompany him to the duchess, who greatly desired to see him. The saint replied, “You see I am unable to move from my bed.” Francisco Viveros hastened back to inform his mistress, but on entering the chamber of the duchess, there was the saint at her bedside, administering consolation.

Another instance. Madame Artemisia, mother of the marquis de Rugiano, being seized with excruciating pain, and having no one at hand whom she could send to St. John-Joseph, exclaimed in her agony, “O Father John-Joseph, how I wish I could see you! O Father, why are you so far off in my distress? There is no one I can send to fetch you. O Father John-Joseph, would God that you were here!” She had not finished speaking when the saint was at her bedside, and said cheerfully, “Courage, lady. It is nothing. It is nothing.” Then he gave his benediction, the pain ceased, and the saint vanished in a moment.—Migne, Démonstrations Évangéliques, vol. xvi.

Mary Magdalene of Pazzi had the gift of being in two places at the same time.
WANTS—WATER—WHITE STONE.


The chamberlain does not tell us where Mary Magdalen was at the time, nor yet where her sister Catherine was. The sentence quoted is every word he tells us about the matter.

St. Philip of Neri was often in two or more places at the same time (A.D. 1515–1595). St. Philip of Neri was often seen in several different places at the same moment. At one time, while he was at Rome, he showed himself to Catherine, a nun of the Order of St. Augustine, in Tuscany. On another occasion, while he was at Rome, one of his penitents, going from Rome to Naples, was taken by pirates; and, to save himself from captivity, he threw himself into the sea, calling on the name of Philip of Neri. Instantly Philip was at his side, caught him by the hair, and drew him safe to shore.—*The Bull of Canonization by Gregory XV*.

Wants supplied.

Psalm xxiii. 1. The Lord is my Shepherd; I shall not want.
Psalm xxxiv. 10. They that seek shall not want any good.

St. Dominic, wanting to cross a ferry, finds the fare at his feet. St. Dominic, according to the precept of Christ, never took money about with him; and if he required a ferry, he had to ask for a free passage. On one occasion, the boatman refused to put him across a river unless he paid his fare, like others. St. Dominic lifted up his eyes to heaven as if in prayer, then stooping down, picked up the necessary coin from the ground, and was ferried across the river.—*Les Petits Bollandistes*, vol. ix. p. 284.

The Virgin Mary deposits money on a stone for Hermann (A.D. 1075). One day Hermann, while still a boy, entered into Cologne cathedral barefoot; this was in the depth of winter. The Virgin Mary appeared to him, and asked why he went barefooted. "Alas," said the boy, "the poverty of my parents constrains me." The Virgin then pointed to a stone, and told him to go and see what he could find there. He went, and found four pieces of silver, and, returning, thanked the Virgin for her benevolence. She kissed him, and said, "When in want, return to the stone, and you shall always find sufficient for your daily bread." This occurred often; and what makes the miracle especially surprising, is that other boys from time to time went with him, but none of them, except he himself, ever saw the deposit. "Celui qui a écrit le premier cette histoire assure l’avoir apprise de sa propre bouche, un peu avant qu’il mourût."—*Les Petits Bollandistes*, vol. iv. p. 272.

Water Innocuous.

Isa. xxxiii. 2. When thou passest through water, I will be with thee; and through rivers, they shall not overflow thee.

St. Cosmus and St. Damian, cast bound into a river, were not drowned. Lisias, governor of Egeas, commanded Cosmus and Damian to be bound hand and foot, and cast into the river. The sentence was obeyed, but an angel unbound them, and brought them safe to land; for God was with them, and would not suffer the river to overflow them.—Ado (archbishop of Trèves), * Martyrology*; and *Metaphrastes*, Lives, etc.

St. Godrich uninjured by a flood of water (A.D. 1170). St. Godrich was a native of Walpole, in Norfolk, who earned his living as a pedlar. Being converted, he turned hermit, and lived at Whithby, then called Finkley, in a cabin on the bank of a river. On one occasion the river overflowed, and inundated the whole country round about, including the hermitage. The neighbours, fearing the hermit was drowned, ran to the meadow, but could find neither hermit nor hut. All supposed the hut had been swept away by the flood, and that the hermit was dead. When the waters subsided, the neighbours were amazed to see the monk alive and the hut still standing, wholly uninjured. Godrich, being asked about the flood, expressed surprise, and declared that no water had come nigh his dwelling. "It is thus that God never forgets those who forget not Him."—Nicholas of Durham, *Life of St. Godrich*.

White Stone and a New Name.

Rev. xi. 17. John the divine was commanded to write to the Church of Pergamos, "To him
that overcometh will I give a white stone, and in the stone a new name written, which no man knoweth, save he that receiveth it."

Explained: In primitive times, when travelling was difficult for want of places of public entertainment, hospitality was exercised by private individuals to a great extent. Persons thus entertained often contracted friendship with the entertainers, and both Greeks and Romans had marks in recognition of this mutual regard, which were given to guests, and which were kept as heirlooms in the family. A very usual mark was a white stone cut in twain. On one of the halves the host wrote his name, and the guest on the other. The host's name was handed to the guest, and the guest's name to the host. To produce this tessera would always suffice to secure a welcome to remotest descendants. Of course, the stones were kept private, and the names written on them was sacred. Look now at the application: "I will give him that overcometh to eat of the hidden manna," for he shall be My guest, and eat at My table, and "I will give him a white stone, on which shall be written a new name, that no man, but he who receives it, knoweth."—Blunt, Exposition of the Epistles to the Seven Churches of Asia.

St. Angela of Brescia sees angels carrying white stones (A.D. 1474-1540). Angela of Brescia lost her father and mother when she was only ten years old. Her uncle Biancosi took charge of her, but he also died when she was twenty-two. Angela was much distressed at the bad education of Italian girls, and bent her mind to devise a remedy. One day, when she was in the country with some companions, she saw a ladder, like that seen by Jacob, reaching from earth to heaven. A great number of virgins were mounting it two and two, their heads ornamented with rich crowns. They were accompanied by angels dressed in white, and all carried on their foreheads a white stone, with something written on it, which Angela could not read. As she looked and admired, a voice from the ladder said to her, "Angela, take courage. Before you die, you shall establish in Brescia a society of virgins, like those you see here; and Christ shall give them white stones, in which shall be written the new name." It was twenty years before God opened a way to the fulfilment of this promise, and then she founded the society called the Ursulines.—Life of St. Angela of Brescia (Montpellier, 1804).

In Christian art St. Angela is represented with a ladder, up which her virgins are ascending two and two.

Wings.

Isa. xi. 31. They that wait upon the Lord shall mount up with wings as eagles.

St. Vincent Ferrer had wings occasionally when he "waited on the Lord" (A.D. 1457-1419). "Chose qui semble incevable, un public enter au vue St. Vincent Ferrer au milieu de sa predication prendre subitement des ailes, s'envoler dans les airs, disparaître pouraller très-loin consoler et encourager une personne malade qui reclamait son assistance, et puis reviur de la meme maniere apres avoir rempli cet acte de charité, pour continuer sa predication." Hence St. Vincent Ferrer in Christian art is often represented with wings like an angel.—Mgr. Gaéri (chamberlain of pope Leo XIII.), Vies des Saints (1880), vol. iv. p. 239.

Wolves.

Isa. xi. 6-9. The wolf shall dwell with the lamb, and the leopard shall lie down with the kid; and the calf and the young lion and the fatling together; and a little child shall lead them. . . . They shall not hurt nor destroy in all My holy mountain; for the earth shall be full of the knowledge of the Lord.

Isa. lix. 25. The wolf and the lamb shall feed together, and the lion shall eat straw like the bullock.

Hos. ii. 18. In that day will I make a covenant for them with the beasts of the field, and with the fowls of heaven, and with the creeping things of the ground: and I will break the bow and the sword and the battle out of the earth, and will make them to lie down safely.

Andrew Corcini converted from a wolf to a lamb (A.D. 1802-1378). Andrew Corcini was the son of wealthy parents in Florence. Shortly before his birth, his mother dreamt she had brought forth a wolf, and that her wolfish offspring ran into a church, and became transformed into a lamb. As the boy grew up he proved a very wolf indeed, worldly, selfish, impious, fond of persecution, and given to cruelty. One day his mother said to him, "Andrew, you are in very truth the child of my dream," and when the young man inquired of his mother to what she referred, she told him. He was greatly struck with what he heard, spent the night in solitude and prayer, and next day went to the church of the Carmelites, and prostrating himself before
the image of the Virgin, uttered these words: "Glorious Virgin, see the wolf full of iniquity at thy feet. Thy offspring, O mother, was a Lamb without blemish. Make also a lamb of God, and receive me into the fold." For three hours he continued thus, when the prior saw him, and asked him what he craved. Andrew told him, and implored to be taken from the wicked world into the Carmelite order. In due time his request was granted, and he became transformed into the humblest, most industrious, self-denying, and self-abased of all the brotherhood. He was ultimately bishop of Fiesole.—Surius, Lives of the Saints (1570).

St. Blaise dwells peacefully with wild beasts. When St. Blaise fled from Sebastian, in Syria, through fear of Aegrius, he lay concealed in a cave "in a craggy mountain called Argeus." Here savage beasts visited him daily; and if, by chance, they happened to drop in while he was in prayer, "they would reverently wait till he rose from his knees." Sometimes the wolf and the sheep would meet in the cave, the lion and the lamb, tigers, bears, leopards, and kids, yet none would hurt another; but there would they bide in friendly intercourse, till the holy man gave them his blessing, and bade them go in peace. Some of them he quite transformed, so that those beasts which before preyed on each other, ate grass like oxen; and whenever he saw any defiled with blood, he never failed to chide them for their cruelty, and told them to abandon their evil ways.—Metaphrasites, Life of St. Blaise.

We have seen what are called "happy familiars," in which all cats and mice, birds of prey and carrion-eaters, dogs and rats, with other small deer. In exhibitions we have seen wild beasts associating with those on which they prey; but for carnivorous beasts to eat grass and hay is quite another matter; and before they could do so their whole animal structure must be remodelled, from their teeth to their claws.

St. Laumer and the wolves. One day a troop of wolves were pursuing a hind, when the terrified creature ran to St. Laumer, and crouched at his feet for protection. St. Laumer patted the panting beast most lovingly, and commanded the wolves to be off; whereupon the savage beasts went peacefully away, leaving the hind unharmed.—Surius, Lives of the Saints (6 vols. folio).

This tale looks like an allegory, in which the hind symbolizes the Christian Church, and the wolves the powers of evil. —Saul, Saul, why persecutest thou Me? said a voice from heaven to the future apostle. "Wolves, wolves," said St. Laumer, "why persecute the poor kind?" and many found protection in caves and woods, when driven from their native dwelling-places by the savagery of man.

Torello, by prayer, rescues a child from the mouth of a wolf (A.D. 1282). Torello of Poppi, in Tuscany, saw a wolf seize a child, while its mother was washing linen in the river Arno. He immediately offered up a prayer to God, and commanded the wolf to drop its prey. The wolf obeyed; whereupon Torello healed the teeth—marks of the prey, and returned the child safe and sound to its mother. He then forbade the wolves in future to injure any inhabitant of Poppi; and from that day to this his command has been rigidly obeyed. In Christian art Torello, in remembrance of this act, is represented with a wolf at his side.—Acta Sanctorum (Bollandists), vol. ii. March 16.

St. William of Aquitaine converted from a wolf to a lamb (A.D. 1167). William, count of Poitou and duke of Guynene, was a giant in stature and a wild beast in disposition. He lived in adultery with his brother's wife, and was so violent in temper that no man was hardy enough to resist him. He is described as overbearing to his vassals, cruel to strangers, without pity to his enemies, quarrelsome with his equals, debauched with self-indulgence, and revengeful. A more hopeless subject for God's grace could not be imagined, but this Saul the malignant persecutor became a Paul in humility, zeal, and Christian love. The wolf became a lamb, and the leopard a kid. The lion which no man durst encounter, became the gentle fondling that a child might lead; and the veriest infant might play unharmed on this cockatrice's den. St. Bernard reasoned with him, but to no effect; but one day, after celebrating mass, St. Bernard took with him to the duke's palace "the body of Jesus Christ on a paten." He went straight to the duke, and said, "We have called, but ye have refused; we have stretched out our hands, but ye have not regarded. Ye have set at nought all my counsel, and would none of my reproof; behold, now the Son of the Virgin is come to you, the chief among the ten thousand, the Lord of the kingdom of God. You may mock at His counsel, you may laugh at His reproofs, but know, O man, He will call you into judgment. Then ye shall call, when fear cometh as desolation, and destruction as a whirlwind; but He will not answer,
Then shall ye seek, when anguish is come upon you; but ye shall not find Him. If now ye turn your back upon your Saviour, then the Judge will turn His back upon thee, saying, "I never knew you. Depart from Me, ye cursed, into everlasting fire, prepared for the devil and his angels." These words were uttered with unspeakable solemnity, and a fearlessness superhuman. They went right home by the power of the Holy Ghost, and the duke trembled, fell at the bishop's feet foaming, but unable to utter a word. Some of his household picked him up, but again he fell to the ground. St. Bernard touched him with his foot, and demanded what answer he made to the call of God. The bold rebel, rebel now no longer, burst into tears, and cried in anguish of spirit, "What must I do to be saved?" St. Bernard then told him what he ought to do; and from that moment the count was an altered man, whose one concern was the salvation of his soul, and whose whole study was to crucify the body with its affections and its lusts. Leaving his court, he betook him to a desert, where he lived as a hermit, and called himself "the chief of sinners." He used to say, "Many souls, now in hell, have sighed for the hair shirt of Jerome, the tears of Arsenius, the pallet of Eulalius, the nakedness of Paul, and the food of Elijah, but their sighs never led them to repentance and good works."—Thibault, Life of Guillaume of Aquitaine (abridged by Surius).

**Women's Apparel.**

1 Tim. II. 9. In like manner also I will that women adorn themselves in modest apparel. Not with broided hair, or gold, or pearls, or costly array.

St. Paul of the Cross causes a lady, immodestly dressed, to turn black (A.D. 1694-1776). In Orbetello, St. Paul of the Cross reproved the women for immodesty of dress; but a French lady, determined to show her independence of spirit, planted herself just under the missionary's eyes in an exaggerated low costume. St. Paul stood gazing on her with a fixed stare, and gradually her face, hands, arms, neck, shoulders, all became as black as charcoal. The congregation was horrified. The lady fell at the saint's feet, imploring pardon; but she was not suffered to recover her former looks for two or three days.—Father Pius, Life of St. Paul of the Cross, Founder of the Passionists.

**Words spoken by Saints spread Far and Wide.**

Rom. X. 16. But I say, Have they not heard? Yes verily, their sound went into all the earth, and their words unto the ends of the world.

The sermon of St. Antony of Padua heard three miles off (A.D. 1195-1231). St. Antony of Padua was a most popular preacher. And one day, when he went to Bruges to preach, the crowds were so great he was obliged to preach in the open fields. A woman living about three miles off wished much to hear the preacher; but her husband, being indisposed and by no means a religious man, would not consent to her leaving the house. Very vexed, she went to her chamber, and, opening the window, was astonished to find she could hear every word as distinctly as if she had been on the spot. Her husband asked why she did not come down, and she said she was listening to the sermon. He laughed at the notion, but, going upstairs, found he could hear the words spoken quite plainly. The chronicler adds, "Que ce seul fait décida de sa conversion, et que, dans la suite, au lieu de contrarier son épouse dans ses exercices de piété, il voulut assister avec elle à tous les sermons du missionnaire franciscain."—L'abbé Guyard, Life of St. Antony of Padua. (See also Edward Kinesman (1629), Lives of the Saints, p. 367.)

St. Gregory the thaumaturgist hears the prayer of Fedimus three miles off. Fedimus, bishop of Amasia, wanted to consecrate St. Gregory the thaumaturgist over Neocesarea, and went in search of him; but, not finding him, said, "O Lord, Thou seest both Gregory and me, I desired to lay my hands upon him, and consecrate him; but let my words now spoken serve the same end. I do now consecrate him unto Thee, and give him the oversight of Neocesarea to the honour of Thy holy name. Amen." Though St. Gregory was three miles off when these words were spoken, he heard them as plainly as if they had been spoken in his presence, and went at once to Fedimus, who forthwith made him bishop with the usual ceremonies.—St. Gregory of Nyssa, Life of St. Gregory Thaumaturgist.

**Wounds healed.**

Psalm CXLIV. 3. He shalleth the broken in heart, and bindeth up their wounds.

JER. XXX. 17. I will restore health unto thee, and will heal thee of thy wounds.
St. Francis of Paula miraculously cures a cut leg (A.D. 1416-1507). A young monk of the order of St. Augustine, named Francis, was sent to cut wood in a forest, and gave himself with his hatchet a dreadful cut on the right foot; the blood gushed out, and the wound was very serious. St. Francis of Paula happened to be in the forest at the time; and immediately he was aware of the accident, went to the young man, and by his mere touch healed the wound in an instant. So complete was the cure, that the young man was able to continue his work just as if nothing had happened.

—Father Giry, Life of St. Francis of Paula (chiefly taken from the witnesses examined, the speech made, and the bull issued at canonization).

The wounds of St. Cristina healed (A.D. 300). The following tale by Ado, in the Acta Sanctorum, is wholly unparalleled. Cristina was a child not above ten years old, living at Tur, in Tuscany, on the borders of the lake Bolsena. It no longer exists, having been swept away by an inundation. Her father, Urban, was prefect and governor of the town. It appears that this child, as Ado says, "was moved by the Holy Ghost to become a Christian," and showed her conversion by stealing her father's idols, made of gold and silver, breaking them up, and giving the pieces to the poor. Urban was naturally very angry at this, and whipped her soundly; and so far no blame can be attached to him—probably any sensible man under the same circumstances would have done the same; but the sequel is a Pelion upon Ossa of diabolical cruelty. Having whipped the child, he scourged her with scorpions, and while her body was covered with blood, tore the flesh with iron claws till the bones were bare. Says Ado, "This savagery, far from causing the child to relent, only confirmed her resolution to stand fast in the faith into which she had been called;" and, picking up the goblets of flesh at her feet, she handed them to her father. Of course, this insolence only irritated him the more, and he sent the child to prison, laden with heavy irons. When in prison, she was first bound on a wheel drenched with oil, the oil set alight, and the wheel being turned racked all her bones out of joint. But the oil, refusing to burn the child, "tournant ses flammes sur une troupe d'infidèles que la curiosité et le plaisir avaient fait accourir à ce spectacle, il en consuma un grand nombre." The father, seeing this, was frightened, and ran home; while an angel, coming into the prison, comforted the child, healed her wounds, and inspired her with new courage and resolution. Urban, though alarmed, would not relent, and accordingly sent an officer to tie a great stone round the child's neck and to throw her into the Bolsena. Here again the angel was at hand to keep her from harm. He allayed her terror, bore her in his arms, and carried her to the bank. The father, mad with rage, fell down in a fit, and "l'en demain on le trouva mort dans son lit." He was succeeded in office by Dion, who resolved to carry on the same vindictiveness, and threw the child into an iron chest filled with boiling pitch and oil; but Christina, with the sign of the cross, reduced the boiling elements into a refreshing bath, saying to the men around, "You have placed me in this font that I may be born again by the baptism of regeneration by the grace of God." The men, irritated by these words, dragged her naked by the hair of her head to the temple of Apollo, and commanded her to burn incense to the god. No sooner were the words uttered than the idol fell from its pedestal, and was dashed into a thousand pieces, at which sight "trois mille de ces infidèles, qui y étaient présents, se convertirent à la foi." Well, Dion died suddenly as Urban had done, and the next governor was Julian, who determined to revenge the death of his two predecessors. This third doughty giant cast the child into a furnace; but the flames touched her not. Here she remained five days the companion of spirits and angels. Having failed in this, Julian next applied to a magician, who shut up the child in a dark cave, filled with adders and serpents, asps and vipers; but they played lovingly with Christina, and did her no harm. Julian then plucked her tongue out by the roots; but her voice was as sweet and her words as articulate as they were before. Having lost all patience, the governor then bound her to a post, and set a band of soldiers to discharge their arrows at her till she died. "Cette précieuse mort arriva le 24 juillet, comme il est marqué dans tous les Martyrologes."

In some copies of St. Augustine's Psalter CXX., the word Christina has been substituted for Criptina. Pilgrimages are made to her tomb, monasteries and churches have been dedicated to her honor. Her relics are carried twice a year in procession through the parish of Visery, and many pictures have represented her martyrdom, so that there can be no doubt that the tale is regarded as an unvarnished truth. Yet is it not amazing, is it not
indeed lamentable, that such palpable romance should be set forth with authority, taught as verisimilar history, held up for our example, and honoured with the halo of canonisation? Filumena, the nineteenth-century thaumaturgist (third century). The discovery of this new saint has been recorded in the first part of this volume (p. 21), and as nothing was known about her, her ghost came to three different persons in 1836, to reveal the mystery of her life and death. It first appeared to a young artisan, then to a priest, and then to some nuns at Naples. These nuns had an image of the hypothetical saint, which they carried in solemn pomp to their chapel and set on the high altar. Then, greatly longing to know all about the stranger, the image began to roll its head about, open and shut its eyes, and at length said with touching sweetness, "Dear sisters, it was the 10th of August on which I changed my mortal for immortality; and it was my everlasting Spouse who brought me to Mugnano, not to be buried in obscurity, but to be set before the universal Church, that henceforth the day of my martyrdom may be a great and holy festival." The abbot Darche says, "Ces paroles portaient avec elles des preuves de la vérité." In my judgment they bear on the surface the proof of imposition; but let that pass. They were duly reported to Dom Francis, who "les trouva parfaitement d'accord avec la vérité;" and his reply comforted the nuns and encouraged them to go on further. Accordingly, not many days afterwards, the ghost visited them again in their oratory, and told them, saying, "My mother was of the blood royal, and had for neighbour one Fablius, a Christian, who taught my parents the new faith, and baptized them. I was born after their conversion, and they called me the 'child of the Light of Life,' Felix Luminis, contracted into Flumen, whence I was called 'Fi-jumena.' When I was thirteen years old, the emperor Diocletian asked me in marriage. Both my parents urged me to accept so great an honour; but I told them I had vowed to be the spouse of Christ, and would be the bride of no other. They told me I was far too young to know my own mind; but I replied that I was not too young to remember my Creator in the days of my youth, not too young to have a heart and to give it to the Lord. When the emperor was informed of my resolution his angry fury burst forth in terrible passion. He ordered me to be committed to a dungeon, well laden with chains. Every day he visited me to shake my obstinacy; but he could not separate me from my love of Christ my Saviour. For forty days I was kept a prisoner, when the blessed Virgin, holding her divine Son in her arms, entered the dungeon, and told me in three days I should be released. The announcement made my heart leap with joy, when the mother of God added, 'My daughter, after your release you will pass through much anguish into paradise, having been made perfect by suffering. Remember you are called 'The Daughter of Light,' and my Son was 'The Light of the World,' and I am 'The Mother of Light.' He is the Sun, I am the Moon, and you the Morning Star. In all your anguish the angel Gabriel will be with you, to console you and strengthen you. Farewell.' Scarcely had the queen of heaven left me, when Diocletian, with his officers, entered the dungeon. Said the emperor, 'I will teach you what it is to insult me, by preferring an infamous malefactor to the emperor of the world.' I was then stripped, tied to a pillar, and scourged till my whole body was a bleeding wound. When I fainted, and my persecutor thought me dead, he and his myrmidons withdrew, and two shining ones came and healed my wounds with balm from paradise. Next day the emperor, being informed that I was more beautiful than ever, came to me, looked on me with unsighed amazement, and told me to return thanks to Jupiter for having healed me, and promised to make me the empress of Rome. When I rejected his advances, he commanded his men to bind an anchor round my neck and cast me into the Tiber. His order was executed, but two angels caught me in their arms, loosed me from the anchor, and carried me to the banks of the river in the sight of thousands. By this miracle 'un grand nombre de spectateurs se convertirent à la foi;' but Diocletian called it magic, and commanded me to be dragged naked through the streets of Rome, and a shower of arrows was discharged at me. Again I fainted, and, being taken to my dungeon, was thought to be dead; but I fell asleep, and during sleep all my wounds were healed. Next day I was cast into a furnace, which burnt to death six of my tormentors; but, happy for me, Christ Himself came and carried my soul to paradise, where He placed on my head the crowns of virginity and martyrdom."
PART III.

DOGMATIC MIRACLES;

or,

MIRACLES TO PROVE ECCLESIASTICAL DOGMAS.
PART III.

Apparitions.

The ghost of St. Anastasius reproves Areta for not paying honour to his relics (A.D. 628). When the relics of St. Anastasius were carried to Cæsarea, in Palestine, all the city went in procession, except one woman, whose name was Areta. This woman was one of the aristocracy of the place, and said she saw no reason why she should trouble herself about the relics of a Persian; but she was soon taught otherwise. At night, the ghost of St. Anastasius came to her. It was dressed in the usual habit of a monk, and reproved her severely for her impiety. Areta, being seized at the same moment with violent pains, wholly lost her power of speech. She was advised to recommend her petition to St. Anastasius, and accordingly went to the place where his relics were deposited, and again the ghost appeared to her. She paid it the honour required, and immediately lost her pains, and recovered her speech. The relics of the saint were subsequently removed to Constantinople, and the empress Irene built a church there in their honour.—The Fourth Session of the Second Council of Nice.

While St. Simon was imprisoned in the Luxembourg, his ancestor Charlemagne appeared to him, and said, "Since the world began, no family has produced a hero of the first magnitude. This honour has been reserved for my house. My son, thy success in philosophy shall equal that of mine in war and politics." St. Simon was at the time thirty-eight years of age, and from that moment began the study of science, of which he was then profoundly ignorant. So he invited to his house the most renowned professors, and by conversation obtained the information he longed for.

St. Angela’s sister shows herself after death (fifteenth century). John Merici of Desenzano, in the diocese of Verona, had two daughters, the younger of whom was named Angela. Her father and mother died when she was only ten years old, and an uncle, named Biancosi, took charge of the two sisters. Ere long the elder sister died suddenly, without having received the sacraments of the Church, and Angela was greatly troubled in mind to know how this affected her sister’s state in the world to come. A fortnight after her sister’s death, Angela was sent by her uncle into the country to distract her mind and restore her health; and on the road she saw a luminous cloud. She stopped, and in the cloud she beheld her sister, radiant in glory, in the midst of a multitude of angels, and accompanied with the queen of heaven. “Persevere, Angelica, in the way you have begun,” said the sister out of the cloud, “and you will also share the same glory.”—Life of St. Angela of Brescia (Montpellier, 1804).

This shows that the sacraments of the Church are not necessary for the dying, if it shows anything.

An angel appears to St. Dosithëus, and he is converted (sixth century). St. Dosithëus was an officer in the army of the emperor of the East; and, being one day in Jerusalem, he asked permission to go and see the sights of the city. Amongst other things he saw a picture representing hell and its torments, which greatly terrified him. While wondering what the picture referred to, a stately lady of great beauty came, and explained it to him. He listened with silent attention, for he never before had heard of a judgment to come. The strange lady now spoke to him of monastic life, and told him those who lived to God often fasted, abstained from meat, and gave themselves to assiduous prayer. Having so said, she vanished. Our author naively remarks, “Celle qui lui parlait ainsi n’était pas une créature mortelle, car après cette leçon elle disparut.”—Vies des Pères des Déserts d’Orient.

The ghost of Apollinaris appears to St. Romuald (A.D. 907—1027). Romuald, being present at a duel in which his father
killed his antagonist, was so struck with terror, that he vowed to retire from the world for forty days, and went as a penitent to the monastery of St. Apollinaria in Ravenna. At the expiration of the forty days he was about to leave the monastery, when one of the monks to whom he was much attached tried to persuade him to join the society; but Romuald would not listen to such a proposal. "What would you say," said the monk to him, "if St. Apollinaria himself came and asked you?" "Why, then," replied the young man, "I should feel it my duty to obey." "Watch with me," said the monk, "this night in the church." To this Romuald agreed. That night, and the night following, at cock-crow, St. Apollinaria showed himself to the watchers, in the midst of a great light, and Romuald at once resolved to retire from the world, and devote the rest of his life to the service of God.—Bollandus, *Acta Sanctorum*, Feb., vol. ii. (Jerome of Prague and Peter Damien both wrote the life of this saint.)

**Christ appears and speaks to Agnes de Jesus (A.D. 1602–1694).** One day Agnes de Jesus entreated that she might be taken at once from this vale of tears; whereupon Christ came, and said to her, "I want your services still to sanctify souls to My glory." About the same time the Virgin Mary appeared to her, and said, "Implore my Son on behalf of Olier, abbot of Fibrac." Mons. Olier was at the time wholly unknown to Agnes, but from that moment became an object of great solicitude to her, and she daily interceded with Christ for three years on his behalf. God, who always answers prayer, sent His grace on the abbot. Mons. Olier says, "I was one day in my chamber, when the vision of a lady appeared to me. She held a crucifix in one hand and a chaplet in the other. Her guardian angel carried the end of her mantle in one hand and a handkerchief in the other. The vision said to me, 'Olier, I weep for thee,' which words caused me much distress. I thought it was the holy Virgin, but found afterwards it was Agnes de Jesus, whom I met not long afterwards at Auvergne, and we both recognized each other, being familiarized by visions."—*Life of the Blessed Agnes de Jesus* (by Mons. Lantage and the abbot Lucot).

**Jesus Christ, with several saints in glory, appear to St. Columba (A.D. 1477–1501).** When St. Columba was only twelve years old, Jesus Christ appeared before her, seated on His throne of glory; beside Him were St. Peter, St. Paul, St. Dominic, and St. Jerome who held a book in his hand. Transported with joy, the young girl cried with fervour, "Lord, give me Thy blessing;" and after Christ had done so, she vowed to preserve perpetual virginity as His espoused.

**Another instance.** On another occasion Jesus Christ came to her, and represented His earthly passion. She saw Him in the garden of Olives; she saw Him before Annas and Caiaphas; she saw Him before Pilate; but when she heard the whips of the scourging, and saw the blood which followed the blows, she became so excited that she began to scourge herself unmercifully. Her mother, hearing the noise, ran to her; but Columba was in an ecstasy, and neither saw nor heard her.—Father Sebastian of Perouze, *Life of St. Columba of Rieti*.

Columba was the food name of this saint, because when she was baptized a dove perched upon her head. Her real name was Ansegita or Angestilla, because two angels appeared at her birth, holding over her a bow of gold with seven flames.

**Apparation of Christ to Emily Bicchieri (A.D. 1238–1314).** Emily Bicchieri asked Christ to inform her which of the several pains of His passion was really the most agonizing; and Christ assured her that the three hours He hung on the cross His sufferings were wholly unequalled. He then promised Emily "to grant the gift of the three theological virtues (see Introduction) to all those who at the third hour of the evening repeated three Paters and three Ave’s in memory of His crucifixion."—*Acta Sanctorum* (Bollandists), May 8.

**Apparation of Christ to Margaret Mary Alacoque of Burgundy for the devotion of His "Sacred Heart" (A.D. 1648–1690).** Few women have met with more opposition, been more ridiculed, but by dogged perseverance have risen superior to all, than Margaret Mary Alacoque, a French nun of Paray-le-Monial, in Burgundy, who instituted the festival and confraternities of the Sacred Heart of Jesus, which received the sanction of pope Clement XII. in 1732, 1736, and of Clement XIII. in 1765. Her visions were for many years frowned down as the dreams of a sick...
fancies, but were ultimately credited as revelations from heaven.

We are told that Jesus Christ often appeared to her. Thus in the year after her profession, "il lui fit part de sa crucifixion." One day, going to communion, He put a crown on her head, saying as He did so, "My daughter, take this crown in token of that which will be given you in the Church triumphant." After this, she had intense headaches, and it seemed as if some one was piercing her head with sharp-pointed bodkins. Christ over and over again said to her, "To carry My cross in your heart, is to be crucified entirely; to carry it in your arms, is to embrace lovingly every cross sent as a token of My love." The next step was to teach her the mysteries of His passion, and then it was she understood what the apostle meant by "Our God is a consuming fire." Sometimes she endured this "consuming fire" for the souls in purgatory, and sometimes for sinners on this earth. It was about this period of her life she began to observe "The Holy Hour." Every Thursday and Friday throughout the year she rose from her bed to recite five Pateres and five Ave Marias, and she prostrated herself in adoration five times to the earth, in homage of the agony of Christ on the night of His passion. She now began to introduce the "Devotion of the Sacred Heart of Jesus," but it took twelve years to establish it. It was in 1674 that the idea was first broached to her. She was at mass. Jesus had long allowed her to repose her heart on His bosom, and He now revealed to her the secrets of His sacred heart. "My sacred heart," said the Saviour to her, "is full of love to man in general, and for thee especially, to whom I enjoin the privilege of making known the treasures of love which it contains—those treasures of sanctification and salvation which alone can redeem from hell." Then, taking His heart, He put it into hers. She saw it with her eyes, and says it was like an atom heated red hot in a furnace. Every Friday the Saviour repeated this, till the sacred heart appeared to her as the sun shining in its glory, and the rays falling on her own heart set it on fire, and seemed to reduce it to ashes. Whenever Margaret Mary mentioned these visions to any one they always laughed at her, and she was greatly puzzled how to proceed. Christ came to her in this perplexity, showing His five wounds blazing with light, while

floods of flame flashed from his heart. He spoke of His great love to man, and of man's ingratitude to Him. He told her how fully He trusted in her to carry out His wishes; and He announced to her that every Thursday and Friday He would allow her to participate in His agony in the garden. To this end she was to rise an hour before midnight, and remain prostrate on the ground for a full hour, to defy the devil, and obey the commands He gave her. Margaret Mary after this vision was in a raging fever; but all the three Persons of the Godhead appeared to her: the Father placed on her shoulders a heavy cross bristling with thorns; the Son announced to her His love for this cross; and the Holy Ghost announced to her that He would sanctify her love thereto. It happened that the Père de la Colombière came to visit the nunnery this very year (1674), and to him the visions of Margaret Mary were told. He recognized at once the voice of God therein. During his stay, on Christmas Eve, Margaret Mary had another ecstasy, in which Christ more fully developed His design. The sacred heart of Jesus appeared to her as a throne of fire and flames, radiant, but transparent as crystal. The wound which it had received on the cross was visible. There was a crown of thorns around it, and a cross above it. A voice from the midst said to her that Christ's great love for man had induced Him to show His heart, and that He would take a signal pleasure "d'être honoré sous la figure de ce cœur de chair, dont il voulait que l'image fût exposée aux regards afin de toucher les cœurs insensibles." On the recently established fête of the "Heart of the Virgin Mary" (Feb. 8, 1661), the Saviour again appeared to Margaret Mary, and announced to her that He had chosen the Père de la Colombière to assist her in establishing His wished-for fête. He again showed her His heart, saying, "There, daughter, is the heart whose love to man is so great, but for which I receive nothing but ingratitude. I now command you to establish a fête in honour of my heart 'le premier vendredi d'après l'octave du St. Sacrement,' * and thus to make the amende honorable for this long neglect; and I promise that My heart shall shower abundant grace on all those

* The fête of the Saint Sacrement or of Vœuf Dieu is the Thursday after Trinity Sunday; in France it is held the first Sunday after Trinity. Its object is to celebrate the Real Presence in the Eucharist.
APPARITIONS: CHRIST TO MARTHA.  

who observe this fête. When the Père de la Colombière heard that he was chosen of God to carry out this design with Margaret Mary, he set about the work in good earnest; but he lost character by so doing, was removed, and packed off to England.* The object was to stamp out the project; but, strange to say, the Father contrived to establish the “Devotion of the Sacred Heart in England.” Margaret Mary suffered all sorts of indignities; but her enthusiasm was infectious. Several religious houses adopted the new office, and at length, in Sept. 7, 1668, a chapel in the garden of Paray-le-Monial was dedicated to the Sacred Heart. The attendance was crowded, the success complete. Margaret Mary was now the heroine of the day; but she did not long survive her triumph, as she died Oct. 17, 1690, aged forty-two years, two months, and four days. Her funeral attracted a most extraordinary concourse of people. Not only has the “Fête of the Sacred Heart” been sanctioned by Clement XII. and XIII. (1732-1756), but Margaret Mary’s sacred hour has received the sanction of Gregory XVI. (1831-1846); and Margaret Mary was herself beatified by Pius IX., June 24, 1864.—Life and Works of Margaret Mary Alacoque (a publication of the monastery of Paray le Monial).

To most English readers these raspberries will seem more than half profane, and it will be a matter of amusement how they could be received in 1864 as divine revelations, literally and verbally true. Yet pope after pope ex cathedra have pronounced them to be so. It is somewhat strange, too, that the day appointed “by Jesus Christ Himself for the Fête of the Sacred Heart was to be the first Friday after the octave of Fête Dieu,” but the day fixed by the Church was first “the third Sunday after Pentecost,” and then “the second Sunday in July.” In the great plague of Marseille, 1720, Mgr. de Poliénes organized a grand procession of the Sacred Heart, in which the magistrates and the whole town joined, “et le peuple disparaît aussitôt, à tel point que pendant six semaines dans une ville aussi vaste et aussi peuplée que Marseille, on ne vit ni morts, ni maletses d’aucune sorte.”

—Bretan, Instruction sur le Sacré Coeur de Jésus.

Apparitions of Christ and of Mary Magdalene to Martha (a.d. 84). Martha was the sister of Mary and Lazarus. Mgr. Guérin says she was the daughter of Theophilus the Syrian, a wealthy seigneur, and that her mother was Eucharis, a Jewish noble of the blood royal. “Elle avait pour seur utérine Ste. Marie Madeleine, et pour frère utérin St. Lazarus.” By this account Mary the sister of Lazarus was Mary Magdalene. The pope’s chamberlain says, after the Ascension, the Jews seized Martha, and placed her in a boat with- out sails, oars, or provisions, and set her adrift. That the boat carried her to Marseilles, where she introduced the Christian faith, and then went to Aix, Avignon, and other neighbouring parts. She ultimately took up her abode at Tarascon, where she lived in great austerity; went about barefooted, dressed in a coarse woollen robe, and wore a “tiare blanche en poil de chamois” for head-dress. “Son corps portait une ceinture de crins de cheval, remplie de nèuds, et un cîlice qui lui décharrait les chairs (!). One day St. Maximin quitted Aix to visit Martha, and at the same time Trophimus bishop of Arles, and Eutropius bishop of Orange, without concert, started on the same errand. So the three bishops met at Tarascon, and consecrated Martha’s house for a Christian church (!). As Martha had no wine to give her guests, Jesus Christ Himself came and changed some water into wine, which the bishops greatly commended. When the bishops left Tarascon, Martha asked Maximin to request her sister Mary to call and see her before she died. This he promised to do. Soon afterwards, “Notre Seigneur, pour la purifier davantage, et lui donner le moyen de mériter une couronne plus glorieuse,” sent on her a fever which lasted for twelve months; and during this time her sister Mary died. “Les historiens racontent,” that Jesus Christ Himself, accompanied with angels, visited Martha in her illness, and during this visit Martha saw angels carrying her sister’s soul to heaven. “Dear sister,” she cried, “why did you not give me a parting visit according to my request?” As her end drew nearer a vast number of Christians encamped around, and Mgr. Guérin says the following miracles are established on the highest possible authority: “ces prodiges que les historiens des premiers siècles nous racontent, ont donc en pour témoins non pas trois ou quatre fidèles privilégiés, mais tout un peuple” (!!). At nightfall Martha had seven candles and three lamps lighted, “ce nombre avait-il quelque chose de symbolique.” Forthwith a great gust of wind filled all the house. It was not the descent of the Holy Ghost, as on the day of Pentecost, but the devil who had come to blow out the lights. Martha armed herself with the sign of the cross, and waking her guardians, who were asleep, she told them to light the candles and lamps again. As they went out to

---

* We are told in Hamlet. “They are all mad here.”
The book contained nothing else. Meantime the deacon at Perigueux came and reminded St. Font that the congregation was waiting for him to begin mass; and the bishop said he had been to Tarascon to assist in the funeral obsequies of Martha, whether in the body or out of the body he did not know—God knows; he then added, "Send some one for my ring and gloves which I left in the church, when I lifted the body into the grave." A messenger was sent at once to Tarascon, and brought back the ring and gloves. These gloves were carefully preserved in the church at Tarascon till 1793.—Mgr. Guérin (chamberlain of pope Leo XI.), Lives of the Saints, vol. ix. pp. 101, 102 (7th edit. 1880). Faillon, Monuments inédits sur l’Apostolat de St. Marie-Magdalene (1858). The chamberlain refers us to Peter de Natalibus, Raban Maur, Vincent de Beauvais, and others, and assures us that the above are facts beyond question, witnessed to by three or four faithful witnesses, but by "tout un peuple."

A tale so full of anachronisms can scarcely be matched; but be it remembered that this biography is recorded in the nineteenth century as a history worthy of all men to be received and believed. There is no Scripture proof that Mary the sister of Lazarus was Mary Magdalene, and the general opinion of Protestants is that they were different persons. Without doubt Mary the sister of Lazarus anointed the Lord with ointment, and wiped His feet with her hair (John xi. 2; xii. 3). Luke (vii. 36, 39) also tells us of a woman who did the same, and in the heading of the chapter this woman is called "Mary Magdalene," but upon what authority I know not. The next chapter (viii.) introduces Mary Magdalene by name, not as the woman referred to at the close of the previous chapter, but as a new subject. Look at the last verse of chap. vii. "And Jesus said to the woman, Thy faith hath saved thee; go in peace." And the next chapter continues, "And certain women which had been healed of evil spirits and infirmities, [viz.] Mary Magdalene, Joanna wife of Chusa, Susanna, and many others," There seems no connection between the woman, without a name, who anointed the feet of Jesus, and the woman mentioned by name who ministered to Him. Matthew (xxvii. 7) and Mark (xiv. 3) mention another woman, who anointed the head, not the "feet," of Jesus. It seems probable that Mary, Martha, and Lazarus were natives of Bethany, a suburb of Jerusalem. Certainly they lived there, and certainly Lazarus died and was buried there, but Mary the Magdalene was probably a native of Magdala in Gades, near the Lake of Tiberias, quite another place. On the whole, there seems to be three anointings: (1) The woman mentioned by Matthew and Mark, who anointed the head of Jesus; (2) the woman "who was a sinner," mentioned by Luke, and called in the heading "Mary Magdalene;" and (3) Mary of Bethany, the sister of Lazarus and Martha, mentioned by John.

The apparition of Dinocrates appears to St. Perpetua. While Perpetua was in prison, a few days before her martyrdom, her brother Dinocrates (a boy who had died at the age of seven) appeared before her. He came from a place of dismal darkness, and was both dirty and livid. He had died of cancer, and his face was still disfigured with a terrible sore. The
boy tried to reach some water to drink, for his tongue and mouth were parched. Being unable to raise the water to his mouth, he groaned mournfully. Perpetua was greatly troubled at the sight, and prayed that the Saviour would take compassion on her brother. As she prayed, the darkness grew light, the pallor of the boy turned to a roseate hue, the skin became clean and healthy, the sore on the face healed, and he was enabled to lift the water to his lips. Having drunk most heartily, he went away as blithe as a lark. "Then," said Perpetua, "I know the boy has been taken from purgatory, and has been translated to the communion of the saints in light."—J. C. Robertson, History of the Christian Church, vol. I. p. 96 (1875).

(This account was written by Perpetua herself.)

The "Immaculate Conception" appears to Bernadetta Soubirous (A.D. 1858). Everyone has heard of Notre-Dame de Lourdes, and knows that the village of Lourdes is situated in the Hautes Pyrénées, at the meeting of the seven valleys. It is here that one of the most astounding events of modern days is reported to have occurred, and the following account is extracted from a pamphlet sold on the spot.

Feb. 11, A.D. 1858, was Thursday in Shrovetide, called in French Jeudi gras. It was on this day that three girls went to gather sticks in the direction of Massabielle. Two of them crossed the river, but the third, named Bernadetta Soubirous, a sickly child, fourteen years of age, hesitated for some minutes to encounter the cold, but at length made up her mind to join her companions. Sitting on the bank of the river, she had pulled off the shoe of one foot, when a sudden gust of wind induced her to raise her head. The air seemed quite calm, and not a leaf was stirring. She now proceeded to strip her other foot, when another gust of wind arose. She thought it very strange, and looking towards the rock saw a honeysuckle gently waving. There is a cave or grot in this rock, and the child noticed that the opening of this cave, usually quite dark, was brilliantly luminous. In the midst of the light appeared a lady, young, of pleasing aspect, and arrayed in white. A long white veil fell from her head to her feet, and a blue sash floated to her knees. Her feet were naked, but on the instep of each foot was a full-blown rose. The child rubbed her eyes, and thought she must be dreaming; but no, she was wide awake, and there stood the lady in the mouth of the cave, smiling at her incredulity. Falling on her knees, Bernadetta would have made the sign of the cross on her face, but found her hand paralyzed. The apparition, taking a crucifix of gold, now made on itself the sign of the cross, after which the child was enabled to sign herself also. The lady crossed her hands, and told off between her fingers the white beads of her rosary. The child did the same, and repeated her Ave Maria. The lady beckoned the child to come near, but she was afraid, and then the vision vanished. Bernadetta now crossed the canal, and told her companions what she had seen; and, on reaching home, she told the vision to her mother. Her mother, greatly alarmed, thought it a trick of the devil, and forbade the child ever again to go to the rive de Massabielle. Meantime, the news of the vision spread in all directions. On Sunday, Feb. 14, a party of girls obtained permission to accompany Bernadetta to the grot, and her mother allowed her to go; but told her, in passing the church, to supply herself with a phial of holy water, in case the vision was a vile of the devil. When the girls reached the spot, there stood the lady as before, and Bernadetta, throwing the holy water towards her, exclaimed, "If thou comest from God, draw near; but if from Satan, avow it!" The lady smiled, especially when the holy water wetted her feet, and coming near the child, bent over her. Bernadetta had already fallen on her knees, and her face seemed to her companions luminous and beautiful as that of an angel. By sunset, all the neighbourhood had heard of the vision. Well, Thursday, Feb. 18, arrived, and two of the gentry followed Bernadetta, unknown, to the grot. It was early day, before sunrise. They saw the child go to the usual spot, and there, as before, stood the beautiful lady, resplendent in her glory. One of the girls had brought paper and pencil, and told Bernadetta to ask the lady to write her name down. The lady smiled at this request, and said, "Child, it is not necessary. Come hither for fifteen successive days." Next day the parents accompanied their daughter to the grot, and a number of the neighbours went with them. They all saw the supernatural change which came over the face of the child, but only the child saw the
The Virgin Mary appears to St. Alfonso or Ildefonso (A.D. 666-669). St. Alfonso, or, as he is called in the Roman Breviary, Ildefonso, was archbishop of Toledo, especially noted for his devotion to the Virgin Mary, whose virginity he defended against the Helvidians; and several miraculous visions of Mary were made to him in testimony of her approval of his zeal.

December 9, St. Leocadia came out of her grave to discover to him where to find her relics, for a long time lost sight of. She took him by the hand, and said, "O Ildefonso, por te vivit Domina mascula coeli culmina tenet" (By thee, O Ildefonso, my queen, who reigns in the heavens of heavens, lives); that is, "By thee she is defended against heretics who deny her on earth." In order to have a proof of this visitation, Ildefonso seized the sword of King Receswinth who accompanied Leocadia, and cut off a part of her long veil before she could get back into her grave. This relic was carefully preserved in the church of Toledo.

Ildefonso established the fête called "The Expectation of the Lying-in of the Virgin," Dec. 18, and before matins he went with his clerks and several others to chant songs in her honour. When they came close to the church they found it lighted with such a dazzling light that they were frightened; and all fled, except Ildefonso and his two deacons, who entered the church, and went to the altar. Here they saw the Virgin Mary seated on the bishop's throne, surrounded by a troup of virgins, singing the songs of paradise. Mary beckoned Ildefonso to draw near, and fixing her eyes on him, said, "You are my chaplain and faithful notary. Receive from me this chasuble, which my Son sends you from His treasury." So saying, the Virgin herself invested him with it, and told him to wear it only on the fête-days held in her honour. This apparition is so indubitable, that a council of Toledo ordained that a fête, with special rites and a special office, should be kept yearly to perpetuate its memory. The fête is still observed
on Jan. 21, and called "The Descent of the Holy Virgin and of her Apparition" to St. Ildesne. It is certainly deserving of notice that the fête is observed by the Copts in Egypt.—Acta Sanctorum. (See also Les Petits Bollandistes, vol. i. p. 662.)

Apparition of the Virgin Mary to Antony of Padua in proof of the Immaculate Conception (twelfth century). St. Antony of Padua was a staunch supporter of the dogmas of the Immaculate Conception and the Assumption of Mary. He was shocked to find that Usuard throws doubt on these dogmas; and, falling on his knees in his cell, he prayed God to pardon the sins of those who dared to doubt. All of a sudden his cell was filled with celestial light, and there appeared before him the queen of heaven, surrounded with seraphin and cherubin. "My son," said the Virgin, "feel assured that I was born without sin, and that I ascended into heaven both body and soul. Fail not to preach this great truth, both in season and out of season." And the vision vanished.—L'abbé Guyard, Life of St. Antony of Padua.

These visions of the Virgin Mary to prove her Immaculate conception and assumption are certainly an "in dubium non semper sed ubique," and if these dogmas rest or are propagated by such dreams, they are indeed baseless-fabrics.

The Virgin Mary appears to St. Benedicta (A.D. 1664). One lovely day in the month of May, St. Maurice appeared to Benedicta, and told her to drive her flock on the morrow to St. Stephen's valley, and there the Virgin Mary would visit her. Next day her flock went of its own accord to St. Stephen's valley, instead of St. Maurice's downs as usual. When the shepherdess came to the grotto, she saw a lady of surpassing beauty, holding in her arms an infant more beautiful than its mother. Benedicta could not persuade herself that the vision was the Madonna, but thought it was some human being, and offered her a piece of bread. The lady smiled, but spoke not. Every day for four months Benedicta saw the vision in the same place, and the countenance of the young shepherdess seemed wholly spiritualized, her beauty became divine, and her speech like that of an angel. When the young shepherd girl was familiar with the vision, the Virgin broke silence, instructed her in divine things, encouraged her, prayed with her, and taught her certain litanies wholly unknown in those parts. These litanies were subsequently adopted in all its Valley of Laos (2 syl.), and were called the litanies of Loretta. The rumour of this visitation soon got wind, and Mons. Grimaud, judge of the district, requested Benedicta to ask the apparition if she was not the mother of God, and if it was her wish to have a chapel built on the spot. When Benedicta asked the visitor these questions, she replied, "I am Mary, the mother of God. My Son wishes to be honoured in this valley, but not in this spot." She then told the young shepherdess to bring to the grot the girls of St. Stephen in procession. Benedicta replied, "But perhaps they won't believe me, unless you write." "Nay, nay," said the vision, "that is not necessary. On Aug. 80, the girls of St. Stephen, led by Mons. Fraisse, pastor of the parish, went in procession to the grot. The juge de paix went with them to mark attentively all that transpired, and to prepare a procès-verbal. The Virgin Mary appeared to all, and when the procession had left, and Benedicta was alone, she said to her, "You will see me here no more." In 1640, a little chapel was erected in this spot, and dedicated to "Notre-Dame de Bon-Rencontre." Here the Virgin frequently appeared, and here it was she told the shepherdess, "que nulle offrande ne lui était plus agréable que celle de la couronne mystique du rosaire; que nulle prière n'était plus efficace pour arracher les pécheurs de l'abîme du mal, et les âmes souffrantes de l'abîme du purgatoire; — aussi prit-elle depuis lors la résolution à laquelle elle ne faillit jamais, de réciter chaque jour, en outre de plusieurs autres prières, quinzne rosaires et quinzne chapelets pour honorer doublement le nombre sacré des mystères du rosaire; et, comme le jour ne lui suffisait pas pour tant de prières, pendant le sommeil de ses maîtres, elle quittait sans bruit la maison, et, malgré les ténèbres, le froid, et la pluie, elle allait s'agenouiller sur le seuil de l'église du village où les premiers rayons du jour la trouvaient souvent encore." Sometimes, we are told, St. Dominic came from heaven to open the church door for her, and sometimes angels did her work for her, while she was engaged in her religious duties. One day, in the autumn of 1664, her masters sent her to cut grass near Valserre church. She entered the church intending to say a short prayer, and then attend to her appointed duties; but when she entered the sacred building, her soul
Seville, but wished to be a monk. When he was twenty-two years of age, he entertained the Virgin Mary to tell him what was his duty to do. The Virgin came to him, brought him a hermit’s cloak, and said to him, “John, put on this dress, and enter at once into the service of my Son. So only will you please me.” John Grandé put on the cloak, left the house, and turned hermit.—Les Petits Bollandistes, vol. vi. p. 485.

The Virgin Mary appears to St. Jourdain of Saxony (A.D. 1237). One night St. Jourdain, having risen from his bed for prayer, saw the blessed Virgin pass with a company of celestial maidens through the dormitory, and sprinkle holy water on the sleepers. One of the brethren she passed by without aspersing him, whereupon St. Jourdain threw himself at her feet, and asked why she had omitted to sprinkle this brother. The mother of God replied, “Je n’ai point aspergé celui-ci, parce qu’il n’est point assez couvert ; dis-lui donc qu’il se couvre, car j’aime votre Ordre (Dominican) d’un amour spécial, et ce qui m’est surtout agréable, c’est votre habitude, quoi que vous fussiez ou disiez, de le commencer et de le finir par ma louange. Aussi j’ai obtenu de mon Fils que personne ne puisse longtemps rester dans votre Ordre en état de peché mortel, sans qu’on le couvre, qu’il se repente ou qu’on le chasse, de peur qu’il ne trouble mon Ordre favorable.”—M. Guérin (chamberlain of pope Leo XIII.), Vies des Saints, (7th edit. 1880), vol. ii. p. 541.

The Virgin Mary and Christ appear to St. Lutgardes (A.D. 1246). One day the Virgin Mary appeared to St. Lutgardes with sorrowful countenance and much disfigured. Her dress was neglected, and was all black. Lutgardes demanded how it came to pass that the queen of heaven, bright as the sun and fair as the moon, was so cast down. She replied, “The cause of my affliction is those vile heretics the Albigenses, who crucify my Son afresh. In vengeance of this great crime God will send unheard-of evils on the earth. To avert this wrath, Lutgardes, fast for seven years, taking no nourishment but bread and water, and for all those years let your eyes be never dry of tears.” Lutgardes observed this long fast, and at the close thereof Christ came and told her to observe another seven years’ fast, but allowed her to eat vegetables. “This fast I enjoin,” said Christ, “for the sins of the world, to
reconcile God." Lutgardes observed this fast also. Mary d'Oignies assured Lutgardes that no one on earth had such power as she had to deliver souls from purgatory. We know that the abbot Simon of the Cistercian order, who was condemned to eleven years of purgatory, had his term shortened by the intercession of Lutgardes; and that the prior of Oignies, named Baudoin, was rescued from purgatory altogether, because Lutgardes said to Christ, "Either erase my name from the book of life, or rescue this man from purgatory at my intercession."—Thomas de Cantimpré, Life of St. Lutgardes.

The Virgin Mary appears to St. Nicholas of Tolentino, and gives him bread. St. Nicholas of Tolentino, being very sick for want of sufficient nourishment, was commanded to eat meat, but replied that by so doing he should save his body at the peril of his soul. In this dilemma the Virgin Mary, accompanied by St. Augustine, brought him a loaf of bread, and told him, having soaked it in water, to eat thereof in the name of Jesus Christ. This did he, and he recovered. Hence rose the custom of distributing in the Augustine convents what is called "the bread of St. Nicholas of Tolentino," that is, consecrated bread, given away on the feast of St. Nicholas, and said to be a specific against tertian fever, the fever from which the saint was suffering when the Virgin came to him.—Antony (archbishop of Florence), Chronicon.

The Virgin Mary appears to St. Peter Thomas (a.d. 1662). There was much jealousy about the order of Mount Carmel, because of the many favours bestowed on it from heaven. St. Peter Thomas appealed to the Virgin for protection, and the Virgin came to him in person, and said, "Peter Thomas, be of good cheer, for the order of Mount Carmel shall continue to the end of the world, in honour of Elijah, its founder." So saying she vanished, leaving the saint full of the sweetest consolation.—Les Petits Bollandistes, vol. i. p. 170 (7th edit. 1880).

The Virgin Mary appears to a widow of Velaune, and hence the cathedral of Notre-Dame du Pay (in France). A widow of Velaune, the ancient capital of Velay, being sick of a fever which resisted all the skill of the physicians, addressed herself at length to the Virgin, who directed her to go to Mount Anis to have her health restored. Mount Anis is the summit of a conical mountain on which the church of Notre-Dame du Pay was subsequently erected. The widow arrived at the place indicated, and placed herself on a square stone formed like an altar. Here she dozed, and saw a company of angels surrounding a queen in royal robes, from whom proceeded rays of glory. "That," said one of the angels to the widow, "is the mother of God, who has selected this spot for a sanctuary; and, that you may not mistake this vision for a dream, you will find yourself restored to perfect health." The vision then vanished, and the widow rose completely cured. St. George, governor of the church of Velay, being told of this vision, climbed the Mount Anis, and observed that a part of the plateau was covered with snow, although it was the middle of July, the time of summer heat; he also observed that footprints of a stag in the snow marked the ground plan of a church. The bishop had a hedge thrown up to perpetuate the plan, selected the square stone on which the widow saw the vision as the spot for the high altar, and left there a shoe of the Virgin which he had brought with him from Rome. Nothing more was done till the episcopate of St. Vosy, A.D. 220, when a dame from Ceyssac, paralyzed, was laid on the stone, had a similar vision, was cured of her palsy, and reported the whole to St. Vosy. After fasting for three days, St. Vosy visited the spot, and found the enclosure of St. George still covered with snow. "This," said he in transport, "is no other than the house of God and gate of heaven;" and he resolved to transfer the episcopal seat thither from St. Paulien, where it then was. As the consent of the pope was necessary for this transfer, he at once started for Rome, obtained the required authorization, and brought back with him Scrutarius, a young architect of senatorial family, whom he employed to superintend the buildings. The design of the church was extremely simple, with few ornaments, and the whole edifice was finished within seven years, when it was deemed expedient to consecrate it. As Scrutarius and the bishop went to Rome to lay the matter before the pope, two old men, arrayed in white, met them, each bearing a gold casket, which at the consecration the bishop was requested to present to the church of Mount Anis; and so saying they disappeared from sight. The prelate, and all with him,
Body and Blood of Christ.

John vi. 51. I am the living bread which came down from heaven. If any man eat of this bread, he shall live for ever; and the bread that I will give is My flesh, which I will give for the life of the world.

John vi. 53-57. Verily, verily, I say unto you, Except ye eat the flesh of the Son of man, and drink His blood, ye have no life in you. Whose eateth My flesh and drinketh My blood, hath eternal life; and I will raise him up at the last day. For My flesh is meat indeed, and My blood is drink indeed. He that eateth My flesh and drinketh My blood, dwelleth in Me, and I in him. As the Father liveth by Me, so he that eateth Me shall live by Me.

Matt. xxvi. 26-29. As the apostles were eating, Jesus took bread, and blessed it, and brake it, and gave it to the disciples, and said, Take, eat; this is My body. And He took the cup, and gave thanks, and gave it them, saying, Drink ye all of it; for this is My blood of the new testament, which is shed for many for the remission of sins. But I say unto you, I will not drink henceforth of this fruit of the vine, until that day when I drink it new with you in My Father’s kingdom.

1 Cor. x. 18. The cup of blessing which we bless, is it not the communion of the blood of Christ? The bread which we break, is it not the communion of the body of Christ?

Transubstantiation proved by miracle. Father Giry, in his Discourse on the Fête du Très-saint Sacrement, after citing the usual texts of Scripture, and giving in confirmation quotations from St. Cyril of Jerusalem, St. Ambrose, St. Augustine, and St. Chrysostom, refers to the corroboration of the dogma by five general councils—that of the Lateran, under Innocent III.; that of Vienne, under Clement V.; with those of Constance, Florence, and Trent. He then goes on to say, “le pape Urbain IV. fut excité à établir la fête du Saint Sacrement par un miracle arrivé à Bolsens, non loin d’Orvieto.” The miracle was this: A priest, saying mass in St. Christina, felt incredulous about the transubstantiation of the elements; but no sooner had he uttered the words of consecration, than the wafer host began to stream with blood, “comme si elle eût voulu pleurer l’infidélité de ce ministre.” It shed such a profusion of blood, that the corporal, the napkins, and even the altar, were completely covered with it. The pope, informed of this “miracle,” had the blood-stained articles sent to Orvieto, where they were received with great pomp, and a procession containing a vast number of cardinals, archbishops, bishops, and other Church dignitaries. They were duly deposited in the ancient church of Orvieto, till a magnificent church was erected for their reception, the first stone being laid by Nicholas V.

Blood from the host proves the dogma of transubstantiation (A.D. 1606). St. Andrew Avellin was a staunch advocate of the dogma of transubstantiation. One day a communicant who disbelieved it, after receiving the wafer, wrapped it in his handkerchief, with intention of analyzing it when he reached home,
When he opened his handkerchief he found it saturated with the blood which had flowed from the host. He ran back to St. Andrew, confessed his "sacrilege," and recounted the "miracle." St. Andrew took advantage of this to prove the verity of the mystery, and the bloody handkerchief was carried in procession as a proof which could not be gainsaid.—Mgr. Guérin, _Vies des Saints_, vol. xiii. p. 805.

_A host bleeds profusely from the knife of a Jew._ In A.D. 1390, under the reign of Philippe le Bel, a poor woman pawned her best gown to a Jew. Easter Sunday being at hand, she asked the pawnbroker to let her have it for that one day, and the Jew replied he would let her have it entirely, if she would bring him the consecrated wafer which the priest gave her in the communion. This she did, and the Jew, placing it on the table, stabbed it over and over again with his penknife. Blood in great streams flowed from the wounds, splashing the woman and her children. "La même chose arriva lorsqu'il la pendit avec un clou (1), la frappa à coup de fouet (11), et la perça avec une lance (11)." Then casting it into the fire, it fluttered among the flames, but received no harm. "Enfin, sa rage l'ayant porté à la plonger dans une chaudière d'eau bouillante, à l'heure même l'eau prit la couleur de sang, et l'honte se fit voir en la forme de Jesus Christ crucifié, clové au-dessus de la chaudière (11)." The Jew, in affright, hid himself in the coal-hole. A woman passing by, entered the house, and saw 44Notre-Seigneur en cet état; et alors cette hostie, reprenant sa première forme, se vint mettre saine et entière dans un petit vase qu'elle avait entre les mains (11). Elle reçut ce trésor avec beaucoup de révérence, et le porta aussitôt à l'église de St. Jean-en-Grève, où on le conservait encore très-précieusement avant la Révolution, et d'oh on le portait tous les ans en procession, je jour de l'octave du St. Sacrament." The king and bishop of Paris were informed of this prodigy, and the house where it occurred was converted into a church.

This tale is given as a sober fact by Father Giry, in his Discourse on the "Fête du Très-saint Sacrament," to persuade Christians to observe the feast and honour it. Mgr. Guérin, chamberlain of pope Leo XIII., repeats it with full approbation in his _Vies des Saints_, vol. xvi. p. 472 (7th edit. 1880), and introduces the tale with the following words—"Pour l'années (the other was about the "stolen host which flew into the air," p. 493), the miracle on est plus tragique, mais il n'est pas moins celebre, ni moins authentique (11)." For my own part, one of the greatest gags of this "authentic story" is the simplicity of the woman in asking the pawnbroker to give her back her best gown for nothing.

_Blood issues from the host which was pierced by some Jews (A.D. 1370)._ (1) Some Jews, in 1370, took from St. Gudula's, in Brussels, some consecrated wafers, which they pierced with penis knives. Blood issued from the wounds. Happily the wafers were rescued from their hands, and safely deposited in the church of St. Gudula, where every year, in the month of July, they are carried in a sacred procession.

(2) At Dijon, the capital of Burgundy, there was, before 1791, a miraculous host in St. Chapelle, sent from Rome, in 1433, by pope Eugenius IV. to Robert Anclois, canon of the Church. This wafer had been stabbed by a Jew, and a vast stream of blood issued from the wound. King Louis XII., being cured of a distressing malady by the virtue of this wafer, sent to the church his coronation crown. On Feb. 10, 1794, this sacred host was thrown into a brazier and burnt to atoms. "aux applaudissements de la démagogie et de l'exter" No vestige of St. Chapelle now remains.—Father Giry, _Discourse on the Fête Dieu or Holy Sacrament._

The truth of the dogma of transubstantiation proved by actual conversion. At the Augustine's, in Louvain, part of a wafer is still shown, which was brought from Middelburg, the capital of Zeland, where it was actually turned into flesh, in the mouth of a young man named John of Cologne, who came to the sacrament of the Eucharist unworthily.—Father Giry, _Discourse on the St. Sacrament._

_The host appears in the likeness of the Child Jesus._ The bishop took a wafer, made in the likeness of bread, and at the lifting up [i.e. the elevation of the host], there came a figure in the likeness of a child, whose visage was as red and as bright as fire; and He smote Himself into the consecrated bread. So they all saw that the bread was formed of a fleshly man; and then the bishop put the corporal into the holy vessel again. And sir Galahad, as he kneel down, received his Saviour.—Malory, _History of Prince Arthur_, pt. iii. 101, 102.

This _History of Prince Arthur_ is, of course, romance, but there would be no point in the transubstantiation unless it pictured forth the general belief. It seems, however, to favour the doctrine of communion more than transubstantiation, for, in the Child Jesus "smote Himself into the bread," and did not transmute the bread.

_Christ rises, in the form of a child, from a sacred host._ At Braine, in the diocese of Soissons, there was, up to the first
quarter of the eighteenth century, a miraculous host shown in the Premonstra-
tensian church. At the commencement of the twelfth century, in the presence of
the archbishop of Reims and the bishop of Soissons, a beautiful young child rose
out of the sacred host, and was the cause of the conversion of several Jews, who
had sworn to believe in transubstantiation when they saw with their own eyes the
God of the mass. This host, with the chalice, and chasuble worn on the occasion,
and even the tools employed in making the bread, were long preserved in the
church. The host was seen by Dom Marten in 1718. The chalice has quite dis-
appeared, but the box in which it was kept remains. The chasuble was sold by the
prior for some ecclesiastical ornaments. The annual procession is still made.

St. Antony proves the doctrine of trans-
substantiation by Boniville's mule. St.
Antony of Padua had a dispute one
day with Boniville on the sacrament of
the mass. Boniville denied the trans-
substantiation, and Antony maintained its
truth. To convince his adversary of his
error, St. Antony told Boniville to shut
up his mule and give it no food for three
days. At the end of this fast, St. An-
tony held out to the mule a consecrated
wafer, and Boniville threw towards it
a feed of oats. The mule took no notice
of the oats, but fell on its knees before
the holy wafer, adoring it as its Creator
and Lord (11). This "miracle" greatly
comforted the Catholics, but infuriated
the heretics. Boniville, however, was
converted by it.—Edward Kinesman
(1629), Lives of the Saints, p. 665. (He
adds, "It shalbe vnablebe not to gue
credit to the manifest verity of St.
Anthony's miracles. Euen so to deny the
due honour vnto the merits of the saint,
shalbe a kind of envy." )

As a supplement to this legend may be given one told by St. Optat, bishop of Milah, in Africa. Some Donatists
threw the consecrated bread to some dogs; but the dogs,
instead of touching the sacred food, turned on the Donat-
ists in great fury, and tore them to pieces.

The "Mule Miracle," as it is called, is given some-
what differently by the abbot Guyard. He says the dispu-
tant was one Guilad (not Bonville), that he was one of
the Albigenians, and that the proposal to try the mule was
made by him, not by St. Antony. He says the mule
not only knelt "to his creator" (the host), but "pia sant
sa terre sur les pieds d'Antoine, restes immobile dans cette
position." The Albigenians were covered with rage and
confusion, but the joy of "the Catholics" was boundless.
Guilad was converted, and a great number of "heretics.
This occurred at Toulouse, and a nephew of Guilad made
a tabular of the "Mule Miracle," and below it was a Latin
inscription, which may still be seen over the chapel—

... colora stansse loco spirantis aigna:
In foribus stat aqua, supplex ante ora dicat
Corpora, effigies cultus monumenta versand
Ille spectat eor celebri portarci aequa.

Above the door in living sculpture wrought.
The host and wafer before the holy light:
The beast in worship kneels, and sooner to nibble
The tempting bait beside him in the cribble.

St. Gregory proves the reality of tran-
substantiation (A.D. 540-604). St. Gregory
the Great, celebrating one day the "holy
sacrifice of redemption," offered the
bread to a woman, and in so doing uttered
these words, "The body of our Lord Jesus
Christ preserve thy body and soul to
everlasting life." Observing the woman
smile as he spoke these words, he took
away the bread, and placed it on the
altar. When mass was over, he asked
the woman why she had smiled at the
solemn moment of receiving the body of
Jesus Christ. She replied, because he
said the little piece of bread was the
body of the Lord Jesus. St. Gregory,
on hearing this, fell on his knees at the
foot of the altar, and began praying that
the Father of lights would illuminate the
soul of this benighted woman. On rising
from his knees, he showed the woman
that the piece of bread he had taken from
her, and placed on the altar, was real
flesh, with all the ingredients of meat.
The woman saw it was so; she could not
disbelieve her eyes, and was converted.
St. Gregory then prayed again, and the
flesh was reconverted into bread. These
miracles greatly confirmed the Church in
the doctrine of transubstantiation.—John
the deacon, Life of St. Gregory the Great.
(Written in the twelfth century, at the
express desire of pope John VIII.)

St. Odo, archbishop of Canterbury, proves
the real presence (A.D. 875, 942-958).
Alban Butler tells us that some of the
clergy at Canterbury doubted the real
presence of Christ's body in the Eucharist.
St. Odo prayed that God would demon-
strate to them the truth of this mystery;
and while he was saying mass in the
cathedral, at the breaking of the host,
blood was seen by all present distilling
from it into the chalice. The saint called
up to the altar those who doubted, and
they joined the archbishop in a solemn
thanksgiving to God for having vouch-
safed this miracle to remove their doubts.

Surely this is not very logical. This is an axiom of the
(Roman) Catholic Church: "Tota Christus in toto sacra-
mento, et totum in quolibet parte sacramenti." So that
whether you cut or break the bread after consecration,
each individual part contains the whole Christ. If so,
o no incision can possibly divide the Saviour's body or make
it bleed, any more than cutting off an arm can divide the
soul. It must be obvious, if by cutting the host in two
you make it bleed, then you have so divided it that each
does not contain the entire Christ; but if every fragment contains totus Christus, it
is a physical impossibility to cut Christ and make Him
bleed.
In the Book of Miracles, Dibble asks the devil, "What sayest thou of the sacrament of the altar?" And the devil replies, "It is the very body of Christ."

The Eucharist, impatient to enter the mouth of St. Catherine of Sienna, leaps from the paten to the lips of the saint (A.D. 1317-1380). Raymond of Capua, the confessor of St. Catherine of Sienna, assures us, as a solemn fact, that "the Eucharistic victim, as if impatient of going to reside in that temple of purity, Catherine of Sienna, actually placed itself, one day, on the paten, at the moment when the priest advanced towards the saint to administer it to her." He furthermore affirms that many persons have borne witness, from their own personal knowledge, that the holy host, at the moment of communion, sometimes jumped from the hands of the officiating priest into the mouth of Catherine.—Life of St. Catherine of Sienna.

Mgr. Gérin, the pope's chamberlain, quotes this paragraph, and his French translation from them: "Le sacrifice eucharistique est tel que si elle est impatiente d'aller reposer dans ce tabernacle de pureté et de sainte adoration, vient un jour se placer d'elle-même sur le patène au moment où son confesseur demandait pour donner la consécration à son illustre pénitente." From which it would seem that the change of the bread does not take place at the moment of consecration, but at the moment of communion.

St. John of St. Facond often saw Christ visible in the Eucharistic elements (A.D. 1430-1479). John of St. Facond, in Spain, had often the advantage of seeing with his eyes the visible Saviour in the eulogic or consecrated bread, and this visible manifestation of Christ took from him all difficulty in understanding this sacred mystery. The bread might appear to be bread to unbelievers, but he saw with his eyes Christ there, Christ visible, and it would be more mysterious that his eyes should see clearly what is not, that the consecrated bread should be changed into the sacred Person of our salvation.—Acta Sanctorum (Bollandists), vol. ii. June 12, p. 616.

This argument is wholly worthless, as our eyes are perpetually seeing "what is not," as in dreams, visions, trances, delirium, fever, and any other abnormalities. False sights and false noises are phenomena known to all medical men, and are treated as symptoms of disease action.

Laurentius of Brindisi saw Christ in the Eucharist (A.D. 1559-1619). "One day," says his chief biographer, "the blessed Laurentius, during the sacrifice of the mass, immediately after the consecration, saw the Saviour Himself, visibly, in the sacred host. He was under the form of a little child, who caressed Laurentius, and smiled on him lovingly. Brother Adam de Rovigo, who was officiating, says he also saw the infant Jesus, and
fell as if dead at the foot of the altar, where he lay for fifteen minutes. On coming to himself, he fell in adoration before the divine Infant. What were his emotions ‘il n'y a qu'un habitant du ciel qui pourrait les décrire.’”—Mgr. Guérin, *Vies des Saints*, vol. vi, p. 127. (He does not tell us who was ”son principal biographe,” but subjoins, as a colophon to the life, *Palmier Straphique.*

St. Leo brings blood from the sacred wafer. If any one of note required a relic, St. Leo was wont to say mass, and then dividing the corporal, give part of it for a relic. If the receiver seemed dissatisfied, Leo would prick the wafer with a knife, and blood would issue from the wound. (See BLEEDING RELICS, p. 262.)—Damasus (died A.D. 380), *Lives of the Saints.* (See BLOOD OF JESUS, etc., p. 269.)

(See ST. ODO, p. 427, note.)

St. Theresa of Avila often saw Christ Himself in the host (A.D. 1615-1582). Christ often showed Himself to St. Theresa in the consecrated wafer, sometimes as a child of surpassing beauty, sometimes in His passion, sometimes in His resurrection. Once on Palm Sunday, after she had received the host into her mouth, it bled so profusely she could not swallow it. The blood was warm, as if it flowed from living veins. Her terror was unspeakable, but Christ whispered to her not to fear, for His blood was the fount of grace.—_Her Autobiography._

Fire respects the Holy Eucharist (May 26, 1608). In A.D. 1608 a fire consumed the abbey of Notre-Dame de Favone, in Franche Comté; but though the monstrance, which contained two hosts and a finger of St. Agatha, was exposed to the full force of the flames, it remained miraculously suspended in the air, without anything to support it, and continued so for thirty-three hours. More than ten thousand persons witnessed the miracle, and fifty-two of the principal witnesses signed the proces-verbal, which was sent to the archbishop of Besançon, who carefully examined into the matter, and, being satisfied of its truth, commanded the account to be published. In the bull of Paul V, all the chief points of the marvelous are duly rehearsed. “L'éclatante vérité du dogme catholique confondit les hérétiques, qui travaillaient alors à introduire leurs erreurs dans la province. Nul d'entre eux n'osa céder publiquement la voix contre les faits racontés dans les relations authentiques; et leur silence est une preuve de plus de l'évidence du miracle.”

—Fanny de Poinces Gevigney, *Favone et sa Sainte Hostie.*

Sister Benedecta receives her Well Beloved, at the hand of an angel (A.D. 1648-1718). While the Jansenists were masters of the Valley of the Lake (Laus, 2 syl.), an angel offered “to give Sister Benedecta her Well Beloved.” The tabernacle opened to them of its own accord, and immediately the angel took up the pyx, the “blessed Jesus entered into the heart of the saintly shepherdess, while another angel assisted at the holy ceremony.”—_Les Petits Bollandistes,* vol. v, p. 227.

(Mgr. Barnadou, bishop of Gap, is collecting such data as these to effect the canonization of Sister Benedicta, 1883.)

_An angel brings to St. Columba “the sacred body of Jesus Christ” (A.D. 1477-1501). Not unfrequently St. Columba received the Holy Communion from the hands of Christ Himself. One day her confessor went to say mass in another church, and Columba entreated the Virgin Mary to satisfy her ardent desire “to unite herself to Christ.” In a few seconds an angel came to her, “holding between his fingers the sacred body of Christ,” and gave it her. Her confessor, missing the wafer, was greatly distressed, and the next time he saw St. Columba, told her of his trouble. “Grieve not, my father,” she replied; “an angel brought the missing fragment of the host to me, and it now reposes in my heart.” “In that case, my daughter,” said the confessor, “I rejoice, and thank God. Blessed be the name of the Lord.”—Sebastian of Perousa, *Life of St. Columba of Ieti._

_A stolen host flies into the air, when the pyx is opened (A.D. 1274)._ In 1274, under the reign of Phippe le Hardi, a thief stole the pyx from the church of St. Gervais, in Paris, and carried it to the Champ du Landit, near St. Denis. Here he opened the vase to throw away the sacred host which he expected to find; but the moment the pyx was opened, the host flew upwards, and began to flutter about the man. Some peasants who saw it went and told the abbot of St. Denis, whose name was Mathieu de Vendôme, and the abbot told the bishop of Paris. These two Church dignitaries at once organized a large procession, which proceeded to the place, singing sacramental hymns. When the procession reached the Champ du Landit, all saw the host fluttering in the air, and immediately the cure who consecrated it appeared, the host placed itself in his...
hands in the sight of an infinite number of people. The abbot and bishop ordained that every Friday the church of St. Gervais should chant a canticle in memory of this miracle, and that once a year a special office should be held on Sept. 1. This host disappeared at the Revolution, but the office is still rehearsed.

The consecrated wafer converted into a serpent (sixth century). St. Melanius administered, at one time, the eulogium or sacred bread to four bishops. One of them (Mars of Nantes), instead of eating it, hid it in his bosom, that he might not break his Lenten fast. When the service was over, the bread thus hidden had been converted into a serpent; whereupon the bishop returned to St. Melanius, confessed his sin, obtained absolution, and was delivered from his tormentor.—Dom Lobineau (contemporary), Life of St. Melanius.

The consecrated wafer converted into a stone. A disciple of St. Chrysostom induced his wife, who was an Arian, to accompany him on one occasion to St. Chrysostom's church. When, at the mass, the woman received the eulogium, she held it in her hand till she reached home, and then put it into her mouth to eat as a morsel of ordinary food. When, however, she tried to bite it, she found it had become "a veritable petrifaction, hard as a flint." Alarmed at this prodigy, she went without delay to the saint, showed him the stone with the marks of her teeth, and implored absolution. "C'est un historien contemporain, et vivant à Constantinople, qui nous raconte ce miracle, en ajoutant que l'on conservait dans l'église de cette ville le pain eucharistique pétrifié."—Mgr. Guérin (chamberlain of pope Leo XIII.), Vie des Saints, vol. ii. p. 16.

Punishments sent for dishonouring the host or eulogie. (1) In A.D. 1277, at Maastricht, a number of young lads and lasses were dancing on the bridge over the Meuse, when the curse happened to pass, carrying the sacrament to a dying man. The young giddy-pates pretended not to see him, and went on with their dance; but, in a moment, the bridge broke under them, and above two hundred were drowned in the river, or crushed to death by the debris.—Father Giry, Discourse on the Fête du Très-saint Sacrement.

(Father Giry has omitted to state whether the curse was one of the two hundred submerged, or, if not, how he escaped.)

(2) In A.D. 1848, a somewhat similar judgment occurred at Friburg, in Briscau. A number of young folk were amusing themselves with dancing, and in the midst of their dance the curse happened to pass, bearing the Holy Sacrament. The young people pretended not to hear the bell; but one of the giddy girls exclaimed, "My father's cows and sheep carry such a bell." This caused a loud laugh, but when the laugh was loudest, a thunderbolt fell on the whole party, "qui emporta tous les hommes, et tous les biens de cette vallée, sans que, depuis, on ait pu savoir ce qu'ils étaient devenus."—De Sponde, Annals.

(Here again we ask, What became of the curse? But the whole tale should be compared with that of Dathan and Abiram, Num. xlv.)

(3) In A.D. 1420, Thomas de Walden, provincial of the Carmelites, in England, says he was eye-witness of the following incident. The archdeacon of London was examining a tailor, who denied the dogma of transubstantiation, and said, "A spider is more worthy of adoration than the wafer shown him." As he uttered these blasphemous words," a great black, villainous-looking spider, deformed and horrible, fell from the ceiling into the mouth of the "blasphemer, to carry its poison into his heart." The duke of Ossuna was also present, and several other persons, all of whom bore witness to this divine judgment.

(4) In A.D. 1556, Dorothy Lazeseque, a Christian servant of Sachazet, in the diocese of Posen, was induced by her master, who was a Jew, to bring home the sacred wafer given her by the priest. The Jew took it to the synagogue, where he and three others cut it with their penknives, when lo! blood in such great abundance fell from the wounds, that the "parricides" were obliged to collect it in a basin. This miracle was known through all Poland. "Elle produisit de très-bons effets dans toute la Pologne; elle convainquit les Juifs de lésé majesté divine; elle confondit les hérétiques sacramentaires qui combattaient la vérité du corps de Notre-Seigneur en l'eucharistie; et elle ferma la bouche aux Luthériens qui se plaignaient de ce qu'on avait été aux laïques l'usage du calice, comme si le sang de Jésus Christ n'était pas tout entier, et aussi véritablement sous les espèces du pain que sous celles du vin."—Father Giry, Discourse on the Fête du Très-saint Sacrement.

In reply to this last remark it may be asked, If it is really believed that the bread contains everything so
sister, and the wine is wholly superfluous, why is the cup given to the clergy? Why not apply to them the words used by Father Gey?—'Why administer the cup, as if the bread did not contain any grace, or as if every blessing possibly to be obtained was not sous les esces du pain que sous celles du vin?'

The duke of Buckingham's way of disproving the dogma of transubstantiation. When Villiers, duke of Buckingham, was unwell, James II. sent an Irish priest to convert him to Popery. The duke received the priest most courteously, but before entering on the religious discussion, requested that the priest would join him in a glass of wine. After the priest had tasted the wine, the duke took up the cork of the bottle, and stroking it with great gravity, asked him how he liked the horse. The priest was utterly amazed at the duke's words; but Buckingham continued patting and stroking the cork, which he insisted was a beautiful racer of the very best breed. "Your grace," said the priest, "has chosen an unseasonable time for jesting." "Jesting?" said the duke; "Jesting? I was never further from jesting in my whole life than at this moment." "Say not so, your grace," rejoined the priest; "you should compose yourself, and consider." "Consider?" said the duke; "what, I pray you, should I consider? I again say, can you not see how fine a horse this is?" "Oh!" exclaimed the priest; "don't be foolish. It is surely but a poor joke to call a wine-cork a horse." "What!" rejoined the duke with great gravity, "would you persuade me this magnificent courser is only a cork?" "Certainly," said the father; "it is nothing but a cork." "Well," replied the duke calmly, as if recovering from a dream, "I will not be positive; my illness may have unsettled my mind. But how can you prove to me that I am wrong?" So saying, he looked as if his mind was wandering. "Why, my dear duke, your eyes must convince you that a cork is not a horse. Your hands must convince you of the same. Common sense must convince you that you could not draw a racehorse out of a wine-bottle. Look at it, your grace, feel it, examine it, and you cannot but know that what you are pleased to call a horse is only a little cork." "Ah! just so, just so; well, well," said the duke, "your reverence may be right. Let us talk no more about it. To what do I owe the honour of this visit, your reverence?" The priest then entered upon the points of difference between Papists and Protestants, and continued till the duke said, "If your reverence will prove to me the doctrine of transubstantiation, I can easily believe all the rest." This the priest proceeded to do, and concluded by asking the duke if he did not think the doctrine both scriptural and true. The duke listened very attentively to all that was said, and then replied, "You thought me foolish, perhaps insane, when I spoke of a cork as being a horse; but your assertion that bread and wine are the actual body and blood of Christ is every whit as absurd, and a little more profane. You told me to use my senses in proof of my error—my eyes, my hands, my common sense. Out of your own mouth I will judge your words. You told me I had taken the cork out of the bottle, and it could not be a horse. I tell you, that you take a piece of bread out of a little box, and it cannot be a body of flesh and blood. I patted and stroked the cork, but though I used it like a horse, it remained a cork; and you pronounce certain words, and touch the bread, but that cannot alter its nature. You must see that the thing is absurd, if not worse than absurd. If you are not bereft of your senses, it must be evident to you that your bread is bread, and your wine, wine; and nothing else. Good morning, father, and remember the cork—remember the cork."—Bagley, Family Biblical Instructor.

Of course, the weak part of the duke's argument is his ignoring the virtue of consecration. The priest does not say that bread is the body of Christ, as the duke(9,10),(992,993) said a cork is a horse, but that by a special grace the bread by consecration becomes transubstantiated; and he ought to have proved that consecration has no power to change a material substance by nature, nor by miracles. The duke allowed the creative power of the Almighty and the miracles of the Bible, and he ought to have proved that neither the creative power of the Almighty nor the gift of miracles accompany the act of consecration; and this he does not prove. Therein lies the weakness of the jest. After all, the subject is too serious to be confronted with a jest.

Celibacy and Married Celibates.

1 Cor. vi. 32, 33. He that is unmarried careth for the things that belong to the Lord, how he may please the Lord; but he that is married careth for the things that are of the world, how he may please his wife.

Rev. xiv. 1-5. I looked, and lo! a Lamb stood on the mount Sion, and with Him a hundred forty and four thousand. These are they which were not defiled with women, for they are virgins. They are without fault before God.

ECCLESIASTICS vi. 2. Wine and women will make [even] men of understanding to fall away. In French, "Le vin et les femmes font apostasier [même] les sages."

St. Cecilia and Valerian. St. Cecilia told Valerian on their bridal night that
an angel was set over her to preserve her in chastity. Valerian asked to see this angel, but Cecilia made answer that it would be impossible to do so unless he was baptized. As Valerian questioned her further on the subject, she directed him to go on the morrow to the Appian Way, and talk to pope Urban. This did he, and Urban baptized him. The same night, when Valerian entered his chamber, he beheld the angel with Cecilia. He held in his hand two garlands, one of roses and the other of lilies. The roses he gave to Valerian, and the lilies to Cecilia, saying as he did so, "These garlands I brought from the garden of paradise; they will never wither, for there is no death there. To you they are sweet and beautiful, to those whose virginity is soiled they not only yield no perfume, but they are not even visible." So saying, he left the chamber, and vanished from their sight.—Metaphrastès, Lives, etc. (See Flowers, Etc., of Paradise, p. 144.)

St. Gombert and St. Bertha, cœlebates in married life (seventh century). When Gombert was of a marriageable age, his parents urged him to take Bertha to wife. The young prince hesitated, because he wished to live to Christ; but a voice from heaven said to him, "Fear not, Gombert, to take Bertha for thy wife, for God designs great things from this union." So they were married, but vowed to God, by mutual consent, to live together as brother and sister, and to love each other only with platonic love.—D. Morlot, History of the Diocese of Reims.

Jeanne Marie de Maillé and Robert de Sillé. Jeanne Marie de Maillé was constrained to marry Robert de Sillé, a young gentleman whom she had saved when he fell into a water-tank. When the marriage was consummated, Marie told her young husband she had made a vow to Christ of perpetual virginity. Robert was not a little annoyed at this avowal, but as the bride had the stronger will, she won over the bridgroom to comply with it, and they lived together for sixteen years without "once sullying their angelic purity."—L'abbé Rolland, Life of Jeanne Marie de Maillé.

St. Julian and Basilissa. When St. Julian was eighteen years of age, his parents urged him to marry, and he requested to be allowed seven days to think the matter over. He spent these days of grace in prayer and fasting, and on the seventh day Christ appeared to him in a vision, and said to him, "Far not, Julian, to take to thyself a wife, for as virgins ye shall still serve Me." So he married Basilissa; but when they entered the bridal chamber, both were struck with the sweet odour of roses and lilies which pervaded it, and clasping their hands together, they vowed to serve the Lord in virgin chastity. Then was the chamber filled with celestial light; and Jesus, with Mary and many saints, entered. Christ said, "Julian, thou hast conquered, and I have reserved for thee a crown of glory." The Virgin Mary, then addressing the bride, said, "Blessed art thou above women, Basilissa; and to thee shall be given to eat of the hidden manna." Then came two arrayed in white robes, and, raising Julian and Basilissa from the ground, they placed on their heads crowns of flowers, and showed them an open book seven times more lustrous than silver, and bearing letters of gold. Four elders also stood by, with vials of gold in their hands; and they said to Julian and the bride, "In these vials your perfections are carefully preserved, and their odour ascends as a sweet savour to the Lord of hosts. Blessed are ye, in that ye have vowed to abstain from carnal lusts, and to dedicate your virgin bodies to the glory of God." Julian, lifting up his eyes, looked on the book which the four elders showed him, and saw there his own name written with that of Basilissa his bride; and beneath them he read these words, "Every one that hath forsaken houses, or brethren, or sisters, or father, or mother, or wife, or children, or lands, for My name's sake, shall receive a hundredfold, and shall inherit everlasting life." (Matt. xix. 29).—Les Petits Belandistes, vol. i. p. 294. (See Flowers, Etc., of Paradise, p. 144.)

St. Thierry, abbot of Mont d'Or, married and lived in celibacy (A.D. 588). St. Thierry was the son of a peasant named Marquard, living in the village of Mancourt, near Reims, a man of bad character, who supported himself and family by theft and deprivation; his mother was not so bad as his father, and kept a dame's school. When Thierry was old enough, they compelled him to marry; but Thierry resolved, even in his married state, to preserve his virginity. When he told his bride of his determination she was extremely angry, and Thierry next morning went to consult the abbess Suzanne of Reims, who advised him to
call on the archbishop, and lay the matter before his grace. The archbishop told him a married man had no right to live as a celibate without the consent of his wife, but advised him to explain to the bride that the King of heaven and earth has promised a crown of everlasting glory to those who have the courage and self-denial to preserve their chastity unspotted, and that the vow of virginity is the most glorious sacrifice that can be offered to God. When Thierry reported these words to his wife, she seemed pacified, and both of them made a vow to consecrate their virginity to Jesus Christ. In order to remove all danger, Thierry kissed his wife, and left her to live the life of a solitary in the desert.—Billy (almoner of the abbey of St. Thierry), *Life of St. Thierry*.

*St. Vulph of Ponthieu breaks his vow of celibacy in married life* (died A.D. 643). St. Vulph married and had three daughters, but ordered his house so wisely and well that St. Riquer appointed him to a missionary tour, and obtained the consent of his wife, binding both from that moment to a vow of perpetual continence. This vow being taken, St. Riquer ordained Vulph priest, and his preaching was with great power of the Holy Ghost. "Mais, O faiblesse de notre nature! O inconstance de notre cœur! O misère de notre condition mortelle! Vulph, oubliant la sainteté de son ministère, eut un commerce... avec sa femme, qu'il ne devait plus regarder que comme une sorcière." Repenting of his crime, he abandoned his cure, and went on pilgrimage to the Holy Land, with no companion except his guardian angel. He watered the road with his tears, and visited the holy places. "Il ne se contenta pas de lever de ses pleurs les endroits que Notre Seigneur a teints de sa sang." He wished to remain in the Holy Land, but the Holy Ghost bade him return to France "pour faire pénitence au même lieu où il avait péché;" so he returned to Ponthieu, and retired to a desert, where his austerities were so severe "qu'il est surprenant qu'un corps humain ait pu les supporter. On pouvait presque dire qu'il ne mangeait point, qu'il ne buvait point, et qu'il ne dormait point."—*Les Petits Bollandistes*, vol. vii, p. 511. (See *Acta Sanctorum*, vol. i. June 7.)

**Crucifixes, Images, Relics, etc., acting.** (See pp. 184 and 501.)

*Matt. xvi. 24.* If any man will come after Me, let him... take up his cross and follow Me.

*Matt. xxiv. 3.* The sign of the Son of man.

*Luke xiv. 27.* Whosoever doth not bear his cross... cannot be My disciple.

*Luke xix. 40.* I tell you, that if these should hold their peace, the stones would immediately cry out.

*Hab. ii. 11.* The stone shall cry out of the wall, and the beam out of the timber shall answer it.

*Isa. lv. 12.* The mountains and the hills shall break forth before you into singing, and all the trees of the field shall clap their hands.

*Heb. vi. 6.* They crucify to themselves the Son of God afresh, and put Him to an open shame.

In an image representing the Virgin and Child, the Child Jesus leaves the arms of the Virgin, and associates with some boys (about A.D. 1265). This is a most astounding story told in the life of Bernard, the Dominican of Santarem, in Portugal. After performing mass he used to collect the acolytes together and teach them their catechism; not unfrequently the fathers of the boys attended also. They met in a chapel, where they took their breakfast, and were allowed to play; and in this chapel was an image of the Virgin, holding in her arms the infant Jesus. Jesus, delighted at the happy faces of the acolytes, often left his mother's arms, and went to partake of the boys' breakfast. The servants, feeling aggrieved because Jesus contributed nothing towards the meal, complained to Bernard, and the pious catechist advised them to say to Jesus, "Seignor, how is it You so often breakfast with us, and yet contribute nothing to the meal? You ought, in turn, to invite our master and his acolytes to Your Father's table." The Child Jesus said, "Be it so. I invite them for Ascension Day." The servants told their master, and he looked forward with a longing heart to the heavenly feast. Ascension Day arrived. Bernard and his two acolytes went to mass in good time; they completed the service, and—ceased to live. All three were buried in the same tomb in the king's chapel, where a tablet told this tale of their death.—*Acta Sanctorum* (Bollandists), vol. ii., May 8.

*An image of the Virgin Mary takes an apple from a little boy* (A.D. 1230). One day Hermann, coming from school, stopped before the image of a Virgin and
Child, and offered an apple which had been given him; praying the Virgin to accept this little gift as a token of his love. "Chose étonnante! ausitaît la Reine des anges, pour ne point contrister cet aimable enfant, et pour rendre recommandable à toute la postérité l'innocente simplicité avec laquelle il agissait avec elle, rendit son image flexible, et élevant sa main de pierre comme si c'était une main de chair, elle reçut favorablement le présent de son petit serviteur. "O bienheureuse enfance d'Hermann! s'écria l'abbé qui a composé sa vie, laquelle a mérité d'être si tôt consacrée par les signes et des révélations célestes."—Mgr. Guérin (chamberlain of pope Leo XIII.), *Vies des Saints*, vol. iv. p. 272 (7th edit. 1880).

This is a valuable token of the ready credulity of the age. This abbé had no doubt upon the subject, and even expressed his surprise. In 1880, Leo I expressed no misgiving, but cites the incident as an undoubted fact. The tale is accepted by the great Bollandists, and the petit Bollandistes. It has the highest authority that can be accorded to it by man, and only wants one thing to make it credible—that is, credit.

*Image of the Virgin moves its hands to bless the congregation* (1882). On Sunday evening, Aug. 20, 1882, while a large congregation were at worship in the Franciscan Church, at Athlone, in Ireland, and just as the priest, the Rev. Father McDermott, had concluded his sermon, a brilliant light shone from the roof immediately above the figure of the Virgin Mary. Showers of stars descended on the head of the figure, the eyes opened and rolled from side to side, the hands moved, and the figure assumed the attitude of blessing the congregation; after which it resumed its former appearance. Those who saw the sight moved from their seats in different parts of the church, and pushed to the altar. A scene of the greatest excitement ensued. The religious services were suspended, but the church remained crowded until a late hour at night, and even then it was with difficulty cleared. This morning the thoroughfares near the church had become impassable. Much credence is attached to the accounts of the "wonder," as numbers of persons who witnessed it all give the same version of what took place.—*Newspaper paragraph*, Aug. 22, A.D. 1882.

*The image of Virgin and Child at Déols, in France, shows by certain movements it wishes to change its place* (A.D. 1187). In the parish church of Déols, in France, was an image of the Virgin and Child, which stood against the north door. On the last day of May, 1187, at the hour of vespers, Mary broke the collar round her neck, and moved about on her pedestal so uneasily, that the priests were convinced the image wanted to be moved into some other place. It was, accordingly, shifted into the middle of the church, and Rigord, the historian of Philippe Auguste, living at the time, informs us how it was done. "The priests," he says, "stood at the bottom of the church singing hymns and canticles, while workmen moved the image." A little afterwards, a high chapel was constructed above the main entrance, and hither the image was ultimately removed with great pomp and ceremony, amidst an enormous crowd of spectators.—Thomas de la Thaumassière, *History of Berry*.

The old Bourges biretory refers to this "miracle" in these words: "Alla pridie calendas Junii, circa vesperam, victat eadem imagio moverat, quod velit ut hodie transferret," etc.

*The crucifix of Annecy sheds rays of light over St. Francis of Sales* (A.D. 1567-1572). When St. Francis of Sales arrived at Annecy, he retired to the Jesuits' college to prepare his sermon. He began his station in the church of St. Dominic, in the presence of a crowd of senators and others. It was a cloudy day, but the moment he began to preach, the crucifix shed such rays of light upon him that his person seemed dazzling, and his face was brighter than the stars. All the audience cried out in surprise and admiration, but the preacher stood unmoved. He preached with such power of the Holy Ghost that many were converted, and his success only increased as he went to the other churches.—Hamon (curé of St. Sulpice), *Life of St. Francis de Sales*.

A crucifix speaks to and blesses Mme. de Bermond. Mme. de Bermond entered one day into a lady's house with the view of inducing her daughter to join the Ursulines. She there met a hermit, who said to her significantly, "Many are called, but few chosen." Mme. Bermond understood the hint, shortened her visit, and entering the church at Avignon, fell on her knees before the crucifix, crying, "Alas! my Saviour, is it possible that Thou shouldst have given me such a strong desire to be Thine entirely, and yet that I should not be one of Thy chosen ones? Forbid it, Lord, I beseech Thee." Then the crucifix before which she knelt lifted up its hand, gave her its benediction, and said, "Continue, My daughter, in thy
well-doing, and I will bless thee and thy order."—*Les Petits Bollandistes*, vol. vi. p. 886.

The crucifix of St. Camillus moved and spoke often to him (A.D. 1614). St. Camillus wanted to organize a body of hospital nurses, who would attend the sick without fee or reward, and thought, if persons would carry a crucifix on their breast, many would be induced to join his corps. He spoke of his plan to several persons, and they fitted up a little chamber with an oratory, but met with great opposition from the hospitals. One night his crucifix spoke to him, and nodded its head to encourage him in his work. "Fear not," said the crucifix; "I am with you, and I will be your help in the time of trouble." This prodigy was often repeated. In fact, whenever he felt himself downhearted, the crucifix used to say to him, "Why art thou cast down, My son? Hope in God, thy Saviour and Defender. Thy work is Mine, and the gates of hell shall not prevail against it." Thus assured, he persevered, and founded the "Order of Canons Regular for the Service of the Sick."—Cicciello (his disciple), *Life of St. Camillus*, etc.

The crucifix in St. Damian's church speaks to St. Francis of Assisi (A.D. 1182–1226). One morning St. Francis of Assisi wandered into St. Damian's, an old church almost a ruin, and falling before the crucifix, prayed thus: "Great God, and You, my Saviour Jesus Christ, dispel the darkness of my soul, give me pure faith, lasting hope, and perfect charity. Let Thy will, O God, be my will, make me Thine, now and for ever." The crucifix said to him thrice mysteriously, "Go, Francis, and repair My church falling into ruins." Francis thought he was to go and repair St. Damian's, where he was kneeling, but the crucifix spoke of the Holy Catholic Church, the Church universal.—Chavin de Malan, *Life of St. Francis of Assisi*.

The cross in the monastery of St. Dominic speaks audibly. St. Thomas Aquinas was a staunch defender of the religious opinions of St. Dominic. The Franciscans opposed him, headed by Duns Scotus; and the Church was divided between Thomists or Nominalists, and Scotists or Realists. We are gravely told, even by such a "protestant or reformed view of the saints" as that of Alban Butler, that while the dispute ran high, the crucifix or cross in a monastery of St. Dominic, Naples, spake and said, "Thomas, thou hast written well of Me; what recompense dost thou desire?" "None but Thyself," said Thomas.—*Lives of the Saints* (March 7).

The image, of course, spoke in orthodox Latin: "Bene scripsi de me, Thomas; quam mercedem accipies?" "Non aliena tua, Domine."

A crucifix speaks to Emily Bocchieri (A.D. 1238–1314). One day, when Emily Bocchieri was meditating on the sacred mystery of the crown of thorns, she implored the Saviour to let her feel in her own person what He suffered when He was so tortured. Christ answered her by the mouth of her crucifix, and told her He would grant her what she requested. Forthwith she felt an excruciating headache, and was confined to her bed for three days, at the end of which Mary Magdalene and St. Catherine appeared before her, and gave her a draught of something like water, which instantly cured her headache and feverish thirst.—*Acta Sanctorum* (Bollandists), May 8.

A crucifix nods approval to St. John Gualbert (A.D. 1073). John Gualbert was the son of an officer in the Italian army. His brother had been slain, and John was the avenger of blood, whose duty was to avenge his brother's death. He found the murderer in Florence, in a place where all hope of escape was taken away. Drawing his sword, he was just on the point of running it through the murderer, when the man threw himself at the feet of Gualbert, with his arms extended in the form of a cross, and conjured him by "the passion of Christ" to spare his life. Gualbert's arm was arrested, as if by magic, and he said to the prostrate foe, "I cannot refuse what you ask in the name of Christ; go in peace." John Gualbert then continued his way to St. Miniat's abbey, and entering the church, he fell before the crucifix devoutly; whereupon the crucifix bowed its head approvingly, and thanked him for having accorded pardon to his enemy so heroically. This was the turning-point of his life, for without delay he abandoned the army, and became a monk.—*Acta Sanctorum* (Bollandists), vol. iii. July 12.

The crucifix of St. Thomas of Villeneuve speaks words of encouragement to him (A.D. 1556). St. Thomas of Villeneuve was made archbishop of Valence, but was so distressed by the thought that this worldly advancement should peril the interest of his soul, that he would run constantly to his confessor, who slept close by, and cry in terror, "My father, my father,
can I be saved and hold this dignity?"
He applied to the emperor to release him,
but the emperor paid no attention to his
supplication; he then applied to the great
King of kings, and conjured Him to
deliver him from the danger of perdition.
On the day of the Purification (Feb. 2),
while he was in his oratory, his crucifix
said to him, "Thomas, afflict not your-
self, but be patient. On the day of My
mother's nativity (Sept. 8) you shall re-
ceive the recompense of all your troubles.
As an incontestable proof of this re-
velation, the mouth of the crucifix, which
before had sweated blood in his sight,
now remained open, although it was shut
before; and what was more surprising
still, it showed a set of teeth, made of
copper, so perfect and so exquisite that no
art of man nor human instrument could
possibly have constructed them.—Acta
Sanctorum (Bollandistes), vol. v. Sept. 18.
The crucifix said the archbishop would die on the 8th
of September, but he died on the 10th, or ten days later.

The crucifix of St. Vincent Ferrier turns
its head and speaks (fourteenth century).
One night, as St. Vincent Ferrier
was praying before the Crucifix des Martyrs,
and meditating on the sorrows of Jesus,
His wounds in the hands, feet, and side,
he was moved to tears, and exclaimed
involuntarily, "O my Saviour, how great
were Thy sufferings on the cross!" The
crucifix turned its head over its right
shoulder towards the saint, and replied,
"Yes, Vincent, I suffered all you say,
and more, much more." The crucifix,
which still retains the position of the
head which it turned towards the saint,
is preserved as a precious relic.—Father
Teoli, bk. i. tratt. ii. c. 8.

The crucifix called St. Sauf, at Amiens,
turns its head round (A.D. 600). When
St. Honoré died, his body was buried
with great honour, and reposed under the
high altar till the irritation of the Danes.
It was then transferred to the church of
St. Peter and St. Paul, formerly called
the church of St. Firmin, confessor, where
it remained till it was carried to the episco-
pal church of Amiens. As the body
entered the church, the crucifix turned its
head, following the bearers. All present
saw and wondered, and glorified God.
This "miracle" is quite beyond gain-
saying, because "on voit encore aujourd'-
hui ce crucifix dans la cathédrale
d'Amiens."—Mgr. Guérin, Vies des Saints
The foot of a crucifix, being poisoned,
drew back when Pius V. was about to kiss
it (A.D. 1504–1572). All the contem-
poraneous historians recount the follow-
ing:—One day pope Pius V. was about
to kiss the foot of a crucifix, according
to custom, when the crucifix drew back
its foot. In fact, some ill-disposed per-
son had poisoned the crucifix, as was
proved to demonstration by rubbing the
crucifix with bread, which was afterwards
thrown to some dogs. The moment it
was eaten, the dogs died. "Le Saint
ne voulut pas même qu'on recherchât ces
assassins. Les arts ont souvent reproduit
l'événement du crucifix."—Père Giry,
Histoire de Saint Pie V.
The bleeding image of Déols (A.D. 1187).
In the twelfth century France was over-
run with highwaymen and cut-throats,
many of which were enrolled as soldiers.
On May 29, A.D. 1187, a number of these
villains were playing before one of the
gates of the church at Déols, where was
an image of the Virgin Mary, holding
in her arms the infant Jesus. One of
the fellows, who had lost in play, lost
his temper also, and, taking up a stone,
flung it at the image, and broke off the
arm of the child. Now, says Rigord,
the historian of Philippe Auguste, a
contemporary, "A stream of blood poured
from the arm of the broken image and
made a pool on the earth below. The
fellow who flung the stone was seized
with madness, and dropped down dead
on the spot. John Lackland, and Ad-
hemar viscount of Limoges, carefully
collected the blood, and deposited it in
a rich chapel, erected in England and
dedicated to the Virgin." Rigord, who
recounts this "miracle," adds that
numberless cures were effected by this
blood. A confraternity was established,
in 1187, in memory of this blood-
shedding; it flourished till the Revolution,
and was reorganized in 1830, and May
31 is set apart to commemorate "The
Miracle of Notre-Dame de Déols."
Rigord, the historian, calls this fellow who threw the
stone "a new Judas."

The cross of Piagaro bled bluish blood
(eighteenth century). St. Paul of the
Cross (A.D. 1694–1775), preaching for the
last time in the church of Piagaro, said,
"When I am gone this crucifix will
preach," pointing to a large crucifix on
one of the altars. He gave the blessing
and left; but hundreds remained kneeling,
every moment to witness a miracle.
In a short time a stream of
bluish fluid oozed from the figure on the
cross, and all shouted, "A miracle! a
miracle!" The priest called out aloud, "My people, my sins are the cause of this miracle;" and then he wiped off the "sacred fluid" with a white napkin. Messengers were despatched to inform St. Paul, and a chapel was afterwards built for the "miraculous cross." (See *Imposture*, p. 184.)—Father Pius, *Life of St. Paul of the Cross, Founder of the Passionists*.

A relic of St. Philip di Neri both moves and speaks (sixteenth century). Stephen Calcinard used to carry about him a relic of St. Philip di Neri; and one day, being tempted to sin by a licentious woman, he felt the relic very restless, moving about his bosom in a most unaccountable manner. Presently he heard it say to him, "Stephen, Stephen, if sinners entice thee, consent thou not." He took the word of warning, and fled from the tempter.—*The Process of the Canonicalization*.

The rood at Boxley, in Kent. At Boxley there stood an image, the eyes of which "did stir like a lively thing." The body bowed, the forehead frowned. It drooped its lower lip, as if to speak. The people looked on this "Jesus on the cross" with the utmost reverence, and offerings to it poured in abundantly. One day a commissioner, looking closely, discovered mechanism at the back of the head, but the abbot and his monks professed both ignorance and unbelief of anything of the sort. However, the commissioner had the image removed to Maidstone, and there, on market-day, exposed the fraud to the people. It was then exhibited in London, and performed before the court; and lastly it was set on a platform before St. Paul's cross, where it was made to go through its paces while the bishop of Rochester lectured on the imposition in a sermon. The sermon over, the platform gave way, the image was thrown down, and the angry mob tore it to pieces.—J. A. Froude, *History of England*, etc.

Simon Magus made statues act like human beings. St. Clement tells us that Simon Magus made statues walk and fly in the air, and made pots and pans in a house move about spontaneously, and minister to persons' wants. The whole passage about this famous "sorcerer" is worth transcribing: "Legimus apud B. Clementem, eum [i.e. Simon Magus] ex aera novum hominem creasset;—quibus volebat invisibilibus factum;—saxa quasi liutum penetrasse;—status animasse;—
et in ignem positum [these statues] non arsisse." He furthermore says, "In omen aut caprano se immutasse;—in aethem sublatum volasse [like Mr. Home, p. 218];... Statuas faciebat ambulare...; ex lapidibus panes faciebat;—serpens fiebat, et in aliquas alias tertias transformabantur in convivibus exhibebat spectra omnis generis;... efficiebat, ut multa umbre eum precedentem, quas dicebat esse animas defunctorum." Menghi says that he made dogs speak and sing with human voices. To prove his power superior to that of the apostles, he floated in the air across the Forum. He always insisted that his power was divine, and that he himself ought to obtain divine honours. Justin Martyr states that a statue was actually erected to him in Rome, where he was worshipped as a god.—See *Notes and Queries*, Nov. 24, 1883, p. 402, for the exact references.

The veneration for crucifixes must have received a great shock in the plague of Malaga, 1643-4. The governor of Malaga ordered all the effects of those who had died of the plague to be burned in a field outside the town. It so happened that a wooden crucifix was brought to be cast into the fire, when the officer in charge interfered, crying out, "Poor Christ! Is it not enough that the Jews crucified Thee on the cross? must we then burn Thee in Malaga?" The people, greatly moved, implored that the sacred image might not be cast into the fire and burned; so the crucifix was rescued, and set in a basilica for public veneration. Five men went and kissed it, "contracoit la contagion, et en deviennent bientot les victimes."—*Mémorial de Chronologie*, 1859, vol. ii. p. 927.

Dr. Planiol, in his *Analysis of English Church History* (p. 56), says, "To uphold the credit of particular monasteries, recourse was had to fraud, tricks, and lying miracles. At a synod held at Winchester in 683, to settle the dispute between the Seculars and Regulars, when it was found that the argument was in favour of the Seculars, mysterious sounds were heard coming from a crucifix on the wall, exclaiming, "God forbid it should be done!" upon which Dunstan and his party came off triumphantly. The king was so moved that he, in the hands of the monks, who engaged to defend him from the devil and his imp, on his promise of protecting Dunstan and his party against their opponents. Again. A synod was convened at Caen, in Somersetshire, and met in an upper chamber. A.D. 978. The advocate of the Seculars was a Scotch prelate, who had the best of the argument; but Dunstan simply replied, "I commit the cause of Christ's Church to Christ Himself," and immediately, by previous arrangement, part of the floor gave way, and precipitated the Secular party to the ground floor, while the Regulars remained unhurt (p. 56).

Dress prescribed. (See Chasuble, Device, etc., in Index.)

DEUT. xxii. 5. The woman shall not wear that which pertaineth unto a man, neither shall a man put on a woman's garment.

1 TIM. ii. 9. I will that women adorn themselves in modest apparel; not with broided hair, or gold, or pearls, or costly array.

Exod. xxviii. 40. For Aaron's sons thou shalt make coats, and thou shalt make for them girdles, and bonnets shalt thou make for them, for glory and for beauty.

Exod. xxviii. 4-43. These are the garments
DRESS PRESCRIBED.

The Virgin Mary appears to St. Alberic to change the colour of the Cistercian dress (A.D. 1109). The Cistercians dressed originally in grey or black; but one day in the nones of August, while the monks were chanting matins, the Virgin Mary came amongst them; and going up to the abbot, St. Alberic, threw over his shoulders a white robe, and as she did so, the vestments of all the monks present became white in a moment. This being done, the "spotless Virgin" reascended to heaven, with all the saints and angels which formed her cortège. This miracle has been commemorated by the order ever since, on Aug. 5, under the title of "The Descent of the Blessed Virgin Mary at Citeaux, and the Miraculous Change of the Black Habits for White Ones, while Alberic was Abbot." White is the livery of the Virgin, and since this event all Cistercian monks have dressed in white."—Bollandus, Acta Sanctorum. (See also The Annals of the Cistercians, vol. 1.)

Mr. Gudin, chamberlain to pope Leo XIII., says, "Cette apparition n’est pas un fait isolé. Souvent la Mère de Jésus se montrait aux frères du désert de Citeaux, pour les défendre et les consoler."—Vies des Saints, vol. 1, p. 530.

The Virgin Mary appears to St. Norbert, and prescribes what dress the Premonstratensians are to wear (A.D. 1080–1134). The bishop of Leon, very desirous that St. Norbert should settle in his diocese, promised to build him a monastery. The bishop first showed him a place called Foigny, but St. Norbert was told by revelation that God had set aside this spot for the Cistercians. The bishop then showed him Thenaille, but St. Norbert was told by revelation that this was not the site which God had chosen. The bishop then showed him a dale called Premontre, and Norbert cried out aloud, "That’s the place the Lord has chosen." There was a small chapel here, and in that chapel Norbert passed the night in prayer. During the night he was visited by a host of angels all in white, who made a procession with crosses and candles. The Virgin Mary also came, showed him the exact site he was to select, gave him the pattern of the dress his disciples were to wear, and prescribed white as its colour. In allusion to this vision, St. Norbert is represented in Christian art with the Virgin presenting to him a white garment, and the devil called him "The White Hound."—John Chrysostom Vande-Sterre, Life of St. Norbert.

The Virgin Mary prescribes the dress of the order of the Servitors of Mary (thirteenth century). Alexis Falconieri founded the order of the Servitors of Mary, on Mount Senario, and entreated the bishop of Florence to draw up the rules. While this was being done, the Virgin Mary appeared to Alexis, and showed him the dress which the order were to wear. It was to be black, "in memory of the passion of her Son." At the same time she presented to Alexis the rule of St. Augustine. In memory of this vision, every Good Friday the brothers of this order observe a ceremony called "The Obsequies of Jesus Christ;" and the day following they celebrate "The Coronation of the holy Virgin."—Les Petits Bollandistes, vol. ii. p. 566.

Not only is the dress of certain orders thus prescribed by revelation, but even the rules to be observed. Thus St. Francis, when, in the third century, he founded the Tavannes, received from an angel "The Book of Rules."—His life by a monk of Tavannes, one of his disciples.

Scallop-shells enjoined as a pilgrim’s badge by a voice from heaven. All know that scallop-shells used to denote a pilgrim, but all do not know the reason why. The legend is this: When the marble ship which bore the headless body of St. James approached Bouzas, in Portugal, it happened to be the wedding day of the chief magistrate of the village; and, while the bridal party was at sport, the horse of the bridegroom became unmanageable, and plunged into the sea. The marble ship sailed over the horse and its rider, and when they emerged from the sea, the cloak of the bridegroom was thickly covered with scallop-shells. All were dumfounded. They knew not what to make of these marvels, but a voice from heaven exclaimed, "It is the will of God that all who henceforth make vows to St. James, and go on pilgrimage, shall take with them scallop-shells; and all who do so shall be remembered in the day of judgment." On hearing this, the
lord of the village, with the bride and bridegroom, were duly baptized, and 
Bouzes became a Christian village.—
Sanctoral Portuguese (copied into the 
Breviaries of Alcoaça and St. Cucufate).

The following Latin hymn refers to this legend:—

O cantis mare cernebantur, 
Sed a profundo ductus. 
Nata regis subscripserunt, 
Tote plene conchabat. 
In sight of all the prince went down 
Into the deep sea dull; 
In sight of all the prince emerged, 
Covered with cockle-shells. 

Hymn for St. James’s Day.

St. Simon Stock receives a scapular from the hands of the Virgin (July 16, A.D. 1251). Soon after St. Simon Stock was 
promoted to the dignity of general of the 
order of Carmelites, the Virgin Mary, in 
dress of a Carmelite, brought him a 
scapular, and directed him to institute 
the confraternity of the Scapular to unite 
all her devout clients in certain regular 
religious observances. This occurred on 
July 16, A.D. 1251, and St. Simon set 
 apart that day as the anniversary of the 
confraternity. The object of this 
association was to invite all its members, 
while living in the world, and employed 
on their daily duties, to wear a small 
emblem, called a scapular, to recite cer- 
tain prayers, and practise certain religious 
exercises out of devotion to the holy 
Virgin.

The scapular is a portion of the dress worn on the 
shoulders (Latin scapula, the shoulder). It consists of a 
long stripe of serge, the centre of which passes over the 
head; one flap of the scapular hangs down in front, and 
the other on the back. The scapular worn by monks 
generally reaches to the feet, but that worn by lay 
brothers only to the knees. The scapular of the confrat- 
aternity of Simon Stock was much less extensive, not 
being conspicuous at all, and very small. It was a little 
badge worn by persons engaged in the ordinary duties of 
life, binding them to certain observances consistent with 
their occupations, whatever they might be; as a strip of 
blue ribbon is a badge of temperance worn by men and 
women.

Guardian Angels.

Psalm xxxiv. 7. The angel of the Lord encampeth round about them that fear Him, and 
delivereth them.

Matt. xviii. 10. Take heed that ye despise not one of these little ones; for I say unto you, 
that in heaven their angels do always behold 
the face of My Father which is in heaven.

Acts xii. 15. Then said they, It is his 
angel.

Hym. l. 14. Are not the angels all ministering 
spirits, sent forth to minister for them 
that shall be heirs of salvation?

Hesiod, the Greek poet, says—

Aerial spirits, by great Jove designed 
To be on earth the guardians of mankind; 
Invisible to mortal eyes they go, 
And mark our actions, good or bad, below;

They immortal spies with watchful care proceed, 
And thirty thousand round their charges glide. 
They can reward with glory or with gold; 
Such power divine permission bids them bold. 
Words and Days, bk. i.

Mme. de Bermond and her guardian angel (A.D. 1562-1628). Mme. de Bermond 
was always in great intimacy with her guardian angel. If she feared 
the loss of any important letter, she commended it to her angel, and she was 
sure to receive an early reply. Her feeblem- 
ness made her cough at almost every footstep that she took; so she would invoke 
her angel, and used to say, “Without the 
help of my angel I should die many times 
a day.” At whatever hour of the night 
she wished to wake, her angel was sure 
to call her, by rapping on the table. If 
she wished to speak to any one absent, she 
told her angel, and the person was sure 
to come to her. This often occurred 
with the mother superior, to whom Mme. de 
Bermond would say, “God be praised, 
my mother; I sent my angel to ask you 
to come.” She always saluted her angel 
when she entered or left a room, and 
would stop awhile at the door, to give 
her angel time to pass first.—Les Petits 

One of the guardian angels of St. Francisca was visible to her (A.D. 1884-1440). 
Besides her own special guardian angel, 
God allotted St. Francisca a second, 
which accompanied her everywhere in a 
form visible to her. If at any time the 
devil assumed the guise of a spirit of 
light in order to deceive her, this visible 
angel exposed the tempter, and delivered 
her from his wiles. If at any time a 
word escaped her which was superfluous, 
or a thought crossed her mind not accord- 
ing to grace, or a desire of food came on 
more than was needful for bare subsist- 
ence, this visible angel became invisible, 
and recalled her to her right mind. Hence 
it is in works of art that St. Francisca is 
represented with a companion angel.— 
John Mattiotti (her father-confessor), 
Life of St. Francisca.

A guardian angel conducts St. Onuphrius to a desert place (A.D. 303-400). Onu- 
phrius was a monk in a monastery of 
the Thebaid, but was inspired to become 
a hermit, left the monastery, and took 
his way towards the desert, praying God 
to guide him. Presently he saw a light 
moving on before him, and, being alarmed, 
thought of turning back; but a voice 
said to him, “Fear not, Onuphrius; I am 
your guardian angel; I have defended you 
since your birth, and will always be your
guardian.

St. Opportuna conducted to the altar by her good angel (A.D. 770). Opportuna entered the little solitude of Montreuil, and received the veil at the hands of her brother Chrodegand. When she entered the solitude, all the sisters saw her good angel visibly walking at her side, and telling her what to do; so that none of them were surprised that she made such rapid strides towards perfection, and that she soon outstripped even her mistress in the "science of Jesus Christ." In Christian art St. Opportuna is represented with a guardian angel walking at her side, and turning over the leaves of her missal.

-L'abbé Durand, Life of St. Opportuna.

St. Paul the Simple was able to see the ministering angels (fourth century). St. Paul the Simple had the special grace of reading the heart of those who entered church, and could discern the conscience of men and women as distinctly as other persons see their faces. Being one day in a monastery where many brothers were assembled for a conference, Paul scrutinized those who came, saw if they had a clean conscience, and were attended by their angels. After a time, one entered whose conscience was soiled by sin, and a demon waited on him. Paul, seeing the man's angel hold back dejected and weeping, wept and prayed. He saw the sinner during the sacrifice of the mass repent. He saw the blackness of the man's conscience gradually fade away: "Though your sins be as scarlet, they shall be white as snow; though they be red like crimson, they shall be as wool." He saw the demon slink off, and the good angel rush to the penitent; and he cried in the fulness of joy, "O the unspeakable mercy of God! How great is His compassion, and His love past finding out!" Then rushing into the church, he cried with a loud voice, "Come, come and see how the Lord is gracious. He willith not the death of a sinner, but that all should be saved. Come worship the Lord in the beauty of holiness, and bow before Him, for He only can forgive sins." When the brothers gathered round him, curious to know what had occurred, Paul told them; and the monk he referred to, coming forward, confessed what Paul had heard. "O God," he added, "I came into the world to save sinners; give me the grace of repentance that I may be repented of. I here vow that this moment I renounce the devil and all his works, and will no more fall into his snares; but will walk in Thy laws and commandments blameless for the rest of my days. This public confession gave great joy to all the brothers; they thanked God for taking courage. —Vies des Pères des Lettres d'Orient (see Roman Martyrology, March 7).

Rosana, called "Sister Humility," was the daughter of noble parents of France, and had two guardian angels, one called Sapiel and the other Emmanuel. "When I think," said Rosana, "of the exalted rank of my celestial guardians, my heart is exalted; when I muse on their incomparable beauty, it is ravished; but when I call to mind that they stand before the throne of the Almighty, my joy is ecstacy. With two such guardians I can fear no evil; they are a fortress, a buckler, a rock of defence. They direct me with their counsel, protect me with their love, keep the keys of my heart and the door of my lips. O Emmanuel, O Sapiel, my angels, my beloved, conduct me into the presence of the queen of heaven, and place me in the arms of her divine Child Jesus." —Acta Sanctorum (Bollandists), vol. v. May 22.

St. Vincent Ferrier speaks to the guardian angel of Barcelona (A.D. 1367-1419). Angels often visited St. Vincent Ferrier. On one occasion he spoke to the guardian angel of Barcelona. He was about to enter the city gates, when he observed a young man environed in light sitting near the gates. He had a naked sword in one hand, and a buckler in the other. St. Vincent asked who he was, and what he did in that place, thus armed as he was. The angel made answer, "I am the guardian angel of Barcelona. This city is under my protection." In the sermon which he preached at night, he told the congregation of this vision, felicitated them on their good fortune, and exhorted them to render themselves worthy of such an honour. An enormous statue of the angel was subsequently erected on the spot, and stands there still.


This guardian angel has not succeeded in guarding the city, which has always been taken whenever it has been
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attacked. Thus in 1649 it was taken by the French, who continued masters of the city till 1652. In 1697 it was again taken by the French, but restored at the peace of Nijmegen. In 1706 the governor was obliged to surrender the town to the English and Dutch. In 1713 the town, after a siege of sixty-two days, was taken by assault. But this is not the place for a history of this city.

Holy Water.

Numb. xix. 18. A clean person shall take a bath, and dip it in the water, and sprinkle it upon the tent, and upon all the vessels, and upon the persons that are there.

St. Clement, in his Constitutions (bk. viii. ch. 82), asserts that St. Matthias was the inventor of holy water, but this nowhere appears in the Gospels ascribed to that evangelist. The most probable origin is the Greek and Roman lustral water.

Greek and Roman Lustrations. The Greeks and Romans, as well as the ancient Jews, were accustomed to purify cities, camps, houses, persons, and implements of war, etc., by sprinkling them with water. When a person died, the house was swept and sprinkled. Newly married people were sprinkled by the priest with water. Sarcely any undertaking was begun without lustration. Sacrifices were never made without it, and what is far more striking, after numbering the people, lustration always followed. As a census was taken by the Romans every five years, a lustration, of course, was made every five years, and hence a period of five years was called a lustrum.

There was a lustration by fire as well as by water, and the ghost in Hamlet speaks of his sins being burnt and purged away.

The ancients placed lustral water in a vessel at the door of their temples, and all persons who entered the temple dipped their fingers in this sacred water and sprinkled themselves, that they might present themselves ceremonially clean before the gods. Lustral water was also placed at the entrance door of a house where a person was dead.

The Roman Catholics follow this custom of the ancient Greeks and Romans.

St. Aegidus warded off the devil with holy water (A.D. 687). St. Aegidius, abbot of Jumieges, in the diocese of Rouen, used to go over his abbeys every night when the inmates had retired to their cells, and visit the dormitories with cross and holy water to drive away evil spirits, which often hid themselves in these places to scare the sleepers in their sleep.

—Surius, Lives of the Saints.

The worm in wheat destroyed by St. Gunthiern by sprinkling the fields with holy water (sixth century). Guerech I. of the Pays du Vannes, seeing his vassals menaced by famine, because the worm had eaten up the wheat, and ruined the hopes of harvest, applied to St. Gunthiern, who gave the royal messengers some holy water, and bade them sprinkle a few drops over the fields. Immediately this was done the worm disappeared and the corn recovered. The count, in gratitude, gave St. Gunthiern a plot of meadow land on the banks of the Blavet, called Vegnac, and subsequently Ker-vegnac.

—Dom Lobineau, Lives of the British Saints.

St. Sampson by holy water cures the deadly bite of a venomous serpent (A.D. 555). One day St. Sampson, with other schoolboys, was sent by St. Itut to pull up weeds in a wheat-field, and while they were thus occupied, a deadly serpent crept under the clothes of one of the boys and bit his leg. The death of the boy was imminent; but Sampson poured out the wound some oil, and sprinkled the leg with holy water. The venom exuded drop by drop, and the boy suffered no injury.—Dom Lobineau, Lives of British Saints.

St. Vincent Ferrer cures the vineyards of Montcailler by sprinkling them with holy water (A.D. 1357–1419). Being in Piedmont, the inhabitants of Montcailler complained to St. Vincent Ferrer that every year a tempest had ruined their vine-harvest. The saint gave them some holy water, and told them to sprinkle a few drops on their vineyards. The effect of this remedy was most marvellous, for when the tempest came, it did no harm whatever to the vines which had been sprinkled, whereas those vineyards which had not been sprinkled were ruined.—Peter Ranzano (bishop of Lucera), Life of St. Vincent Ferrer.

St. Willibrod dispels with holy water a fever which had broken out in St. Irmina’s convent (seventh century). At the close of the seventh century, a dreadful fever broke out in St. Irmina’s convent. Many had died from it, and almost all the establishment was affected by it. St. Willibrod was just at this crisis led by the hand of God to visit this convent, and Irmina implored him to lay his hands on the sick, that they might be restored to health. St. Willibrod offered the sacrifice of the mass, and then sprinkled the sick with holy water, or gave it them to drink, and ere night the fever entirely abated, and all the sick inmates were restored to health.—L’abbé Hunckler, Histoire des Saints d’Alsace.
Incense.

Psalm cxx. 2. Let my prayer be set forth before Thee as incense.

Ex. viii. 3, 4. Another angel came and stood at the altar, having a golden censer; and there was given unto him much incense, that he should offer it with the prayers of all saints upon the golden altar which was before the throne. And the smoke of the incense, which came with the prayers of the saints, ascended up before God out of the angel's hand.

Incense was used by the Jews, Greeks, Romans, etc., in their temples to cover the offensive smell of their sacrifices. The Jews consumed half a pound of incense morning and evening.

St. Hermann sees two angels incensing the choir. When St. Hermann joined the choir, he often saw two angels incensing the choir during the canticle Benedictus. Some they incensed joyfully; these were the religious fervents, who sang the praises of God from the heart, as well as from the mouth. Others they pretended not to see; these were the careless neglectors, who either failed to sing, or sang without attention and reverence. Others, again, they hurried past with scorn and horror; and these were those whose lives were a disgrace to their profession: though God might be on their tongues, the devil ruled in their hearts.

-Life of St. Hermann of Steinfeld (Bollandists), April 7.

Monastic Life and Monasteries.

Defence of monastic life from Scripture is too shadowy to require notice. In the Old Testament is the extremely doubtful case of Jephthah's daughter, and in the New Testament the instance of John the Baptist, which was very far indeed from a monastic life. Then we have the two texts, Matt. xix. 21 exhorting to voluntary poverty, and 1 Cor. vii. 37 in commendation of celibacy. The Essenes seem to have approached nearer to the point. According to Josephus, they lived in union, abandoned all the pleasures of life, never married, despised riches, and had all things in common. Oil and perfumes were prohibited; they dressed only in white, were very hospitable, took great care of the sick, and were most patient under suffering. Before any one was admitted into their society, he had to undergo a year's probation. There were both male and female Essenes. The primitive Church imitated the Essenes in their community: "No one said aught of the things which he possessed was his own, but they had all things in common." This, however, is communism, not monachism.

A far nearer pattern is to be found in the "Triple Basket" of Buddhism than in the Bible. The five precepts for those who would live a religious life are: (1) Abstinence from food after midday; (2) abstinence from dances, theatres, songs, and music; (3) abstinence from all personal ornaments and perfumes; (4) abstinence from a lofty or luxurious bed; and (5) abstinence from the accumulation of gold and silver. Buddhist monks dress in rags; eat only the simplest food; possess no property, except what they distribute in alms, and which has been obtained for the purpose by begging from door to door. These contributions they carry in a wooden bowl. They eat only one meal a day; and they live for a part of the year, at least, under a tree, where also they sleep on a rug. Their greatest merit consists in almsgiving, chastity, patient endurance, and contemplation; but charity and self-abnegation are their royal virtues.

Confession is a Buddhist institution. Twice a month every good Buddhist confesses—at the new and at the full moon. Penance and humiliation are with them the only means of atonement for sin. A Bikshu vows to lead a life of self-denial, celibacy, and mendicity; is forbidden to converse with or even look at a female; and passes the day in contemplation and almsgiving.—Wilson (the Orientalist).

The archangel Michael bids St. Bertrand build a basilica near his monastery (A.D. 508). When St. Bertrand had finished his abbey, known under the name of La Couture, as he was praying, one morning at daybreak, the archangel Michael appeared to him, and bade him build a basilica in a place called Vivererus, near his abbey, adding it was God's wish he should do so. St. Bertrand could not but obey, and put the work in hand at once. He dedicated the basilica to St. Peter and St. Paul with great pomp, and deposited there some relics of the two apostles.—Dom Piolin, History of the Church of Mans.

An angel marks out the ground-plan, etc., of the church and monastery of Blangy. St. Bertha, the widow of Sigefroy, son of the duke of Douai, built a monastery at Blangy, but it fell down in utter ruins, and Rictruda, her sister-in-law, suggested that most likely the site
selected was not acceptable to God. All the sisters put themselves in prayer for three days, and then an angel showed Bertha in a dream a spot on the same estate, in the midst of a green meadow near the Ternoise. The ground was covered with dew, and the angel with a Latin cross marked out in the dew the ground-plan of a monastery and church. Next morning Bertha went to visit the meadow, and found four stones disposed at the four angles, marking the length and breadth of the projected building, and thanked God for revealing to her His will. She employed skilful architects, and the new church and monastery were the admiration of every one.—L'abbé van Drival, Légendaire de Moripe.

The monastery of St. Francis of Paula laid out by the ghost of St. Francis of Assisi (A.D. 1452). St. Francis, at the age of fifteen, retired to a lonesome solitude near Paula; and soon afterwards chose for his abode the cave of a rock nearer the sea-coast. Two neighbours joined him, and they then built three cells and a chapel. About seventeen years afterwards their numbers increased considerably; and, with the consent of the archbishop of Cosenza, a monastery and church were begun. When the walls of the church were a few feet high, a stranger in the habit of a cordelier presented himself, and remonstrated with St. Francis on the dimensions of his church, which, he said, were far too small. St. Francis replied he would willingly have designed a more ambitious edifice, but could not see his way to cover the expense.” “Fear not,” said the stranger, “pull down these walls, and let us lay out a plan of a nobler house of God.” The walls were duly demolished, and the stranger showed St. Francis the design of a much grander church, and laid out the ground-plan. This done he disappeared, as mysteriously as he first appeared. The question arose, who was this stranger and architect? Leo X., in the bull of canonization, says it was St. Francis of Assisi, who had been dead 228 years, and this is the orthodox belief.—The Process of the Canonization of St. Francis of Paula (on the testimony of an eye-witness).

An angel directs St. Marcellus to apply to king Childebert for the site of a monastery (A.D. 558). While St. Marcellus was leading the life of a hermit near Coutances, an angel told him to go to king Childebert I., son of Clovis, and ask him to give the spot called Nanteuil, near Coutances, on the sea-coast, for the site of a monastery. Marcellus, without delay, obeyed the angel and went to Paris, where he arrived just as the king and queen Ultrogotha were hearing mass. Not liking to appear before royalty in his hermit’s dress, he hid himself behind the pillars, when all of a sudden some devils screamed out, “Marcellus, thou servant of Christ Jesus, have pity on us. Thy presence is a torment to us.” These words amazed the king and court; and, search being made, the saint was presented to the king, to whom he told his message. Childebert not only made the grant, but also promised his patronage and protection. Marcellus, having thanked God and the king, made the sign of the cross, and commanded the devils to depart. This they did, leaving the possessed half-dead; but they soon recovered, and returned home well and in their right minds.—Acts of St. Marcoul (with notes by Father Papebroch).

An eagle sent by God to point out the site of a monastery (A.D. 583). St. Remi, wishing to found a monastery on Mont d’Or, imparted his wish to St. Thierry, then quite a young man. St. Thierry consulted Suzanne, the abbess, and the two went to Mont d’Or to look out for a suitable site. While thus employed, an eagle “descendit miraculeusement du ciel,” and lighted in the forest, then fluttered round a certain spot several times, intimating unmistakably the place most agreeable to God. The archbishop accepted the omen, and built his monastery there; and that this “miracle” might not be gainsaid or be lightly considered a mere coincidence, the same eagle came every Christmas Day for four successive years, and hovered “tout autour et sur toute l’étendue du monas- tère.” The monastery was dedicated to Bartholomew.—Billy (almoner of the abbey of St. Thierry), Life of St. Thierry.

An angel draws the plan of the monastery of Val d’Or (seventh century). Bertha, the widow of St. Gombert, wished to build a monastery in memory of her late husband, and, while she was pondering over the subject, an angel of light appeared to her, and led her to the foot of a hill, where was a large flat sandy plateau which seemed to be made expressly for the purpose. Here he drew out the ground-plan in full size, the elevations, and the whole architectural design. With this as her guide, she
built the abbey of Val d'Or near Avenay, and richly endowed it. The Virgin Mary commanded Bertha herself to be the first abbess, and though unwilling, she was unable to withhold her consent. —D. Morlot, History of the Diocese of Reims.

My Flesh is Meat indeed, and My Blood is Drink indeed. (See Elijah Eats Angels' Food, p. 126; see also pp. 489-495.)

John vi. 48-55. Jesus said, I am the bread of life. A man may eat thereof, and not die. I am the living bread; if any man eat of this bread, he shall live for ever; and the bread that I will give is My flesh. For My flesh is meat indeed, and My blood is drink indeed.

John vi. 35. Jesus said to the people, I am the bread of life. He that cometh to Me shall never hunger; and he that believeth on Me shall never thirst.

John iv. 13, 14. Jesus said unto the woman of Samaria, Whosoever drinketh of the water of this well shall thirst again; but whosoever drinketh of the water that I shall give him shall never thirst.

St. Catherine Fieschi of Genoa supported by the Eucharist (A.D. 1447-1510). All through Advent and all through Lent, Catherine Fieschi took no food at all except that administered to her in the mass. In fact, for twenty-three years, from St. Martin's Day (Nov. 11) to Christmas Day, and from Quinquagesima Sunday to Easter Day, she took no food except “this heavenly manna,” administered to her daily, and her only drink was a glass of water mixed with vinegar and salt. If ever she attempted to swallow any other food or drink, her stomach rejected it. Sometimes she made great efforts to retain what she had thus swallowed, especially before her confessor, but in these cases her efforts were followed by alarming illness, almost to the verge of death.—Acta Sanctorum, Sept. 14.

St. Gerasimus, a recluse of Palestine, ate nothing but the bread given him in the Eucharist all Lent (A.D. 475). St. Gerasimus was noted for his extraordinary abstinence. He fasted always all Lent, taking no nourishment of any kind, except the eulogie or sacred bread administered to him in the Eucharist.—Lives of the Fathers of the Eastern Deserts.

St. Joseph of Copertino lived for five years on the Eucharist only (A.D. 1603-1608). St. Joseph of Copertino lived five years without eating, and fifteen years without drinking. In these long absti-
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nences he was sustained by the eulogie, which was administered to him daily. It was often noticed that before the sacrament he looked pale and haggard, weary and spiritless; but when he left the altar he was brisk, animated, and full of vigour. The body of Christ was food indeed, and the blood of Christ was drink indeed. On one occasion the superior insisted on his taking a little food; he took it in obedience to the superior, but the moment he swallowed it his stomach rejected it again.—Dominic Bernini, Lives of St. Joseph of Copertino.

St. Nicholas de Flue for twenty years ate and drank nothing but the Eucharist (A.D. 1417-1487). This must be given in the ipsissima verba of John de Muller himself, Protestant historian of the Swiss Confederation: “Nicholas de Flue, pendant les vingt ans qu’il vécut [in Rafts], ne prit plus d’autre aliment, ni d’autre boisson, que la sainte eucharistie qu’il recevait tous les mois. Cela se fit par la grâce du Dieu tout puissant qui a créé de rien le ciel et la terre, et peut les conserver comme il lui plaît. Ce miracle fut examiné pendant sa vie, raconté au loin, livré à la postérité par ses contemporains, et tenu pour incontestable” (1487).—John de Muller, Histoire de la Suisse, vol. v. p. 248.

Oswald Imex, curé de Kern, writes in 1638, “When Father Nicholas began his life of total abstinence, and had reached the eleventh day, he sent for me, and asked me privately if he should take food or continue to abstain. He wished to live wholly without food, that he might more sever himself from the world. I felt his members, and found only skin and bone; all the flesh was drawn entirely; the cheeks were hollow, and the lips wonderfully thin. I told him to perseverse as long as he could without endangering life. For if God had sustained him for eleven years, He could sustain him for twelve. Nicholas followed my advice; and from that moment to the day of his death, a period of twenty and a half years, he took no ounce of food, and drank nothing, being more familiar with me than with any other person, I often spoke to him on the subject. He told me he received the sacrament once a month, and felt that the body and blood of Christ communicated vital forces which saved him for meat and drink, otherwise he could not sustain life without nourishment.

The magistrates, wishing to verify the fact, sent guards for an entire month to surround the retreat of the saint both night and day, to see that no one brought him food.

The prince-bishop of Constance sent his suffragan, the bishop of Assslon, with strict orders to unmask the imposture, if he could detect any. The suffragan took up his abode in a chapel adjoining the cell of Nicholas, and entering the cell, asked him, ‘What is the first duty of a Christian?’ ‘Obedience,’ said Nicholas. ‘If obedience is the first duty of a Christian, I command you to eat these pieces of bread, and to claim this wine,’ said the bishop. Nicholas besought the bishop not to insist on this order, but the bishop would not give way. Nicholas was obliged to obey; but the moment he swallowed a mouthful of bread, his agony was so great, that the bishop pressed him no longer, and said he only wished to prove whether Nicholas was a man or a devil; but his obedience had shown him to be a child of grace.

The archduke Sigismund of Austria sent the royal physician, Bernard von Hornec, to examine into the case, and he remained in the cell several days and nights.
The emperor Frederick III. sent delegates to search into this; but one and all confessed it was a real fact, wholly without denial.

The following note is written in the archives of Saxien:—

"Qu'il soit fait savoir a tous et à chacun, que, dans année 1245, il y avait un homme du nom de Nicolae de Flus, né et élevé près de la montagne, dans la paroisse de Flusien; il a abandonné père et mère, femme et enfants, cinq fils et cinq filles, et d'en est allé dans la solitude qu'on nomme le Ranty, où Dieu l'a soustrait sans nourriture ni boisson jusqu'à aujourd'hui où le fait est écrit, c'est-à-dire pendant plus de quatre lustres. Il a toujours été d'un esprit éclairé, d'une vie sainte, ce que nous avons vu et savons en vérité. Prions donc afin que délivré de la prison de cette vie, il soit conduit là où Dieu a soustrait les larmes aux yeux de ses saints."

He took part in the service of the parish church every Sunday, and in the great annual procession at Lucerne; and he tried to be as little different from other men as possible.

St. Sabas and his Armenian disciples lived on the Eucharist (A.D. 480-531). St. Sabas and several Armenians retired to a desert, where they lived in what is called a laura—that is, a number of separate huts (p. 464, n.)—but every Saturday and Sunday they met in a common oratory. All Lent they lived in the desert in absolute solitude till Palm Sunday, without seeing a soul, or taking any food except the Eucharist, which they received twice a week.—Father Giry, St. Sabas, etc.

St. Silvius, bishop of Régionnaire, lived for forty years on the Eucharist (A.D. 718). St. Silvius was noted for his austerities, and for forty years ate no bread except that which he received in the Eucharist. Sometimes he took a few herbs or a little fruit. He never slept in a bed, but always on the bare ground, wholly without covering, even in winter. He treated his body as a slave, surrounded it with bands of iron, macerated it with scourges, and carried enormous stones, which he deposited as a trophy before the doors of the basilica of St. Peter.—Bollandus, Acta Sanctorum, Feb. 17, p. 23.

Grace of Valencia used to live all Lent on the Eucharist only (A.D. 1494-1606). For seven years Grace of Valencia drank nothing, not even one drop of water; this was before she entered the order of St. Francis of Paula; and for the last twenty-one years of her life she abstained wholly from drink of any kind. She often went four or five days on "angels' food," that is, the eulogie or sacred bread of the Eucharist.—R. P. d'Attichy, Histoire Générale de l'Ordre des Frères Mineurs.

(Miscellaneous examples of saints going for long periods on the strength afforded by the Eucharist. Father Sebastian of Persone says, in his Life of Colomba of Rieti, "The holy Eucharist was well-nigh her only food; but this sacred bread sustained her forces and her courage."

Elizabeth of Waldseck, in Suabia (A.D. 1886-1420). Her biographer says that Elizabeth of Waldseck often lived a whole day on the bread she received in the Holy Sacrament.

John the Good of Mantua (A.D. 1222). John the Good of Mantua fasted from Easter to Pentecost; the days prescribed by the Church before Easter and before Christmas; besides every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday throughout the year. On the first of these fasts, between Easter and Pentecost, he took no food except that supplied in the Holy Communion. On Ash Wednesday he took three ounces of bread, which lasted him for three days. On the Christmas fasts—his daily allowance of food was three beans. His weekly fasts were restricted to bread and water. He never touched meat from year's end to year's end.—Histoire des Hommes Illustres de l'Ordre des Ermites de St. Augustin.

Marianne de Jesus (A.D. 1645). Marianne at first restricted her diet to bread, fruit, and vegetables; she then gave up the bread, and at last confined herself to the eulogie or sacred bread as her only food. This, says her biographer, is by no means unusual in the lives of saints. Her drink was a glass of water at noon, but later in life she dropped this luxury, and suffered dreadful thirst. On one occasion a cup of water was brought her; she raised it to her feverish lips, and then suddenly put the cup down without touching a drop. She entreated to be allowed to serve the table at the daily meals, that she might mortify her flesh by seeing and handling food without touching a morsel.—Les Petits Bollandistes, vol. vi. p. 292.

Rita of Cascia (A.D. 1450) took scarcely any nourishment, and the sisters of the convent always believed it was the Holy Eucharist which supplied material aliment to her.—Augustin Cavanucci, Life of the Beatified Rita de Cascia.

For forty-seven days before his death the only aliment taken by Manutius of Bayeux was the Holy Eucharist. He died May 28, A.D. 480.—Propre de Bayeux.

St. Mary Frances of the Five
Woundes (A.D. 1715–1791). This was the name taken by Anna Maria Rosa Nicoletta of Naples when she joined the Society of St. Francis d’Assisi. She was a great invalid, and lived for some considerable time on the elogie or sacred bread alone.
—R. P. Bernard Laviosa, Life of Mary Frances.

No Faith to be kept with Heretics.

Harmer tells us in his Popish Impositions, p. 118, that Cottam, Brian, and Campian, executed at Tyburn for high treason in 1582, were at once canonized. For queen Elizabeth, whom they sought to dethrone and assassinate, being a Protestant, was excommunicated; in consequence of which all persons were absolved from allegiance to her, and it was a positive merit to kill her, if possible. In this, the future archbishop of York is corroborated in part by Mengus’s book, the Devil-of-mastix, where we read the following:—“The holy sacrament being brought, and invocation made to the blessed Lady, with Are marias, salus reginæ, the application of relics, and calling upon blessed martyrs, especially Father Campian, Father Brian, and the rest who had been martyred at Tiburn, hell itself quails, the devil roar, and the prince, with all his commanders and assistants, are finally cast out” (p. 48).

Mengus, on p. 17 of his Devil-of-mastix, makes the devil tell a priest that “he himself [i.e. the devil himself] is a heretic, and that heresy came first into England in the reign of Henry VIII.” He goes on to say, that he [the devil] “teaches Protestants to call themselves Catholics, and that he caused Sara Williams to weep for her father and mother, because they went to the English church.”

Odour of Sanctity.

(By the “odour of sanctity” is meant not only the dead bodies of saints exhale a sweet perfume, and those of sinners a disagreeable smell, but that even when alive the holy smell sweet and the unholy offensively.)

Psalm xvi. 10. Thou wilt not suffer thy Holy One to see corruption.

Rev. v. 8. The four beasts and four and twenty elders had every one golden vials full of odour, which are the prayers of saints.

Rev. viii. 3. Another angel came, having a golden censer; and there was given unto him much incense, that he should offer it with the prayers of all saints.

Bragadino, governor of Cyprus, exhales the odour of sanctity (A.D. 1571). Braga-
so potent as to be overpowering. The perfumes of Jesus Christ, the Virgin Mary, the angels of heaven, and Sister Benedicta, compose what is called “The Bouquet of the Lake” [Leau, 2 syl.]. This bouquet is perceptible at a great distance.—Mgr. Guérin (chamberlain to pope Leo XIII.), *Vies des Saints*, vol. v. p. 224.

(Mgr. Barnabé, bishop of Gap, is collecting much data as these to effect the canonisation of Sister Benedicta, 1853.)

The dead body of St. Clare, late abbot of Ferriol, exhaled a sweet odour (A.D. 660). St. Blandina told St. Clare, abbot of Ferriol, that within three days she and St. Marcel would come to carry his soul into paradise. St. Clare ordered prayer to be made without ceasing both day and night for him; and on the third day, as the choir was chanting the last words of the last psalm—“Let everything that hath breath praise the Lord. Praise ye the Lord”—he gave up the ghost. The chamber was instantly filled with a celestial light, and a fragrance of marvellous sweetness. The body was buried in St. Blandina’s church before the high altar, and the odour which pervaded the chamber at the death of the saint continued with the body till its interment.

—Mgr. Guérin, *Vies des Saints*, vol. i. pp. 81, 82.

*St. Hermann exhaled from his body sweet perfumes (A.D. 1280).* Every time St. Hermann of Steinfeld said grace at table, when he was sacristan, he exhaled “des odeurs si ravissantes, qu’il lui semblait être dans un jardin plein de roses, de lis, de violettes, d’osillets, et de toutes sortes de fleurs les plus agréables.” His humility was so great he never knew that the odours proceeded from himself, but used to say each brother of the community smelt sweet with the odours of sanctity. “De plus, toutes les fois qu’en prononçant le nom de Marie, il se prosternait la face contre terre, il sortait de la terre même un autre parfum inestimable qui lui ravissait tous les sens.”—*Les Petits Bollandistes*, vol. iv. p. 275.

When St. Hubert of Brittany died, the whole province was filled with sweet perfumes (A.D. 714). St. Hubert died on May 24; and, when he gave up the ghost, there was diffused over all Brittany an odour so sweet, that it seemed as if God had combined all the perfumes of all the sweet-scented flowers of spring, to symbolize the sanctity of His servant whom He had taken up to paradise.—*Acta Sanctorum* (Bollandists), vol. vii. May 80.

It was by no means strange that Brittany at the end of May should smell sweet with spring flowers.

When St. Patrick died, the whole room was filled with a ravishing odour (A.D. 464). The funeral of St. Patrick was not without many marvellous incidents: (1) Angels were heard chanting from his death to his interment; (2) an odour of ravishing sweetness filled the room where the body was laid out; (3) for twelve days there was no night, no twilight, no darkness at all through the whole province; nay, for a whole year the nights were more luminous than usual, and the clouds less heavy!! and (4) God promised that they who placed themselves under the charge of St. Patrick, and who kept his fête-day, should obtain mercy in time of need, and at the hour of death.—*Les Petits Bollandistes* (1880), vol. i. p. 475.

St. Peter Thomas died in the odour of sanctity (A.D. 1366). “Son corps exhala, après son décès, comme un excellent parfum, et son visage devint vermeil et beau comme celui d’un ange. Des rayons de lumière furent aperçus sur son corps, qui en fut tellement échauffé, qu’il en coula une certaine sueur de toutes les parties; il fallut les essuyer avec du coton qui a servi depuis à plusieurs guérisons miraculeuses. On conserva ce dépôt sacré six jours entiers, exposé dans le chœur du couvent des Carmes, où il était décédé, sans que l’on y aperçût en tout ce temps-là la moindre trace de corruption.”—Mgr. Guérin (chamberlain to pope Leo XIII., 1880), *Vies des Saints*, vol. i. p. 178.

When St. Polycarp was at the stake, a smell of incense issued from his body. As Polycarp entered the arena, a voice from heaven said to him, “Be strong, Polycarp, and play the man,” and many of the brethren heard it. On his appearance, the spectators broke into loud clamours. The proconsul exhorted him to purchase liberty by renouncing his faith; but he replied, “Fourscore and six years have I served Christ; how, then, can I now blaspheme my King and Saviour?” The fire was then kindled. In compliance with his own request, the aged martyr was not fastened to the stake with iron cramps, but was tied with cords. The flames, instead of touching him, swept round his body, “like the sails of a ship
filled with wind," and the hoary saint appeared in the midst of this fiery tent, like gold glowing in a furnace; and a perfume sweeter than frankincense issued from him, filling the whole air. One of the executioners, to hasten his death, stabbed him with a sword, and the blood from the wound put out the fire.—Robertson (1875), History of the Christian Church, vol. i. pp. 42-44.

The dead body of St. Severin did not corrupt, but it exhaled a sweet odour. When Onulf was sent to fetch away the dead body of St. Severin, that had been buried six years, it was not only undecayed, but it gave out a most exceedingly sweet fragrance, "though no embalmer's hand had ever touched it."—Eugippius (A.D. 511), Life of St. Severin.

St. Valery from his sanctuary, even in life, exhaled a sweet odour (A.D. 619). One day St. Columban was explaining to his monks the subject of a lecture, when all of a sudden the room was filled with a celestial odour. The abbott asked who it was that had just entered, and being told it was Brother Valery, he cried in transport, "O my beloved, it is you, not I, who are the veritable head of this monastery."—Besançon (1864), Les Saints de Franche-Comté.

The dead body of St. Francis Xavier exhaled a sweet perfume. As soon as Xavier was dead, his body was laid in a coffin filled with pure lime to consume the flesh. Four months afterwards, when the coffin was opened, it was found that the grave-clothes were wholly uninjured, and the flesh was as fresh as if the body had but just died. No sort of effluvia was perceptible, but, on the contrary, an agreeable odour. Putting the body back with more lime, the coffin was taken to Malacca, which at the time was troubled with plague; but the moment the coffin arrived, the plague ceased. A new coffin was made, but it was too small, and as the dead body was forced down, blood issued from the shoulders, and stained the shroud. The coffin was buried in the churchyard of Our Blessed Lady, and in nine months was again opened, when the body was still fresh, and the blood on the napkin moist. The body was now laid in a most sumptuous coffin, and carried to the Indies. It was received at Goa with great pomp, the viceroy himself taking part in the ceremony. In the court, spices, or balm had been used; but the body "had a ravishing fragrance," and was laid on the right side of the high altar.—Cardinal de Monte's speech before Gregory XV., in the Act of Canonization, Jan. 15, A.D. 1622.

The brothers of the Sodality of the Blessed Sacrament gave out that their sense of the odour of sanctity was so nice, they could detect a Jansenist by the smell (seventeenth century).

An attempt to explain the phenomenon. The constant recurrence of light and odour at the death of saints must of necessity have some basis of fact. We have already seen how the custom of lighting candles and swinging the censer gave rise to numerous legends. It must be further borne in mind, these embalming dead bodies and washing them with powerful perfumes was not unusual. This would be done to those honoured and beloved, but not to the dis-honoured and despised. Hence the bodies of the one would smell sweet with strong perfumes; but in the other case, putrefaction would soon emit its offensive smell. Mark and Luke tell us of certain women, by whom Jesus was greatly beloved, who took spices to anoint His body after the crucifixion; and it will be remembered the balsams of precious ointment poured on Jesus was "against His burial." It is certainly not unlikely that Jesus followed this, in regard to washing the body with strong perfumes. Homer (Iliad, xxi.) mentions it, and says Hector's body was washed with rose water. Mallev (Lettres, p. 80), speaking of the modern Egyptians, says many of a house, in position did their friends, wash the dead body several times with rose water, and then perfume it with incense, aloes, and other sweet-smelling things that are not astringent; and they carefully plug up all natural apertures with cotton wool, well saturated in the strongest perfumes. Benedictus (Historia, ii. 88) gives us a pretty full account of the Egyptian treatment of dead bodies in his and in previous times. (See p. 459 first note.)

The root of the East is more powerful than that sold in Europe. If these suggestives are accepted, the origin of the "odour of sanctity" must be sought in the love and reverence of survivors, rather than in odour-yielding virtue of holiness. The person died honoured and beloved, and his body was washed with perfumes costly and powerful. The ascensions which grew out of this basis had for their objects the exaltation of the Church, and the justification of monastic or contemplative life. It would be an insult to ordinary experience to remind the youngest of our readers that sanctity or un sanctity makes no difference whatever on the odour or decay of a dead body, except that rigorous living will sometimes now the body with diseases which are offensive; but at the same time the holiest saint may suffer in life of diseases so offensive that no amount of love can help knowing it.

Prayers for the Dead.

2 Mac. xli. It is a holy and wholesome thought to pray for the dead, that they may be loosed from their sins.

Matt. xii. 32. Whosoever speaketh against the Holy Ghost, it shall not be forgiven him, neither in this world, nor in the world to come. (Whence some sins are forgiven in the world to come, but not blasphemy against the Holy Ghost.)

1 Cor. xv. 29. Else what shall they do which are baptized for the dead, if the dead rise not at all? Why are they then baptized for the dead? (Here St. Paul says persons were baptized for the dead, and in virtue thereof the dead rose.)

How far the two texts from Matthew and Corinthians corroborate that of Macæeas is no part of this book to determine. The Roman Catholics think there is a connection, which is confirmed by the practice of the Church, certainly in the second and third centuries, as Clement of Alexandria, Tertullian, St. Cyprian, St. John Chrysostom, Cyril of Jerusalem, and St. Augustine undeniably prove. Besides, all liturgies contain prayers for the dead.
and assuredly the text quoted from the Maccausse was a
false doctrine, whether the book quoted from is canonical or not. (See Dionysius, p. 451.)

The prayers of St. Evard deliver Mangold from purgatory (A.D. 1075). Mangold was an abbot of St. George, at Stein, near Schaffhausen, who abandoned the religious life, and returned to the world. St. Evard met him one day, and severely rebuked him. He repented, and prayed to be admitted into the house, where he had been abbot, as one of the lowest of the brethren. His request was granted, but he soon died. Evard prayed for the repose of his soul; and one day the ex-abbot appeared to him, and thanked him for having delivered his soul from purgatory by his prayers and good works. Mangold told the saint at the same time how agreeable his works were to God, and that he would go on growing in grace, till he arrived at the fulness of the stature of a perfect man.—Acta Sanctorum (Bollandists), April 7.

St. Gregory the Great redeems a soul from purgatory by masses for the dead (A.D. 540-604). A monk noted for his medical skill died, leaving three gold pieces behind him. The possession of personal property being forbidden by the vows of the monk, this was looked on as a sin; and, when the body was buried, St. Gregory threw the three gold pieces into the grave, saying, "Thy money perish with thee!" However, they were not buried with the dead, but, being picked up, were paid for masses in behalf of the monk. On the thirtieth day the ghost of the monk showed itself to one of the brethren, and told him that he had been in purgatory for thirty days, enduring great torment, but, thanks to the masses offered for his soul, this very day he was delivered, and he was now on his way to paradise.—Acta Sanctorum, vol. viii. 20; Gregory the Great, Dialogues, vi. 55.

Prayers to Saints.

Psalm cxxxii. 10. For Thy servant David's sake turn not away the face of Thine anointed. JEREMIAH III. 18. Job shall pray for thee: for him will I accept. GEN. XX. 17. So Abraham prayed unto God, and God healed Abimelech, and his wife, and his maidservants. JAMES V. 16. The effectual fervent prayer of a righteous man availeth much. Almost all nations have defiled their popular heroes, given them a power over nature, and made them the objects of worship. Yet the most of these heroes are only defiled human beings. The Roman Catholics not only canonize their favourites, but suppose them to be possessed of superhuman powers, able to answer prayer, to command nature, to heal diseases, to protect those who conside in them, and by their intercessions with the Virgin Mary, Christ, and God the Father, to reconcile them to man. As on earth we get an influential friend to plead for us, if we want to obtain a special favour of God, Protestants do not pray to saints, because they do not believe that they possess any supernatural power at all, and the only intercessor they believe in is Jesus Christ. If Christ is for us, who can be against us? If Christ is against us, who can change our fate? The efficacy of sainthood intercession implies (1) that God will listen to saints in preference to the pleadings of His own Son; or (2) that Jesus Christ is less willing to help us than a saint is; or (3) that He requires to be informed of some palliative on our behalf known to a saint, but not to Himself; or (4) that He may be impeached by saints to do something contrary to His judgment and justice; or (5) that God will give to a saint a favour to be bestowed on a friend, irrespective of the merits or demerits of the applicant, the right or the wrong of such a grant.

St. Bernard the Great, apostle of the Alps, prays to St. Nicholas (A.D. 925-1008). St. Bernard was born at Savoy, and was the son of Richard, seigneur of Menthon. When a young man his father arranged a marriage for him with Margaret, daughter of the baron of Miolans, but Bernard had vowed to live in perpetual celibacy, and the night before the wedding was to have taken place, addressing St. Nicholas (died A.D. 342), he said, "O great saint, refuse me not your aid to remain a virgin, I pray you. It is you who made me know that I must give myself wholly unto Christ, and it is you who will aid me to preserve my body and soul in purity." Bernard then heard a voice commanding him to flee from home. As the doors were locked, he made his escape through the chamber window, by breaking an iron bar. The window is still shown from which he escaped. After a while he reached Aosta, and in due time he resolved to carry the gospel to the ferocious brigands of the Alps, and to build a hospice on the summit of those mountains.—Mgr. Guérin, Vies des Saints, vol. vii. p. 87.

A large part of this volume is in illustration of the power of saints to hear prayer, and obtain an answer thereto.

Purgatory.

(A n article in the [Roman] Catholic Church says, it is an
undoubted verity that there is a purgatory. Protestants
cannot but be interested in knowing on what Scripture
texts this "undoubted verity" is founded.)

ISA. IV. 4. When the Lord shall have washed away the filth of the daughters of Zion, and shall purged the blood of Jerusalem from the midst thereof by the spirit of judgment, and by the spirit of burning. [Rendered thus by Roman Catholics: Our Lord shall wash the uncleanness of the daughters of Zion, and the blood of Jerusalem in the spirit of judgment, and in the spirit of burning.—Alfonso de Castro, Against Heresies.]

MAL. III. 3. He shall sit as a refiner and
purifier of silver. [Rendered thus: He is a fire in which the silver is molten and purified.—St. Augustine, Is. i. 25. I will turn My hand upon thee, and purely purge away thy dross, and take away all thy tin.

Matt. xii. 32. I say unto you, whosoever speaketh against the Holy Ghost, it shall not be forgiven him, neither in this world, neither in the world to come. [Whereas both St. Gregory and St. Bernard maintain, it is obvious that some sins are forgiven "in the world to come;" but as nothing that defileth shall enter heaven, there can be no forgiveness of sin there. So also it is impossible to conceive that there can be forgiveness of sin in hell, where the punishment is everlasting. Hence there must be a third place, where sin may enter, where punishment is not everlasting, and where it may be forgiven. This third place is purgatory.

1 Cor. iii. 12-15. Every man's work shall be made manifest; for the day shall declare it, because it shall be revealed in that day by fire. The fire shall try every man's work of what sort it is. If a man's work shall be burned, he shall suffer loss; but he himself shall be saved, yet so as by fire. [Rendered thus: The works every man hath done the fire shall try. He whose works have need of this trial shall suffer detriment, so that such a one shall not be saved except by this fire.—C.Orig.]

Rev. xxii. 27. There shall in no wise enter into heaven anything that defileth, neither whatsoever worketh abomination, or maketh a lie.

Eph. v. 27. Christ gave Himself for the Church, that He might present it a glorious Church, not having spot, or wrinkle, or any such thing; but that it should be holy and without blemish. [As many men die with venial sins, but have no time to do the penance enjoined by the Church, it is obvious that they must complete their penance after death. Else we are reduced to this dilemma: The persons with sins unatoned are taken to heaven, where there is no room for them, and thus venial sins are punished in hell like mortal sins, which is revolting to suppose.—Edward Kinesman, Lives of the Saints, p. 884.]

1 Pet. iii. 19. Christ went and preached unto the spirits in prison.

1 Pet. iv. 6. For this cause was the gospel preached also to them that are dead. [Not, of course, to them already in paradise; but, of course, to them in hell, where hope never enters; but to them in purgatory.]

The flames of purgatory put out by the water abstained from by Cecily Margaret (thirteenth century). Emilia Bichieri was the superior of the convent of St. Margaret, and compelled the sisters on fast-days to abstain even from drinking water, in remembrance of Christ's thirst. One of the sisters, named Cecily Margaret Avogadro de Quinto, died. Three days afterwards she showed herself to Emilia, and said she had been in purgatory for three days to efface the taint of birth, and on the third day her guardian angel appeared to her, and said, "With this water you abstained from on earth, in memory of Christ's thirst, the flames of purgatory are extinguished. Enter, therefore, now into the joys of paradise."—Acta Sanctorum (Bollandists), vol. vii. May 3.

Durand of Bridon redeemed from purgatory by the monks of Cluny (eleventh century). St. Hugh, abbot of Cluny, had often reproved a monk named Durand for his pleasures and levities, so unsuitable in an ecclesiastic, and had often told him that God would surely chastise him for them. The man died, and his ghost appeared to one Seguin. His mouth was horrible to look at, for that unruly member had been set on fire by hell. He implored Seguin to report to St. Hugh how terrible were his sufferings in purgatory. Hugh commanded a strict silence to be observed, by way of penance, throughout the whole abbey, for the redemption of Brother Durand. At the end of the seven days the ghost again appeared, and complained that the penance of silence had been broken by one of the brothers, and therefore he was still in purgatory. Hugh enjoined, therefore, another term of silence for seven days. After this second penance Durand appeared for a third time, but now he was a saint of light. He had been redeemed from purgatory, and taken to paradise.—Lorain, History of the Abbey of Cluny.

The Virgin Mary, at the intercession of Sister Benedicta, delivers a "cloud of souls from purgatory" (A.D. 1698). On All Saints' Eve, A.D. 1698, Sister Benedicta remained long at the cross of Avancourt, praying for the souls in purgatory; when suddenly she beheld coming out of the valley a cloud, three quarters of a mile in length, composed entirely of human souls, conducted by the Virgin Mary and two angels. One of the souls, detaching itself from the immense cohort, said to her, "We are souls coming out of purgatory. In our days on earth we commended ourselves to the Blessed Virgin, and now, instigated by thy prayers, dear Sister Benedicta, she has come to deliver us before our time; but before we enter paradise, the holy Virgin wishes us to return our hearty thanks to God in His sanctuary at Laus (2 syl.)." Sister Benedicta saw the souls enter the church, and saw them leave it. In fact, "la familiarité des ânges et de notre piéce souceur était comme celle qui existe sur la terre entre des frères et soeurs bien unis, tant sa pureté sans tache la rapprochait.
St. Francisca sees purgatory in a vision (A.D. 1384–1440). St. Francisca had ninety-three visions, in the fifty-third of which she was shown purgatory. It is divided, she says, into three regions; and over the gates is this inscription: "This is Purgatory, the place of Hope." The lowest region is assigned to those who have died without having made satisfaction for their sins in life. The highest region is for the purification of imperfections. The intermediate region is for the purification of venial sins. Francisca tells us that the hottest part of the lowest region is for priests and nuns who have not made satisfaction for their sins. Here she noticed a very excellent priest, who nevertheless did not mortify his body as he ought to have done, but ate and drank more than was absolutely necessary to sustain life. She tells us that the guardian angel of each soul posts up daily all the credits from prayers, masses, indulgences, and gifts in behalf of the soul under his charge. If there is no credit, each sin is punished with seven years of purgatory. She says money given by the living for a soul is credited in full, but money in a legacy is discounted, a part being placed to the general account of all the souls, though the major part is posted to the credit for the soul specified.—Acta Sanctorum (Bollandists), vol. ii. March 5.

Death of Brother Giles celebrated by a general deliverance from purgatory (A.D. 1272). Brother Giles, having been a monk for fifty-two years, died in the odour of sanctity, and was buried in a marble sepulchre. A Dominican, who died on the same day, appeared to a brother of the same order, according to promise; and being asked how he fared in the land of spirits, replied, "I am happy in paradise because I died on the same day as Brother Giles died; and Jesus Christ, in recompense of his great merits, allowed him to clear purgatory, and take him with him to paradise all the souls therein, amongst which number was I one."—Acta Sanctorum (Bollandists), April 24.

St. Malachias of Armagh and his sister in purgatory (A.D. 1148). The sister of Malachias of Armagh was not a religious woman, which was a cause of great distress to her brother. She died, however, contrite, and masses were said for her repose. In time these masses were discontinued, and one night Malachias heard a voice saying to him, "Your sister stands without, craving food; she has had none now for thirty days." Malachias could not imagine what food to give the dead, but after a little reflection he remembered it was just thirty days since he had discontinued saying masses for her repose. So he at once began them again. A day or two afterwards the ghost returned to him again; she was dressed in black, and was standing near the church door, unable to enter the house of God. Malachias continued saying masses, and in another week the ghost returned again, clad this time in half-mourning. She was able now to pass through the church doors, but not to approach the altar. Malachias still continued the masses, and in another week the ghost showed herself again, arrayed in spotless white, and accompanied with angels. St. Bernard says this history is very profitable, as it proves the degrees of suffering in purgatory. At first this sister was in the blackness of darkness, then by the aid of the Church her sufferings were greatly mitigated, and ultimately she was received amongst the saints in light.—Bernard, Life of Malachias of Armagh, and also his Discourse upon the same saint.

A nobleman named Peter, being raised to life, refused to live again (A.D. 1030–1079). St. Stanislaus bought a parcel of land of a nobleman named Peter, without deeming it needful to have a legal document of the purchase duly drawn up and signed. Lord Peter died, and his heirs disputed the purchase. The case was brought into the law courts, and Stanislaus, to prove his right, summoned lord Peter from the grave. Lord Peter, of course, acknowledged the purchase, and Stanislaus asked him if he would like to live awhile, or would prefer to return to the grave. He replied, "I am now in purgatory, and prefer to return at once, to being exposed to the temptations of sin. All I ask is that my term of purgatory may be abridged." He then walked back to his grave, followed by Stanislaus and an immense concourse of people.—Acta Sanctorum (Bollandists), May 7.

St. Thomas Aquinas is told that his brother Landolph is in purgatory (A.D. 1224–1274). The sister of Thomas Aquinas, abbess of St. Mary of Capua, died before him, and after death appeared to him. He inquired of her about his two
brothers, Landolph and Raynald, both of whom were dead. The sister told him that his brother, count Landolph, was still in purgatory, but that Raynald was in heaven. Raynald had been especially bitter against the monastic life of Thomas, so derogatory to the family, but since his death Thomas had never ceased praying for the repose of his soul, so that it was especially gratifying to find his prayers were answered, and that Raynald had already passed from purgatory into paradise.—L’abbé Barelle, History of Thomas Aquinas.

Supererogation.

St. Catherine offers her surplus merits to redeem souls in purgatory. The souls in purgatory had a large share in the solicitude of St. Catherine. "Elle offrait à Dieu pour elles le mérite de ses bonnes œuvres, et exhortait ses sœurs à en faire autant."—(See IMPEUT MERIT, p. 204.) Mgr. Guérin, Vice des Saints, vol. iii. p. 324.

Tonsure. (See Introduction.)

1 Cor. xi. 14. Doth not even nature itself teach you, that, if a man have long hair, it is a shame unto him?

Homer speaks of the "long-haired Greeks" by way of honorable distinction. Subsequently, the Athenian cavalry and all Macedonian soldiers wore long hair. The Parthians and ancient Persians of rank wore flowing hair. The Franks and ancient Germans considered long hair a mark of high birth. Hence Clodion the Frank gloated in being called "the long-haired," and his successors are spoken of as les rois chevelus. The Goths looked on long hair as a mark of honour, and short hair as a mark of thraldom; so did the Gauls, for which reason, when Julius Cæsar subdued them, he obliged them to cut their hair short in token of submission. Abalamos was noted for his long profuse hair (5 Sam. xiv. 25), and Samson, as a Nazarite, had long hair till he was enslaved to the Philistines. Something of this distinction survives in our own country. Our judges, the Speaker of the House of Commons, and former members of our House, wore long-haired wigs, while peers and criminals have their hair cropped short. The Jewish priests, on the other hand, during their time of service, cut their hair once a fortnight, and Roman slaves wore their hair and beard long, but shaved their head when manumitted. Sailors also, who escaped from shipwreck, shaved their heads, as if manumitted from the sea.

St. Anicet's defence of the tonsure, from 1 Cor. xi. 14 (A.D. 150-164). St. Anicet, in his ordinance, makes allusion to St. Paul's precept about short hair, and it may be inferred from his words that Christian ministers shaved their heads, or at any rate wore short hair. This might be in conformity with the Roman custom in manumission. St. Paul says (2 Cor. iii. 17), "Where the Spirit of the Lord is, there is liberty;" and in Gal. iv., he represents Christians as being manumitted from the bondage of the law; and exhorts them to "stand fast in the liberty where- with Christ had made them free." As we have shown already, Roman slaves wore long hair, but shaved their heads when manumitted. St. Germanus, patriarch of Constantinople (A.D. 715-740), relates the following tradition on the subject:—"The crown or tonsure of the priest, besides a signification of the renunciation of the vanities of the world, recalls a fact in Church history. When St. Peter was sent by the Saviour to announce the advent of the Messiah, the Jews, incredulous of his words, seized him, and desired to cut off his hair from the crown of his head. On his return, Christ blessed him, and thereby changed the bald place into an aureola." If there is any suggestion in this tradition, the idea of cutting off the hair seems to have been suggested by the custom of manumission, out of disgust to the boast that Christ had made him free from the law of Moses.

St. Amand's explanation to St. Maurunt of the symbolic character of the tonsure is given thus by Mgr. Gérin: "La tonsure, en mettant à nu la tête, renouvelle de* ses rapports que rien n'a caché aux yeux du Sénateur, pas même les pensées les plus intimes; et par le contre, révèle les cheveux, souvent renferme ensemble, de ses approches qui peut retrouver de même sans relache de desirs superflus et criminels. Cette forme de couvaison nous exprime, et la tire du souverain prétexte, et le de- stine au grand roai; elle nous dit que nous appartenons désormais à un sacerdoce royal, et qu'après les combats et les épreuves de cette vie, endurca avec patience. Donner absence dans son âge, à ceux qui l'aiment, une couronne de gloire immortelle et infinie."—Vol. v. p. 280.

From such authority there is no room to doubt what the symbolic meaning of the tonsure is understood to mean by the [Roman] Catholic priesthood; but certainly the sym- bolism seems forced and not very pertinent. The last idea is common to all Christians, male as well as female, and is therefore not special to the priesthood; while the notion that a bare or bald head can teach us that God sees our thoughts, and that the growing of the hair can teach us watchfulness in curtailting our desires, seems to be too far- fetched for a practical symbolism.

Virgin Mary.

The position held by the Virgin Mary in the [Roman] Catholic Church may best be understood by a few quotations from standard authors:—

(1) St. Ambrose says, "Thy sweet name is a balm which breathes forth the odour of grace. Ah! what divine effusion of grace does it infuse into our souls." a

(2) Father Pelbart says, "As the five wounds of Christ have given salvation to man, so the five letters of the word Maria procure pardon for all sins. It heals the sinner, refreshes the soul, and surrounds it with divine love." b

(3) Richard de St. Laurent exhorts all sinners to invoke the powerfulness of Mary, as it alone suffices to deliver man from all evils; for there is no evil can befall man which will not give way to the name of Mary. c
(4) Thomas à Kempis assures us that all devils, the moment they hear the name of Mary, queen of heaven, will flee away as from a burning fire.

(5) St. Brigit says, "The moment the name of Mary is uttered, not only do all foul spirits flee affrighted, but all good spirits approach and bring the heart nearer to the just."

(6) St. Germanus says, "As respiration is a sign of life in the body, so the repetition of the name of Mary is a sign of life in the soul."

(7) Richard de Laurent says again, "The name of Mary is a fortress and strong tower; it not only delivers sinners from the punishments they have deserved, but it protects the good from the assaults of hell."

(8) St. Bernard says, "In all dangers, difficulties, and doubts, invoke Mary. Let it be ever on your lips; let it be ever in your heart."

(9) Jesus Christ said to St. Brigit, "Those who honour the name of Mary are precious to Me, and whoever invokes her name shall receive three graces—perfect repentance, perfect justification, and perfection hereafter; for so sweet to Me are the words of My mother, I can refuse her nothing."  

(10) St. Ephrem says, "The name of Mary is the key of heaven to those who invoke it devoutly."

(11) St. Bonaventure calls Mary the salvation of those who invoke her, procuring grace in great abundance here, and glory in the highest hereafter.

(12) Thomas à Kempis says again, "If you wish to be consoled in all your troubles, have recourse to Mary, invoke Mary, honour Mary, commend yourself to Mary, rejoice with Mary, mourn with Mary, pray with Mary, walk with Mary, seek Christ with Mary, live and die with Christ and Mary."

(13) Father Sertorius Caputo exhorts all on their death-bed to repeat often the name of Mary; for this name alone pronounced in the hour of death will suffice to put to flight demons, and fortify the dying in the agony of death.

(a) Unsgentum, nomen tuum; descendat istud unsgentum in anima procula, sancta Maria, quod divina gratia spinamenta redolat.

(b) Sic Maria, se sanctissimo nomine, quod quonque ille est, confert quotidie vanum pecatorium. Agnoscant se, qui eum peruc, damnum nutrit.

(c) Pecatorum, ad Mariae nomen conformat; ipsum sumum suavit ad medendum; nullam enim peccatis quas, ad nomen Mariae, non non nominant.

(d) Expungant coeli reginam spiritus maligni, et dissipat, auditum nomine ejus, velit ab igne.

(e) Quidem dominus verberum hoc nominem, et timorem quod audientis hoc nominem, Maria, statim relinquunt.

(6) Quosmodo corpus vitalis signum operationis habet respirationem, laudavit qui nomen tuum, O Virgo! quod in ore servorum tuorum versatur ascalae, vitae et aevi non solum signum est, sed etiam ea procurat et conciliat.

(7) Turris fortis, nomen dimini; ad ipsum fugit pecator, et liberabitur; hic defensor quodlibet et quantumlibet pecatorum. Non est in aliquo nomine tamen potes adjuratorem, nec est aliquid nomen datum, post nomen Jesu, ex quo tantas salus refundatur hominibus.

(a) Quomunque invocaverit nomen tuum, et spinam habet in te, leta dabitur et inaner et regnum conserte. Tanta enim mili dulced in verbis tua, O Mater! ut non possunt negare quas potas.

(b) Nomen Mariae est reginorum portae coeli. Devota invocatio nominis suis ducto ad vivorum gratias in presenti, et ad vivorum gloriam in futuro.

(c) Si consoleris in omni tribulatione quaessis, accedite ad Mariam, Mariam invocate, Mariam honorate, Mariam vos commendate; cum Maria gaudete; cum Maria dolce; cum Maria orate; cum Maria ambulate; cum Maria Jesum quaesite; cum Maria et Jesu vivere et morte desiderate.

The following are the fête-days of the Virgin Mary:

1. The Annunciation, or Lady Day  March 25
   Founded Before 492
   8th century.
   1054, by Pius IX.

2. The Assumption  Aug. 15
   431, Council of Ephesus
   1853

3. The Immaculate Conception  Dec. 8
   11th century

4. The Marriage with Joseph  Jan. 23

5. The Nativity of Jesus  Dec. 25
   1195

6. The Nativity of Mary  Sept. 24
   1231

7. The Translation of the Virgin  Sept. 8
   Local 1167

8. Notre Dame des Ardoits  May 31
   (Notre Dame de Dois) 1109
   (Notre Dame des Miracles) 1109

9. Our Lady Auxiliatrix  May 31
   1814, by Pius VII.

10. Our Lady of Mercy  Sept. 24
    1233

11. Our Lady of Mount Carmel  July 16
    1831

12. Our Lady of the Rosary Sorrows  July 15
    1200, by Tabbé

13. The Fatima of Mary  July 16
    1200, by Tabbé

14. The Purification  Feb. 2
    1841

15. The Immaculate Conception  Feb. 2
    1841

16. The Purity of Mary  March 25
    1885

17. The Sacred Heart of Mary  June 26
    1661, Father

18. The Translation of the Virgin of the Virgin's House, or Santa Casa  June 26

19. The Visitation of the Virgin  July 2
    1699

ANNUNCIATION OF THE VIRGIN MARY, OR LADY DAY, MARCH 25.

Lady Day commemorates the announcement of the angel Gabriel to the Virgin Mary, that she was to be the mother of the Messiah, and was to call His name Jesus, that is, Saviour (Luke i. 26-28).

The first mention of the festival is by pope Gelasius I., in A.D. 492.

* It is somewhat surprising that no festival has been devised for the Seven Joys of the Virgin Mary.
According to the Bollandists, the seven days of creation were seven days in the month of March, and on the 25th man was made in the likeness of his Maker. In this month the children of Israel were led from Egypt by the passage of the Red Sea. In this month Joshua crossed the Jordan to enter the promised land. In this month Christ died on the cross. In this month, say the Bollandists, we believe will be the general resurrection. In this month, on the 25th of the month, the pious believe that St. Michael triumphed over Satan and his angels. In this month Adam was buried in Calvary. In this month Cain slew his brother Abel; Melchisedek offered tithes to Abraham; Abraham offered up his son Isaac on Mount Moriah; St. Veronica died; John the Baptist was beheaded by Herod; the apostle James was put to death; St. Peter was delivered from prison; etc.—Acta Sanctorum, March 25.

If Christ was crucified in March, it could not have been A.D. 33, for then Good Friday was in April. In A.D. 34 and 36 Good Friday would fall in March; but in 32, 34, and 37 it fell in April.

The Annunciation on the 25th would make Christmas Day Dec. 36; but December being the rainy season, no shepherds would be watching their flocks by night in the open fields.

ASSUMPTION OF THE VIRGIN MARY, AUG. 15.

There are, in reality, three assumptions of the Virgin Mary:
1. At her death, when her soul ascended to heaven;
2. At her resurrection, three days afterwards, when her body was taken to heaven, and reunited to her soul;
3. At her coronation in heaven, when she was inaugurated queen of angels, and lady of the universe.

"It is very remarkable that the evangelists make no mention of these important events; but Juvenal, archbishop of Jerusalem, told these things to the emperor Martian; St. John Damascene has inserted them in his writings; they may be read in the Breviary of pope Pius V.; and the Church receives them as [Roman] Catholic verities, which no true Christian ought to doubt."

(1) The first of these assumptions, of course, depends on the death of the Virgin Mary; but great diversity of statement and opinion prevails on this point. St. Epiphanius, bishop of Salaminia, in Cyprus, asserts that she lived twenty-four years after the Lord's ascension. Raphael Volaterranus maintains that she lived forty-nine years after that event, and that he found it so written in an ancient roll. St. Elizabeth of Scenugia was told by a personal revelation in A.D. 1166, that the Virgin lived only one year after the ascension. Nicasius Callistus says she lived eleven years after the crucifixion. And Eusebius affirms that she died fourteen years after the ascension, being at the time sixty-three years old. Some affirm that she never died at all, but this belief is not considered orthodox.

(According to Eusebius, the Virgin was eighteen years old at the birth of Jesus, forty-nine at His crucifixion, and sixty-three at her own death; but it is quite evident that nothing is known about the subject.)

(2) The second assumption, we are told, occurred three days after the decease. St. John Damascene and Juvenal, archbishop of Jerusalem, assert that Adam and Eve, the prophets, all the apostles (except Thomas), and many angels, were present at the death of the Virgin Mary; and attended the funeral procession to Gethsemane. On the third day after her interment came St. Thomas, and entreated that he might be allowed to look upon the deceased lady; so the grave was opened, when lo! the body was gone. It had been taken to heaven. The odour of sanctity remained in the place where the body had lain, and the linen clothes, in which it had been wrapped, had been carefully folded together. The apostles were amazed, but they knew the body had been taken to heaven to be united to its living soul. Juvenal, archbishop of Jerusalem, continues, "There can be no doubt about this fact; for not only the apostles saw that the body was gone, the same was seen by St. Timothy, bishop of Ephesus, Dionysius the Areopagite, the divine Hierotheus, and many other saints."

(If all the apostles were at the funeral, St. James must have been there, and as St. James was executed by Herod A.D. 44, or eleven years after the crucifixion, St. Epiphanius, who says she lived twenty-four years, and St. Raphael Volaterranus, who says she lived forty-nine years after the crucifixion, are manifestly wrong; so also is Eusebius, who says she survived the ascension fourteen years. St. Elizabeth, who says she survived one year, and Nicasius Callistus, who says it was eleven years, are within the limit. How the body being gone from the grave was any proof that it had been taken to heaven, must be left.

St. Bernard's demonstration may satisfy those who wish to believe so, but can hardly convince others. He says: (1) God has revealed the spot where the bodies of many saints have been buried, but never revealed where the body of the Virgin was interred, therefore her body was not hidden in any part of the earth; (2) certain relics of the body have been preserved in divers places, but not her body, or any part thereof, therefore her body must be somewhere in heaven. Well, St. Bernard was not a great logician, if this is a specimen of his reasoning, that is certain.—See Nicasius Callistus, Ecclesiastical History, bk. xvii. ch. 30.)
that the ancient fathers did not hold this dogma, but the logic of the argument seems sound. In reply to this it is objected that Mary died, and death is the penalty of sin. Christ, it is true, died also, but the death of Christ was vicarious; not so the death of Mary. To get rid of this difficulty some maintain that Mary never died, but, like Enoch and Elijah, was taken up to heaven without dying; this, however, is not considered orthodox. The orthodox faith is that God cut off the entail. This, we are told, God either could do, or could not do. If He could not do it, then we deny His omnipotence. If He could, and did not, then Jesus did not honour His mother, and was not born immaculate. Logic is of very little value in theology. Tried by the rules of logic, the whole scheme of the Christian religion must fall to pieces. If Mary was an offspring of Adam, it was a fact, and not even omnipotence could make it otherwise. But see the evil of the dogma. St. Paul says Jesus was in all points like as we are, sin only excepted. His recurring wants, His growth in grace, His bodily infirmities, all go to prove His real humanity. But if Mary was exempt from original sin, its penalties of temptation, sickness, and death, then Jesus was in no wise like as we are, except in bodily form. He was not tempted, like as we are; He was not touched with the feelings of our infirmities; His humanity was not the humanity of the son of David and the seed of a woman. Mary and Jesus did not belong to the family of man, except only in outward fashion. Without doubt there is a logical difficulty, but we lose more than we gain by admitting the new dogma.

In the Book of Miracles, p. 16, Dithala says to the devil, "What sayest thou of the Virgin Mary?" To this the devil replies, "Oh, she had no original sin. I had no part of her, either within or without." Whether the testimony of the devil, the father of lies, is worth any thing "non nostrum tantas compositiones ille."
The office of the Nativity with the word "marriage" substituted for "nativity," and a different Gospel. Afterwards, Peter Dore composed a special office; and in 1725 pope Benedict XIII. made it obligatory on all Churches to recite this office.

The wedding ring of the Virgin Mary, as we are told, was discovered by Gregory V. (A.D. 996-998), in the village of Cislium, and was given to the church of Forcona. "L'authe- thetie de cette relique s'appuie sur des preuves presties & porter la conviction dans l'esprit. Les actes de Sixte IV. et d'Innocent III. prouvent cette authenticite, mais ne le détaillent pas."—Mgr. Guevara, Vie des Saints, vol. xvi. p. 167.

(It would be interesting to know how Gregory V., nearly a thousand years after the event, identified this ring, and how it got to Cislium, now called Chisum in Verona, Italy. Besides, wedding rings formed no part of a Jewish marriage.)

**MATERNITY OF THE VIRGIN MARY, THIRD SUNDAY IN OCT.**

This fête is not to commemorate the motherhood of Mary in the ordinary acceptance of the word "maternity," but the dogma that Mary, in giving birth to Jesus, was the mother of God. The dogma was established in the Council of Ephesus, A.D. 431, and was provoked thus: Nestorius, patriarch of Constantinople, an eloquent preacher of most exemplary life, took up the teaching of Anastasius, that though Mary was the mother of Jesus, she was not, strictly speaking, the "mother of God." Jesus, he said, had two natures, a divine nature, which existed before His advent, and His human, which He received at His incarnation. By His divine nature He was God, by His incarnation He was man. Mary was not the mother of His divine nature, and therefore she was not the "mother of God;" but she was the mother of His incarnate nature, and therefore she was the mother of "the man Christ Jesus." Cyril, patriarch of Alexandria, condemned this teaching in "twelve anathemas;" and Celestine, bishop of Rome, threatened Nestorius with excommunication unless he withdrew the obnoxious doctrine. Nestorius would not withdraw it; nay, more, he confirmed it ex cathedra at Constantinople in these words: "If any one says that Mary is the mother of God, let him be accursed;" so a council was called at Ephesus, when it was voted that "Mary was the mother of God" amidst considerable opposition, and Nestorius was banished. Ever since, it has been made a fundamental doctrine of the [Roman] Catholic Church, that when Mary became the mother of Jesus she became also the mother of God.

There cannot be a doubt that the phrase "mother of God" is very objectionable, and has led to much wrong. As God, Jesus Christ is one and inseparable from God the Father and God the Holy Ghost, and to make Mary the "mother of God" is to make her the mother of the Trinity. And then we are involved in this utter absurdity: Mary, the descendant of David and of Adam, is the mother of the Creator of the universe, not only of His only Son, but of Christ, God, who existed, not only thousands and thousands of years before Mary had even been born, but from all eternity. Mary was the "mother of Jesus;" this the Gospels tell us, and no dogma of a Church ought to go beyond the word of the law, or give an infernal interpretation to these words. Certainly Mary was not the mother of the Trinity in any ordinary acception of the word, though she was the mother of Jesus, and Jesus, as the Son of God, is the Second Person of the Godhead.

**NAME OF THE VIRGIN MARY, SEPT. 2.**

The fête of "The Name Mary" was ordained by Innocent XI., by a decree bearing date Nov. 20, 1688. It arose thus: Vienna, in 1683, was threatened by the Turks. Their army numbered two hundred thousand men, and, on they marched, destroying everything in their path, almost to the walls of the city; and then pitched their tents. The siege began. It went on from week to week. Probably the grand-vizier intended to starve the defenders into a capitulation. The people of Vienna were in despair. They felt that at any moment an assault would lay their city at the mercy of the foe, when every one would be put to the sword, or reduced to slavery. The kaiser had deserted them, and sent no relief. We are told that the Christian Churches of Rome, France, and other parts of Christendom, offered prayers on behalf of Vienna, and implored especially the aid of the Virgin Mary. On Sept. 12, early in the morning, a booming of cannon was heard from Mount Kaleh. It was Sobieski, king of Poland, come to the rescue of the besieged. He threw himself on the Turks with the fury of a hurricane. The cry went forth, "Sobieski! Sobieski to the rescue!" In hot haste Mustapha mounted his horse, and gave orders for battle. It was too late. Sobieski was within the camp. The grand-vizier galloped off; the Turks fled in disorder, leaving everything behind—the money for the siege, the soldiers' pay, the baggage, tents, cannons, chariots, even the sultan's standard. It was a brilliant victory. The rout was perfect. The people of Vienna attributed their rescue to the Virgin Mary, and the pope instituted a perpetual souvenir of this grand victory by establishing the fête of the "Name of Mary."

Respecting the Virgin's name. We are told she was not called Mary till she was so saluted by the angel Gabriel. St. Ambrose, St. Bernard, and St. Anselm
all agree in this. We are further told that the name means “Lady” (Maria Hæbraæ sermone, Latine Dominæ nunucupatur); and St. John of Damascus says she was well called domina, “when, by her maternity, she became the sovereign of the universe, and the mother of the Creator of the world.” Christ is King of kings and Lord of lords, but Christ was subject to Mary and Joseph, and therefore Mary was, in fact, the lord or ruler of the Lord of lords and King of kings.”

St. Bonaventure, St. Isidore, and the venerable Bede tell us that the name Mary means “light,” or the “illuminator” (Maria idem est quod illuminata et illuminatrix), and may be interpreted, “I am the light of the world.” The Roman Breviary says it means “star of the sea” (maris stella), and St. Bernard says she is referred to in Numb. xxvii. 17, “A star shall come out of Jacob, and a sceptre shall rise out of Israel.” He goes on to say, Ubi nomen Maria invocatur, daemonum noctumum effugatur, quia Maria terribilis ut castrorum acies ordinata,† St. Anselm says, Velocior est nonnumquam salus, memorato nomine Maria, quam invocato nomine Jesu unico filii sui,†

“Mary” cannot possibly mean light, nor yet “star of the sea,” nor yet lady. These are mere fancies. It may mean “bitterness.” It may mean “woman of the sea.” It may mean “bitterness of the sea;” but the other meanings are wholly indefensible. It is exactly tantamount to “Oceanus,” unless indeed we derive it from Mare, “bitterness” (Exod. xxv. 33).

NATIVITY OF THE VIRGIN MARY,
SEPT. 8.

This festival was unknown to St. Augustine (A.D. 354-430), for he distinctly states in one of his sermons that only two nativities were recognized in the Christian Church, that of John the Baptist and that of Jesus Christ. The nativity of Mary was not celebrated till the year 1250, and came about in this manner. A religious man said he heard every year, on Sept. 8, angels making melody. On seeking the reason thereof, one of the angels told him they were celebrating the nativity of the mother of God; and, on the credit of this story, the feast of the Nativity was instituted.—

* This certainly is bad logic. St. Luke says, “He [Jesus] was subject to them,” not to Mary. And if this gives Mary pre-eminence to Christ as the Ruler of the universe, it gives Joseph the same pre-eminence.
† Where the name is invoked, the evil influence of devils is averted; for Mary is terrible to them as a tented army.
‡ “Salvation is sometimes more speedily obtained by invoking the name of Mary, than by invoking the name of her Son Jesus.”


Alban Butler tells us the nativity of the Virgin was celebrated long before the time of Charlemagne, although no mention is made of it in the Lives of the Saints. Thomasin did not find the feast of the nativity of Mary mentioned by any author before Fulbert of Chartres, A.D. 1000; but Alban Butler says it is mentioned in the first manuscripts, and kept in the treasury of the cathedral of Florence, dated A.D. 813. He says also it is spoken of by Walker, bishop of Orleans, in 717—Alban Butler, Lives of the Saints, Sept. 8.

St. Jerome says that Joschim and Anna were man and wife for twenty years without a child, and that Isachar the priest not only refused to accept their offerings on the feast of Innocents, but ordered them out of the temple, under the conviction that God had refused them an offspring in punishment of secret sins. Gregory Nazianzen and Simon Metaphrasides assure us that Anna then went to the temple of Jerusalem to lament her barrenness, and vowed, if God would grant her a child, she would devote it to His service. God heard her prayer, and granted her a daughter, which became the queen of angels and the mother of God.

Notre-Dame des Ardents (May 21, A.D. 1105). In 1105 a frightful disease burst out in Arotis, called the “Feu Ardent.” This was a terrible scourge indeed, which decimated a part of Europe. It visited equally the mansions of the rich and cabins of the poor, old and young, male and female. The parts attacked grew black as coals, and fell into powder; the hands rotted from the wrists, the feet from the ankles, and then other parts of the body mortified. In many respects it resembled the “Black Death” of the fourteenth century. On May 21 the Virgin Mary appeared to two men, named Itier and Norman, sworn enemies to each other, and bade them go to the bishop of Arras, and tell him to go with them into the church, and watch all night till cock-crow, when she would come to them. This did they, and, on the night appointed, the Virgin came through the roof of the choir with a lighted candle in her hand. “Here,” she said, “I confide this taper to your charge; take it as a gage of my compassion. It shall be for the healing of the people.” Then she departed, and the three chosen ones dropped three drops of the celestial taper into three large vessels of water, and gave of it to the sick to drink, or as a lotion for their wounds. In one day 144 were healed. Only one of those who tried it died, and he was an infidel. A Te Deum was appointed, and Itier and Norman founded the society called “La Charité de Notre-Dame des Ardents.” The holy candle is “an incontestable fact,” and was celebrated throughout all the country. St. Bernard saw it in 1131, and has attested it. It is the subject of a bull of Gelasius II. and Sixtus IV. In the thirteenth century the counts of
Flanders built an elegant shrine for it; this shrine was a pyramid forty feet in height, and under it was a small chapel and sacristy. The sacred candle is kept in the upper part, locked in by several doors, the keys of which are deposited with different persons, one being held by the mayor and another by the deputy mayor. When shown to strangers, it is let down into the chapel by the mayor and the chief officers of the prince. In 1793 the shrine was knocked to pieces. The mayor, however, had taken charge of the candle, and it was guarded by different persons through all the revolution. At the restoration a new shrine was constructed for it at Arras, where it is now.—Notre-Dame de France. See the charter dated May 21, 1201, with six seals, and registered by the notaries of the pope in 1462, under the commands of Sixtus IV. (Those who deny this statement must perform the authority and truth of the Roman Catholic Church.)

Our Lady the Auxiliatrix, May 24.

This fête was instituted to commemorate the return of Pope Pius VII. to Rome, May 24, 1814, after his release from Fontainebleau, where he had been held the virtual prisoner of Napoleon since the June of 1812. The history of this captivity is as follows:—Napoleon resolved to restore the religion which the revolutionists had abolished, and with this view entered into negotiations with the pope, who was Pius VII. The concordat was ratified in Paris on Easter Sunday, 1802. In 1804 Napoleon resolved to be called emperor, and invited Pius VII. to crown him; accordingly the pope went to Paris to crown the usurper. Napoleon from this moment began to encroach on the pope's dominions and prerogatives, till in May 17, 1808, Rome and all the other dominions of the pope were annexed to the French empire. Pius VII. now excommunicated Napoleon; and Napoleon removed the pope from Rome to Fontainebleau (1812), where he was made to sign a paper recognizing the annexation of his dominions to France. In the mean time occurred the dreadful Moscow catastrophe, and the star of Napoleon was setting fast. Pius VII. revoked his consent; Napoleon tried to compromise matters; but the pope refused to yield unless he was suffered to return to Rome. Matters went on thus till Jan. 22, 1814, when Pius was suffered to return, and he entered Rome May 24, 1814. In commemoration of this event, he instituted on the 24th of May a grand festival, under the title of "Our Lady Helper," or "Our Lady Auxiliatrix," and appointed a suitable office for the day.

Our Lady of Mercy, Sept. 24.

The order of Our Lady of Mercy was founded in 1228, by Peter Nolasco, its object being the redemption of slaves and captives. While thinking over the subject, the Virgin Mary came to him, and told him it was God's good pleasure that he should found the order, and call it the order of "Our Lady of Mercy." "Who am I," said Peter, "that God should honour me thus? And who art thou, who knowest so well the secrets of the Most High?" "I am Mary," was the answer, "the mother of God. My Son, the Redeemer of the world, who came to give liberty to the captive, has much people bound in captivity, and wishes the order to be established." As soon as Nolasco heard this he was transported with joy, and went to tell the king of Aragon what the Virgin had said to him. He then learned that the Virgin had appeared to the king and to St. Raymond de Penafort of the order of St. Dominic on the same mission; so, without delay, he summoned the bishop of Barcelona with his chief ministers, and laid the first stone of the new monastic edifice, Nolasco being arrayed in the robe and scarlet of the new order. The king authorized the order to bear the royal arms, which were quartered with those of the bishop of Barcelona. Peter Nolasco, being thus invested Grand Master of the order, had frequent visits from Jesus Christ, in which he received instructions how he was to act; and the new foundation prospered wonderfully.—R. P. F. Zumel, Life of Peter Nolasco. (Not yet canonized.)

Our Lady of Mount Carmel, July 16.

The order of Our Lady of Mount Carmel was founded in 1251. The reasons given are the following:—

1. The little cloud that rose out of the sea, like a man's hand, which foreboded to Elijah (who was on the top of Carmel) abundant rain (1 Kings xviii. 44), was a type of the Virgin Mary, her prerogatives, her humility, and her exaltation. St. Bernard says her humility is typified by the smallness of the cloud, no bigger than a man's hand; her prerogatives are
will still cry daily, Maria, spes nostra, salve! God the Father calls her ‘My well-beloved daughter,’ God the Son calls her mother, God the Holy Ghost calls her His spouse, and man calls her his hope.” St. Basil says, *Ne diffidias, pecator; sed in cunctis Mariam sequere et invoca, quam voluit Deus in cunctis subvenire.* And St. Bernard is very bold: *Non dubito quod, si ad te, Maria, venerimus, habemus quod volemus. In te, ergo, speret, qui desperat.*

In regard to the second—Mary our succour—Alain de la Roche says, “Satan flees, hell trembles, when I say, Ave, Maria. Glorious and admirable is thy name, O Mary; he who calls on thee shall never fear death.” We read in *Exodus* (xl. 30), “The cloud of the Lord was upon the tabernacle by day, and fire was on it by night.” Richard de St. Laurent says, this cloud and this fire was a type of Mary, who covers our sins with a cloud from divine justice, and defends us from Satan as a fire.

The third head is Mary our mediatrix. “Si un Jérémie, après sa mort, prie pour Jerusalem; si Vieillards de l’Apocalypse présentent à Dieu les prières des saints; si un St. Pierre promet à ses disciples de se souvenir d’eux après sa mort; si un St. Etienne prie pour ses persécuteurs; si un St. Paul prie pour ses compagnons et ses amis; en un mot, si les saints peuvront prier pour nous, pourquoi ne pourrions-nous pas supplier les saints d’intercéder en notre faveur? C’est un impéti de nier que Dieu se plaise à octroyer ses grâces en ayant égard à l’intercession des saints, et surtout de Marie, mère du Sauveur, elle que son divin Fils désire tant de voir aimée et honorée de nous.” He then goes on to say Mary “non pas mediatrix de justice, mais mediatrice de grâce et d’intercession, mediatrix nostras salutis, ‘the salvation of sinners, the refuge of the destitute, the help of believers, vida nostras et nostra spe.’ Qui me inveniret inveniret vitam, et haeret salutem.” St. Bernard says, *Nulla gratia venit de colo ad terram, nisi transeat per manus Mariae.* And St. Bonaventure goes a step further: *Nullus potest calum intrare,*

---

* “Be not faithless, sinner, but follow Mary, and invoke her name; for God has ordained she should be your succour in all things.

† “I doubt not, Mary, if to thee we come, we shall obtain whatever we desire. Therefore be who puts his hope in thee shall never be disappointed.”

‡ “Mediator of our salvation; our life, our hope. Who findeth me, findeth life, and drinketh in salvation.”

§ “No grace comes down from heaven upon earth, but what passes through the hands of Mary.”
brought to confusion." The Virgin Mary said to St. Brigit, "I am the mother of all the souls in purgatory, and all the sins unatoned for in their life are daily diminished by my intercession." St. Ambrose says, "Open to us, O Virgin, the gates of heaven, for to thee hath God given the keys of eternal life." St. Faustus calls her "the ladder by which God descended to earth, and by which man ascends to heaven." Again St. Bonaventure says, "To know thee, Mary, is the root of immortality, and to talk of thy merits is the way of salvation." "Sainte Mère de Dieu, tous ceux qui participeront à la joie éternelle, habitent en vous, et vivent sous votre protection."

The tracts from which this is extracted are very long, and the extracts given can give but a faint idea of the solemnity expressed in the original, but may serve sufficiently to show what is meant by the "Patronage of the Virgin Mary." Many of the quotations are in the original Latin or French, that none may suppose them to be garbled or misquoted.

PREPARATION FOR THE LYING-IN OF THE VIRGIN MARY, DEC. 18.

This fête-day was established in the tenth council of Toledo, held A.D. 654. It is the octave previous to the birth, and is called "Our Lady of the O." because the Vespers begin with the fifteen prayers all beginning with the letter "O" (Hora Beatiissima Virginis Mariae).

PRESENTATION OF THE VIRGIN MARY IN THE TEMPLE, NOV. 21.

This does not mean the presentation of the Child Jesus by His mother Mary, but the presentation of Mary herself in early childhood. It is said that she was presented at three years old, and lived twelve years in the temple, being left there by her father Joachim to be educated in the girl's college. When Joachim took his child to the temple he set her down on the lowest of the fifteen steps leading up to the temple, and the priests went down to assist her up; but Mary refused all help, and ascended all the fifteen steps sustained only by the hands of the Holy Ghost. Having accomplished the ascent, she proceeded at once to the altar; so that the priests, and they who were with the child, were filled with amazement, and confessed that she was destined to become the mother of the Messiah.—Lippomani (bishop of Venice, and secretary to pope Julius II.). See also George, archbishop of Nicomedia; Metaphrastæ, archbishop of Constantinople; etc.
Purification of the Virgin Mary, Feb. 2.

"The Purification," or at full length "The Feast of the Purification of the Virgin Mary," called in Scotland "Candlemas Day," is fixed to Feb. 2, which is forty days from Christmas Day of the preceding year. Jewish mothers, after the birth of a son, were ceremonially "unclean" for forty days, and were debarred from the privileges of religious communion. In all this time, says the law, "she shall touch no hallowed thing, nor come into the sanctuary. . . . But when the days of her purifying are fulfilled . . . she shall bring a lamb of the first year for a burnt offering, and a young pigeon for a sin offering, to the door of the tabernacle of the congregation." The officiating priest was to take the offerings, make an atonement for her, and she was accounted ceremonially clean. In the case of poor women, the lamb was commuted for a pigeon, so that two pigeons were offered instead of a lamb and a pigeon. At the birth of a daughter the time of uncleanness lasted another week (Lev. xii.). We read in St. Luke that the Virgin Mary complied exactly with these directions: first, the Child was circumcised on the eighth day (Lev. xii. 8; Luke ii. 21); secondly, the mother waited till the "days of her purification according to the law of Moses" were accomplished; thirdly, she then brought the young child to Jerusalem, and presented two young pigeons, one for a burnt offering, and the other for a sin offering (Luke ii. 24). This being done, she was restored to all the privileges of religious communion.

In the [Roman] Catholic Church, a "papal chapel" is held on the day of Purification in the apostolic palace of the Vatican. The pope, who is always present, makes the blessing, and distributes candles, symbolical of Christ, "the Light of the world." From this distribution of candles, and the unusual number employed in the service, the day was called Candelmas Day ("Candelarie," "St. Marie Candelaries," "Candelose," "Candelarium," and "Luminum"); in primitive times, "The Fête of Simon and Anna;" and it is still often called "The Presentation of Jesus in the Temple." The fête was instituted in A.D. 541, by the emperor Justinian, though some think it had then only fallen into disuse, and was re-established, the immediate occasion being a plague which desolated and threatened to depopulate Rome. Justinian vowed, if the Virgin would avert the plague, he would establish this fête to her honour. The plague ceased, and the fête was established. Baronius gives quite another account: he says the Roman Lupercal was held on Feb. 2, and that Pope Gelasius converted it into the Christian observance.

PURITY OF THE VIRGIN MARY, FOURTH SUNDAY IN OCTOBER.

The word "purity" in the fête means chastity and virginity. St. Augustine says the "battles with chastity are the hardest of all; the fight is daily, but the victory seldom." St. Thomas says "the beauty of the blessed Virgin excites those who behold it with the principle of chastity;" and St. Jerome tells us "that Joseph lived in perpetual chastity by living in the company of Mary." This was his argument to Helvidius, who denied the virginity of Mary. A we are told by Bellarmine that the way to preserve chastity is by prayer, fasting, and fleeing from youthful lust, all which practices he ascribes to Mary.

In fasting he includes the lust of the eyes, and both St. Epiphany and St. John of Damascus tell us that the Virgin always went with her eyes looking on the ground; but they do not tell us how they obtained this information. In regard to food, Philebert declares it was revealed to Felix the hermit that Mary, when an infant at the breast, would take its nourishment only once a day; and Gregory of Tours caps his assertion by the words nullo tempore Maria non jejunavit (she ceased not to fast all the days of her life). A gratuitous assertion without one iota of proof.

The other two ascriptions are proved by similar dēcta, and without the slightest attempt at historic evidence. They may, therefore, be passed over in silence.

TRANSLATION OF THE SANTA CASA.

The Santa Casa is the reputed house of Mary and Joseph in Nazareth, where Jesus was brought up. We are told that angels carried this house bodily in 1291 to Fiume, in Dalmatia; and on Dec. 10, 1294, removed it from Dalmatia to Recanati. At last, after twice more shifting its place, it was permanently fixed in

---

* "Tu dixis Mariam virginem non permansisse; quippe milia plus vindicus etiam Joseph virginem falsas per Mariam."
Loreto. The house is 32 feet long, 18 feet wide, and 18½ feet high. Towards the east end, separated now by a silver grating, is the sanctuary, and here stands the image of the Virgin, in a silver niche. It is made of the cedar of Lebanon, and was carved, we are told, by St. Luke. The image has a triple crown on the head, holds the image of Christ, now covered with diamonds; bearing in His left hand a golden globe, while the first two fingers of the right hand are held up, as if in the act of benediction. At the lower end of the house is a window, through which, we are told, the angel entered at the annunciation. The sanctuary is now crowded with sixty-two great lamps of gold and silver. One of the gold lamps weighs thirty-seven pounds. One of the angels about the image is of massive gold, two others are of silver. The walls are covered with plates of silver. In this splendid house is preserved the sacred bowl, out of which the sacred family are said to have eaten. The treasury is invaluable for its vestments, lamps, candlesticks, goblets, crowns, crucifixes, images, cameos, pearls, gems of all kinds, in prodigious numbers and varieties. Such is the Santa Casa. Now for its history, as told by Rohrbacher in his Life of the Saints, and believed in by [Roman] Catholics, if we may trust the chamberlain of pope Leo XIII.

First translation (A.D. 1291). Towards the close of the thirteenth century the Holy Land was lost to the Christians; but the house occupied by Mary, when she conceived the Word which was made flesh, was rescued from the infidels, by being removed bodily, by angels, May 10, 1291, at the second watch of the night, from Nazareth to Tersatz or Fiume, in Dalmatia. At daybreak some of the inhabitants of Fiume were not a little amazed, to see a new edifice had sprung up as if by magic. The rumour soon spread, and people from all sides flocked to see the mysterious house. It was built of little red square stones, cemented together. The people were puzzled at the singularity of the building, its air of antiquity, and its Eastern style of architecture. No one could guess where it came from, how it got there, or how it could hold together without a foundation. When they went inside their amazement was increased tenfold. The chamber was a parallelogram; the roof was surmounted with a little altar made of wood, and painted azure sown with gilt stars. The walls were about a cubit thick, but the bricks were not set in lines. The door was in the side. To the right was a small window, opposite to which was an altar of square stones, and the altar was surmounted with an antique Greek cross, ornamented with a crucifix made of ebony glued on the wood, and the legend over it was—"Jesus of Nazareth, King of the Jews." Beside the altar was a little cupboard filled with domestic articles, and several for the use of a baby. On the left of the altar was a fireplace, and close by was an image of cedar, representing the Virgin Mary bearing in her arms the Infant Jesus. The faces looked like silver somewhat blackened with smoke, as if candles had been burned before the image. A crown of pearls was on the Virgin's head; her hair was long, and parted in the Nazarene fashion. She was dressed in a robe of gold, girded with a large belt, and the robe fell in folds over her feet. Over her robe she wore on her back and shoulders a blue mantle. The Child Jesus was larger than ordinary children of the same age; His hair was also long, parted in the middle and flowing over His shoulders. He held up the first two fingers of His right hand, as if in the act of giving a benediction, and in His left hand was a globe. The above is taken from the Histoire Critique et Religieuse de Notre-Dame de Loreto, by A. B. Caillau, 1843.

The mystery explained. While all the neighbourhood was pondering on the marvellous house, so strange in appearance, so wonderfully transported, so manifestly connected with the religion of Christ, bishop Alexander, the pastor of St. George, made his appearance. This only added to the mystery, as it was well known that the bishop was confined to his bed with a fever. Now, when he was told of the Santa Casa, he made a vow to the Virgin, and all of a sudden the heavens opened, and the Virgin, surrounded by angels, came to him and said, "My son, you called me, and I am come to help you to unravel the secret which has so perplexed the people of Fiume. Know, then, that the house just transported to Fiume is my house, where I was born and brought up. It was there that the archangel Gabriel saluted me, and there I conceived by the Holy Ghost the divine Infant. It was there that the Word was made flesh. The altar in the house was made by St. Peter. The cedar
image was made by St. Luke, and he has
cought the likeness exactly, and expressed
tem as nearly as it is possible to express
living faces in wood. This house, loved
by the angels of heaven, has been taken
from Nazareth for its better security.
It has been done by God, to whom nothing
is impossible. Now, be cured of your
fever, and make known to the people the
mystery which they cannot understand.”
So saying, she rose again into the clouds,
and was no more seen. The bishop rose
from his bed in perfect health, and went
without delay to see the Santa Casa.
The governor of Dalmatia was Nicholas
Frangipane, who was at the time away,
having been called by Rodolph of Habs-
bury to the wars; but immediately he
was told of the strange prodigy, he sent
four honourable men, of great wisdom
and prudence, to Nazareth, to investigate
the matter minutely, and report upon it.
The commission said that the house at
Nazareth was undoubtedly gone; the
foundation was there, but not the house.
On minutely examining the foundation
stones, they were certainly of the same
character as the stones of the Santa Casa,
and precisely of the same dimensions.
The report was committed to writing,
and confirmed by oath. The people of
Bosnia, Servia, Albania, and Croatia
went in crowds to see the mysterious
house, and the governor, for its better
security and the convenience of visitors,
surrounded it with solid posts and rails.
Offerings poured in from all sides, and
the Santa Casa proved a veritable mine
of wealth.

The second translation (Dec. 10, A.D.
1294). The Santa Casa remained at Ter-
natz or Fiume for three and a half years,
and was then transported by angels through
the air from Dalmatia to Loreto. The
governor built a chapel on the site, and
in this chapel may still be read this in-
scription: “Here is the spot where formerly
stood the house of the blessed Virgin
of Loreto, now removed to the territory
of Recanati.” The people of Fiume
still chant the hymn of the Santa Casa;
and numbers go annually from Dalmatia
to Loreto, to lament their irreparable loss,
and pray for its removal back again. In
1659 the number of pilgrims from Dal-
matia exceeded three hundred. They
went bearing wax candles in their hands,
and fell prostrate at the door of the house,
saying, “Return, return to Fiume, O
Mary, Mary. Return to Fiume; return,
return.” Respecting this second trans-
lation Paul della Selva thus wrote to
Charles II., king of Naples: “On Sat-
day, Dec. 10, 1294, at midnight, a great
light from heaven was observed on the
banks of the Adriatic, and a celestial
harmony was heard by many. Hundreds
were roused from sleep, and got up to
gaze on the mysterious light, and listen
to the music. All of a sudden they saw
a house in the air, blazing in light, and
supported by the hands of angels. Those
who saw were stupefied with wonder.
The angels set the house down in the
midst of a wood, and the trees bent in
reverence to it. Even to this day the
trees in the vicinity are still bent. The
spot chosen by the angels was once
occupied by a heathen temple, which
was surrounded by a laurel grove [laureto], whence the name of the place,
“Loreto.” At daybreak the rumour had
spread in all directions, and all the in-
habitants of Recanati went to see the
mysterious house. Hundreds and hun-
dreds entered it, and fell prostrate before
the cedar image of Mary and Jesus. The
crowd increased daily; but in eight
months the house left the forest, which
was infested with brigands, and was set
by angels on the hill, the property of
count Stephen and count Simeon Rai-
naldi. Offerings poured in, and a scan-
dal arose that the offerings were mis-
appropriated. In four months’ time (1296)
the house again shifted its place from
the hill to a heap of stones near the
high-road leading to Recanati, near the
sea coast, and there it is still. The
house has no foundation, and the situa-
tion is exposed to most violent winds and
torrents of rain; so a strong wall, with
a most solid foundation, has been built
round the house, and the walls have been
decorated by celebrated painters. Father
Riera tells us that soon after this wall
was made, as a sort of lean-to to support
the house, the Virgin Mary pushed it
away from the house so far that a child
with a flambeau could walk between the
house and the wall. This was done to
show the world that the house did not
require the help of man to support it.”

In the fourteenth century the inhabi-
tants of Recanati built a temple to enclose
the Santa Casa. In 1464 pope Pius II.
offered a gold chalice to Notre-Dame of
Loreto; and Paul II., in a bull dated Oct.
15, says, “There cannot be a doubt of the
miracles which proceed from the Santa
Casa, for we ourselves have proved it in
our own person.” Sixtus IV., Leo X,
Clement VII., Sixtus V., Clement VIII., Clement IX., have all issued bulls respecting this wonderful house, and no more doubted the "history" given above than they doubted that Mary was the mother of Jesus.

VISITATION OF THE VIRGIN MARY, JULY 2.

This fête commemorates the visit of Mary to her cousin Elisabeth, the future mother of John the Baptist (Luke i. 89-96). St. Bonaventure was the first to establish this fête, in 1263; and Urban VI., in 1389, issued a bull making the observance thereof compulsory. The Council of Basle, in 1441, fixed the day to July 2.

OUR LADY OF CARAVAGGIO.

Our Lady of Caravaggio and the son of the duke of Norfolk (1883). The son of the duke of Norfolk made a pilgrimage to Lourdes under the hope that the Virgin would restore him to a mens sana in corpore sano; but the hope was disappointed, and the pilgrimage in vain. He is now recommended to visit the holy shrine at Caravaggio, on behalf of the sorely afflicted child. The Court Journal says that "the number of pilgrims who have visited the shrine this year exceed a hundred thousand." An eye-witness tells us that "every day, at noon, the vision of the Virgin Mary rises from a dark recess behind one of the pillars of the aisle, and the struggles of the thousands of eager devotees to catch a glimpse of the apparition are most extraordinary. The shrieks and screams of the victims who are knocked down and trampled on amid the confusion are appalling. Those who cannot approach near enough to the shrine throw handfuls of copper coin against the iron grating which encloses it, and the shock of the metallic sound, amid the deep monotonous intoning of the priests, seems to produce a frenzy in the crowd, many of whom rush wildly about, shrieking and tearing their hair, and treading without mercy on the limbs of the paralytics outstretched on the pavement. The simple village church, which is capable of containing only a few hundred people, is made to hold ten thousand, who, although packed, suffocating, perspiring, and trembling beneath the stifling atmosphere, yet contrive to howl out their invocations. Outside, on the piazza, the scene is still more astounding; and the fountain stand groups of devotees of every grade of life. The paralytics, with the maimed and crippled, are laid on the bare stone under a burning sun, and in due time are lifted into the fountain; while others filling their little tin mugs with water drink greedily, without heed of pollution it has undergone from the feet of thousands. In the year (1883) the pilgrimage has been swelled by many families of the highest rank in North Italy... and when the dismal howlings of the pilgrims within the church announce the appearance of the misty vapour which precedes the apparition of the Virgin, the whole crowd fall to the ground, and literally shriek forth the litany composed for the occasion. The cripples fall back upon the pavement; the tin mugs are left to float upon the fountain; and the litany is succeeded by a dead silence."

"Fapper's ghost" was seen under great disadvantage compared with this. The crowd, the accessories, the difficulty of catching a glimpse, and that only in a great measure, the religious fervour prepared to believe and not to doubt, are all in favour of this, the latest vision of the Lady; but if this is religion, and this the way that God or the Virgin is revealed to men, then "turn your face to the sun" for who can approve the test?

MIRACLES AScribed TO THE VIRGIN MARY.

The Virgin Mary rescues a knight from going down into the pit, because he made her a handsome present. Matthew Paris, one of the most respectable of the Middle Age chroniclers, and by no means pined to the priesthood, tells us of a knight who was on the point of being carried off to perdition for "frequenting tournaments" rather than the services of the Church; but the Virgin Mary, out of gratitude for a handsome donation made by him, saved him, and carried him safely to Abraham's bosom (p. 290).—Hallam, Middle Ages, vol. iii. p. 850, cites this tale.

The Virgin Mary rescues a man suspended on a gallows. A certain highwayman always addressed a prayer to the Virgin Mary when he started on one of his expeditions. He was at last taken, and condemned to death. Being led to the gallows, when the cord was round his neck he made his usual prayer to the Virgin, and his prayer was answered; for the mother of God came from heaven to support his feet with her white hands, and thus she kept him alive for two entire days, to the no small surprise of the executioner, who, to complete his work, struck the man with his sword. The same invisible hand which held up the
feet of the thief turned away the sword from injuring her votary, and the executioner was compelled to release his victim. The thief retired to a monastery, and ended his life in the odour of sanctity.—Hallam, Middle Ages, vol. iii. p. 349.

The Virgin Mary rescues a monk from the hands of Satan. At St. Peter's monastery, near Cologne, there lived a monk utterly dissolute and wholly without one spark of holiness, but this carnally minded monk was nevertheless very devout towards the apostle Peter. Unluckily, the man died so suddenly there was no time for confession, and none for absolution. Like Hamlet's father, he was

Cut off 'en in the blossoms of his sin;
No reckoning made; but sent to his account
With all his imperfections on his head.

Of course, the friends came at once to seize on his soul. St. Peter was much vexed to lose so faithful a votary, and besought the Almighty to admit his friend into paradise. His prayer was refused; and though the whole body of saints, angels and archangels, apostles and martyrs, joined in the petition, it was of no avail. In this extremity the prince of the apostles had recourse to the mother of God, the fountain of all mercy.

"Fair lady," said the Galilean fisherman, "my dear monk is lost, if you do not at once interfere on his behalf. We have all knelt before the throne to avert this dreadful doom, but to no purpose. The high and holy One is inexorable. In thee only is hope, fair lady; thy voice is never heard in vain. Your Son cannot choose but yield, if you speak to Him. Your wishes are commands, your petitions flats which even the Father cannot gainsay." So spake the head of the apostolic college, and the queen-mother consented to interfere. She at once went to her Son, with all her attendant virgins, and He who had given the precept, "Honour thy father and thy mother," no sooner saw her approach than He rose to greet her. Taking her by the hand, He begged to know her request, adding politely, "To ask is to receive." The Son heard, went to the Father, promised to take on Himself the sins of the monk, and to wash him clean with the blood of Calvary. "Be it with you, My Son," said the Eternal Father, "even as you list." The doors of heaven flew open, the monk was welcomed amongst the saints in light; and there was joy in heaven for half an hour.—See Hallam, Middle Ages, vol. iii. p. 349, where this tale is substantially recounted.

The Virgin takes on her the personal presentation of a nun which had eloped from a convent. A nun, having eloped with a paramour, gave full flying to a libertine life for ten years; but this nun was a devotee of the Virgin Mary, and never passed the image of the holy mother without repeating an Ave. To prevent a scandal, and shield her votary, the immaculate Virgin took on herself the semblance and personal presentation of the recalcitrant nun during her long absence. When tired of sin and its wages, the nun returned to the convent, and not a soul there suspected their erring sister.—Hallam, Middle Ages, vol. iii. p. 349.

The Virgin Mary induces a sated dow0 to marry and cancel her offences. A gentleman fell in love with a handsome young widow, and they lived together, loving each other not wisely but too well, for both were under the spell of a wicked sorcerer, an imp of Satan. All this time the erring widow never omitted her Ave, morning, noon, and night, being fully persuaded, if she kept hold of the Virgin Mary, she would surely find grace to help in time of need. And so it fell out, for the young widow inspired her keeper with a truer love than mere carnal affection; he declared his passion, and they were duly married, received absolution, and their sins, which were many, were all forgiven.—See Hallam, Middle Ages, vol. iii., where the substance of this tale is given.

Hallam adds this observation: "These tales, it may be said, are the production of ignorant men, and circulated among the populace. Certainly they would have excited contempt and indignation in the more enlightened clergy. But," says Hallam, "I am concerned with the general character of religious notions among the people; and for this purpose it is better to take such popular compositions, adapted to what the laity believed, than the writings of comparatively learned and reflecting men." Just so. If we would know the popular belief of the ancient Greeks and Romans, we must seek for it in the popular literature, and not in the "athletic" writings of Cicero and the docteurs de Sorbonne. After all, these tales are the outcome of the popular religion, and without doubt were by no means confined to the ignorant and credulous. Every book of the saints of any authority abounds in such tales. Lords and ladies, abbots and bishops, cardinals and popes, set their seals to them, encouraged their circulation, and at one time they were the popular literature of all Christendom. Even to the present hour there is a constant cropping up of some such tale; and that man who doubts cannot have travelled far from his own door, or looked into the hagiographies of Spain, Italy, France, Russia, or Greece.

These articles about the dogmas of the [Roman] Catholic Church, and the adoration of the Virgin in particular, may be
concluded with the memorable words of the abbot, in reply to a monk who consulted him respecting the demon of fornication (Δαίμων τορέιος), who interrupted him daily in his prayers to a picture of the Virgin hung in his cell. The question was, Ought he to abstain from these prayers in order to quit himself of the demon? The abbot replied, "Συμφέρει δὲ σοι μὴ καταλέξειν εν τῷ ναότι ταύτη τορέιον εἰς ὑμᾶς εἰςελθήτω, καὶ ἀνάφησιν τῷ προσκυνεῖν τῷ πατρίν ἱμάν καὶ τοῖς ἱεροῖς Χριστού μετὰ τῆς ἱδρύνων μετοικεῖνν;" i.e., "Rather than forbear from adoring Christ and His mother in their holy images, it would be better for you to enter every cage of unclean birds, and to visit every nympha in the whole city."—Actio iv. p. 501, and Actio v. p. 1081 (Second Nicene Council).

(These two items, crowded out of pt. ii., are of sufficient interest to be added here.)

Voice from Heaven.

John Bunyan hears a voice from heaven.

John Bunyan was very fond of dancing on the village green, and of a game called "cat," till a sermon against dancing and games drew him for a time from these youthful diversions. The temptation, however, again "shook the sermon out of my mind," he says, "and to my old custom of sports and gaming I returned with great delight. But the same day, as I was in the midst of a game of cat, and having struck it one blow from the hole, just as I was about to strike it the second time, a voice did suddenly dart from heaven into my soul, which said, "Wilt thou leave thy sins and go to heaven, or have thy sins and go to hell?" At this I was put in an exceeding maze; wherefore, leaving my cat upon the ground, I looked up to heaven, and was as if I had with the eyes of my understanding seen the Lord Jesus looking down upon me, as being very hotly displeased with me, and as if He did severely threaten me with some grievous punishment for those and other ungodly practices.

This is a most instructive example of the voice from heaven, but his mind or conscience was not satisfied, and uttered it to his ear. It came from within to admonitory words, and not from without, but it was real on that account. As Macbeth's "blackness saw informed his mind of the dagger he was about to use," Bunyan's uneasy conscience informed him of what he dreaded, but strove to stifle.

Yoked with Unbelievers.


(The two following historic facts are patent violations of this precept.)

Venice forms an alliance with the Turks (A.D. 1480). Soon after the Turkish war a Venetian ambassador was despatches to Constantinople to invite Mahomet I. to make a descent on the coast of Apulia to weaken the power of Ferdinand of Naples. Accordingly, a hundred Turkish ships were assembled in the ports of Albania, and sixty Venetian galleys aided them in the sack of Otranto. The result was most calamitous. Within a fortnight eleven thousand souls perished in the assault, and at least as many were reduced to slavery. Among the victims of this infamous alliance were eight hundred ecclesiastics who were all put to the sword.—Venetian History, vol. ii. p. 153 (Murray, 1838).

Pope Alexander VI. leagues with the Turks against the eldest son of the Church! (A.D. 1494). When pope Alexander VI. was alarmed at the approach of Charles VIII., son of Louis XI., that "most Christian king, and eldest son of the Church," he actually made a league with the Turks to achieve the ruin of Charles. Here the head of the Christian Church, the vicar apostolic, the representative of Christ Himself, allies himself with a horde of infidels, to overrun Italy—infidels against whom crusade after crusade had been organized. The proof of this alliance is beyond all contradiction, for the instructions of Alexander to his nuncio in Constantinople, and the letters of sultan Bajazet II. in reply, are all extant and in print.—Prévost et Illustrations aux Mémoires de Philippe de Comines, p. 298 (Haye, 1682).
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AARON</th>
<th>budding rod of, 35</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AARON's rod becomes a serpent, 3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABBOT of Faifola's ghost, 15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABDOLOMUS chosen king of Sidon, 54</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABDON buries the dead, 303</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABREKETHY and lady, 445 n.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABSIMBELS'S dream, 118</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABRAHAM entertains angels, 8; God talks with, 160; hospitality of, 177; offers up his son, 3; promised a son, 42; promised a seed, 3; Eugendus, 3; retributive punishment, 276; Sarah and, 42</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABRAHIM, hermit, and niece, 319</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABDUCTION, xix.; by God Himself, 16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AENARCIAND acquired of paternity, 356</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACHABEUS sees a cross in the skies, 72</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACHILL repels Satan with holy water, 505</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACHILLES, horse of, speaks, 294</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACHILLES sees the ghost of Patroclus, 23</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACHILLES, harm warded off, 404</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACTIA has a son in old age, 56</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACQUILLY, forty martyrs of, 36</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACORNIA, metamorphoses of, 224 n.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACTA Sancororum described, xiv.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACTOR and pillar-saints (The), 252</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACTS of merit, xix.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADAM, God talks with, 159</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADLEM changes water into wine, 335</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADLESTAN, sword-cleft of, 22</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADIGE (The) refuses to enter a church, 338</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADROSTES, 274; 447</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADROSTOS, the horse, spoke like a man, 294 n.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADULLAM, cave of, 75</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADULTERERS, 349</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADULTRESS forgiven, 418; wife of Ganguilus, 349</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADOLPHUS Def, 212 n.; Dioboll, 212 n.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADROD, aureola of, 39</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AENEAS healed by Peter, 246</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AEGEON, 349; 349; Benedict sees things ajar off, 349</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFRICUS, aureola of, 39</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGAMEMNON, dream of, 118; offers up Iphigenia, 477</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGASSON (See “Callbac in Married Life”)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGATHA cast to wild beasts, 360; unharmed by, 360</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGATHA appears to Lucy, 16; reinterpreted after torture, 402</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGATHA HILDEGARDS unharmed by a fall, 392</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGRIPPA and portrait of Christ, 39</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGE of saints, 35</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGNUS, angels protect, 300; appears to her mother, 16; cures Constance, 458; death of, 276; food multiplied by, 146; head of, in duplicate, 274; lifted up in spirit, 215; receives rose from heaven, 448; turns water into wine, 335</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGNES de Jesus sees Christ and Mary, 480</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGNES of Mount Pelion annoyed by rocks, 28; Christ in the arms of, 24; food multiplied by, 146; receives crucifix from Christ, 24; receives three stones, 24; Virgin Mary appears to, 24</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGRICOLUS's tomb cures blindness, 45</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGUE cured by beads, 152; by Borromeo, 230; by image of Ignatius, 267</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AHAS covers Naboth's vineyard, 4; Beatrice, 4; Eudoxia, 4; Lucretia, 4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALBERT lives on heavenly food, 126; mortifies the body, 438; turns water into wine, 335</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIDAN's soul carried into heaven, 458</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALGUILADO (The), 64</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALACOQUE. (See “Margaret Mary”)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALARIC overthrown by Clovis, 159</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALBAN BUTLER, xi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALBIRIC, Mary appears to, 503; ordered to change Cistercian dress, 502</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALBERT d'Agua cuts through an anvil, 74; food multiplied by, 146 n.; Vaticum received from a dove, 107</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALBERT crucified by Jews, 171</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALBISAGES tried by fire, 393</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AI BORAK spoke like a man, 294 n.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALCUM'S soul like a dove, 458</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALDEBRAND forbids rooks to caw, 361; resuscitates roast partridge, 121</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALDERBUNDIS, dove brings well to, 107; taught by Peter, 465; tongue of fire, etc., 394; vision of the devil, 321; walks on the Sambre, 330</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alder tree cursed by Leubas, 136</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALEDRI, miracles of, 229</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALEXANDER and Hermes, 59; and Rabbulus, 124; chains of, cure quinality, 59; child Christ appears to, 59; delivered from prison, 59; dream of, 118; furnace harms not, 286; proves Elijah and Baal true, 124; Virgin Mary appears to, 526</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALEXANDER and Diogenes, 434; and the burning candle, 52; and the draught of water, 74 n.; makes a poor man king of Sidon, 54</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALEXANDER of Hohenlohe, xxxii. n.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALFONSO VI. passes over the Tagus, 338</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALFONSO receives chasuble from heaven, 485</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virgin Mary appears to, 485</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALFONSO helped in battle by Isidore, 157</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
INDEX.

Alfonso Rodriguez cures ague, 152; cancer, 152; issue of blood, 152; sees whole world at once, 345

All for the best, 338

Amandus Absalom, 349; Cyprian, 350; Offerus, 361, 362

Alms weighed, 61, 63

Alonzos sees cross in skies, 72

Alvina hangs cloak on sunbeam, 299 a.

Altar made by St. Peter, 526

Alternate singing by angels, 6

Angel appears as the exorcist, 7; walks on sunbeam, 299 a.

Ambrose, dirty water of, cures blindness, 48; Peter appears to, 23; restores brigand to life, 79; voyage of, 248; withstands a mountebank, 247

Amata becomes a mother, 42

Ambrose, bees on mouth of, 368; star at birth of, 296; taught by an angel, 463; works of, xxxiv.

Ambrose of Sienna born a cripple, 69; cured, 69; devil personates, 99; devils avouch his teaching, 103; dove descends on, 107; hem of garment touched, 160; temptations of, 99

Aniens, cross at, turns its head, 500

A joy to infants, 356

Amphit's daughter swallowed by a whale, 212

Anamur and the Turk, 291

Anacronisms, 81, 408, 435, 482, 483, 520 n., xiv.

Anachronism, rose of, 447

Ananias and Sapphira, 4; bishop of Sutri, 5; archbishop of Ravenna, 5; death assumed, 151

Anas, ghost of, 479; vision of (cup of martyrdom), 321, 322

Anchorite and minstrel, 252; devil personates, 96

Ancilla fell from heaven, 105 n.

Ancria, seven martyrs of, 35 n.

Andeole consoled by angels, 10; celestial music at his death, 361; dead body of, unharmed, 151

Andrew crucified by Jews, 171; finger of, preserved, 263

Andrew Cosinii, child Christ appears to, 59; converted from wolf to lamb, 472; devil, as g-nileman, visits, 98

Andrew of Signi resuscitates cooked birds, 121

Andrew's cross of Scotti, 72

Androcles and the lion, 219

Andronicus and wife observe silence, 453

Angadrena daigned for Christ's sake, 388

Angel appears to Dostitheus, 479; brings Eucharist to Kostka, 17; defends Cyricus, 417; delivers Erasmus, 57; designs Blancy monastery, 506; Val d'Or, 507; gives Odilia the Viaticism, 512; in guise of a daemon, 165; sent to aid Josheus, 157; sent to cure the gout, 106; speaks to a monk, 522; teaches mat-making, 6; singing, 466; visitants (see "Angel visitants")

Angel of death sheathes his sword, 5; David, 5; Gregory the Great, 5

Angel of light, Satan as, 450

"Angel of the Apocalypse," 86

Angels appear to men, xx.: Ambrose, 468; Antony, 462; Attila, 391; Augustus, 73; Catherine of Alexandria, 418; Concord, 10; Doristheus, 479; Eusebius, 16; Eusebius, 363; George of Cappadocia, 10; Julian, 11; Leo, 11; Modestus, 409; Nicholas de Flune, 16; Orins, 21; Patrick, 69; Peter Celestine, 16; Sessius, 465; Susanna, 301; Valerian, 495; Verin, 60; Vitus's father, 469

Angels tame Eusebius, 16; bring Eucharist to Benedita, 493; Columbus, 493 ; carry Restituta to Sora, 406;—carry souls u paradise, 7; Aidan, 458; Alluin, 458; Barba, 7; Clara, 288; Fructuosus, 7; Germanus, 253; Hermelaud, 255; Marcellinus, 8; Maurontius, 254; Paul the hermit, 7; Tard, 8; Timo, 8; Vincent Ferret, 8; Wallace, 460

Angels consecrate a church, 6; devils personate, 99; differ in glory, 351; Francisca, 352; entertained unwares, 8; Abraham, 8; Cuthbert, 8

Angels' food given to man, 14: Avoya, 14; Clara, 14; Melanchthon's story, 14

Angels' hand, 460

Angels have charge of saints, 8: Euphrasius, 8; Francis of Paula, 9; Francisca, 9; Gertrude, 96; Marcellinus, 9; Marianne de Jesus, 9; Susanna, 301

Angels in form of butterflies, 8; pigeons, 100

Angels ministering spirits, 353: Eusebius, 353

Angels of higher degree, 353; Francisca's visions, 353; among celestial angels, 352; among the fallen angels, 352; among the saints, 353

Angels ploughing, 74

Angels, query, "ministers?" 82

Angels sent to console, 9: Andoeil, 10; Antony, 450; Christ, 9; Concord, 10; Euphenis, 10; Felician, 221; George of Diospolis, 10; Julian of Antioch, 11; Lawrence, 11; Mark and Marcellian, 11; Meinrad, 11; Sergius, 12; the seven holy women, 56; Theodorus of Heracles, 12; Venantius, 13; Vincent, 14; Vitus and others, 410

Angels in battle of Lepanto, 187. (See "Guardian Angels")

Angels of Brescia, Christ threatens to whip, 367; founds the Ursulines, 367; lifted from the earth, 216; prurient modesty of, 415; sees angels with "white stones," 472; sees a Jacob's ladder, 367; sees her sister in glory, 478; sees St. Ursula, 367

Angels of Mercia wash in sassy water, 353

Angela's sister's ghost, 419

Angelical apparitions (see "Angels appear to"); consecration of a church, 6; hand, 259

Angelical visitants, 5: Abraham, 5; Aldegundis, 465; Antony, 5; Erasmus, 5 n.; Ignatius, 6; Lot, 5; Martin, 6

Angelo (Theo), 5

Angelo del Pazzi had stigmata, 433

Angels. (See above, next to "Angel")

Angelus, commission from God, 239; cope restores life, 160; ghost gives directions, etc., 29; Jordan divides for, 338; reproves count Berenger, 175; soul like a dove, 116; translates of, 308

Anickt, dance of tenseness, 516

Animals—

Not afraid of saints (see "Beast confounding," etc.); preached to by Antony, 357; Francis, 353; submissive (see "Beasts submissive")

As, canonized, 117; kicks off shoes, 235 n.; man changed into, 224; makes sign of cross, 116; refuses to take in devil, 170; Samson.
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Animals—
and jawbone, 381; speaks with man's voice, 294; with five legs, 274. (See "Mule")

Bear, bears, carries wood for St. Gall, 382; confines Aventin, 388; Gudula, 368; defends Column, 359; sheep of Eutychus, 382; Faustinus unharmed by, 220; Felician, 221; Maius, 222; EutychusSen. confines by the sign of the cross, 234; Marinus fed by, 128; submit to James of Tarentaise, 384; Vaast, 367; watch sheep of Eutychus, 382; joked by Arei, 381; Humbert, 383

Beasts of the field, preached to by Antony, 387; Francis, 388; Julian, 430; protect dead body of Andoel, 381; Ignatius, 383; respect Gregory of Spoleto, 383; submissive to Blase, 381

Bird, birds, feed Stephen of Citeaux, 128; guides ship, 459; Isidore feeds, 228; preached to by Antony, 387; Francis, 388; procession of, 385; protect dead body of Andoel, 381; Ignatius, 383; tell of Kennel's murder, 507; point out the

Blackbird, devil personates it, 97

Boar, boars, confines in Basi, 359; Deicola, 359; domesticated, 163; Firmatus repoves, 362; Gudula tames, 163; watch over Eutychus, 382

Bull, bullo, ox, cow, etc., and the robber, 221; fisher's body found by 188 n.; Calais protects a bull, 359; devil personifies a, 97; Francis yokes, 232; Frits and the yoke of oxen, 163; gives three pails of milk, 163; gored St. Marcella, 220; resuscitated, 239

Camel, devil personifies it, 303; speaks with man's voice, 294; speaks with woman's voice

Cat, cats, possessed by, 93; Wyatt fed by, 129

Chickens, boiled, flew away, 121; Torelo, 65; wife reproved by, 176

Cow. (See "Bull")

Crab sent from heaven, 354

Crow. (See "Raven")

Dog, dog, saved by sign of cross, 365; feed Simon Stock, 128; eat Bollslaus, 210; Jezebel, 209; protect dead body of Maximus, 364; Felician, 221; Primus, 221; refuse holy wafer, 491; Satan like a, 97; speaks with human voice, 294

Dolphin, fed by, Cuthbert, 127; saved by, Arion, 213; Lucian, 213; Martinian, 213

Dog, dogs, and Celestine, 110 n.; Devota and Fabian, 108; announce death of three martyrs, 371; chrisn brought by, 108; descend on Aldegundis, 107; Ambrose of Siena, 107; Austrotherba, 107; Basil, 407; Brualio, 107; Brioc, 107; Catherine, 107; Catherine of Racinai, 106; Christ, 107; Clovis, 108; Columbus, 480 n.; Dunstan, 108; Georgia, 109; Hilary, 109; Isidore, 419; Ives, 110; Julia, 109; Maurilus, 109; Regulus, 371; Remi, 110; Samson, 110; feed Auxentius, 128; Catherine of Siena, 127; Gregory and the, 109; guards a ship, 59; Isidore feeds, 228; Mahomet and the, 118; Marcella, 210; beat, 211; point out the site of a monastery, 110; sent to Peter the hermit, 110; soul like a: Alcinus, 458; Angelius, 175; Brioc, 459; Devota, 459; Krasmanus, 109 n.; Eulalia, 459; Germainus, 480; Julia, 109; Medard, 109; Peter, 8; Scholastica, 460; Theresa, 296; speak with human voice, 294 n.; vell brought by, 107; Viaticum brought by, 107; wine brought by, 108; write Ave, Maria, 110

Dragon, dragons, chased away by Hilary, 114; Honoratus; Malius, Marcarius, Felix, 149; devils in the form of, 96-48; Frontinus commands one to die, 112; obey Simon and Jude, 116; Paul de Leon and the, 115; Paul of Poelmsal unharmed by, 221; ridden on by Pacomius, 116; Thecsis, 117; slain by Eutychus, 112; Germanus, 113; Lifer, 114; subdued by Calappa, 112; St. Dominian, 113; Hilarion, 113; Ilerius, 114; Pavusius, 116; Philip of Leon, 116; Romus, 116; Samson, 116; Theodorus, 117; threaten to kill a monk, 117

Eagle, eagles, deliver Valence, 158; feed Cuthbert, 127; Modestus and others, 409; Robert, 128; Vitas, 129; honour body of Servatus, 85; protect out of monastary, 507; protect body of Stilussa, 120

Fish: crab with a crucifix, 144; crab from heaven, 354; come to be caught, 143; fried, resurrected, 122; found to contain: Cadoe's Virgin, 143; Egwin's key, 142; dame Elton's ring, 142; Paul de Leon's bell, 143; Polycrates' ring, 143; Potter's ring, 143; given by Peter, 142; Glasgow arm, 142; multiplied by Odilo, 149; preached to by Antony, 387; Francis, 388; repoves Theodoric, 144; swim cruciformly, 102; turned to serpents, 153

Flea, Leouthius commands, 364

Fos, Genulph repoves, 363

Fowl, cooked, fly away, 121, 122

Frog, frogs, silenced by Regulus, 365; Upha, 365

Geeze, Samson and the, 365; Weresburga and, 367

Goats, Fructuosus protects, 359; Godrich, 360; devil personates, 96

Hare, Godrich protects, 360; Marenalus protects, 360; Oringa guided by, 165

Hen, Moulin fed by, 128

Hind. (See "Stag")

Horse, horses, devil like a, 97; kneel in prayer, 177; woman changed into, 224

Hyena cured of blindness, 46

Insects respect Valerius' garden, 347

Leopards, Faustinus unharmed by, 220; Mamas, 226; Tropheus, 222; kill Marcella, 220

Lion, Lions, bury Paul the hermit, 132; devil personates it, 96, 99; devours Gervals, 354; exposed to: Archeila, 219; Cirtius, 219; Daniel, 219; Eubemia, 108; Faustinus, 220; Felician, 221; Martina, 177; Nabor, etc., 219; Paul of Poelmsal, 221; Placidus, 222; Tropes, 222; Venantius, 13; Vitas, 223; forbear to harm Basilides, 219; Felician, 221; John the Silent, 220; Mamas, 227; Martina, 177; Priscia, 222; Vitas, 223; hermit fed by, 128; Myron illustrated by, 225; protected by, 226; Sabina covenants with, 222; Simeon and, 222; venerate child Jesus, 219

Locusts and Severin, 233

Mice, Cadoe fed by, 128; devil personates, 100
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Animals—

Male respects the Eucharist, 491

Ox, etc. (See " Bull")

Fled in golden robe, fly away, 121; Godrich protects, 360

Pigeons. (See "Dove")

Raven, rook, crow, etc., why black, 176 a; devil personates a, 98; feed Antony, 128; Aucionius, 128; Cuthbert, 137; Elias, 137; Erasmus, 125; Paul the hermit, 128; for- bidden by God, 150; haunted by, 360; birds; Firmatius, 165; Meinrad and the ravens, 371; murderers betrayed by, 371; protect Vincent's dead body, 32

Rook. (See above)

Sea-cow yoked by Maldoc, 364

Serents extirpated by Eutychius, 112; Patrick, 112; devils like, 96; Paul of Tolemaia unhired by, 221; submissive, 111; speak with human voice, 294 a.

Sheep, Benedicta and her, 453; Soulantia and her, 368; Thoretta and her, 453

Sparrows feed Calasai, 127; Thecla and the, 366

Stag, hind, roe, etc., Felix sees one with cross, 323; go to milk, 360; Hubert converted by, 282; Placidus and the, 283; protected by Giles, 360; Godrich, 360; Sorus fed by, 128

Swallow, Francis d'Assisi forbids to twitter, 362

Wasp obey Friar, 362

Whole, swallowed by Murphy's daughters, 212; fox, 222; Adam and Eves, 212; Jonah, 212

Wild beasts, forbear to harm Aquitius, 360; Andeol, 361; Blaise, 361; Blanianda, 361; Gregory, 363; Ignatius, 363; Januarius, 384; Panteoleon, 364; Thelphus, 368; obey Antony, 368; Solangia, 368

Wolf, wolves, bring home Bernard's calf, 361; guided Trivius, 368; yoked by Gentius, 362; Malo, 364; Sanctes of Urbino, 366

 Worms, devil like, 89

Anna, mother of the Virgin Mary, 522

Anna Maria Taci, ecclesiastes of, 312

Anne "touched" for king's evil, 308

Annex's crucifix sheds light, 496

Annunciation, George of Dionysus, 116; Eucher's mother, 15; Manoah's wife, 15; Virgin Mary, 15; Fifth-day of, 518

Anointing the sick with oil, 15; Melanius, 15

Anomalies. (See "Anachronisms")

Anonymus, name of a devil, 203

Ansealid, thief, and Virgin, 227

Anteluvian longevity, 353; Pharaoh of Egypt, 353; Ptolemy of Egypt, 353; age of saints, 354

Anthimus, harm averted from, 402

Antiochus and Mathathias, 41; and the seven sons, 292

Antiphonal singing introduced, 6

Antoine and the slip of paper, 162

Appointed in prayer, 215

Antony of Padua, angels appear to, 452; aureola of, 39; carried from Padua to Lisbon, 75; casts out a lying devil, 104; child boiled but not hurt, 122; Christ, as a child, visits, 69; cripple healed by, 69; cross made on a stone step, 241; devil lies to, through congregation, 397; devil tells him half-truths, 104; extravagant praise of, xxiii. a.; father speaks when, 15; garment cured demoniac, 154; hat of songs, 184; male revires to, 184; harmless to, 339; prevents men and beasts, 357; preaches to fishes, 5; proves heart and treasure go together, 5; proves truth of transubstantiansa, 5; rain obeys, 443; reprieved for churches, 64; restores a leg, 69; restores legs, 238; sermon heard three miles off, 5; seven wounds by, 361; bids Firmatius, 165; Meinrad and the ravens, 371; murderers betrayed by, 371; protect Vincent's dead body, 32

Antony the hermit. (See above)

Antil with reap-book, 74

Aphrodisius walks off with his head, 167

Arian, death of, 242

Apollinaris, ghost of, 479

Apollo confesses he is no god, 410; drives as by Gregory, 411; idol shattered, 177, 77

Apollo (St.) delivered from prison, 98; perplexed by prayer, 44

Apollonia, martyrdom of, 346

Apostles receive the Holy Ghost, 364

Apparitions, 15; abbot of Faithful to Per

Celestine, 15, 18; Agatha to Lacy, 15;

Agnan to Leonitus, 22; Agnes to her

mother, 16; to Constance, 452; to Peter of

Verona, 446; Anastasius to Arez, 43; Angel's sister, 479

Apparition of angels to Ambrose, 465; Antony, 452; Attila, 391; Augustus, 73; Cæsarea

of Alexandria, 418; Concord, 10; Demi

theus, 479; Eleutherus, 16; Eusebius, 345; Eschias, 36; St. John, 11; Leo, 391; Martin, 6; Modestus, 86; Nicholas de Flue, 16; Origen, 336; Paris, 69; Peter Celestine, 16; Savanin, 46; Stanislaus Koëta, 17; Susanna, 2; Valerian, 495; Veronca, 60, 466; Vian

father, 469

Apparition of Apollinaris to Romuald, 45

Augustine to Bruno, 19; Bacchus (St.

Sergius, 17; Barbera to Stanislaus Ker

17; Barnabas to Antemius, 17; Basil

and others to Julian, 405; Benedict

Bruno, 17; Beverley to Adelastian, 22; Bubola for patronage, 18; martyrdom de

scribed, 18 a.; Borellus to Lucta; 25

Marsiglio, 231; Thors, 211; tells to Peter of Verona, 446; to Emily Becky,

499; Cecilia to Peter of Verona, 446

Charlemagne to St. Simon, 479

Apparition of Christ to Agnes, 15, 489; Age

of Brescia, 367; Antony of Padua, 5

Augustine, 19; Barbera, 416; Bernard

429; Clara, 19; TheWheel of Siena, 19; Columba, 480; Columba's mother, 3
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Apparition of Christ, as a child, to Alexander and Hermes, 59; Antony of Padua, 59; Corneli, 59; Cuthbert, 69; Emilian, 60; Offerus, 341, 342; Oxana, 60; Peter of Alexandria, 275; Philip of Neri, 21; Romanual, 489; Rosa of Viterbo, 20; St. John, 529.

Apparition of Columbus, 480; Dominio to Avellan, 18; Aquinas to Perpetua, 483; Fillmen to assert her identity, 22, 416; Four Crowned (The), 34; Fructuosa, 29; Hilary to Leonitus, 23; Immaculate Conception to Bernadetta, 484; Isis to Alfonso, 157; James the Elder to Elistano, 167; Januarius to an old man, 23; John to Gregory Thaumaturgus, 22; John of Beverley to confirm claim of Edward III. to Scotland, 22; John the Baptist to Peter Nolasco, 24; to a convent, 23; Joseph to Theresa, 25; Martin to Hervés, 23; Leonitus, 23; Mary to Martha, 483; Emily Bischiari, 499; Michael to bishop of Sponto, 28; Hubert, 29; Brittany, 29; Cristo, 29; Nicholas of Tolentino, 244; Peter Celestine sees a ghost, 15; Peter to Amandus, 23; Aldegundis, 486; Bertha, 394; to Leo, 465; Peter Nolasco, 24; Philip of Neri to Fantina, 24; Rouel, 24; Restituta, 407; Sacred Heart to Margaret Mary, 481; 6666 martyrs, 38; souls of the dead to Suco, 38; Thomas Aquinas to Avellan, 18; Thomas of Canterbury to Catherine, 24; Ursula to Angela, 367; Vaast to extinguish a fire, 24

Apparition of the Virgin Mary to Agnes, 24; Albéric, 502; Alexander, 526; Alfonso, 485; Antony of Padua, 486; Benedicta, 309, 486; Bont, 24; Cajetan, 24; Catherine of Alexandria, 526; Cecilia, 28, 384; Cyril, 25; a dying infidel, 250; a dying woman, 288; Gregory Thaumaturgus, 465; Gonsalvo, 487; Herman, 27, 28; Idefonso or Alfonso, 485; Jeanne Marie de Maille, 26; John Grandé, 487; John-Joseph, 25; Jourdain, 487; Julían, 24; Julian and Basilia, 490; Lévrier de Riba, 312; Luxgardas, 19; a monk, 329; Nicholas of Tolentino, 488; Peter Nolasco, 523; Peter Thomas, 488; Philip of Neri, 21; Raymond de Penaffort, 524; Robert of Champagne, 27; Stanislaus Kostka, 26; Suco, 27; Theresia, 29; Veronica, 27; a widow of Velauno, 489; in 1787 at Fort-Unity, 26.

Apparitions to give instructions about their bodies, 28; Angelus, 29; Eleutherius, 29; Fructuosa, 29; Gamañac, 29; Gallarela, 30; Hilary, 30; Januarius, 31; John the Baptist, 29; Laodice, 485; Longinus, 31; Lucian, 31; Maura, etc., 31; Patroclus, 28; Restituta, 28; Severinus, 28; Spain, 32.

Apparitions soon after death, 33; Christ, 33; John Joseph de la Croix, 33

Apprentice (As), chooses wisdom, 289

Aphorismum hears voice from heaven, 336

Aquinas and brothers, 519; and the flail, 74; appears to Avellan, 18; cross speaks to, 499; ecstasies of, 313; garment touched, 150; issue of blood cured, 150; let down in basket, 248; star at his birth, 296 n.

Arabia, drought relieved, 130

"Ara Primogenitul Del," 73

Arc (Joach of), visions, 252

Acrhelaus exposed to lions, 219; hears voice from heaven, 219

Archcentes, 318

Arcy, etymology of, 380

Ardente (Notre-Dame des), 521

Ark and the king, 237 n.

Ark lifted up in prayer, 215; yokes a bear 361

Argentat freed from birds of prey, 365

Argenteull, holy robe of, 272

Arion and the dolphin, 212

Arias, death of, 213; denounced by devil, 103

Armentarius, Instrument to torture, xii.

Armentarius on prayer, 440

Armenty alive, though hanged three days, 79

Army of martyrs, 34; four crowned, 34; five image-makers, 34; five friars, 34; seven of Ancyr, 35 n.; Persia, 34; Samosata, 35; ten of Crete, 35; the twelve brothers, 35; the eighteen of Saragossa, 35; nineteen of Gormun, 28; twenty of Normandia, 243; twenty-six of Japan, 36; forty of Aquigny, 36; forty or Thundering Legion, 36; forty-eight of Lyons, 37; hundred of Persia, 37; hundred and twenty of Persia, 38; the seventy-five of Persia, 38; 6666 or Théba Legion, 38; Ursula and 11,000 virgins, 38; innumerable, 38.

Arnold (Matthew), tracts of, 489

Arnold von Winkelried, 377

Arta, candles consumed not, 67

Arrowhead extracted by Virgin, 227

Arsenius preserves absolute silence, 454; hears voice from heaven, 454; seems on fire, 39

Artius, jailer, converted, 91

Arthur and the children of, asleep, not dead, 456; Round Table of, 208

Arthus (Prince), why blinded, 400 n.

Articles of the symbol, xxvii.

Ask and receive, 354; Francis asks for crab, 354; John de Matha asks for money, 354; for peaches, 354; John-Joseph makes peaches grow on chestnut slips, 354

Askew (Anne), hears voice from heaven, 329

Asleep in the Lord, 456-458

Asoka, Buddhist Constantine, 67

Ass which Christ rode, his leg, 263; tall, 264

Ass (Balaam's), canonized, 117; Francis of Paula's kicks shoes off, 233 n.; Lucian changed into, 224; makes sign of cross, 170; Samson and jawbones of, 24; speaks with human voice, 294; with five legs, 274 (see "Mule")

Assassins discovered by ravens, 371; thwarted by God, 398

Assissum nunnery saved by pyx, 397

Assumption of the Virgin Mary, 518

Athanasius, works of, xxiv;

Athenagoras, works of, xxiv

Atheist, sword-marked of, 242

Athol, image at, moves hands and eyes, 488
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Blindness from demoniacal possession cured, 49; Christ, 49; Maurus, 236: Remi, 49
Blindness, the "grace" of, 390
Blithmond bowed with infirmity, 61
Blood and water from wound, 49; Cant, Cantian, and Cantianna, 49; Catherine of Alexandria, 49; Christ, 49; Secundina, 50; seven women, 50
Blood, Christ's, manufactured, 182; cleanseth, 371; longinis, 372
Blood liquefied, 184; Januarius, 184
Blood-money, 371; Francis of Paula, 371; actually sheds blood, 371
Blooded a hundred and fifty times in one year, 450
Bloody flux. (See "Issue of Blood")
Blows retributed, 277
Boa-constrictor submissive, 117
Boa, the dragon, burnt, 113
Boar, boars, BasiI protects, 359; Deicola, 359; domesticated, 163; Firmatus reproves, 382; Gudula tames, 163; watch over Eutychus, 363
Boradil asleep, not dead, 457
Bobbio (The) changes its channel, 446
Bodola's ghost begs patronage, 18
Bodhidruma or Bo tree, 314
Body, dead, fragrant, 373; dismembered, unite again, 120; "in or out of," 308-314; incorruptible (see "Bodies of Saints," etc.); lifted up, 215-218; luminous, 39, 217; to be buried, should be moved, 184. (See "Dead Bodies")
Body and blood of Christ, 489; actual conversion proved: by blood from the host, 489, 490, 493; devils, 492; fire, 493; miracle, 489; visible appearance, 490, 492; Antony proves the dogma, 491; Benedicta receives from angel, 493; Buckingham's disproof, 495; Catherine of Sienna, 493; Columna receives from angel, 493; converted into a serpent, 494; stone, 494; fire will not burn Eucharist, 493; Gregory the Great proves dogma, 491; host becomes a serpent, 494; a stone, 494; bleeds, 489, 490, 493; Is this possible? 491 n.; fire reverences, 483; transformed into a child, 483; worshipped by an ass, 491; Jew pierces Eucharist, 490; John St. Facond sees Christ in Eucharist, 492; Laurentius sees Christ in Eucharist, 492; Ico brings blood from Eucharist, 493; Odo proves the dogma, 491; punishment for dishonouring, 489, 490, 491, 494; stolen, flies into the air, 492; Theressa sees Christ in Eucharist, 492; testimony of devils, 492; Timian's book, 492
Bodies of saints incorruptible, 372: Bertha, 372; Charles V., 374; Cuthbert, 372; St. Daniel, 372; Fursy, 372; Gervasius, 372; Hilarion, 373; Ithure, 373; John Nepomuck's tongue, 373; martyrs of Otranto, 374; Carisius, 374; Evremud, 374; Servaisius, 434 n.; Stephen, 374
Bodies of saints luminous: Aricius, 39; Francis of Poitiers, 217; Theresa, 217. (See "Aureola")
Bokhtius, theological works of, 181
Bologa, the wolf, 105; Winter hibernation, 88
Bolling living child, 122
Bolisseus devoured by dogs, 210

Blindness from demoniacal possession cured, 49; Christ, 49; Maurus, 236: Remi, 49
Blindness, the "grace" of, 390
Blithmond bowed with infirmity, 61
Blood and water from wound, 49; Cant, Cantian, and Cantianna, 49; Catherine of Alexandria, 49; Christ, 49; Secundina, 50; seven women, 50
Blood, Christ's, manufactured, 182; cleanseth, 371; longinis, 372
Blood liquefied, 184; Januarius, 184
Blood-money, 371; Francis of Paula, 371; actually sheds blood, 371
Blooded a hundred and fifty times in one year, 450
Bloody flux. (See "Issue of Blood")
Blows retributed, 277
Boa-constrictor submissive, 117
Boa, the dragon, burnt, 113
Boar, boars, Basil protects, 359; Deicola, 359; domesticated, 163; Firmatus reproves, 382; Gudula tames, 163; watch over Eutychus, 363
Boradil asleep, not dead, 457
Bobbio (The) changes its channel, 446
Bodola's ghost begs patronage, 18
Bodhidruma or Bo tree, 314
Body, dead, fragrant, 373; dismembered, unite again, 120; "in or out of," 308-314; incorruptible (see "Bodies of Saints," etc.); lifted up, 215-218; luminous, 39, 217; to be buried, should be moved, 184. (See "Dead Bodies")
Body and blood of Christ, 489; actual conversion proved: by blood from the host, 489, 490, 493; devils, 492; fire, 493; miracle, 489; visible appearance, 490, 492; Antony proves the dogma, 491; Benedicta receives from angel, 493; Buckingham's disproof, 495; Catherine of Sienna, 493; Columna receives from angel, 493; converted into a serpent, 494; stone, 494; fire will not burn Eucharist, 493; Gregory the Great proves dogma, 491; host becomes a serpent, 494; a stone, 494; bleeds, 489, 490, 493; Is this possible? 491 n.; fire reverences, 483; transformed into a child, 483; worshipped by an ass, 491; Jew pierces Eucharist, 490; John St. Facond sees Christ in Eucharist, 492; Laurentius sees Christ in Eucharist, 492; Ico brings blood from Eucharist, 493; Odo proves the dogma, 491; punishment for dishonouring, 489, 490, 491, 494; stolen, flies into the air, 492; Theressa sees Christ in Eucharist, 492; testimony of devils, 492; Timian's book, 492
Bodies of saints incorruptible, 372: Bertha, 372; Charles V., 374; Cuthbert, 372; St. Daniel, 372; Fursy, 372; Gervasius, 372; Hilarion, 373; Ithure, 373; John Nepomuck's tongue, 373; martyrs of Otranto, 374; Carisius, 374; Evremud, 374; Servaisius, 434 n.; Stephen, 374
Bodies of saints luminous: Aricius, 39; Francis of Poitiers, 217; Theresa, 217. (See "Aureola")
Bokhtius, theological works of, 181
Bologa, the wolf, 105; Winter hibernation, 88
Bolling living child, 122
Bolisseus devoured by dogs, 210
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INDEX</th>
<th>541</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bradford, 52; Roman custom, 52; MacKay of Glencoe, 53</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bread and wine turned to a serpent, 163; eaten reproduced, 146; made from stones, 297; of nothing, 398; turned into flowers, 448; flowers turned into, 297; turned into poison, 153; a serpent, 153; stones, 64; roses, 448</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bread from heaven: Eugenia, 404; one crumb feeds whole monastery, 150; stolen to give in charity, 448</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bread of St. Nicholas of Tolentino, 448</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breaking legs in crucifixion, 50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breeches of St. Paul, 264</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breeches supplied, 398</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brezda's daughter restored to life, 81; walks on a river, 81</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brujn asleep, not dead, 487</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brick earth created by Francis of Paula, 232</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bridge falls in, 494</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buidgert and babe, 45; causes cow to give milk, 145; cures blindness, 45; leprosy, 240; hangs gown on a sunbeam, 299 n.; infant tells her its father, 388; makes escort immovable, 461; miracles of, 230; pillar of fire seen on, 304</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brigand restored to life, 79</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brighton, Devil's Dyke of, 242</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biauus, dove descends on, 107; gives away cruse not his own, 416; relics for joy, 263; soul carried to heaven, 459</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bristol Jews crucified children, 173</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British thomassanters, 271</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Broad and narrow way, 375; the two knights, 375</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Broken glass chalice restored, 392, 397; jar mended by prayer, 396</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brothers (Tweege), martyrs, 35; of the Sodality, 813</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brought him (Why kase ye no?) 52; Christ, 52; Francis of Paula, 52; Jaenick's story, 52</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bruno cured of toad's venom, 17; dreams of, 119; sees Benedict's ghost, 17; relics of, curative, 264</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brutus and the ghost, 60</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bute's Day, 288</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buckingham, black horse of, 495</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buddha and Christ, 67; tree of, 314; tempted by the devil, 67</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Budding rod, 53; Aaron, 53; the dead elm, 54; Desiderius, 53; Honoré's nurse, 54; Joseph, 53; Oren, 53; Paul of the Trolls-Châteaux, 53; Urban, 84; festival of the, 64</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buffalo confides in Calais, 369</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bulbul speaks as a man, 294 n.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bull, devil personates a, 97; gored St. Marchana, 220</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bull's hide, instrument of torture, 112</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bulls yoked by Francis, 322</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bunfaw bears voice from heaven, 530</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burden of sin, 375; Christ, 375; Christian, 375; Christianomer, 376; David, 375</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burning bush, 54; Moses, 54; Verrill, 173; at Châlons, 55; Notre-Dame des Miracles, 55; some of the flames preserved, 263</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burning church not injured, 55</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burning devil's picture, 103; metal for torture, 11; born of Châlons, 65</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burning dead, 303; among Jews, etc., 303 n.; work of mercy, 29 n.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Butcher (The), commanded to abate, 340</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Butterfly angels, 8
Buttenne, 105

Caaba of the Moslems, 207 n.
Cabbage of miraculous size, 184
Cadenham oak blossoms in winter, 156
Cadoe and the robbers, 65; fed by a mouse, 126;
finds "Virgil" in salmon, 142
Cæsar of Rome, 384; and Pharisees, 243
"Cæsar, thou art but a man," 437
Calaphe, counsel of, 316; Arnold von Win
ken, 376; Curtius, 376; Declusius Mus, 376; Leodidas, 377
Cain, God talks with, 160
Cajetan, boned of, 257; receives infant Jesus
in his arms, 25; Virgin appears to, 25
"Calais" written on queen Mary's heart, 391
Calais (St.), fed by sparrow, 127; protects a
buffalo, 359; saved by merits of Philippa,
205
Caldron. (See "Cauldron")
Calcarius cures bloody flux, 239
Caligula, instrument of torture, xli.
Calippus subdues two dragons, 112
Canaliduses, Camadulius, 206
Camel, William personates, 305; speaks like a
man, 204 n.
Camel's hair raiment, 58: John the Baptist, 55;
Genuphus, 56
Camille Baptiste Varant and Christ's sorrows,
382
Camillus, crucifix often spoke to, 499; founds
service for the sick, 499
Camilla, William exorcises, 101; traitor called
martyr, 102
Cancer cured by Rodriguez's cloak, 152; by
Theodosius's garment, 152
Candisa cured by cloak, 151
Candisa Francesco cured by picture, 264
Candies consumed, not diminished, 67: Eucher,
87; Gandé, 88; Hermann, 64; Our Lady
at Arrezzo, 77; wins a victory, 154
Candles and lamps, 377: Cinedreta, 377; Elmo,
305; Geneviève, 377; Gerard, 377; Gudula,
378; Hermeland, 378; Kentigern's fire, 378;
Lauzer, 378; Liquillicia, 378; Martha, 482,
483; Rigobert, 379; Servan, 379; Severin,
377; William of Paris, 375; woman cured,
379; Zita, 379
Canonical hours, xxvii.
Cant, Cantian, and Cantianilla, 49; blood white
as milk, 49
Capernum, ruler of, 280
Capitol saved by Manlius, 281
Captive and prisoners set free, 379: Aubin,
379; Evermond, 379; Gregory of Langres,
379; Jean Marie de Malé, 379; Julian,
380; Lupus, 380
Caravaggio (Notre-Dame de), 528
Cardinal virtues, xxvi.
Carlo di Santa bad stigmata, 423
Carolingia: let down in basket, 248
Carpet bag not wetted by river, 231
Carried and delivered, 360: Nicholas, 380
Carried through the air, 131
Carried to heaven. (See "Angels," etc.)
Cart, children harnessed to, 226
Casket miraculously enlarged, 226
Caskets of the Channel, 443 n.
Cassia, murder of, known, 264
Cassock cures a flux, 152

Cast out devils. (See "Devils")
"Cast thy bread upon the waters," 366; travel
ning pedlar, 368
Cast to wind beasts: Agapitus, 360; Blanida,
361; Daniel, 219; Januarius, 244; Julius
and others, 405; Pantaleon, 364; Thecla.
366; Vitus, 410
Castle and Pollux, corporants, 305; win bastis
at Regillus, 167
Castor (St.), sea obeys, 285
Casting delivered from serpents, 112
Cast fed by lepers possessed by a, 93
Catasta, instrument of torture, xii.: Lawrence,
11; Savinian, 408
Catherine speaks after death, 76
Catherine of Alexandria and angel, 418;
carried by angels to Mount Sinai, 58;
converts the wise men, 418; fed by a dove,
127; milk flows, when beheaded, 49; wheel
of, broken, 276
Catherine of Bologna receives Christ in her
arms, 28; offers her surplus merits to re
deem souls from purgatory; soul appears to
as angel of light, 450; as Virgin Mary, 450;
speaks after death, 76; Thomas of Canter
bury appears to, 24; Virgin appears to,
28; visited by the Trinity, 28; vision of,
323; voice from heaven speaks to, 337
Catherine of Baconigl several times, 423;
recorded as celestial witness, 424
Catherine of Ricci had the marks, 424
Catherine of Siena and dove, 107; and silver
cross, 61; Christ appears to, 18, 19; Christ
leaps into her mouth, 492; Christ restores
her crucifix, 61; ecstasies of, 308; fire
innocuous to, 137; gives crucifix to beggar,
61; given robe to beggar, 61; has the
marks, 424; miracle-worker, xxx.-xxxi.;
multiplicates food, 150 n.; prays her father out
of purgatory, 441; pushed into fire by
Satan, 137; receives ring from Christ, 18;
restores her mother to life, 441; silence
observed by, 484; sits on blazing fire, 137;
visited by the Trinity, 28; vision of, 323
Catherine of Sweden miraculously defended,
469; devil, as a bull, attacks, 97; devil, as
jochets, visits, 98; restores her coachman,
135; restores one who fell from roof, 135;
vicarious suffering of, 441
Catholic faith declared true by devil, 103; Jew,
88; Jovian, 88
Caunron immaculate, 56; Boniface, 56; Cecilia,
56; Cyprian and Justin, 57; Erasmus, 67;
John, 57; Lucy, 57
Cavaletto, instrument of torture, xiii.
Cave of Adullam, 75
Cecilia, married celibate, 496; spoke after head
was off, 56; unjured in cauldron, 56
Cecilia di Nobil had stigmata, 483
Cecily Markham quencheth purgatory, 514
Cecil light: Alcin, 459; Antony of Padua,
486; Barbara, 416; Chrysanthus, 404; Clare,
511; Eugenia, 404; Restituta, 406; Vitus,
409
Cecil music at death: Alcin, 459; Andeol,
381; Christian, 433; Isidore, 236; Julian,
26, 433; Paemus, 433 n.; Servatius, 484
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VINCENT FERRER, 20; the deaf, 89; the dumb, 123

CHRIST, death of, disturbed nature, 242; devil carries up, 96; devil personable, 456; dove descends on, 107; gives Catherine a ring, 126; speaks at the death of, 242

CHRIST enters with shut doors, 50; Clara, 61; Francis Hieronimus, 61; Paul of the Cross, 61

CHRIST exchanges hearts with Lutgardes, 20

CHRIST, face of, like the sun, 39; fasts forty days, 138; feasting with, 497; fig tree cursed by, 196; footprints of, 241; grave-clothes preserved, 271; guest of Gregory, 62; Hubert, 61; Julian, 62; hair of, preserved, 264; hay of manger preserved, 264

CHRIST identified with disciples, 61; Catherine of Siena, 61; brother Giles, 61; Gregory, 62; Hubert of Brittany, 61; John of St. Facond, 62; Julian, 62; Martin, 62; Peter the hermit, 63; Philip Berreyer, 63; Sain, 61; Zita, 63

CHRIST, Lazarus’s death known, 253; leaps into mouth of Catherine, 492; leaves the arms of Mary, 497; lepers healed by, 239; lions fondle and reverence, 219; multiples food, 146; nails of cross preserved, 271; not a bone broken, 509; pressed by Catherine, 29; Coletta, 28; officers sent to arrest, 52; paralytic healed by, 246

CHRIST placed in the arms of Agnes, 24; Cajetan, 25; Catherine, 28; Coletta, 28; Hermann, 28; John-Joseph de la Croix, 21; placed in the bed of Stanislaus Kostka, 36; places himself in the arms of John-Joseph, 21; present, 92; recognized by devils, 108; reed of, preserved, 272; rent garment of, 275; reveals time of His birth, 460

CHRIST restores Jairus’s daughter, 78; Lazarus, 79; son of the widow of Nain, 78

CHRIST, robe preserved, 272; sea and storm obey, 256; sends messengers, 263

CHRIST in His glory by Attalus, 297; Catherine of Siena, 323; Stephen, 297; Wulain, 297

CHRIST sends angels to comfort, 9-14; sends food to Benedict, 20; set on pinnacle of temple, 253; sores of, 383; speaks to Peter of Veronica preserved, 272; sponge preserved, 273; star at birth of, 296; swaddling-clothes preserved, 264; tear preserved, 263; temptations of, 302; title of accusation, 273; tooth of, preserved, 363; turns water into wine, 335, 482; unclean spirit cast out, 314

CHRIST visits Antony, 59; Barbara, 416; Bernard, 486; Thecla, 21

CHRIST, voice from heaven speaks to, 326; walks on the sea, 329; weighed down by sin, 375; whispering-post, 274; wise judgment of, 299; wounds, light of heaven, 411; wounds blaze with light, 481

CHRISTIAN army supplied with water, 335; fathers and their works, xxxiv.; women, dress of, 501

CHRISTIAN (Swan País’s) and bundle, 376; hears celestial music, 483; in the valley, 467; tormented by devils, 467

CHRISTIANS, tongueless, speak, 392

CHRISTIANA suspends pillar in air, 161

CHRISTINA, marvellous history of, 475

CHRISTOPHER, story of, 475; will serve in mightiest, 341; weighed down by the Car, 342, 376

CHRESTOULIUS carries off his head, 169

CHRISTOSHENDA, Eudoxia, 434; works of, xxxiv.

CHURCH burning, uninjured, 55; consecrated by CHRIST, 6; doors open spontaneously, 236; sinners cannot pass, 435; passes round by Dominic, 226; roof held up by Virgin, 21; under water, 102; walls open Antony, 225; to Sorous, 227; water refused to Anselm, 116

CHURCH bells ring spontaneously: Avignon, 369; Fosforoborne, 369; Lansalverlides, 370; Madrid, 369; others, 273 a.; explained, 369 a.

CHURLISHNESS, 63; Antony of Padua, 64; broke turned to stone, 64; governor of Bayern, 64; Macarius, 64; Nabal, 63; sister of Phalarides, 64

CICELY delivered from purgatory, 514

“Ciceri” a Shibboleth, 388

"Cicero” forbidden, 368

CICERO’S head and Fulvia, 176

Cilice, or hair shirt, 56

CICHERNATIUS made dictator, 54

CINHERNATIUS’s candle blown out and relighted, 377

CIRCUS turns men into swine, 224 a.

CITRUS exposed to liones, 219

CICHERNIANS carried in Mary’s heart, 392; dress changed by Virgin, 502

Citizen and sailor, 385

City wall kicked down, 91

CLARA and the pyx, 397; carried up to paradise, 288; Christ appears to, 19; crucify speaks to, 19; feeds fifty nuns with half-loaf, 146; heals diseases, 106; leaves cells, doors shut, 61; lifted up, 216; mortifies her body, 439; multiples food, 146; saves drowning man, 108; shows Virgin in glory, 209; takes angels’ food, 14

CLARA di Pugny had stigmata, 423

CLARE of Ferrol heals diseases, 106; lays a storm, 441; leper cured by, 240; makes vineyard fertile, 386; odour of sanctity, 511; resists the devil, 446; river buoyed up man, 106

Cleave of rock ascribed to miracle, 243

CLERINS, sea obeys, 256; supplies water, 332; works of, xxxiv.

CLOAK cures a beggar, 151; Candida, 151; given to a beggar by Elisabeth, 418; Giles, 61; John of St. Facond, 62; John the almoner, 417; Martin, 62; Odilo, 304; Peter the banker, 63; Philip Berreyer, 63; Valery, 431; hung on a sunbeam by: Delcola, 298; Goar, 298; Gudula, 299; Leonora, 299; Robert of Casa Del, 299; of St. Joseph, 261; used for a raft by Bernardin, 64; Francis of Paula, 64; Isidore’s wife, 64; Raymund, 65

CLOCK carried through air, 370; Fursey’s, 370; given by God to Fursey, 370; Peter Nolasco, 386

CLOTILDE and St. Germanus, 176

CLOTHED in light: Frisco, 406

Clothes buried 800 years discovered, 227; hung on sunbeams, 298, 299; restored by Sabas, 139
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CROWNS, as symbols, xxxv.
Crucifix, xtx.
Crucifix bleedeth: Deols, 500; Piagaro, 500; brought to Xavier by a crab, 144; curset Bruno of toad-posion, 18; held before Martha, 483; horses kneel to, 177; sent from heaven to Coleta, 260.
Crucifix, 500; Cat., 403.
Crucifixes, etc., moving, speaking, 497; Christ leaves the arms of Mary, 497; draws back its foot, 500; Mary and Child show a wish to be moved, 498; moves its hands, 498; nods her head, 499; takes food from a boy, 497.
Crucifix miracles, 501; moves hands and eyes (at Athlone), 498; nods to John Gullibert, 499; opens mouth to show its new teeth, 500; sheds light (at Annecy), 498.
Crucifix speaks to Mme. Bermond, 498; Camillus, 499; Clara, 19; Dominique, 231, 499; Emily Bicchieri, 499; Francis d'Assist, 499; Father of the New, 501; Simon Magnus, 501; Thomas Aquinas, 499; Thomas of Villeneuve, 499; Vincent Ferrier, 500.
Crucifix spreads contagion, 501 n.
Crucifix turns its head: Amlens, 500; Boxley, 501.
Crucifixion: seven martyrs, 35; twenty-six of Japan, 375; earthquake at the, 242.
Crucify the flesh, 429-432.
"Crucify the Lord aforesaid," 384; sin does so, 384.
Crumb of bread fills larder, 149.
Cunegunda hangs gloves on sunbeam, 299 n.; bed of, uninjured by fire, 140.
Cup of Last Supper, 271; Walbert's curative, 268.
Curds given by angel, 205, 206.
Curtil dies for country, 376; leaps into chasm, 58.
Cuthbert, body incorruptible, 372; Christ, a child, appears to, 59; entertain angel unawares, 8; expels serpent from Farno island, 291; fed by eagles, 127; look, 127; knows of Kgfrith's death, 254; lulls tempest, 231; miracles of, 231; quenches fire by prayer, 231; sees Altdn's soul carried to heaven, 458; without guile, 241.
Cuthman defeats devil, 242; hangs cloak on sunbeam, 299 n.
Cutting blocks with razor, 73; Albert d'Ogna, 74; Attus Navius and Tarquin, 73.
Cyprian accounts for miracles, 238; in cauldron uninjured, 57; will serve the strongest; 341; works of, xxxiv.
Cynica cured by Lawrence, 106.
Cyriacus, angel defends, 417; casue out unclean devil, 314, 315; devils insult, 318; devils recognize, 315.
Cyrl of Alexandria, works of, xxxiv.
Cyrl, general of Mount Carmel, commanded to go into Armenia, 248; dead body resuscitates dead boy, 133; raises the dead, 80; sold all he had, 26; Virgin appears to, 25; visit of, 506.
Cyrl of Jerusalem sees cross in sky, 72; works of, xxxiv.
Cyrus and Euphrates, 390.

Dagon broken, 177.
Damian preserved from water, 471.
Damian, crucifix speaks, 499.
Dancing denounced by miracle, 277.
Danebrog, origin of, 73; order of, 73.
Danes betrayed by Shibboleth, 258.
Daniel accused of prayer, 74; Ishmer, 157; in battle by Michael, 157; exposed to lions, 219; interprets dreams, 111; testament of, 299; prophecy of, 117; retribution, 376.
Daniel (St.), body incorruptible, 372.
Danish king (A) and the Magi, 340.
Dante's Inferno, 413; paradise, 411; trials, 467.
Danube restrained, 467.
Daria defended by lion, 300.
Darkness turned to light, 384; Valentine and Asterius, 384.
Dates of dogmas, feste-days, titles, etc., xxxv.
Datius and the devil, 97.
Daughter murdered by prayer, 228.
David and angel of death, 5; and plague stayed, 253.
David and draught of water, 74; Alexander the great, 74 n.; Edward I., 74 n.; sir Philip Sidney, 74; Thomas Aquinas, 74.
David drives away evil spirit, 100; in care of Adullam, 75; saved by spider's web, 73; Felix, 75; Mahomet, 75; weighted with sin, 376.
David (St.), asleep, not dead, 458.
David of Sweden hangs cloak on sunbeam, 299 n.
Day for a year, 384; William of Paris, 385.
Desacon, angel personates a, 165.
Dead bird resurrected, 87; body lifts itself up, 31.
Dead body too heavy to lift, 163; Drogo, 163; Frits, 163; Gedula, 163; Martin, 163; Reswi, 164; Qurinus and Balbina, 164; three saints, 164; Valery, 165.
Dead, burying, enjoined, 29 n., 303.
Dead giving instruction about their body, 28; Angelus, 29; Eleutherius, 29; Fructussus, 29; Golah, 29; Hillary, 50; Januarius, 31; John the Baptist, 29; Locadia, 458; Longinus, 31; Lucian, 31; Maura, etc., 31; Patroclus, 28; Restituta, 407; Sebastian, 32; Vincent of Spain, 32.
Dead, bearing, speaking, moving, 75; Antony's father, 75; Basil, 75; Catherine, 75; Catherine of Bologna, 75; Donatus, 75; Euphrosina, 75; Injurius, etc., 75; Macarius, 77; Mary Magdalene of Pazzi, 77; Melor, 77; Patrick, 77; Paul of Trois Chateaux, 77; Peter, 75; relics, 76; Ricinus, 78; Scholastica, 77; Severinus, 78; Silvinus, 78; Stanslaus of Cracow, 78; Taranus, 78; two nuns, 78.
Dead man acquires of murder: Antony's father, 75; a monk, 75; certifies sale of land, 78.
Dead monk hears and speaks, 78.
Dead raised to life, 78; Alexander, 241; Amandus—one executed, 79; Attalus—two dead men, 79; Austrebertha—a nun, 439; Avitus—a disciple, 79; Benedict—led crushed by fall, 60; peasant's head, 79; Bernard of Abbeville, 230; Christ—Julius's daughter, 78; Lazarus, 78; son of widow, 78; Coleta—several persons, 80; Cyril, 80; Dominie—a carpenter, 80; Neapolitan, 81; son of a.
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matron, 80; Eleutherius — governor's daughter, 81; Elisha—Shunammite's son, 79; Francis Hieronimus—dead infant, 82; Francis of Paula, 233; his nephew, 81; Furxy—king's daughter, 81; Gall—a maiden, 82; George of Cappadocia, 82; Germain the St. of St. Julian's, 90; Germain the St. of St. Thina, 82; Godard—procession of dead men, 82; Hilarion—three young nobles, 82; Hilarian—unbaptized infant, 83; Jairus's daughter raised, 78; James of Tarentaise, 83; Jovian raised by Julian, 83; Julian raised Anastasius, 406; Jovian, 83; son of Anastasius, 83; son of Frulla, 83; king's daughter raised, 81; Laban raised for Vaticum, 83; Lazarus raised by Christ, 78; Marianne de Jesus, 84; Martin raised catechumen, 84; man hanged, 84; one three days dead, 84; Melanitus—old man's son, 84; Neapolitan raised, 81; Paul Fabricius raised, 85; Peter Armento six days hung, 79; Peter of Galatia, 237; Philip of Neri—Fabricius, 85; Placidus, 237; Popopo—shepherd killed by wolf, 85; Frulla's son raised, 83; Socrates raised Laban, 84; Socrates restored to life, 85; Severin and Silvinus, 78; raised a woman, 85; Severus—man for confession, 85; Shunammite's son raised, 79; Simon Magnus waiting to be raised, 82; Stilpnicus raised by Zanobi, 87; Stanislaus raised Peter, 78; Valerian—man hanged, 86; Vincent Ferrier, 88; a Jew, 86; Wulfran restored Oron, 86; Zanobi—five persons, 86; d raised to be baptized, 83; to make confession, 80, 85; to receive Vaticum, 83; 

... raised, explained by anesthesia, 67; asphyxia, 87; epilepsy, 87; human hibernation, 88; hypnoman, 87; imposture, 87; mesmerism, 87; simulated deaths, 87; suspended animation, 87; d, two nuns, hear and speak, 75; a woman restored to life, 441; Catherine, 44; 

lily sins (Seven, xxvi). f and dumb spirit cast out by: Christ, 122, 123; Placidus, 237; Remi, 121. f made to hear: by Christ, 89; Dionysius, 123; Genovesse, 89; Isidore, 235; Placidus, 237; 

... forestalled by: Joseph, 89; Remi, 89; th announced by birds: Kenhelm's, 371; Meinrad's, 371; of three martyrs, 371; braying in a mortar, 375; th at the door, 385; citizen and sailor, 385; th deferred for a robe, 32; th-feigning a trick, 87; th-forehead, incantation annulled, 230; th of Christ, 242, Aplian, 242; Boniface, 242; twenty martyrs, 243; Vitas, 243; th of Judas, 213; Arians, 213; th-terrors, 315; Charles IX., 315; Decius and Valerian, 316; Giovanni, 316; Guise, 316; a priest, 316; Theodoric, 144; the sick, 230; th-necropole, 237; th-terror, 385; th-us and Valerian, death-terrors, 385; in situ die for his country, 237; relays of Isidore, 183; r flies to saint for refuge, 360; ended. (See "God protects") formed cured by Isidore, 235.

DIACL. hangs cloak on sunbeam, 298; protects wild boar, 259; 

Delicate, name of devil, 200, 203; 

Delilah, 89: Jonathan son of Darius, 90; 

Delivered from captivity, 360; from the fowler, 391; Aiasium nunnery, 397; 

Delivered from prison, 90; Alexander and Hermes, 59; Apollo and others, 90; Cæsus, 91; Erasmus, 97; Felix, 91; Fortunatus and others, 404; Germanus, 91; Joseph of Armathia, 91; Julian of Antioch, 91; Peter, 90; Peter the exorcist, 91; Peter XII., 92; Robert of Silles, 92; Savinian, 405; Servatus from a pit, 85; thieves of Renne, 92; Virgin Mary delivered Robert Sillic, 92; 

Demoniac, devil personates, 97; 

Demoniacs cured by spittle, 234; touching a garment, 150, 162; by Antony, 150, 75; Lubin, 152; 

Demoniacs possessed by cat, 93; by spirit of truth, 92; Mme. de Bernoud, 92; reveal tomb of Solomon, 93; (See "Imposture"). 

Denial of Christ, 250: Crammer, 250; Jerome, 250; Marcellinus, 251; Peter, 250; 

DENIS (St.), lamp-oil consumes not, 68. (See "Dionysius") 

DENTBA a mother, 43; 

Deols, image bleeds, 590; moves, 590; 

Descent of the Holy Virgin, 496, 502; 

Desert made fertile, 388; banks of the Rhone, 386; Berlin, 386 n.; Clara, 386; Giles, 386; Honoré, 386; Lermus, 386; 

Desiderius and budding rod, 53; carries off his head, 168; murdered, 175; relics of, curative, 264; 

Desmond, asleep, not dead, 457; 

 Destruction of Jerusalem foretold, 258; of the temple, 258; Julian's attempt to rebuild, 386; 

Device of Francis given him by St. Michael. (See "Dress") 

Devil, devils, xix.; and the sick man, 212; annoys Benedict, 160; Melinrad, 12; Antony's conflict with, 53, 468; 

Devil and the pilgrims, 245; 

Devil, ass refuses to receive, 170; 

Devil blows out candles: Gudula, 378; Laumer, 378; Martha, 482; carries Benedicta to high rock, 100; roof of Notre-Dame, 100; Christ to temple pinnacle, 99; top of high mountain, 99; Edward I. to hell, 460; Gertrude von Oosten into air, 96; 

Devil defeated, 93: by Benedict, 94; Cuthman, 242; Dunstan, 94; Patrick, 94; Theophilus, 94; 

Devil, diploma, given to, 66; driven from temple of Diana, 411; Apollo, 411; escapes through belfry, 97; four scourgings of, 187; 

Devil full of mischief: Euphrasia, 95; Germanus of Scotland, 98; holy water, repels, 505; hunted upwards, 195, 201; ill-treated by, 95, 210-212; impleads a dying man, 212; Bernard, 212; Job, 211; insolent to Bernard, 314; Cyrilus, 316; liar, 104; Antony, 104, 387; Mabo called ass, 103; man's adversary, 387; Franciscus, 387; monks of Mount Avernus, 487; possessed by spirit of truth, 92; promised to meet Zeno, 102; proves transubstantiation, 492; pushes Euphrasia into pond, 8; into scalding water, 95; out of window, 95; receives a diploma, 66.
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Devil shot, 183; tall as the sky, 104
Devil takes men up into the air, 96: Benedicta, 96; Christ, 96; Gertrude von Coatan, 96
Devil tells half-truths, 104: Antony, 104; Maurus, 104
Devil tormented before time, 104: by Christ, 104; Doctor of Planck, 104
Devil torments Antony of Padua, 488; Antony the Great, 452; Christian, 467; Hilarion, 486; Nicholas of Tolentino, 468; Romuald, 468
Devil, tradition about, 463; weights building-stones, 161; pillars, 161; works miracles, 196
Devil’s advocate, 212 n.
Devil’s diploma, 66; dyke, Brighton, 342; testimony to transubstantiation, 492
Devils assume sundry forms, 96, 99: Ambrose, 99; anchorite, 96; angels, 99, 428, 450; blackbird, 97; black bird, 302; black dog, 97; black horse, 97; brawler, 97; bull, 97; camel, 310; camel laden with bread, 303; celestial visitants, 99; Christ, 450; clouds, 96 n.; demoniac, 97; dogs, 97; dragon, 96, 98; Euthymian, 97, 98; flatterer, 99; Francis d’Assisi, 99; gentleman, 98; goat, 96 n.; horse, 96 n.; black imp, 97; Jochet or knuckle-bones, 98; Leofrnod, 100; leviation, 99; lightning, 99; man, 96; man of God, 303; monk, 99; mouse, 100, 199; old woman, 246; prophet, 98; rain, 96 n.; ravenous man, 99; rooks, 98; serpent, 96; smoke, 97; tempest, 96 n.; tigers, 99; two worms, 99; Virgin Mary, 99, 450; young lady, 99
Devil cast out, 100: by Bernard, 314; of Brengens, 101; child and the candle, 100; Christ, 100; Dibdale, 100; Diocletian’s daughter, 314, 316; Euphrasia, 101; Gall, 101; Gall, 101; Germanus, 234; Gregory the Great, 101; Laumer, 101; Macarius, 99; Marcelinus, 101; Marwood, 101; Maurelius, 236; Paul the Simple, 103; Placidus, 237; Remi, 103; Saint Vincent, 102; Zeno, 102; also by blackguarding him, 103; burning his effigy, 103; calling him nick-names, 103
Devils cast out assume visible forms, 202; causes diseases, 96 n., 100, 102; storms, 245; compacts with, 66; confess the doctrines of Arian false, 103; the doctrines of Ambrose true, 103; the doctrines of Julian true, 83; converted by Thecla, 117; declares Arian heretic, 103
Devils, names of: Anonymous, 203; Bernon, 200; Bonjour, 200; Cocobato, 200; Cornecup, 200; Delicate, 200, 303; Filop, 203; Filibernget, 200; Frazeretto, 200, 203; Haberdine, 203; Hob, 200, 203; Jolly Jenkin, 200; Kellcoccam, 200; Killico, 200, 203; Legion, 215; Lucky, 200; Lucky Dick, 200, 203; Lucky Huffacente, 203; Lucky Jolly, 203; Mabo, 103, 197, 200; Modion, 197; Motubians, 200; Nib, 200; Portericho, 200; Peveril, 200; Peveril, 200; Peveril, 200; Puffe, 200; Pur, 200, 203; Smolkin, 200, 202; Wilkin, 200
Devils recognize Ambrose, 103; Bernard, 314; Christ, 103; Cyriacus, 316; Hilarion, 103; Marcuphusus, 103
Devils resisted, 445: Clara, 445; Patrick, 445
Devil-mastix, 362
DEVOA, soul like dove, 459
DIANA, idol shattered, 178
DIANA of Cities overthrown, 432; of Cen broken, 178; of Ephesus, 105; image of the Virgin, 106; temple burned down, 111; pulled down, 411
Diehale cast out devils, 100
Didacus miraculously fed, 127; receives oil from oven, 122
Dido and bull’s hide, 105; Rigoberto, 105; Yakutz, 105
Diminished. (See “Consumed,” etc.)
Dinner miraculously provided, 327
Dissocrates appears to Perpetua, 483
Dioeclian and guardian’s son, 255; daughters exercised, 318, 318
Diogenes and Alexander, 434
Domitius carries off his head, 168; cures the dead, blind, dumb, 198
Diplomatically devils, 68
Disease and sin synonymous, 49
Diseases cured, 105: by Christ, 105; Clara, 108; Clara, 108; Lawrence, 108; Marcuphusus, 106; Placidus, 106; Sebastian, 106
Disfigured for Christ’s sake, 388: Angadreus, 388; Angadreus, 388; Enigma, 388; Eusebius, 388; Francis, 388; Mephit, 390
Disgrace, penitent thief, 249
Dismemberment of Malchus, 224
Divided kingdom, 390: Cyrus and the Euphrates, 390
Divination, 44
Doctor supposed an angel, 28 n.
Dodo had stigmata, 493
Dog, dogs, saved by prayer, 368; sign of cross, 368; devil personates, 97; eat Bolton, 210; Jesebel, 209; feeds Simon Stock, 138; protects Maximus, 304; refuse the holy wafer, 491; speaks with human voice, 294
Dolphin feeds Cuthbert, 127; saves Jonah, 213
Lucian’s body, 31
Domnus, 103; Vitus, fish, 153; books, etc., set wetted by water, 231; crucifix speaks to, 231, 499; dead raised by, 80; enters church, doors closed, 231; ghost appears to Avenl, 18; Columbus, 19; lifted up, 332; miracles of, 332; rain does not wet, 231; restores to life a carpenter, 80; lad, 80; Neapolitan, 81; saved forty from drowning, 232; sees Frances, 61; silence observed by, 232; supplied with money for ferry, 231; tries Abligneys by fire, 393; visions of, 333
Dominga Lazzara had stigmata, 433
Dominican Order loved by Virgin Mary, 437
Dottman (Emperor), three sentences, 550
Dottman (St.), subdues dragon, 112
Donatus, worsted by dead woman, 78; makes dead speak, 78; mends glass goblet, 357
Donatus of Arezzo loose one bound by devil, 61
Donatus (not the above) kills dragon with spittle, 295; supplies water, 332
Donna of Aragon healed by relics, 368
Doors closed, Christ enters, 60; Francis, 61
Dorne, wind, 81; Paul de la Croz, 81
Dominic, 231; open spontaneously, 234; opened by prayer, 442; by Eusebius, 442; Paul and Silas, 247. (See “Gates opening”)
Dorrithus, angels appear to, 479; see gives up, 451
of Mary, 502; Simon Stock, 503. (See "Chasuble," "Devoir," "Gifts from Heaven," "Scapular," etc.)

Drink given to Clara by Christ, 14

Drinking nothing, 450

Dracoo or Daunon, body too heavy, 183; fire innocuous to, 140; fountain of, 183 n.; in two places at once, 470

Drought relieved on Eggurza, by John Climenus, 130; Avurige, by Baut, 129; Egypt, by Hilarion, 130; Gaza, by Porphyry, 130; Israel, by Elijah, 129; Jerusalem, by Sabas, 130; Mans, by Serenus, 130; Meltens, by Euthymius, 129; Palestine, by John Climenus, 130; Spain, by Ouen, 130; by Isidore, 235; Verz, by Basil, 129

Drunkard, child converts, 386

Daunon in two places at once, 470

Drubilla healed by relics, 286

Dry bones, 120; Aldebrand's roast partridge, 121; Andrew of Segni, 121; body of Stainluss cut up and restored, 120; boiled chicken of Nicholas, 123; child boiled, 122; roasted, 121; roasted fox, restored four centuries, 121; Essekil's valley, 120; fried fish resurrected, 122; sacred fowls of Compotella, 121

Dry suck watered, 244

Dumb idols, 390; Egypt, 390; made so by Simon and Jude, 390

Dumb made to speak, 122; by Christ, 122; Gallus, 123; image of the Virgin Mary, 124; Isidore, 235; Maurus, 123; Peter the martyr, 123; Peter Thomas, 124; Placidus, 237; Remi, 123; Sebastian, 123; Vincent Ferrer, 124; in Decapolis, 122; Milan, 123; Reims, 123; Valencia, 124

Dumb woman wishes three things, 124, speaks, 124

Dumbness imposed, 237

Dunstan and angel, 289; dove lights on, 109; lyre plays spontaneously, 94; presented in infancy, 289; pushes church round, 225; seizes devil by nose, 94; supplies water 333, 333; thinks doctor an angel, 28 n.; meteor, angel, 28 n.

Duprat and sheriff, 182

Durand of Bridon redeemed from purgatory, 514

Dussendorf, child crucified at, 174

Duty of saints, xix.

Dying man and devil, 212

Eagle, eagles, food Cuthbert, 127; Modestus and others, 409; Robert, 128; Stainluss, 120; Vitas, 129; honor Servatius's body, 86; points out site for convent, 507

Earthen jar converted into silver, 417

Earthquake at death, 242, 243

"Eat, drink, and be merry," 437

E. C. H., conceits about the rose, 447

Ecclastic sent to cut green wheat, 225

Ecclastical symbols, xxv; crows on tombs, xxv; crowns, xxv; three theological virtues, xxv; four attributes of glorified bodies, xxv; cardinal virtues, xxvi; symbols or creeds, xxvi; vows, xxvi; five Christian verities, xxvi; seven deadly sins, xxvi; gifts of the Holy Ghost, xxvi; Joys of Mary, xxvi; orders of the Anglo-Saxon Church, xxvi; sorrows of Mary, xxvi; sacraments, xxvii; spiritual works of
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mercy, xxvi.; corporal works of mercy, xxvi.; virtues, xxvii.; eight canonical hours, xxvii.; ten virtues of the Virgin Mary, xxviii.; twelve articles of the symbol, xxviii.; fruits of the Holy Ghost, xxviii.; numeric rememberances, xxviii.; fifteen mysteries, xxviii.; ladder leading to paradise, xxix.; monumental figures, xxx.; monastic vestments, xxx.; tresses, xxix.

Ecclesiastic, 308.

Ecclesiastic, Greek, 308; Anna Maria Taigi, 312; Angelus, 308; Barontius, 309; Benedict, 309; Catherine, 309; Columbus, 309; Flora, 310; Francis, 310; Frodbert, 310; Furry, 310; Gertrude, 311; Giles, 311; Ignatius Loyola, 311; Jeanne Marie, 311; John-Joseph, 311; Joseph of Copertino, 311; Livienc de Ripe, 312; Mary Magdalene de Pazzi, 312; Odilia, 312; Paul, 308; Therese, 312; Thomas of Villeneuve, 313; Veronica, 313; Verulam, 313; Victor, 314

Eclusor or Equuleus, instrument of torture, 311.

Edward the Confessor "touched," 306; keeps absolute silence, 456 s.

Edward the Martyr, body cues blind man, 133

Edward I. claims Scotland, 22; declines draught of water, 74 s.; touched for king's evil, 306

Edward III. gives Calais to his queen, 305

Eel restores beauty, 390

Egdon. "See Gille." 254

Egdon. (See "Gille").

Egdon, key in fish, 142; reliquary, 143

Egypt, oracle silenced, 390

Egyptian custom, 437; idol immovable, 482

Egyptians judged their dead, 212 s.

Eight canonical hours, xxvii.

Elephant man of Saragosaa, 35

Einsieden image of, 184.

Elbesod and Maximus, 331

Election of bishops, 124; Matthias, 124; Nicholaus, 124; William of Bourges, 124

Elements obey Hugh of Pictiers, 444; John-Joseph, 444

Eleuthera, angels bring pardon, 16; aureola of 49; chasms fall off, 69; directions about reliefs, 29; raises the dead, 81; released from prison, 69

Eleven thousand virgins, martyrs, 38

Elphida murders Edward, 133

Eliah and Basal, 124; tale proved true, 124; Panteleon arraigns Roman priests, 126

Eliah and widow, 125; Blaise and hog, 125; Isidore and empty pot, 125; Lupin and wheat sheaf, 125; Rusticus and joint of pork, 126

Eliah, chariot of, 131; Germanus, 131

Eliah goes forty days on angels' food, 126:

Albert, 126

Eliah fasts for days, 136; Christ, 136; Francis of Paula, 136; Moses, 136; Skyltia, 136; Dr. Tanner, 136 s.

Eliah fed by ravens, 126; Antony, 126; Aunentius by a pigeon, 126; Cadoc by a mouse, 126; Calais by a sparrow, 127; Catherine by a dove, 127; Cuthbert by dolphin, 127; eagle, 127; look, 127; Didicus by God, 127; Enwanus by a crow, 124 s.; four hermita miraculously, 127; Giles, 127; Gortran, weasel shows hidden treasures, 129; hermit fed by lion, 128; Marinus by bears, 128; Mo-

destus, Vitus, etc., by eagles, 409; made by hen, 128; Paul the hermit by crow, 128; Robert by eagle, 128; Simon Stock by 128; Sorus by stag, 128; Stephen by bird, 128; Vitus by eagles, 128; Wyat by cat, 128

Eliah, fountain of, 335; God answers him by fire, 156; Jordan divides for, 337

Eliah makes rain cease or fall, 120; Basil, 120; Bont, 129; Euthymius, 129; Hilarians, 129; John Climacus, 130; Ouen, 130; Per Thomas, 130; Porphyry, 130; Sabas, 130; Serenius, 130; the Thundering Legion, 130

Eliah, mantis parts Jordan, 64; not dead, 45; repeated in prayers, 445; sends letter from heaven, 456

Eliah spirited away, 131; Antony, 131; Maisie, 131; Restituta, 131. (See "Martha")

Eliah, translation of, 132; Paul the hermit, 132

Eligius to shoe a horse cuts off its leg, 233

Eliphaz the Temanite rebuked, 256

Eliphaz and the axe, 132; Benedict, 132; Gerard and the reliquary, 133; Leufredus, 133; Wulfan and the palm, 133

Elisaha and the Moabite, 133; Bernard, 239; blind man and St. Edward, 133; boy and Gertrude, 133; girl and Fridian, 133; girl and Virginilius, 134; Malachy's dead body restores withered hand, 134; Restituta, 189; young man and Cyril, 133; Wulfran and baron's daughter, 134

Elisaha called "Bald-pate," 134; Leufredus, 134; dead body restores life, 257; heals waters of Jericho, 134; Xavier, 135; Jordan divides for, 337; multiplies food, 145; restores Shunammites's son, 79; staff restores dead, 287

Elisabeth a mother, 42; birth of son foretold, 42

Elisabeth touched for king's evil, 306

Elisabeth of Hungary, 449; bread turned to roses, 449; gives state robe to beggar, 418

Elisabeth of Waldeck lives on the Eucharist, 509

Elm covered with leaves, when dead, 54

Elaqo, candle inextinguishable, 306; fires of, 306

Elo, riches of, 261

Elymas and Paul, 247

Emam, horse stolen, 314

Emiliana, child Christ appears to, 60; observes absolute silence, 454; takes on herself another's sins, 320

Emilus promised a son, 43

Emily Bucchieri sees Christ, 480; crucifix speaks to, 480

Emmanuel, guardian angel of Rosana, 504

Emmerich. (See "Catherine," etc.)

Endor, witch of, 341; explained, 345 s.

Endymion asleep, not dead, 458

Enemies confounded, 391; turned back, 391; Attila, 391; Badaga, 391; Geneviève, 391; Xavier, 391

Engelbert, soul like moon, 469

Engelbert, martyrdom of, 36

Engraved on the heart, 391: "Calais"—queen Mary, 391; "Ostercians"—Virgin Mary, 392; "Felipe"—Montpensier, 391; "Jesus"—Ignatius, 392; Henry of suso, 392; "Mary"—Peter Thomas, 392; Margaret of Metola, 392

Enithia deformed for Christ's sake, 388

Enoch, slippers of, 263
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Expectation of the Lying-in, etc., 485
Eye, eyes, and hand offending, 388; made with spittle, 233; Volmar's cured by tooth, 268
Exkierl lifted up, 215

FABIAN, dove lights on, 108
FABRICEUS restored to life, 85
FACE (The holy), 316-318; of Charles I., 319; shining, 39; Bernadette Soubiran, 484; Eireid, 39; Antony, 39; Christ, 39; Eleutherius, 48; Epiphanius, 40; Francis, 40; Moses, 39; Pagans, 40; Samuel, 40; Xavier, 40; Yves, 40; reflecting a man's hand, 39; seraph's preserved, 263
FACOND gives cloak to beggar, 82; commands water of a well, 340
Falcon (The), 170
FAKLAND consults "Sortes Virgiliane," 44
Fain without injury, 392; Hildegardes, 392
Falling asleep: (See "Sleeping in Death")
Falling rock arrested, 161
Falling sickness cured, 233
Fano, bells refuse to ring, 369
FANTINA and Rosel see Philip of Nerl, 24
Farmers put God to the test, 394
Farne freed from vermin, 201
Fast to a Satanic magic, 96
Fast of forty days, 136; Christ, 136; Elijah, 136; Francis of Paula, 136; Moses, 136; Peter Celestine, 136; Simeon Stylites, 136; Dr. Tanner, 136 n.; of seven years—Lutgardes, 467; of twenty years, 605; of the tongue, 454
Fasten observed by infants, 392; Marianne de Jesus, 392; Nicholas of Myrrha, 393; Simon Stock, 393; Virgin Mary, 525
Fasting Scotchman, 136 n.; woman of Ross, 136 n.; of Tibbury, 136 n.
Fateful stone of Persians, 207 n.
Fatale Marmor, 207, 208 n.
Father suffers for a son, 418
Fathers of Christian Church, xxxiv.
FAUSTUS and Jovitus turn idol to ashes, 179; unharmed by furnace, 377; lions, 230
Feathers of two pullets multiply, 121
Fed by bears (Marinus), 128; bird (Stephen), 128; cat (Wyatt), 129; crow (Paul the hermit), 138; Erasmus, 138 n.; dog (Simon Stock), 129; dolphin (Cuthbert), 127; dove (Aurentius), 126; Catherine, 127; eagle (Cuthbert), 127; Modestus, 409; Robert, 128; Vitus, 129; God (Didicus), 127; hen (Dr. Moulins), 128; invisible hands (four hermits), 127; lion (a hermit), 128; miraculously (four hermits), 127; Giles, 127; mouse (Cadoc), 126; raven (Antony), 126; Elijah, 128; rook (Cuthbert), 127; Erasmus, 128; Paul the hermit, 128; sparrow (Calais), 127; stag (Sorus), 128
FELICIAN, angels sent to console, 221; dogs respect dead body of, 221; uninjured by lions, 231
"Felix," engraved on heart, 391
FELIX breaks idol Scapul, 179; delivered from prison, 91; harm warded off, 404; keeps absolute silence, 456 n.; saved by cobweb, 75; vision of stag, 323
Felled by invisible hands, 402
FERDINAND II. wins battle of Prague, 158
FERNANDO helped at Coimbra by James, 157
FERNANDO and Ferjeux spake without tongue, 292
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FERRIER. (See "Vincent Ferrer")
Fête de la Rosière, 450; Dieu, 481 a.; of the Expectation, etc., 488
"Feu Antioch," 429
Fever dispelled by holy water, 505
FIAN charged with witchcraft, 342; revolving tortures of, 342, 343
FIDIAN ARTIST a river, 466
Fidicus an instrument of torture, xii.
Fifteen mysteries, xxvii.
Filthy nun, 205; half a loaf, 146
Fig tree withered, 138; elder tree cursed by Leubaia, 136; oak tree falls by a touch, 136
FILLAN'S band luminous, 421
Filipot (Captain), a devil, 203
FILUMENA asserts her identity, 21; marvellous story of, 476
Finger cut off John again, 225; joined again with splice, 295; missing of Januaris, 31; of Holy Ghost preserved, 283
Fire a test, 393; Dominic and the Albigenese, 393; ordeals, 393
Fire carried in the hand, 137; in an apron, 137; in a child's frock, 137
Fire, church uninjured by, 65
Fire, corn injured by, 55; John Nepomuck, 305; Poppe's lance, 305
Fire, globes of: Aldegundis, 304; Gertrude, 304; Jeanne Marie de Maillé, 304
Fire innocuous, 136: Barnabas, 17; Benedict's bed, 140; Catherine of Siens, 137; Cune glanda's bed, 140; Drogo or Druon, 140; Euphemia, 10; Francis of Paula, 137, 138; Gisbert, his herm, 138; Julian and others, 406; Leonard Keyzer, 138; Lucy, 139; Martina, 138; Menas, 139; Melanius' cerements, 141; Nofletta, 137; Pallas Minerva, 141; Parmentus and others, 293; Peter Gonzales, 138; Polycarp, 139; Restituta, 407; Sabas, 139; Silvester, 140; Thecla, 140; Theodosius, 401; Thuribius, 140; Tiburtius, 140; Vitas, 287; the wise Romans, 159.
(See "Shadrach," etc.)
Fire lighted with icicles, 164
Fire, pillars of: Bridget, 304; John of Matha, 304
Fire quenched, 141: at Taberah, 141; by Bernard's word, 200; by cross of iron, 141; by continued, 141; ghosts of Gertrude, 141; Godberia, 141; Laumer, 442; Lupus, 141; Mamertus, 442; Martin, 442; Remi, 141; Vaast, 24; Wodoo's stick, 141; hood, 142
Fire respects idols, 141; saint's bed, 140; cerements, 141; Eucharist, 493; house, 141
Fire restrained, 466
Fire retreats before Remi, 141; Wodoo, 141
Fire retributive, 276: Abraham, 276; Agnes, 276; Januaris, 277; Penda, 278; Shadrach, etc., 275
Fire, tongues of: apostles, 304
FIRMATUS guided by crow, 166; repoves a boar, 362; supplies water, 333
Flash come to be caught by Gonzales, 143; cooked, consumed to life again, 122; repoves Theoricus, 143; craved by Aquinas, 74
Fish miracles, 143: Antony preaches to, 357; bell found in a, by Paul de Leon, 143; Benet the Moor supplied with, 357; cooked, fly away, 122; crab sent from heaven, 364; crucifix carried by crab, 144; sea restores beauty, 290; Francis preaches to, 357;
Glasgow arms, 144; key of Gwyln's sexes found in a, 142; key of a reliquary fount in a, 143; money found in a, by Peter, 143; multiform by Odilo, 149; ring found in a, Dame Eton's, 142; Polycrates', 143; queen of Scotland's, 144; swallowed by Amphyt's daughter, 212; Arion, 212; Hercules, 212; Jonah, 212; Lucian, 213; "Virgil" found in, by Cæc, 142; warned by Avantine, 358 a.
Fish preserved to by Amony, 357; Francis, 357; refused by Aquinas, 74; reprove Theoricus, 144; stolen turn to serpents, 163; swallowed men, 212; swim cruciformly, 163; turned into serpents, 163; warned by Avantine, 358 a.
Fisherman and evil genius, 115
Five crosses on a tomb, xvi.; image-makers martyrs, 34; Minorites martyrs, 34; hours, 481, 482; kings discomfited by stones from heaven, 167; legs to an ass, 274
Fisurse ascribed to miracle, 242
Fixing the thoughts in prayer, 440
Flagrum, an instrument of torture, xlv., 12
Flames of fire, 304, 306
Flesh. (See "My Flesh," etc.)
Filberdigelit, name of devil, 300
Flies, Lefruitus commands, 364
FLORA, ecstasies of, 310; two-edged sword given her, 479
Flower, plague of, 438
FLORENTIUS hangs cloak on beam, 299 a.
Floridians' hell, 414
Flowers arranged on water, 333
Flour, Theresa multiples, 149
FLOWER, mother and daughters, witches, 343
Flower which fire burnt not, 139
Flowers and fruits from paradise, 144: Benedicta, 144; Julian and Basiliana, 496; Theophilius the lawyer, 144; Valerian, 495, 496
Flowers made bread, 297
Flux. (See "issue of Blood")
For promises a son, 42
Food eaten reproduced, 146
Food multiplied, 145: by Agnes, 145; Albert d'Ogna, 145 a.; Austrigast, 145; Benedict, 244; Brigit, 146; Catherine of Siens, 150 a.; Christ, 45; Charis, 146; Elishe, 145; Euphemia, 146; Francis of Paula, 146; Francisci, 233; Genevieve, 233; Gerard, 146; Germans Cousin, 256; Grandé, 147; Guibert, 147; Hermeland, 147; Hilarion, 147; Isidore, 147; John Baptist de la Conception, 148; John Francis Regla, 148; Jordanus, 148; Julian, 148; Maldec, 148; Maurus, 148; Nicholas, 148; Odilo, 149; Richard of Chichester, 149; Sorus, 149; Theodosius, 149; Theresa d'Avila, 149; Vincent Ferrier, 150
Food stolen for charity, 236 a., 239 a.
Food supplied by prayer: Patrick, 443; Theodorus, 399; Zita, 239 a.
Pool, 394; Isidora, 394; Rich, 279
Foolishness of preaching, 394; Philemon, 394
Foot of brass, 399; restored by Antony, 69
Footprints of Jesus, 241; Julian, 241; Medard, 241; Rigobert permanent, 105; on Mount of Olives, 241
"For the greatest fool," 422
Forest on fire, not burnt, 56
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grandfather, 205; restores to life king
Brendin’s children, 81; supplies water, 333;
travels on 139.

Fusiani’s body refuses to quit Amiens, 164.

Gable of house cramped with lock of hair, 238.

Gabriel fights for Mahomet, 158; wine battle
of Bedr, 158.

Gabriella had stigmata, 423.

Gabriel and the Enchanted, 490.

Gall casts out devils, 101; makes bear carry
wood, 362.

Galla casts out devils, 101; cures dumb child,
123; fire respects his house, 141; insulted
for visiting sinners, 416; restores maidens
to life, 62.

Gallinaria cleared of serpents, 118.

Gand’s candles diminish not, 68.

Ganuolphus transplants fountain, 333; wife
adulteress, 340.

Gautius rewarded for liberality, 64.

Garden of Eden. (See “Flowers and Fruits,”
etc.)

Gardiner (Colonel), conversion, 232.

Garagano loses a bull, 23; Gargano Mount, now
St. Angelo’s, 23.

Garment from heaven, 16; given to Christ (see
“Robe,” “Chasuble”); given to paupers:
Giles, 61; John of Faucon, 62; Martin, 62;
Osio, 76; Peter, 63; Philip, 63; Wy; 76.

Garment to touch, 150: Alfonso Rodrigues,
152; Ambrase, 150; Angelus, 150; Antony
of Padua, 150; Bernardin, 151; Charles
Borromeo, 151; Christ, 150; Giles, 151;
Gregory the thumaturgus, 151; Hugh,
151; John Francis Regis, 151; John-Joseph,
151; Lubin, 152; Paccius, 152; Paul, 150;
Peter, 152.

Gaston, 152; Thomas Aquinas, 150.

Gascony, belfs refuse to ring, 370.

Gates open of their own accord, 152: Arignonet,
369; Geneviève, 152; Paul, 152. (See
“Doors opening,” etc.)

Gas, drought relieved, 136.

Geese expelled by Samson, 385; submissive to
Weberus, 386; sent to the Capitol, 281.

Geoffrey (i.e. lepre) 152; Benedict and a disciple,
153; Dominic, 153; John abbot of Alex-
andria, 165; Leufredus, 154; Macarius and
John, 153; Naaman, 152; Valery, 153.

Gebhara, 413.

Geography attended at death by doves, 109.

Genet, 376; candle, 377; arrests a flood,
234; bed honoured by Seine, 338; city gates
open at touch, 169; cures blind woman,
46; a deaf lawyer, 89; miracles of, 233;
mother struck blind, 321; multiplies food,
233; wine, 233; oil does not diminish, 68;
rain obeys, 444; turns back Attila, 391.

Genitus and Aclia have son in old age, 66.

Genius, body refuses to leave Amiens, 164.

Genius supplies water, 333; yokes a wolf, 362.

Gentleman, devil personates, 95.

Genulphus, son of prayer, 56; reproves a foe,
363; wears camel’s hair, 56.

Georg of Cappadocia, 113; announces life of
ox, 280; poison harmless to, 82; raises the
Georg of Coventry kills dragon, 113.

Georg of Diospollis, angel consoles, 19.

Georg of Lydda convicts Apollo, 411;为空
of England, 112; ghost appears to crusaders,
113; to Richard I., 113; subdues a dragon,
112.

Gerhard, candle not blown out by wind, 5;
enlarges silver coffin, 236; makes relics
float, 133; multiplies food, 146; turns water
into wine, 336.

Germain lives on Eucharist, 508; takes the
affliction of a nail, 229.

Gerlagart water into wine, 336.

Germain carries water in a sieve, 225.

German, bread turned to flowers, 46;
cures birth-blindness, 265; cripples, 263;
multiplies food, 265; relics of, 264; water divides for, 339.

German divinity by sticks, 44.

German, soul of, like a dove, 469.

Germanus of Auxerre tale in storm with sail, 345.

Germanus of Granvel bears voice from heaven,
337.

Germanus of Scotland crosses sea in chariot,
131; cures palsy, 346; delivers prisoners,
91; kicks wall down, 91; kills a dragon, 113;
soul like a dove, 460; tipps devil into hell,
96.

Germanus of Paris, 334; casts out devils, 234;
cures blindness, 234; paralyzis, 334; the
sick wholesale, 234; doors open sponta-
aneously, 324; exorcizes with spittle, 324;
kills bears by sign of cross, 334; liberates
prisoners, 334; miracles of, 334; restores
Attilla to life, 324; slighted by Clovis, 175.

Germanus, image-maker, martyr, 57.

Gerone and Geneviève, 321.

Gertrude of Nivelles, bed multiplied, 274;
death known, 255; ghost quenches fire, 141;
globe of fire lights on, 304; resuscitates
dead boy, 123.

Gertrude of Ostend lifted into air, 96; marked
with stigmata, 424; odour of sanctity, 311;
returns good for evil, 446; trance of, 311.

Gertrude of Vaux-en-Dieulice supplies water, 333.

Gertruchus, body incorruptible, 372; devoured
by lion, 354; odour of sanctity, 372.

Ghent, sermon about the, 384.

Ghost of St. George appears to crusaders, 113;
to Richard I., 113; Gertrude quenches fire,
141; Woodstock palace, 186; saves the city
of Otranto, 374. (See “Apparitions”)

Gifted man suffers no harm, 121, 404.

Gibbons, God answers by fire, 156; stratagem
of, 156; Michael of Bologna, 156.

Gift Benedict thought simoniacal, 163.

Gift of tongues, 154: Antony of Padua, 154;
Bernardin, 154; Francis Xavier, 156; Paco-
mius, 156; Vincent Ferrier, 156.

Gifts from heaven, 395; clock to Furry, 376;
to Peter Nolasco, 395; hodd to Francis of
Paula, 209; key to Servasius, 396; money
to John Francis, 396; pyx, 396; right hand
to Onlx, 269; torch, 379; windows to Gil-
das, 396. (See “Bells and Clocks,” “Dress”)

Gifts of the Holy Ghost, xxvi.

Gifts tampered with, 153; Dominic, 153; Leo-
fredus, 154; Valery, 153.

Gildas receives glass from heaven, 396; re-
stores to life, 92.

Gilbert and the hind, 360; casts out brawling
devil, 97; doâk cures beggar, 161; general
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Tuscany, 176; Korah, etc., 176; Nizon, 176; Rudolph, 176 n.; Valentian, 177
Godes, (See “Brethren,” etc.)
GODARTH forms procession of dead men, 82
Godbertha quenches fire, 141
Godrich protects stag, 360; protected from inundation, 471
Gold concealed in honey-pot, 337; returned hundredfold, 416
Golden apple for greatest fool, 422; legend described, xxv, thigh, 399
Gombert and Bertha married celibates, 496
Gonvalo and alip of paper, 162; Virgin Mary appears to, 487
Gontran shown hid treasures by weasel, 129
Gonzalez, fish go to be caught, 143; stands on fire, 138
Good returned for evil, 446
Gormus martyrs, 36
Gordanian consults “Sortes Virgilianae,” 44; wife of, and the cocks, 176
Gorgonius, sea gives up, 451
Gosbert beheads Killian, 175
Goethe severed from plagues, 160; prayerless man and leech, 160
Goths routed by ghost, 159
Gour de l’Yvre, 102
Gout cured: by Placidus, 237; Sebastian, 106
Governor of Bayeux punished for charnel house, 64
Grace decreases as honours increase, 84 n.
Grace of Valencia lives on Eucharist, 569
Grandé multiplies food, 147
Granville beheld in visions, 342
Grapes multiplied by Hilarion, 147; produced miraculously, 233; three grapes make three barrels of wine, 149
Grass that never withers, 105
Graces of clothes of Christ, 271
Gravitation obedient to saints, 160: Antoine, 162; Benedict, 160; Christianna, 161; Francis of Paules, 161; Fridian, 162; Gonsalvo, 162; Patrick 164
Gravitation: dead bodies too heavy to lift, 162: Drogo, 162; Fritz, 163; Gudula, 163; Martin, 163; Quirinus and Balbina, 164; Remi, 164; Solennius, 93; Valery, 165; Zenobi, 64
Gravitation: iron floats: Benedict, 133; Elieis, 133; Leonidius, 133
Gravitation: Macarius overweighted, 165; marble pillars become light, 160, 161; Medart’s body and the town of Courcy, 164; rock suspended, 161; sacrocephalus becomes light, 161; alip of paper weighted, 163; stones become light, 161, 162; float, 164; three dead bodies refuse to be moved, 164; Virgin’s image refuses to leave Schicdam, 162; Zenobi’s coffin, 54
Gravitation obedient to devil, 161
“Great Father (The),” 88
“Great Power of God,” xxx
Greatest fool (For the), 423
Greek ecstasies, 308; inspirations, 505; race, exultation of, 166 n.; Tartaros, 414
Greeks, dreams among, 118; offered gods their hair, 166 n.
Green (Ellen), witch, 343
Gregory of Armenia mortifies his body, 429
Gregory of Langres releases prisoners, 379; relics join in singing, 78
Gregory of Nazianzen, sea obeys, 285; works of, xxxiv.

Turguery death, 204; lays storm by prayer, 442; makes desert a garden, 366; escape of, 311
Giles (Brother) gives cloak to beggar, 61; gives half his cloak to beggar, 61; miraculously fed, 127
Giles of Portugal makes compact with devil, 66; keeps absolute silence, 456 n.
Giovanna Maronis miraculously healed, 70
Giovanni Marotti, death-terrors, 356
Girdle of St. Gudula, 261; St. Walburga, 311
“Give, and it shall be given you,” 396, 418
Giving cloak, etc., to beggar: Elizabeth of Hungary, 418; Giles, 61; John of Facond, 62; John the almoner, 417; Martin, 62; Odilo, 304; Peter the banker, 63; Philip, 63; Valery, 431
Giving to the poor lending, etc., 396; Catherine of Siena and her silver cross, 61; Isidore and the pigeons, 228; Oswald, 396
Giving what is not one’s own: Briocus, 416; Francis, 419; Francisca, 419; Isidore, 228; Medard, 420; Zita, 229
Glasgow arms, 142
Glass, and pottery miracles, 396; Benedict, 396; Donatus, 397; Marcellinus, 397; Odilo, 397
Glass chalice mended, 397; goblet, 397; uninjured by a fall, 392
Glass windows given to Gildas, 396
Glass vessels fall without injury, 397
Glanstonebury thorn, 165; Cademan oak, 156; olive tree of Torquatus, 156; tree at Piper’s Inn, 157; tree at Glastonbury, 166; Tyrrel’s tree, 166
Glicentius, ox resurrected, 280
Globe of fire, 304
Glorified bodies, four attributes of, xxv
Glory. (See “Aureola”)
Gloves hung on sunbeam, 299 n.
Golgotha, the Babe, 298; hangs cloak on sunbeam, 298
Goad, devil personates, 96 n.
Goads protected by Fructuosus, 356; Godrich, 360
Goblet miraculously mended, 397
God absolves Clovis, 16
God answers by fire, 156: Elijah, 156; Gideon, 156; Theodosius, 156
God appears to men, xx; Theresia, 21
God fights for saints, 156: battle of Lepanto, 157; Logrino, 156; Mexico, 158; Xeres, 158; Castor and Pollux, 157; Daniel, 157; Ferdinand II., 158; Fernandez, 157; Hesekiah and Sennacherib, 157; Hilary, 159; Isidore, 157; Joshua, 157; Lombards and the eagles, 158; Mahomet and Gabriel, 158; Marcellinus, 159; Pedro Paci, 159; Pius V. and the battle of Lepanto, 157; Prague, 158; Theodosius, 159; Valence delivered, 158
God protects saints, 397: Clara, 397; John of Facond, 398; Martin, 398
God put to the test, 204, 394, 410, 418
God talks with man, 159: Abraham, 160; Adam, etc., 159; Cain, 160; Coletta, 160; Noah, 160
God will provide, 398: Francy, 398; Giles, 127; four hermits, 127; Huntington, 398; Mayuel, 399; Theodosius the cosmarch, 398, 399
God’s advocate, 212 n.; saints to be honoured, 176; Benedict, 176; Clotaire, 176; John of...
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GREGORY of Nyssa, works of, xxxiv.
GREGORY of Spoleto, beasts respect dead body, 363; hears voice from heaven, 363
GREGORY the Great and St. Angelo, 5; casts out devils, 101; Christ quest of, 63; discovered by pillar of fire, 164; dove whispers to, 169; prays for the dead, 513; proves the truth of transubstantiation, 491; sees angel of death asleep the sword, 5; works of, xxxiv.
GREGORY the thaumaturgist arrests river, 466; chases Apollo from temple, 410; dries a lake, 436; falsely fathered with child, 430; frustrates llama, 420; gives Satan diploma, 66; hears Fedimus three miles off, 474; mistaken for tree, 427; removes mountain, 435; huge rock, 436; rock kills a Jew, 151; silences Apollo's oracle, 411; staff becomes a tree, 466; stops Lycus with staff, 466; taught by God about the Trinity, 465; by John, 465; by the Virgin Mary, 465
GRISelda tried like Job, 210
Guardian angels, xx, 503: Mme. Bermond, 503; Francesca, 9; Margaret of Cortona, 328; Onuphrius, 503; Opportuna, 504; Paul the Simple, 504; Rosana, 504; Vincent Ferrier, 504.
GUDULA, dead body too heavy to lift, 183; hair flies on sunbeam, 298; heals cripple, 77; lamp rekindled, 378; makes tree flower in winter, 163; makes tree transplant itself, 163; protects bears, 360; takes wild bear, 163
Guebres, hell of, 414
GUERINUS and Ges. xxv, 437
Guiscard in bliss, heaven, 438 n.
Guide, 165: Firmatus, 165; Jeanne Marie de Maille, 165; Origa, 165; to those seeking Gregory, 165; to wanderers in wilderness, 165; to the Wise Men, 165
Guiding star, 165; guiding stick, 81
GUIDO turns water into wine, 336
GUILLERMO, evil prince, 142
Gulnare, death-terrors of Sir John, 385
Gulf of Vlerson exorcised, 102
GUNTHIRN destroys the worm in wheat with holy water, 505
GUPFF and the spirits, 164 n.
GURDKN (Maryward), witch, 341
Gutters miraculously lengthened, 226
GYTHIK asleep, not dead, 458

Haberdidance, a devil, 203
Haberdicut, a devil, 200
Hagar in the wilderness, 332
Hair a talisman, 166; miraculously lengthened, 228; of dying persons cut, 166 n.; of Mary Magdalene, 263; of the infant Jesus, 264; offered to the gods, 166 n.; by the Greeks and Syrians, 166 n.; Sasmon and Delilah, 89
Half-truths, devils tell, 104
HALL (Bishop), anecdote of, 279
Hallelujah Victory, 208
Halt. (See "Cripples")
Halfer casts out devils, 101
HAMAW caught in his own net, 166, 275
Fulgensius, 166
Handkerchief flies to heaven, 236. (See "Veronica")
Hand luminous, 421; miraculously united, 31

Hand sent from heaven, 269; John of Damascus, 399; Melor, 399; Pelepes, 399; Pythagoras, 399; William of Oulx, 259
Hands cut off join again, 324
Handed men resuscitated: Peter Armeschi, 79; by Amandus, 79; Martin, 84; Valery, 85
Hanging clothes on a sunbeam, 298, 299
HANNAH a mother, 42
HANNAH carried money in statuas, 337 n.
Happy in suffering, 401: Mennas, 401; Petrus, 401; Theodore, 401; Triphon, 405
Hare confines in Marcuphlos, 360; guides Oringa, 166; seeks Godrich's protection, 360
Harm warded off, 403: Agatha, 403; Anthimmius, 402; Audalida, 403; Charisanta, 403; Eugenia, 404; Faustinus and Jovita, 277; Felix, 404; Fortunatus, 404; Julian, 486; Macra, 406; Peter Balsam, 483; Priscia, 408; Restituta, 408; Sabas, 407; Savinian, 408; Victor, 408; Vitus, 409; gibbeted man (A), 412, 444; by a pyx, 397
HARODAS suspended animation, 88
HARVEST, xxiv.; extracts from, 67, 95, 106, 183, 187-203
Haw of Christ's manger preserved, 264
Head casts off after death, 187: Aphrodissia, 187; Aventina, 187; Chrysolus, 189; De-dis or Dionysia, 186; Desiderius of Langres, 186; Hilarian of Espalion, 186; Leo, 189; Lucanus of Aquitaine, 189; Lucian, 189; Proba, 170; Solangia, 170; Winifred, 170 n.
Head of Agnes in duplicate, 274; of John the Baptist, 263, 274 n.; of Bandil leaps up thrice, 265; of Melor kills Rainald, 77; speaks after death, 77; of Simplicius makes hole in ground, 229
Headache cured by Lawrence, 106; Placidus, 106
Healed by stripes, 170; the falcon, 170; Hesekiel, 170; healed by touch, 224
Hearing that six miles off, prayer three miles off, 474; sermon three miles off, 474
Heart and treasure together, 410: Antony's proof, 410; "Give me thy heart," xii. n.; of Theresa pierced by angel, 23; written on, 391, 392
Hearts exchanged, 20
Heathen gods devils, 410: Apollo, 411; Diana, 411
Heaven, light of, 411
Heaven of heavens, 418; Dante's description, 411; Francisca's, 411; Mahomet's heaven, 412
Heavens, three, 411; seven, 412; ten, 411
Heavens opened, 297
Heavy slip of paper, 182
HECUA's dream, 119
HEDEWIGS lifted up, 218
Helen fire, a coruscant, 305
HELEN of Troyes finds her jug converted into silver, 417
Helenopolis, 31
Hell, xx, 412: Celtic Iferin, 414; Crolly's description of, 413; Dante's Inferno, 413; Gehennom or Gehenna, 413; Greek Tartaros, 414; of the Floridiana, 414; the Koran, 414; Laos, 414; Parsee, 414; Santos, 418; Siamese, 418; Virginians, 418; Padres Bell, 418
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by, 113; bides dragon mount funeral
Hillard assists Clotis against Alaric, 159
chases away serpents, 114; directs new
tomb to be made, 30; dove descends on,
109; light seen at death, 421; murders
wife and daughter, 228; restores unchristian
child, 83; works of, xxxiv.
Hilary of Arles and dove, 109
Hilchow, a devil, 203
Hildeshead unjubile for fall, 392; revelations
made to, 183; visions of, 324
Hildwvret hangs cloak on sunbeam, 289 a.
Hind confides in St. Giles, 360; goes to be
milked, 360
Hindu method of commanding nature, 239;
suspending animation, 88
Hinnom, 413
Hippocrates uncorrected, 49
Hob, a devil, 200, 203
Hog, the inexhaustible, 126
Holiness better than rubies, 415: Simeon Styl-
ites, 415
Holy face of Jahan, 319; Lucca, 319; Seraphim,
318; Veronica, 318 n. (See "Charles L,
319"
Holy Ghost like a dove: Christ, 107; Ambrose,
107; Augustevert, 107; Brauilo, 107;
Catherine of Siena, 107; Mauritius, 109
Holy Ghost, seven gifts of the, xxvi; twelve
fruits of the, xxviii.
Holy potion, how concocted, 198, 199; given to
Friswood Williams, 194; Sara Williams, 198
Holy thorn, 156, 156
Holy water, 505: Achard, 505; Greek and
Roman illustrations, 505; Gunthien, 505;
Samson, 505; Vincent Ferrer, 505; Will-
brod, 505.
Holy water cures bite of serpent, 505; vine-
yards, 505; dispels fevers, 505; destroys
worm in wheat, 505
Home (Mr.) floats through air, 218
Honey of St. Michael, 84
Honey-pots full of gold, 337, 417
"Honi soit," etc., 415: Angelo of Brescia, 415;
Francisco, 415; Galia, 415; John the
Silent, 416; Julian, 430; Marianne de
Jesus, 442 n.
Honoratus slays dragon, 114
Honorat receives Eucharist from Christ, 20;
clears Lerins of serpents, 114; fetches
water from rock, 304; makes Lerins fertile, 114 a.; nurse and budding rod, 54; trees
symbolical, 469
Honour God's saints, 176: Benedict, 176; Clo-
taire and St. Germain, 176; Francis Hieron-
inus, 177; John of Tuscany and the horse,
176; Korah, Dathan, etc., 176; Martin,
177; Nixon, 176; Rudolf and the priest,
176 n.; and Valentinian, 177
Hood sent from heaven, 259
Horana, Onirus, 118
Horse and St. John of Tuscany, 176; and the
robber, 214; and Rudolf, 176 a.; bewitched
by devil, 101; devil as a black, 97; query,
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saddle also, 440; shod, by cutting leg off, 228; speaks with man's voice, 294; stolen by Spaniard, 292; stolen from Bernard, 214; Eman, 214; Odilo, 214; stolen to give in charity, 420; woman changed into, 224

Horses immovable, 462; kneeling in prayer, 177; Horses, seen with oil, 235; see of, 235; Hospitality enjoined, 177: Abraham, 177; Job, 177; Laban, 177; Lot, 177; Valery, 177

Hospitius, murderer or god, 247

Host as a child, 490; becomes a serpent, 494; a stone, 494; bleeds, 489, 490, 493; fire reverences, 493; leaps into Catherine's mouth, 493; evil reverences, 491; punishment for disbelieving, 489, 490, 491, 494; with teeth-marks, 494

Households embroiled, 416; Barbara, 416

Hubert, Christ guided, 61; converted by stag, 292; Michael appears to, 23; colour of sanctity, 511

Hubbert's (St.) garden, 23

Hunt of the hawks leper with cloak, 151; of Lincoln crucified, 171; of Pottiers, elements obey, 444

Human hibernation, 88: Braid's example, 88; colonel Townsend, 89; Faktur in Singh's court, 88; Harold, 88; lieutenant Bollean's example, 89

Human sacrifices by Frisones, 88

Human speech in dumb animals, 294

Hummer yet's bear, 363

Hump an entailed punishment, 89

Hundred martyrs of Persia, 37

Hundred and twenty dito, 38

Hundredfold returned, 418: Briocus, 418; Helen of Troyes, 417; John the almsgiver, 417

Hubbard struck dead, 5

Hung six days, not dead, 79

Hunus sees cross in sky, 72

Hunted animals confessing in saints: bear in Gudula, 360; bear in Basil, 359; Delicola, 359; goat in Fruaxo, 359; hare in Master's yard, 359; hind in Giles, 360; stag in Godrich, 360

Hunting the devil upwards, 195, 281

Huntingdon provided with new breeches, 398

Hurdl, instrument of torture, xii

Hyacinthus kills sea, 285

Hyena cured of blindness, 46

Ice-blocks broken up with a needle, 74 m.

Icicles used for kindling, 164

Idol immovable, 462

Idols acting (see under "Crucifix"): bleeding, 216, 500; carried off by an angel, 301; destroyed by prayer, 178 (see "Bel and the Dragon"); dumb in Egypt, 390; fall to the earth, 205; gift of Apollo, 177, 411; Dagon, 177; Diana, 178, 464, 461; Jupiter, 404; Mars, 178; Mercury, 179, 404; Sabnus, 179; Saturn, 404; Scarpas, 179; Sun, 179; temple of Diana, 411; Jove, 178; of Selcis, 179; of Venus, 180; scattered, 177: by Eugenius, 404; Faustinus and Jovius, 152; George, 404; General, 404; Hythus, 404; Julian, 528; Leo, 179; Martina, 177; Porphyry, 180; Regulus, 179; Thomas, 179; Xista, 178; swallowed up, 405. (See "Inanimate things," etc.)

Idol-makers confounded, 417: Lucy, 417

Iomeneus's rash vow, 308

Ifurin of Celtic mythology, 414

Ignatius, beasts respect dead body, 383; laver cures aige, 267; introduces anthem singing, 6; "Jesus" engraven on brass, 394; portrait curious, 266; reliquary curious, 266; solemn visions of, 311; visions of, 324; writing curious, 326

Ignatius. (See "Elmo's Fires")

Ilderonson, Virgin Mary appears to, 425

Ilmus delivers from dragon, 114

Image of the Virgin cures the dumb, 124; extracts an arrowhead, 227; work of St. Luke, 284, 432

Images acting as living beings (see "Crucifix"): bleeding, 184, 500; oil comes from, 230; that have fallen from heaven, 105; Ancilla of Numa, 105; Diana of Ephesians, 105; Mexican god, 105; Minerva of Troy, 105; Phoebus sun-god, 105; Virgin Mary of Avignon, 105. (See "Idols," "Inanimate things")

Immaculate Conception, ghost of the, 484; dogma of the, 519; proved to Antony of Padua, 486

Immodest modesty: Angela, 415; Francisca, 415; John the Silent, 416; Marianne de Jesus, 442 m.

Immow: Arthur and the sword, 462; Wulstan and the staff, 463. (See "Standing fast")

Imposture, 180: Anne Smith, 192, 196; Antony Tyrrell, 191; Arcy, 190; assumed death, 151; Bel and the dragon, 180; bleeding pictures, 184; blood of Christ, 192; Bohius, 181; books of miracles of Master Barnes, 192; devil shot, 182; devil's scourges, 187; Duprat and the sheriff's wife, 182; effects thereof, 203; Hiddegardes, 183; Irishman's decretales, 183; January's blood, 184; life of Venant, 185 m.; lives of saints, 185; Mary, 167-191; Menges, 205; mother of God at Einsieden, 184; palsy of Woodstock, 187; Physa, 203; relics of Job, 185; Restituta, 180; Urban, 186; Secundel, 184; Silbus of prophecies, 182; stone which held the cross, 275 m.; synod of Calne, 501 m.; of Winchester, 501 m.; Tamisier, 184; theological works of Bohius, 181; Tyrrell, 191; Weston or Edmunds, 191; Williams (Priestwood), 193-194; (Canon), 187-202; Woodstock ghost, 187

Imputed merit, 204; crew given to Amandus, 249; to Paul, 204; crew given to Thoroanne, 204; Edward III. gives Calais to his queen, 205; Liddwina gives all her merits to her mother, 204; Patrick transfers his merits, 301; sent Francisco's; transfers his merits, 436; souls from purgatory given to Catherine, 516; Giles, 204. (See "Vicarious")

Inanimate things acting as living beings, 497: bleed, 500; infant Jesus comes from the arms of Mary, 497; crucifix speaks to Clara, 19; image of Mary draws back her foot, 198; moves the hands, 498; nods her head, 490; restless, and wants to move, 448; takes an apple from a boy, 497; moves hands and eyes, 498; nods to John Gulbert, 499; opens her mouth to show her
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teeth, 500; sheds light, 498; speaks to
: Mme. Bermond, 498; Camillus, 499; Clara, 19; Dominic, 331, 499; Emily Bichel, 499; Francis d’Assis, 499; Philip of Neri, 501; Simon Magnus, 501; Thomas Aquinas, 499; Thomas of Villeneuve, 499; Vincent

Ferrero, 500

cesse, 506; Hermann, 506: corruptible. (See “Bodies of Saints, etc.”)
cubus, what, 314 n. ; cast out, 314
diants suspend rope on nothing, 299 n.

Isant Jesus nursed by Catherine of Bologna, 285, 291; in childhood, 293; in the

Isant martyrs: Albert, 171; Andrew, 171; Bohemian boy, 173; Hew of Miryland, 173; Hugh of Lincoln, 171; James, 171; James, 171 n.; Richard, 171; Simon, 172; Vernier, 173; Werner, 173; William, 172.

(See “Child-Martyrs,” xxi.)

Isant says his mother tells a lie, 355

Isant, xx.; declare their father, 355, 356; In the womb demonstrative, 305; Elizabeth, 205; Furey reproves his grandfather, 205; speak to their mother, 355; observe fast-days, 392, 393; refuse breast of the un holy, 356; say “Amen” at baptism, 356; Sibyl, 356; under water a year without

Isant fasting, 392, 393, 525

ferences deductible from data of this book, xix.-xxii.

Inferno” by Dante, 413

Indian converted, 280

Iubilax and Scholasticas, 77

Iknocerus and the God, 417; Cyriacus, 417

Iknocerus heals cripple, 69

numerous martyrs of Saragossa, 35

ordinate affection, 394

Insects respect Valery’s garden, 367

Insects submissive: flies, 364; wasps, 362, 364

Insolent devil: to Bernard, 314; Cyriacus, 315

Inspiration promised to saints, 417; Catherine of Alexandria, 417

Instruments of torture, xii.; armamentarium, xii.; bastinado, xii.; boots, xii.; bull’s hide, xii.; burning metal, xii.; caitrop, xii.; casta, xii.; cavalletto, xii.; chevalier, xii.; columnar, xii.; compedes, xii.; cranes, xii.; equules, xii.; firicule, xii.; flagrum, xii.; fork, xii.; furca, xii.; hurdle, xii.; iron bed, xii.; iron virgin, xii.; knout, xii.; kobla, xiii.; nervus, xiii.; patibulum, xiii.; pentermungs, xiii.; question (the), xiii.; rachenteges, xiii.; rack, xiii.; scourges, xiv.; scorpion, xiv.; Spanish donkey, xiii.; stocks, xiii.; straddles, xiii.; thumb-screw, xiii.; wheel, xiii.; whip, xiv.

Intaglios on the heart, 392

Inventor of Catherine’s wheel, 276

Invitation to a feast with Christ, 497

Iphigenia sacrificed, 4

Ireland cleared of vermin, 115; devils resist

Patrick, 97

Irenus, works of, xxxvi.

Irish cannibals (seventh century), 81

Iron bed, instrument of torture, xill.; made to float: Benedict, 132; Eliaha, 132; Leufredus, 133; Patrick, 164

Iron virgin, instrument of torture, xill.

Isaac and Valens, 224

Isabella disfigured for Christ’s sake, 390; beauty restored by eel, 390

Isidora accounted a fool, 394

Isidore of Seville accused of prayer, 74; and empty pot, 126; the pigeons, 419; appearances to Alfonso, 157; in settle on mouth, 369; bells ring spontaneously, etc., 369; body incorruptible, 373; brings water from dry ground, 334; charity of rewarded, 381; cures blindness, 235; finger cut off joins again, 235; feeds lamps with water, 226; gives away his master’s corn, 229; helps Alfonso in war, 235; miracles of, 324; multiplies food, 147, 148; music heard at death, 235; odour of sanctity, 373; produces healing fountain, 334; relics of, cure Philip III, 267; removes drought, 235; restored from a well by prayer, 442; supplies water, 334; suspends coach and horses, 235; wife of, sails on cloak, 64

Isidorian decrees, 183

Issue of blood staunched: Alfonso Rodrequeis, 162; Ausonius, 239; Rigobert, 379; Thomas Aquinas, 160

Isumbras tried like Job, 210

Iulus and the consorts, 505

Ives. (See “Yves”)

Ivory shoulder, 393

Iwaun delivers lion from serpent, 220

Jacob’s dream, 118

Jacob’s ladder: 205; Angela, 367, 472; Benedict, 205; Eugenius, 3; Marcan, 459; Maur, 205; Perpetua, 205; Romuald, 208; Sadoth, 206; Theresa, 296

Jacob’s pillar, 206; Arthur’s round table, 206; Stone sone, 206; Tainist stone, 207 n.

Jannick’s story, 52

Jailer converted, 247; Artemius, 91; Maximus, 247; Quirinus, 59; Saviann, 374

Jathy, daughter of, 78

Jambrohus lifted up, 216; shows spirits to men, 288

James the Greater on white horse, 157, 158; assists in conquest of Mexico, 158; wins battle of Logrono, 158; Xeres, 158; siege of Columba, 167

James the Less a Nazarite, 243; on the pinnacle of the temple, 263

James of Menavia, st. at birth, 296

James of Tarentaise brings water from a rock, 334; lenathens leaden gutter, 226; miracles of, 226; raises the dead, 83; yokes a bear, 364

Jane Frances receives pyx from heaven, 396

Janot crucified by Jews, 171

Januarius and the furnace, 277; blood liquefied, 184; gives a bloody napkin, 23; mother sees his death, 23; orders his finger to be found, 31; restores Timothy’s hand, 209; stops a volcano, 435; unhurt by wild beasts, 364; by fire, 277

Japan, the martyrs of, 36

Japanese, hell of the, 41

Jar miraculously mended, 396

Jars of honey full of gold, 337

Jawbone of the ass, 281

Jeanne d’Arc, visions of, 322

Jeanne de Valois, miracles of, 235

Jeanne Marie de Maillé and Robert de Stille, 496; guided by heavenly light, 165; in-
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closed in globe of fire, 394; miracles of, 239; mortifies her body, 439; releases prisoners, 379; transe of, 311; Virgin and Child appears to, 36

"Jehovah-jireh," 129

JEPHTHAH'S rash vow, 208; Idomeneus, 208; Oewl, 208

Jericho, besieged, 208; Avallon, 208; Rennes prison walls, 92

JERUSALEM, rent garment of, 275; violence offered to saint, 209; withered hand of, 209: Aurellian, 209; Timotheus, 209; Vitus, 410

JEROMES beaten for reading "Cicero," 389; taken from lion's paw, 220; transe of, 369; works of, XXXY

JEROMES of Prague, retraction of, 250; and the gift horse, 440

Jerusalem, destruction foretold, 256; drought relieved, 130

Jester and pillar-saint, 252

Jesus "Jeus" engraved on heart of Susan, 392; Ignatius, approved by, 393; Jesus unharmed by lions, 219. (See "Christ")

Jew-boy unharmed in furnace, 287

Jew confesses Christianity true, 86; puts Solomon to the test, 418; raised from the dead, 86

Jews converted, 209; Vincent Ferrier, 209; crucify children, 171-175; a case examined (1802), 174; ill-use of Enchirid, 490; never bury Christians, 173, 174; persecuted, 173 n.

Jewish heaven, 411 n.; prayer, 445; priests, dressed of, 501

JEWELL believed in witches, 342

Jewels, 209; Cornelia's, 209; Lawrence's, 209; of the Church, 309

JEZEBEL devoured by dogs, 209; Bolilanka, 210

JOAN of Arc, witch, 341

JOAN MARY de la Croix had stigmata, 423

JOB impleaded by Satan, 211; Bernard, 212; devil and the dying man, 212; hospitality of, 177; relics counterfeited, 180; story of, 210; Grisilda, 210; Isabella, 210; Placidus, 213; written by Satan, 213; Martial, 213

JOHN, Gospel found in Cuthbert's tomb, 373 n.; in cauldron uninjured, 57; in the Spirit, 308; teaches mystery of Trinity, 485

JOHN, abbot, a leper, 153; reconciliation before offering, 207

JOHN BAPTIST de la Conception slays man falling from a ladder, 463; multiplies food, 148

JOHN BAPTIST de Sala keeps great silence, 456 n.

JOHN BUNYAN hears voice from heaven, 630

JOHN CLIMACUS makes rain fall, 130

JOHN DAMASCUS, hand from heaven, 399

JOHN FRANCIS ERISI, garment curative, 181; relics of, 141; multiplies food, 146; relics curative, 367

JOHN GRAND, Virgin Mary gives cloak to, 487

JOHN GUILBERT, crucifix nods to, 499

JOHN-JOSEPH de la Croix, apparition cures Bassano, 34; appears soon after death, 33; Christ appears to, 21; cloak saves madman, 151; dead body carries bearers, 163; ecstasies of, 36, 311; elements obey, 444; garment of sanctity, 161; in two places at once, 470; keeps absolute silence, 456; lifted up, 217, 311; makes peaches grow

on chestnut ships, 254; uncorketh his lips, 430; nimbus surrounds, 21; relics cast 267; spasmus cured, 151; takes on himself another's disease, 390; Virgin Mary appears to, 21

JOHN NEPMUCK, fire plays on cradles, 38 ghost wins the battle of Weissenburg, 365; helps uncompassed dead body, 366; picks when dead, 22; tongue incorruptible, 25

JOHN STIRLING converted by child, 356

JOHN de la Roque, devil cast from, as two were 99

JOHN of Alexandria, 257; and the honey-pot 337

JOHN of Beverley, ghost of, 23

JOHN of Egypt cures blindness, 46; devil seizes his pardon, 98

JOHN of Matha, anecdo of, 304; plays for money, 354; sails on a hulk, 354; visit of, 304, 305

JOHN of St. Facund gives robe to beggar, 47; lifted up, 218; protected from assassina 392; reproves a don, 175; sees Christ in Enchirid, 482; water of well obeyed, 248

JOHN OF SAGAON same as above

JOHN OF THAUVINNE, crowd given to, 394

JOHN OF TUSCANY and borrowed horse, 176

JOHN the almoner and honey-pots, 417; and the swindler, 421; politeness of the dead is, 439; receives a handful of, 416; revenge of 417

JOHN the Baptist beheaded, 175; birth foretold, 42; body of, where buried, 29; raiment of camel's hair, 55; tells where head is buried, 29; two heads of, preserved, 363, 274 n.

JOHN the Good of Mantua lives on Enchirid, 509

JOHN THE SILENT, 450; exposed to lions, 226; follows gilding star, 297; observes absolute silence, 226; prurient modesty of, 416; sees cross in skies, 297

JOHNSON (Dr.) "touched," 306

Jolly Jenkin, name of devil, 190

JONAH and the whale, 212; king Amphry's daughter, 212; Arion, 212; Hercules, 212; Landes, 212; written by Satan, 213; Martinell, 214

JONATHAN wheeled out of his tallismans, 99

Joncheta, devil personates, 98

JORDAN divides for Angeles, 338; Elijah, 337; Elisha, 337; Joshua, 337

JORDANUS multiplies food, 148

JOSEPH appears to Theresa, 35; dreams of, 118, 119; forestalls death, 99

JOSEPH "spouse of Mary," 27

JOSEPH of Arimathea delivered from prison, 91; Glastonbury thorn, 165

JOSEPH of Copertino, ecstasies of, 311; lives on the eulogy, 508

JOSEPH of Nazareth espoused by budding rod, 53; dreams of, 118; relics of, 261

JOSEPH OF RAVENELL, lifted up, 217; stiles the sea, 264

JOSUA aided in battle by angel, 151; commands sun and moon to stand still, 297; solution suggested, 297; Jordan divides for, 337

JOURDAIN feeds fifty persons with two loaves, 148; Virgin Mary appears to, 457

JOWYAN raised from the dead, 85

JOYVING sups sun-hot idol at bakes, 179; unharmed by lions, 179; unharmed in furnace, 287

JOYS of Mary (Seven), xxv.
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LABAN, hospitality of, 177
LABAN restored to life to receive Vlastomann, 83
Labarum (The), 72
Labour in vain, 213; Bernard's horse, 214; Eman's horse, 214; Odilo's horse, 214; Hermeland's eggs, 214; Laumer's ox, 214; Vincent Ferrer, 214
Lac Beata Virginiæ, 260
Lactantius, works of, xxxv
Ladder to paradise, xxix.; from earth to heaven, 205; Perpetua, 205; Romuald, 206; Sadoth, 206
Lady Day, 517
Lady, devil personates, 99
"Lady of the O," 524
Lady turned black, 474
Lake dried up, 435
Lake. (See "Cripple healed")
Lamp, burns without consuming oil, 68; fed with water, 226; lights itself, 226; rekindled: Geneviève, 377; Hermeland, 378; John Liguillic, 378; Laumer, 378; Servan, 378
Lamprey created and multiplied, 147
Lancelot dies in odour of sanctity, 519 n.
Land hopelessly barren, 280
Landes, water sweetened, 239 n.
Landry, Christ announces death, 379; shroud quenches fire, 282
Laneville, bells ring spontaneously, 379
Laos, hell of the, 414
Laumer and the wolves, 473; candle rekindled, 378; cast out devils, 101; heals cripple, 71; paralytic, 246; ox stolen, 214; quenches fire by prayer, 442; removes oak tree, 435
Laus, devil monasterie, 297 n.
Laurence. (See "Lawrence")
Laurent mortifies his body, 439
Laurentius sees Christ in host, 492
Laus (Notre-Dame de), ghost of, 487
Lawrence, angel consoles, 11; cures blind man, 48; Cyrilacs, 106; headache, 106; shows jewels of church, 209
Lazar asleep, not dead, 485
Lazarus, death known to Christ, 263; Bernard, 354; Cuthbert, 354; Francis Hieronimus, 354; Hermeland, 354; Hilariun, 355; Vincent Ferrer, 355; raised from the dead, 78
Lead (Molèn), pleasant beverage: Audaldus, 403; Primus, 241
Leaden gutter lengthened, 226
Leg restored by Antonio, 69; Augustine, 69
Leger spoke without a tongue, 283
Legion cast out by Christ, 214; Hilariun, 215
Lending to the Lord, 418; Elizabeth of Hungary 418; Francisca, 419; Francis Hieronimus, 419; Isidore, 419; Medard, 420; Peter Vallinus, 420; Xavier, 420; putting the promise to the test, 418
Leo and Attila, 391; blood makes waterspring, 169; breaks idol of Mars, 178; breaks lanterns of Fortuna, 58; brings blood from host, 493; carries off his head, 169; cured of toad-poison, 17; enemies turned back, 391; fills a gully, 58; had the marks, 425; MS. corrected by Peter, 426
Leocadia reveals place of her relics, 485; institutes "Fête of Expectation," 485
Leonard Kehre and the flower, 138; fire would not burn, 138

JUDAS, death of, 213; Arius, 213
Judges of hell, 212 n.
Judgment of Solomon, 290-292
JULIA, soul like a dove, 109
JULIAN (Emperor), apostasy foretold, 256; death foretold, 256; seat of cross in sky, 72; tries to restore temple, 386
JULIAN (St.) and Basilissa married celibates, 496; and the serpent, 248; consolcd by angels, 11; delivers six malefactors, 380; footprint of, 241; hearse crosses river, 330; harm warded off from, 405; holocaust of, 424; miracles of, 235; mock modesty of, 430; music heard at death, 433; prison miraculously lightened, 405; preached to birds and beasts, 430; released from prison, 380; self-mortification of, 430; supplies water, 334
JULIAN of Cuenca has Christ for guest, 62; food multiplied, 149; music heard at death, 25; soul like palm-branch, 25; temptations of, 303; Mary appears to, 25
JULIAN bishop of Mans and serpent, 248; cures blind man, 236; the sick wholesale, 236; exorcises demoniac, 236; miracles of, 235; restores Anastasius' son to life, 83; Jovian to life, 83; Prulla Leguillia's son, 83
JULIA of Antioch delivered from prison, 91; consolcd by angels, 11; heals lictor's eye, 224
JULIAN of St. Augustine mortifies body, 430
JULIANA of Nicomedia more than conqueror, 427
JUNO and her suitors, 261
JUSTERINUS, life of, 179; temple made a Christian church, 178
Justice justified in forgiveness, 418; parable of an adulteress, 418; Zaleucus, 418
JUSTIN, works of, xxxv
JUSTINA in caudron uninjured, 67
JUVENAL walks on sea, 330
Katmir, the dog, speaks, 294
Kellcococon, name of devil, 200
KINNELL, death of, announced, 371; murder of, known in Rome, 255
KENTOGER's fire, 378
Key of fetters in a fish, 142; of reliquary, 143; given by God to Servasitus, 396
KETEER and the flower, 138; fire would not burn, 138
Kicking one's mother, 69, 71
KILLIAN beheaded, 175; reproves Goebert, 175
Killili, a devil, 200, 203
Klin entered innocuously, 138
King and the Soth, 290 n.
King Zaleucus gives his eye to save his son, 418
King's evil like leprosy, 306 n.; touching for, 306
Kingdom divided, 390
KLARS (Santas) le Nicholas de Flines, 16
Knights (The Two), 375
Knight's castle becomes a lake, 289
Knives and halter, 195
Knives, how swallowed, 192
Knout, instrument of torture, xiv.
Kobla, what, 403
KORAH, Dathan, and Abiram, 176
Korah, bell of the, 414
KORKE. (See "Stanislaus," etc.)
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LYCEN
drivers, 345

MACARITUS and his burden, 185; and John, 153; and Antony's churlishness, 64; casts out ravenous devil, 99; cautions John about avarice, 183; cures blind hyena, 45; elicits answer from dead woman, 77; recovers horse into a woman, 192, 224; temptations of, 302

MACBETH and the dagger, 60

MACIAN of Glencoe, 52

MACRA, harm warded off, 405

MAD mad evil cast out, 233

MADONNA and the angel, 151

MADONNA, Luke's portrait, 284

MADRID, bell's ring spontaneously, 369

MAGGOT becomes a pearl, 415

MAGNI, politeness when dead, 439

MAHDI (Soudan) carried on crocodile, 116

MAHO the devil, 197, 200; called an ass, 103

MAHOMMED MARSH only asleep, 487

MAIDOC, bell floats through air, 370; book无所它 by rain, 444; drove from Ireland to Rome, and back again, 131; recall from death, 447; assisted in battle by Gabriel, 158; dove of, 110; saved by a cow, 75

MAHOMETAN prayar, 446

MAHOMETAN's heaven, 412; hell, 414

MARROWED MORAD only asleep, 487

MAIDOC bell floats through air, 370; book无所它 by rain, 444; drove from Ireland to Rome, and back again, 131; recall from death, 447; assisted in battle by Gabriel, 158; dove of, 110; saved by a cow, 75

MALMED not allowed to reign, 400 n. (See "Cripple")

MARY (Richard,) impostures of, 187-191; seven devils of, 196

"Make His paths straight," 443

MAKE shift relics, 264

MALACHI shows three degrees of purgatory, 515

MALACHY heal's withered arm, 134

MALAT. (See "Melantrichus")

MALACHI, an angel and the lictor, 224; Peter and the Virgin, 234; hands cut off join on again, 224

MALFACTOR and the baron, 383

MALFACTOR converted by prayer, 441

"Malleus Malificarum," 344

MALO yokes a wolf, 364

MALTA free from vermin, 115

MANAS unharnessed by beast, fire, 287

MAKKURUS quenches fire by prayer, 442

Mammon of unrighteousness, 422; golden apple, 422

Man carries three sacks of corn, 223

"Man with the angel," 41; man weighed against his aims, 41

Maniples possessed, 100-103

Maniples, origin of, 63

MANLIUS saves Capitol, 282

MARAOF's wife and angel, 6; promised a son, 15

MANU, drought relieved, 130

MANS asleep, not moved, 487

MANTLE given. (See "Cloak")

MANUCIUS lived on Eucharist, 509

"Manus de celo missa," 259

MARAH, waters sweetened, 239

MARAUDER converted into a wolf, 164

Marble pillar lost their weight, 160, 161; bath with a crocodile, 116

MARCELLIN expels dragon from Paris, 114

MARCELLIAN consold by angels, 11

MARCELLINUS, apostasy of, 251

MARCELLINUS, angels carry to paradise, 8; angels have charge of, 9; ghost routes the Goths, 158; mends glass goblet by prayer, 397; precipitated by Satan, 9; treated as bear of burden, 397; Urbayes (The) divides for, 339

MARCELLINUS of Embrun casts out devils, 101

MARCIAN, porch of, 253

MARCIAO unharmful by lion, 220

MARCULPHUS cures bite of wolf, 106; devils recognize, 103; directed to build monastic, 507; exorcises arts of healing by touch, 106 n.; protects a hare, 360

MARIATI, death-terror of, 396

MARGARET (Queen), book uninjured by water, 444

MARGARET MARY ALACOQUE, Christ appears to, 480; establishes devotion of Five Hours, 481, 492; wears Sacred Heart, 481; Sacred Heart appears to, 481; Trinity appears to, 481; visions of, 481

MARGARET of Aragon converted, 68, 69

MARGARET of Cortons, guardian angel, 323; hears heavenly voices, 328; sees purgatory divided into cells, 328

MARGARET of Hungary "lifted up," 217

MARGARET of Molto had intangibles on her heart, 392

MARGARITA MONTIS miraculously healed, 70

MARI MARIL had stigmata, 423

MARIA RAZZI had stigmata, 423

MARIANNE de Jesus fasts in infancy, 392; heals sore by prayer, 442; lives on the Eucharist, 509; makes vow of chastity in childhood, 442 n.; mortifies her body, 430; raises the dead, 84; upheld by angels, 9

MARINUS fed by bears, 138

MARK and Marcellian consold by angels, 11

MARKS of the Lord Jesus, 423; Anne Louise Latean, 424; at birth, 245; Catherine Emmerich, 423; Catherine Landon, 423; Catherine of Ricci, 424; Catherine of Siena, 424; from childhood, 425; children marked, 427; Dominica Lazzari, 423; Francis d'Assisi, 424; Gertrude of Osten, 424; Leo, 425; Ldwinis, 425; Maria Morl, 423 n.; Mary Magdalen of Pazzi, 425; Oxianna, 426; Pascal, 97; Rita de Casia, 426; Rose Tamiolis, 130; Spalding of Pavia, 426; Veronica Guilian, 426; Thomas, 426; explanation thereof, 427; Laurent's method of producing the, 427 n.; pagan, or Syrian, etc., 423

Marriage of the Virgin with Joseph, 519

Married celibates, 485, 496
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meadow, 227; children harnessed, 225; church pushed round, 225; cope repaired, 225; dancing forbidden, 227; de Notre Dame, 227; dole restored, 226; green wheat cut, 225; head leaps thrice from ground, 225; makes hole in ground, 225; horse's leg cut off for shoewing, 223; lamps fed with water, 226; oak trees multiplied, 226; ring flies upwards, 226; silver coffin enlarged, 226; vestments discarded, 224; Virgin and Child of Deols, 227; walls of church open, 225, 227; water carried in sieve, 226; water-pipe lengthened, 225; woman struck dead, 227

Miracles of Ballyragget, xiii.

Miracles of doubtfull morality, 226: compounding with thieves, 229; diploma given Satan, 66; giving what is not your own, 229; horse, 429; corn, 229; wine, 419; wife and daughter murdered, 228; woman's long hair restored, 228; work neglected for matins, 229

Miracles of special saints, 229–238: Aldric, 229; Bernard, 230; Borromeo, 230; Brigit, 230; Cuthbert, 231; Danilo, 231; Francis d'Assisi, 233; Francois d'Assisi, 233; Franchiscus, 233; Geneva, 233; Germanus, 234; Isidore, 234; Jeanne de Valois, 235; Jeanne Marie de Malile, 235; Julian bishop of Masa, 235; Mathia or Mastilda, 236; Maurelius, 236; Odilo, 236; Patrick, 237; Peter of Gallia, 237; Placidus, 237; Vincent Foix, 237; Virgin Mary, 238

Miracles, sin to doubt, xiii. n.; worked by Satan, 186; Simon Magus, 501; sundry natural means, xv. n.

Miracle-workers, xxx., xxxxi.

Miracle-working a road to fame, xvi. n.

Miraculous consecration of church, 7; medal curative, 207; spring of water: Chrysole, 158; Pritz, 163; Leo, 169

Miscellaneous relics, 264

Miser, 280; weighed against his alms, 63

Mising finger of Januarius, 31

Mock modesty. (See "Honf solt," etc.)

Modesta knows of Gertrude's death, 255

Modion, dumb devil, 197

Mole, prince of devils, 199

Moles Adrien, 5

Moleton lead given to drink: Andalusia, 403; Primus, 221

Monastery, angel plans that of Val d'Or, 507; consecrated by Christ, 6; differs from laura, 237 n.; dove points out a site, 110; eagle points out a site, 507; ghost plans that of Francis of Paula, 507; Marcus and Childebert, 507; Michael bids Bertrand build, 506; plans that of Blangy, 506; Selma refuses to enter, 338; site of pointed out by dove, 110; eagle, 507

Monastic life, 506: defence of, 506

Mondana cured of blindness, 47

Monotone deposits at Dominic's foot, 231; in answer to prayer: Benedict, 441; Bernard, 230; Jane-Frances, 368; John de Matha, 344; multiplied miraculously, 230; sheds blood, 371

Monica lifted up in prayer, 217

Monk, devil becomes a, 117; devil personates, 99; sees Virgin Mary, 326; stands on live coal, 139

Monks and nuns, xxiv.

Monks, breath spiritual, 100 w.; exhale odour of sanctity, 100 w.; of Avernus and devil, 588

Monkish silly, 235; set children, 357 w.

Montanus promises a son, 43

Montepensier, "Felix" on heart, 391

Monteils forest afire, not burnt, 55

Monumental figures, xxx.

Moon, soul like the, 459

Moore (Anne), the fasting woman, 136 n.

"More than a Virgin," 472; Juliana of Nicomedia, 427

Morgarten, battle of, 281

Morpheus an attendant on the dream-god, 119

"Mortify the body," xxvi., 428; Albert, 428; Benedict of Anian, 429; Benet-Joseph, 429; Clara, 429; Gregory of Armenia, 429; Jeanne Marie de Malile, 429; John-Joseph de la Croix, 430; Julian of St. Augustine, 430; Laurentius, 430; Marianne de Jesus, 430; Patrick's purgatory, 431; Peter Damian, 431; Silvius, 509; Simon Stylites, 431; Valery, 452; Wulgula, 452

Mosey, holy robe of, 272

Moses and the burning bush, 54; and the cloudy pillar, 65; on the rock, 238; Francis of Paula, 238; commissioned by God, 239; Angelus, 339; face like the sun, 39; fasts forty days, 136; rod of, 236 (see "Aaron's rod"); sweetens waters of Marah, 239; water supplied by, 332

Mostem tradition of the rose, 447

Mother of God, (See Virgin Mary)

Motionless. (See "Stand fast")

Mota, butchery of infants at, 174

Motto of the Minime given by Michael, 40

Motubisanto, a devil's name, 209

Moulins (Dr.) fed by hen, 128; saved by a cowweb, 294

Mount Carmel (Our Lady of), 522

Mountains removed by faith, 434, 435

Mouse reveals a store of corn, 126; the devil personates, 100

Mouth and eyes made by spittle, 232

MS. corrected by an angel, 465

Mulberry tree from an oven peel, 54

Mule kneels to the host, 491

Mule-unicorn, 481

Murder disclosed by birds, 371

Murderers betrayed by ravens, 371; struck blind, 398

Music heard at death, 433: Andol, 361; Christian, 433; Isidore, 235; Julian, 25, 433; Martin, 433; Facsimil, 433 n.; Servianus, 434

"My flesh is meat indeed," 509; Catherine Fieschi, 509; Colon of Reft, 509; Elizabeth of Walsesh, 509; Gerfarmus, 509; Grace of Valencia, 509; John the Good, 509; Joseph of Copertino, 508; Manutiis of Bayeux, 509; Marianne de Jesus, 509; Mary Frances, 510; Nicholas de Flue, 510; Risa of Casca, 509; Sebas, 509; Silvius, 509

Myron unmanned by lions, 220; in a furnace, 220

Mysteries (P'een), xxix.

NAAMAN the leper, 163; Ausonius and Caphagius, 238; Bright, 240; by a kis, 240; Clare, 240; Francis of Paula, 240; the little
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maid and Hermes, 241; Martin, 240; 
Romanus, 240; Sortus, 240

NABAR, charioteer of, 43
NABOR and Nasarius exposed to lions, 219
NADDINO converted by prayer, 441
Nails of crucifixion, 271
Nain, son of the widow, 78
Naked woman (Mary of Egypt), 217
Nakedness of man, 434; Alexander and Dio-
genesis, 435; Lazarius of Samos and Kosmas, 434
Nails of the Virgin Mary, 509. (See under "Notre-Dame," "Our Lady," and "Virgin Mary").

Narrow the way of life, why, 375

NATHANIEL, without gullet, 241; Cuthbert, 241
Nativity of the Virgin Mary, 521

Natural marks ascribed to miracles, 241; bread 
with teeth-marks, 494; cross in stone, 241; 
Devil's Dyke, Brighton, 242; frame in a 
Scotch rock, 242; footprints of Jesus, 241; 
Julian, 241; Medard, 241; Rats' Run, 241; 
solutions of miracles, 241; sword clef, 242
Nature disturbed at crucifixion, 242; death of 
Aplin, 242; Bouilface, 243; Christ, 424; 
Fulcher, 244; Godfrey, 244; twenty martyrs, 
243; Vita, 243

Nature subjected to faith, 434; by Hinda, 238; 
bed of lake elevated, 435; mountain re-
moved, 434, 435; oak tree removed, 435; 
vulcano stopped, 435

Nazarites, 434; James the Less, 243

Nazarites not eaten by lions, 219; walks on 

NEAPOLIS restored to life, 81

NEBUCHADNEZZAR's dream, 117, 119

Needlework set right by Wodcol, 238

NEPTUNE stills the sea, 284

NERVA, instrument of torture, xiii.

NICHOLAS of Barl. (See "Nicholas of Myra").

NICHOLAS of Flus, twenty years, 508; Is 
Santa Klana, 18; Lives on the Eucharist, 508; 
sen seven angels appear to, 16; takes no food 
at all, 508

NICHOLAS of Myra and usurer, 229; appears to 
Constantine, 119; compounds with thieves, 
229; delivers child from captivity, 360; 
devil and pilgrims, 246; elected bishop by 
Gregory, and Dionysius of temple, 411; 
fists in infancy, 393; levies and multiplies 
corn, 148; portions off three maidens, 459; 
promises Amata a son, 42; sea oys, 236; 
stills a tempest, 425

NICHOLAS of Ravenna had stigmata, 422

NICHOLAS of Tolentino, bread of, 483; and the 
chicken, 123; ghost of, 244; tormented by 
devils, 468; Virgin Mary visits, 458

No media, martyrs of, 433

Night abolished, 511

Nile water, how sweetened, 339 n.

Nimbus, xx.

Nineteen martyrs of Gormuc, 36

Nineveh saved, 259

Nizal, who heard, 176

No faith to be kept with heretics, 193, 510

NOAH, God talks with, 180

Nobleman of Capernaum, 280

NOPLETTA carries fire in apron, 137

NOLASCO. (See "Peter Nolasco")

Norkest, conversion of, 283; premonstraten-
sians' dresses prescribed to, 503; soul like a 
lily, 400

Nothing that deflieth entereth heaven, 436: Mary 
the Egyptian, 435

Notre-Dame des Ardents, 531; de bon Renconstr, 
488; de Dèols, 500; des Lacs, 487; de 
Lourdes, 484; des Miracles, 55; la Soledad 
de, 105; du Puy, 488; l'Epine, 55. (See 
"Our Lady" and "Virgin Mary")

NOUJAHAD asleep, not dead, 488

Novice neglects Benedict's blessing, 176

NUN, Amalas come from heaven, 105 n.

Numerical remembrancers, xxvii.

Numerical martyrs. (See "Army of Martyrs")

Nun sent to purgatory for working on a festival, 
324, 325

Nuns and monks, 26; two run out of their 
collars, 76

Nur, a devil's name, 290

Oak tree blossoms in winter, 156; overthrown 
by touch, 136; removed by prayer, 436

Oak trees multiplied by Yves, 233

Oaths a rag of popery, 394 n.

Obedience, 241: before sacrifice, 435; Osar 
and Pharmaces, 243; Francisca, 244; Rita 
de Castro, 244; Saul, 232

Omulia, trance of, 312; ViatCOLUMN brought by 
angel, 312

Ondlo, cripple in youth, 71; cured, 71; covers 
dead children with cloak, 304; cure blinding 
from birth, 49; horse stolen, 214; mends 
glass goblet, 397; miracles of, 236; multi-
piles fish, 149; food, 149; restores noble-
man's daughter, 47; value not given by water, 
236; Virgin Mary cures, 71; water turned to 
wine, 336

Odo hangs cloak on sunbeam, 299 n.; proves 
transubstantiation, 491

Oudour of sanctity, 241, 415, 510; Braggadine, 
510; brothers of the Sodality, 512; Clare, 
511; Gertrude, 311; Gervasius, 372; Her-
mann, 511; Hilary, 372; Hubert, 611; 
Isidore, 373; Lancelot, 510 n.; Patrick, 
511; Peter Thomas, 511; Polycarp, 511; 
Protaiss, 372; Beverin, 512; Stephen, 
374; Theresa, 296; Valery, 512; Xavier, 
512; differs in quality and degree, 510; 
monks exhale, 100 n.; solution suggested, 
512 n.

Oudour of sin offensive, 510 n.; solution sug-
gested, 512 n.

OVFKUS will serve the mightiest, 341

Officers sent to arrest Christ, 52; Francis of 
Paula, 52. (See "Jacnick's Story," 53)

Oil and wine for wounds, 436; battle of Sal-
amanca, 436; consumed, not diminished, 68; 
dove brings for baptism, 108; miraculous, of 
Enguendiss, 244; multiplied by Benedict, 
244; of St. Martin's tomb, 244; coating 
from statues, 230

Oil on troubled water, 244: devil and the 
pilgrims, 245; Germanusulls storm, 245; 
berring-fishers of Shetland, 245; Hornford 
(Frey), 244; Perales (Debrie), 244; Peter 
head harbour, 245; pilchard-catching (Cera-
wald), 245; Sheld's oil-pipes, 245; sponge-
divers, 245; Syrian fishers, 244; whale-
hunters, 245; Vita ulls storm, 245; 

Willeke (Commodore), 245

OLAF TROVGAERS asleep, not dead, 487

Old St. Paul's, 391

Old woman, devil personates, 245
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INDEX</th>
<th>567</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Laumer, 246; Mathis, 236; Maurellus, 236; Mehraf, 246; Peter, 246; Peter of Galilas, 237; Phillip, 246; Placidus, 237; Wulfram’s shrine, 134</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paris delivered from Attila, 391; a dragon, 114</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parmenius speaks, though tongueless, 293</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parras, bell of the, 414</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partridges, roast, fly away, 121; seek Godrich’s protection, 390</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pare of wounds, 406</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pascall Baylon assailed by devil, 99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passage of the Jordan, 327; of the Red Sea, 337</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passing away, 437; Ceylonese custom, 437; Egyptian custom, 437; Guenricus, 437; Roman custom, 437</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passing bell explained, 389 n.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pastoral staff immovable, 463</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Path from earth to heaven, 205</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patibulum, instrument of torture, xiii.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patricius unharmed by scalding water, 277</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patricius and the honey-pots, 337</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patrick, angel appears to, 69; asks the dead a question, 77; brings water from dry ground, 237; called “Maun,” 69; cures blindness, 233 (Och); djinn, 237; drives off devils, 94; floats on a stone, 164; kindles fire with icicles, 164; miracles of, 237; no night at death, 421; odour of sanctity, 511; overreaches serpent, 115; raised from the dead, 237; resisted legions of devils, 446; supplies food by prayer, 442; supplies water, 207, 337, triple miracle of, 237; turns man into wolf, 164; vision of, 325; wounds the king’s foot, 237</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patrick’s purgatory, 431</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patroclus’s ghost, 28</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patronage of the Virgin Mary, 523</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul and Denysa, son promised, 43</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul and Elymas, 247; Amandus, 247; and Lysias, 248; and the viper, 110, 247; Hospitius, 247; Julian, 248; bones discriminated, 323; breeches preserved, 264; conversion, 283; crew given to, 205; garment sanative, 150; heals a cripple, 69; let down in a basket, 248; Aquinas, 248; Carolstadt, 248; prison doors fly open, 67; murderer or god, 247; resuscitates Eulenspiegel, 198; by vision, 248; Cyril, 248; tonsure of, xxix.; tooth of, 261; trance of, 308; voyage of, 248; Amandus, 248</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul de la Croix, Christ appears to, 61; crucifix of bleed, 500; forbidden to dance by miracle, 227; leaves Perugia, door being locked, 61; reprimed immortality of dress, 474; turns lady black, 474</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul Fabinus restored to life, 85</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul of Leon and bell, 143; and dragon, 118; relics of, 261</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul of Ptolemais unharmed by lions, 221; serpents, 221</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul of Troyes Chateaux, budding stick, 53; ploughman, 53; receives answer from dead man, 77</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul the hermit, Antony sent to, 111; buried by lions, 7; carried to heaven, 7; fed by a crow, 128; translation of, 132</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul the Simple, guardian angel of, 504; casts out devils, 101</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul’s cathedral, 301</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paulinus cured of blindness, 46</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Index</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>De tree of St. Turquatus, 186</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maria Norina healed by relics, 266</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mary watched over by dogs, 384</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hundred martyrs of Persia, 37; one hundred and twenty, 38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kos, Chromatemos, Horama, 118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urophius, guardian angel of, 503</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Herads, Christ as child appears to, 341; will serve only mightiest, 341</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jovius, guardian angel of, 504; ass and salted meadow, 227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laels, 393</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleres of angels, 352; Anglo-Saxon Church, xxvi.; devils, 352; purgatory, 328; saints, 353</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gems and the budding rod, 53; bears voice from heaven, 53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tin, works of, xxx.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kanga, guardian angel, 165; aureola of, 40; body incorruptible, 373; ecstasies of, 40; bare guides, 165; protected by St. Michael, 301; walks on water, 331</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vision released from Legion, 216</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kiol (Joseph), (See “Joseph,” etc.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bosch, guardian angel, 243</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swald, liberality of, 396</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swift’s rash vow, 208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stranto, martyrs incorruptible, 374; saved by ghosts, 374</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Queen brings rain, 130; La croix de St. Ouen, 73; sees cross in sky, 137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Our Lady of Carmel, 522; of the O, 524; of the Seven Sorrows, 523; the Auxiliatrix, 522, (See “Notre-Dame”)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Our Lady of Deols heals thief, 227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Our (St.), (See “Ursus”)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Out of the body, 308</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oven entered by Sabas, 129; Silvester, 140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oxen robbers, 214; of Glicerius resuscitated, 280</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oanna, Christ a child appears to, 60; marked with stigmata, 435; shown heaven’s glory, 60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pacificus keeps absolute silence, 455</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pacomius carried by a cōrodes, 116; garment cut off, 184; had gift of tongues, 184; music at his death, 433 n.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paduma hell, 415</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pagan stigmata, 423</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palladium fell from heaven, 105 n.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pallas Minerva fell from heaven, 105 n.; fire would not burn, 141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palestine, drought relieved, 130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palm-branch from Julian’s mouth, 25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pasley. (See “Paralytic”)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pambo’s first lesson, 467</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pancrace Schaufusser cured, 71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pantaleon challenges heathen priests, 125; cures blind from birth, 46; unharmed by 156; tortured in a cylinder, 277</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paper, heavy slip of, 162; letter sent from heaven, 436; Vincent Ferrier receives from heaven a slip of, 436; from the Trinity a letter, 436</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Papinarius promised a son, 42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paradise, vision of, 325</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Paralytic cured, 246; Petitet, 248; Thecla, 246; healed by Amaunus, 246; Christ, 246; Euthymius, 246; Germanus, 234, 246;
INDEX.

PAVUTUS subdued dragon, 116
Peaches on chestnut麸s, 354; prayed for, 354
Pneumatic warming, 356
Podlar and his tract, 380
Pedro Pacchi, ghost leads to victory, 159
Peel becomes mulberry tree, 54
Peepul tree (Thee), 314
Pelagius and Isidarianis, 3
Pale, ivory shoulded, 399
Panitia, death of, 325, 326; keeps absolute silence, 456 w.
Panda, army burned up, 278
Pampholo, dream of, 119
Penitent thief, 249; Bexlers, 249; a Countess, 250; an infidel, 250; Diamas, 249; Titus, 248
Pentecost, instrument of torture, xiii.
Pept, gift of land, 105
Pepts on the plague, 438
Perception, xxiii.
Personne Raulfe, healed, 70
Perpeta sees Dinocrates's ghost, 483; delivers brother from purgatory, 483; insensible of pain, 401; ladder from earth to heaven, 206
Perseus, seven, 34; a hundred, 37; a hundred and twenty, 38; two hundred and seventy-five, 38; watermen's lull sea with oil, 244
Peter and the stater, 142; Aldeguardis taught by, 465; altar made by, 526; appears to Amandus, 23; Bertha, 394; Peter Nolasco, 24; a rich man, 283; bones discriminated, 225; called to repentance, 65; chains of, 255; broken off, 57; chasuble of, 263, 268; cures palsy, 246; delivered from prison, 90; denies Christ, 250; Cranmer, 250; Jerome of Prague, 250; Marcellinus, 263; devils, as dogs, assault, 97; heals a cripple, 68; Leo taught by, 465; tonsure of, xxiv.; tooth of, 361
Peter rises from grave to certify sale, 78
Peter II. cures blindness with splinter, 295; delivers from prison, 92
Peter (Lord) refuses to live again, 516
Peter Armengol restored to life, 79
Peter Ballum, harm averted from, 403
Peter, the minstrel, and dove, 116 w.; angel appears to, 16; fasts forty days, 136; ghost of monk appears to, 14; lifted up, 216; receives angel's robe, 16; sees abbot's ghost, 15; sent to cut green grass, 225; turns water into wine, 336
Peter Damian moribund body, 431
Peter Gonzalez, fish go to be caught, 143; stands on fire, 138
Peter Nolasco, Christ appears to, 523; hears heavenly voice, 329; imitates Peter, 24; Peter appears to, 24; receives clock from heaven, 396; scapular given by Virgin, 396 w.; Virgin Mary appears to, 523
Peter Nolasco assists plague, 253; brings ship to land, 258; calls upon rain, 160; "Mary" engraved on heart, 392; odium of sanctity, 511; pirates kept off by, 288 w.; plague stayed by, 253; promises a son, 43; stills tempest by prayer, 443; Virgin Mary appears to, 468; restores his voice, 124
Peter Vallicc no poorer by giving, 420
Peter of Galle draws palsy, 327; makes dumb, 237; infirmity of, 327; visa worm, 327; wards off the sun, 22
Peter of Verona, Christ speaks to, 60; vertes a horse into smoke, 97; sets horse, tries to disturb, 97; leaves from heaven, 329; makes Daniel, 123; restores a man's foot, 71; tests persecuted, 446; wands off the sun
Peter the banker, Christ appears weighed against his alma, 63
Peter the exorcist delivered from praise, soul carried to heaven, 8
Peter the hermit, dove sent to, 14; water into wine, 336
Peter the martyr. (See "Peter of Verona"
Peter healeed of palse, 346
Peter's markeit with stigmata, 43
Petty Bollandista, xxiv.
Phortzheim, girl crucified at, 174
Phantastes, attendant on dream-god, 111
Pharaildis supplies water, 335; sister-pain for lying, 64
Pharnace of Egypt, 353
Pharaoh's baker's and butler's dream, 222; dream of, 117, 119
Pharisee and publican, 251; ancientest minstrel, 252; Juno and her sisters, 252
Pythorius and the scullion, 364; Theod and the actor, 365
Philaeus convinced by the "soullessness" of
Philip, earthquake at the death of, 243; dragon by prayer, 116; paralyz'd by, 246
Philip II. engraved on Montpensier's heart
Philip III. cured by relic, 267
Philip Berthier strip himself for a beggar
Philip Sidney and draught of water, 74
Philip of Nerl appears to Fontone, 9
Philip of Nerl appears to Fontone, 9
Christ appears to, 21; in two places, 471; lifted up in prayer, 46; luminous face of, 46; relic moved, 501; restores Fabricius to his senses, angels in boat, 21; Virgin Mary appears to, 468
Philippes I. could not "touch," 307
Philippes VI. "touched" 14,000 persons;
Philippe, attendant of dream-god, 119
Phoenician sun-god fell from heaven, 165
Potima, whale swallowed, 313
Phylla personifies Minerva, 363
Pignaro, cross bleeds blue blood, 560
Picture, Christ's, by Luke, 422; cures dis
262; devil's burnt in exorcism, 163; V
by Luke, 264; taken up to heaven, 31
Pigeons. (See "Doves")
Pike created by Guirlet, 147
Pilates, staircase of, 273
Pilchard-catchers lull sea with oil, 345
Pilgrimage to Compostella, 121
Pillar of cloud, 55; fire, 73; of light, 65; 65; Moses, 65
Pillars overweighed lightened, 163, 161
Pillar-saint and the Jester, 252
Pillar-saints: Euthymius, 454; Simmex
lives, 451; Theodulus, 252; of the West
Pits, a dragon, 118; Christ in rage appears to, 275; Christ a child appears to, 59; keeps absolute silence, 455
Pinnacle of temple, 252: James the Less, Jesus, 252
INDEX.

Prison lightened miraculously: Barbara, 416;
Chrysostom, 404; Eugenia, 404; Hilary, 411; Julian, 406; Peter, 90; Restituta, 406; Vincent, 14; Vitus, 409

Prison walls fall down, 92, 379

Prisoners and jailer, 68, 91; in different prisons together, 69. (See "Capselle," etc.)

Psalm carpet off her head, 170

Procession of birds, 358; of Sacred Heart arrests plague, 482

Procoptius sees cross in sky, 283

Prosus the giant, 111

Prodigal son, 265; sons of Diocletian's guardman, 265

Prophecy, devil personates, 96

Prophetic warnings, 256; Benedict and Totila, 256; death of Julian, 256; Jesus and destruction of Jerusalem, 256; Hilarion and Julian, 256; Feden and the mocker, 256

Protasius, body incorruptible, 372; odor of sanctity, 372

Paula Linnaeus, son resuscitated, 83

Ptolemy of Egypt, 363

Ptolemy's heaven, 411 n.

Publican and Pharisee, 251, 252

Pudding and Thame, devil's name, 300

Puffs, a devil's name, 300

Pullets, cooked, come to life, 121; feathers multiply, 121

Punished with stripes, 367, 368

Punishment, xii. (See " Harm ")

Purification, xxii., 513; abbot released from, 488; Cecily delivered from, 514; cloud of souls delivered, 514; Durand of Bridon redeemed from, 514; Francisca describes, 515; Giles honoured by a general delivery, 204; has three regions, 362; Malachias shown three regions, 515; Margaret of Cortona, 233; Patrick's, 413; Perpetua delivers her brother, 483; Peter (lord) called from, 515; prior released from, 488; Thomas Aquinas, 518; Virgin Mary delivers many, 514; divided into separate cells, 338

Purification of the Virgin Mary, 525

Purify the Virgin Mary, 625

Purr, a devil, 200, 203

Putting God to test, 394, 418, 440

Puy (Notre-Dame du), 490

Protestants and scullion, 394

Pythagoras conformed to God's will, 383; golden thigh of, 399

Pyx, gift from heaven, 396; nunnerly saved by, 397; stolen, 493

Question, examined by the, xiii.; instrument of torture, xiii., 14

Quinsey cured, 59

Quintus, body too heavy to lift, 184; conversion of, 59

Rachenteges, instrument of torture, xiii.

Rack, instrument of torture, xiii.

Radegunda seems on fire, 40 n.

Rag, children cured by, 151

Rain, devil personates, 96 n.

Rain does not wet Aubin, 444; Bernard's letter, 444; congregation, 444; Dominic, 231; John-Joseph, 444; Maidoe's book, 444; queen Margaret, 444; Ubaldus, 446; one picking onions, 448; reapers, 444

Rain obedient to saints, 443: to Antony of

Padua, 443; Aubin, 444; Basil, 129; Bernard, 444; Bont, 129; Eulalia, 129; Euchras, 444; Euthymius, 129; Genevieve, 444; Hilarion, 130; Hugh of Poitiers, 140; John Climacus, 138; John-Joseph, 444; Maidoe, 444; queen Margaret, 444; Cosma, 138; Thomas, 129; Cosmas, 129; Sabas, 130; Scholastica, 445; Severus, 129; Thoereta, 445; the Thundering Legion, 129

Ubaldus, 445

Raised to life, 78: Alexander, 241; Amadas, 79; Attilias, 79; Austrobertha, 430; A wire, 79; Benedict, 50; Coletta, 86; Cyril, 92; Dominick, 50

Raph's contest about rose, 447

Rats' Run at Terri, 241

Rauit miraculously healed, 70

Raven, rock, crow (and the plurals): black, why, 170 m.; devil personates, 96; Great Antony, 128; Augustinus, 128; Cuthbert, 127; Eulalia, 127; Erasmus, 128; Paul the hermit, 128; forbidden to a husband, 53; forced by Alberic, 251; guide Firmanus, 168; Melech and the crowds, 381; murderers betrayed by, 371; protect Vincent's dead body, 32

Ravenna (Archbishop of) death of, 5

Ravenous devil, 99

Raymond Nonnat speaks when gagged, 283

Raymond of Pennafort and cloak-raft, 65; saved by prayer, 441; Virgin Mary appears to, 523

Rays of the eastern star, 263

Recognized by devil, 103: Ambrose, 185; Bernard, 314; Christ, 103; Cyrilactus, 315; Hilarion, 103; Marcellus, 103

Reconciliation before offering, 256; Eliphas the Temptor, 256; John of Alexandria, 257

Red rose, origin of, 447, 448

Red Sea divides, 337; passage of, 337

Reed given to Christ, 372

Regillus, battle at lake, 157

Regulus and the frogs, 365; breaks idols at Senilia, 179; cheats the devil, 179; cripple healed by, 71; doves announce death of three purified, 365

Relics, xxii., 257: altar made by St. Peter, 336; ass with five legs, 274; bleeding, 262; Boniface the greatest collector of, 257 n.; bowl of the Holy Family, 637; Brady's list of, 263; Bridg, 262; Caesar's baton, 257; Coletta's ring, 250; coronation stone, 266; Eliot, 261; Eliza's staff, 267; Eliza's dead body, 257; Francis of Paul's hood, 259; Gertrude's bed, 274; hand from heaven, 259; Ignatius Loyola, 262; in Savigny, 262; in Souillac church, 263; join in psalmody, 262; Joseph the carpenter, 261; makeshift, 264; medal which multiplies food, 266; medals, 267, 266; Melanchton's list, 257; Melior's silver hand, 390; miscellaneous, 264; Paul, 257; Paul's tooth, 261; Paul of Leon, 261; Pelop's shoulder, 399; Peter's chains, 258; Peter's tooth, 261; Philip of Ner, 601; portrait of Borromeo, 364; stone cast at St. Stephen, 363; Trojcan's body, 261; Virgin's milk, 260; veil, 485; white rage ring, 630 n.

Relics bleed, 262

Relics curative: (1) Description of them—Bone cures ague, bad knee, colic, fever, 266; chambeur cures paralysis, 268; cup cures...
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Belles—
of fever, 267; Philip Luce of fistula, 266; Robert of paralysis, 266; Vincenza Aida of bad knee, 267

Belicis, false: Job's, 185; Restituta's, 180; Urban's, 185; join in psalmody, 76; jump for joy, 263; list of: Brady's, 263; Mel anchthon's, 263; miscellaneous, 264; makeshift, 264; more and more, 503; multiplied: Agnes's head, 274; am with five legs, 274; cross of Christ, 270 n.; Gertrude's bed, 274; nails of the cross, 271; titles of the cross, 273; two heads of John Baptist, 263, 274; wood of the cross, 270 n., 274; thrust into the mouth, 185, 200

Belices of Constantinople, 275; of Savigny, 262; of Soullac church, 263

Relics of the crucifixion, 269: the bandage, 269; blood, 269; cross, 269; crown of thorns, 270; cup, 271; grave-clothes, 271; nails, 271; reed, 272; robe, 272; spear, 272; sponge, 273; staircase of Pilate's hall, 273; table, 273; title of accusation, 273; whipping-post, 274; wood of the cross, 274

"Remember thou art mortal," 437

Remi arrests a fire, 141; baptized by dew and a sunbeam, 110; body too heavy to lift, 164; lifted by angels into shrine, 164; casts out dumb spirit, 123; cures demonic blindness, 49; death forestalled by, 59; dove descends on, 110; wilds fire out, 141

"Rendere a Cesar," etc., 280

Renkes, prison walls fall down, 92

Rent garment, 275: Christ's, 275; Jeroboam's, 275; Samuel's, 275

Repetition (Pain), 445: Anglican Church, 445 n.; Jewish, 445; Mahometan, 446; Roman Catholic, 445; Rosary, 445

Reproduction. (See "Food Multiplied")

Resist the devil, 446: Clare, 446; Patrick, 446

Reterruta, apparition of, 407; dead body restores life, 180; harm warded off, 406; prison miraculously light, 406; relics false, 180; transported from Rome to Sora, 131

Retributive punishment, 275: Abraham, 276; Agnes, 276; Bartholomew's father, 276; face, 56; Catherine, 276; Daniel, 276; Faustinus, 277; forty martyrs, 277; Haman, 275; Januarium, 277; Juliana, 428; Martina, 395; Pantaleon, 277; Patricius, 277; Penda, 278; Salome, 278; Shadrach, etc., 275; Savinian, 405; Thyrsus, 278; twenty martyrs, 343; Vitus and Valerian, 409

"Return not evil evil," 446: Benet-Joseph, 446; Gertrude of Ostend, 446

Revelation. (See "Visions and Revelations")

Reverence. (See "Honour God's Saints")

Reviled and persecuted, 446: Peter of Verona, 446

Rhabdomancy, 44

Rhenus, dead, speaks to dead wife, 18; she answers, 78

Rhone, banks of fertile, 386

Rib of the "Word made flesh," 363

Rich banker and beggar, 63; wedged against his aims, 63

Rich fool, 279: bishop Hall's anecdote, 279

Rich ruler, 289: Bernard, 280; the miser, 289

Richard crucified by Jews, 171

Richard of Chichester feeds thousands with one loaf, 149

3)

Whose the relic—

Borromeo's picture—mortal sickness, 264; Desiderius—mortal sickness, 264; Bruno—plague, 264; Eliisha—raised the dead, 257; Germana Cousin—all diseases, 254—258; Ignatius's bone—fever, 266, 267; Immaculate Conception medal, 257; John-Joseph—Bernard's eye—blind quenches fire, 268; Maurin's tooth—bad eyes, 268; Peter's chasuble—paralysis, 268; Walbert's cup—all diseases, 268; Xavier's medal—all diseases, 268

4) Persons cured by relics—

Anne di Mattia of stitch, 267; Antoinette Estelle's son of blindness, 266; Antony's son—born blind, 265; archbishop Volmar of bad eyes, 266; baron of Belli'son's bone—bad knee, 266; Candida Franciska of mortal sickness, 264; Bartholomew Contestei of headache, 266; Charles Carafa of epilepsy, 267; donna of Aragon of glundular swellings, 266; Drusilla Turcellina of fever, 266; Elizabeth Cay's of blindness, 265; Ferdinand Pretel of ague, 267; Francis Ferriere—born blind, 268; Francis Lafon of fatty tumour, 265; Geronimo Gabriello of black ague, 268; Girolamo Polit's daughter, 267; Jacquetta Catala of measles, 268; lady of Tolfa of fevers, 267; Margaret di Fraja's neck, 268; Michelangelo Passi—wound, 267; Olimpia Norina of blindness, 266; Pascal Christiano of collic, 267; Philip III.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INDEX</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Braze's tomb, cripple healed, 71. (See “Regulus”)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right eye offending, 388</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roosevelt and Pepin's gift, 106; candle cure, flux, 379</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ricks, Joseph's sent from heaven, 260; Herm-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ring recovered from a fish: Miss Elton's, 143;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virgin Mary's, 620 n.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rip Van Winkle only asleep, 457</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rise and Progress of Religion,” 380</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rita of Cascia had stigmata, 428; lives on the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>River Adelaide refuses to enter church, 338; Boblo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>abate, 340; buoys up a drowning man, 90; (see “</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robber and eggs, 214; and horse, 462; ox, 214</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robe given to Christ, 272</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert (Boll) Argenteuil, 272; Moscow, 272;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert of Casadei and eagle, 129; hang gloves on</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert of Champagne, the Virgin espouses, 27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert of Lyons has visions of paradise, 325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert of Sabaudia, 354</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rochet (Gregory's) kills a man, 151</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rock arrested in its fall by Francis of Paula, 161;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rocks removed, 434</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rod of Moses preserved, 263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rodrick blinded, why, 400 n.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rudolph and the priest, 176 n.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rohan weighed Becket yearly, 42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roman Avernus, 414</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roman Catholike (see “Catholike”) custom, 437;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Romains and burning candle, 52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Romanus heals leper, 249; subdues dragon, 116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Romuald, body incorruptible, 374; Christ appears to, 468; in valley of humiliation, 468; ladder of, 206; sees Apollinaris's ghost, 479</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roman's tame dogs by sign of cross, 365</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Root at Bolhey, 501</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roof of church upheld by Virgin, 21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rooks, devil's pates, 99; feed Cuthbert, 127;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rosa of Viterbo sees Christ crucified, 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rosalin, bread turned to roses, 448</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rosana, two guardian angels of, 504</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rosaline, 447; length of, 445</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rose, roses, 447: Adonis flower, 447; Agnes of Puciano, 440; Elizabeth of Hungary, 449; Francis, 448; Germana Cousin, 448; Roseine, 448; Schönberg-Cotta family, 449</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rose, conceits about its origin, 447: Anacreon, 447; Benedict's blood, 448; E. C. B., 447;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gesner, 447; Lucian's blood, 468; Rede, 447; Rapin, 447; Zillah's blood, 467</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roses rain from heaven, 230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roses festival, 450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rose-girl of Salency, 450; Lily of Quix, 48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rossette (The), 450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Round tables, 206</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rudolph and priest, 176 n.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rufus's tree blossoms in winter, 154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ruler of Capernaum, 280; Bernard, 38; George, 280</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ruod chooses wisdom, 239</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rupture cured by Franciscus, 233</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ruincous and joints of pork, 125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ruth Gebrie, witch, 342</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saba calls down rain by prayer, 138; sent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>407; lives on Eucharist, 506; makes ma-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nant with lion, 223; saves clothes of late</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seesthetic rest, 280: Evreux barren, 298; mild</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>purgatory for working on a feast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>325, 325; peasants punished for working on</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>on Sunday, 234</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sabbath rivers, 281</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sabinus commands Po to abate, 467</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sabinus, an image-maker, converted, 173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saba delivered from dragon, 113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sac de nuit not wetted in river: Dominici, 236.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Odillo, 236</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sacred apostles birds of prey, 355; care of,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sacrament administered by angels, 17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sacraments, xxvii.; not indispensable, 478; of seven, xxvii.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sacred Heart, devotion of, 480, 481; appears to Margaret Mary, xii. n., 481; process of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sacred hour, devotion of the, 481, 482</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saddle, query included, 440</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sadorin sees a Jacob's ladder,” 226</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salter and citizen, 355</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saints, xxii.; age of, 354; extravagant praise of, xxiii. n.; honour God's, 176, 177; of sixteenth century, xxviii.; orders of heaven, 352, 363</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Salvation's tree,&quot; 380</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salamanca, battle of, 438</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salency, rose-girl of, 450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saliva. (See “Spittle”).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salvation, xxii.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salomo and John the Baptist, 175; beard cut</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salt meadow (The), 227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sammyan remedy for wounds, 438</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samosata, martyrs of, 35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sampson of Wales banishes wild greenes, 54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>110; face on fire, 40; subdues a dragon.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sampson and jawbone, 281; battle of Morgane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>281; Manlius saves Capitol, 252</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sampson, 21; garment, 217</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sancta d'Urbino, walls of church open to,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sant Sacrement, site of, 481 n.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santa Casa, 525</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santos, hell of the, 415</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sapiea, Rosania's guardian angel, 504</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Scep of obedience, 453 : Benedicta, 453 ; Soulanga, 466 ; Thoretta, 463
Shepherd (The contained), 383
Shibboleth, 25 : Bryson's day, 268 ; the Ephraim, 258 ; Scillaces, 268
Shields, o'i-pipes of, 245
Shining face. (See "Areola")
Ship damastted makes a safe voyage, 354 ; miraculously brought to shore, 288 : Peter Thomas, 286
Ship understands human speech, 294 n.
Smirn (Marcher), witch, 341
Shoes cune leper, 161
Shoulder (Pelowy's story), 399
Shovel rescued from fire, 140
"Show me the queen of heaven," 298
"Show me Thy glory," 288 : Clara, 288 ; Jamblichus, 288
Shroud of Landry quenches fire, 268
Shunammite's son resuscitated, 79
Skylock and Portia, 291
Slaves "bray to death," 375 ; bell of the, 415
Sibdon of Spire paralyzed, 5
Sibylline prophecies, 182
"Sic transit gloria mundi," 437
Silica Vespers, 266 ; French asleep, not dead, 458
Sick man and Satan, 212
Sickness, xxiii.
Side pierced with spear, 242 ; left of Christ, 50 n. ; of Veronica, 424 n. ; right of Francis, 426 n.
Sokot and draught of water, 74
Somnus, infant, says "Amen," 356
Sorrow, 453 : Abernethy and the lady, 455 n. ; observed by Andronicus, 455 ; Arsenius, 455 ; Benet-Joseph, 454 ; Catherine of Siena, 454 ; abbey of Cluny, 454 ; Emiliana, 454 ; Euthymius, 454 ; John the Silent, 455 ; John-Joseph de la Croix, 455 ; Pacificus, 455 ; Peter of Alexandria, 455 ; Poma, 455 ; Tabennites, 455 ; Vincent de Paul, 455
Silence, Vincent's prescription for, 124 n.
Sills (Robert de) delivered from prison, 92
Silver cover miraculously enlarged, 226
Silver cross given in aims, restored by Christ, 61
Silver hand of Melor, 399
Silver plate floated on water, 133
Silvarees enters heated oven unharmed, 140
Silvius hears and speaks after death, 78 ; lived on Eucharist, 509
Simon and child Jesus, 288 : Dunstan, 289
Simon, lions act as guides, 222
Simon Stylitae brings water from dry land, 356 ; causes woman to drop down dead, 327 ; fasts forty days, 136 ; maggot becomes a pearl, 418 ; mortifies his body, 431 ; promises a son, 43 ; supplies water, 335
Simon crucified by Jews, 172
Simon and Jude bid infant declare its father, 355 ; in Egypt, 390 ; makes idols dumb, 390 ; serpents obey, 116
Simon, body buried alive, 87 ; "Great Power of God," XXXIX ; lifted up, 218 ; miracles of, 501 ; thauamaturgist, XXX ; tonsure of, XXIX
Simon Brock fasts in infancy, 393 ; fed by a dog, 123 ; Virgin gives scapulary, 503
Simplician, head makes a hole, 223
Simplicius restored to life, 67
Sin crucifies Christ afresh, 384 ; ill odour of, 616 n. ; explained, 512 n. ; reprov'd : Peter
Gonzalez stands on fire, 138 ; symposium of disease, 49
Sins forgiven, 456 : Frances, 456 ; taken vicissously : Lidwina, 294 ; Patrick, 295 ; Vianas Ferrier, 436
Sins, seven deadly, xxvi.
Sivaldus commands the Bobbio, 447
Sitting in church, 177 n.
Sviard, soul carried to heaven, 8
Six thousand six hundred and sixty-six martyrs, 38 ; appear to Theodore, 38
Skeleton in feasts, 437
Skull of St. Matthias, 263
Sleepers in death, 456 : prince Arthur, 456 ; Barbarossa, 456 ; Bobadil, 457 ; Brian, 457 ; Charlemagne, 457 ; Charles V., 457 ; David, 468 ; Desmondt, 457 ; Elijah, 457 ; Ezechiel, 468 ; Epimenides, 468 ; Thomas Kirklees, 458 ; Gyntz, 468 ; Lazar, 468 ; Mahommed, 468 ; Mansur, 457 ; Merlin, 457 ; miscellaneous, 457 ; Nourjahad, 458 ; Rip van Winkle, 458 ; Sebastian, 457 ; the Seven Sleepers, 456 ; Sicilian Vespers, 458 ; the Teut family, 457 ; Tryggvason, 457
Slip of paper of great weight, 163 ; received from heaven, 436
Slippers, Knock's preserved, 263
Smith (Anne), impostures of, 192, 196
Smith (Joseph), Urim and Thummim of, 316
Smiling with plague, 437
Smolkin, a devil, 200, 202
Snow obeys Eumachus, 444
Song, 284
Sorrows, 286
Sorum and Dead Sea, 289 : the knight's castle, 269
Sorof, a devil, 197
Solanglia carries off her head, 170 ; has a guiding star, 297 ; wild beasts submit to, 356
Solemnia, tomb revealed, 93 ; too heavy to lift, 93
Solomon, choice of, 289 : apprentice's choice, 299 ; beggar's choice, 299 ; Domitian and the three sentences, 290 ; Ruod's choice, 299 ; Sultan, Soft, and surgeon, 290 n.
Solomon, God answers by fire, 186
Solomon, judgment of, 290 : Charles V. and preceendence, 290 ; Amusett and the Turk, 291 ; Cheriull and lusty purse, 291 ; forged transfer, 292 ; Portia and Skylock, 292 ; St. Ives and others, 290 ; Seccoth and Ceneda, 291 ; son discovered, 291 ; stolen horse, 292 ; Susanna and elders, 299
Son discovered, 291
Son of prayer, 42, 43 : Gennulp, 58 ; Samuel, 43
Sophocles, "Athis Bee," 366
Sozereca, 341 : Theseallan, etc., 341
Soree and blains cured, 458 : Constance, 458
Sorrows of Mary (Simea), xxvi.
Sortes Homericae, 44
Sortes Sactorum, 44 : Berridge, 44 ; Hervicius, 44
Sortes Virgilinae, 44 : Charles I. and lord Falkland, 44 ; Gordanus, 44 ; Severus, 44
Sorbus and the stag, 128 ; fills three barrels with wine from three grapes, 149 ; heals leper, 240 ; refuses to see his mother, 391
Sopitella sees all the world, 346
Soukullas church, relics of, 383
Soul, xxiii. ; proof of tho', 190
Soul carried to heaven by angels, 13 Baraba,
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7; the beggar and Lazarus, 7; Bernard of Abbeville, 239; Briocia, 459; Clara, 288; Fructuoso, 7; Germanus, 253; Hermeland, 255; Mary, sister of Lazarus, 482; Marcellinus and Peter the exorcist, 8; Maurontius, 264; Paul the hermit, 7; Siviard, 8; Titus, 8; Vincent Ferrer, 8.

Soul of man like a dove, 458; Alcin, 488; Angelus, 175; Briocia, 459; Devota, 459; Engelbert, 459; Erasmus, 109 n.; Eulalia, 459; Germanus, 460; Julia, 109; Medard, 109; Peter the exorcist, 8; Scholasticus, 460; Theresa, 296.

Soul of man like a white bird, 458; like a globe of fire, 460; like a lily, 460; like the moon, 459; like a palm-branch, 25; visible: Aidan, 458; Edward I, 460; Norbert, 460; Wallace, 460.

Soul’s objectivity, 514.

Souls of the dead appear to Suoz, 28; sit visibly on four bodies, 405.

Solangia and her sheep, 386.

Sounds heard three miles off, 474; six miles, 165.

Space and time abolished. (See “Elijah spirited away.”)

Spain, drought relieved by Owen, 130.

Spanish donkey, instrument of torture, xliii.

Sparrows feed Calais, 127; Thecla and the, 366.

Speech without a tongue: Christians of Constantinople, 282; Christians of Nico-media, 292; Ferreol and Ferjeux, 292; Parmenius, 293; Raymond, 293; St. Leger, 293; twenty Christians, 292.

Spear which pierced Christ, 272.

Spear-wound of Christ, left side, 50 n.; Francis of Assisi, right side, 426 n.; Veronica Giuliani, left side, 424 n.

Spectacles of Francis cure blindness, 233.

Speech ascribed to dumb animals, 294; Achille’s horse, 294; Al Borak, 294 n.; Balsam’s ass, 294; Bulbul-hezar, 294 n.; Fortunio’s horse, 294 n.; Frithiof’s ship, 294 n.; the dog Katmir, 294; the horse Adriaste, 294 n.; Xanthus, 294 n.; pigeons of Job, 294 n.; Saleh’s camel, 294 n.; serpents, 294 n.

Spider and tailor, 494.

Spider’s web, 461; work thereof, 461; saves David, 75; Felix, 75; Mahomet, 75; Moulin, 294.

Spirtus made visible by Jamblichus, 288.

Sputa cures blindness, 294; Attala, 295; Christ, 285; Francis of Paula, 285; Hilarion, 285; Peter II., 295; Valery, 286; Vesparasian, 296.

Split-exorcised demons, 324; kills dragon, 285; used in baptism, 295; used as a charm, 296 n.

Spelling the Egyptians, 461; Francis of Assisi, 461.

Sponge used at crucifixion, 273.

Sponge-divers use oil, 425.

Spontaneous ringing of church bells, 369, 370; explained, 369 n.

Spoon of the infant Christ, 263.

Spouse of Mary: Hermann, 27; Robert, 27; Joseph chosen by lot, 53.

Spring, a miraculous healing: Chrysrole, 169; Frits, 163; Leo, 160; of water transplanted, 333.

Staff becomes a tree, 468.

Staff of Jesus (The), 115; of Joseph, 262; protects, 360; Godrich, 360; goes milked, 360; Hubert converted by, 461; and the, 383; Sosus fed by, 48.

Staircase of Pilate’s hall, 273.

Standing fast, 461; Brigild and the escort, 461.

Egyptian idol, 462; Lucy, 461; Odi 10th; horse, 214; robber and the horse, 462; Uther’s sword, 462.

Wulfstan’s staff, 463.

Standing on live coals, 138.

STAMBULUS KOSTRA, Barbara appears to, 17; devil, as a dog, assaulis, 97; eagles protect, 120; keeps absolute silence, 456 n.; receives Eucharist from angels, 17; Virgin and Child appear to, 26.

STAMBULUS of Cracow, body cut up and restored, 120; obtains answer from dead man, 78; raised Peter from dead, 78.

Star at birth, 29; Ambrose, 296; Christ, 296; Francis of Paula, 296.

Star at death, 296; Theresa, 296.

Star, gilding, 165; John the Silent, 297; Solangia, 297; the wise men, 165; in form of a child, 165.

Star, rays preserved, 283.

Stars fall to show where clock may be found, 396.

Statue too heavy to lift, 165.

Statues which have fallen from heaven, 105; Ancilla of Numa, 105; Diana of Ephesus, 105; Mexican god, 105; Minerva of Troy, 105; Phœnicians sun-god, 105; Virgin Mary of Avignon, 105.

Stealing for gifts of charity: bread, 448; Francis d’Assisi steals his father’s goods, 461; Isidore steals his master’s corn, 226; Medard steals his father’s horse, 430; Zita steals her master’s beans, 229.

Stench converted to odour, 403; of sin, 415.

STEPHEN, body incorruptible, 374; face luminous, 39; invention of, 29; stone cast at, 260, 264; vision of, 297; Attalus, 297; Wulstan, 297.

STERKAU, abbot of Citeaux, fed by a bird, 128.

STEFANSCH, king of Hungary, lifted up, 217.

Stick becomes a tree, 468; watered by Rota, 244.

Stick guides king Bremdín’s children across the sea, 81.

Sticks consulted, 44.

STIGMATA, 423; Catherine Emmerich, 424; Catherine of Ragonit, 423; Catherine of Ricci, 424; Catherine of Siens, 424; Domenica Lazzari, 423 n.; Francis d’Assisi, 424; Gertrude von Oosten, 424; Leo, 425; Lidwina, 425; Louise Lateau, 425; Mary Magdelene of Lazi, 425; Maria Morl, 423 n.; Oxiana, 425; Pascal, 97; Rita de Casicia, 425; Rose Tamisier, 184; Sybellina, 426; Veronica, 426; at birth, 426; in childhood, 426.

Stigmata explained, 427; list of, 423; pegan, 423; tattooing, 423.

STIRLING converted by child, 356.

Stocks, instrument of torture, xlix.

Stole converted into iron chain, 111; cures dullness, 123.

Stolen bells refuse to ring, 370; bread changed to poison, 18; fish changed to snake, 183; wine, 153; horse, 292.

Stone altar made to float, 164.

Stone arrested in fall, 161; broken without
mechanical force, 298; cast at Stephen, 298, 298; 299; Eucharist becomes, 499; in which the cross was fixed, 297 a.; of destiny, 297; 298 a.; Patrick's raft, 164; weighted, exercised, 169
Stones, bread made, 64; bread made flowers, 64; crying out, 643; Bode, 643; falling, stones, 643; bread of the fire, 647, 648; made bread, 297; flowers made bread, 297
Stones obedient, 463: to Francis of Paula, 161, 161; John Baptist de la Conception, 463
Stones of enormous weight carried by Francis of Paula, 161, 464; Fridian, 163
Stones preached to, 463
STROPO (Archbishop), cured by Borromeo, 230
Storm, storms, lulled by prayer: Bont, 441; Clare, 441; Cuthbert, 231; Giles, 442; Peter Thomas, 443; Weale, 443
Storm obeys Castor, 285; Christ, 844; Gregory Nazianzen, 285; Hilarion, 285; Joseph Oriol, 286; Neptune, 286; Nicholas, 286
Storm raised by the devil, at the "Last Supper," 287; Straddles, instrument of torture, 287.
Strength according to day, 464: Francis of Paula, 464
Strength given to the weak, 162, 484
Striking with plague, 437
Stripes, beaten with few or many, 387; Angela, reading Cicero, 387
Strong man subdued, 223
Strictures lasts forty days, 136; maggot becomes a pearl, 415; mortifies his body, 431
Sculpture casts out devils, 103
Sultan and barber, 290 a.
Sun and moon stand still: Joshua, 297
Sun, idol broken, 179
Sun submissive to saints, 297
Sun warded off, 464: by Peter of Galila, 237; Peter of Verona, 464
Sunbeams used for clothes-peg by Canegunda, 299 a.; Cuthman, 299 a.; Deicola, 299; Goar, 299; Gudula, 299; Leonorus, 299; Robert of Casa Del, 299; many others, see 299
Sunday, working on: miller punished, 290; peasants, 280; priest, 234
Supererogation, works of, 516: Catherine of Bologna, 516. (See "Imputed Merit")
SISAMMA and Maximian, 301; and the elders, 299; Agnes, 390; Columba, 390; Daria, 289; Eugenia, 301; St. Susanna, 301. (See also "Solomon's Judgment" 290–292)
Sutri, death of the bishop. 8
Suzo has "Jesus" written on his heart, 392; souls of the dead appear to, 28; Virgin Mary appears to, 27
Swaddling-clothes of Jesus, 264
Sweat of St. Michael, 263
Swimming in forms of cross, 102
Swindler and St. John, 421
Swine, herd of many, 214
Sword of St. Michael, 263; immovable, 462
Swords, gladiators' made of wood, 10
SYBILLA of Pavia had stigmata, 425
Symbol, twelve articles of, xxvii.
Symbols, xxvii.: articles of the, xxvii.; attributes of glorified bodies, xxvii.; canonical hours, xxvii.; cardinal virtues, xxvii.; cross (one), xxvii.; crosses (five), xxvii.; (seven), xxvii.; crowned, deadly sins, xxvii.; fruits of the Holy Ghost, xxvii.; gifts of the Holy Ghost, xxvi.; joys of the Virgin Mary, xxvi.; ladder to paradise, xxix.; mensurative figures, xxx.; mysteries, xxviii.; memento remembrance, xxviii.; or creeds, xxiv.; orders of the Anglo-Saxon Church, xxiv.; rosary, xxix.; sacraments, xxvii.; species of the Virgin in the fire, xxvii.; virtues, xxvii.; visions, xxvii.; of the Order of St. Francis of Paula, xxv.; works of mercy (corporal), xxvi.; (spiritual), xxv.
Sydol of Calne, imposture, 541 a.; Winchester, 541 a.
SYRA disfigured for Christ's sake, 399
Syrian fishers use oil, 344
Syrians offer their hair to gods, 106 a.
Tabernacles keep absolute silence, 455
Tabernacle, fire quenched at, 141
Taberdillo, a pestilential fever, 267
Table, table at the "Last Supper," 273
"Table in the wilderness," 127
Tadus (The) passed over, 323
TALI (See "Anna Maria")
Tall of the air on which Christ rode, 264
Talking without a tongue, 292, 293
TANMESSA and bleeding picture, 184; marked with the stigma, 184; feeds miraculous cabbage, 184; refuses all food, 184
Tantar stone, 307
TANNEK (Dr.) fared forty days, 136 a.
TANHAUSER and Urban, 54
TARASEON, dragon subdued, 115
TARDELLA sown assunder, 34
Tar, dragon of the, destroyed, 114
TARQUIN and the whetstone, 73
Tartaro, 414
TASIO and the apparition, 489
Tattooing, 423
Tavernillo, the black ague, 267
Taught of God, 465: Aldegundis, 465; Ambrose and the Arians, 465; Bernard, 465; Gregory Thaumaturgus, 465; Leo, 465; Savinian, 465; Veronica of Milan, 466
Tear shed by Jesus preserved, 263
Teeth, entailed of broken, 164
Tell, some of, only asleep, 467
Tempest lulled by prayer: Bont, 441; Clare, 441; Cuthbert, 231; Giles, 442; Peter Thomas, 443; Weale, 443
Temple of the old thieves, 301: Old St. Paul's, 301; Julian tries to rebuild, 301
Temple of Diana destroyed, 178
Temple of Jupiter cursed by Titus, 178: changed to Christian church, 178, 407
Temptations, 307: Antony the Great, 307; Christ, 307; Eve, 302; Julian of Cuenca, 307; Macarius, 302; plague of Milan, 307; Wallbruck, 303
Tempted of the devil, 302: Buddha, 67; Christ, 302
Ten martyrs of Crete, 35; virtues of Mary, xxvii.
Ten thousand martyrs appear to Theresa, 21
Teresa. (See "Theresa")
Tertian ague cured, 21
TERRILL, works of, xxvii.
Thames (The) divides, 339 a.
Thanksgivings for victories, a rag of popery, 394 a.
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Touching a garment curative, 150: Alfonso Rodrigues, 152; Ambrose, 150; Angelus, 150; Antony of Padua, 151; Bernard, 151; Charles Borromeo, 151; Christ, 150; Giles, 151; Gregory Thaumaturgus, 151; Hugh, 151; John Francis Regis, 151; John-Joseph, 151; Lubin, 152; Pacomius, 152; Paul, 150; Theodosius, 152; Thomas Aquinas, 150 Touching for king’s evil, 308: in England, 308: in France, 308: the 50th main cunning, 308 Toullomore (Queen) of a mother, 42

Townshend (Colonel) suspended his animosity, 89

Trance, 308: Angelus of Acri, 308; Anna Maria Taligi, 312; Barontius, 309; Benedicta, 309; Catherine of Siena, 309; Columbus, 309; Flora, 310; Francis of Assisi, 310; Francis of Posadas, 216; Frodibert, 310; Furry, 310; Gertrude of Ostend, 311; Giles, 311; Greek ecstatic, 308; Ignatius Loyola, 311; Jeanne Marie de Malilé, 311; Jerome, 368; John, 308; John-Joseph, 311; Joseph of Copertino, 311; Livia de Riva Transons, 312; Mary Magdalen of Pazzi, 312; Odilia, 312; Paul, 308; Thomas Aquinas, 315; Thomas of Villeneuve, 313; Veronica of Bascio, 313; Verulus, 313; Victor de Planck, 314

Tranquillinus cured by Sebastian, 106

Translations of the Santa Casa, 525

Transported from Perignieux to Tarascon, 423: from place to place. (See “Eliah spirited away”)

Transubstantiation proved by: actual conversion of the elements, 490; blood from the host, 489, 490, 493; Antony of Padua, 491; Gregory the Great, 491; Odo, 491; fire, 493; miracles, 491; on the testimony of devils, 492

Transubstantiation, Buckingham’s disproof, 499; Tilman’s book on, 499

Travelling (Quick), 131: Ireland to Rome, and back, in a day, 131; Padua to Lisbon, and back, in a day, 131; Rome to Sora, during sleep, 131

Travelling pedlar, 390

Travelling, devil cast out of, 106

Treasure and heart together, 410

Treasures (Alíud) revealed by weasel, 129

Tremesuir (Death-won), son of Comonor, 83

Tree, trees, carried by Francia, 161; (Dead) covered with green leaves, 54; flowers in midwinter, 155, 156, 163; removed by Laumer, 252; straightened by Francia, 161; symbolic of man, 469: Honore, 469; transplants itself, 163

Tree of knowledge, 314: bo tree or peopul tree, 314

Trèves, holy robes of, 272

Triads, 469

Trifina restored to life by Gildas, 22

Trinity, Augustine on the, 355; explained to Catherine of Bologna, 25; Gregory, 468; seen by Furry, 310; by Margaret Mary Alacoque, 481; Theresa, 31; Catherine, 26; sends down alp of paper, 436; writes to Vincent Ferrier, 436

Trifon happy in suffering, 402

Trivium guided by wolves, 366

Truculencia, relics discovered, 261

Trump exposed to lions, 222

Truth made manifest: Thomas avouched by: crucifix, 499; revealed by fire, 363; Truths which are half-true, 104

Trygveson asleep, not dead, 487

Turin, child assaulted by Jews at, 174

Turkey allied with pope, 630; Venice, 630

Turks “bray to death,” 375

Twelve articles of the symbol, xxviii.; fruits of the Holy Ghost, xxviii.; brothers martyrs, 35; requisences, 37

Twenty Christians speak without tongues, 222

Twenty martyrs, earthquake at death, 243; of Nicomedia, 243

Twenty-four Roman martyrs, 37

Twenty-five martyrs of Japan, 36 m.; twenty-six, 36

Two farmers, 365; knights, 375; lovers of Clermont, 77

Two-edged sword, 469: Flora, 470

Two hundred and seventy-five martyrs of Persia, 38

Tyranus, children crucified at, 174

Tyrell, impositions of, 191

Ubaldis cures blindness, 48; not wetted by rain, 445

Ubays (The) divides, 339

Ubiquity, 470: Benet-Joseph, 470; Droux, 470; John-Joseph in two places at once, 470; Mary Magdalen of Pazzi, 470; Philip of Neri, 471

Ugly woman beautified, 368

Ulula speaks frogs, 366

Unchaste and unclean devils, 314; Anthony the Great, 314; Bernard, 314; Christ, 314; Cyriacus, 314, 315; Hilary, 315; Vitus, 316

Unclean devils. (See above)

Upper Egypt relieved of drought, 139

Urban and Tannhauser, 54; budding rod of, 54; relics false, 186

Urim and Thummim, 316: Joseph Smith, 316

Ursula and the 11,000 virgins, 39; appear to Angela, 367

Ursula of Valencia had stigmata, 433

Ursulines hated by the devil, 93

Ursus commands the Bitcher to abate, 349; supplies water, 334

Usury, miracles in behalf of, 329

Uther’s sword immovable, 463

Utho hangs cloak on sunbeam, 299 m.

Vaast, bear submits to, 387; ghost quenches fire, 24; turns water into wine, 336

Val d’Or monastery, angel Plans, 507

Valdemar (See “Waldemar”)

Valences delivered by eagles, 169

Valens warned by St. Isaac, 224

Valentine and Asterina, 354; and the Rais’ Run, 241; cures blindness, 48

Valentinian set on fire for discourtesy to Martin, 177

Valerian and Cecilia, 469; and Maximus, 247

Valery and gift tempered with, 163; and the oak, 136; cures Bilthund, 5; cures many with spittle, 296; dead body too heavy to lift, 165; insects respect garden, 367; mortifies his body, 432; odour of sanctity, 513; refused hospitality, 177; remunerates one who had been hanged, 86

Valinna sees ghost of John-Joseph, 33
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224; church roof upheld by, 21; "Claterclays," engraved on her heart, 392; cures Odilo, a cripple, 71; Pancrace Schaffhausen, 71; delivers Anthony, 468; Robert Sillé from prison, 92; souls from purgatory, 514; described, 423 n.; devil personates, 96, 450; Dominicans loved by, 487; espouses Hermann, 27; Robert of Champagne, 27; exposed by Hob. n. 429; de Cotteia, 394; father and mother of, 523 n.

Virgin Mary, fete days of, 517: Annunciation, 517; Assumption, 518; Immaculate Conception, 518; induces a woman to marry, 529; marriage with Joseph, 519; motherhood of, 520; name of, 520; nativity of, 521; Notre Dame des Ardens, 521; Our Lady of Vazagolo, 523; of Mercy, 522; of Mount Carmel, 522; of the O, 524; of the Seven Sorrows, 523; the Auxiliaris, 521; patronage of, 523; preparation for the lying-in, 524; presentation, 524; purification, 525; purity of, 525; translation of her Santa Casa, 526; visitation of, 528

Virgin Mary, image of, 485; to Bont, 25; hermit’s cloak to John Grand, 487; a scapular to Nolasco, 394; Simon Stock, 503; holds up church roof, 21; image at Einsieden, 184; Schiedam, 185; and thorn-bush afire, 55; by St. Luke, 284; taken up to heaven, 374; brought over by St. Pothin, 511; through dumb, 124; moves hands, 498; multiples food, 147; nods its head, 499; takes an apple from boy, 497; too heavy to lift, 163; which fell from heaven, 105

Virgin Mary, likeness of, 396, 422 n.; Luke’s picture of, 264, 274; image, 527; milk preserved, 260; miracles of, 526; personates a nun, 208; personages a man, 208; Philet, 399; personages a water, 399; Joseph, 21; releases many from purgatory, 514; monk from Satan, 529; servants, their dress, 502; seven joys, xxxv.; sorrows of, xxxv.; shows herself in glory to Clara, 288; teaches Gregory, 465; ten virtues of, xxxvii.; veil in Tolentino, 465; wedding ring of, 501

Virgin’s child appear to dying infidel, 260; "Jeanne Marie de Maille, 26; seen in the air, 73; show wish to be moved, 498; Stanislaus Kostka, 26

Virgin Mary of Deols, 227. (See "Notre-Dame"")

Virgin’s hell, 415

Virginity. (See "Susanna and the Elders")

Virtues. (the three theological, xxxv.; four cardinal, xxxvi.; seven virtues, xxxvii.; ten virtues of Mary, xxxvii.

Visions and revelations, 321: Aldeguardes (the devil), 321; Anastasia (cup of martyrdom), 321, 323; Catherine of Bologna (her ascension), 323; Catherine of Siena (at age of six), 323; Clara, 429; Cyril, 322; Danish king, 341; Domita (St. Francis), 323; Eugenius promised a seed, 3; Francesca (seven candlesticks), 266; (heaven), 411; (hell), 413; (orders of angels), 363; Felix de Valois (a stag), 323; Hilda, 323; Hildegarde, 323; (Hilaire), 324; Hervia, 323; Margaret Mary Alacoque, 481; Mary Magdalen of Paris, 524; monk (the Virgin Mary), 325; Patrick, 325; Purpurry, 25; Robert of Lyons (paradise), 325; Sepulchre, 297

Visions of heaven, 325, 411; hell, 413

Visitation of the Virgin Mary, 528

VITALIA, death-terrns of monk, 388

Vitus and Aurelian, 209; and Valerian, 489

cast out unclean spirit, 316; causes tiger’s head, 440; death of, 410; eagles feed, 129; earthquake at death, 243; horns averted from, 409; prison miraculously lighted, 409; tortured in boyhood, 269; w-thamon by Iona, 243; in furnace, 297

Voice from heaven, 326, 402: Anne Askev, 326; Apporius, 326; Archelaus, 219; Arsenius, 454; Benezet, 326; Bernard, 523; Bonan, 326; Catherine of Bologna, 327; Christ, 326; George of Diospolis, 326; Germanus, 326; Gregory of Spoleto, 363; Henry of Northumberland, 323; Hermullan, 323; Julian, 428; Lucas, 328; Margaret of Cortona, 328; Osea, 53; Peter and Paul’s bones distinguished, 323; Peter Nolasco, 325; Peter of Verona, 325; Polyoac, 526; Saul of Tarsus, 326; Secundina, 50, 529; Sciarra, 12; Vitus, 410

Voice heard three miles off, 474; chant six miles, 165

Volcano stopped, 435

Vow of Idomeneus, 268; of Jephthah, 268; of Owe, 268

Vow (The four), xxxvi.

Vyta: lulls storm by oil, 245

Vulpia breaks vow of celibacy, 497; scarcely ate, drank, or slept, 497

Walbert’s cup curative, 268

Waldermar II. sees cross in sky, 73

Walking: water, 339; Aldeguardo, 339; Anstretherba, 339; Blaise, 339; Brandin’s children, 81; Christ, 329; Furzy’s costumes, 81; Julian’s hearse, 330; Juvenal, 330; Mary of Egypt, 330; Mauritius, 331; Nazarius and Celusa, 331; Ortinga, 331; Savinian, 468; Wulfman, 331

Walking: with one’s head, 167-170

Walking-stick of St. Joseph, 301

Walls of church open: Antony, 228; Sanctis, 227

Waltruda, temptations of, 303

Wants supplied, 471: Dominic, 471; Hermann, 471

Washing with soot, 388

Water afraid to enter church, 333; monastery, 333

Water arrested by Fridian, 466; Geniveve, 324; Gregory Thaumaturgus, 466; Hilarian, 466; Remi, 466; Sabinus, 467; Severin, 466

Water brought from a rock by Francis of Paula, 468; James of Tarentaise, 334; Moses, 338; Venantius, 14

Water carried in a sieve, 236

Water divided, 337: Adige, 337; Jordan, 337; Red Sea, 337; Sarthe, 335; Seine, 338; Tagus, 338; Thames, 339 n.; Ubay, 339; by Elijah, 337; Elias, 337; Moses, 337; for Aedilem, 338; Angelus, 338; Blaise, 339; Germans Cousin, 339; John of St. Faceard, 540; Marcellinus, 339; Serenicus, 339; Thoretus, 339; Ursus, 540; Zeno’s funeral procession, 338
INDEX.

Water does no harm to a book: Bernard, 444;
D ominico, 421; Maldoc, 444; queen Margaret, 444; Serenicus, 438; Ubaldus, 445; to Cosmas and Damian, 471; Godrich, 471

Water, fire made of, 226 n.; from dry ground, 332–335; healed by Elisha, 335; Francis Xavier, 336 (see below, “Sweetened”); innocuous, 471; lamps fed with, 426; obedient to John St. Faccon, 426; Ursus, 434; of well upbeaves child, 340; Idore, 443; of the Seine refuses to enter monastery, 338; of regeneration, 426

Water refused by David, 74; Edward I., 75 n.; Sidney, 74. (See “Aquinas refuses the fish,” 74)

Water refuses to enter a church, 338

Water supplied, 337: Antony the Great, 333; Benedict, 333; Clement, 332; Donatus, 334; Dunstan, 332, 333; Firmatus, 333; Flosus, 333; fountain of Elijah, 335; Francis of Paula, 323; Furey, 333; Gangalpus, 333; Gentius, 333; Gertrude, 333; Hagar, 332; Homéré, 334; Isidore, 334; James, 334; Jalan, 334; Jesus, 334; Lullius, 333; Moseus, 333; Patrick, 327, 334; Pharaolida, 335; Simeon Styliades, 335; Ursus, 334; Vinebald, 335

Water turned into wine, 335: by Adelm, 335; Agnes, 335; Albert, 335; Christ, 335, 427; Gerard, 336; Gerlac, 336; Guido, 336; Martha, 336; Odilo, 333; Peter Celestine, 335; Pope Symmachus, 335; Vasa, 338; Victor of Plantcy, 337; Zita, 337. (See “Dinner provided,” 337; “Virgin honey turned into gold,” 337; “Water-tanks filled with fish,” 337)

Water used by Amand for washing cures blindness, 45

Water well not the bag of Dominic, 231; Odilo, 236; book of Bernard, 444; Dominic, 231; Maldoc, 444; queen Margaret, 444; Serenicus, 338; Ubaldus, 445

Waters sweetened, 239; Marah by Moses, 239; by different woods, 239. (See above, “Healed”)

Water-pipe miraculously lengthened, 226

Waterpot of John of Galilee, 282

Water-tanks filled with fish, 337

Watering a dry stick: Rita de Cascia, 244

Wax candles. (See “Candles”)

Wessel reveals hid treasures, 129

Wednesday, why fast-day, 393 n.

Weighted in the balance, 41: Belshazzar, 41; T. Becket, 42; Peter the rich banker, 61

Weighting of coffins, pillars, etc., 54

Welsenburg, battle won by Nepomuck, 158

Well, upbeaves a child, 340; Clare, 106; Idore, 443

WHEREBEA, geese submit to, 367

WERNER crucified by Jews, 173

Wethers lay storm at sea, 443

Wexor, exorcisms of, 191

Whale: Amply's daughter, 215; Arlon, 215; Hercules, 215; Jonah, 212; Lucian, 213; Martinian, 213

Whale-hunters lull sea with oil, 345

“What pleases God please me,” 383

Whew miraculously ripened, 226

Wheat multiplied, 146

What-sheaves multiplied, 126

Wheel, instrument of torture, xiii.

Wheel broken: Catherine, 274; Euphemia, 10; loosed from (George of Driopoli), 10

Whip becomes serpent, 3

Whips, instruments of torture, xlvii.: flagrum, xlvii.; lout, xlvii.; scourge, xlvii.; scorpion, xlvii.

Whipped to death: the four crowned, 34

Whipping boys, 230

Whipping-post of Christ, 274

White dew of sweet odour, 230

White horse: Castor and Pollux, 167; Gabriel, 168; James the Elder, 167, 168; Revelation, 167; William of Paris, 378

White bound: Norbert, 603; rose, origin of, 447, 448; stone explained, 471; Angelo sees, 472

Whole world seen at once, 345: Alphonse, 345; Christ, 345; Socrates, 345

Widow of Velaune sees Virgin Mary, 468

Widow's cake, 125

Wife murdered by prayer, 228

Wild beasts harmless to Agapitus, 360; Basilides, 219; Blundina, 361; Daniel, 219; Faustinus, 220; Felician, 220; Januarius, 364; John St. Faccon, 364; Simeon, 267; Martina, 177; Pantaleon, 364; Priscus, 222; Sancta, 365; Thecla, 366; Tropetius, 222; Vitus, 223 (and scores of others)

Wild beasts tamed: Antony, 361; Blaise, 362; Centius, 363; James of Tarentaise, 364; Maldoc, 364; Malo, 364; Solansia, 364; Trivier, 364; Vasa, 338; Zita, 337; Zita, 337. (See “Dinner provided,” 337; “Virgin honey turned into gold,” 337; “Water-tanks filled with fish,” 337)

Wilkies saw sea trolled with oil, 246

Wilkin, devil's name, 200

William III, touched for king's evil, 306

William of Aquitaine turned from wolf to lamb, 473

William of Bourges elected bishop, 124

William of Norwich crucified by Jews, 172

William of Olux receives hand from heaven, 400

William of Paris and the seven days, 355; and torch from heaven, 378

“William with the angel's hand,” 400

Williams (Prior), impositions on, 193–196

Williams (Sara), impositions on, 197–202

William Brodispel fever with holy water, 505

Willimot (Joan), a witch, 343

Windows sent from heaven, 396

Wine brought by a dove, 108; multiplied by Austregisil, 146; Euthymius, 146; Francis of Paula, 146; Hermeland, 147; Idore, 148; Maurus, 148; Odilo, 149; Vincent Ferrier, 150; stolen, becomes a serpent, 153; three barrels from three grapes, 149. (See under “Food multiplied”)

Wine-bottle changed into serpent, 183

Wings, 472: Vincent Ferrier, 472

Windsarfe, head cut off and joined on again, 172 n.

Winkelried (Arnald von), 377

Wisdom chosen by an apprentice, 289; a poor man, 289; Ruod, 289; Solomon, 289; Sultan, etc., 290 n.

Wise Judgments, 290–292, 299

Wise men of the East, 340; Danish story, 340

Wise Romans, 159

Wise sentences, 358, 299
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Witch of Ender, 341; explained, 345 n.
Witches and familiar spirits, 341: ancient history, 341; Bible examples, 341; in England, 341; France, 344; Germany, 344; Rome, 344; cat-hunting and whipping, 348; John Flan, 342; laws respecting: Bible laws, 341; bulls, 344; English laws, 341, 344; Ruth Osborne, 343; three of Belvesir, 343; witch of 1761, 343; of 1663, 345 n.
Witchcraft counteracted, 230
Witchcraft believed in by Addison, 342; Blackstone, 343; Granville, 342; bishop Hall, 342; bishop Jewell, 343; Matthew Hale, 342; Montesquieu, 342
Wounded hand restored: Aurelani, 209; Bernard, 134; Jerobeam, 209; Mathla, 236; Timothae, 209
Writza blinded, 400 n.
"Wives, submit yourselves," etc.: Francesca, 244
Woodall assists in repairing cope, 228; compact with the devil, 67; good quenches fire, 141; stick, 141
Wolf, wolves, bite cured, 106; craft brought home by, 361; guilde Trivier, 366; yoked: Male, 364; Sanctis, 366
Wolf dwelling with lamb, 472: Andrew Corcini, 472; Blaise, 473; Lanner, 473; Morello, 473; William of Aquitaine, 473
Woman asleep for peaches, 354; changed to a horse, 224; struck dead by Simeon Skylles, 227; turned black, 474
Woman's long hair miraculously restored, 232
Women anointed with the blood of Blaise, 286; dress of, prescribed, 501; Paul de la Croix, 474
Wood of cross multiplied, 270 n., 274
Wooed too heavy to lift by, 163
Wooden swords of gladiators, 10
Woodstock ghost, 187
Words heard afar off, 474; Antony of Padua, 474; Gregory, 474. (See "Chant heard six miles off," 165; "Sermon heard three miles off," 474)
Works of mercy (corporal), xxvi; (spiritual), xxvi
World all seen at once, 345: Alfonso Rodriguez, 345; Sophie, 346
Worm in wheat destroyed, 505
Worms, devil personates, 96
"Worthy (He is)," 108
Wound of the spear, left side of Christ, 50 n.; right side of Francis of Assisi, 236 n.

Wounds healed, 474; Christians, 475; Filmer, 476; Francis of Paula, 475; of Jesus in heaven, 411; blame with light, 481
Writing of Ignatius curative, 264
Written on the heart, 391, 392
WulfiLasc, pillar-gain of the West, 433
Wulfran causes silver paten to float, 132; restores Omen to life, 86; shrine resuscitates baron's daughter, 134; walks on river, 331
Wulfstan's staff immovable, 463
Wulkin sees heavens open, 207
Wyat fed by a cat, 129
Xanthos, the horse, speaks, 204
Xavier, aureola of, 40; crab brings his crucifix, 144; had gift of tongues, 155; heals sick water, 135; lifted up, 218; medal curative, 268; odour of sanctity, 512; takes money from cash-box, 450; turns back the Badagas, 391
Xeres, battle won by St. James, 158
Xerus breaks Idol of Mars, 178
Yakutaks and the cow-hide, 106
Yellow rose, origin of, 447
Yoked with unbelievers, 530; Venice and Turkey, 530; pope and the Turks against France, 530
Yves or Yves, aureola of, 40; dove descends on, 110; multiplies oak trees, 228; widow ad swindler, 290
Zaccaria, aureola of, 41
Zacharias and Elisabeth, 42
Zacharias told birth of child, 42
Zaleucus, justice justified, 416
Zakon and dead elm, 54; coffin immovable, 54; restores many to life, 96; touch of his bier restores the dead, 54
Zealous for the law, 346; Jews of Alexandria, 346; Paul, 346
Zenob cast out devil, 102; river Adige divides for, 337; sees Satan fall into ditch, 450
Zilla and Hamuel, 447; blood of creates the white rose, 447
Zita, candle not blown out, 379; gives away her master's goods, 229; lends her master's cloak, 63; neglects her work to attend matins, 229; turns water into wine, 337
Zos cured of dunceness, 123
Zoffa cured of headache, 106
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Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d., each; post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each; POPULAR EDITIONS, medium 8vo, 6d. each.

Red Spider. 1s. 6d.

BARKER (ELSA).—The Son of Mary Bethel. Crown 8vo, cloth, 6s.

BARR (AMELIA E).—Love will Venture in. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d.; CHEAP EDITION, cloth, 2s. 6d.

BARR (ROBERT), Stories by.

Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d., each.

BARRITT (FRANK), Novels by.  Post 8vo, illust., bds., 25. 6d. ea.; cl., 2s. 6d. ea.
The Sin of Olga Zansoulitch.
Little Lady Linton.
John Ford; and His Helpmate.
A Recalling Vengeance.
Honest Davie; Lieut. Barnabas.
Cr. 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d. each; post 8vo, illust., boards, 2s. each; cloth limp, 2s. 6d. each.
Found Guilty.
For Love and Honour.
Between Life and Death.
Fettered for Life.
A Missing Witness. With 8 Illusts.
The Woman of the Iron Bracelets.
The Harding Scandal.
A Prodigal's Progress.
Folly Morrison.
Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d. each.
Under a Strange Mask. With 19 Illustrations by E. P. BRYNWALL.
Was She Justified?
Lady Judas.
The Error of Her Ways.
The Obliging Husband. With Coloured Frontispiece.
Perfidious Lydia. With Frontispiece by DUDLEY TENDNANT.
Fettered for Life. POPULAR EDITION. medium 8vo, 6d.

BARRINGTON (MICHAEL), Novels by.
The Knight of the Golden Sword.
Crown 8vo, cloth, 6s.
The Lady of Tripoli. With Illustrations. Crown 8vo, buckram gilt, 5s.

BASKERVILLE (JOHN); A Memoir. By RALPH STRAUS and R. K. DENT. With 13 Plates. Large quarto, buckram, 21s. net.

BATH (The) in Diseases of the Skin. By J. L. MILTON. Post 8vo, 1s.; cloth, 1s. 6d.

BEACONSFIELD, LORD. By T. P. O'CONNOR, M.P. Crown 8vo, cloth, 5s.

BEARD (JOHN), D. Sc. — The Enzyme Treatment of Cancer. With Illusts. Demy 8vo, cl., 7s. 6d. net.

BENNETT (ARNOLD), Novels by. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d. each.
Teresa of Watling Street. With 8 Illustrations by FRANK GILLET.
Tales of the Five Towns. | Hugo.
Sacred and Profane Love.
The Sin of the Five Towns.
The Gates of Wrath.
The Ghost. | The City of Pleasure.
The Grand Babylon Hotel.
Sacred and Profane Love. CHEAP EDITION, crown 8vo, 1s. net.
POPULAR EDITIONS, medium 8vo, 6d. each.
The Grand Babylon Hotel.
The City of Pleasure.

BENNETT (W. C.). — Songs for Sailors. Post 8vo, cloth, 2s.

BESANT and RICE, Novels by.
Cr. 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d. each; post 8vo, illust., bds., 2s. each; cl. limp, 2s. 6d. each.
Ready-Money Mortiboy.
The Golden Butterfly.
My Little Girl.
With Harp and Crown.
This Son of Vulcan.
The Monks of Thelema.
By Celia's Advice.
The Chaplain of the Fleet.
The Seamy Side.
The Case of Mr. Lucraft.
'Twas in Trafalgar's Bay.
The Ten Years' Tenant.

BESANT (SIR WALTER), Novels by. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d. each; post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each; cloth limp, 2s. 6d. each.
All Sorts and Conditions of Men. With 12 Illustrations by FRED. BARNARD.
The Captains' Room, &c.
All in a Garden Fair. With 6 Illustrations by HARRY FURNISS.
Dorothy Forster. With Frontispiece.
Uncle Jack, and other Stories.
Children of Gibeon.
The World Went Very Well Then. With 12 Illustrations by A. FORESTER.
Herr Paulus.
The Bell of St. Paul's.
For Faith and Freedom. With Illusts. by A. FORESTER and F. WADDY.
To Call Her Mine, &c. With 9 Illustrs.
The Holy Rose. &c. With Frontispiece.
Armour of Lyonesse. With 12 Illustrs.
St. Katherine's by the Tower. With 12 Illustrations by C. GREEN.
Verbena Cameilla Stephanotis.
The Ivory Gate.
The Rebel Queen.
Beyond the Dreams of Avarice. With 12 Illustrations by W. H. HYDE.
In Deacon's Orders, &c. With Frontis.
The Revolt of Man.
The Master Craftsman.
The City of Refuge.
Crown 8vo, cloth 3s. 6d. each.

BENNETT (SIR RICHARD) Whittington.
Gaspard de Coligny.
All Sorts and Conditions of Moration wth no.

BLESTING. .nothing.
Conditions s o such.
BIBLIOTHECA ROMANICA—continued.

25. Camões: Os Lusíadas: Canto III., IV.
26-28. Alfred de Musset: Comédies et Proverbes
35-37. Guillen de Castro: Las momias del Sod, L., II.
38. Dante: La Vida Nueva.
41-44. Cervantes: 5 Novelas ejemplares.
45. Camões: Os Lusíadas: Canto V., VI., VII.
46. Molière: L’Avare.
50. Cornelle: Cinna.
51-52. Camões: Os Lusíadas: Canto VIII., IX.
53-54. La Chanson de Roland.

BIECER (AMBROSE).—In the midst of life. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d., 1862.

BINDLOSS (HAROLD), Novels by.

The Concession-hunters.
The Mistress of Bonaventure.
Davenery’s Daughter.
A Sower of Wheat.

Ainslie’s Ju.ju.: Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d., picture cloth, flat back, 2s.

BLAKE WILLIAM: A Critical Study by A. C. SWINBURNE. With a Portrait. Crown 8vo, buckram, 6s. net.

The Marriage of Heaven and Hell, and A Song of Liberty. With an Introduction by F. G. STOKES. A FLORENCE PRESS BOOK, set in Florence Type. Cr. 8vo, hand-made paper, quarter-parchment, 3s. 6d. net; parchment, 5s. net.

BOCCACCIO.—The Decameron. With a Portrait. Pott 8vo, cloth, gilt top, 2s. net; leather, gilt edges, 3s. net.

BODKIN (McD., K.C.)—Shilligrah and Sharmock. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d.

BORDEAUX (HENRI).—The Parting of the Ways. Translated by CHATHAM, H. Ingleson. Cr. 8vo, cloth, 6s.

BORENIUS (TANCRED).—The Painters of Vicenza. With 15 full-page Plates. Demy 8vo, cloth, 7s. 6d. net.
BOSSES AND CORBELS OF EXETER CATHEDRAL. Written by E. K. Prideaux and G. R. Holt Shapto. With Illustrations. Demy 8vo, cloth, 7s. 6d. net.

BOURGET (PAUL).—A Living Lie. Translated by John De Villiers. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d.; CHEAP EDITION, picture cover, 1s. net.

BOYLE (F.).—Works by. Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.
Choricles of No-Man’s Land. Savage Life.

BRAND (JOHN).—Observations on Popular Antiquities. With the Additions of Sir Henry Ellis. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d.

BRAYSHAW (J. DODSWORTH).—Slum Silhouettes. Stories of London Life. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d.

BREWER’S (Rev. Dr.) Dictionary. Crown 8vo, cloth, 4s. 6d. net each.
The Reader’s Hand-Book of Famous Names in Fiction. Allusions, References, Proverbs, PLOTS, STORIES, AND POEMS.
A Dictionary of Miracles: Imitative, Realistic, and Dogmatic.

BREWSTER (Sir DAVID).—Works by. Post 8vo, cloth, 4s. 6d. each.
Letters on Natural Magic. With numerous Illustrations.

BRIDGE CATECHISM. By R. H. BRIDGE. F.C.A. 8vo, cloth, 2s. 6d. net.


BRIGHT (FLORENCE).—A Girl Capitalist. Crown 8vo, cloth, 6s.

BROWNING’S (ROBT.) POEMS. Large fcap. 4to, cloth, 6s. net each; LARGE PAPER EDITION, parchment, 12s. 6d. net each. Also an Edition in the ST. MARTIN’S LIBRARY, post 8vo, cloth, 2s. 6d. each; leather, 3s. 6d. each.
Pippa Passes; and Men and Women. With 10 Plates in Colour.
Dramatis Personae; and Dramatic Romances and Lyrics. With 10 Plates in Colour after E. F. BRICKDALE.

BRYDEN (H. A.).—An Exiled Scot. With Frontispiece by J. S. Crompton, R.I. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d.

BRYDGES (HAROLD).—Uncle Sam at Home. With 91 Illustrts. Post 8vo. illust. boards, 2s. 6d. cloth limp, 2s. 6d.

BUCHANAN (ROBERT), Poems and Novels by.
The Complete Poetical Works of Robert Buchanan. 2 vols., crown 8vo, buckram, with Portrait Frontispiece to each volume, 12s.
Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d. each; post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.


Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d. each. Red and White Heather. Andromeda.

POPULAR EDITIONS, medium 8vo, 6d. each.

The Shadow of the Sword. LARGE TYPE, FINE PAPER EDITION. Pott 8vo, cloth, gilt top, 2s. net; leather, gilt edges, 3s. net.

The Charlatan. By ROBERT BUCHANAN and HENRY MURRAY. Crown 8vo, cloth, with Frontispiece by T. H. ROBINSON, 3s. 6d.; post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s.

BURTON (ROBERT).—The Anatomy of Melancholy. With a Photogravure Frontispiece. Demy 8vo, cloth, 7s. 6d.

CAINE (HALL), Novels by.
Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d. each; post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each; cloth limp, 2s. 6d. each.

Also LIBRARY EDITIONS of the three novels, crown 8vo, cloth, 6s. each; CHEAP POPULAR EDITIONS, medium 8vo, portrait cover, 6d. each; and the FINE PAPER EDITION of The Deemster, pott 8vo, cloth, gilt top, 2s. net; leather, gilt edges, 3s. net.

CAMERON (V. LOVETT).—The Cruise of the ‘Black Prince’ Privateer. Cr. 8vo, cloth, with 2 Illustrations by P. MACNAB, 3s. 6d.; post 8vo, picture boards, 2s.

CAMPBELL (A. GODRIC).—Fleur-de-Camp: a Daughter of France. Crown 8vo, cloth, 6s.

CANZIANI (ESTELLA).—Costumes, Traditions, and Songs of Savoy. With 90 Illustrations in Colour, and many in Line, by the Author. Demy 4to. cloth, 21s. net.
CARLYLE (THOMAS).—On the Choice of Books. Post 8vo, cloth, 12. 6d.

CARROLL (LEWIS), Books by. Alice in Wonderland. With 13 Coloured and many Lite Illustrations by MILLENCIENT SOWERBY. Large crown 8vo, cloth gilt, 3s. 6d. net.

Feeding the Mind. With a Preface by W. H. DRAPER. Post 8vo, boards, 1s. net; leather, 2s. net.

CARRUTH (HAYDEN).—The Adventures of Jones. With 17 Illusts. Fcap. 8vo, picture cover, 1s.; cloth, 1s. 6d.

CASTELLANE (MARQUIS DE).—Men and Things of My Time. Translated by A. TEIXEIRA DE MATTOS. With 13 Portraits. Demy 8vo, cl. 6s. net.


CHATFIELD-TAYLOR (H. C.).—Fame's Pathway. Cr. 8vo., cloth, 6s.

CHAUER (MARQUIS DE).—Men and Things of My Time. Translated by A. TEIXEIRA DE MATTOS. With 13 Portraits. Demy 8vo, cl. 6s. net.

CHAUER for Children: A Golden Key. By Mrs. H. R. HAWKIS. With 8 Coloured Plates and 30 Woodcuts. Crown 4to, cloth, 3s. 6d.

Chaucer for Schools. With the Story of his Times and his Work. By Mrs. H. R. HAWKIS. Demy 8vo, cloth, 2s. 6d.

The Prologue to the Canterbury Tales. Printed in black-letter upon hand-made paper. With Illustrations by ANGUS DUDLEY. Fcap. 4to, decorated cloth, red top, 2s. 6d. net.

CHESNEY (WEATHERBY), Novels by. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d. each.

The Cable-man.
The Romance of a Queen.
The Claimant.

CHESS, The Laws and Practice of; with an Analysis of the Openings. By HOWARD STAUNTON. Edited by R. B. WORMALL. Crown 8vo, cloth, 5s.


CLARE (AUSTIN), Stories by. By the Rose of the River. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d.

The Tideway.
Randal of Randalholme.

CLAYTON (MARGARET), Books for Children by.
Camping in the Forest. With 11 Coloured Illusts., and many in Line, by the Author. Fcap 4to, cloth, 3s. 6d. net.
Amabel and Crispin. With many Illustrations. Demy 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d. net.

CLIVE (Mrs. ARCHER), Novels by. Post 8vo, cl. 3s. 6d. ea.; bds., 2s. 6d.
Paul Ferrall.
Why Paul Ferrall Killed his Wife.

CLODD (EDWARD).—Myths and Dreams. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d.

COLLINS (J. CHURTON, M.A.).—Jonathan Swift. Cr. 8vo., cl. 3s. 6d.

COLLINS (MORTIMER and FRANCES), Novels by. Cr. 8vo., cl. 3s. 6d. each; post 8vo, illusstd. bds., 2s. each.
From Midnight to Midnight.
You Play me False.
Blacksmith and Scholar.
The Village Comedy. | Frances.

Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.
Transmigration.
A Fight with Fortune.
Sweet Anne Page.
Sweet and Twenty.

COLLINS (WILKIE), Novels by. Cr. 8vo., cl. 3s. 6d. each; post 8vo, picture boards, 2s. each; cl. limp, 2s. 6d. each.
The Woman in White.
The Moonstone. | Man and Wife.
The Dead Secret. | After Dark.
The Queen of Hearts.
No Name. | My Miscellanies.
Armadale. | Poor Miss Finch.
Miss or Mrs.? | The Black Robe.
The New Magdalene.
The Law and the Lady.
The Two Destinies.
The Haunted Hotel.
The Fallen Leaves.
Jezabel's Daughter.
Heart and Science. "I Say No."
The Evil Genius. | Little Novels.
The Legacy of Cain. | Blind Love.
PUPULAR EDITIONS, medium 8vo, 6d. each.
Antonina. | Blind Love.
The Woman in White.
The Law and the Lady.
The Moonstone. | The New Magdalene.
The Dead Secret. | No Name.
Man and Wife. | Armadale.
The Haunted Hotel.
The Woman in White. LARGE TYPE. FINE PAPER EDITION. Pott 8vo, cloth gilt top, 2s. net; leather, gilt edges, 3s. net.
The Frozen Deep. LARGE TYPE EDIT. Fcap. 8vo, cloth, 1s. net.
COBBAN (J. MACLAREN), Novels by.
The Cure of Souls. Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 25.
The Red Sultan. Crown 8vo, cloth 3s. 6d.; post 8vo, illustrated boards, 25.
The Burden of Isabel. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d.

COLOUR-BOOKS: Topographical. Large fcap, 4to, cloth, 20s. net each.
*The Face of China. Written and Illus. in Colour and Line by E. G. KEMP. 
*The Colour of Rome. By OLAVE M. POTTER, With Introduction by DOUGLAS SLADEN, and Illustrations in 3 Colours and Sepia by YOSHI O. MARIKINO.
*The Colour of Paris. By MM. LES ACADEMIENS GONCOURT, Edited by LUCIEN DESCAYS, With Introduction by L. BERNÉDITE, Translated by M. D. FROST, Illustrated in Three Colours and Sepia, with an Essay, by YOSHI O. MARIKINO.
Devon: its Moorlands, Streams, and Coasts. By Lady ROSALIND NORTHCOPE. With Illustrations in Three Colours by F. J. WIGGERS.
* * Special Copies on pure rag paper of those marked * may be had.

From the Thames to the Seine. By CHARLES PEARSE. With 40 Illus. in Three Colours and Monochrome. Lge. fcap, 4to, cloth, 12s. 6d. net, Oxford from Within. By HUGH DE SALINCOURT. With a Note and 20 Illus. in Colour and Monochrome by YOSHI O. MARIKINO. Demy 8vo, cloth, 7s. 6d. net; parchment, 15s. net.

A Japanese Artist in London. By YOSHI O. MARIKINO. With 8 Coloured and 4 Monochrome Plates. Crown 8vo, cloth, 6s. net.

In the Abruzzi: The Country and the People. By ANNE MACDONELL. With 12 Illustrations in Three Colours by AMY ATKINSON. Large crown 8vo, cl., 6s. net.
The Barbarians of Morocco. By COUNT STERNBERG. With 12 Illus. in Three Colours by DOUGLAS FOX PIT, R.I. Large crown 8vo, cloth, 6s. net.
The Face of Manchuria, Korea, and Russian Turkestan. Written and Illustrated by E. G. KEMP. With 24 Plates in Colour and Monochrome. Large fcap, 4to, cloth, 7s. 6d. net.

COLOUHOUN (M. J.)—Every Inch a Soldier. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d.; post 8vo, illustrated boards, 25.

COLUMBIA (ARTHUR).—The Belted Seas. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d.

COLUMBIA (ARTHUR).—The Stills of the Sea. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d.

COLYVILL (HELEN H.).—The Incubus. Crown 8vo, cloth, 6s.

COMPENSATION ACT (THE). 1906: Who pays, to whom, to what, and when it is applicable. By A. CLEMENT EDWARDS, M.P. Crown 8vo, 15 net; cloth, 15s. 6d. net.

COMPTON (HERBERT), Novels by. The Inimitable Mrs. Massingham. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d.; Popular Edition, medium 8vo, 6d.

The Wilful Way. The Queen can do no Wrong. To Defeat the Ends of Justice.

COOPER (E. H.). Novels by. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d. each.

GEOFFREY HAMILTON. The Marquis and Pamela.

CORNISH (J. F.).—Sour Grapes. Crown 8vo, cloth, 6s.

CORNWALL. Popular Romances of the West of England: The Drolls, Traditions, and Superstitions of Old Cornwall. Collected by ROBERT HUNT, F.R.S. With two Plates by GEORGE CRUIKSHANK. Cr. 8vo, cl., 7s. 6d.

CRADDICK (C. EGBERT), by. The Prophet of the Great Smoky Mountains. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d.; post 8vo, illustrated boards, 25.

CRADDOCK (C. EGBERT), by. The Vanished Star. The Windfall.

CRESSWELL (HENRY).—A Lady of Misrule. Crown 8vo, cloth, 6s.

CRIM (MATT.)—Adventures of a Fair Rebel. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d.; post 8vo, illustrated boards, 25.

CROCKET (S. R.) and others.—Tales of our Coast. By S. R. CROCKET, GILBERT PARKER, HAROLD FREDERIC, 'Q.,' and W. CLARK RUSSELL. With 13 Illustrations by FRANK BRANGWYN. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d.

CROKER (MRS. B. M.). Novels by. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d.; each post 8vo, illustrated boards, 25; each; cloth limp, 2s. 6d. each.

CROKER (B. M.)—continued.
Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d. each.
The Cat's-paw. With 12 Illustrations.
The Spanish Necklace. With 8
Illustrts. by F. Pegram.—Also a Cheaper Ed.,
without Illusts., picture cover, 1s. net.
Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d. each; post 8vo,
cloth limp, 2s. 6d. each.
Infatuation. | Some One Else.
POPULAR EDITIONS, medium 8vo, 6d. each.
Proper Pride. | The Cat's-paw.
Dorothy Barrington.
Pretty Miss Neville.
A Bird of Passage.
Beyond the Pale.
A Family Likeness.
Miss Balmaine's Past. (Cr. 8vo.)
Married or Single?
The Real Lady Hilda.

CROSS (HELEN R.).—Aunt
Marla's Dressing-table. A Book for
Painting in and to Read, with
Illustrations. Square 8vo, boards, 1s. net.

CROSS (MARGARET B.), Novels
by. Crown 8vo, cloth, 6s. each.
A Question of Means.
Opportunity. With Frontispiece by
Hilda B. Wiener.

CRIUKSHANK'S COMIC AL-
MANACK. Complete in TWO SERIES:
the FIRST, from 1835 to 1843; the
SECOND, from 1844 to 1853. TWO VOLS.,
crown 8vo, cloth, 7s. 6d. each.

CUMMING (C. F. GORDON),
Works by.
In the Hebrides. With 24 Illustrations.
In the Himalayas and on the
Indian Plains. With 42 Illustrations.
Two Happy Years in Ceylon.
With 28 Illustrations.
Via Cornwall to Egypt. Frontis.

CUSSANS (JOHN E.).—A Hand-
book of Heraldry; including instructions
for Tracing Pedigrees, Descending

DANBY (FRANK).—A Coquette
In Crape. Foolscap 8vo, picture cover,
6d.; cloth, 1s. net.

DAUDET (ALPHONSE).—The
Evangelist; or, Port Salvation.
Cr. 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d.; post 8vo, 6s. 6d.

DAVENANT (FRANCIS).—Hints
for Parents on Choice of Profession for
their Sons. Crown 8vo, 1s. 6d.

DAVIES (DR. N. E. YORKE),
Works by.
Cr. 8vo, 1s. ea.; cl. 1s. 6d. ea.
One Thousand Medical Maxims and
Surgical Hints.
The Diet in Cases of Obesity
(Foods for the Fat). With Chapters
on the Treatment of Gout by Diet.
Aids to Long Life. Cr. 8vo, 2s.; cl. 2s. 6d.
Wine and Health: How to enjoy
both. Crown 8vo, cloth, 1s. 6d.

DAVIDSON (H. C.).—Mr. Sad-
ler's Daughters. Cr. 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d.

DEAKIN (DOROTHEA), Stories
by. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d. each.
The Poet and the Pierrot.
The Princess and the Kitchen-maid.

DEFOE (DANIEL).—Robinson
Crusoe. With 37 Illustrts. by GEORGE
CRUIKSHANK. Post 8vo, cloth, gilt top.
2s. net; leather, gilt edges, 3s. net.

DE MILLE (JAMES).—A Strange
Manuscript found in a Copper Cylinder. Crown 8vo, cloth, with 19 Illustrations by GILBERT GAUL, 3s. 6d.; post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s.

DEVONSHIRE SCENERY, The
History of. By ARTHUR W. CLAYNES,
M.A. With Illus. Demy 8vo, cl. 10s. 6d. net.
Devon: Its Moorlands, Streams,
and Coasts. By Lady ROSALIND NORTHCOTE. Illustrated in Colours by
F. J. WIDGERY. Fcap, 2vo, cl. 20s. net.

Folk Rhymes of Devon: Notices of the Metrical Sayings found in the Lore of the People. By WILLIAM CROSSING. Demy 8vo, cloth, 4s. 6d. net.

DEWAR (G. A. B.).—The Airy
Way. Crown 8vo, cloth, 6s. net.

DEWAR (T. R.).—A Ramble
Round the Globe. With 220 Illustrations.
Crown 8vo, cloth, 7s. 6d.

DICKENS (CHARLES). The
Speeches of. With a Portrait. Post
8vo, cloth, 2s. net; leather, 3s. net.
The Pocket Charles Dickens: Pas-
.sages chosen by ALFRED H. HYATT.
2s. 6d.; cloth, 2s. 6d.; leather, 3s. net.

DICTIONARIES.
A Dictionary of the Drama. By
Demy 8vo, cloth, 10s. 6d. net.
The Reader's Handbook of
Famous Names in Fiction.
Allusions, References, Pre-
verbs, Plots, Stories, and Poems.
By Rev. E. C. BREWER, LL.D. Crown
8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d. net.

A Dictionary of Miracles,
Imitative, Realistic, and Dogmatic.
By Rev. E. C. BREWER, LL.D. Crown
8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d. net.

Familiar Allusions. By WILLIAM A.
and CHARLES G. WHEELER. Demy 8vo,
cloth, 7s. 6d. net.

Familiar Short Sayings of Great
Men. With Historical and Explanatory Notes by SAMUEL A. BENT, A.M. Crown
8vo, cloth, 7s. 6d. net.

The Slang Dictionary: Etymological,
Historical, and Anecdotal. Crown 8vo,
cloth, 6s. 6d.

Words, Facts, and Phrases: A
Dictionary of Curious, Quaint, and Out-
of-the-Way Matters. By ELIZABETH
EDWARDS. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DIXON (W. WILLMOTT), Novels</td>
<td>Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d. each.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Rogue of Rye.</td>
<td>King Hal.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOBSON (AUSTIN), Works by.</td>
<td>Crown 8vo, buckram, 6s. each.</td>
<td>1. The Flump, The Ameliorator, and The School-boy’s Apprentice. By E. V. LUCAS.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Four Frenchwomen.</td>
<td>With Portraits. Eighteenth Century Vignettes. In Three Series, each 6s.; also Fine-Paper Editions, post 8vo, cloth, 2s. net each; leather, 3s. net each.</td>
<td>3. The Bad Family. By Mrs. FENWICK.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DONOVAN (DICK), Detective Stories by.</td>
<td>Post 8vo, illustrated boards. 2s. each; cloth, 2s. 6d. each.</td>
<td>5. The Bountiful Lady. By T. COBB.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In the Grip of the Law.</td>
<td>Link by Link.</td>
<td>6. The Pink Knight. By J. R. MONSELL. Illustrated in colours.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>From Information Received.</td>
<td>Seduction Aroused. Riddles Read.</td>
<td>7. A Flower Book. Illustrated in colours by NELLIE BENSON.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deacon Brodie.</td>
<td>or, Behind the Mask.</td>
<td>8. The Little Clown. By T. COBB.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyler Tatlock, Private Detective.</td>
<td>Cr. 8vo, cl., 3s. 6d. each; picture cl., 2s. ea.; post 8vo, boards, 2s. ea.; cloth, 2s. 6d. ea.</td>
<td>9. A Horse Book. By MARY TOURTREL. Illustrated in colours.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Man from Manchester.</td>
<td>The Mystery of Jamaica Terrace. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d. each.</td>
<td>10. Little People: an Alphabet. By HENRY MAYER and T. W. H. CROSALND. Illustrated in colours.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Records of Vincent Trill.</td>
<td>Tales of Terror. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d. each; post 8vo, boards, 2s. each; cloth limp, 2s. 6d. each.</td>
<td>11. Little People: an Alphabet. By HENRY MAYER and T. W. H. CROSALND. Illustrated in colours.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Detective’s Triumphs.</td>
<td>Who Poisoned Hatty Duncan? Crown 8vo, picture cloth, 2s. each; post 8vo, illust. des., 2s. each; cloth limp, 2s. 6d. ea.</td>
<td>12. A Dog Book. By ETHEL BICKNELL. With Pictures in colours by CARTON MOORE PARK.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wanted!</td>
<td>The Man-Hunter. Dark Deeds. Crown 8vo, cloth limp, 2s. 6d.; picture cloth, flat back, 2s.</td>
<td>14. The Little Girl Lost. By E. RAPER.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOWLING (RICHARD). — Old Corcoran’s Money.</td>
<td>Cr. 8vo, cl., 3s. 6d.</td>
<td>15. Dollies. By RICHARD HUNTER. Illustrated in colours by RUTH COBB.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOYLE (A. CONAN).—The Firm of Girdlestone.</td>
<td>Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d.</td>
<td>16. The Bad Mrs. Ginger. By HONOR C. APPLETON. Illustrated in colours.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRAMATISTS, THE OLD. Edited by Col. CUNNINGHAM. Cr. 8vo, cloth, with Portraits. 3s. 6d. per Vol.</td>
<td>Ben Jonson’s Works. With Notes, Critical and Explanatory, and a Biographical Memoir by WILLIAM GIFFORD. Three Vols.</td>
<td>17. Peter Piper’s Practical Principles. Illustrated in colours.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Massinger’s Plays. From GIFFORD’s Text. One Vol.</td>
<td><strong>Towlocks and his Wooden Horse.</strong> By ALICE M. APPLETON. Illus. in colours by HONOR C. APPLETON.</td>
<td>20. Towlocks and his Wooden Horse. By ALICE M. APPLETON. Illus. in colours by HONOR C. APPLETON.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>More Dollies.</strong> By RICHARD HUNTER. Illus. in colours by RUTH COBB.</td>
<td><strong>Little Yellow Wang-Jo.</strong> By M. C. BELL. Illustrated in colours.</td>
<td>25. More Dollies. By RICHARD HUNTER. Illus. in colours by RUTH COBB.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31. Sammy and the Snarlwynk. Illustrated in colours by LENA and NORMAN AULT.</td>
<td><strong>Irene’s Christmas Party.</strong> By RICHARD HUNTER. Illus. by RUTH COBB.</td>
<td>33. Irene’s Christmas Party. By RICHARD HUNTER. Illus. by RUTH COBB.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34. The Little Soldier Book. By JESSIE POPE. Illustrated in colours by HENRY MATHER.</td>
<td>The Dutch Doll’s Dittles. By C. AUBREY MOORE.</td>
<td>35. The Dutch Doll’s Dittles. By C. AUBREY MOORE.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
DUMPHY BOOKS—continued.
39. The Little Frenchman. By EDEN COYBER. Illustrated in colours by K. J. FRICERO.
40. The Story of an Irish Potato. By LILY SCHOFIELD. Illustr. in colours.

DUNCAN (SARA JEANETTE), Books by. Cr. 8vo, cloth, 7s. 6d. each.
A Social Departure. With 111 Illustrations by F. H. TOWNSSEND.
An American Girl in London. With 88 Illustrations by F. H. TOWNSSEND.
The Simple Adventures of a Mesnil. With 37 Illustrations.

Familiar Allusions: Miscellaneous Information, including Celebrated Statues, Paintings, Palaces, Country Seats, Ruins, Churches, Ships, Streets, Clubs, Natural Curiosities, &c.

DUTT (ROMESH C.).—England and India: Progress during One Hundred Years. Crown 8vo, cloth, 2s.

DYSON (EDWARD).—In the Roaring Fifties. Crown 8vo, cloth, 6s.

EDWARDS (MRS. ANNIE), Novels by.
A Point of Honour. Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s.
Archie Lovell. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d.; post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s.
A Plaster Saint. Cr. 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d.

EDWARDS (ELIEZER).—Words, Facts, and Phrases: A Dictionary of Curious, Quaint, and Out-of-the-Way Matters. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d.

EGGLESTON (EDWARD).—Roxy. Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s.

EGERTON (REV. J. C.).—Sussex Folk and Sussex Ways. With Four Illustrts. Crown 8vo, cloth, 5s.

ELIZABETHAN VERSE, The Book of. Edited with Notes by WILLIAM STANLEY BRAITHWAITE. With Frontispiece and Vignette. Small cr. 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d. net; vellum gilt, 7s. 6d. net.

ENGLISHMAN (AN) in Paris: Recollections of Louis Philippe and the Empire. Cr. 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d.

EPISTOLÆ OBSCURÓRUM Virorum (1515-1517), Latin Text, with Translation, Notes, &c., by F. G. STOKES. Royal 8vo, buckram, 25s. net.

EVERYMAN: A Morality. With Illustrations by AMBROSE DUDLEY. Printed on pure rag paper. Reap. 4to, decorated cloth, red top, 2s. 6d. net.

EYES, Our: How to Preserve. By JOHN BROWNING. Crown 8vo, cloth, 12s.

FAIRY TALES FROM TUSCANY. By ISABELLA M. AMENTON. Square 16mo, cloth, 12. net.

Familiar Allusions: Miscellaneous Information, including Celebrated Statues, Paintings, Palaces, Country Seats, Ruins, Churches, Ships, Streets, Clubs, Natural Curiosities, &c.

FARADAY (MICHAEL). Works by. Post 8vo, cloth, 4s. 6d. each.
The Chemical History of a Candle: Lectures delivered before a Juvenile Audience. Edited by WILLIAM BROOKES, F.C.S. With numerous Illustrts.


FARRAR (F. W., D.D.).—Ruskin as a Religious Teacher. Square 16mo, cloth, with Frontispiece, 1s. 6d.

FARRER (J. ANSON).—War: Three Essays. Crown 8vo, cloth, 1s. 6d.

FENN (G. MANVILLE), Novels by. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d. each; post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.


Ferris (W. W.).—The Pyrotechnist's Treasury. By THOMAS KENTISH. With 207 Illustrations. Cr. 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d.

FISHER (ARTHUR O.). Novels by. Crown 8vo, cloth, 6s. each.

Fishing from the Quay. With Colour Plates and 5 Plates.

The Land of Silent Feet. With a Frontispiece by G. D. ARMOUR.
GARDENING BOOKS—continued.

GIBNEY (SOMERVILLE),—

Fry's (Herbert) Royal Guide to the London Charities. Edited by John Lane. Published Annually. Crown 8vo, cloth, 1s. 6d.

GIBSON (L. S.), Novels by. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d. each.


GILBERT'S (W. S.) Original Plays. In a Series. Fine-Paper Edition, Pott 8vo, cloth, gilt top, 2s. net each; leather, gilt edges, 3s. net each.


HAWTHORNE (JULIAN).—Novels by. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d. each; post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.

HEALY (CHRIS).—Books by. Crown 8vo, cloth, 6s. each.
The Endless Heritage. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d.

HELPS (Sir ARTHUR).—Ivan de Biron. Crown 8vo, cloth 3s. 6d.; post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s.

HENTY (G. A.).—Novels by.
Rujub, the Juggler. Post 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d.; illustrated boards, 2s.

HILL (HEADON).—Zamba the Detective. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d.; picture cloth, flat back, 2s.

HILL (JOHN).—Works by.
Treason-Felony. | The Common Ancestor. Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s.

HINKSON (H. A.).—Novels by.
Fan Fitzgerald. | Silk and Steel. Fan Fitzgerald. | Silk and Steel. HOEY (Mrs. CASHEL).—The Lover's Creed. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d.


HOFFMANN (PROFESSOR).—King Koko. A Magic Story. With 25 Illustrations. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d.

HOLMES (CHARLES J., M.A.).—Books by.
Demy 8vo, cloth, 7s. 6d. net each.
Notes on the Art of Rembrandt. With Photogravure Frontispiece and 48 Illustrations.

HOLMES (OLIVER WENDELL).—The Autocrat of the Breakfast-Table. Illustrated by J. Gordon Thomson. Fine Paper Edition, post 8vo, cloth, gilt top, 2s. net; leather edges, 3s. net.

HOOK'S (THEODORE).—Choice Humorous Works; including his Ludicrous Adventures, Bons Mots, Puns, Hoaxes. With Life and Frontispiece. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d.

HOOD'S (THOMAS).—Choice Works in Prose and Verse. With Life of the Author, Portrait, and 300 Illustrations. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d.

HOPKINS (TIGHE).—Novels by.
'Cwixt Love and Duty. The Incomplete Adventurer.

HORNE (R. HENIGST).—Orlon. With Portrait. Crown 8vo, cloth, 7s.

HORNIMAN (ROY).—Novels by.
Bellamy the Magnificent. Lord Cammarleigh's Secret. Israel Rank. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d.

HORNUNG (E. W.).—Novels by.
The Shadow of the Rope. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d.; or pictorial cloth cover, 2s. 6d.

HUEFFER (FORD MADOX).—A Call: The Tale of Two Passions. Crown 8vo, cloth, 6s.

HUGO (VICTOR).—The Outlaw of Iceland. Translated by Sir Gilbert Campbell. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d.

HUME (FERGUS).—Novels by.
The Lady From Nowhere. Cr. 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d.; picture cloth, flat back, 2s.
The Millionaire Mystery. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d.
The Wheeling Light. Crown 8vo, cloth, gilt top, 6s.
HUNGERFORD (MRS.), Novels by.
- Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d. each; post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each; cloth limp, 2s. 6d. each.

The Professor's Experiment.
Lady Yarner's Flight.
Lady Patty, or Peter's Wife.
The Red-House Mystery.
An Unsatisfactory Lover.
A Maiden All Fair.
A Mental Struggle.
Marvel.
In Duranceville.
The Three Graces.
Nora Graina.
- Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d. each.

An Anxious Moment.
A Point of Conscience.
The Coming of Chloe.
Lovisa.
The Red-House Mystery. POPULAR EDITION, medium 8vo, 6d.

HUNT (Mrs. ALFRED), Novels by.
- Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d. each; post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.

The Leaden Caasket.
Self-Condemned.
That Other Person.

- Mrs. Juliet. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d.

HUTCHINSON (W. M.)—Hints on Cott-Breaking. With 23 Illustrations. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d.

HYAMSON (ALBERT).—A History of the Jews in England. With 16 Portraits and Views and 2 Maps. Demy 8vo, cloth, 4s. 6d. net.

HYATT (A. H.), Topographical Anthologies by.
- Pott 8vo, cloth, gilt top, 2s. net each; leather, gilt edges, 3s. net each.

The Charm of London.
The Charm of Edinburgh.
The Charm of Venice.
The Charm of Paris.

INCHBOLD (Mrs. A. C.).—The Road of No Return. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d.

INDOOR PAUPERS. By ONE OF THEM. Crown 8vo, 12mo; cloth, 1s. 6d.

INMAN (HERBERT) and HARTLEY ASPDEN.—The Tear of Kaloa. Crown 8vo, cloth, gilt top, 6s.

INNKEEPER'S HANDBOOK.
By J. TREVOR-DAVIES. Cr. 8vo, cl., 2s.

IRVINING (WASHINGTON).—Old Christmas. Square 12mo, cloth, with Frontispiece, 1s. net.

JAMES (C. T.C.).—A Romance of the Queen's Hounds. Crown 8vo, cl., 1s. 6d.

JAMES (G. W.).—Scragsles: The Story of a Sparrow. With 6 Illustrations. Post 8vo, cloth, 2s. 6d.

JAPP (Dr. A. H.).—Dramatic Pictures. Crown 8vo, cloth, 5s.

JEFFERIES (RICHARD), by.
The Pageant of Summer. Long fcap. 8vo, cloth, 1s. net.
The Life of the Fields. Post 8vo, cloth, 2s. 6d.; LARGE TYPE, FINE PAPER EDITION, post 8vo, cloth, gilt top, 2s. net; leather, gilt edges, 3s. net. Also a NEW EDITION, with 12 Illustrations in Colours by M. U. CLARKE, crown 8vo, cloth, 5s. net.
The Open Air. Post 8vo, cloth, 2s. 6d.; LARGE TYPE, FINE PAPER EDITION, post 8vo, cloth, gilt top, 2s. net; leather, gilt edges, 3s. net. Also a NEW EDITION, with 12 Illustrations in Colours by RUTH DOLLMAN, cena 8vo, cloth, 5s. net.
Nature near London. Crown 8vo, buckram, 6s.; post 8vo, cl., 2s. 6d.; LARGE TYPE, FINE PAPER EDITION, post 8vo, cl., gilt top, 2s. net; leather, gilt edges, 3s. net. Also a NEW EDITION, with 12 Illustrations in Colours by RUTH DOLLMAN, crown 8vo, cloth, 5s.

The Pocket Richard Jefferies: Passages chosen by ALFRED H. HYATT, 12mo, cloth, gilt top, 2s. net; leather, gilt top, 3s. net.
The Eulogy of Richard Jefferies, by Sir WALTER BISANT. Cr. 8vo, cl., 6s.

JENKINS (HESTER D.).—Behind Turkish Lattices: The Story of a Turkish Woman's Life. With 24 Illustrations. Crown 8vo, cloth, 6s. net.

JEROME (JEROME K.).—Stage-land. With 64 Illustrations by J. BERNARD PARTRIDGE. Fcap. 4to, 12s.

JERROLD (TOM), Books by.
- Post 8vo, 12mo; cloth, 1s. 6d. each.

The Garden that Paid the Rent. Household Horticulture.
Our Kitchen Garden: The Plants We Grew, and How We Cook Them. Post 8vo, cloth, 1s. net.

JOHNSTON (R.).—The Peril of an Empire. Crown 8vo, cloth, 6s.


JONES (WILLIAM, F. S.A.).—Finger-Ring Lore: Historical, Legendary, Anecdotal. With numerous Illustrations. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d.

JONSON'S (BEN) Works, With Notes and Biographical Memoir by WILLIAM GIFFORD. Edited by Colonel CUNNINGHAM. Three Vols., crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d. each.

JOSEPHUS, The Complete Works of. Translated by WILLIAM WHISTON. Containing 'The Antiquities of the Jews,' and 'The Wars of the Jews.' With 52 Illustrations and Maps. Two Vols., demy 8vo, half-cloth, 12s. 6d.
KEATING (JOSEPH).—Maurice. Crown 8vo, cloth, 6s.

KEMPLING (W. BAILEY).—The Poets Royal of England and Scotland: Original Poems by Royal and Noble Persons. With Notes and 6 Photogravure Portraits. Small 8vo, parchment, 6s. net; vellum, 7s. 6d. net. Also an Edition in The King's Classics (No. 39).

KERSHAW (MARK).—Colonial Facts and Fictions: Humorous Sketches. Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s.; cloth, 2s. 6d.

KING (LEONARD W., M.A.).—
A History of Babylonia and Assyria from Prehistoric Times to the Persian Conquest. With Maps, Plans, and Illustrations after the principal Monuments of the Period. In 3 vols. royal 8vo, cloth. Each volume separately, 18s. net; or per set of 3 volumes, if ordered at one time, £2 10s. net.

Vol. I.—A History of Sumer and Akkad: An account of the Early Races of Babylonia from Prehistoric Times to the Foundation of the Babylonian Monarchy. (Ready.)

II.—A History of Babylon from the Foundation of the Monarchy, about B.C. 2000, until the Conquest of Babylon by Cyrus, B.C. 539. [Preparing]

III.—A History of Assyria from the Earliest Period until the Fall of Nineveh, B.C. 605. [Preparing]

KING (R. ASHE), Novels by. Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.

The Wearing of the Green. Passion's Slave. A Drawn Game. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d.; post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s.

KING'S CLASSICS—continued.

40. Sir Thomas More's Utopia. Edited by Robert Steele, F.S.A.


42. Swift's Battle of the Bees. Edited, with Notes and Introduction, by A. Guthkelch.

43. Sir William Temple upon the Gardens of Epicurus, with other 17th Century Garden Essays. Edited, with Notes and Introduction, by A. Forbes Sibberring, F.S.A.

45. The Song of Roland. Translated from the old French by Mrs. Grosland. With Introduction by Prof. Branden.

46. Dante's Vita Nuova. The Italian text, with Dante G. Rossetti's translation on opposite page. With Introduction and Notes by Prof. H. Oelsner.

47. Chaucer's Prologue and Minor Poems. In modern English, with Notes and Introduction by Prof. W. W. Skeat.


49. Mrs. Gaskell's Cranford. With Introduction by Millicent Johnson.

50. Pearl. An English Poem of the Fourteenth Century. Edited, with a Modern Rendering and an Introduction, by Professor I. Gollancz. [Preparing]


53. The English Correspondence of Saint Boniface. Translated and edited, with an Introductory Sketch of the Life of St. Boniface, by Edw. Kytler, M.A.

56. The Cavalier to his Lady: Seventeenth Century Love Songs. Edited by F. Siddow.

57. Asser's Life of King Alfred. Edited by L. C. Jane, M.A.

58. Translations from the Iceland. By Rev. W. C. Green, M.A.


60. Daniel's Della' and Drayton's 'Idem.' Edited by Arundell Eddall.


62. Of the Tumbler of Otranto, and other Miracles. Translated from the Middle French MSS., with Notes, by Alice Kemp-Welch.

63. The Chelalaine of Vergi. A Romance of the Court, translated from the Middle French, by Alice Kemp-Welch, with Introduction by L. Brandin, Ph.D., and with the original Text, Edition Raymond.
KING'S CLASSICS (The)—continued.

Earlier Volumes in the Series are—
1. The Love of Books (The Philobiblon).
2. Six Plays of Calderon (Fitzgerald's Translation). (Double Vol.)
4. The Life of Sir Thomas More.
5. Eikon Basilike.
7. King's Letters: From the Tudors to the Love Letters of Henry VIII.
8. Chaucer's Knight's Tale (Prof. Skeat).
10. Chaucer's Prior's Tale (Prof. Skeat).
11. The Romance of Fulke Fitzwarine.
12. The Story of Cupid and Psyche.
13. Evelyn's Life of Margaret Godolphin.
15. The Fabstaff Letters.
16. Polonius. BY EDWARD FITZGERALD.
17. Medieval Lore.
18. The Vision of Pier the Plowman (Prof. Skeat).
20. The Nun's Rule, or Ancien Riezle. (Double Vol.)
23. Cicero's Friendship, 'Old Age,' and 'Scripioe's Dream.'
24. Wordsworth's Preludes. (Double Vol.)
25. The Defence of Guenevere.
27. Poe's Poems.
28. Shakespeare's Sonnets.
30. Goldsmith's Vicar of Wakefield.
31. Charles Reade's Peg Woffington.
32. The Household of Sir Thomas More.
33. Sappho: One Hundred Lyrics. BY BLISS JOHN.

* Numbers 7, 20, and 24 are Double Volumes and Double Price.

KING'S LIBRARY QUARTOS.

The Alchemist. By Ben Jonson. Edited by H. C. Hart. 5s. net; Japanese vol., 1s. 6d. net.
The Gull's Hornbook. BY THOMAS Dekker. Edited by K. B. McKERROW. 5s. net; Japanese volumn, 10s. 6d. net.
The Beggar's Opera. By John Gay. Edited by HAMILTON MACLEOD. 5s. net; Japanese volumn, 10s. 6d. net.

KISCH (MARTIN S.).—Letters and Sketches from Northern Nigeria. With numerous Illustrations. Demy 8vo, cloth, 6s. net.

KNIGHT WILLIAM and EDWARD.—The Patient's Vade Mecum: How to Get Most Benefit from Medical Advice. Crown 8vo, cloth, 7s. 6d.

LAMB'S (CHARLES) Complete Works in Prose and Verse, including Poetry for Children, and 'Prince Dorus.' Edited by R. H. SHEPHERD. With 2 Portraits and Facsimiles of the Essay on Roast Pig. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d.

The Essays of Elia. (Both Series.) FINE PAPER EDITION, port 8vo, cloth, gilt top, 2s. net; leather, gilt edges, 3s. net.

LAMBERT (GEORGE).—The President of Boravia. Cr. 8vo, cl. 3s. 6d.

LANE (EDWARD WILLIAM),—The Thousand and One Nights, commonly called in England The Arabian Nights' Entertainments. Illustrated by W. HARVEY. With Preface by STANLEY LANE-POOLE. 3 Vols., demy 8vo, cloth, 22s. 6d.

LASAR (CHARLES A.).—Practical Hints for Art Students: Drawing, Composition, Colour. With Illustrations. Post 8vo, cloth 3s. 6d, net.

LAURISTOUN (PETER).—The Painted Mountain. Cr. 8vo, cloth, 6s.

LEES (DOROTHY N.).—Tuscan Feasts and Tuscan Friends. With 12 Illustrations. Crown 8vo, cl., 5s. net.

LEHMANN (R. C.).—Harry Fludger at Cambridge, and Conversational Hints for Young Shooters. Crown 8vo, 1s. cloth, 1s. 6d.

LEIGH (HENRY S.).—Carols of Cockayne. Crown 8vo, buckram, 5s.

LEITH (MRS. DISNEY).—The Children of the Chapel. Including a Morality Play, The Pilgrimage of Pleasure, by A. C. SWINBURNE. Crown 8vo, cloth, 6s. net.

LEPELLETIER (EDMOND).—
Madame Sans-Gène. Translated by
John de Villiers. Post 8vo, cloth,
3s. 6d.; illustrated boards, 2s. ;
POPULAR EDITION, medium 8vo, 6d.

LEYS (JOHN K.), Novels by.
The Lindseys. Post 8vo, illust. bds., 2s.
A Sore Temptation. Cr. 8vo, cl., 6s.

LILBURN (ADAM).—A Tragedy
in Marble.
Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d.

LINDSAY (HARRY), Novels by.
Rhoda Roberts. | The Jacobite.
Crown 8vo, cloth, 6s. each.
Judah Pyecroft, Puritan.
The Story of Leah.

LINTON (E. LYNN), Works by.
Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d. each; post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.
Patricia Kemball. | Ione.
The Atonement of Leam Dundas.
The World Well Lost. 12 Illus.
The One Too Many.
Underneath Lord? With 12 Illus.
‘My Love.’ | Sowing the Wind.
Paston Carew. | Dulcie Everton.
With a Silken Thread.
The Rebel of the Family.
An Octave of Friends. Crown 8vo,
cloth, 3s. 6d.
Patricia Kemball. POPULAR EDI-
TION, medium 8vo, 6d.

LITTLE (MAUDE), Novels by.
At the Sign of the Borning Bush.
A Woman on the Threshold.

LONDON CLUBS: Their His-
tory and Treasures. By RALPH
NEVILL. With Coloured Frontispiece
and 8 Plates. Demy 8vo, cloth, 7s. 6d. net.

LORIMER (NORMA).—The
Pagan Woman.
Cr. 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d.

LUCAS (ALICE).—Talmudic
Legends, Hymns, and Paraphrases.
Post 8vo, half-parchment, 2s. net.

LUCAS (E. V.), Books by.
Anne’s Terrible Good Nature,
and other Stories for Children.
With 12 Illustrations by A. H. BUCKLAND,
and Coloured End-Papers and Cover by
F. D. BEDFORD.
Crown 8vo, cloth, 6s.
A Book of Verses for Children.
With Coloured Title-page. Crown 8vo,
cloth, 6s.
Three Hundred Games and Past-
times. By E. V. Lucas and ELIZABETH
Lucas. Pott 4to, cloth, 6s. net.
The Flamp, and other Stories.
Royal 16mo, cloth, 1s. net.

LYRE D’AMOUR (La).—An An-
thology of French Love Poems.
Selected, with Introduction and Notes,
by C. B. LEWIS. With Photogravure
Frontispiece. Crown 8vo, cloth, 5s. net.

LUCY (HENRY W.).—Gideon
Fleeye. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d.; post
8vo, illustrated boards, 2s.

MACAULAY (LORD).—The His-
tory of England. LARGE TYPE.
POPULAR EDITION, 5 vols., post 8vo,
cloth, gilt top, 2s. net per vol.; leather,
gilt edges, 3s. net per vol.

McCARTHY (JUSTIN), Books by.
The Reign of Queen Anne. Two
Vols., demy 8vo, cloth, 24s.
A History of the Four Georges
and of William the Fourth.
Four Vols., demy 8vo, cloth, 12s.
A History of Our Own Times
from the Accession of Queen Victoria
to the General Election of 1850. LIBRARY
EDITION. Four Vols., demy 8vo, cloth,
12s. each. — Also the POPULAR EDITION,
in Four Vols., crown 8vo, cloth, 6s. each.
—And the UNBULBED EDITION, with an
Appendix of Events to the end of 1854,
in 2 Vols., demy 8vo, cloth, 15s.
A History of Our Own Times,
Vol. V., from 1850 to the Diamond Jubilee.
Demy 8vo, cloth, 12s.; crown 8vo, cloth 6s.
A History of Our Own Times,
Vol. VI., from 1857 to Accession of
Edward VII. 2 Vols., demy 8vo, cloth,
24s.; crown 8vo, cloth, 6s. each.
A Short History of Our Own
Times, from the Accession of Queen
Victoria to the Accession of
King Edward VII. Crown 8vo, cloth, gilt
top, 6s.; also the POPULAR EDITION,
post 8vo, cl., 2s. 6d. net; and the CHEAP
EDITION (to the year 1880), med. 8vo, 6s.
FINE PAPER EDITIONS.
Pott 8vo, cloth, gilt top, 2s. net per vol.;
leather, gilt edges, 3s. net per vol.

The Reign of Queen Anne, in 1 Vol.
A History of the Four Georges
and of William IV., in 2 Vols.
A History of Our Own Times
from Accession of Q. Victoria to 1901, in 4 Vols.
Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d. each; post 8vo, pict.
boards, 2s. each; cloth limp, 2s. 6d. each.
The Waterdale Neighbours.
My Enemy’s Daughter.
A Fair Saxon. | Linley Rochford.
Dear Lady, Disdain. | The Dictator.
Miss Misanthrope. With 12 Illus.
Donna Quixote. With 12 Illustrations.
The Comet of a Season.
Maid of Athens. With 12 Illustrations.
Camilo.
Red Diamonds. | The Riddle Ring.
Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d. each.
The Three Disgraces. | Mononlia.
Julian Revelstone.
‘The Right Honourable.’ By JUSTIN
McCARTHY and MRS. CAMPBELL PRAED.
Crown 8vo, cloth, 6s.

McCARTHY (J. H.), Works by.
The French Revolution. (Constit-
tuent Assembly, 1789-91.) Four Vols.,
demy 8vo, cloth, 12s. each.
An Outline of the History of
Ireland. Crown 8vo, 1s.; cloth, 1s. 6d.
MACColl (Hugh).—Mr. Stranger’s Sealed Packet. Cr. 8vo, cloth 3s. 6d. post 8vo, illus. boards 2s.

MACDONALD (Dr. George).—Books by.
Works of Fancy and Imagination.
Ten Vols., 16mo, cloth, gilt, in case, 21s.; or separately, Grolier cloth, 2s. 6d. each.
Also in 16mo, cloth, gilt top, 2s. net per Vol.; leather, gilt top, 3s. net per Vol.
Vol. IV. Parables—Ballads—Scotch V. & Vi. Fantasies. [Songs, VII. The Portent.
VIII. The Light Princess—The Giant’s Heart—Shadows.
IX. Cross Purposes—Golden Key—Carasoin—Little Daylight.

Poetical Works of George MacDonal. 2 Vols., cr. 8vo, buckram, 12s.; or in the St. Martin’s Library, puff 8vo, cloth, gilt top, 2s. net per vol.; leather, gilt edges, 3s. net per vol.

Heather and Snow. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d.; post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s.

Lilith. Crown 8vo, cloth, 6s.

The Pocket George MacDonald: Passages Chosen by A. H. Hyatt. 16mo, cloth gilt, 2s. net; leather gilt, 3s. net.

MACDONELL (Agnes).—Quaker Cousins. Post 8vo, boards, 2s.

MACHRAY (Robert).—Novels by. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d. each:
A Blow over the Heart.
The Private Detective.
Her Honour.
Sentenced to Death.
The Mystery of Lincoln’s Inn.
Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d.; Cheap Edition, picture cover 1s. net.
The Woman Wins. Cr. 8vo, cloth, 6s.

Mackay (Dr. Chas.).—Interludes and Undertones. Cr. 8vo, cloth 6s.

Mackay (William).—A Mender of Nets. Crown 8vo, cloth, 6s.

Mackenzie (W. A.).—The Drexel Dream. Crown 8vo, cloth, 6s.

MACLiSE Portrait Gallery (The) of Illustrious Literary Characters: 85 Portraits by Daniel MacLise; with Memoirs by William Bates, B.A. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d.

MAGiC LANTERN, The, and its Management. By T. C. Hepworth, With 10 Illusts. Cr. 8vo, 1s.; cloth, 1s. 6d.

MAGNA CHARTA: A Facsimile of the Original, 3 ft. by 2 ft., with Arms and Seals emblazoned in Gold and Colours, 5s.

MALLOW (W. H.).—Works by.
The New Republic. Post 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d.; illustrated boards, 2s.; Large Type, Fine Paper Edition, 8vo, cloth, gilt top, 2s. net; leather, gilt edges, 3s. net.

Poems. Small 4to, parchment, 8s.

Is Life Worth Living? Crown 8vo, buckram, 6s.

MALLORY (Sir Thomas).—Mort d’Arthur, Selections from, edited by B. M. Ranking. Post 8vo, cloth, 2s.

Marguerite (Paul and Victor). Novels by.
The Commune. Translated by F. Lees and R. B. Douglas. Cr. 8vo, cloth, 6s.

MARKino (Yoshio), Books by.
A Japanese Artist in London. With 8 Illusts. in Three Colours and in Monochrome, Cr. 8vo, cloth, 6s. net.

Oxford from Within. By Hugh de Sélincourt. With a Note and 12 Illustrations in Three Colours and in Sepia by Yoshio Markino. Demy 8vo, cloth, 7s. 6d. net; parchment, 15s. net.

Large fcap. 4to, cloth, 20s. net each; Large Paper Copies, parchment, 42s. net each.


MARLOWE’S Works, including his Translations. Edited with Notes by Col. Cunningham. Cr. 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d.

MARSH (Richard).—A Spoiler of Men. Cr. 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d.; Popular Edition, medium 8vo, 6d.
MASTER OF GAME (THE): — The Oldest English Book on Hunting. By Edward, Second Duke of York. Edited by W. A. and F. BAILLIE-GROHMAN. With Introduction by THEODORE ROOSEVELT. Photogravure Frontispiece, and 23 Full-page Illustrations, after Illuminations. Large cr. 8vo. cl. 7s. 6d. net; parchment, 10s. 6d. net.

MASSINGER'S Plays. From the Text of W. M. GIFFORD. Edited by Col. CONNINGHAM. Cr. 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d.

MASTERMAN (J.), — Half-a-dozen Daughters. Post 8vo, 6d., 33.

MATTHEWS (BRANDER). — A Secret of the Sea. Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. 6d. cloth, 2s. 6d.

MAX O'RELL, Books by. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d. each.

MEDICI (Lives of the EARLY) as told in their Letters. By JANET ROSS. With Illustrations and Facsimiles. Demy 8vo, cloth, 10s. 6d. net.

MEOADE (L. T.), Novels by.
A Soldier of Fortune. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d.; post 8vo, illust, boards, 2s. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d. each.

MEDIEVAL LIBRARY (The New). Small crown 8vo, pure rag paper, 5s. net per vol.; pigskin with clasps, 7s. 6d. net per vol.

1. The Book of the Duke of True Lovers. Translated from the Middle French of CHRISTINE DE PISAN, with Notes by ALICE KEMP-WELCH. Woodcut Title and 6 Photogravures.
2. Of the Tumblers of Our Lady, and other Miracles. Translated from the Middle French of GAUTIER DE COINCI, &c., with Notes by ALICE KEMP-WELCH. Woodcut and 7 Photogravures.
3. The Chasteaignes of Vergili. Translated from the Middle French by ALICE KEMP-WELCH, with the original Text, and an Introduction by Dr. L. BRANDON. Woodcut Title and 5 Photogravures.
4. The Babees' Book. Edited from Dr. FURNIVALL'S Texts, with Notes, by EDITH RICKERT. Woodcut Title and 6 Photogravures.
5. The Book of the Divine Consolation of Saint Angela da Foligno. Translated by MARY G. STEEGMANN. Woodcut Title and Illustrations.


MERRICK (HOPE). — When a Girl's Engaged. Cr. 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d.

MERRICK (LEONARD), by.
The Man who was Good. Crown 8vo, cl. 3s. 6d.; post 8vo, illust, bds., 2s. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d. each.
Cynthia. This Stage of Fools.

METHVEN (PAUL), Novels by.
Influences. BILLY.

MEYNELL (ALICE). — The Flower of the Mind: a Choice among the Best Poems. In 8mo, cloth, gilt, 2s. net; leather, 3s. net.

MINTO (WM.). — Was She Good or Bad? Crown 8vo, cloth, 1s. 6d.

MITCHELL (EDM.), Novels by.
The Lone Star Rush. With 8 Illustrations. Only a Nigger. The Belforts of Culben.

MOLESWORTH (MRS.). — Hathercourt Rectory. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d.; post 8vo, illust, boards, 2s.

MONCRIEFF (W. D. SCOTT). — The Abdication: A Drama. With 7 Etchings. Imperial 4to, buckram, 31s.


10. Ancient English Christmas Carols, 1400-1700. Collected and arranged by EDITH RICKERT. With 8 Photogravures. Special price of this volume, boards, 7s. 6d. net; pigskin with clasps, 10s. 6d. net.

MITFORD (BERTRAM), Novels by. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d. each.
- Rennshaw Fanning's Quest
- Triumph of Hilary Blachland
- Hayvilnd's Chun

- The Luck of Gerard Ridgeley
- The King's Assistant
- The Gun-Runner. Cr. 8vo, cl., 3s. 6d.; Cheap Edition, medium 8vo, 6d.
- Harley Greenoak's Charge

Crown 8vo, cloth, 6s.

MORROW (W. C.).—Bohemian Paris of To-Day. With 166 Illustrations by Edouard Cucuel. Small demy 8vo, cl.

MUDDOCK (J. E.), Stories by. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d. each.
- Basile the Jester
- The Golden Idol

- The Dead Man's Secret
- From the Bosom of the Deep

MUDDOCK (D. CHRISTIE), Novels by. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d. each; post 8vo, illustrated boards, 25. each.
- A Life's Atonement
- Joseph's Coat
- Coals of Fire
- Yal Strange, A Wasted Crime
- A Capful o' Nails
- The Way of the World
- Mount Despair, A Model Father
- Old Blazer's Hero
- By the Gate of the Sea
- A Bit of Human Nature
- First Person Singular
- Bob Martin's Little Girl
- Time's Revenges
- Cynic Fortune

- In Direst Peril

Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d. each.

NIBBLE (BERTRAM).—Taken from the Enemy. With 8 Illustrations in Colour by Gerald Leake. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d. net; or fcap, 8vo, without illustrations, paper cover, 15s.

NISSET (HUME), Books by.
- 'Ball Up!' Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d.; post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. 6d.; Popular Edition, medium 8vo, 6d.
- Dr. Bernard St. Vincent. Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s.

OHNET (GEORGES), Novels by.
- A Last Love

- A Weird Gift

- The Path of Glory
- Love's Depths
- The Money-maker
- The Woman of Mystery
- The Conqueror

OUIDA, Novels by.
- Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d. each; post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.

- Tricotrin
- A Dog of Flanders
- Ruffino
- Othmar
- Frescoes
- Ariadne
- Wanda
- Pascarel
- Chandos
- Moths
- Fussell
- Under Two Flags
- In a Winter City
- Idalia
- Santa Barbara
- Bimbi
- Strathmore
- Pipistrello
- Friendship, Two Offenders
- Guidery
- Marelma
- The Waters of Edera

OUIDA, Novels by.
- Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d. each
- A Rainy June
- The Massaranes
- The Waters of Edera

SIRYN. — The Waters of Edera

- Crown 8vo, picture cloth, flat back, 2s. each.

- Under Two Flags
- Moths
- Held in Bondage
- Tricotrin
- The Massaranes
- Chandos
- Friendship
- Two Little Wooden Shoes
- Idalia
- Pascarel
- A Village Commune

- Crown 8vo, Folio, Farine
- Two Little Wooden Shoes, LARGE, TYPE EDITION, Fcap, 8vo, cloth, 1s. net.

- Demy 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d.

- A Dog of Flanders, The Nürnberg Stove, &c.
- With 8 Illustrations in Colour by Maria L. Kirk.
- Bimbi: Stories for Children.
- The Wisdom, Wit, and Pathos, selected from the Works of Ouida by F. Sydney Morris

- Pott, 8vo, cloth, gilt top, 2s. net; leather, gilt edges, 3s. net.
NORRIS (W. E.), Novels by.
Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d. each; post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.
Saint Ann’s. | Billy Bello.
Miss Wentworth’s Idea. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d.

OLIPHANT (Mrs.), Novels by.
Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.
The Primrose Path.
The Greatest Heiress in England
White Ladies. Crown 8vo, cloth, with 12 Illustrations, 3s. 6d.; post 8vo, bds., 2s.
The Sorceress. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d.

OSBOURNE (LLOYD), Stories by.
Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d. each.
The Motormaniacs.
Three Speeds Forward. | With Illustr.

O’SHAUGHNESSY (ARTHUR),
Music and Moonlight. Fcp. 8vo, cl., 7s. 6d.

PAGE (THOMAS NELSON),—
Santa Claus’s Partner. With 8 coloured Illustrations by OLGA MORGAN, and Cover Design by F. D. BEDFORD. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d. net.

PAIN (BARRY).—Eliza’s Husband. Fcp., 8vo, 1s.; cloth, 1s. 6d.

PANDURANG HARI; or,
Memoirs of a Hindoo. With Preface by Sir BARTLE FRERE. Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s.

PARIS SALON, The Illustrated
Catalogue of the. With about 300 Illustrations. Published annually. Dy. 8vo, 3s.

PAUL (MARGARET A.).—Gentle
and Simple. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d.; post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s.

PAYN (JAMES), Novels by.
Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d. each; post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.
Lost Sir Massingberd.
The Ciffyards of Clyde.
A County Family.
Less Black than We’re Painted.
By Proxy. | For Cash Only.
High Spirits. | Sunny Stories.
A Confidential Agent.
A Grape from a Thorn. 12 Illustrations.
The Family Scapegrace.
Holiday Tasks. | At Her Mercy.
The Talk of the Town. 12 Illustrations.
The Mystery of Mirbridge.
The Word and the Will.
The Burnt Million.
A Trying Patient.
Gwondoline’s Harvest.
Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.
Humorous Stories. | From Exile.
The Foster Brothers.
Married Beneath Him.
Bentinck’s Tutor.
Walter’s Word. | Fallen Fortunes.
A Perfect Treasure.
Like Father, Like Son.
A Woman’s Vengeance.
Carlyon’s Year. | Cecil’s Tryst.
Murphy’s Master.

PAYN (JAMES)—continued.
Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.
Some Private Views.
Found Dead. | Mirk Abbey.
A Marine Residence.
The Canon’s Ward.
Not Woosed, But Won.
Two Hundred Pounds Reward.
The Best of Husbands.
Halves. | What He Cost Her.
Kit: A Memory. | Under One Roof.
Glow-Worm Tales.
A Prince of the Blood.

A Modern Dick Whittington.
Crown 8vo, cloth, with Portrait of Author, 3s. 6d.; picture cloth, flat back, 2s.

Notes from the ‘News.’ Crown 8vo, cloth, 1s. 6d.

POPULAR EDITIONS, medium 8vo, 6d. each.
Lost Sir Massingberd.
Walter’s Word. | By Proxy.

PAYNE (WILL), — Jerry the Dreamer. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d.

PEARS (CHARLES),—From the Thames to the Seine. With 40 Illustrations in Colours and Monochrome. Large fcp. 4to, cloth, 12s. 6d. net.

PENNELL, ELMHIRST (Capt.
tain E.),—The Best of the Fun.
With 8 coloured Illustrations and 48 others. Medium 8vo, cloth, 6s. net.

PENNY (F. E.), Novels by.
Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d. each.
The Sanyasi.
The Tea-Planter.
Caste and Creed.
Inevitable Law.
Dilys.
Crown 8vo, cloth, 6s. each.
The Unlucky Mark. | Sacrifice.
Dark Corners. | The Rajah.
POPULAR EDITIONS, medium 8vo, 6d. each.
The Tea-Planter. | Caste and Creed.

PERRIN (ALICE), Novels by.
Idolatry. Crown 8vo, cloth, 6s.
Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d. each.
A Free Solitude. | East of Suez.
The Waters of Destruction.
Red Records.
The Stronger Claim.
POPULAR EDITIONS, medium 8vo, 6d. each.
The Stronger Claim.
The Waters of Destruction.

PETIT HOMME ROUGE (Le),
Books by. Demy 8vo, cl., 7s. 6d. net each.
Preparing.

PETRARCH’S SECRET; or,
The Soul’s Conflict with Passion.
Three Dialogues, Translated from the Latin by W. H. DRAPER. With a Illustrations. Crown 8vo, cloth, 6s. net.

PHELPS (E. S.).—Jack the
Fisherman. Crown 8vo, cloth, 1s. 6d.
PHIL MAY'S Sketch-Book: Crown 8vo, cloth, 2s. 6d.

PHIPSON (Dr. T. L.),—Famous Violinists and Fine Violins. Crown 8vo, cloth, 5s.

PILKINGTON (L. L.),—Mailender's Mistake. Crown 8vo, cloth, 6s.

PLANCHE (J. R.),—Songs and Poems. Edited by Mrs. MACKARNESS. Crown 8vo, cloth, 6s.

PLAYS OF OUR FOREFATHERS, and some of the Traditions upon which they were founded. By C. M. GAYLEY, LL.D. With numerous illustrations. Royal 8vo, cloth, 12s. 6d. net.

PLUTARCH'S Lives of Illustrious Men. With Life of Plutarch by J. and W. LANGHORNE, and Portraits. Two Vols., 8vo, half-cloth, 10s. 6d.

POE'S (EDGAR ALLAN) Choice Works: Poems, Stories, Essays. With an Introduction by CHARLES BAUERLAIRE. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d.

POLLOCK (W. H.),—The Charm, and Other Drawing-Room Plays. By Sir WALTER BESANT and WALTER H. POLLOCK. With 50 Illustrations, Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d.

POTTS (HENRY),—His Final Flutter. Crown 8vo, cloth, 6s.

PRAED (Mrs. CAMPBELL),—Novels by. Post 8vo, illus. boards, 2s. 6d. each.

The Romance of a Station. The Soul of Countess Adrian. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d. each; post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.

Outlaw and Lawmaker. Christina Chad. Mrs. Tregaskiss. With 8 Illustrations, Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d. each.

Nulma. Madame Iza. 'As I Watch in the Night.' The Lost Earl of Ilan.

PRESLAND (JOHN),—Dramas by. Fcap., 4to, cloth, 5s. each.

Mary Queen of Scots. Manin and the Defence of Venice. The Deluge, and other Poems. Cr. 8vo, hand-made paper, quarter-parchment, 3s. 6d. net.

PRICE (E. C.),—Valentina. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d.

PROCTOR (RICHARD A.),—Works by. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d. each.


Wages and Wants of Science Workers. Crown 8vo, 12. 6d.

PRYCE (RICHARD),—Miss Maxwell's Affections. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d.; post 8vo, illus. boards, 2s.

RAB AND HIS FRIENDS. By Dr. JOHN BROWN. Square 16mo, with Frontispiece, cloth, 1s. net.

READE'S (CHARLES) Novels. Collected LIBRARY EDITION, in Seventeen Volumes, crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d. each.

Peg Woffington; and Christie Johnstone.

Hard Cash. The Cloister and the Hearth. With a Preface by Sir WALTER BESANT. 'It is Never Too Late to Mend.'

The Course of True Love Never Did Run Smooth; and Singleheart and Doubleface.

The Autobiography of a Thief: Jack of all Trades; A Hero and a Martyr; The Wandering Heir.


Readiana; and Bible Characters. Also in Twenty-one Volumes, post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.

Peg Woffington. | A Simpleton. Christie Johnstone. 'It is Never Too Late to Mend.'


LARGE TYPE, FINE PAPER EDITIONS. Pott 8vo, cloth, gilt top, 2s. net each; leather, gilt edges, 3s. net each.

The Cloister and the Hearth. With 32 Illustrations by M. B. HERRERDINE. 'It is Never Too Late to Mend.'

POPULAR EDITIONS, medium 8vo, 6d. each.

READE (CHARLES)—continued.
POPULAR EDITIONS, medium 8vo, 6d. each.
A Perilous Secret.
A Woman-hater.
The Course of True Love.
The Wandering Heir. LARGE TYPE EDITION, fcrap. 8vo, cloth, 1s. net.
The Cloister and the Hearth.
With 16 Photogravure and 84 half-tone illustrations by MATT B. HEWERDINE.
Small 4to, cloth, 6s. 6d. net.—Also the St. Martin’s ILLUSTRATED EDITION,
with 20 Illustrations in 4 Colour and 10 in Black and White by BYAM SHAW.
R.I. Demy 8vo, cloth, 12s. 6d.; parchment, 16s. net.

RICHARDSON (FRANK), Novels by.
The Man who Lost his Past. With 50 Illustrations by TOM BROWNE. R.I.
Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d.; POPULAR EDITION, picture cover, 1s. 6d.
The Pay Giver’s Miracle. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d.
Crown 8vo, cloth, 6s. each.
The King’s Counsel Semi-Society. There and Back.

RIDDELL (Mrs.), Novels by.
A Rich Man’s Daughter. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d.
Weird Stories. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d.; post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s.
Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.
The Uninhabited House.
The Prince of Wales’s Garden Party.
The Mystery in Palace Gardens.
The Fairy Water. | Idle Tales. Her Mother’s Darling.

RIVES (AMELIE), Stories by.
Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d. each.

ROBINSON (F. W.), Novels by.
Women are Strange. Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s.
Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d. each; post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.
The Hands of Justice.
The Woman in the Dark.

ROLFE (FR.), Novels by.
Hadrian the Seventh. Don Tarquinio.

ROLL OF BATTLE ABBEY, THE: List of the Principal Warriors who came from Normandy with William the Conqueror, 1066. In Gold and Colours, 5s.

ROMAUNT (THE) OF THE ROSE. With 20 Illustrations in Coloured Collotype by KRITH HENDERSON and NORVAN WILKINSON. Crown 4to, cloth, 21s. net.

ROSENGARTEN (A.).—Handbook of Architectural Styles. Translated by W. COLLERT SANDERS. With 630 Illustrations. Cr. 8vo, cloth, 7s. 6d.

ROSS (ALBERT).—A Sugar Princess. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d.

ROWSELL (MARY C.).—Monsieur de Paris. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d.

ROYAL COLLECTIONS, Notes on Pictures in the. Edited by LIONEL CUST, M.V.O., and published by permission of H.M. KING GEORGE V. With 51 Illustrations in Photogravure, Collotype, and Half-tone. Roy. 4to, cl., 12s. 6d. net.

RUNCIMAN (JAS.).—Skippers and Shellbacks. Cr. 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d.

RUSKIN SERIES (The). Square 16mo, cl., with Frontispieces, 1s. net each.
The King of the Golden River. By JOHN RUSKIN. Illustrated by RICHARD DOYLE.
Ruskin as a Religious Teacher. By F. W. FARRAR, D.D.
Fath and his Friends. By Dr. JOHN BROWN.
Old Christmas. By WASHINGTON IRVING.
Fairy Tales from Tuscany. By I. M. ANDERTON.

RUSSELL (W. CLARK), Novels by.
Round the Galley Fire. In the Middle Watch.
On the Fo’c’sle Head.
A Voyage to the Cape.
A Book for the Hammock.
The Mystery of the ‘Ocean Star.’
The Romance of Jenny Harlowe.
The Tale of the Ten.
An Ocean Tragedy.
My Shipmate Louise.
Alone on a Wide Wide Sea.
The Good Ship ’Mochock.’
The Phantom Death.
Is He the Man? | Heart of Oak.
The Convict Ship.
The Last Entry.
A Tale of Two Tunnels.
The Death Ship.
The ‘Pretty Polly.’ With 12 Illustrations by G. E. ROBERTSON.
Overdue... | Wrong Side Out.
POPULAR EDITIONS, medium 8vo, 6d. each.
The Convict Ship.
Is He the Man?
Wrong Side Out. CHEAP EDITION. Crown 8vo, cloth, 1s. net.

RUSSELL (HERBERT).—True Blue. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d.

RUSSELL (DORA), Novels by.
A Country Sweetheart. The Drift of Fate.
RUSSIAN BASTILLE, THE  
(The Fortress of Schlussesburg). By I. P. YOVPATHEV. Translated by A. S. RAPPORPORT, M.A. With 16 Plates, Demy 8vo, cloth, 7s. 6d. net.

SAINT AUBYN (ALAN), Novels
by. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d. each: post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.
A Fellow of Trinity. With a Note by OLIVER WENDELL HOLMES.
The Junior Dean. 
Orchard Damask. 
The Master of St. Benedict’s. 
In the Face of the World. 
To His Own Master. 
The Tremlett Diamonds.
Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d. each, 
The Woosling of May. 
Fortune’s Gate. 
A Tragic Honeymoon. 
Gallantry Bower. 
A Proctor’s Wooing. 
Bonnie Maggie Lauder. 
Mrs. Dunbar’s Secret. 
Mary Unwin. With 8 Illustrations.

SAINT JOHN (BAYLE). — A Levantine Family. Cr. 8vo, el., 3s. 6d.

SALA (G. A.).—Gaslight and Daylight. Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s.

SÉLINcourt (HUGH DE) — Oxford from Within. With a Note and 20 Illustrations in Colour and Monochrome by YOSHI MARKINO. Demy 8vo, cloth, 7s. 6d. net; parchment, 15s. net.

SERGEANT (ADELINE), Novels
by. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d. each.
Under False Pretences. 
Dr. Endicott’s Experiment. 
The Missing Elizabeth.

SERMON ON THE MOUNT (The). Illuminated in Gold and Colours by ALBERTO SANGORSKI. Fcap. 4to. Jap. vellum, 6s. net; parchment, full gilt, 8s. 6d. net.

ST. MARTIN’S LIBRARY (Thé).
In pocket size, cloth, gilt top, 2s. net per Vol.; leather, gilt edges, 3s. net per Vol.

ST. MARTIN’S LIBRARY—continued.
In pocket size, cloth, gilt top, 2s. net per Vol.; leather, gilt edges, 3s. net per Vol.

By HALL CAINE.

The Deemster. 
By WILKIE COLLINS.
The Woman in White. 
By DANIEL DEFOE.
Robinson Crusoe. With 37 Illustrations by G. CRUIKSHANK. 
By CHARLES DICKENS.
Speeches. With Portrait by AUSTIN DOBSON.
Eighteenth Century Vignettes. In Three Series, each Illustrated. 
By W. S. GILBERT.
Original Plays. In Four Series. 
By THOMAS HARDY.
Under the Greenwood Tree. 
By ERNEST HART.
Condensed Novels. 
Mills, the Luck of Roaring Camp, and other Stories. With Portrait, 
Poetical Works. 
By OLIVER WENDELL HOLMES.
The Autocrat of the Breakfast-Table. Illustrated by J. THOMSON. 
Compiled by A. H. HYATT.
The Charm of London: An Anthology. 
The Charm of Edinburgh. 
The Charm of Venice. 
The Charm of Paris. 
By RICHARD JEFFRIES.
The Life of the Fields. 
The Open Air. 
Nature near London. 
By CHARLES LAMB.
The Essays of Ella. 
By LORD MACAULAY.
By JUSTIN MCCARTHY.
The Reign of Queen Anne, in 1 Vol. 
A History of Our Own Times from Accession of Q. Victoria to 1891, in 4 Vols. 
By GEORGE MACDONALD.
Works of Fancy and Imagination, in 10 Vols. 16mo. (For List, see p. 13.) 
By W. H. MALLOCK.

The New Republic. 
By OUIDA.
Wisdom, Wit, and Pathos. Selected by F. SYDNEY MORRIS. 
By CHARLES READ.
The Cloister and the Hearth. With 32 Illustrations by M. B. HENDERKINE. 
‘It is Never Too Late to Mend.’ 
Selected by FRANK SIDGWICK.
Ballads and Lyrics of Love. 
With 10 Coloured Illustrations by BYAM SHAW.
Historical and Legendary Ballads. With 10 Coloured Illustrations by BYAM SHAW. 
By ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON.
An Inland Voyage. 
Travels with a Donkey. 
The Silverado Squatters. 
Memories and Portraits. 
Virginibus Puerisque. 
Men and Books.
ST. MARTIN’S LIBRARY—cont’d.
In pocket size, cloth, gilt top, 2s. net per Vol.;
leather, gilt edges, 3s. net per Vol.
BY ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON.
New Arabian Nights.
Across the Plains.
The Merry Men.
Prince Otto.
In the South Seas.
Essays of Travel.
Weir of Hermiston.
Tales and Fantasies.
The Art of Writing.
Collected Poems.
By H. A. Taine.

History of English Literature, in
4 Vols. With 32 Portraits.
By MARK TWAIN.—Sketches.
By WALTON and COTTON.
The Complete Angler.
By WALT WHITMAN.

SEYMOUR (CYRIL), Novels by.
Crown 8vo, cloth, 6s. each.
The Magic of To-Morrow.
Comet Chaos.

SHADOWLESS MAN (THE):
Peter Schlemihl. By A. VON CHAMISSO.
Translated by Sir JOHN BOWING. And
Illustrated by GORDON BROWNE. Demy
8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d. net.

SHAKESPEARE LIBRARY
PART I.
THE OLD-SPELLING
SHAKESPEARE

With the spelling of the Quarto or the Folio as the basis of the Text, and all changes marked in heavy type. Edited, with brief Introductions and Notes, by F. J. FURNIVALL, M.A., D.LITT., and F. W. CLARKE, M.A. Demy 8vo, cloth, 2s. 6d. net each Play; or Library Edition, pure rag paper, half-parchment, 5s. net per Play. A list of the volumes already published or in the press may be had.

PART II.

THE SHAKESPEARE CLASSICS.
Small crown 8vo, quarter-bound antique grey boards, 2s. 6d. net per vol.; whole gold-brown velvet perian, 4s. net per vol.; also a Limited Edition on larger paper, half parchment, gilt tops 5s. net, per vol. Each volume with Frontispiece.

VOLUMES PUBLISHED OR IN PREPARATION.
1. Lodge’s ‘Rosalynde’: the original of Shakespeare’s ‘As You Like It.’ Edited by W. W. GREG, M.A.
2. Greene’s ‘Pandosto,’ or ‘Dorastus and Fawnia’: the original of Shakespeare’s ‘Winter’s Tale.’ Edited by P. G. THOMAS.
3. Brooke’s Poem of ‘Romeus and Juliet’: the original of Shakespeare’s ‘Romeo and Juliet.’ Edited by P. A. DANIEL. Modernised and re-edited by J. J. MUNRO.

SHAKESPEARE CLASSICS—cont’d.

4. ‘The Troublesome Reign of King John’: the Play rewritten by Shakespeare as ‘King John.’ Edited by J. B. FURNIVALL, D.LITT.
5. ‘The History of Hamlet’: With other Documents illustrative of the sources of Shakespeare’s Play, and an Introductory Study of the Legend of Hamlet by Dr. GOSSLING.
6. ‘The Play of King Lear and His Three Daughters’: the play on the subject of King Lear, Edited by SIDNEY LEE, D.LITT.
7. ‘The Taming of the Shrew’: Being the old play used by Shakespeare in ‘The Taming of the Shrew.’ Edited by PROFESSOR F. S. BOAS, M.A.
8. ‘The Menachmi’: the original of Shakespeare’s ‘Comedy of Errors.’ Latin text, with the Elizabethan Translation. Edited by W. H. D. ROUSE, LITT.
9. ‘Promos and Cassandra’: the source of ‘Measure for Measure.’
10. ‘Apolonius and Silla’: the source of ‘Twelfth Night.’ Edited by MORTON LUCE.
11. ‘The First Part of the Contention betwixt the two famous Houses of York and Lancastor,’ and ‘The True Tragedy of Richard, Duke of York’: the originals of the second and third parts of ‘King Henry VI.’
12. ‘The Sources of ‘The Tempest.’
13. ‘The Sources of ‘Cymbeline.’
14. ‘The Sources of ‘The Merchant of Venice.’

SHAKESPEARE LIBRARY—cont’d.

THE LAMB SHAKESPEARE
FOR YOUNG PEOPLE.

With Illustrations and Music. Based on MARY AND CHARLES LAMB’S TALES FROM SHAKESPEARE, and edited by Professor I. GOLLANZ, who has inserted within a prose setting those scenes and passages from the Plays with which the young reader should early become acquainted. The Music arranged by T. MASSEY, IMPERIAL-10, cloth, 1s. 6d. net per vol.; leather, 2s. 6d. net per vol.; SOUTHERN EDITION, linen, 8d. net per vol.

1. The Rose.
2. As You Like It.
3. A Midsummer Night’s Dream.
SHAKESPEARE LIBRARY—cont.
The Lamb SHAKESPEARE—cont.
IV. The Merchant of Venice.
V. The Winter’s Tale.
VI. Twelfth Night.
VII. Cymbeline.
VIII. Romeo and Juliet.
IX. Macbeth.
X. Much Ado About Nothing.

XI. A Life of Shakespeare for the Young.

XII. An Evening with Shakespeare: 10 Dramatic Tableaux for Young People, with Music by T. MASKELL HARDY, and Illustrations. Cloth, 2s. net; leather, 3s. 6d. net; linen, 1s. 6d. net.

PART IV.

SHAKESPEARE'S ENGLAND.
A series of volumes illustrative of the life, thought, and letters of England in the time of Shakespeare.

Robert Lanham's Letter, describing part of the entertainment given to Queen Elizabeth at Kenilworth Castle in 1575. With Introduction by Dr. FURNIVALL. Demy 8vo, cloth, 5s. net.

The Rogues and Yagabonds of Shakespeare's Youth: reprints of Awdley's 'Fraternity of Yagabonds,' Harman's 'Cave's for Common Curators,' Parson Haben's or Hyberdyne's 'Sermon in Praise of Thieves and Thievry,' &c. With many woodcuts. Edited, with Introduction, by EDWARD VILES and Dr. FURNIVALL. Demy 8vo, cloth, 5s. net.

Shakespeare's Holinshed: a reprint of all the passages in Holinshed's 'Chronicle' of which use was made in Shakespeare's Historical Plays, with Notes. Edited by W. G. BOSWELL STONE. Royal 8vo, cloth, 10s. 6d. net.

The Book of Elizabethan Verse. Edited with Notes by WILLIAM STANLEY BRAITHWAITE. With Frontispiece and Vignette, Small crown 8vo, 6d. net; volume, full, 7s. 6d. net.

The Shakespeare Allusion Book. Reprints of all references to Shakespeare and his Works before the close of the 17th century, collected by Dr. INGLEBY, Miss L. TOULMIN SMITH, Dr. FURNIVALL, and J. J. MUNRO. Two vols., royal 8vo, cloth, 21s. net.

Harrison's Description of England. Part IV. Uniform with Parts I.-III., as issued by the New Shakespear Society. Edited by Dr. FURNIVALL. With additions by Mrs. C. C. STOPES (250 copies only.) 17s. 6d. net.

A Study of Shakespeare. By A. C. SWINBURNE. Crown 8vo, cloth, 8s.

The Age of Shakespeare. By A. C. SWINBURNE. Cr. 8vo, buckram, 6s. net.

Shakespeare's Sweetheart: a Romance. By EVA H. STRONG. With 6 Coloured Illustrations by C. E. PECK. Square 8vo, cloth, 6s.

SHARP (WILLIAM).—Children of To-morrow. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d.

SHERARD (R. H.).—Rogues. Crown 8vo, cloth, 1s. 6d.

SHERIDAN'S (RICHARD BRINSLEY) Complete Works. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d.

SHERWOOD (MARGARET).—Daphne: a Pastoral. With Coloured Frontispiece. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d.

SHIEL (M. P.), Novels by. The Purple Cloud. Cr. 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d. Unto the Third Generation. Cr. 8vo, cloth, 6s.

SIMS (GEORGE R.), Books by. Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each; cloth limp, 2s. 6d. each.


Crown 8vo, picture cover, 1s. each; cloth. 1s. 6d. each.

The Dagonet Reciter and Reader. Dagonet Ditties. Life We Live. Young Mrs. Gaudle. Li Ting of London.

Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d. each; post 8vo, picture boards, 2s. each; cloth, 2s. 6d. each.


Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d. each; post 8vo, 35. 6d. each; picture boards, 2s. each; cloth, 2s. 6d. each.

Joyce Plesantry. With a Frontispiece by HUGH THOMSON. For Life—and After. Once upon a Christmas Time. With 8 Illustrations by CHAS. GREEN, R.I.


Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d. each; post 8vo, picture cover, 2s. each.

Rogues and Yagabonds. In London's Heart. Popular Editions, medium 8vo, 6d. each.


How the Poor Live; and Horrible London. Crown 8vo, leatherette, 12.

Dagonet Dramas. Crown 8vo, 12.

Dagonet Abroad. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d.; post 8vo, picture cover, 2s.

His Wife's Revenge. Cr. 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d.; Cheap Edition, 1s. net.
SHELLEY'S Complete WORKS
In Verse and Prose. Edited by R. HERNE SHEPHERD. 5 Vols., 3s. 6d. ea.
Poetical Works, in Three Vols.:
Vol. I. Margaret Nicholson: Shelley's Correspondence with Stockdale; Wandering Jew; Queen Mab; Alastor; Rosalind and Helen; Prometheus Unbound; Adonais.
Vol. III. Posthumous Poems; The Masque of Anarchy; and other Pieces.
Prose Works, in Two Vols.:
Vol. I. Zastrozzi; St. Irvyne; Dublin and Marlow Pamphlets; Reflections on Delphi; Letters to Leigh Hunt; Minor Writings.
Vol. II. Essays: Letters from Abroad; Translations and Fragments: a Biography.

SIGNBOARDS: Their History, including Famous Taverns and Remarkable Characters. By JACOB LAKWOOD and J. C. HOTTEM. With 85 Illustrations. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d.

SISTER DORA. By M. LONSDALE. Demy 8vo, 4s.; cloth, 6d.

SLANG DICTIONARY (The): Historical and Anecdotal. Cr. 8vo, cl., 6s. 6d.

SMEDLEY (CONSTANCE): Mrs. Maxwell Armfield. Novels by. The June Princess. Cr. 8vo, cl., 3s. 6d.

Service. | Mothers and Fathers.

See also The Flower Book, p. 11.

SOCIETY IN LONDON. Crown 8vo, is.; cloth, 1s. 6d.

SOMERSET (Lord HENRY).—Songs of Adieu. 4to, limp vellum, 6s.

SPALDING (Kenneth J.).—A Pilgrim's Way: Songs. Fcap. 4to, buckram, 3s. 6d. net.

SPEIGHT (T. W.), Novels by. Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.

Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d. each.

Her Ladyship. | The Gay Monk. The Master of Trenance. The Secret of Wyvern Towers. Doom of Silva. | As it was Written. The Web of Fate. Experiences of Mr. Verschoyle. Stepping Blindfold. Wife or No Wife. Post 8vo, cloth, 1s. 6d.

SPENSER for Children. By M. H. TOWRY. With Coloured Illustrations by W. I. MORGAN. Crown 8vo, cloth, 9s. 6d.

SPEIGHT (E. E.).—The Galileo of Torbay. Crown 8vo, cloth, 6s.

SPETTIGUE (H. H.).—The Heritage of Eve. Cr. 8vo, cloth, 6s.

SPIELMANN (MRS. M. H.), Books by.
Large crown 8vo, cloth, 1s. net. each.
Margery Reedy and her Friends. With Illustrations, by GORDON BROWNE.
The Rainbow Book: Sixteen Tales of Fun and Fancy. With 37 Illustrations by ARTHUR RACKHAM, HUGH THOMSON, BERNARD PARTRIDGE, LEWIS BAUMER, and other artists.

SPRING (S. SQUIRE).—An Industrious Chevalier. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d.

STAFFORD (JOHN), Novels by. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d. each.

Doris and I. | Carlton Prior.

STANLEY (WINIFRED).—A Flash of the Will. Cr. 8vo, cloth, 6s.

STARRY HEAVENS: Poetical Birthday Book. Pott 8vo, cloth, 2s. 6d.

STEDMAN (E. C.).—Victorian Poets. Crown 8vo, cloth, 9s.

STEINLEN AND HIS ART: 24 Cartoons in Tints and Monochrome. With Introduction. Folio, cl., 10s. 6d. net.

STEVENS (RICCARDO).—The Crucifermark. Cr. 8vo, cl., 3s. 6d.

STEVENS (R. NEILSON).—Philip Winwood. Cr. 8vo, cl., 3s. 6d.

STERLING (S.).—Shakespeare's Sweetheart. With 6 Coloured Illustrations by C. R. PECK. Sq. 8vo, cloth, 6s.

STERNDALE (R. ARMITAGE).—The Afghan Knife. Post 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d.: Illustrated boards, 2s.

STERNE (LAURENCE).—A Sentimental Journey. With 80 Illustrations by T. H. ROBINSON, and Portrait. Crown 8vo, cloth gilt, 3s. 6d.

STEVENS (BURTON E.).—Affairs of State. Cr. 8vo, cl., 3s. 6d.

STEVENS (R. LOUIS), Works by.
The Swanson Edition of the Works of ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON (Including the Letters), in 25 vols., crown 8vo, 6s. 6d. each (To be subscribed for only in sets, through the Booksellers.) A full Prospectus may be had.

Crown 8vo, buckram, 6s. each.

Travels with a Donkey. With a Frontispiece by WALTER CRANE.

An Inland Voyage. With a Frontispiece by WALTER CRANE.

STEVENSON (R. L.)—continued.

Fine Paper Editions.


Weir of Hermiston.

Tales and Fantasies.

The Art of Writing.

Collected Poems of R. L. S.

R. L. Stevenson: A Study. By H. B. Bail-

Don. With 2 Portraits. Cr. 8vo, buckram, 6s.

Recollections of R. L. Stevenson

in the Pacific. By Arthur John-

Stone. Cr. 8vo, buckram, 6s. net.

STOCKTON (FRANK R.).—The

Young Master of Hyson Hall. With

30 Illustrations. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d.; picture cloth, flat back, 2s.

STONE (CHRISTOPHER).—Novels by.

Crown 8vo, cloth, 6s. each.

The Noise of Life.

STRAUS (RALPH). Novels by.

Crown 8vo, cloth, 6s. each.

The Man Apart.

The Little God's Drum.

STRUTT (JOSEPH).—The

Sports and Pastimes of the People of

England. With 140 Illustrations.

Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d.

STUART (H. LONGAN), Works by.

Crown 8vo, cloth, 6s. each.

Weeping Cross. | Fenella.

SULTAN (THE) AND HIS SUB-

JECTS. By Richard Davey. With

Portrait. Demy 8vo, cloth, 7s. 6d. net.

SUNDOWNER, Stories by.

Told by the Taaffir. Cr. 8vo, 3s. 6d.

The Tale of the Serpent. Crown

8vo, cloth, flat back, 2s.

SUTRO (ALFRED).—The

Foolish Virgins. Fcp. 8vo, 15. 1/2. 6d.

SWIFT'S (Dean) Choice Works,

In Prose and Verse. Cr. 8vo, cl., 3s. 6d.

Jonathan Swift: A Study. By J.

Churton Colems. Cr. 8vo, cl., 3s. 6d.

SWINBURNE'S (ALGERNON

CHARLES) Works.

Mr. Swinburne’s Collected Poems.

In 6 Vols., crown 8vo, 36s. net the set.

Mr. Swinburne’s Collected Trag-

edies. In 4 Vols., cr. 8vo, 10s. net the set.

Selections from Mr. Swinburne’s

Works. With Preface by T. Waits-

Dunton, and 2 Plates. Fcp. 8vo, 6s.

The Queen-Mother; and Rosa-

mond. Crown 8vo, 7s. 6d. net.

Atalanta in Calydon. Crown 8vo, 6s.

Chastelard: A Tragedy. Crown 8vo, 7s.

Poems and Ballads.

First Series. Crown 8vo, 6s.

Poems and Ballads. Second Series.

Crown 8vo, 6s.

Poems and Ballads. Third Series.

Crown 8vo, 7s.

Songs before the Sunris. Crown 8vo,

10s. 6d.
SWINBURNE (A. C.)—continued.
Bothwell: A Tragedy. Crown 8vo, 12s. 6d.
Songs of Two Nations. Crown 8vo, 6s.
George Chapman (In Vol. II. of G. Chapman's Works.) Crown 8vo, 32. 6d.
Essays and Studies. Crown 8vo, 12s.
Erechtheus: A Tragedy. Crown 8vo, 6s.
A Note on Charlotte Bronte. Crown 8vo, 6s.
A Study of Shakespeare. Cr. 8vo, 8s.
Songs of the Springtides. Cr. 8vo, 6s.
Studies in Song. Crown 8vo, 7s.
Mary Stuart: A Tragedy. Crown 8vo, 8s.
Tristan of Lyonsse. Crown 8vo, 9s.
A Century of Roundels. Cr. 8vo, 6s.
A Midsummer Holiday. Cr. 8vo, 7s.
Marino Faliero: A Tragedy. Cr. 8vo, 6s.
A Study of Victor Hugo. Cr. 8vo, 6s.
Miscellanies. Crown 8vo, 12s.
Locrine: A Tragedy. Crown 8vo, 6s.
A Study of Ben Jonson. Cr. 8vo, 7s.
Astrophel, &c. Crown 8vo, 7s.
The Tale of Balen. Crown 8vo, 7s.
Rosamund, Queen of the Lombards: A Tragedy. Crown 8vo, 8s.
A Channel Passage. Crown 8vo, 7s.
William Blake. Crown 8vo, 6s. net.
The Duke of Gavaldi. Crown 8vo, 5s.
The Age of Shakespeare. Crown 8vo, 6s. net.
The Pilgrimage of Pleasure. See page 17 for Mrs. Disney-Leith's The Children of the Chapel. Crown 8vo, 6s. net.

SWINNERTON (FRANK),
Novels by. Crown 8vo, cloth, 6s. each.
The Merry Heart.
The Young Idea. The Casement.

SYRETT (NETTA), Novels by,
Anne Page. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d.; Popular Edition medium 8vo, 6d.
Crowned 8vo, cloth, 6s. each.
A Castle of Dreams.
Olivia L. Carew.
Drenden's Daughter.

TALIE'S History of English Literature, Trans. by Henry Van Laun, Four Vols., with 32 Portraits, pott 8vo, cloth, gilt top, 2s. net each; leather, gilt edges, 4s. net each.

TALES FOR THE HOMES.
BY TWENTY-SIX WELL-KNOWN AUTHORS. Edited by Rev. J. Marchant. Published for the benefit of the Barnardo Memorial Fund. With 3 Portraits, Crown 8vo, cloth, 5s. net.

TAYLOR (TOM).—Historical Dramas. Crown 8vo, 1s. each.
  JEANNE DARC.
  'TWIXT AXE AND CROWN.
  'THE FOOL'S REVENGE.'
  'ARKWRIGHT'S WIFE.'
  'ANNE BOLEYN.'
  'PLOT AND PASSION.'

THACKERAY, W. M. — The Rose and The Ring. With Coloured Frontispiece, 44 Illustrations (12 in Two Tints) and End-papers by Gordon Browne. Demy 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d. net.
The Pocket Thackeray. Arranged by A. H. Hyatt. 16mo, cloth, gilt top, 2s. net; leather, gilt top, 3s. net.

THOMAS (ANNIE), Novels by.
The Siren's Web. Cr. 8vo, cl., 3s. 6d.
Comrades True. Crown 8vo, cloth, 6s.

THOMAS (BERTHA), Novels by.
Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d. each.
In a Cathedral City.
The House on the Scar.
The Son of the House.

THOREAU: His Life and Aims. By A. H. Page. With a Portrait. Post 8vo, buckram, 3s. 6d.

THORNBURY (WALTER).—Tales for the Marines. Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s.

TIMBS (JOHN), Works by.
Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d. each.
Clubs and Club Life in London. With 41 Illustrations, English Eccentrics and Eccentricities. With 48 Illustrations.

TOY PARTY (A).—By J. Bodger. Illustrated in Colours by Dora Barens. Oblong fcap. 4to, picture boards, 1s. net.

TREETON (ERNEST A.).—The Instigator. Crown 8vo, cloth, 6s.

TROLLOPE (ANTHONY), Novels by.
Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d. each; post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.
The Way We Live Now.
Frau Froehmann. | Marion Fay.
The Land-Leaguers.
Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.
Kept in the Dark.
The American Senator.
The Golden Lion of Granpere.
Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d. each.
Mr. Scarborough's Family.
John Caldigate.

TROLLOPE (FRANCES E.).
Novels by. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d. each; post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.
Like Ships upon the Sea.
Mabel's Progress. | Anne Furness.

TROLLOPE (T. A.).—Diamond Cut Diamond. Post 8vo, Illus. bds., 2s.

TURENN (RAYMOND).—The Last of the Mammoths. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d.

TWAIN'S (MARK) Books.
UNIFORM LIBRARY EDITION. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d. each.
Mark Twain's Library of Humour.
With 107 Illustrations by E. W. Kemble. Roughing It: and The Innocents at Home. With 200 Illustrations by F. A. Fraser.
WARRANT to Execute Charles I.
A Facsimile, with the 59 Signatures and Seals. 2s.
Warrant to Execute Mary Queen of Scots. Including Queen Elizabeth’s Signature and the Great Seal. 2s.

WASSERMANN (LILLIAS).—The Daffodils. Crown 8vo, cloth, 1s. 6d.
WEBBER (BYRON).—Sport and Spangles. Crown 8vo, cloth, 2s.
WERNER (A.).—Chapenga’s White Man. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d.
WESTALL (WILL.), Novels by.
Trust-Money. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d.; post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s.
With the Red Eagle. Popular Edition, medium 8vo, 6d.
Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d. each.

WESTBURY (ATHA).—The Shadow of Hilton Fernbrook. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d.

WHEELRIGHT (E. G.).—A Sow's Awakening. Crown 8vo cloth, 6s.

WHISHAW (FRED.).—Novels by.

WHITMAN (WALT.).—Poems by.
Selected and Edited, with Introduction, by W. M. Rossetti. With Portrait. Crown 8vo, buckram, 6s.; post 8vo, cloth, 2s. net; leather, 3s. 6d.

WILDE (LADY).—The Ancient Legends, Charms, and Superstitions of Ireland. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d.

WILLIAMS (W. MATTIEU).—The Chemistry of Cookery. Crown 8vo, cloth, 6s.

WILLIAMSON (Mrs. F. H.).—A Child Widow. Post 8vo, illust., 6d.

WILLS (C. J.).—Novels by.
An Easy-going Fellow. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d.
His Dead Past. Crown 8vo, cloth, 6s.

WILSON (Dr. ANDREW).—Chapters on Evolution. With 259 Illustrations. Crown 8vo, cloth, 7s. 6d.
Leisure-Time Studies. With Illustrations. Crown 8vo, cloth, 6s.
Common Accidents, and how to Treat Them. Cr. 8vo, 1s. 6d. cloth, 1s. 6d.

WINTER (JOHN STRANGE).—Regimental Legends. Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s.; cloth, 2s. 6d.
Cavalry Life, and Regimental Legends. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d.; picture cloth, flat back, 2s.

WOOD (H. F.).—Detective Stories by. Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s.; cloth, 2s. 6d.
Passenger from Scotland Yard. The Englishman of the Rue Cain.

WORDSWORTH, W. (Rev.).—An Introduction to a Poet’s Country, by Eric Robertson, M.A. With Photogravure Portrait and 47 Illustrations by Arthur Tucker, R.B.A. Demy 8vo, cloth, 7s. 6d. net.

WRAGG (CLEMNET L.).—The Romance of the South Seas. With 84 Illustrations. Crown 8vo, cloth, 7s. 6d. net.

WRIGHT (THOMAS).—History of Caricature and of the Grotesque in Art, Literature, Sculpture and Painting. Illustrated by T. W. Fairholt. Crown 8vo, cloth, 7s. 6d.

ZANGWILL (LOUIS).—A Nineteenth Century Miracle. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d.; picture cloth, flat back, 2s.

ZOLA (EMILE).—Novels by.
UNIFORM EDITION. Mostly Translated or Edited, with Introductions, by Ernest A. Vizetelly. Cr. 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d. each.


POPULAR EDITIONS, medium 8vo, 6d. each.